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The other comedy turn was Brendel and Bert, boy and girl,
No. 4 position. They enter immediately among the best of
Brendel does a Swede
vaudeville's mixed comedy two-acts.
character in his own way, has everything new, from dialog to
business and dressing, and with his partner, Flo Bert, can go
against any two-act that can get a date. ~Miss Bert as a singer
of songs is going to attract a lot of attention. She has the knack
of putting them over, and dresses well besides, although her blue
or green riding habit at the opening would never prove that.
Mr. Brendel has two bits
It was the other gown that set her off.
of business he should protect at any cost. One is his finish, the
other is the kissing. There are really two good "singles" in this
in the

double turn, and two good singles as a rule should make a good
two-act. Brendel and Bert are better than that. They are Philadelphians and were in a vaudeville production starting out from
there some time ago. Around the Palace it was said the turn was
a Bart

McHugh

act.

Brendel and Bert, next to
closing spot, tied the show up in
a knot with their comic specialty
and cornered the honors of the

evening with little or no competition.
Brendel has a unique
style of characterizing a funny

Swede and introduces

several

of business.
The
finale is sure fire anywhere.
Miss Bert's solo singing provides the contrast and her numbers show good musical taste.
novel

bits

Wvnn.

Sime.

Solid This and Next Season
(Thanks to Musical Comedy Managers

Booked

for Production Offers)
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COLUMBIA'S EMERGENCY FUND
FOR BENEFIT OF SERVICE MEN

The

wheels decided
this week to raise and maintain an Emergency Fund, to be applied to the
wants of any man in the Service, who
entered it from a burlesque company

American

burlesque

or theatie, lcgardless of what his position or station may have been in
either.

be employed only to supply comforts to
wounded men who entered the Service
from burlesque, or to relieve the dependents of any burlsque man killed or
dying from wounds received in action.
There are about 400 men from bur-

The Emergency Fund

will

estimated.
lesque in the Service,
Among these are men from every department of burlesque. The two wheels
have about 68 road shows and 70 theait

is

tres.

The Emergency Fund

be started
shortly after the burlesque's "Smoke
commence
circuits,
to
Week" on both
Nov. 12. This will consist of a collection to be made at <each performance
by every company in all the houses
for the period. The proceeds will be
handled by the Columbia Amusement
It will prepare the packCo. direct.
ages of smokes and see that they are
forwarded to the boys on the other

Emergency Fund movement,
the Columbia has no precedent, and
will work out its own plan, it having
In

the

the initiative in this contemplated effort to be of immediate assistance when needed to their own
people and dependents.
The first line of action for the establishment and maint.'iinaiice of the
Emergency Fund will probably be an
assessment laid against each company
of a moderate ;unnunt probably $10
weekly, to be subscribed by the several members of the company and
management, on a pro rata basis, ac-

taken

(

a $5 top scale for the opening
performance the premiere oT "Miss
1917," at the Century next Monday
night, is assured of a $7,500 house from
the sale this week.

at $30,

source.

The amounts to be turned over for
the comfort of burlesque men or their
dependents will probably be determined by the committee in charge of
the Emergency Fund. The amounts for
dependents will be guaged by circumstances, but in either event the aid will
be prompt.

BESSIE CLAYTON FOR LONDON.
Chicago, Oct.

Miss Clayton received a contract
covering a period of two years from
Albert de Courville, the London producer.
It calls for the appearance of the
dancer in a de Courville London revue
about New Year's next.

OVER
The

10,000

MEMBERS.

membership

roster
of
the
National Vaudeville Artists passed the
10,000 mark this week, the total membership of the society now being a
few over that number.
The membership carried more than
9,000 names at the beginning of the
season, with the weekly applications
averaging over 50 since then.

STOCK ACTORS NOT LOAFING.
Chicago, Oct. 31.
Schacffer Rrothcrs' Milwaukee Avenue Star theatre is no haven of rest
for the actors.
The policy is stock,
with three complete changes of bill,
opening Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays, with a matinee every day.
The material is old-time farce, running about an hour and a half, with
pop vaudeville between. The house is
making plenty of money.

$7,700.50.

is

The buy

the

for

first

eight

weeks

"Miss 1917" totals over $100,000.
The agencies take 550 seats at $3 and
200 at $2.50 for each of the six night
performances.
This is the regular
price, and the hotels are not paying
any commissions. It leaves the house
about 125 seats on the lower floor at
$2.50, on sale at the box office.
With
the war tax the buy amounts to a little
more than $113,000.
The Century management fs collecting the war tax on all seats with the
exception of the 50-cent tickets in the
second balcony, the house paying the
tax on those.
of

31.

While Bessie Clayton and her company were at the Palace last week

will also likely

is
It
chased by burlesque people.
thought that this represents a large
sum. The Columbia Co. in New York
purchased about $175,000
itself
for
worth of Liberty Bonds.

COHAN "DANCED OUT."

$7,500 OPENING.

With

arise.

The Emergency Fund will be headed
by subscriptions from the Columbia
Amusement Co. and American Burlesque companies and theatres. They
will be accepted from any person or

side.

The burlesque wheels

PRICE TEN CENTS

1917

cording to salary received, the specific
sums contributed becoming insignificant under that arrangement but aggregating a total that will be thought
sufficient to cover necessities if they

will

call upon all their theatre and company managers to compile a complete
statement of all Liberty Bonds pur-

CENTURY'S

2,

The theatre turned back some 2,300
orders for four or more seats, each
for the first performance. The amount
returned to the public was estimated
The directors of
in excess of $40,000.
the playhouse all filed requests for
blocks of seats, but six were the most
allowed any one person.
For the opening performance the
entire lower floor, 875 seats, was scaled
at $5, bringing a total of $4,375; the
dress circle, with 608 seats at $3, totaling $1,824, the first and second balconies remaining at the regular prices,
The gross for the
$1, and 50 cents.
night, with two boxes at $55 and six

Burlesque Circuits Will Raise Money for Comfort of Wounded
and to Aid Dependents If Fatalities Occur Among Men in
Service, Formerly in Burlesque. Will Commence
It Immediately Following Burlesque's
"Smoke Fund" Week Nov. 12.
executives of the Columbia and

NOVEMBER

CITY, FRIDAY,

INDICTED FOR 'DUPING/'
The United States Grand Jury last
week indicted Fred Becker, Lewis
Weiss and Leo Singer for conspiracy
upon a copyright of "Joan
the Woman" and for actual infringeto infringe

Doing the

first

dancing he has done

long while, George M. Cohan surprised the large attendance at Ebling's
in a

Casino last Thursday night, which had
galhcicd iiicic to witness the performance arranged by Mr. Cohan (with the
assistance of George O'Brien) for St.
Luke's Church in the Bronx.
When Mr. Cohan's time arrived, he
started on the song he wrote, "Over
There," but forgot the words of the
second verse. Saying, "I'll have to
dance my way out of this," Mr. Cohan
went through a routine of his former

famous

steps, exiting to wild applause.

GERMAN ACTS NEAR CAMPS.
The Loew

office has circulateu a norelative to German acts playing
southern time, with whom they
have experienced trouble lately through
Hattiesburg and Anniston being situated within the camp territory.
According te army regulations, Germans are not permitted to be within a

tice

the

certain distance of the camp proper,
unless they can show proper papers.
This, hereafter, agents must ascertain
from "German acts" before booking
them over that time.

MARK'S BROOKLYN STRAND.
Mitchell L. Mark and his associates
are having plans drawn for the erection of another Strand picture house
in Brooklyn, to be located close to
the Crescent theatre.
It is to seat 3,500 and construction
will be begun in the spring.

WM. H. CRANE IN SKETCH.
William H. Crane is to make his
debut in vaudeville in a sketch, four
people, under the management of William L. Lykcns.

ment.

ROSSITER DOING AN ACT?

The men were arrested some time
brought

ago,

before

United

States

Commissioner Hitchcock and held in
$2,000 each.
Ralph A. Kohn, attorney
for the Famous Players, took the matter up with Assistant District Attorney

who conducted

Stanton,
ceedings.

It is

was taken

to

criminal proalleged a stolen positive
New Jersey, where a

"duped" negative was made.

TRAVELED
Through

IN

of

troops

through the southland the Plohn &
Levy show, "The Garden of Allah,"

bumped
ities last

against the lack of train facil-

Thursday and was unable

to

make

the matinee that day at SavanThe company was playing Columbia when it learned no passenger
or baggage cars were available. The
nah.

show management arranged
cars and two

flat

CHICAGO NEEDS CLUB.
Chicago, Oct. 31.
club to resemble as much as anything in Chicago can resemble anything in New York— the Friars' or
Lambs', is proposed, to have quarters
along an entire floor of the new Statelake theatre building.
Martin Beck is said to have started
the idea because he cannot find a re-

—

A

BOX CARS.

movement

Chicago, Oct. 31.
Will Rossiter, the Chicago music
publisher and "original song book
man," may venture on a vaudeville
tour in the spring.

for

box

cars to haul the com-

pany, scenery and baggage to Savannah, the troupe reaching there late for
the night performance, the matinee
having to be called off.

treat in this town where he can take
his lunciVeoi'i~Vn soothing surroundings.
Mr. Heck will be a charter member.
Mort Singer. Aaron 1. loncs, lack Lait,
CiirMatthews. T<
(>. L. Hall, J. i\

m

mody, Fred Lincoln, Fred Eberts, Will
Clinic. I'M win Clifford and many other
•local Rialtoitcs have been approached
to become charter members.

Tom

liourke

is

acting as organizer.

CABLES
DRURY LAKE'S XMA$ TANTOr

3SE

London, Oct.

IN PARIS
By

E. G. Kendrew.
Paris, Oct.

15.

"Lc System D," the new 3-act farce
by Guillcmand, H. de Gorsse and P.
Veber, just produced at the Ambigu, is
The title is taken from a
a success.
naughty expression used by French
soldiers
positive

on the

front,

and

signifies the

way of getting out of a scrape,
no matter how. D. is the initial of an
expression best left untranslated. The
authors, who wrote "Madame et son
Filleul" for the Palais Royal, invariably
use the System D. to extricate their
chatacters at the end of the plot. Yet
there is plenty of real fun, however
exaggerated the plot may be, during
the piece.
The new Ambigu farce
moves

which

was

At the Drury Lane, Oct. 26,
given the first English performance of
Moussorgsky's opera, "Khovantchina."
contains some striking scenes,
It
picturesque costumes and quaint Russian music.
Arthur Collins, Frederic Anstey and
Frank Dix have concocted an "Aladdin" pantomime production for the
Drury Lane for Christmas. In the cast
will be Robert Hale, Stanley Lupino.
Will Evans, Harry Claff, Whimsical
Walker, Madge Titheradge.

and Ryner is recruiting for the Tivoli,
Rouen. The English girls are found far
superior for chorus and ballet purposes, while the French are necessary
for small parts.

The Theatre des Arts, Paris, which
was formerly the Theatre des Batignolles, is to become a picture house,
controlled
by the Anglo-American

Amusement
as the

Co.

It will

be then

London, Oct. 31.
R. C. Carton's "The Off Chance" was
withdrawn from the Queens Saturday,
followed by a revival of "Brewster's

Smart Cinema.

Millions."

"GRANDPERE" TO GO ON.

ports to the contrary.

closed.

Geo. Pasquier has renewed his connection with the Nouveau Cirque and
is now fulfilling the functions of administrator and ring master.

After the recent air raids the question of closing all theatres during the
evenings was raised and no concerted
action was arrived at. The matter was
left to the independent judgment of
the respective managements.
The Society of West End Managers
failed to come to any unanimous decision. Many theatres are playing only
matinees this week.

Blanche Tourtain and Germaine Armand. Judging by the Ambigu, Paris
sadly needs some up-to-date theatres.
Foreign visitors were astonished at
the antiquated appearance of this
house, and it is only one in the ville
lumiere of the same category.
"Carte d'Amour" is the new comedy
by Tristan Bernard to be presented
next month at the Theatre Michel,
when Charlotte Lyses (Sacha Guitry)
will take the lead.

London, Oct.

having expired. However, the Casino
de Paris will not be ready for reopening by that date. Rehearsals are taking place for the revue wherever a
spot can be found.

E.

Matthews and

others.

London, Oct.

already coming off
at the Athenee, and will be replaced by
a revival of "Bleus de 1'Amour," awaiting the new work by G. de Porto Riche.
is

by the recent

Patrons are particularly
moonlight nights.

Edyth Goodall and
were the chief scorers

French Company on

Its

a la

Caserne"

is

a

new

mili-

chary

of

Way.

Paris, Oct. 31.

Jacques Copeau has left for New
York with the French company which
is due to open at the Garrick, New
York, Nov. 20, where a series of classic
French plays are to be given.

The Casino will reopen about Nov.
with a new revue. Gaby Deslys and
Harry Pilcer have been engaged; also
Piker's brother, Murray, with a troupe
of seven banjoists.

PAT MURPHY DEAD.

"C^me Along"

is

cabaret theatre,
tract the boys it

now at
Caumartin.
To
the revue
is

the
at-

announced as a

Franco-American production, but it is
more Franco, by Curnonsky and Barklett.

A new play by Alfred Capus (his first
since the war), dealing with the present hi<«;orical times, is to be mounted
at the Porte St. -Martin this winter.
Felix Hugucnet. Mmes. Pierny and
Dorizat are 'listed.
Hn^li-h girl> will be more prevalent
thnn e\er in the revue thorus in France

31.

Jack Bodie, professionally known as
Pat Murphy, comedian, died at Aberi4.

ELLIOTT BUYS LONDON HIT.
London, Oct.

Lyn

Harding

in the cast.

31.

has been announced the Amer-

It

"The

Maid

of the
Mountains" have been disposed of to
rights

ican

for

William Elliott.
Mr. Elliott is to do the piece alone
without either F. Ray Comstock or
Morris Gest, his partners in other
ventures.
9

"LAZY JUGGLER' FLYING.
London, Oct.

•

31.

Elder Hearn. "the lazy juggler."
France with the Royal Flying
Corps.
T.

in

is

CAN USE PIANO FACTORIES.
London, Oct. 31.
There are indications here the Government will probably commandeer all
the pianoforte factories in the United
Kingdom to aid in the manufacture of
aeroplanes.

LONG DISTANCE REHEARSING.
London. Oct. 31.
who is in France, has put
rehearsal his musical comedy, "Turnip Tops." He hopes to secure leave
shortly to appear in tqe production.
C. Connell,

in

DUPREZ HEADLINING.

ARTHUR PRINCE CONVALESCENT.
London, Oct.

31.

Arthur Prince, ventriloquist,
now convalescent and is on his way
London from Salonika.

Lieut.
is

Pilcer Family Well Represented.
Paris, Oct. 31.

deen, Oct.

the war.

31.

air raids.

London, Oct.

"Femme

tary farce to be given shortly at the
Dejazet. This little theatre is famous
for such effusions.

interesting for a first play, giving
great promise of future work from
the authoress.

Business at the theatres has been
slightly affected

INTERESTING.

Paris. Oct. 31.
all close
All Souls
Day, out of respect to those killed in

The French theatres will
November 2, commemorating

is

'

SHY ON MOONLIGHT NIGHTS.

NOV. 2 MEMORIAL DAY.
31.

London. Oct. 31.
At the Strand, Arthur Aldin's production of "Wild Heather," by Dorothy
Brandon, although not a masterpiece,

London, Oct. 31.
"The Willow Tree" opened at the
Globe Oct. 22. It is a charming poetic
play. Rene Kelly is delightful. She is

15

"Mon Oeuvre"

NEW AUTHOR

"WILLOW TREE" CHARMING.

Nares, A.

Paris, Oct. 31.

ONLY MATINEES AGAIN.

The Apollo is closing Nov. 4, the
summer lease taken by L. Volterra

5.

Hertz will produce shortly Lucien
Guitro's comedy, "Grandpcre," at the
Porte St. Martin theatre despite re-

Eve Lavallierr the comedienne, is
threatened with blindness, and is about
to enter a convent.

inces.

Owen

November

Also "Damaged Goods" at St. Martin's and "The Three Daughters of M.
Dupont" at the Ambassador's have

as it is a war farce suits the play as
neatly as any other Hertz may have
chosen. The story is complicated; impossible except for D. fools. MonUvci
is a soldier home on leave, and as he
notices a fop of the rear is making
up to his wife, he decides to prolong
the furlough in order to watch events.
He malingers and calls in a medical
friend to sign an extended sick permit.
Unfortunately he is out when Dr. Pomerac calls. George, a poilu who is also
on leave and come to Montavel's home
to court the cook, receives the army
physician. Then the exaggeration begins. George knows the system D from
alpha to omega. He is treated by Dr.
Pomerac as being Montavel, and the
diagnosis is cerebral weakness, necessitating the
immediate removal of
George to a hospital, followed by his
faithful fiancee, the cook.
Monteval
also goes and mistakes George for the
doctor and when his wife arrives with
her flirt, he is likewise taken for the
doctor.
All this tangle is finally uncoiled by the authors with the said D.
system. Jean Coquelin is excellent in
the role of the simple doctor, Albert
Brasseur being a life-like poilu. They
are ably supported by Terka Lyon,

3

strongly supported by

:

the same night "The Liars" closed
at St. James's, and is succeeded by a
revival of Ibsen's "Ghosts."

Kratons have returned to Paris
after a tour through the French prov-

is

Paris, Oct. 31.
Revivals in the Paris playhouses are
"Within the Law," at the
as follows
Theatre Rejane, October 27; "Potash
& Perlmutter," Theatre of Varieties,

On

something to
be thankful for, but Labiche is not yet
outclassed in France. "Le System D."
is a popular title, in these days, and
briskly,

LAUDER DOES *3<M>W.
The Harry Lauder week at the Lexington Avenue Opera house, ending
last Saturday, reached a gross of
$30,000. Saturday night the scale went
from $2 to $2.50,- and the final three
nights of the engagement the overflow was placed upon the stage.
It was the opening week of Lauder's
present tour under the management
of William Morris. The most sanguine
had not expected the result, especially
in the Lexington, considered an out of
the way house.

PARIS REVIVALS.

LONDON CLOSINGS.

known

"Carmeneta," the French operetta,
now running in London, is to be revived by Mme. Rasimi at the Ba-TaClan shortly.

The

3i.

to

TWO

London, Oct.
the

was

bill

are Beattie and Babs, Kirchner

Girl tableaux.

KILLED IN ACTION.

AVIATION SKITS.

London, Oct. 31.
Herbert Darnley's son, Bertie, aged
20,

killed in action in France.

E. Gibson, formerly of the Ferguson
and Mack duo, was killed in action
recently. He leaves a widow, professionally known as Daisy Clifton.

31.

The headliner at the Victoria Palace
this week is Fred Duprez. Others on

London, Oct.

31.

The Six Brothers Luck are presentnew aviation sketch, by Ernie

ing a

Lotinga and Charles Baldwin, entitled
"Air Birds."
A. Spencer has written an electrical
aviation sketch, "Youth Carries On."

CELEBRATING RUNS.
London, Oct. 31.
"Theodore and Co." celebrated its
450th at the Gaiety and "Inside the
Lines"

its

200th

at

the Apollo, both

Charles Windmere will reopen the
Court theatre with Estell Burney's

new

going strongly.

still

"The Prodigy" Reopening Court.
London. Oct. 31.
play,

"The Prodigy."

Challoner's London Venture.
London, Oct. 31.
Bromley Challcner. a touring manager, has taken the Kingsway theatre

"Mr. Mayfair," Touring Revue.
London, Oct. 31.
"Mr. Mayfair," a touring revue, is
at the Balham Hippodrome. It was
written by Herbert Darnley and Wal

for a brief term, for a revival of

Pink.

Knights

In the cast arc Darnley,
Jr..

Dan Leon,

Were

"When

Bold," playing the lead-

ing role.

and Violet Parry.
Joe Elvin'* Latest Sketch.

New Number and

Scene.

London, Oct. 31.
At the Palladium Ruth Vincent presented a new number, composed by
Max Darcwsk!, the composer conduct-

this winter. The Olympia and Follies
r.cifjere retain the Tiller troupes, while

ing.

the Casino de Paris managers have
appeale-1 to Jackson for a contingent,

scene.

Billy

own

Merson put on an amusing new
"The Movie Man," based on his

film experiences.

London, Oct. 31.
At Finsbury Park Empire, Joe Elvin
appearing in a new sporting sketch
entitled "Punch and Judy," written by
George R. Sims.
Also on the bill is Blanche Tomlin,
accompanied at the piano by her husband, Ronald Wakley, a wealthy amateur composer.
is

VAUDEVILLE
SHUBERTS' UNIQUE SCHEME IN
GARDEN'S "OUTSIDE LIGHTS"
Selling Space to

"Doing Our
Illumination on Front

Minor Principals

in

at

$25 Weekly, to Have Names in
9
of Winter Garden. Two Important Principals
Names Replaced by Ambitious Novices.
The opportunity

to be featured in the

house lights at the Shuberts' Winter
Garden was offered all members of the
cast of "Doing Our Bit," the current

show at that house, this week when the
management conceived the idea to
charge a nominal fee of $25 weekly
any one who cared to see their
encircled with the star of incandescents on the theatre's front, the
offer being extended to chorus girls
for

name

as well as principals.

The

lighting feature of the Winter
Garden, obviously a copy of the Century style of electrical advertising, was
given free to principals during the

opening week. Among those in lights
were Frank Carter and Ada Lewis, the
latter

a

Winter Garden principal

for

the past several seasons. When Shumercenary plan attacked them,
they found two minor principals willing to part with the amount asked and
through lack of space they felt forced
to relieve Carter and Miss Lewis of the
honor of being featured in the house
lights. Beatrice Dakin's name adorned
the house front early in the week. Miss

berts'

Dakin being

a

former Winter Garden

chorister who has been elevated to a
small part in the current production.
Only two alterations were made necessary, otherwise the names of Frank
Tinney. James J. Corbett, Ed Wynn,

Henry Lewis, etc., might have been
pulled down to make room for a string
of lesser lights who thought more of
the lighting feature than their weekly
stipend.

"70 CENTS"

AT LIBERTY.

Lew Cooper, who claims prior rights
on the "70 cent" scene which comthe principal comedy part of
the present Winter Garden show "Doing Our Bit," proposes to offer the
"bit" in vaudeville with Arthur Thornton and Dorothy Clark, notwithstanding the announcement Frank Tinney
has now the sole performing rights
of the scene.
prises

RENEE ON TRIAL
Sigmund Renee, right name Engel,
and who some years ago aroused attention in Chicago when he was -dismissed from the Interstate Circuit's

prosecutor then asked how many bones
were in his head, and Renee, after refusing to answer, admitted he had
never practised.
It was through Variety's expose of
Edwards as being the same individual
known as Reqee in the west that Miss
Milan learned he was the man who
defrauded her under the name of
Brooks. Under this name he was indicted in Denver for the Milan offense.

New

His name on the
Karl von Edwards.
The charge was the larceny of $35,000
worth of gems from Mrs. Minnie

sions,
York.
police records is Dr.

Strangman, the widow of a Buffalo
brewer.

Renee seems

to

have been running

wild since leaving Chicago.
He has
sported at least six aliases since then.
As "Sig. Wallace" he got away with a
pearl necklace belonging to May Ward
and valued at $1,500 and as "Brooks"
obtained $12,500 from Cora Milan, an
actress whose home is in Salt Lake City.
In both of the latter cases he promised to "make" both women stage stars.
He is indicted on those two counts
also.

Although the trial will consume a
of days there was much damag-

number

ing testimony against him introduced
up to Wednesday. If Renee or Edwards is found guilty, he may be immediately tried on the May Ward indictment. If convicted on both he has
a good chance of being sentenced for
life, as the second offence for grand

The

31.

His pockets bulging with telegrams

and

letters offering picture contracts

that a few months ago would sound
incredible, Julian Eltinge, whose stage
description long has been "the best
dressed and most beautiful woman on

man,"

here this
New York to confer with
film managers regarding his future on
the screen. Eltinge is not yet entirely
through at the Lasky-Paramount plant.
His contract has expired, but Adolph
Zukor, president of that organization,
wants him to remain, and. it is said,
has made him a flattering offer. Zukor
is in the west now conferring with the
star.
However, it is not known what
Eltinge will do, although his friends
claim he has an idea he wants to make
stage
week for

so Renee gave free reign to his imagination. He said he had never been in
court before, but it was in the same
room he was freed of a white slavery
charge last year. When the district
attorney asked him if he was a physician Renee said he graduated as such
from a university in Vienna.
The

BEttE MONTROSE CHARGES LIFTS.

$3,S00.

Los Angeles, Oct.

the

larceny stipulates that as the maximum punishment.
Renee started testifying that almost
everyone victimized by him and those
connected with them, were concerned
with him in a pro-German conspiracy.
None of the witnesses against the
accused was allowed in court at first,

is

a

left

pictures for himself.

The

star's first film productions have
proved big box office winners, his

popularity,

gained

while

him

before

the

good stead,
and there is little doubt but that Mr.
Eltinge will before long be one of the
footlights, standing

in

topnotchers in filmdom.
Eltinge's love for pictures led him
this week to turn down a proposition
calling for a weekly salary of $2,500
in vaudeville.
"But. ' he explained, "I
will have a little time occasionally for

the stage and I would accept $3,500.
is my price and it's final."
He expects to be in New York
Several weeks, after which he will return to California to resume his duties
as a shining mummer.

That

She was

in several girls' acts and was
by Renee to have her
mother turn over her father's estate
and prepare an act for the big time.
Renee went into court with forged
documents and obtained the proceeds
from the estate. Then aft*r obtaining several thousand dollars from the
mother and rehearsing the girl for
eight weeks he suddenly vamped with
her jewelry and new costumes.
Variety's story, which brought out
the Renee camouflage, also brought on
several Chicago detectives, who stated
to the district attorney there was an

persuaded

indictment

in the Interstate Circuit
It is not likely
the man will travel west for some
years at least. Wednesday a number
of the man's lies were laid bare.
Jeremiah O'Leary, whom Renee claimed
to have had dealings with, took the
stand, testifying he never knew or

matter against Renee.

heard of "Edwards."
Assistant District Attorney Sullivan
was^ aided
in
obtaining
evidence
against the prisoner by Herman L.
Roth, who represents two of the
victims.

CHICAGO PUBLISHERS MEET.
Chicago, Oct.

Regular semi-monthly meeting was
planned for the future, the Chicago
music men deciding to hold their
affairs the first and third Saturday of
each month, allowing time to receive
any information from the New York
meetings that may be of interest to
them.
Thomas Quigley, the Chicago manager of the Witmark firm, was appointed
secretary of the Chicago
meetings, and will attend to the details
of such gatherings as will be held
there.

NO DUES FOR SERVICE MEN.

MERCEDES OFF PANTAGES.
Chicago, Oct.

31.

up.

GILBERT-FRIEDLAND PUB. CO.
sional

all

members

of

his resignation as orofcs-

manager for Jos. W. Stern &
Wolfe Gilbert leaves the contomorrow (Saturday). Shortly

navy

draft route will be suspended during
their activity in the war, the executives of the organization deciding to

carry such members in good standing pending their return.
Those professionals who have taken
up federal duties will receive a card
marked "Paid in full for the duration
of the war," provided they notify the
organization officials.
The N. V. A. will shortly decide on
some form of entertainment to be held
for the benefit of enlisted members,
the proceeds going toward a Christmas box, which will be shipped all
members in the service. Just what
form of entertainment will be utilized
to raise the funds has not been decided

upon as

ton), alleging that certain portions of

her act have been lifted, opened a new
field for Variety's Protected Material Department. This specific instance
may not prove to show intentional lifting, but it does serve to bring to notice
a possible

Variety

meaty

field

cern
afterward he, with Anatol Fricdland,
embark in a music publishing en-

terprise of their own.
Both are quite well-known song
writers and of late have been making
a joint vaudeville tour.

and
Pro-

tected Material Department to all acts
affected by the war whether the acts
have filed a transcript of material with
Varibt/ or not.

Miss Montrose

when she
objects

is

to

appear again

finds a suitable partner.

She

the amateur character as
done by Al Rauh, now with Olive
Briscoe and formerly of the Four Volunteers, saying that the idea and business were originated by her. Investigation shows that Miss Montrose has
been doing an amateur type for several seasons, but since there is a difference in the sex of the artists concerned, there has not been obtained a
definite line on how much alike the
two types are. Had not Rauh been
doing his character for some time also,
to

Miss Montrose would appear to have
a clear case.

Mr. Rauh answered a query from
Variety this week, stating he has
never witnessed the Montrose and Allen act and that he is at present doing
the same "boob" character which he
Rauh's reply is legitimate enough regarding the time and performance with
the Volunteers. It is possible that this
a case of coincidence and it may be

is

a matter adjustable between the artists themselves.
There is one point of

sameness between the Volunteers act
and that of Montrose and Allen, and

that is that both display a card reading
"Extra" at the beginning of their respective turns.
No claim has been
made for originality there. But one
man enters at the beginning of the
quartet turn, he asking for volunteers,
two coming from the audience— one of
those was Rauh in the aforementioned
"boob" role.
Miss Montrose also charges that
Frank Westphal is employing in his
billing, her own explanatory opening
lines which are "This is my first time
on the stage. I am not a regular actor."
Miss Montrose has been using
those lines. Westphal has but lately
been doing a single.

SYRACUSE CORNERSTONE LAID.
Syracuse, Oct. 31.
The corner stone of the new Keith
theatre here was laid yesterday.
A
party of New York theatrical men, including Maurice Goodman and officials
of the U. B. O. and Keith circuits, attended the ceremonies.
Julius Tannen delivered an address
on behalf of the profession, and among
other things placed Billy Sunday on
the pan, because of the evangelist's
failure to keep faith after having
pledged
his
word not to attack
the stage and its people providing Raymond Hitchcock ceased his impersonation and arraignment of Sunday.
Mr. Tannen held up the picture of
the stage keeping its word while a
minister of the gospel broke his promises.

yet.

Co., L.

will

for piracy

offers the services of its

the

who have

for service in the army or
or selected for the army via the

enlisted

When "Intelligence," a mind reading act here, rushed suddenly to Los
Angeles this week it was learned that
Mercedes had again broken out. Mercedes some time ago went on the Pantages circuit. The local association immediately booked George Lovett, who
went Mercedes several better by introducing an entire jazz band instead
of a single pianist as foils for his mind
reading tricks.
It is stated definitely that Mercedes
is now off the Pan time.
The Pantages
office here refused to discuss the mix-

Tendering

of

National Vaudeville Artists

receipt by Variety of a comfrom Belle Montrose, of Montrose and Allen, which act has been
broken up through the draft (Carrol
A. Allen being a corporal at Camp Upplaint

did for the past three years when with
the Four Volunteers, a singing quartet.

31.

A general meeting of all Chicago
representatives of music publishers
listed as members of the Music Publishers'
Protective Association was
held last Saturday at the College Inn,
the meeting being held after an informal luncheon had been served in
one of the Inn's private dining rooms.

The dues

boking

office for alleged irregularity of
accounts, was brought to trial Monday
before Judge Mulqueen in General Ses-

ELTINGE ASKS

WAR TAX STORY
in this issue

on Pages

8

and 9

VAUDEVILLE
PERIOD FOR THE RATS.

1

RATS' HEARING

MAY GO BACK

MANY YEARS

IF

NECESSARY

Referee Schuldenfrei Hands White Rats Executives Body
Blow by Ruling Out One Year Period Claimed by
Latter in Present Examination May Bring
in Evidence from 1911 to Lay Bare
Real Status of Organization.

—

The

session of the investigation
affairs of the White
Rats Actors' Union, held last Friday
first

into the

monetary

before Attorney Louis Schuldenfrei,
who was appointed referee by Supreme Court Justice Mitchell to take
testimony in the matter of Goldie
Pemberton's claim of alleged misappropriation
of
the
organization's
funds, developed a number of important points, and before the hearing
was adjourned for one week, the referee decided that the examination of
the Rats' affairs did not only extend
for the period of o.;t year— May 30,
1916, to May 30, 1917— as stated in
Miss Pemberton's petition, but would
go back as many years as deemed

necessary to arrive at a conclusion.
This is the point which Alvin Sapinsky, attorney for the petitioner and
Harry Deveaux of the Actors' International Union (which is said to be backing Miss Pemberton's claim) wished
to establish, for it opens an avenue
for the introduction of evidence and
the probability the financial history
of the Rats will be laid bare from 1911
to the present.
The referee a man of keenest perceptions realized the importance of
the ruling and advised Joseph J. Mey-

—

—

representing
Harry Mountford
and the Rats, that if he wanted the
examination limited to a definite period, he might apply to the court, but
Meyers was satisfied to note an ob-

ers,

jection in the record.

Said Mr. Schuldenfrei: "I have the
right to inquire regarding the liabilities and assets prior to the time mentioned.
This order is not limited to
the twelve months stated in the petition.
But as this ruling may open
a broad line of discussion and large
inquiry, and If you think the order is
not properly limited, you might apply
to have it re-settled."
The early half of the session was
taken up over the location of the
books and records of the Rats, with
the final admission that the most im-

portant records were in Waterbury,
Conn., ostensibly in the possession of

James William Fitzpatrick. These are
the membership cards, upon which are
made notations of dues paid, and also
Waterbury are the "levy list"
in
Mountford, who occupied the
witness chair all afternoon, said that
these were the lists which "our opponents wish to obtain so that they
cards.

might blacklist

The

referee replied that was not interesting to the
court, which wanted to know if there
was any way of telling if the amounts
entered in the ledgers and statement
were correct, without inspecting the
cards.
At first Mountford said there was
acts."

Waterbury. Later he said
there was not. And towards the close
of the session he said he was not sure
that the membership lists were still
in Waterbury, for "they may have
been removed by now."
This led the referee to remark he

an

office in

was going
Mountford

assist
in
compelling
to
as an officer of the rcspondant corporation to produce all records
and entries relating to the investigawitness
should
tion, and that the

have brought them with him. Meyers
was disposed to contend that the books
might be examined at the Rats' present headquarters, which caused the

referee to order all books produced
at the hearing.
When Meyers said
he would direct the witness negatively,
Mr. Sapinsky asked the court to punish both the witness and his attorney,
if the books were not forthcoming.
After being sworn, Mountford said
he was the international secretary
and treasurer of the White Rats
Actors' Union, which was a "going
corporation" of the State of New York,
that its headquarters were at 207 East
54th Street, and that his personal address was 673 Broadway. The matter
of the Rats' books was immediately
broached, with the witness
stating
there were many books at
the 54th
Street address, most important, according to him, being the "controlling
ledger." In this book, he said, were
shown the amounts of dues and levies.
The referee remarked that the book
should have been brought to the hearing, and that started a controversy,
with Meyers saying the examination
of the books should be made at the
Rats' headquarters, with the referee
finally making a ruling that he would

compel them being brought before him
and assist in carrying out his order.
Mountford explained that there were
branches which did not make direct
reports, but paid a per capita tax,
these beinsr the Yiddish, German, cabaret and "bicycle trainers"
branches.
Few present ever knew that the latter
"branch" existed. The witness asked

the court
capita tax

if he understood what per
was and the referee dryly
answered that he would inquire fur-

ther

he

if

Asked

didn't.

to explain

how

the

member-

ship list, which appears to be a card
system with notations of payments,
was taken out of the State, he said
that on April 19. 1917, the Mutual Bank
called a note for $49,000. and upon the
inability of the Rats to take up the
note, insisted that they give up the
lease on the club house premises at
229 West 46th Street. "We agreed todo so," said the witness, "provided we
were allowed to remove all our books,
papers and furniture. The next day

the bank's attorneys said we couldn't
take anything out of the building. I
began to suspect that the purchasers

were our opponents, and wanted to
get a line on our membership and
levy list.
So I called together some
Rat members and removed the lists out
of the State,
Mr. Fitzpatrick taking
them to Waterbury. The only secret
of a labor organizat on is its member;

shin

list."

When

asked

how much

in levies

had

been collected the witness gave the
amount as $12,248.49, and that this
money came into the branch offices in
charge of "deputies" and "to Fitzpatrick. me and the New York office."

He

then said that the levies were entered on cards, and into a book called
"the levy list," which, he said, was in
New /ork.
doing into the statement of assets
and liabilities submitted, the first item
of $16.23988, listed as outstanding loans
to members, was considered. The witness said he knew little of that account as some or the loans were made
in

his

1914.

absence

in

He

admit,

did

1911,

1912,

1913

however,

and
that

some of the vouchers for these loans
were probably O. K.'d by himself.
The next asset was that of $101,000
worth of stock in the White Rats
Realty Corporation.
Mountford said

the money was paid
by the Rats
Union to the Rats Realty Corporation,
as shown by the controlling ledger,
made in
but the pavment was not
my time. (Since Mountford assumed
office the second time.)
Whtn asked
what office he held in the Realty Corporation he said: "I was president and
am now." It was over the $101,000
item that the fight over on how far
back the investigation could go was
started. With the referee's ruling the
order was not limited. Questions to
show the relation of the Realty Corporation to the Rats' Union developed
the fact that there appeared to be but
four other Realty Corporation stockholders outside of Mountford, Frank
North, James W. Fitzpatrick, Edward
Esmond and Frank Herbert. All are
directors in the Realty Corporation,
and three are directors of the Rats'
Union. Whether this stock was held
by the White Rats' Union or personally by the directors was not
made
clear.

The witness testified that in addition
to the $101,000, there were $66,000 in
bonds sold and as the club had cost
about $202,000 to build, the balance
had been obtained from the bank in
the form of a pledged loan.
Just before adjournment Meyers said
they would produce all the books. Afrebuked
ter the session Mountford
Meyers for entering so many objections, saying that he was willing to
"tell all he knew and that he was
proud of the record of the Rats since
Whether this was a
I took office."
frame-up designed to impress those
present, remains to be seen. The referee remarked that the meaning of
the investigation was to learn if there
had been any diversion of the organiand that while the
zation's funds,
hearing was not a trial, if the complainant's contention was true, indictments might follow.
This led Mountford to ask whether
any others who might be called for
examination had the right to be represented, and when the referee said
they had that right, Mountford declared he certainly would advise them
to be represented.
Mountford was nattily dressed as
usual. For the most part he remained
cool, but several times becime perturbed, once being inclined to become

When taxed regarding the
scope of certain books, he renlied to
the court: "I am not a bookkeeper,
Mr. Referee: T am like an officer in a
big corporation."
At the opening of the session Mr.
rattled.

Mevers weakly tried to have newspapermen excluded, but the referee reolied
that he did not care to take such acnor would he presume to exerci ^ such authority.
An adjournment was taken to today
(Friday) at the same time.

tion,

DETROIT POLICIES CHANGE.
Detroit. Oct. 31.
The Colonial, a vaudeville theatre
recently opening here, will shortly
perchange policv, playing two
formances daily, including Sundays.
With the switch, according to report,
will be an effort by the Colonial to
oresent big-time names at the top of
These are necessary to
its programs.
put over the house. It has capacity,
location and is a handsome playhouse,
but needs headliners to attract the
right patronage.
The Orpheum here starts a policy of

weeks, commencing next Monday.
It will split with the Grand, Cleveland,
both houses under the management
of C. H. Miles.
split

FILM HOUSE ADDS VAUDEVILLE.
Jamestown, N.

Y., Oct. 31.
The Majestic, a picture theatre, will
commence playing, in addition to the
film, two dt three acts of vaudeville,

commencing Nov.

5,

using

a

fairly

good gride of turn.
^
The bookings will be obtained
through William1 Delaney in the United
Booking Offices, New York.

When

the American Federation oi

Labor holds

its

annual convention

in

Buffalo, starting Nov. 12, the Federation is epected to spread itself on record as washing its hands completely of

Harry
White

Mountford and the
Rats' Actors' Union.

defunct

Some

time ago a subcommittee of
the A. F. of L., after making a thorough
investigation and hearing testimony
galore why the Rats' charter should
not be revoked by the Federation, reported back to the Federation a very
strong recommendation that the charter of the Rats be taken up.
The Executive Council of the Federation by submitting such a recommendation automatically suspended all
operations of the Rats, although there
wasn't enough membership at the time
to consider the Rats any kind of an
organization.
It
appears that when President
Samuel Gompers of the A. F. of L. held
a conference at the Continental Hotel,
New York, recently, and the Rats'
leaders were given a chance to state
their predicament, that Mountford was
there and launched into a two and onehalf hour oratorical debauch extolling
his own virtues and panning everybody
in general. President Gompers listened
attentively and decided the best answer
could be made by the Federation itself
at the Buffalo convention.
In the presence of witnesses Mountford is reported as jumping with all
fours into the china shop like the
proverbial bull and going as far as to
threaten President Gompers with injunction
proceedings.
Then later

Mountford

is

understood to have made

a veritable sympathy plea to Gompers
to give him and the Hats' leaders another chance, etc.

I.

A. T. S.

L

MEETING.

When

the annual convention of the
American Federation of Labor is held
in Buffalo, starting November 12. the
officers and board cf directors of the
International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees will also go into its
half-yearly executive session in that
city.

Inasmuch as nearly all the executive
of the Alliance go to Buffalo
as A. F. of L. delegates, the Alliance
chiefs arranged for the holding of the
executive session.
The Federation is expected to hear
some important reports from the
Alliance delegates, as the I. A. T. S. E.
has become quite an active affiliation
of the Federation.

members

REPORTED KILLED
Tucker, the

IN AIR RAIDS.

violinist,

is

New York

reported

in

as having been killed durof the recent air raids in

one
which German boches bombed London.
Tucker left for London several
months ago, and has been appearing
ing

over there.

PRODUCTION ENGAGEMENTS.
Joe H. Niemeyer,

"The

wbo

Riviera Girl" at
prior to its coming into

now dancing

in

closed with
Philadelphia

New York

is

"Furs and Frills" at

the Casino, with Billie Allen as his
partner. He is also working his dancing specialty (alone) in the new Reis-

enweber Revue.

Ray Conlin, ventriloquist, with "Over
Top" at the 44th st. Roof.

the

Forgotten Passports Annoying.
Lowell, Mass., Oct.

31.

Through forgetting to secure passwhen entering Canada, some
members of the Jack Van Musical
Comedy Co. were held up when leavports

ing Montreal for this city.
The show should have opened here
Monday at the Academy. But about
one-half the troupe appeared.
The
evening was filled in with vaudeville

and pictures.

VAUDEVILLE
GERMAN STAGE PROPAGANDA
EXPOSED BY PARIS MANAGER
Berlin's Diplomatic Aid Consular Officials Involved in Revela~
tions* Execution of Mata Hari, the Dancer, Brings

to Light Further Machinations of.

Hun

Government Via Theatre.
Paris, Odi. 22.

Theatredom here has been

stirVeti

maw

by

revelations that have been
regarding the manner in which the German Secret Service, diplomatic \and

consular departments have been furthering the propaganda of Hun Kultur via the theatre and its artists.
Since the execution of Mata Hari, the
dance queen of Holland, by the French
after she was tried and convicted of
being a spy in the pay of Berlin, further secrets of the workings of the
methods employed by the Germans
have come to light. The neutral cities
of Zurich and Berne are the scenes of
activities at present as far as the theatre are concerned, while St. Moritz
and Vevey are the resorts that are
most frequented by the German stage
beauties in the employ of their Gov-

ernment
The mention

of Max Reinhardt in
the revelations brings to light that
Maia Carmi, one of the most beautiful of Germany's stage stars, has been
involved in the workings of the inner
diplomatic service of Wilhelmstrasse.
That a number of France and English
officers are prone to spend short furloughs in Switzerland after having had
their nerves shattered at the front has
been taken under notice by the Germans and that men in this condition
are extraordinarily susceptible to the
charms of women has led them to employ the women of the stage in furthering their lines of information.
Firman Gemier, manager of the
Theatre Antoine, writing in the Paris
daily, "Le Pays," on the central powers' propanada by means of theatrical
and musical troups, usually led by Max
Reinhardt,
explains
the
assistance
given by the German government
through the diplomatic and consular
officials, who are authorized to spend
all the money necessary to make the
tour successful.

Every encouragement is given in the
form of tickets, supper parties and
meetings (at which the officials speak
of artistic matters, praising the great
German kultur) to local journalists of
all degrees to review the shows.

Gemier says frankly that a German
consul called some music hall managers
together and explained that in future
they need only pay the lyrical artistes
and comedians coming from the other
side of the Rhine a daily salary of one
dollar as the consulate would arrange
to pay the artiste the remainder of
his proper salary. What this arrangement between the consulate and the

German vaudeville artist would be, was
not further explained, but the majority
managers went out looking for

of the

boche

acts.

When

Rheinhardt leased the munictheatre at Zurich to mount German plays, he specially installed a revolving stage at his own cost and made
a present of it to the city. He seemed
to have unlimited funds; he recruited
and paid well a hundred students to
act as supers in Buchner's "Death of
Danton"; he engaged Moissi, the German actor (now a lieutenant interned
in Switzerland) for the leads, and extensively advertised. His press booming brought success.
The Germans
have offered the municipality of Berne
to pay the theatre orchestra for the
present autumn season, to push their
own musicians and control the house.
The Berg theatre of Vienna (subsidized
by the Emperor) sent some of its best
and made a big splash. But in spite of
ipal

this artistic propaganda the sympathy of the Swiss are now almost enall

tirely in favor of the Allies' cause.
French, English, Italian and American
artists are warmly greeted, not only
because of their particular talent. The
German is nd longer the favored artist.
7

A French iroupe from the Comedie
Francaise his been splendidly received
without the German style of boosting.
Andre Messager, who just toured Switzerland with 83 musicians of the Paris
Conservatoire orchestra, met with triumphal success. He had to follow
Richard Strauss, Nikish, of Leipzig
opera, and Weingartner with 150 instrumentalists from the Vienna Philharmonic.
It was this band which
stuffed the instruments with all sorts
of food products when leaving Switzeramusing form of smuggling
was detected by the Swiss custom
house and led to a scandal. The picture of the German and Austrian professors carrying sausages, condensed
milk and such in their violins, cornets,
trombones, is ludicrous but true. For
once the flute player could grumble at

land, which

having so

little

as members in good standing
managerial association in order
to procure desirable talent that would
otherwise refuse such engagements.
•elves

of the

certificate also brings the quesengagements in such theatres

The

tion of
directly

up to the artist, many having
hitherto been released from censure
through claiming they understood the
theatre was listed on the V. M. P. A.
books. The members of the National
have been inArtists
Vaudeville
structed to appear only in theatres
where such certificates are on display
since the artists' organization cooperated on the contract and cancellation question with the managerial
organization.
In a few of the smaller New York
vaudeville theatres artists have been

names,
assumed
under
appearing
knowingly violating the N. V. A. and
V. M. P. A. order anent appearance
in those houses. One house has a set
of cards used every week without
change, but through inside sources the
V. M. P. A. procures the artists' real
names, even prior to opening days.

An instance of the vigilance exercised in this direction is that of Jack
Birman, an agent with headquarters in
the Strand Theatre Building. Birman
booked Archer and Bell in a theatre
not a member of the V. M. P. A., giving the act an assumed name. Before
the opening performance the managers' association had taken action, instructing all their members not to
have any business dealings with Birman until first communicating with
headquarters.

week.

In former years the South was someof vaudeville of the better
kind, excepting in Texas where the
Interstate has several stands, and the
Orpheum Circuit two big time houses

New Orleans and Memphis.
Besides the 25 U. B. O.-booked
Southern houses, the Loew Circuit is
also now playing vaudeville, having
given the South Loew vaudeville in
some cities since last spring. At Atlanta this week the Loew house there
at

celebrating its first anniversary.
In two or three of the recent theatres acquired for bookings by the U.
B O., the policy of vaudeville supplanted film entertainment. This, with
the noticeable increase of Southern
bookings within the past year, is
looked upon by the booking men of
Broadway as a sign of a strong
tendency in the South to take up
vaudeville as its principal amusement.
The U. B. O. Southern theatres all
booked by Jule Delmar in that agency,
play a split week (two programs
weekly) of five-act bills, three times
is

daily.

The cities and theatres booked by the
U. B. O. are: Atlanta (Lyric); Birmingham (Lyric) Alexandria (Rapid);
Hattiesburg
(Princess);
Meridian
New Orleans (Palace);
(Strand);
Montgomery (Grand) Nashville (Prin;

;

Louisville (Keith's); Chatta(2) (Rialto and Civic Centre);
Knoxville (Bijou); Macon (Grand);
Augusta (Grand); Savannah (Bijou);

SANTLEY'S PATRIOTISM.
Chicago, Oct.

31.

Joseph
Greater love hath no actor
Santley loves his country, and he
proved it in shining manner. History
records numerous instances of men
who died regretting that they had so
few lives to give.
But Santley asked the management

La

"Oh,

Salle theatre to take his
off the electric sign, which read,
Boy, with Joseph Santley," and

make

it

of

the

name

read "Oh, Boy, Buy a Liberty

Bc?nd."
It

is

;

nooga

I

The certificate was issued when it
became known managers of some
theatres not listed on the V. M. P. A.
books were misrepresenting them-

starts next

what barren

cess)

to carry.

V. M. P. A. CERTIFICATES.
Pat Casey of the Vaudeville Manhas
Association
Protective
agers'
arranged for the distribution of membership certificates to all managers on
the roster of the V. M. P. A., the
certificate (reproduced on this page)
to be placed in a conspicuous place
where artists can see it when appearing for weekly or semi-weekly engagements.

ZS VAUDEVIUE HOUSES SOUTH.
The United Booking Offices is now
placing programs for 25 theatres in
the South. Four opened Monday with
U. B. O. bills. They are at Charlotte,
N. C; Alexandria, La.; Meridian and
Raleigh, N. C,
Hattiesburg, Miss.

Charleston
(Arcade)
Raleigh (Strand) Columbia (Pastime); Charlotte (Academy);
Greenville (Gran J); Roanoke (Roa-

Jacksonville

(Academy)

;

in

the memory of man where a player,
who had reached a stage where his
name was in lights, himself prompted

such a deed as this.

;

noke theatre) ; Lynchburg (Trenton
theatre); Richmcnd (Lyric); Norfolk
(Academy).
Camps account for but two of the
theatres.

Hudson May Return to Stock.
The Hudson, Union Hill, may revert

New Year's. It has been
playing vaudeville twice daily since the
opening of the regular fall season, but
has not enjoyed any large measure of
success, due to the opposition with
cheaper vaudeville in that vicinity.
to stock after

probably the only instance

;

VAUDEVILLE
-^
^

8

.

MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION ISSUES
OFFICIAL WAR TAX BULLETIN
Schedule of Ruling on Questions Sent to Entire
Membership. Ligon Johnson, Attorney for U. M.
P. A^ Covers All Points for Guidance of

House Managers.
TAX ON ADMISSIONS.
(Read carefully and keep for future reference both aa to method of collecting tax and
proper amount of tax to be collected and accounted for.)

METHOD OP COLLECTING TAX.
from the purchaser of a ticket whenever a ticket Is delivered
by the theatre to a purchaser, and from paas holders, either when passes are Issued or when
used.
The proper ux to be charged and what, if any, reiunds can be made will be specified
Ibis bulletin covers the matter contained In our bulletin of
laier under appropriate heading*.
October 13 as well as all subsequent rullnfs and new matter. Keep this for reference.

The tax should be

collected

ACCOUNTS TO BE KEPT.
Enclosed you will find a form of box office statement which covers all the details of present
ottice statements snd at the same time aOords all Information necessary for the proper
collection, accounting and return of the admissions tax. Thla form has been submitted to the
Treasury and luierual Revenue Depanmenu and has been approved, subject, cf course, to a
later change of torm or method by the department.
The box office form may be varied In the matter of Its caption (by printing In name of
by reducing the number of lines under head of boxes,
theaire. attraction, etc., if de»tredj
orchestra, etc., where there is not such variation In the theatre's prices, or adding more lines
where there is* greater variation than is provided for under the enclosed form ; by eliminating
2d and od balconies where there are none in the theatre and by adding additional detail In the
blank apace where such is desired. The form MUST NOT BB CHANOBD, however, as to any
All Information under each heading MU8T BB
detsil applicable to the theaire or the tax.
KEPT and a box office statement MUST, be signed by BOTH the THEATRE and COMPANY
manager lor every performance given In the theatre, In regular attractions, and by the house
manager and treasurer of stock, vaudeville and other houses not playing traveling attractions.
Where any theatre sells aunual ucaets, season subscriptions and the like, covered by the
provisions of the act In relation to "permanent use of box or seats or lease of same," an
(See
additional column between the column "No. Passes" and "No. Sold" must be Inserted.
undtr proper heading of this bulletin for tax In such case.) So few theatres have this that the
column was not included in the standard form.
A separate box office statement must be made out and kept for each performance.
The statement Is simple and easily kept. The first column shows the capacity under each
class ot tickets. The additional lines under each class or seat are for the purpoae of a further
For example, suppose prices for seats for
classification under price variation if there is any.
the lower boxes were $;i.uO and In the upper boxea $2.50. On the top line you would specify the
capacity in $.'U*J seats and on the second line the $2.50 seats.
In a case where seats have been sold In excess of the box office orlce to speculators, as for
example. $3.00 seats were sold at $3.25 the capacity would be entered but once to cover the
$a.£j and $3.00 charges, this entry being bracketed to show that the $3.25 and $3.00 prices
were covered by the same capacity Item.
In the same manner If seme of the $2.50 tickets were sold to a cut rate broker at $1.50,
the capacity would be entered btu once, and bracketed In the same manner, as otherwise the
capacity would appear double what it actually waa.
1 be second column gives the amount of dead wood in the rack after the sale, which when
deducted trom capacity, would give the number sold, and afford a check on the number taken
The third column gives the number of parses to the performance. The fourth
in at the door.
column, the number of tickets sold. The fifth column covers gross receipts of tach class and
price.
1 he remaining three columns specify the admissions tax, the children's tax and the
paas tax.
You will note that there Is no separate column for the number of tickets sold for children,
as there is for number of passes to the play and the number of tickets sold.
This is made
unnecessary by the fact that the tax on children under twelve Is but one cent regardless of the
price of the ticket. The amount of the children's tax Is the exact number of children admitted.
Therefore, li the children's tax under any class showed, for example, 10 cents It would also
show that 10 children bad been sold the price ticket covered by that particular line of the*
statement. By deducting 10 from the total number of tickets sold, as shown under column four,
the number of adults' tickets are shown.
Any member who desires to further enlarge the form by substituting for the Column "No.
Sold" two columns "No. Sold Children" and "No. Sold Adults" Is at liberty to do so, if this
makes the statement simple for him.
The NUMBER of aumisnions under each class must be kept as THE TAX IS ON EACH
INDIVIDUAL ADMISSION and not on the total price paid. The tax on four twenty-five cent
admissions is twelve cents, not ten. The tax Is on the number of tickets sold and not the
number taken at the door. The tax is Just as much due on tickets purchased by a patron who
fails to attend the performance a? on the admission paid by one who does.
Furthermore box
office statements MUST BE RETAINED IN THE THEATRE, subject to inspection of the Revenue
officials. NOT LESS THAN ONE YEAR. Definite ruling as to the time the statements must be
retained has not yet been made, but it will not be less than one year. It may be longer.

box

;

CHILDREN'S TAX AND TICKETS.
The tax on the admission paid by or for children Is one cent regardless of the amount of
admls ion paid. The tax on a ten cent ticket for a child is one cent. The tax dn a six dollar
ticket for a child Is

Where
1b

the

one cent.

maximum

no tax either as

price of admission to a place of

to children or adults.

Where more than

amusement

Is

five cents Is

but flvo cents, there

charged anywhere

In

the bouse, there Is a one cent tax on both children and adults for five cent admissions.
The tax on children's tickets is the most troublesome Item to handle. Two methods have
been suggested.
(a) By having a rubber stamp In the box office and stamping prominently tho word "child"
on the face of the ticket, when a child's ticket Is purchased and a one cent tax paid
No
adult or child over twelve would be admitted by a doorkeper on this ticket.
If an older person
desired to use the ticket, an exchange would, be made at the box office and the full 10% tax

collected.
(b)
By charging the full tax on all admlssl ons sold, having the doorkeeper. In each case a
ticket Is presented by a child under twelve, Issue a refund check for the difference between
the
one cent tax on the child and the original tax collected. You may use whichever method you
deem best for your own needs.
Where strip tickets are used. It Is wiser. In admissions over ten cents, to have double rolls
white for adults and red or other color for children. On the white full tax would be charged'
on the colored one cent regardless of the value of the ticket. No adult would be admitted
on a
ticker colored to cover children's admmlsslons.

THE TAX TO BE COLLECTED.
The war tax on admissions

to places of amusement, including legitimate, motion picture
other theatres, provides that a tax of one cent for each ten cents or fraction thereof
shall "BE PAID BY THE PERSON PAYING FOR SUCH ADMISSIONS."
This applies toWll
raid almlH-ions except to those places of amusement which have a maximum admission charge
of Ave cents and to admissions for children under twelve years of age.
As previously stated
In the cos«. of a ehild under twelve the admission tax is but one cent regardless
of the amount
of ;dm-«inn paid by or for such n child; where the MAXIMUM admission charge
Is five cents no
tax Is levied but there Is a one cent tax on five cent admissions for both children
and adults
where a theatre charges more than five cents for any part of the house.
To Illustrate: The tax on a ten cent admission Is one cent: on a fifteen cent admission
fx•» '-r.ts; on n twenty cent :idmiss| n. two cents: on a twenty-five cent admission
three
ulr
u:, a lhirt>
c( iu admission, three cents, and so on.

and

all

.

.

TAX ON Kit 11 SEPARATE ADMISSION.
The tax Is on each separate admission and not 10% on the money paid. The tax on one
twrr\-f,v. r.-i.t a!ml"lon Is three cents; on four twenty-five cent admlslsons,
twelve cents
not trn cfi.ts. althoiKh a single purchaser may buy the four tickets.

SEASON TICKETS. ANNUAL TICKETS AND BOX LEASES.

")
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Where any per on has permanent use of a box or seats, or lease of same, he must pay a
tax ta< h time such box or seats are used or exclusively reserved and held for
a performance,

equal to what he would have paid had ha purchased same at regular box office prices for the
performance.
.
«.«.««.
In other words, where * person baa exclusive use ar aflsual lease an a box or seats, which
box or seats are held exclusively for the use of such person, then a tax must be paid for each
would
amount
that
same
the
HELD,
In
or
so
U8BD
seats
are
box
or
such
where
performance
have been paid under purchase of such seats at regular box office prices for auch performancea.
Where, however, a person only baa exclusive right to such box or seats if called for
before a performance, and If not so called for. the theatre has the right to dispose of same, then
tax would only have to be paid each time auch box or seats are actually used, aa the tickets
would be aold If not so called for.

TAX ON ACTUAL AMOUNT PAID AT BOX OFFICE.

on the actual amount paid at the box office and* not the prloa printed on tho
The Departments have ruled the tax Is
ticket may afterward be sold for.
on the actual admission paid regardless of whether It Is the regular box office prloa or under
or over the regular box office price.
For example. If a patron should come In late and ask for two $1.50 tickets and none wera
available, and he waa handed two tickets for which the usual box office price was $4.00 but for
which he was only charged $3.00 he waa willing to pay, the tax would be thirty cents, not forty.
The box office statement as previously Indicated, must contain a statement of such sales aa
otherwise the "capacity." "No. Sold" and receipts will not balance.
Where tickets are sold to speculators at an advance over the box office price, the tax Is on
Where the regular box office
price received from the speculator and not the box office price.
price of tickets Is $2.00 but a speculator pays $2.25 for them, the tax la twenty-three cent* on
each ticket, not twenty cents.
Where the box office sells tickets under the regular price, the tax Is on the price received
If the regular price of tickets was two dollars but they were sold to a cut
at the box office.
rate broker at seventy-five cents each, the tax would be EIGHT cents on EACH TICKET and
NOT twenty cents per ticket or 10% on the amount paid by the spceulator.

The tax

ticket or

Is

what the

RENTALS AND LEASES.
Where for one night or longer and for a flat sum, a theatre Is rented to j>cme Individual,
lodge or organisation which gives a performance there, no tax is collected on the rent paid.
The person, lodge or organization giving the performance must collect the tax from the persons
The theatre management should
sttendlng the performance and pay It to the government.
Inform the renter of his obligations In this regard and supply box office statement forms on
which records should be kept.
To prevent complications, whenever such rentals are made, the collector In charge of the
district In which the theatre Is located should be notified.
The Department advises that this ruling cannot be used to permit fly-by-nlght repertoire
companies to ostensibly take over theatrea and escape the payment of tax. The theatre will be
The
held responsible for the collection and payment of the tax under such a contingency.
IT DOES NOT APPLY
ruling applies solely to bonaflde rentals of the character Indicated.
TO THE SRT.I. oiit of * per'ormance to some local individual or organisation.

SELL OUTS OF PERFORMANCES.
Where a local Individual or organization buys a performance for some 1 .?„•? bcncfU, tho
tax must be collected on the price received for the performance.
For example: If the Elks or some similar organisation desired to buy n performance for
$800 for the purpose of reselling the tickets to its members and the public. e'e, ,tin» the profits
to the organization, the theatre manager must collect $880 and make proper entry on his box
office statement, such as "Performance Sold to Elks Club for $800, tax collected ?&>." and
account to the government for $80 tax. The Elks Club In such case would make no tux charge
on the resale of tickets, as the government tax would have been paid In the $»SJ tax collected
under the sale of the performance to the Elks.
I

BENEFITS.
The admission taxes do not apply
to the benefit of

to admissions

where

all

the proceed" inure exclusively

RELIGIOUS, EDUCATIONAL or CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS, SOCIETIES

ORGANIZATIONS. They do

apply to benefits for

INDIVIDUALS and

all benefits except those
To Illustrate, If the Masons, Odd Fellow?, Elks or
In the foregoing classification.
similar organizations should rent a theatre and give a benefit for their sick or other charitable
purpose, the admission tax should be collected, as these organizations, being fraternal bodies,
cannot be classed as "wholly religious, educational or charitable organization."
It is the
character of the organization for which the benefit Is given and not the purpose of the particular
benefit which affords the exemption.
By "all the proceeds" is meant, all the money remaining after paying the actual expenses
of the benefit
In other words, the net proceds.

or

falling

;

REFUNDS.
Where

a performance

is not given and a refund Is made, the full amount collected, that
both admission and tax. Is refunded
Where a patron who has purchased a ticket to a performance finds he cannot attend and
prior to the performance asks thut tb? ticket be redeemed, If any refund Is made, both the
admission and tax should be refunded aa the ticket would again be placed on sale.
Where a patron falls to attend a performance for which tickets have been told, no refund
of the tax can be made.
is

PASSES.
Persons using passes must pay the same tax that they would have paid If the admissions
had been paid for at the regular box office price. In other words, the person occupying a fifty
cent seat on a pass would pay a tax of five cents; on a dollar seat, ten cents: on a two dollar
seat the tax would be twenty cents. The pass tax applies to ALL FREE ADMISSIONS to the

theatre EXCEPT bonaflde employees, municipal officers on OFFICIAL BUSINESS (such as
firemen and policemen) and children under twelve years of age. There Iff no Government tax
on passes to bonaflde employees, municipal officers ON OFFICIAL BUSINESS, and children
under twelve years of age.
All persons attending a performance other than those specified in the preceding sentence
must pay the tax. Newspaper critics and reporters going Into the AUDIENCE must pay.
Where a manager maintains an office so located that any person visiting him on business
must pass through some portion of the theatre In order to reach the manager* office, no tax
is collected, unless such visitors stop to Bee the show or actually become part of the audience.
A person visiting a manager In his office on business is not admlted to a place of amusement
but merely to the manager's office. Likewise a reporter Interviewing an actor or actress back of
stage is not liable to the tax. If the reporter should come from the stage into the audience, he
would be liable, the ruling being that any person occupying space In that portion of the theatre
set aside for the audience (not merely walking through to get to the manager's office) Is liable
to the tax.
A pass or cancelled ticket should go In the ticket box wherever any person other than the
theatre owner, a bonaflde employee of the theatre, a municipal employee on official business
(firemen and policemen) and a child under twelve Is admitted to any performance.

TRAVELLING ATTRACTIONS.
The TRAVELING ATTRACTION has nothing whatever to do with these taxes except that
company manager should check and sign the box office statement as he has always done.
The TAX IS ON THE PURCHASER PAYING THE ADMISSION AND NOT ON THE GROSS.
It Is entirely separate from the money paid for admission In which the traveling attraction
shares.
The collection of the tax is made a duty of the THEATRE.

the

PAYMENT OF TAX BY THEATRE INSTEAD OP PURCHASER.
The tax
pay the

is

on the purchaser of the ticket and not on the theatre, and the purchaser must

tax.

theatre should desire to reduce Its admission, or the admission on any class of Beats,
bo that the admission originally paid would also cover the tax, the theatre must Inform the
public by adequate lobby signs such as "The admission on our $2.00 seats (or whatever It Is)
has been reduced so that the $2.00 charge Includes the 10% war tax."
Some theatres have found It Impractical to handle pennies and have advanced their twentyfive cent admissions to thirty cents and their seventy-five cent seats to eighty-five cent seats,
these prices to Include the war tax. Where this Is done, adequate lobby signs must announce
"The amount charged for a thirty cent (or whatever It may be) ticket Includes the 10% war
tax on tho admission paid."
If a

NOTICE TO PUBLIC OF TAX.
By appropriate lobby card and notices In the theatre programs (which notices should be
carried for several weeks and until the public fully understands the tax) the public should be
informed that the tax Is A TAX ON THE PURCHASER OF THE TICKET, and that the money
collected GOES TO THE UNITED STATES FOR
PURPOSES.

WAR
RETURNS OF THE TAX.

The Internal Revenue Department will shortly distribute forms for monthly returns of tho
tax.
The forms are simple and easily made out. The returns for November must be made in
December: returns for December In January and so on. These returns will be based on the box
office

statements.

Arrange for your box office statements Immediately. In the meantime, keep the same data
which the statements would show. In some permanent form, having the correctness of same
certified by house and company manager or house manager and treasurer as directed.

UNITED MANAGERS* PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION.

P. S.
In the haste to get out the box office form not quite enough spnee was
"Pass Tax" and too much under "Children Tax." hence black line correction. Ycu
your statements as wide and as long as you desire.

left

under

may make

VAUDEVILLE
WAR TAX BECOMES

the tax that would effect the local

EFFECTIVE;

COLLECTIONS STARTED NOV.

1

Estimated Government Will Receive Weekly Return of
$100 9 000 from Theatres in New York City Alone. Fi
Rulings Handed Down in Washington Last
Week. Film Men Get Last Minute Concessions on Footage Tax.
The

collection of the War Tax on Admissions started yesterday at all of the
theatres in the United States. The vaudeville and burlesque theatres with
daily matinees got a flying start on the
majority of the legitimate houses (Winter

Garden and Hippodrome being the

only Thursday matinees in

and

New

York),

turn the picture houses, where
the grind starts before noon, were the
first to exact the war levy from tl
in

After midnight Wednesday
those taking trains were also hit fq/the
war tax and a number <\i vaudeville
acts making the usual split toeefejumps
had to pay.
The vaudeville, burlesque and picture
theatres where practically all the sale is
at the window just prior to the time
of performance and not in advance to
any great extent were more or less tied
up with lines yesterday. The legitimate
houses fared better, one of the factors
being that pennies do not figure in their
tax levies as much as they do in variety
houses.
During the last few days prior to the
public.

would bring a total of $320,000, which
would give the Government $32,000, a
This is without including the vaudeville and burlesque houses.
There are eight first class vaudeville
total of $49,500.

Greater New York, playing
to an average of $11,000, and six burlesque houses, at approximately $5,000,
will bring almost another $120,000 gross.
This still leaves the pop vaudeville

houses

in

houses, of which there are 20, and the
picture houses, numbering 494, to be
accounted for. The former will add another $100,000 to the total, while the
picture theatre* will hooar that $500,000
additional. This would bring a total of
almost $1,250,000 spent in New York
weekly on the theatre and the Government would get a little more than 10
per cent, of this. This is figuring on
admissions alone, and not counting the
tax to be received from the film, both

raw and produced stock.
With this as a basis it

amount. This, however, will be another
important item, at least as far as New

copy

in use.

Various estimates have been made as
to the

amount the Government

will re-

ceive weekly through the medium of
the tax on the admissions to amusements. From New York City alone it
is believed that the wee'kly revenue will
be approximately $100,000. There are
at present 45 legitimate theatres in New

York.

From

five,

Winter Garden, CenManhat-

tury, Hippodrome, Globe and
tan, the Government's share

be
Average business
will

about $17,500 weekly.
at the other 40 houses at $8,000 weekly

that

are

made or

check's

the

York City is concerned.
The railroad tax is eight per

Greater

The

cent,

on

the United Managers' Protective Assoof the association after

from Washington last week
with a ruling on the various questions
that were left open. The bulletin prachis return

tically

covers every question regarding

VARIETY'S

READY
RECKONER

M.

.

•

•

.

Providence, R. I., Oct. 31.
The problem of levying the war tax
of one cent on theatre tickets sold to
children in the playhouses of this city

which has been perplexing local managers is believed to have been solved
as the result of a plan proposed by
Charles Lovenberg, manager of the
Keith houses here. It is believed that
this plan will operate with the least
amount of confusion.
Managers here have had in mind the
temptations for persons just above the
age of 12 years, and some much older,
to attempt to evade the war tax by
purchasing a child's ticket with the
one cent tax and then make an endeavor to use it themselves.
With this in mind Manager Lovenberg has devised and adopted a plan

whereby a small adhesive stamp

will

be applied by the ticket seller to all
upon which the one cent tax is
levied. Should this ticket be presented
to the ticket taker by a person over
the age of 12 it will be returned with
the request that the purchaser return
to the box office and pay the required
tax before being allowed to enter the
playhouse. This is the first time in
the history of Providence theatres that
pennies will have to be used at the box

tickets

offices.

Los Angeles, Oct. 31.
Local managers here do not anticipate any decrease in business as a result of the war tax. The Managers' Association is printing half page advertisements in all the papers urging the
public to patronize theatres, thereby
helping Uncle Sam to win the war.
Boston, Oct. 31.
theatre managers here who have
prices of 15, 25, 35 and 75 cents are
laboring under the misapprehension that
while they are supposed to collect the
extra half cent in war taxes from the
public they are not supposed to make a
return on the full amount collected.
The law reads: "one cent on every ten
cents or fraction thereof," and is very
plain.
The Government gets the extra

The

half cent.

Denver, Oct.
Fifty

film

men from

this

31.

city

and

nearby towns met at the Albany Hotel
last Thursday under the auspices of the
Rocky Mountain Screen Club to discuss the method of collection. Harry
T. Nolan, president of the club, presided. Opinion as to collection method
was divided and need of uniformity felt
to keep faith with the public.
Domi-

nant note sounded by one exhibitor de(Continued on page 15.)
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War Taxes

the exhibitors when they are printed.
As to the question regarding five-cent
admissions, they are only exempted
when five cents is the maximum charge
that is made by a theatre, but where
a house charges ten cents in one section
and still has five-cent seats in another
part of the house, the latter will be taxable to the extent of one cent per admission.

PRICES OF ADMISSION

|

of
Tic'ets

theatres below 14th street will setthe 2nd District office, which is
at the Customs House; the theatres between 14th street and the Harlem River
at the 3rd Dist., at 1150 Broadway; the
Bronx theatres at the 14th Dist, while
the Brooklyn houses will make returns
to the office of the 1st Dist.
Collector for the 3rd District, Mark
Eisner, on his return from Washington
last week called the members of the
trade press that circulate among the
motion picture exhibitors into his office
and made a statement regarding the
misinformation that was being spread
broadcast by the "Exhibitors' Trade Review." He stated the paper's authority
on tax misinterpreted the law when he
stated that all five-cent admissions were
exempt from taxation, and also that the
monthly settlement form which carried
a label to the effect that it had been
approved by the Internal Revenue Department was not the approved form.
The Government will issue the forms to
tle at

ciation, issued the following bulletin to

members

is divided into four
the collection of internal

revenue and the houses will make settlement to the collector for the respective district in which they are situated.

for 25 tickets from New York to Buffalo
becomes $8.10 per capita. The baggage
car that goes with a block of 25 tickets
will travel free, but each additional baggage car will be taxed eight per cent,
on its computed mileage at 20 cents per
mile. An extra car from New York to
Buffalo, which formerly cost $82.20,
will figure at $88.78.
Ligon Johnson, general attorney for

the

New York

districts for

total

No.

For
Admission

VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION,
By PAT CASEY.

Transportation and ten per cent, on
Pullmans. In the case of the Lehigh
Valley R. R., the amount of the tax is
to be added to the total of the fare,
thus the party rate of $7.50 per capita

all

Where any performance Is sold outright for
flat sum the. amount of tax to be collected
a sum equal to ten per cent, of the amount

received for that special performance.
This
applies to cases where a society or organisation might buy the house outright for one
performance and then dispose of the tlckots
as they see fit.
In all of these oases the
amount of tax to be collected by tbe theatre
should be ten per cent, of the amount received by the theatre from such organisation
or society.
It Is Important that you pay strict attention
to your box office statements, for remember,
the people you have to answer to regarding
same Is the United 8tates Government, and at
the present time they have very little (If any)
time to listen to excuses, so guide yourself
accordingly.
Very tmlr yours,

week in the theatres and the
Government will boost that $1,000,000

a tax of one-half cent per foot was to
be paid each time that a film was rented
was the cause of a hurried trip to Washington on the part of a number of film
men Monday. By showing that the
placing of a tax of $25 on each rental
of a five-reel picture, the film men said
it would mean the closing of practically
half of the picture theatres in the country, and the reading of the law was
then so interpreted as to place a tax
of that amount only on the first rental
of each

a

000,000 a

which it will receive in tax.
At present there is no manner of
computing an estimate of war tax to
be received from admissions to cabarets, as there has not been definitely
laid out what the Government tax is to
be based on, either the couver charges

York, October 29, 1017.

dally, should be sent to the local Internal
Revenue Colletcor together with check covering aame.
In theatres where coupon tioketa are used
the tax to be collected from the purchaser
In all cases Is to cover the amount actually
paid by the purchaser for admission. For Instance, In case the price of admission runs
from twenty-five cents to one dollar, and should
you at any time sell a tloket for lees than Its
face value, you are to collect a tax covering tbe amount the ticket la actually sold

Is

country at large spends at least $10,-

day going into effect the local collectors
of internal revenue throughout the
country have been swamped with requests for rulings from theatre managers, particularly those having picture
houses, for rulings on the law. The law
being interpreted regarding the tax on
films ready for projection, to mean that

N«w

Dear Sir:
It baa bean decided by tbe eommlttea in
charge of tbe War Tax at Washington tbat
tbe box office statements of eaob performance
must be kept on Ale for at leant one year, no
tbat aame may be examined at any time by an
authorised repreeentatlve from the Internal
Revenue Gollector'e office.
Under thlc ruling It will be nummary for
each theatre to use a form of etatement that
will ehow In conjunction with the regular receipts the amount collected for taxee on the
different admlaalone and passes.
At tbe end of each month a tabulated statement, showing the amount of taxee collected

for.

figured the

is

man-

ager pf any legitimate theafe. The bulletin, as well as the Government approved uniform box office statement,
is herewith reproduced:
Pat Casey of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association issued the
following letter Monday:

NOI PIT'
*-

c

*-* *

Fire-cent ad millions are inclac ed in the aboT* because In hou see whe re there
more than fire cents the At e-cent admissions are also taia ble.

of

is

j

an a dmlssloii charts

f
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ARTISTS'

VARIETY
ILL AND INJURED.
Marie Sabott. formerly of Wright
and Sabbott, but now with "Puss, Fuss"
(burlesque), underwent an operation
in Chicago Oct. 24.

FORUM

Bobby Earle while dancing

OM

sltfe •!
Oonfln* Utt*.-» to 110 words and write on
must be slaned
Anonjrmotfa commmloatlons win net b% printed. Name of
and will fee belt la atitet eonMence, If desired.
te V
Letter* te be pvMlaftee) it Ale ooHrara must be
The WPftat
Duplicated tetters win net be printed.
Forum, eltaer before or after It appears here, will not Be afatn perartttod the »r!v

Chicago, Oct. 25.
In Variety Oct. 19 appeared a let-

from Mr. Arthur Pearson comthat an injustice had been
done him by myself not notifying him
of the death and burial of Miss Dorter

plaining

othy Allen, a chorus

girl in his

"Step

Lively Girls" (in Chicago).
I wish to say that I did not notify
Mr. Pearson of the unfortunate occurence merely because I did not give
him a thought as being connected with
the company. I have known Arthur
and his wife for years, and wish I had
thought to wire him, because I have
always known him to be generous to
a fault. Bat as reported before, I did
wire Mr. Muldoon, his partner and
manager of the show, and got a night
letter the following day, to see if the
would do something.
Actors' Fund
Also that no one in the show knew
any of her relatives. There was no time
to lose in taking care of the remains,
as we had a call from County Hospital that they only kept bodies a cerSo not wishing
tain length of time.

any one connected with our
own shows buried in Potter's Field,
see

to

we took

Harry D. Blakemore, the rotund comformerly with "The Traveling
Salesman," was bowled over by a trolcar
ley
at 42nd Street and Seventh Avenue, last week, sustaining a number of

care of

William Roche.

it.

tertain among themselves.
The soldiers in my regiment met the
Liberty Bond with a punch, and outdid the citizen in this vicinity in the

amount purchased.
Corporal Earl Ping
Co. L, 53d Infantry, Military Branch.

Editor Variety:
Nashville, Oct. 22.

Would

like to contradict a stateVariety concerning us. We
did not "walk out" of the Palace New
Orleans, neither did we "try to return
later." The truth is we refused io do
four shows a day on our Sunday opening. Monday the manager engaged the
opening act of the previous week's
Orpheum bill. Hunting and Frances.

ment

in

IN AND OUT.
Lemaire and Gallagher substituted
this week for the Boganny
Troupe,
billed for the Riverside.

Fox and Ward

did not open at the
York, Monday. They are

New

Palace,

"breaking

in"

New

around

some

York.

new material
Swor and Avey

replaced them.

Lew Wilson was
the last

Camp

Devans, Mass., Oct. 25.
Editor Variety:
Many, many thanks for Variety. It
is a source of pleasure to be kept in
touch with the outside world.
We are treated fine here. Of course
discipline is strong it makes a good
soldier and the work is hard compared
to what I have been doing, but when

—

—

at 5.45 and get breakfast and
hike about 10 miles, dig some trenches,

you arise
you

etc.,

Every one of us

feel great.

has a good healthy glow on our faces. I
never felt better.
It is very cold here, but we work and
keep warm. Our treatment is very
good, food plain but of the best, plenty
of warm clothing, and medical attention.

We have steam heat in barracks and
up-to-date showers. All kinds of athletics are encouraged.
We are having
some pretty stitf football games.
Everything

is

done on

large

a

scale

make us feel comfortable.
The Y. M. C. A. is doing wonderful work here and deserves the patronto

age of every patriotic citizen.

It

furthis

nishes moving pictures, piano,
writing paper, books, magazines, victrola, in fact everything.
It is a stupendous undertaking to
feed all these men. There are 47,000
men, 1,600 barracks, 2,200 showers. The
camp is 10,000 acres (\ /2 by 2 /2 miles).
It has motor fire department, 4 trucks,
fire mains, concrete sidewalks, paved
streets are under construction, electric
street lamps.
It looks to me as built
l

l

permanent use.
As soon as things are straightened
out I am going to put on a few acts.
Today is visitors' day. Thousands
are thronging the streets and barracks.
Kindest regards to all and a prosfor

way,

unable to appear
half last week at the Broad-

Springfield,

Mass.,

voice.
Cunningham
stituted.

losing

his

and Marion sub-

Cook and Stevens replaced Skipper
and Kastrup
week.

The

at the Lincoln Square last
latter left the bill.

Jim and Annie Francis left the bill
at the Jefferson, Oct. 26 owing to Mr.
Francis losing his voice.
Sid Lewis
and Co. substituted.
Harry Carroll, the song writer, left
the Palace, Chicago, before the Monday
matinee, refusing to appear because his
name was not up in lights. Elsie Janis
monopolizes the sign this week. Fox

and Ingram were called in.
Illness compelled Jimmie Britt to
cancel the first half at Loew's Yonge
street, Toronto.
Jack Barnett substituted.

reported Monday
at Keith's, Washington, but had not
been billed there.
Capoulicon had
asked that all of his vaudeville time
be canceled after a certain date. He intends going on a Chautauqua tour. The
Washington week was included among
the cancellations, although the "Indian" retained it in his playing list.
Bennett and Richards opened at the
Colonial Monday, doubling from the
Royal, and replacing Al and Fanny
Stedman. Al Stedman was ill.
Kurylo Laurka and Co., with their
act, "In and Out," closed at the Fifth
Avenue after playing the matinee performance Monday. The reason given
was that the act was not ready. Angel
Aldwell and Co. replaced the Laurka
Chief Capoulicon

turn.

Wellington Cross replaced Maurice
and Walton on the Palace program
Wednesday afternoon. Maurice sustained a sprained ligament of a foot
while dancing.

perous season to them.

H

Clinton F.
odder,
Co. M, 304th Inf.

Chattanooga, Oct.

nm

I

directing a

cnU'itninmcnts and

number
would

20.

of soldier

be

very

gratriui for any material from any of
tluI

the

in!',
Ik-

now working.

Im.vs
little

here sure do appreciate
entertainment,
and are

left

edian

doubly enthusiastic when they can en-

Editor Variety:

the
last

for Chicago, to be treated.

of 1L

lle*;es

at

Hippodrome, Terre Haute, Ind.,
week, fell, injuring his back. He

He

bruises.

the

has started action against

New York

Railway for damages.

Corinne Lincoln, of "The Beauty
Shop," is vary ill at the home of her
mother, 10509 Euclid avenue, Cleveland.
Louis Wesley returned from Lakewood last week and is now at the
Bartholdi Hotel. His weak condition
is blamed on excessive X-ray treatment.
Emily Howard, who was run down
by an auto in Brooklyn last week, is
still confined to bed, the doctors reporting that her kidneys were injured in the accident.
Mazie Lunette (Lunette Sisters),
operated upon Oct. 5, is out of the

The sisters will start
hospital.
work again shortly
Mrs. L. T. Kain (May Wilbur) is

to
ill

St. Vincent's Hospital, New York.
Robert Barbaretta was called to Chicago last week on account of the serious illness of his father.
Myrtle Vane, coast dramatic stock
favorite, who recently played the Pantages time with a sketch, was successfully operated on for appendicitis at
the Fabiola Hospital, Oakland, las^
week.
Frankie Darling, of the Milton
Schuster Musical Co., has undergone
a serious abdominal operation at Chicago.
She successfully weathered it
and is expected to leave the hospital

in

this

week

Violet Kelley, of "Hello America"
(chorus) became ill while the show
was at the Columbia, Chicago, last

week, and was removed to a hospital.
The subsequent operation was a minor
one, and Miss Kelly rejoined the company.
Princess Annie Kalama, featured in
"Paradise Isle," has undergone an operation for gall stones and appendicitis at Chicago, and is on the road to
recovery.
Mrs. G. A. Mattice, mother of
George C. Mac, the song writer, and
formerly of the team of Mac and Phillips, met with an automobile accident
in Chicago last week.
Her injuries
were serious, but she will recover.
Marie Sabbott, soubret of "Puss
Puss," operated on in Chicago last
week, rallied quickly and will leave the

ho^nital this week.

Primrose Semon, soubret with "HelAmerica," was taken ill during the show's engagement at the
Columbia. Chicago, and was left behind in that city for medical treatment. She is expected to rejoin the
company next week.
Lawrence J. Goldie, of the United
Booking Offices, at home for a few
days with a slight illness. Jack Dempsey and Joe Wood are looking after
Goldie's bookings pending his return.
Emily Howard (Howard and Santley)
lo,

injured last

week

in an auto accident,
serious condition.
Miss
Howard
be unable to resume work
for at least three months.
is

still

in a
will

McHugh suffered an attack
Tuesday afternoon
while attending his booking duties in
New York. He recovered under immediate treatment however.
H. Bart

of acute indigestion

NUDE DANCE ALLEGED.
Cincinnati, Oct. 31.
A Cincinnati chorus girl is alleged by
the authorities to have danced while
nude before the Eagoes at Ironton, O.

Mayor

J. Hannon and other ofIronton have been indicted
alleged occurrence. The
girl has been questioned here and will
be the principal witness against them.

ficials

A.

of

through

th-i

Milo Returns to Orpheum Time.
San Francisco, Oct. 31.
Whatever the disagreement between
Milo and the Orpheum Circuit, through
which the act canceled its Orpheum
time recently, under a two weeks'
notice clause, it has been adjusted.
Milo opens at the local Orpheum
next week, continuing over the circuit.

NEW

ACTS.

Dorothy Clark and Lillian Watson
have separated, and Miss Watson will
hereafter work single.
Miss Clark
(Mrs. Lew Cooper) has joined her
husband, who, with Arthur Thornton,
are rehearsing Lew's act, "Seventy
Cents." Frank Tinney uses the Cooper
idea in the present Winter Garden

show.

Sammy Ronan and four members of
the "Shore Acres" show, which is closing, are rehearsing a new sketch by
Ronan,

"Short Stories," which will
be presented in vaudeville
Ronan's support includes Frank Hersome, Fred Clements, Harold Morn
shortly

and Edmund Fitzpatrick.
George. Meyer of the Leo Feist

staff

about to debut in vaudeville and
accompany Artie Mehlinger in a
repertoire of songs which Meyer has
is

will

composed for the event.
other numbers the writer will
medley of his best numbers.
Geo. P. Murphy, formerly the star of
"Follies of the Day" on the Columbia
specially

Among
offer a

wheel, with an act of eight

girls,

three

book by Tommy Gray and
the music by Stothart. It will have
special scenery and called "The Food
principals;

(Arthur Pearson).
Alfred White'* dramatic «ket<*h, entitled "Pittsburg Buyers." the cast is
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ross, Bert Bernard
and Hazel Wild. (Western).
Bernicia, the toe dancer, at Churchill's for nine months, is rehearsing an
act for vaudeville. It will carry seven
people.
(Paul Durand).
Maud Earl (formerly with Fletcher
Inspector."

Norton) in a new act, entitled "The
Vocal Verdict."
Marion Garson, formerly of "High

and Neville Fleeson, twin-act.
Kathryn Hayes and Virginia Lee in

Jinks,"
a

new piano act.
"Wash Money,"

one-act comedy by
R. H. Davis, three
people.
(Frank
Evans.)
Prevost and Brown are revising their
old act after a year's absence from the
stage.

Fred Miller (formerly of Niery and
Miller) and Bert Capmann (formerly
of Powder and Capmann) two-act.
Ned Monroe and Nellie Lawrence
in a skit entitled "Somewhere Near
Boston."
"At the Dansant," two people (Lewis
& Gordon.)
Raymond Wylie, single, scenic production of P. Dodd Ackerman.
Marion Sunshine, with Jack Squires
two-act.
Ethel McDonough, new character
singing act.

John T. and Jessie Powers

in

new

two-act.

Ruth Ray, with Leo Hoyt and Sam
Hyams (Lee Muckenfuss).
Hyman Adler is reviving "The Old
Miser's Dream."
Walters and Kaufman in "Incorporated." (Bart

McHugh).

Fred W. Taylor and Olive Le Compte
in

new comedy

act.

Race and Edge in "London Bridge,"
booked by Bert La Mont.
E. Harry Adler (formerly Adler and
Arline), single (Jenie Jacobs).
"Second Childhood," six people.

Jack Jarrot and a
Ida

girl,

May Chadwick

is

dancing turn.
in a

new

act.

FISCHER'S EIGHT WEEKS.
Chicago, Oct. 31.
the
announcement
last week that the Pantages* circuit
would handle the bookings of Edwin
J. Fischer, J. C. Matthews has issued
the following route list, covering eight

Supplementing

weeks:
Billings, Livingston,
log, Wallace, Couer

Missoula, KelD'Alene, Walla
Walla, Seattle, Bellingham, Everett,
Aberdeen, Houquiam, Portland, Astoria, Sacramento, Stockton, San Francisco, San Jose, Modesta, Taft, Pasadena and Los Angeles.
These include five direct opposition
cities to the Pantages' circuit, but the
point of view of the Pan people is that
as long as somebody would book these
points it might as well be Pantages.

—

—

VARIITY
Reed Albee offered « $50 bond
as a prize to the one selling the larg-

tions.
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John Back, manager of Proctor's
58th Street theatre, is rotund and ordinarily happy, but he's elected to be-

come an Elk one night next week in
the Long Island City lodge. Accordmanagers and agents
around Times Square who are Elks
have been planning for the initiation.
News of it reached Mr. Buck. He
doesn't know whether to order an
ambulance or an undertaker for that
evening. The worry of deciding is removing all his pleasures in life, temingly

all

won

it,

sell-

Soma of the smaller road companies
are reported as making sure to pick
up all of the advance paper it can as
well as collecting window cards following the engagement date. The advance of paper and printing had been
such managers and agents are forced
to exercise rigid economy.

•»

Entered aa aecoad-daaa matter December 22,
IMS, at the Poat Office at New York. New York,
under the Act ©1 March J, W9,
Vol.

Janet Adair

ing $22,000.

day Bight.
Advertiaemeata aeat by mail aaould be accompaaied by remittance.

amount.

est

the

porarily.

Jim Donovan

is

Fraaman Bernstein claims he has an
chejlla at

Dorothy Jardon commences a tour
of the New York bur. time vaudeville
theatres Nov. 12. Cliff Hess will appear with her, as accompanist.

Tha

of a new
play several New Yorkers are reading,
with a view of producing it on the
International Circuit.

Penalty"

is

the

title

the

Celia Bloom, booker for the Interstate Circuit, returned Monday after
a tour of two weeks over the Interstate towns in the south.

War

Italian

from John

Tha Dillon Brothers have taken over
the Loomis theatre, Waverly, Massand have installed a show there of
three acts and pictures.

Form-

Bridgeport, Conn. The latter
with the Italian Red

Charlotto Worth, prima donna, with

Rube Bernstein's

"Follies of Pleasure,"

Cross.

has handed in her notice and will leave
the show Nov. 11.

Tha contract to furnish the entire
production for Joe Weber's new production of "Her Regiment" with props,

Jamas W. Groelw, of Portland, Me.,
has been appointed manager of the Colonial, Portsmouth, N. H.

furniture, curtains, etc., was let this
to the John Brunton Studios,
New York City.

Gordon and Dalmar have abandoned
their vaudevilling to take op produc-

connected

is

week

ing.

professionally
Carbone,
as Roberts (Roberts and Romaine) was adjudged in contempt of
court by Judge Donnelly this week for
Roberts
failure to pay counsel fees.
started action for divorce against Constance E. Carbone during the summer.
She began a countdr suit, the court
fixing her counsel's fee at $100, but not
awarding alimony at the time. Murray Bungard is attorney for the wife.

Robart

known

Jamoa (Fat) Thompson, who lately
played several Down East towns with
a new act called "Camouflage," reports
the war term hasn't seeped into tue
Maine towns as yet. Curious to learn
knew
if anyone around the theatre
what it was all about, he started with
the house tailor, the latter replying he
didn't know what camouflage was bewent to picture
cause "he rarely
shows."

Tha scarcity of paper and its resultant increase in price has brought about
an important change in the price of
Many
printed tickets for theatres.
houses buy thousands of feet* of
printed tickets on rolls, generally 2,000
tickets to the roll, and not many years
ago got them in contract lots from
three to six cents cheaper than they
are at present.
At tha Now York headquarters of
I. A. T. S. E. this week it was

the

said the theatrical union trouble in
Rochester, Minn., had been amicably
with the Empress there agreeing to a union condition. The house
had been operating of late with nonunion men.
settled,

Mildred Cecil, prima donna with the
"Some Show," has severed connections
with it. while Frank Mackey has been

those aiding in the affair, with the
name of the recipient in gold letters
on the cover.

William H. Stanley, manager of
Loew's 86th Street, has replaced Ben
Mills at Loew's Delancey Street. Mr.
Mills has gone to Montreal to take
charge of the new Loew house, to
open shortly. Al Bernstein, from the
West End, will fill the vacancy left at
the 86th Street.

At tha Colonial, New York, Saturday
night, just before the artists on the
bill were about to go into the orchestra to secure Liberty Loan subscrip-

Putnam

Building.

VARIETY'S
MOVING PICTURE

"I was in an auto accident; a jitney turned over in my pocket" "The
City Hall is a stable; that's where they
keep the mare (Mayor)." "There was
an explosion in the City Library; they
found dynamite in the dictionary.
(She) "I'll meet you Friday." (He) "No
meet Friday."— (Markey and Montgomery.)

"The spinal column is something
that has your head on one end and
sit on the other."—("Jack O' Laotern."—Globe).
you

T

want

to join the infantry." (Q)
not the cavalry?" (A) "WelL
when the general orders 'retreat/ I
don't want to be dragging a horse
around with me."—(Winter Garden
show).
"I'll pay you what you're worth.* *I
wouldn't work ao cheap."

"Why

"He proposed t me in a harry the
other night." "Was he drafted ?"*He'a
a photographer on an express wagon.
The other men carry in the furniture
and trunks, while he takes only pictures." "He kisses me 60 times a minute. While I am a conscientious objector I am not a slacker." (Moriarty
"I met you on the board walk at
Atlantic City last summer." "I never
was on the Atlantic City board walk."
"Neither was I." "Where do you think
Around my neck." "I
I got this tie?
"I don't like
superfluous."
feel so

DEPARTMENT
is

watermelon
Bennett)

on Pages 48 to 58

shows.

An intention to marry filed at Lawrence, Mass.. this week, names Edward
Leary, vaudeville actor, of 573 East
Main street, Bridgeport, Conn., and
iennie Steele, of 121 Jackson street,
awrence, a non-professional.
Cooka and Handmaa, a couple

of

New York

boys who reached Ausyear as stowaways, played
there for some time, then went to
South Africa and are now probably in
England.
tralia last

it

wets

my

ears." (Lee

and

intoxicating."
kisses
are
ap yoar
get soused." "Lace
shoe; your tongue is oat." "You saw
the necklace she had; I gave her that
You saw the handsome diamond ring
"Let's

(Variety's Moving: Picture Department will hereafter
be found in that section of the paper.)
added as a principal with the "Follies
of the Day,"
both Barney Gerard

;

"Those

in this issue.

TOMMY'S TATTLES.
Theatrical Camouflage—
"It's a pleasure to appear before such
a large and intelligent audiencePetting the trained dogs.
Off stage laughter.
Blond wiga.
Tights.

she wore; I gave her that. Did you
see the little boy she had: that was
her brother." (Gardner add Hartman.)
"There'll be flowers in your house,
but you won't smell 'em."

Woman—"I guess
Man— Yes,
r<

right."

I have a perfect
and a peach of a

left."

"Take my advice and marry the poor
and save the rich one for me."

Meatless and wheatlesa days, but
Beerless days?
Hokumless days?
Danceless days?
War songtess days?
Jazzless days?

girl,

"I don't drink beer for
Teutonic" (t oo to nic).

my

health;

it's

"Thev're off!"

We

can never expect to have peace
while those War Song Contests keep

'Who's eff?"
"The hairs on that man's head."

up.

W.

E. Ritchie, "the tramp cyclist,"
has left for London, after finishing a
tour of Australia. He opens shortly
in Belfast, and will play a tour of the

Artists sent

bound embossed souvenir programs of its benefit performance at
the New York Hippodrome June 3,
with an acknowledgment of appreciaA copy was sent all
tion inserted.

leather

Joo Michaels has moved to his new
offices in the

RELEASED.
"Just as I feared, yon htve t fe*t*
ing kidney." "Can you iimjine frrMg
steak, gravy oozing all around, French
friend potatoes, etc*, all for 15 cents?"
"Where? I don't know, bat just imagine it."— ("Liberty Belles.")

Sisters.)

Variety Controlling nouses in England.

Tho National Vaudeville

Harry Spingold, the Chicago agent,
reached Broadway this week, on one
of his usual act-hunting trips.
Mr.
Spingold will remain 10 day* or so.

shaking hands, in

anticipation of the arrival of the stork
in Jim's family around New Year's.
Mrs. Donovan, professionally Marie
Lee (Donovan and Lee), has temporarily retired from stage work. Meanwhile James B. is going to do a new
act with a young man.

original
film
of
Pictures, secured

11

Nerer in the history of local stage
craft unions has there been such a demand for their brand o\ tabor, and an
idle stage hand is considered a rarity
along Broadway these days.

Hartford,

Poli's,

this

week.
drive was made in the Cortland
theatre, at Cortland, N. Y., for a

was realized
on the two days collections were made.
$67.30

Barnes and Ather,

vaudeville for
separated.
Miss Asher has joined "The Colonial

the

past

Belles."

ten

years,

in

have

draft-

ed.
He arrived at camp at 11:30 p.m.
and went asleep about ll:00. At 5 a. m.,
when the bugle blew the "can't-get-'emup" call, the actor, full of sleep, and
not yet "on" to surroundings, said:
"Huh, this is a fine time for a guy to
rehearse with a cornet"

Bonds the people in
sold from the stage, and
themselves.
Maybe those
one-cylinder preachers won't believe it.

all

the

Liberty

show business

purchased

We

A

Smoke Fund, and

who was

hope those ministers who are always knocking the stage will hear about

Gordon and Marrigan have dissolved
Eddie
vaudeville partnership.
Merrigan joined "The Clock Shop" in
at

heard of an actor

We

their

vaudeville

We

finally

theatre.

saw

a "useful" sign in a
stage side of the

"He shouldn't do anything.
he has done enough for her."
ford and Brodeiick, Royal.)

I

think

(Craw-

"Before we were married you said

you were well

off." "Yes, but J didn't
"Can't you stumble for a
joke?" "Yes, I married you." "My
uncle left me $50,000, but I don't know
where he left it." "Well, there was
something nice about me you liked."
(Jones and
"Yes, you spent it all."
Greenlee, Fifth Ave.).

know

it."

The back

front drop in the Empire, Albany, has
a large sign reading "All Smile," and

how

"Doo you know George M. Cohan, the
•?*
In a
I haven't been
"No!
.._.
actor.
_
--.--"..-..
Jewish theatre for years." "What
should a feflow do if tie takes a girl
to a theatre, then supper and home In
a taxi when she asks him to kiss her?"

those chorus girls do obey

it.

If they darken Broadway nights to
save coal, the ladies will not have to

wear so much make-up on the streets.
That will also save rouge, eyebrow
pencils and powder.

"I had to kill nine Germans before
I got a helmet to fit me." (Gallagher
and Le Maire, Riverside).

"Bet you $10 you can't recite the
Lord's Prayer. "Now I lay me down
"
Give him the money,
to sleep
I
didn't think he knew it"
(Billy
Gould, Riverside).

LEGITIMATE

la

K.

& E.'S COAST STOCK VENTURE
CLOSED, AFTER STEADY LOSSES

& Erlanger's Western Stock Company Wound Up in
Sacramento, with "Sick Abed/' Only One Winning
Week. Firm Expected to Supplant Morosco as
Coast's Leading Legitimate Producer.

Klaw

Los Angeles, Oct. 31.
Following instructions from Klaw &
Erlanger's office in New York, Joseph
Montrose in Sacramento Sunday closed
Klaw & Erlanger's western stock company playing "Sick Abed."
The reason announced for disbanding is continued poor business. It is
known that the circuit has not been
making money since its inception and
it it said the company has had but one
winning week the opening one in San

—

Francisco.
The players will return to Los Angeles and general manager Montrose
will leave shortly for New York to discuss affairs with K. & E.
The K. & E. Coast stock was organized according to reports at the time
to combat this territory with Oliver
Morosco, the largest Coast producer
of legitimate attractions.
Members of the K. & E. firm traveled over this section making elaborate announcements of their intentions
and engaged Mr. Montrose from the

Morosco

forces.

AMERICAN SPECTACLE

IN LONDON.
Boccaccio's "Decameron" written by
an American is to be produced in London for the first time on any stage by
an American, also. A combination of
fix of the stories of the "Decameron"
have been evolved into a stage spectacle by Robert McLaughlin, who wrote
-The Eternal Magdalen."
William J. Wilson, the stage director
and producer, is taking the script
abroad in the near future for production at the Drury Lane next spring
in association with Arthur Collins and
Sachs Syndicate.
The London Syndicate with the success of "Chu Chin Chow" in mind has
been casting about for a spectacle
along similar lines and during the curthe

J. L.

week decided the work of the
Cleveland author was just what was
rent

wanted.
Mr. Wilson will sail for London early
next month and take with him a revue
to be produced at the Alhambra by the
Sachs people. He will carry with him
the rights for "In Shanghai," a comic
opera fantasy by Isador Witmark and
Ernest Duncan. Cohan & Harris' "Going Up" and "The Lilac Domino." The
latter is to be placed in rehearsal during November.
The production
piece al the Drury

she returned to America, her home
being in Oakland ,Cal.
Letters to "Iba," as she called the
Prince, brought no succor, and she relegal
recourse.
Letters
sorted to
through her lawyer to the royal family
finally brought about an agreement.
and in the spring of 1914 she prepared
to go abroad with her attorney, Herman L. Roth. They were to go to Cairo, where, it had been agreed, she was
to be given $250,000 in settlement. With
Mr. Roth she was then to go to Paris
and arrange for a divorce.
The war broke out on the eve of
their departure, and the trip was never
started.
Prince Hassan was arrested
in Paris at the beginning of hostilities, since it was known that the house
of Ottoman was favorable to Germany.
Hassan was accused of being a spv and
is at present held in an English detention camp. It is known, too, that
the prince, when acting in the British
consular service, was really working
against England, and made many trips
to Berlin long before the war broke
His estate in Paris was confisout.
Miss Hirmphrey, who had a
cated.
Paris mansion in her own name, turned
it over to the French Government for
hospital purposes. Lately she has been

working

in pictures.

Marjorie Lane, a chorus girl with
at the Winter Garden, died Oct. 31 at the Flower Hos-

"Doing Our Bit"

New

pital,

OLA HUMPHREY STILL MINUS.
insignificant suit involving $26
begun by Elsie Ulmann against Ola
Hassan, brings to light some data regarding the defendant,, who is really
the beautiful Ola Humphrey.
Miss
Humphrey, who at times, supported
Sir Henry Irving and more latterly for

Beerbohm-Tree. was married in London in 1911 to Prince Ibrahim Hassan,
nephew to the Khedive of Egypt and
hejreapparent to the throne. A year
later the royal mate deserted her, and

BUSINESS.

Chicago, Oct.

There

western territory that defies analysis.
Those that are going are going in a
record-breaking style. Those that are
not are dying suddenly. The strange
feature is that some city hits are being
neglected and some that never saw a
city are strong.

Sunday, Octcber 21, at the Orpheum,
Sioux Falls, "My Soldier GirP hung

up a mark when

drew

it

At

$1,632.

the Metropolitan, two days previous,
the show got $1,187. It plays $1.50 top.
r
• Fiske O'Hara. with his
'Man from
Wicklow's," received with comparative
apathy at the Olympic, Chicago, some
weeks ago, is playing capacity at $1.50
top in the one-n:ght stands at Green
Bay, Appleton, Qshkosh and other
Wisconsin points. At La Crosse one
night last week the show got $2200.
Bernhardt has been selling out «at
Springfield,
stands at
Illinois
the
Jacksonville, Peoria and Galesburg;
in Iowa, at Danville, Iowa City and
Clinton. In two towns—Cedar Rapids
and Dubuque, October 26-27 respectively, the vaudeville houses gave up
their regular bills to accommodate
her, and in each instance the house

—

sold out.

Gaskell

&

McVitty't "End of a Per-

fect Day" has been playing capacity
at Sterling, Savannah, Janesville, Monroe. Waukesha and Kenosha. "Soldier's

Bride" is having the same kind of
business in such stands as Neenah,

New London and Two
Two companies of
ing's

"The

Rivers.

Ralph KetterMarriage Question" are

now rehearsing in Chicago, preparatory to taking to the road. The one
destined for the east will open in South
Bend and the company which will play
in MilCircuit
International
the

On

The

closing date for "Hitchy

at the 44th Street
set for Dec. 16,

at Home" is finding
the going very rough after four weeks.

The show opened at Michigan City.
Last week five members of the company came back to Chicago with very
discouraging reports. John Bonero's
"Going Straight" closed Saturday
after, a seven-week run on Interna-

Hitchcock

and Ray Goetz

will

present at the same theatre for the
first time Christmas Eve.
"Hitchy Koo" is the first of the
Hitchcock & Goetz joint productions.
It opened in the summer and has been

will also continue his auditing activities. The maiden production of the reborn Studebaker will be William Gil-

Clare Kummer's "A Successful Calamity."
It is reported that after seven weeks
of Gillette, the Studebaker will go in
for musical comedy, and will be devoted to that branch of theatricals
thereafter. The first of the musical
attractions will be "Maytime," expected to remain through the winter,
when the Raymond Hitchcock show
will come in for the summer.
lette

in

The

title didn't

seem

to

draw.

Koo"

Theatre has been
through Raymond

Hitchcock, the star of the attraction,
assuming the lead in the new revue

Mr.

hand, Stern's No. 2

the other

"Good Gracious Annabelle" closed
November 1 in Joliet, the company disbanding. The No. 1 company is playing eastern city time. Harry Segall's

tional time.

"HITCHY KOO" CLOSING SET.

SELECTION FOR BLANCHE BATES.
With the choice of her next starring
narrowed down to two manuscripts, Blanche Bates will not make

vehicle

before December.
again appear under
the direction of Joseph Conoly, who
expects to open the new Bites play
about December 15.
Conoly already has out "Pals First,"
with Tim Murphy and Glenn White

a

final

Providence, R.

an erratic brilliancy to the

is

one-night stand business in the mid-

was

"STAR MANGLED" INSISTED WON,

Ji.

"Make Yourself

York.

The cause of her sudden death was
attributed to a patent medicine in pill
form which she took to reduce weight,
the medicine turning her blood to water
and eventually resulting in death.
The remains were shipped to her
home in St. Louis.

an

An

ONE-NIGHT

waukee.

DIED FROM WEIGHT REDUCING.

phenomenally successful.
Among those already engaged for
American
Lane will be a most
the new revue are Sam Bernard, Welradical departure in policy for that^ljngton (Duke) Cross and the Dolly
theatre. For almost two score of years ^Sisters,
all of the big productions for the Drury
Lane have been written by Cecil
STUDEBAKER 6PENING.
Raleigh and Henry Hamilton
Chicago, Oct. 31.
Vincent
Sullivan,
the
The Studebaker, entirely redecorated
American
tenor, has been specially engaged for
and invested with dignity and beauty,
'The Lilac Domino," and will sail in
will open Nov. 5.
Louis Juda, now
a few weeks.
auditor of the Princess and Garrick
Robert Emmett Keane has been
theatres, was appointed manager of the
placed under contract for "Going Up"
Studebaker, notwithstanding the tidwhen it is produced in London.
ings from the Shubert offices that
Charles Greneker would officiate. Juda
of

ERRATIC

selection

Miss Bates

f>laying the

will

two

pals.

William

L.

Mal-

ey is managing, with Henry Pennypacker in advance.

COMMUNITY OPERA.
At the Lambs Club Sunday is expected to be a meeting for the placing
afoot of a

movement

for opera along

American lines. Attending the meeting are announced John Philip Sousa,
Raymond Hitchcock. DeWolf Hopper,
C. E. Le Massena. editor of "The Musical Advance," and William G. Stewart,
stage director of the Hippodrome.
The plan is to promote a season of
the better known light operas in a New
York theatre, to be secured, with the
venture made co-operative through
community subscriptions, with any
profits reverting to those subscribing.

Oct. 31.

I..

The concert by the German-born
prima donna, Frieda Hempel, booked
for Fay's next Sunday night has been
put under ban by the board of police
commissioners of this city. Under one
condition only will the noted soloist
be allowed to appear here and that is
that she sing "The Star Spangled Banner" at some time during the evening.
Frieda Hempel was booked to appear
under the management of Albert M.
Steinert, president of a big piano firm
here. It was Mr. Steinert himself who
brought to the attention of the police
commissioners rumors of Mme. Hempel's indifference to patriotic

American

music.

Mr.

Steinert

says:

"I

have

sent

Madame Hempel an ultimatum. I want
know definitely whether she will or
will not sing The Star Spangled Banto

ner'

I

have told her manager

York both by

in

New

special delivery letter

and

be no concert
unless the prima donna sings 'The Star
Spangled Banner.'"
The "Star Spangled Banner" was not
played last night at Infantry Hall by
Dr. Karl Muck s Boston Symphony Orchestra, although its rendition had been
requested by society women represent-

day

letter that there will

ing eight club's in this city.
The society women were refused admission to the hall (where Geraldine
Farrar also sang at last night's conThey were informed all seats
cert).
were sold, although several rows ( of
seats in the hall remained empty during
the evening.
The orchestra members hurried from
the city after the concert and it is^ believed their hasty action avoided serious
trouble for them.
Major F. Lee Higginson of Boston
and a prominent financier of that city
is patron for the orchestra.
He came
here when the trouble started to brew.
The Boston Orchestra is booked to
reappear in Providence several times
this winter.
Unless the National anthem is played by it the next time, an

outbreak

is

POLICE

looked

for.

SHOW DOES

$22,000.
Chicago, Oct. 31.
The first week of the Policemen's
Benefit show, "Stop. Look, Listen," at
the Auditorium, ending last Saturday,
did a gross of $22,813. The Saturday
nieht business was $3,146.
Tfye production, belonging to Gus
Hill and Martin Sampter, is said to
have gone into the Auditorium on a
$10,000 guarantee. Perrin Kelly is also
interested, according to the account,
he having been declared in through
having secured the Police Benefit date.
The latter is for two weeks, ending
this Saturday.

TWO SHOWS

BIG

ON ROAD.

From

different parts of the countryside come glowing reports of big business at the box office, with several
companies laying claim to outdoing
the other.

Perhaps the biggest business done
nearby towns so far Tiave been
bv Arthur Hammerstein's
"Katinka" and Charles Dillingham's
"Chin Chin" (with Doyle and Dixon).
in

registered

The exact takings

of these two shows
opening are not known along
Broadway, although both are away
ahead on the season.
since

CARLE THROUGH ON COAST.
San Francisco, Oct.

31.

CLOSED IN YONKERS.

Richard Carle completes his eight
weeks' contract with the Alcazar Producing Co. this week and retires from
the cast. According to reports Carle's
engagement has not been a successful one from a financial standpoint so
far as the management is concerned. In

"Leave It to Me" was short lived on
its road tour, the show ending abruptly
last Friday night in Yonkers, N. Y.
The distance back to New York was

his final production, "Nobody Home."
Carle's
opportunities were
limited.
Though supposed to be starred his
name was not used in the lights nor

short.

in

the newspaper advertisements.

-

.

:
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SHOWS AT THE BOX OFFICE
IN THE FOUR BI GGEST CITIES

may

place

500' last

it

in the big hit class: $ , 1,-

"Ok Boy" (Princess, 33d week). $6,100
week and still going strong.
The Old Country* (William Faversham, 39th Street. 1st week). Opened

last

Where are the hits? That is the
question buzzing in the bonnets of the
New York theatre managers at the
present moment. There are really no
hits in the legitimate drama outside of
the two Belasco successes now in town,
and as for the musical shows, "Jack o'
Lantern" is the only big bet. The two
spectacles "Chu Chin Chow" at the
Manhattan and the show at the Hippodrome are big money getters, but
it
is looked for the Century, which
opens next week, to top them all.
Since Variety's last box office estimate (Oct. 12), Broadway has been
cluttered from end to end with failures. Seven shows have been laid to
rest in that time, out of 12 new arrivals, including the half dozen openings this week.
Among the failures, that of Henry
Miller in "Anthony in Wonderland"

out as the most spectacular,
although a great many admire that actor-manager for his nerve in closing
less than a week after his opening. It
was believed that no matter how bad
the play was Miller's name would have
sufficient strength to attract for at
least four weeks, but this theory was
exploded. Another star who has failed
to attract any great business is Billie
Burke in "The Rescuing Angel."
The other failures include "The
Claim," "The Barton Mystery," "Land
of the Free," "The Scrap of Paper,"
stands

Saturday to Monday" and "Furs and
Frills."
The latter was to have gone
to the storehouse lart Saturday, but it
was bought by outsiders whom the author interested and will be sent on the
road.

Last week witnessed a falling off at
every house around town, the drop being anywhere from $100 to $300 nightly.
The managements figure that the usual
pre-election depression, coupled with
the fact that it was the last few days
of the second Liberty Loan drive,
caused the falling off in receipts.
The cut rate market this week reflected the slump the New York houses
suffered. On the list posted in the Public
Service Ticket Office where
the
house "regulars" are to be had were

"Hitchy-Koo," "The Rescuing Angel,"

"Here Comes the Bride," "The
Idea,"

Very

"A Successful Calamity," "Eve's
"Misalliance,"
"Romance

Daughter,"

and Arabella," "Lombardi, Ltd," "Leave
It to Jane," "Maytime," "De Luxe Annie," "The Torches," "Broken Threads,"
"On With the Dance," "The Old Country."

Of the shows that closed

last

week

"Furs and Frills," which was at the
Casino, played to about $4,500 and "The
Land of the Free" at the 48th street
got $3,500.
Variety's

estimated returns at the
current attractions
are as follows
M
A Successful Calamity" (William
Gillette, Plymouth, 3d week).
Last
week of this revival, playing to about

box

offices for the

Leaves Saturday to make room
Marie Doro.
"A Tailor Made .Man" (Cohan and

$4,200.

for

Harris, 9th week). Nights and. Saturday nights practically capacity. Wed-

nesday matinees off. $12,000.
"Broken Threads" (Fulton,

weekly

night.

at $2.50 scale.

Had been

play-

ing to $2 top and doing capacity.
"Ch eer U»" (Hip pod rome, Uth wee k)

to $51,000 last

week

after

show

had averaged $55,000 right along, with
occasionally $57,000 and $58,000 weeks
and one of almost $70,000. The corresponding week last year the house
played to $34,000. The continued big
business accounted for by management
because of local interest in show, they
figuring New Yorkers as two-thirds
of their audience, basing figures on
straw vote on election.
"Chu Chin Chow" (Manhattan O. H.,
2d week). Titanic spectacle brought

New York

to

by

Elliott,

Comstock

&

Gest after two years' run in London.
Opened strong to glowing notices, withbusiness the first week almost touching $36,000; will do better this week.
Indications are that it will run into
the warm weather.
"De Luxe Annie" (Cort, 8th week).
Now playing its third theatre in New
York, having opened at the Booth,
played a week at the 39th Street and
moving into the Cort Monday. Guaranteeing the house $3,000, playing to
about $4,200; $3,600 at the 39th last
week.
"Doing Our Bit" Winter Garden, 3d
week).
Show generally reported as
weak. The opening at $5 a seat was
pretty much a flop. Now playing at a
$3 top scale without any great demand.
Gross at this scale about $24,000.
"Eyes of Youth" (Elliott, 10th week).
Show plugging along and getting about
$8,750 with outside aid through cut

"On With the Dance" (Republic, 1st
Opened Monday, receiving bad
Cast exceedingly strong.

*Out There" (Laurette Taylor, Liberty, 6th week). Has but another fortnight; will be followed by "The Wooing
of Eve"; $4,400 last week.
"Peter Ibbetson" (48th Street, 9th
week). Show moved from the RepubHotel buy at that house
lic this' week.
expired. With this the business held
up to $8,580, but at the new house this
week the business will drop way below
that figure.
"Polly With a Past" (Belasco, 9th
week). Doing capacity, getting $12,800
a week; demand so big a series of extra Tuesday matinees are to be given

during this month.

"Rambler Rose" (Empire, 9th week).
About $11,000.
"Riviera Girl" (New Amsterdam, 6th
week).

Down

Outlook is
to $14,500.
Girl" will follow

"The Rainbow
later.
Current show
that

is charging $250
and paying the tax to the Government.

"Romance and Arabella" (Harris, 3d
week).- In for four weeks, guaranteeing the house $2,500 weekly. Notice up
Played to $1,640
for closing Nov. 10.
week.

last

"The Rescuing Angel"

(Billie Burke,
Hudson,' 4th week). Closing in New
York Saturday. Will be sent on the
Miss Burke has failed to atroad.
tract.
Last week the show got $4,900.
"Pipes of Pan" follows in.
"The Tiger Rose" (Lyceum, 5th week).
Playing to the house capacity, $10,680

week.

last

"The Torches" (Bijou, 2d week).
Opened last week and on four days
got $3,100. Looked upon as a hit.
"The Very Idea" (Astor, Uth week).
Running a little over $9,000.
"The Country Cousin" (Gaiety, 9th
week).

$7,400 last

week.

move,
stars

having

Arliss, KnickerGetting ready to
about exhausted the

following.

Reported

at

$9,800

gross last week.
"Here Comes the Bride" (Cohan, 6th
week).
Holding on with week end
business very big. Around $4,700.

"Hitchy-Koo" (Raymond Hitchcock,
44th Street, 22d week). With the closing in New York set for the middle of
December, show is going along at a
$11,000 gait. A drop of about $4,000.
"Jack o' Lantern" (Fred Stone, Globe,
3rd week.) capacity. $23,000.
"Leave It to Jane" (Longacre, 10th

With the show somewhat
revamped since opening, it is running
about $7,300, dropped a little below that
week.)

figure last week.

"The Land of Joy" (Park, 1st week).
A combination Spanish and American
operetta opened last night. Portion of
company brought from Spain, played
three weeks in Havana before coming
to New York and touted as a novelty
hit.

"Lombardi, Ltd" (Morosco. 6th week).
picked up steadily until it is almost playing capacity on nights late
in the week. With a little outside aid,
the show is doing about $8,885.
"The Love Drive" (Criterion, 1st
week). Played under title of "Under
Pressure" out of town. -Opened Tuesday night with the notices light.
"Eve'. Daughter" (Playhouse, 4th
week). Here is another star, Grace
George, not attracting unusual business.
Show getting about $4200.

Show

box offices for last week are:
"Canary
Cottage"
(Olympic, 5th
week.) With the war tax going into
effect tomorrow this house is going
to cnt admission to $1.50. The show
got $6,900 last week.
"The Judge of Zalamea" (Leo Ditrichstein, Cohan's Grand, 5th week.)
Closes Saturday. Played to $5,800 last
week. Selwyn's "Why Marry" with
Goodwin, Daly and Breese due here

Monday.
"The Man

Who

Came Back" (Prin6th week.)
With a limited capacity, getting $2.50 Saturday night,
played to $13*400 last week.
"Miss
Springtime"
(Illinois,
3rd
week.)
Show is getting $2.50 Saturday nights and a flat 50-cent advance
on all tickets to agencies and hotels.
cess,

week.
"Mister Antonio" (Powers, 8th week)

$16,800 last

$2 scale

and not giving Sunday per-

formances. Otis Skinner
week's gross hit $10,600.

is

a

hit.

Last

in its second week at this house.
Played to about $7,400 last week; $600
previous week.
"Mitellance" (Broadhurst, 6th week).
Leaving next week, business down to
practically nothing; $6,400 last week.
"Maytime" (Shubert, 11th week).
Hanging on in the hope a suddent spurt

with $2 Saturdays.
(Tiny Playhouse, 5th
week.) Stuart Walker's company got
$5,800 last week; considered phenomenal, considering size of house.
"The Thirteenth Chair" (Garrick, 9th
week.) About $8,000.
"Upstairs and Down" (Cort,
10th

off

Masquerader"

(Booth,

Moved over from

the

"The Brat," which

for a run.

closed,

played to $6,000 the last week.'
"FoHles" (Forrest 1st week. Show
opened to $1,100 better on the first
night than it did a year ago. Is in
for two weeks only.
Looks like the
Forrest record will fall this week.
"The Grass Widow." closing last
Saturday after two weeks, played to
$6,900.

"Lonely Soldiers" (Margaret Anglin,
3d week).
Miss Anglin, in a

Little,

.

short

series of
business.

Show warmly

playing

about

to-

plays,

attracting
praised and

is

$6,800.

.

$24,000

31.

8th
Lyric,

"The

business while the new attractions are
figured on possible business for the
current week.
"The Boomerang* (Garrick, 1st
week). Opened to $800 Monday night
"Cheating Cheaters, which closed last
Saturday, played to about $7,000 on
the week.
"Come Out of the Kitchen" (Ruth
Chatterton, Broad, 1st week). Opened
to $600 Monday night. Maude Adams,
in "A Kiss for Cinderella," closed here
Saturday to $7,000 on the week. Considered light for that star.
"Eileen^ (Lyric, 1st week). Was the
second best in point of receipts, opening Monday night. Looks like its in

"Seventeen."
The estimated takings at the local

Chicago, Oct.

"Oh Boy" (La Salle, Uth week.) $2.50
Saturday and Sunday.
Doing heavy
billing out of town. $12,895 last week.
"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath" (Colonial, 10th week.)
One of the shows that
seems to be slumping. $7,800 last week

week).

585, while Ruth Chatterton in "Come
Out of the Kitchen," got $600 and "The
"Mary's
$8p0.
Boomerang" drew
Ankle" in its third week got $480.
Several of the shows here for a run
week passed away ^Saturday
last
Of those remaining* the box
night.
office reports are based on last week's

There are five hits in Chicago at
present.
Three are dramas and the
other two musical comedies. The latter are "Miss Springtime" at the Illinois, and "Oh, Boy," at the La Salle.
The drama hits are "Mr. Antonio,"
"The Man Who Came Back," and

"Hamilton" (George
bocker, 6th week).

.

PhiTadelphia, Oct. 31.
The opening of the "Follies" at the
Forrest here Monday night knocked
the business at all the other houses
into a cocked hat. The "Follies" pulled
$2300 the opening night. "Eileen" at
the Lyric was second best with $1,-

"Mary's Ankle" (Adelphi, 3d week).
Played to $8,100 last week.
"So Long, Letty" (Walnut, 1st week).
Didn't open strong.
"The Wanderer" (Opera House, 7th
week). The engagement has been extended two weeks, which will bring
the stay here to nine and one-half
weeks, a record for a legitimate attraction at this house.
Last week the

rates.

now

1st week).
Notices fair.
"Business Before Pleasure" (Eltinge,
12th week).
Getting almost $12,650.

Opened Tuesday

Dropped

Notices not strong.

week).

notices.

Included in the slump; $7,000
week.
,«..
« *
1st
The WUlow Tree" (Blackstone,
Playing Sundays is against
week.)
the usual policy of this house. Sltow
k
won't do over $6,500.

weeV)
last

week.

Tuesday night.

Reports on Current Attractions in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and Boston. Broadway Attractions Hurt by
Pre-Election Slump. Few Big Hits, But Busi•
ness Generally Reported Good. Out-of
Town Receipts Holding Up.

u

at

a $1.50 scale

"Seventeen"

show played
this

to $19,500, but looks like

week.

Leaves November

17.

Boston, Oct. 31.
"Captain Kldd" (Park Sq., 2nd week.)
little less than
$5,000 last
week.
Leaves Saturday to make room for
"The Grass Widow."
"The Gay Lord Quex" fjohn Drew-

A

Margaret

Illington,

Hollis

Street^ 1st

week.) Notices great; big week's business looked for. "Come Out of the
Kitchen" closed last Saturday to a $6,000 week.
"Kitty Darlin'" (Majestic, 1st week.)
In for one week only; notices fair.
Business should go over $9,000 on the
week. "Seven Days' Leave," the new
Daniel Frohman show which closed
Saturday got $4,500 on the week. "The
Star Gazer," a new Shubert production,
opens at the house "cold" next week.
-Love o' Mike" (Wilbur, 2nd week.)
Holding its own at about $6,000.
"The Music Master" (David Warfield,
Colonial, 1st week.)
The "Follies"
closed here Saturday after an average
business of $23,000 for each week. The
advance for Warfield not as strong as
expected.

"Oh, Boy" (Plymouth) on its last two
here. Captured about $6,500 last
week.
"Passing Show" (Shubert.) Last week
here.
Played to $16,500
last week.
"The Show of Wonders" next Mon-

weeks

day.

"Turn to the Right" (Tremont.) The
of this piece has been extended
until Christmas.
About $11,000 last
run

week.

LEGITIMATE.
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STOCKS OPENING.

SHOWS OUT OF TOWN

{

±
Philadelphia,

Oct

31.

All but one of the legitimate houses
provided new openings for their patrons this week. Despite the unusual

force of conflicting attractions, business was generally good. "Mary's Ankle," still at the Adelphi, has been doing well and Monday night held a twothirds filled house. This is the final

week, "Good
Nov. 5.

Gracious

Annabelle,"

principal opening was 'The Follies," which got away to a flying start
at the Arrest. In the past "The Fol-

The

lies"

up,

has opened good and then picked
but
Monday night's audience

crowded the theatre and the show went
over. with splendid results.

The Boomerang** opened very well
and made a favorable
impression. The press comments were
Ruth Chatterton in
generally good.
the comedy, "Come Out of the Kitchen," received a warm welcome at
This show appeared to
the Broad.
be the only one to suffer greatly
openings, but
conflicting
through the
the house was fairly well filled. Miss
Chatterton is a great favorite here and
business should improve steadily, particularly at the matinees.
Victor Herbert was given an enthusiastic reception here at the opening of
his Irish opera "Eileen," which began
a four weeks' engagement at the Lyric.
Mr. Herbert directed the orchestra for
the opening. The piece scored and received favorable comment.
"The Wanderer" continues a steady
draw and the extension of the run
for an extra two weeks is announced
this week. This will hold the big specat the Garrick

tacle here until Nov. 17.
"The Lily" this week at the Knickerbocker by the* Emily Smiley Stock

Players.

"The

Fascinating

Widpw,"

with

Thomas Martelle featured, moved to
the Orpheum this week. It was planned
show here, but the piece
with bookings at Baltimore, Washington, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Detroit. "So Long Letty" is
at the Walnut.
Harry Lauder opened at the Academy of Music Tuesday afternoon. The
Scotch comedian is here for five performances with a heavy advance sale
reported.
A heavy rainstorm hurt
business, but the show had a fair audience considering the conditions.
to close the

will continue

The other houses report steadily
creasing receipts.

SHOW INDIFFERENTLY

30.

Mayhew predominates through-

out in "Broadway and Buttermilk,"
which opened to good business at the
Alcazar.

"Potash mnd Perlmutter in Society"
opened at the Columbia, with Jules Jordan as "Potash" receiving a number of
laudatory press notices. Business downstairs was very good, with bright prospects ahead.
The La Salle Grand Opera Co. in its
second week at the Cort is slightly
falling off, undoubtedly due to the
large Italian clientele remaining away.
Last week they registered close to
$14,000.

New

Orleans, Oct.

The Chicago Grand Opera is
business this week

ing good

31.

attractat the

French opera house.
"Pom Pom," again with Mizzi Hajos,
getting real returns at the Tulane.
The Al G. Fields Minstrels with
Billy Beard and Lassies White cornering the comedy honors, is doing capacity this week at the Lafayette.
is

Los Angeles, Oct. 31.
The week opened strong at the Mason with "The Thirteenth Chair," drawing a big house, with indications from
advance sale that the thriller is setting a record for the season. It is here
for two weeks.

way

PLAYED.

Atlantic City, Oct. 31.
"We Should Worrv," a new musical
comedy at the Apollo Oct. 25-27, was
a somewhat puzzling production. Pretented by Elizabeth liar bury arid Frederic McKay, written by Henry Blossom
and A. Baldwin Sloane, it had flashes of
ability, but there was much that seemed
extraneous and a good bit of dancing
of the kind that didn't flatter the producers.
The fun that flashed through the lines
"carried" the play. The opening scene,
showing a few skulking Mexicans in a
haphazard dance, occupied a perfectly
useless ten minutes before the first mu-

number.

The

saved by a well directed
had but one song of striking
melody, but this was all but spoiled by
first act,

finale,

—

the posing of the singer in
fact
throughout the entire show there was
a lack of natural action by most of the
cast Ray Raymond, as George Copwell, and W. L. Romane, as Senator
Bellows, were perhaps the only members who seemed thoroughly at home
on the stage, and much of the humor
and action was the result of their efforts.

As

stands, the production will make
a good road show, but needs considerable subtraction and addition before it
will please New York.
it

into stock.

Reno

is

his

old

revival of

Hearts," playing

on the road with a
stand-by,

"Human

New England

terri-

tory.

Eddie Cuddy has organized a new
company, including leads, to replace
his present one at the Lowell, Mass.,
Opera House. Nov. 5. The opener for
the new troupe will be "The Silent
Witness."
Alice Clements was engaged last
as leading woman for the new
stock that opens at the Auditorium,
Manchester, N. H., Nov. 5, the first
production being "The Silent Witness,"
William
staged by E. J. Blunkhall.
O'Neill is the company manager.

week

William O'Neil and Peter McGuire
have selected "The House of Glass" as
the opening attraction of their new
winter stock in Manchester, N. H.
Harry Clay Blaney, who with his
brother. Charles E.. is operating the
Cecil Spooner stock, Grand, Brooklyn,
is planning to establish a new stock

Baltimore.

in

Unless other arrangements are made
for Winifred Claire, she may play winter stock season in Newark.

Lowell, Mass., Oct.

31.

The Emerson Players, at the opera
house since Labor Day, will be reorganized by the Emerson-Site Co. Unsatisfactory burraess

is

PAUL BUSINESS OFF.
St. Paul,

Oct

31.

Business for legitimate shows Is
decidedly off here. The Lyceum and
the Metropolitan have not been getting
the returns the shows playing here
warranted.
.
,
.
Among the attractions lately have
been "His Bridal Night" and w "When
Dreams Come True," at the Lyceum,
and "Springtime- and "Pojlyanna, at
the Metropolitan. One of the local
papers has been making a direct
editorial appeal for business tor the
theatres, saying that good shows will
cease to come here unless they get
business.

"RED CLOCK" TRYING AGAIN.
•The Red Clock" is to go out again.
Ernest B. Slade, reputed to be a
munitions man, has incorporated a
company for that purpose, with Sylvio
Hein as general manager. The latter
composed the music for the show.
When it suddenly stopped in Boston
several weeks afo, Mr. Hein supplied
the money to bring the company back
.
to town.
Edwin Perkins, the first producer of
One
sight.
the show, has dropped from
week's salary due the company was
paid last week.

REWRITING ACT FOR SHOW.
"A Trip Around the World"

is

re-

ported being rewritten as a musical
comedy in two scenes, to travel as a
show over the International Circuit.
was originally produced about
It
three weeks ago by Leo Edwards as a
vaudeville act, "breaking in" at Jersey
City.

the reason.

DITRICHSTEIN AT COHAN.
foreign
his
in
Ditrichstein,
adaptation, entitled "The King," is
slated to succeed "Here Comes the
Bride" at the Cohan theatre November 12.

Leo

DRAFTED.
IN

THE SERVICE

Sergt. Barney Toy, assistant bandmaster of the 23rd Regimental Band,
New York National Guard, now encamped at Spartanburg, has written the
words and music to a new marching

song,

"Hip, Hip, Hooray

Marching Away."

I

We

Are

Headed by Sermembers of the

jeant Tellington, 20

Quartermaster's
Corps,
including
ieorge Sofranski, Jack Crisp, Willie

Cohan (Gordon Bros.) and former .assistant Stage Manager Levine of Proctor's 125th Street, made nightly rounds
of theatres and restaurants for
the
benefit of the Liberty Loan.
Capt. Gardner Crane, at Camp Upton, Vaphank, L. I., motored to Philadelphia last Sunday to see his wife,
at present

San Francisco, Oct
Stella

in-

Charles

sical

ST.

Jay Packard signed a contract Monday to resume former stock operations
reopening
in the Orpheum, Newark
November 10. Packard is reported
having unloaded his Jersey City stock
to devote all his time to Newark.
"The Scrap of Paper" has found its

over there with "You're

in

Love." It was the first time in three
months the couple had met. They
were formerly in vaudeville.
Frank O'Brien, the Wilmer & Vincent booker at the U. B. O., entered
the navy Monday, assigned to the U.
S. transport "Madagascar," with the
rating of coxswain, because of former experience. His book has been tak-

en over by Jack Hodgdon.
B. D. Berg, a producer of vaudeville
acts, states he will not engage any men
for his production of draft age. Arthur
West, Luther Yantis and Alf Bruce,
who were in Berg acts, have been called

by the

draft.

Earl Carroll Wednesday passed the
highest in competition with 27 others
in his examination for admission to
the United States aviation corps and
was accepted. He expects to be sent
to

Texas

shortly.

Bud Murry with "Doing Our Bit,"
has been
drafted, but obtained a
month's furlough in order not to interfere with the earlier performances
of the show.
Jimmy Cooper (Cooper and Steppe)
has gone to Kansas City to report at
the camp there. Steppe will probably
head

a new, "girl act."

Fleming

Charles

(The Flemmings)

was notified to report for examination
last week. Claims exemption; dependents.
Little Billy, 23 years of age and 36
inches high, was called before the examining board. The board was finally convinced Little Billy was the per-

son called.

Wesley Ruggles, the Vitagraph
rector,

di-

who had

just started producing
for Vita, has
to Camp Upton, L. I.

"The Agony Column"

been ordered
Some of the boys from the show
ranks now at Camp Upton, L. I., are
expected to be transferred to Tenafly,
N. J., until time to go overseas.
A. P. Waxman,* last ahead of the
"Italian Battlefront" film, is with Battery

E,

306th

Field

Artillery,

Camp

Upton. N. Y.

Frank

Lea, with the Quartermaster's Corps, Hoboken, has obtained
a long leave of absence to attend to
P.

some

theatrical work.
Foley and O'Neil enter a denial that
Foley had been drafted and the act dis-

solved, as a result of the draft.
Jeane Wentz i^ with the 322d Field
Artillery (Headquarters Co.), Camp
Sherman, Chillicothe, O.
Tom Dooley, formerly chief usher
at the Columbia, New York, at Yap-

C. Carroll Clucas is a corporal in the
Quartermaster's Department at Paris
Island, S. C.
(Last week under this
same heading Mr. Clucas' name was

hank, L. I.
Charles Hunt, treasurer of the Great
Richards circus last summer for a

misspelled.)
Cliff Stirk (Newport and Stirk) rejected by army physicians after enlisting in Denver, the examining doctor
refusing to overlook his flat feet.
Alex. Guber enlisted in the Quartermaster's Corps and is stationed at Governor's Island. N. Y.
Bill Rose is a member of the machine
gun battalion at Gettysburg, Pa.

Weston (Weston's Models) accepted.
Mrs. Weston will work the act with a
substitute in Weston's place.
Harold Victor Arnold, at Camp Up-

time, will report to

Camp

Dix, N.

J.

ton.

Jim Barton, of burlesque, exempted
at

Cincinnati; physical disability.

George
Poli
exempted at New
Haven; dependents.
Joe Brown, exempted, dependents.

CHICAGO BOX OFFICE MOVES.
Many box

office

Chicago, Oct 31.
shifts are taking

place in Chicago.
Ross Behne, treasurer of the Palace,
has resigned because of failing eyes,

and is succeeded by Bob Beverung,
his assistant, whose place is taken by
Walter Clark, formerly of the Cort,
recently of White Sox Park.
Fred L. Steward moves from the
Princess to become treasurer of the
Studebaker, and Dave Itzel, assistant
at
the Garrick, succeeds Steward.
Charles Thanhouser, formerly at the
Illinois, takes Dave's place as assistant
at the Garrick.

$6

Wookly Not Enough to LIto On.
Cincinnati, Oct. 31.

After released from the workhjuse,
where he was detained for 30 days, owing to having connected with a strange
watch, Harry Wilkins was arrested
here yesterday charged with stealing
an overcoat from Dr. S. S. Bush.
Wilkins is 19 years old, and an actor
who has played in stock and road
companies. Upon his release he secured a position at $6 weekly, but
couldn't save enough from it to buy an
overcoat.

Frank Lalor Going to London.
two or three weeks, Frank Lalor

In

England, to appear in the
of "The Lilac Domino"
(American) to be presented there.

will sail for

production

Willie Edelsten,

who

placed the en-

gagement of Mr. Lalor, will also sail
about the same time upon one of his
several trips abroad since the war
started. Mr. Edelsten goes over to
book and engage.

Hammarstaln-Friml Poaco.
Arthur Hammerstein and Rudolf
Friml are speaking once more. Otto
Hauerbach acted as peacemaker. Mr.
Hauerbach had a book, to which Friml
set music, and it will now be produced
by Mr. Hammerstein.

—

—-

—
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THEATRES DROPPING 75c SEATS
TO AVOID HANDLING PENNIES
Second Balconies to be Scaled at Fifty Cents and a Dollar.
Wednesday Matinees at 75 Cents Only, Doing Away
With Eight Cent Tax Levy.

.

15

Fred Mayer and William Sweskinds,
with Mayer personally managing and
Sam M. Dawson in advance, to open a
7 in Somer/ilJe, N, J.
of the principals are Annette
Ford, Geneveve Vernard, William H.
Sloan, Neil Moore, John Reinhard.
'The Three Bears," by Edwards Childs
Carpenter and staged by B. Iden Payne,
opened at Detroit Monday night. Ann
Murdock is starred,* this being her
first stage appearance since "Please
Help Emily," which failed early last
The Charles Frohman office
season.
is producing the new show, Miss Murdoch's main support being Jerome Pat-

road tour Nov.

Some

and Rex McDougal.
"The Pipes of Pan," by Edward
Childs Carpenter, produced by the Selwyns, opened at the Playhouse, Wilrick

DROPPING 75C. SEATS.
The War Tax on Admissions

is

re-

sponsible for the dropping of the 75c.
theatre ticket into the discard at practically all of the legitimate ($2) theatres in New York. It is the question
of handling the 8c. tax on those seats
that is causing the theatre managers
for the greater part to pass up the 75c.
The majority are
admission price.
making a $1 charge for the front rows
of the second balconies which formerly
sold at 75c.
couple of years ago the Globe
theatre switched its second balcony
price from 50c and 75c to $1, while "Chin
Chin" was the attraction. With "Jack
o' Lantern" they have again scaled the
upper tier at that price. The Eltinge
theatre was the first to announce the
passing of the six bits seats with the
coming of the tax and already several

Beckley and Estelle Windward. The
goes
into
Chicago, playing
Cohan's Grand.
"Losing Eloise" with Charles Cherry
and Lucille Watson was presented by
the Selwyns in Wilmington, Del., Monday.
This show may come into the
Harris theatre, New York, succeeding

show

"Romance and Arabella."
Arrangements have been

A

other houses have fallen

Longacre announced

its

in line.

change

set

for

"Princess Pat," under the direction of

mington, last week.

The show has

Norman Trevor and Janet Beecher
featured. The same firm has two additional openings within the next week.
"Mme. Cecile* opens in Wilmington

next week and "Why Marry" is scheduled to open in Columbus Nov. 1, jumping from there to Chicago.

City

Box

Theater Management

Weather

Date

week.
Hereafter 75c. seats at that
house will only be available at Wednesday matinee performances.

SHOWS OPENING.
Gus Hill's newly organized minstrel
show, with two bands, George Wilson
as one of its principal burntcork
artists,
Charles Williams managing
and carrying 50 people, according to
present claims, will open Nov. 12, the
place yet to be definitely selected.
Richard Lambert's new show, featuring Eleanore Painter, opens its season
Nov. 9 in Portland, Me. Lambert plans
to bring the show into New York if
shows Broadway strength.
"For The Love O' Mike," direction
LefTler Bratton, Inc.. opened Saturday
in Binghamton, N. Y. J. D. Jameson

No.

No.

Passes

Sold

mission Childs
Price

Receipts

Tax

|

aas

Tax

Tax

Balcony

received several offers.
Originally "Paul" had musical numbers, composed by H. B. Olson, but
only a few were employed in the Herz
When, the piece was
Cresentation.
rought to the Hudson, New York, it
was awarded good newspaper notices
and for a time, the prospects were
that it would develop into a success.
H. H. Frazee first had "Paul" for pro-

2nd Balcom

3rd Balcony
4

i

Gallery

is stated that despite all official
reports to the contrary the new Norworth theatre will not be ready for

It

•

occupancy November 19; in fact, won't
be completed before December 15.
It is understood all financial difficulties, supposed to be responsible for
the delay in completing both the
Rush & Andrews playhouses in West
48th street, have now been cleared
away.
A "downtown" man named
Moran has interested himself in the

Exchanges

Totals

Total Tax

enterprises.

on the

"Barbara," produced by Arthur Hopkins and starring Marie Doro, opened
Del.,
at the Playhouse, Wilmington,
The cast in support was
last night.
John Miltern, Frank Bacon, Margaret
Fealy, Helen Tracey, Lillian Dix, Rob-

Hudson, Walter Greene and Eva
play by Florence Lincoln,
premiere at the
lias its Manhattan
Plymouth next week.
"Why Marry?" opens tomorrow
(Saturday) night at Hartman's opera
house, Columbus. An all-star cast is
announced including Nat Goodwin,
Arnold Daly, Edmund Brecse, Beatrice
ert

Bake. This

duction. Jack Welch was concerned
with Herz when it was first put on,
but lost interest following Herz's
methods.

"ODDS AND ENDS" DELAY.

Admissions

v

plunge, is also in
"Mary's Ankle" proposition.

Albany

The show which opened in Chicago
as "Oh So Happy" was also ki\own as
"Thin Ice," lias reverted to its author,
Charles Dickson. Negotiations to produce it as originally written were on
early this week, the author having

Orchestra

1st

in

Saturday, after bucking the oncnighters for a week. Ralph Herz preceded the company to this city.

Boxes

is

theatrical

"PAUL" STOPS.
"Good Night Paul" closed

it

handling the advance.
The Creatore Grand Opera Co.,
which opened a road tour two weeks
ago and to all appearances, is doing
exceptionally well, opens an indefinite
engagement in Boston, Nov. 5.
An arrangement was made within
the past few days whereby all of the
road territory, with the exception of
certain "big city" time, will be played
by two "Mary's Ankle" companies
under the direction of Sam H. Blair.
The former New York company of the
May Tully piece has extended engagements underlined for Philadelphia,
Boston and Chicago. Blair's companies
are now being formed and both are
expected to get under way in nearby
towns on Thanksgiving Day. Blair
recently returned to New York after
having personally directed the tour of
"Good Night, Boys," which was backed
bv William Sherry, the picture man.
'Tis
understood that Sherry, who
dropped something like $30 000 on his

many plays, and as the firm intends
to present the first piece finished, there
has developed a sort of race for that
honor. All four are playwrights of
note, and each has promised delivery
of manuscript by Nov. 7th or 11th. Salisbury Field is writing "Love and Let
Love ; Langdon Mitchell is doing a
"The Picnic"; Austin
called
play
Strong is calling his piece "Three Wise

member.

c

Ad0. H.

first production this season by
Winchell Smith and John L. Golden
will be from one of four authors who
are supplying the producers with as

has a separate outside entrance. The
elsewhere
would not move
firm
through superstition, admitted by one

Performance

Cap.

FOUR WRITERS COMPETING.
The

(third) floor of the Hudson theatre
building. This space has up until now
been a living apartment occupied by
Howard Schnebbe, general manager of
the estate of Henry B. Harris, and

Theater

Attraction

was unanimous.

A larger suite of offices is being
taken by Smith and Golden, the top

The
this

On a motion "to make the war
tax a separate item collected from the
individual purchaser on the basis of the
price of the ticket purchased," the vote

receipts.

cedence in production.

Office Statement

State

EFFECTIVE.

Men," and Winchell Smith is completing "You'd Never Believe It.". That
Mr. Smith is interested in the producing end of the firm is no reason why
his newest effort will be given pre-

UNITED MANAGERS PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION

Standard

WAR TAX

(Continued from page .9.)
daring it wai not a time when picture'
men should seek to gain profit through
a war measure by raising the admission
a nickel and paying the tax from their

Certified Correct

Theatre Manager.

Company Manager.

"Odds and Ends," the Norworth
show, continues to do excellent business on the road, and could come into
another New York house if not waiting for its own theatre to be finished.
Mrs. Foster Krake Divorce Bent.
Milwaukee, Oct. 31.
Ellis Krake, of this city,

Mrs. Viola
has filed suit

in Grand Rapids, Mich.,
from Foster Krake, whom
she married in 1 'M5 while both were in
musical comedy in San Francisco.
After the wedding the couple engaged in concert work, but later became estranged. The husband is said
to he in the officers' training camp at
Fort Sheridan, 111.

for divorce

(

OFFICIALLY APPROVED ROX OFFICE STATEMENT
A hove is a reprint of the form of statement approved hy the Treasury and Internal
Ih'venue Departments.
The form wns drown hy I,I(iON JOHNSON, itttornev for the
Inited Managers' Protective Association, and submitted hy him and PAT CASEY (of the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association) to the heads of the departments In Washington last week.

—

—

—

—

'*

•
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MAGICAL SHOW BENEFIT.

CRITICISMS.

NEWS FROM THE

What

THB TOBOHBI.
A drama In three acts, by Henry
Adapted from the French by Charton Andrews.
Produoed by the Shuoerts at the
Batallle.

DAILIES

BIJou, Oct. 28.

(Below it tww mmttor not coitoctod by Vabiity but rewritten
eondensed form from the items retotmg to thoairkoU ofpeormg m the
New York doUy mewsffers between the dotes of Vauity's weekly

m

There was not an amusing line or character In the play, and it is difficult to Imagine
that It will greatly appeal to local playgoers.

—Time:

Unquestionably "The Torches"

is

the finest

drama which has come out of Paris since
Henri Bernstein's "The Thief," which was
In an entirely different way. It is
certainly the biggest play acted In New
York since Galsworthy's "Justloe." though In
Its pure Idealism it contains no propaganda
to tie it to definite contemporaneous events.
effective

"Mr. Jubilee Dru," with Walker Whiteopened at Stamford Monday. It oomee
New York In a few weeks.

aide,

to

"Papa" will be produced shortly by
Comstock A Oest. It has been produoed

Billot,

In the

west.

Arthur
Hopkins'
for
supporting
east
"Barbara," the romantlo fantasy by Florence
Lincoln, In which Marie Doro will appear at
the Plymouth Nor. 5, la John Mlntcrn. Margaret Fealey, Lillian Dtr, Frank Baoon, Helen
Tracy, Robert Hudson, Walter Oreeae, Edna
Baker.

The cast of "Oood Morning, Rosamond."
Includes Lowell Sherman, Lily Cahlll, Annie
Hughes, Mrs. A. E. Eberle, Pauline Whltaon.

"The Pipes of Pan," a comedy by Edward
Chllds Carpenter, will he produced at the
Hudson, Election Night, succeeding The Rescuing Angel" with Blllle Burke. The cast In-

"Cinderella Jane," Marjorie Benton Cooke's
is being dramatised and will be proIn the spring.

cludes Janet Beecher, Norman Trevor, Rita
Stanwood, Reginald Mason, Florence Pendleton
and Rosalie Mathlen.

norel.

duced

"Kitty Darlln'" opens at the Casino Not.
Is
a musical comedy adapted from
It
S.
"Sweet Kitty Belalrs," by David Belasoo.
i

"Oood Morning, Rosamond," recently done
In stock by Jessie Bonstelle In Buffalo and
Detroit, will soon be seen In the east with
Annie Hughes.
ApproTal has been given by the

War

De-

partment to Ignace Psderew*kl's project of
raising a Polish Legion In this country for
service In Europe.

Mme. Schumsnn-Helnk has become a Red

Cross nurse end will leave May 1 for Prance.
She has cancelled all engagements after that

—World.

ON WITH THB DANCE.
Morton.

A drama

New York

season will
stsrt with "The King" and not with "The
Judte of Zalamea" as originally planned.
"The King" Is now being rehearsed In Chicago.
Dttiichsteln's

Produoed by A. H. Woods at the Republic,

There is a limit to the Broadway appetite
for Third Avenue melodrama. And It is to be
feared that this Is the limit— Time:
Mr. Morton and Mr. Mason were the culprits
responsible for the moat hilariously funny
A. H.
seriously Intended play of the year.
Woods, who cannot resist a periodical Inclination to hark back to the glad old days of
"Bertha the Sewing Machine Girl," was the
publlo benefactor who made so much amusement possible to the first-nighters. World.

"What's Your Husband Doing?" the new
farce by George V. Hobart, presented by the
Hobart Jordan Company opened at Parson's,
Hartford, Oonn., Oct. 20. In the east are Hale

—

THB OLD COUNTRY.

A comedy In three acts by Dion Calthrop,
produced "by William Faversham at the 39th

Hamilton, Virginia Hammond, Charlotte Ives,
Jane Cooper, Clara Mackln, Alios Lloyd, Jed
Proudy, Walter Lewis, Joseph Connyers.

street.

Cohan ft Harris will produce a comedy by
Mary Ryan
Harry James 8mlth shortly.
and Curtis Cooksey have been engaged for
the

leading

$5,020.

Mrs. Flske opened her season Oct. 29 at the
Academy. Baltimore, with her In the title role
of "Madame Sands." a piece which deals with
the life of George Sands, the French novelist.

'The Star Oarer." the new musical piece
by Franz Lehar. Cosmo Hamilton and Matthew C. Woodward, will open at the Majestic.
Boston. Nov. \ with John Charles Thomas
and Beth Lydy in the stellar roles.
Grace George's next production at the Playhouse will be Henri Bernstein's "L'Elevatlon " which ran at the Comedle Francalse,
Paris.
Holbrook Bllnn and Lionel Atwell
will be in support of Miss George.

The Theatre Work Shop will present a
series of plays monthly at the People's House,
7 East l.r»th street, beginning Nov. 1. Tolstoy. Maeterlinck and Glacosa are among the
authors represented.
"Service'' and "A Night at an Inn." both
one-act plays, will be done out of town
shortly on a double bill. Harrison Grey Flske

ptH Madison Corey are making the production.

A.

E Anson

will

be laurette Taylor's leadforthcoming "The Wooing

ing roan In her
of Eve" at the Liberty.

The

piece will have
Itn premiere Nov. 0.
"Out There," the present play with Laurette Taylor, will close

Nov.

6.

Biol*, of New Rochelle, a
daughter of Teresa Caron her way to New York after being
held by the French as an accomplice in the
bombardment In August, 1914, of Bona, Algiers, by the Germans.

Mme. Carrpno

concert
reno.

pianist and

Is

PasaportH
have been given to Jacques
Copeau'f company of actors that will appear
here shortly at the French theatre and are
on tbelr way now.
Some of Copeau's men
have been released from war service In
France.

"Anthony

In

The Shubert'K announce the following cast
Thompnon Davids' "The Melting

for Maria
of Molly."

which will open phortly.
Alma
James L. Crane, GeorRe Trimble, Maude
Turner Gordon. Nellie Fillmore, Jeanette Horton. Evelyn Duncan, Gladys Wilson, Freeman
Tell,

pass of solid gold presented to the late
James (Diamond Jim) Brady years ago and
entitling him to free seats in any of the
Klaw A Erlanger houses anywhere and at
any tlrne,^ was never used by Mr. Brady. It
formed an Interesting Item in his notable
collection placed on exhibition at the American Art Galleries, and was sold for $230.

appear

actions have been brought by Frances
Alda against William C. Antwerp, formerly
member of the Board of Governors of the
Stock Exchange, to recover $135,875 lost In
Wall street through the operations of and adThe brokerage firm
vice of the defendants.
state that It Is a case of a customer losing
money through speculation and who seeks to
recover by charging the broker with her lot

Two

The case of Joseph Eckel against Max Hart,
which was brought before Justice Oavegan in
the Supreme Court last week, was settled out
of court after one day's hearing, the conEckel, husband of
sideration being $7,600.
the late Clara Inge Eckel, alleged alienation
Special
of affections, and sued for $75,000.
counsel was obtained to argue the trial, as
Is the case In Important suits, David Podell
appearing for the plaintiff and Edward L.
Mooney for the defendant.

The ending of the play was as happy as that
any novel, and the presentation and acting

THE LOVE DRIVE.

A comedy
Oct

In four sets

by Sydney Rosenfeld.

30.

It Is comedy which Is never very robust and
generally dull, and the case Is aggravated by
the fact that the hero Is such a thorough
nuisance that It Is a distinct disappointment
to see him fold the heroine in his arms as the
final curtain falls.
Timet.
If the frequent dull moments In the first two
acts can be eliminated, the piece may achieve
Its purpose of supplying light entertainment.
The first, in fact, might be omitted.— World.

JUDGMENTS.
Judgments filed
The first name

in the County Clerk's office.
is
that of the Judgment
debtor, the second the Judgment creditor, and
the amount of Judgment.
Peoples Moving Picture Corp. N. Y. Tel.
Co.. $82.53.
Freeman Bernstein. J. Golomb, et al. $40.65.
Harry Tighe
E. J. Port eons, $130.55.

will

In

benefit

Samuel

McCracken,

general

manager

McCracken when he conducted performances
In the Garden for Anne Morgan and the or-

final

American Society of

the entertainment, which is to be given under
the auspices of the Junior Patriots.
All the best known of the magicians,
including Harry Houdini, will be presRaymond Hitchcock, who is to
ent.
preside as chairman, will be mystifyingly produced from a cabinet.

Magicians

will

CARROLL

supervise

LEAVES

VAUDEVILLE.

Harry Carroll, arriving in New York
Tuesday morning, after withdrawing
from the Palace, Chicago, program because his name had been taken from
the canopy lights at the demand of
Elsie Janis, immediately canceled the
balance of his vaudeville time. Tuesday night Carroll signed a contract
with the Shuberts to collaborate in the
musical end of the next Winter Gar-

den production.
Carroll's contract also calls

for his

appearance in the show which 'will feature Al Jolson.
He will be on the

Sunday concert bill at the Garden
Sunday night.
Harry Fox has collaborated with
Harry Carroll in the composition of a
new ballad which is titled "The Prettiest Story Of All." It is Fox's first
attempt at writing. The number will
be added to the catalogue of J. H.
Remick & Co.
N. V. A. SUSPENSION.
Paul Barron, formerly of Barnes
and Barron, was suspended from all
the privileges of the National Vaudeville Artists this week as the result
of his participation in recent meetings
said to be held under the supervision
of Harry Mountford.
Barron was one of the men reported
on the undesirable list because of his
interest in the recent strike, but was
removed from the list with several
hundred others after the settlement
of difficulties.
Barron is said to be
in the Middle West now, where managers holding membership in the

Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association have been advised of his suspension.

—

OBLIGED TO CANCEL

—

ENGAGEMENTS.
James

L. Crane ("The Melting of Molly").
Beverly Sltgreaves, John Blair ("Service").
Lynn Pratt ("A Night at an Inn").

CARRIE REYNOLDS RETURNING.
Carrie Reynolds will appear soon
in a new single turn, comprising ex-

songs by Jean Havez.
She
opens November 12 and will be in New

clusive

ganized Irishmen of the city.
Among the
acts engaged are Luplta Perea, Joseph DeKoe

York

Troupe, May Wlrth. Hart Sisters, and clowns.
An elephant act has also been arranged for.
A parade Nov. 14 will Inaugurate the fes-

a brief spell some time ago, leaving to
join a production.
She is a musical

tivities.

the

—

of

the Barnum 4 Bailey Circus, Is arranging a
circus tournament which he will stage at
the armory of the 1st Field Artillery, New
The show will be conYork. Nov. 14-17.
ducted under the auspices of the 8th Coast
Artillery, N. Y. Guard, for the benefit of
the 8th Coast Defense Command, N. G., U. S.
His organization will be called "The Great
American Circus," a title utilized by Mr.

mark

will

present, as the

Omaha,
Katherine

later.

Miss Reynolds was

comedy

in vaudeville for

girl.

Oct. 31.

Murray, appearing as a
Orpheum this week,

single turn at the

end the
returning to
will

step

Orpheum

tour Saturday,

New York, pressed to the
through an attack of appendi-

citis.

Miss Murray has had a successful
Orpheum trip, but has been obliged
to cancel every other week or so of
late

through the ailment. She goes to
for immediate treatment.
artiste will play the remainder

New York
The

of the Orpheqm time following the
completion of her Interstate engagements.

ROUGH STRONG MAN.

VARIETY'S

MOVING PICTURE
DEPARTMENT
is

on Pages 48 to 58

(Variety's

Moving Picture Department

be found in that section of the paper.)

Boston, Oct. 31.
Mrs. Ethel Azadian, wife of Paul
Azadian, the professional strong man
playing under the name of "Samson,"
had him in court in a divorce suit this
week.
She weighs about 100 pounds and testified her 250-pound husband hit her
across the face with a milk bottle and
told her Armenians do not regard

women

in this issue.

Henri

Bernstein's play about the pre»'-nt war, "\je Elevation," denplte a warning from the Estate of
Charlen Fr >hman, who rlalm that they hold
the ri^'htH for the I'nlted Suites under an agreement wjfh be author
i

Oct. 30.

put life Into the dangerously fictitious plot.
Timet.
The play, written by Ernest Wilkes, has no
pretentions to greatness, but Is told In simple
and straightforward manner, and Is excellently
acted.
World.

produced by Klaw A Erlanger at the Criterion,

V/»:cd.

f

A drama In a prologue and three acts by
Ernest Wilkes. Produced by the Pacific Producing Corporation at the Fulton theatre

The

appearance of Harry Kellar, of world
renown as a magician. Mr. Kellar
came east from the Coast to be

Wonderland," after one week's

run at the Criterion, cloned Saturday.
"The
Love Drive," a comedy by Sydney Rosenfeld,
opened at that bouse Tuesday night.
"The
Love Drive" wan originally known as "Under
Pressure." and will have Fred Nlblo. Violet
Hemming and Hilda Hpong at the bead.

Grace George

BROKBN THREADS.

•

of

A

80.

World.

ously.

and

roles.

Oct

At the worst estimate, the play tells an
amiable, agreeable, and wholesome story about
people one would quite love If one met them In
real life. On the stage, however, It may seem
rather sentimental and thin, and all in an
Enrllsh manner that has never been appreciated here as It no doubt deserves. Timet.
But as a whole, "The Old Country," even
with Its undercurrent of conflict between the
narrow prejudice of English village life and
the broad-minded liberalty of the American
point of view, was a little hard to take seri-

"Hero Land" Is to be given at the Grand
Central Palace for 19 days, beginning Nov. 24.
Every available ioor In the building has bean
leaved.
The French Government have taken
the larger part of the fourth floor for Its
official war exhibit.
Reproductions of dugouts and trenches made by the aid of Allied
officers will be In the basement.
Josephine Cohan-Nlblo, wife of Fred Nlblo
sister of George M. Cohan, left a gross
estate of $8,850, with net assets of $6,816,
all of which goes to her husband according
to the transfer tax report filed In Surrogate's
Mrs. Nlblo died July 12. 1916. The
Court.
principally of property at
assets
consist
Southold. L. I., appraised at $3,750, and cash

by Michael

Oct. 29.

time.

Leo

in four sots,

could be billed as the greatest
galaxy of magical stars ever gathered
in one place for exhibition purposes
will occur Sunday evening, November
at the Hippodrome, New York,
11,
when a monster benefit is to be given
for the families of the missing and
the
the survivors of the "Anttiles,
torpedoed transports A

will hereafter

as

their equals.

The wife is an American and has
been appearing with her husband in
his vaudeville engagements.
The case was taken under advisement.

—

—

.

,
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AMONG THE WOMEN

AMONG THE WOMEN

^BY '•PATBY" SMITH
If

there

ville, it's

a sure-fire act in vaudePhina and her Picks, at the
is

Palace, this week. Miss Gassman, who
can still put over a ra$ as well as
anyone, is standing aside for her
clever grown up proteges and it is
well she should, as she has devoted
years of care and training to these
same apparently grateful Ethiopians.
Phina has gone back to a brown
make-up. The baby "pick" appears in
a lace ruffled bridal gown and does
an "impression" of Nan Halpern.
Blanche Dayne in blue net and sequins
and the other woman in the Cressy
act, in rose and gray taffeta, looked as
provincial as the New Hampshire lawyer himself. Miss Dayne should visit
a smart dressmaker and hairdresser
if she wants to look the part she is

trying to play

—a newly rich New York

woman, formerly
Carmela Ponillo

a
is

stage

celebrity.

wearing the

still

velvet

gown with the shockingly bad

lines

for

her

—a

figure

full

tunic

chopped off just below the knees, and
sister Rosa is wearing her dresses
Blossom Scelcy's creations
shorter.
improve on acquaintance. Helen Clement in the Marquard and Dooley
act first appears as a nurse, then in an
oddity in cylamen taffeta and mellow
sequins. It has a separate high collar or ruff that is quaintly effective.

Florence Walton, always the idealization of all that is smart in dancing
frocks, wore two glorious real French
adaptations. Adaptations, as they still
retain the outlines that have for a few
seasons been identified with her the
tight girdle bodice and full circular
skirt.
The fir:t is of the new "wireless" blue, which is a tone lighter
than Copenhagen, and has many ostrich feathers in the exact shade as

—

the faille gown, sewed flatly on imaginary" horizontal panels.
Silver designs trim the skirt, running down in
narrow points between the rows of
feathers. The bodice is of flesh pink,
as well as the slippers, which have
blue toes and heels, making them look
like "mules" from the front.
Two
feather ends fastened with a rose directly in front and a narrow shaped
sash of the silver, starts at the nar-

row jeweled neckband or suspender
at back.
The other silver lacy gown
has huge bunches of berries and leaves
fastened on the skirt like flounces, at
waist and half way down the skirt.
A small dark tarn is worn. Maurice
seemed so happy at his reception that
he told the audience what a dear wife
Miss Walton had been to him while
he was at the front.

At the Riverside on dull, rainy Tuesday afternoon, the Mankichi Company's
scarlet drop cheered one up.
Mrs. Mankichi's cheery, friendly smile
also helped. Two sister acts were on

bi.lliant

the bill, the pretty Cameron Sisters,
happily minus the awful jazz band they
had at the Fifth Ave. last week, and the
clever Campbell Sisters. Honey Campbell looked doll-like in a gold net. and
gold lace frock made with the new
bustle drapery and just about the shade
of her hair. Her talking feet were encased in spic and span gold shoes and
stockings.
Georgia wore peacock blue
net with sequin panels let in the skirt
in blue, violet, green, gold, red, and
brown sequins. Nora Bayes, in her
china blue tucked voile, bespoke smart
simplicity and did the cleverest thing
she has done for weeks cut her act,
giving her audience "just enough."
Clare Rummers' "Choir Rehearsal" has
lost none of its sweet appeal, nor has
daintv Sallie Fisher.

—

—

Gertrude Cogut, billed at the American the first half as the "dainty magnet
of song," looked too young to have dug
up that old time appellation, so blame

on the press agent.
Miss Cogut
opened in a coat trimmed with white

it

BY THE SKIRT

fur (who don't, these days, if they listen
to their dressmaker?) and wore a puffed
bustle dress that looked well with her

The women in the Gordon
Eldrid act were dressed for small time.
The Beaumont Sisters might discard
that old "props." They are good looking women, who, with unusual gowns
and an unusual sketch, might come
back."
fair curls.

Regular burlesque, with comedians

making good on material that had
not been used in every previous show
season, men who can entertain,
and really pretty girls, describes Jack
Reid's
"Record Breakers" at the
Olympic last week. The youthful,
pretty chorus back of exceptionally
good looking principals only enhanced
their attractiveness and the costumes
throughout the show were fresh, up-todate and becoming. Mildred Howell is
a round-faced blonde whom Broadway
or at least vaudeville, will hear from
next season. In her specialty she wore
a doll of a coat that deserves special
mention. It's a sleeveless gold cloth
belted model, just to the knees.
teninch band ot black fox trims the bottom, forms cuffs <on the bare arms, and
a straight sailor collar of the fur almost twice as deep falls down the
back. A gold tight fitted cap with a
pompom of fox and gold shoes and
stockings made a tout en semble, plus
the girl, worth the price of admission
alone. In a number called "Exercise"
the chorus dressed in rompers, deserves judicious praise, for real "rompand no attempt at "rowdyism."
. ing"
this

A

Luciiie

Ames, who undoubtedly has

the show figure of the production,
leads the finale of the first act, in a
stripped one-piece jersey union suit
with bands of brilliants running the
full length of each black stripe.
For
the
"Fashion Show" number the

Misses Ames, Howell, Jerome, Medart
and Bell showed up well in tights, each
advertised a necessary article of ladies'
finery, garters, parasol, shoes, etc. The
company as a whole, and as individuals, display a genuine look of illuminating intelligence.

Woods

A. H.

about two years too

is

with "On With the Dance" at the
Republic A couple of seasons ago this
new play might have brought comment
along the way, but the "lounge lizard"
has passed away, for want of the support he once enjoyed among the female
attendance at the restaurant "dansant,"
otherwise the dancing matinees. And
while women may be still enthusiastic
on the dance thing in public, where
are the native men who will stand for
the restaurant checks it is necessary
late

to pay, if escorting a woman to a
I
don't know
cabaret restaurant?
any. The certain kind of "man" the
dancing cabaret elevated from the
slums to evening clothes no longer has
an opportunity to partially hide his
sneaky, sneering look above a clean
collar, and the women who could have
been his prey are now dancing among
their own circles. It's best for them
and best for their circles. The play is
so admirably acted it will undoubtedly
go into a nice run. The matinee girl
and women will enjoy every minute.
In the first act Eileen Huban arises
from bed In a pink satin nightie
trimmed with two face flounces of ecru
lace at the hem. Miss Huban daringly
dances all over the stage without
troubling to throw a robe around herself. A negligee of pink satin combined
with lace and mauve ribbons was soon
donned, however. A dinner dress was
of pink velvet made with a crystaled
topped bodice and a huge bow of the
velvet forming the bustle. Julia Dean
was the bright particular star of the
evening. Miss Dean made a disagreeable role intensely interesting. Her
first costume, a sort of combination
suit and dress, shrieked extravagance.
The material was cloth of silver with
black threads interwoven. It was made
in one long line and belted. The bottom of the skirt was edged with a wide
band of baby lamb slashed to show a
plain underskirt. Cuffs and collar were
also of fur and a black velvet turban
was trimmed with two sprays of paradise. In a restaurant scene Miss Dean
wore a handsome costume of gold and
red brocade. The narrow petticoats
were of gold lace made quite short.
skirt was draped to form a bustle.
Corinne Barker dressed better than
she acted. Her one gown was of purple

The
Half the show was over before anything really happened
at the Fifth

Avenue last
made it easy

half
last
for Warren

week—which

and Templeton to break through; then came Willing and Jordan
The woman of this
team is good to look at, knows how
An apricot
to dress and is clever.
satin coat worn at the opening was
trimmed with white fur. A wild rose
and silver stripped bodice and polo1

naise over a net petticoat sparkling
with tiny brilliants showed a smart
color contrast in a strip of beryl blue
velvet under one arm. Gertrude Gravet
sang and dressed like the average concert singer. Fresh, good gowns lacked
chic and her fresh, good voice lacked
that appealing quality. She was animation with no depth. Whipple and
Huston are not keepng abreast of the
times. Their old act had as good a
background as this new one, both being
full of good material and situations,
but they will insist on draggy music
without pep. A little exertion might
give the audience the impression they
were trying to entertain them. Miss
Huston's clothes were unbecoming
without being stylish. A tall, pointed,
rolled brim hat lacked the touch of
a smart milliner, and a gray belted-in
Russian blouse type coat trimmed with

brown marabout just missed fire. The
shoes displayed were the smartest part
of the act.

In "The Dawn of Power" Ethel Clayton jumps from the environment of
her unhappy western prairie life to
a Fifth avenue h me, elaborate gowns
and negligees with a mental elastacity
commendable to say the least.

made

velvet

lines

in

clinging to the

was elaborately jeweled in
and had a mantle of
purple
mauve chiffon. A wrap worn over this
gown was of black and silver brocade
trimmed deeply in beaver. The settings and costuming were sumptuous.
One thing was missing in the dance
Elace, however. Not one of the girls
rought forth powder or lipstick.
figure.

It

stones

Winifred Allen, a good looking girl
of the brunet type, evidently a new
picture heroine, does very well in a
film play called "The Man Hater." The
role calls for little or no dressing, the
girl rising from the depths to the wife
of the village blacksmith. As the wife,
Miss Allen wears several house dresses
of the gingham variety.
•

Three o'clock Monday afternoon
found the Rialto packed to the roof.
Geraldine Farrar's newest picture,
"The Woman God Forgot," will undoubtedly do the same business wherever shown. Miss Farrar has lost considerable weight, looking all the better
for it. The costuming is very much
the same as worn in the "Cleopatra"
picture. Theda Bara would do well to
watch Farrar. She could learn much.
Miss Farrar was at all times bare of
waist with the inevitable breasplates.
The skitts all made full were trans
parent. Head dresses were mostly of

uncurled plumes. One white costume
of pearls proved the most becoming.
Billie

Burke

"Arms and the
for a

motor

in

her newest picture,
is oddly dressed
bloomers, jacket

Girl,"
trip in

and aeroplane
doesn't call for

helmit. The
many changes

picture
of cos-

tume, inasmuch as Miss Burke wears
but one simple dress and a fur trimmed coat. On a steamer a most unbecoming hat is worn. The picture
proved too short. Another half hour
would have been greatly enjoyed.

Marguerite Clark is winning an enviable place in the hearts of film fans
with her "Bab's" series. For real legitimate laughs Miss Clark has it on
Chaplin and Fairbanks. "Bab's" as a
picture is much more interesting than
the book. The book grew tiresome
towards the ending, and I have yet to
meet one who finished it. The dressing
of the women in the cast is right up to
the minute. In fact the "Bab's" film
version spells class. I wonder what
the idea of the Strand management is
giving the one hour of concert. The
Frogram is of the heaviest music and
noticed several women and men fast
lighter program would prove
asleep.

A

more enjoyable and might evoke some
enthusiasm.

At the 23rd Street theatre the woman
of Green and Parker in brown makeup
was the best dressed woman on the
Her one-piece dress was of white
bill.
Miss
cloth trimmed with buttons.
Crutchfield (The Crutchfields) wore a
raspberry tunic over a white skirt
large black velvet sailor was oddly inserted with lace. The woman of Nor-

A

wood and White was

in cherry red chifDagmar Dalfon and hat to match.
dancing in the
aesthetic
some
did
green
conventional scanty robes. Dressed as
a Grecian youth in cloth of silver and
mantel of purple chiffon, she did a dance
Herbert's Review
to patriotic airs.
brought forth two misses in indifferent
dancing frocks.

Mae Murray, in the picture called
"Princess Virtue," now at the Broadway theatre, does too much posing.
Her role is a frivolous girl, but Miss
Murray's actions aren't human. In a
crying spell the tears are allowed to
remain on the cheeks until they dry.
Miss Murray's clothes are extreme and
One velvet evening
all daringly cut.
gown had the faintes excuse for a
A sequin dress made Miss
bodice.
Murray appear elderly. There was a
tiny sailor hat in which this young
woman couldn't have taken a good look
at herself.

"OVER THE TOP" DISSENSION.
Internal

dissension

in

the

cast

of

"Over the Top" threatened to leave
that Shubert production without a
comedian early this week, T. Rov
Barnes abruptly leaving the show after announcing his decision to permanently retire from the ranks of Shubert

At the same time Leo
employees.
Beers also left the show.
Barnes was induced to return Wednesday morning and adjusted his differences with the management, but
Beers will not be among those present
when the production opens. His part
was given to Craig Campbell.
"Over the Top" has given the Shuberts more trouble than any production
they have sponsored in years, the rehearsals being held up temporarily
During the periodical
several times.
delays several of the principals have
taken short vaudeville routes, which
further inconvenienced the producers
when they endeavored to resume rehearsals.

The

show

is

now

officially

an-

but report
says it will not be ready hefore Dec. 11.
about
present
"Over the Top" has at
the record for long rehearsals and the
people engaged for it are perplexed regarding the outcome.
A travesty on "Peter Ibbetson" is in
rehearsal for the piece, which is intended for the 44th Street theatre root

nounced to open Nov.

15,
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BALTIMORE'S ROTTEN BURLESQUE
APPEALING ONLY TO CITY'S BOYS
Disgusting Dialog and Filthy "Cooch" Dancer Permitted at
Folly Theatre, Baltimore. Stock "Turkey" Productions
Labeled "Burlesque." Police Must Be Protecting

"Performance."

A

Menace

PACIFIC COAST

San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego
and at the American Lake Cantonment Camp. A meeting of theatrical
and business men of these towns was

Baltimore, Oct.

31.

twice daily at the Folly theatre, where
a stock musical company of incompe-

The shows

and 20 chorus girls always aided by an added attraction of

playing a stock burlesque troupe
(independent).
The character of the
is said to be
responsible for the action of the
"Leader."
is

performances given there

tent principals

a questionable nature is appealing only
to the young boys of this town.

The theatre (formerly the Monuis now under the management
of the Hon. Nickels Amusement Enterprises. It is surmised by the knowing
mental)

of the local theatrical group that Hon.
Nickels must have a strong political
connection and police protection to
perpetuate this sort of a performance
tn a southern city.
Nickels lately purchased the Folly,
paying $90,000 according to report, $10,000 of which was in cash. Unable to
secure a franchise to secure regular
burlesque attractions from either of
the two recognized burlesque wheels,
the Nickels management organized its

present stock company, changing the
program and the name weekly.
Nickels operated the Halliday Street
theatre with stock burlesque, leasing
it from the city at $100 weekly, before
the authorities ordered that house demolished. Nickels at one time ran a
hotel in this city, and his political influence is said to date from that time,
but he became more strongly intrenched
politically
after
dabbling
with the Halliday Street house.
This week the billing at the Folly
is
"The Sunshine Girls," with Louie
Dacre as extra attraction. Last week
it was "The Folly Burleskers," with La
Belle Sultana, "fresh from the Orient"
as the drawing card. La Belle was announced as making her first appearance
in Baltimore.
If the police had been
on the job she would have made but
The girl* did the
one appearance.
coarsest kind of a "cooch" dance, mak-

ing it as vulgar as her limitations allowed, causing it to become a filthy
exhibition. The principals of the show,
wiffi no ability, are dependent upon
disgusting remarks for laughs, with
oath^ composing the main portion of
the dialog.
The Fol'y stock looks to the unclean
for its drawing power, as there is nothing el e to attract. The chorus girls
are allowed to take any sort of liberties
in
their actions.
The costuming is
atrocious.
The Fol'y stock is now in operation
for its third week.
Admission is 75
cents in the orchestra and one dollar
in the boxes.
The attendance is mostly
young boys. The other evening several sat in a stage box and one of the
hoys addressed the girls upon the stage
repeatedly.
The Folly with its present type of
performances is a menace to the youth
of the city.
It
is
also a menace to
the good name of burlesque, since the
Folly's shows are given under that
heading.
They arc as far removed
from the burlesque of the present day
as the people in the show are away

from being

performers.
The Folly holds a prize fight in the
theatre one night weekly.
The two local theatres playing standard burlesque attractions from the
regular circuits arc the Gavety (Columbia Amusement Co.) and the Palace

CARLOAD OF SCENERY BURNS.
The first big burlesque loss of the
new season was reported around the
American

Burlesque

Circuit

offices

Monday when word was

received that
Morris Wainstock's "Military Maids"
car,
hauling
the
baggage, props,
scenery and costumes, had been burned
while being transferred from St. Louis
to Chicago, where the show opened
last Sunday afternoon at the Engle-

wood.

The Wainstock equipment had been
consigned to the Chicago & Alton Railroad, and this road will be expected
to make good Wainstock's loss.
•

The company reported

in Chicago
and played the matinee despite the
lack of costumes and scenery.

BURLESQUE CHANGES.
As a result of visiting the new "Gay
Morning Glories" Charles Baker has
made a number of changes in the
general order of the performance and
more evenly distributed the dialogue
and bits among the principals.
William Vail, who has 'Grown Up
Babies" on the American Circuit, has
placed an

theatre this week which is entitled to
the honor of being the worst regular
burlesque offering ever shown on any
stage. It hasn't got a single meritori-

Held here this week when final details
for the formation of the wheel was

order for three

new

sets

wardrobe for the show.
Rube Bernstein hit Broadway this
week, his show playing Yonkers, Rube
jumping over here to engage several
of

new

people.
Phil Jaffrey, formerly
with "Follies of Pleasure," now in
Chicago,
rejoins
Rube's
show in
Brooklyn next week.
He replaces
Dancing Shoff.

were under way last
the Elsmere theatre
and Southern Boulevard)
might become a spoke in the American burlesque wheel later this season
Negotiations

week whereby
(176th street

or next season perhaps.
The Elsmere is just outside the burlesque territorial restrictions of the
two circuits and can only be added to
the American upon the final consent
of the circuit executives.
Later officials of the American decided that the Elsmere would not be
added this year at any rate.

The Elsmere is practically a brand
new house, having had more of a picture regime than anything else.

GOODMAN IN ADVANCE.
Dannie Goodman, once rated at the
top as a featherweight fighter, is to
become a theatrical agent, having
signed with Rube Bernstein to go
ahead of his American burlesque show,
taking the place vacated by Charles
(Kid) Costar.
The latter goes to the advance of
the Mike Kelly show, "The Cabaret
Girls."

will play

from some dime museums. The comedy
so venerable it hurts.
"Please go over and review the
show. Then tell me and tell the world
if what I have said isn't true."
A Varibtt representative went over
and reviewed the show. The name of
the show is "Darlings of Paris." It
features Matt Kolb and is presented
by Charles E. Taylor.
There are neither darlings nor Paris.
The show is neither flesh, fowl nor
good red herring. There is neither
mirth nor melody in it. People walked
out in the middle of songs.
After the show, the original complainant met the Varibtt representais

interests made the coast for a short
time some years ago, eventually deciding the jumps made it too expensive
a route. Coast musical "tabs have
been playing this territory for years,
several companies having made that
line a specialty, the majority making
weekly changes of material and in
some cases weekly changes in casts.
The Tivoli here will reopen November 11 as the Gaiety, with Edward
The Lyric,
Armstrong in charge.
Portland, also added to the list, is now
playing musical comedy. The theatre
under construction at the American

tive.

Lake Cantonment Camp will be ready
for occupancy December 1.
As yet the California houses have

"What have you got to say?" he
demanded.
"Nothing," said the Varibtt repre-

not been announced, but it is understood all details have been perfected
for taking over houses for the wheel
in the towns listed above.

sentative.

"Was

I

right?"

"You were

mild."

DOLLY SISTERS CANCELLED.
SPIEGEL BUYS "FRILLS."
Max Spiegel has purchased "Furs

The Dolly

Frills"

author's
said to
terested
greater

pride in his own works, is
have become financially inin the piece and put up the

share ot the

money

to save

from going to the storehouse.

it

show closed

at the

The

Casino Saturday.

ROSE ORGANIZES.
Rose, in New York for 10 days
organizing a stock burlesque
company he intends playing in New
Orleans, leaves with the troupe tomorrow (Saturday) for the southern city.
The stock opens there Nov. 11.

Lew

so,

ELECTION POSTPONEMENTS.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, held the first Tuesday of the
month at the organization headquarters, was declared off this month
because of Election Day falling on the
coming Tuesday. The executives decided not to hold the meeting on a
postponed date, but will wait until
the regular meeting, scheduled for
December.
The Music

Publishers' Protective
likewise
postponed its
semi-monthly meeting, scheduled for
the same day, and will hold it on a
day later in the week.

Association

THREE ACTS DOUBLING.
acts, each a comedy turn, are
doubling around New York this week,
playing two big-time houses.
The acts are Swor and Avey (Palace
and Alhambra), Milt Collins (Palace
and Riverside), Bennett and Richards

Three

(Colonial and Royal).

Sisters,

(American Wheel).

show make

the leap from the central
the new Quebec bridge at
last week, but after arranging
all details, including the publicity attending the stunt, the police interfered
and refused permission for the jump.

span

of

Quebec

Pittsburgh, Oct. 31.
The Pittsburgh "Leader" has refused
the advertising of the Academy, which

"Lombardi" Drapery Seen* Questioned
Chicago, Oct. 31.
Word was received here !a e t week
that Hugo Jansen will bring suit
against Oliver Morosco for alleged
copy of a stunt used in Janscn's act.
Jansen has an act he calls "Fashions
a la Carte," which is playing vaudeville. The stunt referred to is a drapery
number, which Jansen alleges is copied
in

"Lombardi Ltd."

at

through their cabaret appearance.
•

It

was also said the Dolly girls were
warned before accepting the hotel's
offer, the latter being all the coveur
charges collected by the Knickerbocker, which guarantees them at least
$2,000 weekly.

PORTER KNEW WHAT HE'D DO.
Chicago, Oct.

The colored porter employed

31.

in the

Majestic Theatre Building barber shop
for
the past
several months was
drafted for the army last week. To
show their appreciation for his past
favors the agents who had headquarters in that building collected a purse
of $50 as a parting gift.
The Ethiopian received the money
at
a
formal gathering, at which
Johnny Simon made the presentation
speech. In conclusion Mr. Simon suggested the recipient would turn white
if he ever saw a German, whereupon
the porter promptly replied that in
such an event he would return at once
and become a ten per cent agent in
Chicago.
.

Elizabeth

Murray Reopening

Chi.

in

Chicago, Oct.

real

Diving Girl Couldn't Dive.
Montreal, Oct. 31.
The management of "The Hip Hip
Hooray liirls" endeavored to arrange
to have one of the diving girls of the

when opening

Monday
Hotel Knickerbocker
the
night as the cabaret feature of the
Knickerbocker's' restaurant, lost all of
engagements. They
their vaudeville
were to have appeared at Keith's
Riverside next week and Keith's Palace the week following, at a weekly
salary of $1,550. Upon the Hotel Knickerbocker contract becoming known the
tentative placing of the Dollys for
those houses was erased.
Around the United Booking Offices
Monday it was said the Dollys stood
a very good chance of never walking
upon another Keith theatre stage

from Arthur Hammerstein.
The deal was closed Monday. Spiegel
is to recast the production and send
it
on tour. Eddie Clark, with an
and

or

ELSMERE NOT ACCEPTED.

ous feature. The book is a nightmare,
the chorus puts the harm in harmony,
the lyrics have been patched together
from half a dozen sources, most of
them from the output of 1901.
"The scenery has been resurrected

will carry thirty people

each stand five weeks,
the casts to be selected in the east.
The promoters propose to play clean
shows only and will avoid anything
resembling the suggestive.
This is the first burlesque wheel ever
formed to play this territory exclusively, although the eastern burlesque

and
This city probably has the rottenest
performance ever given under the
name of "burlesque." It may be seen

Chicago, Oct. 31.
An individual high up in burlesque
circles dropped into the Varibtt office
last week, and delivered himself of
two or three mouthfuls. He said:
"There's a show over at the Gayety

discussed.

to Youth.

NAME ONLY.

'DARLINGS" IN

WHEEL

Seattle, Oct. 31.
The formation of a Pacific Coast
burlesque wheel, with headquarters in
this city, seems assured, the circuit
carrying houses in Seattle, Portland,

31.

Elizabeth M. Murray, lately with
"Good Night, Paul," reopens in vaudeville

November

12 at the local Palace,

booked by Alf T. Wilton.
Charges Wife With Desertion.'
Chicago, Oct. 31.
Lyles, of Miller and Lyles,
colored vaudeville act, has brought suit
A.

L.

against his wife in this city, charging
desertion.

BURLESQUE
BEHMAN SHOW.
Jack Singer's pat production, for many Maas ths Ideal of burlesque,

son* Justly bald up
tbe snow which provided a oontrast (or all
brands of competition, has finally applied
the lever and slid backward Into the stereotyped classification of plain burlesque, almost passing back behind the average Una
Into that channel which would bring It Into
the pale of poor burlesque where It Is hoped
a "Behman Show" will never step.
This show Is stupidly written, stupidly constructed and played with a Itstlessness that
almost approaches tbe barbaric point for a
"Behman Show." It's simply a conglomeration of bits, borrowed from Its predecessors
and thrown together In such smateurlih
fashion the connection plainly suggests an
attempt to "pike" on the book. Mr. 81nger
has given the show a production that Is positively foreign to the Singer trade-mark, for
suggests the "penny-wlse-pound-foollih"
It
method to which Singer has never been known

—

subscribe,
,
.,
With one or two exceptions his lineup of
principals are of the second speed specie, his
of exback
away
running
department
comedy
The featured comic is Harry
pectations.
Lang, whose forte Is whistling. He whittled
one number Into the encore division, otherwise dishing out a string of ancient dialog
that failed dismally to earn anything resembling the laughs a "Behman 8bow" should
Lang aims toward eccentric comedy.
carry.
He just alma, missing continually. Opposite
him is William Waldron, whose sole asset
Waldron
is a rather laughable appearance.
is small, rotund and apparently always under
pressure for laughs.
George Douglas In a semi-comedy role procured the beet result*. Mr. Douglas Is natural
and with some good Unas hs registered the
nearest thing toward a comedy hit the show
boasted of. He handled a situation well, so
well in fact he always crowded the comedians
for laughs during his presence.
to

Vic Caamore in a French character played
Casmore Is a capable
the role perfectly.
characterist and in this cast stands out promHis ability and experience combine
inently.
to Insure his success in any burlesque cast,
He builds up a
and this Is no exception.
scene In excellent fashion and leaves little
work for the comics to gather laughs, but the
comics here were so obviously helpless his

went for little.
Of the women principals Lucille Manlon
shone the brightest from a standpoint of reward. Miss Manlon has an sxcellent appearance and carried a straight part through the
show nicely. Am eta Pynes Is a hard worker
and la good In number leading. She had litFreda Florence distle to do ^otherwise.
played some promise in the burlesque during
a scene with Lang, but the bit ("the invisible
husband") was too old to procure any noticebest labor

able comedy returns.
The courtroom scene In the opener, popularised some years ago by Will J. Kennedy,
was poorly handled by Lang and his support.
Lang's comedy falls from the "bench," losing
the only punch the Idea carries through his
Singer must have
inability to properly fall.
been sorely pushed for scenes to add this
"chestnut" to the procession, for it has long
since lost its burlesque usefulness through
over use. And the scare-crow-tin-man affair
in the second part was but a poor Imitation
of Morton and Moore, who first introduced It
In a "Behman Show" some eight or nine
Casmore and Douglas tried, but
years back.
failed

in this.

The show is given In two acts with nothing
approaching a novelty in either. One Til ton
with a specialty kept them guessing for a
short while, but the crudeness of the male ImTllton
personation "crimped" the specialty.
might construct a novelty with the right
material, but the present routine Is impossible.

Glancing back over past seasons when the
invariably
Show'*
of
a "Behman
guaranteed something "big" in burlesque, one
must register a disagreeable disappointment
with the current season's show. Perhaps too
much was expected. At any rate, little was
forthcoming, for "The Behman Show" of
1U17 Is Just a burlesque show, and a poor
Wynn.
one at that.
arrival

THE SOCIAL FOLLIES.
Business has been very good at the Olympic
season, but Tuesday night It wasn't
The approaching election, however,
capacity.
is
a good alibi, (or any of the Tammany
headquarters bunch who might have been in
the habit of gracing the theatre downstairs
were out on the »Ueet corners.
this

Max

for "The Social
The first Is
Follies" given in two sections.
called "Up In the Air," the setting supposed
to be a roof garden, while the second act is

Slegel

is

responsible

dubbed "All Aboard," with happenings aboard
a sleeping car.

The "Up

In the Air" portion proved pretty
of a lightweight affair. The comedians
were unfunny and there was nary a laugh
It is very
save from a "blue" line or two.
probable Tom Grady, who directed the show,
recognir.ed the weakness and hence tbe employment of a tank specialty to "close interSix girls, none of special clevermission."
ness, participated in the equities.
"All Aboard" was much better entertainment. Not only were the comics allowed to go
to It but there was a snap not present In the
Here too the chorus were given
first act.
some duds, there being several colorful and
effective costumes, whereas In the first act the
gals, who failed to live up to the billing of
"Spiegel Beauty Chorus," were anything but
well dressed or undressed.
Mlna Schall, Flo Owen ami Madlyn, the
first named being tbe prima donna, made up
ths feminine part of the cast. All were dis-

much

—

posed to sport tights, and In the case of Flo.
she never did cover up. But there was good
good reason for it her flgger.
If nothing
else impressed, the house at least went away
with the satisfaction of having many a look
at Flo.
Burlesque shows as a rule place a
shspe like Flo's on a pedestal and give the
house a stingy peek now and then. In this
case Flo is brought down In "one" for five
minutes' dialog with Harry Syon, with Flo
garbed only In full fleshings—and shape.
The second act was preceded by a three
"turn" olio. One act had Miss Worth singing
several numbers with 'the choristers as a
backing, ana she got something with "Mlssis-sip-pl," tbe girls doing a bit of specialty.
Cuanea .Cole and Harry Woods aa "tars"
amused a number of sauors givsn an evening
oil, and scored strongly with parodies.
Miss
Owen teamed with i>ick Hahn. The latter
luduiged in hard shoe dancing, but the house
again leasied on Flo's shape.
Miss bchail presented a very nice blonde
appearance and is a good looking woman for
her slie.
She possesses a fairly good voloa.
Going best with "tor You a Hose."
Beyoa,
vvoous and Coie worked hard in the last act,
and thanks to them is due for the resultant

—

speed.

ioee.
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are the girls from the oborus delivering them.
Tbe show Is cne of the regulation musical
comedy type with enough sembuuee of story
to binge three scenes on in each of the two
acta.
The first act has a very Imposing set
of the Hotel Astor Hoof with the Hudsou and
tbe Jersey shore In the dUtance. The opening Is virtually a minstrel semi-circle with
the girls handling a medley oi u umbers. The
show continues all numbers, until the advent of the comedians, in their familiar roles
of piano movers, and the greater portion of
the first scene from that point on is devoted
to the piano moving scene.
A bathing number la the only other interruption up to the
final of this scene.
The section in "one"

following this Is before a drop of the exterior of the Strand
theatre witn Juanita bwau and Charles Lewis
offering four numbers and theu Walter Pearson, ths straight, and two comedians filling
In a few minutes with laughs.
The final
scene Is a section of limes square with Wallaces, the Times building aud the Rlalto
theatre forming the background, 'ihls scene

baa a trio of numbers and a lull measure of
comedy, with a series of poses of a number
the girls In

of

good measure.

lingerie

fining

in

During the act the

for extra
girls make

THEATRICAL DAY, DEC
Red Cross
Dec.

until

BROADWAY
cial succeas

as a

is

title.

BELLES.

time, lor it has been well enough established
lor any show to pass under lu name.
But
it generally happens most of the productions
tan 10 live up to the billing, and this troupe
is no exception,
it s a conglomeration of bits
ana business that dates back soma time. The

American Censor Committee should have been
preseut at tiie Uayety, Brooklyn, last Thursday night and heard tho "smut" used by the
comics, witn Joe Mama the worst offender.
'1 here
was a special collection of Brooklyn
.

ciuos

in

diiferent

sections

of

tho

house.

Maras continually played to them.
His
"comedy" not only often bordered the undesirable, but ran beyond it.
Some of his
gags w^re so passe the house yelled out the
puuch line wnlle the cornice were going
tnrough the routine talk. Marks used good
Judgment In stating in a kidding way when
it occurred that me pa\iy saw the show for
tue nun time that week.
/ The show has evidently been recostumed
this season, lor the dressing, even to the
cnorus, who make a number of attractive
changes, looks neat and clean. Some of the
crcuiiono were really stunning, but failed to
tne proper recognition through the
tenia
producer apparently being possessed of a

limited ability for staging. If this were possible to overcome the production would gain
tnrougb it, but in its present condition shows
little lor a good standing on the wheel this
seabon.
lue opening Is entitled "Cohan's Night

Out," witn

The opening

"ihe Fortune Hunter" the closer.
selection

somewhat resembled a

me story (that is as far aa the story
but otuerwise had no direct bearing
upon the business. Ed Cole, opposite Marks,
bit

oi

ran),

was hindered through a

cold.
Dike Thomas,
hi led in as an olio specialty, experienced
dlniculty.
Will Lewis showed to
advantage, handling a light Juvenile part In
good style.
He, too, endeavored to inject
some "dirt" at times, but Marks evidently
wouidnt' stand for it, and when Lewis tried,
Maras took It upon himself to get it across.
Maras seems a huished comic in that respect,
notwithstanding he might do Justice to regular material.

who
the

same

The lemale contingent Included Pearl Lawier,
good sized prima donna, who looked
mure so when leading a number in tights.
She was rather sby on voice, but Bella
Clarke made up for that with a voice above
the general average.
Jane May Is the soubrut, and packs around a goodly amount of
"pep" that at times leads her a little too
far witn the result being boldness In attempting to get away with something. She
has an ordinary voice, but a passable appearance in a number of good looking short
bkiried

etiects.

ibo cborus runs along the usual, with a
few that need taming.
They broke out a
couple of times lor the benefit of the boys
down front. A rather good looking collection, and appear to know how to dance, but
haven t beeu given sufficient opportunity.
"ihe broadway Belles" needs fixing, and
should be attended to immediately.

somFshow.
"Some Show"
That goes double, and
when you t»ay It you say a mouthful regard!

ing the Harney Gerard offering with Edmund
Hayes as the star.
It 1b more than some
show, its a wonder of a show when one considers the lack of principal women in it, but
the chorus makes up lor all of that and then

some.
Mr. Gerard has gone in for production,
costumes and chorus, slighting on principal
woiucu and trubting to his comedians to
curry the burden of the show. They do that,
lor Mr. Hayes and Thomas Snyder work like
all posbe.shtd every minute they are on the
fetayi.',
and tbe result is a constant scream of
laughs.
'i here
are just six principals with the company, and (our are men
tnen there are 18
Kir's,
and tor burlesque they comprise a
wonderful Leauty chorus.
'I hey
are all of
the show girl type, but they can sing and
dance, and Gerard has them doing Just that
thing at every possible moment.
They have
specialties and deliver as capably as a great
nmny other burlesque principals do. This
goes for song-, dances and lines and there
are times when girls out of the chorus are
utilized for linen that are delivered so well
one has to look twice to make sure that they
;

The second act opens before a cyclorama
Fairyland with 14 of the chorus and tne
comedians, three of the girls from the chorus
coming in and running tnrough a routine of
dance not unlike the Madcaps work.
It
scored.
Another scene In one was the end
of the fifth btreet Bridge, and then to the
final set a rather overly done interior with
much gingerbread elaboration. There are In
reality but four numbers in this act, but
there Is one In which bnyder and the chorus
work with a series of comedy dances that was
the hit of the entire performance,
Of the principals it Is natural that ths
greater part of the work fell on the shoulders
of Mayee and Snyder. After their piano moving In the first scene, they had a laughable
bit about getting a Job In "one" and then in
the final scene of the first act their efforts
of

undouotedly a finanIt should be by this

down

to the point of perfection for burlesque

has but to turn his face on the audience at
any time during the show to get a howl of
laughter.
In the last half of ths show he
has not so much to do and Hayes managee
to handle several scenes with corking results.

Mr. Pearson

Is the straight man and leads
He has class for burlesque
proves an actor handling lines with
natural ease.
Mr. Lewis has hardly more
than a bit, but manages that real well.
Of the women, there is a prima donna,
Marie Jansen, who has but one number;
Miss Swan la the soubret. Neither Is up to
the mark when Judged with the rest of the
show.
The soubret is a particularly weak
spot.
There is opportunity for a girl with
pep to handle numbers, and with ths right
girl In ths cast it would make the show a

several nunffiers.

and

mighty hard one to follow.
In the last half the girls have four chsnges
of costume, this bringing the total changes to
ten.
For the greater part they run to tights
and in this case It seems to be a shame that
the tights that the girls are wearing should
run to so many various shades of pink from
a deep rose to an almost white, for it does detract of the harmony of the color scheme
that the general run of the costumes carry
*
out.

There

one

thing that Barney Gerard
should be thankful for— his C. ft C. (comedians end chorus).
Fred,
Is

JACK CLIFFORD'S ACT.
Jack Clifford

husband and former

vaudeville partner of Evelyn Nesbit, is
preparing to present an act of his own.

Appearing with him in songs and
dances will be two girls. The turn is
to be given in three scenes. H. B.
Marinelli is handling the act for bookings.

Miss Nesbit is
with Bobby O'Neil.

now

in

vaudeville

the Robert Teller Print Co., which for
the past decade has printed practically
music, in regular and professional
copy sheets, published by eastern
publishers.
This means that future work contracted for all eastern publishers will
be temporarily delayed pending the
outcome of the strike.

record

The program has Evelvn and Dolly

Four

Chicks,

Malt-la limicmii,
Shattuck
£j7 ,n s o Mi »strel Si
ONeill, Santi.
.'.

J„sie

and

in

Bond selling
last week at
when the local

Liberty

Keith's Royal, Bronx,

manager, C. C Egan, issued instructions that bonds subscribed for in the
The
theatre were to be paid for.
Royal force sold $60,000 worth, with

when the week ended.
theatres receiving subscripthe bonds permitted the
subscribers to take the usual course,
for
future
signing an application
the cash

all in

Other

for

tions

deliveries.

TROUBLE OVER PASSPORTS.
The Government measures regarding the issuance of passports for England have been materially tightened.
During the last week several acts
wishing to sail were turned down.
The London Board of Trade is also
reported as tightening on permission
to enter the United Kingdom.
The
restrictions

against

are

particularly

directed

women.

CAMP WHITE

CITY.

Seattle, Oct. 21.
City, to cost approximately $1,000,000, is to be built on the
military grounds at Camp Lewis, Am-

A new White

erican Lake, Washington. The contract
providing for amusement for the army
encamped here has been let to Harry
J. Neeley of Spokane.
A local architect is providing the
plans for the buildings.

XMAS MAIL TO THE

BOYS.

Christmas mail posted not later
than Nov. 15 will be received bv members of the American Expeditionary
forces in Europe and on board of
naval vessels not later than Christmas morning.
Every paiKage must bear the words
"Christmas Mail," the complete a>»
dress of the person to whom sent,
and in the upper left-hand corner the
name and address of the sender.
Every package must be so packed
to admit easy inspection by the postmaster. Parcels containing prohibited
articles will not be dispatched.
Men serving aboard vessels in the
Atlantic fleet should be addressed
S.

S.

New

—

•

York.

care of Postmas-

Pacific Fleet, U. S. S.
Pacific Station, via San Francisco.
*
Asiatic Fleet, U. S. S
Asiatic Station, via San Francisco.
.,

all

ALL-GIRL BILL.
The Proctor houses in Albany and
Troy are playing this week an allgirl show for their respective hal\cs,
booked through Carlton lloagland in

receipts

SOLD $60,000—ALL CASH.

A

ter,

strike which called
out
the
feeders of presses in and around New
York resulted in the closing down of

entire

many

may have been made

U.

STRIKE TIES UP PRESSES.

The

The

actors fol that day
will be contributed to the Red Cross
war relief fund. A number of theatres
are planning special performances for
A committee of New
the occasion.
York managers have been organised,
and include Marc Klaw, David Belasco,
Lee Shubert, George M. Cohan, Sim
H. Harris, Henry W. Savage, Oliver
Morosco, Charles Dillingham, Arthur
Hammerstein, Florenz Ziegfeld, E. F.
Albee, Marcus Loew, Martin Beck, Alf
Hayman, A. H. Woods, Comstock, Elliott and Gest, Selwyn and Co., John
D. Williams and Sam Scribner.
salaries of

at getting into Jail were a howl

from start
to finish.
Snyder as Bozo, the shadow of the
huge Mayas, Is the real laugh winner of the
two. This comedian with his pantomimic art

7.

throughout the country as well as the

six changes.

"Broadway belies"

7.

which was
to have been observed throughout the
country on Oct. 26, has been postponed
theatrical uay

SUNSHINE ACT OFF.
Marian Sunshine who was to have
opened next Monday in a two-act (Jack
Squire assisting) was compelled to
abandon her vaudeville plans through
a contract with Cohan & Harris. The
producers, who are paying her a weekly salary, intend using her in George
M O.iIkiti's next revue, dur- to open at

Christmas time.

Ruby Knynor

out of "Going Up,"
replaced by Miss Sunshine.
is

ELSIE JANIS'

FAREWELL

Klsic Janis' farewell to vaudeville for
the prcM-ut will he for a week com-

mencing Nov.
api >car at

5, when
Miss Janis will
the Palace and Riverside.

J

VARISTY
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OOLUMBIA

NEXT WEEK (NOVEMBER

BILLS

MeOlaals Bros

5)

In Vaudeville Theetree

Orpheum

Circuit.
Agencies booking the houses are noted by single
Circuit i "U B O.** United Booking Offlees; M
A.** W«
elation (Chicago); "P," Pantages Circuit; **Loew,** Marcus
Circuit (booking through W7v. M. A.); "Sua*" Sun Ctreeit;

_

SPECIAL NOTICE— The manner

New York
PALACE (ubo)
Evelyn Nesblt
Mnurlce A Wslton
Beatrice Herford
Moore A Whitehead
Fox A Ward
6 American Dancers

Vsn A Belle
(Two to nil)

ALHAMBRA

(ubo)

Blossom Seeley Co
Ford 81s 4 Marshall
Rooney A Bent
Mignon
Bobbe * Nelson

Benny A Woods
Robbie Oordone
Apollo 8
COLONIAL (ubo)
Bailie Fisher Co

Moore A Whitehead
Lydls Barry
Oene Green
Oarry McOarry Co
Harklns

JAM

A Brown

Lockett

Meebsn's Dogs

RIVERSIDE

(ubo)

Harry Fox
"Forest Fire"

Chss Orapewln Co
Morton A Glass
Whiting A Burt

Cameron Sisters
Phlna A Picks
Burns A Frabeta
Seabury A Sbsw

ROYAL (ubo)
Adelaide A Hugbea
Barab Padden Co
Plleer A Douglas

Cole Russell A D
Edith Clifford
Rockwell A Wood

SUnley A Burns

AUamson
4 Nlahtons

AMERICAN

(loew)

Howard A Simmons
Oden A Holland
The 8katelles

Mabel Harper Co
"Lincoln of U 8 A"

Elisabeth Mayne
IflddlAtnn-Bpellmeyer

Adrian

Kramer A Cross
2d half
Connors A Foley
Murphy A Klein
Cleveland
Richard the Great
Jessie Standlsh

CAM

Edward Farrell Co
Frank Terry
(Two to nil)

VICTORIA

(loew)

Connors A Foley

Bud A Nellie Helm
The Frescotts
Demarest A Doll

Tecbow's Cats
(One to fill)
2d half

Chong A Moey
Herman A Henley
"Lincoln of

Weber A

U 3 A"

Elliott

Ruth Howell 3

LINCOLN

(loew)

Torke's Dogs

Dorothy Roy
Ward A Pryor
Hal Stephens Co
Cleveland

CAMLottie Ford
Ed A

2d half

The Brlssons
Jim A Anna Francis
Williams A Mitchell
Billy

"Heir

Elliott
for Night"

GREELEY

(loew)

Bennington A Scott
Howard A Hurst
Vess Osaman
Ryan & Richfield

Lane Plant-Tlmmons
Helene Trio
2d half

The Parshleys
Morlarty Slaters
Mlddleton-Spellmeyer
Lander Bros
Harvey DeVora 3
DELANCEY (loew)
Sutter A Dell
Marcella Johnson Co
Green A Miller

Laurie Ordway

Sammies
Joliy Johnny Jones

J A A Francis
Frances Rice
Nat Carr
Marie A Billy Hart
2d half

Leddy A Leddy
Oden A Holland
"The Job"

Maud

BA V

Ethel Costal lo

Keene A Williams
"The Job"
Lander Broa
Ruth Howell Trio
2d half
Chadwlck A Taylor
Howard A Hurst
Wills Holt Wakefield
Green A Miller
Bruce Duffett Co
Nat Carr
Kramer A Cross

to

fill)

2d half

Adam* A Mangles
Ethel CoHtello

Dow & Dale
Hal Stephens Co
Adrian
Ed K Lottie Ford
NATIONAL (loew)
The Brlaaons

(loew)

The Parshleys
Morlarty Slaters
Williams A Mitchell
Dow A Dale
Wllla Holt Wakefield
2d half
Marshall A Walton
Marcella Johnson Co

Ryan A

Richfield

Laurie Ordway
t Valdares

AVE "B"

(loew)

Flying Henrys
Brown A Taylor
"Vampire Woman"
The Lelgbtons
(One to fill)

"Neglect"
Eddie Foyer

(Troy
1st

(ubo)

Dream Fantasies
LeMalre A Gallagher
(ubo)

Nora Bayes
Conroy A LeMalre
Ashley A Allman
Crawford A B rode rick
J A E Connolly
Eddie Dowling
Street Urchin
Oarclnettl Bros

Burdella Patterson
BIJOU (loew)
Chadwlck A Taylor

Herman A Henley

Wm

The Frescotts
Cook A Stevens
Helene Trio

DE KLAB

Ryan A

2d half

A Dobbs

Alleatowa, Fa.

ORPHEUM

C Nugent Co
Manning Feeney A
Stampede Riders
J

K

"Vanity Fair"
Fonton A Green

(Two

to fill)

2d half
Flying Henrys
Savannah A Georgia

Chase A LaTour

(Two

to

fill)

FULTON (loew)
Marshall A Welton
H & M Gilbert
DeVeau Co

RoBnlle
Billy

"Heir

Elliott
for Night"

2d half

Ovandos

H & V Morrlssey
"Children of France"
Jolly Johnny Jones
(One

to

nil)

WARWICK

(loew)

Stetson

Florense Duo

The Rials

Bay

City, Mlek.

BIJOU (ubo)
81gsbee's

Dogs

Holllday

A

A Whirls"

Bwtte, Moat
PANTAGB8 (p)
(8-14)

Honey Been
West A Halo
Maurice Samuels Co
Bisters

Co

HIP (ah-wra)

Wlllette

Hawaiian Serenade

LOS ANGELES and SAN FBANCI8CO
Bhaaley aad Faroes* ("Flfty-Fllty")

(Same bill playing
Blue Bird, Anaconda,
Wallace,
Grand,
7
;

Idaho, 0)

Altoona, Pa.

ORPHEUM (Ubo)
Jos Bernard Co
Greater City 4
(Two

to

(Same

(Two to fill)
Anaconda, Meat.

BLUE BIRD

(ah-wva)

(4)

(Same

bill

playing

Spokane

Hip,

playing

bill

Judith, Lewtston, 9)

Redcay Tr

Duffln

(ah-wva)

(8)

fill)

2d half
R'gera A Wood

7)

Hanah A Pardner
Young Americans
MoCormack A Shannon

Monahan A Monahan
Cook A Hamilton
Carle A LeClalre
7 Symphony Girls
Link Robinson Tr
Blrsalaa-haae, Ala.
LYRIC (ubo)
(Atlanta split)

GAL

George Bvers

Noodles Fsgan Co

Ann Arbor, Mleh.
MAJESTIC

(ubo)
(Jackson split)
1st half

DeLuxe Trio
Johnson A Wells
"Lincoln U S A"
Madison A Winchester
Ellis Knowlln Tr
Atlanta, Ga.
LYRIC (ubo)
1st half

Symphony

Girls

(loew)

Rose A Ellis
Julian Rose
Denklns Everett Co
Gray A Granville
Chrystles
2d half
A A O Terry
Florence Tlmponl
Jos De Zoe Tr
T A S Moore
(One to fill)

Musical

Ansraeta, Ga.

GRAND

(ubo)
1st half

Mr A Mrs

Allison

& Irvine;
Gordon
Corb Shep A Don
C'onkley
Fckoff A

Princess

Mapella
MODJESKA (loew)
Joe De Koe Tr
T ft S Moore

Tlmponl
A ft O Terry
(One to fill)

riiw<Mi<««

2d half

Tnklta Japs

Burke Tuohey Co

Selig & Allman
Ixtruine A Crawford

Dolce Slaters

Gordon Eldred Co
Chase & I.aTour
Boys in Blue

E.
T.i

BIJOU

(loew)

•
Randalls
Holden A Herron

Phunphlends
Vespo Duo

Manning A Hall
2d half

Zanaras
Howard's Bears
Schwant A Clifford

W E Whittle
LAO Harvey

Boston
KEITH'S (ubo)
Roberta A Vererra
A Rorer A 81s
Clark Co

A Cowan
World Dancers
Bailey

Sylvia Clark
Will Ward Co

Mr A Mrs Barry

Great Leon

ORPHEUM

(loew)

Breakaway Barlows
Russell A Evans
3 Peronees
Billy Hall Co
(Three to fill)
2d half

Warner A Astor
Zelaya

"Some Sleuth"
Bevan A Flint
Archie Dunbar 3
(Two to fill)
ST. JAMES (loew)
Adele Oswald
Raymond A Caverly

Tommy Haydn Co

Frear Baeaett Freer
(One to flil)
2d half
Lillian's

Dogs

PHI* A Mayo
Maud Leone Co
Raymond A Caverly
(One to fill)

HEMMENDlNGER^aVvVifS"
john
171

PANTAGES

Jtwetsn to tt*

(p)

"Cycle of Mirth"
Naynon'e Birds

MAJESTIC

Lew Dookstader
Stan Stanley 8
B Welch's Minstrels
Clifford A Wills
Dorothy Brenner
Holt A Rosedale
Kanasha Japs

A Early

Caaadea,

If.

(orph)

"The SUeker"
A McCarthy

A

J.

(abo)

2d half (1-8)
Cook A Rotbelr
Kenne Day A 8
Goldsmith A Lewis
Doree's Singers

Geo Damarel Co
2d half
Rexo
Chabot A Dixon
Sampson A Douglas

Moon
"The Vac Cleaners"

Girl In

Chasaaalsca, III.
(wva)
Bertie Ford

ORPHEUM

"The Slacker"
Wilson A Wilson
"1017 Revue"
Raines A Goodrich
2d half
8 Harvey Co

W

Danny Simmons

"Dairy Maids'*
Demarest A Collette
Myral A Dealmar
Charleston, 8. O.

ACADEMY

(ubo)

(Columbia

split)

half

LaVlva

Montana Five
Weber A Rldun
Keno A Wagner
Charlotte, N. C.
(Ubo)

(Greenville split)
1st half
Ruth. Belxar
Elliott

A West

Leonard A Whitney
Adans A Griffith
Fred LaRelne Co

Chattanooga, Teaa.

RIALTO

(losw)
Five Metsettee

John A Mae Burke
Realsta

Ben Smith

Toots Pake Co

Detroit

TEMPLE
J

(Ubo)

B Hymer Co

Hans Kronold
Connelly A Wenrich
Duffy A Inglls
Alex O'Nell A S
Morris A Campbell
Merlan's Dogs
Sterling A Marguerite
(abc)

Geo Paul Co

(sun)

Johnson A Lee
Keno Keyes A M
Colsuahla, S. C.

(wva)

(Sunday opening)
Leona Lemar
Kathryn Murray
Lovenberg 81s Co
Eva Taylor Co
Milton A Delongs

MILE8

Ward A Shubert
Eskimo A Seal

PA8TIME (ubo)
(Charleston split)
1st half
Marie Dreams

Muller A Conelll
Dale A Mejla
Frsnk Rae Co
Ray A Emma Dean
"Honor Thy Children" B Kelly Forest
Selblnl A Grovlnl
Ward A Raymond

"Back to Blmlra"
Empire Comedy 4

A Carroll
Lachman Trio
Petsel

"Fe-Mall Clerks"
M Denis A Gibson

McManus

Carrie

REGENT

(loew)

Cedora

Frank Mullane
"Wanted a Wife"
Schooler A Dickinson
"Lots A Lots"
Will A Kemp
ORPHEUM (loew)
Booth A Leander
Big Four

Wilklns A Wllklns

Hooper A Burkhardt
Leona Graham
(One to 811)

COLUMBIA

(sun)

Leono Duo
Pearl Trio
Carter Co

(ubo)

(Knoxvllle split)
1st half

Ferry

McCormtck A Irving
Frank A Toby

FACES IN THE FliT]

Emmy's Pets
to 811)

AVENUE

(wva)

Fagg A White
Colansbaa.
A "Cockle"
KEITH'S (ubo)
Morley A McCarthy 81s Arnold A Florence
Roth A Roberts
Valerie Sis
Rotter Bros
Moon A Morris
2d half
Joe Jackson
DeBonrg Sisters
G Aldo Raudeggor
Lucille

Lew Hoffman
Stevena A Holllsters
Cummin A Seaum
"Back

to

Blmlra"

Hampton A Schrlner
(Two to 811)
2d half
"Honor Thy Children"
Wood's Canines
(Three to 811)
NORTH HIP (wra)
Paul Patching Co
Billy Kllgard

Shaw's Circus

AMERICAN

(wva)

Irving Oosler
Thalerous Circus
to 811)

2d half

Frank Ward
Arthur La Vine Co
(Four to 811)
LINCOLN (wra)
The Bimbos

Frank Ward
"Selling Out"
Arthur LaVlne Co
(One

to 811)

2d half

Manning A Lee
Hazel Kirk 5
Fields A Wells
Thalerous Circus
(One to 811)
(loew)

"Girl at Cigar Stand"

Simpson A Dean
Four Volunteers
Blaux A Belles
Leonard A Ward
Mllanl Five

IAD

Carbrey
Rose Berry
Gordon A Gordon
Jesson A Jesson
Chlco, Cal.
MAJESTIC (ah-wva)
(6)

(Same
Empress,

(Inter)

Girls

playing
Sacramento,

bill

7)

Hunter A Shaw
Peggy Worth
The HaUxings

Musical Nosses
AI Shayne

Moon

2d half
"Good-Bye B'way"

Dalath

A Baker
Baker A Girls
Doc O'Nell

Vernie

ORPHEUM

Degnon A Clifton

(Sunday opening)
"America First"
Hamilton A Barnes
Rita Boland
"The Headllners"
Hufford A Chain
El Cleve A O'Connor

Clark A Chappelle
"Echos of B'way"
Pat Barrett

Musical McDonalds

"Peacock Alley"
Medlln Watts A T

German Film
Danville, III.
(wva)

PALACE

2d half
" Merry-go-Round"

la.

(wva)

Carletta
Duvall A Slmmonds
Otto Koerner Co
Richards A Kyle
"On the Atlantic"
2d half
Balancing Stevens
Musical Nosses
Al Shayne

Harry Langdon Co
(One to 811)
Dayton, O.

KEITH'S

(ubo)

Daring Sis
Genaro A Gold
LaFrance A Kennedy
Olga Mlshka Trio
Burns A Kissen
Lee Kohlmar Co
Ideal

(One to fill)
Decatur.

EMPRESS

Bert Melrose

GRAND

(wva)

Harry Mason Co
Ogden A Benson

Vernon 5

COLUMBIA

to 811)

Manning A Lee
Maggie LeClair Co

(Two

MAJESTIC
Weber

Moore A Arnold
Marie Edwards Duo
Columbia Players
Three Toms
Doha awe, la.
MAJESTIC (wva)
Rexo
Sampson A Douglas
Girl in

Dallas, Tex.

Davenport,

7 Blacks

(Four

Emmet Devoy Co
Big City 4
Vallcltas Leopards

(wva)

A Massimo

MCVICKER'S

Nella Allen

MAJESTIC

MILE8

Marcelle

Cedar *•» 1*% Mich. The Gladiators
Daniels A Walters
MAJESTIC (wra)
Hans Robert Co
The Van Campa
Gabbys A Clark
Harry Rose
Walman A Barry
Herbert Clifton
Duval A Silver
Rucker A Winifred

1st

(ubo)

Forrester A Lloyd
Rothrock A McGrade

81s

Frank Morell
A Armstrong

ORPHEUM

Juno Sslmo
American Comedy 4
"Tango Shoes"
Walter C Kelly
A Bergen Co
Imhoff Conn A C
Eva Tanguay
Everest's Monks

PRIHCILLA

Owen McOlveny

Deo Molnea

Lucler

Osakl Duo

Ballet

WINDSOR

OAR Simpson
Oapt Sorcho

McDonald
DePace Opera Co
WUI A Mary Rogers

2d half

Perntkoff

Reeder

GRAND

A Massimo

Morley

Camilla's Birds
BMPRB88 (she)
LaVonna Trio

CAL

Stevens A Hollister
"A Real Pal"
Casting Lamys

(p)

Venetian Oypsles
Bsrly A Lalght
Clare A Atwood

Bert Howard

U 8 Four

Folly

PANTAGES

Sam Hearn

(loew)
Girl from Holland

Lew Hoffman

WIL80N

Donsls Sisters

TOWERS

(orph)
Princess"

David Bapersteln
Kerr A Ensign
Mang A Snyder
Mrs O Hughes Co

Paul Dickey Co
Mullen A Coogaa

HIP

Ellis

"Naughty

Bert Levy
Outran A Newell

Newport A Stlrk
Litt A Nolan
Cleveland.

Julian Rosa
Denklns Everett Co
Gray A Oranvllle

Folly

Van A Carrie Avery

Garden

"The Family"
"The Race of Man"
Dancing Kennedys

W

"Poor Husbands"

Byal

Rose A

(nbo)

Lamb A Marton
Fox A Ingraham

FA B

Musical Chrystles

(Two

Raymond Wllbert
Alloa A Francis
Patrioola A Myers
Oolet Harris A M
Mr A Mrs MelBurne
Bert Hughes Co

1st half

5

Aerial Bartletts
Carle A Ines

Toolon

Randow Trio

ORPHEUM

BUllajta, Moot.

BABCOCK

Harvey

Zanaras
Howard's Bears
2d half

ORPHEUM
Mack A Walker
Katma Co

Pi-lncess

2d half

"Ten Dark Knights"

F Howard A

Whittle

LAO

8 OornatUs
Cincinnati

4 Ankers

Carnella Duo
Foster A Foster

Cnlsmry, Can.

Arthur Rlgby
Bosh Bros

B

"Hit the Trail*'
Jas C Morton Co
Hufford A King
Bdwln George
8 Vagrants
KBDZIB (wva)

A Hnber

Mile Therogo

Schwars A Clifford

W

G Hoffmann Co

(san)

Melodious Bags

Transflsld

4 Miller Shrtere
(Corbett
Bhepard A
Donovan
replacos
RIU Mario's Orchestra In Macon)
LYRIC (loew)

PALACE

Artane

GRAND

2 Walters

(sun)

DeLaxe

LYRIC

"Girls

CONTINENTAL HOTEL

4 Valdares

(loew)

split)

1st half

The Prefesaleaals* Orlgiaal Heme

"Garden Belles"
Steve Fried*

PALACE

BwsTalo, H. T.
Standard Bros
Leo Berth
Primrose Trio
Sextet

split)
1st half

Pmbs A Altoon

Arturo Bernardl

Lewis A Chapln
"Blacksmith Shop"

Jack Dresdner
Emll Hoch Co

(Saginaw

Duquesne Comedy 4
Idlanlas Troupe
(One to fill)

Murphy A Klein

Howard A Simmons
Maud Tiffany
Keene A Williams
Demarest A Doll

Belle A Lillian
White Steppers

OLYMPIC

Orchestra
Laneton
Francis

A
A

ChJ<

La

"When Women Rule"

2d half
Art Studio

Jessie Standlsh
Bruce Duffett Co

2d half

Taylor A Howard
Caesar Rlvoll Co
2d half

Barber A Jackson
American Girl Rot
Hilton A LaZar

(ubo)

A Vincent

Harris

5 Melody Maids

BIJOU (ubo)

Leddy A Leddy

Cook A Stevens

Juliette

(Kalamasoo

(Birmingham split)
Vim Beauty A Health

(loew)

(loew)

Battle Creak, Mlek.

Leona Gurney
Clover Leaf 8
Clark A Lavln

Nestor

HIP

Lee A Bennett

Slsto

Paul LeVan

Matilda A Corpos
Davis Co
Robinson Duo

DelGrado 4

Roy A Arthur

Elliott

Arturo Bernardl
2d hulf
Yorke's Dogs
Vess Issman
Mabel Harper Co

(9-10)

Kornan
Rose A Moon

Jack Kennedy Co

Weber A

A Rose
DeVaux Dell A Joe

Wells

(ubo)

28 naif
Emmott's Canines
Wallaos Oalvtn
Musfeal Maclai
Olson A Jeai
Barney Williams Co

Sam J

(7-8)
Sisters

Hughes

Miller

RAPIDS

Brooklyn

Lyons A Yosco
Sunt.ey A MHlershlp
Billy Gould
Mr A Mrs Scofleld
McMahon, Dtam'd A C

split)

half

boganny Troupe
Alexandria, Mlaa.

2 Walters

Belle Baker

(Ubo)

Maude Durand Co

E A L

Roefcwell

James Carroll Co
Kennedy A FHspatrlck

KEITHS

1st half

Mario's

PLAZA (ubo)
Trennell Trio

(4-8)

Nola's Dogs
Lindsay's Bogs

Adlon Co
Venita Gould
Lossr A Dale

Harry Grey 8
Gordon Eldred Co
Lane Plant-Tlmmons

BUSHWICK

HIP (aAh)

PROCTOR '8

2d half
Concertos

ORPHEUM

Leonard A Demnsey
Burns A Foran
BakeralelA, OaL

A Dell
Albany, N. Y.

Morrlssey

BOULEVARD

2d half

MeOee A Anita
Brown A Taylor

Gordon

Oaylord
Hunting

Anger Newman A A
Kama A Boone
"Oat and hi Again"

are printed

bills

H A

Chuck Baas

Joe Barton

Sutter

Elisabeth Mayne
7 Sammies
ORPHEUM (loew)

7

(One

which these

in

Importance of acts nor their program positions.

(One to flit)
2d halt

POLI'8 (ubo)

(San Francisco).

ttve

B

Klrfcamlth Sisters

CIVIC CENTRE Cube)
(Macon split)

*

Freeerleke

Nelson A Oastle
8 OoweU Bros
(One to ill)

(All houses open for the week with Monday n
Theatres listed as "Orpbeum" without any further

WY M

SJ

(loew)

HI.

(wva)
(Sunday opening)

DeBourg Sisters
Dunlay A Merrill
Ed Blondell Co
Gus Erdman

Swain's Cockatoos
2d half

Morton Bros
"Night With Poete"
Berns
3 Kanes
Eaaton, Pa.

SAL

ABEL O H

(ubo)

Arthur Lloyd
Conley A Webb
NewhofT A Phelps
Art Studio
Nestor A Vincent
2d half
J C Nugent Co
Manning Feeney A
Stampede Riders

(Two

E. Liverpool, O.

AMERICAN

(sun)

A Burke

Pierce

Spencer Charters Co
Sena ft Webber
Colonial Mine Maids
2d half

Two
Pugh

Sterlings
ft

Brown

Gllroy Haynes

A

M

LaBellc Carmen 3

E. St. Louie, Mo.
ERBER'9 (wva)
Hope Vernon
Johnny Eckert Co
Jolly Tars
(One to AW)

"Temptation"
2d half
Karltnn & Kllffcrd

E A

I Lowry
Morgan A Gray
Wilson A Wilson
^917 Revue"

2d half
Aerial Mitchells
Granville A Mack

(Two

to

fill)

HOTEL APPLETON
SAN FRANCISCO
(Nest te Aleaser Theatre)
The aew koaw

K

to fill)

of tee

VARIETY
Edmonton, Can.

PANTAQES

(p)

A Ackerman

Hill

Marie LaVarre
Burns A Lynn
Chauncy Monroe Oo
Jackson 4 Wahl
"Courtroom Girls"
Erie, Pa.

COLONIAL, (ubo)
Rev Frank Gorman
Rollickers"

"Midnight
Leavltt
Piplfaz

(Two

ft
ft

to

Lockwood
Panlo

fill)

Evanaville, Ind
GRAND (wva)
(Terre Haute split)

Mumford 3 Thompson
Johnson Dean Rev
Herbert Brooks Co
4 Readings

PALACE

(Same

playing
Hip. Butte. 7)
Fisher's Circus

Byrad A Harvey
Eastman A Moore
Capt Kidder Co

ORPHEUM

Al Abbott
Mile Bianoa Co
Pall River, Maaa.
(loew)

Archie Dunbar 3
Warner A Astor
"Some Sleuth"

GRAND

(Charlotte split)
1st half
Nell OConnell
Alexander A Fields

,

8 Peronees
fill)

Fargo. N. D.
(abc)

Belle Oliver
Cliff Bis

Flint. Mick*
PALACE (ubo)

Norrls' Baboons
2d half

(Lansing split)
Paul Kleist Co
Zeno A Mandel
"Fashion Shop"

Neal McKlnley

split)

"Oh You Devil"
Watson A Little
E Page Players
LaPetlte Elva

Hadji Sambalo
Beeman A Davis

Kruger A King

(Two

JAM

(ubo)

Chyo A Chyo
Force A Williams
Valeda A B' Nuts
Al White Co
Lewis A Leopold
Song A Dance Rev
2d half
Nolan A Nolan
3 Weston Sisters

F Bunco A Harding
Ed Blondell Co

American Comedy 4
Casting Lamys
Ft. willlaas. Cam.

ORPHBUM

(wva)

(Same

3 Melody Maids
Marshall A Covert
Kelly Wilder Co
(9-10)

Musical McDonalds

Harry Mason Co
Ogden A Bendson
Swale's Cockatoos
Ft. Worth, Tex.

MAJESTIC

(inter)

Valnova's Gypsies

Haruko Onukl
A Cushlng
Edwin Arden Co
Ruth Roye
German Film
Galveston, Tea.
Plstel

MAJESTIC

Meroff A Sonla
Alice Nelson Co
"Movie Girl"
Wood Mel A Phillips
Polzin Bros

2d half (1-8)

tin 9-10).

Amoros 81s ft Co
Elsie White
Johnstown, Pa.

A

Off Ice

A Vavara
Beaumont A Arnold
Stone A Hayes
Alan Brooks Co

Murray Bennett
Caesar Rlvoll Co

PALACE

(ubol

De Voe A
Edna Showalter

Statzer

PANTAGES

Guilian Trio

(ubo)

(Meridian

split)

Leopards

Watson

(ubo)

Chattanooga

(Rialto,

split)

Willing

Hall

Mosart
La Toy Bros

CANTONMENT
Howard

(loew)

Sisters

Evans ft Newton
Derenzo A Ladue
Dave Thursby
"Apple Blossom Time"
2d half
Adeline Lowe Co
Harris A Lyman

2d

half

Degnon

ft

Clifton

Pat Barrett

Armstrong Co

Lima, O.

(ubo)
(1-3)

Hoboken, N. J.
LYRIC (loew)

Rome ft Wager
Sam Harris Co
Violet McMillan

Lovett

Horn A Ferris
Four Marx Bros

ORPHEUM

Va.

(abc)

A Mclntyre
A Thornton
Anna Eva Fay
(Two to fill)
Bennett
Calvert

2d half

ft

Retter Bros

PALACE

Roth A Roberts

1st half

Voltaire A Lloyd
Warren A Froet
"Honeymoon Isle"
Bert Kenny

Casting Campbells
CRESCENT (loew)
Adeline Lowe Co
Harris A Lyman

Wm

Schilling

(Inter)

2d half
Tyler ft St Clair
Mack A Earl
'Dancing Olrl of Delhi'
Apdale's Circus

(One to fill)
Livingston, Moat.
STRAND (ah-wva)
(6)

playing

Anna Eva Fay

Palace, Great Falls, 8)

Larry Simpson Co
(Three to fill)

Buster A Eddy
Frank A Waters

Co

Brandt A Aubrey
Leonore Simonson

•»(

MAHONFY
Doughnut"

ihc

roM JONKS

ireuil

Madison, Wis.

ORPHEUM

Montnosnery, Ala.

GRAND

(wva)

Pollard

(Ubo)

(New Orleans
A

Moore
Claudie Tracey
"The Bride Shop"
(One to fill)

Rekoma
Anderson A Golnes
"Corner Store"

Raymond

ft

PALACE

If.

2d half
Chalis A Lambert
The Leightons

"Vampire Woman"
Norfolk, Va.

ACADEMY

(ubo)

(Richmond

split)

1st half

Mc Fay den

"I Love the Ladles"

Shaw

B

Campbell

ft

Bouncer's Circus

No. YaklsaL Cal.
(ah-wva)

EMPIRE

(4)

(Same

bill
playing
Hip, Tacoma, 8)

L

Burton's Song Revue

Hardeen
la.
(abc)
Bell

CA8INO
ft

Jack

ft Marie Gray
LaChaperone

ft

Ball

Albertlna Reach Co
George Kelly Co
Ben Deeley Co

TAP

LYCEUM

REGENT

(ubo)

Lock hart A Laddie

Weston Sisters
F Bunce A Harding
Yates A Reed

Emmy's Pets
Chyo

Chyo

ft

A Donegsn
Milwaukee
MAJESTIC (orph)

Harry Oreen Co
"Rubevllle"

HIP (ah-wva)
(4)
ft

White

Vivian Earle
"Fountain of Love"

Lamey

ft

Pearson

Aerial Bartletts

Omaha. Neb.

ORPHEUM

(Sunday opening)
"Holllday's

Dream"

Spencer ft Williams
Joe Towle
The Le Volos

F A L Bruch

Grant Gardner
Vernon 5
N««t»vl||».

PRINCE8S

The Bobs

A Craven
Oaden. Utah

ConeTlle

PANTAOB8

(p)

Wholman
Pasaale. N. J.

Tenn.
(ubo)

(Louisville split)
1st half

John LeClair Co
Ford ft Goodrich
Harry Keene Co
3 Hlckey Bros
4

Mevakos

Newark, If. J.
PROCTOR'S (ubo)

H

2d half (1-4)
Miles Co

Warren
Hedges

ft
ft

Templeton
Hedges

MAJESTIC
Maud

Smith

(loew)

Tiffany
Farrell Co

ft

Troy

2d half
Bennington ft Scott
Dorothy Roy

Bud

ft

Nellie

Helm

Lloyd

ft Whltehouse
ft M Cleveland
Techow's Cats

C

New Haven,
BIJOU

Conn.

(ubo)

Lexey ft O'Connor
Wallace Galvln
Barry A Lay ton
Musical MacLarens

split)

1st half

"Intelligence"
Roeser's Pets

PLAYHOUSE

(ubo)
2d half (1-8)
Barnes A Jose
Sylvester

"The Runaway"
Brown A Jackson
Musical McLarens
Patersoa, N. J.

MAJESTIC

(Ubo)
2d half (1-3)
Adlon Co
Crewell Fanton Co
PI leer A Douglas
J Gordon Co
3 8tewart 81s
Helen Ely

Pawtacket, R. I.
SCENIC (ubo)
Connors A Huyck
Wnnwnrd'* Animals
John F Clark
"Telephone Tangle"
2d half
Alfred Farrell Co

B rem an a Vareghan
Scott Gibson

"The Masqueraders"
Philadelphia

KEITH'S (ubo)
Eddie Leonard Co
Wellington Cross
Macart A Bradford
Florence Tempest
Allen

A Howard

ORPHEUM

Santly A Norton
Gallagher A Martin
Al Herman
Fern Bigeiow A

Shirley

M

Dike

Capes a Snow

Pereia Sextet
Lydell A Higglns
I 'or (land.
Ore.

EMPRESS

(aAh)

Mann A Evans
Fiddes A Swain

ORPHEUM

Williams A Calver
4 Southern Girls

Kafka Trio
2d half

Delro

The Halkings
Hunter A Shew
James Carrol Oo
Peggy Worth
Kennedy a Fitspatrick

Kouns Sisters
McCarty A Faye
"Act Beautiful"

German Film

(p)

6 Cornelias

Goldberg A Wayne
Mercedes
4 Holloways
Cook A Lorens

Saginaw. Mich.

JEF STRAND

(ubo)

(Bay City

split)
1st halt

Van

Cello
Julia Curtis

Kremka Bros
June Mills Co
Chief Elk Co

HIP (ah-wva)
(4)

(Same bill
playing
Redding, Redding, Cal,
0)
Allen
Perri

A

and

6-7

Edw "Bandbox Rev"

(ubo)

PANTAGES

playing

bill

Fresno 8-v)

Portland, Me.

KEITHS

(4-6)

Stockton

Archie Nicholson 8
Robinson Duo
salt Lake

ORPHEUM

Dennl A
Williams A Williams

(7-10)
J Busley Co

Victoria

Chas Howard Co
Marie Stoddard

4

Appolo Trio

"Prosperity"

Providence.

EMERY

II.

1.

(loew)

Dogs

Lillian's

Norwood A Hall
Diamond A G 'daughter
Frank Hartley

PANTAGES

Belle A Mayo
Maude Leone Co

(p)

Paula
Geo M Rosener
Four Roses
American Mlns Mslds McCormlck A Swor
(One to fill)
O Handsworth
2d half
Harry Breen
Adele Oswald
"Miss Up to Date"
"Lulu's Friend"
San Antonio.
Tommy Haydn Co
MAJESTIC (Inter)
Frear Baggett Freer

(Two to fill)
Rnlelvh. N. C.

STRAND

(ubo)

Cowboy Williams
Johnson B A J
Frawley A West

— ,^

to nil)

,

Duquesne Comedy 4
"Storyland"
2d half
6 Virginia Steppers
O'Neal A Walmsley

Hip A Napoleon
Reao, Nev.

(aAh)

(4-6)

Otto

Robinson Duo
(7-8)

"Salesman A Model"
Kranz A LaSalle

Richmond.
LYRIC (ubo)
(Norfolk split)
Mile

Nad

I

Oreen A Parker
Inquisitive"

Conrad A Conley
Wheeler Trio

Roanoke.

ROANOKE

(ubo)

(Lynchburg

split)
1st half
Allen Clifford A Barry

Raymond A O'Connor
Armanda Gray A Boys
Klein Bros
Wolser A Reiser

Rorbealer, N. Y.
TEMPLE (ubo)
Winston's Lions
Bert Leslie Co
Browning A Denny
B«rt Hanlon
Bernard A Bcarth
Moore A Herald
Gliding O'Mearan
3 Encnrdos
Hock ford.

Mans

Sister"

DeMlchelle Bros
"Miss America"
EMPRESS (aAh)
Prince A Crest
Princeton Five
Falrman A Patrick
Belgium Trio
Davis Co
Edith Newlin
2d half

A B

Eldrlfge Barlow
Nolo's Dogs

A LaBlanche

Virgil

Lindsay A Lady Bugs
Jenning A Barlow

San Pranclaco

ORPHEUM

(Sunday opening)
Trlxle Frlganza
M<tty Bond

Wood A Wyde
Avellng A Lloyd

Nina Payne Co
"Submarine F 7"
Brown A Spencer
(p)

(Sunday opening)
A Sinner"

"Saint

A I) Miller
The Cromwells
Brady A Mahoney
"Bon Voyage"

CASINO (aAh)
(Sunday opening)
Tossing Austins
Cycling McNutts
Francis A Wilson
"Fountain of Love"
Clayton Drew Play
Lamey A Plorson
HIP fnAh)
(Sunday opening)
Aerial

Butters

Cooper Simon A

W

Gallon

Carson Trio
Baxley A Porter
Vivian Earl
Sun Joae, Cal.
VICTORY (ah-wva)
(4)

III.

PALACE (wva)
(Sunday opening)

Rekoma

(p)

PANTAGES

1st half

"Mr

Saa Diego

PANTAGES
"Every

Frances ft Ross
Lala Selblnl Co
(One to All)
Re«*dlna. Pa.
HIP (ubo)
„
Hendr'cks A Pndula
Farrell A Saxton

Sam

H A E

from Starland"
Chester Gruber

Adroit Bros
Tyler A Crollus

MAJESTIC

E Dooley
Conly
Bernard A Janis
"Vanity Fair"
Stewart A Donohue

J A

"Girl

2d half

Newhoff A Phelps

"Oh Doctor"
Myrtal Vane Co

I

(Same

(ubo)

Riley

(Two

A White Co

Edward

Klass
Reynolds

Lacy Shannon ft D
Dogs
"Winter Oar Rev"

Al

Randalls
Holden A Herron
Meridian. Miss.

Charlotte Meyer
Cameron DewItt Co

5 Sullys
Trevltt's

Gaston Palmer

Ovandos
Rae ft Wynn

Deonzer

(p)

(8-10)

Vespo Duo
Phunphlends

PRINCES8 (ubo)
(Ilattlesburg split)
1st half

PANTAGES

Bert Wheeler
John Small A 81s

2d half

(loew)

2d half

Ring Co

Mayo A Tully
Stanley A Burns
Mnakesron, Mich.

Aus McLeans

Maldle De Long
Howard A Ross
AJvln A Kenny
Andrew Kelly

Havel Co

(Sunday opening)
3 Mori Bros

C Simons

Julie

A Lester
Hawthorne A Anthony

(Johnstown

Omega Trio

Shrapnel Dodgers
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
PROCTOR'S (ubo)
2d half (1-8)

Co

Eugenie LeBlanc

James A West
Mullini Duo
(Two to All)
Sacramento, Cal.

BHBRIDAN SQ

Fietchtel's Troub'urs
Wellington Trio
King Bros
Oakland. Cal.

Llbonatl
G Earle Co
Juggling Nelson

111.

Jack A Marie Gray
2d half

Kitara Japs

Allen

B Foy Family
L Fitsgerald Co

Inland.

Jimmy Green

Sam Bernard

Hyde ft Hardt
Wright A Barle
Jerge A Hamilton

Tossing Austins

Rock

Haw

(Sunday opening)
Nan Halperin
Jean \dalr Co

"NeglecT

Burke A Burke
Espe A Dutton
"Echos of B'way"
(One to fill)

ILLINOIS (abc)
The Verhones
Billie Hill Co

Great Lester
Percy Haswell Co

Juliet

New Roche lie
LOEW (loew)

Victoria 8

"In the Trenches"
Moore A Gerald
Gypsies Songsters

(ubo)

Concertos
Eddie Foyer

Willie Solar

Clifford

DAVIS
Chums

Herman A

Dell A Gliss
Fred Weber Co
Howard A White

E
H.

(ubo)

Herbert Sis
Jennings ft Mack
McDevilt Keley ft
Chas Bradley
"Liberty Belles"
2d half
Burton ft Jones
Connors ft Huyck
Chas Deland Co

split)

1st half

2d half

Billy McDermontt
"The Wedding Party"
Pittsburgh

Manning A Hall
Andrew Kelly
Alvin A Kenny
Howard A Ross

Alex

Hampton A Schrlner

Lamb's Manikins
Joyce West A 8

2d half
Maldle De Long

A
<

Asahl Troupe

bill

and

Cruixi

Helgler

LaFrance Bros
Will Oakland Co
Ives Leahy ft F
Dean A Sorority Girls
(One to fill)

(Same

Th.

I'antai*?*

Co
Dietrich

split)

2d half

(ubo)
2d half (1-8)

Hamilton Co

Gue A

(ubo)

(Montgomery

(Sunday opening)

BRADY

Balrd

MAJESTIC

LAM
Hunting
Radio A Ramsden
W.

Kosloff

Bensee

Onrl A Dolly
Five Nelsons
Little Rock, Ark.

A C Williams

Dunbar

Geo Demerol Co
(Two to fill)

ORPHEUM

Dale

ft

Wright A
Alf Grant

J

M

KEYSTONE

M

Sllbon Sis

ORPHEUM

Lambert

ORPHEUM

T

(Inter)

A Mora

Memphis, Tenn.

Lincoln, Neb.

(One

MAJESTIC

ft

Geo Rolland Co
Herchell Hendler
Prince Kar-Ml 2d half

Jimmy Green
Co

Tom Kyle Co

A Lambert
Lloyd A Whltehouse
Harry Grey Trio

(Two to fill)
Honnton, Tex.

Mollnc, I1L
(wva)
Lonso Cox

C

Simmons A Bradley

3

PALACE

"Cabaret DeLuxe"
Walters A Walters
Alex Bros A Evelyn

Raynor

2d half
Miller ft Lyles

Chalis

fill)

Bert Draper

The Clown Seal
Ma oa, Gs.

Marsaalltowa,

(sun)

Ambler Bros

Kelson A Arllne
Little Jerry
"Fashions a LaCarte"

to

(ubo)

2d half

ORPHEUM

Brandt A Aubrey
Haselton, Pa.

FEELEY'S

FAMILY

"Merry-go-Round"

Fay Cooleys ft Fay
Song ft Dance Rev

Schilling Co
Leon ore Simon son

Cameron Tufford Co
Long Tack Sam

Ward Co

Dancing Lavars

Hubert Dyer
The Qaudsmldts

(wva)
Kenny ft LaFrance
Mcintosh Mus Maids

Josephine Davis
7 Little Darlings
Dickinson A Deagon

Ruesell

De Leon A Da vies

PALACE

split)

Manchester,

Elaine

ft

Paula
Lafayette, Ind.

Wm

Wm

Wm

Trainer Co
Coacla ft Verdi
"The Pool Room"

(ubo)

Brnetta Asorla Co

Frank Stafford Co
Sherman Van ft Hy

ft

ft

Ruth Bdell

Kinzo

Ward

1st half

ft

Huntlnerton,

Joe

BIJOU

Thomas

P J White Co
Watson Sis
Leroy, Thalma A Bosco
Great Falls, Mont.

Zlra's

Knoxvllle. Teas.

Chas Glbbs

Bowman Bros

(6-7)

Ahearn Troupe
Godfrey A Henderson

1st half

Hibbert

Esther
Arno Antonio 8
GRAND (wva)
Spanish Goldlnls

1st half

Owen

The Faynes
Devln ft Barlow

Germans Film

playing
(Same bill
Anaconda 0)

(p)

Anthoney Andrea Co.
Arthur Guy Trio
Six Imps ft Girl
Hattlesbnra;, Miss.

Svengall

(p)

A L

(Sunday opening)

STRAND

Anna Chandler
Ed Lee Wrothe Co

Lake

ft

Grindell

Lynch bora;.

A Band

Kane A Herman
Nelson A Nelson

Jimmy Lucas Co

PANTAGES

Mo.

"Getting In Soft"
2d half
Dlngley ft Norton
Earl Brucke

2d half

Thompson A Marshall
Frank Gardnler Co
Sweeny A Newton
Grand Rapid*, Mloh.

City.

ORPHEUM

(Sunday opening)
Billie Reeves Co

Scotch Lads

Grand Forka, N. D. Thanhauser Kid
GRAND (wva)
Ward A Pryor
(8-10)

Kansas

Senor Westony
D'Avlgneaus' Duo
Le Grohs
Clara Howard

(ubo)

Lewis

Dooley A Nelson
Skelly A Sauvain
Staley A Blrbeck
Quigley a Fitegerald

Elliott

(p)

(Sunday opening)
Wilson's Lions
Bert Touhey Co

Lucy Gillette
Lowell,r Mass.
KEITH 8 (ubo)
Keeley Bros Co
Mason A Gwynne

Mrs. Whiffen Co

"Naughty Princess"

Zleglers

Emmett's Canines
Lewis A Chapln
White Steppers
Olson ft Johnson

Scarpioff

Grace Deraar
German Film

Quintet

Werner
B Morgan
ft

PANTAGES

Evelyn Cunningham
"Little Miss Flirt"
Kuter Klare A Kuter

ACADEMY

ft

ft

Chas Olcott
Herbert's Dogs
Harry Glrard Co

I

Will Lucifer

2d half

Orbasany Cockatoos
Hayes ft Neal
"Tale of Coat"

J

Jimmy Hussey

Russell

Wagon

Rice

(Nashville split)
1st half
see

Bo

Barr Twins
Gaxton Co

Wm

Binns A Bert

Lillian

Monroe Bros

ORPHEUM

Brice

GRAND (ubo)
(Civic Center, Chattanooga, split)
1st half

Delano A Pike

Hartford, Conn.
POLI'S (ubo)

Minneapolis

(ubo)

(Roanoke

Man

"Five of Clubs"

KM PRESS

B McNamara Co
Baker A Rogers

The Dohertys

The LeRoys

playing
bill
(Same
Beaumont 6-7; Aus-

J.

Kalamazoo, Mich.
MAJESTIC (Ubo)

(inter)

(4-5)

(ubo)

split)
1st half

(Battle Creek split)
1st half

bill
Pl*7l£f
Winnipeg. 2d

half)
Lorraine A Mltohell

A Sans

Harvey

(6-6)

Strand,

4

(Savannah

ft Francis
Eddie Carr Co

Sherman's Circus
Ft. Wayae, lad.

KEITH'S

(ubo)
(Pittsburgh split)
1st half

fill)

Labelle

McCormack A Wallace
Hahn Weller A Marts

PALACE

to

(One to All)

8 Melvlns
Loniavllle.

"Intelligence"
2d half
Seabury A Price

New Urleaas
ORPHEUM

Countess Verona
"The Corner Store"
O'Connor A Dixon
Harry Langdon Co

Jack Lavier

Bert Swor

Burke

ft

2d half
Bertie Ford
Lottie Williams Co
Morris ft Allen
"Whirl of Girls"
Herchell Hendler

(afth)

Cecil Engle

MAJESTIC

flli)

2d half
A Saxton
Harry Bulger
"Storyland"

•

Azard Bros
2d half
3 Lordens
Luckle A Yost

to

HIP

"Paradise Valley"
BIJOU (abc)
Musical Belles

Parrel 1

T

Davett A Duvall

KEITH'S (ubo)

Pa.
MAJESTIC (ubo)
McNally ft Dunis ft De
Barry A Wolford
6 Virginia Steppers

Mae Curtis

K

(ubo)

Jersey City, M.

Harrlabara;,

Burke

Jimmy Lyoms
B Asorla Oo

"Friendly Call"

ORPHEUM

Nixon

M

A
(p)

(Ann Arbor

P Houlton

ft

Berrick ft Hart
Musical Lunds

Dumltresu Dunham
Lane A Harper

Jackson, Mich.

ARCADE

Wanser A Palmer
Monarch Dancing 4
Lovett A Dale

(Two

PANTAGES

Jacksonville, Fla.

(sun)
Aerial LePearles

Gray A Graham
Cook ft Oatman
Ambler Bros

2d half
Jessie Sutherland
J B Totten Co
Stagpoole ft Spier

Jordan Girls
Kitner Hawskly

DeSchelle Co
Jas Lichter
Internal Rev

fill)

Walter A

Sisters

D

Stroud Trio

GRAND

Abbott A White

Scamp ft Scamp
LeGrand Sisters
Yank A Dixie
Francis Murphy
to

Sis

ft

Hamilton, O.

2d half

Breakaway Barlows
Russell ft Evans
Billy Hall Oo

P

Wm

Custer
6 Royal Hussars

Boudini Bros

DeWitt Young

Zelaya

(One

(ubo)

B Harris A Brown

Bevan A Flint

'The Night Boat"
Frankle Heath
Gonne A Alberts
Ebs Co

(ubo)

2d half
Trennel Trio
Sam J Harris
Gllmore A Lemoyne
Novelty Minstrels

Montambo

ORPHEUM

1st half

Greenville, S. C.

Florigny
ft Wells
PALACE (wva)
(Sunday opening)

Rlgina

Los Angeles

Tabor A Green

(wva)

Musical Lunds

Ed P Reynard Oo

GRAND

LYRIC

2d half
Houlton

PAP

Corty Sisteis
Fred Rogers
8 Rlanos

A Brown

Prevost

Moran

Dan Ahem
"Mary's Day Out"
Green Bay, Wla.

A Harry
Ray Snow

Wilfred DuBola
Mitchell ft Mitch

(One to

bill

Josie Heather. Co
Stuart Barnes
Patricola ft Meyers
8 Bqullles

Thornton A Thornton

"Corner Store"
Frances Kennedy
Cronln's Novelty
Fern A Davis

Berrick

1st half

ACADEMY

(ah- wva)

<!>

Indianapolis

KEITH'S (u-o)
The Flemings
Clayton A Lenny

21

(Same

bill
playing
Hip, Oakland, 7)

Gallon
(Continued on page 26.)

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

2*

HEW ACTS RETT WEEK

Rooney and Boat.
"Up Town" (Comody).
25 Mins.;

New York
Edith Clifford, Royal.

AUamson, Royal.

Rubo Marquard and William Dooley.
Songs, Dances and Comedy.
17 Mint.; One.
Palaco.
Tis the same Rube, for the past two
seasons enrolled with the Brooklyn
team. Rube has been in vaudeville before, but this time, instead of appearing
with his wife, Blossom Seeley (also at
the Palace this week), he is hooked
up with William Dooley of the Dooley
family from Philadelphia. Rube at the
Palace this week does not disport himself in a baseball uniform nor is mention made at any period of his diamond
career. About the only attention given
to Rube's ball tossing conections are
in the lobby photographs which has
Rube in his field toggery. Rube, in the
present formation, is nothing more
than a foil for the rough comedy
antics and grotesque acrobatic didoes
of the runtish Dooley. It is Dooley
who Atlaslike carries the act on his
shoulders. Dooley is the type of vaude-

comic

who

runs roughshod around

the stage, keeping a straight face and
takes all sorts of slides, bumps, falls
and throws in a few eccentric acrobatics to help his buffonery along.
Rube's work in the main consists of
walking on at the opening in a khaki
uniform, with Helen Clement, who is
dressed as a Red Cross nurse, doing
some dialog with Dooley, who is in
nondescript uniform, with rifle on
shoulder and clanking sabre scabbard
at his heels, does his bit with several
numbers and then dresses in exaggerated female attire for a burlesque
scene. At the Palace Dooley's makeup,
natural comedy monkeyshines and
acrobatics were surefire all the way,

and with Dooley working as only
Dooley can, the result of the Marquard-Dooley turn was never in doubt.
Only once did Rube show any speed on
the try for the low comedy and that
was on the finish, where Rube dons
the feminine low-cut dress that showed
Rube's angular chest bones prominently. Miss Clement dresses well and
sings effectively. The act will stand

off

up for comedy purposes with Bill
Dooley and his short, squatty outlines
funnily contrasted with the tall, sharpfeatured Marquard. The men were
assigned the closing spot at the Palace
and with the show short on comedy,
Mark.
more than held their own.

Jones and Greenlee.
Singing and '"'alking.
17 Mins.;

Ono

(Special Drop).

Fifth Ava.

Man and woman in a talking skit,
the greater portion of which borders
on the familiar family squabble and
contains aged "gags" about mother-inlaw, etc. The talk is sufficiently consistent to gain laughs, but hardly in
the better grade houses, through the
combination looking just a trifle shy of
the required "class." What recognition
was gained could be laid directly to
the comedian who works just the opposite to the woman. He had more experience probably, working his points
slowly and seeming to make sure they
are planted before going after the
laugh. If the woman would study a
more easy manner,
to

her.

(Special Drop).

A

it would be of aid
medley of patriotic airs

passed them away nicely.
Herbert'* Revue.
10 Mins.; One and Full Stage.
23rd Street.
Herbert's Revue has one virtue, a
special drop. The act appears to have
been formed to give an impression of
a cabaret. If securing small time with
the six or seven people carried, it will
Sime.
be lucky.

Pat Rooney became his own best
critic Monday evening at the Royal,
when, in a speech at the conclusion of
the new turn Rooney and Bent are
presenting, Mr. Rooney mentioned it
was only the eighth time they had
played it; that before long they expected to have it shaped up for laughing purposes like any of the other
former Rooney and Bent acts. It was
almost miraculous, a new act admitting
faults in a big time house, but Pat was
right.

And

his

and Coyle.

Dancing).
23 Mins.) Full Stage

Royal

oi»

ville

Ono

Caits Bros,

"Too Much Gas" (Comedy and

own acknowledgement

softened the blow, besides installing
confidence into those of the audience
that a chap with sense enough to admit shortcomings had sense enough
to remedy them. The new Rooney and
Bent act carried no author's name on
the program. It is placed via a special
drop before an apartment house, somewhere uptown in any town. Marion
Bent is the daughter of a physician.
His sign, Dr. Bent, is in a window on
the ground floor.
Marion and Pat
arrive from opposite directions, but
reach the door simultaneously, each
with a grip. There the plot seems to
end and it is as much of a mystery
where it commenced, or why it happened at all. The principals address
each other by their given names, have
some inconsequential dialog (it could
be said pointless dialog), and the best
line in the turn (about dresses being
cut shorter or sidewalks lowered), has
been retained from the couple's last
act. When the turn was over there
remained only Pat's dancing, a couple
of songs and Marion's dresses to be
remembered. One of the songs, sung
by Pat, on "Exemption" is in a comedy
vein, dwelling upon the reasons for
exemption claims. It started off like a
world beater in a novel scheme for a
war comic, but the second verse killed
the number as though it had been
bombarded. That second verse was in
bad taste in these days, and Pat should
have it rewritten altogether. The
other number was "I've Got An Idea,"
written especially since "Little Pat and
Mabel" were mentioned, with Pat
answering in the lyric that they had
Little Pat but where was Mabel?
In
the act is a nut chorus song on "The
Queen of the May" that Pat started to
"plug" for funmaking but the affair
wasn't worth the effort and the audience declined to become interested,
even after the sheet with the chorus
was let down. A bit with a couple of
stage hands or "company" had a laugh
or so and this can also be worked up.
It was Pat's dancing that pulled the
turn over and Pat had some dancing
to do, following by a few minutes only
the Bennett and Richards turn which
holds one of the best eccentric dancers
on the stage. But Pat got away with
it and he will get away with this act,

Pop Rooney is a thorough vaudesnowman. He and his wife are
the most popular of the big
time favs. Marion always looked well,

(5),

Special Set,

Ono (18).
Royal
"Most extraordinary!" was the way
Leo Maase always expressed himself
when failing to understand something.
Maase was a nice fellow. Used to be
a foreign agent in New York. Just
before the war started Maase, who
was then in England, went over to

Germany and remained
not

from choice.

Last

was reported injured

there, perhaps
heard of he

in battle.

sound plausible to those

Doesn't

who knew

Leo. He wasn't physically fit to be at
the front and why they should send a
nice fellow like Leo into action and
leave the Kaiser at home is past understanding. Maase was a very tempera* mental
guy. He worked himself into
a state of nerves worse than New
Jersey. His passion was losing playing poker. Once Maase lost $27 in a
limit and worried about it
because he wanted to know what limit
he should have been playing to lose
that amount. When Maase was playing poker, he thought of bookings and
when booking, thought of poker. Here

5-10-cent

was the

oiigiiial

cuss

wno

couldn't

keep his mind on his business, and his
business was booking. When attending to his business Maase saw many
Some helped to increase his
acts.
nervous condition. That isn't the
reason he went to Europe and got
into the war, however. Still, if he
comes back and sees the Caits Brothers
trying to play a comedy sketch, he will
The
repeat, "Most extraordinary 1"
business of the Caits Brothers in
shoe
vaudeville has been dancing, soft
dancing, quite nice dancing of its kind,
and they always appeared to know but
one kind. Now they are trying to be
comedians and trying to be very funny
comedians with burlesque material
furnished by Herbert Moore, the Chicago wri*-r. It's a dentist's office, with
the stage sectionally set into the reception and operating rooms at the
dental office. Lew Caits is the office
boy, who, in the absence of the dentist,
poses as that practitioner, and gives
gas to two patients, one of whom is
Joe Caits and the other Miss Coyle, a
recent addition to the former two-act
of the Caits Brothers. Quite a leap
from soft shoe dancing is a try for

comedy that would almost call for
Conroy and LeMaire to properly get
over. It's the Conroy and LeMaire
style, in the main idea that suggests a
"Dr. Dippy" afterpiece rewritten, but
whether the comedy attempt fails so
badly because of the Caits Brothers'
company or the author is a matter of
opinion, with the Caits boys easily
receiving the benefit of the doubt.
After closing the comedy portion of
the turn, that has no finish, the Caits
come into "one" for their regular business, dancing, winding up that with a

for

ragtime dancing wedding, when Miss

ville

Coyle, who is in the same comedy class
with her companions, conclusively exhibited that while she had changed her,
gown, she was entirely at a loss when
dancing. War is terrible, but there are
some things at home the boys at the
front need have no regret for missing.
And if Maase still lives, he had better
remain abroad until the Caits Brothers

among

danced with much spirit and took
capable care of her share, but the act
won't be there until it is made. Sime.
Albert Farrell and Co.

(1).

Rag

Pictures.
12 Mins.; Full Stage.

change
since

Assisted by a good looking woman,
Albert Farrell constructs pictures by
using bits of cloth or "rags," they
working back stage on frames affixed
on the back drop. At the opening Mr.
Farrell uses oil or water color for one
scene, the girl Working simultaneously
on a rag design of a Dutch girl. Their
last picture (of cloth) is of patriotic
flavor, showing a dock to which a
battleship is warped and a line of soldiers at attention. During the woman's

picture she warbles, but not
possessing a pleasant voice it sounds
all wrong.
Otherwise the act should

"sofo"

fit

nicely as a

pop opening

their act.

be very long.

Harlem O. H.

act.

Ibee.

Monday

It

That probably won't
may have happened

night.

Sime.

Gertrude Cogut.
Songs.
18 Mins.; One.

MIW SMOWI HIT

WHK

-Kitty Darlin'", Casino (Nov.

5).

-Miss

1S17,"

Century (Nov.

5).

"Pipes of Pan," Hudson (Nov.

"Barbara," Plymouth (Nov.

5).

5).

Garry McGarry and Co. (f ).
"The Garden of Aloha" (Hawaiian).
14 Mins.; Ono and Full Stage (Special
Set).

Royal.

Garry McGarry presents "The Garden of Aloha," called "A Dramatic
Hawaiian Dance Pantomime," in two
scenes, and with a synopsis of the
story on the program, also on a picture
sheet before the piece starts. The
synopsis tells a sad story, of a
naval
infatuation
for
an
officer's
Hawaiian maid, but his ship sailing
terminates the romance, also the act,
which was played almost as sadly as
the story reads. Notwithstanding the
extensive program space devoted to
this turn and the curious setting that
might have been of Egypt, Persia or
Honolulu, "The Garden of Aloha" is
just an "Hawaiian act." Outside of its
tale and the white-faced star, Mr.
McGarry, it is very strongly remindful of Toots Paka's Hawaiian turn. As
an Hawaiian act it's just ordinary, with
instrumentalists for the main support
and Libuse Barusek (featured) doing
the customary Hawaiian dancing, barelegged. Mr. McGarry, who personally
staged the turn, hits it its hardest
blow, with his pantomime acting as
the lieutenant.
Still as a sight act
there may be some consideration given
Sime.
it by the big time bookers.

Lulu Sutton and Co. (2).
"For the Lore of Sammy" (Farce).
13 Mins.; Three (Interior).

Young man

in

ready to suicide.
to cheer him up.

dire

straits,

almost

Young woman tries
He tells her of rich

who

could write a check for $250—
cover the debt at hand
but had cut the boy off because he refused to become an undertaker. Relative arrives suddenly. Girl had notified
kin

sufficient to

Sammy had died. Sammy feigns
death. A sheet covers him. Girl tries
to explain everything. As the visitor is
an undertaker, he decides to embalm
Sammy. Periodical exits from room
prior to proposed undertaking process to get water, etc., give Sammy
and girl chance to exchange dialog and
provide new situations by going from
one couch to another. Some snappy
him

surefire talk, with Miss Sutton doing
the best. The audience laughed boisterously.
Can't miss in the pop houses.
Stark.

Laing and Green.
Songs.
10 Mins.; One.
American Roof.

An elderly man and woman who are
singing some of the old songs. The
liked the act Mondav night and
called them back for an encore, so
they immediately put a crimp in the
whole act with a "red fire" unnecessary
finish.
One of the numbers is the song
that won the contest down at the
Fifth Avenue a few weeks ago, "Break
the News to Mother," and it sounded
as if they were going to show illustrated slides with it.
Roof

American Roof.
Gertrude Cogut's opening song was
put over nicely, but after that something went wrong. She is doing an
Italian character number that could
just as well be left alone and would
cut down the act a little. The turn
is running too long now, and if made
shorter would do better on any bill as
Miss Cogut has appearance and her
voice is fairly good. She did very well
with her last number.

The Menards

(2).

Acrobatic.
7 Mins.; Three.
Fifth Ave.

The Menards, two women

in

con-

ventional ground tumbling. They differ
greatly in size, with the smaller an
able
assistant
through
her
light
weight. The costumes might be changed
for
act

something more
is

attractive.

suited for the smaller

bills.

The

t

»v

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
18 Mint.;
City.

Three (Flag-draped Seage).

Ralph T. Kettering, the Chicago
press agent and playwright, had written this three cheers during the days
the dove of peace basked serenely in
the sunlight it would be a 100-1 it
wouldn't stand up very long as a
vaudeville commodity. But these are
war times. So Kettering's incident in
If

.

life of Lincoln when he stopped a
in public to grant
a southern girl the life of her brother
sentenced as a Rebel spy to be shot at
sunrise -omes into vaudeville at a
time when it is sure to receive the
closest attention and respect. Kettering's idea isn't such a bad one. It nas
a sentimental and pathetic strain that
works out a pleasing finale. Anybody
impersonating Lincoln has a mighty
difficult task, yet the man in this sketch
does it so splendidly he need never
fear Ben Chapin's close inspection. The
drawl during the speech, becomes a'
trifle monotonous, yet anything that
Lincoln said or wrote during his career

the

momentous speech

worth repeating any time anywhere.
There are four characters. Secretary
Stanton is also impersonated by a man
who does not overact. At the City,
where cosmopolitan types are always
is

in the majority, the audience not only

seemed to enjoy the entire sketch, but
appeared to grasp the theme all the
way. There was much applause when
Lincoln received word that Lee had
surrendered at Appomattox, giving the
orchestra the cue for "Dixie" as the
Mark.
curtain rang down.

10 Mint.; Three (Special Drop).
23rd Street.
Will Rogers is a very common type
of cowboy. All of them, at least those
who are seen on eastern stages, walk,
talk and act as he does. That they
don't do it as well is expalined maybe
through Bill having been longer East.

14th Street.
Edgar Bixley, with some
rial
and a new straight

batic).
Special Sot.

LaVeen and Cross have seen the
sign of the times. These fine athletes
have entirely subordinated their acrobatic ability in favor of their show
sense, which told them comedy only
was preferable. In their present travand strong act of
esty, acrobatic
"Julius and Brutus," the judgment appears to have been vindicated, for they
have without doubt a laughing burlesque turn in a spectacle setting.
Both are in comedy makeup as Roman
gladiators, with one doing a nance.
He makes the nance funny, mostly by
suggestion

through

the

idea,

and

W. LaVeen

or Alex.
he
character,
Cross playing that
should extend it. There is also a third
bit,
for
but
a
appears
who
member,
interrupting the act by placing an
"Extra card on an easel, then doing
a silly magical trick. It happens in
just right. There are some comedy
posings that run a trifle long but contain laughs, although the heartiest
funmaking happens toward the finish,
when this couple employ the wire a la
Collins and Hart. LaVeen and Cross
establish themselves with this turn as
an excellent comedy opening or closSime.
ing big time turn.

whether

it

is

S.

Norwood and White.
Talk and Songs.
14

Mins.;

One and a Half

(Special

Drop).
23rd Street.
A talking and singing turn with a
special drop of a park, with lighted

around

that can
hardly expect much recognition in the
East. The turn does not look new. nor
does it sound so from its material, a
routine that has been heard before,
concerning the husband who promised
a diamond ring to a strange girl. When
accused of it by his wife, his explanation was that another man who looked
exactly like him did it. but he was mistaken by the girl for the other fellow
and gave her his home address when
asked. The wife retained the ring and
when her husband wanted it. replied
the other fellow called while he was
away and thinking he her husband, she
The couple
gave the ring to him.
sing, also dance. The man playing the
Mine.
husband has gray hair.

lamps

running

it,

When

cess.

this is boiled

down

swinging it. When not he is looking
at the ground, talking in the Rogers
way. It must have happened that one
show Bill forgot his gun. Mr. Crutchfield doesn't chew gum.
There is a
special
drop marked "7XL Bunk
House" and a moving picture plot, with
Miss Crutchfield singing "Childhood
Days." The Crutchfields may be able
to make some of the small time. But
what a pleasure it must be to travel
over the western country and encounter all these Bill Rogers' cowboys
It's remarkable they don't all come
East and get what Bill does weekly for
doing what they can do so easily. Bill
isn't getting over $750 a week now.
Perhaps the western bunch don't know
that. But it's true. It can't be pos-

acceptably at times, although it was
impossible to overlook his futile attempt to handle a little English bit,

others.

sible that there are
be,

some expert

new and which
of

bit

lariat

who were
for

Bill

Long and Ward.

Rogers

IS Mins.; One (2); Full Stage.
14th Street.

Songs.
20 Mins.! One and Full Stage (Parlor).
Fifth Ave.

Man and woman

9

musical combination striving for
something different with practically a
straight musical and singing specialty
that will undoubtedly gain a position
in the smaller houses through it lacking the essential ingredients to gain a
better position. The man opens in a
spot in "one" playing a violin.
He
does this well enough, but as the turn
continues, perhaps for novelty sake,
enters from every possible wing while
in the full stage set.
He is an ordinary violinist, working nicely, but
shows little technique. The woman
pays most of her attention to singing,
also the piano. She looked becoming
in a neat gown, and also possesses a
voice that should be given more prominence. That the returns even snowed.
They should also insert a new closing,
for it is evident the woman knows verylittle about a violin, and could just as
well sing the entire song instead of attempting to play the instrument.

opening in "one"
dressed as street singers, which from
the following business is supposedly a
dream. Going to full stage, they arrange a reportoire for their intended
fling upon the stage. Their little talk
eould not be understood in the rear of
the house. The man opens with a
Scotaji number, with the woman following with a ballad. A Coster number by the man is then used. These

numbers could all stand a change, for
the opening is entirely too slow and
quiet, although the intentjon might be
to offer a refined turn on that order.

The closing number upheld the act
nicely, in fact the two solos by the
man in a pleasing baritone was the
only spot where anything apnroaching
the proper type of songs was noticeable. They closed unusually well with
a slow dropping of the curtain. They
might better be judged though before
a different audience.

IS Mins.)

is the corridor in a cafe.
hat check girl stands ready to "gyp"
the patrons. John T. Ray as a stranger
in the city is at first averse to handling
over his dicer, saying it had already

son

makes the

first

of sev-

appearances with a fairly good
dance number. The two men at the
finish are the "Ganzy Twins," an oldman burlesque done formerly when
Ray wac teamed with Bert Howard.
Should find a safe berth on the smaller
bills and may land in an early spot in
the better grade shows.
Jbee.
eral

credit

the good will of the audience. The
dancing is not on the sensational
order, but well arranged steps neatly
turned off. with both boys looking well
in evening clothes.
According to the
returns at the Fifth Ave. the first half,
they should hold up a "No. 2" spot on
the bigger programs.

\

Kenny, Mason and SchoII.
RoMer Skating.
8 Mins.; Full Stage.
23rd Street.

Three hoys in a roller skating act,
two skating and the third a top
mounter, acrobatics, mostly carrying,
being done, which is a departure for
of turn but does not

(tips plus original cost).

Following some dialog the third perin the act

lift

Mine.

it

Good appearance and a cleverness at
delivering numbers, especially by the
woman, should bring bookings.

They

open with a duet; "You're Keeping
Something From Me," followed by
"Saving My Love," with the man at the
piano. It is this number that shows
the woman to best advantage, she displaying a dialect accomplishment in
singing .the chorus in cockney and
"wop." "Loving Rag" was the finish.
The man had one number at the piano
while his partner made a costume
change. Her dressing is of the classy
kind. This team should make the bigIbee.
ger houses, it seems.

Browning and Dean.

.

two-man team lately arrived from
where they were for several
seasons ago with a different act. The

The drop

9 Mins.; One (Special).
Fifth Ave.
Stanley and Burns deserve

Fifth

A

Fifth Ave.

him $40

lbt*.

Willing and Jordan.
Songs and Piano.
13 Mlns.f One,

the west,

(Special Drop).

A

cost

above small time.

One

'

Talh.
16 Mins.) One.
2Sd Street.

John T. Ray and Co. (2).
"Chech Your Hat" (Shit).

Stanley and Burns.
"After The Club" (Songs and Dances).

for
attempting something different
with a straight dancing specialty. This
they did well enough, with a novel
opening before a special drop in "one"
representing a club house. A light conversation followed by the introductory
song, allows them to go into the opening dance, and immediately they gained

the girls deliver. One
the misses has a sort of female
baritone voice, employing it to advantage with "You've brought Ireland
Right Over to Me" and "There's Something in the Name of Ireland."
how Irish melodies generally win an
audience and this was no exception.
Ward himself added one to the list
with "Don't Tell Reilly." Ward used
the specialty idea with his "Matinee
Girls" several seasons ago. He has been
playing out of town with the present
turn for some time and has whipped it
into good shape. Group piano playing
suggestive of the "Pianophiends,"
is
but it isn't paramount in this act. There
are two costume changes with the second much an improvement over the
A real hit fell to the act without
first.
effort and it nearly stopped the show.

after

One

caused Bixley much confusion whether
bows or have the

Kubanoff and Teranta.
Singing and Musical.

style

man works

to keep on taking
lights turned out.

a little like Bill, too, enough any way
to make one think he is a relative, perhaps as distant as the difference beQime.
tween the salaries.

this

straight

striped tights. They play a base drum
and cornet, to such results that it

never West. That
is such a
common type and they all seem so
much like he is. Mr. Crutchfield looks

can't

The new

changing from tramp ma"ke-up.
should go right out. Both open
in tramp make-up. with talk that bears
relation, probably arranged at
little
random for laughs. Bixley also does
some talk alone, growing familiar with
the audience during the course of the
conversations, but the closing is weak,
and proved more disappointing after
gaining their confidence. It is a Scotch
finish, with Bixley wearing the old
brush in front and a flashy pair of

1

throwers

piano and song act in all the term
Five pianos are used. Will J.
Ward and four of the girls playing the
instruments. The fifth damsel enters
with a song from the audience. But
she is not the only one to vocalize. All
the girls have specialties' aside from
their playing. One gets away with a
classical selection, another does a bit
of stepping and the others warble. The
singing isn't exceptional, but it's pleasing and applause fetching. Ward has
collected some Irish songs which sound
implies.

to a

proper running and re-routineu, it
should prove just as amusing as his

A

Royal.

A

One

of the Crutchfields is a man, tall
and of acrobatic tendencies, when
handling a lariat. He acrobats when

(5).

23 Mins.i Full Stage.

new mate-

man, has
framed another turn along others he
has heretofore been identified with, and
like them should prove a laughing suc-

'

LaVeen and Cross.
"Julius and Brutus" (Comedy Acro-

Will J. Ward and Girls
Pianos and Songs.

Edgar Bixler and Co. (1).
Singing, Talking and Musical.
20 Mins. i One.

The Crutchfields,
Rope Act.

"Lincoln of the U. S. A."

Drama .ic.

23

Jones and Sylvester.
"The Huckster and the Ham."
15 Mins.; One (Special Drop).
Fifth Ave.
George Jones and Harry Sylvester
have not a great deal of difference in
present turn, "The Two Drummers," and the one they first offered
some seasons ago. The huckster annoys the other, who is an actpr, just
finishing his toilet and visible at the
window. There is some comedy provided by reference to vegetables in
reply to the "ham's" bragging about
his success on the stage. But they got
returns with their vocal efforts, Sylvester starting things with his sneezing number. They made no attempt at
vocal flights and went over for a hit.

their

lbee.

present turn has but one member doing black-face, in the character of a
hack driver who lost his rig when the
nag streaked for the open country.
They have a routine of dialog, which,
while it doesn't consume much time,
has a number of new gags which won
real laughs. The men have a tendency*
Ibit.
to talk too loud.

Dagmar Dalgron and

Co. (1).
"Spring time" (Classical Dancing).
Full Stage.
23d Street.
A girl dancer and a harpiste, amidst
plush curtains, the harpiste filling in
waits while seated at her instrument
on a raised dais to the rear of the
stage. The dancer, probably Dagmar
Dalgren. as billed, dons Grecian costumes and displays an alarming and
not over attractive waste of nudity.
The girl appears to have the wrong
idea. Vaudeville doesn't want her bareness, and she has nothing else to offer.

Sim*.

The Arrens (2).
Comedy Acrobats.
8 Mins.; Full Stage.

Man
little

in

clown

loose falling,

white

and

doing a

some Bert Melrose

stuff and other equilibristic
batic work for comedy.

and acro-

Woman

a

p'ump, breezy individual in knickers
/o/o.
and bare knees. Small timers
(Continued on page 25.)
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K
PALACE.
I

I

Not a greet show but It rounded oat a pretty
lonf evening, with one of thoee vsal-1 ll-bedurned sketches ooneumiof more time then
anything Alee, The show wss strong In sections, with some of the comedy Insertions especially wsll received although the song deluge
cloee to swamping everything else.
Meehsn's dogs gave the show a good tart,
the performance of the leaping greyhounds as
Phlna
ususl furnishing the biggest feature.
and pickaninnies did well In the second position, with the picks doing the best work
Phlna Isn't doing much these days,
dancing.
and Is using the smallest pick to cloee the
turn with sn imitation of Nsn Halperta .
The new Creeay-Dayne sketch. "A City Cans."
probably fares better on the read, as the long
stretches of It st the Palace were as dry as
The Palace folks didn't
the Sahara desert.
seem to care much about IL Several women
knitted Industriously throughout whlls some of
The
ths men Carried on s war discussion.
days have passed when the oft-used expressions
of the goebdtuged denlsena of the rural dieThe truth
trtcta cause laughter In ths city.
seems to be that William Creasy Is sticking
around vaudeville on past performances.
entire
monolog
devotee
his
Collins
now
Milt
to comment on the war and has some very
He got away
snappy, humorous material.
After Collins apalowly hut soon had 'em.
peared Maurice and Florence Walton and their
white orchestra. Usuries was in s uniform of
a Preach mold while Miss Walton displayed
some wardrobe that looked continental. While
the pair showed flaahes of their old dancing
routine they also danced the ''Chasseur's Pox
Trot," which the program says Msurlos and
Miss Wkivua danced for the French and English soldiers. Miss Walton's dressing for this
number Is sure to have s lot of our best little
Broadway modiste shops out with "copies." It
Is not only of becoming daalga but Is classy
and neat. Maurice and Walton are not endeavoring to stretch out their program, but, on
the other hand, seem to be shortening It.
After intermission Camel and Kosa Ponslllo
sang entertainingly. Nobody seemed to fancy
the gestures the girls are using and they might
Invest in s nickel's worth mors to make their
present repertoire of hand poses s little more
varied.
The girls go In for distinctive dressing with the smaller of ths girls wearing a
clinging, shimmering black outfit that had
earns of the men forgetting she wss there as
a vocalist and not aa a modal of some sort,.
The glrla did better with one section of their
song routine than with others.
8wor and Avey and their bleckfaeed absurdttles had a soft spot and mads the beet of It.
Blossom Seelev and bar syncopated studio aaatatants offered a veritable feast of songs, with
Blossom bringing hack vivid reminders of her
todelo heydey. The most modest snd unassuming worker of the Seeley worker* Is the tall boy
at the piano and he sticks strictly to his knitting nil the way. Msrquard and Dooley (New
Acta) closed the show.
Mark.

came

ft

RIVERSIDE.
Here's a curious paradox : Every act on
the bill Mondsy night was enthusiastically
applauded, and when the audience filed out a
number of patrons were heard to express
themselves tbst ths show wasn't as good as
ususl.
An analysis of the bill doesn't reveal
a solution, yet. somehow, such seemed to he
the fact.
It
may hsve been due to Nora
Bnyes. who wss the Isst act. She stayed on
but 21 minutes. Including two healthy encores, the passing over the footlights of flowers snd s speech.
Miss Bayes was not at her best Although
Irving Fisher was programed to assist her
he was not In evidence, and this may have
necessltsted the changing of her routine,
often ruinous to the successful putting over
of an act. Then sirs in her eyes did not seem
to be properly msde up. which marred her
ususlly sttrsctlve spnesrsnee.
She offered
"Psullne Revere." "Nlckeleas N'lck." her serious letter song. "I'm Going to Be Brave,"
"Over There" snd "Dst's de Sweetest Flower
dst Grows." s coon ditty.
With but three
acts in the second art snd the brevity of her
turn, the show
Including the Pathe Weekly.
was over by IOJiO.
As sn Instance of how an spparently Inconsequent ta thins, can mar s turn, the first
hsir of Milt Collins' turn was msterlslly hurt
by the constant moving of one of the tormentor* by sumeone off stage. It wasn't left
In one ppot until Collins was well Into his
tangle talk monolog. and as a result he failed
to bold the attention of the audience until he
wan well along In his "speech."
After a
bard pull he got them strongly and they reI

sponded nobly.
Something was wrong with
the

In

second

who were

all

three sets

The Cameron

half.

Sinters,

Brat

after Interrelation, were programed to be anointed by Pave Wallace's
Syncopated Orchestra. The only assistant In
evidence was Burton Daniel* at the piano.
He was attired In s purple Eton Jacket. The
art \* patterned efter the etvk. of the Dolly
Fifltrr«. but the Cameron girl* are
good toe
danrrm. and when they finished received seven
benlthy rurtaln rail*.

Manklchl

and Co.. two Japanese men and
a woman, opem-d the performance with RIsley barrel
work and Hplnnlng top Juggling.

They up*

TTv<n"."r
••on-ie

the

barrel

ilmlli-r

I'm.'.

ond pnd hfd

?o

for comedy In a
of o;).er .Lap •«*« tor
Sinters were sec-

«tuff

thr.t

The 'ampbHI
to

mnke

a

speech before
*eore<J strongest

little

permitted to deport
They
with a very cute little number. "Nnhodv
Kr.nw« Where the Old Man Goes." a splendid
ditty n'onu orlp'nnl llgea.
1

eMalre and r,«iineher

WVntti-thf-Ne"

bftd

thirl

They

tlnie

—

Inn fin
private.

"The Dsttle

of

prett" eaxy Palling In
have a npeclal aetthe ntralght man play.
officer and the comedian a
colored
It la full of laughable travesty tuff,

position.
;i

In

tr«n,h

*r<ne.

Closing 4he fleet **H wwe^ «he-I
company of five* people. In the former
Digby
sketch,
Bell
by Wlnchell
written
Smith and John L. Oolden, "Mind Tour Own
Business."
Two of Mr. Bersoford's support
greatly Injure the net result Mr. Beresford
can produce with this comedy playlet.
It
went very nicely before the Royal crowd,
but should be properly east.
After Intermission came Joe Cock, fresh
from "The Red Clock," thst stopped, with
his "one-man vaudeville show," doing real
well In the position, although the Intermission held the house well enough through the

patterned alone tht Hoes of the old flallagnr
Billy
and Barrett "Battle ef Toe Soon."
Gould opened with an original comedy patriotic song, then some English wsr stories, another song glorifying George M. Cohan In
which are Incorporated excerpts from Cohan's
former song successes, snd finishes with some
burlesque imitations of the walks of soldiers
from different sections of this country* He
went very well.
8s Ills Fisher and Co. In Clare Kummer's
"The Choir Rehearsal." closed the drat half.
When singing Miss Fisher dlsplsyed tremendous volume, hut her speaking voles seems
to havs
no carrying power.
8lngers are

ford

orchestra

In Its overture featuring the trap
the spotlight
Bennett and
Richards will hsve to look about for a new
opening. Their novelty beginning sen hardly
stand repeats with the surety thst first greeted
It.
The remainder of the turn la always In
irdsr, for the dsnclng boy Is a wonder on
his feet.
The first song, although likely retained for the dance routine, could also staid
changing.
After Miss Bsker and Rooney and Bent
were Loose and Sterling;,, closing* ths performsnee with serlsl work on the bar. The
program mentions Nana Sterling as the perfectly formed woman through medal awarded, but she Is too thickly disguised by short
skirts for proof apparent.
Rslph Loans does
really a single toward the finish. In much
the same manner Jack
LaVler la now
performing on the trapese, talking and balancing.
Who did It first Is not known, but
Mr. Lobes does It exceptionally well.
One
of his balances brought an exclamation of
apprehension from the house, and some of his
single work secured plenty of lsughs.
Together they did some very fast performing.
At the opening, the lounge suit Mr. Lohee
wears does not hsrmonlae with the semievening dress of Miss Sterling's. An average
should be struck on the clothes end.
For
full value Loshe and Sterling might he green
a program position where Lobee's elngle
matter can go to the audience Instead of
being obliged to hold them In at the finish,
which this turn did solidly at ths Royal.
They are a corking good comedy acrobatic
act of appearance.
Sis**,

drummer under

usually not taught to speak, and vice versa.
They are two entirely different arts. That's
the difference between s "discuss" or" chanteuse" and a vocalists.
Miss Bayes Is about
the best exemplification that could he mentioned of the "dlseuse" sty Is of artiste. 8he
"tslks" her songs.
Most vsudevllllsns have
learned the ert of using their voices In both
fields of endeavor.
Joio.

ROYAL
The Royal

bill

this

week runs very ragged

part and falls to become properly
the second hslf. where most of the
bill's merit hss been crowded.
The program Is again headlined with Belle
Baker, In her second week at the Keith's
Bronx big time house. The Royal lately Increased Its admission to RO cents top In ths
orchestra during the week day a. going to that
figure from ftft cents, the former price. Something of an Increase for a neighborhood house,
but the Royal appears to have very nicely recovered.
Monday night's attendance was up
to the full quote for that evening, always a
light one uptown.
The popularity of Mies
Bnker might be ettiibuted to It. since there
wss no other plsustble reason, although the
added attraction of the Rooney and Bent asme
on the billing could be credited with some of
the drswlng power.
Mlsa Bsker gave a new angle to her interpretation of professional ethics Monday evening tbst counts for a great deel In her favor.
She appeared Just before Rooney and Bent
(New Acts) In the second hslf. The letter
team were next to closing, the arrangement
ocenrring through Bennett snd Rlchsrds (with
dancing) playing second after Intermission,
the two-man act sis© doing the Colonial this
week. For her second term at the Roval Miss
Bsker selected a repertoire of her old numbers, with two exceptions, and scored tremendously.
8he could have eaally held np
the performance snd Rooney snd BenvS turn
If the young women hsd so desired.
Mlsa
Baker hsd taken several bows snd could
hsve been In her dressing room while the
snnlsu«e wss holding up the show, but she
did not tske advantage of an opportunity
thst many another vsndevflllsn won Id hsve
grabbed st. *Mlss Bsker reappeared, sang
another number by request and retired, leaving a nice and easy entrance for RooneyBent.
Among Miss Baker's newer songs were
"Maaon snd Divon Line." opening, snd a
new wsr sons hallsd. "There Are a Thousand
Feroea In Fverv Corner of the T?. 8. A."
The hellad *©nnd« very rood, bnt Belle Bsker
can make anv ha f tad sound like a hit. for
there Is no one who excels tbl« alrl st pnttinr **rrm* th*t type of number.
8he also
u«*d "Pre«k the News to Mother" with a
rood result.
At the Roval It wss Miss
B»ker'»
former "Vlddr»h" number*, however th*t cau««d the rleta.
Belle B«ker Is
In fine ferro now. not alone In her work bnt
In a b«nrf«om»» sold dre** worn bv her.
She
1u«t1frlnr the two week** holdover route
I*
given her to head'tne the first week and IsMtom the next.
But the Roys I topped Miss
Raker for t>»e two week*. whl"b probably
dlrfn't c»ii«e her to ehed snv tears.
The Roval nro-r»m !• full of sofa new to
that seettnn end New York. The show opened
very well with one LsVeen *nd Croaa (New
Aet«) that left them laueh'ne at the etsrt,
to-h* followed b»/ Or** and Rvron. a mixed
d«vihie who taiv«d moatlr, bnt each had a
sone or so.
The young woman, for her
sons-, hsd the drop ro nn for a- psrlor set.
seated her-e'f at a concert rrand but n»ver
placed a note, tbonrh slnrlnv a song, afterwar* the t-trn ro'ng Into "one" sraln. It
looked a* though the aecnnd time In "one"
wsa for the convenience of the stare crew,
to *et. as the en«"<n« dt a 'o«- Indicted a
r prlo r woo Htm reoMlred
The tslk Is of a
lleht catlhro w'th the two-»ct of the fllrtat'on «ort both m^etlne- on the'«treef before
a
welehlnr m*eMne w'th the Hrl ssklne the ho T
for a nlrVet to wMeh herwetf. The md can h*rd'v
do for hie Mm» at nreoent. thoueh It m'~ht
hold nn an «»»»rlY wnot on the *mnt1 hi* time
N«"t cam* Calti Rro« and Cor'e (New Seta)
with n remedy *nee«alW net ooentnr that the
thre» plnver* wnllon*»d no hard there was
nothing for thl* ae^t'on to do but Hon d«smel'v.
which It d«d
The bova revWed
th»m«elve* with d«nrin«r. but they are not
actorand even farther away from being
oomrrltpn*.
Jn
the No
4
epot waa "The
P.pr^on nt stohw." m"Vort thore from the c'o*Ine flr c t hr»'f noaltlon Trenlaced In the letter
pr-ot
hv Hwrrv Per«'ord and Co )
"The
H-rden" firn with C.»rrv MeGsrrv and Co
(Vow *rta) d'd not lift up the hhow any. but
rmw'ord and Rrodorlek. n*»rt auccesafully
(,tt«'d«'rt t" 'hnf important m!"lop.
y<m.\ f r *.\
H--U t,
f
rnp tt hm
nn i^, olll
tinrh promise.
Phe haa methoda of her own
and a p^nll^r peraonalltv. rem'nd^'H at
tlme« of Chnrlotte Or*»enwood.
Leater CrawIn its first
set before

.

ford

I-

nont

e

>

1'tvenMe

sln^r and danger

Ml«« Proderick alan «ins* and dance*
Roth
can hand'** tplk.
Pome of th.«r material la
v#tv rrvod
Home rot worth whMe. but Ml«i
Urodfrlck \p worth wntchlng.
The net preFent P en'oyahel entertainment and
m1*ht caat
about for a «ketch «ettln« In "one" that
would give them more continuity and oppor:

luulty.

ALHAMBRA.
*

s

This Is "Anniversary Week" at the Alhambra, and there are eleven acta.
Manager
Harry Bailey celebrated tim event by riding
up to the matinee after the regular Tuesday
managers' meeting In a tail cab.
A huge
touring car hit the taxi a wallop, smashing
It up pretty badly, but Harry escaped with
only hla feelings lacerated and a few brulaea.
The ahow started at 8:03 with the Penn
Trio, three men, gymnasts, who work on a
Ealr of psrrallel bars snd do a grod act of that
Ind.
Holmea and Buchanan, who sing aonga
of bygone days In the costume cf the Colonial
period, and usually work In an Interior, had
to do their act In "one," owing to the frameup of the bill. Robert Buchanan scored his
usual hit with his fine rendition of "Sally In
Our Alley." and Mlsa Holmes looked very
sweet In her boopsklrt.
Drew and Wallace, with their singing, dancing and crossfire skit, "At the Drug Store."
registered a strong hit.
"Courting Days," a
musical comedietta, book by Homer Miles,
lyrics by Jean Haves, music by George Botoford, Is a clean, breezy singing skit, with
four men and three women, all good singers
and capable actors.
It Is well staged snd
mskee s clsssy set for sny vsudevllle bill.

John 8wor snd West Avey, In southern
negro characterisations, are a felicitous combination.
Tbeir card game pantomime opening Is a most artistic piece of work.
8ome
of the old 8wor and Mack act is used, but
most of the msterlsl Is new snd contains
more "Jen" than the old vsudevllle team
used to employ. The finish, with 8wor doing
H,wa,,an d «ee with a straw skirt. Is
_
hardly
strong enough to follow the good work
that precedes it.
Will J. Ward and his Five Symphony Oirle
(New Acts) closed the first part. It's a good
set.
only marred by the star's persistent
"crabbing" of bis girls' singing, through his
Interpolation of comedy "asides," designed for
comedy— which it isn't. "Creation." depleting "The Birth of the Universe." with scenic
and electric effects, reopened the entertainment, and were In turn succeeded by Hallen
and Hunter.
Miss Hunter played s violin
and Mr. Hallen did "nut" singing snd talking, which pleased tbe audience Immensely.
Jane Connelly and Co. In "Betty's Courtship." wss accorded Ita due share of appreciation, and Lyons and Tosco were given a
hearty welcome.
The Four Nlgbtons. with
their

scrobstlcs snd posing, closed.
A big
show In the matter of qusnttty. but a bit shy
on quality, taking It as a whole.
Jolo.

COLONIAL.
With "The Forest Fire" headlining, the show
was only s fair entertainment
aa fsr aa vaudeville goee. The Colonial's lower
floor Monday night held but half capacity.
The balcony wasn't any too strong and tbe
at the Colonial

gallery had
plnuee that

The

the uaual. evidenced by the apthat section at times

came from

underwent several shifts In the
running order, due to the non-appearance of
Al and Fanny 8teadman and the entry of Bennett and Rlchnrda.
This act went Into the first
pari.
ne*t lo closing Intermission. Mlgnon
switching to the opening after Intermission
snd "Tbe Foreat Fire" closing tbe first part,
having been moved up from cloalng tbe show.
Rohertp. assisted by Bea Verera. In a combination of Juegllng nd slngln*. opened to fair
applause return.
The Six American Dancers
bill

t

In the aecond apot
pulling down atrong applauBe with the red fire flnlab. "The Dance of
the Allies."
RudlnofT. with hla smoke drawings, stsrted slowly and It looked for
s moment as though the gallery waa going to give
him the bird, but once underway bis work
Interested.
The whistling finish went big.

M

Dennett and Richards wwre ths~ fl'tt rent
Their novelty opening brought
laugh and the dancing aent them along.
Ths Forest Fire" played alowly up to the
point of the effect that get something.
Mlgnon had tbe audience walking In on her
first number, hut looked as though she was
going to walk away with nil the honors ee
she oame along to her finish. She has sevsrel
new Impersonations, Including Frances White,
Henry Lewis and Bsrnsrd Omnvllls. using the
Charles Grapelatter an n eraelng number.
win and Anna Chanee. la "Pougnkeepsie,"
were a mngh from start to finish.
L. Wolfe Otlbert and Aaatol Frtedlaad. cloning, were the applause hit of the show, finishing no strong that they might have sunt an"Camouflage" brought
other number or two.
laugha. but It waa the girl planted In the box
who placed the wallop Into "When the Boys
Come Marching Home," although the arrangehit of the hill.

a

ment of hits of the past
of the ant.

wss ths

The currant Hearst-Pathe
flnlah coming at 1(X6S.

best received

cloned the

hill,

the

Fnd.

AMERICAN ROOF.
A

lot of

comedy

In the

Roof show Monday

night, bat the audience didn't seem to think
so funny/' With one or two exceptions the
ecu Just shout passed. Towards the last the
Some
people started walking out wholesale.
didn't come back after Intermission.
It

The Ovandoe (New Acta) opened, while
Loins and Oreen (Nsw Acts) followed. Provost and Ooelet were No. 8 and with their
acrobatic bit did fairly welL It la a good turn
for the small time, but It could bo cut down
n little If one of the boyo would stop playing
"Tlppsrnry" (?) on the guitar.
Laurie Ordway, with her comedy songs, got
some lsughs. but shs Is stalling too much.
If las Ordway did four numbers. Three st least
took five or six minutes to go through. 8chrode
and the Beaumont 81stsrs are doing the old
Billy Van act. "Prone."
If there were over
three or four laugha during the aketeh, they
weren't heard. This act may not be current
for todays vaudeville. It waa all right In lis

time.

Gertrude Oogut (New Acts) opened after
the tea-minute Intermission and waa followed
by Gordon Bldiid and Co., doing an old act,
a real old boy. The three women are quite
ordinary, end Mr. Bldrld could pick up a bit
himself.
The whole company might benefit
by securing a new playlet
Cook and 8teveno were In a eoft spot and
took full advantage of It.
According to the
way tbe houes received them st ths finish It
waa quite evident they were over by a mile.
Helene Trio closed, doing a nloe aerial act,
and Played to a house thst waa Boated, what

waa

left

of 'em, the audlenos waiting for the

Arbuckle picture.

23D STREET.
When

that dear old gentleman,

Tony Pas-

had his Justly famous vaudeville theatre
on 14th street. Mike Scott often appeared there.
Since Pastor passed away Mike hasn't been
around New Tork eo much.
The last time
heard from he was figuring on how to msks
the Jump from Boston to Halifax and havs
enough left to return to Boston. Mike said In
a letter he was afraid before he could figure
It out the week would be gone.
Mike Scott was an Irlahman who didn't have
to pay royalty to use the name.
He waa also
a clog dancer.
Pedeetnl clog dancer.
Mike
hade a standing chsllenge of $1,000 to dsnoe
at the clog style with anyone In the world,
but he didn't have tbe $1,000.
When Mike 8cott entered upon the stage
appesrlng In "one." he wore at first his busi-

tor,

ness

suit, in case he sbould be suddenly called
to fill an emergency elsewhere.
It had been
his business suit for some time and may be
yet.
Mike wae very buslnees-llke. but he had
then only been In thle country about eight

years snd the show business wss commencing
wesr on his temperament. After Informing
the sudlence be came from Dublin. Informa-

to

always seemed to please snd smuae
them, Mike told a few stories.
They were
very good etories. for they hsd often been
tested.
Then Mike danced, first stripping
down to an Irish setting and afterward doing
his clog upon a pedestal.
Mike, when pressed, would admit be bad
always been a riot at Pastor's, but confidently
said it was nothing to wbat bs bad done In
other places.
Mike often spoke of bis worldwide experience and seemed very familiar with
Boston.
When ssked how he did at Indianapolis. Mike replied be left Ireland too young
tion thJt

to visit that town.

One day Mike hsd an Idea. He was assisted
to It with eaae and it obsessed him for a long
time.
couldn't he headline at Hammerstein s and catch the Irish vote.
Mike confessed it hsd been one of bis smbltlons. snd
to
relieve the management of the usual

Wny

embar-

asstnent Mike stated be wouldn't Insist on any
particular time or position.
To accommodate Mike, tbe late William
Hammersteln had tbe subject broached to blm
When Willie recovered he opined It might be
orth *
w.T butwh,,e ch *m«- Willie bad heard about
Mike
be had never heard Mike.
Willie
took to it favorably though and Mike
was Informed of progress.
Mike was on the point
of buying a new suit and pedestal when
Willie
concluded that with Mike the riot be
was at
tor .• upon opening at Hamrnersteln's.
tbe
*.w
enthualaam
for bla act might bring about the
destruction of the theatre at tbe Drat
show
gillie said he thought be ought to think
of hla
rather first.
8o Mike Scott lost bis great chance because

he was such a riot everywhere.
d a y u we r* " ,wav " confidential with
u«.
^
M«^2
1
Mike,
tipping
Inside
stuff
about youraelf
wherever you are around Boston, here's tha
return-thst If you didn't headline at Ham!
e
ou cn u,d have headlined the flret
? < i™ lbill
.« !v?
half
this week at tbe 23d Street and
been
,ot a||a,n£.' Mvae old
That was somi
l^L
li
J"
chow, Mike, poms show.
lad.
Jluww
.

.
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SHOW REVIEWS
HARLEM

H.
a offers

fore, the City Is

the nrlj
fArt of the ink didn't tarnish good iidumlstst Up to and Including ths vsry ordinary
SO C tool oomedy whloh bisected fho eight-sot
In a semlshow, tho house Monday night

tk#

half of the

first

MfUioltnt

state.

bill

m

Attendanoo waa

off

a

trifle,

ill reason advanced being that It waa preowlon weak.
the "comedy" reel Harry Hook aent
"Dixie Volunteers," and thereafter the
lee of the bill suooeeded In arousing the
Blsle White, following Hock, wss
i.
first to

make them pay

a fine
»ra for

the evening. As the "Plain Clothes

hit

and

attention, grabbing
really winning aplause

H she has bullded a likeable single for
l
•Iff,
and she'll probably be heard from
Miss White has a sort of song cycle,
li supposedly being a gsl detective.
Isle Williams and Go. were No. 6 with her
luolng little comedy, "Who Was to Blame?"
ty sure always to score In ths pop houses.
about some split salt at the first dinner
her wedded life. %flhe Insists her mother
lys said spilling salt portended a quarrel,
__ she succeeds In picking one with her
irfnd new husband.
.Leo Beers presented himself in next to
They liked his plsnolog and
losing spot.
Hooper
It by generous appreciation.
Marbury with songs and dances closed the
This couple have rather pretentious
[tt.
logs,
and Miss Hooper flashes some
frocks.
Perhsps a better arrangement
their dance numbers would work to their
intage.

Albert Parrel and Go. (New Acts) started
lings with novelty picture "painting."
Cooney 8!sters won fair return on sec"A Night In the Trenches" was third,
ttlag some laughter on the oomedy of the
bleekfaee characters, whose work Is
Kitly the best of the six persons concerned,
lowing were Conrad and Conley, two boys
Kith violin and piano. They seem to hare
looted an especially slow routine.
/bee.

81ST1TREET.
Par from being a regular show

at the 81st
Street the first half.
Three of the fire sets
on the*blll plea sed the audience that did not
finite fill fifty per cent, of the seating capacity of Tuesday night.
It was the nssty
weather earlier In the day likely that kept
the attendance down at night. In addition to

the vaudeville the program carried "On
Trial," the five-reel BssanAy, an educational
scenlo and a news weekly.
The Three Stewart girls opened with a
serlee of danoes. The girls look cute and all
are good steppers from the school of the Eng-

pony ballet. One of their best little bits
was a little pantomimic story told through
tho medium of dance posturing, cute, but old-

lish

Their skipping rope dance at the
finish was the best applause winner.
Glen
Blllson and Florence Dukee were In tbe secfashioned.

ond

spot,

replacing Colemap Ooets. who was
to closing because of the failure

moved next
of

Robinson

Newbold

and

Marie

Louise
Orlbbln to appear. Mr. Ellison offered a number of songs to piano accompaniment by Miss
Dukes. Incidentally Miss Dukes cornered the
applause hit of the act through two little solo
The laughing hit of the bill was
Stecee.
laude Durand and Co. In "Their Creed,"
particularly to the liking of the Broadway
audience. The act has been trimmed a little
bit toward the finish and Is playing with more
speed than when seen at the 23d Street some
weeks ago.
"On Trial" opened the second half of the
show, with Mr. Ooetz following It. He was
easily the hit of the show.
Goets has a
Eleasant personality on the stage and scored
to points In tslk as well as In song.
Tho Edwards Brothers with the former
Collins and Hart offering won a laughing
finish for the show.
The weekly closed.
Fred.

FIFTH AVENUE.
The Fifth Ave. fell a bit off In attendance
Monday night. There were a number of vacant seats on the lower floor when the show
got under way, but slowly most became occupied, although the audience never did appear
to

become settled.
It was a slow moving program, well enough

arranged, when taking Into consideration the
material at hand, but there was nothing to
lift It out of the rut.
James and Bonnie Thornton were listed as
the headllnera, and in the next-to-closing position, proved amusing.
They were given their
usual reception upon their entrance. The Gypsy 8ongsters were on rather late but when they
started to sing, the auditors stayed for the
final.
They closed unusually well.
Tbe Menards (New Acts) opened, with Stanley and Burns, Long and Ward and Jones and
Greenlee (New Acts) placed accordingly. They
were followed by the weekly pictorial, with
Angel Aldwell and Co. in the next spot. The
act held fhe interest nicely, with the patriotic
Idea further aiding. A new straight has probably been engaged, lending considerable asalRtance with his singing, done with a passable
voice.
joyed.

The

old man's

comedy was

fully

en-

Collins and Hart easily gained their usual
laughs.

CITY.
With drums and fifes splitting the air around
the lair of the Tnmmany tleor and parados
winding up nearly every night acr^nn the
street from the City it behoovra the Fox theatre management to play the old flag stuff
up for all It Is worth. Evor since tho "Recruit" was built In Union Souare and the soldiers began to gather at the 14th street armory
wsr ballyhoos havo been working overtime
along the Fourteenth street way. So. there-

getting
cheers.

pictures

only abreast of the times In
and acta that sound three

The flag stuff at the City the first half ran
more to two acta than anything also, "Lincoln
of the U. 8. A." (New Acts) and "Seven Sammies."
About the time the Llnooln sketch
appeared one of Charles Murphy's street ballyhoos for Hylan was winding up In front of
Tammany Hall.
The Pour Portia Girls opened the show and
gave the bill a good start Curry and Graham
followed and did very well, all thlnga considered.
The man's stories hit attentive earn
while the mixed song Idea, with the man using
Irish airs and the woman Scottish numbers,
struck a responsive chord.
Next was "Llnooln of the U. 8. A.," given
rapt attention throughout. Cervo and his accordion were well received, the topical selections In particular making him popular In all
parts of the house. Cervo works modestly and
not once tried to swing his Instrument around
his neck or grin like a Jackanapes at some of
the girls down front.
Ned Norworth and Evelyn Wells were next.
Billy Gaston Is now a member of the trio,
with Moore, formerly of the combination, missNorworth Is still the "oommedlng nut,"
ing.
with the same old laugh and using the facial
slaptslck monkeyshlnee both with Oaston and
Miss Wells that waa sure-fire.
Gaston fits
In nicely with Norworth, and In one "bit" particularly, where the continued query la made
about Norworth's handa, the men made oapltal
fun out of It
The City audience appeared
to like the trio very much.
Following the "8even Sammies" the Pox feature, "The Honor System," waa shown. Mark.

Co. (New Acts) kept them In good humor,
leaving them nicely for Helen vlnoent, who
faredexooptionaTly well wtth a well arranged
report ol re of numbers. Miss Vincent should
encounter little difficulty In securing some
bookings In the better grade houses, for she
has a pleasing voice, together with a good taste
In dressing and in all has ths proper appearance to get there. The Ramsdeil Duo brought
a eood evening's entertainment to a close In
good style. The house remained seated during
their dancing specialty, which Is well set off
with a number of attractive costumes.

LAST HALTsHOWS.
(Oct

25-28.)

AMERICAN ROOF.
Business was splendid the last half at the

American. Perhaps the draw was the Douglas Fairbanks **sfan from Painted Poet'*
Very few walked out when the vaudefilm.
ville program was finished, and the Fairbanks picture started around 11 p. m.
Helping along with the Liberty Loan appeal were Jack Wilson and Kitty Gordon as
They made an earnest apspecial features.
peal for the bonds.

The Franklyn Duo opened.

Tried hard to
make song section land, which, however,
Pair
proves the weakest part of the turn.
affect youth, which they have, but the girl's
style of stage raiment was not attractive.
The abort skirt oho wore of green material
didn't look at all becoming from the front

The boy and girl work hard and depend on
two Irish danose to carry them over, althe sailor's hornpipe proved a big
Act needs good closing number.
Hlckey and Cooper are of the • "manwoman" type that has the woman playing
the piano awhile. Introducing single numbers and working "double" with her male
partner. The woman baa a sort of recitative
number that hae a su ggestive lyrical twist
that doesn't bring much, although she endeavors to play It up for all It Is worth by

though
Item.

JEFFERSON.
An evenly balanced bill at the Jefferson the
Nothing exooptlonal throughout but
neither anything so awful about It The bousa
was fairly wall filled and seemed good natured
first half.

enough.
Buckley and Rosellyn started, with the man
doing trick stuff. The act could lust as well
be a single. Jeannette Chllda. who followed,
did four numbers, and with the exception of
her Chaplin song had aome fair melodies. Miss
Chllds should do away with her Imitation of
"Charles" as It Is bad. but, then, who can
really do Chaplin right?
"On the Job," a sketch with three women and
a man, got over on the strength of one of the
She can certainly get over lines,
Clrl's slang.
ut Is surrounded by a poor company, especially the man. There was no doubt the applause
at the finish

was

for this girl alone.

Bennington and Scott man and girl, have a
good novelty act, due to the boy having but
one leg and doing some nice dancing and trick
steps despite the handicap. The turn might do
better If the songs were left out as both have
extremely poor voices with no Idea of delivery.
The latter ahould be remedied as quickly aa
possible for when either talk It sounds as If
they were trying to sell something. The act
got over nicely, however, Mr. Bennington doing

aome nice Jumping at the close of the turn.
Johnny Neff after the Weekly did fairly well
with his fake musician stuff and stories. "A
Regular Army Man," singing act with nine
men and one girl, la a military bit with all
the boys In uniform and a apodal set with a
tent and so forth. It wouldn't be a bad Idea
if somebody in the acA would get an "Infantry
Drill Regulations" book, as they've things all
bawled up at present, such aa a corporal walking guard, doing the manual of arms all
wrong, holding the guns wrong, and saluting
Improperly. One day maybe someone In an
act Is going to execute a proper salute, and
Oh Boy It'll be one awful surprise. The
boys have good voices and can alng, so with
one of the other fellows doing comedy, aa a
fellow who Joined the army and cant see it,
(not knowing what all the drill stuff Is about),
It's a pood turn and should do nicely in the
smaller houses.
Burke and Harris followed a lot of singing
but didn't have any trouble In registering. Both
have good voices and with some new numbers
should be able to go Into the bigger houses and
put it over proper. They are wearing evening
suits with white socks, that's all wrong. It's
a good two act, this, and can get over on any
!

!

of the bills.

Four Charles. Juggling and acrobatic In a
set, closed the show and did fairly
well.
There are some neat tricks throughout
the turn and it doesn't drag, which makes It
kitchen

perfectly agreeable to everyone.

14TH~STREET.
If

week

the

show the

first

half

of

the current

an indication of what the management
has been serving here, then iney deserve to
turn them away every night It was a six-act
affair, splendidly arranged, together with a
number of pictures, in class above a good
number of shows played on the other end of
14th street The audience may be kind of cold
with a rough element in the upper section, but
they nevertheless pay strict attention, with
silence reigning that is a revelation in comparison to some of the other houses in the
Is

same classification.
The attendance c^uld have beon

better, but
if
it
does not Increase within a reasonable
time there is one consolation, it cannot be
blamed on tbe shows.
After a number of pictures. Kubanoff and
Teranta (New Acta) opened, followed by Walter James, who did very nlceiv with his
r.'ipr-u-trr* as shown upon his billboard.
Individually his bits received due recognition.
"What Happened To Ruth," with new members playing the sweetheart roles, was next
and got across mainly on the strength of the
comedy supplied by the man in the box. The
audience was unable to define its purpose at
first, but soon got the Idea, and thereafter Its
success was assured.
However, this could
hardly be credited to the new principals, espe-

cially the

woman.

After a weekly pictorial Edgard Blxley and

bringing In the different musicians In the pit
on "you dldnt give It to me" tag line. Act
Of
slow at times and speedier at others.

pop house calibre.
"Kresy Kat Kapers" were next Five men
snd a woman, the men In grotesque feline
attire, work in ground acrobatics in a special
set representing a roof top. ths men keeping
on their heavy coverings until the end. The
woman works "straight," at times filling In
on a number of tricks as understander. Act
a novelty and has sufficient acrobatics to
hold

•

up.

ft

Lee and Bennett mixed In sidewalk patter
with songs, and did fairly well. Some sections of their turn needs changing. The man
got his best returns on "What Ireland Means
to

Me."

Wllla Holt Wakefield was easily the class
of ths first section and received close attenMiss Wakefield followed
tion all the way.
considerable sinking, but had no trouble In
registering solidly.
After Intermission the show swung into
more speed with the Three Morlarty 8latera
scoring the biggest kind of a hit. The sisters appear to have an exchange of patter
Tbe girls look
written especially for them.
well snd work harmoniously.
Bertha Crelghton and Co. struck a soft
While they Juggle all sorts of big
spot.
moneyed-figures and don't care much about
stage license, the audience seemed to like
the skit Immensely. Then followed the Wllson-Oordon Liberty Loan appeal.

Dyer and Perkoff were
working much better than

surefire,
It

the turn

did recently at

the City.
The man replacing Frank Fay
wtth Dyer la getting a lot out of the comedy
and has a number of gags that the former
combination did not use. Perkoff tries hard
to follow Fay's style, and succeeds admirably.
The act Is not using a woman aa did
the former Fay and Dyer turn.
Jolly Johnny Jones and his wire walking
stunts closed the show, and some of his
somersaulting tricks were applauded.

Mark.

TWENTY-THIRD STREET.

—

Sure a show for two bits as much as one
should expect for the price at 23d Street the
last half last week, and It played to rood
business.
There was Will J. Ward wtth a
quintet of girls, four of them with Ward
playing pianos and doing songs, Incidentally
grabbing off a hit (New Acta).
The Word turn uncovered a flock of new
sounding Irish songs, and so It wss not so
easy for Qulgley and Fitzgerald nert to closing with talk and songs tinged with a Mt. of
the "Old Sod."
But they got away with It
very nicely Indeed.
This team Is a well
known one and they make a bid for fresh
popularity with their act practically new.
The talk and "business" won laughter. Then
there Is the neat brand of stepping for a
finish
always pleasant to see.
Fitzgerald
had a ditty or two alone at the ptano; then
Qutgley. all "steamed up," Joins htm for
some final dancing.
Another two-man act was on a Mt earlier,

drowning and Deane (New Acts),
also did

fifth.

They

well.

Tvette and Saranoff wtth their clasay violin
turn brightened proceedings.
The pair have
attained novrlty with their fiddle efforts, and
the act lonkn good enough to rnrry thrm
alont; in the !ie*t houses.
CiV.lr V^urg and
April opened tho bill.
Ha 11 en nnd Oo««. a
neat couple, satisfied, second.
"What Really
Happened." a novelty played by two people,
looks easy for pop audiences.
Prevot and
Drown closed and held everyone in their
seats.
Prown is a twisting marvel, in the
somernanltlng both to the mat and on the
trnmpoline.
Especially difficult Is his full
twister
during
a back somersault from
trampoline to mat
/Dee.
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FlfTI AVUfUl.
last half bill last week waa made up,
for the most part, of new acta, these* however, being offered by known artists, save

Tbe

In one or two cases. The p resen ce of so many
new showings accounted for a rather oddly
framed bill, whloh was very shy of laughs.
Lawton Juggled his way to favor In tho

opening pot. getting better Individual reHis
turns than the following four tuna.
rubber ball manipulation on a trap drum
proved a novelty, but this juggling of ••canGertrude
non" balls waa his pet stunt
Graves with straight songs waa second, gob*
ting little. John T. Ray and Co. (New Acts)
did fairly well on third, as did Al Rover,
working with his sister, fourth. The oouple
are musical with saxophone and violin, but
aot'a
la
the
dancing
acrobatlo
Rover's
strength.

There were

five acta after

the liberty Loan

Jones
speaker, and three were new acts.
and Sylvester (New Acts) delivered tho
show's hit on next to closing. Warren and
Templeton, with acrobatic dancing, Including
some lofty kicking and a bit of oomedy, did

The Werner a Amoros

nicely placed alzth.

Trio showed enough In the closing spot to
hold ths house almost Intact Whlppld and
,<end Co. (New Acts) were fifth, and
Willing and Jordon (New Acts) were seventh.

Huston

roe*.

NEW ACTS.
(Continued from page

23.)

Markey and Montgomery*
Songo

aa«i Patter.

12 Mine.*

One

(Special

Dropi

Ear

torlor).

The man pokes

his head out of the
and yells "Hello, everybody r He and the young woman then
exchange line of patter m front of an
ocean beach drop, with the customary

side entrance

songs, etc. Man affects nuttish mannerisms, and also offers a "I'm a Nut*
number to help out the impression. At
Hurtig and Seamon'* he was so hoarse
that he could barely be heard at times,
his voice being husky and raspy. Some
merry old bon mot* of the long? tfo
and some more ancient were offered,
with the pair doing a wheelbarrow
"bit" with the man doing several falls
off the handles when the woman arises
from her sitting po«ture. The man also
did a Raymond Hitchcock imitatine?
Billy Sunday and imploring the devil
to come up as he discarded coat, tie
and collar. Act of small time caliber.

—

Mark.

Sevan Sammloe.

Comedy Singing

Skit.

23 Mins.j Pwll Stage.
Encampment scene, with five soldiers

and two blackfaced comedians dressed
as

cooks.

Sort

modern minstrel

of

part, with captain actinor as interlocutor. One "coon" a fairly good

first

loose dancer. Usual ballad and comedy
singing and some talk. Gone in "one,"
with imitation of Jazz band with their
mouths. Good three-a-day turn. Appears to be the act recently formed
and first known as "The Seven Amer/oJo.
ican Minstrels."

Frank and Graclo DeMont.
Singing, Talking and Dancing.
14 Mlns.t One.
A comedian in rather a grotesque
outfit and a woman (straight) offering
a conventional "two-act." Both appear
to lack the essential experience as
vaudevillians,

and

undoubtedly

have

heretofore confined their efforts to
some other branch of the profession.
The man recalls the burlesque type,
while the woman at times displays like
symptoms. They have framed a turn
with a goodly quantity of talk, after a
little flirtation opening.
He does a
soft shoe dance in a nonchalant manner that gained something, while she
followed with a talking number to the

same
tume

results,

making

for the number.

a

change of cos-

The

act in its

present condition is shy of speed, and
both seem to take a lot for granted.
They work in a manner that could
stand improvement, together with their
material, which may have been written
by themselves.

y

VARIETY
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OBITUARY.

BILLS.

split)

(JackBonvllU'
l«t lialf

Marston & Mnuley
McCloud A Carp
Lewis ft Norton
Dorothy Granville Co
Jonia ft Hawaiian*

Saskatoon, Can.

EMPIRE

(wva)

1st half

playing
ReaMna, Can,

(Same

bill

Reglna.

R-10)

PA NT AGES (p)
K
M J.

„ Hong

Frank flush
McDermott ft Wallace
"Revue de Vogue"
Martyn ft Florence
Hlp ( a h-wTa)
nir
WTm|

Co
Santos A Hayes
Selma Braatz ^^^
Bprnxue * McNeeos
(wva)

..

}}"

..

Lonos Hawallans
Canfleld A Cohan
(One

to nil)

«
Mr

J2 Wm
£™

n>ri.t«
°£}*™

Johnson Harty Co
Hope Vernon

rou r.«

^T (wva)*
GRAND
!?« Zl r"Fallon
„
Flake*
/

i

Bd .*J."^ » m ..
"AH Girl Reyue"
Yft)
PA

a

PALACE

Gllmore ft Lamoyne
"Tale of a Coat"
Dancing Demons
E Etomett ft Maids

Vanoa

2d half

Edwin House

Lexey

Jackson Bros
Alexander Kids
PALACE (wva)
Morton Bros
B«rna
"Night With Poets"
Esne A Dutton

Hill Tlvoll

BROADWAY (loew)
Nelson ft Castle
"Lulu's Friend"
Edah Deldrldge 8
3 Howell Bros

2d half
3 Miliaria

(0n e

"Cnmp In Rockies"
Jack Oeor"* 3

2d half

(nnc)
speir

Billy Mann
J B Totten Co

Sp^n^.M,

O.
(Sun)

Cliff Sis

g T iN
Count Peronne
Tom Kyle Co
M11Icr & Ly les

The Keltons
hRlf
*^„
.u
E Isworth

ft

Francis Murphy
8
I

v ar,ctT

.t

,

v

«o™°™l
PROCTORS
(Syracuse
,

,_

ey

T°."
•'The

ft

\\
T
fuho)

GorgaMIs Trio
#

Jnman
Howard
ft
"Mammy h Droam
Corcoran ft Mack
ft

Werner Amoroa Tr
*j«.««t»#.

OTtPHEFM
fSunrlnv opening)
Sophie TMrkpr Co

Hart
Film

German

PANTAGES

(p)

Lester 3

Pedrlnl'p

Monks

fillrnln
Dancers
4 Ca-ter«
.?r,icr,

HIP

n
(;i!i-wvn)
(4)

(Same

Mil
plavlng
Hip. Portland, SI
Twirling Talhnts
Roberta ft Rodi»n

H

Moore

ft

Troy
(afth)

Aerial Eddies
3 r)ix1e Girls

Cooper

Marimba Band

one
He was returning from
in the office of

of the mills.
the mill when stricken. The deceased
leaves a wife and six children.
He
was formerly in the theatrical and

newspaper business

in

New

Orpheum Comedy

4

Swain's Pets
oj half

Mnnn

ANTS, ENGAGEMENTS

SALE and EXCHANGE
M?l

$1 for 2S words.
$!

Lamson,

a former

well-known

Australia when playing in stock
She is survived by a husband,
William Desmond, the actor, and her
mother, who resides in Los Angeles.
Miss Lamson was a sister of Nance
fall in

there.

S cents for each
I

WANTED— A

AGENT AT LIBERTY, on account of closing of Jess Willsrd snd Buffalo Bill circus.
Address Agent, Variety. New York.
ACTS SUITABLE FOR CABARET. Fit ED
FINN AGENCY. BILLY CLOONAN. MCR..
GAIETY THEATRE BLDG.. NEW YORK.

New

compelled to leave

New

York, will

furniture at a sacrifice. Write
Private, Variety, New York.

appointment.

AT LIBERTY— Tuvenile.
2d tenor,
quartet.

1400.

New

Variety.

ATTRACTIVE VOUNO

trio or

York.

ACTS.

ROOM

WOMAN PARTNER

velour, silk,
art desif*ns made to orGrainier Scenic
rentals.
Putnam Bide., New York.

Ulm, Minn., Oct. 14, of heart disHe was born in Portland, Ore.,
and had lived in Seattle for

1860,

the past 18 years.

A

son residing in

SET.

PFfwnr.t* *PH—w*uog»vy

GARDEN WALL;

Tat)

set that

fnM* in trunk; bi" trunk full of pan*r; two
Innbv disnlav folding fr»mea: 1 musket: 4
swords; scripts; Tap and Monde wigs; sewing
machine. 5 «*« of wardmbe. 6 to a set. Teannetf- Shon. 124 W. 45th St., New York. 'Phone
840 Bryant.

B/VWTNG FIRST CASS ACTS

LEADER,

thor-

§

i

t

WANTED—Refined,

attractive young lady
to team with Broadway experienced
for big time vaudeville act; must do

partner
artist
classic,

modern and stage dances; not over 110
age 18-22. height 5 ft. 4 In. Act routed,
season s work assured.
No long rehearsals.
Send photo if you have. William Dressier, c/o
lbs.,

for cabarets

South America. Want a musical act for
South Am"r?rn; a1«o classical dancine act for
B'lly
Havana. Cuba, and 100 chorus girls
Titrtis
Gaiety Theatre Bldg., Room 601, New
York.

Variety.

in

New York

City.

|___

WANTED—Six

young; ladies that play saxoJoin a big act.
§ tate
play, age. site and
photo; it will be returned. Gray ana Graham,
c/o Variety, New York.

bsg pipes.
instruments you can

hones,

m

i*tc/tp» »ctiom« tv apttsttp eTTe t>a-vc.
pponTTTvr, a pre. y^vni
Tvr:
rPATT COMPANY. 118 W. 48TH ST.
PPVATMT *U7.

NTWERS.

p*vrr

YORK.

YORK.

WANTED-ORCHESTRA

C apt VET WTTF PECT» wr»S. LATEST EDITTnvc WTTT SFTT PHEAP. EDISON, c/o
VARTETY NEW YORK.

BOAT

NEW

BLDG.,

oughly experiencel union piano leader in Poll's
New Palace Theatre, New Haven, Conn.,
which will open Nov. 5th. Applicants must
be thoroughly capable in leading for vaudeville and understand playing for feature pictures. A desirable year-round position. State
full particulars and references in first communication. Address S. Z. Poll, Poli's Theatre,
New Haven, Conn.

-

ftrAirriFin.

PUTNAM

NEW

BLDG..

BEAUTIFUL PROPS—Velvet,
.121

305.

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, FOR PLAZA
BROOKLYN,
RESTAURANT,
SINGERS,
DANCERS AND NOVELTY ACTS. ARTISTS
ONLY. BERNARD & SHURR, 213 STRAND

Good form, sing, dress, look
for vaudeville.
wrll and able to do simple steps. Opportunity
for real cood amateur, but experience preHairy Burke. Variety, New York.
ferred.

Studios.

'

WANTED, COOD MANUSCRIPTS OF
SKETCHES AND COMEDY VAUDEVILLE
CLAUDE AND GORDON BOSTOCK.

straight or comedy,

for hnri>snue or vaudeville,

Box

Tf

"WANTED—

My

my

'

Girl "rag" singer, girl novel
dancers, sister teams, singers, dancers, 6r
musical team! girl high class vocalist, girl to
do black face, and any novel girl specialty
suitable for big acts now working.
Call Friday, Saturday or Sunday, this week, on Chas.
W. Boyer, owner "Petticoat Minstrels," St
the Nww Victoria Hotel New York City, bet.
10 a. m. and 2 p. m.
Out-of-town applicants
wire or write to Hagerstown, Md. Permanent
address.

ARTISTS—I write the best vsudeyllle sets,
tabloids snd exclusive songs obtainable.
M ounch. H
ideas are new. Tbey carry a solid
Al Johnston. 270 West 11th St, New York.

AM

u

York.

WANTED—

t

I

bit

,

ALLEN SPENCFR TENNEY. VAUDEVILLE
WRITER. LAUGHS, HITS BOWS AND ENCOPES GUARANTEET> WITH EVERY ACT.
WRITE. 'PHONE. WTRF. OR CALL, 1493
BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

AS

coursgeons

By experienced young lady, '•*
partner for vaudeville act; either sex; must I
capable singer and dancer; professional* on]
Reliable, c/o Variety, New York.

801

dispose of

young,

trick rider for a new sensational act; mut h'd
trick
wheel.
State tricks and talaf
wanted. Apply to Chas. A. Roehr, 566 8th Ave.,

own

^

for

word over

CENTS EACH WORD OVER

brass,

WANTED—

Two dancing girls, one acrobatic
dancer, and one fancy dancer for vaudeville
act.
Permanent position for capable girls.
State height and weight. Standard, c/o Variety, New York.

PROnuCFPS—T write t»i* "better k»nd H of
Roftl* the old biireirl act* and t»T>1oMs.
lesnue «'»ff. T>v some 1017 i^eas.
Al Johnston. ?70 West 11th St.. New York.

WANTED—Unicycle

rider, one that can ride
unicycle preferred, for rube kid part
bicycle act.
Immediate engagement! wire quick. Address Cyclist, 3211 Warren Ave., Chicago, 111., Apt. 1.

iraffe

en comedy

ppftFeociONAL CLASSIC. TOF. GRECIAN

AND NOVELTY

dancer, with wardrobe, would
position in v»t|d»vi'1f act. production or
rihnret; *v*i">is 1 1
h^'^ht 5 foot 3. Add/ess
r)i»ir*r. Variety. N^w York.
1iV»

YOUNG MAN—Age

20. wants to get into a
burlesque, vaudeville show or musiCan invest money if necessary.
Phil Chasin. 69 Forsythe St., New York Citv;

juvenile,

comedy.

BANIOS. in very rood order: will
sell r^nsopr»h1v. H?»ve b**n used in a vaudeville
arf for a short while. Banjo, c/o Variety, New

(wva)

York.

Young

TTwnFwwnnn TvprurnrrFiL ot d wmET,.
VFPV r.nnrt roNP^TOV CAN PP *PEN BY
AT>™ TNTMENT GORDON. VARIETY, NEW

VOICES. M. THOR. ROOM 508, PUTNAM
BUDG.. 1493 BROADWAY, NEW-VORK.

Dean Play
Zuh ft Dries
The Brads
CllfT

IiLioinwAY

Tacoma,

a daughter and the widow, of
Ballard, survive.
The body was cre-

mated.

Richard Vreian, a welt known actor
the west, and a favorite for several
seasons' at the Belasco and Burbank
theatres here, died in Los Angeles of
pneumonia. He leaves a widow, Fan-

in

Paul Earl
2d half
Vlnlr-t ft Charles
Wilton Sisters
4 American Beauties
FN-wnrf ft Rnthbum

chon Everhart, playing at present in
Seattle. Vivian was 36 years old. His
remains will be cremated.

.'.-.be)

Friend ft Downing
La r; ran ire Sisters
Yank ft Dixie
«»»-.i ,.,.«,«,
^ y.
PROrTORS (uho)
(Schenectady split
t

1st

Chester, Pa., Oct.
3.
In her
early
career she was identified with several
prominent road shows, but recently
appeared with her husband under the
team name of Boutin and Tilson. She
is survived by her husband and a son,
four years of age.

New

FOR U WORDS,

cal

Super tor. Win.
ft

Burman and Albert Burma n, of
Walthour Trio.

New

actress in the west and in Australia,
died in Los Angeles. She had been a
confirmed invalid for years due to a

in

Kafka Trio
Bennett

Harris Bunnan, age 65, died sudd
Oct. 17 of paralysis of the heart,
was the father of Sylvia and Au

satin, cretonne.
Reasonable
der.

Lillian

ease.

^ Evans

FMri>* A Rwaln
Wllllnma ft Cnlver
4 southern Girls

p

is

him

Herr Schulm, the German actor, is
reported from Paris to have lately
committed suicide in Berlin. TroqMjH
brought about by the war are said 'to
have preyed upon his mind.

chusetts.

Rochelle,

N. Y.

Frank Bates, a Seattle theatrical
manager and advance man, died at

wrlcht A Walker
Little Caruso Co

Bi"v Brown

Strnnd Trio

Harrv

ft

(Two to nil)
storkton. CxL

PALACE

Brltt

Tower ft Darrell
Bert Baker Co

DorN

Coiibi.

(loew)
2d half

Wnstphal
ft

was working

Mrs. Chas. G. Boutin, professionally
as Francesca Parker, died at

STAMFORD

HTP

on

^i,
; T"x
POLIV.'S (ubo)
(Wllk.--T> <j- ««plit)
lBt half

Louts

Stamford.

Smith

'

Llnvd

field

known

Rne & Wynn
EdHn Deldrldge 3

„
Cure „

Frank

man-

O'Neill.

Fo.ir Seasons

split)

MrVsbon A Chapelle

Bnyard
CnrMta

Oldfield, 59 years old,

ager of the Lawrence (Mass.) opera
house, and former manager of theatres in Haverhill and Fitchburg, fell
dead upon the street Oct. 28, stricken
with heart failure. He had been in
poor health for some time. As the
opera house is running only road shows
and prize fights Thursday nights Old-

DaTe Rolh

#

Peru

,

Aids

Schwartx Bros

half

1st

„
P«H«h

4

Mack

ft

ft

of tuberculosis, which
to retire a year ago.
survived by a widow and son.
17,

illness forced

Charles Howard Eaton, known
to
musicians and picture men, died suddenly at his home
in
Dorchester,
Mass., Oct. 24. He was leader of the
Bangor Band, of Bangor, Me., and
owned a number of theatres in Massa-

od half

RoMns
Harr

to nil)

McOlnnls Bros
Fredericks ft Palmer
American Mlna Maids
c,eo M Ro«ener
(Qne to nil)

to nil)

P
Arllng
S

Co

Hill

ft

Barry ft Layton
Gen Plaano Co

Hicks * Hart

8

O'Connor

Catherine Crawford

3 Kanea

..,.
Ellis

ft

Maud Rockwell

SAL

Walters A

John R.

.

Ho Gray Co

ft

(ubo)

Tn^ Duve as

(Sunday opening)
McTntyre ft Heatn
J C Nugent Co

HIP

while playing a pop vaudeville theatre
in Chicago.
Fitzsimmons appeared on
the s*tage with his wife. Formerly he
featured big time
vaudeville
bills
throughout the country. Fitzsimmons
was married four times, first marrying
Rose Julian, the sister of his business
manager, Martin Julian. Later he married Julia Gifford, who divorced him a
few years ago. He resided in Dunellen, N. T., where' the remains were
shipped for interment.

2 d half

'

(Two

Gray

ft

York, Oct.

He

New

died at the Seton Hospital,

Girls,

Corona Riccardo died at the General
Hospital, Kansas City, Oct. 15. At one
time she was a noted actress. In Kansas City, in a modest room, she was
known as the, wife of Chief Silver
Tongue, an Indian for whom she forsook the stage at the height of her
career.

Robert Fitxsimmons, former heavyweight pugilist of the world, died
Oct. 22 at the Michael Reese Hospital,
Chicago, where he was taken ill with
pleural pneumonia.
He was 55 years
of age, a native of Cornwall, Eng. He
was stricken with the fatal illness

t0 fln)

Walsh A Bent ley
Bt,,v R ro» d
Dunlay ft Merrill
W| „ Stanton Co
Moanalua Sextet
Sprlnarfteld. Maaa.

"
8
LJ^i"
Revue
"Zlg-Zag t
^nmiilmf
ORPHECM

Pt^-pooi^

Sprln*n>ld. 111.
MAJESTIC (wva)
(Sunday opening)
g H arvey Co

(0ne

5
t «
A Jap
Stoddard A Haynes

ft

Whiting
Grace Linden
Be8t Morton 4 Kerr
ft

0rt 4 Cod

Mack

"Dairy Maids"
Billy Broad

Bee

0)

Wagner

Morgan

,

Granville A

Sylvester

Walla Walla

playing

Curtis Canines
F|eId8 . WeI „

\Aerial 2S
JT,
Mitchells

«.».?"
Del Baity

Liberty.
'

w

Virginia

ft

bill

Van A Y orke
« Moorish Arabs

8

ik

(Same

Flying LaMars

* Mrs

ft

Wash-

Spokane, Wank.

4

Olive Briscoe

EMPRESS

at

Tony Walters, aged 30, formerly with
Andy Lewis and his "International

survived by two

is

daughters.

O'Rourke's permanent home was on
Long Island, where he owned several
road houses at different times.

Ragapatlon

-For Plty> Saks
Harry Carroll

,

Lew Wells

A •orncr

Avon Comedy

Argo

fiend, lad.
(wva)
(Sunday opening)
Gaston Palmer
Harris ft Manloa
Melody

ORPHEUM

2d half

ORPHEUM

Hect ? r

_ 11%
to fill)

.

The Seebacka
Ray ft Emma Dean
Maggie LeClalra Co
Yates ft Reed

Rums

Pearls
Kelly Wilder Co
**. Ijnnla

Cams

^P*

(One
g

8

TorcatB Roosters

Ling ft Long
LanlKan A Tucker
ft

The Van Camps
Harry Koae
Lew Welch Co

"*

30 in the

ington, D. C, following a short illness
resulting from the growth of a carbuncle. O'Rourke had been active for
more than 25 years prior to his sudden death, his last engagement being
with the "Passing Show of 1916," having replaced Tom Lewis in the cast
of
that
In vaudeville
production.
O'Rourke presented "Parlor A" for
several years, alternating between productions and vaudeville. Twenty-five
years ago O'Rourke and the late Lee
Harrison took a company on tour, in
which the featured principals were
John L. Sullivan and Paddy Ryan. It
was called "The Wicklow Postman."

*

Mr. Loud

his wife,

Eugene O'Rourke) died Oct.
George Washington Hospital

(Continued from page 21.)
Rom A Wise
Leon SlHiers Co
Daxley A Porter
Sioux City, In.
Francis A Wilson
OKPHI3UM (wva)
Cycling Mc.Nutli
(Sunday opening)
Carson Trio
"The Mimic World"
fiiRvnnnah. Ga.
-d half
DIJOU (ubo)

Clayton Drew Play

half

Evelyn A Dolly
(Continued on page 27.)

F. Wilbur Loud, age 66, for 12 years
cattle inspector for the State of Mass-

achusetts,

New

who appeared

years ago in
York and Boston with Denman

Thompson, died

at

his

mouth, Mass., Oct.

18.

home

in

Wey-

In addition to

SEVERAL

WANTED-40

VICTROLA AND RECORDS. LARGE OAK
WILL SET L AT ONCE. PARTY
LEAVING TOWN. TANNOT CARRY SAME.

MAKE

OFFER.

JEAN,

VARIETY,

NEW

YORK.
VIRGINIA B. NICHOLS WRITES EXCLUSIVE MATERIAL FOR VAUOEVTLLE ARTTSTS ALSO SPECIAL SONGS AND MONOLOGUES.
CALL AND .BE CONVINCED.
Strand Theatre Bldg., Suite

321.

'Phone 4649

Tlryant.

WANTED—

A male or female ballroom
dancer as partner for ballroom act of modern
dancing.
Give full particulars. Address Refined. 400, c/o VarietVj

GIRLS

WITH

WANTED—TWO GOOD ECCENTRIC COME-

.

YOPK.

CABTVET.

CHORUS

t

DTANS; ONE PRIMA DONNA WITH STRONG
VOICE, ABLE TO STNG HTGH D. M. THOR,
ROOM 508. PUT N AM B LD G.. NEW YORK.
WILL SACRIFICE WARDROBE of musical
comedy, consisting of evening gowns, velvet
coats, dresses, 5 changes for each; also Venetian drop and trunks.
Newman. Telephone
Melrose 942'x

YOUNG MAN WISHES TO

JOIN MUSICAL

COMEDY,

burlesque or juvenile show.
Has
comedian; can sing. Phil Chasin, 69
Forsythe St.. New Yor k Ci t
YOUR WANTS SUPPLIED— Rehearsal studio, 2% hours, $1.
Artists supplied.
Expert
on revising and staring faulty acts. Opening
secured.
Professional coach.
Louis Hallett,

talent as

.

Putnam

New

Bldg.,

York.

1493
>

Broadway

(1742

Bryant),

OMB

VARIETY

MOB

=ar=

Announces a

over the

visit

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT in

THOMAS GRAY

Songs by

MM

V

-rm

Two

Pals

GEORGE SPINK

and

with Mellisa TEN EYCK and Max WEILY
Gowns by HAYDEN, INC. and MME. KAHN (and not Lucille)

Also dancing

(?)

Wlaalpeaj

BILLS.
(Continued from page 26.)
4 Clucks
Buehla Pearl
Josie Flynn Co
Equestrian Lion
Shattuck & O'Neill
Wilson Bros
Saotl

Taeoaaa. Waafc.

PANTAOBS
"Dream

(p)
of Orient''

Claudia

Coleman

The Younger*
Hoey A Lao
WUUard

Wrong"

"All

HIP (ah-wva)
<4>

(Same

bill
playing
Hip, Seattle, tt>

Mabel Fonda Tr
Billy Morae
Morgan A 8tawart
Rural Bight
Berggulat Bros
Ross Bros

Terra Haute* lad.

HIP (wva)
(Evansvllle spUt)
1st half
Ballyhoo Trio
Jas A Dunn

Wm

Morrow Go

Hipp 4

"Oh Please Mr Be tec"
Toledo

KEITHS

Han Ion
Lewis

(ubo)

CI If ton

ft

Bros.

Fantasia
,

John W. Ransomer
Den Burke Co
Dooley 4 8ales
Dore's Celebrities

Turoato

YONGE

(loew)

8torm 4 Marsden
Clinton 4 Rooney
Beatrice Morrell

Andy Lewis Co
Minetti 4 8ldelll
(Two to fill)
Treatoa, N.

TAYLOR O H

J.

(ubo)

Oration Co

Co

Kerslakss PI go

V

Truy,

PROCTOR'S
(Albany

V.
(ubo)

split)

half

lilt

Hedges 4 Hedges
"The intruder"
Clara Morton Co
Svar 4 Avery

George Matlson
Fider 4 Cole
2 Carltons

W iiKhliiKtnn

KEITH'S

Gray 4 Byron
Holmes 4 Buchanan
"Ragtime Dining Car"
Kelly 4 Calvin
White's Circus
2d half

(Two to All)
Vancouver, B.

ORPHEUM

Waterloo,

la.

MAJESTIC (wva)
(Sunday opening)
"Good- bye B way"
2d half
Lonso Coz
Rucker 4 Winifred
Otto Koerner Co
Herbert Clifton
Page* Hack 4 Mack
Wheeling, \\. Va.
(sun)

4 Burke

Sena 4 Webber
Colonial Mlna Maids
Wllken-ltarre, ft*a.
POLI'S (ubo)
(Scrsnlon

split)
1st half

Adel 4 Eva

Worcester,

Green Pstest Co
C.

B A Wei man Co
I

Arthur Deagon
Cooper 4 Ricardo
B Johnson Co

H DuKane Co

Skating Bear

German Film

Catherine Cameron Co
2d half

The Duress
Eddie Ca rr Co
E Emmet* 4 Maids
to nil)

PLAZA

(p)

Larson 4 Wilson
Rlgoletto Bros
6 Serenaders
Ash 4 Shaw
Rlggs a Ryan
Victoria, B. C.
(p)

Parsons 4 Irwin
"Fireside Reverie"
Lloyd 4 Fuller

Mam.

POLI'S (ubo)
Dlngley 4 Norton
Arthur Guy 3
Anthony Andrea Co
Murray Bennett

(Two

(ubo)

Van Orden 4 Fellows
Earl Urucke
"Blacksmith 8bop"
Guest 4 Newlla
Gen Pleano Co
2d half

Klnio

Hanvey 4 Francis
A Newman 4 Anger

Man

Ice Wagon
"Getting In Soft7'
off

A

Boothby Co
Gygl 4 Vadle

Andy Rice
Cartmell 4 Harris
Gladys 4 Hanson
Bonlta 4 H?arn

(Ubo)

Co

Hill

run*

ALHAMBRA

Clark

Ktmberly

T

.

(ubo)

Ward 4

Co

Galllnl

Co

fill)

"Bringing Up Father" Lexington New York.
"Come Back to Erin" Shubert Milwaukee.
"Common Clay" Ad on Rochester N Y.
"Daughter of the Sun" Auditorium Baltimore
Md.
"Haps and Fritz" Grand Worcester Mass.
"Katzenjammer Kids" (a) Imperial Chicago.
"Katzenjammer Kids" (b) Orpheum Philadelphia.
"Lillle Girl God Forgot" National Chicago.
"Little Girl in a Big City" American 8t Louis.

Son and Shop Girl" Strand
Hoboken N J.
"Mutt and Jeff" Lyceum Pittsburgh.
"Peg o* My Heart" Lyceum Detroit.
"The Facinatlng Widow" Polls Washington
"Millionaires

D

R

LETTERS

Ma-

When

Ft Wayne Ind.
Dollar Dolls" 5 Lyric Dayton 12
Olympic Cincinnati O.
"Monte Carlo Glrla" 5 Howard Boston 12-14
jestic

Orpheum

New

Bedford

15-17

York.
"Orientals" 5
Milwaukee.

addreas Mail Clerk

Gayety

Chicago

12

Gayety

"Pace Makers" 5 Gayety Baltimore 12 Tro(Nov. 5 and Nor. 12.)
"Americans" 5 Star Toronto 12 Savoy HamOnt.

"Army 4 Navy

Girls" 5 Empire Hoboken 12
Star Brooklyn.
"Auto Girls" 5 Grand Trenton N J 12 Gay-

pire

Newark

"Best Show

In

N

Century
12

Em-

J.

Town"

5 Corinthian RochesSyracuse 15-17 Lum-

12-14 Bastable
berg Utics N Y.
ter

Blng Bang" S Majestic Ft Wayne Ind
11-12 O H Terre Haute.
"Bon Tons" 5 Jacques Waterbury 12-14
Cohen's Newburgh 15-17 Cohen's Pough-

"Biff

keepsle

N

Y.

"Bostonlans" 5 Gayety
Albany.

Montreal

12

Empire

"Bowery" 6 Hurtlg 4 Seamon Seamon's
New York 12 L O.
"Broadway Belles" 5-fl Holyoke Holyoke 710 Gllmore Springfield Mass 12 Howard
Boston.

"Broadway Frolics" 5 Olympic Cincinnati 12
Star 4 Garter Chicago.
"Burlesque Revue" 5 L O 12 Orpheum Paterson.

"Burlesque Wonder Show" 5 Orpheum Paterson 12 Majestic Jersey City.
"Cabaret Girls" R Gayety Brooklyn .12-14
Warbtfrton Yonkers 15-17 Hudson Schenecdaty N Y.
"Charming Widows" 5 Gayety Philadelphia
12 So Bethlehem 13 Easton 14-17 Majestic
Wllkes-Barre Pa.
"Darlings of Paris" 5 Gayety Minneapolis
12 Star St Paul.
"Follies of Day" 5 Empire Hoboken 15-17

Park Bridgeport.
of Pleasure" 5 Star Brooklyn 12
Gayety Brooklyn.
"French Frolics" 5-7 Warburton Yonkers 810 Hudson Schenectady N Y 12-J.H Holyoke
Holyoke 14-17 Gllmore Springfield Mass.
"Gay Morning Glories" 5 Savoy Hamilton 12

"Follies

Cadillac Detroit.
"Girls from Follies"

5

Cadillac

Detroit

12/

Gayety Chicago.
"Girls from Joyland"
Star Toronto.

5

Garden Buffalo 12

O.

thian Rochester.

Gayety Boston.

GOVERNMENT

LETTERS

"Puss Puss" 5 Gayety St Louis 12 Columbia
Chicago.

"Record

Breakers" 5 Majestic Scranton 1213 Binghamton 14 Oneida 15 Oswego 10-17
Inter Niagara Falls N Y.
"Review or 1018" 6 Penn Circuit 12 Grand
Trenton N J.
Roseland Girls" 5 Emplrs Toledo 12 Lyric
Dayton.
Sldman Sam 5 Columbia Chicago 12-14 Berchel Des Moines la.
"Sight 8eers" ft Gayety Kansas City Mo 12
Oayety St Loul~
"Social Follies" 3 Trocadero Philadelphia 12
Majestic Scranton.
"Social Maids" 5 Palace

Baltimore Md 12
Gayety Washington D C.
"Some Babies" ft-6 Binghamton 7 Oneida 8
Oswego 0-10 Inter Niagara Falls N Y 12
Garden Buffalo.
"Some Show" 5 Empire Newark 12 Casino

Philadelphia.
"Speedway Girls" 5 Star St Paul 12 Lyceum
Duluth.
Spelael's Revue 5 Majestic Jersey City 12
Peoples Philadelphia.
"Sporting Widows" 5-7 Cohen's Newburgh
8-10
Cohen's
Poughkcepsle
12
Miner's

Bronx New York.
"Star & Garter" 5 Miner's nronx New York
12 Empire Hoboken.
"Stop Lively Girls" 5 Columbia New York 12
Casino Brooklyn.
5 Gayety

Sydell Rose
Buffalo.

Toronto

12

Gayety

"Tempters" 5 Gayety Milwaukee 12 Gayety
Minneapolis.
"20th Century Maids" 5 Gayety Detroit 12
Gayety Toronto.
Watson Billy 5-7 Bastable Syracuse 8-10
Lumbers I'tlca N Y 12 Oayrty Montreal.
Welch Ben 5 Star & Garter Chicago 12 Gayety ,/>ctrolt.

Glrry Girls* 5
Cort Wheeling

fn.v

Lyceum Colurnbu* 12W Va 1.1-17 Grand

Akron O.
White Pat 5 Englewood Chicago 12 Empire
Chicago.

Williams

Molllo
Hartford.

5

Casino Boston

12

Grand

"Golden Crook" 5 Gayety Buffalo 12 Corin-

"Grown Up Babies" 5 Standard St Louis 12
Englewood Chicago.
Hastings Hsrry 6 Colonial Providence 12

follows name, letter

Is in
Variety's Chicago Ofllce.
Where S F follows name, letter is
in Variety's San Francisco office.
Advertising or circular letters will
not be listed.
P following name indicates postal,
advertised once only.
Hog following name indicates registered mail.

Worcester

cadero Phlladelphls.
"Parisian Flirts" 5 Empire Cleveland 12-13
Erie 14 Ashtabula 15-17 Park Youngstown

INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT.
"After Office
Lincoln Neb.

(Nov. 5.)
Hours" 4-7 Boyd's

Omaha

Bellmonte Harry
Bennett Eva
Bennett John

Harry C

Heiifon

M

Childrcy Stanley

M

Hernivicl Al

(SF)
Eudoxle

Blegert Mildred
Bijou Comedy (C)
Bimbo Chas (C)

Mlskow Carl
Palmer

Bernard Vera
Bertrand

Birch Ml»s
Blxter Earl

L

Phillip

M

Bombard Mamie

R

H

Ramsey Beecher

Borromer Louis (C)
Boyd Dixie (C)

8
Schoonbrunti Chas
Bhelvcy Frank

Boyle Ellen
Brandon Francis
Brock Mr 4 Mrs

LETTER

LIST.

A

Brown Frank
Brown Ceo N (C)
Brown & Kennedy (C)
Brownie Morris (C)

Browns Dancing
Abdulla

ackaboz

Bryton Miss Georgia
Bullock Gertrude
Burdlck Belle
Burke 4 Harris

Adams Rex

Burke Hen
Burke Walter J

Hilly

Abrahams Abraham
AbramH A

Mohamed
Adams Bros (C)

Idler Chas J
Alberts Nat
Aldrldge Alfrod
A media (C)

Vnders Glen

W

Andrews F
Anellka

(SF)

(C)

Julia

Anson A E
Anson Joe
Armstrong Cella
Arnold
Arnold
Arrulo
Artnne

Billy

Louis
Victoria (C)

Atlantis
Avi.rcy

Max
Flsk

fr

HA

Ay era Mr & Mra (C)

B
Baird Ffhel

Harry S|«?«t*
Barry A Wolford
Harry Klrhnrd
Barton Ward
B.iHHitt & Halley (C)
Batrhelor Hilly
Hnxter Klmnr A

8

VARIETY,

sending- for mail te

Where C

Worcester Mass.

ety Baltimore Md.
"Aviators" 5 Lyceum Duluth 12
Kansas City Mo.
Behman Show 5 Casino Brooklyn

I.

"The White 8lave" Gayety Louisville Ky.
"Thurston" Prospect Cleveland O.
"Trail of the Lonesome Pin" Southern Columbus O.
"Turn Hack the Hours" Majeatlc Buffalo N Y.
"Which One Shall I Marry" Orpheum Nashville Tenn.

"Ob Girls" 5 Oayety Boston 12 Columbus Nsw

ilton

C

"The Heart of Wetona" Park Indianapolis.
"The Old Homestead" Garden Kanaas City Mo.
"The Other Mans Wife" Emery Providence

"Million

Mlaa Lily
Las Arnallna

Bender & Hear
to

12 Penn Circuit.
"Military Maids" 5 Empire. Chicago 12

Partner

4 Black Diamonds
Frivols 4 Deep

4 Arnold

Granville

4 Sylvany

Kratons
Rose Amy
Qlenry Troupe
Dreadneu%hts
Betty Washington

Womwood's Animals
* on b era. .>.
%

PROCTORS

Buccaneers" 4-5 O H Terre Haute
Ind 12 Lyceum Columbus O.
"Liberty Girls" 8-10 Park Bridgeport Conn
12 Colonial Providence.
"Lid Lifters" 5 Century Kansas City Mo 12
Standard 8t Louis.
"Ms Ids of America" 5 Peoples Philadelphia
12 Palace Baltimore Md.
"Majesties"
Star Cleveland 12 Umpire
Toledo.
Marlon Dsve 5 Gayety Pittsburgh 12 Star
Cleveland.
"Merry Rounders" 5 Gayety Washington 12
Gayety Pittsburgh.
"Mile a Minute Girls" 5 Victoria Pittsburgh

"Lady

Jack & Foris

2d half

Stanley

burgh.

O.

KEITH'S (ubo)

"The Masqueraders"

F

mown.

Erie 7 Ashtabula Pa 8-10
Youngstown O 12 Victoria Pitts-

Girls" 5-0

Park

All)

) (inn

Thompson 4 Marshall
Frank Gardner Co
Sweeney 4 Newton
VVoonaocket, R. I*

John

Bros.

(One to

boken N J.
"Hip Hip Hip Hurrah" 5 Empire Albany 12
Gayety Boston.
Howe Sam 5 Casino Philadelphia 12 Hurtlg
4 Seamon's New York.
"Innocent Maids" 5 Olympic New York 12
Gayety Philadelphia.
Irwin's "Big Show" 5 Grand Hartford 12
Jacques Waterbury.
"Jolly

Hill

Novelty Minstrels
George Armstrong
Barney Williams Co
2d half
Joe Barton
Dancing Demons
Taylor 4 Howard

VICTORIA
Two Sterlings

Willie

(wva)

(Two

4

O'Neal 4 Walmsley

1st half
Tiller Sisters

BIJOU

(Ubo)

Napoleon 4 Hip
(One to fill)
2d half
Hendricks & Padula
Barry 4 Wolford

(p)

Jan Publnl

8TRAND

fill)

Rogers 4 Wood

Marlette's Marionettes
Alice Hamilton

aterhury. Conn.
POLI'S (ubo)
Orbaaauy Cockatoos
Hayes 4 Neal

Geo Lima
White Oliver Co
Wheeler 4 Moran
"Bway Boys 4 Girls"

Chas Ledegar
Valentine Vox
Jones * Johnson

PANTAGES

to

lork. Pa.

OPERA HOUSB

Primrose Minstrels
Barton 4 Hill
"Well Well Well"

Keenan White

Tlvoll

(Two

Willie Weston

Hasel Moran
Winona Winters
Tennessee Ten

(ubo)
Jennie Middleton
Rudinoff
Clayton White Co
Gilbert 4 Friedland
Bessie Clayton Co
Ponxlllo Sis
Milt Collins
••Creation"

HIM

Elsie White
Roaoh 4 McCurdy
"Mimic World"

Williams 4 Wolf us
Rath Bros

Alfred Farrell
Scott Gibson

2d half

(ubo)
Useless

PANTAGFS

(Same
bill
playing
Empire No Yakimi, 0)
Harry Davis
Walton 4 Brandt
Slgmund 4 Manning

Spencer Charters Co

COLONIAL

PANTAGK3

(4)

Pierce

Marcel la's Birds
Lilen, N. Y.

Ward 4

(ah- wva)

Pugh 4 Brown
Gilroy Hsynes 4 M
LaBelle Carmen 8

Louis Stone

*

LIBERTY

"Out and In Again"
(One to All)

2d half (1-3)

K

Walla-Walla, Waaa.

Kahn 4 Booue

Ada Elliott
Van Alia 4 O
J Clark Co
D Orenvllle

(4-5)

Tyler 4 St Clair
Nevlns 4 Erwood
Herbert Lloyd
Mack 4 Earl
"Dancing Girl of Delhi"
James Culien
Apdale's Circus

Y\

4 Whlta

Kauiman

Waco, Tex.
MAJESTIC (Inter)

"Hello America" 5 Gayety Omaha 12 Gayety Kansas City Mo.
Easton 7-10
"Hello Girls" 5 So Bethlehem
Majestic Wllkes-Barre Pa 12 Empire Ho-

2d half

ORPHEUM

H Rempel Co

Beaumont
Bell

Elite

Norma

Burton
Burton
Burton
Burton
Husch

Ethel

L

Jcs«le

Marlon
Robert
Julia

M

Bush Pete
Hy.-irii John
(C)
Byron Jack (C)
Callahan
Calvert

Jere
Lillian

Cameron Lillian
Camlay Mrs Hurry(C)
Cnnfleld

Oxofw

Al

M W«rd

Mm

Cantweil Johnny
Carman's N Minstrels
Carr Marie ({])
Carroll Madam
Carroll Nettle
Carr Natt
Carvrlls Musical
Carv.r Ida H (P)
Cava lino Mario J

Cava nnu eh Dick
Chandler Joe

Clewfrr Mrs (C)
Chestley Mae

VARIETY

28

^

-

GEORGE
(Late of Hines

and Fox)

AND

ZELLA INGRAHAM
(Sister

ON

of late Herbert Ingraham)

SIXTH, following Miss

Elsie

Janis,

Palace Music Hall, Chicago,
This

NEXT WEEK

Direction,

Week

(Nov. 5)

LEWIS

(Oct. 29)

KEITH'S, CINCINNATI

& GORDON

»

VARIETY
AMU
'ST.*

Through the kind permission
able to offer the big

show,

of Messrs.

Shubert we are

song sensation of the Winter Garden

originally introduced

featured by HARRY FOX and

by Clark and

Bergman and now

many other prominent headliners.

9
(Snyder-Lewis-Young)

1

VERSE
Any time

I

want a

little

kiss

CHORUS
Meet

from you,

me

at the station,

Where the trains come and go, oh!
Make believe I'm your relation,
And I just came in to see the city,

Mother's always in the way;
When our lips begin to pout,
Brother Bill walks in and out.
»»
Father comes in with a smile and says "Hello,
Just to spoil our kissing game;
They think they're smart, but oh! sweetheart,
We'll fool them just the same.

Don't you forget to treat me pretty;
Greet me, when you meet me,
Like I've been away a year;
We'll kiss "good-byes" and kiss "hellos,"
With every train that comes and goes,

So meet

me

at the station, dear.
(Copyrighted by Waterson, Berlin

To

4k

Snyder)

To Burlesque Managers:

Acts:

If you are singing "Mason-Dixon Line," tend as yottr name so we
can credit yon In a forthcoming announcement In VARIETY.

If

yon hare "Mason-Dixon Line" In year repertoire, please a dkloo
we can credit yon In ear next announcement In V ABIE IT.

as, so

WATERSON, BERLIN & SNYDER
STRAND THEATRE

BLDG., 47TH ST.

AND BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CHICAGO
81-83-85 Randolph

FRANK CLABK

St

MAX WINSLOW,

BOSTON
Manaf.r

220 Tremont Street

DON RAMSAY

.

VARIlTY

30

14 Minutes of Solid Laughter
HARRISON

Chief Eagle Horse (G)
Christy Lew
Church Alice
Clare MUM*
Clarke Kuby
Clark James (P)
Clark Leo B (P)
Clarona Violet (0)
Clayton Lucille
Clay Dabbette
Cleveland Babe
Clifford & Dale (C)
Clifford A Wayne (C)
Clover Edythe O
Clute Gerald L (C)
Coate Henry O
Coleman Solly
Collins

Harvey F

Connelly Harold
Conrad Arthur (P)
Cook A Handman (SF)
Cornell

M A

Copeland A Pearse
Copeland Carl

Cox Flo
Cowles Roy (C)
Cretghton Arnette
Covert Mrs Frank
Creighton Mary
Croft

Ente's(P)

Cullen Frank

Cunningham Anna
Curtis Jane

(SF)

Dean Pa
Dean Wanda
De Anglo Carlo

'

DeFoggle Louise (O)
Harold
Delmore Arthur B
Delour May
Demerest Margie
Dennis Homer
DeTrlckey Coy (SF)
Dolly Bablan
Dooley A Rugel
Dellon

Donegan Ed (C)
Downard A Downard
Dressier Marie
Dudley Edgar

Vrles Evelyn

By JAMES

J.

Roy
Chaa E
Dorothy

(PKO)

Julia

English Harry Co
Errlngton Myra
Frwln Kitty

Ethardo Naomi

Fargo A WpIIs (C)
Faulkner Rex

MORTON

Hallem Emma
Hall Geo F
Hallen A Hunter (C)
Hamilton Betty
Hamlin A Mack
Hammond Faye B

Wm

T

(P)

Harcourt Miss Jean
Harcourt C L (SF)
Harlan Kenneth
(Reg)
Harper Mabel (C)
Harrington Wilbur
Harris Dave

Hicks Joe (C)

Holbrook Florenoe
Horton Chas

W

Hough Mrs H
Howard A Symon
Minstrels

Hoyt Hal
Hughes Walter
Humo Harry (C)

W

M

O

(C)
(C)

G E

Jarrett

Jennings Chas B
Jewells Two (SF)

CO

Johnson A Arthur (G)
Jollce Mlas M F
Jones Edith L
Joyce Marion
June Dawn

Kaufman hJntinie (C)
Kays FlylnK (C)
Keate E Harrison
Ket ting Clara (Keg)
Keeley'u Three
Keeley Lillian
Kellogg Sidney
Kelly time (C)

Keraa Re
Kemp Roger
Kennedy Harold
Kewl E F
King Goldle (P)
King Hume & T (C)
King Jane
Kirk wood
Kllngel

Blllle

Frltzl

Knitfht Frank

Fields Sallle

Kramp

Fischer Eleanor
Fisher Bob
Fltrgerald Jack (C)
Fitzgerald Jay (C)
Five Olrls Mgr

(C)

Knight A Ransom
Knight & Sawtell

Knowlcs Lillian
Kolb August
(C)

lw-n J

Wm

S
Kreiner
Kress Rose (C)

Krom

Alta

M

Kruger Louis S

Flavllla

Opened

at Proctor's 23d Street,
(Oct. 29)

New York

BOOKED FOR TWO YEARS by

Fleming Kathleen
Fletcher Chas O
Flock Jack
Flynn John H
Flynn Kitty
Fontaine A (C)
Forbes Marlon
Ford Max (C)
Foros Joe
I

and Immediately
the U. B. O.

Forrest A dele
Francis A dele
Francis Jim A A
Franklin Burrell
Fraser Jack (C)

Frear Fred

H

Frederick Geo

Frroman Moe (C)
Fried

Space inadequate to route 104 weeks
But See Us Now

8am

Gabriel Master (C)
Ganfiler Jack
Garcincttl Joe

M

Gassinan Josephine
Gayles A Raymond
Gaylord B

NOV. 1-4—HARLEM OPERA HOUSE, N.

Y.

Marriott M J
Marshall Lew
Marsh Helena
Martell e Tommy
Martin Mr A Mrs

Geary Arthur
Genaro Marie (SF)
George Al
Gibson Claire
Gillla Steve (C)
Gilmore Barney

La Coste & Cllfton(P)
La Marche Ma belle
Lambert & Terry
Lambert Hlllle
La Mert Sara
La Mon Thclma
Lnmont ChtI
Lane Harry J
La Toy Harry
Laurie Rose
Lawrlne & Crawford
(P)

Law Mrs Walter
Lay Juck (C)
Lee Benny
Lee Lola
Lee Mary
Leighton
Leigh ton
Leonard
Leonard.

E

Bert

Chas (SF)
&

Haley

Msr

J

e

Le Hoy & Harvey

Wm

Lester
Levitt Abo
LeViva Miss (C)
Leyle
(C)
Levolo Julia

Wm

Lewis
Lewi*
Lewis
Lewis

Andrew
Edna
Henry R
6a*m

P.

Matthews Mrs D D
(Reg)
Matthews Pearl (P)
Mayer Harry (Spec)
Masone Mr
May Harry

McCree Sallle
McGlnnls Mrs F
McGreer Robt (SF)
Mclntyres The
Mclntyre Mrs H C
McKays Review
McKeand 'Eva
McNally Miss F
Melvern Babe (C)
Mercer Beryle
Merle's Cockatoos

Arthur

Mitchell A Mitch (C)
Mitchell Russell (C)

M^e Freeman (C)
Mondereau Harvey
Moon J Aurus (C)
Moore LuMa
Mo-re LuMlle (SF)
Morenos The
Morgan Bruce
Morgan Chaa A
Morgan * Oray (C)
Mnrsan Euaene (C)
Morrison James
Morris Mrs Mike
Morton L«*wis
Munson Marlon
Murdock Miss lap (G)
Murray A Ward

Rubell Jultan

Rubens Tfee

Ruckmsn Moe

Nevlns

Salvator (SF)
Samuels Rae
Sanderson Johnnie
Santl Mile
Satber Al (C)
Saxon Pauline (C)
Scanlon G B
Schepp Chas
Schubert Hugh W(P)
Schwarts Martha

Gertrude

Shannon John J

Shaw Joe (C)
Sheppard A Ray
Sherman Paul F

Sherry Blanche (0)
Sherwood Jeanetto
Shield Crowning
Shirley Sisters

Simpson Nance

Sinclair Mrs F O
Skelly James (C)

Smith Al 8
Smith Ida (P)
Spencer Albert G
Spencer Margaret
Bt Claire Tyler (0)
Standard John
Stanley Helene
Stanley A Lea (C)
Startup Harry (0)
Stave Elmer
Stevens Mrs H A
Stewart Jean
Stewart Margaret
Stiendel A Hyde (G)
8tirk Elate (P)
Story R
Stuart A Lewis
Sunderland May (0)
Sykes Carrie
Tavarls Virginia
(TEL) (C)
Taylor A Howard
Taylor Margaret
Taylor
H

Wm

Raymond

Teal

Mr

Mrs

Thomas Helen
Thompson J Forrest

Thome

Edw

Wm

O'Brien Mrs
Oliver Gene (P)
Oliver James
Oriental Singers

(C)

Toppan Teddy
Travers Helen
Tucker Joe

(C)

Park Emily
Pnrtrldge Basil
Paul Francis
Paul Mcrt N
l'uvlak N (C)
Pearson Violet (C)
Pelzer Oeo 8
Portia Sifters
Potter * llurtwell
Potter
O

W

i'r»'*c-itt Jack (SF)
Prlmro«e Mrs Geo

A

Turcott Bert

Valata Costa
(C)

Palma Mlchaele

(REG)

Vance Harry
Van Rose
Vaughn Dorothy (C)
Vervalln

Vita^Mano Jimmy
Voltaire Bertha

W

Wagner Chas D
Wanda (C)

Wuherfleld

Walker Phil
Walker Ralph B
Wallace
Wallace Miss (TEL)
(C)

Puck Eva
Puck Harry

Walsh May
Walton Elsie

V\w (C)

Ward Al (C)
Ward Arthur F
Ward Thoo
Warnock Frank L(P)

Qulnlan Dam
Quirk Jane

Watson Pearl

Racey Edw F
Rafhn Alfred
Randall Vivian
Ranee Miss R
Hath Bma (C)

Wm

Thurber Lena
Tombes Helen Hart
Top Cornelius (Gov't)

N Y Comedy Four

Palu.er Kruiik

A

Fred

(P)
(C)
Nugent James J

.

Ray Tommy
iUyor.-rft

Mrs Oeo

Seldon

Shanley

Thomas
(C)
J (C)

Newton Miss
Normun Don

Purely

R

(P)

Tblbault Thoa

Josle

Newman Ralph
Newman Linda
Newman I.ou A
.Virw iod

W

Texas Quartette

N

V

Calvin

Klralfy

Rowley A Tolnton(P)
Roye Ruth

Mable A Malfe (C)
MacCauley Wm
MacFayden Alexander
H
MacGregor Nell
Russell Mrs
MaoMullen
Ryan
Ethel
MaGouvern Edythe
Mallms (4) Irene B
8

Merrill Belle
Miles Mrs Homer
Miller Mlsa B
Miller Elisabeth

Ihrmark Tina
Infeld Mort (C)

Rooney Clarrle
Ross Katharine (0)
Roth Kitty

Russell Marie (G)
Russell Violet (P)
Russell Mr A Mrs

McMormlck Hugh

Hilton Dora (C)
Hlnton Al

Hipp Conrad
Hlxon Fred

Ring Blanche
Ring Julie
Robertson A Rosa
Roberts Olive
Rockwell Florenoe
Rogers Elisabeth
Rogers Ida

Rush Mr

Marion A Deane (C)

'

Richards Chris,
Richards Great
Rifner Carl

Rothchlld Julie
(REG) (C)

*

Lynch Billy
Lynch Ed
Lyon Mrs Dave (C)
Lyons A Yosco (P)

(C)
Mallory Burton
Mangean Grace

Co

Stafford
Jessie

Headder Jack (G)
Hearn Frank
_v
Henderson V L (C)
Hermann Helen
Hlatt A Geer (C)

Fay Mlaa Rillle (C)
Fay Ml«s Blllle (Reg)
Faye Budd
Fern Richelieu A F(C)
Ferry Mrs

Wm

AN INSTANTANEOUS SUCCESS

(C)

K

(C>
El Cleve
El I a so v S
Elmlna Mile

At the Depot

(C)
Lyle Gedes

Kalli David

Empress Marie

44

Gulll Adolfo

Jewell Ben

Earle Dorothy
Earle Oeorgle
Early A Letght

n

Grey Clarice
Grey Helen
Grossman's Enter's

Hoyt's

Rloeman Kitty

Lydston A Emmerson

Jameson Howard

Duncan Lillian
Dunn J*s J (C)
Dura S*«n
Du Tell Frank

in

Wm

Grew

Jackson Miss

Dufresnay Mme
Dunbar Louie (P)

Bantmnn
Edwards
Edwards
Edwards

Gregorys The (C)

Rico Helen

Linn A

Millies

Duffey Mrs H
Puffy Dick (C)
Duffy James J

Do

»

Gray Maude

Jack (G)
M (C)
Llvlagstdn Mrs B J
Livingston Tiee
Lloyd Eddie M
Lock hart Roma M (C)
J C
Locknart
Loftus Mr A Mrs (G)
London Louis
Longfeather Joe (C)
Lonso Cox (C)
Lorraine Peggy
Lovett Bessie
Lubln Lew (C)
Lidelll

W

Felix

ret

Hayward
Hay ward

L

Daveros Oeo
Davidson Mrs Tfelson
Davis Doe Will
Davit Verna
Dayton Ethel
Dean Hamilton (0)

KATHERINE

i.

.

Dale Dan

and

Go

Goulding Edmund
Grace Florenoe
Grace Frank
Graf Milton
Graham Frank (P)

Harvey Edith (C)
Hart Haxel
y^ v
Hasson Leslie A (G)

Dalley A Parks
Dalbeanle A Co
Dallas J O
Darling Miss

Wm

Hannon

Kenneth

Crossman's

Glenny A Bradford (0)
Glover Olaude O (C)
Gold Irene
Goodwin Nat C (C)
Gorden
H
Gordon Ernie

W A

Raymond Jack (C)

Wayne Marshall A G
Webb Dolly
Webb Teddy

Weldon Francis
Wells Corrlne
Welin Corrlne (C)
Wes'.oprv Helen

West Lew

Read Mrs A E

W

Reeves Billy (C)

Wharton Mrs Nat
White Danny (C)
White Joe A Vera (C)
Wilbur Bunny (C)
Wilbur Frank (C)

Regan A Renard
Renard Nat
Rennrd Neal (P)
Rene Irene (C)
Reno A Reno
Reslsta
Rice Bros

(O)

.si

-ui

Trio (C)

Wlllard Dot
Williamson Bob
Williams O

(8F)

1

VAKIITY

3

1]

'

F3

a.

SB

l

'

B

1 »"1

1*4

B

,M..3i,

ff.J

3B

ill

Bj
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
TO CRITICAL PERFORMERS WHO ARE PARTICULARLY CAREFUL IN THEIR SELECTION OF
GREAT NEW MATERIAL IN THE SONG LINE, WE
WISH TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE HAVE JUST
ACQUIRED THE RIGHTS TO A MARVE LOUS COMEDY
NUMBER, A WONDERFUL CHARACTER SONG, A
GENUINE NOVELTY NUMBER. AND A BALLAD
THAT IS SO BEAUTIFUL, WITH SUCH A MAR
VELOUS PUNCH, THAT IT IS BOUND TO STAND
OUT IN ANY ACT, AND NO MATTER HOW BIG
OR HOW SMALL YOUR ACT IS, IT WILL HELP TO
SELL YOUR ACT.

WE DO NOT CARE TO ANNOUNCE THE TITLES
OF THESE SONGS, AS WE MUST RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO RESTRICT THEM TO CERTAIN TERRITORIES, IN

ORDER NOT TO MAKE THEM TOO

COMMON.
PERFORMERS KNOWN TO US WILL DO WELL
IN PERSONALLY ADDRESSING MR. BERNSTEIN
ON THESE NUMBERS.

SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN
CHICAGO
Grand Opera House Bldg.

&

CO.,

BOSTON
240 Tremont

St.

224 WEST 47th STREET

NEW YORK

CITY

'FRISCO
Pantages Theatre Bldg.

VARIETY
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B. F. Keith's

Marcus Loew's

Circuit

Enterprises

United Booking

General Executive Offices
Putnam Building Times Square

New York

Offices

JOSEPH

(Agency)

PAUL KEITH,

A.
E. F.

ALBEE,

President

LUBIN

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS *

Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily
Between 11 and

HODGDON
New York

Palace Theatre Building

Feiber

Chicago Office:
North American Building

City

FRANK

President

City

General Executive Offices:

SEVENTH

AVE.,

M.
ARTISTS

I

re

*1r.
three to Sew

for all

fOT

D.

Combined

McINTOSH, Governing
M

Aavarfeaa Sep

T,v,u

r^r;.i5?oRiJK]nEFF rRas Real

—

Capitol.

Director

tma™-

~

Eftate Treat BJia,

M.tM.tM

Oaa giva the

i

i

J. II.

Street,

!

ii

in

New York

ALOI

EOOKINe AEBKCT

General Booking Manager
Weal 18th

to

om

ana*

I

brae* the ianp
llitt A. EL

MBlMl

el

BEN. J. FULUUrS CHICAGO DOOKDfG DBPT.
WESTERN VAUDEVILLE MaJtS—nT aESfllEi TSOSf. 1*TE FLOOSL CHIC A GO,

South American Tour, Ltd.
Pitret. 47

order to

•4*
»

i

ii

ii

VAUDEVILLE ACTS

Casinos of Buenos Aires, Montevideo, etc., GOOD DUMB ACTS. Offering contracts for
two months' Arm, round trip for all passages, and transportation paid and advanced
money upon request.

Care ef R.

n

riant

NEW ZEALAND

——

————————if—

———

i

ILL.

i

'Wilson Frank

WANTED
ROGER TOLOMEI,

can secure long engagements by booking direct with us

All acta cantamplattajr

'"

FOR the

SIMMONS

AUSTRALIA and

INDIA and AFRICA

St

FULLER'S VAUDEVILLE

1

Harry RickartfsTivolilliealres, ilW,
HUGH

D.

at Forty-ninth

General Booking Manager

V
OIRO U
Fnul'raD OBCUIT%

MOSS

e. 3.
729

And

in charge

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

(Putnam Building)

ay wir« or

DOYLE,

Q.

AMALGAMATED

1493 Broadway

The

1

Acts laying off in Southern territory wire this- office.

& Shea

New York

schenck

J. H.
Booking Manager

Manager

Vice-President and General

S. K.

M.'

General Manager

TO

E

City

a

f.

WUeon Lew
WlleSn Lew

(C)

Wllaon Olllt
Wood Marie

P

Woods PmneJo (P)
Woodward A Morrlasey

Talto Mrs Karl
Yatea A Wheeler
Young A April
Young Joe (P)

Younf A Waldron (0)
Yvonne Miaa (G)

(C)

Worden Mra Harold
Worth Plorenoe
Wiigbt Earl
Wright Leeffle

Zara Carmen Trio

Zlmmer John
ZoaUer

i
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"THE SUNSHINE
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Say

Prayer for th« lioys Out There"'

a

"Sai

Prayer fur

a

l

.

Hoys Oul There*

Fie

1

.fc.-.

"Saj

;

a

..

.J^

Urn...

*>.

Prayer for the Ko>.s Out There'

FRANK MULLANE
He

-

;» T» K-

Id

S«>n»f

«

.

MORRY STERN
Our

Nm

Miniirr,

l*rufV*Kionel

Galeae's

him

i<>M

about

thr

Bonjr

BERNIE GROSSMAN
Who

wrote

;intl

it.

who

i^

in

Waltrr

hicajw, and

*

..ur

\v

t'hiraicu

Manasrr, rehrarited him.

SAY A PRAYER FOR THE BOYS OUT THERE
'Yhf

uuldime
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«
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*
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THE JOE MORRIS MUSIC COMPANY
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PLAYHOUSE.— Stewart

band here and will accompany him on his
tour to the Pacific coast when his run here
In "Mr. Antonio" expires.
It is said "Mr.
Antonio" will leave town before Christmas
and will be replaced by "Come Out of the
Kitchen/' with Ruth Chatterton.

CHICAGO

in

Joined the
Herald.

Phil Welker has been appointed musical
director of the western "Katsenjammer Kids."

_ using "Walt

San 8ldman wan

In

Chicago

engaged Betty Powers
part of his show.

Cor

last

week.

He

the prima donna

editorial

staff

of

the

Chicago

Entertainers at the States Cabaret were
Till the Clouds Roll By," the
song hit of "Oh, Boy," during the past two
weeks. A letter from the company's attorney,
Benjamin H. Erllch, caused the withdrawal
of the number.
.

deal

—

MAJESTIC

was made.

The

Corbett, Alexander Pantages, J.
C. Mathews, Battling Nelson and Lou Houseman sent flowers to the funeral of Bob Fltx-

Ferguson
brothers
stock
company
opened for a run of repertoire at the Indiana,

slmmons

company

J.

AUDITORIUM

(H.

M.

last

week.

Millard Reed and RelTncr and Richards
spent some time in Chicago the lant couple
of weeks sttemptlng to organize stock companies, without succens.

Ned Woodley,

stage

director

of

the

Em-

press,
Milwaukee,
has
engaged
Jlmmle
Bount, Juvenile, for his burlesque stock company.

There

is

a barrel

theatre
scriptions for
jestic

In

wblch

"8mokea

trude Hoffman looked
empty. An hour later

the lobby of the MaIntended for sub-

Is

for
into
It

Sammies."
It

was

when

GerIt

was

full.

Claude Langley, picture man, formerly of
Los Angeles, came through Chicago last week
on hib way to Buenos Aires, where he Is
now located. Mr. Langley has been buying

George

New

York.
years
manager of
legitimate policy, and
manager of the Olympic, has

Wsrren,

McVlcker's during

more

recently

Oct. 20.
Among the plays the
will
produce
are
"The Great

Ind.,

Divide,"
"Going Some," "Human Hearts,"
"Shepherd or the Hills,"
"Divorce Question" and "Billy the Kid."

"Little Lost Sister,"

Tony Cornetta and Al Shayne severed
diplomatic relations at Evansvllle, Ind., Oct.
24.
The scrap was due to the fact that
Shayne didn't give Cornetta an adequate
recompense, according to Cornetta. Shayne
opens on Orpheum time Nov. 11 at Milwaukee. Joe Sully will replace Cornetta in
the act.
Harry

Jackson,
comedian
with
Jean
"Forty Thieves," who was recently
has turned up with "Mile a Minute
Girls."
Jackson
was replaced by Sam
Michels In Bedlnl's show.
Al Rlccardo, of
the same show, who was doing a ventrlloqulal
specialty, also left the company and has been
booked for a single act on W. V. M. A. time.
Bedlnl's
let

Stewart Walker has received an offer from
an unnamed source to make a musical comedy out of Booth Tarklngton's "Seventeen,"
now at the Playhouse.
Mr. Walker says
"Nlxl"

films In

Marlon,

out,

Lola May, who played In "The Gentleman
from Mississippi," has taken the place of
Dorothy Mortimer, who leit "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath" to take a part In Leo Dltrichsteln's
forthcoming
production,
'The
King." John Cumberland, who has been out
of the "Parlor" cast for a few days on account of throat trouble, is back.

for

Its

Mrs. Otis Skinner, who has been in the east
for the past six weeks, has rejoined her hus-

Benefit show,
ten," closing.
Next week,

,

Johnson, mgr.).—
'*8top. Look. Lis-

Wheel

(F.

A.

Burlesque

Perry, mgr.). —Colum—
"Twentieth Century

Girls."

CORT

(U.

and Down 1

'

J.

Herman, mgr.).— "Upstairs

(10th week).

CROWN (Ed. J. Rowland. Jr., mgr.).—
Stock.
"The Girl He Couldn't Buy."
ENGLEWOOD (J. D. Whitehead, mgr.).—
American

Wheel

Burlesque— 'The

Military
f

Maids."

EMPIRE (Art Moeller, mgr.).— American
Wheel Burlesque— "Biff. Bang. Blng!"
GARRICK (Wo. Currle. mgr.). "The
13th Chair." with Annie Russell (0th week).
GAYETY (Robert Shoenecker. mgr.).—
American Wheel Burlesque—"The Tempters."

—

mgr.). — "Miss

ILLINOIS (R. Tlmponl.
Springtime." steady (3d week).
IMPERIAL (Will 8plnk, mgr.).— "Come
Back to Erin."
LA SALLE (Nat Royster. mgr.).— "Oh.
Boy," with Joseph Santley, keeping up its
capacity record (11th week).

NATIONAL

(John

Barrett,

Katzenjammer Kids."
OLYMPIC (Abe Jacobs,
Cottage"

mgr.).— "The

mgr.).— "Canary

(Sth week).

It's

supports

Queen le

Williams,

What "Married Via Wireless" demonstrated
•

should not be done with a "book." this set
revealed two- fold In showing what can be
done by clean humor, human situations, sequence,

Llppman

story, horse sense.
The Shlpraanskit is s peach, a miniature drama
nub of the heart, makes a

gets to the
reasonable folks

that

laugh, and scores a clean
bang. Kohlmar Is, splendid, but the surprise,'
here st lesst. Is In the performance of Will
Fox, s Hebrew comedlsn of extraordinary
talent.
This whole act amatters of thought,
preparation, earnest effort and Intelligence.

Emma Cams snd Larry Comer. In their
offering now grown familiar through continuous partnership, followed many singers.
In
fact almost every act on the bill slogs. Stuart
Barnes waa switched In ahead of the C.-C.
couple because Josle Heather was programed
Just before them, and relief was needed. Miss
Carus, ss slender now as even she could wish,

VON
just opened a

permanent

CHICAGO OFFICE
143

NORTH DEARBORN STREET (Opposite the Cort Theatre),
MURRAY BLOOM
will be pleased to take care of

BEN BORNSTEIN

will be in

our

many

professional friends.

Or-

big, bad act.
A ton of
ships (profile) and Boating
islands and moving statues and disappearing
lighthouses enter and vanish on and in a
stiff sea of' blue-green paint, while down below transpire a serlea of crimes against
comedy crying aloud for vengeance. Pollard
admits he wrote the "book." He errs. The
book waa written In 1456. 1507, 1078 and 1789
by Joe .Miller's progenitors and competitors.
The star Jest comes when the captain pulls
out a hair and h°lds It hefore the binoculars
through which the comedienne le seeking the
equator and she discovers a camel crossing.
The rest Is s Hamburger steak of acater- fired
gags that Insult vaudeville and the mediocre

•

Has

;

here— in "Married Via Wireless,"

company which

—

COLUMBIA

mgr.

who Is too good to be In such society. Her
eccentric dancing and effervescent aong de*
rivery draw hearty spplsuse.. Freddie Garland, a catarrhal comedian arho steels from
everybody since Columbus snd past Chaplin,
Is ss funny ss the plot, which Is sbsent.
The
finish Is so patriotic thst Pollard dares ypu
not to spplsud.
The Monday matinee took
the dare like a lot of cowards.
Olive Briscoe followed this mess, snd It topk
her some little time to get the sunlight .of
her personality through the haze. She beamed
in good time, and. with Al Rauh. hit 'em for
a smash before retiring.
Then came Lee Kohlmar and his company.

Leo Dttrlebstein closes in 'The
of
Zalamea" (5th week).
"Why
Marry?" with Nat Goodwin. Arnold Daly
and Edmund Brese opens Nov. 5.
COLONIAL (Normon Field, mgr.).— "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," with Florence Moore
(10th week).

Eberts,

papier" mache

Judge

bia

—

William K. Pollard's

grand opera.
BLACKBTONB (Ed. Wappler, mgr.).— "The
Wilow Tree," with Fay Ba I taer, booked for
limited engagement (2d week).
COHAN'S GRAND (Harry J. Ridings,
mgr.).

C.
.

;

Is it?"

Policemen's

James

(Fred

rehearsal U.30)
Yes end no. A long
show this week, good In spots, weak elsewhere.
There used lo be a vaudeville gag about the
Swiss navy, which ended by asking, "Where

pheum

Mrs. Nellie La Pearl, a former circus performer, filed a suit for $20,000 damages
against Michael Grady, for libel and falsa arrest.
Sept. 24 an all-night battle was raged
between Mrs. La Pearl and several policemen under the direction of Grady. 8he was
arrested for running a disorderly house. Ruth
Wilkes, who sued her husband, C.*R. McKlnney, charging abuse, has obtained her divorce decree.

Unlet* otherwise noted, the following reports are for the current week.

Man

with Mary Nash, drawing
(6h week).
POWERS (Harry Powers, mgr.).—Otis
Skinaer In "Mr. Antonio" 8th week).
STAR AND GARTER (William Roche,
mgr. ) .
Columbia
Burlesque —- Al
Wheel
Reeves' "Big Show "

.

CORRESPONDENCE

company

Walker's

(Sth week).
Singer, mgr.).— 'The

excellent patronage

It waa reported last week that representaof the Liberty theatre, Cleveland; an
Independent house, offered their theatres to
J. C. Matthews, western booking manager of
the Pantages circuit, for Pan bookings; If a
$1,000 bill could be procured.
Matthews Indicated his willingness to book the theatre
with the regular Pan road show, at $1,000.

No

"Seventeen"

u:y„

PRINCES8 (Will
Who Came Back,"

tives

Ruth Eddy Wilkes has Joined the review
at the SUtea cabaret.

d Ml JO J J»ahj c i r

il

where

* WAV1K%

fc««J

Chicago for a short stay commencing November 1st Call and see him! Don't
forget the address, 143 No. Dearborn St

VARIETY
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1
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The Best Lot

of Popular
Songs on the Market

4

*
..J.

"FOR YOU A ROSE"
"SOME SUNDAY MORNING"
"SO LONG, MOTHER"
"SAILING AWAY

Cobb-Edwards
.

Whiting-Egan-Kahn

.

Egan-Kaho-Van AI$tyne

ON THE HENRY

CLAY"

Kahn-Van Alstyne

TRY TO STEAL THE
SWEETHEART OF A SOLDIER"

Bryan- Van Alsty ne-Schenk

"DON'T

'

"ROCK-A-BYE LAND"
"MY MOTHER'S EYES"
"SWEET PETOOTIE"

i

"WAY DOWN THERE
Boy

is

IS

(A

Murphy -Tier ney
.

.

.

.

.

....

Yellen-Gumble

Kahn-Marshall

DIXIE"

.

Bryan-Paley

Dixie

Yellen-Gumble

"THE BRAVEST HEART OF ALL"
"WHERE THE MORNING GLORIES

GROW"

Kahn-Van Alstyne
Tierney-Murphy

Missing)"

"SOUTHERN GALS"
"MAYBE SOMETIME"
"SO THIS

....
....

,

.

"LAST NIGHT"

Egan- Whiting

Kahn-Egan- Whiting
Brown-Spencer

JEROME H. REMICK & CO.
Majestic Theatre Bldg., Chicago
228 Tremont St, Boston
31 South 9th St, Philadelphia
I

*

P

1

219 West 46th

St.,

137 West Fort St, Detroit
St., San Francisco, Cat
522 S. B'way, Loa Angeles, Cat

New York 906 Market

,

t

VARIETY

t±J&-

I

:

Another "Oh, Johnny! Oh, Johnny! Oh!"

*

.

.

...

.

.

,

PHONE

OVER
WILL

By

»

HART,

J.

ED ROSE

and

ABE OLMAN

Keep Your Eye on This One
i

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER,
NEW YORK OFFICE

CHICAGO OFFICE

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

146 W. 45th St
MAURICE HITTER, Manager

42 Grand Opera House Bldg.
EZ. KEOUCfH, Manager

512 Pantagea Theatre Bldg.
EDDIE MAGILL, Manager

took her teak lightly.
Comer, enrrled mad
groomed beyond a wrinkle, untied end

The

Irlah song le etlll

Emma's pennant- win-

The other songs went
The encore In "one," In which the
golden-haired and ewer-youthful contralto did
ning

pitch-hitter.

her bends and graceful ezerclaea, landed the
act In the euoowao column. Leave It to Kama
trick doesn't get ower ahe can

and the doctor, characterises almost

Kaufman

singers, gagged
endleaaly.
Gaga are the aoul of vaudeville,
perhaps, but at thla date there la no aoul left
in "at 12.60 he won a clock." and "you don't
told me," and "you're a Jashea," and "It's a
cadenta."
They sing well but not enough,
and tell punk Jokee by far too many. Their
billing
la
"Tuneful Originalities.'7
Their
tunefulnesa le their moat original contribu-

Brother*,

good

tion.

SCENIC STUDIOS,

Inc.

140 West 39th Street

New York

Paul and Mae Nolan, comedy Jugglers,
opened. Josle Heather, supported by William
Casey, Jr., at the piano and Bobby Heather
(her sister) got over lightly but sweetly. The
war has helped us like Britishers out west,
where they were newer rery strong In normal
years. Miss Heather looked ten years younger
than on her last previous appearance here.
Stuart Barnes did his usual boob song and
monolog with dispatch and laughs. He has
added a Service recitation which ho doee
without Inspiration It Is over his head. Fanchon and Marco and their Frisco Jess Band
were probably Improperly billed. A "favorite
singing comedian" was announced, but no one
Instead, a girl went through the mosang.
tions of some conventional dance steps.
The
Lait.
Jass band was good.
PALACE (Earl T. Steward, Mgr. ; Orpheum). With Elsie Janls topping, the October
bllmsard meant nothing at the box office. The
only empty seat In the house was the one
next to the Variety man, and that was holdMiss Janls, on early
ing his sopping ulster.
(9.22), for no particular reason, repeated her
clean hit of week before last at the Majestic
with no change of routine. The Avon Comedy
Four, next to closing, ran the audience out
of gas. The kitchen stuff is funnier than any

—

City

Stage Decorations
for Productions

—

and Vaudeville Acts
u

THE MODERNISTIC STUDIO'
Phone: Greeley Stff

FURS
(Natural

—and

practical and <
all oocaatona.

garment, adaptable for

long

mately, yet with a punch.
Fox and Ingram, substituting for the tempennental and therefore absent Harry Carroll,
stopped the show their first time «p a twe-aday house. Miss Ingram (Zella) Is a sister of
the late Herbert Ingram, and worked In Chicago cabarets until recently. She la winning

on sight, diffident and gentle, and ewae a
deep contralto to timbre and soothing qualities if not power.
Fox Is a clean young chap
dressed In tailor-made clothes.
They alternate at the piano and "on the floor" and sing
specialty songs.
For an encore Miss Ingram
does a medley of her brother's hits. If there
to be a choice, song-writers' sisters, apparently are to be preferred to the composers
themselves.

Buster Santos and Jacque Hays newer miss,
and didn't this time. Jack and Forts. Jolly
French tumblers and balancers, opened to a
glad hand.
Nate Lelpslg, No. 1 (tee early)
couldn't get a "committee" up, hut
with his thimble and card Illusions.
One of the delights of the perfc
came with Raymond Bend and BMaaboth
Shirley in "Remnants."
Bond to wery like
William Hodge. The woman to true to type
and allows nothing for vaudeville, which to
well

In this Instance,
plausible,
grammatical,

The

vehicle

to

gentlemanly,

5 Minutes

from

all

a

m

Open* Evenings

• o'clock
Open Election
Day till • P. M.

till

even-

*SS?

closed.

COLUMBIA (Frank B. Perry, mgr.).—For
the first time in years Father took Mother and
the children down to the Columbia, and a good

time was had by all. The shew waa not only
clean, but clever.
It was fast only la action,
and not In lines or numbera. It wan that

the Theatres

—Overlooking Central Park

I

Light, Airy, with all

CASH OR CREDIT

quiet,

Dame Happiness at Trivial Coat
EXPSBIKfCB

tails oa that etgaty pas east
5°^.** would •*•** aeaesseeptas ware
they faadnar with the aatontshSdy amaU
Initial amount aseeaaary throosh ear saataadar
seulaa.
That Is war we os^oaotaa^smV ion

IS **

t±~!taa
•Bd basefifuur
iE!Z£&.'
J*&*lui' entravtnss
Ulustratsd lS£
with ohotoa half-tone
and
gtrtatj^ou lowest prions and tern*

ems

Modern Hotel Improvements

i

Oatfita

Grand Baplds

columns

U

circle, n. y.

Apartment with
Period Pnmltare
Value, Itet. now

PeraJture

$275

$375

t-Boem Perl
Apertmont

of

REISENWEBER'S HOTEL

Write for

W1UTS FOB NEW SS-PAQS CATALOGUE
Easily Accessible from West Side by
Mfh or 69th St Croastown Cera

PER CIIITrC PARLOR, BED- PAD O
9UI a.9 ROOM & BATH eTUlf
$16 ip WEEK

salt-

made

FURNITURE

strained and welcome.
It could run on to
the same pitch for an hour without a shot
being fired. Belma Braats,

Attractions In all tea leading atylas of
Wolves, made In the new »»»«'
alao Hall, Barrel and Canteen shops

to

$7M VaUe

t-aUom Period
Apartment
U.eeC Value

$585

$750

OUR LIBERAL TERMS

match.

Scarfs from
Sets from
Alao

legiti-

rare avis, a burlesque show that Is burlesque.
The shew Is called "The Twentieth Century
Maids" with Jim Barton. It should be called
Jim Barton with the "Twentieth Century
Maids."
For while the maids are all very
pretty and well behaved, Barton la the big,
outstanding figure of the show.
There are

and

Foxea
effects;

Muffs

dcub!ea aa the proprietor

e

•elected aklna In the new modee,
mg\
g\
Uned with Bklnnrr's Uusxanteadjlwrf-Zlf I
*r • »*eepv
Batln.
Very Saaelal

Special

who

Meekrat)

Snappy Dross and Auto Coat

—a

'

Charles Dale*

$14 wSk ROOM & BATH FOR 2

BROOK MINK COAT
able for Traveling

tet is

lag.

pull another.

DODD ACKERMAN

and the quarthere with a warble whenever the laughe
Almost any kind of a quartet can get
encores. But the Avon crew earns them. Joe
Smith, the Hebrew chef, la an artist, and

of the old "school" foolishness,

mildly.

Carue— If one

P.

Inc.

some
and

$19.50 up
$37.50 up

Value Deposit Weehly

The Western Vaudeville

very

trom

special
bargains In separate
wide
Htoll
effects €,Jft •«•«

VWUP

Sprrial D.'eeourrt to the Pre fatal on

Managers' Association

AMSON^j
44

West S4th

MOOT

Street

Adjoining Hotel McAlpIn—One Plight

Up

L

MAJESTIC

Ilea

llt.M

$1M

I2.se

Prefeeslonal
Discount of

15%Oflf
forCash

lite

lla.ee
•ie.es
isa.es

$4M
IMf

MJi
M.M
M.M

Mt.et

u.ec
IS.M

MM

IM.M

Larger Amounts up to II.Me

Terms apply

SINGER, General Manager

Theatre Building,

CHICAGO, ILL

also to New York
New Jersey and Connecticut
pay freight and railroad farm
DaUvaraikpomr earn motor truck
State,

We

THE SONG

T

?s"

SWEEPING THE COUNTRY LIKE A FOREST FIRE

Words by JOE MCCARTHY

Music by

FRED FISHER

THEY GO
HELLO. FRIENDS!

A lot of people connected with
the moiic business thought that
Joe McCarthy and Fred Fisher
warn •one; writers para and
simple. Since I have bean with
them I hara found that they ara
mat an para and far from being
simple.
I am happily surrounded with
tha greatest bunch af songs I
hara
I

an

•« heard In my Ufa, which
glad ta ba abla to offer my
(Secret—8h —ah—I have

friends.

ama

SIMPLY
(DOZENS OF

new numbers under

so get In touch with

and

NEW CATCH

let

ma hand

yon

OVER ME

cover,

me

at once
a surprise.)

(PLENTY OF EXTRA CHORUSES)

JACK MILLS.

LINES)

GREAT NEWS FOR BALLAD SINGERS
Music by GEO. F AIRMAN

Words by JOE MCCARTHY

WHEN YOU

FIND

THERE'S SOME ONE MISSING
(WHEN THE ONE YOU LOVE

IS

GONE)

Here is a song that hasn't a line or a word abou t Mother or War in it, but will reach every heart
of your audience without the aid of "Give me your kind applause." We have a wonderful recitation if you want it.

BEST OPENING OR CLOSING SONG EVER WRITTEN
SM1BBBBBSBBBBSBSBBBSBBBBBBBBHSSBSSSSBBBSBSSBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBSBBBSBBSBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBSBSBBBBBBBBBSSSBBBBBBBBBBBSBBBBBBBBB

By GEO. F AIRMAN

HELLO. AMERICA. HELLO
9

9

NOT a War

Song.

Great novelty idea.
ness.

cCARTHY
1

Wonderful melody. Beautiful

and

48 WEST 45TH STREET,

BOSTON, 2)8 Tremont St., Jimmie McHugh
DETROIT, Will Collins, Hotel Ste. Claire
CHICAGO, 143 No. Dearborn St

obbligato. Lots of busi-

Single, double, trio or quartette.

FISHER,
NEW

YORK,

Inc.

N. Y.

JACK MILLS, Prof. Mgr.
GEO. A. FRIEDMAN, GEN'LMGR.

VARIITY

38
I.

mk -*
MILLER, 1554 Broidwiy f B*47th
8U.

Flasklet

4

Special Scrr.ee for TaaderHltaas

HOW ABOUT UNIFORMS

Bryant rttt-Ttta

Carl

Manufacturer

A»ee..

S«

o

Theatrical

f

and

Boots

B. V.

Shoes.

CLOG,
and
Shoes

Ballet

made

work

at short

LADY USHERS?

notice.

Write far Catalog 4

AUGUSTOS
ICfvO

ASCN

Minuficlirtn

af
the Beat Accord ocas
la the World
Special for Plan*
Bejra
22t Crmd Btreet

NBW YORK

CITT

New Terk

A

A. G. P. A.

42nd

City

425

FIFTH AVENUE

(et 38th St.)

JAMES MADISON
Broadway.

1400

LGalizi&Bro.
Accordion
tarera

Inc.

10

*rt

NEW YORK

Phone Bryant 5S58

YERKNOWN"
a.

HIPPODROME

£bo*n8idr

Baata • weeka akaad.

ANOTHER SEASON'S BOOKING
Get another season's wear out of your old
Repairs made Invisible.
Prices
Shirts made to order from
reasonable.
your own or our material. Special shirts
shirts.

wean

for stage

The 46th

Street Shirt Hospital
Woat 41th Street, N. Y. City

324

Phone: Bryant 5250— Send for Particulars

MAX

HIE8CH. Proprietor

SCENE R
i

artalno— Plash. Satta aad Voire! Btoaa.

ejaipaaeat far DrasaaMa. Barleegae, Tak.

*aj

Shew., aad VaaderiUo
Ot la tko Rich Seat District.
sspleyeas Aklo. BeYleleat
easeas,

wkaa

252

aad BaaaeasU.

dealla* wttk tkls Fir sat

RKDKRIOK S
f

1MT Broadway

4SS Gaiety Bid*.

New York
Stadias 44S

W.

41 J UL,

New

Bryant till
York. Bryant 1781

HENRY BBRUNGROPF.

Mar.

Everything
for the Stage
Bead

Metedatf too d
Casiesa Depart a* eat
fee

ISM

BBAAQWAY
Tka

Opp. OeOasakea T

MBJW YORE CITY. M. T.

BILLT GRUPP, former

voice,

;

—

The
Tailor

between

an

author

and

an

actress.

Slippers to match gowns ssade la 14 hears.
Special rates for prodactions.
140 W. 44th St. (near Broadway)
Branch: 1000 Broadway (soar Palace Theatre)
Bryant 7417
YORK

NEW

Beautify Your Face
Yea asset look good to make good.
of the "Profoonon" hate obtained
retained hotter parts by haelag aw
root their feature! imperferttona aad
]

Oonsaltsdoa

The

(ova.

I
Union

Slits,

Symmetrical*
aad

Theatrical Supplies
Write far Catalaacja Nn. V.0

;

Anthony monopolising applauae with a couple
of dandy whistling numbers in addition to his

Walter Go Bretzfield Co.
1M7 Broadway
NEW YORE

SuHng.

(Cor. 07th Sareet)

Pepple
A Oreenwsld's "Melody
wins
is
Land," with Jack Brasee and five comely
and clever girls. Brasee comes out In various costumes and baritones while the other

Magical Apparatus

members of the company Instrumeutallr^,
and furnish charming backgrounds.

Over

dance

One

of the girls plays a piano, one a violin
one a cello. All play beautifully. Oene

Sternad's act

reminiscent
sketch called
"Women," which had to do with three
women who had one husband, got laughter
despite Its rather illogical notion.
Lee Stoddard gave phonograph Imitations which were
as good as most phonographs.
He also did
ventrtloquinl bits and gave odd Imitations,
Including one of a circus barker several miles
away
Barnold's Dogs, always sure-fire, delivered.
Dot Marcell, the Nellie Nichols of
the pop # honses
sang Hebrew, Italian and
other r-hnracter sonirs about «s N*»llle would
sing them if Nellie sang them that way.
stuff

In

Bachman.

used by

is

A

Sxoing.

HIPPODROME
W.

V.

M.

A.).

(Andy Talbot, mgr. agent,
Recent programs here, in-

—

;

FACES II THE FIRE

7M

A T ,KA 4 C0 " «•"**•*
?

and
and Marie Custer sing and

talk.
Oene has
The act could
a southern congenial voice.
be improved by using songs which have outlived or post-dated the vintage which produced
"Poor Butterfly." Medley and Moyse should
be billed aa Medley and Noise. That's their
They utilize college nut stuff, and alact.

Waldorf)

.

—

fore by contrast with the customary brasen
voice bleedings.
"A Real Pal" followed. It
Is
a bucolic sketch, produced by Miller,
Packard and Howaid. The Harvey Trio, who
claim to be the originators ot bssketball on
bicycles, have a good act.
Without the element of contest It would still be a creditable
offering
with It, it keeps the audience Interested every minute.
Anthony and Valentine Brothers have a good concertina act,

free.

P. E. SMITE. M.D.
047 Fifth Ava* N. Y. C.

offering real comedy.
Their harmony Is
soft pedal, and additionally effective there-

accordeon playing.

1

COHEN

L.

sketch needs an author and in actress. Mahoney and Rogers, a boy and girl, patter inconsequentially before a seashore drop, alng
pleasantly and dance brilliantly.
The Hippodrome Four deliver the goods. They hsve
something that not over many quarters are

She haa a good

ing.

$5.00

need. Also a fl
1 Bead laaevatiea aad Fibre Werdr,
Tranke, 010 and $10. A few eatra large Pi
arty Tranke. Also old Taylor aad Bal Tranl
Parlor Floor. SO W. Olat 8L. New Tori CH

THEATRICAL BOOTS sad SHOft

Professional Baser

and can do won-

Is

ders with her nimble limbs.
Whereas there Is no particular book, there
are plenty of funny situations and lots of
hilarious lines. Barton ad libs probably more
than any other burlesque comedian, but he
always does so with discretion and point,
and invariably gets away with It. Several
ancient and reliable burlesque standbys are
used, but this troupe gets more out of them
than the ordlriary company.
Supporting Barton are Jack Duffy an able
second comedian, Florence Tanner, a satisfactory if not sensational prima donna, Bob
Ferns, Arthur Young, Juliette Belmont. Tillle
Swing.
Barton and Jim Howell.
RIALTO (Harry Earle, mgr. Doyle- Loew)
The .bill this week had one act new to Chicago audiences Alberto, the dancing zyloHe has
phonlst, Just off the Pan circuit.
eccentric pedals, lots of personality, and he
Another act that
rattles rhythmic hammers.

of

Mack,

W. 42nd SU New Yerk

12S

Pnsnkna

Have keen

Big Bargains.

eluding this week's day bill, emphasise me
necessity of some good sketch acta to balance
the dumb, singing, patter and dancing numbers.
Woolf and Stewart have a sketch
they try very hard, use rather an elaborate
setting, employ a novel and Interesting Idea,
but somehow their efforts do not get over as
they might.
The sketch Is entitled "Across
the Court," and haa to do with a flirtation

the material

Stock aa

HOSPITAL

though their offering defies analysis, It gets
Jake Sternad's "Napanees" Is the
laughs.
pop edition of Ous Edwards' "School Days"
Four of the
and suffers by comparison.
people In the sketch, three girls and the
teacher, were formerly with Fred Bachmann's "Day In Kldland" act, and some of

in Clothes
Lane

TRUNKS,

SPBOALTT

the best tramp comedian
on the burlesque stage todsy, barring not even
Billy Arlington. The claim Is not undebatable.
"The Twentieth Century Maids" haa a clever
little soubret new to burlesque, of an order of
merit on a par with Barton's work aa come8he la Jacqueline Tallman. lately condian.
nected with William B. Friedlander in hia
Jacqueline Is of the cute
tabloid enterprises.
school, but her cuteneas la natural and pleas-

—

ea Bare Time aad Money.

Office:

BOWLO—

Sanitary Gymnasium
West 116th Street, New York City
Rooms,
and

some who claim he

CHARLES
DILLINGHAM

XT
THE

H

WARDROBE PROP.

te $1.25 each

with use of piano. Dues, 11.50 per week. Hot
Ladles' and Gents' Rehearsal
cold shower bath. Head room, 20 feet. Hours—10 A. M. to 2 P. M. daily.
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR LADIES
Phone: Morningslde 2733

afford to miss it
can afford to go."

STJCCCRB

MUSIC

Conducted by

"None can

"GRXA1

ML 0M

GRUPP'S

puce" —ussr*""*
Maai

Nov

relented Shift

UNION HINGE BINDING COMPANY

Velvet, Velour, Plush, PsJntoxI
Drops and Scenery of bII kinds.

"CHEER UP"

eta.

INSISTS TO BOLB

SCENERY
all

Msnefae-

and

Worka

COVERS FOR ORCHESTRATIONS

Acctnuots
177-070 Cola at has. At*.

E. A.

to

100 Canal Btr
N. T. City

urKt

isriwr*

them

New Tark

GuerriniCo.
riifn

New Tark

St..

Getting results himself and giving
those he writes for.

NURSES OUTFITTING ASSOCIATION,

CONBOUDATED VELVET
41th 8t.

A J. SIMMONS.

Ticket Office. B'way

Telephone Vanderbllt 4641 for Estimates

All Blaaa and Cslers
Special Discount, and T.rai Thla Month
Rental la City

Wast

Laweat fares
Special Baggage Service
If yen want earthing qoick,
'Phone W. B. Lindsay. E. P. A..
Bryaat 4213

Vaadevllle Aether

SPECIAL DESIGNS
MILITARY OR DAINTY EFFECYS
MODERAYE PRICES

PLUSH DROPS
141

Baffale. IS 00
All Steel Cars,

FOR YOUR

Acrobatic
a Spe-

cialty. All

Toronto, f ISIS
Chicago. $10.10

Rochester. 17.41

40. Slate
.. IL
4S3

ORPHEUM

(Fred Henderson, gen. rep.;
agent, direct). The current Orpheum program
Is but fair In arrangement and entertaining
value, although business aa usual is up to
the mark. "Submarine F-7" Is one of the features and in the closing spot held considerable
interest through it depicting the working while
in action.
Nina Payne won big applause with
her dancing specialty, especially the closing
futuristic number that easily proved the best
in her turn.
Georgle Earle and Co., In a
rural comedy by herself, entitled "Getting
Acquainted." received but a passing notice.
Libonatl gained considerable applause with hia
musical offering, notwithstanding he la in hia
second
Martin
dancing
Spencer

—

3

olideS

week.

in the Shoe," was the other holdand repeated his previous week's suc-

cess.

PANTAORS.— With

s

welr-dlverslfled
arrangement of turns, this weelrs show st Pantages Is possibly the season's best, with the
turns Individually gaining due recognition. "The
Winter Garden Revue" la the featured attraction, headed by a number of clever principals
who were directly responsible for the standing
it
attained.
Individually they
more

idUT

LANTERN

For

'All

Purposes

"WE MATCH UP SLIDES
FOR ANY SONG"

Woman

over,

a

«B«JMS

Scotches Ciugdiis

5?

"Skeet" Gallagher and Irene
were enjoyed with their singing and
specialty.
Fleta Brown and Herbert
were moderately received, other than
the success gained by Miss Brown with her
bird notes and imitations.
Nelson and hia collection of hats received many laughs.
Eddie
Foy and the Seven Younger Foys In "The

Old

A roe oe

RICE TESTIMONIAL

SOUVENIRS
"GEMS OF ART**

100 portraits of artists aa* protouloaala. who have
bean under Mr. Rise's Management, mailed on receipt of fifty cents, money order or atampe.
Address
Treasersr. Rice Souvenir Ceaalttee. 431 West 57th

BV,

New

York.

VARIETY

SONG-PUNCHES!!

Will Rossiter's Latest
Greatest

Nevdty LTEIC

THE STORY BOOK BALL

b 25 YEARS.
(TXXT. THE SONQ

u

WE

WRinEN

DON'T

39

LAST FEBRUARY BY W. R. WILLIAMS AND

NOW

MONTGOMERY ui PERRY'S
«NG" TIME SONG HIT.

BEING SUNG BY "THE BOYS" IN THE VARIOUS TRAINING CAMPS TTTT3

WAY"
KNOW WHERE WE'RE GOING BUT WE'RE ON OUR
WALTZ-SONG
NEW

SOPHIE TUCKER and BAND

W.

"HIT'

R. Williams'

NEW "DREAMLAND"

DANCE^THE
GHL YOI CAHTFIRGET
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than a passing notice, with Anna Mae Bell,
Hal Van Rensselaer and Gladys Lanphere displaying sufficient talent to head the production.
The Five Sullys easily pulled down a big score
with their corking entertainment, as shown
during their talking and dancing skit entitled
"The Information Bureau." Willie Solar kept
right In line with his specialty, that was solely
designed to amuse, something which it accomplished. The Three Mori Bros, with their barrel juggling
and athletic feats, proved an
exceptionally good addition, while Lacey Shannon and Davis, a trio of musically talented

The Martins, scheduled to open the show
at the Casino last week, did not go on, on
account of Insufficient stage room, which may
have been due to the large tank Installed for
the "Water Sprites," In their second week
here.
Various reports are to the effect that
the set could have been made.
Many acta
hare complained about back stage at the
Casino. It Is a modern theatre In every respects.
Several acts have stated they are
accorded better treatment at the Hippodrome,
also booked by Ackerman a Harris. Deave's
Manikins replaced the Martins.

women, was the single weak spot in the proTheir routine could stand an immediate
strengthening, while the wardrobe Is somewhat
Inferior, and together, they proved detrimental
to such an extent, it was impossible to overlook this defect and naturally had a direct
bearing upon their returns. Trevitt's Military
Dogs closed the performance with a number
of military drills that -**ere remarkably well
accomplished.
HIPPODROME. The Hippodrome continues
to pack 'em in, with this week's program
keeping apace with others. Arthur Valli and

gram.

Arthur B. Leopold, a theatrical attorney
from New Orleans, waa here laat week •
Evidently Inspired by the success of the
song oontests In New York City, the "song
pluggers" hare arranged to hold a contest
out here, starting at Pantagea. Oakland, this
week, war aongs will be used exclusively.

—

in

acts find big favor here. "Water Sprites"
did not have the closing position this week,
that spot being assigned to Harry Krans
and Bob La Salle. They proved a wise selection for the position, as they were so well
liked they were compelled to respond to
numerous encores. The boys know how to
put songs over for their full value. The only
fault that can be found Is that some of the
songs have seen better days, but It should be
an easy matter to replace them vMth modern
numbers.
Some foolishness Is Indulged In
that was good for laughs, and they also Interpolate some nifty dance steps In an able manner.
Kranz and La Salle are a pair of the
best song manipulators seen here In many
months.
Walter Deaves presented his manikins in an efficient manner.
For a manikin
turn he must be given credit for putting it on
in good style, scenically and otherwise. The
only objectionable feature la hla manner of
taking bows at the finish. He Is assisted by
a woman, who also bows with him. Both look
as If they just returned from the factory after
a bard day's work.
Prince and Crest, two
Italian characters, start with some talk and
carry a prop accordlan out of which they get
a few laughs.
Later one of the men sings
while playing a guitar and Is accompanied
by the other on an acordian of beautiful design.
They were well liked. The Lyceum
Four entertained with songs. They possess
good voices and registered a high score. Some
comedy is also attempted, but not enough to
detract from their offering. J. Edmund Davis
and Co. offered a dramatic affair with a comedy
surprise ( ?) finish.
The characters representing a police Inspector, a crook and a
woman reformer. The dialog and idea is
practically the same as many other crook
playlets that were built along the same lines.
The sketch was, nevertheless, apprrcintrd.
Three- Melvins* do some good hand balancing,
winning much applause with somo really
daring leaps in hand-to-hand catches.

The Simple Truth
About Corns
A corn today is just as needless as a spot of dirt.
It can be ended almost as
easily, as simply and complete-

ly as a spot of dirt.

The way

is scientific.

was

It

invented by a famous chemist.
It is prepared by makers of

girl

whom

surgical dressings,
physicians respect.
It is called Blue-jay.
You apply it in a jiffy, and

usually

gentle.
alone.

It
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Davis,
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There

is

(first

the

corn

In two days, usually, the
Only very
corn is gone.
tough corns need a second application.
The results are sure. The
method is gentle, but no corn
can resist it. Millions of corns
are ended every month in this

way.

Don't use harsh methods

—relics

of the
old days.
See

The

Blue-jay

what Blue -jay

stops instantly and for-

Corn Plasters

does.

no muss.
pain

ever.

The action is
BAUER & BLACK

How

Stop Pain Instantly
End Corns Completely
25c Packages at Druggists

Maker* of Surgical Drm»»inm»,

Blue* jay Acts

a thin, soft pad which stops the pain
by relieving the pressure.
Is

The new Mission theatre has been
Increasing

its

enlarged,
seating capacity 1,000.

Etc.

Louis Greenfield, one of the owners of the
Fillmore and Mission theatres, has announced
his engagement to Edna Oreenberg (nonprofessional).
The marriage la expected to
take place within the next month.

The union muslolans of San Franolseo at
a meeting adopted a resolution not to use
any selections of the Authors' and Composers'
Assn. except on request of the proprietor of
the establishment In which they are employed.
The new order Is principally aimed at the
restaurants.

"The Third Party" will be presented at the
Alcasar following "Broadway and Buttermilk," the current attraction.
In the eaat
will be Benn Linn, Marta Golden, Jamee

Q lesson,

Prove it on
one corn to-

others.

Jsne Urban, Jack Sheehan and
Other plays to be produced by the

night.

Chicago and

New York

B Is the R&B wax, which gently undermines the corn. Usually It takes only 48
hours to end the corn completely.
C wraps around the toe, to make the plaster snug and comfortable.
is rubber adhesive which sticks without
wetting and fastens the plaster on.
Blue-jay Is applied in a jiffy. After that,
one doesn't feel the corn. The action is
gentle, and applied to the corn alone. So the
corn disappears without soreness.
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Herbert Meyerfleld~ha7 joined the Blake •
will ha In charge of

Amber forces, where he
the Lyceum department.
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PALL MALL DEPOSIT AND FORCASINO
V.

A.

(Robt. Drady,
Vaudeville.

WIGWAM

W.

(Jos.

F.

mgr.).— A.-H. a W.

Bauer, mgr.).— A-H

a

V. A. Vaudeville.

PRINCESS

<B*rt Levey, lessee and mgr,).—
Bert Levey Vaudeville.
ALHAMBRA (Wm. Flnck, mgr.).— KellleBurns Vaudeville.

— Stella

"Broadway and Buttermilk"

CORT (Homer F. Curran, mgr.).— La Scala
Grnnd Opera Co. (second week).
COLUMBIA (Gottlob & Marks, mgrs.).—
"Potash and Perlmutter In Society" (first
week).

once.

affects

goes to the Orient to produce dancing revues
whleh will be staged and headed by Bankoff.
It la their Intentions to use natives la the
revues.
The d«"*o* la also taking five fanture Da Luxe pictures.

The corn is wrapped
and protected, so you forget

1

week).

Dr. Margells, Amy Maynard (Mra. Margeand Ivan Bankoff stopped over here laat
week before sailing for Japan and. the Far
Eaat Tla Honolulu on the r*Slerra" Nor. 29.
Dr. Margells, who has Bankoff under contract,

11s)

a versatile offering, were fully appreciated.
Wright and Walker are a couple
of boys In a routine of aongs and dances
that were liked. Willie Smith, with a pleasing
soprano voice, sang a number of aongs In
acceptable style, and continually gained hearty
returns for bis efforts. The Three Dixie Girls
showed a neat arrangement of song numbers,
with Little Caruso and Co. showing up exceedingly good in a somewhat different singing
specialty. Aerial Eddys, with a routine of
gymnastic aerial balancing, did very nicely.
CASINO.— With the usual six-act bill and
the "Water Sprites" In its second and final
week thrown In for good measure, business
was good, which proves that a big act ean be
held here two weeks to advantage. There Is
notblng of exceptional merit to the "Water
Sprites. •'
It's quantity.
If an act of this
calibre can be held two weeks, then other
girl acts could be retained a second week, as
Sister,

The

In the streets, each representative sang their
firm's song through megaphones, vlelng with
each other for applause honors from the
crowds, who seemed
appreciate every
to
effort.
The honors were about equally di-

between Al Browne (Wttmarks) snd
Mort Harris (W. B. 4 S.). Pbll Otis for
Remlck's had a float In the parade with big
banners inviting everybody to sing "So Long
Mother."

vided

local

representatives of the various
eastern music publishing companies who occupy front offices In the Pantages Theatre
Building, take advantage of every opportunity to plug their songs from the windows.
During the "Liberty Bond" parade last Wednesday, with thousands of people standing

Two local weeklies devoted to theatricals
failed to appear on the news stands last
week.
The editor, Freddie Weiss, of one of
the sheets, Is now doing a double In vaudeville with Dot Posty
the latter waa formerly
of Gordon, Posty and Manxell.
;
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BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

500 Housekeeping' Apartments
(of the bitter diss, within reach of economical folks)

Under

direct supervision of the owners.

Broadway, close to all book in*
lines, "L" road and subway.

We

office*,

Located In the heart of the city, Jnst off
principal theatres, department stores, traction

are the largest maintainors of housekeeping famished apartments specialising
to theatrical folks.
are on the ground daily. This alone insures prompt service

Wo

'

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

HILDONA COURT

Pheas Bryaat tZM
A Btilldlst DS Lax*
APARTMENTS ARRANGED IN SUITES OF ONE.

t.

JUST COMPLETED: ELEVATOR

$13.00

Up Weekly; W0

Between 47th and

TWO AND TNREE

HENRI COURT

Telephone 1842 Bryant

TWO BLOCKS WEST OP BROADWAY

NEW YORK

NEW BUILDING

ROO S

8*4

$0.00 Up Weekly
Addrees all communications to M. Claman
Principal Office—Tandis Court, 241 West 43d Street, New York
Apartments can he seen OTeninga. Office in each building;.

$13.00

Up Weekly

IVI

With Hot and Cold Running Water

ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS
SHOWER BATHS

PRICES

$3.50,

Drc /tun/Ann
AITPANT

$4.00,

TELEPHONE IN EVERY ROOM
EVERYTHING NEW
$4.50

EIGHTH AVENUE

MRS. GEORGE HIEGEL. Mar.

UUbBfi

Home
Alio Operating

u

ImproTed SerYlee

ANDERSON. Prop.
HOTE1.8 MARION and BRE8LIN

H. C.

I

<

tlnka."

Don 8chollar la treasurer of the Atlanta,
succeeding Richard Arrowood, now with Oold-

wyn Atlanta

LYRIO

of the Profession

E.

ATLANTA.
in is
nuKV

(Louis
mgr. ) .—20-30,
Haase.
Shop." pleasing, good.
U-l, "Ka-

"Beauty

HOTEL tS&!tT

Thoroughly Renovated

W

By
ATLANT\

NEW MANAGEMENT

ST. REGIS

in

Phonos—SOoS-I Bryant

__

-

space

the dallies as well as billboard advertising, at present carrying around
75 stands in Oakland and vicinity. Business
so far has surpassed previous season.

One Block West of Broadway
Between 46th and 47th Streeta
Three. Poor and Five-Room High-Class Furnished Apartments—$10 Up
•

STUART, Gen. Mgr.

•

i-

;

i

d

'

bur, laughs; Zeno, Jordan and ZsnoAgood.
First anniversary of Loew's entrance into the
Southern field of theatricals.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
compute

for Housshocpia*

Clean and Airy
Private Bath, 3-4 Rooms

323 West 43rd Street,

NEW YORK CITY

Catering to the comfort and convenience of the profession.
$8 Up
Steam Heat and Electric Lights

Telephone: Bryant 2387

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

The
1,

S

Furnished Apartments

and Rooms

Sterling Apartments
EVERYTHING MODERN

Baths and Continuous Hot Water
Large Rooms, $4 and Up
2 and 3 Room Apartments, $7 to $8.88

and S Rooms, with Kitchenette

126 West 49th Street
$10.50

Up—Single,

$6.00

Alio suites 2-3 bedrooms and
Attractive ratea.

TIMES
208

company

SQ.

Wcat 43d

Street,

"Baby

include

bath.

HOTEL
New

Mine"

and

"Oyer

The Allied Theatrical Managers held a
meeting In the Hippodrome last week to plan
for the adoption of uniform methods In complying with the war tax requirements.
The
plan generally favored was to retain present
prices.

is now representing MauRichmond Music Co. in San Francisco.
Their late song. "If I Can't Have You All the
Time Then I Don't Want You at All," is being

Charles Leonard

rice

In

the cafes.

III

THE FIRE

The recently organized Atlantic City Amusement Association, comprising every department of entertainment for the visitors snd
residents. Is already making/ good as an

*

New York

T. Daniel Frawley returned here last week
from the Orient, where he spent several
months.

"The Sprained Ankle," by Eulalle Andreas,
was presented at the Little theatre
is on the bill this week at the Orpheum, Oakland.
which

Work on

the
will

new Pantages theatre
commence around the

Jim
C,

glfflCPTLAWQ

in Salt

MODISTE
TO THE
PROFESSION

first of

returned here from Vancouver,
week. He will probably Install a
company at Pantages' old
theatre there within the next thirty days.
Post

last

comedy

At the recent theatrical managers meeting
htrt which watt culled to formulate plan* to
handle the war tax, every theatre manager
was represented except Pantages. The Pantages Circuit is revising Its admission scale
ho as to Include the war tax in the admissions.

W. Rudolph Street
PhMw Randolph 1720

36

Ctmtral €681
Hippodrome,
Sundays only.

Oakland, plays vaudeville
The other six days the
theatre is occupied by the Hippodrome dramatic stock company at 15-25. The current
attraction Is

"The Common Law."

night

resort a final
the country.

of darkness.
Harry
attraction, paying the
on his farewell tour of

the

visit

"Losing Eloise," a new farce by Fred
Jackson, was well received this week at its
at the Apollo.
The show, presented
by Seiwyn ft Co., starred Lucile Watson.
arrival

It has been
a big week in films here.
"The Spreading Dawn," the fourth of the
highly acclaimed Goldwyn productions, found
appreciative audiences during a two-day run
at the Virginia.
The stellar role was played
with distinguished success by Jane Cowl.
The Bijou presented "The Call of the East."
in which Seesue Haynknwa features.
The
little Jap has a big following here.
William
Farnum returned to the resort in another
thriller, "When a Man Sees Red." at the
Colonial.
"The Lust of the Ages," starring
Lillian Walker, has been brought back to
the shore for the third showing within a
month, appearing at the Cort theatre. This
big film created a considerable stir here at
two ' onner appearances.
'!?
Pet**ova In
"The Law of the Land," at the City Square,
attracted capacity houses in two presenta-

tions.

the Apollo next week, has created
advance notice from playgoers.

the year.

muHlcal

Saturday

months
be

will

"What Is Your Husband Doing?" the new
comedy by George V. Hobart, which comes

recently,

Lake City

Nixon, opens

several

Lauder

to

the legitimate houses.

The

FACES

There are more pennies around the Boardwalk these days than ever before In the reThe new war tax has brought
the Llncolns to the beachfront in hordes to
all the theatres and merchants In the business section of the city are already experiencing a shortage of coppers as a result.

sort's history.

The California Land 8how, which has been
holding forth the past two weeks, and was
heavily attended, affected the attendance at

II.

give her first recital of
two scheduled here, at the Columbia Sunday
afternoon, Nov. 4.
will

used considerably

48th St,

York

Night."

Alma Gluck

W.

310

Double Room, Private Bath

ATLANTIC CITY.
By CHARLES 8CHEUER.

COMPLETE HOUSEKEEPING

Bryaat S1S8

Tel.

New

The
after

ure.

<•

GRAND

Geo. P. Schneider, Prop.

Hallowe'en found many unique attractions
along the beachfront.
Every cafe had some
interesting novelties In decorations, favors
and dances to say nothing of general entertainment.

mgr.).— First half:

addpfi attraction.
(Ed. Schiller, mgr.).— First half:
"Milady's Gown," pleased ; Dunn Sisters, good
»>,
M ii>.
ju 'Kier, excellent:
"nee Wiln>.

educator, although only two weeks old.
The
association has been duly recognised by the
city administration and has been called upon
on several occasions to assist the officials
in working out problems having to do with
their business.
The aMaocialion expects to
shortly launch a publicity campaign that
will help boost Atlantic City and bring more
visitors to the resort.

office.

(Goo. Hickman,

Casting Campbells, good; Warren and Frost,
pleased
Thomas and Hall, applause Kenny
and Nobody, laughing hit; Rlts Mario Orchestra, closed, very good.
Business big.
Qer;

Rates $5.00 per Week and UP

Phone Bryant 1944

WEEKLY

$5.00

A call will
CONVINCE YOU

The Orpheum, Oakland, under Harry Cormanagement, has Increased its adver-

Strictly Profeesional

and

flix*a

tising

CITY

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

nell's

754-756

t

Northwest Corner 42d Street and Ninth Avanuo

323 sad 330 Wsst 43d St. Phoas Brysst 4293-3131
Three snd fsar rooms with bath, furnished to a
dogres of modernness that excels saythlss la this
type of building.
These apartment, will
modste tour or more ad alts.

An elevator, ftrsproef building of the newest type.
Apartments
having every device sad oonvealsno*.
ars beautifully arranged, and ooiulit of 2, 3 and 4
rooms, with kitchens and kitchenettes, tiled hath

EIGHTH AVENUE

Up Weekly

THE DUPLEX

Col. 7152

Office-778

DAIMI

Bryaat
sad 81$ West 40th St
up-to-th«-mln«te.
balldlas.
arranged la spsrtments of $ snd 4 roe mi with
Phoae la saoh apart*
klteheas sad private bath.

As

IRVINGTON HALL
ssd phons.

Private Bath and Phono In 'Each Apartment

312. 314

$13.00

Pheas

48th Streets

NEW YORK

Up Monthly

00

YANDIS COURT
Pheas Brysst 7012
241-247 West 434 St.
I. 8 sad 4 -room assrtmsata wHh kltehsncttst. art«
vats bath snd telephone. The privacy tksoa apartsets are setts' for it ess of Its sttrastlsas.
$11.00 Up Weekly

EIGHTH AVENUE

776-78-80

847 West 41th St.

ROOMS. WITH TILEO BATH ANO SHOWER. TILED KITCHENS. KITCHENETTES AND VACUUM
SYSTEM.
THESE APARTMENTS EMBODY EVERY LUXURY KNOWN TO MODERN SCIENCE.

85$ to 300 West Slot St.

ONE BLOCK
TO TIMES SQ.

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION

and cleanliness.

Mi

554
555
7S33

The Edmonds
Furnished Apartments

Tel. Bryant

Chicago, HI*

BOSTON.
BY LBN LIRRRY.
O. Larson, mgr.; agent,
bm B0t ••Peclallf well

KEITH'8 (Robert
B ?'l'TA Ulr
£:»
'

lively

'

balanced but apparently satisfying a capacity
house Monday night Evelyn Nesblt headlined.
Boston round her performance much better
than on her last appearance. The entire bill
is along the general Unas of the
previous
two weeks.
This makes three consecutive
weeks that Boston's only big-time house has
been booked without using an animal of any
sort, not even a dog, a bicycle,
a Juggler, an
athlete, an acrobat, a "plant." a ventriloquist,
a cartoonist, a prestidigitator, a "nut,"
an
impersonator, a circus act, a "tab." a wire
C
,l U08
?' a tra P ez e act. a straight in«.n!i..I
?
strumental act. or even a quartet.
Seabury
and Shaw opened with dances, Parting tamely
but finishing strong owing to the exceptionally
clever
stunt dancing" of Seabury.
Brennan
and Vaughn, In second place, found the house
well seated owing to a late curtain
irhd went
over neatly.
Lew Madden and Co., in his
Monday Morning." were the nearest approach

Human

Hair. Irish. Dutch. Jew. 75c.
Soubretfe Wl«, $1.00, $1.80; fcesro.
Uc.. 50c.
Catalog Krea.
Paper Hata.
Cooper 8** S.Y.

ea.

KL1PPERT across
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n
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BEST PLACES TO DINE AT
8EB
"Hilda"
Champion

AT

The Golden

Spinning

Skater of
the World

Katie Schmidt
Elsie and Paulsen

Glades

Lora Jean Carllala

CON

Ellea Dallerup
Hala Koaloff aad

Wtnalow and
Steele

Jau
Skaters)

Prepared In our own Kitchen

Globe Restaurant

Show

HELEN HARD1CK
Ha*v»

Dolliver's

Winter Ice

•The White Hussara

1565 Broadway
Times Square— At 47th Street
WILLIAM BTAHL. Caterer

That Zip Zipay

Fraaela,

Lmm

CARNE
HOT

TAMALES
REAL MEXICAN STYLE
and

(The

DINNER SHOW AT

ea*
Mealrtsa

After Theatre

7:15

Supper, lit

GARDEN
TERRACE
Chicago's Wonder Restaurant

"ON THB CARPET"
Tables Reserved Fear

Weeks

in

Advance

Phone 9900 CoL

r*AFE MAXIM
Always

GLADYS LAMB

and

-Te« FAI«T AND THB HUNCH"
by JOS. C
rrMicu
saurt PraSaetiea
fattre
la She Bjeart a# tb. Leap

'JlWrison %tfel

"THE GIRL FROM PARES"

Lead"

in the

NORVAL BAPTDB

110 West 38th St
N. Y. City
MOST SENSATIONAL

U

U

Brud M«w Sb«w 8«pL

Featuring

CLASS AND MISBISS1
ass at

At 7i*f aad lit*

When

OH

(Victor J. Morris, mgr.; agent,
Loew).— "The Minstrel Maids" went big Monday matinee, being well staged and neatly
costumed. Other acts Included Lillian's Docs.
Hayden and Oswald. "Lulu's Friend" aad Palmer and Frederick. Excellent house.

In

I

Visit

8COLLAY —OLYMPIA (James

WEISS
Profession Congregate
Formerly 55 W Randolphs*.

173

N

the

Clark. Ncx'

dror

!r

Curi?n's

Theater, Chicago,

Grand

III

a sketch that the hill carried, and Madden's
more quiet comedy, especially at the piano,

to

scored better than the rest of his stuff. Eddie
and Lou Miller closed strong, their "Rlgoletto"
Dugan and
duet bringing down the house.
Walter
Raymond went as big *as usual.
Weems received good applause when he opened,
and his monolog chatter was to the quiet and
yet funny vein that the house could not get
enough of. Following the Ncsblt act Whiting
and Burt in their breezy turn went big. DeWitt, Burns and Torrence closed in their
"Awakening of the Toys" pantomime, and the
portion of the house the act lost on a walk-out
was due more to the act being overplayed than
to lack of novelty.

BOSTON (Charles Harris, mgr. agent, U. B.
Theda Bara, in "Camille," drew a whale
O.).
The vaudeville bill
of a house Monday night.
;

—

was topped by "A Telephone Tangle." Other
acts were Skelley and Sauvain, Dooley and
Nelson, Harty and Varady, the dancers
and
John Geiger with his talking fiddle.
BIJOU (Ralph Oilman, mgr.; agent, U. B.
O.).— Pictures. Pair.
BOWDOIN (Al Somerbee, mgr. agent, U.
B. O.).— With Evelyn Neablt playing in person at Keith's, the Bowdoin made a shrewd
move in booking her on the screen at pop
prices, thus benefiting from the heavy Keith
advertising.
William S. Hart, in "Hell's
Hinges," also scored with the comopolltan westend audience.
The vaudeville Included All
Rajah In telepathy, Schepp's Circus, Charles
F. Atkinson In "The Man Without a Country,"
and Fred Ferdinand.
ST. JAMES (Joseph Brennan, m(?r.
agent,
Loew*. Snnppy bill, first hn)f. topped by Hal
SLcphcnB In his lnip» rKonatious.
Other acta
Included Murphy and Klein, Sadie Sherman,
tho Great Santell, the McGinnis Brothers, and
"The Dancing Cadets."
GLOBE (Frank Meagher, mgr.; agent,
;

;

—

Loew).— "A Fair

;

of

Silk

Stockings"

In

J.

MoGuin-

mgr.). "The Honor System" waa featured heavily In the advertising this week and,
combined with seven vaudeville acta, business
Jumped.
The vaudeville bill was headed by
the Cola Santes Band and Magda Dahl, and
other acts were the Renee Family. Betty Barnett, Frank Mayne and Co. In "The Tlrd Degree," the Georgia Four, Watson and Holmes,

and Smith and Smythe.

OLYMPIA

GORDON'S

Hookailo,
mgr.). Larger and better bills are proving as
successful hero as at the other Gordon house.
"The Six International Tourists" top this
week's program, other acts being the Juggling
Havelocks, Phllbrlck and Devoe, William Lytell and Co., Gordon and Spencer, and the Fujiyama Four, Japanese novelty.
PARK (Thomas D. Sorlero, mgr.). "The
Adopted Son," the Bushman-Bayne release,
topped this week's film bill.
Excellent busi-

—

—

ness.

MAJESTIC

(E. D. Smith, mgr.).— Alice NellBon, always a Boston favorite, opened Monday
night for a single week in "Kitty Darlin',"
being greeted with excellent business.
Next
week the Shuberts will send in "The Star

Gazer."

SHUBERT (E. D. Smith, mgr.).—Last week
"The Passing Show" to corking business.
"The Show of Wonders" will follow It, and
may hit a slump as the result of the number
of "girlie" and musical shows that have been
of

ahead of it, including the Ziegfeld
which cleaned up to a record.

Follies,

COLONIAL (Charles J. Rich, mgr.).— David
Warfleld, in "The Music Master." opened Monday night to capacity. No telephone reservations are being made during the first week.
PLYMOUTH (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "Oh
Boy," which opened the season in Boston last
August, is on its last two weeks, plans having been changed for a run until Christmas
when it was seen that business was taking a
drop after It left the Wilbur.
WILBUR (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "Love o'
Mike," on Its fourth week, holding up well,
being the Ideal type of attraction for this
house.

PARK SQUARE (Fred E. Wright, mgr.).—
Last week of "Capt. Kldd, Jr."
"The Grass
in for next week.

Widow" booked

TREMONT (John B. Schorffel, mgr.).—
Ninth week of "Turn to the Right" and still
running strong.
HOLLIS (Charles J. Rich, mgr.
John
Drew and Margaret lIMngtoo in "The Q«y Lord

V—

N

I

stock

drew a rather poor house Monday although
business la up to what was expected in starting
a new organization which Is Intended to fill
the field left vacant by the withdrawn! of
John Craig from local stock. Next week "The
Argyle Case" will be used.

(Frank

ERS

AKE-UP
t.sl
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RESTAURANT

Where

THE BEST ITALIAN DINNER

ORPHEUM

lttlltWAML

THE

GOLrro

RENDEZVOUS OP THEATRICAL'S

Quex" opened Monday night

to

a typical Drew

audience.

OPERA HOU8B

(Lawrence McCarty, mgr.).
The Creators Orand Opera Co. opens for a
two-week engagement next Monday, after which
"The Wanderer" is hooked in for an indefinite
engagement,
COPLEY (H. W. Pattee, mar.).—This is
the 21st week of "The Man Who 8tayed At
Home" by the Henry Jewett English Players
and there la every indication that it will play
Into 1918.
The house Is already claiming the
stock record of the country for one attraction.
CASINO (Charles Waldron, mgr.).— "Step

—

Lively Olrls."

Excellent
OAYBTY (Thomas H. Henry, mgr.).—
Irwin's "Dig Show." Capacity nights.
HOWARD (Oeorgs B. Lothrop, mgr.).—"The
M'AChlef Makers" on a guarantee with the
house hill comprising Orvllle and Madeline
La Mertz
Earle and Bartlett
the Peace
Duo
Stone and Manning, and Nat Aldln.
Capacity evenings.

"The Show of Wonders" into the Bhubert, and
"The Grass Widow" into the Park Square.

BUFFALO.
By

STAR

SHARICK.

A. J.

—

(Peter
Cornell,
C.
mgr.). Jane
Cowl In "Lilac Time." Big draw.
TECK (John R. Olshel, mgr.).—The Baa
Carlo Opera Co. opening with "Carmen,"
Fortune Gallo, impresario, six evenings and
two matinees. Fair business.
GAYBTY. Burlesque.
"Best
Show
In

—

Town."

SHEA'S

(Henry Carr, mgr.).— Joseph B.
Howard's Musical Revue with Bthelyn Clark
appearing as Liberty Tom Smith and Ralph
Austin, Frank Crumlt, Mr. and Mrs. Gor;

;

;

;

The Castle Square opened Monday night as
a picture house after considerable alterations,
"The Manx-Man" being used as the opening
feature.
This is the old house that John
Craig made famous with stock, but with which
he lost much of his profits in the last two
years hs kept it going.
E.

Ryder Swete, the English stage manager

who came across to produce "Chu Chin Chow,"
came to Boston Monday to see David Warfleld
in "The Music Master/'
He explained that he
had met Warfleld several times In England but
had never seen him act "He Is a remarkable
actor," he concluded. "And London will welcome him In any sort of a production." Swete
was accompanied by Morris Oest who Is spending much time here paying the way for "The
Wanderer," which comes Into the Boston opera
house In two weeks.
Gloria Goodwin, the actress, who Is first
cousin of the head of the New Haven railroad,
obtained a bunch of publicity last week when
the papers played up her marriage to Foye
Fosuctt Stanlford of New York, of tht Naval
Reserves. The marriage occurred last June.

The managers
picture houses in

and motion
Boston have been asked by

of

all

theatres

Mayor Curley to name a date In the middle
November of a special matinee, the proceeds

of
of

which are to be devoted to the purchase of
Christmas presents for the soldiers and sailors
in foreign service.

Openings In the first class houses next Monday bring "The Star Gaier" into the Majestic,

ALBOLENE

The ideal make-up remover; keeps the skin
mooth, clear, and free from irritation, and
permits you to enjoy off stage the admiration given to a good complexion.
AlSateae Is put op la 1
I
bs
tubw u> fit
Bssas-ap boa; aim la ti
Ik oaaa.
1
Mar t» had at

m

druffUU and
ip.

Wrtu

McKesson

at
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for

Robbins
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VAHI1TY
THESE STARS ARE SINGING

CC

LADDI

By COBB and

NORA BAYES
Week (Oct

This

Riverside,

Published by

New York

PONZILLO SISTERS
Palace,

WHY DON'T YOU SING IT?
GUS EDWARDS' SONG REVIEW COMPANY

Astor Theatre Bldg., 1531 Broadway,

MAJESTIC

GARDEN (William Graham, mgr.).—
"American Burlesquers." Big business.
ACADEMY (Jules Michaels).— Vaudeville.

LYRIC— Vaudeville.
OLYMPIC— Vaudeville.

With Apologies

Joseph Howard made a tremendous hit at
Shea's the first night in bis new song,
"Somewhere In France is a Lily." He was
recalled for four encores and the audience
still wanted more.
He was given the biggest
reception any person has received at 8hea's
in a long time.

you that we put on our barnesi In Jersey city, hooked up In Boston, and started on the great
time circuit: and. girls and boys, what a treat to meet the stage door tender with your mall, and
What a treat it Is to meet a Jolly crew of stage
to a comfortable drawing room.
boya.
What a treat It Is to meet the good-natured stage manager. What a treat it Is to recelfe the
well wishes of the boose manager
What a treat It la to hand down your mualo to a good orchestra.
What a treat It Is to know thai your act Is going good. What a treat It Is to get the glad hand from
the audience.
What a treat It Is to meet old friends on the bill and make new ones. What a treat it
It to be an N. V. A. member.
What a treat It Is to take the first train for your next stand, then you
know you are there. What a treat It U to read the "CUPPER." ••VARIETY." "MIRROR." 'TELEGRAPH." "STAR." and the press In general. They tell us what they think. What a treat it is to
get home occasionally and be met at the door by Miss Fox with both feet under the table and get
away with a home-cooked meal and Miss Fox is SOME cook.
big

hand you the key

—

DETROIT.
BY JACOB SMITH.
Williams,

to

What a treat (Norman) to hate a good agent, and yon.
Mother gently and say Good Night to everybody.

;

;

Mr. Albee; so we

too.

R espectfully

FOX

mgr.).— Phyllis

Browning
Harry Green Co.
Nellson Terry
and Denny Bert Hanlon Bernard and Scarth
Moore and Gerald Three Escardos Kay and

will

break the news

yours.

and

WARD

;

MILES.— "The Road to Reno"; Unlveralty
Four; Stroud Trio; N'lvon and Sans; Tetwaurl
Japs; Williams and Weston.

—

"Land

of

Enchantment";

;

;

;

;

;

OPERA HOUSE.— Ann Mudock In "The
Next, "Have a Heart."
OARRICK.— "Johnny Get Your Gun." Next,
San Carlo Opera Co.
ADAMS.— "Lion and the Mouse" (G laser

ALLEN SPENCER TENNEY
S.—We don't make them laugh — we make them

P.

missions.

now managing

director

and Edgar Garaon,

The American Exhibitors' Asnoclatlon

will

meet In Detroit July M-M.
Local committees
have already been appointed to make the necessary arrangements ar»d outline the social program.
There will be no exhibition, the entire convention being for business and pleasure.

the 300 exhibitors present stood up In favor
of a motion to refuse to pay the 15-oent per
reel per day tax placed upon them by most
of the distributors.
So far none of the exchanges have enforced the tax, and none haa
cancelled exhibitors refusing to pay same.

The Detroit JewiBh Stock Co., 1140 Penobscot building, has incorporated for $5,000 to
conduct theaters.
John H. Kunsky baa notified his ten themanagerB that under no circumstances

atre

must

they
play
copyrighted
music.
Mr.
Kunsky has publicly condemned the action of
tbe authora and publishers to collect a tax
from his theatres, contending that he has
invested hundreds and hundreds of dollars
in a music library.

The Michigan exhibitors hold a meeting in
Detroit last Thursday and discussed the war
taxea.
Charles C. Pettijohn, general manager of the American Exhibitors' Association.

He urged the exhibitors to stand together and
organize, telling them that they could bring
any of the big producers to right terms If they
would stand together. Folluwlng his address

THE CAMBRIA
WEST

—

55TII ST.

2 Roc ms, Bath
AND KITCHENETTE
West

The Paradise,

after considerable remodeling,

has been reopened by J. B. Ollnger.
This
was known as the Toy, having been owned
—and still is— by Charlie Tor, Wisconsin's
wealthiest Chinaman, and where Triangle pic-

first

tures failed to go.

The Downer, which caters to and gets ths
high-class patronage among the film fans of
the fashionable upper east side, has made Interior improvements and Installed a large
orchestra organ coincident with changing to
a policy of the best productions of the photoplay world. Only evening showings axe given,
excepting on Saturday and Sunday, but Manager R. C. Wheeler feels Justified In soon Inaugurating Wednesday and Friday matinees.

orous

A neat sum of money will be raised. It
expected, at the Richard Vlvan Benefit at
The proceeds will go to
the Mason, Sunday.
the actor's widow, Fanchon Everhart. Dave
Hartford will direct tbe production it is to
and the folbe "The Man from Mexico"
lowing favorites In Los Angeles will comprise the cast
Lewis S. Stone, Bessie Bar-

—

—

:

Adele Farrlngton, Howard Hickman,
Burton,
Howard Scott, Ida Lewis,
Edith Chapman, Donald Bowles, Helene SulCharles Buck, Herschel Mayll and
livan,

rlscale,

John

George Field.
Local

No.

33,

to
$.1,000

A.

I.

draw on

roted
of

T.

S.

E.,

this

man and

PALACB

had been

Erma

Dcane, formerly with Kolb 4 Dill,
featured In the new revue nt Levy's cafe.

MnrRaret
person

nt

Loomls, the dancer, appeared in
Auditorium as a special
week.
Miss Loomls also was

dune's
last

featured on the screen.

Carl Walker has resumed his duties as
manager of 1'antngrs after an absence of two
months.
Acting Manager Stetufleld returned
Immediately to Seatle, where be will again
take up his work at the circuit headquarters.

Edith

Sterling,

a

local

actress,

this

week

Is

IN

THE FIRE

Away From

consiuerauiy

the Conventional Again

TO MANAGERS

PRODUCERS

I

^

VAUDEVILLIANS I

I

I—GET THIS- We

make an Interior including
ceiling (raked if necessary), wings,
flats, etc., which when set up make
a perfect interior setting.
This is not an experiment, but a
proven success, which we can
show you in use by a vaudeville

half,

headllner in a

New York

theatre.

;

big.

MAJESTIC

(William O. Tlsdale, mgr.;
Orph.). Gertrude Hoffmann Revue,
Stanley, "At Jasper Junction." Three
Vagrant Musicians, "Coontown Dlvorcona,"
The Gladiators.
PALACE (Harry E. Billings, mgr.; agent,
W. V. M, A.).— Vernon Five, 'Two in the
Morning."
Claudia
Tracy,
Arnhier
Bros.,
Owen and Moore, Herberts Seals; last half,
"Oh. Please, Mr. Detective." Casting Lamys,
"Hired and Fired," Roth and Roberts, Waiman and Perry, Gaston Palmer.
MILLER (Jack Yeo. msr. agent. Loew).
Pnttee's Old Soldier Fiddlers. "Rich Girl
Poor Girl," Mueller and Myers. "The Evil
Hour," Original Hegnls. "Enigma of Human
Evolution." Dixie Four, "Fun In the Box

—

agent,

Stan

—

FACES

deveiupea

NO
SCENIC STUDIO

mgr.).—

Flske O'Hara in "The Man rrom
Wlcklow"
second half, "So Long Letty"
Nov. 4. night only, Sarah Bernhard. O'Hara

turn.

(Ferd Turner, mgr.).—Lianne

ueudliuiug,

I

MILWAUKEE.

opened
attraction

others.

By V. G. MORGAN.
DAVIDSON (Sherman Brown,
First

Is

CRESCENT

Mrs. Cary Sweitzer reported at Qulnn's
Rlalto box office after a long Illness.

week

mgr.).—Neat

Kattman,

made good opening

troupe,

Caicnu,

booking acts for the Wetsern
States Vaudeville and Bert Levey time.
He
now has five acts in rehearsal.

treasury to the extent
In Liberty Bonds.

Its

earned

ii rm
ban.
xienry rveuuu, featured in a
did very well; second la point of
favor were Lucy Gillette and Hickory Bros.;
Rose and Moon, favorably received; Pacheco

tificates.

for Investment

la vig-

aapuui,

playlet,

Pottery,
former manager, had a
bad luck when his ranch home
was burned to the ground. Pot-

Ellis

(Walter

show
holler.

Bernhard Melne, orchestra leader at the
Mason, surprised his fellow musicians by
Investing a thousand dollars in U. S. cer-

Mark

W deans

honors.
Gould and Lowle farad better
in the opening apot than any act la almllar
position thus far. Marshall Montgomery landed
solidly.
Blsa Ruaggar la the same artistic
cellist.
King and Harvey scored tremendously
Dandy two-act. Claire Rochester haa changed
her routine In small measure. Bhs did nicely.
Paul, Levan and Dobba concluded la spirited

main loss was a number of letters and
photographs which had been given him iu
the old days by Henry Irving, Charles Froh-

of flroadwny
Strictly Fireproof
At Very Attractive Rentals

PHONE— 846C COLUMBUS

Harry

M. sAMIJlUi.

this weak.
Robert
piayiei wim an inumn

mauuer.

reported to the police that she
robbed of a $600 diamond ring.
stroke of
near here

O.

(Arthur Walt*, mgr.)_Bxeel-

show

first

tery's

LOS ANGELES.
by sit rnica.

is

347-355

Stock burlesque.

lent

BT

The Detroit Theatre Managers' Association
will add the war tax to the prices of adla

"Con*

—

By

"THE SCREAM OF THE MOVIES"

Stock).

Olelchman

4,

man Stock Co. In "Bine Ehe." 81, "Bigs,"
OAYETY (Charles J. Fox, mgr.; agent,
American). "Darllngc of Paris." Oood. Nor.
"Tempters."
4,
BMPRBSS (Henry Ooldenberg, mgr.).

ORPHBUM

IN

Throe Bears."

Phil

That God

NEW ORLEANS.

COUN
POLOFF SISTERS

;

;

;

the Broadway-Strand,
house manager.

Olrl

Not.

lesque Is played.
Anne Raymond la one of
the newer additions among tho woman.

"WE'RE BACK FROM ACROSS THE WATER
BETTER THAN EVER"

Eskimo and
Bert Howard
Katherlne Mlley
Amateur Dancing Contest Friday Nlgbt.
REGENT.— Kesista "Bachelor Dinner"; Lew
Mack and Lee
Big Four Quartet
Wilson
Asakl Japs.
COLONIAL— "Six Peaches and a Pair";
New Orleans Jazz Band Count Perrone
Devlin and Miller ; Grant
Cavanna Duo
Gardner & Co.

of

International).— "The Little
Forgot" to good opening.

Back to Erin."
PABST (Ludwlg Krless, mgr.).—Pabet Oer-

James Blount has been added to the comedy crew at the Empress, where stock bur-

;

Belle.

ORPHGHJM.

City

;

;

;

MZltM

to

will tell

"Lilac Times" Is a pluy that has a peculiar
appeal at this time in the nation's history.
It has every sign of a big money getter.

New York

SILVER, General Manager

FOX - WARD

mgr.).—

(Mllard
Cornwall,
"Mutt and Jeff Divorced."

Seal

Week (Oct 29)
New York

This

29)

Palace, Chicago

HIPPODROME.— Plcturee.

O.

Week (Oct

This

don Wilde, Four Kings, Lorraine and Eagle,
Kennedy and Burt. Capacity houses.

TEMPLE (C

BOY

ELSIE JANIS

29)

MAXWELL

SHEA'S

EDWARDS

JJ

AND GET THISPacks in a small trunk and
weighs less than 65 lbs.
And then save $600 a year in
excess.

Trunk Scenery
in aniline or

;

Office."

Good.

8HUBERT

(B.

Nlggemeyer,

mgr.;

agent.

water color.

Velvet Curtains
321

made to
Putnam

order.

Bldg.

Bryant 2657

Rentals.

New York
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"Variety

V Rates

CONTINUOUS ADVERTISING

(FOR PLAYERS ONLY)

2 laches

Two Colamaa

Week.
Oil Tlam*
12

I

$§*.*#

lLJt

Tw§

inch

Calaatas

Week*
Oat Time
12

Vt

12

Week*

$41
I.

lack

Two

Calaaiaa

One Time

....ffTJ*

I

lack

Ono Calaaia

Weeka.
One Time
12

Her pianist Iscka
aloee lut appearing here.
animation. War* and Curran started the saow,
catUnc splendid results. Alexandria wai fa rly
He might procure fresh selecIcceptatle.
salllne;.
ttoae. Will and Mary Roaers had easy
Tber have several bright qulpe. Poor Delareas made Imposing cloear.
CRBRCBNT (Ferd Turner, mgr.).—Holmea

and Holllaton, atellar attraction of the last
half bill at the Crescent, roae to real emlaudience
roe from "Shore Aorea,"IIM'the
" 11'
fn-

'»».

nr
""K
elusion.

re-

'

i»

Ward and Leonard were prime favorthe corpulent member scoring undeniably
Irene and Douglas Csrbrey
parodies.
Rose Berry
atarted the program agreeably.

ites,

with

The patrona enjoyed her

aa a complement

'»••'
,,Tr>als
t»#»»«
r«« r »-.-V*<
registered solidly In the concluding position.
•

(Walter Kattman. mgr.).— "Hello
Jspsn" featured an unpretentious bill at the
The
Palace the latter part of last week.
piece seems to have been playing some time.

PALACE

Interpreting members
of playing their parts.

Its

tired

obviously

are

The principals

appear languid enough, but that chorus earns
first prlxe aa the moat lethargic collection

would help the costumes. Marvelous Keonzas
have an oddity In a Jumping act. The malo
member hops about on the necks of bottles,
Denotr and Rarposed upon elevated tables.
lowe. a girl who sings semi-classics I selections in excellent voice, and another who Is
superlative as sn accompanist, and while playing singly, captivated the crowd completely.
The pianist possesses snfmstlon plus— a girl
who la well worth watching. Kuter. Klare and
Kuter are Juveniles who betray tbelr adolesThey sing "My
showmanship.
cence In
Mother's Rosary" and numbers of kindred vinOne expects action from youngsters.
tage.

The Weber

Olrls furnished the surprise of
It's a whale of a closing turn
the season.
and oould be used very handily at present by
They simply ran
the better grade houses.
away from the others on the Palace bill.
TULANR (T. O. Campbell, mgr.).— Mlzzl

Halos

In

"Pom Pom."

FRENC H O H. —Chicago Orsnd Opera Co.
LAFAYBTTR (Clarence Oreenblatt, mgr.).
Field's Minstrels.
STRAND (D. L. Cornelius, mgr.). — Pictures.
ALAMO (Frank Banders, mgr.). —McCor-

hat.

Rlslna Gall! and Ottokov Bartfk. of the Metropolitan. New York, are In this city gather*
ing "atmosphere" for the first strictly American ballet to be produced, and which will be
It
called "The Dance of the Place Congo."
depicts the life of early Creole daya la New
Orleans.

LARGER SPACE PEO EATA

The famous underworld district of Ni
Orleans will be but a memory In a few weeka.
The Government has requested Ita obliteration
and the city Is complying.
The theatres did their share In rolling up
the over-subscription of over six millions by
the Crescent City to the second Liberty Loan.

"Diamond Rube" Chlaolm signed a different
kind or "liberty bond" Saturday. One of his
employees had been arreated.
Oeraldlne Farrar,

In

"The

Woman Ood

George Austin Moore and Cordelia Haager,
who have been In the Orient for the past
seven months with the T. Daniel Frawley stock
company, spent several days In this city, while
en route from San Francisco to New York.

H -'iii'iT

h^,\^

h<on

fl«>

Hoped

Into a lending

bv FYnwlrv nn^ i"'M ho p r'Tn'it^n wh^n
she opens on the Orpheum Circuit Nov. 18,
according to Moore.

PHILAMLPHIA.
»•
KETTHS

.rrvwjwfi.ir..

share, the shortcomings of "The Girl on the
MnRazlne" might have been excused, for the
latter act worked under a severe handicap,

but

.

,..ji

the

legitimate

player

Prepaid Basis

(FOR PLATES* ONLT)
Oae

Insertion

9126.M
a*.*

Hilf Pa f e
Quarter P*fe

UM

(Preferred position

far abort of
what was expected from an artiste of her
importance and It came very near spoiling the
entire bill.
There were several other hits,

U

Space

the Strand last week.

Mi«!s
1'i^v

Strictly

For-

tions.

"The Oarden of Allah" cornea to the Tulane
The Lafayette will offer a feature

a

Full Page,

got." and Chnrlle Chaplin In "The Adventurer." served to shatter all picture records at

woek'p show a body punch, and what looked
like a filapplng Mg show on paper turned out
a rather weak combination.
Had Percy Has-

presenting a musical af"Revue de Vogue."

On

Martin Peck has placed several handsome
paintings that formerly reposed at his boms In
the lobby of his own theatre, the Palace.

The flsenger Amusement Co. has taken over
the Century at Jackson, Miss., and will operate It aa heretofore with legitimate attrac-

fair at the Palace called

l.ff

Over the Top Item—Arthur White baa a

new

mlck and WlnehlU'a Revue.

next week,
nla.

e e

e e

metropolis.

B. F.
(H. T. Jordan, mgr.).—The
failure of two of the most Important acts on
the bill to come up to expectations hit this

Is

e

Marcos Loew apent the greater part of last
week in New Orleans. He made an excellent
Impression upon hla first visit to the South 's

.

Jlmmle Brown

2 inches One Column
Week* eeeeeeeee eeeeeeee
Ono Tlaie
eeeeeeeee
12

••

l

and

W111 H. Ward and Martha Pryor hare been
engaged by Lew Roae to head hla stock burleaque company at the Dauphlne.
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Class! led adTartlalap- rata aaxd ceatalaJap rataa far all adrartlsJae etkar tkaa
laj ke keel apee apptteettee.

ky players
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WE CAME
WE SAW

^OFF

WE CONQUERED
ANSWER

THEATRICAL

BOOKED SOLID

WARDROBE

JIMMY

O'NEAL

TRUNKS
llfllll
O
lAf
w ^
wW

H

252;""Z^^^Z

Our Permanent Home at 1390
Broadway Have Compelled Us to Temporarily
Move our Enormous Stock of TRUNKS, BAGS and
CASES to 118 West 88th Street (Hotel Normandie

Alterations

to

and
FRANK

WALMSLEY

Bldg.).

A wonderful opportunity to purchase a HighWardrobe Trunk

Class

Y2

at

regular price

"THE

Note Our Special Reductions
$25.00
$40.00
$50.00

Cantbreak Wardrobe

XX

Theatrical

Special
Special
Special

Wardrobe

Guaranteed Indeatructo

$14. SO
10.75

PRODUCTS OF THE

20.25

"STOCKYARDS," CHICAGO

Cot Price Wardrobe Trunk Specialists
Taylor Trunks Indestructo Trunks—Neverbreak Trunks

—
Hal Trunks—H & M Trunks—Innovation Trunks

MONROE TRUNK

"NO BULL »
Best wishes to

CO.

all

the

New York

Broadway

2 Doore East of

however, and with "The Olrl on the Magaslne"
working better after the lint pertonnanea. It
improved the show. The "Magaslne" sketch,
formerly uaed by Joaeph Santley and Ivy Sawgirls

.,.,„

».

.««..

and two men with small speaking

—

roles.

The day the act was seen Monday afternoon
"The Girl" was not at Its best, bat allowing
for the handicap of a late arrival which provented rehearsals and held np the show for
20 minutes to permit hanging the stuff, "The
Girl on the Magazine" needs a lot of tinkering

ci''nr»p t
cornet" w'th *"»rn*
•••h!r>
ln»
t
of the other musical revues seen lately. Santley displayed very little "pep" In either his
songs or dances and poor work by the quartet
of girls made Santley's numbers look decidedly
weak alongside of those done by Miss Millership, who was In good voice and worked hard
to get her material over as well as possible
under the conditions. With Miss Mlllershlp as
partner, Bantley worked much better and their
last two numbers carried the act through to
Under more favorable condia good finish.
tions, the turn ought to Improve, but It Is In
need of a lot of fixing up and those four girls
The Percy Haswell
need plenty of drilling.
sketch is about the weakest thing Edgar Allan
Woolf has shown in vaudeville. The theme
has little body to It and Is not well played.
Miss Haswell worked hard to get some comedy
out of her role, but with little result, and the
other members of the company contributed
small help. If Miss Haswell Is to continue In
vaudeville she should select a more suitable
sketch.
To Marguerite Farrell was credited
one of the big applause hits of the bill. Her
songs are good and she makes the most of
them by eel ever handling. The pictures, showing Miss Farrell making changes of costume,
fills In the time occupied by dressing, but has
been done so often there Is no novelty to It
She needs nothing more than the songs she
hss and the personality she Injects Into the
rendition of them. Another novelty and a hit
was "The Race of Man," in which a negro,
Hawaiian, Indian, Chinese and an American In
All appeared to be
IT. S. uniform appeared.
genuine members of the nationality they represented, with the possible exception of the one
iif! t^e M»»q lq qnlonn*M|y worked
In hlp^'-'T
out.
The Chinaman helped pull down a goodsiied hit for the act by the comedy he worked
Into his portion of the act.
It Is a big time
novelty worth while. Grace Carlyle and Jules
Romer have built up a decidedly high-class
musical act around the title of "The ComThe violin playing by Romer stands
poser."
out ss the strong feature, but Miss Carlyle
contributes her share vocally and the offering
was ve/7 well Jlketf. The Frank Moore and
Joe Whitehead comedy skit roused things up
In the next-to-closlng position with their routine of burlesque material.
Moore and a girl
In the act did little more than act as feeders
for Whitehead, who worked overtime.
A lot
of the rough stuff could be eliminated to advantage, for Whitehead Is a clever comedian
of his sort and his funnylsms got many a

{~

i

.m

!

The trio an la lino for big time favors,
however, and need to tons down much of the
It might also Improve tho routine if
Whitehead allowed Moore a little latitude. Anywhere they like tho big riot low-comedy stuff,
this act will go with a hurrah for It Is a
oyolono of "nut" comedy. Tho 8tampede Riders' act has boon shortened slnos last seen
hero and not so muoh time la wasted at the
opening. It furnished a good closing number.
May Bllnore and Violet Carlton got some
laughs with a lot of tho crossfire material
formerly used by Kate Bllnore and Sam Williams. They also sing a couple of songs, but
tho talk is tho moat of tho act. Potter and
Hartwell did very well as an opener with their
dancing, comedy aad acrobatics.
Tho Paths
pictures were up to tho usual average.
ALLEGHENY (Joseph Cohen, mgr.). Doug'Tho
Man
from
las Fairbanks In
Painted Post"
material.

<r

•>

.

—

wit* the following acts making up tho vaudeville portion
of tho bill: "Yucatan." a musical tabloid;
Sylvester it Prost, Dunbar A Turner, Caruso
ft Wlllard and "Motoring With Death."
NIXON'S GRAND (W. D. Wegefarth, mgr.).
—Charles Nichols ft Co, headlines this week.
Others are Cummlngs A Shelly, Mary Dorr A
th

Is

•

film

ie»»tured

Sister,

Plorens.

this

we*»k

Beemaa A Anderson and Arnold A
"The Retreat of the Germans" 1b the

film feature.
NIXON (F.

Nlxon-Nlrdllnger. mgr.).—
Tho Golden Troupe beads this week's bill.
Three Rosellas, Jsmes Grady A Co, Leonard ft
Wlllard, Ollle A Fannie Vannls and the film
feature, Virginia Pearson In "Thou Shalt Not
O.

Steal."

Cot. ONI

L

Smith, mgr.).—Chlnko
A Minnie Kaufman have the top-line position.
Barry A Wolford, Groat Howard, 8teppe A
Cooper, Sophie A Harry Everett, The Terrys.
and the film feature, "Outcast."
KEYSTONE (M. W. Taylor, mgr.).—Harry
Banker's "The Wedding Party" headlines this
week.
Martha Hamilton A Co., Burlington
Four Comedy Quartet; MoLaughlln A Bvana
the Ferraoes, and the film feature, 'The Red
Ace."
JionR fSnbiogkv ft VcOulrk. mgrs.).—
"Butch" McDevltt, the "Millionaire for a Day"
from Wilkesbarra, Pa., In a monolog; Holder
A Packer, Joe Greenwald A Co., Kaufmann A
Lillian, Barlow and Dancing Dolls. "Betting
Bettys," Olson A Johnson, Hall Players, Ott A
Bryan and Ed Glngrass.
a

(H.

A.

•

"KVS

M-sUy * MrOuIrk m-TH.l.
—First half: "Cheyenne Days." Al Fields ft
Co., Three Melody Phtends, "Beauty Is Only
Skin Deep," Walker A Blackburn, Anger, Newman A Anger. Last half: "Melody Lane," a
.•

n<<s

musical tabloid

's

;

Three Tlvola Girls snd other

ucta.

PENN

WILLIAM
(G. W. Metzel, mgr.).—
First half: Hoyt's Minstrels. Moratl, Tate ft
Moratl, 81 Jinks A Miss Allen, Wilson A Aubrey Trio, film feature, "The Firefly of Tough
Luck."
Last half: "Oh, You Jsssland," a
musical tabloid Olive Thomas In the film feature, "Broadway, Arlsona," and a vaudeville

BROADWAY

(Joseph Cohen, mgr.).— First
was Right,"

Lou Golder's ''Sherman

half:

Burns

ft

Somen A

Frablto, Wlllard Hutchinson A Co.,
Morse and Rice. Elmer A Tom. Last

half: "Cheyenne Days" will head tho vaudevlll

bill

In "Tho
the film feature.

and Olga Petrova

Heart" will be

Hungry

ROSE & CURTIS

hand In tho Food Pledge Weak cam-

took a
paign.

A. B. Turner, LL.D., head of tho eastern
division of tho Chautauqua Institute, waa a
speaker at tho round table luncheon of the
Town Criers of Rhode Island Monday noon.

Two thousand one hundred and

PROVIDENCE.
BY KARL K. KLARK.

;

Sisters Herbert, Garclnettl Brothers.

COLONIAL (William 8. Canning, mgr.).
Mollis Williams and her company. Great fav'"
»r"
C.t v
or
MAJE8TIC (Msrtln Toohey. mgr.). Rsymond and Caverly headline entire week. First
half company of soldiers from one of forts In
Narragansett Bay offer songs, Indian club
swinging and musical act in an effort to gain

—

Nelson and Castle, Jack Kennedy
Edah Delbrldge Trio, The Parshleys,
Three Gowell Brothers. Last half Hal Stevens, Great Santell, Sadie Sherman, Murphy and
recruits.
and Co.,

:

Klelne, McGlnnls Brothers.

FAY'S (Edward M. Fay. mgr.).—Good bill,
headed by Madame Terelll and dogs; Burke
and Beatrice, Ralph Cummlngs, William R.
Lytell and Co., Mabel McDonald, Martinet and
Ostls,
»:

Pictures.
v.

'

'Ttln

Tnr>»i"v

rv>(r »\

).--"M->n7.

and Frits," going good. Bright and attractive
costumes and pleasing scenery go a long way
In putting the show across In good style.
ROYAL (J. Fred Lovell, mgr.). Pictures.
MODERN (David B. Dow, mgr.).— Pictures.
STRAND (Arthur B. Williams, mgr.).— Pictures.
Three big features.
That which Is
drawing biggest crowds Is Marguerite Clark In
another of the Sub Deb stories by Mary Rob-

—

erts Relnbart, "Bab's Burglar."
EMPIRE (Matthew J. Rellly,
turea.

Fund.

Randall A. Harrington, proprietor of Rocky
summer amusement place, near here,
lessee of various concessions at that resort, were recently Indicted
by the Kent county grand Jury on a charge
of being common gamblers.
Last week the
men pleaded not guilty and were admitted to
ball in $1,000 each.
The Indictment is an
aftermath of a crusade against violations of
law at Rocky Point during the past summer,
waged by the Warwick Welfare League. The
league also attempted to stop Sunday baseball
Point,

and John B. Nash,

at

the resort.

mgr.).— ^ir-

AUBURN— Pictures.
PALACE— Pictures.
CASINO— Pictures.

Addresses were made in the Providence theweek by the Four-Minute Men, who

M.

Albert

Stelnert,

under whose manage-

ment four big concerts are

to be given in
the winter, has anconcert patrons will not be
upon to pay the war tax, which will
be met by him.
The first concert will be
given Sunday afternoon.

Fay's

theatre
nounced that

during

called

The Providence Woman's Suffrage Party
open its civic forum Sunday afternoon,
Nov. 4, at the Casino.
The suffrage party
bazaar la to be held at tho Narragansett
hotel Dec. 4 and fi, and Alice Duer Miller's
Play, "His Place Is in the Armory," will be
will

presented.

Hunt's Mills
son Saturday.
Geraldine
evening,
series

Hoston

JQAIETY (Jacob Conn, mgr.).— Pictures.
'BIJOU (8ol Draunig, mgr.).— Pictures.

atres this

for

benefit

OPERA HOUSE (Felix R. Wendleschsfer,
mgr.).—Joe Weber's production of "Her Regiment." with Donald Brian and Caroline White,
In
opeaed to a good house Monday night
Site of Its rather colorless book It Is above
and Victor Herbert's
s average operetta,
music and Miss White's singing are the features that stand out prominently.
KEITH'S (Charles Lovenberg. mgr.).— Average Keith vaudeville bill, headed by Joeeph
Hart's "His Reel Trouble," with Wilfred
Because of tho 'evenness of the bill
Clarke.
other acts attracted as much attention. Gen.
Plsano and his company In expert rifle shootMabel and Dora Ford
ing Is a timely act.
and Henry I. Marshall, a strong number on
the program. Mr. and Mrs. James Barry, new
Ta
sketch, The Burglar" Laxar and Dale, Minnie
Harrison (local), Joseph L. Browning, Three

'

forty-one

and thirty cants was realised at the
the Actors' Fund of America at
the opera house Oct. 28 afternoon, at which
George M. Cohan, native of this city, was
the principal attraction.
Cohan appeared on
the stage in his overcoat, and sang his aong,
"Over There."
In less than an hour after
his arrival he was on his way back to the
metropolis.
He was given a great ovation by
his Providence admirers.
The money realized
was used for the purchase of Liberty Bonds
and these will be presented to the Actors'
dollars

;

of five acta.

in Chicago.

Direction

City

laugh.

«ni,ti" -lnd fi «-rle M!ll*»rahtp as Its principals, with a chorus of four

y( .

"Gang"

We certainly miss you.

118 West 38th Street
HOTEL NORMANDIE BUILDING

-

TWO LIGHTNING BUGS"

at

(dancing)

Farrar
Infantry

closed for the sea-

appeared
Hall,

In

here
the

of

Tuesday
first

of

a

Ellis concerts.
With her was the
Symphony Orchestra with Dr. Karl

M-.trk a" ."oaductor.
(iood house.

Prlct^.

$2.30 to $1.50

SALT LAKE CITY.
For the convenience of performers on the
bills, who must make the 7.20 a. m.
train out of Salt Lake for Denver, Monday
mornings, Pullman accommodations are so
arranged to permit the use of the sleeper

Orpheum

—

VARIETY

WATCH ME GROW

WATCH ME GROW
Away From

the Conventional

MINNIE
"THE GIRL FROM DIXIE"
THIS

WEEK

(Oct. 29),

KEITH'S, PROVIDENCE, R.
Booked Solid U.

B

&

Rose

Direction,

I.

.0.

WATCH ME GROW

WATCH ME GROW
Sunday nights after the performance, which
eliminates the necessity of early rising. The
Orpheum shows open at Salt Lake Wednesday nights for nine performances, closing
Sunday night, opening Denver Tuesday matinee for

full

week.

Chas. B. Vvinton, for the past nine years
with the New York "Journal," Is now dramatic editor of the Salt Lake "Herald-Republican."

Levy, wife of Manager Levy of the
Orpheum, Salt Lake, and Mrs. Schmidt, who
4s the wife of the Orpheum's press agent, are
Mrs.

on the Pacific Coast.

visiting

MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE

L. J. Leishman, a 8alt Lake man, was the
attraction at the Pantages theatre
two weeks ago, with his own Invention for
sending and receiving photos by wireless.

headline

SEATTLE.
BY WALTER BURTON.
METROPOLITAN
Alma

MO

In

concert,

to

capacity

business; 24-27, "The Knife." with Norman
Hackett, former stock star here, and May
Next, "Polysplendid business.

Buckley;
anna."

WILKES (Dean B. Worley, mgr.).—21,
"His Majesty Bunker Bean" is the best comedy offering of the Wilkes' Players this season, playing to fine patronago all week.
MOORE (Carl Reiter. nigr. ) .—21, Trixie Frliansa headlined best bill so far this season,
vellng and Lloyd, patter skit that's a winArthur Havel & Co. in "Playmates.'
ner.
;

Wood & Wyde

please.

Betty Bond

won

favor.

Roland
Snow, good dancers.
Fine patronage.
PANTAGES (Edgar G. Milne, mgr.). 21,
Lillian Aurora and Hon, "D'Atagnan," headed
show with sensational animal act. "A FireBeulah
attraction.
Reverie," feature
side
Pearl, good. Parsons and Irwin, please. Wilwon
Fuller
and
Lord
liked.
Brothers,
son
Capacity business.
favor.
PALACE HIP (Joseph A. Muller, mgr.).
21. Cycling McNutts. good. Clayton and Drew
Baxley and
Players won comedy honors.
Gallon, something out
Porter, meritorious.
Francis and Wilson, versaof the ordinary.
Carson Trio, did well. Capacity busitile.
Capes

and

Travers, good.

—

ness.

ORPHEUM

SIS,

s

TTE

WHO

MORETTE,

MORETT

IS

MORET
MORET
MORET
MORET

"E

E
t

THE HIT

MORET'

LUSTERS

USTERS
ASTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS

their Musical Specialty?

(We Are Too Modest To Answer)
E

PERMANENT

E
TE

ADDRESS

VARIETY, CHICAGO

sr

ITTE

ErTE
RETTE

sis

siSTr

SISTER
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS

LITTLE (John Hamrick,

MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE

ts

MORETTE
SISTERS
MORETTE SISTERS
mgr.).

—Opened

—

The Washington Motion Picture CorporaMinnehaha Park prop-

tion has leased the
erty In spokane.

Is

Richard Vivian died at the Stovel Hotel In
Los Angeles Oct. 18, of heart trouble.
He
was with the Wilkes* Players here for some
time. His widow, Fanchon Bverhart, is playing character parts with the local Wilkes'
company this season. Mr. Vivian was a very

Game,'* five-part feature.

clever character delineator.

Norvin

Haas,

manager

the Tivoli
here until quite recently, has been appointed
manager of the Empire and Rose theatres,
Anacortes (Wash.). Vaudeville and pictures
are shown.
F.

of

The Idaho Theatre Managers' Association
arranged for an exhibitors' Convention to be
Herman
held in Pocatello
(Idaho) 20th.
Brown, manager of the Majestic, Boise, engineered the meeting.

AT THE HARLEM OPERA HOUSE

The

Little theatre, and it Is Just what the
Implies.
Horace Smythe is house man-

ager.

The Orpheum

INVITED

FOR
BURLESQUE

Fisher agency has engaged
Eddie Harris to produce girl acts.

COMEDIAN
Address

TIZOUNE and MACK,

four acts of the

The Tivoli has a "For Rent" sign on the
The house has been dark slnoe the
Rothermel A MoCullough musical
comedy
show closed there first of the month.

VANCOUVER,

B. C.

By H. P. NEWBERRY.
EMPRESS (Geo. B. Howard & Chas.

—

Royal, mgrs.). 17th
Stock Company.
22,

week

the

of

"A Pair

of

E.

Empress
Sixes,"

to

big business.

AVENUE

(W. Scott, mgr.).— Opening of
the road show season with "Potash and Perlmutter

Society,"

in

Doll." 24-27

;

ORPHEUM

29-8,
(Jas.

22-23.

"Million

Dollar

"Robinson Crusoe."

mgr.).—22, Nan
with Kounn Sisters favorPilling,

Halperln headlined,
ites.
Jean Adair ft Co. well liked. Dlero.
good.
McCarty ft Faye, popular. "Act Beautiful,"
good.
German pictures. Excellent
patronage.
PANTAGES (Geo. Pantages, mgr.).—22,
"Dream of Orient" headliner Willsrd featured.
Hoey ft Lee, hit. Claudia Coleman,
;

Wrong," pleasing.

good.
"All
ers, good.

The Young-

COLUMBIA

(H. Maryland, mgr.).— 22. first
new vaudeville and picture. Eddie
Harris & Girls, Georgia Chartress. Musical
Hollanders, Stroud ft Claire.
Picture, first
half, "The Soul Master."
REX (W. P. Dewees, mgr.).— Films. Splen-

week

of

did business.
ing

Dawn"

(J.

Mulr, mgr.).— "The Spread-

(film).

COLONIAL

(H. Quagliotti,
tho-Square Girl" (film).

GLOBE (W.

P.

Nichols,

mgr.).— "On-

mgr. ) .—"Clover's

Rebellion."
Princess, Maple Leaf, Broadway, MaJeHtlo,
National, Palace, Kitsilano, Falrview, Kings*
way. Progress, film.

Charles Royal, has just returned from Bon
where he engaged principal* for
company now playing at the Em-

Francisco,
the stock

J.

film house

About $800 per week will be raised for the
government through the new war tax on
amusements.
All theatres uuvo raised their
price of admission five cents.

OF CHARACTERIZATIONS

NOW

TIZOUNE

now using

door.

Direction,

RANK

VANS

MANAGERS AND AGENTS TAKE NOTICE
OFFERS

is

new Fisher circuit vaudeville, and two acts
from the Kellle-Bums Association, according
to manager Jay Haas.

press.

The Edward

John Hamrick opened hit newest

DISTINCT NOVELTY

A

it

He has named

"Broadway, Arizona."

ture,

name

DOMINION
24

with pictures.
LYRIC Burlesque and vaudeville.

Stanton, of the act of Bck and Stanton,
seriously HI in a local hospital.

at 410 Pike street, 24, with a Triangle fea-

SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
[SISTERS

In their Ingenue and Soubrette Rolea?
And completely stops the show with

(Jay Haas, mgr.).— 21, new A.
B. C.-Fisher-Cohn-Levy vaudeville affiliation
Following six acts were proIn this city.
gramed for the first half: Royal Scotch Entertainers, Leroy and St. Clair, Palmer and
Palmer, Foster and Dog, Jack Winters, Mor^e
and Harrison. Alice Brady in "The Divorce

Good patronage.

RS

|,

JIETTE
STTE

MORETT],

MORETT
MORETT
MORETTT
MORETTI
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE

I,

SIST1.

MORET'1

(George T. Hood, mgr.).

Gluck,

MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
ORETTE

MORETTE SISTERS

SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTER

MORETT,

—23,

Curtis

EFFIE

AND THEIR

MACK

SOUBRETTE

588 Chateaubriand Street, Montreal, Can.

WHIRLWIND GIRLS
Now
the

in

our

SECOND SEASON

MAPLE LEAF THEATRE,
Montreal

at

VARIETY

46

a

prince

~"~»

ADROIT BROS.

Li*

KAR

"•"

VERSATILE VARIETY OFFERING
Direction. JACK FLTNN
PLATING U. B. O. TIME
WARNING We anderetand • certain act Is aaln* car twa cloalnf trick* and the name
af Adroit which arc tied In VARIETY'S PraUctad MaUrlal Department. Oar adrlec
to then la to dlacentlnae their aae.

—

PLAYING FOE

W. V. M. A.

B. O. and
and
(Address VARIETY,

ED. F.

New

HEADLINING

>nncT..N.

York)

REYNARD

Clarice Vance

All Bilk

SIMON AGENCY

ADD

NEW YORK

"VARIRTY.-

THAT COMEDY COUPLE

MLLE. BIANCA

FRED & ANNA PELOT
JACK FLYNN

Lest Week Return Data at
Johnstown and Sheridan 8q.

ARTHUR

EDDIE BORDEN
Hupported by "8IR" JA8.

HAROLD

Aathor of

HKRMINR SHONB'8

A.

In

"NEGLECT."

EDWARDS g

Direction,

naw

* MORTONS

THE

Sam,

New York

Kitty,

Martha and Joa

IF

PEGGY BR III KS
The iRUrRmUoaal CoatedHeRRe,

Three Dashing Young Maids
and Real Comedian.

United Tina

Week

Nov.

WllllsmsBsrt.

5— Majeitlo.

Elmlra,

Pa.

N. Y.

Direction,

& Hyde

Kaufman
Broadway Theatre

Booked Solid

DARLIN6

and

ss

ft

"You made me what

Brldoeport

1-3— Majestic.
of

In

HeadUlRlRf Lotrw CtrcRtt

Booked Solid
Poll's.

Nov.

SHEER

Comedy

Singing, Dancing,
Cycling.

Presenting a
Nifty Musical Absurdity
44
A Fraternity Rehearsal'9

i.

2nd Editioa of

COLE.

act far

YOU NOW

COLLEGE QUINTETTE

HARRY SHEA.
^_i_JLX

CLARKE

prasoat saccaasfal fantastic eoaaodr.

Address VARIETY,

T H

R.

DWTEB

RUS8ELL and DAVIS, and aoags for WILLIAM ROCK and FRANCES WHITE. CECIL
CUNNINGHAM. MINNIE ALLEN, CHARLOTTE PARRY and many other standard acta.

I

PILOT

Bid*.,

New York

City

I

am

today,

I

hope you're

satisfied"

FRANK DOBSON
Booked Solid U. B. O.

Direction.

MAX HA

BILLY

Jack Terry

B

Terry

aid

Lambert)

PHILOSOPHY CORNER
One seeks new friends only when too
well known by old ones.

Friars'

Club

CLSA
'.

Ida

(Formerly

-•

5
•

r
1
hi

will

H.

EL.

always reach me.

BART McHUGH

Presents

BRENDEL and FLO BERT
n

"Waiting' for Her"

"

MOST

HENNINGS

FRED

Itca '
The
young
lady posseaees a personality which hears

watrblns.

man
of

thrown

Kir

of

tOIT

I

while

rouns
plenty

a

the
secures
attention

'

'
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MOVING PICTURES
Torfc to iota bim and ther ropair -to Ma
apartmont boforo gotag throng* tbo marrtage oereaony. A fiiand of bar Invar, who
la aooompaalad by a friend of hie,
call.
Too foot of tbo lady being to
baebalor'a apartment given rise to a papalWo

THE UNFOtlSEEN.
The

tbe Olhre Tall features prpdnoed by the lmplr* All-gtar Co. for release
rla Mutual Is "The Unfirimn," which
boeo outdo Into a six-part featare under tho
dlroeUoo of John O'Brien. It la an adaptation of a play by tbo lata Cent. Bobart Marsnail and waa presented at tbo Bsaplre tboatra about tan or mora yearn nge with
Cbarlea Rlobjnan In tbo loading male role.
Mlaa Tall baa tba principal part. 8bo Is tba
victim of an unfortunato clreunsetnnee which
blda fair to mar bar Ufa. Bbo olopaa with a
man who la objoctod to 07 bar fatbar ao a
suitable buaband for nor.
8bo gene to Now
flrat

of

hM

mlaoonoaptlon of tbo situation, and to oaTaot
tbla tbo lover lntroduoaa tbo girl aa bla wife.
A faw momonta latar tbo man taste no la
financially rained, telle tbo girl eo( and enplain* be la la ao position to marry, tbo returns to bar borne and tbo man irfm'f ovicide.
One of the men to whom she bad boon
introduced aa the enlelde'a wife la a novelist,
who later goes blind. She fella la lore with
him and determines to devote her Ufa to
his comfort by marrying him. He Is unaware,
of course, that aba la the woman to

waa lntrodunad on that fateful day. A bit
of suspense Is created when nor wnebead goes
to a epeeJalant for aa operation wMeh mey
If It la auaeseafoJ aba
restore bla eight
knowo be wttl roongnlao bur and not only
elace bar la n position one eaanot explain,
The operatean Is
ut will break bis heart.
sueoonsfwl and at the crucial moment n latter chat had mtecarrted la delivered to the
buaband from the dead man explaining why
ho Introduced the woman aa his ,r«e» The
three prlnolpal mala cho meters are played
by David Powell, Fuller hUHleb and WarIt hi n capital story with
burton Gamble.
aa original bit of dramatlo suspense. Simple
and csfeetlve latarlora, high-class noting and
Intelligent direst ten help to mate "The UnJoin.
fereeeea" aa enaetleat feature.

SCANDAL
Coostance Talmadge

Bentrtz Vanderdyke
Pclham Frauklla

Harry C. Browne

Herbert Frank
J.
Sutherland York
Almee Dalmores
Ida Larpent
Gladden Jamas
Malcolm Fraser
W. P. Carleten
Mr. Vaaderdyke
Ida Darling
Vaaderdyke..
lira.
The gr»t production (or Select distribution
made by Constance Talmadge la entitled
"Scandal," and was adapted from the aerial
novel of the same name by Cosmo Hamilton.
With
Charles Olblyn.
It waa directed by
the exception of a flashback to depict a "related" Incident, It Is purely comedy o( a
high-class order, with exceedingly rich and

The
Interior aud exterior scenes.
flashback Is tragic and really has no place
Another unnecessary *cene
the picture.
which the hero, a wealthy
In
one
Is
gentleman thoroughly familiar with motor
match so close
lighted
a
places
boats,
to the euglue of his auxiliary launch, which
That Is equivalent to
causes an explosion.
looking for a gss leak with a lighted candle
Normal grown-ups are genera'iy
or torch.
tasteful
In

ununnaanuul

»

Otherwise "ttcaasupposed to kuow better.
dai" Is a delicious comedy, especially su'ttd
to the hlstnouic gilts of little Miss Talmadge.
A sell-willed daughter of wealthy
people has a little flirtation with a promitihe visits his studio
nent portrait paiuler.
oue eveuing aud when he attempts to embrace her she leaves indignantly. The visits
to the a nut surts gossip, aud whea confronted with It by her lemlly. says she lis
beeu vlsliiug Pel hum Frankliu, a wealthy
bachelor irieud, who has an apartmeut in
the same building aud that, as a mstter of
lact, she has been secretly married to Frankbhe whispers to traualln to couilrm
lin,
her statement aud, although taken uiter'y
Receiving
by surprise, has uo alternative.
sud blessiugs,
the laiuny cougratulatious
Frankliu is iurious and determines to get
even. He Is the guest ol the girls pareuts at
a week-eud hou*e party aud calls a servaut,
telling bim to place his clothes la "Mrs.
At bedtime he accomFraua.Uu s room.
pauies "his wae" to her room, follows her
which results lu a delicious series of
In,
amusing scenes, which never border on BugAlter lockiug tbe door
gestiou or vulgarity.
aud conipelliug ber to disrobe aud savagely
oruenug Uer to bed even reHortiug to sheer
physical lorce he declares that a they were
aioue on a larswuy ibluud be would ireat her
as If she were a niau.
Then he unlocks tbe
Toe "marriage" Is
door aud dashes out.
puoilshed in me papers aud tbe couple are
Filially the
compelled to preleud it is so.
lawny suggests tbe young couple should go
ou a houc>uioou cruise In tbe husband s
yacht.
Meauuwe tbe artist baa beeu seuding
a series ol auouywuus letters to tbe lawny,
suggesting a doubt about there bavlug ever
beeu a marriage.
Wueu coul routed with
this sliutuiuu, ?ruukliu goes (o lUe artist to
wreak his veugeauce aud arrives Just alter
the scouudrel uau beeu sbut .by a Jealous
busbaud. iieiore dylug the painter writes an
apoiogy.
lu tbe eud Fraukliu forcibly abducts tbe girl, carries ber aboard bis yacht,
sails beyond tbe three- in ue limit, from which
poiut the captain has authority to perioral
tbe cerewouy, aud all euds happily. Handled
by cbeup people, the story would be auytbiug
but the sweet, clean, wholesome anair It
turned out to be.
Miss 'laiinudge, as the
williul little Ingenue, is deiigunul
Harry
C. lirown as the bero, althougb a trifle
ponderous, was, all told, an eiiective "cave
man" J. Herbert Krauk stood out vividly In
the few sceues In which be enacted the
artist
Gladden James, as a friend, contributed his usual finished work, and so on.
'
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THE FETTERED WOMAN.
Angelina A Mends

Adolph Zukor presents
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MARY ROBERTS RINBHART
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This review is a sign of the times. "More time/' as they say in vaudeville, or "longer run picture" or a good picture for a return date.
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FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
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T«rw

YORK./

'

Deaue
Jack Wolver
Tobe
Adolph lilnk

very

SEARLE DAWLEY

"Just as the Paramount-Empress always has Jo do when Marguerite Clark pays a screen visit
there, Manager George E. Carpenter was compelled last night to stop the sale of tickets. It
wasn't because he wanted to do so, but a matter of necessity. There wasn't room for all the
people who wanted to see the picture. If you see Miss Clark in 'Bab's Diary/ it's a sure
thing you'll want to see all the famous 'Sub -Deb' stories on the screen." HERALD-RE-

PUBLICAN

Alice Joyce
Webster Campbell
Douuld Mclirlde
Lionel Grey
Templar Saxc
Vltagrapb's Nov. 5 release under the IJlue
Ribbon -rami Is "Tbe Fettered Wouiau, " from
the pen of Robert W Chambers, directed by
Tom Terns. While the deuuumeut Is evident

J awes

./

early

In

its

progression,

the

story

Is,

nevertheless, an lutere»iiug one, and quite a
departure from conveutiunal lines. A once
prosperous village has goue to decuy and Angelinas father commits suicide, leaving her
only 3,U0o acres of unsaleable land aud no
caoh.
Reared in refluemcui, the girl s future
Is
a serious problem to ber. A couple of
unscrupulous real estate sburks persuaue her
to come to New York uuder tbe pretext of
aelllng her property to a syndicate.
They
endeavor to <*ei ber to sign awuy her land and
one of them cuveta the girl. 'Ihiy ta^e bur to
a public rests uraut aud oue of the meu attacks
her. Tbe other interferes, there is a quarrel
between tbe men, aud one Is shot in the arm.
They swear the girl did tbe suootiug and she
Is sent to a reformatory for three years. Ueing
a high strung girl and chaniug over the Injustice she suffers great augui.-h, but finally is
released.
On ber return to the little village
be Is shunned as a Jailbird and lives alone
on
the vast estate. She advertises for summer
boarders and a youug.man from t) 3 city tomes
there for blH varution From that point ou,

akbouKp there

event.-.,

me

the tiuish

e

eu:v;Ikt

of

1l

uniting

apparent.

Mr. Terrls bas
lu bU direciiuu aud
tbe selection of the locaiiuus are
keepiug
with tbe narrative. Alice Joyce as tbe unfortunate girl, gives her usual mtelligeut interpretation of a rather dilticuli role and the
remainder of the cast is all that could be
desired. A program feature that is certain to
Please.
Julo
is

done some excellent work

m

,

MOVING PICTURES
THE ADVENTURES OF CAROL
Montgomery

Carol

Comm. Montgomery
Mrs.

Montgomery

James.
Beppo.

Mads* Brans
George MacQuarrle
Rosina Henley

Carl Axsell
Nicholas Long
Mme. Fairfax
Kate Lester
Marse Fairfax
Jack Drumler
Mai? m J!. k? u
Frances Miller
World Picture. •«
Brady-Made. Story by Julia
Burnbam; directed by Harley Knoles photographed by Rene Guisssrt. Little Carol Montgomery's father as a commander In the
United States Nary, and the discovery of a
spy in his house leads him to very earneslty
counsel all members of the family circle to
answer no questions about them*elvea, no
matter who may ask.
When Commander
Montgomery goes away for service on his
ship, and a little Vterward Carol starts out
upon the subway to visit a Juvenile friend
uptown.
8be becomes lost, Is picked up by
a policeman, and won't tell who she Is,
Eluding the police, she fslls asleep In a tenement hallway, where she Is dltcovered by an
Italian
organ grinder, who Increases the
value of his traveling show by adding little
Carol to the monkey and organ, of which It
already constats. In freight cars and on foot
the party travel Into the far South, where
the child and the monkey become separated
from their msster and seek refuge In the
stable of a big plantation.
Here they era
found by the negro servants, who take them
Into the mansion and show them to the master and mistress, who are at war and have
not spoken to one another In tea years. Little Carol becomes the Idol of both, end ultimately la very close to healing up the quarrel between them, which has arisen over
tba
elopement of their daughter and her Immediate diMownment by the old man.
Finally
the aged mother, through Carol's winning Influence, Is permitted to send for the rueaway girl of ten years ago. and when she arrives with her buftband. whom do you suppose
they are?
Why, Carol's owe mother and
father, to be sure, and a very happy family
party ensues. There Is the utmost charm la
this story, which proceeds so very
rapidly
from the outset to the finish there Is not an
instsnt unoccupied.
Moreover. It Is all very
mI
*n
,tt,e M,M E*«ns. "the World's
£!iUf star,"! J
t
kiddle
Is the lovely child heroine to tba
very minute.
Children will cry with little
"

*

.

:

'

THE WOMAN COD FORGOT.

by Oteil'B. DeMtlle. Jennie Waepneraon hsrTbe story la one
Ing furnished the atory.
baaed on historic fact, the eeone being old

Teesa* Daughter of Montaauma.
Octal
ildtne Fairer
Monteiuma, "The Magnificent,"

It Is tbe tale of the landing of
Mexico.
Cortes and bis Invaalon of the territory ruled
by Iftootesuma, tba king of the Aateoa. About
this there Is woven a tale of romance In wbloh
the triangle Is played by Oeraldlne Farrar aa
the daughter of Montesuma ; Wallace Reld aa
the- young ofleor of Oortea's band with whom
aha telle In lava ; and Theodore Koeloff aa the
young Aetee prison who le betrothed to ber.
It to the anting of the latter that holds up the
work of tbe entire company. It la certain the
GemMlns Farrar name will attract audlenoea,
and after all. with stars of thle calibre, It le
In tbe matter
ourloelty that pulle audlenoea.
of direction Mr. DeMUIe baa left much to be

Raymond Button
Cortes, a Spunlsh Adventurer.

Robert Boeworth
Wallace Bald
Ouatemoco, Montesuma'a Nephew,
Theodore Koaloft
Taloc, a High Piieat
Walter Long
Cacamo, a Slave
Charles B. Rogers
Marina, Tecaa's Slave
Olga Grey
A truly magalleent production la "The
Woman God Forgot," with Oeraldlne Farrar
starred.
This Laaky production waa directed
Alvarado, Captain of Cortes

and hie battle sauna Is
lacking In action. One thing about tba picture .thai w!U take noma explanation Is tbe
reason for Tecs* (Mies Farrar) appearing In
white akin, while all tbe others of her tribe
are urease In hue. There arc detatte In tbe
picture overlooked In tbe making. Otberwtee
the story Is one of thoee fanciful thrillers that
one might imagine from tbe pen of H. Rider
Haggard, and Mies Farrar displays practically
all of ber phyalcal ebarma to a great
desired,

to aee Farrar partially n
The one big scene Is n long
ehould draw.
staircase (evidently built on the side of n bill)
on which tbe battle *akee place. That alone ss
worth tbe price of admission. The supporting cast, outside of Koeloff, were about on a
par with star aa far as acting want

The chance
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We are making pictures

Madge st the funeral of the pet monkey, and
grown-ups will brush away a tear when aha
draws her unknown grandparents toward one

anothey.
The strength of the play Is In Its
main story about mature persona, with a little girl running through it. not aa a
"cutey"
or a "flip" youngster, but as a natural Influence toward a happy conclusion.
Capital
acting is contributed by little Madge, George
MacQuarrle as the commsnder. pretty and
clever Roslnt Henley as his wife. Nick Long
as tbe organ grinder, Kate Lester and Jack
Drumler ai the grandparents, and France*
Miller and Carl Axiell as two negro retainers.
The work of director Hsrley Knoles Is
deserving of high commendation...
Join.

We

Llane Demarest
31sra Judklns Demarsst

Demarest

Countess Oudoff
Mile. 8srl

will distribute these pictures

through a great organization.

We

have completed arrangements

.

with such an organization

headed by a

man

whose name stands for

PRINCESSVIRTUE.
Basil

that are truly great

—Integrity—Permanence;

Mae Murray
Lule Warren ton
Wheeler Oskman
Clarissa Selwynne

Progress-

Whose working

Gretcben Lederer
Count Oudoff
Harry Von Meter
Baron 8trensky
p au i Nicholson
Monsieur Em lie Carre
Jean Ilersbolt
Mae Murray's Initial Bluebird release la a
proof of bow much dependa on the director.
Mae Murray, while with the Laaky company,
was a pleasing little star. With the Bluebird
she becomes an ordinary leading woman who
shows very little histrionic ability. Her wslk
her mode of dressing, her hair, and any num-

The Fair

principle is

Deal.

This alT exhibitors will gladly acknowledge
at the publication

of the

ber of little touches In "Princess Virtue" show
that ahe baa lost rather than gained experience by the change.
"Princess Virtue" la a
highly colorful melodramatic Impoaalblllty
full
of Inaccuracies and directorial faults.
Looking out of a window of a Parla dwelling
and
seeing her aweetheart seated 01 a rock at
the
seashore Is one.
Wbst tbe picture needs la
some one to take It In band and re -edit and retltle It, and a atory may be worked
out.
Aa
It stands it Is a very ordinary
program feature.
/Ved.

and

name

of the

man

his organization.

The announcement of

the organization

distributing Paralta Plays

and the method of
will

be published in

their distribution
this

space next week.
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FAINT HEART AND FAIR LADY.
Another

of the Victor

Moore

series of Para-

mount one-reel comedies, written by Thomas
It will be released Nov 5 and la
J. Gray.
shown thla week at the 8trand. titled "Faint
Heart and Pair Lady." The story open* ehowIng Vie aa a village blacksmith— bashful and
brawny with a longing for the eight of a fair

damsel from the wicked big city. A tally-ho
full of euch femalea pannes and he falls In
love, saves one of the girl's purees from a thief
and wins her regard. Attiring himself in store
clothes, Vic follows her to the city and there
encounters the girl's mother. He takes lessons
In love-making from Prof. Mush and proceeds
With a country
to elope with his sweetheart.
friend they plaee a ladder under the girl'a window and there encounters the professor, who
happens to be smitten with the aame girl. It

dawas

sjpr > the 'arofaaoar that ha tea beam
giving courting lessons te a man wha la trying
to win his own girl.
After a eontroveray the
professor la vanquished and Moore eeeapea la
an auto with hla lady-love.
JoJo*

THE ADOPTED SON.
"Two-Gun" Carter
Marian
Tom*

Francis X. Buehmsn
...Beverly Bayaa

Conover

McLane

i

t •

•

•

i

•

Stow©
J. W. Johnston
John 8m ley
Gertrude Norman
Pat O'Malley
Leslie

•

Henry McLane.
Luke Conover

I

Conover
George Conover
Another Kentucky feud story la "The
Adopted Son." a Metro feature, starring
Bushman and Bayne. It waa adopted by A.
Mrs.

,

g. LeVlne froea a story by Mag Brand, directed by Charles Brabin.
The picture le la
alz reels, has lot of action that, condensed to
around ft.030 feet, would he sensationally fast
In the matter of speed.
feud baa existed

A

for years between the McLanes gad the Conovers and for oaa day In the year, on the
occasion of the county fair, a truce la declared.
Two-Gun" Carter visits the scene
of tha faad and la drawn lata the Imbroglio.
A young man—a Conover— la ahot
from ambush and hla sister requests of Cartar that he take the plaee of her dead brother,
and be la adopted by the Conovers. After a
aerlea of exciting events reveals that he la la
reality a McLane, and proposes marriage to
Marian Conover, thereby putting an and to
tha faad which had lasted so many years.
/•Je\

SIDNEY OLCOTTS

FRANCE

Mr. Walker Whiteside and Miss Valentine Grant

my

dear Pershing, what we hare been doing and
First are shown the
are still doing." ate.

army drawn from all walka of Ufa,
drilling and making ready In varioua ways.
Then how France mobilized her man power

national

and her Industries. After showing the manufacture of big guna and detailed descriptions
of their range, etc., you are ahown everything
from trench mortars and machine guns to
prlants mounted on ra 11 wayg> carriages which
hurl shells weighing 2.200 pounds a distance
of SO miles. The old types of aeroplanes are
showa and then the new. with their large
Here la depicted what la
carrying capacity.
elatmed to be tha greatest piece of animated
namely, an
photography ever registered,
aerial

battle.

A
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THE BELGIAN

99

went "over the top" with an outburst of wild enthusiasm that will be felt in every motion picture theatre
office throughout the world.

box

Hardened reviewers sat first moved by emotion, then
thrilled by excitement, and were finally brought to
their feet by a wave of patriotism.

Mr. Harold Edel, Manager of the Strand, complimented Mr.
Olcott most highly on his wonderful production and also declared that the audience was the largest and most representative
one ever seen at a morning showing on Broadway.

Watch

for Next

Week's Announcement

"THE BELGIAN" SIDNEY

OLCOTT PLAYERS, Inc.

Story by

FREDERIC ARNOLD KUMMER
Personally directed by

SIDNEY OLCOTT

1205 Candler Building
220 West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
'Phone Bryant S607

cameraman

was

taken aboard one of tha big fyers of a
Frsnch attacking squsdron, a German plane
la struck, falters, circles about alraleasly and
plunges to tha earth a total wreck, with a
Another alleged exclose-up of Its finish.
clusive feature Is the showing of sn attack
by the French at sunrise. Tha soldiers are
signal
to go "over tha
ahown waiting for tha
top." tha word It given, they scramble out
•f the trenches and out Into the open exposed to the f re of the enemy.
They reach
the German trenches and come forth with a
number of prisoners. Ons of the moat InJolo.
teresting war pictures ever shown.

ANOTHER FOX JUVENILE
The

IN

ARMS.

It opens with
repel tha German Inyadere.
Joffre tailing tha whole story to our General
Perehlng— "and to I will relate to you.

actual

FIRST PRESENTATION OF

IN

Paths Will rtlMN Not. 11 a Bra-real apeclal,
"Franee In Anna." takan by tha cinemaIt li
tographic section of tha French arts*.
a aort of visualised summary of tha efforta
which Franc* has made and la making to

CO.

success which greeted William
Fox's presentation of "Jack and the
Beanstalk" and "Aladdin," has encouraged him to organize still another company of juvenile players.
The new organization will be headed
by Georgie Stone and his "leading
lady" will be Gertrude Messinger.
The new company is already under

way on

a

famous

story.

MOVING PICTURES
THE BELGIAN.

faults, of which there are several.
"The- Mane*
Is a crook type of story with the hero
railroaded from hie Job of reporter to Jail to
cover up crooked work of the police chief and
his own managing editor; then his subsequent escape and his efforts to wreak vengeance.
Just what the court room scene Is
all about Isn't gone Into, nor Is there an explanation of the crookedness that the "men
higher up" become Involved In.
But John
Mull,
the
reporter, quickly finds
himself
planted up the river.
Someone handling a
detail
of direction thoughtfully Included a
kerosene lamp, placed on the cell's table over
which the wronged youth broods of the Injustice done him. Even a small town "hoosegow" would hardly stand for the oil lamp and
the Interior of this particular Jail, shows the

Trap"

Mr. Walker Whiteside
MIrs Valentine Grant
Arda La Croix
Sally Crute
Oeorgio Majeronl
Anders Randolf
Berger
Henri Leone
Jeanne's Uncle
Victor's Mother
Blanche Davenport
Borne years ago Walter Jordan made the
statement Frederic Arnold Kummer was one
of the greatest living' playwrights and that It
was only a matter of time before the world
Since then Mr.
would recognize the fact.
Krummer has had a number of plays pro
duced In the legitimate and not a few photoplays, none of which have as yet sustained
Kummer is
the promise of the playbroker.
the author of "The Belgian, " the first release
of the Sidney Olcott Players, Inc., and the
production was personally directed by Sidney
Walker Whiteside and Valentine
Olcott.
Like the majority of
Grant are the stars.
the legitimate pieces and photoplays by Kummer thus far produced. "The Belgian" runs
more to blank verse than originality of plot.
The finished product, however, possesses sufficient merit to place it among the important
feature productions of the year. This is due
lforenne
Jeanne Dentree
Father Julian
Counted* de Vrles
Colonel Dupln
Victor

very latest In lock-ups.

Mull spends a year

He
In oonflnement before he gains freedom.
finally reaches the home, secqrea some fresh
out to

shooU

him

the wrist, bat that doesn't prevent
p
Mull from being a Tory active person, even to
driving an auto. His boas Is murdered, the
blame resting on the district attorney's son.
who happens to be Mall's rival In love. It
Is
Is through Mull's efforts that his rival
cleared, for a confession Is wrung from the
polios chief by alleged third degree methods
and tho same confession clears the reporter
of the oharge that had soot him to the
penitentiary*
"The Man Trap" Isn't the best
of Bluebirds, but its action will carry It
In

along.

fee*.
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JACK STANDING DIES.
Los Angeles, Oct. 31.
jack Standing, the stage and screen
leading man, died at the home of his
father here. The son of Herbert Standing and brother of Guy, Percy and
Wyndham, he had been ill for several
weeks. He will be buried here.
His greatest screen success was in
"Hell's Hinges/' supporting William
S.

Hart.

to the brilliant direction and the beautiful
photography, augmented by the fine detail of
The scenes are laid in Belthe production.
gium and France. The action takes place
Just prior to the outbreak of the war and
covers the period of the invasion of Belgium
by the German army and visualizes to a
considerable extent the workings of the German secret service. A young Belgian fisherman, possessed of a gift for sculptorlng, loves
a maiden of his village, who resides with her
uncle.
A French art connoisseur, Col. Dupln, recognizee the fisherman's gift, and takes
him to Paris as his protege. Before going
he tells his sweetheart he will return and
While he Is gone
claim her for his wife.
the girl's uncle tries to force the girl to
marry the local postmaster, who Is a spy in
the employ of the German government. In
Paris Victor achieves fame as an artist and
falls victim to the charms of Countess deWhile on a visit
Vrles, also a German spy.
to his native village the German invasion
occurs and Victor Joins the Belgian army.
Defending his village against invasion, he is
wounded and it is a question whether he will
His
be blind for the remainder of uls days.
village sweetheart acts- as his nurse, unknown
to him, and when Victor pines for news of
the countess, who has discarded him, as he
Is no longer of any use to her, the girl writes
him love letters purporting to come from
Eventually the countess Is apthe countess.
prehended by the French authorities, Victor's eyesight Is restored and he learns the
Some very elaborate
value of true love.
battle scenes are shown in the unfolding of
With the exception of Henri Leonl,
the tale.
who displayed a tendency to overact, the
As shown at
cast was intelligently selected.
the Strand Thursday morning last week, the
There Is Just a little
picture ran (K) minutes.
too much footage In working out minor details.
When these are more closely cut the
appreciably quickened and
be
action will
"The Belgian" will make a very excellent
photoplay, with the credit for same due
mainly to the director and secondly to the

photography.

Jolo.

THE NATURAL LAW.
Marguerite Courtot

Ruth Stanley

Howard

Webster
Jack Bowling
Judge White
Hon. Geo. Stanley
Dr.

Mrs.

Stanley

Dolan
Forbush
France Films,

Fred

Stella

'.

Bell

George Larkln
Jack Ellis
Chas. N. France
Llla Blow
Gordon Gray
Leah Peck

has nmdo a seven-reel
screen version of "The Natural Law," from
Howard Hall's stage play of the same name.
Marguerite Courtot is featured in the film,
with Howard Hall and George Larkin as subThe picture was directed by Charles
stars.
France.
For a "sex play" the subject is
II.
handled moot delicately and could not possibly
give offense to the most prudish. To those unfamiliar with the story, the ending of the
piece Is in doubt until the final clinch and
hence sustains its interest right through. This
Inc.,

picture will create a large amount of discussion among the people who go to see it. After
emerging from the theatre the question will
arise whether the girl made the right selection
between the two men. a youth with all the attractiveness of virility; the other, matured,
with a fine balance between head and heart and
who at all times stood willing to sacrifice himMiss Courtot
self for the girl's happiness.
played the heroine with a spirit and dash that
might be called inspiration, and the two men,
excellent
types for their
Hall and Larkin, are
Tho minor roles were aderespective parts.
quately interpreted and the direction and photography up to the best standards of modern

motion photography. "Tho Natural Law" can
as one of the feature successes

be set down
of the year.

Jolo.

THE MAN TRAP.
John
Mrs.
Boss

Mull
Mull
Miller

Burton

C.range

H. II. Steuilmuii
Inspector Finch

Herbert

Rawlln^on

Huby La Fayette
Sally Starr
lack Nelson

Mark Kenton
Frank

McQuarrie
Hal Wilson

Trusty No. 10ii7
This current Bluebird hns action, quite a
lot of It, in fact, enough to cover over some

WORLD FILM CORPORATION
Sole

& Exclusive Distributors

:
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ENNIS GOES WITH M'CLURE'S.
Bert Ennis. who has been handling
the general publicity for the General
Enterprises, Inc., including the press

work for 'The Warrior" and of late
been doing some special booming for
"Mother/' the George Loane Tucker
feature, resigned from the G. E. Monday to accept the press publicist post
with McClure's, which also includes all
the publicity for the Olga Petrova
pictures.
Until the G. E. takes over another

big picture, the territory being prettjaing in the picture. The terms of their
well sold for
Warrior," no succontracts called upon them to work
cessor will be appointed to Mr. Ennis.
only six days a week. They have been
Ennis took up his new station Tueskept busy every day.
day, having an office in the Berkeley
They ask for remuneration for the
Building on West 44th street.
extra time spent in the production.
Another dimcutly confronting the
pastor is that his congregation is
MINISTER'S SUNDAY WORK.
opposed to his stand in favor of showing the pictures on Sundays.
San Francisco, Oct. 31.
Rev. Paul Smith, producing the film
Rev. Smith recently organized the
"The Finger of Justice," has been sued
Paul Smith Morality Film Co., of
by Mae Gaston and John Oaker, playwhich he is the head.

The
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UP AND DOWN.
Hernandes

If Ike.

Geo.

Bather Hoi lister.
Allen Corey

FrlUl

Rldwwy

..Jack Gilbert
Blwood Bredell
J*ck Curtis
Graham Pette

Boy
'Texas" Jack.

«

Sheriff.

Bums
Ranch Foreman
As a magaslne atory "Up and Down" would
reading.
good
fairly
made
hare probably
Filmed (Triangle) Into a feature, It apIt to perhape less
the mediocre.
Broaches
iterestlng than the usual western tale, for
the apectator knows that the hold-up, bank

robbery, etc, are not on the •never*—as pio"Up and Down" la an Inture stories go.
and-out affair, for It starts off with promise.
Allen Corey, en author without an Idea, meets
one, Mike, who, In spite of his rather plump
physique, has but lately been released from
the hoosegow. Corey decides to sell his auto
and the furnishings of his flat and hit the
road, suggesting that alike be hto pard. The
pair atari out In a prairie schooner, an accident to which, gives them entree to a
'

ranch owned by Esther Holllster. Corey has
a folding typewriter upon which he essays to
write a novel. Mike takes to punching cows.
Corey send* his work to the publishers, who
return It with a note saying a western punch
Is lacking and suggesting it be re-written.
Thereupon Mike decides to start something,
that Corey may be furnished with ideas. Bo
he commits a number of robberies of cow
country brand, throwing suspicion upon a

known run tiers. When the latter are cornered by posses, Mike frames to
allow Corey to make the capture so that he
(Corey) might rise In Esther's opinion. This
the rustlers accede to ou the promise that
they will be allowed a getaway by Mike.
Corey's book la accepted by the publishers
and he wins Esther. George Mernandes Is
featured but there Is little chance for stellar
Ibee.
work.
quartette of

presents

BAB'S BURGLAR.
Bab Archibald
Jane Raleigh
Tommy Gray
Mr. Archibald.
Mrs. Archibald
Leila Archibald
Carter Brooks

Marguerite Clark
L*one Morgan
Richard bartheluee
Frank Loses
Gabriel U'Madlgan
Helen Greene
William Hinckley

Harry (Leila's fiance)
The feature at the Strand

First

Time on the Screen

The Mid Girl

Uuy Coombs
this

week

is

the

second of the "sub-deb" stories by Mary Roberta Klnehart, entitled "ttabs Burglar," with
Marguerite Clark In the stellar role.
The
younger sister of a girl of 24, an exceedingly romantlo boarding-school girl, ldoiued
by her father, who Indulges her iff her every
whim, her antics are screamingly funny.
Bab la alwoys broke and the family determine to give her a stated allowauce for the
year, on her promise not to contract any
billa.
Ihey deposit S1.UU0 in the bank and
hand her a checkbook. In two weeks she
has spent it sll, and the way she does It
forms the basis for many a iaughaole situation.
Anybody who has ever learned to run
an auto will appreciate the effort* of Bab to
operate a newiy-purcnased machine by reading how In the book of Instructions. The
funniest thing of all, however, is to mistake
a young man who cornea to elope with her
sister lor a burglar, lock him in, shoot off a
revolver and attract the family, thereby frustrating the elopement.
It Isn't the easiest
thing in the world to sustain Interest in a
comedy for a lull length feature, but the
"Bab" series, judging by the way the audiences receive them, seem to be doing so. The
usual high grade Famous Players' casting,
production and photography
Jolo. *
'

.

direction o/

Howard Estabro ok

HORSEWHIPPED MINISTER.
Cincinnati,

Herbert

Managers of Vaudeville Houses:
•

Secure for your theatre the prestige and
tremendous drawing power of Eva Tanguay by showing her in her first appearance on the screen. The wise ones will
clean up with "The Wild Girl"! Remember,

it's

TANGUAY
Distributed by

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue.

New York

City

Oct

31.

Bigclow, pastor of the
People's Church, which holds forth
every Sunday afternoon in the Grand
opera house, because of his pacifist tendencies, was kidnapped by a band of
Ku Klux in Newport, Ky., Saturday
night, and taken to Florence, Ky., where
he was given a horsewhipping.
Recently, John H. Havlin, owner of
the Grand, notified Bigelow's congregation he would tolerate no unpatriotic
S.

utterances in that house. Bigelow was
down for a speech at Newport Oddfellows' Hall, Saturday night
Before the horsewhip was applied,
the leader of the Ku Klux announced
that the scourging would be done "for
the women and children of Belgium."-*
Bigelow said afterward that he is now
opposed to the doctrine of pacificism
and believed firmly in preparedness. He
denies he is disloyal to Uncle Sam.

The mob which horsewhipped Bigelow is said to be same men who threw
Morris Lifschitz out of the Strand
(films), which he owns, in Covington,
Ky., Uct. 20. Covington adjoins Newport

Under orders of mob leaders Lifschitz has kept his house dark since
then.
The band is composed of ttOO
citizens of this vicinity.

MOVIN G
EXHIBITORS AND OCHS.

PRO-GERMAN PAPERS CUT OFF.

That there is to be an amalgamation
of the American Exhibitors' Association and the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America seems a certainty.
But two points are standing
in the way. One is Lee Ochs and the
other his paper "The Exhibitors' Trade
Review." The latter is the principal
stumbling block at present. It is barepossible that when the two bodies
are combined it will be found tbat the

ly

paper will be shouldered by them in
an effort to pull the publication out of
the rut of indebtedness in which it is
floundering at present. The taking over
of the "Review" may mean the passing
of Ochs, although the latter is playing
shrewd politics at present and pulling
a lot of wires.
The trend of events may be gathered
from a recent speech by William A.
Brady at a gathering of exhibitors.
Brady is to a certain extent the accepted ally of Ochs. This being so, his
remarks were all the more indicative of
Brady
the handwriting on the wall.
stated that had it not been for the
fact that the exhibitors of America
were divided against each other in
two organizations and fighting to an
extent and in a manner that they did
not stop at cutting their own noses
off to spite their faces (or, in exact
words, to let their own pocketbooks
be taxed so that those of the other
organization might be taxed), there
would have been no tax on admissions as far as the picture theatres
were concerned. Also that there would

have been no tax on film.
Mr. Brady's talk indicated that the
measures directed at the picture industry were defeated in the Senate
(he didn't state how, although that
would have been most interesting) until

the

various

picture

organizations

began lobbying. It is this lobbying
that had the effect of having the tax
Mr. Brady
pictures.
placed on the
neglected to mention his conferees in
might
theatricals
the legitimate field of
have had something to do with the
pictures
final imposition of a tax on
and picture theatres. The gist of his
a house
that
effect
remarks was to the
divided against itself must fall, and
advocated a consolidation of the interests in an organization that would
virtually mean the fusing of the
now in
exhibitors' associations
field.

.,

PI CTURES

two
the

.

toIt is stated that if the bringing
gether of the two bodies means the
continuation of "The Trade Review,
the exhibitors will have to shoulder
a debt in the neighborhood of $70,000.
"The Trade Review," according to the
was apstatement of a man who
proached regarding the sale of the
fortnight,
last
(the
within
paper to him
was laboring under an indebtedness of
that amount when he made an investiSince the time of the offer
gation.
those at the head of the publication
are said to have raised $25,000 toward
continuing the sheet.
In the event of Ochs and "The Trade
Review" both being turned down by
the combined exhibitors' organizations
face of
it does not seem likely, in the
the then existing conditions, that Ochs
and his associated film men backers
will continue.

"The Trade Review" was taken to
week by Mark Eisner, Collector of Internal Revenue for the

task last

Third District, for having made several
blunders in its recently published interpretation of the War Tax on Admissions law, and also for publishing
what was termed an "officially approved form of statement for monthly
settlement of war taxes." The form
printed, Collector Eisner stated, was
totally unlike that which the Government had under consideration, and the
a
publication by the "Review" that
house having a higher price of admishaving
still
but
sion than five cents,
a section of seats at five cents, did not
have to pay a tax on the nickle admissions, was in direct variance with the
reading of the law.

At

last

week's meeting of the Asso-

ciated
Motion Picture Advertisers,
Harry Reichenbach "started something" by introducing a resolution to
discourage advertising in pro-German
papers, which motion was carried. Sixteen members of the association were
present, ten voting for the resolution
and six not voting, the reason being
the specific mention of one group of
papers.
Arthur James, who presided, explained the resolution was purely an
expression of patriotic sentiment and
that it did not necessarily bind any
,

member

or company.

The matter, how-

has stirred up the association
will again be considered at this
week's meeting.

ever,

and

it

'

in

I

I

I

ml

I

'

31.

Eight moving picture theatres in this
city put into effect this week an advance in prices. The war tax, and consequently advancing prices of films,
taxes and operating expenses in general are given as the reasons for the

The

eight theatres which are
now getting higher prices are the
Strand, Casino, Royal, Pastime, Allen's,

jump.

Comique, National and Colonial. The
Olympia, New Bedford and Orpheum
will retain their prices charged in the
past and patrons will pay the war tax.
prices decided upon by the man-'
agers of the eight are, for the most
part, an increase from five to ten
At these
cents and from 10 to 15.
theatres the new prices include the war

The

'

ii

PRICES ADVANCED.
New Bedford, Mass., Oct.

53

tax.

GRIFFITH GOES WEST.
W. Griffith, accompanied by

David

the members of his company, left for
the coast Monday.

:
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HODKINSON

IN PARALTA.

William VV. Hodlcinson, the founder
of the Paramount and later allied for
a short time with the Triangle, is
to be one of the leading factors in
shaping the future course of Paralta.

L

Last Thursday afternoon, after a number of lengthy conferences, a deal was
consumatcd whereby Mr. Hodkinson
will take over the distribution angle
of the Paralta's affairs, and it is believed he will develop an organization
by Dec. 1 to place the Paralta product
on the market.
The Paralta since its conception has
been guided by Carl Anderson, who
was closely identified with the Hodkin-

i

son reign at the Paramount during
the stages when that organization was
in the throes of development. Mr. Anderson will remain at the helm of Paralta as a production organization, and
also be interested with Mr. Hodkinson in the distributing end.
It is not believed the company will
at first follow out the lines originally
laid out in the Paralta plan, but that
that plan will be eventually adopted
is almost certain.
The building up of
a distributing organization will be the

work Mr. Hodkinson

on the shelves.

Warren

undertake, and the task of introducing an
innovation in a sales plan will be a
matter of after consideration.
The Paralta has been making pictures for almost a year. Its productions have been permitted to pile up
first

will

At present

Kerrigan,

Bessie

has

COMMISSION SETTLING DOWN.

T.

Until further notice the recently ap-

pointed American Cinema Commission
by the National Association of Motion
Picture Industry, upon receiving Federal approval by President Wilson, will
have Its office in the Eastman Kodak
Building, 235 West 23d street. At this
point Cnairman J. E. Brulatour of the
Commission will be found, having selected A. A. Kaufman and George

Paralta concern.

to the foreign soldiers of the Allied
forces are being received and duly inspected.
The Commission is to have the services of an advisory board, which comprises some of the biggest heads in the
film making industry. It is as follows
William L. Sherrill, president, Frohman Amusement Co.; Adolph Zukor,
Players-Lasky
president,
Famous
Corp.;
Samuel Goldfish, president,
Goldwyn; R. A. Rowland, president,
Metro; J. A. Berst, vice-president,
Pathe; W. R. Rothacker, president,
Rothacker Film Co.; S. L. Kothapfel,
managing director, Rialto Theatre
Corp.; Carl Laemmle, president, Universal; and Harold Edel, managing director, Strand Theatre Corp.
As soon as the films are approved
and made ready for exhibition along
purposes outlined by the Commission,
they will be shipped overseas to Rus-

The first releases of the Paralta will
be "A Man's Man" and "Madam Who,"
the former with J. Warren Kerrigan,
and the

latter with

Miss Barriscale as

the star.

1
1
'.
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it

Barriscale

and Henry Walthall under contract
and working, while Louise Glaum is to
soon be found on its list of stars. Miss
Glaum was placed under contract last
week on the coast and the contracts
have been forwarded east.
There are several other stars who
may be announced by Paralta in the
near future, one of whom when signed
will undoubtedly be the cause of comment because of her present connection and the leaving of that for the

m

i

J# effieatttifu/ Qirifrom
thejtfifo andapittshury SteelJjffilKonaire

Mooser as his staff assistants.
The headquarters were opened last
week and already films for exhibition

sia,

France and

Italy.

The

foreign posts as designated by
the unanimous vote of the industry
upon the voluntary acceptance of the

commissions abroad

will

find

Walter

W.

TWICE they met -this fbfdgn-born
creature with the haunting eyes
this merciless man of wealth.

and

Once beside the body of her dead
father—sacrificed to greed.

Next—in

the heart of

night

where

him

life,

his

New

memory

York's
played

SAVING ON SETS.

of her years of suffering were paid

a

for in

single, lightning-like

moment

but another of the dozen or
more dramas that thread their way
through

This

is

EX BEAC
Greatest Story

e Auction Block
which

now ready

for immediate reNorth America on
the "open booking" plan exclusively
through the twenty-five branch
is

lease throughout

offices

"j

called into action again.

false.

And then came the tragic climax when
all

Irwin (Vitagraph), the film commissioner in Russia; Pat A. Powers
(Universal) in France; Frank J. Marion
(Kalem) Italian commissioner.
Most of the films will deal with the
activities and progress of the United
States in the war, what the Liberty
Loan is doing, and what part the Red
Cross is playing, as well as numerous
educational and instructive subjects
can be shown in the Y. M. C. A. shacks
now along the different lines where the
soldiers rest and take life easy until

of

Q oldmyn
Distributing Corporation

16 East 424

Street

New York Cfty

During the past few weeks several
have
the producing companies
evolved a scheme to eliminate the cost
of expensive sets in making produc-

of

tions. The plan means only the looking over of plays on Broadway and
selecting sets that will fit scenes in
the pictures.
The film company secures the permission of the stage producer to use
his set and rents the house for a morning or afternoon, and all the scenes
that fit are made during that time. It
costs the transportation of the company and lights from the studio and
the paying of the rental for the
theatre. It saves a waste of time in
the building of sets at the studio.
Two companies used the Criterion on
just such a basis. The Vitagraph had
the morning and the Famous Players
the afternoon. The permission of A.
H. Woods was obtained to use the library in "The Scrap of Paper.'n

MAKING TWO ALTERNATELY.
Ethel Barrymore and her director,
Frank Reicher, have engaged in the
preparation of two different
and
wholly
unlike
productions,
"The
Eternal Mother," a strongly dramatic
offering, which is an adaptation of Sid-

ney McCalPs novel, "Red Horse Hill,"
and "An American Widow," a screen
version of a comedy melodrama by
Kellett Chambers.
Scenes from each are being screened
alternately.

CONVENTION

IN CINCINNATI.
Cincinnati, Oct. 31.

The advertising

film producers, members of the Associated Advertising
Clubs of the World, have selected Cincinnati for their annual convention No-

vember

23-24.

Jv*»

MOVING PICTURES
UNION MATTE* HAT ARBITRATE.
Some

of

the picture

exhibitors of
New York and Brooklyn are still holding out against the Operators' Union

Local No. 306, with the union executives claiming improvement over the
condition existing a we etc ago. No.
306 men say several theatres "unfair"
last week have signed up meanwhile
and now employ union operators.

Lee Ochs is still marked "unfair"
through his house being outside the
union pale, although the matter may
be settled by specially appointed
arbitration committees before another
month.
The union is still out at the Odeon
and Odeon Annex (uptown), New
York, with the management there
reported on record as saying that
before it signs the union agreement
it will turn its houses into garages.
It was understood Wednesday afternoon a committee of representative
exhibitors, whoje houses are yet to be
signed up, had held a conference with
S. H. Richardson and endeavored to
ascertain just what extent the contract matter stood between him and
Ochs, as the latter is charged with
saying through his trade publication
that he was directly responsible for
the increase throughout the country.
The committee is understood to favor
an arbitration on the schedule, and
this is expected to be placed in
a
written form so it may be acted upon
by the union.
If this plan is carried through,
with
an arbitration board duly selected and
approved by both the union and the
exhibitors, some definite action
pected to materialize.

COPYRIGHT MUSIC
A number of the larger

is

TWO EMPLOYMENT

BUREAUS.

Picture actors are said to be up in
arms over the formation of a syndicate
employment bureau in which P. A.
Powers, R. H. Cochrane, Adolph Zukor, Gabriel Hess (Goldwyn) and William A. Brady are understood to be
interested. The bureau is presided over
by Wales Winter, the agent, and the
plan is understood to be to hire all
picture artists other than the stars,
through the Winter agency.
A number of the screen actors have
gotten together and formed an artists'
/• .:-v-:-:.:.:.4:.^,.j.:W : ! : ! :!:
:

!

association, with Arthur Hunter in
charge of their employment bureau.
full details of its operation have
not yet been worked out, but a tentative plan of campaign is the payment
of $25 a year as dues and to pay to
their own association five per cent, on

is

to be divided among the
the association.

members

of

The

engagements made through Hunter,
is to be placed on a salary.
Ten
Cer cent, of the booking fees are to
all

who

e set aside as a sinking fund, the dues
to be devoted to defraying all running expenses. At the remainder of
the year the remaining 90 per cent, is

:l:!J^i

'<><
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SEELYE HOME.
for
C. R. Seelye, business manager
Pathe, returned to New York Thursday
after three and a half months on the
coast, where he went to put over a
number of important deals tor his concern, and succeeded in accomplishing

many

things.

Acting

in

conjunction

with

J.

A.

Berst, Seelye was instrumental in engaging a number of feature stars.
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SUIT.
film manu-

facturers and releasing concerns are
working in conjunction with exhibitors
to combat the tax which the American
Society of Authors and Composers

seek to exact for the public playing of
the compositions of the society's mem-

bers.

The

first film

concern to take action

of this kind

was Vitagraph. General
Manager Walter W. Irwin has sent
out a notice to exhibitors in the company's house organ that Vita will not
have in its musical accompaniments
any but non-taxable music. He figures
that the fees demanded by the society,
if generally exacted, would amount
to
$1,500,000 in a year.
Vita's musical suggestion cue sheets
hereafter will be arranged from such
music as is permissible to be played
free of the tax being claimed.
An action against the society was
started last week by the 174th Street
and St. Nicholas Avenue Amusement
Co., to enjoin it from attempting to
coilect royalties on music played in
the plaintiff's theatres. The plaintiff
advances
the
argument that its
theatres are conducted for the purpose
of exhibiting pictures and incidental
music is not exploited to infringe on
the copyright of the
melodies employed.
It is further charged that prior to
the enactment of the copyright law
by Congress which gave such power
to the society to tax all amusement
places, music
publishers
sent
free
copies and even furnished houses with
singers to popularize melodies.
Plaintiff only controls one theatre,
and as the action requests that the
society be enjoined against collecting
royalties from other picture houses, it
is believed the application for an injunction is in the nature of a test case,
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and

is supported by a combination of
exhibitors.
The society is «^ekins to enforce
payment of royalty on copyrighted
music of its members, through a decision in the United States Supreme
Court of some months ago, given in
its favor and against all places where
music was used for or toward profit.
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TRIANGLE
prM«nts

TRIANGLE

"FIGHTING BACK"

"UP OR DOWN?"

presents

with

IVilliam

with

Released Nov. 4

William Fox

George Hernandez

Desmond

Released Nov. 4

prprentr

Ha!

HA! G

O'MIDIIES
Hpnry Lphmvan Production

/
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FOR VAUDEVILLE HOUSES
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MOVING PICTURES
meetings laat week, the Detroit, Michigan, exhibitors getting together at the Hotel Sutler,
Detroit, where they were addressed by 8tate
President Peter J. Jcup, C. C. Pettljohn, secretary of the A. E. A., and other officials of
the nstlonsl snd state organisations. The Ohio
exhibitors held a similar meeting last Friday
In Cleveland, presided over by Bam Bullock.
the local president.
to

John Paleologue has be«n engaged by Path*
do their posters.

the

s creen.
She will shortly appear
release, plaoed there by N. T.

Ooldwyn

lund, of the

Loew

In a
Gran-

office.

The filming of the "Seven Pearls" has been
practically completed.

The Princess at Oedar Rapids,
renamed the Revue.

has been

Milford. la., has been sold to

The Ooz at
J.

la.,

W.

Although Florence Reed la appearing at the
Manhattan In "Chu Chin Chow" ahe also Is
fulfilling a picture contract to Harry Rapf,
and under James Klrkwood's direction Is
putting the finishing touches to "The Struggle
Everlasting" at the Blograph studio
(Bronx).

Schmltx.

Alfred Kelmme has sold the
Akron, la., to John Lsmoke.

at

Policewomen of Chicago have been Instructed

Edwin WattonTllle has made arranfements
to take over the management of the Isls at

by the chief of police to aid In the search for
two 16-year-old girls, Margaret Splcer and
Nina Poorman, of Marlon, O.. who disappeared
They are believed to have
three weeks ago.
attempted to secure employment with Chicago
film companies.

Pomeroy,

lfsjestlo

la.

first Pathe Play In which Prank Keenan
to star la already in coarse of construction
at the Sanger studio.

The

li

Gall Kane tops Mutual's release schedule for
In "A Game of Wits." a
the week of Nov.

comedy drama produced by American,
The schedule carries two comedies, a topical
and a two-reel serial. Supporting Miss Kane

five-reel

Mutual Weekly will hereafter be available
on Sundays Instead of Wednesday

to exhibitors

are Bpottlewood-Altken, George Perlolat and
Louis J. Cody.

as heretofore.

Robert Heneley has been engaged by Astra
and has started work on a picture with Gladys
Hulette and Crelghton Hale.

Harold Lockwood's next Metro
play has been changed from "Love Me for
Myself Alone" to "The Square Deceiver."

The

title of

B. P. 8hulberg, general

manager

for Paraof Artcraft, who

mount, and Hiram Abrams,
have been making a tour of the country visiting exhibitors, returned to New York last week
for a few days, and started out again Monday
to finish the tour. They expect to remain away
until Christmas.

Land

"The
Burke,

will

Promise," starring BlHle
by Paramount In

of

be

released

December.
Charles (Kid) Gostar has resigned as advance agent for the Rube Bernstein burlesque
show.

At

"Tom Sawyer"

lent

be filmed. Jack

la to

Plckford haa the prise and
about Christmas.

It

will be releaaed

When Goldwyn Pictures began Its original
publicity campaign, Sam 8warts, manager of
the Armory theatre, Roawell, New Mexico, was
the first exhibitor to send In his check for
service.
Opening his newspapers the other
day the manager was surprised to find next
to his own advertisements a Goldwyn announcement a quarter page In size, advertising his picture program.
Work haa been

Arrow Film

The
handled

In

Its

Co.

publicity

New Tors

offices

Is

by

being

Mr.

Priest.

A new executive took charge of the New
York exchange of Select Pictures this week.
The change makes Henry Slegel branch man-

started on the

new

Strat-

Poughkeepsle, N. Y., by the Elgar
Amusement Co., the house to seat about 1,600
and to have a straight film policy, although
provisions have been madu for stage space
In the plans.
The Elgar company Is headed
by Poughkeepsle capital.
The McBlfatrlck
offices prepared the plans and specifications.
ford

at

ager.

For the past two Sunday nights all picture
houses In New Haven have been opened for

Richards,
the
English
eccentrlo
dancer and red-nosed comedian, has Joined
the Mack Bennett forces, to be directed by
Clarence Badger and featuring Marie Prevost.

the benefit of dependents of local soldier boys.
Part of the proceeds of the Sunday evening
shows are turned over to a fund for this use,
and It Is planned to continue the arrangement Indefinitely. This Is the first time New
Haven has had Sunday film shows.

Chris.

The Rlalto will shortly announce the date
(probably about the middle of November) of
Petrova'a first releaae, "Daughter of
Destiny."

Madame

Mutual has Issued an eight-page press book
on "The Planter," the seven-reel dramatlo
starring Tyron Power, which Is
scheduled for release on Nov. 12.

spectacle

the Mary Roberts Rlnehart
sub-deb stories, starring Marguerite Clark,
will be a November Paramount release and Is

The

third

entitled

of

"Bab'a Matinee Idol."

Among the list of aales executives who have
allied themselves with the U. 8. Exhibitors'
Booking; Corp. are Joseph Partridge, William
Alexander, Lynn 8. Card.' Louis D. Lyons.
"The Queen of Spades" Is announced for
release Nov. 18, as the second of Pathe's series
of Russian Art Films.
Like "The Painted
Doll," the star Is Ivan Moxukln.
Triangle

working on

five comedies with
turning out Keystone releases.
The directors are Reggie Morris,
Harry Williams, William Beaudlne, H. Reymaker, Charles Avery.

as

many

la

directors,

The Jewel theatre, a new picture house with
a seating capacity of 1,000, opened last Saturday in San Francisco. It Is on Market street,
next door to the Rlalto, formerly the American
theatre.

Jewell Productions will shortly release "K,"
Mary Roberta Rlnehart, which appeared
In McClure's.
It has been prepared
for the screen by Lois Weber and Phillips
Smalley.
It will be shown at the Broadway
when completed.

Work on the stages of Paralta's new studio
at Hollywood, Cal., la being pushed
forward as rapidly as possible.
One of the
60*150 stages has been completed and the
others are progressing so rapidly that they
can be used within the week. To gain time
all the stages will be placed In use before,
location

the glass top and walls are up.

Extensive additions to equipment and ataff
are being made at the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Co., Chicago, following the big contract procured by Watterson Rothacker to
print and develop the new Chaplin and Petrova
films. J. Wesley Smith, formerly head camera
man, has been promoted to factory superintendent, and fifty
the crew.

men and women added

to

Vltagraph has secured the exclusive services
of Robert W. Chambers
stories and adaptations.

writing original
Eight are to be

In

screened within the coming year and Chambers is to receive $10,000 for each story. This
is said to be the highest price ever paid for
the rights to a series of stories bv any company In the U. 8. Tom Terrls will visualize
these stories.

The time spent by picture actresses and
actors in sitting about the studio awaiting their
turn to appear has been turned to good advantage by Bebe Daniels, leading woman of Pathe's
"Luke" comedies, who has organised a knitting club.
Even the men are being taught
how to handle the needlee. The finished products are to go to the soldiers.

by

serially

The General Film Co. has acquired for disa new series of short length sub-

Arrangements to Include the war tax In the
price of admission, and at the same time Increase the prices of admission were completed
at a meeting last week. In Oakland, of the
managers of the leading pictures houses. The
IB-cent seats will be raised to 20 cents and

The theatres Included

tribution

the 10-cent seats to 15.

jects, to be known as the Selburn comedies.
It Is controlled by the Piedmont Picture Corp..

In this arrangement are the T. A D., the
Klnema, the Franklin and the American.

one subject to be released a month, beginning
Nov. 19.
Florence DeShon has received a long time
contract to play featured roles with Vltagraph.
She is the third feminine star to be engaged
by President Albert E. Smith In the last
month and the fifth added to Vita forces In
the last few months.

Helen Moyer. at ons time a member of the
"Follies," and who recently married a Philadelphia millionaire. Is to return by way of

Mrs. Katharine M. Feeney brought suit
against the Eugenic Film Co. for $20,000. becauae she was unwittingly one of the principals
in "Birth," a picture made by that company.
She agreed to the photograph hi* of an .>r>i*tutlon in Polyclinic Hospital because it was^a
rare one, on the condition it was to be shown
only to the medical profession.
8he states
that she saw the picture In a film theater. The
defendanta state that no agreement was made.

The Ohio and Michigan branches of the
_AmeHcan^xhlbltorB' Association held local

Jack Rose has demanded an accounting In
connection with his ownership of six pictures of Ella Wheeler Wilcox, and has asked
the Supreme Court to direct Albert Warner
and Harry Warner to reveal the profits made
through the pictures. Rose says that he was
to receive the first $13,500 sfter the payment
of Initial expenses.
After receipts exceeded
expenses he was to get seven -five per cent, and
the Warner's twenty-five. There Is still lacking $1,076 of the original payment.

The cant of principals
new productions are as

In

two of Paralta's
Supnortlng

follows

Cogley, Eugene Pallette, Wallace Worsely and
Clarance Barr.
Supporting J. Warren Kerrigan, In "Turn of a Card," are Lois Wilson,
Kueene Pallette, David M. Hartford, William
Conklin. Eleanor Crowe. Roy iAidlaw, Clifford
Alexander. Albert J. Cody, Wallace Worsley
and Frank Clark.
Preparatlona are being
made for an early trade allowing of these pictures.

An ordinance Intended to cover the picture
with reference to building a studio
near a high school In Hollywood. Cal., has been
drawn up, and Is now under consideration of the
city council.
Laws are already in exlstenoe
with reference to the congregating of crowds
on the streets and the use of loud and boisterous language, but the present ordinance proposes to regulate even the building of studios.
In the original complaint It was stated that
the proposed plant would be within 900 to
300 feet of the school, snd the present ordinance will prohibit the building of moving
picture plants within 1,000 feet of public
schools.
This will hit hard the plants of
Lasky and Fox, which are all within that
situation

radius.

Edward Rosenbaum,

Jr.,

COAST PICTURE NEWS.
BY GUY PRICK.
B. A. Rolfe, vlos-presldent of Metro, became
the owner this week of a Packard Twin Six.
He was disappointed whan told by the salesman

that he could not purchase a

was once a

Twin Twelve.

Joy among the mummers since the
black clouds cleared away and the sun came
forth once again.
The Impenetrable gloom of
the past fortnight caused much anguish and
Idleness among the Aimers.
All

Is

Eugene Pallette

Is

now

directing for the

Na-

tional.

Virginia Corbln had the distinction last week
of being "written up" In a Japanese magasine.

Put Henry Lehrman In the millionaire class.
too has taken unto himself an automobile.

He

Hank Mann

:

Resale Barrlacale in "Madame Who" Is Edward
Coxen. Howard Hickman, Joseph J. Dnwllng,
David M. Hartford. Fannv Mldgley, Nicholas

57

He

baok from Broadway.

Is

doesn't know what he is going to do and, moreover, he doesn't care—he Just signed up for a

thousand-dollar Liberty Bond.

George Procter has left the Triangle scenario department and next week, providing all
goes well, will find him In New York.

William Parker, the script expert, hss been
commissioned by an eastern magaalne to write
a serlei of picture srtloles.

The new $180,000 Klnema theatre at Seventh snd Grand will be thrown open to the
Bmil Kehrleln. the lessee and
manager, has announced that the Oeraldine
Farrar feature. "The Woman God Forgot."
will be used as the opener.
Theo. Kocloff Is
also featured. The theatre will seat 2.500 and
will rank with the best In ths country.
public Nov. 30.

T. M. Ls Berthon. formerly with the Metropolitan News and Art Service, New JTork, Is
doing film publicity here.

Eddie Horton's speelal mu*.o
feature at the Auditorium.

la

««"

an attractive

R lci»'i Stanton has left for New York. He
willi direct
one of the Fox stars In the east,
which one he hss not been told.

legi-

timate advance agent, but Is now with the
King-Bee Corp. This week he sent out the
following yarn
"Ethel Gibson, who has just signed s contract with the King-Bee Films Corp. to assist

JS^&^SS^T^

JewH Carmen

:

Billy

West

the

In

of their two-reel
comedies, got very temperamental Ju«t before
leaving for Hollywood. Cal.. and Insisted that
a clauae be put In her contract prohibiting the
use of custard pies, puddings, or Ice cream In

any scenes that

may

be engaged In. Miss
Gibson's reasons for this clauae are plausible.
About a month ago, while working at the KingBee atudfo at Bayonne, ahe played In a comedy
called 'The Peat.'
In this scene Billy Weet
threw a pineapple pie, but the baker that made
the pie evidently forgot to take some of the
pine out, and something struck Miss Gibson
in the eye that sent her to the hospital for two
weeks. Hence her Insistence on the pie clause
In her contract."
fctae

B

W,,
HJr.y;<iod

in

,

A number of Mutual's flve-reelers are already
completed and others are well under way.
Margarita Fischer haa completed "A Daughter
of Joan," the flrat of her Mutual-Americans.
She la working on her second production.
William Russell has finished "Snap Judgment"
and la at work on "Alladln's Night." a story
based upon New York's gay life. Mary Miles
ter—' en WK«l upon her first sea picture.
!ril!
The Mate of the Sally Ann." scheduled for
ea
Nov
Ann Murdock has completed
r.w ^L.
"My Wife" and "Please Help Emily," and Is
at work on "The Richest Girl." a Frohman
stale play. Ollle Tell Is producing "Her Sister."
Anita King has finished "Petticoats vs.
Panta,
and la at work on "The Princess Incognito,
a story of would-be society.
Edna
Goodrich has finished "American Maid" and is
busy on "Her Second Husband."

M

"

n ° W the ° Wner
° f a hon»

How-do-thsy-do-lt.
1

-

From J. Parker Read. Jr., general manager of the Harper Film Co.. controlling the
territorial marketing of the Thomas H. Ince
film spectacle, "Civilization." who la
on the
Coast for the Ince Interests, came a wire to
his New York offices that in response
to a
cable from Alex. Larlmore. In Australia, that
nre. In addition to destroying a number
of
n ms In his charge there, also burned
uo
ha print of "Civilization." Read. Jr., immediately arranged for another print to be
shipped to Larlmore.
Something like 27
prints of "Civilization" are now being exhibited throughout England, and the
New
York offices have dlnpoped of all tho territorial rights now with the exception of
Australia.
Cannda was disposed of laat week.
The film, however, has been shown In AuHfrnlla, Larlmore taking It over Uiere
some
tlmo nero. Two active representntlves for the
"Civilization" (Harper) offices. E. R. Champion and Charles Msrgolls, after a seven
months' tour of the Orient In behalf of the
Ince film, have returned to New York vln
Honolulu.

I,ar,0

,

cyl^nder •c« ?!•

han
postponed

"

Note: Monte M. KatterhM * new twe,v

-

npntt

tf,P ea,t h

"

been ,ndeflnlte,y

^

n **. ke m uch t0 Btart • rumor. One
\ here -Is that
sJilf
flying about
Universal City will
be vacated by the Laemmle people and
Pathe
wl » take It over.
There doesn't seem to be
much, If any, truth In It.
Director
Is still

-

!

making

laid

Oscar

Apfel

la

having

up with a fractured

It

nrettv

and Oscar
cant go ahead without him.
Tod Browning Is rushing Edith Storey's
new
feature to completion. The bad
weather ha?ted
leg

scenes while the sun shines.
Belle Bennett, of Trlsngle,
has turned suShe haa Ju.t sold a story
H. O.

™

thoress.

The Marie Dressier Company
.

upon

Its

C

third picture, at the

at

Mar
Is

wnrir

.tX

* rdlier cutt6r ftt Culver City,
claims
H« iY
,§ J».
the yo " nKe,t ,n th * buelness.
He won't
?.ii .i
adm,t " he '' far *»
"'
,

'

the'

draft*'
e

&*«£

HRl of tb

Film Co. against
ThS H
ii
? the
T r, *ni-1»
,atter, « *•«-, Enid Ben\n ibreach
lift
nett, tfor alleged
of contract
h»«^
here before Judge Ave"v
Slrt Ml..
nett received a telegram
from the Brm?h
government announcing the
her brother. Lieut. Reginal d death In battle of
Bennett

'^

mi

FILM EMBARGO FELT.
New York importers of films

££

over-

seas especially those shipping
pictures
to the neutral countries,
are

anxiously

awaiting word from Washington
that
will enable them to once
more do
business with those territories
as an
embargo exists at present that has
called off all film shipments.
Several big Broadway handlers
of
films for parts oversea are
delaying
some big shipments, knowing that they
will not get further than the
American
docks.

JULIAN ELTINGE
THE FAMOUS IMPERSONATOR
To

the screen

what he was

to the stage

MOVING PICTURE DEPARTMENT PAGES

METRO TO BUY EXCHANGES
AND INCREASE CAPITAL STOCK
Big Film Manufacturing Company Indicates Notable Progress
by Assuming Complete Control of All Its Picture
Channels Plans to Raise Pres-

—

ent Capitalization to Specialize on
Seven-Reelers. -

A new

twist

the

in

amalgamation

week when a
report gained currency that Metro
was figuring with Paramount for some
sort of an alliance. Color was given
to the stories when it became known
rumors occurred

this

Tuesday that Metro

officials

were

in

conference Monday night.
Questioned by a Variety representative Tuesday, Richard A. Rowland, president of Metro, said the
rumors were all wrong, and frankly
explained the object of the Monday
evening meeting.
Metro is shortly to purchase all its
exchanges and its present capitalization of $3,600,000 is to be materially
increased. This follows the move of
last January, when Metro took over
all its manufacturers, completing the
formation of one corporation in the
spring, with the exception of the

Yorke

Producing

in the latest little game, "Pennies,
nies, who's got the pennies?"

never before have found it necessary
to keep coppers in their tills, besieged
their banks for supplies, without success. With a dozen first class theatres
in the loop asking for from 1,000 to
pennies, with
the vaudeville
5,000
houses requiring several times that
amount, with the hundreds of picture
houses making even more prodigal demands, the totals run into the millions
for Chicago alone.
The film men are storing their pennies and makin^ arrangements to ward
Trinz
off the copper pinch. Lubliner
are collecting all the pennies they can
get and storing them for future shortage. The manager of the Castle the-

&

is

the
controlled

It has been decided by Metro to
practically confine its producing activities to the turning out of "big stuff,"
like "The Slacker," "Draft 258/' 'Bluejeans," "The Legion of Death," with
Edith Storev, and "God's Message,"
with Nazimova. All these are seven-

reelers.

Two

assigned

directors will be
its big stars, working
Featured players will turn
nately.
out one picture monthly.
Rowland states that "The
Mr.
Slacker" is the biggest money-maker
of the year; that "Draft 258," from
present indications, will be even bigger
and that he regards "Bluejeans" as
the greatest picture ever turned out,
from the standpoint of a special reto
alter-

lease.

Chicago, Oct. 31.
The problem of the penny reached
its full development in theatrical and
picture circles here this wct-k.
Following the report of the penny

week's Varikty, local
managers woke up to the impending
dilemma and set about to participate
in

last

new

"signature protected" comedies in
state, says the first comedy
under the Chaplin contract will be re-

New York

leased about Jan. 11.
The only thing decided so far is that
the Rialto is to have the New York
City first release— the price of which
will be $3,000^with the usual first
release protection.
An announcement well in advance
of the first release date.
On Wednesday salesmen for the
First National visited a number of
exhibitors and quoted $100 a day for
the new Chaplins to be released by
them for first runs. This is twice the
price charged by Mutual for similar
Mutual released 68 prints of
service.
their last Chaplin, "The Adventurer,"
in Greater New York, and the general
impression is that the First National
will have calls for at least an equal

number.

The First National has purchased
"Alimony," a feature made on the coast
by the Paralta people, but not under
When J. Warren
their trademark.
Kerrigan was laid up with a broken
utilized the
people
leg, the Paralta
company

for the

making

of

"Alimony"

pending his recovery.
It is also reported the First National
has purchased Herbert Brenon's production of "Empty Pockets," but this
could not be verified.

WAR TAX STORY
in this issue

on Pages

8-9.

s

x

"HIDDEN HAND" NOV.
The Pathe
with

have

serial

25.

"The Hidden Hand,"

Doris Kenyon as the star, will
installment released Nov.

its first

25.

The

pictufc has been in the

for several months.

making
*

E.
E.

J.

J.

BOWES INTERESTED.

Bowes, husband of Margaret

isinterested in the new
Illington theatre, in course of construction on West 42d street, is understood to have promoted the proposed
Capitol theatre and to have interested
Messmore Kendall, the lawyer, who
holds the property, in the venture. He
is to be associated with the management of the theatre when completed.
Illington,

who

STILL ANOTHER!
Crawford Livingston, one of the
owners of the Rialto, and who is
understood to have subscribed $100.000 to the new Rivoli theatre, which
is to be operated by the Rialto management, is reported to have made
the statement he contemplates the
election of another high-class picture
house in the vicinity of Times Square.

MANY NEW HOUSES.

CHICAGO'S

Chicago, Oct. 31.
Construction activities here tend to
make good the boast of local picture
interests that Chicago is due to become the cinema metropolis of the
country, from the theatre point of
view.

While the records in the city hall
show scores of new building projects,
there are actually under construction
or being finished properties valued at
millions of dollars. This, in addition
to the score or more big houses now
in successful operation.
Two of the new theatres opened last
Saturday. They are the Central Park
theatre (Balban & Katz) at Central
Park and Twelfth

streets,

and Ascher

Brothers' Peerless, at Grand and Oakboulevards. A symphony orchestra and mammoth pipe organ have
been installed in the latter house. This
firm has another big house under construction, to be called the Deft.
To the north of the city still another big project is under way. It will
be the new house of Lubliner & Trinz,
to be called the Devon. The string of
theatres owned and controlled by Herman Schonstadt & Sons will be led by
the Atlantis, on West Twenty-sixth
street. It will seat 2,000 persons and
financed by G. H. Gottschalk & Co.
The building will cost $215,000 and is
for
expected
ready
operation
by«
Christmas.
SchaefTer Brothers expect to open
the Crystal, on West North avenue,
next week, with a symphony orchestra.
The Woodland Theatre Co. is erecting
the Woodlawn theatre on Sixty-third
street and Maryland avenue. Marx,
Goodman & Co. soon expect to open
Broadway-Strand in Marshall
the
square.

wood

FIRE WITHOUT INJURY.
The Palace (pictures, 176th street
and

atre stated he had about $850 worth
of pennies and expects to have 100,000
by the middle of next week. Harry
Miller, manager of the Rose, Alcazar
and Boston theatres, declared the theatres would raise prices from 10 cents
to 15 cents, and thus avoid the penny
famine. The houses will give the Government \2 /%% of the gross receipts.
Peter Schaefer, of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, is said to have cornered a
barrel of pennies. He refuses to give
the exact amount of his accumulations
against the famine.

PENNY PANIC GROWING ACUTE.

famine

$3,000.

P. H. Clark, of the First National
Exchange, which is to handle Chaplin's

Company,

majority stock of which

by Metro.

each of

pen-

The supply is getting smaller and
smaller. Banks are cutting down on
the number of pennies they will sell.
Managers of the $2 loop houses, who

RIALTO PAYING
•

48 to 58

Nicholas avenue) and an ad-

St.

somewhat de-

building were

joining

molished

Monday afternoon by

fire.

started in the rear of the house
and ate its way to the adjoining building before discovered.
A policeman
entered the house (filled at the time
with mostly women and children) and
asked them to quietly leave.
The house will remain closed for
repairs.
The amount of the damage
was not estimated.
It

STRAND INCREASING CAPACITY.
Mitchell

drawn

for

L.

Mark

increasing

is

having

the

plans
capacity of.

Strand by 1,200 more chairs. This
has been figured by tearing out the mezzanine balcony and closing the side
exits and 3till conform with the buildtlie

*

ing laws.

The Strand
hold
with

its

own

evidently preparing to
against the new Rivoli,

is

announced symphony concerts,
by adding 12 more musicians.
its

VARIBTY

€C

YES,

it

PARAMOUNT PRODUCTION"

IS a

What

this

one

about the

$BslSl£$

first

exhibitor said

Paramount

Serial

echoed by hundreds of others
have seen the first episodes of

WHO
That

is

who

IS

"NUMBER ONE"?

why

the bookings already are

climbing

The

is

up

to record heights.

exhibitor

who

\nows

is

getting in

on the money because a Paramount
Serial backed by Paramount promotion must be sure fire.

The story of the serial featuring lovely
Kathleen Clifford was -written by Anna
Katharine Green

IT

— greatest of

writers.

CAN'T GO WRONG!
«**».

/

VARIETY

"The Crowning Achievement of Modern Revue"

THE PRESS—

THE PRESS—
««,

'A

the cabaret to the plane of
Broadway productions."
Charles

"Uplifts

big
Darnton, "Evening World."
"Sets a

new pace

for novelty

of entertainment familiar in
to Americans not a blacabaret; a 'musical production."

Europe

—

tant

and splen-

"A

real

—"The

—

—novel

New York

dor.-—"Evening Mail."

a

mode

plot

—delightfully

Written and Staged by
Music by A.

melodious.

9»

Sun."

VENUS ON BROADWAY
At The PALAIS

—

"American."

jy

ROYAL

JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON
BALDWIN SLOANE

FEATURING

EMUJE LEA

ADA FORMAN

LEOLA LUCEY

WILMUTH MERKYL

GRACE LEIGH

CYNTHIA PEROT and JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON
AND COMPANY OP

50

INCLUDING

HARRY HEWITT

ANITA ELSON

LEO ZARRELL DUO

THE BRIANTS

"A SUNBURST OF MELODY"

"THE RECTOR REVUE"
At Rector's Restaurant
Devised and Staged by

LARRY CEBALLOS

FEATURING
STELLA TRACEY and CARL McBRIDE
AND COMPANY OP

30

INCLUDING

FRANK SHIELDS

BERNICE LE GRANDE

HARRY GLYN

PRODUCTIONS AND ARTISTS UNDER THE EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT OF

MORRIS GREEN
The Putnam

Building,

New York
TWO NEW PRODUCTIONS

Telephone, Bryant 558
IN

PREPARATION

CAN ALWAYS PLACE NOVEL ACTS AND MUSICAL COMEDY PRINCIPALS

TEN CENTS

—
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VARIETY

Back Home After Seven Months'
Tour of the Orient

MOORE

GEO.
AND

CORDELIA HAAGER
Musical Comedy, Farce Comedy, Dramatic and Vaudeville Stars

A Few
HONOLULU, SHANGHAI, TIEN

Comments from

Press

TSIN,

MANILA, HONG KONG, and YOKOHAMA

The audience was given a genuine treat in the nature of a
typical American turn. The all too brief vaudeville entertainment
of Cordelia Haager and George Austin Moore which brought the
season to a close, consisted of original and sparkling humorous
songs and side-splitting nigger stories.

will long be remembered here. Miss Haager had an opportunity
to show her powers and she made use of that opportunity in such

a way that after each act the audience expressed their appreciation by numerous curtain calls.

Speaking of Twin-Beds.

Probably no other member

the Frawley Company has crept
so closely into the hearts of the people of Honolulu as the "Littleglad girl," "Cordelia Haager."

Tommy Millard of the "Millard Revue" said: "For the first time
during this engagement George Austin Moore had a part commensurate with his ability." He played "Jimmie" in "Bought and
Paid For" and got away with it even with one like the writer, who
saw Frank Craven do it. Mr. Moore proved himself an actor of
merit and distinction.
Dainty, delightful Cordelia Haager
audience at the Grand Opera House

won
last

My

things lively
is

interesting.

"till

the final tag."

to

Warmer."
As Baptiste— the half breed Indian
was excellent.

Heart" and

in

"The

Wolf—Mr.

Circuit

Commencing: Nov. 18 at

M.

good acting part

Cordelia Haager, however, that the palm must be
awarded. Such a comedienne has not been seen here in many a
year if ever before. Graceful, pert, but very womanly, she presented a most charming study of Blanny Wheeler in "Fair and
It

Orpheum
Direction,

fairly

made human and

She delighted everyone as the cute, cuddling wife.
George Austin Moore captured the audience last night from the
word "go" as Jimmy Gillen in "Bought and Paid For." He kept

the hearts of the big
night.
She scored a

veritable triumph in a great performance of "Peg o*

There was one

—Mrs. Hawkins—which Miss Haager

of.

S.

St.

Paul

BENTHAM

Moore

"1
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CUT

IN PLAYERS'

!

i
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SALARIES

PUN

LEGITIMATE MANAGERS'

•

in the past
the star, and it

one of the chief topics of discussion
at the meeting of the United ManProtective Association, held
Wednesday afternoon. The subject
was tabled until the next meeting, to
take place later this month.
Business conditions have taken a
decidedly bad turn as far as theatricals are concerned during the last two
weeks, and the managers are getting
together to agree on a uniform mode
of retrenchment. The legitimate managers figure that the profession will
accept a half loaf rather than none,
and are figuring on a cut of at least
one-half on all salaries above $50.
The public has suddenly tightened
up on its money, and the houses that
raised their prices became aware the
public resented it during the last two
The hotels, where the adweeks.

have also disr
fought shy on

premium seats.
Managers attribute the scarity
money to the instalment method

in

of
that prices

paying for Liberty Bonds;
foodstuffs have advanced.
of

war tax

also

comes

in for its

The

share in

the general effect on theatre receipts.
Road conditions, according to a
number of managers, are in the worst
shane that they have been in years;
while, on the other hand, the Klaw
& Erlanger booking offices are responsible for the statement that conditions have not varied to any great
extent from what it has been about
The
this time in years gone by.
shows the people want are getting
money and those that the public
doesn't want are doing bad business,
according to the statement.

One

veteran

booking

manager

stated Wednesday that business in
the one-nighters and the week stands
out of New York was simply terrible.

COMBINING TO REDUCE SALARIES?
London
Managers

,

Nov.

7.

legitimate attractions
here, their principal
object, it is alleged, being the reduction of salaries of actors.
Nothing

are

of

combining

in

Butt,
Gilbert
Laurillard.

Miller,

&

Grossmith

Phil Gleichman,
of the Broadway-Strand theatre, says

especially at the big picture houses.
Mr. Gleichman does not believe in
advancing prices on certain seats
only, as it is bound to create ill-feeling

somewhere.

COAST'S FINEST HOUSE.
7.

The California, the finest theatre on
the Pacific Coast and perhaps in the
United States, had an auspicious opening Nov. 1. Never before were such
crowds turned away from a theatre
devoted to pictures in this city.
The opening address was made by
Eugene Roth, managing director, who
San Francisco's Mayor,
the dedication speech.
California has. a seating capacity

introduced

who made

of 2.780. Its organ may be automatically raised from the orchestra pit to
the stage level and is returned to the
pit by the same method, during the
screening of pictures.
An orchestra of 15 pieces is also

employed.

The

feature

opening

Geraldine Farrar in "The
Forgot."

picture

was

Woman God

ROSENBERG MANAGES BROADWAY.
Walter Rosenberg assumes the management of the Broadway theatre next
Monday, acting for Carl Laemmle, who
ha* the lease. The house is reported
to he losing $2,500 a week.
If he succeeds in putting the house
on a paying basis Rosenberg is to receive a share of the profits.

%

CAR SHORTAGE CLOSES JOLSON.
The Al Jolson show has been forced

to discontinue because of th
difficulty encountered in securing trans-

portation facilities. The company will
be brought back to New York next

week.

focused their

the time being split
between
the
Lyric and the Cort. This show closes
on the road tomorrow night.
Although it is assumed all of those
attractions would have, gotten something on the road, six were sent to the
storehouse.
Several years ago when the demand
from picture producers drew a number of big names away from the legitimate, managers were in a quandry.
The theatrical advertising columns
in the New York dailies find few big
names present. Four of New York's
successes are not headed by stars. The
vogue of the star in the metropolis is
practically nil, unless they are in a
play that will hit the humor of the
public, and "The play's the thing" once
again appears to have come out on

he lost $200 last Sunday through people walking away rather than wait in
line, all because the box office could
not make the right change quickly
enough.
He declares there shouldvbe some
simpler method for handling the tax,

The

in

was registered by Wilton Lackaye in
"The Inner Man," but in sticking six
weeks he fared better than the others,

Detroit, Nov. 7.
managing director

San Francisco, Nov.

least

with "Anthony in Wonderland," lasting but five days. An early season flop

TAX COSTS BUSINESS.

agers'

vance prices rule,
covered the public

been decided upon.
the combine are Alfred

definite has yet

Included

at

plays on
was no trick
for a name to enjoy a minimum of
eight weeks on Broadway to good
business.
This year, however, the name attractions have not been panning out.
Grace George, after a few weeks with
"Eve's Daughter" closes this week.
Billie Burke could do nothing with
"The Rescuing Angel," sent to the
storehouse after three weeks, and Robert Hilliard failed with "A Scrap of
Paper," Henry Miller doing worse

Chopped.
50 per cent cut in salaries for all
players in legitimate productions w^is

PRICE TEN CENTS

1917

"BIG NAMES" MEAN LITTLE.
There seems little doubt but that
the drawing power of legitimate stars
is much on the wane, as far as New
York goes, and this has been brought
Managers

Conditions, with

A

9,

to attention this season
six instances thus far.

Drop in Business, Cause Them to Consider Retrenchment. Scheme Discussed at U. P. M. A.
Meeting Wednesday, but Tabled Until Later in
Month. All Salaries Above $50 May Be

War

NOVEMBER

i
.

The Shuberts

are evidently figurine
on having Jolson on hand to frame a
new show for the Winter Garden to
replace "Doing Our Bit" there immediately after the holidays, this show

having fallen down badly and Jolson
always having proven himself a sure-

draw

fire

at that house.

LILLIAN RUSSELL'S REASON.
Lillian Russell has a reason for returning to vaudeville, which the fair
one will do Nov. 26, at the Palace.
New York. Miss Russell has accepted
through her agent, Jenie Jacobs, 10

weeks in vaudeville from that date, at
$2,500 weekly.
Miss Russell intends investing all of
her vaudeville earnings on this trip in
Bonds.
She spoke in favor
them during the recent drive, and it
was then, when overtures were made
Liberty

of

for her return to vaudeville, she conceived the plan of investment

RITER DISGUSTED.
was reported about town this
that Joseph Riter would shortly
retire from the theatrical business,
It

week

dissatisfied with the current

season's

investments.

His "Romance and Arabella" closes
its season at the Harris Saturday, and
his "Erstwhile Susan," now on a coast
trip, will close in about ten days.

The

proposed

musical comedy
be made.

Blossom
production

-

Parento
will

not

top.
.

Three of the current attractionj in
are slated to close tomorrow
They are "The Old Country"
with William Faversham at the 39th
Street, to be followed by "What's Your
Husband Doing?"; "Romance and Ara-

New York
night.

bella" at the Harris, with "Mme. Cecile"
as the succeeding attraction, and "The
Love Drive' at the Criterion, there be-

ing a question on Wednesday whether
Mrs. Fiske in "Madam Sands" or "Losing Eloise" would be the show to open
there next week.
"Yes or No?" will end its season in
Minneapolis.
"Here Comes the Bride" is scheduled
to end its Broadway season on Nov.
24 and will open at the Colonial, Chicago, the following week.

"Sky Pilot" Coming to New York.
George H. Brennan's production of
"The Sky Pilot" is headed for New
York and Broadway will in aM like!*"
hood see the piece in January.
Brandon Tynan may not he at the
head
is

of

the

cast,

for

the

producer

making other arrangements.

INCREASE PAYS RENT.
Rialto, New York, with the advent of the war tax on admissions,
has raised its prices and is now
charging 30 cents for its former 25cent seats, which includes the tax, and
60 cents for what it formerly charged

The

50 cents.
This increase averages about 4 cents
per seat and gives the house increased
takings of about $240 a day.
This
slight increase is said to be sufficient
to pay the entire rent of the house,
which is $80 000 a year.
The Strand has not raised its prices,
merely charging the additional 10 per

cent tax.

"SEVEN DAYS' LEAVE" CLOSED.
Daniel Frohman's and Walter Jordan's production of the English play,
"Seven Days Leave," closed its season
la?t Saturday at the Majestic. Roston.
It is understood the piece will be rewritten and sent out again.
Robert Campbell has arranged a
Canadian tour for the piece.

•1

1
m
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CABLES
ETftEL LEVEY

IN PARIS
Paris, Oct. 20.

The authors of "La Folic Nuit,"
Mouezy Eon and F. Gandera, have written a biblical legend, a three-act comedy, probably entitled '-'La Petite Bonne
d'Abraham," to be produced at the
Theatre Edouard VII early in 1918.

"Vautrin"
story),

on

(founded

Balzac's

withdrawn from the Theatre
.

Sarah Bernhardt, after a month's run,
"Les Nouveaux Riches" being revived.

Mata

Hari, the dancer, paid the penalty of her crime Oct. 15, shot at Vincennes, near Paris, as a common spy.

Her

name was Marguerite Gertrude
Zelba, and she was of Dutch nationality,
well known in several European capireal

where she appeared in her dancing act, but her main occupation was1
serving the German government, by
which she was officially recognized as
a spy and had a number in the German
espionage service.
Documents in the
possession of the French officials clearly
proved her guilt; she supplied important information to the enemy and received large sums of money.
tals,

M. Nedelec has been appointed general manager of the new Casino de
Paris, by L. Volterra. It is to be hoped
Leon will not revert td such bluff again

when

the Casino opens as he has recently shown at the Apollo. A Spanish
artist played this house, with an ec-

and billed as Chariot, the
posters
representing an
image of
Charles Chaplin. Chariot is the name
centric act,

Charley carries in France on all his
pictures, and many good folks at the
Apollo imagined they were seeing the
real film artist.
This Spanish Chariot
appeared ten days, and was then invited
to leave France, rumor having he was
of Austrian birth, although his father

was from the land of the

In any
event "Chariot" suddenly dropped out
of the Apollo bill and has not since been
Cid.

seen.

Philip Klein has been looking for a
theatre in Paris to produce "The YelIt appears certain there
will be a great influx of American managers in the future.

low Ticket."

Maurice Rostand (son of Edmond)
tells

the press he

is

writing a three-

act play, to be entitled "Casanova," for
presentation later on.
Ah! But he
bamboozle all, as his father did

Folies Bergere, -Cigale, Ba-TaClan, Michel, Gaite-Rochechouart.
jane,

IN

LONDON.

London, Oct. 20.
"Smile" closed its run at the Garrick
Oct. 6 and opened with a provincial
cast at Liverpool Oct. 8. Fred Duprez
refused the tour for less than $500 a
week, with the best offer $4^0.
He
stood "pat" as he can get $450 with his
single in the halls.
The show is to
good they are flirting with him to join
at his figure.
Duprez opened Oct. 8,
topping the bill at the Portsmouth
Hippodrome. He had intended taking
month's rest and it putting in one
week of it of it now, but will have to

go

to the Victoria Palace

He

is

singing

at

his

own

hall,

of O. Dufreyne.
is a clause in the contract, which
gives Dufreyne the use of the concert
hall during the war, that Mayol is to
sing each year, for at least 30 days, at
$180 per day.

There

of Oct.

The

tax returns to the government
good as ever, but the paid 'admissions are not as large as formerly,
thus causing a loss to the managers
without increasing the government revenue in the slightest. Managers are going to take the matter up with the auare as

role.

London, Not.

done by the Royal Navy.

27V,

with Henry Dana
manager.

as her

business

PER CENT. DIVIDEND.
London, Nov.

7.

The Alhambra, Glasgow, has declared a dividend of 2/J4 per cent.

SCOTTI IN DRAMATIC

MARIE LOHR CHOOSES COMEDY.
London, Nov. 7.
Marie Lohr has chosen a new comMaughan,
for the
edy by Somerset
opening of her managerial enterprise,

7.

A

new film company called Wonder
Plays, is making pictures of heroes
of the sea, giving glimpses of the work

ROLL

London, Nov.

7.

It is rnmored here that Scotti, the
popular operatic baritone, hat been
approached to play the leading role
of "The Great Lover" in England.
"Millions" Rorivod for Province*.

London, Nov.

FRED BILUNGTON

DIES.
London, Nov.

"Brewster's
7.

Fred Billington, for 30 years princi8al comedian with the D'Oyly Carte
pera Co., died suddenly after lunching with Mrs. Rupert D'Oyly Carte
at the Great Eastern hotel, of heart
disease.

Emma

Hutchison Doad.
London, Nov. 7.
Emma Hutchison is dead. She was
and the
the sister
of Wyndham
mother of Percy Hutchison and was

Millions"

7.

was revived
com-

at the Queen's, with a provincial

pany.

Two Hour*

of Alloa's Dances.

London, Nov.

7.

Maude

Allen appeared in two hours
of symphonic dances at St. Martin's
Oct 31, assisted only by a small orchestra.

formerly a popular actress-manager-

Lnpino Lano'a Doubla Act
London t Nov. 7.
Lupino Lane and his wife, Violet
Blyth, have joined to do a double act

ess.

in

vaudeville.

thorities.

"World Outsido" do
air raids nearly killed the
night business in London. Leicester
square desterted at 7.301
One show

carried on with an average of 100 brave
souls per performance.
It was great
to play a quiet scene to the accompaniment of anti-aircraft guns. Generally they would explode on the best
gags.
As they say in the papers, "a
pleasant time was had by all."

Courvillo's.

London, Nov.

The recent

Albert

7.

de Courville has secured a

play, "The World Outside," the
a
effort of Patrick Hastings,
leader of the Junior Bar.

new

first

else.

"Here and There," Albert de Cour-

new

revue, with

"LOYALTY"

His presentation here of "Inside the
is going strong.

Lines"

Too Much

of Trills and Drills."

London, Nov.

7.

"Frifls and Drills," a musical play
by Leedham Bantock and Harold
Simpson, was given a try-out at the
Grand, Clapham.
When condensed it will make a capital

touring turn.

"Hindlo Wakes"

Mada

Into Sketch.

London, Nov. 7.
"Hindle Wakes," condensed into a
20-minute sketch, was produced
at
the Palace, Manchester, and proved
highly successful.

Formby's Appaal Diamissed.
London, Nov. 7.
George Formby's appeal against the
judgment for $875 in favor of the Palfor
ladium, Southport,
non-appearance for a week's engagement, has
been dismissed.
The comedian claimed illness.

Lew

SAVINGS NOT TO BE SEIZED.
Some misapprehension seems
relative to the status

to exist

under the trading-

with-the-enemy act of citizens or subjects of Germany or its allies resident
Such persons are not
in this country.
included within the term "enemy or ally

WAR

PLAY.
London, Nov

IS

mainly with their experiences in the
recent ocean voyages and tours they

have made.
Knife" in London.
London, Nov. 7.
Bernard Hishin is negotiating for
a theatre for the production here of

Kelly, opened rather poorly in Liverpool, at the
Olympia. It is claimed it has the makings of a good show and will whip into
shape.

ville's

"Ocean Waves" Ramioiscaat
London, Nov. 7.
"Ocean Waves," a new revue by Albert de Courville and Wal Pink^ deals

The

Producing

"The Knife."

"The Thirteenth Chair" has opened
and all the newspapers speak highly of
it.
They are not playing the prolog as
in America.
Mrs. Patrick Campbell
plays the medium with a French accent,
instead of the Irish brogue employed
by Margaret Wycherly in New York.
Occasionally she lapses into something

over "Chantccler."

Mayol

week

has owed the management that

date for the past four years, at a small
salary, but will have to do it sooner
or later.

will not

under the direction

London, Not. 7.
"Topsey Turvy" will be withdrawn
and tours
Saturday
Empire
from the
the Moss Empires, opening Monday
at Finsbury Park.
Alfred Butt has arranged with Albert de Courville for another musical
piece, written by de Courville and Wal
Pink, to be produced at the Empire
Nov. 22, with Ethel Levy in the leading

a

29.

PICTURES FOR NAVAL HEROES.

AT EMPIRE.

7.

enemy" as employed in the act.
Deposits in the postal savings banks
of the United States belonging to such
persons are not liable to seizure by the
Government, and will not be taken into
the possession of the alien property
custodian or be interfered with in any
of

Vedrenne and Eadie have secured a
new war play entitled "Loyalty," and
are taking another theatre so as not
to interfere with their run of "Billeted" at the Royalty.
The new production is scheduled
for Nov. 21.

way whatsoever.

CHARLOT HAS PRINCE OF WALES.
Firmen Gemier has revived "Shylock"
at Theatre Antoine for a short time,
pending rehearsals of "La Finette." by
Francois Porche, in which he will appear with Mme. Simone.
His next
Shakespearean venture will be "Anthony and Cleopatra," adapted by L.
Nepoty, music arranged by Rabaud,
with Andree Megard and Gemier in the
title roles.

London, Nov.

LEARMOUTH
Jimmy
ian,

IN

THE SERVICE.

London, Nov. 7.
Learmouth, popular comed-

has joined up.

In Paris Theatres:

"Her Husband's Wife" (Varietes)
"Quinney's"
(Gymnase)
"Shylock"
(Antoine); "Bleus de l'Amour" (Athe;

nee); "L'lllusionist" (Bouffes); "System
D" (AmbiinO; "Montmartre" (Porte
S*. -Martin): "Madame ct son FiJleui"
(Palais Royal); "Vous n'avez ricn a
declarer" (Renaissance); "Occupe toi
d'Amelie" (Scala); "Nouveaux Riches"
(Sarah Bernhardt); repertoire at Comcdie Francaise, Opera Comique, Trianon,
Gaite, Odeon, revues at Vaudeville, Re-

Killed in Action.
Paris, Oct. 20.

7.

Andre Chariot has secured a 23years' lease of the Prince of Wales
theatre, commencing in December. It
will not interfere with
the
run of
"Carminetta" now playing there.

Karno Has New Comedy.
London, Nov. 7
Fred Karno has
acquired
a new
comedy by the author of "A Little
Hit of Fluff," and is looking for a West
Fii'i

production.

Clensy Opens Stoll Tour.
London, Nov. 7.
Clensy. discharged from the

Cyril

army, opened his tour of the
Circuit at Chiswick Empire,

Stoll

George Hilton has been killed in action, after 13 months in France.
He
was stage manager of the Pavilion,

VAN HOVEN
With the old medicine show they gave you
seven per, and you did five different acts and
helped the doctor put labels on the bottles
between shows. And you bought her a plate
of ice cream. And when you got with the Rep
show for parts, specialty, and help put up
a ml take down for twelve, you bought her two
cream; but when Gus Sun gave
you twenty-flve you took her out to lunch and
you had ice cream for dessert. And when
Keith and Proctor let you go on second for
sixty, you insisted on a lunch and a supper
nnd ninny ice creams. But when you got
down next to closing for three hundred, It
was lunch and supper every day and it was
a different "Her" each time, and the flower
and candy store? made money and the Western Union put on new boys. But when you
reach the stage where you start giving them
plates of ice

little two-seated electric lighted limousines,
it's time to have your head examined.
I'm
going to the doctor tomorrow.— VAN HOVEN.

Southport, Eng.
Lieut. Reginald Bennett, a brother
of Enid and Marjorie Bennett, film
stars, was killed in ^action on the

western front. He had been
for more than two vears.

in

France

No N. V. A. Rap. in Chicago.
Chicago, Nov. 7.
indignant artist came into the offices of Harry Munns, theatrical lawyer, pounded his first on Mr. Munns'
desk and demanded to know who the
local representative of the N. V. A. was
—he had a little dispute he wanted to
settle. Mr. Munns obligingly called up
a few people. Nobody knew. Finally
the fact was realized that there is no
N, V, A. representative in Chicago.
An

VAUDEVILLE
asaaaa:

WINTER GARDEN SUNDAY SHOW
TO HAVE CENTURY OPPOSITION
Big Broadway Playfiouset Lining Up Production Start to
9
Headline Sabbath "Concert*"—ShuberU Sunday Bill Is
Strengthened by Four Additional Acta—-Century
Announces Great Show for First Sunday

Keen Competition.
Anticipating pretty keen competion the Sunday "concert" proposition the Winter Garden will augment its former Sabbath bills next
Sunday by at least four acts and will
some production
"shoot" in
also
names to help the cause along.
Rufus LeMaire has been negotiating
with a number of big concert stars,
but is not yet ready to announce the
appearance there of Misha Ellman,
the famous concert pianist.
The Garden bill, for next Sunday
tion

night, will have Anna Wheaton and
Carroll, reunited for this one
performance, in a special turn, and
will also have Raymond Hitchcock
and Leon Errol doing a' 'special Sunday bit. Another feature will be the

Harry

Howard

Brothers.

Announcement is made that the new
Century Sunday performance will
have a "special Sunday concert," starting this Sabbath, and it is reasonably
believed that the Garden is "'strengthening^ on that account.
Among the acts announced for Sunday evening's Century performance are
Will Rogers, Bert Williams, Fannie
Brice, Eddie Cantor, Cecil Lean, Geo
Mayfield, Flore Revalles, Brice and
King, Savoy and Brennan, White and
Haig. Van and Schenck, Stephen O'Rourke, Marconi Bros., and several
numbers from the various
shows,

and his case comes up before the
Federal court under the new copyright law.

Clark's Act Too Elaborate.
Bert Clark has declared off his proposed vaudeville production of "Bert
Gark and 20 Hamilton*," through the
project developing into a too elaborate
and expensive proposition.
Mr. Gark is reserving the idea for

future use.

V. M. P. A. DINNER.
members of the Vaudeville

The

Managers' Protective Association are
tendering a dinner to Pat Casey, general manager of the organization, and
John J. Murdock, executive manager
of the Unked Booking Offices, to be
held at the Plaza Hotel, Sunday, Dec.
9, sometime during the evening.
B. S. Moss, secretary of the V. M.
P. A., is supervising the arrangement
and it is expected members from
throughout
the
country
will
be
present.

the next regular
monthly meeting of the organization
will be held Dec. 10, the following day.
so 'that visiting members can attend
both the dinner and meeting without
any additional loss of time.
It

is

probable

"Miss 1917." "Follies" (in Boston) and
the Fred Stone show at the Globe, Dilliangham and Ziegfeld management.
Top admission will be $2.

K. & E. REVUE DEC. 31.
New Year's Eve is the date set for
the New York presentation of the
Klaw & Erlanger revue, due to follow

ACT PAYING TWO COMMISSIONS.

"The Riveria Girl" at the Amsterdam.
The Cohan and Hitchcock revue are
also slated to open about this time.

From

the

accounts,

it

looks

as

though Green and Parker, a blackface
turn now booked in the United Booking Offices, are paying commissions to

two agents.
An agreement to book the act was
alleged by Abe Thalheimer, a small
time agent, but the turn was handled
and placed on the big time through
Lewis & Gordon. Thalheimer is said
to have transferred his agreement to

who put in a claim for the
with the matter referred to the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective AssoBilly Grady,

act,

ciation.

Pat Casey decided the

act's

section

&

of an agent (Lewis
Gordon) should
stand, but that the Thalheimer agreement was a valid one and that the act
would also have to pay commission to
the Thalheimer assignee, Grady.
Lewis & Gordon continue to officially
represent the act.

HORLIK CLAIMS

"LIFT."
Complaint has been filed with the
N. V. A. by W. Horlik of the Horlik
family, it being
alleged
that
Max
Franke's "A Night With
the
Gypsies," playing Keeney's Brooklyn this
week, was a "copy" both as to music
and as to idea. One or more members of the Franke act were formerly
with the Horlik family, and the "lift"
is charged to that source.
Action will be taken by Henry Chesterfield, who reports that instigation
so far favors the Horlik claim.

COPYRIGHT ARREST.
Ed. West, of West and Wiener, was
arrested in Rochester this week and
held in $1,000 for contempt of court.
He is charged by Gus Hill with using Hill's "Mutt and Jeff" advertising,

CLARK'S SECOND FROLIC.
The second annual

frolic

and dance

of the David J. Clark Association will
be held early in December, probably at
New Amsterdam Hall, where the first
affair was staged.
The promoters look forward to an
unusually successful night since the
roster of volunteer entertainers include
a large number of stars in which the
name of Raymond Hitchcock is prominent.

"Moriai" Act Needs Reorganising.
The new Felix Adlcr vaudeville production of "The Queen of the Movies,"
after going through the try out period,
has been called off until further notice.
Adler decided a reorganization
was necessary.
Joe Kane, with the act, has rejoined
Bobbie Matthews' "The Rounder of
Longacre Square."
Off Big Time; On Small Time.
Joseph Hart has abandoned further
to make the "big time" with
"Her Virginian" as played by Genevieve Cliff and Co., and the company
efforts

has disbanded.

William

Pinkham has reorganized

FRANK FAY TAKES

Sagement at the Audubon, Frank Fay wa?
ragged from the stage of that theatre
Wednesday' afternoon by a member of
the law, because he had rot paid his
former wife, Frances White, $140 past
due alimony at the rate of $25 weekly.
Fay was taken to Ludlow Street Jail
on the contempt of court charge. He
said when departing for the East Side
resort he would remain there 90 days
rather than pay something he could not.
While watching his companions knitting and talking over their ex-wives in
the rest sanitarium for rebellious husbands, Mr. Fay will complete scripts for
stage material, received by the Fay-Tone

writing firm, of which he is a part.
Miss White, the former Mrs. Fay for
a short while, is of Rock and White, playing in "Hitchy Koo" at the 44th street,
receiving $1.0tt) weekly, which the couple
Following the close of
divide equally.

"Hitchy-Koo* in
White will play

New

York, Rock and

vaudeville at $2,500
the managers pay it, which they
will also divide when received.
Miss White secured the divorce from
her husband and was allowed the $25
weekly alimony at the time.

weekly

if

RENEE CONVICTED.
Sigmund

Renee (Engel), indicted
under the name of Dr. Carl von
Edwards for the theft of $35,000 in
jewels from Mrs. Minnie Strangman,
was convicted of grand larceny in
degree in General Sessions.
The offense is punishable by a
sentence of not less than five years
and not over ten.
Renee was remanded to the Tombs
for sentence, but will probably be
brought to trial on the May Ward fhShould he be
dictment next week.
found guilty of this charge (also
grand larceny) he is liable to life imprisonment, it being counted as a
second offense.
the

first

PANTAGES' "OR MORE."
Norine Coffey closed her Pan tour
at San Francisco after refusing to accept the "or more" Pan time from that
point at the cut figure offered.

TAB SPLITS.
The Mersereau & Glick Submarine
dissolved Nov. 5. Wally B.
Mersereau will return to vaudeville
with his wife. The remainder of the
company remains with Mr. Glick, who
will take the show out. The people
with it at present are Ed. Mills, Mabel
Wunderlicn, Jack Glick, Burt Dennis,
Paul Elwood, and a chorus of six.
Girl Co.

HOUDINI ON BROADWAY.
Under a battery

of five picture cameras and before a throng of spectators
which crowded both sides of Broadway from 45th to 46th streets, Houdini
escaped Monday noontime from a
straightjacket while suspended by his
feet, 50 feet in the air, from a crane
of the Interborough R. T. Co.
While hanging upside down he said
"I am doing this for two things; first,
don't forget to go to the Hippodrome
Sunday (Nov. 11), and the other is,»
don't forget to vote for Mitchel"
(which didn't do the defeated mayor
any good).
The affair at the Hippodrome is the
"Remember the Antilles" benefit.

MULE ACT

LOST.
comedy animal

Fink's Mules, a
vaudeville, has been

act in

over small

lost for over a
week, with no one seemingly able to

Act for Laura Hope Crews.
Laura Hope Crews, starring in "Romance and Arabella," which has been
unable to make it fay at the Harris
where it opened Oct. 15, and the production will be withdrawn next Saturday night. Meanwhile Miss Crews
will take a flyer into vaudeville and
is having a special act written for
her
by Frances Nordstrom.

locate the turn.
It was to have opened a week ago
Monday in one of the Jule Delmarbooked theatres in the south. No response was received to wires sent the
turn a few days prior to the opening,
although the "collect" telegrams were
apparently paid for at the other end.
The booking people seem to think
that unless the animals were marooned
in transit that the act was in some
open air engagement that held it over.

the act and will send it
time without Miss Cliff.

PAID WHILE REHEARSING.

90 DAYS.

Just recovered from an attack of
ptomaine poisoning and securing an en-

During the lengthy rehearsal of
"Over the Top" (sometimes called
"The Justine Johnston Show"), one
act called from vaudeville for it, has
secured some money return. Laurie
act. They asked.
according to report, that they be paid
with the commencement of their Shtibert contract, which started before
any opening date could be given for
the production, and the couple received salary for two weeks, it is

and Bronson are the

reported.

Tom

Barnes,

who

left the rehearweek, returning almost immediately, is said to have also
made a salary claim to cover lost of

one day

sals

last

time.

According to the story of the Top*
show, to open on the 44th Street theroof, when it opens, there was
some unforeseen conplication concerning the* financial responsibility
quite recently.
The Shuberts then
said they would assume full charge
of the project, under certain conatre

ditions involving the star, which Vere
agreed to by those most interested.

DARLING'S ASSISTANT.
Eddie Darling, the booker of the
Keith big time theatres in Greater New
York, Boston and Washington, has a
new assistant in the person of Pat

Woods, the bronze-haired young man
in the United Booking Offices who has
been looking after the wants of the
vaudeville theatres at Pawtucket and
Woon socket.
Mr. Woods succeeds Frank Jones as
Mr. Darling's booking aid. Mr. Jones
remains with the U. B. O., taking general assignments.

tinue to
houses.

handle

Young Pat will conhis Rhode Island

The Alhambra, one of the Darlingbooked houses, in the Harlem section,
will be joined by I. R. Samuels, next
month, with the bookings Mr. Samuels
gives to the Keith Royal in the Bronx.
Both theatres will probably play similar if not the same bills. Mr. Samuels
has been successfully placing the
Royal shows for a long while. With
the somewhat complicated vaudeville
condition in Harlem, it is probably
aimed for the Alhambra to combat its
opposition (including also another
B. O. house in that neighborhood) by
a weekly program that may be secured
through operating the Royal and Al-

U

hambra under one booking
HILL'S

direction.

MINSTREL PEOPLE.

Everything is in readiness for the
Gus Hill Big Minstrels to make their
initial stage bow in Perth Amboy, N.
J., Nov. 12.
The show has George Wilson and
Eddie Mazier, end men; John P. Rogers, Jack McShane, Herbert Crowley,
John Burke, James Corrigan, Arthur
Gros, William Kramer,
with James

Gorman, stage

director.

FRENCH REVUE.
Andre Sherri has purchased from EL
A. Weil the book of a short French
revue to which Sherri has set the music and will immediately place it in rehearsal for presentation in vaudeville.
There will be a cast of 18 girls and
seven principals.
Among those engaged are Laura Guerite and Mabel
Wilbur.

HERZ OFFERS.
Ralph Herz has refused an offer of
$750 weekly for vaudeville.
The reason is that he has received
two offers for the legitimate, one to
star with a farce, and the other calling for a London appearance in a
revue.

MARSHALL'S LOBBY DISPLAYS.
Edward Marshall
poration papers for
as Edward Marshall,
ed quarters at 1562

haa

filed

a concern
Inc.

It

incor-

known

has leas-

Broadway, where
promote original novel lobby
and water color painting!
and crayon sketches.
it

will

displays, oil

VAUDEVILLE
ORPHEUM-PANTAGES CIRCUITS
IN CONFUCT OV ER MERCEDES
Pantages Secures Injunction This Week in Los Angeles 9 Restraining Mercedes from Appearing at Orpheum There.
Mercedes Alleged to Have "Jumped" Pantages
Contract Case Placed Before V. M. P. A.
Los Angeles, Nov.

7.

Mercedes, the telepathist, who appears with Mme. Stanton in his "mindreading" act, opened at the Orpheum

Monday

afternoon, as

the

headlirter

of the local bill, but was served-with
a restraining order before the night

performance, obtained by Alexander
Pantages, and has not appeared since.
Argument on the motion for a permanent injunction may be held tomorrow. Mercedes has retained John D.
Fredericks, one of the ablest attorneys here, to represent him. Judge
Hewitt issued the order.
Pantages alleges Mercedes has committed a breach of contract through
leaving the Pantages time before his
Mercedes recontract was fulfilled.
plies that when under contract to
Pantages, he having opened at Minneapolis and played nine weeks of Pan
time, he (Mercedes) asked for a release from Pantages and says Pan-

tages granted it. This is denied by
the Pantages people.
According to report here Pantages
took up the matter with the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association
in New York. Pat Casey, representing
that association, is said to have wired
the Orpheum officials on the Coast
that Mercedes should not be permitted to appear for any member of the
V. M. P. A. until he had fulfilled his
Pantages agreement. Upon receipt of
this message, the Orphrum people are
reported having decided to withdraw
Mercedes from the local Orpheum
program, regardless of the division
Panin the injunction proceedings.
tages and the Orpheum are members
of the V. M. P. A.
The facts of the case appear to be
that Mercedes, while appearing for
Pantages in the northwest, encountered as opposition in the smaller
houses of that section two other "mind
reading" turns, one Lovett's "Concentration." the latter carrying a Jazz
Band in connection with the turn,
Lovett making a noisy ballyhoo and
attracting
quite
some
attention
throughout the route.
Mercedes, a

somewhat

erratic

showman

in

leasure, when the acts show
iome town, Seattle.

NEW ACT BOOKED

clause of "or more" weeks engagement that could he extended to
trick

southern time also, besides the
remainder of the Pan circuit.
The point doesn't appear to be so
much in the opinion of the local show
people as to the merit or demerit of
the Mercedes action as it evidences an
open conflict at last between the Orpheum and Pantapes circuits.
But recently Milo, playing on the
Orpheum time at $250 weekly, left that
circuit, and it was the opinion his departure (through a two weeks' notice clause) was to appear for Pant?pres at $>1?0 a week.
It was said at
in

the ti:;:e that ran tapes resident managers alonp the line of the Orpheum
travel Milo did. repeatedly informed
that artist he was worth $350 and that
Pantages would pay the amount. When
Milo left the Orpheum time, however,
it is said Pantages then
reduced his

in his

DIRECT.

Chicago, Nov.

A new Orpheum

Circuit act,

7.

booked

Martin Beck in person, was
switched in to the Majestic this week
on short notice. It is Vivian Holt
and Lillian* Rosedale, an operatic soprano of extraordinary voice and a
pianiste-composer. Both have done
concert work.
Mr. Beck heard them at a charity
concert in the Biltmore Hotel and
offered them vaudevilel engagements.
They did not have an agent, procuring a route direct from the "front

by

Cohan for a popular song late last week,
when the author of "Over There" sold
that number to Leo Feist for $25,000.
The purchase price was in full for the
song, Cohan receiving $7,500 for the
publishing rights and $17,500 in lieu of
all

royalties.

"Over There" was written by Cohan
and placed with the William Jerome
Publishing Co., which Cohan was generally reputed to

have started and finan-

Up

to the time of the
transfer, the song, at its popular retail
price (10 cents per copy), has sold 440,000.
It has been predicted that the
gross sale of the song will reach 3,000,000. The price paid in lieu of royalty, $17,500, at the customary royalty,
one cent each, paid on songs of that
retail price, would indicate the purchaser expected a future sale of at least
1,750,000, although it would not require
that number sold for Feist to secure
a full return on the $25,000 invested by
cially backed.

him.

The

future of the William Jerome
was not decided upon early in the
week. If Mr. Jerome, who is a song
Co.

writer himself, decides to continue it,
with Mr. Cohan's musical compositions
as a part of its catalog, a selling agent
The
for the trade may be selected.
Jerome Co. has been in business but
a short time. For the past few weeks
its books show a comfortable profit.
Several music publishers Were ready

"Over There" when
became noised about the publishing
rights to the number might be had.
The price paid exceeds by far any previous amount given for a popular musical number. About a month ago Feist
to 'place an offer for

it

also purchased, paying $10,000, according to rerfort. for "The StrutU. *' Ball,"
from Will Rossiter of Chicago, its pubThe purchase of two songs by
lisher.
one publishing firm, such as Feist has
made within a month, indicates quite
a weak current catalog, according to
the other music houses. Several song
writers have left Feist of late, with no
song successes of any moment behind

them.

One of the highest priced numbers
bought within recent years, up to the
present season, was "I'm Here and
You're Here," by Jerome Kern, sold
by that writer to Feist for $8,000. cash,

The act leaves here for the
tour to the coast, closing in Chicago
at the Palace in the spring, with an
opening at the Palace, New York, to

although the figure at the time was
given out as considerably in excess of

follow.

alty

office."

Miss Holt

is

Holt, the actor.
daughter of a

Miss Holt was

a daughter of Edwin
Miss ftosedale is the
New York attorney.
born in a vaudeville

theatre dressing room.

v

AGENT BOOKS HIMSELF.

his

bookings and playing, became annoyed
is reported at the continual oppoit
sition, and at Victoria the week of
Oct. 19, left the Pantages circuit, with
three more weeks that should have
been played according to the Pantages
agreement, which called for a positive
route of 11 weeks on the Pan time,
with Pantages having his customary
take

This resulted in
due course of time in the return of Milo
to his Orpheum route, Milo opening at
San Francisco last week.
Acts on the Coast are saying that
while Pantages appears to have some
semblance of right in the Mercedes
proceeding, he is but receiving a dose
of his own medicine through Mercedes jumping him before the contract ended.
Many acts playing the
Pan time and believing they were contracted for 18 or 19 weeks, found after
being informed to read their contracts when in Seattle, that they were
only booked for 11 weeks, positively,
and would have to cut their salary
to continue over the Pantages time.
The impression acts on the Pan time
have that they are booked for over
11 weeks is given them in the eastern
booking offices of the Pan time. Pantages corrects the impression himself often, it is said, with considerable
offer to $225 a week.

One

thing certain in the mind of Al.
Lee and that is that as long as he
continues his agency business, he will
be sure of commission from one source
during the run of the new show Raymond Hitchcock and Ray Goetz have
decided on for the second of their joint
production effort in the musical comedy field. Lee is also certain he proved
a good agent, because he secured a
job for himself.
Mr. Lee is going to act again, but
that will not deter him from continuing as an agent. During the afternoons
he is going to haunt the outer portals
of the inner sanctum of the managerial
folk and offer other actors' services to
them.

that.

One of the larger sums paid for
was $12,000 (guaranteed in roypayment) by Remick & Co. to T. B.

a song

Harms b Co., when the Remick concern
bought "They Wouldn't Believe Me."
Remick & Co. also paid about $7,500
some years aeo for a "Gal" number,
published in the west.
Besides the outright purchase price
received by Mr. Cohan, he had already
accumulated $4,400 as royalty on the
American sale of the number, besides
$1,700 on
the English distribution.
Chappelle & Co. hold the English
rights. That firm paid Cohan $1,000
advance royalty on the song abroad.

and picture magnates

be consulted before the appoint-

Broadway Music Corporation, going

is

of impor-

ment

is

made.

week

through Fisher (a comparatively un-

known

juvenile tenor singer to the
stage), objecting to his billing in connection with the Bayes turn.
With Fisher out of the act, Miss
Bayes, formerly doing 45 minutes in
vaudeville programs, cut her headline
turn to 20 minutes. When expostulated
with by her agent, the Pat Casey office, for perpetrating an injustice upon
the vaudeville public who may have
paid to see her do a full act, Miss Bayes
replied, according to report, she would
do as she pleased; that her contract
did not call for a minimum or maxitime upon the stage, nor for an
assistant, and she would perform the
sort of turn that suited her, not the
public nor the managers.

mum

Eddie Darling, who books the Keith
big time theatres, is said to have asked
Miss Bayes why she did not inform
the theatre management of her intention to cut down her act by half, when
he, Mr. Darling, could have* filled in
the Riverside program, to prevent the
"short show" on the opening date that
her capriciousness caused.
Mr. Darling, not receiving a satisfactory exnlanation, reported the facts to
the U. B. O., which thereupon ordered
all of the time for Nora Bayes upon its
books (after the customary two weeks,
ending this Saturday at the Bushwick)
taken off the sheets.
Miss Bayes expects to shortly commence rehearsals for the new George
M. Cohan revue. Meantime she anticipated continuing in vaudeville and is
said to have had a proposition to appear at the Sunday vaudeville concerts
at the Century.

CHICAGO'S MUSIC MART.
Chicago, Nov.

Many changes among

7.

the Chicago
T. B. Harms

music publishers of late.
has given up the Chicago office in
Cohan's Grand building, and Joseph
Horwitz, manager, has gone east.
Howard Steiner resigned as manasrer
of Stern's office here, succeeded by Will
Skidmore, who comes from the Stern
office,

Kansas

City.

Max Stone, formerly connected with
Stern and with Feist, and Billy Thompson, of Remick's, have formed a partnership and opened offices.
A. J. Stastny of New York has opened
a Chicago office.

*

McCarthy and Fisher invaded the
Chicago field some time ago with Dave

ing is beginning to take on the aspects
of a music publishers' centre. The first
of the publishers to take office here

MONACO WITH WITMARK'S.

legitimate

Hylan

playing her final

Furth.

the

election of

is

of vaudeville* currently, at the Bushwick, Brooklyn, having had five more
weeks of big time removed from the
books through the dissatisfaction of
the United Booking Offices with her
turn, as presented at the Riverside,
New York (a Keith house), last week.
The Bayes act started annoyances
for the managers the opening day
of the Riverside engagement, when
Irving Fisher, an assistant to Miss
Bayes in her stage work, refused to
appear, after being billed with her,

Wohlman

will

The

tance to theatrical and picture managers, as it means the appointment
of a new license commissioner.
Show folks Wednesday were beginning to speculate as to who would
succeed Bell.
It is not altogether impossible that

9

Nora Bayes

Jerome has added a new war ditty
to his catalogue entitled "When The
Yanks Come Marching Home," writand
ten by Mr. Jerome
Seymour

Jimmie Monaco, the Chicago composer, recently resigned from the professional staff of the Leo Feist Music
Co., has been signed for a number of
years to supply numbers for the catalog of the M. Witmark firm and took
up his duties in that capacity this
week. He promptly handed the firm
three new sonjrs, the titles of which
are "After a Thousand Years," "T'm
Going to Follow the Boys," and "The
Dream of a Soldier Boy."
Monaco has supplied the popular
song market with a number of its
biggest hits, his forte being novelty
ideas
in
lyrical
construction.
He
came east several years ago and was
first associated with the staff of the

NEXT LICENSE COMMISSIONER?

RATES TIME TAKEN AWAY.

COHAN SELLS "OVER THERE."
A record price was paid George M.

from there to the Feist

firm.

in

charge.

The Will Von Tilzer office has been
established, managed by Morris Bloom.
With all these represented, one build-

was Roger Graham.

HAD TO BE THERE.
Chicago, Nov.

7.

the aged hoofer, has his
modern prototype. Hasan Ben Abdiz,
tumbler, fractured his heel "in the
act," was rushed to the American Hospital, ha4a plaster cast pasted on the
fractureWnd was at the theatre early.
He onened the show.
Achilles,

"Doc" CNeiI was called to his home
Chicago from the south, to attend
the bedside of his mother who was
in

stricken with a touch of paralysis. He
was forced to cancel the balance of
his tour of the Interstate circuit.

VAUDEVILLE
MOUNTFORD ADMITS RATS' FUNDS
WERE PLACED IN REALTY STOCK
Second Hearing Brings to Light Alleged Illegal Operations Between W. R. A. U. and White Rats Realty Co. $101 9 000
of Organization's Funds Sunk in Club House.
9

Referee Refuses to Limit Inspection
of Books.

company and Mountford
promised to have the other books at the
next session.

of the Realty

One

point not clearly settled referred

an entry for $10,000. Mr. Sapinsky
asked witness whether the item concerned the proposition of Walter VV.
Waters, who offered to turn over to
the Realty Co. a lease on the property
on West 46th street, on which site
the Rats club was subsequently built.
--Mountford did not know. It appeared
Waters had possession of the lease and
that he did offer to turn it over to the
Realty Co. for $15,000, which was the
consideration he paid Edw. F. Rush
to

for possession of it

The second
tion ordered

session of the investiga-

by the

New York Supreme

Court, in the matter of the charge of
diversion and misappropriation of White
Rat funds, was held before Referee

Louis Schuldenfrei Friday last, and it
was productive of some verbal fireworks. Also Alvin Sapinsky, attorney
for the complainant (Goldie Pemberton), succeeded in examination (that
was virtually cross-examination) to
again place in the records important
testimony. This chiefly concerned -the
establishment of the early status of the
White Rats Realty Co., and the alleged illegal operations between the
Realty Co. and the White Rats Actors'
Union.
There was an apparent foundation
laid for the predicted introduction of
evidence purporting to prove the juggling of Rat monies. Throughout the
session was ^n undercurrent of repressed excitement attendant to the insistent questioning by Mr. Sapinsky
which led to the trapping of*the Rat
witness, Harry Mountford, into the admission that White Rat money was invested in the stock of the Rats Realty
The
Co. to the amount of $101,000.
Rats charter does not allow the organization to indulge in the real estate
business.
It had been stated in the
"Player" that Rat money was not going into the Realty Co. venture. The
$101,000 in stock, it was explained, was
neld at various times by the witness,
James William Fitzpatrick, lunie McCree, Frank North, Edward Esmond
and Frank Herbert, but that these endorsed the stock in blank since they
acted as trustees for the stock, which
really belonged to the Rats.
It was "because of the realty proposition and other reasons" that Mountford "resigned" from the Rats in the
summer of 1911, he so testified. In the
interval of his absence and his return
to the organization in 1915 the club

house had been built. When he again
entered the organizatibn, he testified the
first thing he did was to separate the
affairs of the Rats and the Realty Co.,
which "any business man would do."
The two corporations were being run
as one until then, but afterwards the
books were kept separately, he said.
There would be different employees,
but officers of the Rats had to be officers in the Realty Co. because they

were trustees of the stock.
Mountford occupied the witness chair
again and it is probable that he will
continue as witness for quite some time.
Early in the session he evidenced a
shrinking memory and frequently answered questions with "I don't know."
He constantly fumbled with a cigarette
holder, smoking being tabooed in the
small hearing room. When the referee
pointed out Mountford was to answer
questions even though he was not in
office at the period defined in the query,
he became loquacious, bringing the
Comment from Mr. Sapinsky that he
did

know

after

all.

At one point when asked a question
by the referee, Mountford entered a
heated objection against Harry De
Veaux, who was seated next to Mr.
Sapinsky, looking at the books.
He
charged De Veaux with being a paid
agent of the V. M. P. A. (De Veaux
is at the head of the Actors' Interna-

tional Union, and is active in the Rats
investigation.)
Mountford grew furious in his tirade against "inspection

by the curious and evil minded."
Joseph J. Meyers, the Rats lawyer,

interposed with, "this man (De Veaux)
wants to carry information to our enemies," which brought the reply from
Mr. Sapinsky the charge was unfair,
since De Veaux was an important witness, was familiar with Rat affairs and
was instrumental in obtaining the investigation order from the Supreme Court
because of his affidavit. The referee
decided that he was not disposed to interfere with Mr. Sapinsky's rights to
examine the records, nor any one who
was there to help him. De Veaux set
tied the matter by thrusting the books
referee later said that Meyers' defense before Justice Mitchell was
that there was a malicious motive in
the prayer for investigation of the Rats
records and lists and that defense had
not been upheld by the court. Therefore had Meyers offered any other reason for objection than the same rejected defense before Justice Mitchell,
the referee might have made a different

away.

The

would not
books to
any one person.
Meyers was continually cluttering the
record with constant objections. Hardruling.
It not being so, he
limit the inspection of the

Arthur Driscoll, Denis O'Brien and W. J.
(of the legal firm of O'Brien,
Driscoll, one time attorMalvinsky
neys for the Rats) as directors of the
Realty Corporation when that was first
formed, may lead to the introduction of
It is
evidence from a new source.
said these attorneys submitted a brief,
in argument against the Rats as an
organization going into the real estate
business, since the Rats' charter gave
no sucn privilege.
Present at last week's meeting was
Major Doyle, who for once failed to get
in on the doings, though he did make
several comments under his breath. All
the books placed in evidence were i.->
ed, Mountford first making the asiertion that his and Fitzpatrick's affidavits had been stolen from the county

Cahill

from the Rats attorney.
overruled in every case, with
one exception. Most of Meyers' objections were based on the fact the
question antedated the period stated in
the investigation order.- As in the first
session, Mr. Schuldenfrei ruled that
there was no time limit and the witness
must answer.
The question as to whether the Rats
paid the Realty company's debts in addition to the item of $25,000 appearing
on the ledger as rent for the club
house, brought so much objection from
Meyers the latter got into hot water
with the referee, who, after charging
him with coaching the witness, threatened to send Meyers from the room if
Mr.
he did not modify his tactics.
Schuldenfiei for tiie moment lost his
equanimity, but later he cleared the
atmosphere when the two opposing
counsel indulged in personalities and
he smilingly remarked to Mountford:
"you have a high sounding title" (meaning that of International SecretaryTreasurer of the White Rats Actors'
Union and Associated Actresses of

He was

&

clerk's office.

FAY'S THEATRE IN BAD.

America).

When the hearing proceeded the item
It
of $25,000 rent was again taken up.
was merely a "journal entry," said the
witness. The rental was charged off on
the books as $2,038.88 monthly. This
was before the separation of the Rats
and Realty company books and previous to Mountford's return. It was apparently after Mountford returned to
office and separated the two corporations that the annual rent was cut to

Providence, R.

I.,

Nov.

7.

At Fay's theatre here this week,
laying vaudeville booked through the
A. R. Sheedy agency in New York, is
fi
billed "Florence Livingstone and Her
Oklahoma Prodigies—America's Representative Lady Musicians."

The

billing attracted the attention,

show people in town, who
surmised the mention of "Oklahoma"
with the remainder might suggest
that the turn in reality is the Cora
it is

said, of

Youngblood Corson Sextet,
under an assumed name.
Inquiry

is

playing

said to have verified this

further brought out that
the week of Oct. 19, the Corson Sextet
appeared at the Colonial, Newport,
R. I., while the following week the
act was at the Academy, Lowell,
Mass., also playing a Sunday night in
Haverhill, Mass. These three theatres
are booked through John J. Quigley
of Boston.
belief.

It

The managerial

blacklist

still

exists

against the Cora Youngblood Corson
Sextet. Neither any of the theatres
mentioned above, nor Quigley nor the
Sheedy agencies is affiliated in any
manner with the Vaudeville Mana'
It
is
gers' Protective Association.
reported some weeks ago Fay's filed
an application for membership in that
organization, but has not been admitted nor has the application been
acted upon.
The booking by Fay's of the Corson
act, however, is quite apt to bring

$9,000.

about an immediate adjustment of the
Sheedy agency situation in so far as
it relates to booking iheatres belonging to the managers' society. Sheedy

Considering that Mr. Sapinsky had his
look at the books when the day's
session opened, the attorney made excellent progress and discovered the
items he wished to question the witness on with the dexterity of an expert.
The records introduced did not include
the minute book of the Rats, which
prevented a number of questions. There
was on hand, however, the minute book

booking the Gordon Brothers' theatres in New England, placing Sheedy
in the position of booking for members and non-members of the V. M.
P. A.
The result will possibly be that the
V. M. P. A. will call upon the Cordons
to withdraw from its membership, if
the Gordons continue playing Sheedy
bookings. The playing by Fay's of the

first

is

ley supplied are in a similar state, so
far as any relations with the V. M. P.
A. are possible.

The Corson Sextet is headed by
Cora Youngblood Corson, one of the
most active of the late White Rats.
Miss Corson was an aggressive agi-

When the "blacklist" was genremoved some weeks ago her
name was allowed to remain on indefinitely, it was mentioned at the

tator.

erally

time.

of

this questioning and that concerning
the $101,000 stock deal was designed to
show the Rata at large did not know
their funds were going into the real
estate proposition.
The investigation promises to be a
long one. although now that the records are in evidence, there is no reason
why the proceedings should not be
speeded up. An adjournment was taken
The mention of
until Friday (today).

ly a question that did not bring forth

"I object," etc.,

The purport

Corson turn likely eliminates that
house from any further consideration
for V. M. P. A. membership, while the.
Quigley agency and the houses Quig-

MUST HAVE CERTIFICATES.
The

intention
of
the
National
Vaudeville Artists to co-operate with
the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association in an effort to line up the
independent managers throughout the
country on the membership of the
managerial association was evidenced
this week in a communication sent to
Pat Casey, general manager of the V.

M.

P. A.,

by Henry Chesterfield, sec-

retary and business manager of the
N. V. A.
The communication resulted from
the recent decision of the V. M. P. A.

membership certificates to
listed on their books in
order that acts holding membership
to

issue

managers

cards

in

the

N.

V.

organization

A.

would not be induced to play theatres
owned by non-members and as a resuffer the penalty provided for
such action by both organizations.
Acts have played a number of the
independent nouses not aligned with
the managers' organization and as a
result have become entangled in all
sorts of contractual troubles. Since
any reputable manager can become a
member of the V. M. P. A. by his
agreement to live up to its by-laws,
which incidentally were constructed
solely for the betterment of vaudeville in general and the artists
in
particular, the N. V. A. and V. M. P.
A. have united to wipe out the irresponsible and disreputable manager
and their only method is via the
"blacklist" system.
Consequently any act playing for

sult

non-member of the V. M. P. A. insuspension from the N. V. A.,
and since the members of the V. M.
P. A. have agreed to play only acts
that hold membership in the N. V. A.,
any act incurring the suspension from

a

vites

his own organization will find it difficult to procure engagements in organized vaudeville. The letter follows:
National Vaudeville Artists, Inc.

Mr. Pat Casey,
General Manager V. M. P. A.,
Columbia Theatre Building,

New

York, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Casey:
notice

1

in

Variety that
proposes
to

the

last

issue

of

your

organization

issue

membership

certificates to the various theatres

represented on your membership
list.

Will you kindly advise me by
return mail as to the date of
issuance of those certificates so
that I can instruct the members
of this organization to see that
the membership certificates of the
V. M. P. A. are prominently displayed in the theatres they play.

Very truly,
Henry Chesterfield,

Secretary.

AARON JONES DOING

IT.

Chicago, Nov. 7.
shoulder the entire burden of managing the Jones,
Linick & Schaeffer enterprises this
winter, Peter SchaefTcr having decided to spend the winter in Califor-

Aaron Jones

will

wMIc ihe third partner. Adoiph
Linick, will join him about Christmas
time.
While Mr. Jones has heretofore supervised the J. L. & S. industries,
the partners have been actively handling the internal affairs of their many

Ttia,

interests.

,

VAUDE VILLE

8

IN

One of the new lieutenants from the
Reserves, now at a camp, according to
a story, noticed a drafted soldier passing him without saluting, within the
cantonment. The officer called to him,
asking: "What do you do when seeing
an

"Salute," replied the

officer?"

soldier.

Scranton, Pa., ordered to Camp
lieade, Md.
Julius Miller ("Darling of Paris") accepted in Detroit and is waiting to be

new

"Well, then," said the lieutenand salute me a hun-

ant, "stand there

The private commenced
the 100 salutes and had given about 10,
when a captain (of the regulars) who
had been approaching, reached the spot.
"What is this man doing, lieutenant?"
asked the captain. "He failed to salute
dred times."

me, sir, and I've ordered him to stand
there, saluting me 100 times, as punishment," replied the junior officer. "Very
good," answered the captain, "return
his salutes."

W. Walton, of the Brothers Walton
(probably English) is now in a military hospital in France, suffering from
gas poisoning. Frank Owen (Lane and
Dale cycling trio) in hospital at South-

—

ampton, removed there after wounded
Bert
in action at the western front.
Knowles (Fred Karne's "Humming
Birds") in France for sometime, is now
a gunner in Palestine. Harry Harrison, English, wounded and now in a
French hospital. (Reported to Variety
from Paris).
Alma Hanlon, now starring in film

—

—

—

is
a sister of the Hanlon
Brothers. One of the latter, Fred Hanlon (late of Hanlon and Schrode) is
now with the 12th Regiment, SpartanMiss Hanlon is giving a
burg, S.
turkey dinner for eight of the regiment, with her brother acting host.
She is going to the camp to spend
Thanksgiving with Fred, so she may
personally superintend the feast.
Roy Tarbutt, of the Greenroom Club,
has received a commission in the Royal
Flying Corps and is going to France.
The Greenroom Club tendered a farewell affair late last week to another of
its members, Percy Standing, who goes
Mr.
to the Canadian aviation camp.
Standing has four brothers in the British army. The two departures make 32
members of the Greenroom Club now
in the service of the allies.
Frederick Lloyd, in "Misalliance" at
tke Broadhurst, has been invalided out
of the British army, according to a
press announcement from the management of that play. It says that last

features,

C

postponed by request of the camp, until Sunday evening, Nov.
18.
Edward Boas, of Loew*s Bijou, Fall
River, Mass., is with the 21st Field Artillery, Co. E, at Leon Spring, Tex.
Francis Talcott Schultz, formerly
with the Hippodrome production, now
at Camp Jackson, S. C.
Paul Dempsey returned to New York
this week, from Spartansburg, S. C, on
two weeks' leave.
Benjamin Brooks Rancher, Ft Hancock, N. J.

Harry Osborne,

Ft.

Hancock, N.

J.

DRAFTED.
Ernest Bruer, popularly known as
"Dutch," is the latest addition who
finds it necessary to desert the music
field to take* up arms.
Bruer lately
left Feist's, joining the writing staff
of Maurice Richmond. Like all popular song writers Bruer will take a new
number to his regiment anent the
world's
struggle,
its
title
being
"There's a Vacant
Chair in Every
Home Tonight."
Clifton S. Anthony
(formerly of
Rother and Anthony), 1st bugler, Co.
B, 301st Engineers, at Camp Devens,
Mass. Mr. Anthony has written a wari

song

"The Whole World

entitled

Is

Calling You."

Pat West, comedian in "An Heir for
a Night," called to the cantonment at
Chillicothe, O. His home is in Cleveland and his right name is Arthur

called.

Bert Stewart, connected with the
United Booking Offices, Boston, ordered to Camp Devens, Mass.

Lee Buddy Clark, of "The Mimic
World," exempt, physical disability.
Percy Helton, last with "Young America," is at Camp Upton, L. I.
Jack Russel, ordered to Camp Upton,
N. Y., enlisted as

recent report said Bush and Shapiro had dissolved vaudeville partnership. They were forced to split, owing to the "comedy man," Abe Shapiro,
*
being drafted.
Benny Piermont was promoted to
corporal last Saturday. He is with
Co.
of the 306th Infantry, at Camp
.

H

Upton.

Tex Rogers,

Los Angeles, Nov. 7.
Fishboch (Fishbeck), a film

Fred
director,

is

Fishbeck protested against being
drafted under the law, on the ground
he is a Roumanian, but the Draft
Board accepted him because he had
voted as an American citizen.

Saturday Fishbeck was
must leave for camp that

notified
night.

he
His

attorney, however, secured a writ of

saved him
already on the
train with other conscriptees when
the court order halted his trip.

corpus

and

this

He was

temporarily.

CHURCHES SAVING PENNIES.
latter
his new

Keith theatre now building,
Mr. Albee caused a request to be made
of the local churches to withhold the
pennies gathered in the collection boxes
for the use of the Providence theatres
needing them to make change, on account of the war tax.

disability.

Wesson has returned

to

"The

Best Show In Town," but instructed to
hold himself in readiness for a call at

any time.
Lanigan (Dawson, Lanigan and CoThe act resumed this
week.
vert) exempted.

Harry Spiegle, treasurer of the Ma-

Chicago, Nov. 7.
A "customer" came into a local $2
theatre this week with a lithograph
pass calling for two seats. The box
office man gave him two coupons and
asked 40 cents, war tax. The man
gave up the coupons and said, "Gimme
two upstairs," traded in for two gallery seats, paid 10 cents tax and went
in with his frau.

Washington.
Donald Fuller is the latest Triangle
employee to heed the call of war. He
will leave soon for Seattle to enter the
employ of a shipbuilding concern and
help increase Uncle Sam's merchant
Dillingham,

service welcome any diversion, but
accounts agree that when the soldier
is on leave, he will pass by the show
at the camp to visit the town or city
which affords more excitement, besides the theatrical entertainment.

SOUTHERN PASSPORTS STRICT.
Agents seeking circus acta for tours
America are having much dif-

of South

securing passports for that
At present the United States
not particularly anxious to O.K. any

ficulty in
territory.
is

artists

owing to the
them after they

for that section,

conditions confronting
start.

activities

right

now

seem most centered on Cuba, where

at
least four circuses of considerable proportions are expected to get in opera-

many weeks.
Some days ago several

tion before

agents

of

Cuban tented enterprises
New York and through local

prospective

came

into

bookers lined up talent for the tours.
It proved a Herculean task to complete the lists desired by the Cuban impresarios. A number of those engaged
encountered all kinds of trouble in ob-

of their early life.
The acts engaged by the Cuban circuses are leaving the States in batches,
some already on their way, some departing last Saturday, with others planning to get away this week.

theatrical

Camp Meade, Md.
Arthur Ungar, formerly of "The Clipper" staff and assigned to the motor
cycle corps at Yaphank, has been transferred to Camp Gordon, near Atlanta.
The performance of "The Very Idea"
for the Plattsburg, N. Y., camp, was

rather than a performance that may
be given at the camp, where it is a
matter of the soldier having leave.
When not on leave the men in the

who knew something

JUHN BARCLAY
3d

PATRICK

Prince of Wales
Dragoon Guards

F. X.

DOYLE

Royal Munster Fusiliers

Additional Tobacco Fund Donations.
The following additional donations

Army Girls' Transport Tobacco
Fund, received by Harry A. Daniels,
representing E. F. Albee, in the subscriptions for the Fund through the
United Booking Offices, are:
to the

Sablosky

&

McGuirk, Phila.

Knoxville

Middletown,

Conn

..

.$718.83
136.02
73.85
25.00
24.20

Jacksonville
Strand, Louisville
Subscriptions
to
the
amount of
around $86,000 for the Fund, from the
same sources, were recently acknowl-

to the New York and Chicago offices of
the George Kleine, Inc. (films), is with
the Royal Flying Corps in Toronto.
Harry J. Moseley, with the 304th
ammunition train, has been transferred
to the Medical Department at the Base

Hospital at

TOWN SHOWS.

The impression is spreading amongst
theatrical managers that the soldiers
at camp prefer visiting theatres in
towns adjacent to the cantonments,

procure at least two reliable witnesses

manager, has been called into active
service as a captain in the Aviation
Signal Corps, assigned to the War
College at Washington.
William
Carl Michael
has
been
transferred from Toronto to Texas,
where he is expected to complete his
aviation gunnery course.
He joined
the Royal Flying Corps recently.
Jos. Tinney, brother of Frank Tinney,
has been appointed a lieutenant-commander in the navy and has gone
abroad.
Jack H. Hunter, formerly attached

SOLDIERS PREFER

taining the necessary passports to leave
the States.
Among those finding great difficulty
was Joseph Lafluer and Mike George
of the Young and Ladell troupe. They
were forced to prove their citizenship,
turn up affidavits as to their birth and

week Mr. Lloyd was examined by a
Ambassy,

B.

numbers.

This plan brought forth much favorable comment on the part of large
numbers in the audiences at the various performances.

Foreign circus

SAVING TAX FEE.

special board for the British

marine.
Charles

To the names of the men who
come under the draft, but who have
not been called as yet were appended

F.

lately in pictures, draft-

Chicago and examined this week
New York, exempted for physical

7.

called.

I., Nov. 7.
Albee was in the city the
part of last week, looking over

While E.

Nov.

the centre of a legal-mili-

tary fight.

habeas

I.,

Chorus men are not greatly in favor
during these days of war and after
the name of each man on the program,
in brackets, was given the reason what
that man was on the stage instead of
in the service of Uncle Sam.
The greater part of the men in "Her
Regiment" are over age, according to
the program. Several have been exempted by draft boards for various
reasons. .The remainder of the men
are in the draft, but have not yet been

their serial draft

FIGHT OVER DRAFT CALL

in

Charles

Bird.

Providence, R,

A novel plan was adopted in the
program at the opera house here last
week when "Her Regiment" appeared.

Providence, R.

A

in

Lyndon

Frank Quinn (Quinn and Lafferty)
ordered to Camp Meade, Md.
Leo Cahn, with Co. B, 308th Inf.,
Camp Upton, N. Y.
Don Austin, with 304th Inf. Band,
Camp Grant, 111.

Stromberg.

ed

DRAFT REASON GIVEN.

jestic,

THE SERVICE

"SCOTTY" STEWART

DANNY DAVIS

Argyl and Sutherland
Highlanders

Battalion
Contingent, Canadians
13th

First

"SOMEWHERE

IN

FRANCE"

The first act of its kind. Twenty minutes of the lighter side of trench life. Four boys
direct from the front in Flanders.
Harmony, comedv, pathos and realism. Four real soldiers who are real actors.
Direction, MAX E. HAYES.
Personul management, IRVING SHANNON

edged

in

Variety-.

The Baxter-Willard troupe sailed for
South America last Saturday with a
that included 18 girls, Ameta,
Mullaly and white, Leo and May Jackson, Edard Brothers, two electricians,
special drummer, and a leader for the

company

orchestra.

|

VAUDEVILLE
ARTISTS'

ACTS' NAMES KEPT SECRET.
The vaudeville programs at the
Grand Opera House, 8th avenue and.
23rd street. New York City, are kept

DECATUR TANGLE.

as

Chicago, Nov.

An

FORUM

arisen

7.

extremely delicate situation has
in Decatur, I1L, which has

brought about a

theatrical

secret from all, and are a total
mystery to the lay patrons of the

a

triangle.

The three corners are Nat Erber, ownConfine lettevs to 110 words and writ* on on* aid* of pnftor only.
Anonymous communications will not bo printed. Nam* of wrttor arast bo slsned
and will bo held In strict confidence. If desired.
„
Letters to be published In this column must bo written exclusively to VARIDTT.
The writer who duplicates a letter to the
Duplicated letters will not bo printed.
privpermitted
the
not be a«aln
Forum, either before or after It appears here,
ilege* of It.

....

house.

er of the Lincoln, the biggest capacity
house in Decatur ; the Western Vaude-

is given, and np programs
the turns appear, cards
the
the arch of
against
are placed
stage, but they seldom if ever carry
the proper name of the act then presenting itself.
It is reported the Grand management, is exercising care who is admitted to the theatre, from the theatrical ranks, suspecting there might be
many who would visit the theatre to
report the correct names of the acts
in
interested
there to those most
knowing. The latter are said to be
executives of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, of which
the Grand is not a member.
The V. M. P. A. has announced it
will not countenance the playing in
theatres of its members by those acts

No billing
As
issued.

Managers' association, through
Finn & Heiman, who have the Emand the Pantages Circuit,
press,
booking manJ. C. Matthews, western
ville

.

wm

ager.

Erber has a ten-year lease on

Camp

Greenleaf, Ft. Oglethorpe,

Ga.,

Nov.

»

2.

Editor Variety:
Please let my friends know where I'm
Having the time of my life. Enat.
Chattanooga
listed four months ago.
Go to
is only eight miles from here.
old friends
meet
town every week and
at the Rialto.
How is old Broadway behaving.
All my
Shoot on a few Varieties.
friends, please write. Quite a few peron
a minhere.
put
formers down
Expect to leave
strel show last week.
Oh, for the
for France in December.
Soldiering is
scalp of Kaiser Bill.
great.
So long, Green cover v
M. A. Cowen.
Address, Camp Greenleaf, Amb. Co.

We

No. 25, Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.,
Officers' Training Camp.

Medical

Camp Upton, N. Y., Nov. 4.
Editor Vaiuatt:
In regard to statement in Vahmtt
last week that I was just accepted,
beg to advise I have been here in
camp for the past seven weeks, during which time a professional model
has taken my place in the act. This
same man worked for me, two seasons
ago, when I did a four-act.
As
you

I

am

will

do

doing
this

my

much

bit, I trust that
for me.

Nat Weston*
(Weston Models),
305th Field Artillery.

Los Angeles, Oct. 24.
Editor Varibtt:
The enclosed clipping sent to me by
a friend from Vicksburg, Miss., is explanatory of what some self-styled
will do to draw business.
Billy "Single" Clifford has no more
right to use my name than I have to
call myself the Pope of Rome.
I have not been on the road for five
years. I am, and have been under contract to Mack Sennett for five years.
Mr. Clifford is billing Ch 1 A. Murray
as principal comedian w. .1 his female
minstrels, also using the Keystone

managers

.

brand. Unfortunately
not belong
to the N. V. A., but whtn a man has
worked for 34 years to gain a reputation there should be honor enough
among men to lay off that whi:h does
not belong to them. Mr. Clifford will
save himself some annoyance and myI <lo

[The clipping enclosed was a newspaper advertisement of Oct. 16, last,

with his associates to try a
combination picture and split week
vaudeville policy. He tried to get U.
B. O. and W. V. M. A. bookings, but
was unsuccessful, due to the fact that
the Empress had the franchise
Following this he applied to the Matthews, who agreed to get him four acts.
Naturally artists playing the Lincoln
found their value to the association
diminished. The claim was made by
Erber that they were being tampered
The situation became acute.
with.
According to Erber, artists playing his
house found it impossible to get subsequent "association" bookings.
Realizing that Pantages wouldn't
book his house with the regular Pan
road show unless he had an interest
he
in the house, Erber threatened
would turn over an interest to the
Pan circuit if he were compelled to
do so by a continuation of his troubles
Heiman people.
with the Finn
Matthews has stated he would go
through with Erber in the event of
Since the conflict
this contingency.
has arisen it is known generally that
artists do not get Pantages contracts
unless they signify willingness to play

7.

Editor, vajubtt:

We

are addressing you in reference
to something that has just reached
our ears in the way of criticism, and,
owing to the fact that' we are a new
act iust going in to play the big time,
we feel justified in addressing you to
protect ourselves and our material.
The criticism is of our opening number of a bride and a widow. We put
this number on about ten months ago

Munroe,

Decatur

Va., Oct. 31.

Private David Chase,

Medical Dept.

READY
RECKONER
For

of

TiekoU
•

•

o

tire

group knowing

visiting the

all acts by
Grand 'and making

CARRYING SET IN TRUNK.

A

In line with the V. M. P.
notice of
advice to artists in Varibtt, warning
against carrying excess baraage, the
Grainger Scenic Studio in Manhattan
has perfected an interior set which can
be conveniently folded into a small
trunk.
An act recently ordered one o! these
sets and used it last week in a house in

first.

New

Cleveland, Nov. 7.
It looks as though Phil Isaacs will
make the Hotel Martinique here popular with the playing profession.
Mr. Isaacs, who manages the Empire
theatre, .lately took over the hotel.
He is catering especially to theatrical

York.

ETHEL HOPKINS IN HIP SHOW.
Ethel Hopkins will go into the Hippodrome show next Monday night,
succeeding
Sophye
Bernard,
who
leaves to go to the coast. Her husband, Lou Anger, is there with the
Arbuckle Picture Company.

people.

Anniston House Drops VatuUvilU.
The bookings for vaudeville at Anniston, Ala., has ceased, the house not

O'BRIEN'S SEND-OFF DINNER.
send-off dinner was given
A.
to
Frank O'Brien Monday night at the
Hermitage by his companions of the
United
Booking Offices,. A large
crowd greeted the newly enlisted

being able to show a sufficient return

management.
was booked only by the Loew

to satisfy the
It
cuit.

naval coxswain.
The feature of the occasion was
the brilliant speech delivered by Sam
K. Hodgdon, the booking manager of
the U. B. O.
Captain Ray Hodgdon
of the /1st is S. K.'s son.
Mr. O'Brien has been assigned to
the "Madawaska."

•

Th«

Bronx theatre and National
Garden will play Sunday
vaudeville booked by Harry Carlin
of the U. B. 0., while stock musical
shows are holding forth weekly at
both houses.
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PRICES OF ADMISSION

No.

X

the secrecy surrounding its bills has
avail, since all programs
there are regularly reported back to
the V. M. P. A. with the correct names
of all turns on the program. These are
secured through staff men of different
V. M. P. A. booking agencies, the en-

been of no

PHIL ISAACS HOTEL.

Editor VAMBTr:
Just to notify you of a change of
address, and to say a word of appreciation for the really big thing that you
are doing.
I have received my copy of Variutt
regularly every week since I enlisted,
and I know that hundreds of others
have as well. I look forward to it each
week as I look forward to mail from
home, and any one at all familiar with
a soldier's life knows what that means.
Let me thank you sincerely and assure you that what you are doing is
thoroughly appreciated by

"VARIETY'S"

appearing
non-members.
The
for
Grand Opera House is seemingly aware
of this, and seeks to guard acts accordingly, although from all accounts

&

in Worcester, Mast. Arthur Jackson
wrote and staged the number. We,
therefore, claim priority as we have
been informed that the act we are
supposed to have infringed upon has
only been together about six weeks.
Sinclair and Gasper.

Ft.

in

cided

printed in displayed type, reading:
"Charles A. Murray of Murray and
Mack fame, is the principal comedian
with the Billy Clifford Female Minstrel Company, better known as the
leading Keystone comedian, at the
Walnut Street Theatre. Seats selling
Now." Some weeks ago a complaint
reached New York that a Billy Clifford, managing a troupe touring in
the Middle West, was using Hie title,
"Over There" with his organization,
also giving the impression the show
of that name was written by George
M. Cohan, author of the song, "Over
There."]

York, Nov.

his
tried picture policy in a

which he interested sevFor some
eral local business men.
time his house played Goldwyn and
and the
exclusively,
programs
Metro
result was a financial flop. Erber de-

campaign

Chas. A. Murray.

New

He

theatre.

some money if he stops using my
name and that of the Keystone.
self

e-cent admloolono ere Included In the shore becauoe in hornet where there
:;;
hsrre of more then fire cento the five-cent admiioiono ere aloo tsisble.
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BURLESQUE

10

STEP LIVELY GIRLS.

well.

"Step Lively Girls" la the show of Arthur
Pearson, Inc., Introducing that producer to
the Columbia Wheel for the first time last
season.
Mr. Pearson's burlesque venture attracted attention then, because of Its completeness at the first attempt.
It
received
general commendation from those acquainted
with burlesque, and the "Step Lively Oirls"
of this season maintains the pace of burlesque progress Mr. Pearson started off with.
If a burlesque
producer nowadays makes
the attempt, tries to give a finished show In
so far as that may be done in burlesque, it
excuses many shortcomings he unfortunately
may have run into In connection with the
staging of the piece.
The burlesque product,
as shown on the Columbia Wheel, Is always
more or less of a gamble. Many of the Columbia managers make the attempt In 'good
faith and some fall whilst others get over.
.It ever seems to be a matter of show luck.
Mr. Pearson, however, with his current production, cannot be terniod lucky.
There Is no
possible fault to be found with the production
end of the "Step Lively Girls" show. There's
no luck In that. It Is intelligence combined
with good taste, from dressing to mountings,
and It Is safe to venture the statement that
there is not a producer in burlesque who could
not study the Pearson burlesque production
scheme with profit. There is nothing gaudy In
the Pearson show. Whether it is clothes or it
Is scenery, the sight Is a pleasing one, and
whether the clothes are tights or the neat arrangement Mr. Pearson has tried with much
success, of giving the chorus different gowns
or tights for a number here and there, there
Much of the production
Is no flash nor glare.
Itself suggests quiet and simple elegance. Certain is It that the dressing of the 20 chorus
The chorgirls is always to their advantage.
If
isters never look badly upon the stage.
they have bad points, the dressing covers
them up, and the girls look well all the time
and youthful, though they may be youthful.
Other shows have apparently carried as good
looking young women but they didn't appear
to compare with these "Step Lively Girls."
is this sort of
It Is a great deal in burlesque
dressing backed by new scenery that was
especially designed and In accordance with
That clothes do
the remainder of the show.
count a lot may be found In the Scotch
It
Is
number of the Pearson production.
"Mary s Kilts Are Coming Up," a poor song
for the costuming and no better led by Nettle
writbeen
has
Hyde and Rhea Hess than it
ten or composed, but the audience hardly notices that although they don't applaud thay
They are
don't applaud it very warmly.
That this Scotch
appeased by the sight.
number runs into an Egyptian movement, to
Doth ends are
music, makes it no better.
wrong and only the dressing should remain,
with another Scotch song employed, of more
If nothing else may be procured,
liveliness.
one of the Lauder numbers could be substi-

It could be Improved easily.
If "Stop
Lively Girls" had the Idea first It Is entitled
due credit, and It seeing, likely they did, for
the Stone show but lately opsnsd.
Tbs tight
scheme of the prise fighting number Is pleasing, while the clothes In the finale of the
first act, "The Queen of the Peacock Parade."
Is one of the show's attractions.
There Is a bathing scene where tbs figures
are frankly displayed and several other numbers broken up by bits.
Tne °o med y. doesn't get a good start until
.
ate.
The golf bit In the final (and good
looking) set holds quite some fun, the shell
game has It also, with a "girl" bit as another
of the less familiar sdlnes, although
some of
the latter are so much so they don't Indent
the atmosphere with any applause or
much
laughter. The comedy could be made stronger.
It needs building up during the
first part the
most.
Mr. Dotson, the other male principal,
colored, doing anything and everything
during
the show, makes his strongest bid very
lata,
next to closing, which tells of the
continued
success he has had with his singing
and
dancing specialty.
Mr. Dotson should close
that dance Impersonation with
the skatlnc
thing, something that was the
trademark
a colored comedian In a colored ensemble of
set
m an r yea ?" DoUon i8 * «°°<» Performer
*««»«L°J* ofr strength
and
to this empsny.
"
T
Iin e ,n
one " for tne cn*nglng of sets
i. enJi
.
1
• ™rlety of expedients. The
?, w
h >eem to
H 7 d « and Hess!
Sill .
V?
1 ' 11
at any rate atandlng up
.
6 886
'? tne « ,r,y burlesque brig?
adt
.
a
8t aU>ne for theIr •**«-

to

.

£*£

J'

thJTJSV

—

tuted.

There are other numbers during the two
and six scenes that could stand an exAccording to the program Herbert
change.
8tothart wrote the music. That may mean the
music other than the popular numbers emIt
ployed, of which there are a very few.
sounds like the specially written music is
acts

the biggest defect in the performance, although
this show seems much too uptodate In sougs,
Early In the performance Is
at first hearing.
sung "Dixie Volunteers," a comparatively
Ethel
brand new pop song to New York.
Vernon did that number quite well, considering she could not have had It in the reperLater she sang "Sweetie."
toire very long.
Miss Vernon has the role this season taken
last year by the late and lamented Maudie
The Vernon girl adopts the shortHeath.
skirted fashion of dressing throughout and
some of her skirts look to be a bit high as they
threw her legs out too prominently. She does
nicely,

however, and has good nature behind

some ginger.
The Misses Hess and Hyde don't seem

to

if they are able
catch the burlesque spirit,
to grasp it and don't evidence that they are
Miss Hess particonly hurting themselves.
ularly prefers to sing numbers and read lines
The Hess style of
like a dramatic soprano.
work is being followed to some extent by
Hyde and Hess did a sister act
Miss Hyde.
Perhaps the close
in vaudeville for a spell.
association is responsible for the similarity,
but both girls should get away from the
scheme.
It neither fits them nor their present work.
Three of the
There are seven principals.
men are Shorty (Rich) McAllister, Harry T.
Shannon and Raymond Paine. Mr. Paine is
Mr. Mcthe straight for the two comedians.
Allister wins most of his laughs on the charHis
acter make-up and costumes be wears.
"dame" early Is funny In looks and bis sevMceral changes always bring a good laugh.
Allister has good comedy ideas for comic
dressing, and they happen often during the
Mr. Shannon's best Is
final part of the show.
a heavy legit laugh that finally wins over
Toward the finish they are
the audience.
In size be is contrasted
laughing with him.
Much of the diafor McAllister's shortness.
log Is centered on this long and short of it.
Mr. Paine is one of burlesque's best straight
men. He Is a clean-cut young fellow, always
having himself in hand, knows language and
how to use it, and leaves a most agreeable
iiuprcbslon. besides being of imtiieuKurable assistance to the comics.
Mr. Paine has something new In a chorus
number, called "Ladles Go to War," he leading and inquiring of different girls what they
wish to do when at the front.
It could
be
Another good number thnt needs
extended.
further Instruction Is "To Arms," when the
girls try flag signalling, not unlike that in
the Fred Stono show, but not done nearly as
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BURLESQUE STOCK

CRITICISM "EXPLAINED."

IN BRONX.

time pop vaudeville policy, but ran
against the rather formidable opposition at Keith's Royal in the same
neighborhood, where a big time program is presented, preventing the
Bronx from securing any of the standLoew's National nearby
ard turns.
also gives a pop vaudeville entertainof the Bronx
theatre conflicts too closely with that
of the Bronx opera house (playing
legitimate attractions), the theatre
suffering through it.
The opening attraction at the Bronx
theatre, "The Mimic World," a girly
vaudeville production drew business,
while a s'plit week b :i l of eight acts
following it failed to make an impresIt

said the

is

It+was deduced from this the
Bronx theatre might become profitable

with girls as the attraction, when
was arranged with Kahn to take

it

it

<

i

«

.

'

.

vaudeville the best It could get
was 15 cents
tbe DUr,e8Q«o idea* has struck
fJn^«fSK
-^e younger element, who delight SS
In
ffSSL?
a 1P , 8 fl e8 n
E ' PeC,a,,y to ttto
{ he
I ?a ..a n
e . em"ent
b 9
t e 8e 0D d Week of b
«ne»QU0. Mondav n |Jh» ? - K 8ine88 W
exce,lent. <>e«Plte
Hectlon eve
M 8k Br oth,?™ who control the Winter
r«^5!„
lHroduced, the1
a de
8how Ia«t week.
/ UDown
? [8 t^.P
0Up
a8 moved
t0 tne Union Square
£
Inn Ben
,5 T
and
Kahn's
organisation moved down to
ton 8 reet
wa8 tne ,d *a of alternating
ffii"
K
u*
between
the
two houses,
which would make It
necessary to put on a new show
every two
e k9
n8te, d
f w ek,y
A d «al this week
m« v J,
,°K
S.
may
bring L
Keith's
Bronx Into the miniature
b
8qU
W, eeL
Then there w, » be thlree
hn»
f play
J
shows,
to
one week at each "stand"
and a new show put on by each company
every
three weeks.
Two performances dally at the
W, e
arden
b "t the doors are open at
?n rIn 9
11. .10
the morning and again around seven
oelock
Pictures until the burlesque begins.
""a 10 **
The dim section Includes a feature
"The French Burlesquers" is the' ostensible
name of the current troupe, but Billy (Grogan)
Spencer Is featured over the title.
He Is
teamed with Nat Young, the latter doing
a
Hebrew. They get laughs with rough stuff.
One of their stunts was called "buzzing the
bee.
It consisted In one circling
around the
other, who when he says "give It to me,"
receives over his countenance a mouthful
of
water from the "buzzer."
There Is, of course, no semblance of plot
and the two sets employed are negligible. The
first act is called "On the Mexican
Border."
which means little, but gives an excuse for a

<™ "

,

"

,

7

'

.

-

home-made patriotic finale.
The caat holds seven

female parts are handled by
Lcsvltt

and

Babe

principals.

Three

Blllle Morris,
LaBelle, the latter

May
the

subret, and getting something with "Kiss. Kiss,
Kiss,
because of it being made an audience
number with the assistance of Spencer and

Young. The Misses Morris and Leavltt have
good looks, but were handicapped by costume
lack.
At that Miss Morris seemed to have
something on the others in the way of duds.
The costume problem is an ever present one
in

stock

burlesque and

In

this

case there

Is

no exception. The choristers, of which there
were 17, were uniformly poorly dressed. This
chorus is collectively good looking.
Especially is that true of the first line girls, a
group of six ponies. And the gals could do
something, as shown by the chorus number
at the close of the show.
At least three
sang and delivered lyrics cleverly, and bad
they been assigned a number or so In the other
portions of the performance, a better entertainment might have been attained.
It will
do no harm to give one or two of these girls
a chance when the nest show Is put on.
J bee.

TRENTON AGAIN SPLITTING.
The American Burlesque shows are
not yet playing the new house in SunPa., and will not
fulfilled prior contracts

bury,

represented by O'Brien, Malevinsky

&

made

has
with

Until Suncombinations.
ready the American shows will

bury

is

Mount Carmel instead.
The American restored the Grand,

play

Trenton, to the three-day basis this
week, the shows now playing there
the last half of each week.
The shows at present are filling
th2 first half of the Trenton week as
Monday; Mt.
follows: Shenandoah,

Carmel,

Pottstown,

and

Tuesday,

Wednesday.

NEW ORLEANS

ROSE'S

STOCK.

The newly-organized stock burlesque company that Lew Rose will
present to New Orleans' audiences at
the Dauphine, starting Nov. 11 (sponsored by the Dauphine Amusement
Co., which has* Rose as its mainspring), will have Ward and Pryor as
its featured principals and producing
lights for four weeks, when the stage
direction will be taken up by Murray
Simonds.
Lew Redelsheimer,

who rounded up
company, also contracted with
Simonds for the second month's shows,
which will not change any of the
other players. The New York roster
embraced in addition to Ward and
the

Pryor: J. W. Sherry, straight; Eddie
Lloyd, juvenile (also Vill stage dance

prima
numbers);
Mabelle
White,
donna; Emma Siegel, soubret; 16
chorus

girls.

THE NAUGHTY FIREMAN.
Chicago, Nov.

Sam Sidman,

7.

head of his own
show at the Columbia this week, had
an encounter with a city fireman
verbal which caused his incarceration
in the Harrison street police station
at the

—

for

several

hours.
to inspect back
the custom and law, and

The fireman came
stage, as

is

.

versary number
off

(in

is

December,

He

'-vas

later

the matinee
released.

son: "Jack

is all right," he said, "but
he went overboard the wrong way.
He has been like a good many others,
all giving a great production but getting no profit. This year I suppose he
thought he would get a little money,
and went to the other extreme, going

so far that way that instead of turning out what he has usually heard
called the best show, his 'Behman
Show' is now the worst."

"The Behman Show" was reviewed
by Wynn (John J. O'Connor), acknowledged to be the best newspaper reviewer of
burlesque attraction in
America. Mr. O'Connor requested permission not to write a notice on "The
Behman Show" last week, saying there
must have been some mistake somewhere and that "Jack Singer will certainly fix up that show." He was instructed to write the notice and "let
the show down a little" if he wanted
to, which Mr. O'Connor claims to have
done, saying the "Behman
poorer than his notice of

vaudeville

after a flop with feature
being personally managed by
Mr. Defalco, who has arranged for a
series of concerts in the house by
Italian artists of international note.
films,

is

Show" was
it

stated

and the notice was a pretty bad one.
Mr. Singer would have been wiser
to have requested the Columbia Wheel
officials to pass an opinion upon his
"Behman Show" and if securing a favorable opinion from them, contradicting Variety's review by publishing the
official

statement.

REPORTING ON TAYLOR'S SHOW.
As

a result of the criticism of the
office representatives of Varlast week's issue of Charles
Taylor's "Darlings of Paris," heads of
the American Circuit followed it up
with a wire to I. Herk in Chicago asking him to make investigation of the
reported condition of the show, and

Chicago
iety

in

report
accordingly.
The American
censors saw the show earlier in the
season. It was reported then to pass
muster, Taylor having
supplied
it
with new equipment and given
it
scenery that came up to the stand-

The show is in Milwaukee this
Chas. E. Taylor, of the show,
a written communication to Variety's New York office, states that his
ard.

week.

,

in

scenery

(four

scenes)

was

all

new

changes of .ward-

Tay'or offers to spc R d more money
Variety will name the "individual
higher up in burlesque circles" in the
story
mentioned.
If
that happens,
Taylor says he will give $50 to the
Smoke Fund. How much he will give
if the name isn't published Mr. Tay-

if

Tha Metropolis, Bronx, playing pop

weeks
was among

several

1917)

who heard of it were somewhat surprised that an old stager like Singer
should resort to it, especially when
his "Behman Show" was revived while
at the Columbia, New York, always
under the eyes of the most important
men in burlesque. It was the consensus of burlesque opinion last week
while Singer's show was at the Columbia that that production was the
poorest Singer has ever had his name
linked to. One burlesque manager expressed himself thusly, offering a rea-

robe.

middle of

still

the peculiarities of the Singer defense.
The "advertising" excuse for a poor
notice in Variety on a poor show has
been so often used, the burlesque men

this season; also 12

the

New

Variety gave a b d notice to Singer's
last week, while that
was at tht Columbia theatre, New York.
Mr. Singer is reported to have
stated in writing the reason Variety
"panned" "The Behman Show" was because he (Singer) had not advertised
in Variety's Anniversary Number.
A casual investigation brought out
that Mr. Singer had a page advertisement jn Variety's last Anniversary
Number in December, 1916. Just why
he should advance the "advertising"
argument when Variety's next Anni-

stage

in

in

attraction

Sidman saw fit to make some remarks which the fireman saw fit to
construe as derogatory. The fireman
went back to the fire chief, and as a
result Sidman was yanked off the

Monday.

Driscoll.

it

traveling

Thyrra Shaw, professionally known
as Thyrza Ware, received a judgment
for $205 against Will J. Ward last week,
alleging a breach of contract and a
verbal agreement.
The plaintiff was

until

people

"Behman Show"

name

sion.

burlesque

week it was told how lack
owner and producer of "The
Behman Show" had "explained" why
this

Singer,

ment.

over.

£2

York

The house will likely be renamed
The Folly, under Kahn's management.
Keith's Bronx recently tried a small
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Downstairs Thomashefsky
opera with a top price of 12. offers Yiddish
It hat often
been stated that they will n«v for
.!.,m!.
they like on the Easi Side
a'nd
borne out by the fact that the that ta'SSn
charge is now
50 cents top in the Winter GardTn
With

Among

Keith's Bronx theater will discontinue pop vaudeville Nov. 11. Nov. 19,
according to present plans, Ben Kahn
will take possession of the house, to
present the same style ctf burlesque
stock production Kahn has been giving
for some time at the Union Square
theatre.

lor didn't say.

;

VARIETY
Normandie Hotel building) and
making extensive alterations on its
front-ana interior. Until ready for occupancy the Monroe Co. is doing business at 118 West 38th street.

instance! are the only oner on record
of artists being civilly arrested by a
house manager for non-appearance.
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is

Tha irrapraaaibla Maurice B. Haas,
ex-scribe, ex-horseman, ex-boulevarex-companion (to millionaires
exclusively) and ex-attendant to Walter Brower, has finally edged into
something promising. "Snippy," as he

On*

the most important meetings in the history of the American
of

Federation of Labor is scheduled to
be held in Buffalo, starting Nov. 12.
The musicians will be represented at
the meeting by President Joseph N.
of New York;
secretary treasurer, St.

Weber,

Owen

Miller,

Louis; David
A. Carey, Toronto, and C. A. Weaver,
Des Moines, who were appointed Federation delegates at the New Haven
last summer. Those going for
J. A. T. S. E. are President Charles
Shay, Charles Crickmore, Ed. G.
Lemaster,
William
Canavan,
St.
Louis; Charles Malloy, Butte; William
Rusk, San Francisco; Louis Kraus,
Philadelphia; Richard Green, Chicago;
Oscar Scheck, Cleveland; Germaine
Quinn, Minneapolis, and William McKinnon, New York. Delegates from
(St.
the Alliance are
L. G. Suarez
Louis) Les Dolliver (San Francisco)
and J. J. Barry (Boston). Others are
the
Harold Williams, representing
Easton (Pa.) central union body; J.
body); William
B. Kelly (Peekskill
McKinnon (New Rochelle district)
Charles Malloy (Butte Central Labor
body^
E. A. Clark (Phoenix, Ariz.,

meeting
the
C.

A.

S.

Byron

is

back

in

New York

Hanry M. Bloaaom

of
%

try-

is

reported having been Ross' "angel,"
and backed the show with $4,000. Ross
ho longer has an office in the Putnam
building,

although

his

name appears

on the door of the H. W. ReinersFrank Terry offices.
Ross* whereabouts or movements since the show
started out are claimed to be
unknown by occupants of the offices.

Tha caaa of Harry Sears against the
New York Hippodrome, Charles Dillingham and R. H. Burnside for a
judgment on money alleged to be due
on back salary claimed through varplaintiff

and now being

utilized

"Cheer Up," is still pending, with
Sears' testimony being heard before

in

Justice Murray in the
icipal Court, Oct. 25.

New York Mun-

The hearing has
been adjourned. The decision is likely
dwell upon details of ideas given
producers in conversation and later
produced by them. This case is odd
in that respect, with the outcome involved in a large theatrical item.
to

Conroy and Lemaire have been booked for a week at Keith's. Providence,
for the near future, the first time the
*eam has appeared ic, {hat citv since
the memorable week when Manager
Levenberg caused their arrest for refusing to open because of their hilling.
The same w*eck Lemaire and Dawson
who were playing Cedar Rapids. la.,
were also jailed by Manager Hugo of
the Majestic theatre there for a similar
offense. As far as is known those two

Richard Harlow, the Queen Isabella
"1492," appeared at E. E. Rice's

Testimonial

Benefit
Hitchcock's
at
theatre. It is said he may return to
the stage after 15 years' absence.

C. W. Lawford, manager of the Morgan Grand theatre, Srfaron, Pa., will resign, due primarily to the new lessees'
desire to personally direct and man-

age the theatre themselves.
"If You Fight for Your Country Like
You Fight at Home" is a war song re-

THE SERVICE

IN

the war continues VARIETY will he gent complimentary to any theatrical man in the U. S. Service.
Name, with atorees, should be forwarded and proper
maawnf aemrees sent at onee if ordered *lttwfe«re.

The

list wftl

hemaintained also

for

r<

mother, Mrs. Rhoda Dunfel, 60, who
died Oct. 20 at her home in Fairmount,

Harry De Costa and
Witmark & Sons.

Va.
Mlla.

the

danseuse

featured
with "Speedway Girls," suffered the
entire loss of her equipment during a
fire which occurred at the Gayety,
Minneapolis. The loss included props
imported from Japan and the Orient,
Fifi,

hand embroidered draperies, screens,
cushions,
baskets,
Persian
rugs,
lamps, tiger skins and wardrobe. The
act will be replenished next week and
will continue with the show.

Thraa man

called at the Globe theaYork, the day the war tax
effect.
They represented
themselves as internal revenue inspectors and saw the Fred Stone show,
gratis.
Collector Mark Eisner heard
of it and says any inspector from the
tax office should be called upon to identify himself when visiting a theatre on
tre,

Vardon and Parry are distributing
hair protectors for use while making
up.
their

Each protector
name.

Tha Oneonta
sumed

playing

stamped with

is

(N. Y.) theatre has revaudeville, two acts,

week, booked by William Delaney in the United Booking Offices.
split

Gaffney Brown is back with "the
Henrietta
wiih
man,"
who,
Wheeler, now form the trio of Brown,
Harris and Brown.
J.

old

New

went Into

official

business,

Tha Gua Sun

Springfield,

at

offices

are going to furnish a special
for the annual Pumpkin Show
Maysville, Ky., Nov. 22-24.

111.,

bill

at

Leo and Mae Jackson sailed Nov. 3
on the "Vcstris" for South America,
where they are scheduled to fulfil contracts calling for 35 weeks.
..

Tha

benefit for the Navy Relief Society at the Hippodrome last Sunday
night was supervised by Lieut. M. S.
Bentham, U. S. N. A program autographed by the president and the
members of the Cabinet sold to Edward Margolies for $375. The original of the Christy cover for the program was bought by- Dr. Harris of the
New York Yacht Club for $1,000.

appointed
Crilly has
of the opera house, Lawrence,
to succeed the late John R.

been

Jamea
manager
Mass.,

Oldfield.

is

William

the

enterprise

individual

n ;:i"'!' 'i.
cuin'ciy
will open with the French stock com-

T *je Monroe

house

known

cialist.

Solly

Ward, comedian with "Roseland

returned to the cast Monday
Girls,
after being forced to lay off, owing to
throat trouble.
William Pinkham, who Yiad an ankle

bone broken by a piano falling on it
around Broadway on
recently,
is
crutches.
Jackie Adison, in the chorus of the
Pat White Co., suffered a relapse after
an operation for appendicitis, at the
Normandie Hotel, Chicago.
Grace Haley, of the Four Haley Sisters, is in the American Hospital, Chicago, suffering from double pleurisy.
Bryan Foy, of the Foy family, left
San Francisco to join his mother at
Colorado Springs, where Mrs. Foy is
ill.
It is Eddie Foy's intention to remove his wife to Albuquerque, N. M.
Bryan is expected to rejoin the act at

Bartholdi Inn.
Albert Gorman, known professionally
as "Nervo the Great," and specializing
on a slide and "stomach leap" (a featured stunt in fairs), was injured on
Broadway near 42nd street, Saturday
last, when a new filing cabinet fell
from a wagon and struck him on the
arm. A break of one of the bones was
reported.
George Munroe was unable to go
on at the opening of the "Show of
Wonders" at the Shubert, Boston. He
was attacked with la grippe in his dressing room shortly before the curtain
rose and despite hfs efforts to come
back in time tor his part he could not.
He was attended by a physician who
believed he would be able to resume
On a short notice George
his role.
Hare jumped into the role.
Evelyn Nesbit Tuesday night was
forced to undergo an operation to extract a steel splinter that lodged in
her eye while passing the subway construction along Broadway on the way
The physician worked
to the Palace.
on Miss Nesbit in the dressing room
prior to her appearance.
John Jasper, general manager for
Charles Chaplin, is ill in his home at
Los Angeles. An artery near his heart
burst a few days ago.
Frank Fay, after a recent illness, is
convalescent.

NEW

J

Garrir.k,

pany November

,

,

,

:'-

20.

1.

Elinore

Loew

Lo,.n,

Lum and

Smith)

<•<',<

nil

and

Phyllis

(two

people)

Davies.

"Hie

Love

Thief"

Mnging.
tiem !> Bell Trio, two men, one
woman, songs and eomedy.
Inward Russell and Co., in "The
Sprained Ankle," sketch (Coast).
I

The Melrose (Mn-O
Nov.

ACTS.

single.
Manning
P.calrice

Dooley loleen (loleen Si-ter-O was

as

Trunk- Co. has taken a
ter .«year lease on the south-east corP
(in
Cf fjt 38th street and Broadway

Ted Gibson, during a scene with Bert
Lytell in "Mary's Ankle," was subjected to a slap on, the ear at each performance. Lytell was just a little too zealous with the blow one evening and it
put Gibson's ear out of commission.
The ear drum was broken. Ted is now
having the member treated by a spe-

comedy

act.
It.
is r» large production carrying
12 people, with Lola Girlie as the principal.
Special batteries of limits will

the

Minerva Morris (Mrs. Allen Summers) has been ill for two months
Chicago, having underwent <two serious operations.
in

Art Smith (Hanby,

granted a divorce from l-.lm Inward
O'Ncil (Doc O'N'cil) in Seattle. Oct. X).

be used, independently of
currents
The act will be
"The Aliniature Ballet."

a portion of his affliction.
Joe Fields (Fields and Halliday) was
taken seriously ill at Worcester last
He is being treated in New
week.
York and expects to resume shortly.
Phil Doreto, in the Homeopathic
Hospital, Reading, Pa., for the past four
weeks, suffering from a severe cut on
his head.

of

Elliott.

Mr. De Recat, ballet master at the
Opera House, Paris, and also in Chicago, is producing a new vaudeville

The

out of the cast of

*

The production of "Papa." supposed
made by KI1ir.it, Cmnstnck &

to be
dest.

is

"Maytime," due to a sprained ankle.
Joe Welch is again reported in a serious condition, with loss of memory aa

Louis Wesley's condition became
alarming during the week and his recovery was despaired of. He is at the

mailing letters

cently written by

published by

AND INJURED.

Perle Jermon

Los Angeles.

VAUSTY.

ious ideas said to have been originated

by the

putting the
musicalized

WklU

It

who

is

the

VARIETY FREE

sent care

Vt.,

to

version of "Marrying Money," which
had a short New York career some
time ago.

TO THEATRICAL MEM

district).

Howard from Woodstock,

touches

finishing

ing to get out from under the dark
cloud of hard luck and misfortune
which hit him all in one day. Byron
was a principal with "Our Betters,"
playing Cohan's Grand, Chicago, On
the very day it disbanded, he received
a wire announcing the death of his

;

now develops that there were numerous unpaid bills, with all sorts of
court action promised if the members
or those holding bills for scenery,
costumes, etc., can locate Ross personally and seave papers. The biggest
complaint is from a venerable Mr.

Chauncay Olcott, on his road trip
with "The Irish 15th," will devote his
Sundays en route to singing to the
boys in the different cantonments and
camps through the south.

ing.

;

Last waak'a Variety chronicled the
sudden and unexpected closing of
"Leave It To Me" (director Clark
Ross) which hit the rocks in Yonkers.

Robart Noma supervised an entertainment Monday night given at the
Greenpoint (Brooklyn) Masonic Lodge.
Nome's father has for many years
been organist of the lodge.

is popularly known, is now manager
of the Jules de Nagy Co. of furriers,
and in addition to the title has his
name printed in gold letters on one
of the transoms—only one, for gold
letters are expensive these days and
the Jules de Nagy concern is just start-

Whan tha Wintar Garden show featuring Al Jolson strikes southern territory, the principal comedian will retire from the cast and will, according
to present plans, be replaced by Bert
Swor. Jolson, after leaving "Robinson
H
Crusoe, Jr., will return either to New
York or San Francisco for a rest preparatory to rehearsing with the next
Winter Garden production in which he
will be the star.

ILL

the

dier,

TlBMlfMrt

11

War

theatre burned

w

mi.

and Carlton

Circuit next week.

open

on

the

Future," satirical
"I he
h \2 people.

comedy,

it

Thvr/a Ware and Walter DeZine,
two act.
Dorothy Burton, in a new sketch.

LEGITIMATE

12

W.M. P. A'S "EXPERIENCE" MEETING
ON THEATRE TAX COLLECTIONS
Measure Has Not Been in Force Long Enough to Develop
Flaws in Present Method Ruling on Theatrical Reporters

—
—National Exhibitors

Made

9

Interpreta-

tion of 5c. Paragraph.

RELIEF SOCIETY FORMED.
Chicago, Nov. 7.
The western branch of the Stage
Women's War Relief Society was orgained this week at a mass meeting
Powers' theatre under the
field at
leadership of Mrs. Otis Skinner.
Permanent quarters r or the branch
have been established at the Illinois
theatre, where a room has been furcomplete with Red % Cross
nished
equipment. Dozens of women *in the
?rofession embracing every branch
rom the leading stars of the legit
stage to the wardrobe nJstresses work
in this room, making supplies
and accessories.
Chicago society women who at some
former time were connected with the
profession, including Mrs. Hickson
and Mrs. Samuel Insull, are helping
the project. Mrs. Insull was professionally known as Gladys Wallis. Mrs.
Elinore Stuart Fifield (who appeared
with Blanche Walsh), 'is also active,
as well as Mrs. Theodore P. Henderson (who was Mildred Marshall).
Others include Mrs. Mort Singer, Mrs.
Percy Hammond. Florence Moore,
May Dowling, Frances Landy, Frances Cameron, Anita Lawrence and
Annie Russell.

dally

The members

of the United

Mana-

assumes the tax on

Protective Association held a
at the offices of the association Wednesday noon, which developed into an experience meeting on
the War Tax question. It was discovered that with the tax in effect for
less than a week it was impossible to
outline where the present method of
collection was either correct or a
failure. Another meeting to discuss
the same subject will be held this
gers'

meeting

month

papermen pay.

later.

DAYTON'S VICTORIA FOR FILMS.
Dayton, Nov. 7.
Theodore Chifos, owner of the
Apollo here, playing pictures, leased

read, containing instructions regarding the admission to theatres of peole
impersonating inspectors of the

Victoria this week and will assume supervision of the house Nov.

theatre inspection will carry special credentials in addition to their
badges.
The office of Internal Revenue for
the Third District stated this week
that they had received no figures on
which they might base an estimate of
what the Government is to receive
for the first week the tax was operative in New York.
A ruling from the local collector was
received regarding the passing of theatrical reporters.
The collector held
newspaper men just dropping in for a
minute to see the manager of the house
were not subject to the tax.

Chicago, Nov. 7.
of the National
Exhibitors* League here issued the
following statement on the tax question as the result of a concentrated
inquiry by small exhibitors:
"The only theatres which are exempt under

The general counsel

maximum charge for
which Is five cents. If there Is
a ftve-cent charge and also a ten-cent charge
for admission, the tax will rest upon the
five-cent admissions br well as those for which
ten cents Is charged.
A maximum admission
of five cents may be charged for an afternoon
performance and more for an evening perform-

Broadhurst next week. Originally it
was planned to co-star Carolina
White, of the Chicago grand opera,
with Mr. Brian, but she dropped from

stand
here
and played Klaw &
Erlanger
and Shubert attractions.
But few road attractions have been
booked ahead. They 'ill be played,
the pictures beinsr temporarily disconued as the shows arrive.

the cast while the show was playing
out of town.
Dallas Welford is also out, having
been replaced by Frank Moulan.
Audrey Maple now has the prima
donna role vacated by Miss White.

Toledo, Nov. 7.
The Valentine, formerly the legit
combination stand here, is now playing pictures under the direction of the
Loew Circuit. It opened a couple of
weeks ago, although the Loew people
obtained the theatre last spring.

POOR BUSINESS

The

ALL SPECS. LET

L'>s
(

Angeles, Nov.

'nnsi'irrable trouble
iH's'/,!

l

M -rp

l-ito

7.

and annovaivc
v.eek f.v
tax at the
and public

1v-t

tnc o/ilcct inn of the war
theatres, hut the managers
are now working in harmony.
E\cry theatre hut one is charging
tin
tax to the public, tin.- exception
being Pantages', which i\. created its
admission from 20 to ?() cents and

IN.

Chicago, Nov.

7.

The arrangements between the Shu-

to

ance.
The afternoon receipts are exempt, but
the evening rerelpts are taxable.
"Also, the proprietor of a motion picture
theatre is not allowed to set aside a portion
of his theatre In which an admission of five
cents or les« Is charged When a charge for
the other portion of his theatre is more than
five rents and expect to exempt from the payment of the tax the five-cent charge made for
this restricted portion of his house. To repeat,
where the maximum charge for admission to
any portion of the theatre is more than five
centH. the tax will be paid upon the five-cent
admiasions nn well as upon the admissions at
a greater price.
•It
would seem advisable, where a different arimlHslon charge Is to be made on one
date, that exhibitors 9hould divide the time
into performances or periods and clear the
house before the commencement of the time
for which the admission charge Is more than
five rents.
In the case of children, age Is a
determining fuctors
The tax upon admission
charge for a child under twelve yearB of age
is one cent. Irrespective of whether the charge
Is ten
rents or ten dollars.
The amount of
admission charge determines whether the tax
applies or not.
A the«tre muy be tax-free
on week days and taxable on Sundays or
special days.
Or a theatre may have a maximum admission of flv<« e«>nts for a time and
afterwards advance the price for all admissions so as to bring It within the taxable class.
A tlnatre muy be mih'ect to the tax and redu e It h admission to five cents, thereby getting
into the tax exempt elass.
"This information rovers the attitude of tho.
hureau of Internul Revenue.

Donald Brian will be the lone star
of
"Her Regiment" when Joseph*
Weber's production opens at the

when it will be devoted to a
straight picture policy. The opening
film attraction will be "The Honor
System," to be followed by
Conqueror."
The Victoria was the large legit
22,

the statute are places the

admission

BRIAN A LONE STAR.

the

evenue Department. Those assigned

to

\\<\>'

seats.

on admissions totals 11 cents, by increasing the price 10 cents on one
section of the house the management
is losing a cent on each seat, when
there are capacity audiences.
Practically all the theatres are passing the critics without tax and paying themselves. The exception is the
Mason, which is making the news-

Letters from Collectors of Internal
Revenue Mark Eisner and Grant were

&'

On

the
different prices of admission the tax
all

bert houses and the scalpers changes
here with the opening of 'The Passing Show." Heretofore Mrs. Couthoui
has monopolized the tickets for the
Garrick and Princess. Hereafter the
other brokers will be served at the
box offices, too, instead of having to
deal with Mrs. Couthoui.
The Shubert management found the
old system injurious to general results.

"The Passing Show" buy

is

light.

NEW FARCE MAKES LAUGHTER.
Atlantic City, Nov.

IN LOS ANGELES.
Los Angeles, Nov. 7.

"The Thirteenth Chair"

is not getdeserves at the
Mason, but this is no fault of the
play or the company, which, while
only of the second rate kind the New
York managers usually send west,
gives a good performance, with Katherine Grey in the leading role.
The Liberty Loan and other patri-

ting the business

otic

it

campaigns seem to have affected

theatres noticeably. Other houses are
complaining.

I

"WHY MARRY?"-CHICAGO HIT.
Chicago, Nov. 7.
at Cohan's

"Why

Marry?" opened

Grand Monday night witji as pat and
perfect a cast as ever stepped out on a
stage Nat C. Goodwin, Arnold Daly,
Ernest' Lawford, Edmund Breese, Estelle Winwod, Beatrice Beckley (Mrs.
James K. Hackett), Lotus Robb and
Harold West. The play held the house-

—

ful

until

in

11:40,

running too long.

going up
It is

late

now being

and
cut.

But no amount of cutting can cut the
soul out of it. And that soul spells hit.
It is a creed against marriage and
an argument for it at the same time.
It proves (though, for some inexplicable reason, with hundreds of lines too
many, it fails to put in one that would
say so) that wh?t the "new thought"
propagandists are preaching against
marriage is absolutely the same as the
church and law preach for it that the
difference is in meaningless words, only.
This is proven in a most spectacular
surprise, when the judge (Goodwin),
listening to the high-flown declaration
of the two lovers (Daly and Miss Winwood), declares them man and wife because their statements, meant to be
against marriage, constituted a legal

—

and binding marriage vow.
Miss Winwood, though known as a
splendid actress through several strong
and artistic roles, is nevertheless a novice

and an "unknown"

in

comparison

with the scintillating stars around her.
Yet she took first honors in the performance. Her work was ringing, right

and

real.

The

central interest, justly so,

seemed
Chicago had

bound 'round Goodwin.

always been his high spot of favor. He
had been seen here in failures, weak
monologs and second-class troples tor
several seasons.
Now he has come
back. Never was he more unctuous or
more at ease. His part is that of an
old philosopher wh> is strong for divorce a subtle thought for casting
Goodwin But not on that at all did

—

1

his gratifying return to the laurel stand.

Goodwin made good. Who would havd
thought he had another left in him?
Daly, with a juicy part as the unconventional Romeo, played it all over.
Not that he overplayed it, at all. He
bad lines that would have gotten a
hand in a sidewalk c^scussion. And
his irresistible manner gilded his opportunities.

TELLEGEN'S "BROTHER'S OATS."
"His

Brother's Oats," by Willard
Mack, is the new play in which Lou
Tellegen is to return to the speaking
stage as star.
The supporting cast has Wm. Courtleigh, Jr.. Mabel Carruthers, Walter
Regan, Paul Porcaci, Jane Eustace,

Hazel Turney.

7.

The new farce, "What's Your Husband Doing?" from George V. Her-

Miss Robb, with

decidedly

skinny

dialog, unveiled a tremulous personality and a method of exacting sympathy
that made her most valuable. Her role
is so indecisive and inconsequential that

the author doesn't even bother to dispose of it in the plot. But she held it
up in lavender rather than scarlet, sotto
voce and restrained.
For a "talking play," with almost no
business except sitting, standing, gesturing with the hands, tapping with the
foot and lighting an occasional cigar,

"Why Marry?"

bert, created a lot of merriment about
the Apollo at its three day run start-

hit Chicago, which is
not the softest market for that sort of
offering.
New York will buy this play
beyond conjecture. By the time it gets
there it will have been trimmed to fit
the theatre dial, and, with elimination
of a few repetitions and superfluous
arguments, it will he entertainment de
luxe and substantial.

ing Nov. 5.
Whi' there is nothing
particularly brilliant about the show,
still it has its elements of slap-jack
humor that catches on and the patrons
were able to sit back in their chairs
and enjoy close to three hours of
rapid-fire fun. that, while a bit blunt
at times, "went over the top" at all
times.

SIX

"FRILLS" REHEARSING.
The
"Furs

Max Spiegel
am Frills" was
1

NEW PLAYS NEXT WEEK!

Never before

production of
placed in reBut two mem-

ern

legitimate

been so

the history of modtheatricals have there
in

many changes

in

New York

hearsal on Monday.
bers o." the original cast were retained,
the m-»v company having been organized through the Matt Grau office who
--neri
Fletcher Norton. Feme Rogers. Harriett Burt. Will Rhodes. Mil-

theatres during November.
Next week there will be six new
shows offered for public approval.
They are "Mme. Ccolc" at. the Har-

Dawson,
Harrv Miller,

with John

t<

n

original

show

Ernest
all

company

the
to

To-rance

members
remain.

the 30th street; "The

and

of the
-

The

going to make a try for a
Shubert, Chicago or Boston, house,
after reopening about Nov. 19.
is

"What's Your Husband Doing" at
Gay Lord Quex"
Drew and Margaret Illington at the 48th street; "The Heights"
at the Playhouse;
"Her Regiment"
with Donald Brian at the Broadhurst;
"Three Bears," with Anne Murdock
at the Empire.
ris;

:

r^'-'^v'-

ADA MEADE
under rontrnrt

LAIN BROWN, and now with
son and Joseph
nutn's

(

to

CHAMHER-

Julia Sindersiwtlmnio iu Churles h'rou-

"RAMBLER ROSE."

LEGITIMATE,
NEW YORK THEATRES DROP
COMMISSIONS TO AGENCIES
War Tax

Brings About Rearrangement Between House Managers and Hotel Ticket Agencies. Majority of Theatres
in New York Have Eliminated Commissions Because of Added War Tariff. Shuberts'
Houses Only Holding Out.

Out of the turmoil occasioned by the
inauguration of the war tax on theatre admission has come a thunderbolt
caused by conditions. It was the lopping off of commissions at 16 of the
Broadway houses as far as the theatre
ticket agencies were concerned.
That many houses declared themselves last week and two other theatres cut commissions to 20 cents a
ticket.
Saturday the only houses in
New York holding to the old commission basis were the theatres controlled
by the Shuberts with the exception of
their Winter Garden where there is an
outright buy in force.
The list of theatres allotting regulars
without commission are
the Cohan, Cohan and Harris, Criterion,
Eltinge, Empire, 48th Street, Gaiety,
Hitchcock's 44th Street, Knickerbocker,
to the agencies

Amsterdam,

Playhouse

and

Winter

Garden. The Century, where the record outright buy is in force, is also selling to the outside men at the flat box
office rate.
The Belasco and the Lyceum have cut their commissions to 20

ported

that

Fairbanks

the

Sisters

would be starred in a show called
"The Gold Dust Twins/* written by
Lou Houseman. Lou is one of the
favorite
"goats"
for
dinner-table
farcing here, so it was hung on him.
allusion to the Fairbanks name
with the famous trade mark of the
Fairbanks company's product, was
obvious. But the local paragraphers
reprinted it in good faith.
Houseman laughed, himself. Then
he got a thought. Why not?
He mentioned it to the advertising
manager of the Gold Dust manufacturers, who promptly said his corporation would back a show billed
that way. Result
On Thanksgiving
Day "The Gold Dust Twins," featuring Fairbanks and Fairbanks (two
chorus girls who adopted the name

The

:

suddenly) will open in Springfield,
with 30 people, booked for the
one-night
towns hereabouts.
And
Houseman, who never wrote a book
in
his life, is actually writing the
piece.
Earl Carroll has been ap-

proached for the music.
Interested with Houseman will be
Ernie Young, the ticket broker, and
Henry Segal and a brother of Van
Hoven, the London fave. Harry Bransky will stage the show. The promoters are °ow considering whether
they will let the Fairbanks company
"in" on it, as they have put up enough
money themselves to float the propo-

During the first few days that the tax
was effective the agencymen discovered that it would only be a question
of a few months before their entire
clientele would be wiped out and they
would be forced to the wall. The tax
left

to the agencies but 47 cents profit

on a $3.50 sale. On the big nights
where they would receive a dollar advance, it would bring the cost of a $2.50
ticket to $4 to the public. During the
part of last week the public
general refused to pay the added
tariff when the agencies quoted prices
which would allow them an advance of

GEST'S

HEAVY AD CAMPAIGN.

Morris Gest is at present carrying
out one of the heaviest advertising
campaigns for "Chu Chin Chow'
planned in a decade for a theatrical
production in New York. The weekly
advertising
$3,650.

Of

for
this

the

attraction

amount

$1,300

is

totals

being

spent for painted boards, $1,100 for
bill posting and $1,250 for space in the
daily papers.
This week with the big election day
business the show figures to reach a
gross of $42,000. One of the reasons
for the gross goir.T up is due to the
premiums exacted from the agencies
that pay from $1 to $1.50 advance on
the seats. The management figures
the extra heavy tariff and the fact
that they are not allotting a block of
seats to the outside agencies on a
buyout basis will discourage the
brokers.
Twenty-six members of the com-

pany, mostly people who were playing
bits, are reported as having received
their notice last week and will finish
with the show Saturday.

general appeal was made to the
manager with the result the 16 houses
above mentioned subscribed to the idea
of dropping the commissions for the
period the war tax is effective. The
commissions the managers nave always
considered a legitimate profit.

JOKE PROMOTES PLAY.
Chicago, Nov. 7.
written for and published in Varikty for comedy purposes only, several weeks ago, has
taken itself seriously. The item pur-

A paragraph

&

—

—

-

There

is a pinch in the demand for
tickets at
the Metropolitan,
according to the statements of the ticket speculators who
specialize on the operatic season.

opera

New

York,

Whether the "times"

or

war tax

is

responsible, the specs do not decide,
but they say any number of pubscribcrs to their opera ticket bureaus
have requested reservations made for
them this season, as in previous ones,
be disposed of by the speculators to
other applicants, although but in a
few instances have the subscriptions
been canceled.
The demand has not been so light
in years, say the specs.

Camouflage

isn't in the dictionaries
as yet, but its evident meaning is making something look like what it ain't.
That is exactly what the Shubert pub-

department

licity

excepting Saturday and
holiday nights. Then follows a list of
which
the new order will
houses at
be placed into effect, including the
Street, Astor, Casino,
Elliott, 39th
Biiou, Booth, Broadhurst.
Nothing is said regarding the Shubert where "Maytime" is playing and
which was the only Shubert house
opening this week that has been getting a regular $2.50 scale. All of the
other theatres have been on the $2
list and the majority have had tickets

week-days

on sale at cut rates.
At the foot of the notice is a paragraph to the effect that at the Winter
Garden the price will remain at $2.50,
"which scale has been in effect there
since

The Century did $25,800 for the four
performances from Monday night to
matinee, including the
Election
This
Day performance.
amount exceeds by $8,300 the gross
taken in for the first four shows of

'The Century Girl" last year.
"Miss 1917'* is playing to a $3 scale
?nd had the benefit of a $5 per seat
opening show, which "The Century
Girl" did not have.

The

Century's

new

at 11:40.

show
It is

ended

expected

the production will shortly be brought
down to an ending around 11.
Thursday afternon, November 15,
the Century will give a special after-

noon performance for Tortola Valenthe Spanish dancer, who will at
that time give a series of her dances
for
the edification of the invited

cia,

guests. The Century managers appear
to be of the opinion the Signorita did
not have a resonable opportunity at
the premiere of "Miss 1917," where

she seemed lost among the crowd on
the stage.
Valencia at the Century appeared in
the opening performance, although it
had been advertised that she would be
offered at special matinees instead.
The dancer appealed to her attorneys,
it is said, with the result some adjustment was made with the Century man-

agement.

accomplished last
they managed

Monday morning when

to put over a story on the dailies in
New Yoik to the effect that the Shubert management was cutting the
prices at all of its theatres. As a
matter of fact, the Shuberts are cutting the prices at three of their
houses, but deny the fact about one
of them to cover up the failure of
the show there to attract.
In the statement sent to the papers
it is stated the Shuberts "have decided
to lower the prices at their theatres
instead of raising them," and that beginning last Monday a $2 scale would
prevail at their theatres on all regular

this

place

of

amusement was

opened eight years ago." As a matter
of fact the Winter Garden with "Do-

CENTURY'S BIG GROSS.

She is reported under conweeks at $2,000 weekly.

tract for ten

ing Our Bit" was scaled at $3 since
the opening until last Monday, but
poor business c. used them to chop
the price there 50 cents.

REWRITING SPANISH OPERETTA.
There has been a hurry call sent out
someone to rewrite the American
portion of the Spanish operetta, "The
Land of Joy," at the Park. It is generally admitted that the piece is sorely
for

need of fixing

in

in this particular.

The Spanish end stands up remarkably well, but the American humor inserted to give an excuse for the Spanish department falls down lamentably.

Jay Kaufman was called

S.

in

this

week to give the book attention while
the producers are trying to secure a
comedian that they can feature.
"The Land of Joy" played to a little
over $7,000 on four performances last
week. The show opened to $1,800
Thursday night, played to $1,600 Friday, and Saturday got $3,650 on two
performances.

REWRITING REWRITEN PLAT.
Young

Rita Johnson

"We
in

may

rewrite
stopped

Should Worry," which

Pittsburgh Saturday.

The

idea

is

make the show a polite musical
comedy and eliminate the "rough
stuff," retained by Henry Blossom in
adapting it from Hoyt's
"A Texas
to

Steer."

GOOD OR BAD REASON?
Chicago, Nov. 7.
The mystery is solved as to why
was "The Judge of Zalamea," the sensational

failure

Cohan's Grand

OPERA TICKETS PINCH.

in

A

7.

Erlanger's Blackstone theatre is due for a run such as no
theatre in Chicago has ever had on
wheels if a price can be agreed on
for a certain piece of real estate.
Tracy Drake, manager of the Blackstone Hotel, wants to build a thousand-room addition to the hotel. The
only bar to his plan is the theatre.
So he is considering the matter of
unbuckling the showhouse from the
ground, hollowed by countless effete
productions, and move it across the
street, on the opposite corner, facing
north instead of south. Engineers
have advised it can be done. The
hitch is in the difference of opinion
as to the value of the property for
the new site.
The original plan, announced in
August, was to build the addition on
the northeast corner of Seventh street
and Wabash avenue, connecting with
the Blackstone proper by bridges over
and tunnels under the theatre.
Should the present plan be carried
out, the Blackstone theatre, one of
the most handsome edifices in Chicago, but never a profitable venture,
may be made a money-maker by
virtue of the addition to the hotel,
which will make the Blackstone one
of
the largest fashionable family
hotels in the world, and a corner location facing Michigan Boulevard.
With one exception, the Blackstone
has never been able to register a
popular success.

Klaw

Tuesday night

sition.

latter

50 cents.

Chicago,* Nov.

Wednesday

cents.

SHUBERT CAMOUFLAGE.

DETACHING THE BLACKSTONE.

III.,

Practically since the inception of the
outside agency it has been the custom
to allot a certain number of regular
tickets to each of the brokers with a
privilege of return, they paying 25
cents commission on all seats sold. In
the event of sellouts they received the
best seats on telephone calls and their
orders were redeemed by them at the
same rate of advance over the box office price.
With the advent of the
buyouts, a number of houses made a
flat rate same as the box office price
to the agencymen, but on the bigger
hits, where they were forced \.o buy
and buy in blocks, the commissions still
stood. This was especially the case on
holiday and Saturday nights.
Under prevailing conditions (with the
war tax on) a seat sold at the box office at $2.50 would cost the agency an
added premium or commission of 25
cents. On top of this would come a war
tax of 28 cents bringing the total cost
of the ticket to $3.03. The least that a
ticket could be sold for would be $3.50
to the public, which would look like an
advance of a dollar over the box office
price.

a

the
sure-fire
with Leo Ditrichstein
in

closed Saturday.
Ditrichstein, apparently feeling that
some explanation was due, let it out
that when he was a lad, in the old
country, his father took him to see
his first play.
Right then and there
he determined that he would be an
actor and that he would play the leading part in that play. It was "The
Judge of Zalamea."

"OUT THERE" ON TOUR.
A.

have

W. Dingwall and Ambrose
made

an

arrangement

Miller

with

George Tyler regarding the road rights
for Laurette Taylor's play, "Out There.**
Elsa Ryan is to appear in the piece
playing the Canadian and Pacific Loast
territory.

to

"Texas atmosphere" is the portion
be cut.
Four of the original cast have been

re-engaged. They are Ray Raymond,
Dana Sykes, Harry Fern and Harry
Fender.

The

latter is changing his
Shields.
lie is a

Harrison

from

name

to

juvenile

St. Louis, originally engaged to
in Blossom's "A Night in June,"

play
since declared

off.

CORT'S "BUSTER BROWN/'
"Buster

Brown," with

briel in the lead,

Master

Ga-

now

rehearsing for
the legitimate houses,
is

road tour in
under the direction of John Cert.

?.

Gabriel first came to theatrical notice
when playing "Buster'.' in the show
when it first appeared some 12 years
ago at the Majestic. N'ew York (now
Park).

That production had the

Kilties chorus of girls New
then seen, also George Ali,
"Tige," the dog.

first

York had
who was

LEGITIMATE,

14

NEWS FROM THE
(Bdm»

DAILIES

Philadelphia, Nov. 7.
A sudden dropping offweekbusiness
caused
in all the houses last
speculation by the managers as

m

program will perhaps be curtailed, but It Is
hard to guess what number will be sacrificed.
Seldom has an entertainment of this sort
been so profusely liberal, so evenly balanced
and sustained. Time:
But It was the artistic perception which
grasped and welded together the massive show
a perception In which good taste and a
remarkable sense of color always prevailed
which Is the secret of the undoubted success of "Miss 1017. "— World.

news mutter not colUeted by Vajuity but rewritten in
condensed form from tho items romtmf to themtrkoie ay ***** m tko
New York doily neattfofers between the dates of Vamty's weekly
is

some

to the cause.
By a few

new
it was claimed the
war tax was having its effect, but

—
—

issues.)

M

PIPES OF PAN.
Enrico Caruso returned from South AmerNov. 4, after a bIx months' tour.

ica,

"Dear Brutus," the new
be directed by Iden Payne.

Darrle play,

will

New

stock for her In his company.
She claims
that the stock had never been purchased and

had him brought to court. He was charged
with grand larceny and was held in S1.U00
bail.

"The Star Gazer," tho score by Franz Lehar, opened at

$763 to purchase some

Shipbuilding Co.,

flin

London, Conn., Nov.

5.

Campbell Casad, handling the advance for
the Snuberts' "Show of Wonders," Is the
originator or a publicity stunt that

"Romance and Arabella"

closed

this

week

at the Harris.

The

("The
"L'Blcvation"
opening
of
Heights") has been postponed to Wednesday,
Instead of Tuesday.

"Her Regiment," the new Victor Herbert
York engagement

operetta, will begin its New
at the Broadhurst, Nov. 12.

A dinner was tendered to Dr. Oscar M.
Fred
Lelser at the Lambs' Club, Nov. 4.
Nlblo presided over the festivities.
Mme. Raymonde

mezzo-soprano

Delaunois,

Metropolitan
week from France.
the

of

Opera

Co.,

arrived

last

Lou Tellegen will return to the stage In
"Blind Youth," written by himself and WllThe piece Is now rehtarsing.
lard Mack.

"Madame Ceclle," Louis Anspacher's comedy, will have its premiere in New York at the
Kathryn Kidder
Harris theatre, Nov. VI.
(Mrs. Anspacher) will be featured.
At the first entertainment given by the
Stage Women's War Relief at the Hotel Blltmore, Nov. 2, S.'UKX) was made for the soldiers.

"The Gay Lord Quox." with John Drew and
Margaret Illlngton, will succeed "I'eter Ibbetson" at the 48th street theatre Monday night.
The play was acted here 1U years ago.

having

Collette, the scenic artist at the Motheatre, has returned to Los Angeles,
completed his work on "Lombardl,

Ltd.,"

and other Morosco productions.

John
rosco

Jean Bedlna, of "Puss Puss" says his show
first to give a benefit performance
in the open air, when "Puss Puss" showed
for Red Cross funds some weeks before.

was the

"The Three Dears," a comedy, starring Ann
In
Murdock, opens rt the Empire, Nov. V\.
support will be Jerome Put rick. Ilex McDougall, Percy Marmont, J. T. Challlec, Alice Gale
and Margaret Linden.
Instead of being In the cast of "Miss '17,"
as originally intended, Tortola Valencia, the
Spanish dancer, will Le featured at u aeries of
special matinees at the Century, beginning
with next week.

Sunday the Valverdo Organizaprtsentlng "The Land of Jny," will
Inaugurate a series of Spanish Sunday nlsht
Spanish singconcertH at the Park theatre.
ers and dancers will make up the program.
Beginning

tion,

London rights for the spectacular
"The Lauding of l\ S. Troops in
ut the Winter Garden, have been

The
effect,

France,"
obtained

from the Shuherls
Courvllle In London.

by

de

Albert

Charts Drown, who has been managing tho
Leo DltricliBteln show in the West, Is returning to New York to assui:i- the personal
management of the Raymond Hitchcock show
the 44th

at

Street.

"The Old Country," at the .10th St., will
week and George V. Hobart's farce
"What's Your Husband Doing?" will open there
Monday. In the cast of the new piece are Hale
close this

Hamilton, Virginia Hammond, Charlotte Ives,
June Cooper and Jed Piouly.

The complete cast of "six Months' Option,"
which Dorothy Donnelly is producing, Imludca
Jane Marbury, W. T. Clark, Stauhy C. Ridges,
David Oulxano. Mrs. Jacques Martin, Florence
Martin, and Miriam Warring Manley.
The
piece

Is

VitV

u

?h
will

comedy written by
iit-

Ili'iiL.

\)(

.!i

Anc.'lla Anslee.
L.\ b

.i.-i

return to 1
prodiieiuK
m
lie
piece had a tew present at bum out of town lu^t
season and was called "The Cluite" and "The
Man Who Lost." Llrdndon Tynan will be in
the lead with Jess Dandy.
The piece opens
at Poughkeepsle, Nov. It;, and will be shown
in New York a little biter.
lei's

1

'

1

I

I

I .

I

Vera Gordon, an actress, says that she gave
Charles Danby, a salesman in the Fort Mif-

Is

getting

Casad, tho show and the £nuberta a lot of
newspaper space. Casad is pulling off a big
Charity Ball under the auspices of Chorus

with

Girls,

Boston.

the

funds

to

A comedy In three acts by Edward Chllds
Carpenter. Produced by Selwyn A Co., at the
Hudson, Nov. 6.
It Is a performance worth seeing again and
again for Its basic solidity of conception and
its richly colored, delicately shaded modulations.— Times.
Yet a modern application of the poetic idea,
though fancifully expressed by the lines the
author gave to his characters, was not so
fanciful when acted.
One can believe anything of youth, but mature indiscretions need
a more convincing excuse than Pan. Hermit.

go to the poor of

The ambulance for service In France provided by donations from prominent picture
producers and stars to the Stage Women's
War relief will not, as was flrot Intended, be
put into Immediate service In France. It will
be used to raise funds for six more of the
same pattern. The ambulance will be seen
shortly Upon Fifth ave., driven by various
stars.

Judgments filed in the County Clerk's office.
The first name is thst of the Judgment debtor,
the second the judgment creditor, and the
amount of Judgment.
McFadden,
E.
Lannlng Masters—C. J.
$22SL65.

Bernard Granville Pub.
Engraving Co., $30.45.
Luella Chllson

Ohrman

Co.,

Inc.—Chemical

—Musical Courier Co.,

$431.70.

Judge C C. Lemert admitted to probate the
codicil to the will of John Hoge,
whereby the Metropolitan Museum of Art of
N. Y. and the Actor's Fund of America receive
real estate In New York valued at $1,700,000.
Mortimer Fisher and David Gerber rep-

Samuel Tauber. Morris BerkowlU and Her-

man

disputed

resented the Actor's Fund.
Daniel Frohman
was among the witnesses examined. The Actor's Fund receives property at Fifth avenue
and 43d street, New York, valued at $000,000.

Jacques Copeau is expected here 4iext week
and will bring with him about .'10 people for
the productions at the new French theatre.
The company Is Robert Bogaert, Romaln Bouquet, Emile Chlfolleu, Andre Chotin, Jacques
Copeau. Charles Dullln, Francois Gourrac,
Paul Jacob Hians, Louis Jouvet, Jean Sarment, Jacques Ytldrac. Luclen Weber, Marcel
Valles,
Suzanne
Ping,
Luclenne
Bogaert,
Rc-nne Bouquet, Madeliene Geoffrey, Jane Lory,
Eugenie Nau, Paulette Noizeaux, Valentine
T< Baler, Jane Bathori-Cngel, Jossmln Howarlh.

Bus, and Evelyn, the Exquisite
Checker" Is the title of a series of short
stories, written by Jack La It, published in
book form by Doubleday .Page & Co The "Gus
the Bus*' stories first appeared in weekly Installments in the Chicago "Tribune"
In a
Vrefuce to the book Mr. Lalt says that since
all other authors have ignored the restaurent
bus boy, he will berolze him, and that the
Btorics were written, each within an hour, on
Sunday afternoons, the "Tribune" printing,
one every Monday.
Mr. Lull is very humorous in his Ideas of an extra dumb bus boy
(If any can be dumber than the others) who
earns $3 uud breaks $4 worth of crockery
weekly.

"Gus. the

LAM) OF

Till:

JOY.

a prolog and two acts.

in

— 8/ Senner,

et

al.,

1370.58.

SATISFIED JUDGMGENTS.

—

Box Office Attraction Film Rental Co.. Inc.
Wright Illustrating ft Engraving Co., $582.41.

ENGAGEMENTS.
Lillian Cooper ("Good Morning Rosamond").
Alma Belwyn (A. H.- Woods).
Jean Thomas ("Very Good Dddle").
Norval Keedwell ("A Successful Calamity").

SHOWS IfTtRI SCO.
San Francisco, Nov. 7.
Business at the Columbia, where
"Potash and Perlmutter in Society" is
holding forth, continues good.
The Alcazar continues to fair returns with Stella Mayhew in "Broadway and Buttermilk."
Anna Held in "Follow Me" opened
at the Cort to rather light attendance,
with both the piece and star failing
to

Music by J. Valverdo book by J. F. Ellzonda
and E. Velasco adaptation and lyrics by Ruth
Boyd Ober. Produced by J. Valverde at the
.Park theatre, Nov. 1.
A very real novelty came to the Park theatre last night, and bids fair to keep Its spacious auditorium and comfortable chairs well
tilled for many weeks.
Tunes.
The American m< 'tubers of the company are
less deserving of praise, nor is that part of
the p< rforinanco gi\cn in English better than
But the dancing and the music will
mediocre
repay everyone for a visit to the Park.
:

;

—

SHOWS

IN

New

Orleans, Nov.

"The Garden of Allah,"

in its

7.

second
doing

appearance at the Tulane, is
only moderately well.
A feature him at the Lafayette

is

at-

tracting light business.

Elizabeth Marbury is producing a
new musical piece entitled "Fancy
Free."
Cecile
lett

Cunningham and Walter Cathave been engaged for the piece
by Philip Bartholmae and

written

the music

the piece is published by Schirmer it may lead to litigation through the Witmarks claiming
they have an agreement with Tours for
all of his compositions.
If

for

IMRHAIIA.
."».

year out; for. in spite of all croaking, novand truth are very generally recognized.
But. being at the same time a rare and exqui-ite thing, not very strong in technique and
Hi adapted to tb-- mood of the casual playi.oer, its ;<tay with us nay he brief.
In either
case it is the part of \vi:;lorn for those who
care for things rare und exquisite to see It
sunn.- Times.
to detect, the m rited success of
It
is easy
elty

plishment

as

"The

a

Poor

Little

Rich

Girl."

must

him slrnnely In favor of
" '.'a »*b :.».» a. "
\:\t\
J.iju: >U\'m
e
i ?
it
."I. lily <a:-y to ;.-ii"ss that th-- s-ame influences
irt ha\e blMided li in to defects in the lati!
I"

as

well as

expected.*

Show

engagement here Nov. 17.
"The Boomerang" in its third week

doing fairly well at the Garrick.
here for eight weeks.
"Eileen" in the second of its four
weeks' engagement is playing to very
It

is

light

business

at

the

Lyric.

"Good

Gracious Annabelle" opened at the
Adelphi this week to a well filled
house with good business since.
"So Long Letty" is getting a good
play at the Walnut at "pop" prices.
The price will probably stay here for
awhile. The Orpheum_has the "Katzenjammer Kids" this week with "A
Daughter of the Sun" to follow.

The Garrick, Forrest, Adelphi, Broad
and Metropolitan Opera House gave
special Election Day matinees to fair
business.

The

worst

IN CHICAGO.
Chicago, Nov.

week

Everybody was

hit,

of

the

7.

season.

some as hard as
The bottom fell

a 60 per cent. skid.
out of "The Thirteenth Chair" and
"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," the latter having less than 50 people on the

main floor Saturday matinee. "The
Willow Tree" at the Blackstone (closing) died in its tracks, an utter ChiLeo Ditrichstein in
cago bloomer.
"The Judge of Zalamca" closed to the
record low receipts of Cohan's Grand
for a decade. "Canary Cottage," cutting to $1.50 at the Olympic, felt no
of its pulse.

Even the sure winners were

sliced.

"Miss Springtime" sold out only Saturday and Sunday nights, as did "Oh
Boy" and "The Man Who Came
Back." The Majestic suffered. Only
the Palace, with an extraordinary bill,
stood up. This was credited to the
slashing hit of Elsie Janis, the screaming responses to the Avon Comedy
Four and the local pull for Zella Ingram (Fox and Ingram) on her first
local big-time appearance.
In view of conditions the brokers
refused to make any advance buy for
William Gillette in "A Successfu!
Calamity," though it opened the new
SUidcbakcr.

Shows still making money, but limping through the lean period, include
"Mister
Antonio,"
"Upstairs
and
Down," "Seventeen" and the pop opera
Now comes the Chiat the Strand.
o:<tfn ( rand Opera to kick the business while it's down.

distinguished accomdra'i.atie producer.
Eleanor
first

preiudieed

''•i.i.

but not
closes

new throb

Frank Tours.

in three acts by Florence LinProduced by Arthur Hopkins at the
Plymouth theatre, Nov.
i'.eing the most original and authentic play
of the season thus far. "l'.arbara" may run the

have

to

"Among Those Present
stay.
to
comes Nov. 19.
"The Wanderer," hald over for two
extra weeks, is doing good busi-ess,

SHOWS

A comedy

('.ales'

coming close

Ruth Chatterton in "Come Out of
the Kitchen" at the Broad is doing
only moderately with one more week

NEW ORLEANS.

coln.

Hopkins'

after

draw the expected.

Wurlil.

Arthur

week

last

Fred Stone's record of the last week
of his engagement there in "Jack o
Lantern." Julia Sanderson and Joseph
Cawthorn in "Rambler Rose," Nov. 12.

is

Mary Eaton ("Over the Top").
Edward Douglas ("Art and Opportunity").

MARBURY'S NEXT.

CRITICISMS.
A musical revue

Bernstein

-

while this may have been the case in
no
the legitimate houses, there was
excuse for the poor business in the
vaudeville houses and picture theatres.
The war tax is giving the theatre
managers some thought, particularly
regarding the courtesies extended to
the reviewers who "cover" the shows
Monday night. It was reported here
this week that some action might be
taken with the expectation of having
the Government provide for the caring for the newspapermen.
"The Follies," which has been the
business of the town at the Forrest,
fell

JUDGMENTS.

«*

IN PHILLY.

SHOWS

These are only a few of the features of
the evening which carried the audience, unwearied and alert, from shortly after S
Hereafter the
o'clock until nearly midnight.

1

i

i

lei

play.—

W'tii

/(/.

MISS

1IM7.

A revue in Iwo acts and 20 BceneB. Book
and Lyrics y Cuy Molt
and P. G. Wodeh -use.
Music by Victor Herbert and Jerome
Produced by Dillingham and Ziegfeld
K«tii.

m

1

at

the Century,

Nov.

f>.

WALTER REGAN
Hrcently wilh Arthur Hopkins' production
"TIIK 1U-M TING ANGEL" with Rlllic
Hurke. MB. HKGAN tins signed with CIIAMUEHLAIN BROWN as his exclusive manager.

of

Chamberlain Brown's Quartet.
Lately a quartet of players were
olaced under contract with Chamberlain Brown.
They are Christine Norman, Pauline Lord, Cecil Cunningham

and Walter Regan.

LEGITIMATE.
MISS

1*17.

"Miss 1917" at the Century

may

be a good
That won't be Mettled until it Is the

show.
performance

Intended.
Monday night, when
opening, there were two shows in one, without
the balance holding up.
The performance
£*&** weakly and finished worse, at about
12.20.
It was an easy matter to Identify
*••» who paid for their tickets. They retnalned for the end.
A performance calling for cuts amounting
to about an hour could not be expected to
give full satisfaction.
There were unnecessary scenes, prolonged scenes, encored bits
that should not have had encores, misplaced
cenes and at times the show looked like
a Jumble.
But there Is a great big evening's entertainment contained within the whole. It's only a
question of whether Charles Dillingham and
Florens Ziegfeld will grind out the meat and
then set it. -If they do, the Century should
have another first night for "Miss 1917" to
prove that the show is there, at S3 top, ,
Dillingham and Ziegfeld are the class producers of this country, in the musical comedy
Jljtolon. They make many of the others look
like novices and pikers.
There was never any
doubt as to the class of the new production
before It opened.
''Big names" were around also, but they
dldn t mean much after Bessie McCoy Davis,
returning to the stage, first appeared.
Miss
McCoy stopped the performance twice within
half an hcur, and after that there couldn't

be much of an applause hit to follow, even
Mrs. Irene Castle, doing a single dance, and
singing a song to close her "specialty." Mrs.
Castle had to rely upon her reputation.
She
sang "Fancy You Fancying Me." the title of
the song hit in "Odds and Ends," and for the
finish of the vocal display remarked, "Fancy
you letting me sing" as she bumped into a
wing when exiting. As a single dancer Mrs.
Castle will keep right on bumping into some-

thing or other.
The entrance of Miso McCoy brought prolonged applause. It was "The Old Man In the
Moon number Miss McCoy then did. That
along with her dancing, stopped the performance.
Then Savoy and Brennan scored the
second applause hit of the evening with
their conversational specialty following, again
stopping the show, the boys having to come
out to bow, and almost immediately afterward Miss McCoy again Jammed up affairs,
with her "Yam a Yama" number, revived. She
almost repeated later when giving an excellent Impersonation of Joe Jackson.
The Impersonation number was one of the best of
the evening, an Improved bit on making up
before the audience.
The big production scene was the finale of
the first act, a staircase to the files, with
48 toy character buck and wing dancers
doing their steps upon the steps. Ned Wayburn staged the staircase scene, a dandy one.
but thereafter when there was a wait to be
Oiled, some of the show's chorus did more
ensemble stepping, doing an Irish Jig thin
way when Stephen O'Rourke, badly placed and
with not an evenly good opening number, bad
to make his bow in a production with his
sweet tenor voice. O'Rourke did well enough
considering.

About midway In the first act happened
Tortola Valencia, a Spanish dancer, much
touted before the sbow opened.
If Tortola
is a good Spanish dancer, then
Lew Fields
is doing Irish In this show, and he's
doing
Lew Fields only. The "Maja Dance," done
by Valencia, was about the funnleBt thing In
Its line a New York production has ever
presented.

Mr.

Fields bore the brunt

of

the comedy
the reason
Fields has

He made them laugh, and that was
for Lew Fields being there.
Mr.

taken some of the older comedy bits and
burnished thrm up, reproducing them with
ugn,n,5 effe ct. although In the burlesque on
!?i
Oyt There" he worked strictly along legitimate travesty lines In the original Laurette
Taylor role, securing good comedy out of It
The best new comedy bit of years came out in
this "Out There" travesty, when Cecil Lean
aB
ctor walked with squeaky new shoes.
Juh bl
^?
? 8,Rht was the Adolf Bolin ballet.
?.
,.J
Falling Leaves," on the revolving stage, opening the second act.
The revolving stage was
net In one piece, showing various
shades of
autumn, and as the stage revolved, the scenes
piended into one/ another scenic interruption.
It Is a very pretty ballet at times,
with Mr.
Bolm dancing as "The Spirit of the Winds."
If he continues with his shock of white
hair
W,
becom
*»
known
in
the
profession
as
!l£w
The U
Dancing Nut." although It Isn't nice to
speak thusly of a high class classical dancer
and producer, such as Mr. Bolm Is.
There was a buck dancing melodrama
was sad, and about the saddest part ofthat
It
wns that Andrew Tombes, also making his
production debut, did quite his best work of
the evening In this, topping all others concorned In the affair.
Otherwise Tombes aot
*
along quite fairly.
Another sad section was the opening and
onward for a few minutes, when dialog commenced to specialize. Guy Bolton and P O
Wodehouse wrote the book and lyrics Victor
Herbert and Jerome Kern the music.
One
musical composition seemed to stand up but
the book nor the lyrics didn't matter.
For one wait acts commenced to pour Into
"one,'
commencing with Price and King
Cfeorglc White danced with Ann Pennington'
then Emmn llnlg. and the White dancing combln;i.t i«.ms
(of wh«"h rb^r-?. w*»r^ pevenij; rot
over whenever they danced, although a cruel
fate made Mr. White go Into "one" around
mldnlcht with imitations of dnncers starrln*
with Will Rogers or Fred Stone In the lariat
dance. White terminating this catastrophe with
a George Cohnn d:inee.
To make the finale even poorer than designed, a rain
Rtorm wouldn't roln on a
bathing beach scene thnt was pretty enough In
its
costuming to have been shown earlier.

second act It Is the opening scene, a
in Bagdad, and the third scene, the
Blue Hall in Kaslm's Pa!aoe, that carry off
the palm.
A ballet in the latter scene is a
The street bazaar scene,
delight In coloring.
which opens the final act, and the last scene,
In the orchard of the palace at moonlight,
are the two heavy pictures. The first Is one
of the heaviest sets of the show from all appearance, and in It takes place a parade of

Brloe and King had several numbers, but
struck nothing exceptional
their
In
Una.
Neither did Van and Scbenck. also doing
their usual singing turn with the two men in
blackface for "The Land Where the Good
Songs. Oo" scene.
Mr. Lean has several roles and sang sometimes with Cleo Mayfleld, his stage partner,
who looked well.
Miss Mayfleld had one
number by herself. The prima donna voice
belonged to VIvlenne Segal, who did the "Kiss
Me" song very well, all by her lonely, before
the front cloth.
The Century has a couple of dogs this season—Harry Kelly's "Lizzie" and Miss Siegel's
"Ferdinand." "Ferdy" looks like a chow. Both
were in the second scene of the first act. It
seemed as though "Lizzie" and "Ferdle"
weren't speaking, for when Miss Segal started
north, "Ferdinand" set Its heels and balked
"Llssle" did Its bit, and Mr. Kelly helped
along the comedy in general.
The first comedy scene was a travesty on
"Turn to the Right" that meant so much dialog.
The next was "The Deluge Saloon." with
Mr. Fields the bartender, creating much laughter.
Another was "The Beauty Shop," with
Mr. Fields and Bert Savoy getting the laughs.
Fields shampooing Savoy.
The song bit, "You're the Little Olrl I've
Looked So Long For" (Kern) came near closing time.
It was sung by Mr. Tombes and

the

street

mannequins that defies description, olrls and
then more girls, beautiful In clothes and
beautiful because of their lack of them, and
Just a little naughtr touch of "oooch" Injected that adds a decided touch of spice.
Musically or lyrically there Is nothing
about the show that will be carried away In
the mind, for the sense of hearing Is dulled
by the feast for the eye. The story carries
the pictures, and that Is all that matters.
Messrs. Elliott, Comstock and Oest took a
mighty long chance with "Chu Chin Chow"
even on the strength of Its London reputation,
but to make sure there would be no chance
of falling down they launched the biggest sort
of an advertising campaign for the production, and this alone, even were the show not
as massive as it Is, would have been enough
to attract audiences.

Chin Chow" bespeaks showmanship
from stem to stern, and
producers deserve not only thanks from
the public, but a million dollars In profit.
It is a million dollars' worth of show for the
Fnd.
eye at any rats. It's colossal.

"Chu

of the highest order
Its

Miss Segal.

A Marimba band was used for Its music
and there were a few other principals, besides the big crowd of fine looking girls in

Class A gowns.
The production cost might have taken up
the entire recent Liberty Loan if devoted toward that Instead of the stage. It looks all
The "falling leaves" In the
the money.
ballet scene, and there were thousands of
them, are said to have cost 85 cents each,
which should slowly but surely permit the
chorus girls to acquire a separate bank ac'

Sitne.

count.

CHU CHIN CHOW.
All hail Morris Oest, gambler extraordinary
He and his partners. William
theatricals!
Elliott and F. Ray Comstock, shouldered an
undertaking In bringing "Chu Chin Chow" to
associates
and his
Oest
America.
Mr.
gambled, and It Is written in the books that
they have won, for the present Indications
are that "Chu Chin Chow" will play at the
Manhattan O. H. from now until next summer and to packed houses.
Two years in London was the record of
"Chu Chin Chow" prior to its New York production.
The English producers demanded
royalties and conditions most staggering before they would permit of a presentation on
The entire prothis side of the Atlantic.
duction from scenery down to the smallest detail of costume ornament had to be made In
England and be an exact duplicate of what
was being 'used at His Majesty's, London.
Then came the Question of transportation to
this country, an Item of no mean Importance
But all
in these days of submarine warfare.
this was overcome.
As a spectacle It Is tltantlc. One bewildering scene follows upon another, and array
after array of gorgeous costumes are revealed
in pictures that rival the original scenes of
in

Babylonian splendor on which the Arabian
Nights Tales were founded.
Last season's production, "The Wanderer,"
was hailed as the biggest thing ever at the
Manhattan ("The Whip" not excepted), but
"Chu Cbln Chow" overtops them all. It Is
a combination of spectacle, drama, musical
comedy, ballet; and a host of other things.
The story Is based on "All Baba and the
Forty Thieves," and with It fantaslcally Interwoven are all the mentioned elements that
make up entertainment of the theatre.
The story, however, Is not clearly told,
and its continuity is broken because of the
many scenes. To carry out the threads of
the

plot

are three

sets

of

characters.

One

must follow the wanderings back and forth
two of the sets before one returns to the
first.
This makes for a rather choppy tale.
But no matter how choppy the telling the
splendor of the scenes and costumes en-

of

thralls.

The

cast

Is

one of names and salary

list.

Reed carries the principal role in
division, with Tessa Kosta second.
Lucy Beaumont and Kate Condon both have
character parts.
Of the men the title role
falls to Tyrone Power, while Henry E. Dlxey
Florence

the

woman

plays

All Baba.
Francis J. Boyle, Richie
t'rank McCormack,
Ida Mulle and
DeGregoria are additional names that
Bend the salary list soaring.
There are
twenty-four principals.
The piece is presented In three acts comprising thirteen scenes, of which eight are
MlupendoUtt sceuic pictures in full stage.
The
five scenes in "one" are not given
before
a drop, but to hold the illusion are given In
miniature sets placed In the center of stage
on a platform that is raised about four feet.
They are picturesque, and it Is a clever piece

Ling,
Felice

of business.

There are 60 girls In the ballet and chorus,
and a greater undraped collection no Winter
Garden show ever boastod of.
A couple of
inverted pie plates and a few strings of beads
is the costuming worn
by the greater number of tfco dancers.
But this applies only to
certain portions of the show.
In other sections
the costumlhg
Is
just
one dazzling
blaze of color.
In Addition to the ballet and
i-r.nrus;
thoro ttiuat/bt an equal riuir»b«''r of
supers employed, for the big stage is jammed
with humanity in several of the pictures.
In each of the three acts are two scenes
that outshlno the others.
In the first act
the opening showing the interior of Kaslm
Baha's Palace and the Slave Market of El
Kabar are treinnidnUii. It la in th« latter one
gef« the first night of the great undrap«*d.
when the several score slave girls are paraded
for the eyes of the prospective buyers.
In

THE LANDOF

JOY.

Every onos In so often something in the
entertainment line slips into Now York on
rubbers and surprises all of ths wise acres
by setting. the town on ends for a time. Just
such an tnstanos is "The Land of Joy* at the
#

Psrk theatre.

What

Is

"Ths Land

of

Joy"?

That necessi-

a more or less lengthy explanation.
Primarily ths piece is a Spanish musical
revue presented In Spanish by a company
brought to this country from Spain. To make
possible presentation In New York a prolog
has been added; Introducing a thread of American story, which runs through the two acts.
The American touch Is the weakest portion.
Qulnlto Valverde,
the composer of the
music, Is the "tango king" of Spain. He ranks
In his native land with Oscar Strauss In
Austria and Victor Herbert In America.
His
melodies are the ultimate In music to the
Spaniard and to his Latin-speaking brothers
In Central and South America.
Those farseelng enough to scent ths trsds
connections the present European war Is going to foster between the United States and
South and Central American countries are
making New York their headquarters.
At
present there are several Boards of Trade
representing tarious of these countries headquartering in New York.
A group of these
wealthy South Americans conceived the Idea
a Spanish organisation to present a musical
production In the native tongue might lead to
a deeper understanding of things Spanish in
this country, and seized upon the opportunity
offered In Valverde's visit here to arrange for
a season In New York.
They figured New York being the mecca
of the 8outh American tourist during the
winter months the piece could be presented
here and make money, taking a chance on
how It would hit the New Yorkers and the
visitors from other sections of the United
States.
Since the opening at the Park Thursday last week Broadway has been ago over
the piece.
It Is a theatrical
novelty from
end to end, and the enthusiasm of the
Spaniards attending the opening performances
was so Infectious it spread to the Americans
In attendance, with the result "The Land of
Joy" looks like a surefire hit for a two
months' stay on Broadway at the least. This
Is remarkable when one considers the piece
Is being performed In a language little khown
and not In general use in this city, and
furthermore that the presentations are taking place at the Park theatre, which has been
considered a "dead" house to a certain extates

tent.

J
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of the prolog

and the

finals of the piece.

The musto Is catchy snd tuneful, the
costuming elegant and colorful, but It is ths
work of the chorus that stands pro-eminent
'

the production.

In

The show
start to

a

Is

finish

—and

dauolng affair from
Theatresuch dancing

wild

!

who have

seen an occasional Spanish
dancer here and there In vaudeville or as a
special feature in musical comedy or revues
are due for a surprise when they see "The
Land of Joy." Never was there such a chorus
in all history as In this show.
True the
girls are all of the rather matronly developed Spanish type, but goodness how they
can dance that Spanish stuff

goers

~i

Just. Imagine a chorus of twenty-four girls,
an Individual marvel at handling the
castanets, all working together in perfect time
behind a star.
And as for heel work they
leave nothing.
With it they work entirely In
long skirts, and in one number actually carry

each

trains,

changing

them

fmm

hand

to

hand

as the evolutions of the dance require.
And
the way they use their bands adds about
100 per cent, in grace to the movements of
their bodies.
These Spanish girls make the
half score of Americans In the show look like
a group of rank amateurs. Their work will
be a revelation to any stage director.
Of the principal women Mario Marco and
Lulslta Puchol carry off the honors.
The
former Is the prima donna, and has a delightful soprano voice, with which she scores
In every number allotted her, and there are
four of them.
Lutslta Puchol Is rather of
the Koubret type, and her handling of a couple
of numbers sent the Spanish portions of the
audience Into gales of laughter.
Amparo
Saus is another of the prtnclpnl women with
several numbers who score.
Of the remaining three, two are dancers, and the third,
Carmen Lopos, also beads numbers.
One of the surprising things was in ths
third scene of the first act In a number led
by Senorita Puchol.
She sings It, and for
the second chorus Doloretes. one of the two
dancers, contributes a dance bit which develops Into the hit of the number.
But the
soubret stands by and gracefully comes back
for encore after encore, while the little dancer
•
wins the applause.
Antonio Bilbao Is the only one of ths mala
contingent that really comes In for any great
applause.
He Is a dancer, but such a dancer
has not been seen heretofore In this oountry.
His heel work Is without doubt as marvelous
a bit of stepping as ever has been sssn on

t

this continent.

Nanette Flack, Oeorgs Lydeoker, and Irving Brooks are the only ones In ths American
dlvfslon who register.
Miss Flack Is In two
numbers that score. One Is "Can This Be
Love?" and the other a duet, with Mr. Lydecker, "There's a Chapter," both exceedingly
catchy.
If there were any possible

method whereby

English understanding audiences could be
given an inkling of what the Spanish portion
Is all about, especially the songs, there Is no
doubt but "The Land of Joy" could run the
season out in New York on the strength of
not only Its novelty, but because of the tune-

music and the delightful manner In which
members of the Spanish company Interpret

ful

the
the

work assigned them.
At that there are enough melody writers
(who may be looking for a new strain)
a
number of "hoofers" (who could try to follow
Bilbao)
several stage directors (maybe looking for new formations) and a flock of
chorus workers who might learn something
;

;

their personal advantage by watching the
Spanish chorus girls work to come pretty
near giving the Park an audience for some
time to come, coupled, of course, with the
Spanish patronage that the piece will at-

to

•
Just now the one falling the chorus Is
laboring under Is t'ae art of getting off the
stage after a number Is completed.
But this
will be undoubtedly rectified In the near

tract.

future.

"The Land of Joy" has sll the pep and
tabasco one would expect to find In a gallon
of chile concarne and a wagon load of
tamales.
fttd.

Whon

the Latin-speaking combination debring the production to New York
N.
Lawrence to handle the business erd.
Mr.
Lawrence conceived the idea of threading an
American interest through the Spanish production so It might attract the regular theatregoer.
A company of six principals and
ten chorus girls was gathered In New York,
and, when the Spanish company arrived, they
and the Americans were sent to Cuba for
three weeks in Havana.
In the Spanish company are nine principals, 25 chorus girls,
and 12 chorus men. Of the principals there
are six women and three men.

cided
they

to

made an arrangement with Walter

The piece Is In two acts and a prolog.
The prolog takes place in New York, and the
characters are all Americans.
The story In
brief Is that an American heiress Is lost In
Spain, and her sister and the American
chorus, as well as the young New York business man, who plays the lead and Is supposedly In love with the sister, start to Spain
to search for her.
Three detectives are sent
in advance, one to find the heiress, the second
to trail the first, and the third to track the
second.
They are expected to supply the
comedy element, but make a sorry Job of It.
With the Americans trnvellng through Spain
legitimate reason for the introduction of the
Spanish element 1a introduced via a series
bor.Rtt aiii

SUBWAY CIRCUIT GETTING TRADE.
The subway

p»vij*> eonplstlnK °f
Rniijru
«nd dnncen, with
the three comedians walking on now and then
with a bit in English between the numbers.
There are three full hIuko sets and two
scenen in "one" In the first act. In tho second
act there are three full stage sets and three
HcencH In "one."
In all are 32 musical and
dance numbers oxcludiag the open lug chorus

which

meant

in

number of excellent attractions
in the outlying houses.
It is estimated that there will be at
least 25 per cent more new shows
offered on Broadway this season than
in the past. There are about 200 plays
produced each season, but with the
early start this year and the increase
of ten new theatres (open or in process of completion) is found the reasons for the increase in production.

that a

have been lately offered

**Mol)y'*

dtr.ueb, all H|.ai:iy.h.

The prolog is presented In full stage.
Tho two acts proper develop into a musical

circuit,

popular price, legitimate houses
Brooklyn, Newark and upper New
York, is doing flourishing business,
several managers saying the takings
are exceeding the majority of houses*
on Broadway. In this is seen a tendency towards economy, but it is true

the

to

Reopen

in Boston,
Boston, Nov. 7.

The already
ing

of
inning,

thrice produced "MeltMolly" is to have a fourth

the Plymouth here Nov.
"Oh, Buy," the present attraction,
closes Saturday, and the two weeks
intervening arc to be filled by "Misat

26.

alliance."

•

«
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Van and

AMONG THE WOMEN

AMONG THE WOMEN

BY ••PATSY" SMITH

BY THE SKIRT

Belle have a

new opening

drop, "Noah's Ark/' which was promising and furnished a reasonable excuse
for his bird and animal imitations, but
they spoiled it by appearing the next
minute on "Boomerang Island" in

showy modern dress. Native costumes
like they wore last season would have
been more appropriate, or have Belle
more simply gowned. A white satin,
with plush tunic and wide band at bottom covered with ermine tails, and an
ermine trimmed tarn would hardly have
been worn in Noah's Ark or on a lone
island, although it was not unbecomThe three girls in the Six Ameriing.
can Dancers wore blue satin overalls
something like the Ford Sisters, but not
so smart and a closing dancing number, which brought them all out in costumes suggestive of our Allies, gave
them a showy finish.
Dorothv Blackburn as Miss D'Arcy
in "In the Dark" looked well in a pink
negligee and the maid, played by Eileen
Barns, was splend.dly taken. Florence
Walton flashed two more wonderful
gowns at her many admirers. An artillery red dancing skirt had large flowers around the oottom, and "underthings" of geranium red and an irregular wired tunic tops of black lace and
A frock of exceptional beauty had
jet.
-a three-tier skirt of delicate white fabric embroidered in silver thread and
the two lower flounces trimbrilliants
med with quantities of ball tassels and
long ends, looking like snow berries
and snow-covered vines. The Misses

—

Campbell charmed in their own inimitable style, and Beatrice Herford entertained in her amusing "true to life"
characterizations, in a lavender, grace-

georgette gown.
Evelyn Nesbit's beautiful silk drop
painte/1 oval "set'
artistically
with its
in a full shirring of white net, is the

fully draped,

most

beautiful

part of the act.
ordinarily done,

The

and
rose garden is
Charles McCarron didn't overwork his
brain in writing this act for Miss NesHe has given her the same idea
bit.
of opening and closing as the Lucille

Miss Nesbit's
Cavanaugh cat has.
wardrobe was mediocre. She missed an
opportunity of stepping out of the big

prop rose, dressed as a rose, and the
"May rose" Bunty dress trimmed with
blue satin ruffles,

was pretty without

being a flash of any sort. Hec black
and sold wrap of last season, elaborately trimmed with black fox, has been
remodeled and her black velvet panel
dress, with bodice and short full peplum
of same, is likewise remodeled from last
season.-

The Riverside program
at a fine clip with

started

off

Seabury Shaw open-

and

nearly stopping the show.
Billie Shaw looked mighty cute in
white tights and white satin military
coat line** with red and later showed
a pretty pair of bare nether extremities of the chicken variety.
Phina
ing

M

week save the unpro-

lonial bill this

grammed

titian

haired

"surprise"

in

Gene Greene's act. She has voice,
looks«Gnd clothes that make her worthy to be billed. A coral pink velvet
dress had one cuff and a "bib" bodice
showing touches of saphire blue ribbon ropes. For the brown face finish, she does with Gene, she wore a
light blue velvet empire coat and turban.

Marion Harkins' sacrifices her personal apoearance for a questionable
bit of comedy business. She wears her
hair in a most unbecoming old-fashioned psyche. An orange velvet cloak
and a silver lace dress trimmed with
electric blue silk, were both good, but
not 1917 models. Lydia Barry looked
immaculate, as usual, in black and
white.
And Jessica Brown, Sally
Fisher and Mrs. Frank Moore appeared in frocks reviewed in previous
issues.
Libuse Bartusek in the "Garden of AlohaV was a vivid living picture of the irresistible Hula maid we
have tried to people the Hawaiian
Islands with the past two years.

The

election

night audience at the

American Roof saw the best program
The Skatelles and
Middleton and Spellmyer were the fa-

there this season.

with all other entries good.
Hazel Skatelle's opening dress was
flesh pink net sparkling with tiny brilliants.
For a Spanish dance she wore
a lace skirt over light green drop
the double tunic top heavy with opalesques. A showy gold spangled cloth
had bottom part and protruding pockHer thick auburn
ets of silver lace.
tresses
were an added attraction.
Hazel has developed a voice of real
value in vaudevilie. It has expression
Her easy
and can be understood.
grace and pleasing mannerisms step
right over the footlights and greet
vorites

you.

Elizabeth

With

fairly

Mayne

good

not so lucky.
songs and a most
is

affable manner, fails to register any
particular impression save what her
good looks carry. In a fitted pink
velvet corselet bodice atop masses of
light green net. her hair in soft curls
she was very attractive. A little less

"expression" might help Miss Mayne
out. Leora Spellmyer, one of the pretblonde women on the stage
tiest
looked her best in an ivory cloth
fitted semi-military coat dress. Large
pockets, gauntlet cuffs, cape, brass buttons and gold rope gave the decided
military suggestion.

Open and Holland, two good looking newcomers to eastern vaudeville,
can double the salary of their offerMiss Holing by "dressing it up."
land's long hair would suggest her
name even if it were not on the program. The girl in the "Lincoln of the
U. S. A. Act" makes a plausible Southern girl in blue silk and black baby
Howard and Symans
ribbon velvet.
graceful dancing, dainty suits, pretty
smiles and dimples make them belong
this

in

column.

and Company suffer slightly at their
finish through closing with the baby
picks' good but quiet "imnression" of
Nan Haloerin.
Anna Chance and
Charley Grapewin in "Poughkeepsie"
brought back harrowing memories to
many women in the audience of "moving" and "housecleaning" days, and
husbands who "walked out" on them.

"The Behman Show" at the Columbia last week have anything to recommend them. The prettiest "woman" and the best dressed one is Til-

Sadie Burt with her cute

land

little

girlie

mannerisms better have a care and go
back to that diet. Naomi Glass wore
a showy costume of silver cloth and
heavy silver lace. Large decorative
pockets were lined with blue and the
same shade of blue velvet ribbon
streamers fell from a capeline of silver
Miss Glass appeared to be suffering from a cold and is talking too
faille.

loudly.

The Cameron

Sisters

danced

prettily.

There

ii

nothing new on the Co-

Neither the chorus nor the principals
in

ton, an impersonator.

A

midnight blue

net with a double flounced skirt prettily embroidered in sequins over a gartrimmed flesh colored petticoat
is
his most becoming outfit.
Ameta

Pynes appears in showv costumes and
headgears that look "Dutchy" with no
hint of real style.
A red and white
striped skirt (in sequins) and blue velvet bodice appliqued with stars which

.

"The Land of Joy,"

tre, is

indeed a joy

Park theathe Spanish

at the

when

company occupy the stage, and sorrow
when the American part of the program
is doing its bit.
Of the women, Maria
Marco is the bright star. Miss Marco
has a sweet soprano voice, and heaps
A wedding* song was
sung by Miss Marco in a Spanish peasant costume of white silk embroidered
in red and blue flowers with apron
and fichu of spangled lace. A yellow
dress had innumerable ruffles of black
lace.
Miss Marco looked very well in
a white lace dress and black velvet bodof personality.

ice.
The large chorus of girls was
of the real Spanish type, all wearing
their hair severely parted and adorned
with the large comb, worn as only a
Spanish woman can wear it. The costuming was of the costliest laces and
materials.
One shawl dance revealed
shawls, the like of which have never
been seen over here. In different combinations of colors they were heavily
embroidered in the centers and had
Of the
fringe at least two feet deep.
men, the director, Quinito Valverde, and
Antonio Bilboa were received with tumultuous applause. It is worth a trip
to the Park just to hear the orchestra
play the real Spanish music.

"Leave
•'Very
is
a

It to

Jane"

is in

a class with

Good Eddie" and "Oh Boy."
nice

evening's

It

entertainment.

Georgie O'Ramey never was funnier.
In a rough house dance with two of
the men, Miss O'Ramey was handled
without care. Ann Orr as an athletic
girl is working rather carelessly. Miss
Orr wears several dainty costumes. A
dancing frock of white silk has a covering of pink chiffon. Edith Hallor is
rather robust, but wears her clothes
well.
However, Miss Hallor uses too
much color on her cheeks. A mauve
chiffon as worn by Miss Hallor in the
first act was trimmed with crystals in
the same shade. Her party dress was
white with' American Beauties for a
trimming.
The girls of the chorus
are the real Broadway type. They are
dressed in three sets of costumes, no

two alike. There were some very good
and some very bad models.

What would our dressmaking establishments do without Dillingham, Shubert and Ziegfeld? And where do all
and green shoes, black and
white sequin bodices worn atop black
velvet bustle affects, a pretense of a
train and ugly black hats, and the red
and white dresses for the "Pick Out"
number were the only chorus outfits
that deserved a passing thought. The
best number was worked by the Misses
Blanchard and Cnampman, who at
least knew how to wear ugly clothes
gracefully. Freda Florence and Lucille
Manion were used as "feeders" by the
alleged comedians.
skirt-lets

»

worth while
watching
little
Madge Evans in "The Adventures of
Carol."
She shows a versatility of
emotions and displays a pathetic appeal most valuable for a future career.
It's

"The Unforseen," featuring Olive
Tell, has a character who goes blind
and has eyesight restored by an operation.
Miss Tell, cast for a rich man's
daughter,
is
appropriately
gowned
throughout.
In lacy sheer summery
clothes in the delightful gardens of
the Long Ig|and home, and in dancing
frocks and afternoon dressed she is
equally au fait. At moments her work
lacks brightness and the stimulatinginfluence that create? a lasting im-

original

A

A

was an ocean green

pression.

from its patriotic appeal. The opening
of the show had the chorus in white
satin "body"
dresses seeminglv
so
popular in burlesque this season. Green
vests with
black and white
ribbon

treasurer of the Orpheum at Dcs
Moines and Duluth, is now in charge
of the box office of the Hippodrome,

Joteffy,

Cleveland.

for

many

seasons

caught up oyer

berry silk it was worn by her over the
All the tights
sheerest of stockings.

were so cobwebby it is a mystery how
they can last a single performance. The
costuming of the many numbers beggar
description. No other musical comedy
has been so gorgeously and artistically
dressed.

William —Desmond

in

"Fighting

Back" will be a delight to lovers of
Western pictures. In the picture is
McDowell, who looks well,
Claire
using a parasol for some striking

A dancing dress of black
and one of white with lace
shawl are the only clothes worn by
Miss McDowell.

effects.

velvet

Arthur Hopkins always looking for
the novel in productions, has put forth
a whispering drama. The cast of "Barbara" at the Plymouth, opening Monday and featuring Mario Doro, tries
so hard to be natural it was imposThree
sible to hear a word spoken.
children in the company who haven't
as yet heard of this repressed method
were plainly audible. What the play
was about I don't know. Miss Doro
as in pictures, wears the long trailing
dresses of the years gone by.

Norma Talmadge's new

feature, "Sec-

Storm Country," an adapted

ret of the

scenario from book form, unfolds an
inconsistent story, but gives the star
full oportunity for good playing, which
she does not fail to seize it. Miss Tal-

madgc
a

is

first

mother.

a

The

very young
role

calls

girl,

then

for

little

dressing.
It

tmgc

won't be long before Julian Elis acknowledged as one of the

in popularity on
the film. His work is so different. Any
of stories may be woven around
him. In "The Clever Mrs. Carfax," at
the Rialto this week, Mr. Eltinge draws
many laughs in his guise of a woman.
It's a character that, when played by
the artist Eltinge is at it, becomes very
humorous, and the film audiences will
never tire of 'good comedy. In dressing Mr. I^ltingc is up to the very minute with woman's gowns, as he was on
the speaking stage.

leading screen stars

number

"S'lvshine Alley" at the Strand this
is
simple picture, but Mae
a
its star, is most lovable in it
and was greatly approved of by the
Strand audience.
The scenes change
from squalor to luxury and find this
little miss in a quaint costume of grandma's days.
Mp.rsli.

Carl

silk

lace petticoats. The sleeves were trimmed with cerise tassels. Cleo Mayfield,
always a delight to look at, was handsomely gowned in all of her numbers
and made a stunning nurse. Ann Pennington showed that the bustle can be
effective in short skirts. Made in rasp-

week

she di? plays in the finale of the first
is
her best looking gown, aside

act

—

ideas comes from? The
big girl show, "Miss 1917," at
the Century, gives Lady Duff Gordon
credit for the costuming, but it doesn't
say who designed them. Whoever did,
Bessie McCoy
achieved a triumph.
Davis did two dances in clown makeup, while a third number was done in a
dress made with a double bustle. Miss
McCoy looked very pretty in this costume. Mrs. Castle is perhaps trying to
start something with he/ grey wig.
But I doubt she has many followers.
Her dancing frock was a combination
of grey and flame chiffon. Mrs. Castle
showed a deal of tights, which ran
gorfrom grey to the flame color.
geous chinchilla coat was exhibited for
first
a
wore
Brice
Elizabeth
a second.
green velvet dress oddly combined with
blue.
It had a black and gold belt.
blue net dress was trimmed with pink
roses. Miss Brice's best looking gown

the

latest
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cessfully sets aside General Sherman's
definition.

The popular dance music current in
the Broadway restaurants as reported
to Varibtt by Earl Fuller of Fuller's
Orchestra at Rector's, is
"My Sweetie," "Back
FOX
to Italy/' "Somebody Else," "Mason
Dixon Line" (Waterson, Berlin & Sny"Last Night," "Cherry Blosder)
soms," "What Next," "Faultless Pajama Girl," "Southern Gals," "Some
"IndianSunday Morning" (Remick)
Time's
Pep," "Any
anola" "Gypsy
Kissing Time," "Yah-De-Dah". (Stern)
"Down in Dixie" (Shapiro-Bernstein);

TROTS—

;

;

Town

Old

"The

Von

"I'm

Tilzer);

You," "Leave
"Till the

It

Pump" (Harry
Coming Back to
(Harms);

to Jane"

Cows Come Home," "Have

a

Swing With Me,"

Little
"Another
Girl" (Chappell);
"Jump Jim Crow"
"Chasing the Chickens,"
(Schirmer)
"The Girl You Love," "Beside the Gar"Arkansas"
den Wall" (Forster);
(Alliance)
"Steve"
(Broadway)
"Jazz It Up"
"Smiles" (Lee Roberts)
"While the Incense is
(Piantadosi)
"Yankee
Burning" (Sherman Clay)
Blue"
"Barnyard
Ball,"
Military

are talented vocally and musically, the
boys specialize in string instruments.
Ina Buford is^ a pianist and whistler,

Blanche

Buford

comedienne

is

and

singer, and Lola Buford, a soprano
songstress.
They have a ten-hour
repertoire, which doesn't allow for a
connection and at their present stand
they also provide the music for dances.
Harry Nossokoff, of Denver, is with
the Kuhn outfit, playing piano for
dance selections. The Kuhns will be
remembered by professionals for the

prolonged argument waged some years
ago between themselves and Vardon,
Perry and Wilbur as to the originators

of

their

style

of

entertaining.
ver-

The Kuhns earned the popular

dict as well as a reputation that has
stood them in good stead ever since.

;

;

;

;

;

(Feist).

ONE STEPS—"So Long Mother,"
"Columbia," "What Next" (Remick);
"Long Boy," "Sailing Around," "Ragtime Volunteers" (Shapiro-Bernstien)
"Umbrellas to Mend" (Stern) "Some;

where

in

to Lie to
"Just as

France

the Lily," "Easy

Is

Your Husband" (Witmark)
Your Mother Was," "Long,

Way

to the U. S. A." (Harry
"Dixie
Volunteers"
Tilzer);
(Waterson, Berlin & Snyder) "Candv" (Fox); "The Bungalow in Quo-

Long
Von

;

"Rag-O-Minor" (Harms) "Some
Sweet Day," "Blarney Stone" (For-

que,"

;

"Lil
"Dough Boy' (Ricordi)
"A Little Home in
Liza Jane" (Clay)
My Land" (Roberts) "Send Me Away
With a Smile" (Piantadosi); "Selling
Gownes" (Schirmer) "Fuzzy Wuzzy
"Jack O' LanRag" (Pace & Handy)

ster);

;

;

;

;

;

"The Great .Red Dawn." "Dear
Old Blighty" (Chappell); "Boy of
Mine" (Alliance); "I Don't Want to
Get Well" (Feist).
MoonRose,"
"Blue
"Wedding of
light," "Cupid's Kiss,"
the Flowers," "Ladder of Love" (Fortern,"

WALTZES—

"Harbor of Love" (Remick)
"Stolen Sweets" (Harry Von Tilzer);
"There it is Again," "Rivera Girl"
"Fascination"
(Fox)
(Harms)
"Mother of Mine" (Ricordi); "A
Sweetheart of My Own." "The Waltz
ster)

We

;

Love,"

"Amaryllis"

(Chappell);

"Maytime" (Schirmer); "Lights"

The new show
Glades has many

of

Golden
former prin-

Healy's

at

its

cipals, particularly the ice skaters,

several

but

new numbers, staged by Barney

Fagan, have been handsomely costumed
and well done for the "carpet" department. (The carpet is placed on the
ice when the foot work supersedes the
steel runners.)
Mr. Fagan has revived
his former "Phantom Guards/' now
calling them "The White Hussars."
They are led by Helen Hardick. Hala
Kosloff leads another neat number,
with the girls on skates. It is "Chanticleer."
A Jap number, "Fu Yu San,"
was nicely put on by Mr. Fagan, while
"The Boys of Uncle Sam," led by
Harry Francis, is a patriotic opening to
the second part. It is programed as
"Andrew Mack's latest creation." Besides is an opening number, led by Mr.
Francis.

Of the several skaters Elsie

Paulsen and Harry Paulsen are doing
a new double number (besides their
singles) as Apaches, Helen Dallerup
and Katie Schmidt, skate singly -and
doubles. There is Hilda, also the
skating sextet of girls, then Lora Jean
Carlisle, besides Steele and Winslow,
who do the comedy work on the skates

in

very well.
lisle

later

Mr. Winslow and Miss Cardo a double skating turn.

Luana has a dance and a song and
there is a good ending. Mr. Healy has
been extremely liberal
ing.
ture.

in the

costum-

The dressing is a distinct feaSome of the costumes are as

striking as thev are attractive. In the
two parts are 22 numbers, with the ice
portion securing the maiority. It's by
far the best show the Golden Glades
has yet had.

(Al-

liance).

The Three White fcuhns and Buford,
Bennett and Buford, wives of the
Kuhns, opened at the Van Cortlandt
Hotel, New York, this week for a
run, this being the first engagement of the Kuhn sextet in New
York outside of vaudeville. Heretofore the Van Cortlandt has been stagjng a revue with indifferent success,
whereupon Manager Woodman decided to procure the best aggregation
of entertainers obtainable for a place
of this kind and the Kuhns were aco cordingly imported from the west for
the occasion. The first night brought
the restaurant and cafe more business
than any previous two nights had registered under the present management
and while the seating capacity has
been taxed to its present limit, Mr.
Woodman is contemplating the idea
of reconstructing the interior to allow
a score or more small tables to be

winter

The Kuhns are probably the
best known entertainers, as a group,
in the country.
They originally began
around Denver and worked west to
the coast, where they built up a reputation that brought them flattering
added.

vaudeville offers.
Later they toured
the country in vaudeville, the wives
playing on the same bill with* their
own trio specialty. The entire sextet

The new review

at the States, Chi-

cago, is designated "Miss
Yankee
Patriotic Patter in Four
Cheers." Will J. Harris, the producer,
further states that the review offers
rousing red, white and blue songs, a
regiment of grand and glorious gowns,
a heavy artillery of humor and an

Doodle— A

army

of Uncle

Sam's fairest daughters.
As a matter of fact, the songs
are not nearly as colorful as they are
superlatively

declared
to
be;
the
gowns might be grand and glorious if
there were any gowns, and the army
of daughters consists of six. chorus
girls.
However, the review is swiftmoving and presentable. Valerie Beck
and Beth Stanley are the singing principals, and Ernest Scanlon a»v1 his
wife. Florence Press, do most
»f
the
dancing. The latter team was recentlv
connected with the cabaret at the Terrace Gardens, and once were Honey
and Honey, who appeared with Valcska Surrat.
Other principals are
Nicholas Long. Dorothy Morris, a toe
dancer, and Grace Moy, Chinese, who
delivers ccle^tir.I versions of practical
blue*. The featured songs were written bv Will T. Harris. Thev are "The
Football Song" and "Sometime." "Oh,

You Wonderful Girl"
There is a patriotic

is

you catch the ball
And throw it back to me,
Then I'll know, you see,
That you're my affinity."
In the "Cigarette" number is an effect
somewhat similar to one used in this
summer's "Follies." The "Venus" re"If

vue has a couple of novelties, however,
although going to *a slow and poor
finish for the big finale. Emelie Lea is
the featured dancer, and Leola Lucey
the solo singer. It's as well dressed a
show as one could expect to see in a
restaurant. The Palais Royale has the
its women principals in the
outside the restaurant on the

names of
lights

Broadway

side.

Coveur charges

at $1 per plate in excess of the $2,000 guaranteed the Dolly
Sisters by the Hotel Knickerbocker
are claimed to have been collected by
the hotel last week, the Dolly Sisters'
first at the Knickerbocker, as the en-

tertainers.

The amount announced on

behalf of the sisters seems to be subject to revision by even friends of the
securing a
f[irls through the Dollys
ight start in their cabaret venture.
The first two nights of last week the
hotel held but small attendance while
Later.
the Dollys were performing.
it picked up when the Knickerbocker
commenced advertising their appearance.
The amount claimed to have
been taken in at the dollar rate was
One estimate against it and
$2,200.
said to be quite liberal in the total was
$1,800.

At certain times of the year, when
conventions, exhibits, circuses, shows
and the like come to New York, disturbance and annoyance are found by
the visitors being unable to secure
proper accommodations. For that reason the Hotel Association of New York
will establish a clearing house in the
Cambridge Bldg., Fifth avenue and 33d
street, for the benefit of the homeless
sojourner wandering about seeking acThe association will
commodations.
make every effort to find accommodations for the traveler upon receipt of
a card or a phone call.
Tl^e Shanley Trio was awarded a
verdict of $1,065.50 before Judge Murray in the 54th Street Municipal Court
Wednesday morning, against the Hotel
Nassau Co. of Long Beach, L. I. The
suit was started for a breach of contract, dating back to the summer of
1915, when the three boys. Eddie Sheehan, Bill Halley and Tom Penfield,
were contracted by the hotel to appear
there Saturday and Sunday for seven
weeks, at $1,500 for each week-end.
The hotel canceled the trio after their
first

performance.

Charlie Cornell's Revue opened at
Johnson's Cafe (Broadway and 30th
Miss Binghamstreet), last week.
ton, formerly at Churchill's, is the
prima donna; Agnes Shirley (Shirley
and Shirley), is leading lady, with
Madeline Spingier, Vera Walton and
Philip
Bray the other principals.

The report the revue at the Plaza
Cafe was under the direction of Holland and Leach, has been denied by the
producers, Bernard & Shurr. Holland
and Leach are no longer at the cafe,
replaced by Tina and Alex. Other additions
are
Mazie Lestrange, Vira
Griffin and Hughes and Mazie.
The
music furnished by Calace's Concert
Orchestra and Jazz Band is under the
personal direction of Arthur Calace,

who

is also the
the Plaza.

amusement

director at

The restaurants around New York
weeks felt the
experienced by the

for the past couple of

slump

in business

Both blamed it on the war
tax and elections. The cabarets are
not yet certain just how to proceed in
the tax collection.
Some slipped by
the first of the month without making
provision for it, although their returns will no doubt call for a tax since
midnight of the 1st. anyway.
theatres.

In Chicago the following printed announcement is placed on the tables of
the dancing cabarets : 'The City of Chicago, in exercising its police power,
have instructed us to Inform guests
they will not be permitted to dance
with anyone except those seated at
their respective tables."

"Drinkless Cabarets" are the vogue
in Salt

Lake

City.

The Newhouse Ho-

Cafe has a cover charge of 50 cents
per person. The La Farra Sisters, the
tel

principal

attraction, close their enthis week to accept

gagement there
the Pantages.

*

The epidemic of shootings, stabbings, scandals and complaining girls
which started kill-the-cabarets agitation in Chicago still continues. It is
amazing how, at the very period when
for the first time the cabarets are seriously threatened with extinction, each
day brings its first-page "rap."
Patrlcols, featured at the Green Mill
will cut her
cabaret season about Nov. 15 and go
out in vaudeville with an act called
"fat and Her Fid" on Independent

Gardens review, Chicago,

time.

A

surprise

was handed

to

cabaret

and police people when Colisimo's cafe
and Freiberg's dance halt secured a
renewal of their liquor license for six
months last week.
Earl Fuller's famous Jazz Band has
signed a contract to make six more
records exclusively for the Victor. The
orchestra has made four Victor discs
so far.
Pell Tree Inn on the Pelham parkway, Bronx, has been transferred to
Shanley's of Yonkers. Reported purchase price $35,000.

The Cafe Boulevard
41st street

is

at

Broadway and

onen, with Adelaide Hall

and Edward Kimmey dancing as the
attraction.

Road houses around New York are
reported
securing more from the
privileges than their rent costs.
Montmarte, on top of the Winter
Garden building, is now called Bustonaby's.

girls.

The Three Norie Sisters and Ruth
Dyson are new principals in the latest
Maxim's revue.

Canary Cottage is the name of Chicago's newest cabaret, the title prof)ably taken from the show of that

The Andre Sherri revue will succeed
Gus Edwards' revue at the Winter
Garden in Chicago, Nov. 12.

Chorus of eight

also featured.

finale,

in

which

depict characters in four great
American wars. Their version suc-

girls

"Venus On Broadway** at the Palais
Royale is a showy, well costumed revue
of 18 chorus girls, several principals,
and an orchestra of 11 pieces. Grace
Nigel
Leigh heads the principals.
Barrie is one of the latter. He sings
and dances. Cynthia Perot and John
Murray Anderson are the dancing
team. Specialities are by the Briants,
Leo Zarrell Duo and the Jahnsleys.
Other principals are Anita Elson,
Yvonne Gourard (programed as "The
Spirit of Broadway" in one number),
Mona Desmond, Harry Hewitt, and the
Phelan Quartet. A. Baldwin Sloane
wrote the music; Mr. Anderson the
In a snowball number, during
lyrics.
which the girls toss out balloons, the
chorus starts off:

The cafe is on Cottage Grove
avenue, near 39th street, making three
large cafes at the same point, the
others being the Drexel and the Ellis.
Jt is owned by the Weiss Brothers, also
interested in the Winter Garden Qtfe.
The entertainers are Thelma Williams,
Albert Handler, Frankie Reglna, Dillon
Williams, and Hazel Wilson.
name.
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H>
J!* rn an \

1

r«-;iT

i,|<

y

DeVeau Co

Dale

fc

Gllrnore
Pt;inoish
7 Siimnih'H
2d half
I-'i-Im r
.F'H.j.'

»

Chadwlck & Taylor
Mui u riy Sisl« «
Kosalle

S;idi<
<

* Doil
lili

i

half

\r Leddy
Sherman

Lefhiy

LELANCEY

Murphy

McCormack ft Wallace
Hahn Weller A Marti
Sherman's Circus
Atlanta.

fti

A!tk«-r:s
M;ir> lla

'',

•

K'« ne

A:

LYRIC

Johnson Co
Williams

split)

half

ft

Isle"
Phillips

2d half
Juliette
Mclo'ly Maids
is

Fletcher

John 971
Hi nd*

Li»*ri\
«!»•>

for

ar^"ept«-<l

a<-<i'iiiit»

due.

In

Cedar Raptda. la.
Psge Hsck A Mack
Dors Hilton

A "Cockle"

Lucille

The Oaudschmlts
Billy

Kdgard

"Mimic World"
Ckaaapalajn. 111.
(wva)

ORPHEUM

Paul Petchlng Co

A Mack
"Honor Thy Children"
Hager A Goodwin
Orvllle Stamm
Granville

2d half
Del Baity A Jap
Ed A Irene Lowry
ft Alda
DeLeon A Davles
(One to fill)

Perrone

CkarleMon.

Elliott

ACADEMY
(Columbia

HEMMENDINGER
TH.

E.

Texas Four
"Wedding Party"

Beatrice Morell

Weber &

J.

TOWER'S (ubo)
2d half (8-10)
El Cota
Jas Waters Co

Musical Nosses
2d half

CAM

Leonard & Louie
Lee, Walton & H

Girls"

Ellis

ft
Picks
Brengyk'a Models
Catherine Powell
ORPHEUM (loew)
Helen Jackley
Howard it Hurst
Cleveland
Hilly Hall Co

Rvan &

"Courtroom

Eva Taylor Co
Zlska A King

ft

(p)

A Ackerman
Burns A Lynn
Chsuncy Monroe Co
Jackson A Wabl

Whittle
2d half

Violet
Pllnla

Burn* fi Foran
Leonard & Dempsey

'"has

Rose

PANTAOB8

Camden. N.

Yvette ft Sa ran off
Margaret Farrell
Beeson Co

Fern R * Fern

GRAND (loew;
Taklta Japs
Dolce Sisters
Fenton ft Green

Five

E

Tennessee Ten

Marie LaVarra

Sorrento Quintet
Jones A Jones

W

Rath Bros
WHlle Weston
Hasel Moran
Winona Winters

Hill

Boatoa
KEITH'S (ubo)
Sam Bernard
McKay A Ardlne

Aus WoodcuopperB

"Honeymoon
Mel

bill
playing
Lewlston. 16)

Julian Rose
Denkins Everett Co
Muslral Chrystlea
Gray ft Granville

Cia.

(ubo)

Nellie Allen

Wd

kfoat
(ah- wva)

BIJOU (loew)

Lordens
Luekie & Yost

Rempol Co

Harriet

Howard's Bears
Schwars ft Clifford
Lou ft Grace Harvey
Zanraas

:j

(Birmingham,

Williams A Wolfus

Denorer ft Bsrlow
Ed Lee Wrothe Co
Walters ft Walters
Reynolds ft Donegan

(ubo)
(Jackson split)

1st

PALACE

Rente Girls
I'd

A"

Cnlamrr

(Atlanta split)
1st half
LaToy Bros

Arbor, Mlek

Thornton A Tkomton
Corty Sisters
Fred Rogers
5 Rianos

ORPHEUM

Blrnalaahaaa. Ala.
LYRIC (ubo)

MAJESTIC

& Push

(Ir«en

New Turnkey
4

bill playing
Hip. Spokane. 14)
Fisher's Circus

Fisher & Gllrnore

Cooper

(ah- wva)

(11)

(Same

1st half

PuRo'her & DeLee

(loew)

3 Aitkcns
&.

BLUEBIRD

Mayne

2d half

GREELEY

Anaconda, Most.

Ann

Williams & Mitchell
Frank Farron
•Heir for Night"

O'Brien Havel Co

Tommy Hayden Co
Helen Trio

(Same
Judith,

Idaho, 18)

Buster A Bddy
Frank A Waters

split)

Hicks .ft Hart
2 Brownies
Paul Esrle

(Three to Oil)

DEKALB (loew)
Marshall A Welton

E'iznbeth

Bllllasra.

A. C.
(ulKt)
split)

1st half
4

Ve°w\ork"

J«w«l«n
payment

1st kalf
Gillette

Casting Campbells

LYRIC Jlosw)

Tom A

Stacla Moore
Florence Tlmponi
Oold A Seal

Moore A

Bllratt

2d half
Burns A Foran
Leonard A Dempsey

T

Jimmy Lucas Co
Remple Co

King A Harvey
Santl

PALACE

(orph)

Murray

Elisabeth

"America First"
Harry Green Co
Josle Heather Co
Patricola V A Meyers
Frank Crummltt

A

Onrl
Bert

Dolly

Melrose
(wva)
Holden A Graham

t

to tht Profenlos
for mercbandiar.

Elliott

A West

Boudlnl Bros

Leonard

Arlington Trio

W

8 Harvey Co

Rogers A Wood
Cummin A Seaham
Jim McWUIIams

A Whitney
Brown Harris % B
Ruth Belmar

Elmlra"

to

Porter J White Oo
Daniels A Walters

A Bobby

Mazlnos

(Two

to

Silver A Duval
'Tke Slacker"

to

PANTAGE8

Cincinnati

A Nolan

Den Moinon

Violet McMlllen

8

ORPHBUM

Ckums

(Sunday opening)

Gern A Davis

Sam Mann Co

Bert FlUgJbbons

Toy 8hop

Oautler's

EMPRESS
A

Carroll

A G
McManua

Norton Dennla
Carrie

Geo PaUl Co
(0=9 to fill)
Cleveland

Co

(loe\r)

"Bachelor Dinner"

Simpson A Dean

Hans Hanks
Andy Lewis A Co
Booth A Leander
Al Noda

A

(loew)

Wilklns

McDonald A Rowland
Leonard A Ward

A

Jesson
Margaret Calvert
Jesson

(One

to

fill)

PRISCILLA

(sun)

Daisy Jerome
Morris A Allen

Beuax A Belles
Ben Smith

IAD

Carnerry

ORPHBUM

(loew)

Hal A Francis

N A

8 Kellog

Four Harmony Kings
Cedora

(Two

to

fill)

TEMPLE (ubo)
Eddie Leonard Co
Sis Dewolf
J .Hussey Co
A Bergen
Jos Bernard Co
Ward Co

Russell

Hanlon A Clifton
Breen Family
Florentine Trio
Mueller A Meyers

Jamss A West
"Thro' the Mirror"

A Nego A

Tom Kyle Co
Melodious Bugs
Gates A Flnlay

(One

Stopltt

to fill)

COLUMBIA

Egan A Demar
George Harada
Columbia, H. C.

KEITH'S

(loew)

from Amster-

dam"

3 Hlckey Bros
Gladys Harrison

GRAND

Detroit

REGENT

A Howard

Wilklns

Howard

C Crawley Co
Three Bobs
The LeVolos

"Girl

HIP (ubo)
Jack A Forls
Adelaide Boothby
"Cranberries"
Great Lester

MILES

"Holliday's Dream"
Imperial Duo
Joe Towle

Clara

(abc)

Lachman Trio
Detsel

(p)

"Oh Doctor"
Ruth Boland

KBTIH'S (ubo)
Nolan

Co
Chas Howard Co
Norwood A Hall

Bert Wheeler
John Small A Sis
Ollivetta Trio

Orvllle Stamm
(One to fill)

(ubo)

Jacobs

A

(sun)

Sardell

Johnson A Lee
Ellis

Ellsworth
Entertainers

ft

Chinese

O'Dowd A Baplerre
Carter's Players

Juno Salmo

HOTEL APPLETON
SAN FRANCISCO

Empire Comedy 4
Lena's Hawallans

(Two

Denver

Jessie Busier

"Prosperity"
Msrle Stoddard
Diamond A D'daught
Frank Hartley

fill)

2d kalf
Retter Bros

Sterling Rose 8

NORTH HIPP

Low Walla
4 Ankers

ORPHEUM

Allen

"Rubevllle"
Bessie
Ideal

U • A"

"Lincoln of

Demarest A Collotto
Arthur LaVlne Oo

Morgan Dancers

(orph)

Leroy Bosco A

"Back

playing

bill

lace,

"Naughty Princess"

BABCOCK

(ak-wva)
Bins Elrd. Anaconda, 14. Grand. Wal-

1st half

Capt Kidder Co
Dan Ahern
"Mary's Day Out"

Demarest ft Doll
Lulu's Friend"
Adrian
Plcolo Midgets
•

Rae 4: Wynn
Frank Farron

(Saginaw

(ubo)
Alva A Partner
Hendricks A Padula
Farrell A Saxton

split)

Henry A Moore
Jimmy Lyons

PEOPLES HIPP

(Same

Melnotte Lanole Tr
Bar City, Mick.
BIJOU (ubo)
8un opan'g)

Altooaa, Pa.

(Macon

Mumford A Thompson 'Temptation"

"Echoes of B'way"
Whitfield Ireland Co

ORPHEUM

(p)

ZIra's Leopards

Rodwsy A Edwards

Mitchells

Bntto, Mont.

PANT AGES

Joe K Watson
Johhson Dean Rev
Herbert Brooks Co
4 Readings

Paul Kelll

Lewis A Leopold

LYRIC (son)
Zelda Santley
Rotkrock A McGrade
Keno Kays A Malroaa
(18-21)

AM
PBANGVOO
rFlftjr-flftr-V

Byard A Harvey
Eastman A Moore

Maude Tiffany

Laurie Ord*;ay
Marie & Billy Hart
2d half
Marshall L. vvtlton

Hlckey

(loew,

Borden ft Dwyer
Htrvey DeVora 3

LINCOLN

(ubo)

1st naif

2d half

Octavio
Bruce Duffett Co

4

Oypsy Brigands

(Kalamasoo split)
8un open's

2d half
Aerial

(ran)

A B
A Wklrlg'*
Faker A Taylor

Battle Creek. Mick.

Alton, I1L

Ford A Goodrich
4 Meyakos
Coakley A Dunlevy
Princess Mapllla Co
CIVIC CBN (ubo)

Adole Rowland

F

**Olrls

Harms Trio

Clair

Ckleace

Bolger Bros
Berry Nelson

Rawlas A VonKaufmaa
Frank Terry

HIP (wva)
Jimmy Dumm
McGooda Tate Co

La

MAJESTIC

BntTnlo. N. Y.

OLYMPIC

HIP (Loew)

Martha Hamilton Co
Baker ft Rogers

DuRocber A DeLee
Nelson A Castle

3 Rorellas

(18-17)

Duquesne 4
Art Studios

Margaret Young
Burns ft Mabita
Sports in Alps
6 Am Dancers
4 LlKhtons

Brown A Carstens

Elva

Skaaley and Vwi

Co

JAM

Harvey DeVora 3

New Turnkey

Von Horn A Ammer

LOw ANOl

(ubo)

Marquard A Dooley
Chas Grapewln Co
Garry McOarry Co
Harklns
Joyce West A M
3 Jabns

Asakl Duo

2d kalf
A A D Leroy
Herbert Mltell A
Fred Allan
"Getting In Soft"

to nil)
(14-15)

(ubo)

split)
1st kalf

'

CONTINENTAL HOTEL

Belle Baker
Lucille Cavanagh
Blossom Seeley Co

fill)

(Two

BIJOU

RIALTO
(KnoxvUle

Dolce Sisters
Taklta Japs
Fenton A Green

(ubo)

8katelles

The Professionals* Original Basse

fill)

ORPHEUM

Barry A Layton
Five Williams

Roach A McCurdy
-The New Model7

Alexandria
Stevens A Falke
Lane A Smith

Brooklyn

2d half

Kramer

to

Pereira Sextet

Lyceum Four
Salseman A Modal

Allentow/n, Pau
ORPHEUM (ubo)
Rice A Francis
Martha Hamilton Co
O'Neal A Walmsley
"In Yucatan"
2d half
Bernard A Lloyd
Florence Randall Co
Chas R Sweet
(One to fill)

LaTour

ft

(Two

id kalf
Jack A Jessie Gibson
Dorothy Earle

PLASA

Cknttanooara. Tenau

Flying Keelfrs

Wagon

"Mimic World**

CaL

Prince A Crest
3 Melvlns
Edith Newllo
Balrli

Gertrude Cogert
"Have a Heart"

Cbase

POLI'S (ubo)
A Norton

fill)

La France Bros
G'A L» Gardner
Howard A White
Fred Weber Co
Romain Trio

(One to fill)
2d half

(loew)

VICTORIA

Sammies
AVE. B (loew)

Leddy A Leddy

Overboil A Young
3 R ore Has
Elinore A Carlton
"Miss Hamlet"
Marcclla Johnson Co
"Lulu's Friend"
Green ft Pugh

H

(loew)

Chadwlck Taylor
Sadie Sherman
Bsbier Thatcher Co
Nat Carr

HI las.

(ubo)
1st half

Conn.

DIngley

Ioe

Doys

Dickinson A Bnagon
Lala Sslblnl Co

Lucy
Warren A Frost
"I Love the Ladles"
Msrston A Manley

2d kalf

Long A Orson
(Two to flU)

Man OS

2 Spooks

RAPIDS

fill)

Brldsreate-rt.

(abc)
(11-13)

Hugh Herbert Co
Hallen A Fullar

Bendella Patterson
RIVERSIDE (Oho)
Elsie Janls
Bessie Clayton Co

to

HIPP

Toney
"Night Clerk"
Alexandria.

A Louie

Bakerofteld.

A Pern

Parish

Mabel Harper Co
Bertha Crelgbton Co
Raymond A Caverly
(One to nil)

J

(Ubo)

split)
1st half

2d half
Dancing Dales
Elisabeth Mayne
Scott A Chryety

(One to

Broslos A Brown
Florence Rayfleld
Forrest A Church

(Two

(loew)

A Swain
A Mayo

Bella

2d half

(Troy

to All)

COLUMBIA

Alexander

Chaa L Fletcher
Los Walton A H
Ryan A Juliette
Five Melody Maids

Levy A Cooper
Albany, If. Y.

PROCTORS

(ubo)

Dorothy Granville Co
Polsln Bros
MODJE8KA (loew)

Leonard

BIJOU (abc)
Clipper Trio
Melbie A Llllle

Helene Trio

Lyons A Yosco
Whapple Huston Co
Ted beers
Rooney A Bent

1M

(loew)

Selaya

1st half

v

(Three to fill)
td kalf
%
Breakaway Barlows
Warner A Astor
Minna PkUllps Co

Sevan A FUat

La Vera
Lewis a Norton
Fred La Relne Co

2d half

Hinkel A May
Dorothy Burton Co
Herman A Henley
Raymond A Caverly

Marquard Dooley Co

i

The Parshleys
Howard ft Simmons
Gordon Bldred Co
Smith A Troy
Ruth Howell Trio
Aseriees, 9. D.

The Parshleys

Noaetle

II

Artura Bernardi
2d half

ORPHEUM

(ubp)
(Anniversary Bill)
(Time Table Billing;
Gliding O'Mearas
Arnold a Taylor
McMahon Dlo A C

(loew)

Cook A Stevens
Flying Henrys
(Three to oil)

Dorothy Eurton Co
Lane-Plant-Tlmmons

COLONIAL

GRAND

WARWICK

(iosw)

rela-

Angmatn, Gn.

Adams A Mangle
Alice Roy
Edward Farrell Co
Lee A Bennett

Octsvlo

Mann Co

Morton a Glaaa
Moore ft Wbitehouee
Ashley a Allman
Venita Gould
Billy Gould
The Vivians

Rockwell

The Frescotts
Lander Bros

Brown A Carstens
Sclig a Allman

fill)

ALHAMBRA
Louis

In

Co

Alios Nelson

JAME8

8T.

»»xiharVa»i»Amanda Qray A

Ruth?"
Archie Dunbar Trio

SPECIAL NOTICE Thr manner

C

2d kalf
Ovandos

MoGowan A Gordon
Ryan ft Richfield

(Next to AJeasa* Theatre'

fill)

KBDZIB (wva)
Tke Oladlstors
Cecil A Mack
Frank Oabby Co
Ray Snow
'Tke Smart Shop"
2d half
Musical Lunds
Berrtck A Hart
Porter J White Co
Daniels A Walters

Nowlln Tr
(wvs)
Stuart A Dlggs
"To Save One Girl"
Musical Lunds
Lew Hoffman
Fields A Wells
Myral A Delmar
Ellis

AMERICAN

2d half
Zarnes A Dunn

H

Lou Burns A

Ed

Bis

Co

Blondell

Wilson A Wilson
Bachman's Kldland
(One to fill)

McVICKER'S

(loew)

Old Soldier Fiddlers
Frank Mullane
A M Rogers
"Lots ft Lots"

W

DeRenzo

Ladue
"Apple Blossom Time"
Leonore Slmonson
Holmes ft Holllston
(Two to fill)
LINCOLN (wva)
Lou Burns ft 81s
Ed Blondell Co
Dunlay ft Merrill
Bachmanns Kldland
(One to

ft

fill)

2d half
Stuart Dlggs

Geo McFsdden
"To Ssve One Girl"
(One to fill)
AVE (wva)
Berrlck ft Hart
Anderson ft Golnes
Cliff

Bailey

(Tlree to

Duo

fill)

2d half
Jacquette ft Almond
Cecil

ft

Mack

Frank Oabby Co
Anderson A Golnes
Valentine

(On* to

ft

TUA1

fill)

WINDSOR

(wva)

DeBourge

Sisters
Billy Kelgard

Denoyer A Dannie
Ragapatlon 8
(One to fill)
2d halt

Rekoma

Abbott A White
Farrell Taylor Co
Hallen A Hunter
Imhoff Conn A Cor

Dukuejno, In.
MAJESTIC (wva)
"Mimic World"

Eva Tanguay
Gen Plssno Co

Pollard

PASTIME

(ubo)

(Charleston

split)

Alezsnder A Fields
Gsylord A Lsncton

Adams A

Griffith

Ferry
Gertrude

DeMllt

Dallas
(inter)

Valnovas Gypsies
Haruko Onuki
"Motor Boating"
Pistel A Cushlng

Edwin Arden Co
Ruth Roye
German Film
Danville, 11L

PALACE

(ubo)

(Sunday opening)

Walsh A Bentley

A Alda

Perrone

The Veterans
Lewis

ft

Leopold

"Inter'nal

Rev"

2d half

Lew Hoffman
Hampton A Shlrner
Stevens A Holllster
Stelndel Bros

Max Gruber Co
Davenport,

COLUMBIA

la.

(wva)

"20th Century Whirl"
2d half

Swan

ft

Eva Taylor Co
Lucille

1st half

MAJESTIC

2d half

Dora Hikon
Denoyer A Dannie

Swan

A "Cockle"
Duo
Dulntk

Bailey

Cliff

ORPHEUM

(Sunday opening)
ft
Barr Twins
Hilly Gaxton Co
Chas Olcott
Urice

JAB

Morgan

Herbert's Dogs
Unrto ft Rlalto

Harry Gerard Co

Ronton, Pa.

ABLE O H

(ubo)

Gaeney ft Dale
"Memories"
Hip ft Napoleon
(Two to fill)
2d half
Joe Browning
Mr ft Mrs Cappelln
O'Neal ft Walmsley
"In Yucatan"
(One to fill)
K. Liverpool, O.

AMERICAN (sun)
Novelty Clintons
Olga Mlshka Co
Dawson A Bennett
2d half
Fox
E.

Reilly

Co

>

Lonla, III.
(wva)
Maboney A Rogers
St.

ERBER8

"Smart Shop"

Hipp

A Wells
Page Hack ft Mack

4 Ankers

Fitch Cooper

2d half
Old Time Dsrkles

Fields

Dayton, O.
KEITH'S (ubo)

Lamb

ft

Morton

Jockle A Blllle
Joe Jackson
Brlerre A King
D ReKel Co
Waster Kelly
Cronln'8 Novelty

Decatur, 111.
EMPRESS (wva)
(Sunday opening)
"Merry-go-round"
2d half
Paul Petchlng Co

(One

4
to

fill)

Jimmy Dunn
Cal Dean A Sor Girls
(One to fill)

Kdmontoa, Can.

PANTAOES

(p)

Primrose Minstrels
Barton A Hill
"Well Well Well"
Marlette's Marionettes
Alice Hamilton
Jan Rubini
Frle. Pa.

COLONIAL

(ubo)

Owen A Moore

Nalnoa
Moore ft Gerald

"Dairy Maids"

Lee Kohlmar Co

*

Llghtners

Alexan'r

Evaasville, lad.
GRAND (wva)

Haute

(Torre

spiqt)

1st half

A

O.
{son

Frank Houghton Co
Daisy Haroourt Co
C Belmont A C
Fred A Albert
2d half

Haystake Bros
Fisher

Hamilton.
— GRAND"

Bell A Ward
A Lloyd
Ward A Shubert

Ward

Fallon

Lawrenoo A Bdwards

Forrest

Mack A Barl

SchwarU Bros

Dancing Olrl of Delhi

Fall Hirer. Maea.

ACADEMY

(loew)

Avondss
IfoOowan A Gordon

Ryan A

Richfield

Billy Elliott

A

Sutter

Doll

Saxton
Duquesne 4

CAM

Weber A

Elliott

Morrell 6

Beatrice

Farajo, N. *t.
GRAND (abc)
Slauaon A Tyson

The Vernona
Levy A Cooper
3 Robins
2d half
Jack A Marie Gray
Beatrice McKemie Co
Calvin A Thornton
Clipper Trio
(One to

fill)

Fllat, Mich.
PALACE (ubo)
(Sunday opening)
(Lanalng split)
Slgsbee's

Dogs

Holliday

A

Wlllette

Hawaiian Serenaders
Arthur Rlgby
Buch Bros
Ft. Wayae, lad.

PALACE

(ubo)

(Two to fill)
Hartford. Coaa.
POLI'S (ubo)
Stanley A Burns
Reno
Kahn A Boone
Catherine Crawf'd Co
2d half
J Harris

Sam

"Mimic World"

PALACE

(ubo)

Van Orden A Fallows
Wilbur Held
2d half
Davis A Stafford
Ethel MoDonough
Miller Packer A 8

Hattleabara;, Mlaa.
STRAND (ubo)
1st half

Wm

Sisto

A Nugent
CANTONMENT(loew)

Vespo Duo
"Phunphlenda"
Holden A Herron

A Kenny
Andrew Kelly
Howard A Rosa
Manning A Hall
Maldle De Long
2d half

MUUe

(Same

FEELEY'S
BUI

playing

Duluth

13-

D Bennett A Young
Dean. Players
Zuhn A Dries
LaVlne Trio
Ft. Worth, Tex.

Cliff

MAJESTIC

(Inter)

Musical Hunters
Clark A LaVler

Bell

Stevens A Bordoni
Goldsmith A Lewis
C Fanton Co
Hoaokca. N. J.
LYRIC (loew)
Dressier A Wilson

Sylvester

MAJESTIC

(Inter)
(11-12)

playing

bill

13-14,

Beaumont,
16-17)

Austin
J

Marx Bros Co

Bowman Bros
Eadle A Ramsden

"Camp

2d half
In Rockies"

Ogden

ft

Benson
Cockatoos

Grand Rapid*.

IHIoh
(ubo)
Hartwell

EMPRESS

Potter

ft

Girls

Bernle

A Baker

(abc)

Indlaaapoli*

Dooley ft Sales
(Four to fill)
Gt. Fall*, Mont.

Antrim ft
Bert Levy
Gulran & Newell

(p)

(13-14)

Same

playlnp

bill

Anaconda

1"»)
1 '

Mirth
Naynon's Birds
Donals Sisters
Van & Carrie Avery
Byal ft Early
"Cycle

of

Pruitt

Bill

PALACE

(ah-wva)

(10)

(Same

bill

Butto

Hipp,

Monahan
Carl

Miller ft Coogan
Camilla's Birds
LYRIC (ubo)
(Sunday opening)

Ray & Emma Dean
Weston Sisters

:t

"Fascinating

F Bunce
Degnon

playing
Mont,

7

ft

LeClaire

Symphony

Dells

Link ft Robinson
Conta Troupe
Greenville, H. i.

GRAND

(ubo)

(Charlotte npllt)
1st half

Klnzo

Raymond
Little

O'Connor

(One to

fill)

Clifton

ORPHEUM

(ubo)

(Ann Arbor

split)

1st half

Paul KleiPt Co

.Vno ft Mandel
"Fashion Shop"

Mae

Curtis

Azard Bros

BIJOU

(abc)

Baker Tripp & Allen
Bert Davles
St Julians
4

ft

DarllngH
Josephine DbvIh
7

Flirts"

Harding

ft
ft

Jaekson. Mich.

Monahan

Hamilton

ft
ft

(ubo)

Paulo
Vale

Miller ft Lyle
Paul Dickey Co

14)

Cook

ft

Cook Sisters

FAMILY

Tiller Sisters

Lanlgan A Tucker
Frank Gardner Co

A Gordon

BRADY

...

,!

MAHONFY

(ubo)

Welsh's Minstrels
2d half
Wilfred DuUois
Yates Reed Co
Veterans

«J

A

Merrlil

(ubo)

(8-10)

Honey mooners"
Sullivan ft Mason
"The

A Reynolda

Bollinger

Lanatna;, Mich.

BIJOU

(ubo)
(Sunday opening)
(Lansing spilt)
1st half

v

ORPHEUM

"Good-Bye

TEMPLE
la, 10,

Bspe A Dutton
Geo Damarel Co
Earl

(ubo)
Centre Chat(Civic
tanooga split)
1st half

Sherman Van A Hy

4 Bolses

Walla-Wal-

Hip, Spokane.

I^eonard & Haley
Emll Hoch Co
Ward ft Shubert
Schwartz Bros

2d half
Barrett
Clover Leaf Trio

ft

Kerr

ft

(Two

"Hong Kong
(Two to fill)

FAB
Belle Oliver
(One to

(Inter)

Maaoa City. la.
CECIL (abc)

2d half

Bernard

ft

Janls

ft

(ubo)

Pike

Riley ft Lester
Russell S
Leavltt A Lock wood
Bl.iai ft Sort
2d half

Eugenie LeBlane
The Dohertys
Howl Kir? Co

Hawthorne A Anthony
Rublo Troupe

Memphis. Teaa.

ORPHEUM

to fill)

A E Dooley

PALACE

(ubo)

(Montgomery
1st half

split)

CRESCENT

New Reekelle. N.
LOEW (loew)

Vlolen

ft

Y.

Ous Erdman
Myral A Delmar
Moatejosaery, Ala.

ORAND

Cressy

Avon
3

Dayne
ft
Comedy 4

Vagrants

(ubo)
Orleans split)

(New

1st half

Embs A

Alton
Noodles Fagan Co

(ubo)

Cooney
OUle Young
"Too Many

M

Sweet-

hearts"

ACADEMY

(Ubo)

(Richmond

split)

(Sun

let half

Kimball A Kennith
Claudia Tracey
"Lincoln of U 8 A"
Madison A Winchester
Ellis Nowlln
Nashville,

Ten a.

PRINCESS

(ubo)

(Louisville spilt)
1st half

Dancing

Kennedys

Victoria 3

Shrapnel Dodges
Bert Kenney
KirksiiiiU Sisters

Newark,
MAJESTIC
Howard

ft

N. J.
(loew)

Simmons

(11-12)

to All)

(11)

playing

(Same

bill

Regent,
Flying

Tacoma,

Grace Linden
Best Morton A Kerr

Van A Yorke

Oaklaad

of Orient"

Wrong"

4"
Brown * Spencer

Nina Payne Co
Gallagher A Martin
Delro
Act Beautiful
(p)

(Sunday opening)
"Saint A Sinner"
J A D Miller
The Cromwells
Brady A Maboney
"Bon Voyage"
(11)

Marr A Evans
A Rwaln
Williams A Culver

4 Southern Girls
Peerless Trio

Redding,
Cal.

10).

ITtak
(p)

(13-17)

J C
BIcknell

Bowker

EMERY

(Sunday opening)
Reeves Co
ZteKler s and Band

(loew)

Zelaya

Minna Phillips Co
Bovan A Flint
Peronees
2d half

Alexander A Swain
Howard ft Hurst

"What Happened
Ruth"

Dunbar Trio
fill

Ralelvh, N. C.

STRAND

(ubo)

Frank Stafford Co
Mullen

ft

Rogers

Selblnl

ft

Grovinl

(One

to

fill)

Blllle

2d hnlf
Charlotte Meyer

Rice ft Werner
Milton ft DeLongs
The LcGrohs
Edwin House
Scotch Lads ft Las

Corb Shep ft Don
De Pinna
(One to nil)

>'.

PLAYHOUSE

Ji.

(ubo)

half
(H-10)

•Jd

Eddy Badger
Murphy & Lachmar
H Adler Co

Moriarty Sisters
Stewart A Lewis
Marie Ellne Co
Lander Bros
Great Santell
2d half

Hob & Robinson
Woaton's Models

Adams A Mantle
Hlckey A Cooper

Fitzslmmons

MONTAUK

(ubo)

2d

half
(8-10)
ft

Cam

Heading. I*a.
HIP (ubo)
V,'.:>

At la

t'j

(lc

Hilton ft LaZar
The Rials

rshon

Marshall Montgomery
Spencer A Williams
The Eiulllos

EMPRESS

Hans Roberts Co
Gardner A Revere
"0 Peaches A Pair"
2d half

Maboney A Rogers
Will Stanton Co

Hip 4
McOoods Tate Co
(One to fill)
ORAND (wva)
I»nzo Cox
Devoy ft Dayton
Roslie Anchor
The Bimbos
F Keane A Walsh
Stoddard ft Hsynes
Edwards ft Louise
Tom Davlse Co
"Oh Please Mr Detec"
PARK (wva)
Atko A Virginia
Clark ft Chappie
Deane ft Sor Girls

Conway
I'.hJJv H

Van Hi Lewis
Mr ft Mrs Cappelin
Joo Browning

Ed

"Storyland"

Roth

half

Nestor & Vinernt
Hire & Pranrls

(wvs)

Mltchel*

Aerial

ft
-<;

Fields

Tr»»

half
In no Lowrey
I'd

St In*

I'd

Laala.

St.

ORPHEUM

O Hoffman Co

Claire Rochester

Breakaway Barlows
Warner A Astor

to

Duo

Barbour A Jackson
American Girl Rev

Stan Stanley 3
Comfort A King

Misses Campbell

Danaj L.oi

McCormlck A Swor
O Handsworth
Harry Breen

ORPHEUM
Omaha

I.

KEMH'S (ubo)
SSntley A Millershlp
Bailey A Cowan
Sylvia Clark
Herman A Shirley

(Two

"Miss Up-to-Dato"

1st half

Florenze

Prorldeacc, R.

Archie

Paula
Four Roses

(Sunday opening)
(Bay City split)

Stevfirt

Rural 8
Berggulst Bros
Ross Bros

Dr

Roes ft Wise
Leon Sisters Co

Saaiaaw.-Mlch.
JEF-ttTRAND (ubo)

Mabel Fonda
Billy Morse

'A

Kafka Trio

Howard Moore A O
Marimba Band

playing
Redding,

bill

Morgan A

F

Appolo Trio
2d half
Twirling Talbuts
Roberts A Roden

HIPP (ah-wva)
(ID
(Same

Llbonatl

Georgia Barle Co
Juggling Nelson
Betty Bond
BMPRBS8 (aAh)
Allen A Allen

Victoria Four

Willard
"All

Bd Foy Family
Wood A Wyde

Dennl A Perrl
WtUiams A WiHleoaaOmsga Trio

(p)

Claudia Coleman
Hoey A Lee
The Youngera

15)

LaMars
Wagner A Whiting

PANTAGBS

"Dream

playing
18 - 14;

Fresno 18-18)

Louis Hart

PANTAGBS

bill

Stockton

German Film

N. Yaklael, Weak.
EMPIRE (ah-wva)

i'*»«nl<%

ORPHEUM

Lloyd A Britt

W

Ill
(abc)

(One to fill)
2d half
Harley A Hsrley
Arthur Wood
Maybelle A Phillips
Heltons
Arllng A Mack
Bacraaecata, CaL

(Sams

Tower A Darrell
Bert Baker Co

A Ross

PANTAGES

(ubo)
opening)

A Bennett
Hickman

(Sunday opening)
Tucker Co
Frank Westphal

Norfolk. Va.

Oajdea.

Nordstrom

(ubo)

Sophie

Flddes
April

ft

Frank Fay
4 Kings

Fojettl

Ialaaa.

Blectro

Jos Watts Co

GAP

Rack

ILLINOIS

Co

Nesbltt

JAW
Ous Erdman

Welling Levering Tr
6 Colonial Belles
Cains A Oden

ORPHEUM

Helm

HIPP (ah-wva)

half
(8-10)
Sisters

Carts"

PortlaaaL Ore.

Marie A Billy Hart

"Subra; # ne

la

(srva)

Rucker A Winifred
Hennings

Geo Damarel Co
2d half
"Good-Bye Bway"

(8-10)

Jewell Co
Greater City 4
Girls of Altitude

Oordon-Eldred Co.
2d half
3 Eddy Sisters

(Two

(ubo)

2d half

split)
1st half

ORPHEUM

Beauties

KBY8TONB

(Johnstown

A White
Chase A LaTour

Nellie

Hoekfora, I1L

PALACE

Bertie Ford

Creation

SHBR1DAN 8Q

jWblte

Inglis

A Seiton
Morris A Campbell
Burling A Marguerite

B

81sters

A

Merism's Dogs
Alls ONlell

Blsa Williams Co
Conlin A Gloss

"Milady's Gown"
Clarence Wilbur
Zeno, Jordan and J

Bud A

Duffy

KfliTHS (ubo)
A Hughes

Ptttabarnk

2d half
Grace Harvey

(ubo)

Adelaide

DAV18 (ubo)
Brennan A Vaughn

Vespo Duo
Phunphiends
Holden A Herron
Randalls

Dunn

TEMPLE

Whiting A Burt
Walter Brower
Lew Madden Co
Fox A Ward
"Futuristic Revue"
Marie Fltsglbbons
LRUs Johns

"Fashions a

(loew)

Millie Olive

Lou A

Rochester. N. Y.

F Randall Co
A A F 8 ted man

Thomas A Hall
Linton A Lawrsnos
Symphony Olrls

split)

half

John B Hymer Go
Haus Kronold
Connelly A Wenrloh

Flyn's Minstrels

Vim Beauty A Health

(Sunday opening)

REGENT

McKeeaport, Pa.

Duo

TAP

Aus McLeans

Maakeaoa. Mick.

fill)

WHITE O H

Mang ft
Mrs G Hughes Co
Little Rock, Ark.

J

6 Colonial Belles
Lucler

Delano

Ensign
Snyder

Brenda Fowler Co
Haley Sisters
Herbert Lloyd Co

la.

(abc)

2d half

Jimmy Wabl

Walker

MAJESTIC

CASINO

Little

2d

Taylor Triplets

ORPHEUM

Princess Kalama
David Sapir6tein

Maraaalltowa,

PALACE

PROCTOR

Phillips
2d half
Walter ft Cliff Sis

Daring Sisters
Lincoln. Neb.

MeJIae. I1L
(wva)
Wives"
Frank Ward
"6

Pat

May belle

half

3 Kanes

Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Brooks ft Lorella
Dale A Weber

Lew Hershey
Dream Garden
Guy Bartlett A

Mnck

(ubo)

Hopkins A Axtell

Artane
Oranella Duo
Foster ft Foster
Ten Dark Nights
F Howard A Tool In
llandow Trio
Lima, O.
ORPHEUM (sun)
Latoy's Models

Ward A Raymond

"The Family"
Steve Freda
"Garden Belles"

Marian, Ia4.

LYRIC

Ling A Long
Morton Broe
Jaok Gardner Co

May A KUduff

Al Abbott
playing

(wva)

Delevan Bros
2d half

A Sunshine
Macoa, Ga.

GRAND

(ah-wva)

18)

•lid

Co

Nell O'Connell
McCormlck A Irving

bill

Liberty,

Bway"

2d half
Bertie Ford
Lottie Williams

Lewlaton, Moat.

(Same

(wva)

DeWltt Young Sis

Archie Nicholson 8
Robinson's Elephants

HelgTer

(ubo)

(Lynchburg

Conrad A Con ley
Jon la A Hawallans
Green A Parker
The Hennings
(One to fill)

A Hlgglns
2d half

Lydell

ROANOKE
1st

Woems

Walter

J

I.

(ubo)

Pallaaelpala

Lambert A Ball
Albertlna Raech Co
George Kelly Co
Ben Deeley Co
Asahi Troupe

John T Ray Co
Norworth Gaston A

PALACE

Pawtaekot* R.

8CBNIC

BID

to

Roaaoke

DeMarlo Co
White Olover Co
John Gelger

Francis

Dave Thereby
Sweeny A Newton

(One

Barney Williams Co
2d half
Emmett's Canines
Stanley A Burns
Kahn A Boons
"Tale of a Coat"

1st hslf

Alex McFaydea
The Allisons
Shaw A Campbell
B Bouncer's Circus
Maaleoa, Wla.

Songsters

2d half
Staggpoole ft Spier
Girls"

split)

Lafayette* laa.

Wm

KEITH'S

(p)

Senator Murphy
Jack Kennedy Co
Rodrlgues
GRAND (wva)

(ubo)

(Roanoke

Crollas

(14)

Piplfax

PANTAGBS

"Bride Shop"

F A O Walters

Wood's Canines
Owen A Moore
Schooler A Dickenson
miampton a Shrlner

(Three to fill)
2d half

Lee ft Cranston
Upton's Monkeys
Reba Delbrldge
Schilling Co

Bee Ho Gray Co
Lovenberg 81s Co
Alexander Kids

Roy A Arthur
Chas Gibbs
Carmen A Davett
Elliott A Mora
"Cabaret DeLoze"
Lyaekki _

ACADEMY

A Heath

J O Nugent Co
Sylvester A Vance
Rae B Ball

(Nashville split)
1st half

Eckoff

Kremka Broa
June Mills Co
Huntlnajtoa. W. Vs. Chief Elk Co

ORPHEUM

ORPHEUM

Mclntyre

Dorse's 81ngers

Kaane A White
Bvans A Lloyd

Leona Gurney

MlaaeaaeUs

Otto

Rose
Wilson
Zermaine A Zermalne

The Decnslas
Evelyn Cunnnlgham
Mario Orchestra
Kuier Klare A Kuter

(Inter)

Weber

Long Tack Bam
<One to fill)

1st half

1st half

A

Ray Bnow

Wells

Chattanooga,

2d half

Kaufman Bros
Reene Florlgny

PANTAGBS

Tcaa.
BIJOU (ubo)

Raoxvlllc,

COLONIAL

German Film
University 4
ftnsd Forks. N. D. Larry Simpson Co

Swain's

Curzon Sisters

"Magazine Girls"
Peacock Alley
Watts ft TowneB
German Film

Wlllams

A C
Hunting
LAM
Horn A Ferris

Producer"

Rev
Laacaster, Pa.

The Lelghtons
Flying Henrys
Houston, Tex.

MAJESTIC

HIPP (aAh)
Barlow A Eldrldge
Lindsay A Lady Bugs
Hugjes Bisters

(p)

*

Moanalua Sextet
(One to fill)
2d half
Helen Savage Co
Hager A Goodwin
Morgan A Gray

KEITH'S (ubo)

Harry Oolaman

Tyler

(p)

Regsn A Renard
8 Oallerini Co

Rita Gould
4 Hartfords

Coaa.
BIJOU (ubo)
Labelle A Lillian
Taylor A Howard
George Lima

New Orleaaa
ORPHEUM

(was.)

(Sun openlat)
Broad
Arthur LaVlne Co
Bspe A Dutton

3 iMorl Bros
6 Sullys

Sam K
A

PALACE

Billy

Charlie

(Sunday opening)
Moran a Weiser
uevlne A Williams

Pink Pajamas

Galventoa, Tex.

a uaivln

Internal

Irene Trevette

Mo.

Wright a Deltrleh
Beusee a Baird

Dunley

to nil)
2d half

WtlmoB Westony
Theo Kosloff Co

(Same

ORPHEuM

(One

of

Gould A Lewis
Regal A Bender

"The Night Boat"
Fern Big A Meehan

PANTAOB8

Shayne

Marl Lo
Dorothy Brenner
Holt A Rosedale
Kanasawa Japs
Retter Broa

Willie Solar

City,

(Sunday opening)
Hobart fideson Co
Elaa Kuegger Co

Things
Eddie Foyer
Great Nicholson

"Edge

Herman

Lacy Shannon A B
Trevitt's Dogs
"Winter Gar Rev"

"A Res* Pal"
Casting Lamays

(8-10)

2d half

(wva)

bill

Grand,

Hayes A Rives
Valeda A B Nuts
Al White Co

(ubo)

Al

half

Ed Marshall
Weleer A Reiser

Chaa 8weet
(Two to fill)

Bell

(obo)
(Norfolk split)
1st

(ubo)

(8-10)

New Haves,

Lew Doekatader
Harry Holman Co

Bdw "Bandbox Revue"
Santly A Norton
L Flugerald Co

(Battle Creak split)
1st half

Kay A

Whittle

^YRW

"

2d hslf

Walter Bower
Durkln Girls
Baker A Rogers

half

^Spades Are Trumps"
~
RuscaHrPataraaa, fi. J.

MAJESTIC

half
(8-11)
Llttlejohne
J A V White

MAJESTIC (orph)
Cams A Oomer

to all)
2d half

ORPHEUM

(ubo)
(Sunday opening)

B

(ubo)

M

(loew)

Schwars and Clifford
Howard's Boars

Aaae

MAJESTIC

(Rial to,

W

COLONIAL (ubo)
Wllford DuBols

Al

PALACE

Slaters

2d
Zanaras

"Paradise Valley*

Kalai_

isew

Dunn

—

Mitchell

-"Heir 'or Night"

*Hek Vergar

Gown

Milady's

Barney First
Amedio
Alios Teddy Co
Lewaaaaast. lad.

(Two

-

Zeno Jordan A J
Clarence Wilbur

Vincent A Carter
7 Variety Danosrs

1st half

Olive

Haaletoa. Pa.

(12-13)

split)

Taylor Trio
Rouble Sims
Gygl A Vadi
Gene Greene
Eddie Montrose

Kelly

LYCEUM

(ah-wva)

bill

split)

Randalls

Ft. William*. Caa.

(ubo)

(Pittsburgh

Alvln

Mile Blanc*

ORPHEUM

MAJESTIC

PANiAGES

Glass
Clover Leaf 3

The Gladiators

Claudia Tracey
Madison A Winches r

(Two to fill)
Joaastowa, Pa.

A

Hlppert

A Wells
Ed Reynard Co

6 Southern Serenaders
Oliver Severn 8

Kaaaaa

M aat,

A

Williams

Rattfe
.

The Totoo

r'lve kelsons
Toots Paaa Co

Rose A Moon

(Sunday opening)
Sparks All Co
Tabor A Green
Stlendel Broe
Richards A Kyle
Yates Reed Co
Max Gruber Co
2d half
Johnson

(abc)
2d half

A

The Icelanders
Selma Braats

15)

Jaaeavllto, Wla.

A Hayes

Santos
-Briscoe-

playlag
Palace, Great nils.

4 Mlllilo 81s
(One. to fill)

A Newman A Anger

Dell

ame

Kelly Forest

Riders"

A

Farrell

STRAND

Montana 6

B

William Hanloa
S te w a rt -A- Duuubtta
Herbert Dyur Co
Llrlaajataa,

Weber A Rldnor

Harrlabargr Pa.

2d half
Gaeney A Dale

2d half
Jackley
Cleveland
Billy Hall Co

1st half

APOLLO

MAJESTIC (ubo)
Nestor A Vincent
Bernard A Lloyd
J C Nugent Co
Chas R Sweet
"Stampede

Helen

Jacksoavllle, Pla.
ARCADE (ubo)
(Savannah split)

ft

Win Gar Rev"

"l«»17

Li-neh

(One

At

Roberts
Lnoulland

to

'A

All)

Paul
OIU'HEl'M
St.

C,
Niuont Co
Bros
(Sunday opening)
"Corner Store"
Leona LnMar
(Continued on pape 24.)

J

Van

NEW ACTS

2L

M|m

* --

HEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Vtial

Presentation, First

Appearance

or Reappearance in or Around

Girls.

Aorial DeWolffs. Royal.
"The Miracle." Bushwick.

Royal.

^

Horry Fox.
Talk and Songs.
25 Mins., Ono.
Riverside.

entertainer Harry
equals. His present vehicle, wholly constructed of light
comedy,- is by far the best he has ever
given vaudeville, consequently one
must practically consider Harry Fox
of today one of vaudeville's best light

As a light comedy
Fox has few, if any,

acts.

He

is all

that— and then

a heavy burden
at the Riverside Monday evening, following a string of singing specialties
which really read and played as one of
the best singing bills ever staged
around here. Coming on in next to
closing position for a 25-minute period
first, but
it looked a bit dubious at
the distinctive personality which has
work of
the
in
predominated
always
Fox soon thawed the chill and once in
his stride, the result was never in
doubt. In this turn he has some rather

Fox shouldered

some.

unique and original comedy "bits," one
introducing five stage hands who continually interrupt proceedings to wish

carries in Lew
Pollock a capable foil for his crossfire patter and, incidentally, an accomPollock soloed
plished accompanist.
successfully and in musically aiding
the rendition of Fox's vocal repertoire, he was excellent throughout.

him

success.

And Fox

The routine begins with the usual

in-

talk wherein the stage
hands have their fling. Then follows
titled "My Dear
probably
a number
Old Dad Wanted Me to Learn a
It's a typical Fox style of
Trade."
lyric and gave him a bounding start.
Then a rather quaint ditty called "An

troductory

That Knows His Way
"Mason-Dixon Line,"
"Meet Me at the Station" and "We're
Going to Take the Sword Away from

Old

Horse

Home"

with

A

piano solo interrupts the
song routine, well timed and equally
well arranged. It's a medley. After
hearing "Mason-Dixon Line" innumerable times it sounded like a new
song as Fox handled it. This alone
cinched the hit he scored. During the
action he also eked a score of healthy
laughs from a comedy recitation in
which Pollock aided nicely. Mr. Fox
wears a brown business suit throughout, looks natty and carries himself

William."

1

H

;

as well as ever. He had little trouble
in gatheing the program hit at the
up-town house, earning several genuIt's a corkine bows at the finale.
ing act for any bill and a great vehicle for the headlining honors which
Fox now owns and deserves. Wyiin.

Patrick and Rose.
Singing and Talking.
10 Mins.; One (Special).
Harlem O. H.
Hefore a special drop in "one" representing a supposed fort "somewhere
in Mexico," these two men have a military talking skit that disclosed little
to recommend them for the better
While it might be said
programs.
they were forced to contend with numerous obstacles Election Night, it
nevertheless did not interfere to such
an extent that they were unable to
gain anything, for the audience were
apparently an easy one and willing to
They
listen and applaud everything.

pay most attention to talking that

is

rather inconsistent, with a laugh being contained here and there. And to
the comedian appears to be a bit shy on proper delivery, and with the straight working
in the same manner, the combination
looks rather doubtful for some regu-

make matters worse

lar

Sot).

Palace.

matic Novelty," "In the Dark," written by Mark Esplan, is of the fallacy

Lewis, Palace.

Horry Anger and King

comedy

-Fo* and-W&Ht
Talk and Songs.

Programed as "A Mystery Melodra-

Now York
Gwen

Gordon Co. m.
"In tho Dark" (Farcical).
23 Mines Foil Stage (Special

A

Lewi »

work.

-i*.

of circumstantial evidence, treated in
serious subject
a farcical manner.
at all times, the idea appears to have
been rapidly worked out with comedy
in mind, making a comedy act the intent. This end is secured, but apparently at the expense of the playlet
itself, tor the interest that is started
among the audience and might have

A

been maintained in another strain, is
knocked to nothing when the farce
commences, with the reward a few
laughs and nothing else. In the early
morning in a hotel corridor, the scene
opening in the dark, a shot is heard.
An accumulation of guests and the
hotel proprietor before the rooms of
that floor brings out a murder has
been committed. .The manager of a
theatrical troupe, having a room in
the centre between two others, the
latter respectively taken by female
and male member of the same company, is found lying on the floor of
Among
his room, seemingly dead.
those present is a judge of a local
criminal court in the small city where
the hotel is located. The judge assumes charge of the investigation.
The crime, is about to be fastened
upon the girl. She accused the dead
man of molesting her. The juvenile
of the company who occupied the
other room is in love with the girl.
He confesses to the deed. The evidence, however, points to his sweetheart. Upon the arrival of a traveling
drummer with an account of what he
saw from an opposite window, the
crime in turn is fashioned upon each
present, the judge included, with the
outcome disclosing it is all circumstantial evidence, planted by the theatrical

manager who was not mur-

dered, to bring to the judge's attention
that in a criminal case then b?fc"*:

counterpart might be
found. It's not good comedy, it's not
good drama nor melodrama, but there

him on

trial, its

is a good setting, some good and indifferent acting and something of a

novelty idea in this exposition of a
farcical

story.

The

playlet

is

nicely

produced by the Gordon & Lewis Co.,
and the piece may find a place in the
No. 3 position on the big time. 8ime.

Casper and Sinclair,
"The Bride and the Widow."
18 Mins.; One.
City.

A

sister act

with an idea, and were

the girl playing the bride, the straight
role, as clever as her little red-haired
partner, the act would be sure-fire.
The girls are using a bride and widow
idea with a song for their opening

number, costuming

it

in

white

and

black with knee-length dresses. It is
a clever introduction number. Three
other numbers, with a change of costume, make up the remainder. They
are using "Storybook Ball," fairly
well delivered by the bride, but the
"Brick-Top Head" song is the hit. A
double closes. At present the turn
is a good one for small time, but with
a clever straight woman that red head
Fred.
will go a long ways.

Florence Parker and Co.
Songs and Piano.
13 Mins.; Two.

(1)

58th Street.
A tall, stately woman with a soprano voice that has had the ad-

vantage of
panist.

training,

As an

act,

it

and an accomall depends on

much

the trime Florence Parker
means. She can sing and her repertoire of four numbers are all pleasing.
A classical song is used to open, followed by "Love's Lullaby," after which
the pianist offers a selection. The
closing number is Tosti's "Goodbye,"
and for an encore "For You a Rose"
Fred.
is offered.
h"\v

__

WEEK

TrflS
It Mins.;
Palace.

Ono

(Special Drop).

"Madame

Fox and Ward are the oldest theatteam or stage partnership. They
are now celebrating their 50th anniversary as performing partners, older
as a team than Mclntyre and Heath,
who have 46 or j7 years of partnership to ttyeir credit. To commemorate
a 50th anniversary of a "team," the
theatrical history,
first in American
E. F. Albee of the United Booking
Offices directed a full season's route
in the big time vaudeville theatres
given Fox and Ward, at $300 a week
(without a cut) special billing and attention.
They are receiving it all at
the Palace, New York, this week. Norman Jefferies, of Philadelphia, is and
has been the agent for the act. It is
quite possible Mr. Jefferies brought to
Mr. Albee's attention the anniversary
moment and the opportunity. For all
of those concerned it denotes a spirit
of sentiment in connection with the
varieties.
The Fox and Ward turn,
as at present arranged, will convey to
tho theatre-going public witnessing it
throughout the country that vaudeville doesn't forget.
Fox and Ward
are real "old timers." The partners
in an encore bit of verse mention their
careers together, thank those instrumental, and state they started in the
show business in 1867 at Woods', Cincinnati.
They first appeared in New

York with the San Frantisco Minstrels at "585 Broadway," were at Pastor's 46 years ago and their special
drop itemizes many of the well known

names of other days.

On

it

are Duprez and Benedict, Delehanty
and Hengler, Harrigan and Hart, Dan
Bryant's Minstrels, Billy Emerson's
Minstrels, Mclntyre and Heath, Lottie
The act
Gilson, and Cal Wagner.
starts by a screen announcement of

Anniversary.
It concludes with
Fox and Ward singing "Uncle Ned,"
an old song, with a dance accompaniment. The act harks back to olden
times, often referred to by the partners who call each other "Bill" (Fox)
and "Joe" (Ward). A medley of olden
choruses is also in use.
The men
are in blackface, always worn by them
upon the stage, and their experiences
likely entail every phrase of variety
life since they entered it.
No attempt
has been made to make the turn modern, other than in the sense it bases
itself upon the days gone by.
Respectful attention is always assured
it,
for here is an act that may be
truthfully placarded as in a class by
itself.
A golden anniversary in any
walk of life for a partnership, martial
or business, is ever an event. In theatricals it is more, it's an epoch, something to be almost marveled at. Fox
and Ward, as the first on the stage,
are entitled to everything they can
procure from it in a business way,
and in all other ways for the sentimentality of this rare occurrence.
the

8 hue.
Thos. P. Jackson and Co.
"Once a Thief."

The action, or rather the dialog,
takes place in an office. The manager
is in search of a male stenographer
and has inserted an ad in the papers.
An applicant in the person of a man
who has lately been released from jail
applies.
He tells the manager of his
experience.
Questioning brings out
that it wasn't booze, nor cards that
brought trouble upon him. The answer was a woman, but just how is
rot told
The manager tcits the ciuvvn
and outer, who has declared his intention of going straight by offering
a thousand dollars if he will go into
the next office and steal a secret formula.
But the offer is turned down,
thereupon the job is his. Little action.
Not up to big time standard but
should get the other time.
Ibee.

" cr

-

(Nov.

12).

l- ).

taieoUl

"Gay Lord Quex," 48th St. (Nov. 12).
"Three Bears/' Empire (Nov. 12).
"Wkat's Your Husband Doing?" 39th
(Nov. 12).
"L'Elevation,- Playhouse (Nov.

St.

'Too Many

Sweethearts"

14).

(22).

Revue.
58 Mins.; Special Sets.
Fifth Ave.
This is a Bart McHugh effort. It
has for a working basis his "Made in
revue, framed for Quaker
Phillie"

Town consumption

only

and

which

ran for a number of weeks at Keith's,
Philadelphia, one summer. Just what
change has been made isn't apparent,
for the act remains a revue. The McHugh style of revue is easily recognized, there being announcements to
He
"prolog" the various specialties.
has picked a sprightly and well looking girl announcer, in the person of
Patricia O'Dare, whose speeches are
rhymed. There are several featured

members, most important being Frank
Kellam and Sid Friendly taking the
"Slim" Kellam comes
actual leads.
touted as an unusual comic and he
does do yeoman work as far as this
revue is concerned. Very valuable to
him, hewever, is the "straight" of
Friendly's. They are teamed throughThey are on in the first scene,
out.
This section is in "one"
little.
and mostly concerned with bringing
the company on in street dress for
The
"It's a Pretty Day for Walking."
second scene is a full stage exterior
and here the body of the turn, runbut did

ning altogether to specialties,

is

given.

Kellam with two boob numbers warmed the house a bit towards him, but
did

much

better with a short burlesque
bit that was laughable and

dancing
should be lengthened.

Friendly had

a Scotch number with a portion of
the chorus only he had a Scottish
There was a
rig for some reason.
climax to the specialty section, in
which most of those in the act were
draped around the stage and then
there was a patriotic finale first in
"one," then back to full stage. Most
One of the
of this was burlesque.
best liked numbers was furnished by
a "Buster Brown" girl quartet, which
harmonized very well and should have
Mr. McHugh
been alloted more.
seems to have enough material present for his long revue, yet he might
bring out the strong portions by extending them and cutting down in
Frank Orth wrote the
other spots.
music, he having been the composer
Ibee.
too of "Made in Phillie."
'

Alanson.
Novelty Perch

A ct

-

8 Mins.; Full Stage.
Royal.
YVe've had the "drunk on the wire"
and other various forms of "drunks"
vaudeville, now along comes Alanson with a "Drunk on the Lamppost."
It is a novelty in the form of a perch
act that carries a set, alone sufficient
to hold the audience in with the act
closing the show. Within recollection
there was an act of a similar sort in
this country a couple of years ago,
having come from England, but at that
time the act only worked a few small
time houses. Whether it was Alanson
or not is not known. However, he is
presenting a novelty, strong enough
to ro over the big time at least once
in

(1).

13 Mins.; Full Stage.
Fifth Ave.

^^

Cecils," Harris

"Her Regiment," Broadhurst (Nov.
?

rical

variety

MUl

NEW SHOWS NEXT WEEK

"

and

in at either end of the bill.
doing a drunk and after
minutes of pantomime which
wins a laugh or two, enters on the
perch work. The perch is atop of a
flexible rod (evidently steel) resembling a lamp post, and Alansotj^s/WOrk
runs to a combination of acrobatics
and contortions. At the finish he won
applause from the Royal audience.

He

;i

fill

enters

fv\v

Fred.

\

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
A inoroe -Sisters -and Co.

and ftosedale.
Opera Singing and Pianolog.
If Mint.) Two.

tfott

.

Majestic, Chicago.
Vivian Holt is a coloratura soprano
with a voice of transcendent quality
and assured appeal. Lillian Rosedale,
composer, has a touch on the ivory
keys of a Grand that stands forth in
vaudeville like an unset diamond on
a purple velvet cloth; she also harmonizes her acceptable contralto with
Miss Holt's quavering top notes, and
holds down the middle portion of the
act in a series of pianologue ditties of
her own composition. The thing the
girls lack most is vaudeville experience and vaudeville "sense." A few
words of discreet advice, given and
taken, might turn this into another
Kouns sisters. They should not "popularize" their material and methods, but
they must bend further to the set demands of vaudeville audiences.. Miss
Holt's finest number ends, as it artistically should, in conventional register.
But it doesn't get her the hand. The
hand is not all there is to strive for,
but it is not to be slurred, either. Miss
Rosedale gives up fetching little character compositions, beautiful; what
she needs to give us is a wallop or
two. Her "Both of Us Understand"
is abetter piece of song and literature
than "He's My Pal," but Miss Rosedale scorns to use the tricks that
Miss Wakefield so gracefully and premeditatedly utilizes to "get it over."
Vaudeville weeps for just such acts as
Holt and Rosedale. They are the
caviare, the tidbit of the many-course
banquet. They are orthodox and genuine, neither hammered together by
scheming laugh manufacturers nor
built

up by hokum-rememberers and

peddlers of malodorous puns, grotesque falls and nose-offending offal from
the higher priced grades of entertainment.
But even such contributions
cannot be drafted into and grafted
into vaudeville intact and in status
quo. Vaudeville wants what you have,
but it wants it the way it wants it.

Holt and
have what

Rosedale unquestionably
wanted, and, have it in
Both the girls dress
handsomely, as well, and have cameo
personalities. They will learn a few
secrets from their less gifted but
more experienced competitors in other
walks of the same profession, and
will, before many weeks, stand forth
as one of the most palatable and
enduring of vocal and musical acts.
il

prodigal profusion.

Lait.

"Bohemian Life" (7).
Songs and Dances.
12 Mins.; Full

Stage (Special Set).

Columbia (Not.

4).

A

typical Russian Troupe arrangement with a Gypsy setting and accompanying atmosphere. The inevitable

whirling dancer
cast, his solo

returns.

is conspicuous in the
dance gathering the best

The ensemble singing was

hardly appreciated at the Columbia, but
it's good nevertheless.
A musical director is also carried. Where Russian
troupes arc appreciated this one can
qualify. It has all the color effects in
scenery and costumes that go with
similar acts.
It
did well in a late
spot and might have scored far better
\Yynn.
a little further up on the bill.

Wyn-Ora

(2).

Singing and Dancing.
14 Mins.; Full Stage and One.

A

act" striving [or novelty
the introduction of various
quick changes. To some extent the resemblance is rather close, but the dancing girl does not possess the same personality as her sister. Mainly through
that detection is rather simple. However, the audience seemed unaware
that there were two.
The early section has a song by one with a dance
by the other, with neither appearing
to gain individual results.
They did
receive some recognition at the close
when finishing together. Other than
that they have little to recommend
them for a position elsewhere than on
small time.
"sister

through
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-fiUJUu iong an-LT*. (2)
"Diamond ~DeJsy?-<l)
(4).
Comedy-Drama.
Dramatic.
Singing, Dancing, Acrobatic
17 Mins.j Fell Stage.
17 Mins.; Full Stage.18 Mins.; One (4); Full Stage (14).
City.
Grand, Chicago.
58th Street.
In reality a two-people sketch, the
This colorful sketch by Jack Lait,
The Amoros Sisters are finished
embodying a dramatic incident in the third member only having a bit with
artistes.
Everything that they do
one speech. The story is of the oldadventures of a lady crook, suffered
while on the stage bespeaks of long
somewhat in its initial presentation fashioned type which still passes on
and careful study, therefore it is
small time. The principal characters
here by Nellie A. Kingsbury and Rosrather a surprise to catch them about
New York with a new act in which coe Munson because of inadequate are a man and girl. The former is a
The sketch packs a reformed gambler who has become a
stage setting.
they are employing four young girls
stock broker, and the latter a clever
punch at the finish and is replete with
as a chorus, before the act is really
crook, first appearing as the daughter
characteristic
"tough"
dialog between
ready to be seen. The idea they have
Diamond Daisy and the detective- of the woman the ex-gambler mined
is a good one and they are to be commenced on the fact that they are tough enough to be true to type, but years before, but later when pressed
declares that she is a newspapernot so tough as to be overdone. Even
striving to give something different.
woman and has tried to blackmail him
the audience which lives in the neighThere isn't a doubt but with a few
because of a bet The scene is the
borhood of Thirty-first and State, an
weeks in the sticks they will manage
man's apartment on the eve of his
exclusively blackface territory, fell for
to whip the present turn into shape
wedding. After much talking the tale
Daisy's
applauded
wise
comebacks
and
that will warrant it being placed on
is developed, but the man, after refusto the heavy threats of the typical dethe big time. The girls are opening
Her slams at detectives in ing to be blackmailed, gives the girl
tective.
with asong in "one," looking decidedly
the price of the bet, only to discover
general were highly appreciated. Miss
chic in their costumes and then the
The setting Kingsbury plays a double role that of he has been gyped out of a century
act goes to full stage.
Diamond Daisy and of "Boston" John- after all. The playlet ends when he
hold a modernistic touch here and
exclaims, "The wise guy's the sucker
nie, a male crook. They are identical,
there and the chorus handles the
after all." All small time, but would
and therein lies the plot. There is a
opening number. This chorus is well
stand a better chance if (Miss) Biltie
tendency on the part of Miss Kingsenough, with the exception of one
Wood wouldn't try to be so conbury to overplay in spots. A little
blonde girl on the end. She displays
foundedly dramatic and if she would
about as much animation as a ven- \ restraint, particularly in the high modecide
the audience might be worthy
ments,
will
effect
an
improvement.
working
with
a
dummy,
triloquist's'
Munson does justice to the well writ- of her confidence. Tuesday afternoon
mechanical manner that spoils the ensitting
in the ninth row of the City, it
The other girls, while ten detective part. With a better set
tire picture.
could not hear what she was talking
of scenery and a rehearsal the sketch
not perfect, seemed at least to be tryabout one-half of the time.
J'rtd*
Swing.
The sisters are retaining the should go very well.
ing.
swing around the lamp stand and the
trapeze work and occasionally secure
"At the Camp of the Allies" (2*).
Edith Clifford.
a laugh with it. A clever bit is a fourMusical and Singing.
Songs.
It has the idea for a corking produc20 Mins.) Full Stage.
17 Min#.| One.
section screen with revolving panels,
14th Street.
RoyaL
A Parisian
tion number behind it.
"At the Camp of the Allies" is a
Edith Clifford is a soubret of the
can-can that can be worked up is
musical organization costumed in the
dazzling blonde type, with a rather
What the turn needs at garb of the Allies. That allows for low voice that she uses most
also there.
effecpresent is more work and then it will
the name. It is an 18-piece brass band,
tively in putting over a number of
do nicely on any bill. The dressing
undoubtedly recruited lately, with the
popular songs and parodies, leaning
is most lavish and bespeaks of an exother members doing the singing.
mostly to comedy throughout her act.
FreL.
tensive outlay of money.
That was easily the most enjoyable
Opening the second half of the show
part of the turn, especially the one
at the Royal Monday night she was
fellow who did the most singing. The
one of the hits of the bill. Grant McNeville and Zenlc
turn was probably organized as a
Kay accompanies her on the piano.
Singing, Talking and Dancing.
novelty. That is further tried for to
Opening with "Give Me the Moon10 Mins.} One.
little results.
Whoever produced or light," from the start. A parody sung
23rd Street.
staged the affair fell short on the job,
to a combination of Irish melodies
Neville and Zenk (two men) have
for there is nothing to recommend it,
brought her laughs. Two parodies follittle in their present specialty to receven to the finale that fell flat with
lowed and for an encore, "Mary
ommend them for a position on any- the remainder of the turn insofar as Was Simple/' Miss Clifford has Ann
perthing else than the smaller programs.
the staging was concerned. The cossonality and her manner of deliverThe turn is very much on the contumes look anything but attractive
ing songs appeals to the women as
ventional order, although they enon some, while others wear them bewell as the men. She is a good comdeavor to insert a few novelty bits
comingly. At the opening they are
edy single.
FrtX
that fall flat with the remainder of
seen sitting around a supposed camp
their offering.
From their clothes to upon boxes of all kinds, thereafter Billy Elliott.
paying their attention to playing,
talk and even down to a bad finish,
Blackface.
which could also be somewhat betthat was probably intended for both
10 Mins.; One.
comedy and novelty, they show nothtered.
It
ir a big troupe for the
When heard at the American, Billy
The
smaller houses, where they will probing worthy of special mention.
Elliott, who sang at the opening and
ably continue, but in order to even
opening is rather aged, with the coat the close, with a monolog sanddo that, it is necessary to give the
median talking off stage about losing
wiched in between while seated on
men considerable work.
his tronsers in a crap game. He then
the orchestra piano, begged to be exenters in a bathrobe, later exiting for
cused from an encore, saying that he
a change to allow the straight to sing
had a cold, etc. If Billy had a cold
Adams and Mangle.
"They Go Wild" quite ordinarily. The
while exercising the pipes of Billy, then
Hoop Tossers and Hat Throwers.
comedian returns, and after a little
Billy must be a singing wonder when
10 Mins.; Full Stage.
business does a soft shoe dance, durType of act not new to vaudeville al- he's right. What numbers he sang
ing which a number of "gags" are inwere seemingly rendered in a robust,
though
appears to be a new comserted.
The closing is rather passe, binationthis
vibrant voice, with Elliott hitting his
of names.
Neither of the
with the interruption when being
top notes as though singing was as
men
show
evidence
of
being
spring
handed his notice from the manage- chickens, the straight
easy as falling off a log. Elliott's forte
being bald and
ment. The comic is handed a sumis singing and he could use at least anaccepting kidding about it from his
mons by a supposed server.
other good selection, with his act
partner, handling the comedy. As the
strengthened thereby. Billy's monolog
turn works out the men exchange patwas somewhat of a modern label and
ter, much of it old and little worth anyEddie Montrose.
the American crowd seemed to enjoy
thing. The men toss hoops and use a
Acrobatics.
his work immensely.
One joke Billy
number
of
hats,
both
in
the
throw from
7 Mins.; Four (Palace background).
had was up to the war minute and the
one to the other and in making them
Alhambra.
Mark.
When it comes to ground work, es- boomerang out over the orchestra. The audience ate it up.
hoop section appears to be much
pecially hcadspins, corkscrew twists in
stronger,
the
men
not
going
in
very
employing
midair
acrobatics
and
Clark and Wood.
much for the hat feature. Act best Songs.
rough usage of the anatomy, Eddie
adapted to small time.
Mark.
Montrose is there all the way. But
18 Mins.; One.
Kddie's fault right now appears to be
A "sister duo." One strives for comHarrison
an inclination to "stall," "pad out" or
Claire and Burker.
edy a la exaggerated makeup that runs
Singing, Talking and Dancing.
fill
in time until he gets set for the
to outfits intended to make her look
next trick or run of acrobatics.
He 16 Mins.; One (Special).
funny in contrast with her much comeA conventional trio employing one of lier partner who seemed proud of her
dresses
grotesquely, with a % loose,
the oldest burlesque money changing
baggy outfit, making up the face
nicely moulded neck and arms. There
bits for the introduction, thereafter
clownishly and manilesting awkwardarc songs, singly and doubly, with the
confining their efforts to songs and
ness at times in a try for comedy. But
closing number the best.
The nicer
dances, with an occasional attempt for
it
is Kddic's ground work that stands
looking girl offered a piano number
comedy that arrives almost as often.
out and with it as the nucleus he
while the other girl was changing for
U is well enough routined towards clos- her closing gown. Girls work hard.
should attempt a quicker routine. He
ing, hut the opening section is dehas several corking good tricks the
Act might be rearranged for stronger
cidedly weak, although it is one of
other hoys don't include in their catefeturns but the present routine will
those turns, containing an idea with no
gory of acrobatics one in particular
stand them in stead in the pop houses.
connection in dialog visible.
that is his piece de resistance. Murk.
Mark.
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WASHINGTON SQU ARE PLAYERS.
This Mason's first batch of playlets ciposed
to view by lb ft Washington Square Players
at the Comedy appears 10 be a considerable
Improvement over those of last year and
gives Indication that the organisation itself
That the actors are amateurs
Is developing.

becomes

and

more

more

manifest

as

time

passes.

This organisation emphasises that In acting,
as In mauy other forma of art if not all
one la either an amateur or a professional.
Schooling and experience
Acting is a gift.
may aid in bringing to the surface "the
divine spark," but the gift must be there In
some form.
Of the entire organisation of Washington
Square flayers, as exuioited In the rendition
of the four playlets which form the bill,
Helen Westley Is perhaps the only one woo
can lay claim to being a professional. Her
performance of the mother in the first sketch,
"Blind Alleys," was excellent. In the second,
she plays a Fifth avenue modiste and secured
a number of laughs, but only through an
over-exaggerated characterization rather than
in the fourth sketch, as a
a genuine one
Spanish woman, she fared rather poorly.
The only otner actor who gave any sign
As Driscoll, in
of promise was Arthur Hohl.
"In the Zone," the third sketch, he stood out
Madeline
role.
character
In
a
strongly
Suite
nyder fared nicely in a "bit" In the second
akit, due mostly to the role.
"Blind Alleys," the first sketch, is a morbid
affair, designed as a mild sort of "thriller."
A young man has quarreled with his wife and
He is
la living with his mother and sister.
stubborn and won't go to the wife whom he
He goes to sleep on a couch.
dearly loves.
Awakened by a storm at 4 A. M., he rushes
Just then his
to the phone to call his wife.
mother enters and tells him not to disturb her
at that hour but to go to tier In the morning.
At breakfast he is njtlfled a tree had fallen
during the storm and pinned his wife down.
Had he phoned he would have roused the
house where his wife was and she would have
been saved.
"The Avenue," a comedy, is a satire on
New York life. The scene is in front of a
Fifth avenue modistes shop. A wealthy man's
wile Is buying clothes. A couple of Johnnies
pas and flirt through the window with a pair
of the salesgirls, who are anxious to enjoy
The wife's husband passes with an aclife.
tress, who makes him promise to buy her a
set of furs. The outlook on life of the various
personages is finally commented upon by the

—

;

wax figures in the window, which come
Tbey decide they are better off than

to life.
living-

very cleverly
folk since they have no hearts,
written.
Undoubtedly the best of the quartet of playThe scene is laid In
lets Is "In the Zone."
the forecastle of a small tramp steamer en

route to ningland with a cargo oi ammunition.
is roused by the cook with the call
of "eight belts," which Is not rung as in
ordinary times through fear the noise might
The men are all
attract lurking submarines.
nervous over possible attack by a sub. When
It is discovered a porthole has been opened
during the night, which showed a light, the
man who opened it is suspected of being a
spy, though they are compelled to admit if
the vessel was sunk that he would lose his
The cook tells bow he
life with the others.
saw the suspected man take from his trunk
a small box and place it unuer his pillow.
Immediately it is Burmised the box contains
an automatic bomb. They bind and gag the
owner of the box, handle the thing gingerly
and Immerse It In a pall of water. Then they
contains a
It
take his keys and open It.
packet of love letter* to the man from a
woman, who says she hopes he will recover
from his terrible affliction. It Is developed
i be
he was marked with the curse of drink,
final letter, read aloud by one of them, reveals she has given him up because he cannot
conquer the craving. The others are shamefaced, release the victim and slink away guilt-

The crew

ily.

"His Widow's Husband" Is a translation from
the Spanish, a clever comedy but very amateurishly acted the only one of the four
sketches played with lights full up, and so
revealed the crudltleB of the performers in
A man of
the matter of facial expression.
prominence has been* dead three years and
The
his widow married thHr best friend.
about
to
unveil
statue
to the
a
community Is
deceased. The widow Is In a quandary as to
whether she shall attend In mourning as tho
widow, or in color as the wife or her present
husband. Tho dead man's slHterB enter with
a book published by another friend of the
deceased which contains a number of letters
by the dead man, of which HtateH he knew
his friend was In love with his wife and
that they wore conducting an affair undor
his very eyes.
It places them In a ridiculous
light before the natives.
The scenery and Btage direct ion for all the
playlets 1h cxcelb nt and aids in ciciiliim a
generally good effect.
Jolo.

—
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PALACE.
Election Night the Palace did not have Its
ropes out to regulate the standees. The street
outside (Broadway) surged with the afterelection mob, policc-trafilickcd to walk uptown
side; the Palace
on the Palace feast
had for 1'k l-uuiMr. i'.v !>—. Wa<M». with Maurice and Miss Walton held over as Its second
attraction, with the house" billing a direct wire
for election returns to he read from the tdagc.
Every seat was sold, hut only a single line
fringe formed hark of the orehestrn.

only

|

•

The audience seemed to take to the finer
items of th" program lii>e the Miosis Camp-*
bell, who were tin; applause hit of the bill,

and Beatrice Herford, the entertaining hit.
T&e-eeeond -hat? held votuen ou./7~wtt1r theea
two turns preceding the Nesbit act. which
closed the show Just before the Pathe Weekly.
The announcement of election returns after
each act prevented smooth running, but made
up the most interesting portion, naturally, of
the program, the house seemingly being the
most enthusiastic over the 8uCfrage vote, when
"Yes" waa In a majority, and the Wet and
Dry question throughout the states.
The Maurice and Walton turn closed the
first
half.
It's their usual dancing act of
that sort, ballroom stuff, with one or two new
dancea programmed. As danced they looked
the same as others by the same pair In the
past.
The unequivocal success of the dancing
act was the violin solo by Mr. Dolln, the
dancer's orchestra leader. The orchestra was
on the stage.
Maurice danced In military
unlfcrm, that of the Ambulance Corps of the
American Contingent, going abroad some time
ago, unattached.
Since then it has been disbanded, with those enlisted In It privileged to
It's the first time In
Join the regular army.
New York vaudeville anyone on the stage has
worn military uniform without an object expressed In connection with It that linked some
branch of the service with the act. Besides
dancing at the Palace, Maurice and Walton
are also at the Hotel Blltmore, once again.

Miss Herford gave a charming performance
facile

of

divided

wit,

Into

three

portions,

"At the Morning Breakfast Table In a Boarding House." "At the Box Office" and "The
Baby In the Car." The first two were new
to the Palace.
Miss Herford excels In sage
entertainment of this character. She Just fits
the Pels.ee. The gentility of her comedy vein,
In contrast with that of Moore and Whitehead's, for Inatance (on the same program),
reveals a wide chasm between the heights and
depths that vaudeville can accept with equal
equanimity, as remarkable aa It may seem
to a beholder of

it.

The new Nesbit act has a new male partner
for Evelyn Nesbit. Eobby O'Neill, a soft shoe
dancer of the Juvenile type, who sings a song
fairly well and In his style of dancing does
quite nicely also, but wouldn't be expected to
hold up a featured turn by the two singles he
Is obliged to do during the principal's absence
from the stage, to change gowns probably.
And as Miss Nesbit likely doesn't want to
accept alone the burden of making good In
the headline position, the present two-act,
starting with a very prettily designed and
perhaps artistically executed special and fanciful drop for "one," really ends with that
drop, as far as any claas to this act Is concerned.
The turn was written by Charles
McCarron. If there Is any merit to it, there
will needs have to be someone besides Miss
Nesbit to bring that out.
The present combination, people and act. develops Into a very
ordinary double mixed turn. It's rstber curious why Jack Clifford Is no longer Mist Nesblt's stage partner.
He assuredly did a great
deal for her upon the vaudeville stage.
Just
how much can not he appreciated until Miss
Nesbit Is seen In the present turn.
Considerable laughter was brought from
out front by Joe Whitehead through his "nut"
comedy, but the turn got all Ita laughs while
running.
The finish finished very quietly.
There appears to have been some clipping
since the turn showed at the Fifth Avenue,
where It was a "riot" all the way, and there
are some additions.
Frank Moore Is singing
a new song at the opening, much better than
the former one used by him.
He Is likewise
greatly aiding Mr. Whitehead with his straight
work. Whitehead la throwing the audience a
kiss, saying "Divide that among you," something Frank Tinney once did /then doing a
single in vaudeville around here.
Opening the show were Van and Belle with
their boomerang work and a new setting.
They held the early house to strict attention.
Fox and Ward (New Acts) were next, an event,
and an unusual one contained with their appearance on the big time.
Following were
the Six American Dancers, who dress oddly
In one number, if not peculiarly, and dance
to patriotic
their work.

earning real applause with
No. 4 held "In the Dark" (New

airs,

Fox and Ward and the American
Dancers changed positions after the Monday

Acts).

shows.

The Misses Campbell have
act,

the

present

turn

practically a new
disclosing how these

have studied their vaudeville since breaking into it.
They dress themselves and tbe
stage much better, work with more certainty
and have found out to an infinite degree what
an audience is easily satisfied with.
Their
double piano and singing bits are excellently
handled, while the song interruption is a gem
of its kind.
The Campbell sisters have manipulated themselves into one of vaudeville's
standard and classy turns.
Sime.
girls

RIVERSIDE.
Tho Riverside sufTered a drop In attendance
Monday night over previous weeks, due to the
election enthusiasm or the attached war tax,
the lower floor falling somewhat short of

capacity with the upstairs equally light.
An
attendant made it easy for the public and
house attaches in gathering the war tax by
circulating through the lobby with a bag of
pennies to provide the purchasers of tickets
with the proper change. This allowed the box
ofllec lino to progress without delay and
It
was noticeable that a majority took advantage
of the arrangement to secure th»» necessary
change.
It's a good idea.
Tn show played as good as It read and It
read like an excellent bill, although one could
have looked for some singing conflict Ion
through the abundance of vocal acts present.
The singing began with the opening act. Seabury and Shaw, although In this specialty the
dancing portion predominates. The man is excellent in loose "limbing" and suggests an
ability to entirely dislocate his lower extremi•>

ties.

The

girl Is attractive

It. aacn'JL.
nnd wth*£.K»C*- .... ~J>ltfrlni -MtLvjj ..gficpxnrtaniinent^
strong enough to hold some of tbe auditors In

jutlne shows an effort to keep
the conventional path of similar
acts, the single and double dances running
strictly along original lines. It'a a thoroughly
good specialty for big time.
Phlna and Co. were second.
The ballad.
"One Day In June." could have been placed
It'a
to better advantage In a lower spot.
a good number for the girl, but not for tbe
Phlna has rearranged
Introductory position.
the turn to bring out Its best value, following
the Picks herself and going as well as the
best.
A rather cute little pick gives an ImIt needa musical
pression of Nan Halperin.
accompaniment. The Phlna offering Is better
than ever and In the early spot found It
comparatively easy to score a safe hit.
Charlie Grapewln had the sketch duties of
tbe bill.
O rape win knows his farce, gauges
his points accurately and in Anna Chance baa
one of the few women In vaudeville who knows
tbe Inside line of "feeding" a light comic.
"Pougbkeepsie" Is a comedy playlet full of
laughable angles and In tbe hands of this
The Riverside engagement
couple sure-fire.
was no exception.
.Whiting and Burt followed, preceding Morton and Glass, who closed the drst section
of the program.
There was little to choose
between both turns and neither ever was In
doubt of getting over well. The WhltfhgBurt
act always did and probably always will stand
out for the unique method of vocal delivery
employed and the personality of the pair. They
earned appreciative applause after each song.
Morton and Olaaa have outdone their former
act In this arrangement, the dialog being especially well written. The closing number, written around a "Ragtime Baby," sparkles with
originality and glvee them a new dancing anThey came fully up to expectations and
gle.
much Is generally expected of this couple.
After Intermission Burns and Fabnto offered
their comedy arrangement, the Instrumental
features Insuring them safely.
The balloon
"bit" is funny and their comedy numbers reasonably certain to gather laughs. The reconstruction of the turn since opening shows good
It carries a vast improvement In
Judgment.
spots and can safely be listed with the best
of similar specialties.
Then came the Cameron Sisters, accompanied by Burton Daniels at the piano. The
'girls gave the bill a touch of variety, their
string of dances and the attractiveness of the
wardrobe and scenic Investiture earning audiIn its
ble comment of a' favorable nature.
own specie of acts It stands up with the very
best, tbe act holding over at Riverside for
two weeks.
Harry Fox (New Acts) preceded "The Forest
Fire," which closed tbe bill, tbe regular pictorial weekly opening the show proper.
Till.

Their

away from

,

ALHAMBRA.

rocked

that audience could nave voted election
would have cast a solid vote for women,
for more women to have been on the
bill.
Of the nine acts, the countup showed
a total of 17 men and 5 women. While tho
few femjnlne workers did their mightiest to
keep things running smoothly, it waa the men
who galloped away with the ahow.
Songs and dances swamped the bill to the
utter rout of the comedy section.
On top of
this the show ran close to eleven, with tbe
folks fairly trooping out in round numbers
before the last trick of the closing act.
While there waa fair appreciation at times,
the audience was cold blooded and even turns
long* recognised as sure-fire failed to arouse
the oldtlme enthusiasm.
Eddie Montrose (New Acts) opened. Benny
and Woods had a quiet evening of their own
In "No. 2."
Tbe boys enjoyed the practice
of the opening session anyway, the "bit" with
the violins saving them from falling from
grace altogether.
Mabel and Dora Ford, with Henry I. Marshall, offered a pleasing act, the girls not only
Impressing with the way they dressed the turn,
but with the excellent routine offered.
Marshall has worked up a nice way of bringing
tbe girls on for each numhor and it helps. The
act should stand up anywhere.
A "surprise" was Bobbc and Nelson. While
they talk and endeavor to consistently piece
together a little stage Incident, the boys walloped over the biggest kind of a hit with
their voices.
Their singing has Improved and
on this alone tbey registered. Tbey made it
mighty hard for that vocalizing bunch with
Blossom Seeley coming right after the Bobbe
If

eve
1.

occurs In

the

second

half.

well

prides itself on jazz music, as the neighborhood has long been overrun with It, but it
handed applause to the Seeley Jazzlst. After
intermission Bennett and Richards, with apparently little or no comedy ahead, put over
an 18-karat hit, providing a lot of fun, showing some nifty dancing steps and furnishing

a novelty with their opening, at least it struck
the uptowncrs as such anyway.
Mignon was on ahead of the new Pat Rooney
and Marlon Bent act. She pleased, with her
Bernard Granville imitation being tbe best
received.
The Apollo Trio closed, with the
late hour mitigating.
Several of their tricks
were applauded.
Mark*

Jim

trained.

died.

Jim and Marian Harklns scored a lot' of
laughs.
Gene Greene started off only fairly
The act may be
but finished very strong.
divided Into two parts, the white-face stuff #
first, separated by tbe lady assistant doing a
solo while Greene blacks up for his coon
stories and singing, augmented by "wop" nnd
So big was his
"(J reek" Impersonation bits.
finish that the audience started to "clap-clap"
and he and tho young woman were compelled
to respond with a duet for an encore.
Moore and Joe Whitehead, with a
woman assistant, was a "riot." It would be
describe Just what Moore condifficult
to
tributes- to the turn, as his work doesn't
stand out by comparison with Joe WhiteNeve.rtlv*k'pfl Monro ishead's "nut" comedy.
doing corking straight for his partner, and
it
makes the comedy so much stronger.
Garry McGnrry's "The Garden of Aloha."
hilled as a dramatic Hawaiian danco pantomime, with some hectic scenery, Is a bit
behind the times.
The pantomime story is
a Hawaiian adaptation of "Madame Butterfly,"
with the abandoned nntlve woman doing a
straw Bklrt danco and several
musiciahs

ROYAL.

•

Lydla Barry sent over a whopping big hit.
She did "I'm a'WIdow Again," with monolog,
nnd while she changed, a man In the audience
sang the choruses, with slides, of popular
songs.
Then she did her series of vaudeville
impersonations under the title of "A Vaudeville Dream," and after a riotous demand for
more. Miss Barry responded with one vers.!
and chorus of a war ballad.
Sullle Fisher seems to have made an effort
to improve her oral diction, and the act, consequently, went much better than at the RiverJohn Hogan, who plays the minister,
side.
should refrain from "springing" every time he
It is merely a bad hnblt he
utters a speech.
he unconsciously fallen into and readily reme-

Frank

It

e.,

and Nelson turn.
Up at the Alhambra the audience seemed
most Interested in that Jazzing, bang- 'em hard
on the mouthpiece instrumentalist in tbe orchestra.
That boy is the busiest bee imaginable with brass effect.
The Alhambra crowd

COLONIAL.

It

himself to sleep with the multiplicahas Bailey been so serloua with

tion table
figures.

There arc a couple of con flic tiona in the
Nothing very
bill at the Colonial this week.
serious, but some of tbe acts encroach on
others.

/oto.

The audience at the Alhambra Monday night
was a little slow In getting seated. Manager
Harry Bailey covered the b. o. like a blanket,
making sure that there would be no slip up
on the tax thing.
Not since the days he

Wynn.

and Marian Harklns open after Intermission
and Jim Harklns does "Tbe Preacher and
the Bear" just ahead of Oene Greene, which
Harklns also has
is Greene's style of work.
a bit of business In which he is hit with
a slapstick from the back of the "front
Immediately following Greene are
cloth."
Moore and Whitehead, and Whitehead employs
Harklns
the same piece of slapstick comedy.
kids about Sallle Fisher and his "conquest"
of her off stage, with Whitehead doing the
same thing.
The show started off with a "bang" Monday night. Immediately after the Pathe WeekBrown, with conversaly, with Lockett and
The auditional songs, stepping, and so on.
ence took to them and, being placed at once
In good humor, held to that mood throughout.
It
was easy going for Meehan's Dogs, very

their seats.

.

was the night before

election and all
the house there were lots of seats
empty for the Bronxites were out electioneering.
But those thnt were present seemed to
enjoy tbe show, although there was a slight
conflict in the first part, with Pllcer and
Douglas and Adelaide and Hughes, but one
It

through

number removed from each other. The bill
wasn't the sort of a show that sets an audience wild rvlth enthusiasm, but it pleased.
Four acts were switched about. Alanson (New
Acts) was dropped from tbe opening to the
closing spot and the Four Nightons were moved
up.
Adelaide and Hughes were shifted from
the second half to closing the first part, Sarah
Padden and Co. In "The Clod" moving down
to second after intermission, originally assigned to the former spot.
The Hearst-Pathe started tbe show at 8.15
with the Nightons following and winning their
share of applause with posing and balancing
routine.
Stanley and Blrnes, second, proved
to bo an exceptionally clever pair of dancers
with a routine of carefully synchronized double
steps. The boys were well liked.
Pllcer and Douglas ure offering what might
be termed a new act.
It Is entitled "The Blue
Room" and the authorship is accredited to
Herbert Moore.
There couldn't have been
much authoring, for there are but two short
speeches, but It suffices for the team to appear and do songs and dances.
The scenic
setting Is also new. an exceedingly pretty one,
so much so that it might be a Dodd Ackerman made set. It Is an Interior, supposedly
the blue room In a bungalow.
Miss Pllcer
and Dudley are visitors arriving In the absence
of the host and hostess.
To amuse themselves
until their return they run over five songs.
Miss Pilcer wars live gowns.. Out the turn
is
cute and the numbers are well picked.
The clothes are dazzling and tho turn was
liked.

Cole, Russell and Davis have switched their
act somewhat in dialog, but It Is ns laughnblt,
as ever.
The turn is now called "Yeggs," an

appropriate

Adelaide and Hughes went
opening section.
\>w Acts) opened the second
halt' and scoicd, and Miss Padden, who followed, held the house. After hnvlng seen Miss
I'adden three times In four weeks, one notices
she never Rives the name performance on any
two occasions, although scoring at all times.
The solid laugh hit of the bill went to Hocktitle.

hit of the
I'dith Clifford

the

well

and

i

Wood,

boys only did ten

next to closing.
minutes, but the

The

two

audience

was clamoring for more, even though the hour
was 11 p. m. Alanson closed.
Fred.
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AMERICAN ROOF.
wu

D st tss sn

-from- start

ruins

the ueass of the cow-bells, korti^
pretty bard to bsar
and are engtnea It
what- waa golsg en the Americas Roof Tuesday Bight, Hyinn waa th« alt of taw bill op
.i

tbtro.

•

«

Howard mad Symens opened, to a booao
packed, with people stand|ag op la tbo roar,
wltb a dancing tara that failed to arouao tbo
audience (rem tholr osleulstlons sn to tbo slsotlon.
Ons of tbo boys la pulling aomc vary
old saga while doing "souse" dance which
oonjd be lsft ovt nicely. Oboa mod Hollaad
flop tbere'e no oao
csjss.no sloes to doing
Ulkingv, about It. For a finish tbo girl pleka
out aomo man la tha audlsnce and sings "Oh
Pspa* to Has, stalling tbrowgh It whits
Kroner lota loose aoma witty ( T) remarks,
rt end Hanoi fJkatelle earned tbo flrat apBoth are dolag
plauee with their skating.
aoma nfos stspplng Ob the roilera and work
fsst. which helps materially.
Eyan and Joyce pot over oae of the boar
singing acta that baa beea warbling at any
of the boaaoa. Both boyt have pleasing voices
and peraoaallty. and are singing aoma tnnefnl
songs, ao It's more than an even obanoe that
"Lincoln of the
they'll get over oa any bill.
U. B. A.." a sketch, followed and held the
Interact for a while, but eeemed to drag
The playlet may be all
toward the cloae.
right for the amaller houses, but oan hardly
do well In the bigger ones.
Eltsabetl Mayae opened lntermlaaJon and
after a poor stsrt. due to her flrat two numbers, got over nicely on tbo strength of the
lflss Msyne bss s good votoe
closing eons,
and looka well upon the stsge, but at present
bss some bsd msterial. which. If straightened
out s bit. would give her s good little set snd
she wouldn't hsvs to worry about her position

58TH STREET.
For the second show Election Dsy ths TorkProctor house held only half sn audiwhich thinned out until there was but
a quarter of the auditorium filled when It
came time for the "supper show." It wss too
nice s dsy outdoors for ths upper East Aiders

vllle

ence,

go Into s tbestre, but those present derived great enjoyment from the program.
It wss s show sto«« the average expected at
theae h ouses.
Not one turn of the seven
flopped. Loney Haskell In the next to closing
spot hsd rather the best of It In ths matter
of applsuss.
His locale and Intimate kidding
seemed to strike light home.
The house cut out showing ths feeturs on
the bolldsy, running s program of aeven acts
snd s weekly, so aa to Jam In four ahowa
on the day.
Wyn-Ora (two girls who look like alatera)
are a rather clever little offering, worthy of
better than the opening spot, snd they amneed
greatly immediately after the Hearat-Patbe
Weekly was shown. Florence Parker and Co.
(New Acta) held ths second spot snd received
unusual applause for a straight high claaa
singing act.
Gordon and Rica with their combination
singing, dancing and cycling proved a real
hit, getting over with a punch on the double
tandem high finish. Bawn and O'Day, blackface, pulled a few laugbs. but had a hard time
getting started. Their gsgs In the set ere sll
practically Joe Miller's, but at that ths team
did not dig far back, as Loney Haskell did,
for laugh producers.
The Amoros Sisters snd Co. (New Acts)
Is evidently sn set thst hssn't hsd sny work
With work
st sll before entering New York.
the turn will Improve, sltbough the qusrtet of
girls thst hsve been sdded will have to be
rebesraed to s fraszle before they develop.
Closing the bill Aurello Coccls and Minn!
Amato are offering a revised edition of "The
Apple of Parle." under the title of "L'Amour
de Pierrot." there being nine people In ths
Ths turn Is
set. presented In three scenes.
quits ss clever ss ever, the only question being
whether or not the day of the pan ton I ma
to

FIFTH AVENUE.

her cycle.

colleee etuff gars Walter Brower. who
followed with hta slnsle almost as strongly, a
chnnee to start hla first laugh, and he picked
on "B stsnds for boose, bum, etc." There Is
something shout R rower that makes him liked
better on repetition than upon flrat appearance. The eonthern touch Jo hla speech, hla
clear enunciation and the newness of hla material, added to hla original methods, probably tell the atory. Brower had little trouble
In delivering plenty of laughs to the Fifth
Ave. crowd and be should continue to And
the going very easy.
John Cant well and Rita Walker were second with their latest skit, which baa been
somewhat chansed over Its first presentation.
Home of the talk seemed a bit over the house's
head, but withal their efforts were pleaalng.
helped a lot by Mlaa Walker'a excellent apThe Artoig Duo opened the show,
pearance
while Thomas P. Jackson In s playlet (New
Joes.
Acta) waa third.

The

»

CITY.
of Election Day the City
held but one-third a house at the opening of
the afternoon show, but the auditorium filled
rapidly ao that when the bill was about onehalf way run there waa a triple line of at an dees
The ebow waa a
at the back of the houee.
fairly good holiday bill, with two acta, Tha
College Quintet and Lou Holts, walking away
with the hit honors.
Noark. the equilibrist, waa the opener, with
the Harvey DeVora Trio second. Neither had
a fair chance because of the lateness of ths
Blllle Long snd Co.
sudtrnce In arriving.
(New Acta) la an old-fashioned act. probTt hsd the
ably designed for email time.
third spot, Just sbesd of the Universal Current Event*.
The CqMege Quintet struck the fancy snd
Just about cleaned up. the audience clamorA sew
ing for more whefl the act finished.
airier turn. Casper and Sinclair (New Acta)
ward well -received and with both ends of the
turn equally balanced, there would be a better

On the afternoon

chance for" this act. Lillian Kingsbury and
Co. la "The Coward** struck s keynote In tbo
minds- of the audience. Judging from the applauscv. the trouble with the sketch being It
doss nott foUow along oho lino of thought

Wad.

blllsd.

on any bill.
Mlddleton and Spellmeyer, with songs snd
The girl looks well upon the
tslk. did fairly.
tags and both know how to deliver their
lines, sll of which go to make up s turn
which will never be s sensation, but neither
will It ever have s esse of flepebla.
Adrisn, secordlng to the program, presented
by Henry Lewis, went very well with the help
or four boye behind him. msde up ss stage
bonds. After wstcblng Adrian for s few minutes It Is quits evident Mr. Lewis hsd something to do with the set. ss Adrisn la using
s lot of Lewis' stuff. The four boys really put
over the turn. The flnlah wltb "Lily of the
Kramer snd Cross
Valley" wsa sure Are.
elossd the show, snd eery few people walked
out. all waiting for the Talmadge picture.

In

to flahtr. -The- ewKcfa-in nenttment
chances rather than strengthening

Loo Holts In the next to closing spot wsnt
aloha as s good reliable smsll tlms performer
should, sltbough his finish wss rstbsr forced
than natural. All tblnga being equal la the
matter of handling the lights, the applause hit
of the abow would have gone to the earlier
act. but Holts, getting the beat of It In stagecraft, managed to tie them.
His material Is
entirely email time and he will have to apeed
up If he wants to bit the better houses. Ths
Plcaro Troupe dosed, getting spplsuse.
A Triangle feature, "The Dividend." waa

'

Ths flrat -half bill thla week was of six-act
length, due to the presence of Bart McHugb's
"Too Many Bweetbearta" (New Acta), a revue
which consumed In the neighborhood of an
The entertainment wss very slow In
hour.
starting and it waan't until Elsie White, the
"Plain Clothes Olrl," appeared, fourth, that
Prethe election matinee crowd woke up.
however, Mabel Burke had done
vlnualy,
nicely with the animated song number.
lflss White, with her cycle of dialect detective numbers, msde herself s solid success,
and ss s metter of fact, again copped the
It lan't that
Individual hit of the afternoon.
ahe la brilliant In performance but she "delivers" and bss material away from what
A little final enother female singles offer.
core stunt delivered In the faahlon cf a colIt la built on
lege yell came In aa a novelty.
sentences beginning with each letter of her
laat name and refera to the different numbera

Its

them.

dance drama Is paaaed or not.
It la worth booking.

If

then
Fred.

not,

23D STREET.
The first half abow at the 23d Street waa
an unusual layout The closing csused somewhat of a confllctlon. It was Impossible to
overcome, with -the outcome showing no signs
'

,

the trouble.
bill ran mostly to comedy, snd singing,
The
sll done In sn exceptionally faat pace.
alngle sketch wss placed early, and thereby
cauaed no trouble In the running.
Jewett and Pendleton were delegated to the
opening, and hung around a long time with
They try for novelty, which
their dancing.
they appear to fall abort on. and aome of
the eonga by the male member could atsnd
Improvement.
He has the allghteat ides of
The
singing, and cannot boast of a voice.
Her
girl looked neat in aome of her changes.
Neville
toe specialty delighted the auditors.
paaaed
and Zenk (New Acts) were next snd
away hardly noticed, with Chlsholm and Breen
gaining a position with their comedy talking
of

The

In

•sine up hem -and- -tbcee -she- -should.- base -a
good turn.
George and Paul Hickman, in an Imitation
of sn awful road company on a one-night
stand, got lsughs throughout ths act, bat it
hardly soems thst It could gst above tho small-

Ths chimp

time.

close.

Here In the one time home of legitimate
shows and In cloae proximity to Proctor's 23rd
Street, an Independent small-time vsudsvills
snd picture show Is offered st 20 cents top
at night, the ahow being a apllt week.
Tbe Orand la perhaps the oloaeat of the city's
"hideaways," where an act can "ateal" three

too- ranch of tbet-soit of thins 4a -pictures- to
think It'a funny any more, and then, Ford
Bier ling may have a patent oa the "slapstick*'
•

stuff.

like s human
one or two tnstsnees, she being s monksy.
Is doing ons or two fslr stunts snd
should be sll right In the smaller bouaea
Weston and Young's laughing number at the
cloae passed thsm.
Schrods and Beaumont Sisters are still near
funny and depending s greet desl on the closing song to get them serosa, which it did
Tuesday sfternoon. lfsyo snd Tally hsve cut
down their set s bit snd inserted some new
gags here and there, helping It greatly. There's
no question about the big boy having a good
voice.
If he aangone song alone It wouldn't
be out of place. They did nicely.
Carl RoeJnl snd Co. closed, doing one or
two good tricks, snd not stslllng. The turn
runs right along and went fairly wall at the

"Lady Bstty" sctsd vsry much

pictures shown In ths middle of
the bill are interesting snd well photographed.
It's ons of the best wsr films thst bss been
s round.

Ths wsr

HARLEM

the plsno removed. Their nonaenalcal comedy,
with Norworth's knockabout tactics, seemed
to be enjoyed the more It waa done, and while
the audience appeared to hold bark around
opening, there were no such signs at tho
The Gypsy Bongsters followed wltb
closing.
the straight singing specialty, and gained the

winning

side.

Charlea R. Sweet returned with bla familiar
piano turn, and while forced to contend with

numeroua
of It and

things, nevertheleaa
pulled acroea nicely.

made

the beat

Harry Cooper,

aaalsted by Jim Reaney, were In the next-tocloslng apot, with their letter carrier talk, together wltb a new comedy addition In the form
That allowed for the
of a matrimony agency.
Introduction of slides, thst looked anything hut

funny.

The singing passed them over

In

good

style.

"Models De Luxe" kept the house seated

In

the closing spot.

JEFFERSON.
MsgUn. Eddy and Roy opened the ^ret half
bill, doing their comedy acrobatic turn, but
They ahould cut down and
atalltng too much.
work faster. Carbrey Brothers followed, doing a dancing act In "one." like

many

others.

The boye are dressing poorly for their openWhoever started wearing white
ing number.
socks with a dark suit made an awful hit
It looka as If they'll
with the small time.
keep thst style (?) up for years snd years.
Ths Pslnters got one or two laughs, but
wsnt poorly at ths finish. People have seen

0. H.

Ths H. 0. H. surely got Its shsrs of ths
Election sttendence, with s string of atsndoss
In the lobby lsrgs enough to again fill ths
houss before 8 o'clock. Tt wss s continuous
show, snd broken up sll wsys, but whlls ths
audience cams rattling In they were sn appreciative gathering when ths nolss subsided.

Drew sad Wsllscs probably enjoyed themselves as much aa the Joy they gave to the
auditors, with the outcome never In doubt.
"Beauty la Only Skin Deep" paaaed nicely,
although moat of the dialog went aatray oa
account of the nolae.
A picture waa then shown In sddltlon to
the rending of ths returns, with ths nolae continuing Into the early section of Vlollnsky's
Vlollnsky did not appear
turn thst followed.
the least bit dismayed snd got right to them
with hla opening selection upon the violin thst

gslned him spplsuse before through.

His plsno

plsylng kept the sttentlon centered, with
hla double plsylng of the violin and piano aa
a cloaer passing biro off aa ths top notebsr
up to his time. Howard's Ponies were next,
with the routine being chopped considerable.
Patrick snd Rsss (New Acts) wsrs followed by snother single- reel repeat, probably
served ss s "chaser," and "Fun In a Gym"Wanted— A Model" (Nsw
and
naalum"
Acts)

following In

thst

order.

proper running at the time, wltb the orchestra
still out. and tbe ahow being somewhat broken
This sll helped to serve the
with pictures.
purpose of the early arrivals.
George Moore was given the opening pooltion, with "Don't Lose Your Nerve" followThe sketch gslned little through plsylns
ing.
to a amall gathering, but. considering that, did
It has been recast, with the new
quite well.
principals it handling well enough.
A sen 1c pictorial was shown wltb the big

attraction. "At tbe Camp of the Allies" (New
Acts), falling abort on expectations, although
getting across, mainly on the strength of the
They In turn were followed
Katrlotlc finale.
y 8avannah snd Oeorals, who worked their
way to the winning side and finished among
They did a good desl of
the top notcbera.
kidding snd together wltb their dsnclng snd

comedy fsred exceptionally well.
The Oxford Trio, with their basketball on
bicycles, proved Interesting and were generapplauded

st

the

conclusion

of

their

Play.

LAST HALF SHOWS.
(Nov.

1.

2,

».)

22D STREET.
A pretty evenly balanced ahow at the 23rd
Street aecond half, last week, with no act
running away wHh the applause, but all doing
fairly well, or better.
with
Stanley Oalllnl.

shsdowgrapha,
his
opened and kept everyone watching the white
Ivy and Ivy. wltb novelty musical instruments, came next and did fairly well though
tbey are stalling by springing some pretty old
The turn would do better If cut down
gags.
a little.
_^
Hedges snd Hedges have one of the nicest
The
little singing acts showing In some time.
boy works very much like one of the fellows
formerly with Hedaea Brothers and Jacobson.
The
It Is more than possible he Is a brother.
girl Mr. Hedges bss can bank out rag on a
felf»lano. and cornea nearer playing It like a
a
has
The
act
ow than any girl remembered
nice routine, and with the boy and girl putting
the nu inters over the turn should have no
trouble pssslng on sny of the bills.
Llda McMillan and Co.. who followed with
a sketch, did nicely, due mostly to Miss McThe rest of tbe cast Is just average
Millan.
but thla girl should be able to handle better
material wltb ease.
Jones and Greenlee had everyone laughing
with their fast cross-fire, mostly new, or fairly
The fallow works somvUiIng on tbe style
so.
of Johnny Dooley, and ho might get awav
from that, aa he seems to be capable enough
It la a good turn and should
for bla own way.
do very well In the larger small-time houaes.
Maude Earl la working before two special
drops and tbe "Co." In the act happens to
It Is one of those "I'm Vaudebe one man.
ville." "Well, I'm Novelty" acta, and ahe goes
out to prove It with th* fellow aa Judge and
According to the
the audience as the Jury.
houss Miss Karl wss a novelty, and with aoma
sheet.

.

Melton and Romey are carrying a stx-plses
"rag" (T) orcheatra, for no reason at all.
In between
Both are doing ballet danotng.
their numbers tbe band outs leoss wltb some
of tho worst rag ons could imagine. A oorast
in the ssxtst killed whatever ohaaos ths rest of
Someone ought
the boys bsd of gsttlng ovsr.
Without the
to tie a muffler on that cornet.
orcheatra the fellow and girl ahould have a
chance of coming through with eomethlng. but
aa the act atanda now. with that unne c ess a ry
and ahaoat Jass around It cant be done .

GRAND OPERA HOUSE.

None of the latter, however, ohoose to
run the risk of using thslr own nsmee, since
Bvsn tha hoass
houss Is "opposition."
mansgsr does not know the Identity of some
of his sets, but "names" mean nothing here.
A six-act bill Is given, divided Into two secIn spits of
tions, wltb several reels between.
ths secrecy of tdentitlee. It le difficult to obtain bookings, though business ssems to warrant tbe paying of fair pop salaries,
Hsrdly s show thst does not hsvs s colored
sot on ths bill, and in ths last bslf show last
weak there were two. One waa the feature
turn and came at the cloee. billed aa "Tbo
Florida Strollers," and hailing from tho ISfith
street "Afro-American colony."
There were
ten in the act, tnoludlng two mulatto gala
Seven of tbe men form a eort of Jass band
Songs snd* a bit of stepoutfit at tbs finish.
ping from ths whols bunch ere the rest of
tbe routine, msklng ths Strollers s conventional act of the kind and fitting for pop.
A two-man act. billed aa Foster snd Conn,
hsd ons msn In officer's khskl. snd tbs otbsr
In blsckfscs.
Their talk on the war la quesdaya.

ths

tionable In spots at these times, 'but st first
they won plenty of laughs, which Isads to
the assumption thst comedy sttsmpts ere a
rarity theae daya at tbe Grand.
Llnea like
theae brought hilarity : "Where were you born

Joke.

Tuesday sfternoon the 14th Street looked ss
Attsndsnce
It wsa In for a good day.
for the first abow Indicated that. It was pretty
well filled, sltbough the bouse was not In Its

though

ously

-

and why?"; "Have you ever led a faat life?"
Also when the comic ssld hs bad eight children, though alngle, they thought It a huge

14TH STREET.

skit.

Norworth, Gaeton and Wells injected "pep,"
easily pulling down the biggest score up to
And according to the returns retheir time.
ceived by the lster ones, they were sbout the
Norworth did not have
best of the evening.
to go out of bla way to tie up proceedlnga,
but Instead had the lights turned out sfter
taking a couple of bows, and Immediately hsd

23

Miller and Fox appeared to be one turn not
hiding, the man of tbe team alses up as anyHe hae a
thing but a seasoned performer.
fair voice.

Tbe woman seemed more aoqualnted

with the atage and, having a good voice In
addition to also and looka, ahe ahould fit In
The Dublin Trio, two
nicely In burlesqus.
women and one man. were musical wltb violin,
harp and bagpipe, with the man closing with
a dance* There also waa a colored sister set
snd s trampoline turn, tha latter opening the

show.

/bee.

AMERICAN ROOF.
On a nine-act bill, alx ran to the song thing,
snd, barring one exception, they followed each
other.

Adama and Mangle (New Acta) opening, didsing but the following acts did Clark and
Wood, Howard and Hurst, Lee, Walton and
Henry, all under New Acta, aa well aa "A
Holiday In Dixie Land."
Tbe Dixie Land troupe baa paid more attention to dressing than formerly and ths
Tbe talk didn't
improvement la noticeable.
amount to anything but there wsa s liberal
splashing of the dancing and singing.

n't

:

After Intermission tbe charge of tbe aong
brigade was continued by Octavle* who dished

up vocal numbers In two voices. "Whst Happened to Ruth,'.' from the big time, went surprisingly well, with the Interruptions by tbs
"plant" In tbe upper box causing no snd of
After Billy Elliott (New
hearty laughter.
Acta) appeared the Two Welfare, oloalng the
show, with tbe William 8. Hart "Cold Deck"
film holding neerly everybody In. The Walters
are triple borlsontal bar performers, with one
man doing the comedy In down face. The

men seemed

Inclined to

drew

their stunts out,

some of the clown's "grips" and
around the polea proved a feature.
Mark.

although
slides

city.
The ahow the laat half last week waa a
peculiar affair, being arranged in such manIn fact,
ner thst It cauaed little commotion
caused the ushers much annoyance In keeping
steady watch for "dreamers" who were loath
The bouse either had
to fall over Into a dose.
a dreary atmoapbere, or else It wss the show
proper that contained few points of interest
to change the surroundings.
.Kate and Wiley and Harrison Claire and
Barker (New Arts) were placed accordingly,
;

with Lloyd and Whltehouse filling In nicely
with their travesties. A weekly pictorial waa
next.

Morrell and Dsly offered a pleasing story In
song, on the order of a fllrintlon and a courtship following. Julia Nash and (1. li. O Donncli
(New Acta). Laurie Ordway was next-to-cloeIng with a number of comedy songs that
Miss Ordway could
brought aome laughs.
Crosaspeed up things for her own benefit.
man'a Banjophlrnds closed the show with a
bang, and gave more "pep" to the evening
than the remainder of the bill. It Is sufficient
to say, after a show thnt seemed bourn In
length,

(New

everyone
Aeta).

remained.

George

Morton

•

7

VARIETY
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Mrs. William
Triangle

star,

DMM>i
and

wife of the

titter

of

Nance

Detmond home

O'Neil, died at the

in

Illustrated, in London, died of apoplexy
Oct. 23 at the Knickerbocker Hospital,
N. Y. at the age of 46.

•

She wat an actress before her marriage 12 years ago. The deceased ma<Je
her stage debut at the old *Cali forma
theatre in San Francisco, her native
city, and subsequently played leading
Jeans." "The Great
roles in "Blue
Ruby" and "Sporting Life."
Howell Haneel, actor and picture
rector, died at his
Nov. 5, in his 57th

Players.
la

O ruber

"Every

Man*

Mra. Jan* A. Campbell, mother of
Irwin, died Oct. 23 at the Hotel
Endicott, New York, at the age of 86.
She is survived by four children.

Tha mothar of the Barbier Sisters
and mother-in-law of James P. Lea,
Dick Wilson and Frank Samuels, died
at her home in Los Angeles, Oct 10.

Tha mothar

Boyer, died at Saugerties, N.
17. age 67.

Meeaery af

MRS- GEORGE SINCLAIR
IT.

of Blanche Bover and
Boyer and the late Willis E.

It 1

DON ROMINI

Y., Oct.

Mra. Thaonas F. Haaka, wife of Thos.
F. Hanks, an officer of the National
Show Print Co., died Sept. 29 of pneumonia,

Roland B. Moliaoaax, aged 51, died
the New York State Hospital for

the Insane. Kings Park. L. I., Nov. 2.
He was acquitted of the murder of

He was
Katherinc Adams in 1902.
committed to the asylum four yearsago following the production of David
Belasco of his play. "The Inside Man."
Shortly before his breakdown he married Margaret Connell, who assisted
him with his play.

Henry Dixon, of Dixon, Bowers and
Dixon, died at the
Garedon Hotel,

Wolf La ke,

Rohan s,"

In memory of

HAL GODFREY
wkt
folded

HU Work

kit

Andraw Harper, with 'Doing

Our

survived by a mother
terment.
and two brothers.

Dorothy E. Mack, aged 9. the daughter of J. C. Mack, of "Mother Goose,"
and Mrs. Mabel Mack (Pauline Dailey)
died at the Municipal Hospital of diphtheria, Oct. 28.

Francis W. Doughty, creator of "Nick
Carter" and scenario writer, died Oct.
30 in his 67th year at his home in Cresskill, N. J.

Mothar of E. G. Johnson (formerly
manager of Family theatre. Williamsport. Pa.) died of old age Oct. 29. She
was 82 years old.
Eugana A. Ebarla, age 77, died Oct.
pneumonia at his home in Chat-

23 of

ham. N. Y. Until ten years ago he
was prominent on the New York stage.

Donald G. Weiie, of the Welting
Levering Troupe of bicycle riders, died
in a

hospital

of

in

Chicago. Oct.

17,

after

an operation for appendicitis.

Frank Bryna, publisher of the Actor,

Dunham Tr

Dunltraau

Bell

"Friendly Call"
Neal McKlnley
"Oh Y«u Devil"

(One

DeVaui

Lovett'a Concentration
Willie Smith
Nola'a Doge
8 Mel rlna
3d half

Davett A Duvall
Krana A LaSalla

Lyceum Four
Roblnann Duo
"8a leem an A Model"
Lovett'a Concentrattoa

Saa

ORPHBUM

Mualeal

af

JACK CORN ALL A and
STELLA BOYLAN

Spnkaae. Waaku

Mile There** Ca

PANTAGBS

Co

SarloarSeM.

MAJESTIC (wva)
(Sunday opening)
Karlton A Kllfford

BAT

Howard
North

Waterbury. Conn.

Latty Holmee, the wife of Walter
Messenger, died Sept. 28 in N. Y. after
an illness of three days.

San Joe*,

Harry

(ah-wra)

Fitzgerald's office, died Oct.

17.

Tha mothar of Ofara and Vilma Stech
died in Oakland, Cal., Oct. 20.

•

SaakafAon, Saa*
Cue.

BMPT^W

(wva)

(8ame

b'll

Reelna.

Manchester, recently died

Cliqnet, of

in

England.

"Grass

Widow" Opening Poaroonad.

The

Grass

open
have

Boston. Nov.
scheduled

Widow"

7.

to

Park Square Monday, will
its initial showing tonight.
The
show reonrned at Pittsfield, Mass.,

last

at the

W-1S)
Lorraine A

Ma'ahall * Covert
Kelly Wilder Co

8TAMFORP

PROCTORS
(8yraruae

(ubo)
apllt)

(Continued from pare 10.)
HTP fabc)

Hu^rd * Chain
Kathrvn Murray
Cleve a O'Connor
FMng Weavere M
"The r?Ai»d1lnera
PALACE (wva)
Violet a Churl**
F1

Beatrice

Mr Ken tie Co

(One

M!>

to

2d half
„.„..,- Ruanell
Marie
,» unnr(
,

3d half
Millard Bros

Minerva Courtney Ca
PeForeata a Falka

ORPI?*!IT||

(H-17)
Marck'a
„.„,„.,. Linn*
.„..„.
Franlrie Heath

Wm

split)

lat half

FvHvn A

Moher Vort^neon Duo Rayri">r a Bell
T>»w Welch Duo
n Ruben*
Wilton Slater*
Ha»V a P^ane
MrTnt«*h Mut Maid*
Mlnettl a Sldelll
Blllr Brown
«nlf Lake

P Walker a Henley

Serenton, Pa.
POLI'S (ubo>
(Wllkra-Barre

Bba Co

Jordon Olrla
Oonaa 4 Albarta

Polly
Wallace Oalvln

Panrln*
Browo'a

Pomona
Highlanders

Pentfle

ORPHBTTM
E

(Sun^^y opening)
A WHIman Co

Arthur Peaaon
Cooper A Rlcardo
Burt Johnaton Co
Harold Pukane Co
Skating Bear

Gorman Film

Lllllan'a Doaa
(Three to fill)

CaL

HIP (aAh)

Maude Ourand Co
Fd A Lew MlHer
Boganny Troupe

Jimmy Wahl
Jack a Marie Orav
"Rich Girl Poor Girl"

(loaw)

Sforkrna).

Foley A Maattmo
Mortoy A McCarthy Si*
Freamont Benton Co
Ortby A Oody

Apollo

Cooper

Four
Trio

BaoeHoe. Wla.

PALACE
(Same
playing
ginia.

Circa*

Tharleroua*

Te>1eAo
KBrnfB (aba)
Arnold A Plnraaaa
Oenaro A Ck»M

Btereat'a Monk*
M Tan«o Sboaa"

A Leanl*

Cleyton

Fmmett DeVoy Co
Wetaon Stater*
H1U A Sylvaaay
Trewtaau If. J.

TAYLOR

let

(wva)
half

Lyii*.

show
Vir-

Kenny A LaFraaoa
Bert Draper

"Night With Poata-

Wtfk<
POLT • (aba)
(Seraatna apot)
lat katf

Sbeooaeg A Bap
Aaktaa A Boa*

Mr A M ra Pletrala
Oao Annatroag
B Burnett A
.._

TaaL

OABRTTK (Ubo)
Ton Linton Co
Crawford A Brad
Murphy A Leehmar
"Tn tha Tra "
FWIev A PTi
Duttoa'a Vfoi

(Twa

ta All)

ORPHBUM
Pancho* Mateo Co

Ed Lavtne
C A F Debar

"Unaeda Olrla"

Bark* Taabey Co
Tewla A Lake

ONOB

ST

(loaw)

John A Maa Barka
(Ona to f!l)

Van <*«•*)*?.
, ,

HBT'M

"Camp

Swatn'a Cockatoo*

BTJOTJ

"Fonr Huahanda"

M»»«'cal 8

(p)

Pedrlnl'a Monka
Gllraln Dancer*
4 Ca«t**ra

W.

I.

(aba)

John Oelaer
J

Flyun'* Mfnatral*
2d b*lf

Tn* Par^Mt*
Walter

Weem*

LydHl A

fflgftina

^ppo*»»*^er,

POTjfl fnbo)
vm*» °A <»npara
Fred A Ilea
T^, r>.«<*wi^ir a
Five Wltllama
2d half

Dad

Monroe Pro*

A .Tnho«on
"The N*w Modal"
PT.AZA fnbo)
Ofhe^env Co-kato**
0'"<%n

Hebert Mvrel A F
Davie A Stanford
Sd half

Strand Trio

Harry Jolaon
Vtev<*r1a. B.

C.
(p)

Laraon A Wllaon
R1a«letto Broa
6 8eren«dera
Aab A 8haw
Rlgga A Ryan

Tex.

(MAJBSTTC

In Rookie***

Oeden A Banana

Woo woekcf.

Rnvmond Wllbert
O^let Harrla A M
Mr A Mrr Melbourne
Bert Hurhea Co
Allen A Francto

PANTAGBS

Bather

De Mario Co

C

B.

(p)

T,l*»a*

A

Oiiadell

(Ubo)
eullt)

Ba««tt A Bailey
Valentine Vo*
Janet Martina Co
"S#««ood ChildhoodMrMah^n A Chapelle
Oeorgallla 8

We)*»«.

Wtleon'e

V.

If.

Co

H

PANTAGBS

lat half
Muetcat McDonald*

Al Noda
Realata

»»

Rita Boland
Lasler Worth
Callea

Jaa

Aran Antowla •
STRAND (wva)

Thenar Bma
Hohaon A Beatty
Joe RemUigtoB Co

(ubo)

T

ah-lle

A

T.IMHIan

Have* A Neal
Reno
P«»»rh A MH^nrey
Barney WUHama Co

PROcrno'g

(ubo)

Kav A P»11e
Poi-othv Earl*
p#«»««n
Pauline

A Ooldte

(One to am
2d half
Jonea A JobnaoO
Bernard A Janla
M«»'e Kin* Co
"VanHy Fair"
Trtifr**^ C1«rk*
Stewart A Donohua
Fddle Borden Co
VFalla Walli, fFaaku (One to 611)
LIBERTY (ah- wva)
Vn~V Vn.
(11)
OPFRA T»onaaj (ubo)
Conly

(Same

bill
playing "Pretty Rahv"
N Yakima,
Sd half
Waab. 16)
Alva A Partner
Hanah A Pardner
BMn* Ve-> A Le*irU
B Young Americana
A"» Studios
McOrmack A Shannon (One to 6R)
Geo rae Bvera
Ta*>a*yawa. O.
AeHal Bartlatta
KBrTfT'P fnho>

Empire.

Carl

A

In**

Minn. 12-14)

3enrge A Tony

half

(Ubo)
2d half (8-10)
4 Blacker*
Meehan A Copalaad
Helen Muller
K^nnedajr Day A Shar
Duncan A Holt

JAB Dooley
Harry A Etta

afarlmha Band
Roaa A Wlae
Leon Slat^ra Co
2d half
Swatn'a Pete
Allen A Allen
Oennl A Perrl
Wltllama A William*
Omeao Trio
Victoria

half

11-12)

Twlrllna Talbuta
Roberta A Roden

H Moore A

^M

HTP (wva)
(Bvanavine aptR)
lat

Co

Rallly

PafI« T/cater 8

2d half

VfCTOfllA (aaa)
rfavoHy Caaitoa*
Olaa Mlahka Co

George Matleoa
Fldler A Cola
S Carltoat

PANTAOB8

2d half
Ed41e Fover

gch^neefedy, N. Y.

fi!—

Harry Dav**a
Walton A
Slgmand A

Hurhea

Wheeler Trio

1*t halt

"Vacuum Cleaner*"

lrt half

Devoe A 8tatter
"Hello. Janan"
Cooke A Oatman
Ambler Proa

Marie

Ad1«n Co
Purkln Olrla

BILLS.

S*>v»w«Aeld. O.
SUN (ann)

Frank Houahton Co
I-eonard A Haley
Hanaon A Village 4
(Two to fill)
Stamford. Cann.

Dreama
Frwnk Rae Co
"Rare of Man"

(al

let half

3

Cia.

BIJOU rubo)
(Jacksonville apllt)
1st half
K*»no A Waener

May A

(11)

T»av.

Frear Barrett Frear
2d half
B«»lle A Mayo
Py*r a Perkhoff

Mitchell

Mel^y Malda

3

Saturday.

Oandell Slater*
Zlaka A Klaf

Can,

aMri

Catherlaa fit

bill

(Albany

Pemneea
(Two to All)
plavlng

Reglna.

A

A Nawnaa A A

PROCTOR'S

BWAT

6 Comallaa

RBOBNT
(Same

Skfltellea

The Ha'Vlnr*
Lllllan'a Do**
Peary Worth
I-ona A Green
Jamee Carroll Co
Maude I eon* Co
Kenn^dv A Fltipatrlck Tommy Haydn Co

Savaaaak>

McLono, son of Chevalier

Perelra Bevtet
Olaon A Jobnaon
"Gettln* In Soft"
2d half
Orbaaany Cockatoos
Taylor A Howard

Wilbur Held

bill

Laptoa

_ U\
Hatmaa A

Bell

Harrla

Marlon

Cal.

(12 14)

of

(ubo)

playing
Eddie Carr Co
Hip. Oakland, 14)
Six Ttnna A Girl
Hunter * Shaw
(lo*w)

of Florence Travers died

Bnrman

PALACE

Chaa Ledeear

Ha yea A Neal

(11)

(Same

IS.

G»n«ie

Lowray

Dorothy DeSchella Co
Wlla«n A Wilson
I^w Well*
"Winter Garden RaV*
2d half
Billy Klnkald

SaHttarAeM. PTaaa.

Flddea A Swain
4 Southern Olrla
Peerteea Trio
Kafka Trio
Martalna

VICTORY

of

III.

(p)

Peggy Worth

fathar

Slater*

(Sunday opening)

Edward Kannay, the father of Chas.
Kenney (Alvin and Kenney) died Oct.

Tha

(P)

Maurice Samuel* Co
Tr«n«fl^1d

A

•arrf

•la tapa

M half

•lin. Rlttar
Bayle A
Bartlagtaa 4

Ballet

Roland Travere
Avellng A Lloyd
Arthur Havel

Man A Bvana

Tha mothar

A

H^ney Bee*
Weat a Hal*

Tha mothar of Nina Pastorelli was
shot and killed two weeks ago by an
intoxicated negro.

Oct.

A AMaa

Jean Adair Co
Nan Halneiia
Konna Slater*
McCarthy A Fay*

PANTAOBS

let half

Frank Carmen
Joaaa A Joknaoa
-Tha Iatrodtr

Hip. Seatrl*,

(ova)

(Sunday onenlag)
"Paradla* Valley^
Sd hair
D Mareeao A Dattoa
Hlrchell Handler
"Selling Out"

HIP (aAh)

in

N«

ORPHBUM

Park Boat

Trlxle Frlitanaa

(ubo)
(Schaoactady apht)

I

Allmaa A Nevtae
Dave VanPteM Co
Blaek A White Rot
Spencer A WlUlajsa

Paall

leli

1 atarrai
•Tale af a Coat-

PBOCTOR-S

Lloyd A Fuller
Buahla Paarl

Si bait

A Jaa

Dell

POUt^Cahat

Rath BdaU
(Ona k> SU)
Pyraenaa* W»

Carknta

to 111)

HIP (*Ab)
Barrloe

Wm

at AJaWriO (wopl
MAJBSTIC
(

Otto Korrner Co
HerheH Cllftoa
Prfnot Kar-kU

Lane a Harper

LaV2r

7aak

A Bva

The Hawking*
Granville A Mack
Wltllama A Culver
Mitchell A Mitch
Hunter A Shaw
Hana Roberta Co
Kennedy A Flttpatiiok Danny Simmon*
6 Comallaa
Ernetta Aeoiia Co
Jaa C Carroll Co

ROSE and ARTHUR BOYLAN

is

William F. Glover, composer and orchestra leader, died Oct. 28 in the New
York Hospital of pneumonia in his 68th
year. He was director and conductor
for the Carl Rosa Opera Co.

(wva)
(Saaday opening)

(a)

"Count A Maid"
CASINO (aAh)
(Sunday opening)

Dirt Oct. 14

GRANDMOTHER

home

Bit" at the Winter Garden, died Nov.
Heart trouble
the age of 29.
7, at
caused his death. His remains were
shipped to Worcester, Mass., for in-

ORPHBUM

Saa Diego

PANT AG sa

Sfaokir A
anal*

Ma*d
Spanlak OoMlata
Traiaar Co

r

Stan* City. la.

Aleen Stanley

of Nat Montambe (Montambe and Wells) died Oct. 19 at her

Hhtm."

Welllairtna Trta

King Broa

Tom Bdwarda Co

Tha mothar

JENIE JACOBS

He

Alan Broaka
Oraca Demar

hands la sleep

In

(Sanaa
playing
bill
Hip. Portland, IS)

Hyda A Hart
Wright A Earle
Jerge A Hamilton
Ptetektol'a Troabdra

Fllst

2nd.

N«t. II. till.
Well Deaei HI* Reward

"Semewkere

Fend Meaaery of

MOTHER

(later)

a Vavaxa

Srarplofr

(ak-wva)

(11)

"Five of Clnbe"
Stone S Hayaa
Beamonta a Arnold

4 Barla
Oe*re;la
Sllher a

MRS. MILDRED CIESIELSKA

Frank Morris Ramsay, author and

playwright, expired at his home in New
Jersey Nov. 4. He first appeared on
the stage with William Gillette and
later wrote and played the leading part
Other of his plays
in 'The Tigress."
"Ninety and Nine" and "The Last of the

Wis., Sept. 29.

la

PAL-HIP

(Sunday opening)

Mra. Martha Jana Roth, age 84, died
Lake City. She is survive 1 by
two daughters, Belle Gilbert and Grace
Henderson.
in Salt

at

McDertnou A Watlaaa
"Revue da Vogae"
Martyn A Florauaa

J

"1m las

|p)

"Honk Koek My**

Pen A afaafa

eaaaaa^an

<cakin and Ee»i*t)

Slater"

DaMlebelle Broa
"Mlee America"
Narlaa Coffey

May

Clifford

MY LOVING MOTHER
Died Oct.

trea-

di-

home in New York
year. He had been

under the management of the Frohmans, and while with Thanhouser directed the "Million Dollar Mystery."
Later he directed for World and the

Famous

Tnoadoro Lofkowlta, formerly

surer at the Hippodrome and the Alhambra, died Oct. 16 at Orange, N. ) n
after an -illness of about a year.

fa)

Cheater

MAJESTIC

a
Cal., last week, after
of illness lasting several yeart.

PANTAOBS

PANTAOBS

Hollywood,
period

A Seow

Calta
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I

KEITH'S (ubo)
Onroy A Lemalra
Welllngtoa Craaa
ford Sti A MarafaaO

R-d A WHtkt
The Cure"
A WbRa

Fi»w1a

W

Sin

Ton*
R*a«oa
Valaaka Bneratt Co
Rrowa A Klaaaa

The

VARIETY
I"_ANDOUT._

ADilLCOMTWa-OAIM

Peggy Brooks dropped out of tht
Grcely Square bill Uet half list week
because of illness end was replaced by
Roatino and Robinson.
Laing and Green left the Bijou, last
half, Arthur and Grace Terry taking
their place.

Mabel Harper was unable to report
for the American show Monday, owing
to illness, and the Loew offices substituted Ryan and Joe.
Willie Smith was out of the Hippodrome, San Francisco, bill for a few
days lait week, account throat trouble.
Al Haxzard substituted.
Zara Carmen Trio replaced Ruth
Howell Trio at Loew's Orpheum, New
York, the first half, through the letter's apparatus breaking.
One of the

members was

slightly injured.

Lowell, Mass., Nov.

Manager
has
since

James

Hinman

P.

Academy

amOL

of Ernest Ball and J.
Keirn Brennan in the suit of Wit*
mark & Sons against them and Leo
Feist, in which the plaintiff asks for
an injunction against the composers
writing for Feist, and the latter from
Sublisning their compositions, were
led Saturday.

Witmarks took action in the specase of "With All My Heart and
Soul," composed by the two men and
published by Feist. Ball and Brennan
admit* contracts with Witmark, but
allege they we-e freed when Witmark failed to furnish them with
cific

royalty statements Jan. 15 and July 15,
nor did they receive royalty checks
within thirty days after the dates the

statements should
them.

have

been

7.

has

been playing musical comedies
Labor Day, on account of poor

Naahrilla Raiaa in Admission*.

Nov.

Nashville,

Princess, the local three-a-day
house which splits with Keith's Louisville, has raised its prices from 15-2535 to 25-35-50 with 75c. in the boxes.

The writers also complajn in a simmanner about the royalties on
the mechanical rights to their numbers, this referring to
talking
ma-

Omaha, Nov.

writer. Laughs, hits, bows and encores guar*
anteed with every act. Write, 'phone, wire or
calL_149J Broadw a y, New York.
ARTISTS— I write the very best vaudeville
material
and exclusive songs obtainable.
Sure-fire novelties my specialty. AL JOHNS*
TON, 270 West 11 t h Str ee t, New Yo rk.
AS I
compelled to leave New York, will
dispose of my furniture at a sacrifice. Write
for appo intment.
Private , Va riety, New York.

7.

AM

AT LIBERtY-YOUNG^LADY PIANIST;
CAN PLAY RAG OR CLASSICAL MUSIC
ALSO PLAY WITH ORCHESTRA. MISS R.
M.^VARIETY.

BEAUTIFUL DROPS-Velvet,

velour,

silk,

satin, cretonne.
New art designs made to orGrainger Scenic
der.
Reasonable rentals.
Stud Jos, 321 Putnam Bldg., New York .

BEAUTIFUL PHONOCRAPH-MAHOGXN?
CABINET WITH RECORDS. LATEST EDITIONS. WILL SELL CHEAP. EDISON, c/o
VARIETY. NEW YORK.
BOAT SET: GARDEN WALLj Jap

set that

in trunk; bill trunk full of psper; two
lobby display folding frames: 1 musket; 4
swords; scripts; Jap snd blonde wigs; sewing
machine; 5 sets of wardrobe. 6 to a set. Jeannette Shop, 124 W. 45th St., New York. 'Phone

folds

B ryant.

BOOKING FIRST CLASS ACTS

for cabarets
musical act for

in South America.
Wsnt a
South America. Billy Curtis, Gaiety Theatre
Bldg., Room 601, New York.

CHARACTER COMEDIAN who

is

a

member

Vaudeville Artists, wants recognized straight man who can sing. Joe Frost,

National

Stre et, New York
CLUB, CABARET snd smoker

us.
C.

&

St.,

Orchestra

artists, see
specialty.

banda

Jszt

a

A. BOOKING OFFICE, 145 West 45th
N. Y. City.
R oom 814. Bryan t 20J1.

FOR SALE CHEAPWJandsotne
cyclorama, ceiling and drop.
Broadwya, New York.

man.

Height about
about 130 lbs.
Big
H. B. c/o Variety.

5

feet

time

green veiour

Room

GIRL GYMNAST ~W ANTED

to

412, at

1545

work with

4 inches; weight
act.
Answers to

MAN. EIGHT YEARS KNOWLEDGE SHOW

BUSINESS,

VICTROLA AND RECORDS. LARGE OAK
CABINET. WILL SELL AT ONCE, PARTY
LEAVING TOWN. CANNOT CARRY SAME.

MAKE OFFER. JEAN, VARIETY, NEW
YORK.
!___
VIRGINIA B. NICHOLS WRITES EXCLUSIVE MATERIAL FOR VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS. ALSO SPECIAL SONGS AND MONOLOGUES.
CALL AND BE CONVINCED.
Strand Theatre Bldg., Suite 32L

WANTED—Good

atraight man for juggling
act to look after props.
Man that speaks
German preferred. Send references to Fred
Gillctt, c/o V ariety, New Y ork.

executive ability, deaires connection
with
established
vaudeville
booking
office.
Interview solocited. Address P. A. B\,
Variety, New York.

(four)

male buck

dancers; also eccentric sbout five foot five.
Big time set. Good salary. Joe Gilbert. (202)
^aiet y Theatr e Bldg ., 1547 Broadway, N. \.

WANTED—

Man who understands vaudeville
acts thoroughly for popular price houses.
State experience, etc.
Good salary. Competent, c/o Variety, N ew Y ork.

WANTED— Partner;
Must

aong.

eccentric
or
English
do solo dance and put over
Act now playing.
Address

Miii W., Msrknel

l

WANTED— Velvet
State particulars.
Detroit, Mich.

Hote l, Sew_York.
or plush drop st once.
MacMullen, 88 Park Blvd.,

'WANTED - YOtJNG

LADY "PARTNER";
GOOD DANCER; TO TEAM WITH COMEDIAN FOR BIG TIME NOVELTY COMEDY

ACT. NOVELTY, c/o^/ARIETY.

NEW

YORK.

SOUBRETTE WHO CAN SING AND DANCE
WISHES TO JOIN PARTNER IN GOOD

VAl'DEVILLE ACT.
YORK.

WANTED r- SIX

E. N.,

VARIETY,

NEW

EXPERlENCEDCHORlfS
GIRLS FOR VAUDEVILLE ACT. CITY AND
ROAD. CALL AT ONCE. SAMUELS PRODUC1NG CO.. ASTOR THEATRE BLDG.

Star

Clevel

Star Cleveland.
"Mile a Mlnnte Girls"

N

Grand Trenton

W. Savage'e "HAVE A
contract to CHAMBER-

MARRIAGES.
Ben

former manager of Loew's
Delancey st. and now in charge of
Loew's new Montreal house, to Anna
Mills,

Cohan (non-professional),

Oct. 31.

Billy Fitzsimmons to Florence Normand, Oct. 31, at the City Hall, New

York.
Ethwl Murray of the Winter Garden
chorus to Thomas Coffing Beach, July

No one knew

27.

of the wedding until
that Mr. and Mrs.

it
was learned
Beach were spending

moon

in

their

honey-

Florida.

Florence

woman,

last

Madeira,

week

in

stock

leading

Chicago to John

Hope, a professional.

Maxie Allen denies the recent report of her marriage to Edward Dutton.

BURLESQUE ROUTES

'Phone 4649

WANTED; GOOD MANUSCRIPTS Of
SKETCHES AND COMEDY VAUDEVILLE
ACTS. CLAUDE AND GORDON BOSTOCK,
ROOM 305, PUTNAM BL DG., NE W YQR K._

12

Toledo,

"Merry Rowndem" 12 Geyevy PtttatanrCa

Brysnt.__

talking

.

and

YORK.

Baktti

ton.

DONALD MacDONALD

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER. OLD MODEL
VERY GOOD CONDITION. CAN BE SEEN
BY API*OINTMENT. GORDON, VARIETY,

comedian.

Hartford.

Ma Hon Dave

Juvenile In Henry

York.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY

Empire Chicago.
Harry 12 Oayety Beaton 10

Haetlnga

0*f^7 WanMnajtnn.
"Majesties" 12 Empire Toledo 10 Lyrte

HEART" and under
LAIN BROWN.

sell reasonably.
Have been used in a vaudeville act for a short while.
Banjo, c/o Variety,

NEW

W

wood Chicago.
"Maids of America" 12 Palace

the

for each

New

9

a

construction will be
arranged to permit the introduction
of vaudeville should the owners decide
on that after its completion.

cmU

Detract

Oayety Chicago.
from Poillea" 12 Oayety Catena*
Oayety Milwaukee.
"Gtrla from .loyiand" 12 Star Toronto HV
Savoy Hamilton Ont.
"Golden Crook" 12 Corinthian Rooheater 10»S1
Baatable Syracuse 22-24 Lumbers; Ctlen N T.
"Grown-up Bablee" 12 Engelwood Chicago 10
"Girls

"Lid Llftera" 12 Standard ft LanJn 10

&

word over
II FOR 15 WORDS, I CENTS EACH WORD OVER
PRODUCERS-I write the "better kind" of
ACTS SUITABLE FOR CABARET. FRED
girl acta.
Bottle the old stuff. Try some 1917
FENN AGENCY, BILLY CLOONAN, MGR.,
idea a.
AL JOHNSTON, 270 West 11th Street,
SOI GA I ETY T HEATRE BLDC., NEW YORK.
NewJTork.
ALLEN SPENCER TENNEY. Vaudeville
SEVERAL BANJOS, in very good order; will
3

O.

"Gay Morn Ins: Glorlea" 12 Cadillac

Circuit.

BUILDING.

SALE and EXCHANGE
$1 for 2S words.

T.

"Lady Buccaneers" 12 Lveevm Gofamaaa 0V21
Cort Wheeling W v*a 22-24 Ornnd Akron
"LlWny oiri. 12 CoJ0nl*j Pmniaaaea 10 Cev

Blank, Davenport theatrical managers, have concluded arrangements for the erection of a the-

but

N

keepale N Y.
"Jolly Oirla" 12 Vleteela Ptttonaea* 10

BIRTHS.

policy,

tady

"French Fmlfea" 12-13 Holyoke Holyok* 14-17
Oilmore Springfield Mam 19 Howard Boeton.
"Forty Thieves" 12 Empire Cleveland 19-20
Erie 21 Ashtabula 22-24 Park Youngatown

Ifenr Tea* 10
Empire Hobokea.
"Innocent Ms Ids" 12 Oayety PhUassdpnta 10
Maje»tle feranton.
Irwin's "Bit Show" 12 Jaeqnen Wntornary 1021 Cohen's Newburg 22-24 Cohen's ~

Mr. and Mrs. El Cleve (El Cleve
and O'Connor) Nov. 2, daughter

Greenbaum

Duluth.
of Day'' 1.V1T Park
i»
Colonial Providence.
"FoIIIm of Pleasure" 12 Oayety Brooklyn 10-21
Warburton Yonkera 22-24 Hudson 8chence"Foiiivf*

nmbis New York.
Howe Sam 12 Hurtlg a camon'e

chine records, player piano rolls and
the like.

OMAHA

"DarMng*. el Par!*" 12 0ter-*t Fatrt 10

"Hello America" 12 Oayety Kansas City
19 Oayety St Louie.
"Hello Oirla" 12 Eaalrn Hobokea 10
Brooklyn.
"Hip Hip Hurrah" 12 Canine Beetno 10

given

ANTS, ENGAGEMENTS

504 6th

road with Lcffler-Bratton's The Newly weds and Their Grown Up Baby."
Ward de Wolfe has been engaged
by the Shuberts for "Leftenant Gut,"

atre in this city to seat 2,500.
The present plan is a straight picture

7.

The

of

George M. Cohan revue.
Craig Campbell for "Over the Top."
Cliff Lyons and Viva Renard. formerly in vaudeville, have gone on the

of Music, which

patronage.
This is the second theatre to close
within a month, the other being the
Playhouse.
Both houses are among the oldest
theatres in this city.

840

PJtODUCTlQ* EftGAGEMEim
Carolina White was replaced last
week as prima donna of "Her Regiment," opening in New York next
week, by Audrey Maple. Dallas Wei*
ford is also missing from the cast
of that production by Joe Weber, with
Victor Herbert music.
Paul Nicholson (Norton and Nicholson), has been engaged for the new

ilar

LOWELL THEATRE CLOSES.
closed the

The answers

(Nov. 12 and Nov. 10.)
"Americana" 12 8avoy Hamilton Ont

19 Cad-

illac Detroit.

"Army a Navy

Oirla" 12 Star Brooklyn 10
Gayety Brooklyn.
"Auto Girls" 12 Gayety Baltimore 19 Gayety*
Philadelphia.
"Aviators" 12 Century Kansas City Mo 19
Standard St Louis.
Behman Show 12 Empire Newark 19 Casino
Philadelphia.
"Best 8bow In Town" 12-14 Baatable Syracuse
15-17 Lumberg It lea N Y 19 Gayety Montreal.
"BlfT Bins;
It)

"Bon

Bang" 11-12 O II Terr* Haute Ind
Lyceum Cdumbua.
Tona" 12-14 Cohens Newburg IV 17

Cohen's Poughkeepsle 19 Hurtlg a Seuuiuo'a
New York.
"Bostonlana" 12 Empire Albany 19 Gayety Boaton.

"Bowery" 12 L O 19 Orpheum Paterann.
"Broadway Bcllea" 12 Riward Bostm

Orpheum New Bedford

22-2-1 W^r^eat.in-

12

J.

"Military Malda" 12 Majcerte Ft Wi
IS- 19 o H Term Hante Ind.
"Mracblef Mak-ra" 12 Oiymnte Kane Tertt
Tmendero Philadelphia.
"Million Dollar Dolls" 12 Olymnto
19 Cohimb4a Chicago.
"Monte Carlo OlrhT 12-14 Orpn«
ford 1.V17 Worees
Olympic New Torn.
"Ob Olrls" 12 Cohrmbtn New Tort 10
Brooklyn.
"OrienUle" 12 Oayety MHwaafcan 20
Mlanennutlu.
"Pace Makers" 12 Trneadarn Phil
So Bethlehem 20 Baetoa 21-01
Vltkg^DajMg
Pan

"r

ninar }7U *•
Anhtanala
E £*U
part Yonngatown o 10 Tletogta
i

1!l

in-i.

Fa

Fttta*

burgh.

"Pnsn Puns" 12 GoIanbU CaJnaan
10
"
Detroit.

"Record
Oneida

Breakers'*
12-13
Blnghafflton
14
1.1 Oewngn 16-17 Inter
Niagara Fnfla
19 Garden Buffalo.
"Review of 191S" 12 Ornnd Trentoa
J 10
Gayety Baltimore.
"Rowland Clrle" 12 Lyceum Dnytoa 10
Olympic Cincinnati.
8!dnmn Sam 12-1.1 Bercnel Den Moiaea
10
Gayety Omaha Neb.
"8lebt Seera" 12 Gayety St Louie 10 Star
Oarter Chicago.
"Social Follies" 12 Majestic Screntoa 10.09

«•» »•«

N T

N

^

m

^^

U
^^

Blnghamtnn

Oneida

21

22

Oawasm

Inter Niagara Falle N T.
"Social Malda" 12 Gayety Washington 10
ety Plttaburgb.
"Some Bablee" 12 Garden Buffalo. 10 nana?
ronto.
"
8o # . 8h w '' ,2 Cn*lno Pblladelpbla
/T
2
Mlner'a Broni
New York
"Speedwvy Oirla" 12 Lyceum Dalatb 10
tury Kanaaa City Mo.
SpelKela Revue 12 Peoplee Philadelphia 10
**
Palace Baltimore.
"
*' Mo »-" 12
8 or ,B
Mlnern Braaa Nav
5
L
f«
Tork 19 L O.
"Star 4 Oarter" 12 Empire «^»«*a
Hobokea 22-20
Park Bridgeport.
"Step Lively Glrle" 12 Casino Brooklyn
10

^^

^

sa

Empire Newark.
By del Ro»e 12 Oayety Buffalo 19 Corlntniaa
Rocb eater N Y.
•THmpt*-ra" 12 Gayety Mlnneapolla 19
Star

«•«

I

"2iHh

Century Malda" 12 Oayety Toronto 10
Gayety Huffalo.
Billy 12 Oayety Montreal 19 Empire

Watwin

Albany.

Welch Ben 12 Gayety Detroit 19 Gayety Toronto.
"Whlrly Glrlv 0»rla" 12 11 Cort Wnwllng
Va 1517 Grand Akron O 19 Empire Cleve-

W

land.

White Pat 12 Empire Chicago 19 Majeetlo Ft

Wayne

Ind.

WllllHmn Viol Me 12 Grand Hartford 19 Jacouen
Waterbury Conn.

19-21

Wor-

cester Maaa.
"Broadway Frnllca" 12 8tar * Garter Chicago
19 21 Berchrl l>ea Moines la.
"Durluatiue Itevue" 12 Orpheum I 'ate ran n 11)

INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT.
(Nov. ]>.
After Office Hour*" Oard««n
i

A

Kiinsaa City Mo.
Imperial Cbl-

HuMbund

(J»od for Notfting

'

MaJ'-ntlc Jerwev Cltv.

"Burleaque Wonder Show" 12 Majestic Jersey
City

11>

Penplea Philadelphia.

'

"Cabaret Girls" 12-14 Warburtr»n Yonkera IV
17 Hudson Schenectady \ Y 1M-2U Holyoke
llolyoke 21-24 (lllinore Sprlnefleld Maaa.

"Charmlna Wldnwa

'

12 So

Bethlehem

ton 14 17 Majeallo Wllkea Barre
pire Hobokea.

HrliiKlnK l'p F'Hher" Etuurv Prnvldenoe R I.
<" t»n».«
Hick to Erin
Nafl"ii»l Chicago.
l'"iiiiiii>n Cl:«v" MiilMHld- I'uTrtlf).
•I'HUKhtt-r <.f rh^ Sum
(>-t>hi'Urn Philadelphia.
"ILinds :md Kntz
12
Lumberg Utlca li-17

Pa

•

It

Kas-

19

Em-

IWmr.'ibli'

Lit le
vill*
i

c.tn

Synicus*.* \
lu a Big

Teuu.

U

V
City"

Orpheom Naab-

VARIETY

26

•

"Millionaire's Bon and Shop Olrl" Lexington
Nw* York.
"Mutt and JtfT" Prospect Cleveland O.
"Peg o' My Heart" Southern Columbus O.
"The Fascinating Widow" Auditorium Balti-

Forrester

more Md.
"The Heart of Wetona" American St Louie.
"The Katsenjammer Kids" Ljceum Peterson

Fraeer Jack (C)

N

Frank

J.

ville

Ky.

sanding far mall te VABIsTTY.
address Mali Clark

Where C follows name, letter Is In
Variety's Chicago Of floe.
Where S P follows name, letter Is
tn Variety's San Franclse* oflac.
Advertising or ciroular letters will
not be listed.
P following name Indicates postal,
advertised once only.
Reg following name Indloatea registered mail.

Gangler Jack
O seaman Josephine
Oelaba Olrla
George Al

Abraham

Abrahams

Wm

Oorden
H
Gordon Bfsnche*
Gordon Bra la
Oouldlne Claude
Oouget FHIg
Grace Florence
Grace Frank

Aekabos Mahsrued

Omdv

Adams Eroa (C)
Adam* K.dna
Adame Bdna (C)
Admont Miss M

Own

Claire Jeck
Clark Bert
Clark Billy ft B (P)
Clarona Violet (C)
Clayton Ro*e
(C)
Claywood Mettle
A Inert Dollie
Alartorns Spanish (C) Clay Rabbette
Cleveland Harry B
Alterta Nat
Clifford ft Wayne (C)
AlraretU Joe (C)
Clover Kdythe O
Amalgamated Aaan
Clute Gerald L (C)
AmedTa (C)
Coate Henry O
Howard
Anderson
Ccdy Vera
Arlyn Peanne
Cohen Wdlle M
Armln Walter
Connally Harold
Armond Grace (P)
Conner Bern lee
Armstrong Phil
(C)
Conrad Clayton
Andrews F
.Conrad Mrs B
Arnold billy
Conway Jack
Arnold Lou la
Cook ft Headman (8F)
Arrule Victoria (C)
Copeland ft Pearse
A no ii Mrs
Copelaod Carl
Atlantic 4 Flak
Copeland Lee
Aunt In Gobble
Cornell Lillian B (P)
Austin Claude
(C)
Cornell M A
Ayere Mr A Mrs
Cnughlln Franeee
Cowlee Roy (C)
B
Cox
Flo
Bailey Cbaa
'

Benson Harry C
Benton Harry
Bernard Mike
Bernlvlcl Al (8F)
Btegert Mildred
Bijou Comedy (C)
Billing* James J
Bimbo Cbaa (C)
Blxter Karl
Bland Delia

Nelson

(P)

Bolllnaer P«»rcy

Boyle Ellen

Brant Frsncee
Briscoe Olive
Broadbent Irene (SF)

Brock Mr

Mrs

ft

H

Harold (P)
Kennedy (C)

Brownie Morris (C)

bo ton

Georgia
Gertrude
Burdell

ft

Burdlck Belle

Burke
Burke
Burns
Burns

n

Ben
lohn

B

Paul
Via

Burton Irene
Burton Jes»»le L
Butler Roy E
Byam John (C)

G
Calts Bros

Cnlbourne

W H

Cnlvrrt Lillian
Canfteld Al
Cantwel! Mrs J
•

CurMta G'«c*
Carroody John
Carpenter E J
Carroll

Nettle

Carr Natt
Carr Merle (C)

Carvell* Mutual
Cecil ft Mack (C)

Ceaaro Carlos (C)
Chundler Joe
ChfHtley Mae
Cbllds Edna

(C)

HnWth

A Ftiherth
H"ntn P vrs Kenneth
Hunter Steven M (C)

H

T

Irwin Chas

Al

Chas B
Dorothy

O
Julia

(PKO) (C)
Edwards Sarah M

Mable ft Malfe (C)
M^H^anlev
MsePonald Margaret

Wm

M«cF»»vdpn Alex

MnoV Hap

JarUdon Ml«s
JnrVonn W

N

O
O

M
M

(C)

O

F

MeGreer

(SF)

M»»Tntvres The
MoVuv'q P«»vfew

Ben (C)
Johnson A Arthur (C)
Johnston Ben J C

T,#»o

W

(C)

(Gov't)

Towneend B

Phone: Greeley 300*

Travera Helen

True Valeria
Tucker Joe
of Inspection of the burlesque houses In
hs Is Interested.

TJ

Unlv

Pullman Mlaa Dude
(C)
Purdy

Valette Blanche (C)
Van Arthur (C)
Vauvbn Dorothy (C)
Vervalln

Vernon Mr

Rafael Dave
Baffin Alfred

Vitaellano Jimmy
Voltaire Bertha

Randall Vivian
Randolnb Betty

Wakefield

Wanda

(C)

Wallace
Walters P*ima

Rerun ft Renard
Renard Nat

WstVIn* Blllle (P)
Wxts^n P**srl
Wsvne MurshaB ft C

.Tosertb

PJnr Blsnrhe

W*»N»r H»»t*»1 (P)
Wo«toott Eva
W«»«ton Ha rry
W*«ton M*ini©
W«»aton Trio (C)

P»ver< Dollv

Eugene

Roche«tAr rialre
Florence
T>nvt>r* Ida
Ro«s Fatherlne (C)
PorVw(»li

Rothschild JnBe

(RBO) (C)
Pove Ruth

White Jonny
wn»»*r v«h#i
Wilbur Bunny (C)

w«iM«me Franeee
Wilson Lew fC)
Wi'not) Ro»>rs ft
W'ison Frank
Wilson Henrv P
Wilson Nettie
W»l«nn Ollle
Winchester H L

Psllsbu;/ Dora
P«m»iAl« Rae
S«n^er«on Jonnle
Pantl Mile
Saotoro Dno
Bother Al (C)
SaTon Panllne (C)

prima donna

Wyndham. and Moore, playing

In Chicago
bought a thousand dollars' worth of

TRUNK SALE
Taylor

Trunks

—Indeitrncto

Tranks

Bal

Wimama C A

R

formerly w'.CL OoMenburg's

Neverbreak Trunks—
Trunks
Trunks—Murphy Trunks
HIM

W"i«*rd Junet

jniisn

putting his musical farce,
over the Walker time In

is

William
C.
Cushman's
'Toy
Maker'!
Dream." one-nlghtlng through Iowa, will go
on city time atfer Jan. 1.
recently,

W«»«t Fdw
W>»lte Ptenners

iritty

J. B. Blaine
"Hello.
Bill,"

"Follies," bss been engaged as
of Sam Sldman's show.

Ward Al (C)
Ward Larry
W«rd 'Wfit»#r
WnedHl Hsrry

Plsno Jack (C)
Rl"e Rroa (C)
RieA True
Richie A

The Palace theatre has built a second box
window to accommodate the extra money
details incident to the war tax.
office

Betty Power*,

Walton FJpfe
Walt Cbaa B

R«»ne Irene (C)
Rial Fred

While la Chicago last week Mrs. Blerbower.
mother of Blele Janla, knit a none protector
and a pair of ear muffs for Irving Berlin.

Canada.

Walsh May

(C)

which

Menlo Moore and Boyle Wool folk are at
work on a tabloid written by Will Hough,
which they will Jointly produce In December.

W*iv#r Ralph B

Rath Rroa (C)

Pusaell Paul

8 (C)

V

R

Ru*«»n« The
P"sh Mr

1

Vance Harry

Wm

P'ih*»B

"THE MODERNISTIC STUDIO"

M

Portia Siatera
Powell Mlaa
Pratt Herbert A
Preorott Jerk (SF)

Poofdoux

for Productions

and Vaudeville Acts

Timfflne Billy
Ti vol era
Top Cornel Ina

8

Rnllie

RoM

Wm

TbnnVr Lena

Mr

Mr

V<^><r n f« Mrs

Vr.p-. r tlf>r>^

T<"»o'l

Tborne

Ryan Ethel

Msv Fvelyn C
Mav H

M^Venna Tboa

W,

Jonn«ni»Q Phsu HJ
T"wll<> Two fflF)

Page .Bert
Palmer Retry
Palmer Frank (C)
Park Brolly

Toto Otto (C)

City

Stage Decorations

O

Thomas Mr ft Mrs F
Tbomaa Helen
Thomoeon J Forrest

Both

Mavpr Hsrry

MrPr^

jpr/'inA r*«rothy
.T«rr*»tt

Marjorte

New York

Ottoman Orece (C)

pn^y

Marlon ft Deane (C)
Msr«hsll Dorothy
M«r«ha! T^ew
Martin Mr * Mra B
Maxim A fSF>
Maxim Mrs (SF)

Ms*»one

Edison Pearl J (P)

Edwards
Edwards
Edwards
Edwards
Edwards

M

M»n«rnn Grace

TTal

Wm

Mae (C)

Inc.

140 West 39th Street

.

Taylor
H
Terry Arthur ft
Texeo Qoertette

Jamea

Pav Roma
Raymond Jack

SCENIC STUDIOS,

Tabor ft Green
Tabor Monroe (P)
Teylor Frank
Tnylor Margaret

Nolan

Norwood Bdw (C)
N T Comedy Four
Oliver
0*Nell

DODD ACKERMAN

P.

Sunderland May (C)
Sykee Carrie

Reno A Reno

Msndervllte

W

,

Wm

Mansxell Louise
V>n»"1l 0#o
M»nt»»ll T^, Ayres

Anna

H«»fh Mrs H
H"w«H'« Animals

B
Eastman Roy
Eckhoff Mrs F

(C)

Lvon Mrs Dave (C)
Lvons Mlaa M
Lytell

Stuart A Lewis
St Claire Tyler (C)
Bt Vrala Richard

R*Mo1ph Rutb
Bmmeraon Rankin Wm (C)

ft

?'n#»« Hurry
H'nn Cnnard

T^vt

M

Lylea A L
T,vnne Orel

Hir»/»h>,orn

J

Barle A 8unshlne

M

Ms*Hon A Naae (C)
Msllma Irene B (C)
Ms lor Carrick

Florence
F««hl Plcv
H«M-»h Fdna

Dunlap F B (C)
Du Val Aglae

A

(P)

Browne
Brown ft
Urown * MrCormack
Brown Ada (C)
Brown Frank
Brown Geo N (O

Dullock
Burdell

Dugan E

P«»>by

H*'*»-a«v

Duffy Dick (C)

Mrs B J

Livingston

Lydatrom

M

H'lton Dora (C)

Donegan Bd (C)
Dorr A Monroe (C)
Duffey Mrs H
DulTy Babe (P)

(C)

F«.rr1*

HfeVfl jo#. <c>

Wm

M

Startup Harry (C)
Stevens Mrs H A
Stevens Kitty (C)
Btlendel ft Hyde (C)
Straub Siatera
Stroupe J

Plaano % Bingham (P)
Poole ft Pembroke

(C)

Jeck (C)

A

ft

Pletro

Harding Jean
H*rrlnrtnn Wilbur
Harris Pave
H«r»«u wij (pj

H*»rrrn"nn Mrs A
F'»»t A 0<w» r (C)

Dennis Homer
DeFoggle Louise (C)
DeTrlckey Coy (SF)
De Wolfe
Dolly Bahlan

Borremer Loula (C)
Boyd Dixie IC)

Linn

H

Smith ft Rodgers
Smith Tboa R
Spencer Bert
Spencer Margaret
Stanley ft Lea (C)

Psvlak Nick
Pearson Violet (0)
Pelser Oeo 8
P»rry Mt«a Rnster
Phelps Frank (0)

Wm

Wm

Shirley Blatere
Skelly Jlmmle

Patterson Archie

Lima Geo

V

Doc win

Lee Lola
Leigh Teddy
Lelebton Blanche
Lelghton Cbaa (8F)
Lelnslg Mrs L

Lldelll

F«»T»fVrson
L
H#»r»»ort 9|«f»rs

De Auglo Carlo

Laurie Roue

Leyle

Potmnr Mseiofsn

De Coursey Nettle
Dellon Harold
Del Toro 01 Ida

M

R

H»n«n M'«« Robbie

Deane Laura
Dean Hamilton (C)
Dean Pa

Nolan

IloTd Fd^le
Lockhsrt Roma
(C)
Loftuo Mr ft Mrs (C)
I -on don Louis
Longfeather Joe (C)
Lonzo Cox (C)
Lorraine Peggy
Love Joy
Loweree Bdw (C)
Lwe^« John

F«Hitb

I

Belmont & Crelghton
(P)
Bennett John

W M

Ham*r Mabel (C)
Hertford eiwn
Harvey FdUh (C)
F»rr»T Morton
Haeeo-» Leslie A (C)
Haw Harrv (C)
HsTw«rd «r*Word Co
F*»adder Jaek (C)

Da ley ft Parks
Dalbealne ft Co
Dale Dan
Darling Mlaa L (C)

Bell Jessie
Bell Jeesle (C)
Dell Norma

Clifton

ft

Blllle

La Mon Thelma
Lane Peggy

LeVlva Mlaa (C)
Lewie Edna
Lewis Harry

F«mMn Paul
F«mm«nd Faye R
Har-ourt C L (SF)

Cunningham Anna

Lambert

Letter

Fsl# Robbie
Ha Hen A Hunter (C)
Hallo Eunice
Hsllowsv Arthur

Cuahman Blng

La Coate

8 henna a Lee
Sherwood Jeanette
Shield Crowning

Newlyn Victoria
Newman Mr ft Mrs R
Newman Lou ft J (C)
Newton Mlaa

L

Grey Clarice
Ow«i John P

H

Curley Lao

M

Alta

Moore Mrs Oeo A
Moore Lucia
Moore Lucille (SF)
Morgan ft Gray (C)
Morgan Bruce
Morgan Cbaa A
Morgan Eugene (0)
Morrison Jamea
Morris Mike Mra

N

Kruger Loula 8

Leorett Abe
LeRoy ft Harvey
LeRoy Jack

Guest Vfr»d
Gulll Adolfo (C)

Crasy Quilt Frank

Krom

Moon

Nelson Maa
Nelaon Tboa
Nevlna Josle
Newell Billy

Leonard Olivette
Leonhsrd Lily

Wm

Gnalono

W

Baron's Horses
Barry Siatera
Barry Mr* Frank
Barton Ward
Barto Jamea O
Baxter Elmer A

Adelaide
Billy

Gmndv

W

Knight Harlan
Knowlee Lillian
Kotb C A
Kramp Ren J (C)
Kreea Roee (C)

Or*en Jlmmle
Oreporrs The (C)

Orew

W

Barnard Babe

L

Gray Roger

1

Shaw B Collin
toaw Joe CO
Shea Jlmmle

<C1.
J Aurua (C)

Moulton Oertle
Muneon Marion
Murdoek Mies Jap (C)
Murray Billy (F)

La Verne Evelyn
Lay Jack (C)
Layman ft Chanlsae
I^ee Renny

Ooldle Billy

Church Alien

The

Kilties

Kllngel FHtat
Kneitel Beatrloe

OUmore Barney
Otlmore Thelma
Olnmen John
Glenny ft Bradford (C)
Olover Claude 0(0)
Glover Masle B
OWndon Telll (P)
Gold Irene

Lew

Christy

Drosloun

Kennedy Harold
Kerrigan Jamea
Kerr Bdna

Gabriel Master (O)
Oaffney ft Dale

Duffy
ft
Oenero Marie (SF)
Gibson ft Brown (C)
Olbeon Herd? (8F)
Gibson Oeorajta

LETTERS
When

ft

Kelly line
Elbe (C)
(C)
Kelly Tom (C)

Oeoti

S

Bobbe

Kays Flying (C)

Kema Re

Mass.

Sharp Charlie

Mltek CO)

ft

Mitchell RosnajM t€>

Kaufman Emmie (0)
Kay Lillian

JC)

Lillian

MRaben

Jordan Anna
Joyoe Marlon

Moe Freeman

Freeman Millie
Freeman Moe (C)
Fuller Oeo

'The Marriage Question" Snubert Milwaukee.
"The Other Mans Wife" Grand Worcester
"The White Slave" Park Indianapolis.
"Thurston" Lyceum Detroit Mich.
"Treasure Island" Poll's Washington D 0.
"Turn Back the Hours" Lyceum Pittsburgh.
"Which One Shall I Marry?" Oayety Louis-

Mrs S (P)

Forth Runs
Francis Evelyn
Frsncla Ortha

REGULAR PRICES

Yi

W

Wood A Lawson
Wood Melville A P
Woodw»rd A Morrlsaev (C>
Farl

Wr«^t

Melvern Babe (C)
M*»rr#»r B«rvle
M»roor Vera

Pch#»m> Cbaa
S«*hlotterbeek B T
Pehoefleld Mra Cbaa

M«»v*rs Charlotte
Mlddleton Jennie

Prhwarti Martha
Shannon John J

Wright

Lucille

Young A Waldron (C)
Yvonne Miss (C)

Ellasov 8

CHICAGO

Ellett Mrs F
Elmlna Mile
Empress Marie
Erwln Kitty

Everette Flossie
Ewlng Ella

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE,
Farber Constance
Fargo A Welle (C)
Fay Ml«s Blllle (Reg)
Fay Miss Billy (C>
Fern Richelieu ft F (C)
Ferguson Dick
Ferris Rva
Fields Arthur
Fields Sallle

Joe Santley and F. Wheeler Wadsworth are
producing a vaudeville "girl" act.

Fl*rher Eleanor

Folurr

.1

H

Ford Max (C)
Foros Joe

Morry Stern, formerly assistant
manager of Joe Morris.

prof*

ional

Unleaa otherwise noted, the following reports are for the current week.
DloHRom
Joined

Balrd. stock leading woman, haa
Bunting's stock at Ban Antonio.

Emma

McOoods-Tate Company split

new

aot with

hia

wife,

Tate haa a

known aa Tate and

Tate.
Iceland, the big Ice rink at 63rd street
South Park avenue, is open.

Price

Wardrobe Trunk|

Specialists
$25.00
$40.00
$50.00

SPECIAL,
$14.50
Cantbreak Wardrobe
XX Theatrical Wardrobe. 10.75
Guaranteed Inilestrneto. 10.25
.

Monroe Trunk Co.
118 West 38th Street
HOTEL NORMANDIE BUILDING
2 Doors East of

New York

and
Issle

ICut

Baggage Bought. Sold. Repaired and
Exchanged

CORRESPONDENCE

B

Fitzgerald Jack (C)
Fitzgerald Jay (C)
Florette Mile

Flynn Kdna
Flynn John H
Flynn Kitty

Majestic Theatre Bldg.

Herk has

left for

a three weeks' tour

Broadway

City

.

!

.

•

i
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Liberty Bonds.

That

turn—bat Uey paid
Lowell

Sherman,

of the "Parlor,
here, baa joined
i\i

'

SUCCESSES!!
2—With Comedy War Choruses—Sure

of

a

until

a

member

recently

Bedroom and Bath" oaat
"Good Morning, Rosa-

the

they Just "stuck."

Natalie Morgan and Bddls Allan have boon
engaged by Boyle Woolfolk for hla new not
"Si* Little Wives," which opons on the Orpheum time In Deo Molnea Not. 25.

An 185 house one day laat week where
Bdgar Uecman and hla French players are
playing at the Ceutral Music Hall, ceuaed a
cancellation of the show and the refund of
moneys at the box office, it was responsible
also for the cutting down of the Chicago engagement of ths players to two weeks lastead of three.
Ths company has returned
to Montreal.

The Regent (U. S. O.). at Muskegon. Mich.,
The house
cancelled booklnga for Nov 15-17.
was taken over by a local organisation for a
charity event.
Barney
comedian

Fire Hit No. 1

First, for many years a
In burlesque, Is going Into

Hebrew
vaude-

Ho opens on Ackerman-Harrla time

ville.

In a slngla act Nov. 11.

I'm Old

For a

The cabarets era lighting hard for life,
with chances against them. The city law staff
baa ruled that they can be blotted out without rupturing tbo constitution.

Sure

Enough

Fire

•_*5*

Lovin

Little

Hit

John 1. Keller -came to Chicago last weak
and engaged Horace Lints, Msrlon Boris and
Harry Dixon for hla stock repertoire troupe

No. 2

there..

"Someday Somebody's
War
Gonna Get You"
Chorus)

(With Special

"Make Yourself at Home," Harry Segals
one-night->*tander, which baa been having a
hard time through Minnesota, closed tost,
weak at St. Peter, Minn.

Hit

Lee Robinson, formerly In picture
work In Los Angeles, has bsen assigned aa
underatudy to Conrad Nagle, who has the
leading male role In "The Man Who Came
B.

No. 3

Back."

Your Tears

"Set Aside

—Sure

Genuine Hit of All the American Camps

99

Fire Hit No. 4

Nut Song No.

1—Sure

Nov. 1 a reduced scale of $1.60 for the entire lower floor went Into effect at the Olympic for "Canary Cottage." This is the second
of the loop shows to cut down the 12 top.
The other Is 'Tarlor, Bedroom and Bath."
Earl Snyder, hssd of the New York Costume Co., baa been also appointed buslneaa
manager for the Alston Boot Co. of Chicago.
Ths firm announces thst an Increased department for the profession haa been installed.

"LUy of the Valley59

Ths vaudeville

"The Bride
Shop," playing at McVlckers laat weekT baa
been elaborated Into a musical comedy by
Fred do Oresac and Edward Paulton, and will

Fire Hit No. 5

sketch, entitled

be staged in Pittsburgh

»»

In

a couple of weeka.

Thomaa A. Wlae and William Court enay,
now touring in "Pals First," are contemplat-

Oriental Nights"

ing a tour in vaudeville with a sketch written
by Dan 8. Russell, entitled "The Double

Cross."

Waltz Song on the Order of "Carissima"—Sure Fire Hit No. 6

Bob Sherman's two shows, 'The

Olrl WithChance" and "The Good for Nothing
Husband," have been booked on central
southern one night etands for the first time
since they were produced.

out a

"Long, Tall, Brownskin Gal
—Sure

Tremendously Popular Coon Shout

James

"Sweet Egyptian Rose"
"Keep the Lovelight Shining"

"Mother's Lullaby'r>9

Thompson,

blackface

come-

dian, haa a

ouflage"

SIX ADDITIONAL "SURE-FIRE" WINNERS

"Fat"

new burnt cork act called "Camwas tried on the dog last
week.
He ssys he wss surprised how few
knew ths meaning of the title at this late day.

Fire Hit No. 7

!

"Hawaiian Sunshine"
"Graveyard Blues"
"Shimme-She-Wabble »

which

Otla Skinner In "Mr. Antonio" will play
a week of one-night stands, beginning with
Janesvllle,
III..
Nov. 10, and then play
Peoria.
Bloomlngtnn.
Urbane and
Jollet,
Springfield.
He will play Milwaukee Thanksgiving week end then proceed to the coaat.
artists'
Josephine
Huddleaton.
beautiful
model and picture player, later lead for Woods
"Potash and Perlmutter" here and character In "Her Market Value." haa joined the
Red Cross, Is taking her training and hopea
to go "over."
In

INSTRUMENTAL NUMBERS SUITABLE FOR
Acrobatic, Dancing, Animal and Dumb Acts
"Umbrellas to Mend"

"Indianola"
Fox-Trot
«j

One-Step
.99

"Hy

'Oriental Nights

Sine"

Waltz

One-Step

"Shimme-She-Wabble"

"Yah-de-Dah"

Fox-Trot

Fox-Trot

WILL

E.

etc.,

etc.

Professional Manager of Our Chicago Office
119 North Clarke Street
Will be pleased to see all his friends.

JOS. W.

STERN & CO.

Professional Office, 1556 Broadway, N. Y. C.
HARRY TENNY,

banded.
Mrs. Bob Fltzslmmons, widow of the fighter,
refused to lend her consent to a movement on
the part of Chicago friends to erect a monuMra.
ment over Bob'a grave at Graceland.
Fltsslmmons declared she had made arrangefor a

monument.

Robert and Robert, sued by AckermanHarrls for $2-"0 for liquidated damages on un-

SKIDMORE

Writer of "Pray for the Light*." "Brown Skin Gal."

Fred Miller, who organized the Dixie
Quintet, a musical act which played W. V.
M. A. time, and who has recently been In
cabaret work. Is now a member of the team
of Miller and Purcell.
The quintet haa dis-

ments

Full Orchestrations, 25 cents each

Mgr., invites all his friends to call

week In Milwaukee. They same through Chicago an route and thought they'd ran la to
the Majestic snd see if there were any mall.
To their amasemeut thsy found themselves
billed at that bouse.
The switch had bean
made and notice had not roaehod them. Bo

mond" company.

"Vanity Fair," with Jack Tralnor and
Olgn do Bough, baa cancelled W. V. M. A.
tlmo and will bo routed over tbo Orpboum
In Minneapolis
circuit, opening Jan.

U Camouflage
Nut Song No.

much

Isn't

eash.

expired contractu, has settled. Since last December the team haa been unable to get
bookings.
At the time they Jumped San
Francisco to open for Pantagea for more
money, Pantagea refused to play the act.

Lee Parvln, agent

for one of ths "Fair and
road showa, la mourning the loss
personal trunk snd all his wardrobe,
taken by a troupe In error at Plattaburgh,
sent back, taken a second time by- another
troupe (he doesn't know which) and never
heard of since.
His truck U marked with
both hia and his company's trademarks.
Variety's Chicago office haa his routs, and if
word comes of the trunk he will be notified.

Warmer"

of

his

In the fire of s baggage car recently In
which the entire scenery and costume equipment of the "Military Maids" company waa
deatroyed. George Clsrk, principal comedian,
loat a trunk containing aeveral hundred dollars
worth of Jewelry and 12U complete
manuscripts.
The latter can never be replaced.
Dave Rose, former burlesque comedian, now In the manufacturing bu*ine»a in
Chicago, aupplied the entire chorus of ths

company with underclothes.

Chicago haa had a song contest, featuring
to ths ons recently bold
New York. A prise waa offered by Jack
Buroh, manager of McVlaker'a, where the eonteat waa staged.
The following songs were
presented: "It's a Long Way to Berlin"
(Feist), sung by Flo Jaoobaon and the Eight
Sailor Boys; "Joan of Arc" (Wateraon, Berlin,
Snyder), sung by Joe Morty; "Somewhere In
France la the LUy" (Wltmark), hung by five
men of the Austin Fellowship Crab; "Long
Boy" ( Shapiro- Bernateln), aung by Billy
Stonsham; So Long Mother" (Remlck). The
contest waa staged during a regular performance, and ths applauss of ths audience
was the declslvs factor. There waa a great
deal of Indecision.
Ths contest flnnlly sim-

war numbers, similar

mered down to ths Remlck and Wltmark numThs latter won. Ths theatre la plan-

bers.

ning to make the contest a feature every Friday, Inviting five publishers.

A big benefit minstrel show for the second
Chicago Red Cross drive la being planned by
booking managers and agents here. Ths event
will be held under the combined susploes of
the W. V. M. A. and the U. B. O., and Messrs.
Humphreys and Singer have set $o,uuo aa the
mark to reach. No definite date haa been set
for the ahow, but It la planned to hold It
within a month, and effort* will be mads to
reserve a Su-iday afternoon at Cohan a Grand.

The following will participate actively. Geo.
Van and Tom Powell, who are In charge of
the committee on arrangements
Abe Bunge,
;

Mitchell Licalsl, D. L. Schwartz. Will Berger,

Dick Hoffman, Harry Miller, Paul Goudron,
Eddie Shayne, Walter Downey, Glenn Burt,
Charlea Crowl, Tim Keeler, Eddie Marab, Tom
Carniody,

The Shuhert stock
a

at St.

Paul

Is

rehearsing

to be known as "The Tidal
In Chicago last week Jules Mlchsel-

production

Helen Aubrey and Donald Brew were
"The Hawaiian
engaged for the show.
Strollers," a flve-member band, has also been
engaged.
son,

Capi. R. Hugh Knyvett of the Australian
Infantry lectured In Chicago at Orchestra
He stopped at the La
Hall last Tuesday.
Salle hotel.
A bellboy came along ahoutlng
the captain's name.
Knyvett buttonholed
"R. Hugh Knyvett?" asked the boy.
him.
"I am." said the captain.
Who ssys the
English aren't there?

Harry

Jacobs.

Bill

Murphy and H. Ooldaon.

amateur
the

Spingold, Roy
In addition to the
round out

talent, aeveral big acta will

bill.

AUDITORIUM (H. M. Johnson, mgr.).—
Grand opera opens Monday, Cleofonte Campananl, director.

ACIi8T0 E (Ed Wappler, mgr.).—"The
w
J?^
Willow
Tree" with Fay Balnter, cloaee (Sd
week)
Wa,t r Whiteside opens Sunday la
v w
l

^

'

"Mr. Jubilee Drax."
AN a 0R AND (Harry J. Ridings, mgr.).
^2Si
Why ^Marry?" with Nat Goodwin. Arnold
TT
Daly. Edmund Brese and Ernest Lawford
(1st week), opened big.
COLONIAL (Normsn Flsld. mgr.).—'Tarlor, Bedroom and Bath"
(11th week).

FURS
BROOK MINK COAT
(Nstsrst

Masarat)

Snspay Dreae and Auto Coat—and very suitable for Traiellna— a practical and economical
sartnent. adaptable for all ocvaatona made of
•elected aklna In the new mod**,
- ,*

m—^
% 7 9 fall
,.V'v»wv

llnrd with Hklnn.-r'a Guaranteed
Hatla.
Very Sseelal

Special

Attractions

rosei

and

i

i

effects,

Muffi

Wave."

In

all

Woli es.

made

Ball.

Barrel

also
to

the

leading

In

end

watch.

Scarfs from
Sets from
AJeo

B

tome

very

apedal

th«

style*

new

Canteen

of

—

aulmaJ
snap*
•—

$19.50 up
$37.50 up
bargalna

In

separate

.".^..* d\.. *"....?"*• $40 up

Special Discount to the Profession

AMSON'
44

7

IMC

West 34th Street

Adjoining Betel MrAlpin—One Plight
Holt and Rosedale had a contract for this

.

In

Up

:
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Open House
To All Writers

Matt
!

Many a song writer of reputation has said to us in the
past something to this effect:
"While you have a song writer controlling your Professional
Department, no other writer can get a song over with a Jimmy 1"
No such policy again for us! Everybody will now get
an even break.
mean, of course* song writers of
reputation who have written "hits" and can write them
again.

and a
Pack of Cards

We

We

MORRIS & FEIL

Direction,

begin with the latest by

JACK MAHONEYI

COLUMBIA

(P. A. Parry.

mgr.).—Sam Bid-

man's shaw.

Timely!

Psychologic!

Patriotic!

CORT

(U.

Hermann, mgr.).—"Upstairs

J.

and Down" (11th week).
CROWN (Ed. J. Rowland. Jr.. mcr.).—8tock
the Man She Loved."

—"For

ENGLEWOOD

Good -for- Nothing

D.

(J.

Whitehead, mgr.).—

American Wheel Burlesque. "Gaiety Girls."
EMPIRE (Art Moeller. mgr. ) .—American
Wheel burlesque, "Military Maids."
GARRICK (William Currle, mgr.).— "The
Thirteenth Chair" with Annie Ruaaell (10th
week). Next Sunday, Winter Garden Show.

OAYETY

(Robert

Shoenecker,

mgr.).

"The Orientals,"

ILLINOIS

NATIONAL

The

almost sings itself.
the melody, which is far better than the
same writer's "Tulip and Rose," you will be entranced by
the stirring two-four tempo. Get it quick!
the chorus.

lyric

mgr.).— "Miss

"Camouflage"
Nat Sane Na.

t

With War Chorus
ii

"Set Aside Your Tears"

Lily of the Valley"
Nat Bant Na.

The Ch««r-Up War Sans

OLYMPIC

mgr.).— 'The

Barrett,

God Forgot."

(Abe

Jacobs,

mgr.).— "Canary

Cottage" (Gth week).
PLAYHOUSE.—Stuart Walker's company
In "Seventeen." a phenomenal success for this
house (<lth week).

PRINCESS (Will Singer, mgr.).— "The
Man Who Came Back," with Mary Nash, the
extraordinary success of years' for this house
(Tth week).
POWERS (Harry Powers, mgr.). Otis
Skinner In "Mr. Antonio," cloves next week
week).
Coming. Ruth Chatterton In
(!'tb
"Come Out of the Kitchen."
STAR AND GARTER (William Roche,

—

Watch These Babies Thrive
"Some "Day, Somebody's
Gonna Get You"

(John

Little Girl that

1

mgr.).— Ben Welch 'a "Big 8how."
STUDEBAKER (Louis Juda. mgr.).— William Gillette In "A Successful Calamity." (1st
rejuvenated house and gala start.
week)
;

MAJESTIC

(Fred C. Eberts. mgr.; Or0:30). Fifty
rehearsal,
or
more
It haa man?
people contribute to the show
high spots of talent and more of honest,
but,
somehow,
"nothing
endeavor
earnest
comes out." The show aa a ahow Is twenty
per cent. off.
William B. Friedlander's "The Naughty
Princess," closes.
The production Is more
than adequate, the costumes are fresh and
natty, youth predominates radiantly and the
lyrics and music are a credit to vaudeville.
The book la fair. The lighting effecta are
great.
The action has speed but the story

pheum

—

;

;

"Brownskin Gal"

Sentimental

"Oriental Nights"

Skldmore's

Syncopated

La ash Provoker

Walti Ballad Da Luxe

"My Sweet Egyptian Rose"
i

Oriental Song

Gem

"I'm Old Enough For a
Little

Lovin'"

Skid mere's Comic Scream

"Billy Boy'
The Bone that Inspires Toar Aadlence
With Patriotism
ii

My
A

Mother's Lullaby"
Wonderful Mother Bon*

;

hasn't.
Is both artlstlo and practical
not down to It.
bis acts closing
shows.
The syncopated prayer that he
wrote and staged for "The Naughty Princess"
is one of the most delicate and saccharine bits
contributed In moons.
The whole offering
smacks of good taste and energetic effort.
There isn't a big applause hit on the bill.
Dorothy Brenner, with a drop and platform
all
her very own, wearing a repertoire of
gowns and singing exclusive Herbert Moore
songs, stands still until she gets into her
sugar-coated child Impersonations, when she
starts going.
For the finish she resorts to a
delicious little bit of profanity which she does

Friedlander

He produces up to vaudeville,
He can't help It If they put,

dull

"My

Rambling
Rose"

Little

Sweet and

Also

Pretty

Wm.

"Keep the Lovelight
Shining"
That

Biff

Boston Hit

B. Friedlander's Big Novelty Ballad

perfectly for a

Watch

announcements for several new Friedlander song novelties

later

JOS.W. STERN & CO.
L.

WOLFE

GILBERT,

Professional

Manager

1556 Broadway, N. Y.
CHICAGO— 119 North Clark Street
FRISCO— 111 Kearny Street

Wilson, Hoover, Halg, Pershing and everybody
Very few whooped
except the White 8ox.
badk.
Lew needa something very badly
monolog.
Bmmett J. Welch, with all the minstrel
mannerlama that once we loved and now we
sniff at, led a horde of blackface tenors, ateppera and Jester* of mediocre grade and leas
than that. If thla la a aubtle satire on minIf It la meant
strel entertainment It Is rich
to bo entertainment In Its own right It la
poor. The audience took It seriously, and let
It get away mournfully.
Let It be said that
Welsh tries. He sang a "song poem" about
three roses that waa said enough to move a
loan-shark's soul.
But the audience was sad
enough without It, and refused to demonstrate.
The three Kanasawa boys, amatlng Jap

—

;

TlmponU

(R.

Springtime," drawing splendidly (4th week).
IMPERIAL (Will Spink, mgr.).— "Kauenjammer Klda."
LA SALLE (Nat Royater, mgr.).—"Oh,
Boys!" with Joseph Santley. capacity houses
(12th week).

Come in and hear
And when you hear

Holt and Roeedale (New Acta) are on far
too early for so fragile and dainty a flit of
Dockatader,
concert
transplanting.
Low
d rosea d and worktng entirely too straight for
hla boat style, whooped It up for Roosevelt,

hangup

exit.

•

and equilibrists, opened briskly
with seven mlnutea of miracles which, twenty
years ago would have had them headlined and
400 years ago would have had them burned at
Rlsleylsta

the stake. In 1017 It went mildly. Jack Clifford and Miriam Walla In their "At Jasper
Junction," got a hand midway, at the flnlah
of the Clifford's dope- fiend scene, but oloaed
much lighter than they deserved. Stan Stanley had
them puszled In thla aristocratic
house, but got under their buttons before long
and beat It handily.
The show ran until five o'clock at the matinee, too long and all out of proportion.
Good
acta were wasted, start and finish.
"The
Naughty Princess" faded and petered as many
walked out after the usual curtain hour,
whereas Holt and Rosedale struggled with s
Dresden china offering aa doxena were coming
in.
And this show needed every ounce of
assets It had.
LaU.
PALACE (Earl Steward, mgr. Orpheum).
Weird and analysis-defying Is vaudeville,
which flirts with everything but Is true only
to that ineffable but alwaya sure-fire quality
—personality.
The audience, at the Monday
matinee here was genial, tolerant, appreciative perhaps to a fault.
On the same bill

—

;

were Gertrude Hoffman and Ray Samuels.
Miss Hoffman gave her wonderful revue,
supported by many elaborate drops, a lot of
scenery, a dosen beautiful and talented dancing girls, scores of gasp-provoking costumes,
a troupe of Singaleae and a maas of material
especially written for her.
She has her own
stage manager, master mechanic, electrician,
property man, flyman, and carriea four wardrobe women. Miss Samuels haa only a piano,
Charles Pierce to play It for her, her volee,
half a dosen songs and the quality mentioned
above.

Miss Hoffman's efforts were rewarded by
But Miss Samuels, all
by her electric self, stopped the show for three
minutes.
Lights out had no effect on the
fervid clamor of the Ray fans.
They wanted
more. Of Miss Samuels' numbers, the civicproud patrons of the house responded most
vociferously to "I'm from Chicago."
Her
character song, "What Do You Want from
My Young Hebrew Life" brought screams.
The by no means odious comparison was
rendered additionally striking by virtue of
enthusiastic applause.

$14 wp e\ ROOM & BATH FOR 2
e
e

5 Minutes

from

all

the Theatres

—Overlooking Central Park

$16 UP WEEK SUITES ROOM & BATH FOR 2
Light, Airy, with all

Modern Hotel Improvements

REISENWEBER'S HOTEL

couimbus circle,

n. y.

—
VARIETY

the well

known composer, and who

is

29

responsible for the following great successes:

"YOU MADE ME LOVE YOU,"

"ROW, ROW, ROW," "WHAT DID YOU WANT TO MAKE THOSE EYES AT ME FOR," "YOU'RE A DOG
GONE DANGEROUS GIRL," "PIGEON WALK," "IF WE CAN'T BE THE SAME OLD SWEETHEARTS,"
"MR. DREAM MAN," "DANCING AROUND," "I'M CRYING JUST FOR YOU," "I MISS YOU MOST OF
ALL" and dozens of others, desires us to announct to his thousands of friends in the Profession, that he has signed a
contract to write exclusively for us and will be very happy to see them at our professional department. His first contribution to our catalog is a batch of three songs, a trio of the best numbers it has ever been our good fortune to publish:
each and every one of them different, in fact many an act could use all three one after the other and they would not conflict—one of the best routines ever introduced.

CHORUS
Back where those Egyptians used

to carve in•cripUona
There, up on the temple wall,
Leng ago I found yon, rosea all around yon.
Then I heard yon call, by the moonlight
Wo were oriental, sweethearts sentimental.

wo had to part in tears.
But love lives on forever, here
After a thousand years.

Till

Conrrisht

we

are together

M. Wttmrk

*

AN ORIENTAL BALLAD

of majesform and tempo,
the refrain of which rises and rises until you reach a great
big climax that can't help but raise your audience to the highest pitch
of enthusiasm in just a little quicker tempo, it can be used as an orienIn the lyric,
tal novelty number especially as a double.
DUBIN has just outdone himself and only emphasizes again what a
in its original
tic quafity,

;

ALFRED

master of his art he really

is.

CHORUS.
I'm going to follow the boys over th e re

This was built to order for you. If ever there
was a number full of "Pep," "Snap" and "Ginger," this is IT with a
capital "I." When
wrote "WHAT ARE YOU MAKING
THOSE EYES, etc.," everybody said "what a wonderful melody," and
that it would be a long time before he'd strike another like it.
He
fooled them, for in this he not alone has one just as good, but a 100 per
cent., bettej.
The lyric by Howard Rogers has some wonderful punch
Girls

Girls!! Girls!!!

Anywhere,

MONACO

lines

don't care.

I

I'm just dyin' for one little dance,
But all my dancing partners are
where in France."
I never nursed anyone 111 admit,
But I'm strong to do my bit,
And if one little kiss or more
Can help them with the war,
Why, I'm goin' to follow the boys.

—lots more choruses.

CoprrlrtU.

CHORUS.
were kind to each other,
Every law was a golden rule
Every mother and son were together that
day
And every gun was laid away.
Every soldier was back with his sweetheart,
All the world seemed to smile with joy
All the nations

And God turned

the trenches to gardens

That's the dream of a soldier boy.
Copyright

M. Wltmark.A Bona.

44

M. Wltmarfc

A

Some-

Anna.

Up to now all war songs have been either a 2/4 or 4/4 march number.
Here's one, both as to words and musjc, that is built on altogether different lines. The melody is a fascinating sympathetic waltz, flowing
as smoothly as oil, with a range (JUST
OCTAVE), that makes
it easy for any one to sing.
The story by
DUBIN is undoubtedly the strongest this clever author has ever written, the combination
of both making a magnificent creation, and has that "something" which
is bound to make a very strong appeal to the millions of homes all over
the world that have been touched, by one or more of their loved ones
having gone to the front

ONE
ALFRED

Rooms, AL. COOK, Manager

Uptown

Prof.
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know, you know, everybody knows, this is the song of the hour. "Nufif s
Just a lino to lot you know wo have some wonderful now versions,
P. S.
by LEW BROWN and ALBERT VON TILZER.
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fact that M1h Samuel* has the sixth
position on the hill, preceding Miss Hoffman.
who closed. The show opened with Sprague
and McNeece In a tight little roller skating

the

Mlsa McNeece drew aa much applauee
for her personal charms aa aha did for bar

act.

skating.

Edwin George waa second. Ha Juggles and
depends for his comedy on footling
He also haa the all-conquering

talks, and
his trlckB.

Without It his act would lose about
Its punch.
James C. Morton,
followed, likewise possesses the talisman. Ills personality Is mainly In his feet,
personality,
bat personality
1b
no matter
where It lurks. Assisted by Mamie Diamond
and two children. Morton gave a hodge-podge
of vaudeville odds and enda, using a full
stage wet dancing, singing, giving burlesques.
Comfort and King, In their time-tried "Coontown Dlvorcona" In blackface, delivered tha
goods and received prompt payment In laugha.
Austin Webb and Co. preceded Mlsa Samuels In a comedy sketch by John B. Hymer,
entitled "Hit the TralL" Aa Indicated ky tka
auallty.
I*

per aent. of

who

—

aff

MUp

tka praf<

which 1a beyond cavil and erltletem,
title,
aha aketcb la baaed on Mr. Sunday's passionate school

af.

.

A plot
evangelistic forenelos.
charge. Tha aoane

la thrown la without extra
la laid In Dunkirk, N. Y.

Nobody ama axpaat
anything spsetaenlar to kapaea la Dunkirk.
Kitty O'Connor, playing a little Irish girl la
support of Mr. Webb, lent a touch of aweetneaa that tka sketek aeaded eorely. Tka stery
kaa to do with ambeaslemanu aad ooiueleoee.

sudlenee wken they got Into their bat JugThere waa
gling agd club Juggllag bualneaa.
aometblng mlsslag la the No. 2 act, Wayman
Their
and Barry, receatly at MeVlcker'a
act esesaed to lack pep. Cola aad Deaaky. last
eeea kesw at tka Palace, followed wltk their
able amt klgbly preeentabto daaelag act.

Tkey aava aa eUbOrate drop aad Mlsa Cole
Harry aTJajge, ftawtker of tka "kto-tka-audleaear eakjaft He may aava bad a woaderfu!
Haa of easaftdy. but It oaubJat be heard beywid
dark sUsjs, using a e codas lag east, aad calllag tor Bftkto. The spot dlaaswared him wltk
aa armful af green oaloaa dad la red ribbon,
adtaaea laugked at tkla.
Tkea marry
kla eanftdentlal kidding, aad tka aadllaugbtng. Hie ability la pwulag
of tka teem of Htase aad Pax seems to aava
keea played oat: or, perkape, it la beca naa
ke doea not see ftt to aaerelse any particular
effort along these Unas In hie net.
H. Roberta
and Company (the oompany are two girls)
work desperately and with merit on a pereplrtng vehicle which baa vaguely to do with
the golden rule.
Tbey know now, bat tkey
need a eketck.
Jamee (Pat) Thompson A
Co. present a aew aketcb called ''Camouflage (T) Dauber."
Ha works In ktoakfaeev
using a number of good comedy linen oa the
new art of camouflage. There la aome paateslinging toward the finish, which gets laugha
Tbomneoa appeero la the character of a colored houee paiater. The Al Ooiem Troupe
eao of the largest aorokatle acta la vaudeville, doing everything from perch to ground

tumbling,
were
enthusiastically
.^w.,,
There are nine men, two midgets aad a
couple of glrle In the troupe.
0«ov*#.
McVICKBR'8 (Jack Burck, mgr. ; DoytoLoew). Quite a number of acta off big time
built up the bill this week. It waa one of tka
beet all-around programe offered
here for
aome time. 'The Volunteera" quartet missed
the good work of Al Rank, their comedian aad
tenor, now with Olive Briscoe.
Leslie Clare
d Co. preeent n hotel-lobby aketcb which lasts
16 minutes. There are Ave people, three men
and two women, but Miss Clara monopolises
moot of the speech es, aad, at times. It gets
more like a moaotog. The girl who plays the
other female part to deftetoat, probably due
to tnexperteaoe, which akowa palpably.
Simpson sad Deaa sco red tka kit of the kill
wltk a staging and daaelag act wklok carries a special drop.
la tka Bowery dance,
the costuming and exeeutioa of eccentric steps
and bualaesa ware produetlvo of eeveral bowa,
leglUmato eaan, that tka sadtoaee demanded.
"Beeus aad ieltos" fallow la a costumed
alnging aad daaelag revue.
Tkere are two
beaux aad ftve holloa, all with unusually
good voleaa. Tka act opeaa before a drop.
with a transpa rent window nbowlng a girl
at the Plaaa.
It tkea swftekee to full stage,
Coloalaf drawing roam latartor. The stately
mlnaot le done beautifully by two of the
belles, one of them dressed as a beau.
Joseon and Jesson were unfortunate In following
thle act.
They also have a song-dance offering, end tbs high standard of their predecessors along the sums Hoes didn't give them aa
opportunity to shine much. The largest Individual reception given nny net for one numr w *» «*niod *>y Mueller and Myers, two
&5
boys with voices msde to blend.
It wasn't
f**^! 7 "*- ' the latert •on « h,t«. eitherJust "The Rosary."
But they did It beautlfU
u
»PPrecleted by the audience,
w7^* n<after,
which
all, haa a way of appreciating
anything that la done superlatively. aVtep.

—

—

L

WM

Swimff.

GRAND (Law Canter, smgr. and aaaat).—
The colored papulation In the vicinity af tkla
kouse haa ne cause far essaplalat as to tka
character of entertainment offered. Tka ladependent bookings at tka Oread da not assure tbs same standard quality of acta akowa
In some of tka atker kousea, but tkere to a
delightful phase af ckaace—e gam b le wklok
adds seet to seeing the skew. Laat week tka
surprise was a sketek, "Dlemood Daisy**
(New Acts). The No, 1 poaltloD waa kald
by P. George, wltk a creditable enoagk
cal offering.
In tmtk Mr. Oaorge

But ke Is a
In any one Instrument.
jack of all musical trades, aad ke turbo town
by disguising bis Instruments. la
the character of a chef, wltk a kltekca setting, Mr. George pleke up aa uaabreUa, sad
A kat
lo,
It's a clarinet, aad be playa M.
tree la a baaaon. a roast pig ooneaals a ansa*
phone, the claw of a lobster Is a " s w ee t
Sotatoe," a broom Is a eae-atrlng violin, a
ettls Is a baajo, aad aa aa for about sevenThe dingy audleaoo liked It
teen minutes.
followed wltk a
very much.
Nat aad
song and dance offering ckaracteriaed by
"Diamond Daley" bad tka
earnest endeavor.
The Billy B. Joknsea Triothird position.
was four. Tbey are two men and a wotnsa—
This Is a very weak aad meritall colored.
less act. the brutal truth being that neither
of the men haa any talent la the tblnga tbey
The woman
do, which are songs and dunces.
has a good voice. "Those Five Girls" closed
the show. Three of the girls plsy the violin,
one dsncea, all sing. Tbey change ooetumee
These are seemly and willing worktwice.
ers, but tbs act shows a palpable lack of
class, even for tkla pkaae of vaudeville Olvea

gPricprtANp

excel

bis efforts

Ho
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TO THE
PROFESSION

U W.

aTBM0t|»a1 StPOOi

lUff^otpli

GwStnl

I7M

MSI

Chiem«TOf

HI

ORPHBUM (Prod
direct).—Too Orpbeum le this
housing n fnlr entertaining program, although on peper it looked unusually attractive, with the attendnnoa nnturally being
good.
Mllo, billed ne nn "Added Attraetleo?
wee moved to the next to dosing peeftlea aad
easily scored the hit of the show wltk kla
Imitations.
Avellag and Lloyd wore placet
"No. 4" nnd gained continuous Isugkter wttk
their huBsoroue southern putter and amuslag
bits.
Trials Prtgaasa la the current
lino attraetloa nnd recorded n goodly
that waa somewhat aided by Melissa
Byck nnd Mux Welly, wko not only dai
acceptably, but was responsible for scant
the closing comedy, wherein the otrengtk af
Miss Prtajanss's turn Ilea.
Franker Wood
end Butec Wyde proved a pressing nddltfaft
wltk their skit, "That's All Right." by Prank

Hi___

agent,

—

Betty Bond received pcssnble returaa
throughout her single specialty, etealag to
good n>«tiltR with her final number.
Nina
Ortb.

Human

WIGS

ea.

Hair.

Irian. Dutch. Jew. ffa.
tl.SO. 11.50; Najra,

Boubmte Wi|.

.

VARIETY
BEST PLACES TO DINE AT
SEE
"Hilda"
tpaon
iter

Chicago's

The Golden

Spinning
of

World

the

TERRACE
GARDEN
Wonder Reatanrant

AT

Featuring

Katie Schmidt

Glades

amnio and

Paulaen
Lor* Jmi CarliaU
Ellen Dallerup
Hale Koeloff and

NORVAL BAPTIE

and

GLADYS

I
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-THB PAAT AMD THB

Wine low and

jliOTPfeOTl dtfotfcl

Steele
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Skatera)
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NEW

Winter Ice
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White
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DINNER SHOW AT
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7:15

Theatre Sapper,

After
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MeOlll. fsrmerly representative here
the Forstsr Mesie Co.. Is sow en Ike
Wotorsen, Berlin ft. lay ear Ban Francisco office, under the management of Most
Harris.
for

ateff or

Tables Reserves]
in

Ad>

George Lovett, of Levett'e "Coastcrnatloa"
at the Casino last week, received caastdereblo
publisity In the dally pepsro for the large
amount collected through his efforts for the
soldiers' tohaeec fusd.

The Savoy, a

The Paotsgee aad

I

throughout, with the female Impersonation
proving somewhat of a surprise at the teal.

n

Visit

WEISS
RESTAURANT

Profession Congregate
Formerly 55 W. Randolph S*.

Where

the

123 N. Clark, Next door to Cohan's Grand

Theater. Chicago.

holdover,

held

the

closing

position,

PA NT AGE.— The current Pan taxes ehow la
a pleasing outfit, with "Bon Voyage,** a
musical production, successfully prevented ay
a number of clever principals, easily holding
up its advance billing. It la undoubtedly one
beat attractlona of its kind that has
of
come over the circuit this aeaaea, notwithstanding that numerous productleaa oa the
like order previously aeen were among the
To aid In the general reaulta, the girls
best.
have a claaay appearance, with Jimmy Oildea (comedian) offering aeme capital comedy
"The Saint
to the pleasure of the auditor*.
and Sinner," by Ethel Clifton, held the Interest nicely, while Brady and Mshoney In
their talking eklt, 'The Cruise of the Doughnut," marking up well earned hit. Jessie and
Dollle Millar (two girls) proved a good comThe

Cromwella

worked

waa given the headline pa*

aad proved acceptable through the arrangement being neatly produced.
Teealag
Austins were liked with their Juggling specialty, while the Careen Trie, with their In-

aitlon,

strumental offering, pleased.
Rae Snail replaced the Cycling MeNutte.
She prsosstsd
aa ordinary routine of oiaeaicai dance*. The
Aerial Butlers and their wire stunts were
appreciated.

ALCAZAR
Mayhew

(George

Davie,

mgr.).—Stella

"Broadway and Buttermilk" (3d

la

CORT (Homer

and was presented to a departing sudleaee.
Fleta Brown and Herbert Spencer. In their
second week, were delegated to the opening
position and gained but a passing notice.

bination.

of Love/' "tea."

weeh).

III.

Payne (holdover) was moved to "No. 8" and
was moderately successful. "Submarine F-7,"
another

Knight and Carlyle. la a routine ol singing
and talking, pleased.
HIPPODROME.— The
Hippodrome
this
week la presenting a good program with a
ca p aci ty hml neaa aa usual ea head. Cooper,
8immons and White are a neat siugiag trio.
Their harmony wee delightful.
"Fountain

speedily

Curran, mgr.).—Anna
Held la "Follow He" (let week).

COLUMBIA

h
CASINO

"Potash

F.

A

(Oettloh

mgre.).—

Mars,

Perlmutter In Society" CM week).
(Root. Beady,
>.— A-H. A W.

V. A. vaudeville.

WIOWAM

(Joe.

F.

•H.

r.).-

W. V. A. vsudevllle.
PRINCESS (Bert Levey.

— Bert

n

gejr.).

(Waa.

fines.

The following eencert people
Herbert
Sellgmaa,

will

Meyerfleld'a

Mmc

Brpneum

Mile, at the

this

tar aa abases of the
ear.

Boa Dillon aad kla musical ceased/ on
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dark for
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Harris

Circuit bulldtag
slao hsa ths W. V.
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high.
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stories
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offices.
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"WE MATCH UP SLIDES
FOR ANY SONG"

25-eent
tion of
getting
reads:

Aa

s seat
awtomatle

Is

ERS

AKE-UP
l.l

IIINH^

v

MIMH

mhnary

Sat Sght tees pie ce en the stage of the
Hippodrome here one night last week. The
participants were Little Caruso, a healthy
Italian operatic singer, aad Willie Smith, a
frail "single" singing act.
According to reports, ths feud started
at Seattle where
Caruso had some misunderstanding with two
girl members of his set, on account. It Is
said, of hla forced attentions which was reseated by one of the glrla. Smith Interceded
Is the girls' behslf

Antone Do Vally, opera singer wee
st
the heed of the Franch O. O. troupe that re*
cently completed aa engagement st the Savoy,
waa arrested oa complaint of Inspector Gorman of the Bute Labor Bureau after mea and
women members of ths chorus went to him end
sstd they had not been peld for two weeks.

The operas were produced.
raise funds for the Allies.

It

was

stated,

to

Ths

tinusd by soonest USUI New. Is.

Ths
tain

theatres here have been saahle to oblike the needed eeeatltles of

aaythiag

Kama.

U.

The most say seek weald supply

last week, according to the maaai
worth.
One of the theati
for 89,000 poesies.

wee $10

CABTNO.—38, Lovetfs eancialrataas. a
mind r so dreg act. headlined, aad proved a
feed attraction aa wall aa a draw. Bsaldaa
doing the usuel three shews dolly. Lovett
end hla Jess head ware on the atresia la the
Prelaterest of the soldiers' tobacco feed.
cedlag the act proper, the screes Is lowered
showing Lovett aad hla eempaay at Seersannate settles; Liberty Bends.
Lovett esse a
Jasa head aad
Sends, all blindfolded,
en the stage, while he works la the eedleace
collecting questions nnd select teas which ere
transmitted through the mind reading process
for Zenda to answsr sad tbs Jams hand to
play respectively. Lovett displays good showmanship, hut a more refined msnner or style
while Is the alslee might prove of great
vslus to the act. Maw. Sonde's en a nets t Ion
With the
st times was est ee!te aedlble.
rough edgee el Imlnstsd. Lovett 'a concentreSeetlea sen enellfy far the better senses.
melae dt Sermatao started the ahew with some
well
aad paatemlmto
executed cbareeter
Devls ssd Kitty bedeaces, well received.
gia their set Mho a stagteg aad talking tore,
hut It le a juggler assisted by e eomody girt.
ig to sseleed to three balm which

Mm.

hi

a

.

Chart

Nsvy. dettversd e snort

8.

Is

on ths aevy. sooompsaled by pictures of the
boys In train lag. The Orpheus Comsdy Peer
had tbs bouse with them. Charlie Wltess.
who la billed aa "The Loose NuL" was well
liked for ble "est" efforts, aad also tamed
out to be suite some vtsllslst. Arthsr Owe in .
Cate and Rate

Herri,

left

far

Vancouver thai week to tosh
•elected for their eew theatres

Sesttle

and

UPay

Klag. festers aarteee lat far the
years with ths Denver
her connection with tbst paper the end of thle
month to accept s similar pssltlaa le See
Francisco with the "Bzamleer."
Miss Klag
In addition to hsr newspaper work has best
Playing vaudeville dates In the middle west,
snd according to reports did eeflcleetly well
enough to warrant her remaining la the
bualasse If she so elects,
ex- wife of Battling Nelson.

The

California

Lead

here last week, mas aitendsd by

A

a

William Plhe Jetned the Kolh and Dill Co.
at Salt Lane lest

pany, now at
considering

Steadies GmoDiis

to save the patrons the annoyance
with poesies at ths deer.
The
charging SO cents for the former
seats, aad has el imlnstsd a targe porthe 16-ceet ssats for which they ere
SO coats. A alga over ths bos essee
"We pay the wer las.'*
la

earns billing.

Dr. Arthur Wetse,
Anton De Valley. Mrs. Robert Hughes,
Johaaaa KrtbtssTy. MkeeUi Btrlag Quartet,
Kajeten AttL Dr. Cartes de

Boh

dene

deeling

Caslae

The Empress, Denver, last week had ss tm
hesdllner Mass. Neilar. billed sa -The Old
with 1.000 Eyes."
Leeaa Le Mer rseeatty
played the Orpheum aad la Identified with the

.)

Burns vaudeville.

Israel

is

of

Levey vaudeville.

ALHAMBRA

under

the Casino theatres are
the only two vaud e ville boss is here that ladude the war tea la the admission prices.
The Paatagse has raised the 80-30 cent seats
Ave coots. A sot lee ever the bes office states
It

lag a treesssne end corset. It
sovelty em.
D. P. Wlllsford.

Aekevmsa a
"flivver" for the various at-

boused there, la owing a big beslaess with Rev. Peel Smith a picture, "The
Finger of Justice." at tt-fiO.
tractions

When

lm gn

NEV

RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICAL'S BEST"

Ed

"ON THB CABPET*
Weeks

TBS CRT

IN

LonchSSCenUpIAI TTPADiiBno5C«ts

Show

HELEN HARDICK
Harry

THS BEST ITALIAN DINNER

N ext
r,

.
Cosine

.7**£! keadlfas attraction at the
"Twenty Minutes with the Nevy."

Is

e production with 50 U. 8. sal lore, gun drills,
etaglng. etc.
It Is sanctioned sad approved
by Westers Recruiting Department, U. 8. N.

MILVWWKEE.
»y p. w. woM«i%w.
DAVIDSON (Sherman Brows
-

Week
ment

of Nov.
of "Pslr

4.

dark:

11.

mar

)

—

^^

seessd engage-

sad Warmer.'*

MAJESTIC (William O. Tlsdsle. mgr.;
•Mssrt.
Orph.).—"The Cherry Tree.- Jesse
Heather. "Rsbevllle." Stusrt Bsruee. Thomas
Patrlcola aad Ruby
Myer. Three Qulltos.
Renee Florlgny, Montambo and Wells ; good.
and
Lily

Co..

Jimmy

Mart.

Lyons. Wilfred

Pat and

Be r rick end

—

VrAitWPY

34
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mmm*

NOT ONE OR TWO

EVERYBODY

THAT HEARS

IT,

SAYS

OUR NEW CHINESE SONG
U

without doubt Ik* fretltit number of

its

jujit

WXLTER DONALDSON'S fox -trot melody is one of, if not the boat bo bos eeev
kind over published.
It b a (root combination oad wbon you strike ft that way, it'*
you ore rifht in old CHINA oil tbo time.
Wonderful number for production, with
for boy and girl,. also double version for two boys or two girls.

MONTY BRICE'S lyric just mokes you fool
COT to fo over. A dandy flirtation double

wKiU

unusual opportunity for costuming.
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"Whirl of Olris," Morris
Heodler, "A Bowery
Blniham, Bertie Ford;

MILLER (Jack Yeo, mgr.
—Hong Kong Olrls, SUth and

a«ent. Loew).
Gamier, Mark
Llnder and Co., Barnold's Dogs, Claire Hanson and Village Poor, Medley and Moyse, McVoy and Brooks, Harmony Kings, Four
;

;

big.

8HUBERT

(B.
—

Nlggemeyer,

mgr.;

-

&
S

v.

SONS

Uptown
'

.

Rooms, AL. COOK, Manager
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Allen,
Hlrschel
Camille.'' Plsano and
excellent.

Mllsnos

C
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ALL KEYS

IN

agent,

Ioiematlonal). "Come Back to Erin," good
opening; 11, "The Marriage Question."
PABST (Ludwlg Krelss. mgr.).— Pabst
German Slock Co.. "Die Ahnengallerle" ; 7,
"Das Letzte Wort"; average busloeaa,
OATBTY (Charles J. Fox. mgr.; agenL
American). Temtpers and Zallah, capacity
openings; 11. Watson's OrlenUl Dolls.
EMPRESS (Henry Goldonberg, mgr.).—
Stock burlesque. Fair.

—

Not. 5 the Chicago Symphony orchestra Inaugurated a season of ten concerts In the
Pabst theatre under auspices of the Milwaukee Orchestral Association.

Admission reductions have been undertaken
by some Milwaukee movie houses to obviate
the necessity of handling pennies In change.
At the Alhambra, the exclusively Artcraft
and Paramount house of the Saxe Amusement
Enterprises, the 15-cent charge has been reduced to 13 cents, the sddltlon of 2 cents war
tax making the old price stand.
At their
Princes* the same plan Is worked by cutting
from 10 cents to
cents.
The Merrill Is
standing by Its 10-ceot admission, but bandies
the change situation by preparing hundreds
sf small envelopes, each containing four penolea.
The 8trand. another of the bigger and
better downtown bouses, sticks to Its 10-13
fees.
The plscea whose one and only cherge
Is 5 cents sre doing considerable extra ad-

ertislng of the fact that patrons are not
affected by the tax.
As elsewhere, a shortage of the copper coins Is felt. The Miller,
the Loew-booked house of the Saxe people,
offers 91.06 for every 100 pennies brought
the box office.
There are more than 70
moTle theatres In the city, and probably 70
per cent, are affected.
to

Nov. 8 Is set as the date of opening for
the Crystal Terrace Garden, which Is the flew
name and a new netting for the Crystal theatre, which made more than one slteable fortune for different people With small time
vaudeville, which was given up by the Saxe
Interests upon completion of their Miller theatre which plays Loew acts.
The seats have
been removed to permit a series of terraces,
each accommodating twelve tables snd fifty
persons, si in a garden effect, with a dance
floor In the center.
Cabaret, soft drinks and
light refreshments will be offered.
It Is the
first thing of its kind in Milwaukee, Manager
Philip O. Gross, Jr., of the Etrand theatre,
being responsible for the idea.
I

BOSTON.
BY LR1 LIBHFY.
The

theatrical managers of the vaudeville
houses in this city were in a quandary as
to what action to take in regard to collecting
the war tax on the split price tickets.
The
management of the Keith house solved the
problem of "coppers," as they are referred
to here, and did It via a price raise.
The
price of the 35-cent seats has been advanced
to 30 cents, and on thfs price there is, of
course, a war tax of three and a fraction
cents.
As the public pays the extra fraction
this brought the war tax up to four cents
and made the price of the tickets 40 cents

thus
ively.

sold

eliminating the "coppers" most effectSeats In the second balcony which
at 25 cents are advanced to 27 cents

snd the patrons pay 80 cents for them, as
can bo easily . figured out.
There was an
advance of two cents slong the line, which
brought the prices of the tickets into a class
where there would bo nothing doing In the
wsy of the ticket sellers flopping around with
a "ton" of coppers. Of course this Increases
the cost of the low priced tickets five cents,
but In the case of the 75-cent tickets, where
the price Is advanced to 77 cents and the tax
figured on this bssis the tickets cost 86
Victor Morris, the manager of the
theatres, was at the Keith vsudevllle
houne when this program went Into effect and
closely
watched
proceedings,
paying
the
special
the
attention
to the
attitude of
patrons In receiving the price raise.
After
cents.

Loew

observing he declared that similar action
would be taken at the Loew boiises In this
city
and will go Into effect lmmedlstely.
Their prices will be Jumped so that the
amount taken by the ticket seller will strike
an even figure and eliminate the "copper."
They hkd started under the old system. In
connection with the advance of prices the
managers declare they are vindicated In this
move because the entire burden of the tsx
falls on" them.
They declare they have to
collect the tax and
the extra
that even
revenue would not come anywhere near paying them back what It will cost them In bookkeeping and accounting.
There Is a possibility that similar action may bo taken In
the other vaudeville and picture houses In
this city where the prices are such that It
would be necessary to fool around with pennies If such action was not taken.

BUFFALO.
STAR

By

A.

(Peter

Robson In "A
Good company.

J.

C

Cornell,
mgr.).-t-May
Bit
Old- Fashioned."
big business.

Looks like
Capacity house first nlghL

Dorothy Jardon Again

Thrills

Arlington.

SHEA'S

(Henry Carr,

mgr.).

—Carl

Ran-

and Ernestine Myers, Nellie V. Nichols,
Helen Trlx snd Josephine Trlx, Jack Alfred
and Co., Ellnore and Williams. Hassard
Short and Co., Adeline Francis, Dupree and
Dupree.

dall

SHEA'S HIPPODROME.— Pictures.

MAJESTIC (Mllard Cornwall, mgr.).—
Ma belle Es telle In "Turn Back the Hours,"
film.

GARDEN (William Graham, mgr.).— Sim
"Girls from Joyland."
ACADEMY (Jules Michael .—Vaudeville
LYRIC— Vaudeville.
OLYMPIC— Vaudeville.

Will isms'

)

Helen Trlx and her sister. Josephine, who
have a splendid singing snd piano act, encountered a railroad: delay In coming from
Toronto, where they had been playing Keith
lime for a week, and r ound they were going
to be too late to appear at the Monday afternoon matinee at Buffalo.
The sisters left
the train at Hamilton and secured an automobllo, arriving at Shea's Just In time to go
In

their

regular place.

The

sisters

did not

have time for a rehearsal or to make up.
They went on In street clothes and gave a
good account of themselves.

In

Mrs. Fiske comes to the 8tar next ewek
her new play, "Madam Sand."

Donsld D. McAlplne, 23, of Warren Pa.,
said he was formerly a reporter on the
Philadelphia "North American," and Is now
an aviator In the Canadian army service, obtained a license here to marry Vlrglnis Mannard, 10, of Philadelphia. The girl gave her
occupation as an actress. The oouple did not

who

M 4 PUCK.

Little

TBCK (John R. Olshel, mgr.).— Emma
In "Old Lady 81."
First night light
GAYETY.— "The Golden Crooks" with BUly

Dunn

Her Audience

WITH THAT WONDERFUL SONG

LONG, LONG TRAIL

THERE'S
this

time not in a vauoVrille theatre but in a theatre built for the boys at Camp Upton, Yaphank, where last Wednesday she, with a host of other celebrated
went to entertain them.
They simply shouted and cheered and wouldn't cry quits ontil Miss JARDON sang the refrain in which they all joined with her
a dosen times. Miss JARDON was the first big artist to introduce the son*

artists,

at least half

THERE'S A LONG, LONG TRAIL
bo her
—
PROFESSIONAL COPIES AND ORCHESTRATIONS IN ALL KEYS

season, and it
again this season.
last

was the feature number of her repertoire on the entire tour she made from coast to coast, and further says that
Her own words being "It's a song that will live after all other war songs are forgotten.'*
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Rooms, AL. COOK, Manager
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Buffalo, N. Y., Oct. 30
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Papers here claim "France" greatest war song ever written.
Get them.
J0E

HOWARD

DID-HERE THEY ARE-THEY SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES

I

Buffalo Evening Netvs, Oct. JO
SheaV— Y»i4©TiUe,

Buffalo Evening Times, Oct 30

Buffalo Express, Oct. JO

Howard and Clark

If the headline feature at Shea's thin'

j
In Musical Revue
Are Shea Leaders

|

Joseph E. no ward and Kthelya Clark.
assisted by a company • goodly proportions, present a music*! revnue at Shea •
Theater that la the finest ever given at
that playhouse. It la* g Iran in four scenes
which sre produced with the most lavish
stago dressings of any of the musical
shows at Shea's. The act abounds with

splendid music, catchy songs and plenty

The hit of the evening was
action.
tho son go Mr. Howard, " Somewbere In
ranee There's a Lll T." He was a»«««t*«i
fytfissbark-wbo Appeared as Liberty
and It has war songs that have been introduced heretofore discounted. It la the
Mr. Howard sane
hit of the war songs.
it aa an encore to the repeated calls of
tho audience and then It act the people
wild with enthusiasm.
of

J

Buffalo Courier, Oct. 30

AT -HEA'S THEATER.

-

Joseph Howard's new song, Someweek. "The Musical World Revue."
wfceiw in Prance is a Lily, a hit.
sets a pace for other vaudeville sets
An unannounced song took the top
to follow, few will be able to surpass
place on yesterday's bill at Shea's theit or even equal It either in muaiosl
ater, when Joseph E. Howard's latest
offerings, costuming or acsnery.
Ethelyn composition. Somewhere in France Is a
Joseph B. Howard with
with
Clark and a company of 25 present 1*113" was sung by the composer HOT
the "Revue" and yesterday*! audiences eliorus. EUhelyn Clark appearing as
audience
applauded.
gave the act an ovation, recalling Mr- Liberty. The
Howard and Miss Clark again and shouted And demanded the song again
and
again.
It
tamo
at
the
ond
of- Mr.
of
summary
Is
a
again.
The review
Howard s'muak-sl revuo. which headMr. Howard's best compositions given
lines, and was sung
on
the stage of
with appropriate stage settings. MemShea's for the first time, scoring a trebers of the company not orly hsve mendous
hit.
Before the act was over,
Mr.
fino voices but dance cleverly.
the audience was whistling and humenHoward responded to repeated
tho catchy melody and recalling
ming
"
cores with a new composition. tfonu the words. It Is one of the best of the
wher * In France There's s U!y ." new war songs.
aTETcri Is the beat wsr song yet orrcrrd
and
to the public both In melody
-

theme.

'

Shea's-^VaudeYille.
Joseph E. Howard, well-known son*
composer, and Bthtyn Clark present an
entertaining musical revue itY four
•cense at

this,

The

but any other period.

t,me
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Building

TOM QUIGLF
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218

Tremont

R

BelWnan

St
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St.

tails.

& SONS

PROVIDENCE.

JACK LAHEY

want anything published concerning the marriage, and Miaa Mannaftt refused to give de-

J

CHILADBLPHIA

Shea's Theatre.
Somewhere

in Ftacce Ii a Lily a song
Howard suae in response to
curtain caUa, la so smaJl feature of
the eapatal bin at Shea's Theatre
%h\%
neek. It is she latest of war eoogs and
tu melody Is the kind that stays awhile.
The .audience, keen to pick up tie spirit
of the song , * blotted the accompaniment
oqch Mr. Howard showed how it Is done.

Howard

Adae. soliciting passenger agent
Northern Psclflc Railway at Cincinhas been appointed publicity manager
for O. 8cb Inner and Co., New York muato
publishers.
Adae formerly held the local
swimming championship and Is an all-round
the

ED.

EDWARDS

While the Cincinnati Players were rehearsing for "Anatole" at the home of the leading
lady. Marie Baer. 2117 Auburn avenue. Nov.
It was announced she wis engaged to RobEmmons Rogers, professor of English at
Boston "Tech." and a playwright. Rogers is
His new play, "behind a
a Harvard man.
Watteau Picture," will open the new Greenwich
Village
A
theatre In
New York.
phantasy of his Is In rehearsal at the Guild
theatre, St. Louis.
The marriage takes place
next autumn. Her mother, Mrs. Minnie Pan-

coast, resides la Philadelphia.

athlete.

Paul HUIman, treasurer of the Lyric, was
granted a divorce Not. 1.

ad

In

Sunday's paper announced

that "Peck's Bad Boy" would be presenui at
People's for one day only, Not. 11.

In behalf of his employers, Cohan A Har"Yours Merrily." John R. Rogers, has
ris.
been spending In Cincinnati, bis home town,
for a few days, trying to see whet. If anything, Is the matter with the show business
Rogers will make similar observations
here.
cities.

It Is now "Colonel" Patricia Colling* Daring her rlslt to Cincinnati this week In
"Pollyanna" she was given that title In "The
Legion of Cheer," which was recently organised by Howard Saxby. Cincinnati magaslne editor, with the Intent to aid soldiers.
Miss Coinage was presented with a felt hat
with a tassel on It, and a khaki skirt.

On behalf of Herbert 8. Blgelow, pacifist
preacher. Attorney Edward F. Alexander Is
threatening to bring an
Injunction
suit
against John H. Havlla, owner of the Grand
opera house, because Havlln canceled a lease
services
whereby Blgelow held
In that theatre.
Blgelow, who was horsewhipped In
Kentucky, just across the river from Cinsufficiently
cinnati, was
recovered 8iiaddy
to go to Washington and ask for an Lqfettf
gation of the ea«e.
Hit frtezrdt hats dfferal
.

Fery Lulek, professor of music and concert singer, a native of Austria, has applied
to the local Federal Court for citizenship
papers.

WE

,

by Joaeph

many

Prof.

INVITE YOU

TO COME

AND SEE

US.
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1ZOUNE
IZOUNE

AND

recently

until

conducting
which,

way

The opening
Euklmo and

-

Pantages Building

Hotel

Reiliy

HARRISON

leader at the
the orcheatra
In

Itnelf.

la

HippoIn

his

waa well liked and comprised
Seal, Will nnd Mary Rogers. De
Pace Opera Co.. Cha*. and Sadie Mcttanald

M
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WESSEL

and Co., Bert Howard, 'The Girl from Holland," musical tab. and pictures.
MILES (W. F. Gallagher, mgr.).— Loew
vaudeville.
COLONIAL (W. Hale, mgr.).—Mande Fulton. In "The Brat." Next, "Her Soldier Boy."
OPERA HOUSE <A. F. Harts, mgr.).—
Premier of Leo Dltrichsteln In "The King."
Next. "Sarah Bernhardt."
LIBERTY (John P. 8 locum, mgr. ) .—Vaudeville.

GORDON SQUARE
mgr. )

.

—Vaudeville.

STAR (Frank

(Harry

lesque. "Irwin's Majesties."
EMPIRE (Phil Isaac,

Wheel

Du

Roeher.

Drew, mgr. ) .—Colombia Bur-

Burlesque.

"Parisian

mgr. ) .— American
Flirts.'

'

DITCHES8 (Harry Zucker, mgr.).— Dark.
KEITHS PROSPECT (John Lyons, mgr.).—

Int.

Circuit.

"Thurston" (second week).

LOEW 8 8TILLM AN.— Pictures.
PRI8C1LLA

(Procter

Seaa,

mgr.).—One.

Bun. Vaudeville.

METROPOLITAN.— Pictures.
Sally Ward was Incapacitated for work by
hoarseness after the Monday show at the
8tar here laat week and remained out all
week.
Harry Coleman filled most of Ward's
part nloely.

a feature.

hill

ACK
ACK
ACK

R.

BROWNE

AL

CLEVELAND.

la

an inspiration.

TO PALACE THEATRE
SAN FRANCISCO
ST, PAUL MINN

HIPPODROME (J. F. Royal, wgr.).—With
a well-filled bouse despite warm weather, Eva
Tanguay headlining, Juno 8a I mo opened the
bill after the Hearat-Patne weekly, followed
by the American Comedy Four, of which William Beyer, In the effeminate role, waa easily
the feature, with an excellent, clear topnote.
Next was "Tango Rhoea," which closed big, aa
the large lady surely does some dancing.
Alfred Bergen, baritone, oue of the bits. Imhof,
Ronn and Coreene had the audience screaming:
Walter Ry Kelly, "the Virginia Judge,"
pleased.
Eva Tanguay is. as aver, herself, aa
no one else could be, doing four songs and
two recitations, after which thev still want
more.
Not many people remained for Everest'a Novelty Circus, though It is interesting.
GRAND (R. C. Jones, mgr.).—The Orand
theatre gave Its Initial bill Monday, having
been entirely redecorated and rebuilt which,
with the Installation of the big $2,1.000 organ,
makes It one of the beat houaea In this city.
Monday's business was capacity. Herman BlrInger,

(

H.

Room*. AL COOK. Manan^r
NEXT

$5,000 reward for Information leading to the
arrest of any member of the Ku Klux band.

excellent

is

ALL KEYS

IN

BALTIMORE

F.

drome,

Johnson

|

1562 Broadway.

New

35 South 9th St

CROWLEY

Uptown

ert

nati,

other

He

afternoon.

Buffalo Commercial, Oct. 30

2,

CINCINNATI.
BY HARRY V. MARTIN.

in

>ct

made an enormous hit with the audience who whistled an accompaniment
In the final verse.

lyric of Philander

PROFESSIONAL COPIES AND ORCHESTRATIONS

slim

this week,'

IT IS

one of the greatest war songs of not alone

A

theater

NOT ONLY IN BUFFALO, BUT PRESS AND PUBUC OF EVERY CITY IN WHICH JOSEPH
HOWARD AND ETHELYN CLARK APPEAR ARE UNANIMOUS IN THEIR PRAISE OF

AND

of

Shea's

winning an enthusiastic welcome. At
the opening performance Mr. Howard
received such a succession of curtain
calls he was obliged to sin* an extra
number. his lstest song. " Somewhere
jn-France There a | my." sung for 'the

Jlramle Cooke, the boy from the polo
grounds, president of the Heinle Zimmerman
Boosting and Panning Club, aatd hs was ua~

Offers

Invited

for

Barlesa.ee

WANTED—A SEAL UVB AGENT
New In OCR 84TH WEEK
at

Maple Leaf Theatre. MONTREAL
Address TIZOUNE aad MACK
MeatreaL

588 Chateau brlaad Street.

Or YAJUETT, New York

;

;

VARIETY

WILLIAM J. REILLY CREATES A SENSATION at the New York Hippodrome with the
new war song

"When The Yanks
By JEROME
The

New York "American"

tald:

FURTH

and

"Mr. lUilly .imply swept hie aadleaee »ff

it. feet."

HARRY ELLIS at The Winter Garden
«

Shook the

rafters of that

famous house with the greatest of

all

Ballads—

"When You Were The World To Me"
By HARRY ELLIS, HAROLD C00L,*nd

Both of these wonderful songs now ready.

ARTHUR DALY

Orchestrations in

all

keys.

CO.
WILLIAM JEROME PUBLISHING
New
York

Strand Theatre Building, Broadway and 47th Street,

able to (et to th« polo ground* to b 'p tbo
Giants win owing to hit engagement with
therefore, the Zimmerman
Charles Robinson
Ue promises to be there neat year.
blunder.

ADAMS.— "8top Thief." Next, "Within the
(Glaser Stock).
BR0ADWAY-8TRAND. — "Hungry Heart"
(Paramount).
WASHINGTON.—"Draft 298" (Metro).
MADI8QN.— "Sunenlne Alley" (Goldwyn).

Law"

;

DALLAS.
BY GEO. B. WALKER.
MAJB8TIC

Von Phul. mgr.

(C.

;

Inter.).—

Weber Olrle Bernle A Baker Baker A Olrle
Doe O'Nell; Peacock Alley; Mediln. Watts A
Townes; German films. Pair bill, topped off
;

;

MISS PAULINE BARRI
The Popular Young: Moving Picture Ingenue

Interesting films.
JBFFBRBON (R. J.

mgr.; Pantages).— Marco Twins; Lucy Lacier Trio;
Howard, Kibble A Herbert; Royal Oas-

Jan. 1, 1917, the Exclusive Feature
in the Vaudeville Act, "Mia* Hamlet,"

Stennett,

colgnes and Mile. Rhelngold. Good bill.
OLD MILL THBATRB (HersehoJ Bteuart,
mgr.).— Dorothy Dalton In "The Pries Mark,"
film.

HIPPODROMR.—"The

cellent

Crisis."

film.

Ex-

Personal direction,

pany, 859th Infantry.

Camp

Travis. Ban An-

Steuart
tonlo.
to Tolunteer.

was one

DON RAMSAY,

Too much credit cannot be given Ralph
Dunbar for the way he managed the vsudehippodrome entertainments at the

and
Texas State Pair Just closed. All the sets
were brought direct from New York for this
two-wreks engagement, and were the
that had been seen here la years.

Ths Queen, destroyed by

fire

recently, will

noon be rebuilt with an addition
double. Its former seating capacity.

that

wlU

Business Is reported good In the theatres
over Texas, especially those located near cantonments.

ALBOLENE
The

ideal snake-up remover; keeps the skin
smooth, clear, and free from irritation, and
permits you to enjoy off stage the admiration given to
good complexion.
Is eta

•*

__^_

MsJCoseon

m

w%

I

A

te

l

N. Y. City

MTtorr.
BY JACOB SMITH.

State Pair closed last week after
one of the most successful seasons In Its
Most of the sots went from here to
career.
Waco, for the Cotton Palaos. which opened
the first of this week.

The Texas

vllle

Friars' Club,

of the first In Dallas

—

TBNfPLE (C G. Williams, mgr.). John B.
Hytner A Co.
Hans Kronwold Connelley A
Wenrlch: Duffy A Inglls; Merlsn's Dogs;
;

Alexander, O'Neill and Sexton
Morris and
Compbell. and Sterling and Marguerite.
COLONIAL (William Newklrk, mgr.)
"Inspiration Girls"; Diana's Models; Bmlly
DarreTI A Co. ; Delton, Mareena and Delton
8ohooler and Dickinson; Neal-Abel; Alfred
La tell Eleanor and Carlton.

Players la Europe deeirtng to edvertlse
in VARIETY, end wishing to take edvantags off the Prepaid Ratea allowed, may
eecure the seme. If at the time of mailing
advertising copy direct to vARILTY, New
York, the amount hi payment tor It la
placed in VARIETY'S cre-»U at toe

PALL MALL DEPOSIT AND FOR-

WARDING

j

REGENT. —Co-Doro
;

featured.

ORPHEUM.— Electrical Venus featured.
OPERA HOUSE.—"Have a Heart." Next,
"Pair and Warmer."
oarrick— Ban Carlos Opera.
Next,
Harry Lauder.
OATBTT—"20th Century Maid a"
CADILLAC— "Girls from Ue Follies."
Next. "Gay Morning Glories."
LYCEUM—"Peg ©' My Heart." Next.

Carlton S-, Regent

CO.

St., S.

W., London

uniformity to exchange, the Pall
Mall Co. will accept depo.it. for VARIETY
at lour shBUngs, two pence, on the dollar.

For

Through
all

danger

thla
off

manner

off

transmission,

loee to the pleyer is everted;

VARIETY aesumee

full

risk

and acknowl-

edges the Pail Mall Co.*. receipt, as Its
own receipt, for all money placed with
the Fall Mall to VARIETY'S credit.

J

Thurston.

"WAIT FOR YOUR HONEY-BOY
HE'LL

COME BACK TO YOU"

TOT" PFEIFFER. Do you know Mm?

"Pot" wrote the original "WE'RE GOING OVER" and it went.
"Wait For Your Honey-Boy" will be aure to pleaae you and your audlencea. Try it. Orchestrations
and professional copies are at your command.

By

sad

to he* of
asaiew la

Rohbias

3

NEW ONES EN ROUTE

C.

i

EUROPE

desires it to be known that after giving the act-owners two weeks'
notice she granted their request for an additional two weeks' notice,
making four weeks in all, and severed her connection with the act
Oct. 30, 1917, in Detroit, Mich.

picture.

Lawrence P. 8teuart, formerly manager of
the Old Mill, le now with Headquarters Com-

NOTICE FOR

From

with

ARTHUR PFEIFFER,
QUINCY, ILLINOIS

Publisher

'

VARIITY

'

-,
>

.

DAILY

N
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WSrAPE
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It

"Kaiser Thinks
As

<>

u

r

boys

go

*

We

Are a Joke

marching into Berlin singing
"WeVe Going

to

(Under the Linden Tree")
He

will

probably lake one fast look

SENSATIONAL comedy

in a

mirror

at

the rca

I

The above

joke.

Make your audience laugh.

song.

A

list

is noi only a C(XJV1EDY sonp, it is a
of headliners who are already sinking thi*

and applause producer would look great in print.
During the Civil war the boys feng "WE'LL HANC JOHN BROWN TO A SOUK APPLE TREE." History
repeats itself. Become identified with a song that will go down in history and sing "WE'RE GOING TO HANG
marvelous

lauj:h

THK KAISER i:nder the linden tree/'

•
Looks

like

another "Oh, You Beautiful Doll."

Some Compare

"YO'S

Excellent double or single.

It

to

"Mammy's

Coal Black Rose

HONEY TO YO' MAMMY JES' THE SAME"
Funnier Character Song Than Our Celebrated "Nathan"

SAMMY BOY
Your Father Deserves

"O'BRIEN

IS

Successor to
In the

a

Medal

LOOKING FOR YOU
Our Famous "Come Out

of the Kitchen"

Atmosphere of "You Made Me Love You"

SOMEBODY STOLE MY HEART"
Wonderful Double— Great

Single.

By

the Writer of

KENDIS-BROCKMAN MUSIC

"Ballin the Jack

CO.. Inc.

»t
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TRIXIE FRIGANZA
Thousand Thanks
TRIXIE FRIGANZA
WESTELL UNION

0«r Thanks- -A Thousand of Tlmn-to

for the boost in her last week's "Variety" ad.

Another

.

It

came

unsolicited

and unexpected.

to

;-

for the following telegram which speaks for

CLASS Of SERVICE
Dry

•

itself.
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821 SIXTH AVENUE, NEAR 46TH ST; HEW YORK
the following Telegram, subject to the terms
on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to
RECEIVED AT

*3ST

SEND

B221NY. YU. 10
OCT. 23. 2.03P.M.
MME. KAHN, 148 WEST 44TH ST., N. Y.
TH1Y ARE PERFECT IN WORKMANSHIP,
PLEASED WITH GOWNS.
MATERIALS AND STYLE.
TRIXIE.
W. SEATTTJE WN.

Also unsolicited and unexpected.

Such words

to the wise are sufficient

BEST WISHES FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUCCESS OVER THE ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

W.

148
So much confusion has been caused the
leading picture theatres that John H. Kunaky
haa taken the bull by the horna aad la adopting the multiple system, name aa Rlalto, New
York.
Hla TV-cent box aeata will remain the
aame and the theatre will stand the 8-cent
tax
all other sesta are advanced five cents,
except some of the 10-cent aeata remain; the
theatre again standing the tax.
Averaging
everything up, Mr. Kunsky will about break
even and the government will get Ita full tax
but It will aave considerable time In making
change. Detroit haa not felt the lack of pennies aa much aa the time It takes to make
change under the odd-cent prices.
:

—

A. J. Ollllghara, president of the Ot High am
Enterprises, of Grand Rapids, has
disposed of most of his stock and active tnto his
rests.
In order to give attention

a Smith

e

numeroua Detroit holdings, one of which Is
H. C. Corn« "n« *"<•the Bmplre theatre.
ceeds Mr. OHllKbam aa president of the Grand
,

Rapids

although

corporation,

Mr.

Gllllgham

SCENERY
C

•

URTAINS—Plush,
QUIPMENT

N

OT

Vel-

E

MPLOYEES

for Dramatic, BurTab. Shows, and
Vaudeville Acts.
lesque.

in the

High Rent

remains on the ooard.

The Orpheum, Detroit, will not change Its
Chsrles H. Miles did have In mind
making a split week there, alternating acts
with the Grand in Cleveland, but this Idea he
has abandoned for the time being.
During
the past few weeks quite a number of acts
have alternated between the Regent and Orpheum theatres, both In Detroit, and both
operated by Miles, but this week he announces
policy.

that no acts will be repeated at either house
within one year after having been presented
at either theatre; neither will any motion
plcturea alternate as they have in the past.

Theatrical folks will be Interested to learn
that George H. Wool ley and W. J. Chittenden
are no longer managers of the Pontchartraln
Hotel. Detroit.
Frank C. Harriman. of the
Holland House and the Hotel Ansonla, New
York, la the new managing director, who says
that the Biltmore Corporation has stock In
the company.

Freda Hempel, of the Metropolitan Opera
Company, who gave a Detroit recital last
week, announced or rather admitted that she
was going Into pictures next summer in California.
It la estimated that the Detroit theatres,
of the war tax, will Increase the
receipts of the Internal revenue department at
the rate of I17.00Q per week.

because

District.

KANSAS

EASONS, when

R OU

BY HAROLD
dealing with

Firm:

Save

Let

us

Time and
demonstrate

Money.
these

facta.

A.

The war tax has not
local

FREDERICK'S

theatres.

affected

many

of the

While the managers are not

complaining the higher priced houses as the
Shubert and the Orpheum have had s decrease in attendance since the war tax law

went into

effect.

Dublnsky Brother Stock Co. have announced that "Ed" Is coming back.
Ed
Dublnsky was a popular favorite In Kansas
City two years sgo.

409 Gaiety Bldg.
1547 Broadway

Office:

New York

Bryant 9*21

New York. Bryant
HENRY BERLINGHOFP, Mgr.
W.

42d

a good

GARDEN

bill.

(W.

St..

3788

Several motion picture shows are charging their patrons the extra wsr tsx.
They
are trying to pay the new tax out of ths

regular admission.

A.

Qulgley,

mgr.).— "The

The plot Is good.
GLOBE- (Cyrus Jacobs,

Soul."

mgr.)

—"Doctor

feature of well balanced
Jsck and Pearl Hall, good
bill II rat half.
Two
Finn and Finn, good.
marksmen.
Jewels, clever sketch. Carlos Caesaro, strong
Joy's

Sanitarium''

man.

BMPRE88

tages).

(Oeorgo Ttmmons, mgr.

Herman
— Ksnehisandeompsny,

headline.

t

offer

Lewis Stone haa started work on the aiming of his stage moots*. "Inside the Una."

ATLANTIC CITY.
The resort got Its first touch ot real sport
along the beachfront this week when championship wrestling boots got their winter Introduction at too New Nixon theatre wader
the management of Fred B. Moore, manager
The mat shows will bo conof the Apollo.
tinued for the baiace of the winter oa the
average of three a month at the same playhouse as the result of the largo following
the first bout secured.

Madame

CENTURY (Tom Taaffo, mgr.).—"The Lid
OAYBTY (W. H. Gallagher, mgr.).— 'The

T

Macklln Megley, leading man In "Mlaa
America," playing Pantages circuit hah recovered from his broken leg sufficiently to be
back on the Job again. He was laid up eight

a

age.

The
first

Bernstein studio.

Harry Hammond Beall, the press agent, la
now a papa, ths stork leaving an eight pound
girl at his home last week.

baby

Sid Orauman haa been spending most of
hla time In tb'g city
while hla new theatre at Third and Broad Is being rushed
to completion.
The new house will not open
before the first of the year.

Mrs. Hsrry Csulflsld, wife of the owner of
the Gsrrick theater, is in New York for two

-

Million Dollar Pier haa closed for the
Its construction, 12 years ago.

tlms slnoo

The Hygela
liners

in

Pool,

Boardwalk

another

of the headattractions, has shut

down for three months. Msny changes are to
be msde before It Is reopened the latter part
It will continue under the manof January.
agement of Mark Harris, who has made ths
place such a suc<

The
Is

City

Atlantic

plsnnlng

Its

first

Amusement Association
As a

annual banqnet.

to be served either oa the stage
of one of the theatres or on one of the piers.

novelty

It Is

Final arrangements will bo completed within
Some of the "best/* In
the next fortnight.
the game will be the guests at the interesting
affair.

weeks.

Bendlck MacQuarrle, In vaudeville with
"Every Man's Sister." Is a brother of Murdoch MacQuarrle, director general of the

a comedy of rcmanoo by

The roller skating crass has secured a big
grip on shore visitors, and the big rink on
the Garden Pier Is receiving liberal patron"

_>

LOS ANGELES.
OUT rmiosa.

Cectle,

Loots Ansbecker. aothor of "The Enchanted

Woman/' and featuring Kathryn Kidder and
Mme. Yorska, opened at the Apollo for a
three-day ran Nov. 8. The show Is produced
by Selwyn a Co.

Charlie

Lifters."

the

has joined

Bachelors' Club.

cycling

picture.

Harry

Meanwhile

months.

Pon-

which {Deludes a
aklt.
"The National Peril." although a good act unfavorNelson and Nelson. Oullllana
ably received.
Operatic Trio, Baxo Five, "Mother ©' Mine,"

Ahearn and
"Jan" band,

CITY.

Established 18tt

Studio: «43

plete

Old Homestead" proved ss good an entertainment as It ever was. Both of ths opening
houses were filled to capacity.
GRAND (Maurice Dublnsky, mgr.).—Dnbinsky Brothers Stock Co. offered another of
L. B. Parker's plays, "A Woman Without a

LOCKHART.

Empress haa raised all 25-cent seats to 80
cents, Including war tax.
Although the admission snd the war tax would be 28 cents
on these seats and the company Is making
two cents, the management claims that this
two cents Is offset by paying for the war
tax on the other seats of the house.

City

SHUBBRTr (John B. Fltxpatrtck, mgr.).—
Oliver Morocco's "What Next?" opened to an
audience said to be the largest this sea son.
For a musical comedy the comedy was fair,
but the muslo was not so well received.
ORPHEUM (Lawrence Lehman, mgr.).
Billy Reeves headlined, staggering across
the stage in the character of'The Drank."
Hla sketch wins applanse. The Zleglar Sisters dance with a "Jaxa" band.
Clara HowBenor
ard can sing the way they like It.
Westony Is a wonder at the piano. Rice and
Werner have a neat bit of comedy, while
Jack Wyatt and his Scottish lads snd lasales, and the LeOrohs, contortionists, com-

Sightseers."

Able, Efficient and

Economic.
this

Mr. Charles Seaman
of the theatres,

continue as manager
handling all bookings.
will

Sundsy matinees will be discontinued at the
Adams. Detroit, where Vaughan Glaser has a
stock company.
Hereafter, there will be matinees pn Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

vet, Creton, Art
Nouvean
and Futuristic Drops.

E

Y

Satin,

New York

44th Street

MONTREAL
Hlfc

BY ARTHUR 8CHALKK.
MAJESTY'S (Edward? * Drlacoll.
—

mgrs.). "Odds and Ends"; musical revue; full of life; very large audience
present Monday night.
Next week,
'•Thirteenth Chair."
ORPHEUM (Fred Crow, mgr.; s grant

B.
O.).— Do Wolf dlrls, "Riding
U.
School," Mai eta Bonconl. Maurleo Burkhart, Jones and Sylvester, McConnell and

Simpson,

Foster

Brennan and Bro.

OAYETY (Tom

and Ferguson, Peggy
Conway, mgr.).

tonlan's Burlesque.
FRANCAI8 (Phil Oodel.
Road to Romany," Warren

— "Bos-

mgr.).— "The
and Tempel-

*

VAUDEVILLE VICTORY
REQUISITE No. 1—-Heavy

IS AS IMPORTANT TO YOU AS IS INTERNATION AL VICTORY FOI*
TIIE AUJEIV ARMIKS "^ViC-rORY CAN ErTACTlflEVEl) ONLY HY
CHOOSING THE RIGHT MATERIAL. HERE'S WHAT YOl NEED

TO INSURE A SMASHING SUCCESS:
mutt be capable

f

contact.

»

»
Words

bv

• loaf distance—being beard for many miles—
of everything with which It cornea into-

or. csfTrkftf

commanding tbe respectful attention
For Heavy Ordnance we 4
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JACK FROS'r
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WAY DOWN

*

loudest.

That ^resistible body which moves forward with a clear perception of what it
expecfs to achieve.
You will overwhelm your audience aa Infantry advancea

MACON, GEORGIA

kll BE \i\kiv

(,i;ok<;i\

uiv:

Savoring of the south-land—hove of heroes— yet not containing a word of war. Just one of those catchy strains with a well-worVed-out lyric that
a wonderful atory.

PrATTICrn?
JtriVLJIolllli
Words
Ja<
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Pro

The, 'Army or Navy Band

O ^ perform
O—

T\T~

AlO«

what keeps the soldiers and

i&

their duties willingly.

We

spirits,

so thst they

Army and Navy band

doesn't play

sailors in the best of

mias our guess greatly

if

every

food

THE GHOST OF THE SAXOPHONE

v
r

Featured by the Six Brown Bros, in the

new Fred Stone show—the

kind of

number used

i\

Music 1)\
Henri Klickmann

for fantastic dance with colored lights.
19

X

#

-Piltrioticm
RJEOl ISITK X1U»
No <*—-rairiO
i^ymOU^
USI
4,

tells

•

Unlc* s there
to win.

is

patriotism in the hearts of the people at home, no
calculated to inspire real patriotism is

One number

army can expect

A-M-E-R-I-C-A
MEANS

\

\A)\E YOU,

This wonder song iptlh whst

REOUISITE
V ^* ^

No.
m*« 5
**

is

EnttlimiflQm*
M blQ .

M^il

MY YANKEE LAM)

dearest to the hearts of

all

true Americana,

How

an you expect to »«omplish bis things, if you're not enthusisstic?
con 8t?ir t>n enth "«iaam for yourself and your audiences with

You

GIDDY GIDDAP!
GO
ON! GO ON!
WE'RE ON
WAV TO WAR
OIJK

Unquestionably the greatest comedy novelty song the war has brought forth.

REQUISITE No.

I'M

6—Affection* &j»S%¥iMBftia^.

demons! rste affection of nations.

A REAL
KIND
MAMA
LOOklY FOR
MAN
A LOVIN*

hits the nail

Grand Opera House

CHICAGO

upon the head,

AH we

need say

is

that this is another

-NOBODY."

only

McKINLEY MUSIC CO.

much

batter.

'"nV?^
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B. F. Keith's
rises

Circuit

General Executive Offices
Putnam Building Times Square

United Booking

New York

Offices

JOSEPH M. Manager
SCHENCK

(Agency)

PAUL KEITH,

A.
E. F.

ALBEE,

General

President

Vice-President and General

LUBIN

J. H.
Booking Manager

Manager

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS

Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily
Between 11 and

S. K.

H0DGD0N
New

Palace Theatre Building

Feiber

Acts laying off in Southern territory wire this

Yorl^City

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
President

City

General Executive Offices:
729

SEVENTH

AVE.,

M. D.

INDEPENDENT

ARTISTS

AUSTRALIA and

And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS. INDIA and AFRICA
Rerlitered Cable Address:

D.

American Representative,

Sydney

Ntad

Oflee.

NORMAN JEFFERIES

VAUDEVILLE ACTS

Director
Krt»to Tr»* •<••• Piltoiilakei

BEN.
I

Jancse.

MAPLE LEAF
BOOKING AGENCY
Ortheaa Tnastra Bide.. Mostresl. Can.
R. J
hLKU.EUT. Manner

Drawing

and
big;.

(E.

Mack's

Ml serlng\ mgr.).

Whirlwind

NEW ZEALAND
BEN.

FULLER

J.

ROT D. MURPHY
FULLER'S CHICAGO BOOKING DEPT.

American Booking Manager.

TIVOLI THEATRE, tysaey, AsstraHa

nmi

Director.

acta contemplating playing for Mr. Ben. J. Fuller mast hare their birth certificates
in order to secure passports.
Can give the right acta from fifty to one hundred weeks and break the jump elaer to
ailing point. Acts personally interviewed between t and 11:30 A. M.

ton, Gray Slaters. Lawton, Brown and
De Mont. Second half: Robing Family,
Elizabeth Otto, C. Chalmor and Co.. Carroll
Troupe and Ward. Wilson and

Tlzoune

Managing

f

Cora hi nod Capital. SS.aaa.aao

McLNTOSH, Governing

"HUOHMAC."

can secure long engagements by booking direct with as

FULLER'S VAUDEVILLE

Acta.

sailings of hosts far Aastralia far all Srat-

Harry Rickards Tivoli Theatres, aIWu
HUGH.

SIMMONS

VAUDEVILLE

I

Can arrange from three to five weeka hetwaea
claaa acta. Communicate by wire ar letter.

at Forty-ninth St.

General Booking Manager

E
V
E
Y
CIRC U

In the Far Waat. Steady Consecutive Week far Novelty Feature
EXECUTIVE OFFICES— ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO

The Best Snail Time

IVI

.
.

(Putnam Building)

New York

office.

Chicago Office:
North American Building
FRANK Q. DOYLE, in charge

& Shea

1493 Broadway

1

Girls.

IMPERIAL (H. W. Conover. mgr.).—
Feature films and "Manetta Due."
LOEWS (Ben. Mills, mgr.)

J.

•

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION. II TH FLOOR, CHICAGO. ILL.
Nov. 19th with seven acts of vaudeville
and pictures.

NEW ORLEANS.

:

Br O M.

« %M|TFf..
(Arthur White, mgr. ) .— DeLeon
and Device, smartest number of present program.
Mrs. Thomas Whlffen remains aver
youthful and ebullient.
Gaudachmidt Bros.,
opening, found favor.
Ed. Lee Wrotbe A Co.,

ORPHEUM

hearty

laughter.

Ansa Chandler,

Hubert
Bert Swor, several bright quips.
Dyer, closing, earned eecond honora with delightful acrobatic foolery.
CRESCENT (Fred Turner, mgr.).— Beat
show of seaaon at Crescent. First half WilMost
liam Schilling and Co. In "The Lash."
auspicious sketch at the Loew house thua far.
Leonore Slmonaon, tumultuous applause with
her splendid
voice.
Brandt and Audrey
opened the man abould try to appear eheery.
Harris and Lyman did exosllently. Adelyoe

enjoyable.

;

Lowe Company

closed.
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You've listened to All Kinds of Ballads

- -

But

if

YOU'LL HEAR THIS ONE,

you'll

ADMIT

that

A VACANT CHAIR IN
EVERY HOME TONIGHT

THERE'S
Words by

Music by

AL BRYAN
Writer of Joan of Arc

IS

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL BALLAD OF THE HOUR

We've associated ourselves with a competent
and look over our new PROFESSIONAL STUDIOS.
to help you in fixing up your act, and are always at your service.
Yon know them all—-

Come

.

ERNEST BREUER

in

staff

who

are able

BEN EDWARDS - - ERNEST BREUER • - FRED STEELE
BOBBY SIMONDS - - MAE POUND - - AL BRYAN - - HARRY COLLINS
Do you know

that

we

also publish these Sterling Novelties that

"Alexander's Back From Dixie
•y

"'.V Ragtime
LOU COL WELL and PCTC WCNDLINOj

"CHING CHONG"

By LESS

you

Bear

Professional Department:

—

PALACE

(Walter Kattman. mgr.). Frank
at Palace Sunday
Isle" rather convenVoltaire and Lloyds well received.

Kenney voted most worthy
tional.

"Honeymoon

Warren and

Frost,

fairly

talented,

Casting Campbells rank well up

pleased.
cast-

among

ing acts.

—

P\LACE

(Walter Kattman, mgr.). The
Pour Mokayos, although opening, were the
surpassing element of the Palace last half
The apparent ease and
program.
week
last
restraint with which they submit their equllibristic feats and, latterly, their songs, is as
welcome as it Is surprising. The Six Kirksmith Sisters, youthful and demure, comprise
an imposing number for small time. Theirs
the clean, wholesome type of offering that
The "blondest'
vaudeville can use handily.
the blondes is an odd worker who might
be developed in a comedy way. William Slsto
had little trouble connecting with his "splitdialect."
He has certainly adopted the tempestuous and turbulent attitude of the Ialian
aflame in dilating upon the topics and affairs
Adjudged from the
of the day and night.
interpretative angle, the Clover Leaf Trio vary
considerably In their bucolic delineation, but
by
the audience with
they were accepted
some show of acclaim. Roy and Arthur provoked a deal of laughter In the concluding
spot, the breaking of china still serving to
tickle the rislbles as heretofore.
CRESCENT (Fred Turner, mgr.). Starting
the show at the Crescent the latter part of
last week, the Howard Sisters, through sheer
theatric knowledge, danced off a voluminous
The
hit, deemed especially applause-worthy.
girls surely have not stinted in their dressing
Their gowns and
and production scheme.
pretty "drops" put to shame some of the
"cheating" headllners at times encountered In
Dave Thursby was the
the best houses.
Just an average small time
carded feature.
Thursby assingle with average material.
sumes an air of Importance that Is more disIs

of

—

—

Submissiveness in
paraging than helpful.
appeal Is the very keynote of artistry. "Apple
Blossom Time" has a special woodland setting to enhance the appeal of Imitations and
The girl has a
flinging by a youthful couple.
"freak" voice that has tonal qualities of real
eminence in the upper register. It is a voice
De Renzo and Ladue folwith possibilities.
low the accustomed path in their bar and
porch turn.
They're excellent athletes who
Evans and
require showmanship to advance.
Newton displayed some sparkle in their twonet, tho^danclng of the girl aiding and abeteivch
surres*
was
achieved
In great
Ung
ai
measure.
TULAN0 (T. C. Campbell, mgr.).— "The

Garden of Allah."

LAFAYETTE (Clarence Oreenblatt. mgr.).
STRAND (D. L. Cornelius, mgr.).— Pictures.
ALAMO (Frank Sanders, mgr.). — McCor-

"The Honor System.

burlesque at the Dauphine.

The Lafayette's
the

first

novelty

publicity
of
this

expert employed
season's "press

agency" in booming "The Honor System." curIt
rent at the Baronne street edifice of art.
brought forth letters to the papers from
those dear old "missing" missive standbys,
AnonySubscriber
and
Pro Bono Publico, Old
mous. The style employed of advertising for
a supposedly escaped criminal by a supposedly
authentic sheriff was proclaimed misleading,
The editors agreed
not to say "hoaxful."
with those addleted to the epistolary habit In

a purely journalistic way, promising
not happen again.
Fly Stuff— Ruth Law, the avlatrix,
demonstrations here shortly.

Marie Miller

Is

it

would

Is to

give

singing at Anderson's.

last
season wth "Seven
Chances," refused an offer to appear at the
head of a southern company in a southern
play, destined to tour southern territory*

Sarah

Shields,

The Diamond theatre closed very suddenly
Friday night, the monetary exhaust suspasslng the In-take, as a motorist would say.
The stockholders grew tired of the Incessant
and billing and matter-of-fact statements that
never failed to strive about the first of the
Although the bouse remains olosed,
month.
it Is open for negotiation.

Tom Campbell

You

Can't Have

All Of

(Iff

Time

John

Msttlse

are

at

the

ta:^ WST

By WW. THACCY

Say Good-bye")

BEN EDWARDS,

Manager

TeL—Bryant

is

projecting

the

snnual

auto show at the Hippodrome with some show
of Introspection, not to mention a modicum of
perspicacity.
B. F. Bennan is charging 11 Instead of 10
the agent declaring the extra appraisal was merely to conform to a personal
militaristic feeling.

per cent.,

PHILADELPHIA.
KEITH'S

»y JUVRPIILR.

(H. T. Jordan, mgr.).—The absence of Wellington Cross from the bill and
the shifting about of acts as the result hurt
the show considerably for the opening matinee, but with the wrinklee smoothed eat, the
night show furnished very satisfactory entertainment.
It was not until after the noon
hour that word was received here that Cross
was too ill to appear, despite the fact that his
pianist had rehearsed the set in the morning.
Manager Jordan commandeered Hsllen and
Hunter from the Orand opera house bill,
and they went on without rehearsal and put
over one of the hits of the bill.
Hsllen
worked up a good entrance for the act by
sweeping the stage atfer Eddie Leonard's act.
He also got a lot of laughs with his dry
humor and talk, and Miss Hunter, who opens
her part of the act with a violin number,
proved a first rate fell for her partner.
Eddie Leonard waa a big applause winner
with his new minstrel offering.
Leonard Is
using a singing quintet who previously had
appeared on the bill In support of Mabel Russell (Mrs. Leonard), and they were allowed so
much time in Leonard's act thst the audience
was not long in Identifying them with Miss
Russell's singing number, slthough the boys
blacked up for Leonard.
It mattered little,
however, for Monday night the audience could
not get too much of Leonard with his "wahwah" singing, and kept him at it until he had
gone through three or four of his old favorites.
He seems to have another big winner
In "Sweetness Mine."
He was forced to make
a speech of thanks stfer responding to calls
for "Roly Boly Eyes."
The loss of Cross
forced Florence Tempest down to the next to
closing position, a spot that was very herd
for her, but which she held in splendid shape.
The several excellent songs, all but one of
which are new here. M. George Hsrrlss conMiss
tributes a liberal share at the piano.
Tempest Is still the little dandy wearer of
boy's clothes.
Will Macart and Ethlynne
Bradford, who have not been seen along thin
way for some time, offered a farce called
"Love, Honor and Obey," which reminds one

New York

City

1203

very much of the old timer used by Mr. and
Mrs. Thome. It is a lively sketch, with some
funny situations and good lines, and gave the
early half of the show a big boost.
Searl
Allen and Ed. Howard have a first rate comedy talking skit called "A Real Pal." The
quiet comedy bandied by Allen brought plenty
of laughs, and Howard is, as always, a clever
straight man. The girl is so good In the little
she does that her name might be Included on
the program.
Jack La Vier has a corking
good novelty for his trapese act. He does a
bit of travesty juggling while talking, which
is a reminder of Edwin George, but in nowise
a copy. His work on the trapese is along the
name line as that of Bert Melrose on the
tables, and LaVler works it up for a big
comedy hit. He proved a distinct applause
winner.
Mabel Russell, Marty Ward and a
quartet put over a lively singing turn whleh
finished strong with a harmony medley of
popular songs. Ward works hard for laughs
and gets them, but his comedy song about the
"Military Home" is his best asset and was a
real winner.
Simmons and Bradley opened
the show with their roller-skating, the routine
including dancing and fancy-figure skating.
They were well received. The Lavlers had
rather an unusual spot, closing the show with
a fancy dancing number, but they did nicely
with It, winning a liberal share of honors.
The Pathe pictures as uusal preceded the
vaudeville bill.
ALLEGHENY (Joseph Cohen, mgr.).— "The
Suffragette Revue," with a company of 29
dancers, singers and comedians, headlines.
Others, Cummings and Hinds, the Quaker City
Trio, Kelso and Avline and the film feature,
Marguerite Clark In "Bab's Diary."
COLONIAL (H. A. Smith, mgr.).— Heading
the vaudeville bill this week is the Golden
Troupe of Russian dancers. Others, Dunbar
and Turner. Three Britons, Ralph C. Faulkner, Stewart and Lewis, Loh«e and Sterling
and the film feature. "The Narrow Trail."
NIXON (F. O. Nixon-Nlrdlinger. mgr.).—
Chinko and Minnie Kaufman in their comedy
cycling acts headlines this week's bill. Others,
Sylvia Loyal, Sophie and Harvey Everet, £11nore and Carlton, Storm and Marston and the
film feature, George Walsh In "This Is the
Life."

GRAND OPERA HOUSE

( W.
D. Wegefarth,
and Margaret Cutty are the
week. Others,
FolHora
and
Drown. Conrad and Conrad, Rouble Sims, Reddlngton and Grant In "At the Motel Bounce,"
end Jciv Srgdv and-Ts. tu '"At *b«> Toll Br Wee/'
GLOBE (Sablosky & McGurk. mgrs.).—
Phil Morris presents "MI«h H;rmlet. Jr.." as
E. W. Wolfe presents
the headline feature.
"Over There," Frank Furron. Lewis and
Somers and Mor*e. McCarter and
Hurst,
Mayne. Dave Rafael and Co.. Margar>t Dawson snd Co. fJladya Bo wen. Sylvester A
Strosster and motion pictures.

mgr.).

The Western Vaudeville
»

Managers' Association
MOOT

SINGER, General Manager

mlck and Wlnehlll's Revue.

Mike Kelly and
Columbia.

The

TELL
"YOU CAN
To

Publisher

"The Beauty Shop," "steenth" edition,
A colored
comes to the Tulane next wssk.
and colorful organisation, "The Smart Set,"
And Sunday is the
occupies the Lafayette.
date of the induction and introduction of
stark

I

152 West 45th Street,

RICHMOND,
evening.

"If

WRf. TttACEY, PPtMWAV ItOTM

ROBERTS and
J. WILL CALLAHAN

S.

can't afford to miss?

MAJESTIC

Theatre Building,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

— William

top-liners

this

WILLIAM PENS' (G. W. Mctsel, mgr.).—
First half: Harry Sandberg presents "The
Wedding Party." with Tom Shumate and P.

—
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MILLER, 1SS4 Broadway,"^?^
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SpeaiaJ Barrio* far Vaedwiltlaa*

Isnnufaetarer
of Theatrical

and

Boots

HOW ABOUT UNIFORMS

CLOG. Balls*
•nd Acrobatic

Lehigh Valley Railroad

FOR YOUR

Shoot
ctalty. All

at

LADY USHERS?

Writ* for Cataleg 4
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the Beat Aecordcssi
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Special for Ptoao
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NEW TOM

PLUSH DROPS
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CONSOLIDATED VELVET
New York
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141

TOtphene Vanearbltt 4C41

Cos.*.

Month

Special Dlscoaat* aad T*r*s* This
Rental la City

FIFTH AVENUE

42S

4Sad St,

JAMES MADISON
Yaadavill* Aatkar

Inc.
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NEW YORK

COVERS FOR ORCHESTRATIONS
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1*
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Phons Brysat
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afford to miss it—
can afford to so."
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ANOTHER SEASON'S BOOKING

The

46th Street Shirt Hospital
Wast ttta Street. N. T. City
Phone: Bryant 5250— Send for Particulars
MAX BIBSCB. Proprietor

Booked

direct or through your agent.

Vaudeville Manager
tive

best

ability,

of

reference.

New

Address "Manager," Variety,
York.

for the Stage

Or General
Wife Werka

1.

Ova. Oataaihla

IfBW YOBS CRT* B. T.

only SKIN DEEP
are not ANT DEEPER
and soon dissppesr If yon ass
is

MME. MALTA'S
FACE REJUVENATOR
TIm mmt effective
WrisklM. Plaejet. Bleats****; all
ClotM Lars* Pt
wtlaa aar the
faca

«J»d

aaek.

AS A SKIN FOOD
EQUAL.
It

Tor

^Acf
'mi*

Pbone
Bryant

VM

HAS BO

THE TALK Of THE PRO-

FESSION.

\i

__

IT

•Sew* sa tlM fas* a* Rs soars

It

it

taeeeaac'i

sa*
st

Wearer featured.
Others, Texas Comedy
Four, Oallettr* Monkeys, Baker and Roger*
and the film feature, Maxlne Elliott In
"Fighting Odd*." Last half: "Sherman Was
Right." a tabloid comedy presented by Herman Becker and four other acta and a film
feature make up the bill.
BORADWAT (Joseph Cohen, mgr.). First
half:
"The Clock Shop," formerly used by
Sam Chip and Mary Marble, la the headliner.
Others, Monarch Comedy Four, Louise
Barlow and her Dancing Doll*, Arnold and
Taylor,
Behman and Anderson.
Mazlne
Elliott In "Fighting Odd*" 1* the film feature.
Last half: Max Odder'* musical tabloid called "Yucatan" Is featured, with four
other acts.

at

*»wl—S

as

ar*

RIALTA MFG7CO.,
Rlalta, Baler
Wart 4Sth

la*.

A W«hh

BU N*w

York

ceptionally well.
Walter
History,"
Schofleld
and

Hi• "
aa

PROFESSIONAL

&

TRUNKS

Meisel Trunk Co.

•IS Washington St.

8T.

Weems, "Makers
Martin,

In

YJ

of

LOUIS

Broadway

NBW YOBK

(Car. tTth Str**t)

JOHN BRUNTON
STUDIOS
PRODUCTIONS OF
EVERY DESCRIPTION
We specialize in
Vaudeville Productions
SCENERY, PROPERTIES, 8TAGB FUBNIBHING8 POR ALL OCCASIONS
41st STREET
226

WEST

NEW YORK

Telephone:
Laat

We

Bryant 1114

Yaa Parget
Bay

It

Yet

Albee

Stock Company last summer, hit with their
new act, "King Full."
Marguerite Farrell,
Brendel and Bort, "Waiting for Her"; Manklchl and Co.

HEADS

LETER

Contracta, Tie* ate, Envelopeo, Free Saaapl**,
Beak ef Rarald Ceta. t$c
itc.

STAGE MONEY.

CROSS SffTJE?SSSffi CHICAGO

'

$3.95
Regular $1.00 Value
Black and White
all sizes.

All 81*e* and Width*
Kid Ballet Slipper* in

$2.35.

High-grade shoes for stage and street wear
at material savings.

Special attention given to theatrical trade.

Mail orders promptly filled.
Address Theatrical Dept.

Guarantee $ Year*

Markers

R.

SILVER
SLIPPERS

that a trunk wholesaled at $40.00 is retailed at from $60.00 to $75.00.
Save the difference by ordering direct
from the factory.
A postal will bring you the latest catalog of

IS*.

XSI

(Felix

STOP
AND CONSIDER

etfcers.

PHe*. II.** a*r tar
aStltfeael *er ataM arSsr
Maaefecterei a»*Jas*i itj tr OH

Wendleachafer,
mgr.). Split week, first time this aeaaon.
In spite of
First half: "Mr. Jubilee Drax."
it*
label,
a four-act melodrama from the
English of Horace Annesley Vachall, which
Last half, "Passing
pleaeed large house*.
Shpw of 1917" at top prices. 50 cents to $2.50
plus war taxes.
Lovenberg,
mgr.).
(Charlea
KEITH'S
"When- the Bugle Class" (local), playlet by
Brown University Alumni for benefit of Camp
Athletic and Recreation Fund, and Kenny and
Holll*. shared headline place* on well-balanced bill.
McKay and Ardine, dancing and
singing act with attractive scenery, went ex-

—

BrlatoL N. H.

—

an*

1SS7

:

OPERA HOUSE

Bit*

Cham*

In

Baate

mm

Write for Catalogue No.

PROVIDENCE.
BY KARL K. KLARK.

ant Tramp

Eccentric

Tailor

Svinmetricmli

Theatrical Supplies

CR088-KBY8 (Bsbloaky A McOurk. mgr*.).
First half
Victor M or ley's "A Regular Army
Man," presented by Dan 81mmlns, Arthur Devore and Co., Frank Terry, Dawson, Lanlgan
and Covert, Gardner and Hartman, Edgar
Bergcr.
Last half: "Motoring With Death"
and four other vaudeville act*.
THE EMPRESS (8*blo»key A McOurk.
mgr*.).— First half: "Motoring With Death,"
Edmunds and Leedom, George Reeves, Mark
Davis and Co. Last half, split with the Broad-

SYE ALI
«

The

Suits,

'

AT UBBBTY

fa* aar

»n£

SMITH, M.D.

aad

way.

in Clothes

Mack,

B.

Walter G. Bretzfield Co.

Years of experience, good execu-

Everything:

Union

Appointments by correspondence

only

at liberty

BEAUTY
WRINKLES

F.

re-

I

HENRY MEYERHOFF, 140 W. 42d St, New York City

m

taa

tac

ran tbdr faaturaJ lanavfaaHoaa aad

WANTED

Gel auother aeaaoii'a wear out of jour old
Prtoaa
shlrta.
Repair* made Invlalble.
Shirt* mad* to order from
reasonable.
your own or our material. Special shirts
for stage wear.

MatCag

Beautify Your Face
Tea an
of

CIRCUS ACTS OF ALL KINDS
FOR OUR 1918 FAIRS
FOR OUR NEW BIG CATALOGUE

Off

HIPPODROME

auRNsroi

Traaka, $1$ and SIS. A few aatra larg* Preparty Traaka. Ala* aid Taylar aad Sal Traaka.
Parlor Floor, tt W. Stat St, N*w Tark Oty

$47 Fifth Ave.. N. T. C.
(opa, W*M*rf)

CHAALB*

Mitlaii

Nsw York

42nd 8t,

Sanitary Gymnasium
West 116th Street New York City
plana
Hot and
AS

DfLUMBAM

AT
TBI

"0RJU1
SCCCI

WTEMEMOWW

HO W.

music ospitax

$5.00

Bav* bean aaed. Ala* a few
Second Bead laaavatlea aad Flbr* Ward ran*

and Goats' Rohoarsal Roosms, with us* of
Does, St
par weak.
sold shower hath. Head room, St feet. Hours—IS ATM. to » P. M. dally.
SfSS
ACCOMMODATIONS FOB LADIBS

"None can

"CHEER UP"

TRUNKS,
Big Bargain*.

Coadacioi ay BILLY GBUPP. foraiar Profcoaloaal Baser
'

ail

I

WARDROBE PROP.

totLtf sack

GRUPP'S

k NICE •"*» fir*"

E.

eta.

UOTON^H^E^INDmG'wSiPANY

fgJSsJJSEE

Velvet, Veloar, Plash, PmbiUd
Drops and flcensry of all kinds.

New

tt$ Canal Street
N. Y. at?

tTf-tft Cetaaiane Ava,

SCENERY

to

LGiikiABrt.

GuerriniCo.
Hltfe

them

N«w Yark

Broadway.

140$

for Estimates

(at Stth St.)

New Yark

Getting results himself and giving
those he writes for.

NURSES OUTFITTING ASSOCIATION,

City

Of lea, B'way A

Ticket

SPECIAL DESIGNS
MILITARY OR DAINTY EFFECTS
MODERATE PRICES

War ad

Toronto. flt.M

ST.41

Chicago. IMUt
All St«*4 Cars, Law sal far
Special Baajajag* Servle*
If y*a want anything aalck.
Thaat W. B. LUdoay. E. P. A*
Bryant 4$ II
A. J. SIMMONS, A. O. P. A.

Bafalo, SS.M

EVerytooman's store
1409

BROADWAY

^"WJ?'

IIS

Let Us Prove XS>
Bead for Price Liat
Wast 48th Street

It la

Beat

and Calar Card
New York City

GRAINGER
SCENIC STUDIO
TRUNK SCENERYVELVET CURTAINS
321 Putnam
BRYANT 24S7

Bldg.,

New York

VARIETY
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A STAR
You are A HEADLINER
You are A NEXT TO-CLOSING ACT or
You

are

•

YOU HAVE BOX OFFICE

This will

RESPONSIBILITIES

INTEREST you:

TIME

Rapidly Advancing Vaudeville a Company has been
Incorporated for the Sole Purpose of Supplying that Vitally Important Asset best known to us as
"CLASS" in an ALL-IMPORTANT department of Vaudeville where "CLASS" has largely been
Overlooked.

For the FIRST

in the history of

#

The BIG PEOPLE of Vaudeville have BOX OFFICE responsibilities. For that Very Reason
our Big Acts often Spend Thousands of Dollars in Scenic and Wardrobe Equipment and Exclusive
Material. The Investment Goes for BOX OFFICE Satisfaction. Many of these same SHREWD Investors, however, will allow a few dollars' worth of Photographs or even Reproductions of Photographs to be their Sole and Only Introduction to THEIR PUBLIC in the Lobby of the Theatre. Then
they Often Wonder What's the Matter with the BOX OFFICE.

NOW YOU HAVE THE

IDEA.

EDWARD MARSHALL, INCORPORATED,
"CLASS"
forth to

—to reach
YOUR

out into The

LOBBY,

was Organized

that Spacious Salesroom

to

Enable

"CLASS"—YOUR

where Your Claims are

set

PUBLIC.

EDWARD MARSHALL

has mobilized a large force of Eminent Painters, Water Color Geniuses, Caricaturists, Etchers and Novelty Artists of Wide Range of Talent. Long, Weary Months of
Ceaseless Endeavor were consumed in Perfecting the Organization of EDWARD MARSHALL, INC.
Is

YOUR Lobby

Display in Keeping with Your Gowns, Your Scenery, Your Material or Your

Personality?

EDWARD MARSHALL, INCORPORATED
Office and Studio, Little Palace Bldg., 1562 Broadway, 5th Floor
First

Call

Door South of Palace Theatre

and See The

EDWARD MARSHALL DISPLAYS

Interesting Pictures of Interesting People

!

VARIITY
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a

99
of
WE'RE the SONS UNCLE SAM
The CYCLONIC PATRIOTIC

SONG THAT HAS TAKEN THE PACIFIC COAST BY STORM

Traveling east faster than the Overland Limited.
i

The one song the regimental bands and the boys

in the training

camps are "putting over"

to a sure fire hit.

"YOU CAN ALWAYS COME BACK to ME"
The Most Beautiful Ballad of the Day
»

A lyric with a punch in every line, and a haunting waltz melody that is a musical gem.
For demonstration, hear GEO. WILSON'S rendition of this great ballad on the Columbia record (A 2344) now on
KING, HUMS and THOMAS, stops every show with it

"KILLARNEY COLLEEN
A

lyric that will

never be excelled

BALLENGER MUSIC PUB. CO.

(Sylvester P. Callanan, mgr.).—
Hasting'* burlesque show with Dan
Snappy show.
!<>cal favorite.
MAJESTIC (Martin Toohey, mgr.). Maude
Leone and Co., "Movie Minnie." headed good
George M. Rosner, Belle and
bill first half.
Mayo. Lalng and Green. Helen Jackley, American Minstrel Maids.
EMERY (Martin Toohey. mgr.).— Victor E.
Lambert's "The Other Man's Wife." one of
best of legitimate seen at this house this
Grace MacGregor. appearing with
season.
Lamb 'rt. has opportunity to use to good advantage a splendid voice.
FAY S (Edward M. Fay, mgr.). "Oklahoma
"The
Musical Prodigies" head even bill.
Great Chinese Mysteries. " "The Confession";

now

Samba

ready.

Theatre Bids..

COI-ONIAL

SAN DIEGO, CAL.

Harry

Coleman.

—

TH1 HOUSE

STRAND

OF SERVICE"

New York Costume
importers

1S7

MANUFACTURERS
NORTH WABASH AVENUE

fliirairn
V;IIH.ttJ5U,

111
111.

Festa.

Charles Schofleld. of Schofleld and Isadore
Martin, who was bonked to appear at Keith's
neveral weeks ago. but was unable to do so
He apbecause of illness, has recovered.
This team comprises two
peared this week.
members of the Albee Stock Company so popular here last summer.

MANAGERSGET

O.K.

BIT!

COMEDY- JUGGLER
(Ont of the Moth Balls)

JO PAIGE SMITH
has

the

specifications.

Co.
18tl

VINCENT and CARTER
The English Lad and the American Maid
DIRECTION. HollalCS
V. M. A.

&

The
its

the

Majestic, at Arctic, R. I., hat raised
prices from 1U to 15, giving as the reason

new war

tax.

S. Canning, formerly manager of
Colonial, who left three weeks ago to
the Robin Hood Company has left to
become assistant to Martin R. Toohey, manager of the two Emery theatres In Providence.
Mr. Canning will direct the Emery, which Is
given over to musical comedy and legitimate.
Sylvester P. Callanan, of Springfield, with the
Shea interests for 13 years, has become manWallle Part,
ager at the Colonial.
Mr.
Toohoy's former assistant, is considering a
Norwich, Conn., offer.
Mr. Part and Mr.
Toohey were members of the Scenic Theatre

The Toy

theatre, which was built some time
to serve as an exclusive movie house
the aristocratic set on the wealthy East
is being made into a garage.
The
house did not pay from the start.

ago
for

William

Stock Company which disbanded about three
and a half years ago.

ISIS.— Dark.

SAVOY

(Scott

Palmer,

mgr.).— Pantages

vaudeville.

drome

(Al

mgr.).— Hippo-

Wateon,

vaudeville.

LITTLE.— Musical stock.
PICKWICK.— Musical stock and

pictures.

at

the

Road shows are few and far between, but
are drawing big houses at thb Strand

As the result of the agitation which started
here last week #md spread rapidly throughout the country, when Dr. Karl Muck refused
to accede to the request of a group of prominent society women to lead the Boston 8ym/
phony Orchestra in "The Star Spangled Banner" at the Oeraldine Farrar concert, it It
likely
that
the police commissioners will
shortly take action.
It it believed the commissioners will take steps which will make it
Impossible for any theatre or other place of
amusement to gain licenses unless they see
to it that the national anthem has a place on

each program.

when they do

arrive.

With the big Saturday business due to the
soldiers here the Savoy and SpreckelB are
giving three shows Saturday nights.

"My Country," a war playlet by Tyndall
Gray, local business man, hat been seat «n t
tour of the Akerman & Harris circuit.
It
made a hit here recently at the Spreckels.
The to-called "Actor't Club" was raided
recently, but no actors were present.
The

name was borrowed by
Margarita Fischer
Players here.

non-professionals.

has

left

San Diego cafe men are active

dry

the

In

Pollard

the wet-

fight, there, with an election November 27.
The proposed law makes it illegal to have
a bottle of beer in your possession.
Several
cafe owners having thousands Invested in
liquors are making an independent campaign

against

the

law.

If

it

passes,

Tijuana

THE RALPH DUNBAR PRODUCTIONS
Latest Creation— DUNBAR

Western Office
Holland Hotel
Chicago

OPERA CO.

In revival of the

40 People— Orchestra

of

RALPH DUNBAR,

"MIKADO"

10

Featuring

ARTHUR ALDRIDGE and ED ANDREWS
Touring
Redpath Chautauqua Circuit

Gen. Mgr.

Apply Chicago Office

IsIs

after a few weeks, and after an attempt was
made to form a stock company to back them.
They gave benefit performances of "Charley's
Aunt" to get out of town.

they

DllCllCy

Side here,

manage

good.

The Liberty Players gave up

ADA

BOOKED SOLID W.

(Dodge A Hayward, mgrt.).—
But the Truth," 28-20; business

SPRECKELS
Central

the

SATO

"Nothing

BURLESQUE
REVUES

—

DO YOUR

99

—and Oh, what a melody!

Professional copies, orchestrations and band arrangements

Mary and

of

wonderfully beautiful semi-high class ballad with an appeal that sinks into your very soul.

A

L.

JACK KING,

sale.

Eastern Office
Palace Theatre Bldg.

New York

HARRY WEBER,

Gen. Rep.

VARIETY
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Alhambra This Week (November 5)

Keith's

MIGNON
MORETI

Saves from 15% to 25% of
every letter-writing hour.

SELF-STARTING

REMINGTON
TYPEWRITER
new

THIS
your typist to keep her eyes

on her copy. The machine
doesn't have to be looked at, or
the scale watched. The time savThere is no
ing is automatic.
other typewriter like

this.

Self Starter, while adding

to speed, adds nothing to the cost

of the typewriter.

It is

part of

the machine.

E

PERMANENT

ADDRESS
VARIETY, CHICAGO

si

SIS

sisTr

SISTER
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS

Remington Typewriter Co.
(Ineersorated)

New York

Branches in leading

I

I

MORETTE
SISTERS
MORETTE SISTERS

City

SaUrruL
E. BURTON.
(George T. Hood. mgr.).
"Polyanna," with Helen Hayes, to

By W.
METROPOLITAN

Bla«kfac<. Comedians, In their novelty act, "WITHOUT GAS."
Whiter acene in a limousine touring car to explain the story.

SO DIFFERENT PROM THE REST!
Direction, JACK FLYNN. Palace Theatre

ORPHEUM

11,

:

"Thou Shalt Not Steal" (film).
PANTAGES (Edgar O. Milne, mgr.).—28,
Rlgoletto Brothers head new show, return
dale.
Swanson Sisters, added to act since
Co.,

Wlllard, man
who
Serenaders, pleasing.

Time Well Spent

THE

few momenta required to take a trip
Holxwasser's Rivet you a complete araep
of all that today constitute! "th« htrheat
forma of furniture."
Every beautiful Period design la ahrwn.
Twenty-five rooms, each art apart
and completely furnished, and present In* the furniture Just as It would appear In your own home,
hare been arranged to facilitate a harmonloua
selection.
The terms are w*at you make theea.
The t >ricea luwaat la New York
to

KltlTW POM

NEW —

CATAMMTJ1

I'AOK

Furniture

$275

$375

1-Koom Per led
Apartment
$700 Valas

0-Ro«m Period
Apartment

$585

$750

Using their original

WATCH

Bldg.,

US!
New York

Week

OUR LIBERAL TERMS
9190
9IS0
lit*
9300

(Nov. 8), Proctor's 58th St Theatre

sit.es
919.00
•2o.SU
030.00
$40.00
150.00

MM

A

able.

Larson

pacity

business.

Ryan A Rlggs.

Wilaon,

acceptmeritorloua.
Ca-

ISM

New

York, haying Just quit the cast of the
"Molly Dear," playing at the Standard the-

(Joseph A. Muller, mgr.).—
28, Mark J Ellison A Co.. top bill with Chinatown sketch.
Six Cornelias, good.
Peggy

Nellie Mate*, wife of William Malan. died
here at the Swedish hospital Oct 23.

Worth sings nicely.
Kennedy A
won favor. The Halklngs, good.

Lottie Ellis, with the "California Belles"
stock, In Winnipeg, was called home this week
owing te the illness of her husband, Peter

Film completes.

Fltzpatrlc,

Hunter A

Capacity busi-

ness.

(Carl Relter, mgr.).— 28, Nan Halattraction
of
Orpheum bill.
Kouns.
heartily applauded.
'The Act
Beautiful." Jean Adair A Co., witty sketch.
McCarthy 'A Faye, comedy turn. Delro, splendid
accordionist.
German war films. Big
business.
stellar
Sisters,

Verne Lay ton, former director at the Chief
Seattle Film plant In this city, Is now in

Smith.

•ISO

forCash

94.00
15.00

La rarer Amounts up

Terms apply
Stnte,

We

te SS.000

.
Breach, of the Harris Posturo Girls
playing this city laat week, attempted to
commit suicide here Oct. 25 by swallowing
poison tablets.
She will recorer.

act.

Bd. Cohn haa left the Flaher Booking Ofis now with the Standard Furniture
He was outer guard In the booking
offices for the past year.

Ed. Halle, a recent arrival from Clerulund,
haa succeeded Ed. Cohn as alurk In the
Fisher Booking offices hers.

and
company.

fices

girl

was born

to

Chaae and Jan la,

Oct. 0.

San Francisco.

JOHNNIE REILLY
Hoop
Flying Missile Experts and Imitators of
Everything In the Ark—New Act— PALACE

NEW

WEEK
HARRY WEBER

YORK. THIS

Direction,

New York

Jersey and Connecticut

pay freioht and roVrond foree
Delivered by our own ejustae* track

<

The owners of the Tlvoll hare brought suit
Henry Lubelskl and William Smyths
for payment of rent alleged to be due on thu
remainder of a year's leaae.
The theatre
opened last March with musical comedy and
the houso was kept open until about a month
ago with that brand of entertainment. Under
the name Oalcty the theatre will reopen Not.
against

1

1

as a spoke In the recently-organised Pa-

cific

VAN and BELLE

New

also to

l

Hyland,

I bought a Liberty Bond.
Say, Big Timers, did you?

9).

Dieeoant •/

15% Off

92.14)

formerly with tbe musical
comedy company at the Tirol I, haa organised
a new act.

in

(Not.

Pref«MUnal

92.00
92.29

Cecil

Dick

A

THEATRE,

{

atre.

PALACE HIP

Shaw, good.

ll.wM Vulnu

V.lu« Deposit Weekly

and

In skit.

A pert meat wltk
Per led Parnitare
Value, S5O0. a#w

•-Room Outfits
Grand Rapids

MARION
HALL
OlRL FRIENDS

(Jay

Been here
In
spring.
Six
trows, mystified.

It's

t o'clock

till

Easily Accra. hie from Writ Side by
With r .inth St. Cmaatown Cam

with burlesque.

Haas, mgr.).— 28,
bill
headed by a knife-throwing turn presented bv
Zat Zams. Borne H Burke, good singers and
dapcera.
Tbe Phantoa, meritorious. Morrison & Clifton, favorable. Les Legerts, ]K>pular.
Lew Morris, splendid. Last half
McGreevey d Doyle, Bob Morris, The De Montes.
Peyton Sisters, Two Rsselles, Dick Hutcbens
ft

SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
8ISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS

NEW YORK APPEARANCE

FIRST

—

Opens

MORETTE
MORETTE

Open Evening*

GODFREY

and

—28-3,
good business.
WILKES (Dean B. Worley, mar.).— "The
Outcast," by the Wilkes Players. Grace Huff
and Ivan Miller leading. Good patronage.
LYRIC Burlesque and vaudeville to fair

— Dark.

CASH OR CREDIT

LOUIS

HUNTER

perln,

cabarets are expected to draw thousands from

TIVOLI.

E
TE
TT E
ETTE
RETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE

EDWARD

'MOORE

cities of the world.

tbe city.

business.

FURNITURE

I

Ash A Shaw.

Broadway,

THIRD AVENUt
NEAR «0-©TRC£T

1417-1423

USTERS
ASTERS
1STERS
U8TERS

(We Are Too Modest To Answer)

MORETO

MORETT*
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE

mailed on

request.

374

THE HIT

their Musical Specialty?

Last Half This

Descriptive folders

WHO

In their Ingenue and Soubrette Roles?
And completely stops the show with

MORETI
MORETT

HOLWASSEI

Fully

protected by Remington patents.

The

SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
IETTE SISTERS
JTTE SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS
SISTERS

RS

L

IS

MORET
MORET
MORET
MORET
MORET
MORET

invention permits

m *"

ARTHUR KLEIN

MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
ORETTE

MORETTE SISTERS

MORETTE SISTERS
MORETTE SISTERS
MORETTE SISTERS
MORETTE SISTERS
MORETTE SISTEK
MORETTE SIST1.
MORETTE SIS,
MORETTE S
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETTE
MORETT1
MO RETT

BOOKED SOLID

Drum

&

Roller, Ball

Bouncer

Major, with

Brown

Bowers' Minstrels.
(31st Week)
De Funiak Springs, Fla.

V.
h<<re

Coast Burlesque Wheel.
T. Henderson,
fur fui'.ic ttmv

with the Wilkes Players
>k»^!.

\n

cov with

''Molly

Dear."

Tbe Kellte-Burns Vaudeville Agency Is now
booking two acts for each split bill at the

Orpheum this city,
The Kiaher agency

and Strand. Portland.
supplleH four acts each
both the hou^e*. ThH sort of competition acerus to be working out Yery favorably to all concerned.
chariot' at

Philip Pelz is new directing thu orchestra,
at the Strand theatre.
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ADROIT BROS.

JACK

VERSATILE VARIETY OFFERING
JACE PLTNN

KAR-MI

PLATING

U. B. O.

WARNING— Wo
•f

TIME

Dtracttan.

nnderetand a eertnln art

la aat ng

anr two

cloelna; trlena

la tneaa In

and tho nama

Onr advlee

DapartmanL

ara Had In TABIBTT'S Prataataoi
In dtacanttnaa tbatr nan.

Admit which

PL4TDV0 PO*

B. 0. an.

W. V. M. A.

ud HEADLINING
VABIKTY. N«» York)

(Addi

SIMON AGENCY

»m>cTioN.

Vance

Clarice

AB BU»

AnDaaai -TAmam.-

waw roax

TRAT COMEDY COUPLE

FRED & ANNA PELOT
JACK FLYNN,

ARTHUR

EDDIE BORDEN
S.pp.rlrd by

til'

HAROLD

JAB.

A.

W
In MNBGLECT.

EDWARDS

Direction,

d

S,

HARRY SHEA.

OWTI

CLARKE

IKKMINB 8HONB-8 praeent iiecmfil fentaatlc nb^t, aaw
BUS8BLL aad DAVIS. aad ••«** Ur WILLIAM BOCK end FRAN
CUNNINGBAM. BUNN1B ALLEN, CHARLOTTE PABBT u4
A.th.r af

R.

*

Pilot

f«f

4

THE

COLE.
CECIL

Samp

l

Address VARIETY,

New York

WITH YOU NOW

2nd Edition of

MORTONS

Kitty,

Martha and Joe

PEGGY BR
Tae LeterasUomel ComeditBee.

•

II

Hesdlielef

Leww

KS
Circuit

=

SHEER

Three Dash in* Young Maids
and Real Comedian.
Singing, Dancing,
Cycling.
United TIM

COLLEGE QUINTETTE
Presenting: *

No*.

12

aid Will

Comedy

In

"Yob Bisde me whst

Mlpptdwa,

19-21— Fniotli, Meetroal
N«v. 22-24— DeeUalee. Ottawa

Mo*.

Kaufman

& Hyde

I

sm

today,

I

hope you're

Bnakedl Snttdl U. B. O.

Braadway Tkeetra Bide Now Tark City

Booked Solid

DARLIN6
m defied"

FRANK DOBSON

Diractten,

Nifty Musical Absurdity
M A Fraternity Rehearsal"

and

«•

Plrnetlom.

MAX HA

BILLY

JUGGLING

Newell
FRED

Jack Terry
(Formerly

T«rry

and

will

9

Gob

Presents

EL BIEIIEL tod FLO BEIT
44'

ANNA

BEPINED NOVELTT COMEDT OFFERING
FEA TUBING THE BEET LITTLE LADT JUGGLER

Bat

*****
f*-2*
ton** a ahnMa

mi

*J*~£ BnBn. ~—OBTBOIT

always reach me.

BART McHUGH

H.

HENNINGS

LsBiB+rt)

PHILOSOPHY COBNEB
Man la Creatlan'a nnsterpleca.
who aaya aa? Man!

Friars

MOST

Waiting^for Her"

A DELE

JASON

PEPPI* m QgBJPtW AUVB
-all omL aarunr
m ***W m LD
I
^

7a»tar*«J fa

Par— nnl Me-ttnn. BL

XAIM EvAIM

The Metropolitan's bookings are Otis SkinMauie, Maude Adam*, Mltzl Hajos,
Flake, Anna Held, "Mlas Springtime,"
"Watch Your Step," "Turn to tbe Right."
"Hare a Heart," "Paaslng Show of 1»17."
:

ner, Cyril

Mrs.

"den Hur," .'The Virginian,"
"Fair and Warmer." "The Bird of Paradise."
"Hpr Soldier Boy," The Flame." "Captain
Kldd, Jr.." "Nothing But the Truth." "You're
In Love," "Tbe Love o' Mike" and "Goodness
"13th

THE FAYNES
THE ARTISTS WITH A SUPREME OPPEEING
Bepreaentntlve. JACE PLTNN

Chair."

Gracious Annabell."

"" THE BRADS *™
Jartealll

Direction,

.

M.

NAT SOBEL

PLAYING U. B. 0. TIME

V.

0.

VARIETY
Soma
am

'^s^BomaW

they

were

1W

year*

^B

for

off

BILLY

^^m

RRRt

and

Mfe:

some want unu*
bad conduct,
LB

seem

kusbsnds

to tii ink tiiai
sent
up lot
iod not for

The

Party f rooa
the fU.tb"

MM

ip.lt

i'HM(t

1

*
1

^^
Ta *ai k
«

r-»

m "&£-

Rfca*.

« .1

—

N V.
Y.

We

afx

*i%to%

we

FRANCES
CORNELL
IN

realize

how
have

been on that old green
page. Gosh, how we wish
we were back there again.

Direction,

Sinn

CBAS.

! ! !

L.

so

PESTS

Rosary
*

my Ad

Trie

*p

l^o.

Alib

Guy.

i

not

Is

us?

catch

ja

show

twit

(Under Obituary)

vVepa/flSDJIY! ?

A*f ^ny *"*m Tk«»is>tt

Give Ua Back

sV.sK'T

Tho Last Pace, Please,
Or We'll Resurrect
Tha "Missouri Breeae."

yVo Wen

first She**.

VANITY

and

L

S.-Jack
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Brooklya
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RASKIN'S ORCHESTRA.
Circuit.

Direction,

JIM

MAEE LEVY

Mi MARION HARKINS:

Dear Friends.
Answering, via VARIETY, your request to no
Tory sorry, but your request to see
limousine cannot bo penciled in
Carlo baa aoM
his limousine to a movlna picture nrm. and they
ran It over a cliff. Bob haa his limousine la Cleveland.
When you play there, hla chauffeur will call
for you and the limousine will ha entirely at your
disposal.
When you ore riding In his ear you
will notice
notl
that Bob haa all "Bztraa" that
Roebuck's Hat In their catalog.
We strolled Into the Palace bar to got tho correct time; met Ray Conlla. Gordon Dootay and
John Barclay.
The boys speak Halg A Halg

BEASON UNKNOWN?

•»

Without Warning.

Arleys

A Tenant of
occupied Boom

fluently.

years' standing who
(Space) on tho Back Page

aix

Dear Rime.
Note you have switched the clown
next to closing to an early spot.
a search warrant to And It.
We think

Wo

Gets Nyboed

LAURIE and BRONSON
WE

please

Liaate.

OSWALD

vVhe-nJa

The

"Back Page Ones"?

IF

down

loi

herel

limousine.

aat of tho

EO WELL!

"lis

chicken"!

NORMAN JEFFERIE8

Dispossessed!!

Middle Page Comedians

some

write.

Felners.

12- Orfh.ua.

Pagist's

MYKOFF

"Tho Plat Slae Pair"
Did yea know that
The VARIETY mad*

AND

(Nor.

I'm Thankful that

Loow

4<

waaa't
Friday.

till

He had
self

Halo, where are

Oh, State,

B. O.

BOBNBAUPT

PROTEST

Week

A Back

NORMAN JEFFERIBS

SONGS
Directlea.

located

HARKINS

Marion
Direction.

Paul and Mae Nolan

I

Aaharadala*

Jim and

81 me.

Booked Solid U.

"SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT"

was

tor

Monday ha
away
aad

I

(8ignod)

Y

should

didn't

happy

I

t

Next
Thla Week (Not. 8)—Syracuse aad Schenectady.
* Next Week
(Nor. II)— Albany aad Troy. N.

Last use* the foika
gave all taa old kaaa
away, aad the

aft

aaotcro

MM

'

:

Scandal!

overheard at the Clown Pago advertisers' indlgr
meet or:
;s )»*
moved <heee aria from toe Data page to
Middle of the Bookf
MADDININQ THRONG SIMS' and O'CONNOR.
Q.~ Wae It the right thing to do?
CHOUUS.— No Not No No
A thousand
No's I
Q What aliall wo do with them. Brothers T
'em
In
oil."
"Burn
shouted one angry Brother.
"To tho guillotine." screamed the mob.
"Make
them eat at Wolpln's for a year." suggested anFinally one lone brother without an ounoe
other.
or brains shouted. "Let us PROTEST," and protest won the day. and they filed out of the Don.
muttering PROTEST! MOVE US BACK!
Wala-wala-wala— a lot of R-R-R-B-R'a.
nation

the

I

BEARD
I'l
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Reeked Settd
W. Y. M. A.

?

OH.

Coald Taa?

THE NORVELLES

Direction.

Loew

Circuit.

Direction,

page

had

from
to gat

R "Camou-

BOSS * CUBTI8

KNAPP

"Drawing-Room Gymnasts"

YATES A

DO,

MARSHAL! How

flaged"

CORNALLA

and"

Next Week (Nov. 12)— Lyric, Pittsburgh.

MARK LEVY

Pa.;

Podoral

Theatre.

Salei

PAULINE

Any

page

old

enough for me
Every page in
is

FRED
DUPREZ

good

is

VARIETY

read
the

the

ao

caif

sear

Chalkologist

place

that

there's

but

left

the

no
aole

of hor foot.

WOT

NOTHIN' ONLY

AIL3 HIM? )

eiiia arnwHTtut^Rroiriwiv
ReprsseatatlvswAm DAL tiff I 1st New York

American

HE

VtfUifS

always endeavored to
hold the next-to-closing spot

this paper.
idea of giving
tures?

Whats

Ton

can't fool a horaefly.

Neil O'Brien Minstrels

THIS

BABY

from one of

criti-

mer

the good ones and the bad ones

GREY
BYRON

Dolly

Bert
ROSE

HiS"
ate

K'

v

the only
ever unmy Inner

a

LNO

Care

EDW.

of

KELLER.

Thsatrs

Near

PRESENTS

j&LONG

AUTsoTaS if**

Or

VeiSoVrfMVY

TACK
BROWN

AND

CARSTENS

m
The

Celestial

Sensational Xylophonists
Playing

tho

Loow

Time

co.

Wonder Workers

Booked Solid
W.

V. M. A.

Direction,

SIMON AGENCY

ka

Watte

MYS EMMA MAN
W.

DARN TOIT
V.
BHmLBB A JACOBS

Y. M. A.

My

I.

Dlreetlwa.

LIBNsTY

HABMT MPTJfwOLw

BLANCHE
ALFRED
and
SYMPHONY GIRLS

I.

P.

aoeletad by

her

ADAMS and

"GERANT,"
Cond actor

Featuring tke RAINBOW
In Novelty Daacoa
Direction.

I

WILLIAM Eo ira
JACK COWELL g CO.
"THERORAwv
SLA< *:«:*•

POLDI LONG

SAM

dtady

a.

Palaoa

Bids.,

York City.

CURTIS

,

Steppers—

NLLNT8.

Two NURSES

-

2-White

woman

IT ALL COMES
CXOERTHF "*•»**.
OF AMTJBB-

and

fiu/D

(99

bow

sf

'(UK**

letter
for-

my

Rhe wrote:

credits a man with
unde ratanding he
doea not possess whan
he Is not her husband, snd vice versa.
As a rpstter of
never even
fart.
I
knew she wore them.

sore.

if

sre

pne who
derstood
soul."
This Is an example

cisms because they don't believe

make them

wives.

"You

GROW

CARE OP

a

Recetved

Some people never read

EDDIE ROSS

FENTOI «• GREEN

TO <klT

1NSIOC BACK
S^.?.?™*
«»NT »o
COVER.™ 15 P*<»0
HEAlTHy Km HIM

WATCH

the
the pic-

to

it

wouldn't be vtsibls now
baa a daughter who realises

Mr. Wilton knows

SAXON
SAVE

We
in

SATS
Tho old-fashioned girt
who wn vaccinated on

Edward Marshall

Protest

C

W. NELSON

GIRL

W. Y. hL A

"A

MUSIC

GRIFFITH
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LAWRENCE WEBEI^PHOTO DRAMAS, we

—JOHN BARRYMORE

IN

the
6ea picture

seven-reel

jrom, every

rnystery

viewpoint

orarna

cL±*

TEURU&CKS
DrejitaAized

by Euderte W. Presbey

W.

Original Story by E.
Hornung
~or terms and details as to tern'tort/ -

to-=

HILLEB^6 WILK,
BIG Star
BIG Story
BIG Production.
BIG ^Tdverttsino

Inx:.

9ia LO^GACI^E B*LDH
MY-

<%QSu/t;

erovds

-

Profits

~

BIG
BIG

STATE RJGHTS
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cent additions to ths large playing fores at
the Triangle's Culver City atudV

"A

Case at Law," featuring Dick Reason, and "The Fuel of Life," with Belle Ben-

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD
Z

X

reported as

The Strand, Newark, N. J., to
having made a slight decrease In Ita prices,

A

Iste acquisition to the

Unlve

Is acting

forces la Aahton Dearholt

Marguerite Clark
Main,

Charlotte Granville,

Charles

John O. Hawks has returned to the
scenario staff of Thomas H. I nee, and has
written a story of the West for Dorothy Dal-

H. Goldsall to managing the New York
of the Russian Art Film Corporation
S. Kaplan and wife are oversea*

Julian Eltlnge recently distributed gifts to
those directly associated with him In his
Most
three productions for Paramount.
of the mea received cuff links.

while N.

The censor at Vancouver, B. C,
when "Damaged Goods" was allowed

resigned*
to exhibit

against his expostulations.

Emmy

Wehlen has gone south
beginning

vacation before
production.
Blllle

ard

Rhodee

to

In "That
comedy scheduled

to enjoy a
next Metro

Mutual StandDog Gone Dog," a

appearing

comedies

one-reel

her
In

for release Not. 13.

M. Philip Hansen, who put "A Modern Lorelei" on the market, and who was In New York
when the Broadway presentation was made, is
back on the Coast, where he plans to make
some new film announcements shortly.

of the States Rights Dis-

tributors, Inc.. will be held at the
Hotel. Nov. 20, at 11 a. m.

Clarldge

Ooldwyn picture to be
filmed Is entitled "The Beloved Traitor," a
photoplay from the novel by Frank Packard.

Mae Marsh's

next

Madge Kennedy's next picture will be based
on "Oh Mary, be Careful," a novel by George
Weston.

"Molly Entangled" to announced for release
by Paramount November 10, with Vivian
Martin In the role of an Irish colleen.

Final arrangements have been made for the
complete withdrawal of all road outfits of the
Annette Kellermann feature, "A Daughter of the
Gods" The reason la the decision by the Fox
office to place the film on the regular schedule
of the regular film houses.

A trade ahowlng will be arranged shortly
Harry Rapf'a big production of "The
Struggle Everlasting."
Florence Reed la the
star and Milton Sills and Irving Cummlnga
play the two principal male roles.
The
picture was directed by James Kirkwood*

Hsyden Talbot, journalist, newspaper man
and playwright, has been added to the scenario department of Triangle. Another addition to this department of Hatel MacDonald,
formerly of the Photoplay Magsslne staff.

"Ths

of

Grell Mystery," a Blue Ribbon feastarring Earle Williams, Is scheduled
release the week of Nov. 10 by Greater
Vltagraph.
Ths story to from the pen of
Frsnk Freest.

Although the Sam Merwln story. "Sir Anthony Absolute," to a Bluebird release eet for
Dec. 10, thst will not be the subject title when
the exhibitors get the film. It has been decided
to call it "The Door Between," the principal
players being Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clif-

Wallace N. Powers has severed connections
with the Russian Film Art Company and has
returned to his old love newspaper work slong
Powers has been handling the
Park Row.
general publicity for the Russian corporation.

ford.

ture

The next meeting

for

—

Mr. and Mrs. James Slevln returned to
New York last Saturday, after touring the
greater portion of the world. They were marMrs. Slevln
ried In Paris about a year ago.
is a handsome brnnet of the Spanish type.

Bryant Washburn, the new Pathe star, has
begun work on his first Pathe play.
His
Essanay director, Richard Foster Baker, to
with blm.
Gertrude Selby, recently one of
the leads with Fox, will be Washburn's leading

woman.

New additions to the player staff at the
Triangle- Keystone studios this week Include
Franey, Mllnrara Moran te and Sylvia Ashton.
ribbon,

Billy

Edward August, the film director and actor,
who for years directed many of the Universal'! big features,
shortly.

"The

may

return to the

U

fold

and the Judge," the
The
Clyde Fitch play now being filmed by Emcast of

Girl

prise (Mutual), will Include Olive Tell. Erie

H. H. Hoffman, Ice, has notified the chairof the entertainment committees for the
service cluba here in the city, that he would
.furnish pictures gratia for the entertainment
of our boya In khaki and in blue.

men

Budd Roes, one

of the King- Bee comedians,
has written three new scenarios that Billy
They are called
West will be starred In.
?" "Rum and Poker," and
"Peaches and
"The Diploma*.."

Norbert

GUIs and Eugene Corey are re-

& Wllk announce that Benj. Friendhas purchased "The Whip" for MinneNorth and South Dakota -and Wiscon-

Hiller

man
sota,

Harry

work on a Christmas

Triangle haa added two new players to Its
They are Frederick
Culver City colony.
Vroom, who played with Booth and Barrett
aa a young man, and Edward Jobson, a wellknown character man.

first

offices

to at

They have also disposed of "A Morman
Maid" for the same territory to the WeetFilm Corp.

sin.

cott

George Klelne slipped Into New York within
the (est fortnight, gave his New York office
tbe "once over," predicted big things for the
picture Industry despite the war, and then bled
himself back to Chicago where he will probably
remain for another six months before heading
toward Broadway again.

To date Herbert Rawllnaon

of the Universal

A Sunshine Comedy will
any show.
They will hold up the
program of any theatre.
be the

hit of

of the New
York critics say of Sunshine Comedies:

What some

-

"A new

aeries, side-splitting in

humor,

inaugurated in the presentation of
the Fox Sunshine Comedies, 'Roaring
Lions and Wedding Bells.*"
New York Evening Sun.
is

—

i

"A new comedy film, 'Roaring Lions
and Wedding Bells/ drew great laughter from the large audience.**
—New York Globe.

"A

Fox

Sunshine

Comedy,

'Roaring Lions and Wedding

called

Bells,* is

truly marvelous.'*

—New

York Tribune.

Fox Film Corporation
i

^

le^ilng men Threes has mads so now connec»•*•»»
considers*
tions aMhr-gK K - K> "
Hon. Rawllnaon'e contract with ths U expires
Jan. 1, and until that tliae he will finish up
several festures for ths U.

—

*•»

THsngle

play for Paramount something In ths nature
of a fairy-tale, the title of which Is "Ths
Seven 8 wane." J. Searle Dawley to directing
the picture.

Stanton.

ton.

"Mother" will appear In reading form In a
forthcoming Issue of "The Ladles' World."
L.

nett In the leading role, are ths
offerings for the week of Nov. 18,

:

Following •Ths Clever Mrs. Carfax,** Julian
Bltlnge'a second Paramount play, ths famous
impersonator of fessinlue characters will be
seen in 'The Widows Might,** written for
him by Merlon Fairfax and directed by WillDeMille.
In addition to distributing ths Itsb features for northern New Jersey, arrangements
hsvs juat been completed whereby the Mammoth Film Co. will distribute through southern New Jersey "Married la Name Only,"
starring Milton 8111a,

Frank Phelps, formerly with the George
offices. Chicago, la now located In Lonwhere he to general manager for ths
Empire All- Star films. Phelps, by ths way.
la an old friend of Floyd Gibbons, the Chicago
Tribune war correspondent, now stationed with
Klelne

don,

Pershing's troops In France.

Despite apparent ironclad secrecy sround ths
William Fox offices the feet lesks out thst
the famous Bonis Markovs, to whom Fox to
giving unusual attention In present-dsy publicity, la Gretchen Hartmsnn, ones with Biograph and other local film Anna In private
life she Is the wife of Alan Hals.

The cast of "The Orain of Dust" Ogden
contains the names of Lillian Walker, Corme
Usxell, Edith Day. George Henry. Jacques
Tyrol 1, Redfleld Clark, Cecil Fletcher, Marjorle Vonnegut, Charlee Eldrldge, R. Wangerman and Lawrence Bvart. The picture .to
expected to be released Nov. 15.
Miles F. Gibbons, who has at different times
represented the George Klelne offices In Denver, Pittsburgh and Cleveland, but to an old
New York boy. Is now permanently stationed
In New York, having been appointed general
manage." of the New York City offices, succeeding William B. Raynor, now attached to the
local Pathe offices.
Raynor was with the
Klelne Corp. for four years.

No release datee have been set on Butterfly
subjects for eome time. Dec. 24 hss been left
In order that the specially-made Christmas subject, now on the way to the New York
office from the mske-shop, can be Inserted on
the release slip for that time.
The present
title,
"Just Jim," is almost certain to be
changed before being released st Christmas
time.

open

x
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Cecelia Wltko may be
hello girls In all that the urm Implies but
the boys In the Universal, where the girls
operate the switchboard, are willing to wager
Liberty bonds that they are the ehamp handAnne
lers of number connection hi the city.
and Cells are also champ kldders, according to
the boys.

Late plans la the Horfcbotmer offices arrange
for H. M. Horkbelmer to resnala Indefinitely at
the Coast studios, with U. D. contemplating
reaching New York within the fortnight to
arrange for the stage version of "The Right to
Live." of which the Horkholmers slso have
taken over the screen rights. Nick Holds, the
New York representative, has been granted a
long vacation-

2,g00 feet shorter than

when

street studio.

first offered to

the

Eugene
personality,
legitimate
his
la
0*Brton sppears st each performance of 'The
Co—try Cousin" at the Gaiety, end his screen
peeuoaallty Is being lent to the new produottom which Norma TalHadge Is making at her
eAudle hi Bast 48th street. He will sppear In
It Is
leading male role la this picture.
aa adaptation of "Twe Women," from the

thej

lie

ay Rupert Hughes, In which Mrs.
Jesn Lenox, the
Garter was starred.
the aew Talmadge ple-

In the Bluebird's Christmas "special," "My
Boy," which will be released Deo. 17,
Zoe Rae will Impersonate the "boy" and,
according to those who have seen Miss Rae's
work as v kld" declare this Christmas film will
present her in s role out of the ordinary. The
newlyweds, Ella Hall and Emory Johnson, as
well as Oretchen Lederer and Harry Holder,
Little
little

work with Miss Rae

In this subject.

Luther Reed, now attached to the Universale scenario department. Universal City,
Los Angeles, and who covered ship news for
the New York "Herald" at the same time
Paul Oullck, editor of the U weekly, was covering the same beat for the "Journal of Commerce," returned to Broadway unexpectedly
last week, summoned here by the severe Illness of his mother. Just as soon as his mother
is able to travel. Reed will take her back to
the Coast with him for future residence.
Unless other arrangemente are made the
George Klelne offices will release the reissue of
"Quo Vadla" before New Years. When the big
picture was first presented at the Aator, Broadway, It was in about eight reels, but In the
make-over, which also Included s ehsnge of
action In some of the scenes and a complete
retake In others.
All new titles are being
made, and the reissue will be from 1,000 to

Paths Is working on a new serial which
will he known as "Ths Hlddea Hand." White
taking a scene on a roof ef a building Deris
Kenyon, who will be starred, was shneat
Miss Kenyan was euav
eerteusly Injured.
meed to jump Into a tank, which she did, hag
the cold water cracked the glass snd left n
big hole, through which she would have been
drowned had It not been far her director, ejfca
ale cod the tripod of the camera In front at
(he hole. Miss Kenyon aluan to It untl* tan
The accident at
tank hsd bean emptied.
similar to tie one Annette KsAermann and
Bremen were In while taking a
far ••Neptune's Daughter** at Bssnauda.

vrfttor, is slso la

The »eanl»tlon

of

the astern Bales

divi-

of the U. 8. Exhibitors Booking Corp.
Among rehas beea practically completed.
cent additions are Predertok Holdcrman, who
wiR ha far charge of the D. 8. subjects In
A. Ltacoln Ehrgott will
Northern M. Y.
A. A. Lee
supervise the Bostoa uehange.
will have charge of the Michigan territory.
P. B. Meyer will be scald eat manager ef the
N. Y. exchange and A, J. O'Nell will have
charge of the Brooklyn end.

sion

Frederick H. BUtott, executive secretary of
the National Association of ths M. P. Infantry, and recently elected general manager of
the big film exposition to be held st the
Grand Central Palace, New York, Peb. 2-*t
Inclusive, entertained the representatives of
the trade papers at luncheon Wednesday noon
at the City Club in West 44th street.

picture,

All the big
sen,** la nearlng completion.
scenes havs beea taken, but It will he scene
8tuart
time before the feature Is released.
Holmes and Eugene O'Brien will be In the
film.
The picture Is being taken at the 48th

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD
Anna Wtldmaa and

aew Nona* Talmadge

W

Daniel M. Henderson, of MeClure's Publicawho wrote the prise war poem, "The
to France," haa gotten much praise for
the advertising layouts he conceived for magna! ne and trade paper use of Olga Petrova.
Henderson will hereafter confine himself to
specialising on advertlclng his pet hobby—
when not delving Into literature and poetry,
with Bert Ennla handling all of the Petrova
publicity.
Incidentally, It might be noted that
Henderson's poem, now set to musto, was sung
for the first time la public at the Army aai
Navy bazaar at the Grand Central Palace
Nov. 2 by M. Rundqulst, the former Stockholm grand opera baritone.
tions,

Road

—

.

The

"Lark," a Southern Pacific train,
northbound from Lea Angeles, waa reported
held up one night recently by William Hart,
the film star and a company of film actors, at
a point near Venture, Cal.
A fusillade of
revolver shots hsd the passengers In a near
panic, many of them hiding their valuables.
The object of the hold-up wss to pay their
respects to Adolph Zukor and Jesse Lasky,
who were oa their way to Frisco to attend
the opening of the new California theatre.
Bid Orauman, of the Strand theatre, waa also
searched before the identity of *Jie bandits
was discovered.

IANGL
Olive Thomas
in

"Indiscreet
W

Corinne
She shocked her

oris-

by her
craving to be a "regular
vampire with a
past."
Her wild escapades as a
masked
dancer will keep your
patrons
In
suspense
tocratlc family

and

Released

laughter.

November

11th

COAST PICTUH
GUY
Los
Nov. 7.
la oonflnad to
D. Mslaney. lending
the Sisters' Hospital here, wttn a severe easa
of muscular rhenmatlsm.

Mabel Condaa, of picture
for a month.

utrelce,

was

In

An operRlalto, Is seriously ill st his noma.
ation will be performed on his throat and
Harry Williams, the director, engaged a
dope-fiend for a scene the other day, and ho

waa ao reallstlo that he had Uje whole company scratching.
Milton 81ms, comedian, who was reported to
have gone to war some time ago, received his
exemption papers last week, and so will con*
fine his futurs battles to the screen ss heretofore.

Verne Hardin Porter, author and msgaslna
writer, has

BT

Ashton Deerholt, formerly leading man
with the American, haa signed a long-term
contract with Universal.

Howard Gaye, director for the Mens, and
G. C. Drlsool, studio manager of the Hollywood plant, and their families, spent the psst
week at Laguna Beach.

Monroe Sallabury, Ruth Clifford and Robert
Julian, leading In "The Desire of the Moth,"
appeared on the stage at Qulnn's Rlalto the
other night.
Robert Blair,

J.

A. Qulnn'a aaalstaat at the

to

write scenarios for
/

scenario writer, was
tendered a banquet upon his departure from
Los Angsles for the Bast

George

Proctor,

the

At last George Grey hss oomc to his own.
Known to nearly everyone In the Loo Angeles
film colony as "Sloppy," George has probably
mads more wild lesps and dives for pictures
thsn anyone elee In the business. Hs has been
acting In the capaolty of property man for
aearly a year now, but now ho has beea getting "eloss nps and everything" In a minor
21c In the Western oomedy being directed by
>gglo

Morris.

J. A. Qulnn will soon leave for San Francisco to look about for location sultabls for
the erection- of one of the new Qulnn circuit
thcatrea.
Mr. Qulnn avers that he will soon

explode a bombshell of news.

Robert Bninton, director of production for
Psrslta. thla week presented his wlfs with a
handsome touring oar.
to

The Bssaaay Company has mads an joffer
James Yoaag to oomc to Chicago to direct
Mary McAllister, the child star, In a

little

series

Philo McCollough, driving the famous Bens
racing car formerly owned by Barney Oldfield, underestimated the speed st which hs
waa driving for a scene In "The Legion of
Death," being produced by Metro, In which
Mr. McCullough playa oppoalte Edith Storey,
and lost control of the oar. The oar kept to
the road for some dlstsnoe while the speed
slackened before pumping Into a board fence.
Although suffering from s severely bruised
condition McCullough wss sblc to resume work
after two daya' rest.

come here

Triangle.

New York

Bryant Washburn, wl arrived In the West
the other day to fill a Stature contract, has
[ollywood for $36.a ho:

51

of

pictures.

Director H. Raymakcr's full name Is Hermsn Christian Raymaker, but we have never
seen him that way.

Triangle oomedy director Charles Avery
haa his entire company, Including Harry
Depp. In oonvtct garb this week, giving the
studio much the appearanoc of Jollct

Out at the Triangle-Keystone studio In
Hollywood, the famous bathing beauty squad
hss glvsn wsy, temporarily at least, to some-

thing more patriotic. Atleea Allen, who holds
ths world's fancy diving championship, has
organised the Trlangle-Keystons Rsd Cross
glrla. eomnoeed of herself and three other
mesehosnol the bathing ©quad—Myrtle Reeves,
Clara Roberto and Dade Holland.
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MR. EXHIBITOR-Your Big Bet of the

The World's Greatest

Read
What

Impersonator

And for Eight Years

Critics Say:

a Record-Breaker of

Box

the

"Julian Eltinge is known to most
everyone as the greatest female impersonator the stage has ever seen.
His advent into pictures to worts
something right away before any
consideration to given to the pro-

Office Receipts

duction.

Throughout America

"As a film star Mr. Eltinge registers everv bit as satisfactorily as be
did on the stage, if not more so.

—NOW

is

"You can safely promise that this
funny, interesting and unusual,

but if Eltinge has never played to
your town you want to lay It on
thick about his being recognized as
the greatest impersonator the world
has ever known, because many of
your regulars may never have heard
WID*S.
of him."

Releases His First

—

Three Pictures.

FIRST RELEASES:

"COUNTESS
THE WIDO
"THE CLEVER
•

.

*
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ear and the Screen's Newest Sensation

"JULIAN ELTINGE

his

In

first

•hid* not only landed on
jaws of seTeral mon on the

•creen
the

with

•creen

both

hands,

hot

ho

also reached the jaws of the aodljarring;
ence,
them open with

Sitings established himthe
boot
immediately
aa
of his kind in the movies.**

laughs.
self

woman

r—

NEW YORK

The Handsomest
Gowned Woman
On The

"8UN."

Screen

"Julian Eltinge, the wise ones prethe sensation of the year in pic-

dict

The camera likes him, and,
M one man said, "He can get away
with murder after this," and all bemuse his first picture, "The Countures.

tess

Charming,

f

struck

the

Is

public

The
fancy at the Rialto yesterday.
reason one enjoys the particular

Man

brand of portrayal offered by Eltinge
is so good that one
it
it because
Instantly forgets that it is Eltinge."

NEW YORK

A
V

"TELEGRAPH."

Films

The Rialto Theatre was crowded
yesterday afternoon and evening for
the opening of the new week's programme, which included as its principal attraction the first moving picturf for which Julian Eltinge nas
appeared before the camera.**

NEW YORK "HERALD.**

Made By
Lasky-Paramount

HARMING"
\

MITE
RS. CARFAX
BOOK THEM NOW!

MOV NG PICTURES
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I

PERSUASIVE PEGGT.

It

Persy Patten
Bd Trowbridge

Peggy Hyland
William Davidson

Belle Newell
Pefsy's mother
Peggy's father

Gertrude Norman
Charles 8utton

Mary

Head farm hand

Jules

Cecil

Cow lee

Artkur Henssasaa
Percy Plpp
"Persuasive Peggy." the first of Us Mayfair features starring Peggy Hyland, la the
finest kind of an example of what caa be
done In the way of handling an old theme
It teaches a sweet leases
In a new way.
In the art of handling a husband, a domestic
problem that has existed slnoe time t._

the

Is

Interspersed with allegory and some of
are In versa.
The story Is simand Is merely a visual Issd narproblem confronting every bride

tit See

had gone to the Palm. Needless to say. he
and by argument and cajolery, Justi-

donable technical

her action, as indeed she does throughout.
She haa mads up hsr mind to pattern their

man

fies

moulding a groom Into a good
Is,
When Bd. Trowbridge, a gentleman
farmer, proposee to Peggy Pattoa, and la accepted, she suggests they spend their honeymoon at Niagara Falls. Like ovary ether
young maa la lava, he says they wiM spend
ft anywhere sac desires.
But the Cay after
the ceremony Bd announces they arc la go to
the State Fair. She's a ante little trtck, and
although aa Incorrigible Ingenue, Ilka Blllle
Burke and Marguerite Olark, she haa bralna>
Bd awakes In the morales Is find I eat sad at
a bride, a note from his wife sayti

life on the prtnelple of mutual forbearanoa.
on the theory that It will bring joy and bapIn rapid eequenoo a number of simifitness.
lar "enoountsrs"
between the couple are
visualised, cutmlaatlag In the arrival of a
soa eat heir.
la a "hart gay" to whip
lias and many af the ways la which be
fate
Cta lias
Jha at oondaotlag his marital affaire will
Through*
to meat married folks.
eat It Is a clean, wholesome story, fall of

— that

husband

X

splendid, barring a couple of unparFor Instance, a
mishaps.
picks up hie wife, carries ber out Into
an automobile and drlTcs her home. When
be picks her up he haa no hat on. On entering the machine he has a soft hat on his
bead, and on arriving at his own door, wears

taction

follows,

plicity Itself
ration of the

M

aalaral soenes without any attempt at reeortdramattea," It Is la six reels, excelaaetography, capable acting, and the dl-

a straw hat. Ths locale Is supposed to be
He takes his wife to a local
near Buffalo.
bank, to draw some money and whoa the
cheek Is flashed It Is drawn on a Now York
But these things do not altar the fact
bank.
that "Persuasive Peggy." taken as a whole. Is
a corking feature—one certain to give satisJolo.
faction wherever played.

fit

THE LASfiToF POWER.
John Rand
Marlon Sherwood
Mr*. C. W. 8herwood
Chan. W. Sherwood
Rex Reynolds

Harlan

Kenneth

1
Jtt1*"
P*™*
H**" w ht

."R
Chas. Hill Mafias
T. D. Crittenden
Jack Nelson
Oliver Mullen
Anyone walking In after the start of this
current Bluebird would very likely form a
poor Idea of the hero, crediting that Individual with possession of an extremely exaggerated ego and latecomer would, too, wonder
how such a conglomeration of things fouad
room in ths five- reel length. It Is all supposed to be a dream—a dream of a smalltown youth who haa fallen asleep over his
book at home. The psychology of dreams haa
no palpable place In pictures and "The Lash
It has been acof Powsr" Is no exception.
cepted that the stuff which dreams are made
of has some sort of basis of events or experiso, that
If
ences In the dreamer's Ufa.
doeea't go here, for it would have been ImJohn
possible for this hero to havs so lived.
Rand, the hero, Is a great admirer of NapolVisions of that leader often appar In
eon.
the film story, aa Rand grows In power and
His sweetheart, Marhis lust for ambition.
lon, figures In his actions, and it la because of
her be does some terrific stunts. Rand goes
to the city, happens on the secret of a great
new explosive, which he sells to a foreign
power.
Not content with the fortune so obtained he goee into the stock market and In
an Incredibly short time Is a financial power.
Marion desires social position and marries
another man. Rand makes a "go" of society
and his first "evening at home" results la his
sending bis guests off after Insulting them.
Then, because he doesn't like "society." he
decides to "break" a number of brokers. An
attempt is made on hie life, and at the flnlah
his big mansion Is blown to bits by a smallsized bomb.
Then Rand wakes up. finds his
mother aaleep In her chair, too, and learns
Only
his sweetheart Is still strong for him.
as a dream would "The Laah of Power" be
possible.
The direction Is not without faults,

OVER
HERE

and especially weak eeemed the selectloa of
Even though the
types for the society roles.
throw-beck is old stuff. It would surely ssrvs
to remind an audience that it le a dream and
not a silly excursion In sensationalism. Oarmel Myers, aa Marlon, is featured, but the
heavy doings centre around Kenneth Harlan
as Rand.
/bee.

THE COLD DECK.

" ****

VER HERE'* shows the converting of a
virgin forest into

FOR

40,000

a great

military city

OF OUR BOYS

IN 52

DAYS.

"OVER HERE"

without warfare or blood-

shed, the patriotic film of the

hour— a SUPER

FEATURE,

a main attraction—in 2,000 feet
has greater appeal and timeliness than any film
yet produced. Released November 19th, 1917.

See "OVER HERE"!
cash in, and cash in

Its

your opportunity to

big.

WORLD, PICTURES
Excl usi ve Sales Agent

"Level" Leigh
Alice Leigh
"Black Jack" Hurley
Rose Larkln
Ace Hutton

William

8.

Mildred

Hart
Harris

Edwin N. Wallook
Sylvia Bremer
Charles O. Rush
Alma Rubens

Coral le
Vigilante Chief
Joe Knight
"The Cold Deck" is a typical Hart drama,
with a tinge of romance, gambling, etc, graphically unfolded in a western setting.
It was
written by J. C. Hawks, directed by Thomas
H. I nee and photographed by Joe August.
All three combined their efforts In the general
outcome wonderfully well, but nevertheless
left considerable to the star, who easily ooped
with the many situations.
Occaaionally he
surpassed numerous of his .previous efforts
with an ease that lent considerable fruit for
thought as to the limit of his. ability upon
the screen.
He handles a somewhat different
character, and to further show it, le garbed
in a new cdtflt that adds muchly to his appearance and furthers his aristocratic pose. One
Hart bit will make them gasp.
That was
the fall down the bank while riding the
horse after being shot.
What an insert that
was
The horse stumbled down an embankment during the chase, and Hart remained
right with him until be rolled over on the
ground. Hart has a competent cast, who easily
gain Individual honors through being
blessed with opportunities that rarely comes
to others while working In a production with
a star
There are but few close-ups.
Mildred Harris as Alice Leigh played remarkably
well.
Edwin N. Wallock as "Black Jack" did
good work, while 8ylvia Bremer as "Rose Larkln" presented a pleasing picture. Alma Rubens (Coralle) did nicely the dance-hall type,
taking more close-ups with her light vampire
role than the others. The story Is constructed
about the star, who as Level Leigh, a gambler,
devotes his attentions to his profession In a
small mining camp situated somewhere In
California
that
permits
opportunities
for
splendid scenic environment.
Leigh Is compelled to move to a higher altitude In hopss
of regaining his sister's health.
He enters
another mining camp, not yet organised, and
mere the real action commences.
Coralle,
the queen of the dance hall, falls In love with
hlra.
Refusing ber attentions proven I^igh's
undoing, by having "The Cold Deck" installed.
To bring his sister back to health,
he Is forced to hold up the stage and his arrest
follows.
He escapes by breaking Jail, returning with the real murderer, bringing to a
close an extraordinary feature that will prove
a better attraction on the longer bookings.
It Is replete with thrills, contains an Interesting story that carries everything with It,
and, to cap the climax, la masterly produoed
!

and photographed.

MOVING PICTURES
THE CLEVER MRS. CARFAX.
Temple Trash
Billy Wise

<.... Julian.

Helen Beoet
Mrs Mary Keyee
Adrian Oraw
Rena Varsey

,

Elttnae

Fred Church
Daisy Robtnaoa
Jennie Lee
Noah Beery

Roalta Mamtlol
Julian Bltlnge's second Paramount photo"Tha Second Mrs. Carfax." thin waafc
play
Ha !• tha publisher of a aewoat tha Malta.
papar aad an ex-oollege graduate. A a Important department of Die paper Is "Letters
from the Lovelorn," which he writes answers
to under the nom do plume of "Mrs. Carfax."
Returning home from mo alumni dinner ha

U

tells him
ferns le at the affair.

meets an old friend and

how be Im-

Friend says
personated a
It's Impossible end beta him $100 he dare not
Into the dining room for luncheon In
J;o
emale garb. In the restaurant ha meets a
young girl with whom he Is smitten and seeing her In tha hands of a crook, whom ha
recalls as a Jailbird when he waa a cub
reporter, he boards a steamer with the girl,
Eltlnge's antlea
to be near and protect her.
In female garb were received wltb roars of
laughter by the audience, wblrh waa further
enbsnced by the numerous comedy titles refecting the viewpoint of a man respecting
such attire. In the end, of course, he rescues
the girl from the clutches of the villain and
win" her for himself. The story Is the work
of Hector Turnbull and Gardner Hunting, and
Donald Crisp Is the director. Just how much

humor was

gottlng out of such a simple,
melodramatic plot. It Is almost Impossible to
record.
If Julian Eltlnge can be starred In
feature pictures as good as "The Clever Mrs,
Carfax," he will probably never return to tha
legitimate stage. No small credit for the
generally good effect Is due to the supporting
cast All are first grade artiste. This picture
Is a sure winner.
Jolo.
elean

danelag endnote, Bat aba Iotas Mtoholaa,
though he lent tha wealthy party they said
he waa. The only onea wha jet left are the
press agents but they are doubtlessly used
loee.
to that

A DAUGHTER OP HARTLAND.
Beth Traadway
Major Traadway
Sarah Traadway
John StaadJah
Ripley •«.
Pennell

Dorothy

Edna

Goodrich
William T. Carlton
Helen Strickland
.....Carl BrlekeU
Jack Hopklna
Cbarlee Martin
Floreaoe Millar

Pennell
•
Haskell
Morgaa Thorpe
*.••.....•••.••*•..•.•..•.• bl «i« ourxoa
Mandy ........................ eTyre Brooke
The Mutual "big etar" feature with Edna
Ooodriah. "A Daughter of Maryland," introduces Its oharaatera without eoreening tha
namea of tha playera. Tbla la unique, If not
r^eo

original, la later days,

Tha

picture

waa

di-

rected by Joba B. O'Brien and photographed
by William Crolly. Aa Ita name Indloatea, tt la
a atory of that aouth, though aol "befo' the
war." A wealthy old Major raeJdae aa a large
estate with hla only daughter, who la In8he la aagagad
dulged In bar every Tvhlm.
to a young lawyer, who turne out to ha a
acoundrel who baa wronged tha daughter of
the superintendent Tha Major hlraa a northern landaeapa artist to remodel tha old
grounds, but tha daughter takee a dislike to
him because he Is from tha north. Tha lawyer Is Involved In a atoak spaoulattoo, and
attempts to rob tbe major'o eafe. Dlaooverad
by the old man, tha major le killed In the
struggle. Eventually tha murderer la exposed,
and In a melee la killed. Tha daughter marTha cut-and-diied baale
rlee the northerner.
for an old-fashioned Drury Laaa melodrama
with ecenlc environment. But tha pletarlaetlon le richly handled by Mutual and makes

an interesting program feature.

Jolo.

THE MEDICINE MAN.
Jim

Roy 8tewart
Ann Kronen

Walton

Bdith Strang
Beth Hopkins
Joe Malone

Luthar Hill
Doc. Hamilton
Western stuff
from the title.

Percy Chsllenger
Aaron Bdwarda
Carl ITlman
Wilbur Hlgbee
this, as might be Imagined
The latter, however, meana

little so far as this Triangle feature la concerned, for there Isn't s redskin In It, save
one old aqusw doing a hit. The plctnre waa
orlelnally called "Tbe Guardian of El Dorado,"
and that name might have been retained. It
Though the hero la the
Is more appropriate.
sheriff of .a mining town, there Isn't a ahot
fired after the first few feet. and. In fact, litJim Walton, In from the
tle action after that.
long-horn country, oulckly settlee a fUht be-

tween two town bad boys and be la picked
One day. a traveling quack docHe Is helped In bis bsllvhoo by
a airl who dances on his plstform. This lssa.
for sheriff.
tor arrives.
flilth

"

Strong.

Is

not

his oanahtpr.

dlseoveied

by Joe MaHhe. who Is llleaslly "blah gradlne"
an old goid claim, supposed to hsve petered
out , It la figured out In an odd way that
Edith la tbe daughter of the clslm's discovslth«ue;b a throw-hack discloses the
erer.
then child's parents dead In the desert and
apparently far from a claim. The sheriff Is
watching Malone and has ordered him to stop
Joe and the doctor frame to Interest
stealing.
eastern capital and hsve Edith aim swsy her
rlrhts.
All their scheming Is crimped by the
sheriff, and when "the old d*»c himself" and
Malone are sent on their way and Edith la
assured of wealth. Walton thinks It best that
she *o to a ladles' training school that ase
Edith starts 01 it In the
mtaht be educated.
st n?e coach, but when the latter breaks down
she decides n"t to wait for Its flrlna and steals
back to be the bride of the han-laome sheriff
Instead.
This picture does not nar with some
Perof the oth*»r late western! by Kay- Bee.
hans. because there Is more romance than

'

Ibee.

action In It

INDISCREET CORRINB.
Conine Chllvere
Nicholas

Rocky
Panay

Olive

Penwlck

Vsn Sandt
Hartley

?

Theodora
"Live Wire" Dodge

Aunt

Brltton
Mrs. Cotter Browne
Mr. Cotter Browne

,

A.

Chesehro
Bennett
8edgw1ck
Annette De Poo
George

.

Plorette
Mrs. Chllvere
Mr. Chllvere

P.

Thomas

Joe.

Josle

Lillian

Lanadon

Thomas H. Oulse
i/ou

Coonley

Edwards
Edwin Brady
Anna Dod*e

Thornton

Harry Rattenberry
8uppoaed to be a presa agent 'a atory, and
to one In the know of the foxy wiles of some
of those "genta." It Is a harmleaaly wild escapade of two glrla. yet not as risky a venture
as some P. A. would go to to break onto the
first page.
To the average spectator of this
Triangle, the motive Is forgotten, for from an
audience standpoint, that doesn't count. "Infairly diverting, even
discreet Corrlne"
is
though It Isn't easy to tell what It Is all about
at times.
Corrlne ,1s a daughter of tbe rich,
Pansy seems
but craves to create a "past."
to hsve obtained that little thing and Is supposed to have a child to prove It. though the
Both girls answer the adv.
kid doesn't figure.
of tbe press agents, who offer a reward to tho
one succeeding In hecomln* envaged to a
phoney South American millionaire. In the
peraon of Nicholas, a youth who doesn't look
as thoucb he ^aJlrd from the *. B. C. countries.
This youth la "In" with tbe pr**ss
stents.
R"Cky. another youth, la a friend of
Nicholas. So there la a mixed quartet and It
Isn't difficult to flvure out th^re will be two
weddings In the end, for Rocky takes Pansy
unto himself In spite of that pnat while Nicholas falls for Corrlnne after seeing her aa a
masked dancer In a cabaret. Near the end
Corrlne tries to pop In on the folks but they
turn her cold, having heard of the maaked

,EAST~MONET.
Lois Page

Ethel

Clayton

John

Bowers

Richard Chaaalor
Robert Hlldreth

Maya

Frank

Lily Lorraine.
Louisa Vale
Peter K. Cbanslor
Eugenie Woodward
Sidney MeCall
Cbarlee Morgan
In some respects **Baay Money.** etery by
Gladys E. Johnson, directed by Robert Vale,
photographed by Ma» Schneider, a World
Film releeee, le a conventional picture, but
It takee one or two twists that sustain Interest right up to the flalah.
A yeuag girl
from the country le in New York attending
school to perfect herself as a sculptress. She
Is without further funds and baa about made
up her mind to return home. A youag man.
lesdlng a dissolute life along the great white
wsv. Is aboot to be disowned by bto grandfether for threatening to marry aa aetreaa.
He will come Into his fetber's fortune If be
merries a girl that meeta with the a pprov a l
The prospective sculpof bis grandparents.
tress sttende a party given by tha rich young
man. accompanying her*art tutor. There the
youth propoeee marriage to her, telling her
frankly It Is only In order to secure hie
father'a fortune and ehe. anxloue to continue
her ert studfis, consents, with the proviso
Both
thst they ere not to live together.
Just
s tree for purely mercenary motnves.
how the thing works out makee for InterestJolo.
ing entertainment and worth while.

SYLVIA OF SECRET SERVICE.
Sylvia

Irene Castle

Carroll

Van Bnmn

H. Gllmour
D*rter
...8utanne Willa
J.

Preaeott

Curtl*

Fay Walling

Flllott

.

J. W. Perclval
release for Nov. 2ft Is
Cestle In "Sylvia of the Secret
directed
by George Flttmaurloe.
Service."
The name of the star, the production and the
excellent direction will make It an attractive
feptMre for a nrovram theatre. b»»t as to Ita
merits Intrinsically there la little to command It In the way of plot. Mr*. C*«tte plsvs
8v1vla. connected with tbe Washington SeElliott Dexter la an American
cret 8ervlce.
gentleman employed In the diamond establishment of an Amsterdsm dealer In precious
Pext*»r !• sent to T*oodon to deliver
atonea.
the famoua "Klmberley" diamond, which is
A gang of
wanted for the British crown.
crooks follow Dexter on board shin and
a No on board la Hemming, a Scotland Yard
Sylvia falls In love with tbe young
detective.
American, who la robbed of the Jewel and
accused by the English detective of being
Innumerable melodramatic
the chief crook.
crook lay situations such aa are usually
Eventually Sylvia clears
found In aerials.
the man of tbe accusation, not only of theft
but of murder, to the utter con fu "Ion of the
gentleman from Scotland Yard and there you
Show folks may not rave over the picare.
ture as a classic, but it will bring home the
Jolo.
bacon.
t

Hemming

The Antra (Pathe)

Mm. Vernon

story Is by Mary Elder aad la la si* reel*.
It'e a simple tale, unfolded In the form of
comedy drama. Aa old man conducts a bird
tore and la Injured by aa automobile belonging to a mllllolaalra. The rich man la named
Morrle and hie wife, to forestall a suit for
daauana, offers to purchase a bullinoh at a

Ned aha

will eell

SUNSHINE ALLEY.
Mae Marsh

Nell

Ned

Morris

Carlo

Harboat
Cobbler
Ben Davis
Mr. Morrl*
Morris
Mr<".
Detective

Robert Harron
Dion Tltheradge

her pet

She has a wayward

brother who, being led astray by bad compaatona, trice to rob the rich man's bouse.
The uaderlylag melodramatic theme is constantly offset by the delicious comedy titles
and situations and with the artlstlo direction
and photography the production le a vaetly
superior output
Jolo.

SECRET OF STORM COUNTRY.
A

Norma Talmadge
an Ignorant child, the daughter
of an ez-caavlct wha la a member of a colony
of aquattere, the theme running through a
ohannel ef love and adventure and permitting
Select featare etarrlng

In the role of

selection of some wonderful exteriors,
which are equally wonderfully arranged and
In thle print There la a genuine

the

directed

heart throb In tha experiences of the little
girl, a part excellently handled by the etar,
and its director manages to make It mainly
human without tha usual touches of melodramatic aetbea.
The squatters daughter.
Teas (Mlse Talmadge), falls In love with the
young man who baa been chosen, via the
parental route, aa tha husband of the village
helreea, daughter af tha heartless Squire. The
love tangle that ensues la semi-thrllting In
every angle, the finale bringing no complete
adjustment but rather a satisfactory ending
that provides the usual film happiness for
everyone eeaoeraed. Mice Talmadge haa a
unique persoaatlty la bar film work, bringing
out many detailed points akla to tbe part
that stars of elm liar rolea have singularly
overlooked. She gives the part a touch of
realnceo that carries Its own appeal, aad never
seems to "spread" herself for ado effects, but
rather works toward the collective heneflta.
The cast waa wall drawn, every role being
nicely fit with tha proper type. The Squatter's
village waa expertly pictured here and the
exteriors,, which are the main scenes in the
feature, were built on a rather mammoth
scale, but detailed with a flneese that was
somewhat surprising. As a feature It's Interesting to a degree seldom reached by others.

S.

fcxblhltors'

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
_

„

Broadway.

CAPITAL INCREA8ES.

Harry Haatlasm Amusement
hattan. 8600 to $10,000.

Ed

$400,000 to 1800,000.

AUTHORIZATIONS.

Rxhlhltore' Booking Corp., Delaa re
00J?' 00 °j H«preaentatlve F. O.
,^
« ?Ji
Hall, 1476
Broadway.
U.
, .

ft.

'

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY,

Inc.

»

Presents

GAIL KANE
A GAME 0/ WIT
in

By Daniel F. Whitcomb. In Ave
Directed by Henry Kin*.
Released the week of Nov. 8th.
acts.

The popular

stage favorite, Gail Kane, in a

most unusual production

—supported by a

cast including such notables as George
Periolat, Spottiswoode Ailken and Louis

Cody. Book this and other Gail Kane
features at your nearest Mutual Exchange.

J.

IBeei

T. Carleton
Isabel Berwln

Jack

Grey

Ooldwyn apneara ,to have "caught Its stride"
and If "8unsblne Alley" Is a specimen of tbe
kind of feature* from that quarter, tbe concern will take Ita proper place— that of turning out featurea of the utmosi Importance In
the film producing world. The star of "Sunahlne Alley" la Mae Marsh, support by Robert

Harron and a most excellent company.

The

Man-

Hutchinson, President

Charles

W.

Co.,

Sheldon
Burlesque Prodnrtlna; Co.
^^
Manhattan, $600 to $10,000.
Charter Features Corp., Manhattan.
**"'

J A. Furey

John

Boekia* Cerporatloa

Veritas Film Corp., Manhattan; If. 000;
A. Perreta. A. Prevette and D. De Faleo.
630 Beat 187th at
fc
.,TA
f«- T*r, £r* r WUm °*- Manhattan;
$100,000; M. Pechner. B. H. Thorn. N. C.
Strong. 68 Park Row.
opi ay R t* ,ty Go***? Manhattan;
•*r!l?!
$60,000 J.
M. Davie. J. il. Jacobs, A.
Aacher. 1408 Grand Concourse.
Tvrla Theatrea Corp., Manhattan. $40.000; C. Galge, A. A B. 8elwyn, 1461

Wynn.

Samuel

8.

la offering "Tha Zeppelin's Lemt Bald," a film
spectacle produced by Thomaa H. Iaoe. aoanarlo
by C. Gardner Sullivan. It la la many raepaota
a paraphrase of "Clvlllaatloa" aad Inside
gossip of the trade haa It that tha picture
waa made at the aame time. Color la gtvea
to this by the fact that tha principals art
the same aad there is a close resemblance 10
"Civilization" in the big war scenes. From
this It may be Inferred that the picture, with
Ita attractive title,
magnificent photography
and presentation of numerous scenes of strife,
lenda Itself to booming by exhibitors and will
live up to the promise of presenting something quite unusual and of exceptional value.
Tbe theme of the production la the growth of
the democratic apirlt among tbe Teutonlo
people.
It shows the inner workings of
a
mammoth dirigible. Featured in the production are Howard Hickman and Enid MarMiss Markey haa the role of a young
key.
man active In a secret movement to rouse
the people of an enslaved empire against
autocracy. She persuades her finance, who
la commander of a Zeppelin, to Join in the
movement. While out on a raid he receives
erdera to bombard an enemy city and about
the aame time a meaaage la aent him by tbe
Legion of Liberty that they are striking for
their freedom. He
refuses to release tbe
deadly bombs, the members of the crew revolt,
he shoots two and Anally, mortally wounded,
thrown In the "death switch." which eenda
hla airship to destruction. Tbe scenes throughout are thrilling and effective.
Jolo.

big prion. Ned, tha millionaire's son, who is
of the party, la Imp ressed with the charm of
the old man*a grand-daughter (Miss Marsh),
and telle her to call on him If ever aha la In
need of asstotaaoa. Tbe old man refuses to
eell the bird because It le a pet of the granddaughter. The girl aeeda money to secure
medical attention for the old man and phonee

—

—

THE ZEPPELINS LAST RAID.
Tbe V.

Prod ueeti by

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY.
SAMUEL

8.

HUTCIIINRON.

Inc.

President

Dlstrlboted by

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION
JOHN

R.

FRKULER.

President

•
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EXPOSITION'S PRELIMINARIES.

RECORD PRICE FOR "RAFFLES."

A

The Hy-Class Producing

the
"get together" meeting of
trade newspaper men was the result

Frederic H. Elliott's luncheon at
the City Club Wednesday noon, with
20 representatives of the press having
a feed and giving individual support
to the forthcoming exposition of the
National Association of Motion Picture Industry and M. P. Exhibitors'
League of America, to be held in the
Grand Central Palace, Feb. 2-10.
Elliott has been appointed general
manager of the New York show, with
Samuel Grant, Boston, assistant manager. Elliott and Grant are working
hard to have the undivided support of
the trade press in exploiting the New
of

York

exposition.
luncheon
It was announced at the
that instead of accepting one official
poster via the prize contest two

had found such favor they would be
used in advertising the New York ExEosition. The winners were Lawrence
Wilbur and Fred A. Dan, both of
,

New
The

York.

Sixty artists

competed.

prize of $100 was split bethem, plus an additional $50

first

tween

added, which gave each man $75.
Wilbur's poster was in striking col-

showing a director and camera
man in action. Mr. Dan's sketch
shows a lively baby wearing an army
f
hat and representing the youngest

ors,

•

the world's greatest industries, seated
on a weather vane and pointing "over
there."
It symbolizes the fact
that
the motion picture
film goes
over
there and everywhere.

Walter

J.

Moore and George

I.

Cooks, of the Supply and Eauipment
Division of the N. A. of M. P. Industry, will donate the cost of printing thousands of posters made fr m
the two designs.

The luncheon idea with the trade
press representatives will be carried
out on the "one monthly" plan.

DUAL DIRECTION AN ECONOMY.
A dual director system—teaming

has
paid a record price for the photoplay
rights to "Raffles," when it contracted
to pay to E. W. Hornung and others
Co.

two directors on

the"

same star

—

is

in

Not content with this it engaged
George Irving to direct the picture
and secured John Barrymore for the
stellar role, making it worth the star's

one director to complete a feature and
the other to immediately start mak-

while to close his successful run of
"Peter Ibbetson" last summer. Others
engaged for the cast were Frederick
Perry,
H. Cooper Cliffe, Christine
Mayo* Evelyn Brent.
"Raffles" as a book was one of the
biggest sellers and is still being disposed of in large quantities as a popular
edition.
Liebler and Co.
made
over $100,000 a year with the play,
when Kyrle Bellew starred in it.
The picture therefore has the cumulative effect of a sensational book and
stage success, and it is said the picture will also prove an unusual one.
It is being state righted through the
offices of Hiller and Wilk.

Leonhardt Remaining With Goldwyn.
Sau Francisco, Nov. /.
Harry Leonhardt denies the report
he will return to the Fox Film Corp.
Mr. Leonhardt says he has no intention of leaving the Goldwyn Distributing Corp., with which he is under
contract.

STATERIGHTING HART RE-ISSUE.
One

first pictures in which
Hart appeared for Kessel
"The Bargain," then
released on the Paramount program.

of the

William

S.

& Bauman was

This picture will be resurrected, refurnished and state-righted, and if
successful a number of other New
York motion picture releases, with
Hart featured, will be re-issued in the
same way.

production.

The plan was successfully
with several Metro stars.

.

tried out
is for

It

New York

Nov. B.
Mr. Pettijohn had time to size up the
work done by the Ohio, Illinois,
and Michigan branches of
Iowa,
the association, with the present tax
muddle, one of the main topics he gave

ing the next. The star is not idle £or
several weeks as has been the case in
the past where but one director was
assigned.
The first director, whilst the second
is filming the following picture, supervises the cutting of the first, a matter
which consumes about ten days, and
then prepares for his next picture.
The economy works out in the matter of salaries and there is an increase in production. Another saving
is the difference in production, preventing a sameness, and there is
greater efficiency effected.
Six of the Metro stars are on the
dual-director basis at present.

his personal attention.

President Jake Wells has sent word
will be here to personally conduct
the meeting and will also have a report on the southern territory.
It may be at this meeting the subject of the discussed amalgamation of
the Association and the Exhibitors'
League will be touched upon, but it is
not expected anything definite on the
proposition will be determined at this

he

time.

COURT RELEASES ENID BENNETT.

ADVERTISERS' "RIOT."
There was a young "riot" at last
Thursday's meeting of the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers over the
resolution adopted the week previous
denouncing pro-German newspapers.

The Los Angeles

*

4

Even with
it is

the wholesale resignations,
thought the trouble will be patched

up and there was talk of the olive
branch being offered. A aew resolution

is

being drafted, but it

include any

mention of

is

courts have decided
Enid Bennett does not have to continue in the employ of the New York
Motion Picture Corp. Judge Russ Avery
ruled that inasmuch as she signed her
contract with that concern under the impression, and with a complete understanding, that she was to be supervised by
Thomas H. Ince, personally, in all her
work, the agreement was voided.
that

The fight concerned the Inclusion in
the resolution of a specific group of
publications, including a New York
morning and afternoon paper.
The resolution was rescinded by a
vote of 14 to 12. Immediately followed
a storm of resignations, sudden adjournment stopping the stampede.
Personalities were freely indulged in
and charges of "un-Americanism'T were
hurled.
There was also a charge of
political motive behind the resolution,
it being alleged the matter was food
for the city's Fusion party. This seemed
to have no basis, as there was no attention paid to it in the mayoralty
fight
N

HfeETING.

CC

Pettijohn, managing executive of the American Exhibitors'
Association, gets back from a two
weeks' trip through the west and
middle east, he expects to have? some
important things to report at the meeting of the board of directors and assembled membership of stockholders in

being tried out by Metro. The system
seems to be an economical departure

interested, $25,000, and an interest in
the film production to this play.

L A.'S NEW YORK

A.

When

VITA'S

NEW COMEDIES.

Greater Vitagraph will add to its program a new Tine of comedies. These
comedies, which will be one reefers, will
not interfere with the production of Big

Vs.
The brand will be a higher comedy,
made from the works of some of the best

known humorists
and

'will

tion of

of the present day,
be produced under the direc-

Graham Baker.

Edward Earle and Agnes Aifrcs, two
Blue Ribbon stars, will be features in
this

new

series of

humorous productions.

not to
pub-

specific

lishers.

William Duncan

Alice Joyce Renews with Vita.
Alice Joyce has renewed her contract
with Greater Vitagraph, the pipers having been signed last week.

GBKATBB YTrAOBAm

Ik Fighting

Trail"
~W«ttrtl]«

fty

Alfr«*

JULIAN ELTINGE
THE FAMOUS IMPERSONATOR
To

the screen

what he was

to the stage

RICHARD
STANTON
in

New York

direct-

ing feature films for

William Fox.

Current Release: "THE. SPY"

m^m

MO VING PICTURES
PARALTA COMMENCES ROYALTY
BASIS FOR FEATURE AUTHORS
Advances on Acceptance and Release, with Guarantee of Production Pate. Sliding Scale of Percentages on Gross.
Fire Per Cent, on First $100,000 to
2 % on
$200,000 and Above. Big Names Con-

UV

tracted for
During the

week Paralta signed
contracts with a number of prominent
authors to write picture scenarios on
a royalty basis that will add a new
last

zest to writing for the screen
eventually
develop
feature

and may

authors
along the line the stage has dramatists
to the fore.
Those who have signed
with Paralta are Mrs. Wilson Woodrow, Charles Neville Buck, Larry Evans,
Frederick Arnold Kummer, Edwin S.

"Tex" O'Reilly, and Rupert Hughes.

The Paralta plan includes the paying
of an advance with the acceptance of
the scenario and a contract calling for
a guarantee of production within a limited time.
On the date of release a
second advance is paid to the authors.
The Paralta agreement does not restrict the writers exclusively to Paralta.
That film producing* company, however,
is to have first call on their writings
and they are to submit no less than
six scenarios a year.
The advances on acceptance will be
anywhere from $500
$l,t0t and the
percentages will be ceaoputed on gross
earnings.
Heretofore there have been
a few producing firms that have had
arrangements with the authors on a
percentage plan whereby the author received 10 per cent, of 65 per cent, of
the earnings of the film.
The plan Paralta is to inaugurate
will be based on the absolute gross
earnings of the picture. The authors
are to receive 5 per cent, of the first
$100,000: 7*4 of the next $50,000; 10

f

Under Plan.
also the

Bowdoin Square, Boston.

At present there is a film production
on the market for which the producers

The author of the
piece, which was known to the stage as
?
The Battle Crv," after months ofliti-

are asking $250,000.

received for his portion, after
egal fees were paid, exactly $425.
ration,

f

300 S-REELERS AT LIBERTY.
The announcement of Paramount
that a list of approximately 300 fivereel features, in many cases with its
greatest stars and embracing some of
the most successful films that have
ever been released, is now available
without territorial restrictions upon

the open booking market, should be
welcome news to exhibitors throughout the country.

WALRAVEN PARALTA'S

P. A.

H. Walraven has been appointed
chief of the publicity staff of the Paralta. He assumed the duties this week,
succeeding Wilbur Bates.
Mr. Walraven was formerly publicity
representative for Oscar Hammerstein
in Philadelphia (at the opera house
there) and more lately has been identified in a like capacity with Henry Walthall, one of the Paralta stars.
J.

'

up to $200,000, and 12*4 on
amount.

all

over that

One of the failings of the picture industry has been neglect to develop authors for the screen as they have been
developed in the legitimate theatre.
There have been many cases in the
courts over the author s rights in the
cases where books and plavs have been
reproduced in film form. Plagiarism is
a charge that flies back and forth daily
in the world of the picture, and the
recognized writers have be*n given no
real incentive to write, for the returns
have been far from commensurate with
the earnings that they could achieve in
other fields with equal success.
Within the past fortnight Peter B
Kyne, who receives $1,500 for a short
story from the "Saturday Evening
Post" (and that publication is willing
to take all that he can turn out), was
offered $250 for a scenario for a feature
picture production. He asked '$500 for
the story. At the time Mr. Kyne stated
he would never again attempt to write
a scenario.

One of the most remarkable instances
where an author did not receive all
coming from the earnings of a picture
is the case of "Tess of the Storm Coun-

of

As a feature picture with Mary
Pickford the star, it is stated to have
earned over $500,000 gross. The rights
were purchased in the days prior to
hieh prices for picture productions and
$250 was what the writer received.
Under the new order of things the author's share would have been $51,250.
"Tess" played for two years and then
new print* were sent across country,

try."

the picture becoming a reissue, and
since whenever there was any doubt as
to the drawing qualities of any Paramount production prior to release,

"Tess"
a mi a.

has

usually

The Strand

played the picture

been

in
five

marketed

New York

has

times, at has

AftRAMjiriG

FOR EXPOS.

At a meeting of the Board of
Directors of the Motion Picture Exgosition Co., last week, William A.
rady, president of the National Association of the M. P. Industry, was
unanimously named as president, with
Lee Ochs and J. H. Hallberg, vicepresidents; J. A. Berst, treasurer, and
Louis F. Blumenthal, secretary.
The New York film exposition is set
for the Grand Central Palace, Feb.
2-10. Frederick H. Elliott, executive
secretary of the N. A. M. P. I., has
been chosen as general manager.
Samuel Grant, Boston, will be his chief

EXHIBITORS9 PROTECT!"* ASSH.

AGAINST CHAPLIN CHARGES.

Chicago, Nov. 7*
The war tax haa brought about a
rupture between film producers and exhibitors in Chicago, and is responsible
for the organization of a body known
as the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Protective Association, which is planning
a fight against whaf it considers an
attempt on the part of the manufacturers to pass the tax buck to the ex-

Considerable agitation is afloat regarding the release by the First Na-

hibitors.

trolling 200 days

/

The war tax on

films is #c. on the
J4c on prints, and sec-

master film and
tion 601 of the 1917 war tax provides
that this tax be paid by the manufacturer. During the week local exhibitors
received bills from producers which included in addition to the regular rental
charges an item of 15c a reel for "taxaOn a five-reel picture this tax
tion.
charge amounts to 75c The local exhibitors allege that this not only results
in neutralizing the tax imposed on the
manufacturer, but results in a profit
Almost simultaneously with the receipt of these bills, the exhibitors received a letter from the Mutual advising that this firm would "absorb"
the tax and not impose it on the ex-

hibitor.

For reasons of policy the organizers
and members of the new "protective"
association are not saying very
about it for publication.

PETROVA ADVERTISING.
themselves on record with with their
nationwide publicity especially in the
matter of advertising most extensively in the newspapers and magazines.
Now comes an announcement from
President Frederick L. Collins, of the
Petrova Picture Productions, that in
exploiting the Petrova series of features a $50,000 newspaper campaign
will be applied to cover both the big
city and crossroads hamlet newspapers.

Incidentally Petrova is doing some
writing to help the cause along) supplying the Ladies' World with a series
of articles of interest especially to the
"eternal feminine," and also plans to
help in the subtitling and cutting of
the pictures when finished.
For the second Petrova picture
Larry Trimble is in charge of the direction, work already being under way
now that the first Petrova subject is
ready for the screen.

Alic« Lak* Returns to Load.
Alice Lake, former leading lady for
Roscoe Arbuckle, has returned to that
comedian in the same capacity.

as his assistant.

For both shows Fred E. Hartman,
Chicago, and William Hilemeier, New
York, were chosen assistant managers.
Richard G. Hoolaman, president of
the International Exposition Co., was
named as exposition adviser to Manager Elliott of the New York show.
It was decided certain sections of
the Palace floor space would be sold
at $2.50 a square foot, while the remaining space upstairs and down will
go for $2 a foot.
Without any solicitation space for
the New York Expo to the amount of
$10,000 has been practically arranged
for by exhibitors and manufacturers.
A prize of $100 wiH be awarded by
the New York Exposition managers
to the best poster design submitted to
advertise the show, the contest closing Oct. 31.
bam Grant has already began booming things for the Boston show and
the New England exhibitors are planning to make the Hub affair eclipse
the show held in New York.
Both Elliott and Grant are considered live wires and with them putting
all their efforts to the wheel both expositions are expected to prove big
affairs

financially

and

artistically.

WASHBURN EXEMPT.
Chicago, Nov. 7.
Bryant Washburn, the film star,
was granted exemption from military
service this week.
Washburn's appeal for exemption was denied previously by his local board and the
filmist took the appeal to the Govern-

ment

officials

who

recognized

it.

SCREEN CLUB'S NEW BROOM.
Numerous changes are marked for
the Screen Gub by the newly elected
regime.
President Joe Farnham and
his board of directors have cast the
die that hereafter all members must
show their paid-up credentials at. the
club door and that also hereafter all
applicants for membership must be
vouched for by established film men as
"eligible," the endeavor being made not
to encourage the numerous supernumeries of the studios to try and secure
membership within the club.
A number of inside changes are to be
made on the club decorative arrangement and some of the present departments will be noticeably changed in
position before the first of the year.
The intention to have the members
show their cards recalls, that, recently
the Elks decided to have all members
visiting the club and passing the door
show proper

credentials.

their

Chaplin pictures. Exhibitors of prominence in New York are banded together to combat the price asked on
the ground it is excessive.
The price asked is $100 a day, twice

what Mutual charges.
Loew, Proctor and Moss

The

Keith,

Circuits, conin New York State,

have agreed not to pay over $50 a
day, claiming that is a fair price, as
picture houses playing Chaplins must
book their regular feature in addition.
They have decided that if the First
National refuses to accede to the
price set they will refuse to run the
Chaplin comedies.
They claim the exhibitors who control the First National were the first
to set up a hue and cry against
deposits.
The First

National salesmen say
paying Chaplin one-third
more than he received from Mutual

they

are

and are receiving one-third

less pic-

eight releases a year as*
They also
against Mutual'* twelve.
demand deposits covering the last
picture's rental, and in event of cancelation the deposits to be forfeited.
Mutual did not exact deposits.
At the present time there has not
been a single bookfng of the new
tures, viz.:

Chaplins in

The Goldwyn and Paramount spread

assistant.

The Boston Expo will be held in
July with Sam Grant of Boston as
general manager, with F. H. Elliott

much

Circuit of

Exhibitors'

tional

New York

State.

/

GRIFFITH AT WORK.
AngeCtes, Nov. 7.
back on his old
stamping ground and will begin "shooting" at once for the finishing touches
of his war pictures.
An entire French village has been
built for this purpose on the same lot
where "Intolerance" was staged.

Los

D.

W.

Griffith

is

COBE RETURNS TO HARNESS.
Andrew J. Cobe is back in film harCobe organized -the Unity Sales

ness.

-

and was active in other quarters
when he withdrew from the film Rialto
Co.,

since. Now he is the factor
Exin the newly organized Allied
changes, Inc., which elected officers at
a meeting in the Hotel Astor last week.
Nixon-Nirdlinger was chosen vice pres-

some while

ident.

The Allied Exchanges have opened
permanent offices in the Godfrey building, where Cobe will be managing director. They plan to buy any suitable
film production and play it through the
exchanges now listed with the new or*
?:anization and then make arrangements
or subsequent exhibitions.
Among film men interested in the
new body are Jackson Bros. & McMahon, pioneer film men of Cincinnati, David Lowrey, Boston, and L. C.
Card, Newark.

AGENT FINED

$2S.

Cincinnati, .0., Nov. 7.
Haynes, a picture agent of this
:ity, was fined $25 and costs by Municipal Judge Alexander on a charge of
having failed to cut parts of a film
which the Ohio Board of Censors ordered eliminated.
Judge Alexander suspended all .but
$10 of the fine, saying that in the
future he would not be so lenient.
R. H.

DIDN'T BUY
Although

PARAGON STUDIO.

official

announcement was

given to the story that Famous Playhad purchased the Paragon studio
in Fort Lee, the deal has been de-

ers

clared

off,

though

it

may come

to life

again at some future time.
It
seems the arrangements were
made hot ween Adolph Zulrr>r, representing Famous Players, and J. E. Rrulatour,
representing Paragon.
While
Brulatour is understood to he still willing to carry out the agreement, the
board of directors refused to ratify the
deal. Famous Players will continue to
work at the Paragon studio under the
present leasing arrangements.

•
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CHICAGO MAKES GRAFT CHARGE
WHEN FORCED TO PAY 15c TAX
9

Theatre Owners Association in Windy City in Broad Statement Accuses World Film of Mulcting Trade of "Extra
Mdhey" by Alleged Placement of Collected
Levy in Coffers of Film Exchanges World
Manager Makes Explanation
Other Phases.

—

Chicago, Nov.

7.

The Chicago Theatre Owners' Ashas
issued
statement
a
charging graft on the part of certain
film producers in connection with the
War Tax, specifically mentioning the
World Film Corporation, as follows:
"Graft in its meanest, most glaring
form, showed when the World Film
Corporation branch in Chicago desociation

manded that theatre owners
new clause in its contracts

insert a
for him

service agreeing to be taxed by the
film concern to the extent of 15 cents
per reel per day, this tax not to go
into Government coffers but into the
executives of the corporation."
The directors of the Association condemn the extra tax as a graft plan and
menace, stating that this demand on
exhibitors means they will have to
bear the burden of an "unpatriotic corporation," and attack William A. Brady,
Director General of the Corporation,
who is also president of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
The Association, which claims to cofftrol $10,000,000 in Chicago theatre interests, states it will refuse to pay the

corporation tax and promises a sweeping .campaign against the World corporation and others who attempt to
add the tax.

When confronted with the charge
that they were "grafting" in Chicago,
Felix F. Feist, Manager of Sales of the
World Film Corp., explained the matter as follows
"Our attitude in Chicago is the same
as it is all over the United States.
are acting in the same consistent manner as is every distributing organization in the business, with the exception of two one of which is not acting in a similar manner for internal
reasons and the other is making a 'sales
talk' of it and a campaign in an endeavor to make c.^.wfM of the situa:

We

—

tion.

"The cry has not been against the
tax, but rather against the amount of
tax. which amount was decided upon
after a careful investigation on the

part of Price, Waterhouse St. Co., who
do the auditing for most of the representative film concerns in New York.
"The greatest cry has come from the
smaller exhibitor, who says
'I am not
running pictures that you made or released since May 9. The pictures that
I run you made before there was any
tax imposed.' In this they are correct, but they forget that we will have
made thousands upon thousands pf
feet of film, upon which we will have
paid thousands upon thousands of dollars
in
tax that we will not be
able to collect any tax from the exhibitors on, after the Government re-

Several

exhibitors

of

49

the

TO

all tax."

Frederick H. Elliott, Executive Secretary of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry, Oct. 29,
sent out the following wire:
Each one of the following motion
picture distributors and producers
have wired and written their manYou
agers in substance as follows
are hereby directed and ordered
to continue to bill and collect the
sum of fifteen cents per reel per
day for each reel of film delivered
to any exhibitor in your territory
for exhibition because of war excise tax.
This is in confirmation
of instructions heretofore given
you which you are directed to follow out and under no circumstances permitted to deviate therefrom. These instructions apply to
all
exhibitors without exception.
Artcraft Pictures Corporation, Fox
Film Corporation, Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, International Film Service, Jewel Productions,
Bluebird
Inc.,
Photoplays, Inc„
General Film Company, Metro Pictures Corporation, Paramount Pictures Corporation, Pathe Exchange,
Inc., Select Pictures Corporation,
Universal
Film
Manufacturing
:

THE SERIAL MARKET.

smaller,

brand claim the present method of
footage taxation is unjust for the reason that houses like the Rialto and
Strand, New York, are only taxed 75
cents for a feature the same as they
are and that in such houses do not have
to figure closely in the matter of price.
The two distributing concerns referred to as assuming the tax- them*
selves are Triangle and Mutual. The
Triangle officials claim it is unjust and
unfair to tax the exhibitor and that
the tax was intended to be borne by
the manufacturers and the burden
should not be shifted upon the exhibitor.

For the first time since the Universal
started making serials, it will shortly have two serial subjects in release operation at the same time. Herein making a serial would
tofore the
exploit it separately and have it out
of the way on the release chart before
considering another.

U

U now

The

has out "The Red Ace,"

released eight episodes, with
nine more to follow. These will be in
the market at the same time the Universal^ new one, "The Mystery Ship"
(with Ben Wilson), will be turned

having

The

loose.

latter's first showing will
26, running through 15

be made Nov.

SEELYE LEAVES PATHE.
C. R. Seelye, general manager for
Pathe, has severed his connection
with that concern.
No information
is forthcoming other than a confirmation of the news of his retirement.

:

moves

58

XMAS SPECIALS.
With Christmas approaching, the big
film makers turn their minds to subjects for the occasion.

First of
the Christmas
activities
comes perhaps from the Universal
ranks, where at least two big "specials" are being planned that after
December can be rechristened and find
market demand for other months.
Under the Butterfly label will come
"Uncle Oliver's Christmas,'* a fivereeler,
with Ella Hall co-featured
with
her
newly-acquired
husband,
Emery Johnson. The story is by

Elsie Jane Wilson, who will
also
direct the piece.
The other Christmas film will have Harry Carey as the
star, with Jack Ford directing.
Other film firms will make their holiday "specials" in future announcements, although much of the feature
distribution for December and Jan-

episodes in two-reeled installments.
Inasmuch as the U has lopped off the
releasing of many of its shorter-made
reels, the new activity in the serial department is to make up for the elimination of the other subjects.
About four years ago the U turned
loose its first release of the serial subjects, "Lucille Love" being then offered in 15 parts. This subject is now
being cut down to about seven reels,
with some of the old-fashioned directing "bits" cut out and some new subtitles given it, with* the U going to
supply certain sections that have applied tor the earlier subjects.
"The Gray Ghost" has been completed, but in some sections it is just
getting under way, with the theatres
having played up "The Voice on the

Wire" ahead of it.
Pathe is showing as much activity as
any of the film makers, with word from
that the film serial subjects
in the least, showing more popularity, if anything.
Selig, laying claim to making the first
serial ever released (the Kathlyn Williams jungle subjects, as well as Kalem,
always strong on the serials), are showits officers

have not deteriorated

ing renewed activities.

uary has already been filled, with none
of the Christmas subjects yet finally
titled.

WAR

PICTURES AT
Dayton,

$1.

Nov. 7.
representhas
the official
ing A. H. Woods, who
Italian War Pictures, announces they
are to open at the Majestic here
November 25 for two weeks, and a
third week, if business warrants, at
O.,

George ("Lefty") Miller

ITALIAN

WAR

FILMS RELEASED.

"The Italian Battlefront," official
war films of the Italian Government,

owned throughout the Uriited States
by the Fort Pitt Theatre Co., are now
being released throughout the country
on an extensive scale.
A large party of Italian officials and

New

officers will leave
York
ter next for the exhibition
Italian Battlefront" in Los

week

af-

"The
Angeles
and San Francisco.
It
is
expected
General Guglielmotti, Military Attache
of the Italian Embassy in Washington,
of

top.
He is billing the town
heavily,
and good
business is exMiller,
pected, as
when at the Majestic with "Civilization," did the largest
business of any picture at any theatre

$1.00

in

Dayton.

War

pictures

open

at

the

Palace,

Toledo, Nov. 18 at advanced prices.

Kleine System.
It is understood a rehearing on this
tax has been promised the picture
manufacturers by President Wilson in

be among them.
The Italian Embassy is anxious to
impress upon Americans in the west
and middle west the enormous part
Italy is playing in the world war. The
exhibition there, will, therefore, be un-

I\eid, confined to his home
for some time as a result of a badly
injured hip, received during the filming of "Nan of Music Mountain," will
shortly be ready again for active

December, when Congress

der

work.

Company. Vitagraph V. L. S. E.,
World Film Corporation, George

sits

again.

REID RECOVERING.

will

official

supervision.

Wallace

VARIETY
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u
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7—St Paul
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"
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—Vancouver

Feb. 4
«

San Francisco

11—Oakland
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U
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VARIETY

HELD OVER FOR SECOND WEEK
at the

World's Greatest Vaudeville Theatre

B. F. Keiths Palace,

New

City

-\

IN

uA Variety of Varieties 99
OPENED MONDAY AT THE PALACE, NO. 1, HAD OPERA GLASS
BILLING (SMALL END AT THAT), SAID NOTHING, AND WENT
TO WORK—THE FIRST "OPENING ACT" EVER HELD OVER AT
PALACE. COULDN'T SAY MORE ABOUT THE MERITS OF
OUR NEW ACT IF WE WROTE A BOOK ON IT, AND WE EXTEND
OUR THANKS TO THE PALACE MANAGEMENT AND BOOKING
DEPARTMENT.
^

Representative,

WILLIAM.

S.

HENNESSY

"
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COUNTRYWIDE FLOP IN BUSINESS
SHOWN BY BOX OFFICE REPORTS
Returns from

New

York, Chicago, Philadelphia and Boston
Bad Shape. Managers Worried.

Indicate Theatricals in

*

No Relief in Sight. Number of Houses to Close.
One Night Stands Off
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CITY, FRIDAY,

in Sections.

16,
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Burke and Arthur Hopkins

have nut as yet effected a mutually
agreeable settlement of the contract
that exists between them. Early this
week there were signs pointing to the
affair leading to the courts, through
Miss Burke having placed her contract
in the hands of Nathan Burkan, the
attorney, for settlement.

Mr. Hopkins engaged Miss Burke
for a season of 30 weeks at $1,500
weekly to appear in the Clare Kummer play, 'The Rescuing Angel." The
piece was tried in Wilmington and

com-

later played Philadelphia before

two weeks elapsing since the
last report on box office conditions in
Variety, show business throughout the

period. The Shuberts have thus far
called off commissions on box office
orders at night.

country has suffered a depression* of
The mana most alarming nature.
agers are worried to a tremendous
the
extent, and are unable to figure

outs in force at the agencies, but they

In the

the blame for the
several directions.
War tax, Liberty Bond installment
payments and the inflated prices of
foodstuffs are all equally held to blame
for the falling off of theatre patronage. Everywhere one hears the plaint
regarding bad business, which is not
alone confined to theatricals. So much
are the managers worried that
at
last week's meeting of the Managers'
Association (legitimate) there was a
brief discussion regarding the advisability of cutting the salaries of the
players.
It is only about three weeks ago
that New York managers were decause,

drop

scattering

in

'

manding guarantees from producers
for a chance to play on Broadway, and
appearances indicated that a condition, like unto that of last season
would prevail this year. But in three
weeks the tables have been entirely
turned about, and the outlook at present is that theatre* managers will have
pretty
near guaranteeing
to come
shows to come into New York if they
want to keep their houses open. Right
now there is a possibility of several
all

Broadway houses

being

dark

next

week.
In two weeks seven attractions on
Broadway have been sent to the store-

Three others will probably folweek. They are "The Torch"Kitty Darlin'" and "Barbara."
Three others have taken to the road,
but the new crop of plays fails to show
house.

low

this

es,"

any particular signs of pulling at the
box office. Kvcp the bigger hits were
affected by the slump, and the hotel
agencies are complaining the season is
the worst ever experienced, they laying the blame to the war tax. All of
the theatres with the
exception
of
those controlled by the Shuberts have
called off commissions .for the
war

A

few weeks ago there were

17 buy-

have dropped to
one running out

six at this time, with
this week. The outside brokers say they will not renew
any buys and all will be discontinued
when they have run out. This predic-

was made in Variety almost two
months ago.
Road conditions are reported as

tion

frightful,

although

advices

received

from out of town indicate last week
was slightly better in point of receipts
than the week previous. But the road
shows are suffering, with the exception of a few of the bigger attractions, such as the "Follies" and other
big musical productions. From Canada the

however, indicate
that business is good, and a number
of shows are heading in that direction.
"Experience" just through the
Eastern Canadian territory reports
reports,

business big, the

show netting a

profit

of between $6,000 and $10,000 weekly
on five weeks across the line.
While the majority of road managers
were complaining this week, Oliver
Morosco seemed satisfied with the reports on his desk on 10 Morosco
shows, giving their receipts for Monday night of this week. All of the
shows are on the road. One playing
in St. Joe, Mo., got nearly $1,200, Terrc
Haute gave another attraction that

evening $900, while in Ottawa another
got over $1,200. All of the half score
Morosco shows over the $800 mark and
some went over $1,200 for Monday
night.
This bears out the statement
of one of the big route men who contends that the public out of town is
show wise and is patronizing
what they want and letting the others

ing into

go

by.

A

small insight into road conditions
be ohtainvd -f«"om the following:
In the middle west Molinc and Vincennes are giving shows returns of
about $300 a performance. Other towns
in the same territory are playing as
high as $800 a night. Providence, R. I.,
is also off.
One show got $640 on four

(Continued on page

13.)

New

York.

When

it

Miss Burke, according to Florenz
Zeigfeld, her husband, is entitled to
her salary under the contract for 30
weeks. He states she was guaranteed
that many consecutive weeks in the
Kummer play. Mr. Hopkins says he
stands ready to send Miss Burke on
tour in the piece, but that she has
refused to go. Hopkins also states he
offered to present her in another play,
but this was also declined.
In the meantime the lawyers are
busy writing

letters.

ROW OVER BERNSTEIN

PLAY.

There

is a row on between the ofWilliam A. Brady and those of
the Frohman Co. over the production
of "L'Elevation" by Henri Bernstein,
in which Grace George opened at the
Playhouse Wednesday night.

fices of

The Frohman
the

exclusive

office

stage

claim they hold
rights

Bern-

to

works in this country. Brady
secured ftie play through Oscar Osso,
the American agent for the author.
Early this week injunction proceedings were spoken of at the Frohman
office to prevent the Playhouse openstein's

ing.

Montreal, Nov.

14.

Notwithstanding the reports from
the States of the present depression in
theatricals, this has been and continues to be the best box office season
Montreal has ever had.

SECRET SERVICE PLAY.
George H. Broadhurst has bought
from John Oishei of Buffalo the
American producing rights to a play
called "The Scarlet Service," said to
have a secret service plot.

The

piece

is

probably

of

and the settings are
Kuropcan soil.
It

foreign
laid

on

Mr. Broadhurst's intention to
a number of changes, which in-

is

make

the stage.
In managerial circles
there is much speculation regarding
the evident change of policy in the
Marbury office, for heretofore new talent was always exploited.
Cecil Cunningham, announced as in
the cast last week, states that while
she had been in negotiation with her
representative, she did not sign with
the show, and at present she is a free
lance, professionally and matrimonially.
(Late husband—Jean Havez.)
to

clude the localizing of the action.

DOONE MARRYING WIDOW?
The

report is about that Allen
the young actor-author-prorecently had his own company at the 39th Street, may shortly
wed the widow of Joseph Murphy of
"Kerry Gow" fame.

Doone,

who

ducer,

Doone is now in California, whither
Mrs. Murphy is expected to follow
soon and where the nuptials ire expected to take place.

NEW OPERA A FAILURE
Chicago, Nov. 14.
"Ysabeau," a Mascagm opera, produced here Monday at the Auditorium
for the first time in America, is regarded as a failure.
When the all-star cast sang The
Star Spangled Banner," the audience
united in the greatest demonstration
ever staged in this town.

PHYLLIS NEILSON TERRY'S OWN.
Neilson Terry will shortly
the legitimate under her own
management, in America, in a play,
to be (produced by her husband, Cecil
King.
It is to be brought into New York
in January.
Phyllis

appear

in

SUFF WEEK*
Nov. 26 will find an all-girl bill at
the Harlem opera house, the week being given over to the women in honor

MONTREAL'S BEST SEASON.

origin,

The latest engagement made far
"Fancy Free" by Elizabeth Marburv
will bring Edna Wallace Hopper back

did ar-

rive on Broadway, Broadway would
have none of it and the production
was sent to the storehouse after some
six weeks of playing.

just

may

EDNA HOPPER RETURNS.

BURKE-HOPKINS DISPUTE.
Billie

of the recent election returns awarding the suffrage vote.

Manager Bob O'Donnell

will decor-

ate the property in the colors and at
each performance a prominent member of the Suffs will address the audience for a brief interval on the merits
of the cause.

RUSSIAN DANCER IMPORTED.
Kshesinsky, the celebrated Russian
dancer, has hern brought to America
by Vlasta Maslova and wiii appear
with her in her new vaudeville production.

Miss Maslova will do for the first
time in this country "Lcskinka," the
native dance and favorite pastime of
the Russian Cossacks.

CABLES
2d ^ZIG

ZA&"

"

""*

IN PARIS
Way

Paris, Oct. 24.

The controllers of the Paris theatres
are moving for an increase. These
are the gentlemen in all cuts and fits
of evening dress who mark off the
seats on the plan after the playgoer
has bought his ticket. They arc invariably small functionaries of the
municipality or government, who add
to their small income by this work at
At preser» the price paid at
night.
the theatres is anything from $10 to
$25 per month, and with the increased
co*t of washing the shirt fronts and
cuffs, they rightly consider they deserve an increase.

Manager Berthez has commenced
season at the Capncines with a
smart revue by Rip. The title origchosen was "Macache Bolo," but
the watchful censor twigged reference
to the scandal now being investigated
and cut out even the name, so thai
the production is being played as "A
par ca" ("Except For That"). Nina
Myral. Luguet and Rence Ryson head
the ca*t with Barthez.
C. Defreynne will present Sacha
Guitry's short farce, "Chez la Reine
Isabelle" (produced at the Bouffes)
at the Concert Ma vol next month. It
will be played by Pol in. Mariol, Montel and Betty Daussmon. The subhis

to Tipperary," is in a hospital,
He is
suffering from eye trouble.
progressing favorably.

PUT

ject

of

the

injects

may

please

the

Faubourg St. Denis better than the
Rue Monsigny. This will be followed
bv a sketch written by Mirande for
Mile. Spinelli; and then again a
sketch for the end of November by
Mirande and St.-Granier for the

I

have the leads.
The production will be made at St.
Martin s theatre, where Maud Allen
Miss Allen recently
is now dancing.
announced she was unable to stand
the strain of 12 performances weekly,
and the number of her shows have
been reduced to seven.
will

ARTHUR BERTELLA
Sergeant

Greenfield,

professionally
known as Arthur Bertella, principal
contortionist of the Merry Demons,
was killed in action Oct. 4.

"WHITTINGTON," XMAS PANTO.
London, Nov. 14.
Alfred Butt will produce "Dick Whittington" in pantomime form at the
Alhambra. Glasgow, for six weeks
around the holidays, with Ella Retford and Harry Weldon in the leading
roles.

London, Nov.

Thou Were

14.

Blind."

With Typhoid.
London, Nov. 14.
Robert Nainby, of "Theodore and

"AMAZONS" SCREENED.

Robort Nainby

London. Nov. 14.
Pinero's comedy, "The Amazons," has
been screened and will be shown here

Co.." at the Gaiety,

[This
Players'

may

refer

to

the

Famous

American production,
Marguerite Clark in the leading

SALARY REDUCTION

FAILS.
London, Nov. 14.

The attempted combination

seriously

ill

Lilian

McCarthy Has Her Divorce.
London, Nov.

Lilian

duct.

imate managers to reduce the salaries
of the actors appears to have fallen
through.
Royal, Liverpool, Plays Variety.
London. Nov. 14.
For the first time in twelve years a
variety bill was presented at the Royal,
Liverpool, last week.

No London Theatre

Available.

London, Nov. 14.
Berte Cotte has been unable to secure a theatre for Christmas for "The
Windmill Man." and has postponed the
production until next year.

his

en in Cornwall.

An arrangement has been made
whereby exhibitors are given the
right to accompany their screenings
with the original music of the opera.

MIDDLESEX HAS LICENSE.
London, Nov.
County Council

14.

has
granted the license of the Middlesex
Music Hall. It was refused last year.

London

The

TWO

W. H. KENDALLS?

London, Nov. 14.
W. H. Kendall, former popular coster monger, is dead, at the age of 74.
He retired from the stage nine years
ago.

New

York, in
The daily papers in
their obituaries a few days ago, chronicled the death of W. H. Kendall, the
well-known legitimate actor, who
toured America some years ago with
and Mrs. Kendall), their
most pronounced success in the United
States being "The Second Mrs. Tanqueray."

Richard Marriman Died Natural Death
London. Nov. 14.
Richard Merriman, who died suddenago
after lunching at
few
weeks
ly a
his club, and who prior to that was
apparently in good health, was at first
believed to have been poisoned and an
autopsy was held.
At a resumed inquest by the Coroner last week it was found he died a
natural death from kidney disease.
to be Taken Off.
London, Nov. 14.
revived at the
"Ghosts"
was
Ibsen's
St. James November 6. and well played
by Berme Thomas, Charles Groves,
It
will be withCatherine Lewis.

"Ghosts" Rerived;

drawn November 17.
Vedrenne and Eadie present there
November 21 "Loyalty," when Viola
Tree

reappears

role in

the cast.

in

the

only

female

There are thirteen

male parts.

Billy Trutsell Seriously

variety

wounded

SAILORS'

SMOKE TURN.

Chicago, Nov. 4.
naval training ship "Gopher" are rehearsing a
vaudeville act called "The Rookie,"
staged successfully last spring for the

The crew

sailors'

lection

of the U. S.

"

WHERE. YOO GOING ?

*

SEE VAN HOVEH"
" WHERE
YOU SlfTiMG?"
• PROMT ROW OF
THE STALL5
'Take, your uMBReu.R"
"TO

Agency was doing an unlaw-

business in charging franchised
agents for collecting commissions. He
charged collusion with the executives
of the United Booking Offices, Bohm
sued to recover the amount of money
withheld from his commissions by the
V. C. A., his suit being started shortly
after leaving the U. B. O. to operate
a franchise with the Marcns Loew
ful

Agency.

The decision on appeal dispels the
once popular idea that a suit against
the Collection

Agency might,

if

suc-

cessful, bring to the surface possibilities of a parallel suit to investigate
the United Booking Offices and with

the Fischer action against that organization dismissed, the litigation troubles of the booking organisation seem
to be over.
A number of disfranchised U. B. O.
agents contemplated similar suits to
recover commissions withheld by the
Collection Agency had the Bohm action proven successful, but those possibilities are now smothered, the Appellate Term rendering a unanimous
decree of dismissal without writing an
opinion.
The matter of defense, was supervised by Maurice Goodman, attorney
for the United Booking Offices and
general manager of the Collection

Agency.

ABOUT IS TEARS FOR RENEE.
Sigmund Renee, last week convicted
grand larceny on an indictment
charging him with the theft of $35,000

of

jewels from a Buffalo widow,
pleaded guilty Tuesday to a second
indictment charging him with the
theft of $1,500 of jewelry from May
Ward. The charge in this case also is
grand larceny but with the admission
of guilt a leaser degree was allowed,
this calling for lesser punishment.
The law prescribes a minimum of
one year and not more than five years
for second degree grand larceny. First
degree calls for a minimum of five
years and not more than ten.
in

It

is

possible
for

when Renee

sentence

Judge Mulqueen

next

is

ar-

Tuesday
him to

will sentence

15 years, although as the May Ward
case is counted as a second offence,
he can be sent up for life. The least
possible sentence on the two counts
is

six years.

When

the prisoner, real

name

Engel,

has masqueraded under many
was brough^ into court on the
Ward indictment he was much changed
in manner over his cock-sure demeanor of two weeks ago and cried out to
Assistant District Attorney Fred Sullivan to "send me to jail. That's where

who

aliases,

belong."
Mr. Sullivan offered Renee a second
in the Ward indictment.
The prisoner consented to it.
The district attorney's office has
several letters from women who say
that Renee, Wallace, Von Edwards,
Goldstein, etc., (some of his names),
had also robbed them.
I

degree plea

benefit.

as assured of the requisite
furlough, they will play several dates
in Chicago, the proceeds to go to the

As soon

?

Tipperary** Composer in Hospital.
London, Nov. 14.
Jack Judge, composer of "It's a Long

seriously
lying
is
agent,
in the Nottingham military

hospital.

Eound."

Pinero's Wordiest Play an Act.
London. Nov. 14.
Charles B. Cochran has acquired for
variety purposes
a
«!>ort.
wordl? r»'
play. "Monica's Blue Boy." by A. W.
I'inero. music by Sir Frederick Sowan,
recently produced at the Coliseum.

Wounded.

London, Nov. 14.
Billy Trussell, formerly proprietor
of the Palace, Bath, and a well known

Harry Day presented at the Kilhurn
Empire a new touring revue, "Pleas-

by the Appellate Division last Friday, settling the question of the Collection Agency's legality.
After the
death of the agent the action was
brought to an issue by his widow. An
adverse decision was rendered one
year ago in the Supreme Court. Mrs.
Bohm appealed.
The case was based on the allegation of Bohm that the Vaudeville Col-

but

Alfred

Built."

BOHM APPEAL DISMISSED.
The appeal in the action of Frank
Bohm, now deceased, against the
Vaudeville Collection Agency and the
United Booking Offices was dismissed

raigned

ments.

role

New Shows Produced in England.
London, Nov. 14.
At the Empire. Islington, Lew Lake
presented his and Charles Baldwin's
new show, "The House That Jerry

ure

London, Nov. 14.
'The Chimes of Normandy" has been
filmed, with most of the exteriors tak-

longing it right through to next spring
and postponed other London engage-

14.

Butt's musical play "The
Beauty bpot." and is appearing as a
single turn in the halls.

in

„,

"CHIMES OF NORMANDY" FILMED.

"Under Cover" Continuing.
London, Nov. 14.
"Under Cover," on tour, has proved
so successful Matheson Lang is pro-

Lano Out of "Beauty Spot."
Lupino Lane has resigned

14.

McCarthy has been granted

a divorce from Granville Barker, on
the ground of desertion and miscon-

of legit-

London, Nov.

with

typhoid.

with
role.]

111

is

Pollard.

strength.
records.

his wife (Mr.

FILM OF OLD SONG.

"If

shortly.

>

14.

gine and Roulin.

is

ll

KILLED.

London, Nov.

Rejane
being withdrawn and "Within the
Law" will be revived, with Vera Ser-

picture actor. Prince.
The revue at the Theatre

>

only.

The Ideal Picture Corp. has produced
a film based upon the song "Auld Robin Gray," featuring R. A. Roberts, the
famous English protean artist.
The company has in preparation pictures based on "Auld Lang Syne" and

i

•

characters

four

Seynmour Hicks and Madge Lessing

inally

H

with

Daphne

George Robey continues a tower of
The Revue is breaking

OF FOUR ROLES.

London, Novk 14.
At Xmas time Charles Cochran will
present a three-act comedy by Sacha
Guitry,

LdtuTon, 'TffctfriTTC
A second edition of "Zig Zag" was
presented at the Hippodrome November 7 with many changes, including
an American war song. *Over There,
spiritedly sung by Shirley Kellogg/
"Thums Up,
dressed as a Sammy.
sons *nd dance, splendidly done by

"OLD LADV" TOURING.
London, Nov.

14.

is

touring in Bar-

playlet,

"The Old Lady

Dion Boucicault

Sailors' Smoke Fund.
The act will be produced

He's

the cast.

theatres, opening in Edinburgh.
In the company are Irene Rooke,
Polly Emery, G. Muncaster.

and staged
by Fred Lundy, commissary steward, a
Swede character comedian before entering service. There are 18 men in

one-act

Shows Her Medals,"

in

the

variety

VAUDEVILLE

I

RIVERSIDE'S FEATURED "NAMES"
KEEP ELECTRIC SIGN DARK?
Time Since Vaudeville House Opened With Keith Bills
Outside Lights Have Been Shut Off. Elsie Janis Reported Requesting Special Wording of Sign.
Management Claims Wires Out of Order.

First

For the first time since the theatre
opened is a B. F. Keith vaudeville
house the electric sign at the Riverside is dark this week. The storjr was
the wires were in need of repair.
It may be a coincidence the mute
wires won't tell that Elsie Janis
and Bessie Dayton are on the same
program there this week. What that
had to do with lights out nobody

seems to know.
It is repeated it was suggested on
behalf of Miss Janis that if the sign
read "Elsie Jams and 8 star acts" it
would illuminate the neighborhood
understanding as well as the signboard. Whether
the
management
thought to preserve the theatre by
keeping the sign dark rather than to
have Miss Janis' name only, with Miss

Qeyton's name left off, is something
to be thought out by those who understand the name" acts of present day
vaudeville.

esting sessions on the records of the
association.
Prior to the regular meeting, a com-

mittee representing the manufacturers
of word rolls for mechanical pianos
was given the floor and the committee's spokesman made a request for
co-operation in a movement to stamp
out some of the prevailing evils in
the word roll industry that indirectly
affected the publishers as well. A subsequent meeting was arranged to discuss the subject at length.
A report of the recent meeting held
in Chicago was read and the Executive Board appointed Thomas Quigley,
Chicago representative of the M. Witmark firm to act as executive spokesman for the mid-west territory.
All standing committees were disbanded and four permanent committees appointed, the new quartet of
committees arranging to meet on various matters before the next regular
session of the association.
A third class to be known as Class

C was

whereupon

Miss Janis is headlined at the River#
side with Miss Clayton the second big
feature.
This arrangement was understood before Miss Qayton accept-

heretofore held up
were passed favorably and admitted to Class
The

ed the engagement.

third

At the Orpheum, Brooklyn, the only
"names" considered for the lights this
week were Belle Baker, Lucille Cavanagh and Blossom Seeley. That sort
of booking usually portends a quiet
spell over the phone. The Orpheum's
sign had them all, in incandescents,
with the Seeley name reading "B.
Seeley."
The syncopated songstress
is reported having wondered if Brooklyn knew B. stood for Blossom. She
said it might be understood to mean
Bessie, and thought her name should
be spelled out in full instead of allowing the sign to remain with "Belle
Baker 2d Big Week," as it now reads.
The booking office is quoted as replying that B. might stand for Bennie
also. To make it a stand off they al-

lowed the original B. to stick.
Miss Seeley is reported turning her
lead each time approaching the Orpheum, as she couldn'(t appreciate the
need of so much fluid devoted to the
mere details of Miss Baker hanging

established,

sev-

LYRICIST QUALIFIED FOR FICTION.
Chicago, Nov. 14.
Joe Goodwin, song writer and song
promoter, let it out here he intends
shortly to invade a new field, though
he by no means intends to abandon
his present one.
Joe proposes to write fiction stories
for magazines. He says:
"A man who can tell a story in 200

words of rhymed and limited meter
ought surely to be able to tell the
same story or a much better one in
4,000 words where he can roam at will
and dilate on what he has to say. I
have been urged time and time again
to write stories. I'm beginning to see
daylight now in my regular work, and
I am going to try my hand at fiction."

W. Gorman

is

14.

civil

friendly jails entirely altered.
Mr. Fay claimed a lapse of fortv
hours from show business, and estimated it equaled twenty years of
liberty on Broadway. But he was no
than his former
released
sooner
spouse, through her attorney, caused
another notice for contempt to be
served upon him, alleging her husband, that was but for a Tittle while,
still ran back four weeks, or $100, on
the court's order.
Fay appeared in the Winter Garden
show at the Garden's Sunday night
performance. He wore a convict's suit
and all of his material was of Ray-

Street. He had a parody on
'Mississippi," running, "A-1-i-m-o-n-y,

billed as

why do they

pick on

me?"

LAUDER FOR SO WEEKS.
Detroit, Nov. 14.

The Harry Lauder tour, under the
management of William Morris, will

from Nome," a fourscene comedy-drama, which George S.
Spencer and Madalane Traverse lately

was

temporarily stopped
produced,
upon complaint to the United Booking Offices by Wilton Lackaye, who
claimed one of the scenes was taken
playlet, "Quits."

sketch

had

FAMILY COMPETITION.
Broadway, six of the well known
entertainers from Dallas arriving simultaneously to entertain and amuse
The Swors
the northern populace.
present include John and wife, Albert
to

agent. The minister is reported
receiving $200 weekly salary for his
-turn."

The V. M.

contract.

Should any act in future "walk out"
of any program the V. M. P. A. will
cause the act to stand all the expense
attending its retirement and the additional cost of procuring and paying
another act to replace the deserter.

BELLE BAKER'S CENTURY OFFER.
The Century theatre management
presented an alluring offer to Belle
Baker Tuesday to enter -Miss 1917,"

now at that theatre. The Century's
Proposal included a larger salary than
fiss Baker now receives in vaudeville, together with a guarantee of
extraordinary billing throughout the
.

city.

Miss Baker declined the tender, and
will continue with her vaudeville en-

gagements. The girl has erected a
unique record for herself in New York
big time houses so far this season,
where she is remaining two weeks at
a theatre. Miss Baker is reported to
have outdrawn all the "name" headgross receipts at the local
She is headlining
and was held for three weeks at

liners
bills

in

"Miss 1917" opened at the Century
week. It has several well known

last

vaudeville acts

Heretofore the family honors of theatricals have been handed the Doo-

MARIE CARROLL
Ray Comstock's "OH, BOY,- at the
Princess thratrc, and exclusively managed
by CHAMBERLAIN BROWN.

the cast.

an influx of "song pluggers." They
are called 'demonstrators," and are
welcomed by the soldiers, who like to
hear the latest popular numbers well
sung.

Among those so far dropping off
Harry Harrison, representing Shapiro-Bernstein of New
York, and Billy Mason, for Welch,
Philadelphia.

Try-OuU Shlftad to GraaapolaL
With the discontinuance of the
vaudeville policy at Keith's Bronx
theatre the "try-out" days for acts
in the United Booking Offices houses
has been set for each Wednesday at
the Greenpoint (Brooklyn) theatre.
Ben Barnet, in the United Booking
Offices, continues in charge of these
showings.

BERT MELROSE KNITTING.
According to stray stories Bert Melrose has picked up the knitting bug
without losing a stitch. So iar while
on his present Orpheum Circuit tour,
the comedy acrobat has finished three
sweaters and six pairs of stockings
for the soldiers, and is still going
strong.
Besides his own work for the Red
Cross, Mr. Melrose is reported having
induced other male artists on the same
bills to take up knitting during leisure
hours.

wife, Jim and wife, with Bert and
wife returning east via the Orpheum

In F.

among

"Soag Plvggars" at Caatoasaaat.
Waco, Texas, Nov. 14.
The army reservation here has had

STELLA

five of that family from Philadelphia remaining continually in New
York. The sixth Swor took the prize
away from the Dooleys.

leys,

MAYHEW

LEAVING.

San Francisco, Nov.

circuit.

P. P. A. MEETING.
The regular semi-monthly meeting of
the Music Publishers' Protective Association was held Tuesday evening
at the organization's headquarters and
developed into one of the most inter-

theatres.

the Alhambra.

and

M.

P. A. suggests that acts

having arrangements tor any particular spot on the programs or tor any
special billing must oblige the booker
to specify the arrangements in
the

The Man

This week brought a swarm of Swors

York

programs.

winding up his season.

sketch.

playing in a theatre.

at the last moment to refuse to play
theif engagement because of faulty
billing or an unfavorable spot on the

at this point are

for the rest of the season, opening shortly at the Palace in a new

Gorman

all

arguments from acts accused of
"walking out" of shows in theatres
controlled by the members of the V.
M. P. A.
According to Pat Casey of the
managers' organization, there seems
to be an epidemic of such movements
throughout the country, acts deciding
sive

Keith

LACKAYE'S SCENE REMOVED.

it was defuture defen-

sociation, held this week,

termined to ignore

be thirty weeks this season, carrying
the Scotchman's travels over here on
the Morris-booked time until about
June. It is Lauder's longest American tour.
This week the Lauder show is at
It has been repeating
the Garrick.
its overflow business of the New York
opening since on the road. November
show plavs the
19-20 the Lauder
Hippodrome, Cleveland, replacing the
vaudeville program there for the two
days. The show goes to Syracuse 21,
22 Montreal, and then several CanadFor the first time
ian one-nighters.
Lauder will make Nova Scotia before

ville

is

At a comittltrer meetinr of the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective As-

mond

Lackaye released his claim.
W. L. Lykens represents both acts.
Mr Lackaye expects to play vaude-

sings and tells stories.
from Dayton, O. Secured for
vaudeville by Harry Weber, the New

Dr.

for

been playing about five weeks. It was
agreed last week the questioned scene
would be substituted, whereupon Mr.

—

when

place

The Spencer-Traverse

an attraction at the Orpheum next
week.
He is the monologist of the
variety program.
Off the stage he remains the clergy*
man, and will preach in a local church
Sunday. This is said to be Mr. Gorman's practice throughout his vaudeville travels
to appear in the pulpit

He

impounding

When, one of the keepers
spoke a bit rough, as though Mr. Fay
was a regular customer there, young
Frank slipped him a naughty right
that landed on the keeper's facial
For that Mr. Fay found
Srojection.
imself in a room which even the sunlight couldn't penetrate. After seven
hours of his own company Fay hollered "enough," paid his dues and left
the institution with his ideas of
prisoners.

from his

MINISTER PLAYING-PREACHING.
R.

the

C

for monthly
dues of $25, but prohibits the member from voting on floor matters.

and elsewhere.

The Rev.

due alimony due his ex-wife,
Frances White.
Mr. Fay stepped blithely down to

past

calls

over another week. Up to Wednesday
Miss Cavanagh
had done nothing
more than present her act. Neither
had Miss Baker objected, although
she has a couple of B's in her name

Memphis, Nov.

Street/' with the jail on it, is a recreation spot for recalcitrant alimony-

owing husbands was partially held by
Frank Fay last week, when he threw
up $3,000 worth of vaudeville contracts and obeyed the call of the
sheriff to evade a payment of $140,

eral applications
for classification

classification

PENALTIES FOR "WALE-OUTS-"

FATS REAL JAIL,
The phantom impression "Ludlow

Mayhew

14.

leaving "The
Third Party" production and will return to vaudeville in a new act now
being written.
Ben Linn, of the same snow, is also
leaving it.
Stella

'

is

VAUDLVILLE
BATTLE OF BIG SUNDAY SHOWS
FAILS TO DISTURB VAUDEVILLE
Winter Garden and Park
Attract Large Audiences, With the Garden Playing Capacity, Yet Regular Vaudeville Theatres Register
Amazingly Palace Has Sunday "Sell-Out"

Special Sabbath Bills at Century,

—

—Colonial Has Usual Returns.
The battle of the Sunday shows on
Broadway started Sunday night, the
"outsiders" entering into active competition without affecting the business
at any of the Keith big-time vaude-

New

York. The Palace turned 'em away, and the Colonial

ville

theatres in

held

its

customary quota.

Keith theatres are

in

These two

the affected dis-

trict.

„

,

The Century and the Park were the
newcomers, combatting the Winter
Garden, each being an outside Sunday
show, made for the box office only.
The introduction of the others obliged
the Shuberts to let out a little regular
monev for a Sunday performance.
They had Raymond Hitchcock at the
top of the Winter Garden bill, with
Eugene and Willie Howard hurried

The Winter

for further strength.

in

Garden played to capacity.
The Century listed a long

bill of
stating in its Sunday
order
running
the
advertisements
would be as printed in the ads. The
Century had a fairly well-filled lower
floor at $2 per, but was very light upIts show as generally voted
stairs.
as first class up to the time the Will
Rogers' "act" ruined it (as reported
elsewhere in this issue on the review
of the Century's program for that
evening).
At the Park, where a concert was
contrived out of "The Land of Joy"
production, the atendance was about
one-half capacity, with some "paper"
out for the Sunday night at both

known names,

action

of

that

sort

the

in

futtlre.

QUIGLET SUGGESTS DECEPTION.
Boston, Nov.

14.

The John Quigley Agency, which

re-

cently incurred the enmity of
the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association through its connection with
the booking of the Cora Youngblood
Corson act, is said to be utilizing the
stereotyped system of contracting acts
under assumed names to induce them
to play theatres not listed as members of the V. M. P. A.
Quigley, in communicating with an
act recently booked for a Sunday performance at the opera house, Lowell!
Mass., advised the act he was booking
and billing them under an alias, not
because the house was opposition to
any other theatre there, but because
it might at some future time be booked into Lowell through the United
Booking Offices and through playing
under his own name for Quigley such
future engagement might be prevented.
Quigley closed his communication by
advising the act that the opera house
and the Keith theatre were at opposite ends of the town any way, and
no one would be aware of its engage-

ment

there.

KRAUS

2N

BANKRUPTCY.

Chicago, Nov. 14.
involuntary petition in bankhas been filed here
against
"King" Lee Kraus, on petition of Fred
F. Weinman, whose claim amounts to

An

ruptcy

Century and Park.

The Keith theatres gave
lar

prevent

their regu-

weekly programs.

$1,623.88.

FAY ORGANIZING INDEPENDENTS?
of Providence

in

Edward M. Fay
New York this week

with August Dreyer, his

was

Kraus, once among the biggest and
of the Chicago independent
agents, has not figured much of late.
fastest

Through co-operative agreement, the
National Vaudeville Artists, and the
Vaudeville
sociation

Managers' Protective Asthe best
have
decided

method to protect acts playing the
Gordon theatres in Boston, who might
be forced through the Sheedy Agency
Fay's theatre, Provialso play
dence, and thereby become liable to
suspension from the N. V. A. and accordingly denied the privileges of procuring engagements in theatres owned
by members of the V. M. P. A., will be
for the executives of the N. V. A. to
notify its members to have the Sheedy
Agency specify the individual theatres
to be played when procuring a route.
Fay's, Providence, is not listed on
the V. M. P. A. books, but the Gordon
theatres are.. The same agency books
the Gordon string as well as Fay's
theatre. Fred Mardo, who supervises
the Sheedy routing, is alleged to have
booked acts for the Gordon circuit
and after opening the acts on that
time instructed them to play Fay's,
Providence. Booked under the "blanket contract" system, the act became
liable to a suit for liquidated damages
on refusal to comply with booking into

structions.

For protective purposes the N. V. A.

members will be instructed to have
Mardo list the route with individual
dates and theatres, thus making the
booking agency liable for any misunderstanding that might result. With
those instructions
issued
the
acts
will be deemed responsible should they
accept the Providence date or other
Sheedy bookings not in the V. M. P.

Buffalo, Nov.

14.

37th convention of the American Federation of Labor opened here
Monday with one of the largest attendance of delegates from the various
unions ever gathered for a similar
The unusual attendance and
event.
the enthusiasm injected through the
opening address of President Wilson
gives the affair much promise of eventually developing into the most successful convention ever staged by the
Federation.
The convention is of some importance theatrica"Hy through the fact that
it will be here determined, before the
closing session, whether the existing
representation of White Rats will be
continued or whether that organization will be dropped from the Federation rolls. The organization was duly
represented by its allotted two delegates on the floor, but the early week
business precluded any possibility of
final action on the Rats matter before the closing days of the conven-

The

tion.

Harry

Mountford and James

FitzPatrick represent the White Rats
on the floor.
Last Wednesday a preliminary hearing was held at the Continental Hotel,
New York, for the purpose of deciding
upon the question of permitting the
Rats to retain their charter in the
A. F. of L. John G. Lannon, treasurer
of the Federation, was delegated to
conduct the hearing and act as arbiter.

and their individual cases acted
upon accordingly.

Others who attended the meeting
included members of the Central Labor
Union of New York, Charles Shay,
president of the I. A. T. A. E., John
Barry, International organizer of
J.
the I. A. T. S. E. ; Harry Mountford,

PRODUCERS ORGANIZING.

accompanied by a number of White
Rats, and Harry Deveaux of the Actor's International Union and several

A.,

A.n organization of vaudeville producers was formed this week at a
meeting called by several of the stage
directors, the title of the new association being The Vaudeville Producers'
Protective Association. Among those
active in its formation are Dan Dody,
Billy Sharp, Gil Brown, Hal Lane,
Victor Hyde, etc.
The idea is to eliminate unfair competition in the producing line and to
••create, if possible, a uniform fee for
the staging of • numbers, sketches,
shows, etc.

in consultation
York at-

members of his organization.
Mr. Lannon reported to the ExecuFederation that his
Rats carried sufficient members in good standing to
entitle them to retain th*»ir charter
and recommended such action, adding
a recommendation that, if possible, after the adjournment of the current
convention President Gompers arrange
a visit to New York to confer with
the executive heads of the different
actors' organizations with a view toward amalgamating or cementing them
tive Council of the

findings

were

the

into one solid and permanent body to
work under a single charter with the
American Federation of Labor.
Just what view the Executive Committee will take of the Lannon recommendation will not be learned until late

New

Mr. Fay is the manager of Fay's
theatre, Providence, R. I. He claims
to have been oppressed through the
activity of the Vaudeville Managers'

this week, when its decision will be
announced.
The General Executive Committee

Protective Association in pronouncing
on a "blacklist."

his theatre

A committee has been formed of
Providence men, including some merchants reported interested in Fay's
theatre there and the committee is
represented by New England counsel,
besides Mr. Dreyer here.

I. A. T. S. E. is
in session at
the Castle Inn, transacting general
routine business which will later be
submitted for consideration.

of the

The investigation of White Rat affairs and finance was discontinued for
two weeks after the second hearing,
the attorneys agreeing upon a fortnight postponement of the hearings

the object of the committee
or the purpose behind an advertisement published in this issue of
Varikt*' on the same subject and relating to the V. M. P. A., Mr. Fay
would not divulge. He said he could
not understand why his application
for membership in the V. M. P. A. had
not been accepted, stating that Pat

What
may be

in order to allow the defendants an
opportunity to attend the convention

Buffalo.
Nothing of interest has developed in
the investigation since the last hearing,
the prosecuting lawyer, Alvin
Sapinsky, spending the intervening
time in mapping out a campaign of ex-

at

Casey some weeks ago assured him it
would probably be favorably acted
upon.

When it was suggested to the Providence manager his object might be to
form an independent circuit of vaude-

amination through which he will grill
Harry Mountford.
Mountf~-J was
the first witness called and his examination will probably run over a
period of 10 or 12 hearings, after which
James William FitzPatrick will be

theatres not members of the V.
A., and use that circuit's mem10 give battle to the managers'
big r;rganization, Mr. Dreyer interpo-t.l by stating there was nothing
that could be given out at the present

ville

P.

ber.^

Mr. Dreyer said his client had
In-en annoyed and interfered with in
the operation of his business (Fay's
theatre) through the managers' association and that there would be some
definite steps taken in Providence tt>

RATS AT CONVENTION.

MUST NAME HOUSES AND DATES.

torney.

M.

]

called to the witness stand.

(Harry)— KRANZ and LA

time.

SALLE— (Bob)

KHANZ

mid LA SALLE, who ore hookrd s li<l on the W. V. M. A. mid I II. (). time
imiter tin- direction of EAI\L &
nrr .hi t c Miplrth.it n surrrssfnl tour of the Pacific
(.wist cities hi their net. which they 1,111 ns
FOOLISHNESS."
T
n
snu I >r r criticisms have been unnn inous in thrir opinion' 'that
and
i
JVt
1
I 'A
best tenm of singers of songs seen in these parts this scuson.
_v AL,L, E " rc
Thfy were iroxt-tovclojing on oil bills.

YATES

™

"SONGS AND

we

KRANZ

And her meeting will be held Frid?y
(today) at which the members will
contribute $50 initiation fee to the
treasury in order to provide a fund
to continue organization activities.
This fund will also be utilized for
the relief of

through

members

illness

or

in

need of aid

financial

troubles.

VAUDLVILLE
aOBBBOIB

STAR SERVICE FUG:
MOST PROFESSIONALS ENROLLED

N. V. A.'S

9

Vaudeville Artists Society Leads Through

Members

in Ser-

Raising Christmas Fund for N. V. A/s in Service.
Universalis Service Flag of 270 Stars.

vice.

•

BOBOI

front.

The National Vaudeville

Artists is
having prepared a Service Flag, the
star emblem of enlistment among all
theatrical organizations. It will have
Secretary Henry
at least 355 stars.
Chesterfield of the society is now attempting to procure thorough data on
all N. V. A. members in the service,
any branch. He is not quite certain of

securing this information and will be
obliged to all N. V. A. members now in
uniform to advise him at the N. V. A.,
Broadway and 48th street, their name
and service address. Where a professional is enrolled under his own name
that is not the one used professionally,
both should be given in the letter to
properly identify the member.
Another purpose the N. V. A. has in
obtaining its full Service membership
is to have the addresses so that a distribution may be completely made
from the Christmas Fund for N. V. A.'s
now starting.
the organization is
Within the next two or three weeks
there will be a special midnight performance in one of the New York theatres to aid this

The Universal
recently,

at

its

Xmas Fund.
put out a service flag

New

York

office,

Broadway and 48th
The N.
2/0 stars.

street, containing
V. A. flag when
will be across Broadway, atto the building on either side.

flown
tached
Local No. 310 of the Musical Union
has ordered a Hag with 150 itars. The
United Booking Offices has a service
Variet*
tars on it.
flag with many
was the first in the theatrical district
to fly a Service flag, Variety's flag
numbering four stars, based on the

number

of

men from

its

New York

office going into the service.
Had
added its correspondents
throughout the countrv enlisting, its
flag would have exceeded 100 stars.

Varikti-

MISS JANIS CONSIDERATE.
Chicago, Nov. 14.
While Elise Janis was lately appearing in one of the Chicago vaudeville
houses she is said to have been advised of a booking at the New York
Palace and later was informed a
double engagement for next week
(Nov. 12), Palace and Riverside, New
York, had been arranged.
Miss Janis, according to the story,
wired Eddie Darling in New York if
he would exchange the Palace for the
Colonial, stating she did not care to
appear in so close opposition to her
dear friend, Fred Stone (in "Jack
O'Lantem," at the Globe).
Miss Janis was mollified when receiving a wire from Mr. Darling, stating he had obtained Mr. Stone's consent to her Palace engagement.

CARROLL'S TIME RESTORED.
The
Harry

vaudeville big-time route of
Carroll in the East has been
restored.
Mr. Carroll opens next
week at Keith's, Washington, and will
play out the time, mostly around New

York.

When Mr. Carroll recently left the
Palace, Chicago, alleging billing as his
reason, it was said his future vaudeville engagements were declared off.
Later it was brought to the attention
of the vaudeville bookers that Mr.
Carroll held the National Vaudeville
Artists' form of contract
for
the
Eastern houses. They are not subject
to cancellation through an occurrence
happening in a theatre not booked
directly
United
by the
Booking
Offices.

(The Orpheum's

New York

Circuit's

New York

books the

offices

Palace, Chicago.)
Mr. Carroll was

notified

that

his

engagements stood as contracted. Although meanwhile the song
writer had agreed to write the music
for the Winter Garden shows and had
virtually consented to appear in the
Garden s concert last Sunday night,
he saw no alternative to his conEastern

tinuation in vaudeville.

WATCHING FITZ-PATRICK.
According to word received at the
headquarters of the Vaudeville Managers

Association

Protective

this

week, James William Fitz-Patrick,
formerly president of the White Rats
Actors' Union, is again assuming an
active role in the attempt to reorganize the acting branch of the vaudeprofession.
Fitz-Patrick, it

"The Purple Poppy" has been
adapted from the French by Paul M.
Potter.

alleged, has been
to all acts playing
Waterbury, Conn., his home town,
where he is now vacationing and devoting his time to writing articles for
daily
papers and magazines. The
movements of the ex-executive are
being closely watched by the V. M.

for

a

company

of

Youngstown. O., Nov. 14.
Valeska Suratt in "The Purple Popa dramatic playlet, opened at the
Br,"
ippodrome Monday. The local pathe playlet
pers gave high praise t
and star. It's her first try at dramatic
playing on the vaudeville stage.
The Hip has a substantial advance
sale, and there is strong local interest.
•

FALLY MARCUS "OUTSIDE."

is

P. A. officials, and should he meet
with any item of success in his endeavors he will invite its active com-

calls

It

Miss Suratt's principal support'
is Ralph Delmore.
The new Suratt playlet opened at
the Hippodrome, Voungstown, this
week. Next week it plays Keith's,
Washington, and is due at the
Orpheum, Brooklyn, for its first New
York public showing December 3.

Fally Marcus, who books a few independent theatres around New York,
has come under the eyes of the executives of the Vaudeville Managers'
Protective Association, through
the
complaints of a number of acts that
claim Marcus, in order to
procure
them for his theatres, insists he holds
a membership card in the managers'

BERLIN'S

is alleged to have advised
applying for engagements that
theatres supplied through his
agency were bona fide members of the
V. M. P. A., but whenever pressed for
proof
supplemented his statement
with an announcement that those not
listed on the membership books had
made application for membership and

TRUTHFUL

the

LYRICS.

Lexington, Ky., Nov. 14.
was here over the
week-end looking at some mining
leases he has recently become interested in.
It

LOEWS MONTREAL

Berlin

was the song

writer's

first

visit

the Blue Grass. In an interview
Mr. Berlin declared he had written
so much about the beauty of Kentucky
girls he was glad to find that it was
to

the truth.
Berlin spent Sunday with the parents of Douglas Stevenson at "Daisy
Hill."

CUT TO VAUDEVILLE
Chicago,

were assured of being elected.
According to a member of the V. M.
P. A., Marcus does not supply any of
the organization's
members
with
s~hows and is accordingly listed on the
"outside" books, where he will
remain until such time as the membership committee of the organization accepts the theatres he books for in the
association.

SIZE.

November

14.

Max

Bloom's "Sunnyside of Broadway," one of the earlier "tabs" produced in the Middle West, has been

The Marcus case is but one of sevwhere New York agents booking

eral

independent small time insist to acts
they are to work for members of the

Gaskell & McVitty have done likewise with their reorganized "Henpecked Henry" show, providing it with
new scenery and a cast of 28. It begins its vaudeville route in Kankakee.

M. P. A., whereupon, the act accepting the assertion as true, plays
the engagement
and is eventually
"blacklisted" for doing so.
Such practices as this resulted in
the distribution of V. M. P. A. membership certificates, which leave little
or no chance for an act to offend
provided he insists on seeing the membership certificate wherever he works.

PICKENS BACK.

UPSTATE MIX-UP.

cut down to vaudeville size and will
give a 40-minute performance under
the title of "The Broadway Review,"
opening for a vaudeville tour at Fort

Worth next Sunday.
•

Arthur Pickens

is

to

come back

to

after an absence of three
years occasioned by an auto accident
in San Francisco while he was a member of the first "Potash and Perlmuttcr" show. Since that time he has been

vaudeville

incapitated.

His re>nfh.is to be marked by the
presentation of an act by Franklyn
Ardcrf entitled "Their Wedding Day"
under the management of Max Hart.

Top" Show Now For

Not.

26.

The latest date now announced for
the opening of "Over the Top" at the
44th Street Theatre Roof is Nov. 26.
It
is
the aerial show with Justine
Johnson, now secondary feature in the
production to T. Roy Barnes, principal comedian, according to the press
matter sent out.

OPENING.

Montreal, Nov.

14.

Marcus Loew's new theatre will
open Monday, Nov. 19, with the Loew
policy of vaudeville and pictures, at
an admission scale of 10-15-25.
The house seats 3,400. A week's delay was experienced in the opening
beyond the expected date (Nov. 12).
The opening performance will have
George Kosener, Six Stylish Steppers,
Chas. and Sadie McDonald, Tobson
and Beatty, Fox and Cross, Peppini
and Perry, with the film feature The
Secret of the Storm Country" (Norma
Talmadge).
Miss Talmadpe will be here in person, accompanied
by her husband,
Jos. M. Schenck, the visiting party
headed by Marcus Loew. Anions st the
other celebs listed are Rita Jolivet,
Alice Brady, Mollie King, Kitty Gordon, Jack Wilson, Montague Love and
Maurice Abrahams, the composjer. N.
C. Granlund, the Loew publicity man.
will be here, with his best speech and
$2 manners.

organization.
acts

Irving

the 10-act bill next week at
the Palace will be two hold-over turns,
Elsie Janis and the Nat Nazarro Co.
No special reason is assigned for 10
acts on the Palace program instead
of the usual nine. The extra turn was
likely introduced to fill in the correct
running time of the show.
The retention of the Nazarro company is a precedent for the Palace
with a No. 1 or "opening act" where
Nazarro was placed on the Palace bill
this week. It is also the first time a
turn that might be classed as a
"comedy acrobatic act" has ever been
held over at the Palace.

"AGENT" ARRESTED.

Marcus

petition.

ACTS AT PALACE.

Among

six.

ville

making overtures

10

SURATTS EMOTIONAL ACTING.
Vale ska Suratt astonished a small
group of critical guests at the dress
rehearsal of her dramatic playlet,
"The Purple Poppy/' at the Colonial,
New York, last Friday night.
The rehearsal took place after the
regular vaudeville performance at the
Miss Suratt's emotional
Colonial
playing upon the speaking stage, her
first
attempt there following Miss
Suratt's screen worjc along similar
lines, was a revelation to those in

V.

Rochester, N.

Y.,

Nov.

14.

There has been some booking contwo weeks over the
local Family and Lyric, Buffalo, two
different managements, but now booked with Gus Sun, who has been doing
the booking for both houses.
A couple of weeks ago it was reported these houses had shifted to
the Joe Eckl agency in Ne\v York, but
that arrangement if negotiated for
does not appear to have been gone
through with.

Al Silver, an agent in the Gaiety
Theatre Building, was arraigned before Magistrate McQuade Nov. 10 to
answer a charge he violated the agency
law, filtd by Thomas Evans and Mrs.

Raymond

Gilbert, who allege' Silver
collected $25 for an engagement he
failed to secure and refused to return

the money.

Attorney James S. Kleinman, representing the License Department, maintained the Magistrate had no jurisdiction, whereupon the accused was held
for Special Sessions under $500 bail.
Mr. Evans and Mrs. Gilbert have a
"Squaring It Up," employing
another member. Silver agreed to place
sketch,

them

in the Rialto, Amsterdam, N. Y.,
for three days, at $62.50. According to
the agent's instructions, they were to
appear there Oct. 18, 19 and 20. They
were notified Oct. 16 the engagement
was off. Silver failed to arrange another booking and further refused to
return the deposit, although it is
claimed he was willing to accept his
usual commission for his services. He
is not a licensed agent.

Attorney Kleinman, representing the
Department, recently convicted William

Thompson

in

a

somewhat sim-

action.
Silver is liable

ilar

to both a fine and
imprisonment of not less than $25 and
not more than $250 and one year's imprisonment, if convicted.

fusion the past

Avon, Rochester, Planning Pop.
Rochester, N.

Y.,

Nov.

14.

The Avon, which has been playing
International

changing its
ville show.

Circuit attractions, is
policy to a pop vaude-

A "SINGLE WOMEN" DINNER.
Jean Havez

is framing a dinner for
Thanksgiving week at which he will
have as his guests all of the "single

women"

terial.

for

whom

There

will

he will be the only

he has written mabe 10 present and

man

at the festive

board.

Havez says

that the dinner will be
in the nature of a liberty celebration,
liis wife (Ctiil Cunin^ham) having recently been granted her divorce. The

quests
will
include
Rcinc
Davies,
Clarice Vance, Josie Heather, Carrie
Reynolds, Elizabeth Mayne, Frances
Earl, Viola Duval, Bertha Mann, Hetty
Duemm, Edith Martin.

,4i...

VAUDEVILLE
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CO. H. SEEING "HITCHY K00."
For the evening of Wednesday, Nov.
21, the boxes of the 44th Street theatre

THE SERVICE

IN

will be given ever to the staff officers

Leo Maasc,
agent

New

in

at one time a foreign
York, has been reported

He was

killed.

in

Berlin at the out-

break of the war, and sometime after
that left for Copenhagen, where he
was heard from nine* or ten months
ago.
Mr. Maase, in his last letter
(written just before the States declared war), said he was leaving Copenhagen for America, but never came
over.

Kenneth Johnson (2d tenor), Raj
Dahlberg (basso), Rav Brenna (baritone) and Theodore Kline (1st tenor),
of the United States Naval Reserves,
who entered the service in Minneapolis, where the boys- were singing
in the Natalie and Ferari revue at the
Hotel Dyckman, have been in New
York for the past week giving exhibitions of their vocal prowess in
helping recruiting.

Fred Johnson is in a French hospiwounded. His father is the themanager, of Sunderland, EngJack Rochdale, an English
dancei, Is in a hospital in Wales. He
tal,

atrical
land.

wounded in France.
Lieut.
Laurie Graydon was severely wounded
was

He is the son of J.
in East Africa.
L. Graydon, formerly of the Middle(Reported to Varibtt
sex, England.
from Paris.).
Merlin, the palmist,
was in

—

change at the box

khaki with mystifying card palming.
Merlin^ is a part of all the solders'
performances arranged for the boys
the fort.

at

William Burr, English artist, who
appeared over here with his wife,
Daphne. Hope (Burr and Hope), some
seasons ago, has been invalided out
of the British army, and the couple

may return here for
Edward Hartman,

a vaudeville

who

Jr.,

trip.
left

army, is now
headquarters
attached
staff (General Pershing) of the American forces in France.

Variety to

enlist in the
to the field

Russell J. Brown and Harry Brooks
are doing an act around the camp at
Both are enlisted.
Spartansburg.
Brooks is doing blackface.
Alfred R. Dalby, enlisting in the

Army

Canadian
sical
sion.

last

week,

will

be mu-

director for the Overseas Divi-

Thomas

Connelly is with Co. B,
Engineers, with the American
2d
forces in France. Mr. Connelly was
formerly with Burke, Touhev and Co.
Sonny Barkas, of Harris & Barkas,
has enlisted with the Marine Corps,
and is at the Marine Barracks, Navy
Yard, Brooklyn, N. Y.
C. Rule is a sergeant of Co. B, 143d

Machine

J.

Gun

Battery,

at

Camp

Keainey, Cal.
Stanley L. Kenask, of vaudeville and
pictures, is with the 116th Ambulance
Co. at Campm McClellan, Anniston, Ala.

Barney Hagen, Witmark's Los Angeles representative, has reported for
service in the navy.

Danny Goodman
Brigade,
special

Camp

is

in

Grant,

the 161st Depot
detailed for

111.,

duty by Major-General Thos.

H. Harry as assistant army boxing instructor to Charley White, civilian
boxing master, at the Illinois camp.

PAYING TAX TO HOLD BUSINESS.
The Feiber & Shea circuit changed
war tax addition to its
admissions this week, which ordered
the Feibcr and Shea local managers to
pay the war tax, instead of adding it
its

plan on the

seat

ticket.
circuit's theatre at Bayonne,
pict'ir-s,
marked
up its
J.,
first net loss since the house opened,
last week.

The

playinc

CHANGE DELAYS
Along
largest

Broadway
cause

for

this

delay

LINE.

week the
making

in

with money

down and change,

made, would reverie, wanting another
seat at a different price, causing another routine to be gone through with.
"Bos" surmised there was no possible
offset to that contingency.
.

ALLARDrS CAMP THEATRES.
Chicago, Nov. 14.
L. F. Ailardt of the Allardt Circuit
returned to Chicago this week from an
eastern trip after completing negotiations for two cantonment theatres to
have seating capacities of 2,000 each
and which will be erected at Camp
Dix, N. J., and Camp Meade, Md.
The houses are expected to be up
within the next month and when completed will play vaudeville supplied
through the United Booking Offices,
arrangements for U. B. O. franchise

having been completed as well. Boyle
Wolfolk is interested in the venture
with the Allardt Circuit people.

TWO CAMP

DIX THEATRES.

Camp

Dix, N. J., Nov. 14.
To supplement the work being done
by the Y. M. C. A and the Knights
of Columbus in furnishing entertainment for the soldiers, two new

theatres are to be built here.
The War Department will turn over
the management of the theatres to
theatrical bureaus for bookings.

of the famous Co. H, 306th Infantry,
at Camp Upton, N. Y., an invitation
having been sent Col. Vidmer, Major
Bulger and Capt. Eldred of the H. Co.,
to attend the performance of "Hitchy
Koo" as guests of the management.
This is the first time a theatrical

manager has thrown open his house
to a company of the National Army
since the Draft law became effective,
the affair being arranged principally
in honor to Corporal Benny Piermont
of that company. Piermont was formerly a prominent booking agent in
the show business.
The invitation calls for the presence
of Col. Vidmer, his staff officers, Major
Bozeraan Bulger and his staff, Capt.
Eldred and his staff, the Regimental
Band of 25 pieces, and 100 men of the
company. It was originally intended
Mayor-elect Hylan would attend the
performance, accompanying the officers to the theatre, but other arrangements forbid the future Mayor's ac-

ceptance

At a meeting of the Musical Mutual
Protective Union No. 310 (A. F. of M)
to be held the second Tuesday in January the newly-elected officers will be
inducted into office.
The union held its election recently.
The fight for some of the offices was
the most bitterly contested in the history of the organization. D. Edward
Potter, president, was defeated for a
second term by Alex. Bremer, the
majority being only 93 votes.

lat-

ter's

UNPATRIOTIC MUSICIANS LOCAL
"Oh Boy"

is

Baltimore, Nov. 14.
scheduled to give a

performance at Camp Meade,
Md., afternoon of Nov. 22. The company has volunteered its services as
did also the complete orchestra from
Ford's, but when L. H. Fisher, the
house director asked permission of the
local of the Musicians Union, he was
met with a flat refusal. The attitude
of the local has been given wide publicity here and there is much indignaspecial

MILITARY ENTERTAINMENT.

Morris

Benavente,

Ernest

ter,

Delegates to the annual meeting of
the American Federation of Musicians
to be held in Chicago the second week
in May, 1918, will be Nicholas Briglio

and R.

L. Halle.

standing.

formance Major General Kuhn has instituted a merit system for the allot-

ment of

tickets.

The Military Entertainment Service
of which Marc Klaw is chairman has
taken a suite of offices from Klaw &
Erlanger in the New York theatre
building, and will be located there
during the latter part of this month.
The offices are rooms numbered 7,
9 and

11,

Chicago, Nov. 14.
at Camp Grant,

III.,

They were

need brass instruments

idle

for

more than

heartily appreciated

to Field Hospital Headquarters,
Grant, Rockford, 111.

if

sent

Camp

Newport News, Va.
Stuart Soye, of "Old Lady 31" and
films, is with the Machine Gun
307th Infantry, at Camp Upton,
N. Y.
Al Grossman, registered in Rochester, N. Y., appeared before the board

Fox
Co.,

Chicago, Nov.

change

cepted.
K. F. Booth is with Co. G, 59th Infantry, Gettysburgh, Pa.
Joseph R. Hill is with Co. C, 313th
Infantry, Camp Meade, Md.
Andrew Robbins, exempt, eyesight.

CHINESE REGULATIONS.

this class.

They have been admitted in

the past under special ruling only, and
for a limited period of time.
"The invariable practice has been
each
to accept a bond on behalf of
Chinese so admitted, said bond being
in the penalty of $1,000 each, and stipulating for departure at or before the
expiration of one year from date of
admission. In a number of cases the
periods have been extended fcr an additional year, on submission of new
bonds. In no instance will the time
limit be extended so as to permit of
the Chinese actor or acrobat remaining in this country beyond the period
of two years. That is, not more than
one extension of one year will be*
granted."

6,000

CAPACITY AT CAMP.
Seattle, Nov. 14.

The

14.

of the newspapers here had to
its musical critic in a hurry.
is

an Austrian nobleman.
is barred from

alien he

certain streets. Both streets on which
the Auditorium stands are among
these.
And the grand opera opened
in the Auditorium Monday night.

badly.

VARiETr has been asked to announce
that any spare instruments will
be

Shifrin (known
professionally as Willie Stuart) is in
Reserve Corps,
Quartermaster's
the

more

ALIEN MUSICAL CRITIC.
One

Said critic

The drafted men

sanay studio.
Corporal William

formerly occupied by Florenz

than a year.

As an enemy

BRASSES NEEDED.
Rockford,

tion.

Ziegfeld.

Delegates to the New York Central
Federated Union and the Brooklyn
Central Union respectively will be
James Beggs (re-elected) and Charles
Schmidt, with the union president a
delegate to both unions per his official

Two employes of the Avenue theatre.
Chicago, have joined the service, and
are at Camp Grant, Rockford, III One
is Frank Sawyer, the property man,
and the other Ed Dutton, electrician.
Sawyer was replaced by Phil Galla?;her and Dutton by Harry A. Goufain, formerly electrician at the Es-

Chicago. Nov. 14.
In response to many inquiries concerning the regulations applying to
laws of the U. S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Immigration, .concerning
the length of time Chinese acts may
stay in this country, and other regulations on the subject, Varmty has
made inquiries from the department,
which says
rules
particular
are no
••There
which govern the admission to this
country of Chinese actors or acrobats
Neither is
periods.
for temporary
there any provision of law which authorizes the admission of Chinese of

prises in addition to all of the officers
excepting the financial secretary and
manager of the discount fund, Michael

Edward Canavan, Max M. RichBenjamin Roberts, Edward Urbach.

master.

ments.

The performance will be given at
the camp despite the fact that the permission was not granted for the
orchestra to play. The show will be
presented in the Y. M. C. A. auditorium, which seats 2,800. The capacity
not being sufficient to permit all of
those at the camp to witness the per-

Brigilo,

director, has beta
appointed band master at Camp Upton.
He waa4r*ited and spent several weeks
pultipg fcnsnps and other regular labor
at the «amp before he was discovered
by Capt. Fowler who recalled Caslcr
from his previous station. The musician was then attached to the depot
brigade at the camp and made band-

in Chicago and was exempted because
he has but one arm.
Jack Walsh, formerly with "Fascinating Flirts," with Battery F, 301st
Light Artillery, Camp Devens, Mass.
Tom Waters, Jr.. age 19, is a sergeant of the 1st Int., Ohio. His father
is now in England.
Nolan Leary of the Oklahoma City
Palace theatre stock company, ac-

Samuel Finkelstein, vice-president,
was re-elected without opposition.
Frank Evans was chosen secretary
over Morris S. Rauch by a 35-vote majority. Isaac Rosenderg, treasurer, and
C. C. Halle, financial secretary, were
returned to office, with no opposition.
John Bernstein was also re-elected
manager of the discount fund.
Trustees
elected
for
one year:
William J. Kerngood, Julius Kessler
and George Schroeder.
The new executive committee com-

Clarke,

DRAFTED.
Dan Catkr, musical

Incidentally this will be New York's
<Ust glimpse of an organized march
of its drafted beys, it being the first
time a detachment from Camp Upton
has appeared in the city. Arrangements are being perfected to meet the
troop and have them march from a
centralized point to the theatre, led
by the band.
Preceding the performance, the officers will assemble at the-Friars' Club,
where a dinner will be given them,
Corporal Piermont having been elected
to membership in the Friars prior to
his departure for the camp.
Tommy
Gray, who has been supervising weekly
vaudeville shows held at the Camp,
will look after the dinner arrange-

MUSICAL UNION OFFICERS.

upon the price of the
N.

through the

treasurer of the Columbia.
Mr. Bossom has a change-making
register at his elbow and spoke highly
of it. He said the line moved with
usual precision, excepting when a
purchaser, having asked for one-priced

who

vaudeville and is now with Troop H,
of the 1st Cavalry at Ft. Kearney, San
Diego, is amusing his companies in

office

war tax was given by Henry Bossom,

T PM..^.»^...-^

Two

Others for London "Domino."
Ted Wilson and Mme. Cordray were

signed for the London production of
'The Lilac Domino." They are to
sail in about two weeks.

Y. M. C. A. dedicated its new
auditorium with a seating capacity of
6,000 at the American Lake cantonment
Oct. 7.
A variety program was given.

Mabelle

Estelle's

Interview.

Mabelle Estelle, starring in "Turn
Back the Hours," was given a column
interview in one of the Rochester
papers recently on her opinion on
knitting, transportation, munition supply making, and Red Cross work.
Miss Estelle told of the important
part the theatrical
profession
was

playing

men

in

the present war, in giving

as well as helping with benefits

and buying Liberty Bonds.

VAUDEVILLE

mart

BBBB

ES

ILL AND INJURED.
Webber and Elliot dropped out oi
Loew's Orpheum (Boston)- Dill, XI on-

FORUM

ARTISTS'

day,

UtUtW to ISO word* and writ* on on* aid* of pap«r only.
Anonjrmov* communication* will not bo printed. Nam* of writer must bo alvn«d
GottflM

and

bo hold la strict confidence, if desired.
Letter* to be published In this column must be written exclusively to VARIBTT.
Dnplloatod letters will not be printed. The writer who duplicates a letter to the
Forum, either before or after It appears here, will not be again permitted the privwill

ileges of

It.

Detroit, Nov.

always done since your
paper came out, even if I was in the
hospital. But while walking down the
street in Detroit last Monday one of
those so-called champions met me
ai

have

I

Lead.
"Hello, Mike!
The last I
heard of you, you were dead. Did
you see Varibtt? Some one is using
your name; knocking you." I took
the VARirrr out of my own pocket
and asked him where the knock was.

He

mean

said: "I don't

"Then

that."

what do you mean?"
This letter is kind words.
Well,
your article was all right; only a few
mistakes. I never was a riot at any
house or knocked them off the seats.
That is why I get along and play return dates in the past, and I
ing return dates at present.
I

am

play-

I never had $1,000 at one time, but
had $150 and made a challenge more

than once.
I have stood the test fifteen years
in Great Britain and Ireland.
Have
stood the test here for fifteen years.
America gives every man a square

wardrobe when
14, 1902; I have
first-class wardrobe now.
But I did
not let them out at $1.80 a night. That
is one offer I got
in Chicago four
months ago. What I told him over
the phone cannot be put in print.
That agent will be in his grave before
he can make a bum out of Mike Scott
deal.

I

I

had

first-class

came here December

of Dublin.
I

have

goods.

That is
I want

health, also the
better than a bank-

All

roll.

pay

my

got

all

my

Sure, I
dates for

debts

am

a square deal.

is

when

going

I

I

can.

play

to
in

return

managers
Boston that
have promised to play me while I am
These are managers.
When your next Variet* comes out
I may be 300 miles more east.
I am

alive.

the Dancing Irish Man.

I

move

fast

and can make good in New York if I
Those are your own
words about me in 1907.
My clogs talk. I leti the others do
the talking. I do the thinking. Hope
you will have your health on your

get the chance.

12th
14.

I

anniversary. Mine will be Dec.
am a live dead one yet.

The Well-known Dancing
Irish

Monroe,

Ft.

Man,
Mike Scott.

Va.,

show and, of course, will
of stuff.
I would like to impress that
a letter means more in the soldier's
dai)y life than anything else. I trust
this doesn't go in one ear and out the
other.
Hope this letter will bring the dea minstrel

7.

Editor Vabibtt:
I had not intended to write you till
your 12th anniversary in December,

Nov. 6

Editor Variety
Possibly some of
1

:

my friends would
to know how we are situated
down here.
It is a beautiful place, but is very
short on amusements.
have the
Y. M. C. A., and it is a beauty. It
would do credit to a large city
I wonder if people "on the outside"
really appreciate what great work the
"Y" is doing. It is wonderful. And
if any one has an extra dollar he can
be sure that by giving it to the Y. M.
C. A. it will do $5 worth of good.
The "Y" has movies every night except Sunday, when we have an "offduty" entertainment, and
that
is

need a
Also

lot

sired results.

Daiid Chase,
Port Hospital,
(Medical Department.)
Ft. Monroe, Va.
Tenafly, N. J., Nov. 6.
Editor Variett:
May I ask the professional managers to send us some music out
here?

Very few may have heard of this
camp and very little is said about it,
but it is the most important camp
hereabouts, being on embarkation.
professional managers
immediate attention as
there isn't a sheet of music in the
whole camp, and the pianos down at
the Y. M. C. A. stand closed with lots
of good music-reading piano players
around.
We thank them in advance.
Irving Rosen,
Co. D, Camp Merritt,
Tenafly, N. J.

I
trust the
will give this

Schenectady, N. Y., Nov. 10.
Editor Variett:
Have just read the letter of Sinclair^ and Gaspar published in this
week's issue and it is the first inkling
I have had they were using a "Bride
and Widow" opening.
Our number is the same one I used
last season with Miss Golden writ%
.

—

ten for us by Edgar Alan
Miss Golden's idea.

copyrighted.

Arthur Jackson was informed by
Miss Rose Mullany (of Chamberlain
Brown's office) that he was infringing
on our idea and he agreed not to
produce the number when he was
producing the act for Sinclair and
Gasper last spring.
Miss Golden and I sent it in
1 think
to your Protected Material Depart-

—

ment.

Please look

where you show people can do

a great
deal for us.
are always in need
of material. Anything
Gags, monologues, songs, etc., whether they be
old or new.
Old Madison's Budgets
would be welcome.
are planning

We

I

We

it

up.

Truly Shattuck.

(Shattuck and Golden filed with
Variety's Protected Material Department, April 2, 1917, the lyrics of a
number entitled "Bridal-Widow Song,"
together with a statement the r umber
was first staged by them March 17,
1917, at the Majestic, Houston, Tex.)

to

the

former

losing

They were replaced by the

hit

Cat

berry Brothers.
Adiran, sick, had to leave the Greeley
Square (New York) bill; replaced by
R. C. Faulkner.
Douglas A. Flint, while showing a
new act at the Park, Stapleton, S. I.,
He
fell downrtairs and broke his leg.
is at Bellevue Hospital. New York, but
expects to be in condition to resume
work in a few weeks.

George Walsh broke a finger Monday when he leaped from a window
into a tree, during the filming of
a
"rescue" scene in the making of "Pride

New York." a Fox picture.
Louis Wesley was still reported In a
dangerous condition up to Wednesday.
Mrs. E. F. Chester, who appeared in
"Married by Wireless," has been forctemed to cancel her engagement
porarily to undergo a serious operation.
She is at the American hospital, Chicago, and will be operated on
by Dr. Max Thorek.
Hildegard Mason (Mason and Murray) says she is soon due to close at
the Henrotin hospital, Chicago, after
a run of 12 weeks.
Mrs. C. S. Humphrey, wife of "Tink"
Humphrey, was taken ill in Chicago
last week, and her condition became
the
so serious she was removed to
American Theatrical hospital, where
she is under the care of Dr. Thorek.
Her ailment is due to stomach trouble.
Eddie Shayne, booking manager of
the W. V. M. A., suffered a nervous
breakdown recently, and is recuperating at Red Bank, N. J.

of

of Proctor's
Jeff Callan, manager
23d street, has been ill for about a
week. His place is being temporarily
taken by Mr. Schultz.
Mrs. Searl Allen, who recentjy underwent an operation for appendicitis, is slowly recovering at the French
hospital, New York.
Kurt Eisfeldt came into

Monday

limping.

A

stepped

on

right

New York

horse accidentally
foot, breaking
'
one of the small bones.
(Haley
Sisters)
has left
Haley
Grace
American Theatrical Hospital,
the
Chicago, for her home in Waterloo,
his

la., to convalesce.
Nick Basil (Basil and Allen) was successfully operated on this week at the

Alexandria Hotel, Chicago.
Amrie Sabbott, soubret with "Puss
Puss," has fully recovered from a recent operation for appendicitis and will

show at Detroit.
Chadwick and Taylor were forced to
retire from a Locw program this week

Greene claimed he

left the Colonial
stage too late (11.05) Sunday night to
catch his train. The house management assert Green was through with

his act at 10.40.

Dugan and Raymond replaced Rockwell
this

Billy

Curtis

illness.

(Broadway

Booking

Bureau) was removed to the Flower
Hospital, New York, Wednesday, suffering from sciatic rheumatism. He
will be unable to return to his business for at least three weeks. The
bookings will continue during his
absence under the supervision of
Lillian Green, his secretary.

Wood

Paris, *Oct.
1

:

friends.
I

men

noticed your kind offer to supply
in the service with Variety free.

As I am an ex-showman, I wish to
take advantage of that, as I cannot
buy the paper at my present station.
Through Varirt, please tell the boys
who are coming to France not to leave
their make up and music at home, as
they can do a lot for the troops here.
Jos. Greene,

28th U.

S.

(France via

Inf.

New

BIRTHS.

5.

Editor Variety
While in Paris on leave for a few
days I passed a news stand which had
an Aug. 31st copy of Variett. It looked as big as the Times building.
I
went right to it for an enjoyable hour
or so, getting the dope on lots
of

Band, Amer. Forces,
York).

Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Beeman,
the Florence Ward Hospital. San
Francisco, Nov. 4, daughter. The father
is
of Beeman
and Anderson. The
at

professionally
known as
Alma Grace.
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Klein, in New
York, Nov. 11, son. Mr. Klein is connected with the professional staff of
the
Harry Von Tilzer Music Pub.
Co.

mother

the

at

Colonial

for

Walter C. Kelly canceled Keith's,
Dayton, this week through the death
of a sister. Another brother, George
Kelly, left "Finders Keepers." at the
Orpheum, New Orleans, for this week.
player was sent from New York
him.
replace
Ray
to
Saturday
Samuels is substituting at Dayton.
in
are
Sisters
Dolly
now
The

A

"Hitchy Koo." with Grace La Rue out
The Dollys are also
of that show.
dancing at the Hotel Knickerbocker.
Frances White was out of the cast
for one performance last week, pleading illness, but recovered in time for
the next show upon hearing about
the Dolly Sisters.
Chatwick and Taylor dropped out
of the last half at Loew's Orpheum
last week because of illness and were
replaced by Patten and Marks.
Lind filled in on the Pantages' bill,
which Mercedes left, at Victoria.
Peggy Carter, of "Miss 1917," is ont
of the cast temporarily owing to a
scraped knee, obtained by a Tall on
the stage.

Evans, principal with
"International Review," left the
show at Indianapolis this week, receiving word of the sudden illness of
her husband, who is in Denver. Miss
Evans will join the show again at the

Marguerite

the

latter stand.

Bob Harmon and Sid Malcolm of
left the show this week
to return to vaudeville. Malcolm was
"Puss Puss"

replaced by Max Dillae. Ella Golden
the same company retired from
the show to return to cabaret work.
Jansen left the Express, St. Louis,
program, this week, being replaced by
the Seven Bracks.
Jessie Cutnet quit the Pepple-Greenof

willis "Melody
at St. Louis.

Land' act

LaBlanche and Duo
organization this

last

left a

Saturday

chautauqua

week and returned

to vaudeville.

Hany Anger and the King Girls
retired from the Royal bill Tuesday
afternoon by permission of the management. The act complained of its
spot and was granted the right to retire.

Maude

rejoin the

because of Miss Taylor's

and
week.

Tiffany

left

the

Delancey

Monday because

of illness.
She was replaced by Lyrica. Lind, who
vacancy
left
by Mertook up the
cedes, who left the Pantages Circuit,
also withdrew, with Jack Mack and
Co., playing the former Thomas Swift
sketch, "Me and Mary," jumping from
Chicago to Portland, Ore., to take up
the time. Lind played but one week
street bill

in

Tacoma.

MARRIAGES.
Mel and fcagnhild Thing-

Charles

like

We

Woolf from

The number was produced in
Houston, on the Interstate time, and
is

due

voice.

AND OUT.

Ill

Qcne Greene, who now has Beth
Mayo assisting him in his act. failed
to make connections from New York
for Johnstown, Pa.,- Sunday night.
Wheeler and Moran substituted. Mr.

nold. of the Walde Trio, were recently
granted a license in Kansas to wed.

Peggy LaRae.
Revue,

to

in

Ingo

(non-professional),

the

von

Reisenweber
Frankenberg

November

6.

is

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Boiler. Nov. 6,
Mr. Doller is with "The World
Dancers."
of
Blossom
Bennie
Davis,
one
Seeley's quintet, was married to Sadie
Herschfiekl (connected with the William Fox offices) by a rabbi in a
son.

dressing room after the shew at the
Orpheum, Brooklyn, Tuesday night.

PECK LEONI WEDDING.
George Peck, president of the American Burlesque Association, and Ruby
Leoni (widow of Harry Leoni) are
engaged to marry Nov. 25.

POTTSTOWN OUT.
The

American

Burlesque Associaeliminating Pottstown' from irs
Pennsylvania time, starting Nov 26,
when the shows will fill in the Pottstown date at Trenton. This will restore the Grand. Trenton, to its old
four days' stand for the American
shows.

tion

is

.

BUKLE.5
cent Maids" gave about as clean a performance (In every respeot) ss one could wish
in these enlightened days of burlesque.
It was clean from a dialog standpoint and
almost equally clean of laughs, although, at
that, Johnnny Jess snared a string of titters
with some rather ancient burleeque "business" in the opener.
Jess shares the comedy responsibilities with
Al Brace, the couple going a trifle back in
years for some of their "bw' and scenes. Mr.
Jess specialises in the "prop" fight brand of
comedy, working up points on apparent anger
and continually discarding his outer vestments
for some flstlo action which generally reaches

OH, GIRL
Oparatlag under a imw tltla t2Hs Mason, th«
PeUr 8. Clark organisation, with a two-act
book by Junie MuCree, provides a brand of
entertainment that could not posalbly be claelfled beyond the aeoond, or perhape the third,
grade of current Columbia productions, for

for

contrasted In their company It lacks many
of the essentials of a first-class show, particularly
In this

comedy

department the Clark show is probably the weakest piece to have visited the
Columbia this season. Perhaps the producer
depended too far on McCree, perhape not At
any rate McCree's handiwork In this effort
falls far below his usual gait, and with but a
mediocre cast to handle the material, the
result was apparent after the first half-hour
of the opener had progressed The oast rambled aimlessly through talky scenes, weakly
supported by equally talky "bits," the theme
running seml-conslstent to a degree but of
such a "punchless" character it only retarded
the speed of the book proper.
Clark must be duly credited with a fine
production, his wardrobe suggesting some sincerity somewhere, while his scenic Investiture
was fully up to expectations, but it only
resulted In the inevitable fate of such affairs—
a good looking show with nothing else. And
while temporarily bursting Into a spasm of
praise, one cannot overlook the Clark chorus.
It's about the best looking aggregation of girls
burlesque haa brought along this season. They
work nicely, sing reasonably well, but always
looked exceptionally good.
After the performance there were Just two
things one could classify as memorable, the
riotous hit scored by Oeisler and Lee. and the
indecent exhibition one Jeanette Moor displayed in a dance accompanying the rendition
of ^'Mason-Dixon Line" near the finale. Oeisler
and Lee, two entertainers prominent In cabaret
circles hereabouts, stepped out in "one" and
practically ruined the oalance of the show.
Lee, voiceless ss he is, can handle a comedy
song as well as the best, while Oeisler, st the
piano, knows his every vocal gesture. From
their exit the entertainment was doomed.
Immediately following came Mills and Lockwood and the audience promptly killed their
effort, forcing them to a yodel number, evidently their regular finish.
The house allowed the chorus to offer their
third unassisted medley of the evening, and
then came Miss Mohr with her wiggle. She
has little or no singing voice, dances her
numbers about as well, but persisted In shaking herself In such a coarse, suggestive manShe
ner it eventually become obnoxious.
worked as though trying to revive a lost art,
but Miss Mohr was not artist enough to get
it over.
It should be Immediately deleted from
this show.
The book Is labeled "The High Cost of
Flirting" and employs six scenes in all for its
projection. It deals with the married man
who endeavors to Introduce a young girl Into
his household under the guise of a relative.
The subsequent action revolves around this
Idea, but the action lags persistently and
finally the whole affair approaches monotony
and stage "death."
Clare Evans, as the husband, Is a hard,
sincere burlesque worker, but the burden was
Ths little comedy
too colossal for him.
derived was provided by Joe Mills and Monroe
Lockwood, the pair doing "rube" characters,
with Lockwood strongly suggesting la makeup and delivery tbe style employed by Lew
Hearn. Irving Sands did a Juvenile Hebrew
comic type, but lacked the ability to register
a dialect score with dialect as his only ammunition. His specialty, in
one" during a
scenic change, carried a quartet of parodies.
It brought memories of the days of burlesque
olios.
Such memories In this day are not to
be encouraged. Al S. Hyatt handled the
"straight" part. He seemed too conscious of
his own presence He looks new to burlesque
and will soon overcome the continuous posing
and gestures. Just now both are too prominent to aid Hyatt's success. He carries possibilities for tbe part, but can only attain
perfectness
In
this
difficult
role
through
experience.

Frances Talt Botsford Is tbe principal
woman, comely at all times and possessing
some personality. Miss Botsford stood out in
the female contingent and for the title role
was a good election. Mamie Mitchell played
the second part with little or no exertion, ran
through her lines properly and answered the
type to the letter. Babe Mills led several

numbers

to encores, but did little in the

show

a climax with some poor falls by Harry Harvery, who essayed a Hebrew role.
And the
removal from a container of "beer" through
a rubber hose is no longer a burlesque novelty.

Mr. Bruce, who Is credited with the authorship of the book, looked far and wide for
his comedy, selecting scenic Ideas from every
conceivable section. The campaigning of the
female principals, who advocated votes for
women, is an old idea done, but perhaps not
originated, by Jack Held no less
years back. And that "elixir of
for the book's title, has been
slaughtered through overuse

shows of this

The main

than a dosen
love," chosen

mangled and
In

calibre.

asset about this outfit

nothing spectacular about the production, not even the finale of the opener, a
series of patriotic views, silhouetted against
the back wall with the principals as the
subjects.
This has been done repeatedly In
burlesque. The courtroom scene in ragtime
is done properly In the Fred Irwin show, the
Clark "bit" being but a condensed version of
the real thing, poorly read and staged without

speed

is

and cleanliness, the chorus providing the former requlsltles and* the censors the other.
Both deserve unbounded credit, the chorus particularly, for they give this show Just the
tone to keep It up to the American wheel
standard.
They are lively, young, good-looking, and the ensemble singing earns them a
mark for collective harmony.
One shorthaired blonde on an extreme end was a trifle
conspicuous In some numbers for her limber
action, but it didn't suggest a thing beyond
speed, the balance of tbe aggregation looming

up somewhat slow In her wake.
Getting back to the principals, aside from
Jess and Bruce, there is Harvey. He was ap-

«

His points are flat,
parently "book-beaten."
He
but he cannot be accused of soldiering.
works bard and continually, shouldering much
of the explanatory dialog which Is thankless
to a degree, but necessary.
But Harvey can be
"called" for his specialty In the olio. It consists of some parodies on old songs, a recitaLincoln
and a topical
tion about Abraham
number that savors too much of the kind apIt didn't carry a single ray
plause appeal.
of

comedy brightness.
The olio. Incidentally,

is

Grand

called the

Challenge Olio, the challenge probably being
It's a
for someone to produce one weaker.
wise challenge at that. Aside from Harvey it
carried Austin and Garvin, who danced themIt's the old
selves tired to but fair returns.
style dancing idea, but the appearance partially
eradicates some of the absent essentials. The
girl looks nice.

Mile. Odette and a trio of choristers offer a
series of so-called Parisian Plastic poses, the

subject being introduced by Lucia Arnold.
This Is the big "card" of the show. It suggested something akin to ginger by the lobby
advertising, but It is not
Just a nice string
of pictures, the girls appearing In tights.
The Olymplcltes seemed quite Impressed with
It,
and Miss Arnold Introduced the affair
;

nicely.

The

principal

woman

is

Blllle

Davies,

blonde and rather stout for this line of work.
She works midway between the style of soubret
and prima donna, even aiming once at a
She shouldn't, for Miss
classical ballad.
Davies' voice Is better fit for the raggy type
of song.
leading.

And she Is given too much number
One or two might be given to Mabel

There is too much ensemble singing by the
chorus, the girls handling it unaided at both
openings, while a similar stunt has been Improvised to fill a spot In the center of the
burlesque. A few comedy scenes would have
been appreciated here and might have helped
build up the low Bcore earned on the whole.
Ah a show it's a weak one, weaker than
the Clark showB have been known to run In
the past, but far, far too weak to commence
to classify among the Columbia leaders.

She did with "Rockaway" In the opener,
proceedings with* it.
stopping
temporarily
Miss Arnold has a nice figure, looks well and
enunciates a bit better than the average burShe could also do a trifle more than
lesquer.
at

present.

genuinely burlesque throughout^ but Dlnkins, without financing it recklessly, has shown good taste, particularly in
The production end is of
color arrangements.
average speed, the equipment being built for
endurance rather than elegance.
It should please American audiences without much trouble, for they seemed to enjoy
It at the Olympic, and that caters to the type
of patrons prevalent throughout the circuit.
At any rate it Is a clean, lively show, and Its
cleanliness and liveliness cleverly cover up
what It lacks In originality and comedy.

The dressing

is

Wynn.

CUTTING OUT DISAPPOINTMENTS
Determined that there

will

no

be

more missing of the opening Thursday matinees at Akron, O., following
the Court theatre booking at Wheeling, the American Burlesque Association this week decided to play its

shows two days, Monday and Tuesday only,
week, Dec.

in
3,

Wheeling, starting the
with the companies open-

ing the Akron date Wednesday night
instead of Thursday afternoon.
The new arrangement will give
Wheeling two nights of burlesque, with
Akron four nights and three matinees.

Wynn.

Marion Lee After Separation.

INNOCENT MAIDS.
One must naturally hand the palm of appreKrauss family for "cleaning up,"
even though tbe law stepped in and forced
them to do it.
At any rato they deserve the palm for doing
it
right, for this week Tom Dlnkins' "Inno-

ciation to the

Michaelcna Bennetti, William

Fields,

Wandas, Chick Brickment, and a chorus of 20 girls.
The Follies stock will alternate with
the Union Square stock (also Kahn's)

National Winter Garden
the
(Minsky's), giving a New York circuit of three houses, with one of the

and

shows

changing

Chicago, Nov.

A

Bill for Separate Maintenance
been filed in the local courts

14.

has

program every

Babe La Tour joined

Union

the

Square stock this week.
Another matter Kahn is interested
in, al|d which is an echo of the proposed "musical comedy circuit," first
promoted by Ed. F. Rush, who interested Kahn in the scheme for a few

weeks before it lapsed, is a suit
brought by Kahn against Rush to recover $197, the value, Kahn alleges, of
the furniture now used by Rush in the
letter's

office.

Kahn

asserts

FINED FOR GIRL SHORTAGE
Chicago, Nov. 14.
Burlesque shows coming in here
with the chorus girl complement short
of the required number have been
fined $25 by the house managements.
Two or three such instances have
occurred of late.

COLUMBIA'S SMOKE FUND.
This week is Smoke Week on the
Columbia Burlesque Circuit. All of
its
theatres are gathering subscriptions for smokes for boys in the service, the contributions being gathered
by the young women of the various
attractions playing in the houses for
the current week.
It was estimated Wednesday, from
the early reports of the collections,
that the gross amount would reach
$50,000.

The Columbia Co. will attend to the
forwarding of the smoke packages.

MUST GIVE

UP.

Chicago, Nov. 14.
circumstance in connection with the new amusement tax
is that public officials should be the

An

ironic

to endeavor to violate it.
The law provides that policemen
and firemen who attend performances
in accordance with city ordinances
need not pay the tax. But a great
many coppers have gotten into the
habit of visiting loop theatres and
outlying burlesque houses when off
duty. The managers have not refused
first

admissions in the past as long as the
pass-holders
didn't
overwork their
privileges.

A number of instances have come to
notice of policemen attempting to
secure admission while off duty, and
refusing to pay the tax. The case at
the Gayety is typical. Manager Bob
Shoenecker has insisted upon the collection of the tax in every case where
a policeman or a fireman off duty
secured passes to his theatre.
Critics
and other guests of the
house are likewise compelled to come
through. The managers here are playing no favorites.

BURLESQUE CHANGES.
Jessica Taylor joined Billy K. Wells'
"Mile a Minute Girls" this week. New
additions to the show are Norma Bell,

Harry Jackson and Wilbur Braun.
lies

burlesque show, against her husband,

Namara

Louis Gerard, this week with "Folof the Day," replaced Jack McHilda

as manager.

LeRoy

is

Burlesque is going to reach the solcamps, sooner than expected,
with the. American Circuit shows beatdiers'

ing the Columbia attractions to it, especially in the N matter of playing the

date in

first

with "Some Show.*

a

regularly established

camp theatre for that purpose.
Ben A. Levine, who operates
Grand,

Trenton,

N.

J.,

the
the

playing

American shows, came to

New York

Monday with the information he had
obtained permission from the authorities to establish a regular theatre iff
army camp at Wrightstown, N. J.
As outlined the Levine theatre program would have burlesque played in

the

the Camp Dix theatre each Sunday,
Monday and Tuesday, with tbe remainder of the week devoted to dra-

matic stock. The American shows playing the camp date would fill in the remaining time of the week at the Trenton Grand, per the original booking
schedule.

The stock when not playing the solcamp would play the Trenton
house when burlesque was at the

diers'

Levine expects to have
theatre open within 90 days.

camp.

his

FOX REDUCES PRICES.

he fur-

nished the Rush office from among
the properties at Daly's theatre, when
Kahn conducted that house. The
action is set for trial in a Municipal
Court.

by
Marion Lee, with Charlies Robinson's

David Peyser, with "The Tempters."

its

third week.
The Follies has a seating capacity
of 1,800. Its admission scale will be
the same as now in effect at the Union
Square, up to 50 cents in the orchestra.

sion.

Is

effort.

in the newly-named (Follies)
Bronx theatre will have Harry Steppe,
Fannie Howard, Nola Rignold, Dolly

day)

Howard, a lighter principal, but one capable
of carrying a fast tempo to the encore divi-

proper.

There

burlesque

BURLESQUE AT CAMP.

KAHxTS BRONX STOOL
The Ben Kahn burlesque stock company opening tomorrow night (Satur-

The William Fox

offices

!

have made

a reduction in their prices at some of
their vaudeville houses.
The theatres affected at present
are the Audubon, Riveria and City.
At the Audubon the scale for Saturdays, Sundays and holidays is, 75-cent
loge seats, hereafter 65 cents, with
holder paying tax, and the other seats
graded accordingly, with the 10-cent
matinees costing one cent more for
tax.

At the Riveria the weekday 75-cent
loges
seats

are 55 cents, and the 50-cent
39 cents, including the tax.

Saturdays and Sundays and holidays
the boxes will be 55 cents, and the
loges 72 cents, which includes the
taxation.
At the City the new daily charge
is
25 cents, plus 3 cents war tax,

with Saturdays, Sundays and holidays
having 50 cents t*he top price. The
scale for the latter will have the tax
to be added thusly:
50 cents, plus
5 cents; 30 cents, plus 3 cents, and the
20 cents, plus 2 cents.
The scale at Fox's Audubon was
raised September 1.
B. S. Moss' Hamilton, near
the
Audubon, has also quietly changed its
admission scale. The increase to 35
cents all over the orchestra has been
trimmed down to 35 for about the
first 15 rows, with the remainder of
the downstairs seats at the former
price 25 cents.
•

—

BURLESQUE DANCER COMPLAINS.
New Orleans, Nov. 14.
De Milo, the dancer, complained to
the authorities her husband had brutally beaten her, taken her rings and
threatened her life, asking that he be
apprehended, and proclaiming her intention of applying for a divorce.
In his own defense, the husband, a
piano dealer of this city, stated De
.Milo had married him for his money,
and when she found he was not very
wealthy, it angered her with an anger
that never quite subsided.
De Milo was formerly the wife of
one of the Hammerstein boys.

MILWAUKEE'S STOCK.
Milwaukee, Nov. 14.
Eddie B. Collins and his burlesque
opened at the Empress
Nov. 11 for an indefinite run in stock
entertainers

burlesque.
The principals are Anne Raymond,
Jack Hunt, Ernie Vine, Harry Duke,

Florence Wilmot,

Maude Sherman.

HERK WILL REPORT.
I.

Herk

reach

of Chicago

New York

is

expected

around the

first

to

of

the month, when he is expected to report on a number of the American
burlesque shows he has been giving
close inspection of late through the

Northwest.

-
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there with different companies, at 4
a. m., at the Hotel Walton, the. boys
escaping without injury save the exposure.

latter sustaining a fracture of one of
.the arni- feo_ne|._ His ..physician laid

William E. Monroe, former president
and ex-business agent of New York

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Corson Clarke
are in California, where they expect
They recently
tp purchase a home.

Theatrical Protective Union No. 1. who
was elected president of Theatrical
Mechanical Association No. 1, will be
ushered into office with the other
newly elected men January 6. Installation night will also be regarded as
"ladies' night." The annual T. M. A.
ball will be held in the Amsterdam
Hall, West 44th street, January 12, with
the George Schroeder orchestra furnishing special music.

ay reeutl

11

Elks Lodge No.

1,

New

York, un-

veiled a large picture of the late CarJohnson this week. Mr. Johnson,
a famous minstrel of his day, was one
of the earliest members of No. 1. At

Gorman would

not be able to

work

for ten weeks.

returned to the States after a tour of
the Orient. If is the fifth time the
couple have crossed the ocean since
the war started. They may return to
India before long.

Roger Tolomei, the New York representative for the Sequin Circuit of

South America, moved

week

to

Tolomei
Richard

his office this
Mr.
street.
is no longer associated' with
Pitrot in American bookings

55

West

28th

American

for the South

"Back page protests* were so

fre-

Department shifted to the rear of the
issue. But as the advertisers seem to
theirs
occupy that

like the old place the best

it's

again, for a witty bunch
page, giving Variety its only weekly
Its restoration is
laughing ginger.
without a guarantee of continued
permanency, although the inside back
cover is theirs, even if it should be
"dispossessed" once in a while for a
week or so.

the time of Mr. Johnson's death he
had • no blood relatives excepting a
half brother, William M. Johnson,
who survived him, as did his widow.
Mrs. Johnson is compiling a book of
newspaper notices received by her

husband during his career.

The

A

bunch of "young fellows" got

to-

reminiscent talk one
day last week when the sunshine was
warming up the sidewalk in front of
the Palace.
The party consisted of
James Thornton (around 65), Fox and
Ward (whose ages run around 66),
Frank McNish (estimated age 68), Ed
Leroy Rice (along in the 50's), Clarence

gether for a

Marks
Wilson

(

little

51 November 13),
(in his 70's).

and George

Fuller Circuit in Australia

is

ciation, Roy Murphy having resigned.
The circuit will likely not again have

personal representation over here until after the war.

W. Morgenstern

has discontinued
supplying the bills at the Mrytle,
Brooklyn, with Joe Eckl, now placing
five acts on a split week.
Eckl is also
placing five acts at the Palace, Patchogue, L. I., for the second half.

Sam Meyers, for three years with
William Fox, is to manage the Palace

New

(vaudeville) in

secondary house

Orpheum

in

and the burial was in the Actors' Fund
plot in Evergreen Cemetery, Brooklyn.

Among

those
who attended the
were Sam A. Scribner, Barnev
Gilmore, Dan Collver, Major John H,
Burke, Frank McNish, Press Eldridge,
services

Jantzen.

"Honest* John E. Williams, so known
through his insistence in treating the-

human beings, died in
Oshkosh, Wis., Nov. 8, at the age of
63 years after over 40 years in amusement enterprises of various kind*. For
the last 25 years he owned and operatrical folk like

ated the Grand opera house there with
preat financial success, also making
it one of the best one-night stands,
from the profession's viewpoint, in the
his start at Berlin, Wis., and had been
in theatricals in many places in the
state.
He was a thirty-second degree

Mason, an Elk,
of Pythias.

Orleans. It is a
that city, on the

TO THEATRICAL MEM

for his

home

in

When

Charles G.
Boutin played in vaudeville they did
so as Boutin and Parker. Mr. Boutin
died October 3. Two years ago the
couple retired from the stage. From
that time until his dea,th Mr. Boutin
had charge of the Lincoln Highway

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Garage at Chester, 'Pa. About five
years ago they were with the act of
Ison,
and later, as
Boutin and
Boutin and Parker, appeared with

An obituary
Folks."
Plain
"Just
notice on Mr. Boutin mentioned he
and his wife as Boutin and Tilson,
hence the request for a correction by
the widow.
Rock and White have an idea of
the
giving "A Children's Hour" at
their
Princess (matinees) following
closing next month with "Hitchy Koo."
Frances White will talk with the little
ones, as she did at the Royal, Bronx.
It is hopefully anticipated the kiddies
draw their relatives. Rock and
White are under contract to Corn-

ure.

Joe Glick does not pose either as a
hero or a comedian. But when he and
S. Duggan were caught in
a
hotel fire in Philadelphia Nov. 12 Joe
escape in his pajamas, declared by eye-witnesses as
funnier than Arbuckle doing a camera
stunt in his B. "V^ D.'s. The fire aroused Duggan ami Glick, who were
fire

TNI

The

play,

"Every

Girl,"

which opened

out of town several weeks ago, and
which is a sequel to the morality play,
"Everywoman," was "gumshoed" into
the Majestic, Brooklyn, this week.
The piece is ostensibly presented by
Arthur Phinney, but was produced by
H. W. Savage, also responsible for

MBVICE

"Everywoman."

The Jap

employed for some
Rock of Rock and
While and who recently forged two
$100 checks on the dancer, was arrested this week while endeavoring
to escape to Canada. He was brought
to New York for identification and
placed in the Tombs pending prosecution on a forgery charge.
valet

time by William

their

The East-West Players, a dramatic
organization of young men and women, have a few vacancies for male
members interested in the presentation of one-act plays. The organization is co-operative, and all render
services free.
The secretary is Edna
Helpern, 953 Avenue St. John, Bronx,

New York

City.

T. Fetherston, Commissioner Department of Street Cleaning, has issued a notice to householders, owners,
occupants and janitors on Broadway,
between 42d and 49th streets, requesting them to join the "Snow Fighters,"
explaining what constitutes violations
of the various sections of :he city ordinances regarding the removal of
snow from the sidewalks.
J.

Albert Gorman,

known

pi ofessionally

as "Ncrvo." has started action to recover $5,000 damages from the GlobeWcrnicke Co. One of that firm's filing cabinets fell from a wagon two

weeks ago and struck Gorman, the

in

time.

John Hogarty has accepted the management of the Chauncey Olcott
shows, with Joe Vion in advance.
Bernard

B.

Bromberg,

theatrical dentist, has established
500 Fifth avenue.

the

new

offices at

Rehearsals on the Shuberts new production of "Leftenant Gus" have been
postponed a week, perhaps two.

Meyer North
Loew office.

is

again

room November 9

in Baltimore.

although Max Rabinoff, the director of the company, maintained the
deaths
were accidental.
Giaccone
played Goro in "Madame Butterfly."
His wife was a member of the ballet.
cide,

Jean Sotheta, John and Mae Burke
and Andy Rice are opening on the

Dr.

MM

Gas was found flowing from four oat
of six jets, which lea the police to
believe that they had committed sui-

Chicago this
week, booking acts. While he is away
hi? partner, Jo Paige Smith, is going
to have a party (tonight).

Loew

Iff*.

Ernesto Clacoone and hit wife*
Nellie, members of the Boston Grand
Opera Company, were found, dead in

Michaels.
is

KYLE

•a tas Seal bis Treat Not.

The Piccolo Midgets left "Jack
O'Lantern" Saturday, opening on the
Loew Circuit Monday; placed by Joe
Gene Hufhes

C.

Oar

(Jaaa Aestle)

Wma

Walter

went down the

IN

at

A«« IS—Gaaasr tlnd HeirHser Bat*
Urjr, Canadian PUI4 Artillery
KILLED IN ACTION

VAMWY

will

stock and Gest, and will appear at the
matinees under the auspices of the
firm, providing they do not receive
a vaudeville route at $2,000 weekly,
having dropped from their $2,500 fig-

M«mery

BILOVBD %>?

While the war continues
wtt be sent coe»plimnatary to aay theatrical nan in tka U. S. Saw f at e.
Ifojaie, with address, sJeetjM fee forwarded aad proper
maflftaej address soot at oaee ff ordered eVi ewlaere.
ratamed also for r< -mailmf letters
The list wftl
sent care VA&ISTT.

About $10,000 was realized, of which $2,500 was represented
Mr. Kellar acknowlin the program.

tilles" disaster.

Los Angeles, he having taken the trip
east especially to appear at the Hippodrome.

Odd Fellow and Knight

Ia Praad

Circuit.

VARIETY FREE

ed the benefit than held for the aid
of the families affected by the "At-

Wednesday afternoon

"Honest" John mad*

United States.

AUSTIN

final appearance upon the stage
Harry Kellar, the dean of magicians,
was made last Sunday evening at the
New York Hippodrome, when the Society of American Magicians further-

Laura

Fred Grant Young and Adolph

Rice,

The

of

edged a most vociferous reception and
turned over his apparatus on the stage
to Harry Houdini, also present. Many
magicians appeared, some from civil
life, and several took part in an ensemble magical turn called "PerplexMr. Kellar left
ing Productions."

Tom Ward,

Harry Winsman,

Lee, Fannie V. Reynolds, Anita Devere,
Bernard Dyllyn, Edward LeRov
J.
J.

now represented in Chicago by the
Western Vaudeville Managers' Asso-

C.

Funeral Church Wednesday morning

time.

roll

quent last week on that former page
in Varibtts advertising section that
the protests have been listened to,
the humor page having been restored
to its former position (inside back
The page was removed
cover).
through a change occurring in the
make-up of Varibtt, with* the Picture

tour of Europe she returned and apat Ko.ster & Biai't Music Hall
for three consecutive years, where
she was known as "The Captain." Her
last appearance was at Pastor's 15
years ago, when she was stricken with
paralysis. The deceased was a sister
Her sister
of the Wesner Sisters.
Mary is a patient of the Actors' Fund.
Services were held from the Campbell

peared

booking

in

the

The Darling theatre, Gloversville
has been converted into a garage.

OBITUARY.
Ella Wesner, an old-time vaudeville
favorite, passed away Nov. 11 at the
Home for Incurables, New York, where
she was confined for the past three
years under the supervision of the
Actors' Fund. Miss Wesner was 76
years of age and made her first ap-

pearance upon the stage when 9 years
old. at the Continental theatre, Phila-

She then joined the initial
"The Hlack Crook" under
Josh Hart at the Eagle theatre. Many
delphia.
ballet of

years after she headlined Tony Pastor's road show. After a three-year

Martin C. Higgins, former Assistant
International President of the I. A. T.
S. E, belonging to the Youngstown, O.,
local, died suddenly of heart trouble

New York, November 2, and his remains were taken to his home in
Youngstown for interment, accompanied by Edward LeMaster, of the
Alliance offices. A widow and three
in

children
survive.
Higgins at one
time was very active in the Alliance
affairs.

William H. Kendal (William Hunter
Grimstone), actor and theatrical manager, died in London, November 6. In
1869 he married Margaret Robertson,
known on the stage as Madge Robertson.
After playing many celebrated
parts he became lessee and mtsnger,
in partnership with John Hare, of St.
James theatre. Mr. and Mrs. Kendal'
toured the United States and Canada
in

1889-95.

Marion

P. Clifton, the oldest guest
Fund Home, died at the
institution Nov. 8.
Mrs. Clifton was
horn in England in 1864. She came to

at the Actors'

opened in sumTom's Cabin,"
playing at the Tremont, Boston. She
also appeared with Maggie Mitchell
Her last engageand Kafe Claxton
ments were "The Two Orphans" and

this

country

mer slock

in 1883 and
in "Uncle

"Searchlights of a Great City."

The father of (Miss) Patsy O'Brien
November at his home, SharonCincinnati suburb. The deceased was a Government officer and
died

1

ville. O., a

caught cold, which developed into
pneumonia, while at a raid made on
a pacifist gathering in Cincinnati.

fl
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"HERO LAND" FOR CHARITIES
HAS $100,000 ADVANCE SALE
Two Hundred Volunteer Agents Average

$25,000 Daily in Sale

Bazaar to Run 24 Days. Many
Entertainment Features. Arthur Voegtlin Di-

of Admission Tickets.

LOEWS COMBINATION
Marcus Loew

ACTOR'SJWND STILL DEPENDENT.

PLAN.

planning a circuit
for legitimate attractions in every one
of the larger cities in which he has
nouses or is associated in the management of houses, such as Boston,
is

Philadelphia, etc. He came to this decision after four weeks of combinations at Loew's 7th Avenue. At that
house he played to $6,000 with "Good
Night Paul" the opening attraction:
over $7,000 with 'The Knif«"; $8,400
with 'The 13th Chair," and last week

"Mother Carey's Chickens" topped the

recting Spectacle.

mark.
Mr. Loew believes there is room in
every city classing with Philadelphia

$6,000

At the League of the
reported this

week

Allies

it

was

that after a four

campaign throughout the
city by several hundred women, the
big bazaar, which opens at Grand Central Palace, Nov. 24, and continues
until Dec. 12, has an advance sale of
clays'

sales

$100,000

women

admissions.
The salesaveraged a return of $25,000 a
in

day for each day they were selling.
The management committee has
broadcast a circular explaining

sent

what the bazaar

is

to consist of

and

they have also called in help from the
theatre to carry out the effects in a

showmanship manner. In the circular
Arthur Voegtlin (referred to as "the
man who put the Hippodrome on the
map") is to be the entertainment producer for "Hero Land." Mrs. Charles
Dana Gibson is the chairman of the
Entertainment Committee.

One of the biggest scenes will be
the production of a section of the
battlefront in Flanders, with a battle
in progress. This will be staged in a
special building, being built in Depew
Place (back of the Palace building).
There will also be reproduced sections
of ruined villages, etc., and a section
of the German trenches captured from

Von Hindenburg, showing the under? round connections which ran back
or 10 miles under 50 feet of ground.

and Harris

(five

weeks

to run),

El-

tinge
(four
(five
weeks),
Globe
weeks), Winter Garden (five weeks),
and Morosco (two weeks).

The buy
this

Amsterdam finishes
The management was un-

at the

week.

der the impression brokers would accept seats for another four weeks, but
up to Wednesday the ticket men were
fighting shy of taking any further allotment.
They stated this week that as soon
as the present buys ran out there
will be no renewals of any sort. The
agency men have been particularly
hard hit since the war tax went into
effect and none wish to undertake the
chance of guaranteeing the houses under the present conditions.
They say that they have been the
principal support of the theatre for
three years past, and now in
these
times of pressing need it is up to the
managers to carry them over the
rough going. Business has been so

bad some ticket

offices

were

letting

out clerks this week.
The Century was the big wallop to
several of the agencies this season.
The Tyson Co. and McBride were not
in the Century buy to any great
extent, having been caught on the house
last season. The United Agency went
in for the big end there. It was forced
to "dump" and make returns even on
the first week of the show.

SALARY CUT UNLIKELY.
To

all

appearances Variety

is

re-

sponsible for the legitimate managers

backing up for the present at least
their proposed cut of 50 per cent,
the

salaries

of

players.

in
in

That much

was admitted by the managerial
ests this week. The premature

interpubli-

cation in last week's issue of what
the managers had in mind spoiled their
plans to a certain extent.
Last week the daily papers carried
a denial of the proposed cut, it having
been issued at the offices of the United
Managers' Protective Association. The
denial was quite correct, as no definite
steps had been voted on by the
managers in meeting. What actually
happened at the meeting of the managers Wednesday last week was that
Alf Hayman stated, in view of the depressed business conditions in the
theatre that had developed in the two
weeks prior to the meeting, the managers should take some sort of steps
to protect their interests.
Marc Klaw, aUo present at the
meeting, suggested the
New York
managers follow the steps the English
managers took in London at the outbreak of the war. Mr. Klaw, who was
abroad when war was declared, stated
that three days after its declaration
the managers met in London and immediately agreed to cut salaries onehalf. He suggested the American managers take the same steps, and the
matter was then dropped, to be taken
up at the next meeting, providing that
conditions did not better themselves

meantime.

ONLY SIX BUYS RUNNING.
k

There are but six outright buys still
running in New
York,
whereas a
month ago 15 of the 34 attractions
then current on Broadway wt*re going along on virtual guarantees from
the hotel agencies.
The buys continuing are the Century (with seven weeks to go), Cohan

HIGH SALARIED CHORUS GIRLS.
John Cort

is

to

pay $50 a week to

12 of the 18 dhorus girls in "Flo Flo,"
the musical show made out of the
former vaudeville act called "The

Bride Shop."

The

girl

who

will

wear

the bridal costume gets the record
chorister figure of $100 weekly. The
big chorus prices lies in the apparent
scarcity of good lookers available
along Broadway, but by raising the
ante Cort is said to have gathered a
flock of beauties.
The cast of "Flo Flo," due for >n
out-of-town
opening Jttianksgiving,
has Lola Wentworth, Dolly Castles,
Oscar Figman, Robert Ober, James B.

^^

Carson, George Renavent (now with
French Players at the Garrick)

the

and Handers and Millis. The latter
is a vaudeville team whose work in
the west with "The Masked Model"
and "Good-Bye. Boys." brought them

much

chorus.

The out-of-town premiere

will

According to the present plans the
Raymond Hitchcock-Ray E.
Goetz show is to make its debut in

new

the 44th Street. Christmas night. Prior to that time the
piece will have a tryout at Wilmington
for three days, going into the town on
a guarantee.
In the cast now are Sam
Bernard. Dolly Sisters, Richard Carle
and Al. Lee.
The "flitchy-Koo" show will lay off
for the two weeks prior to Christmas
to give Hitchcock a chance to devote
his attention to the new production
and incidentally to chop off the salaries for a period now expected to
he one of the worst in the history
of theatricals for a -number of years.
at

one house to

make a booking management for one
of his houses in Boston to follow out
that policy. If the innovation meets
with success there he will try a similar scheme in Philadelphia.
In the
latter city there is the Walnut theatre, in the theatre district, presenting
plays at popular prices, but this house
receives the attractions only after
they have been on tour and return for
the second season.
In Philadelphia it would mean converting one of the popular priced
vaudeville houses in a neighborhood
section to a combination theatre at
top.
Philadelphia has scattered
$1
neighborhoods, like

New

York, and

it

possible that two or more houses
eventually be turned over to the
idea there.
is

may

COAST MANAGERS DEPRESSED.
Los Angeles, Nov.

14.

Theatrical conditions here, in Southern California and all over the Pacific
Coast, have so discouraged theatrical
managers they are predicting that
within a few months, if improvement
does not arrive, the legitimate playhouses of this section will have to
close or operate at a loss.
It seems agreed here that attractions sent. out this season have not
fared well. Many failed to meet expenses. Others barely passed along
to an even break.
Present indications are that the New
York producers will stop sending out
shows and leave the West without legit
m

plays.

"The Thirteenth Chair," booked for
Mason here for two weeks, did
its poorest business since starting on
the road. The Lasca Grand Opera is
booked for two weeks at Clune's
the

Auditorium,

but

prospects

are

very

slim. It may get out even, however,
as this city has not had opera in a

long time.

Anna Held is due here next week
and she will be fortunate to do $7,000.
Last time Miss Held was here, she got
$18,000. The Henrietta Crosman closing Saturday was another mark of
the poor season.
tax. notwithstanding what
claimed against it, does not appear
to be affecting the vaudeville, stock
or film houses.
is

be

21.

XMAS' 'TWO WEEKS" NOW.

New York

at least

present plays at popular prices, immediately after they have finished
their longer runs at the higher scale
in the regular houses.
He will try to

The war

favorable attention.

The show is being staged by Edward Paulton. There will be no male
held in Schenectady, Nov.

and Boston for

OPERA

CO. COAST BOUND.
The Boston Opera Company, direction Max Rabinoff, is all booked up for
a long trip to the Pacific Coast and
back, with Fred S. Lorraine traveling
advance. Lorraine left New York
night for Detroit.
The company carries 160 persons, fine
orchestra of 42 men, travels in five
Pullmans, with five baggage cars.
in

Monday

MEMBERS ONLY AT DINNER.
At the Ratification Dinner to be held
Nov. 25 at the Hotel Astor, to commemorate the issuance of an agreedupon form of playing contract, by the
Actors' Equity Association and United
Managers' Protective Association, only

members
attend,
seats.

of

either

association

will

upon the purchase of dinner

warning Is sounded at tMs particuby Daniel Frohman, president
of the Actors' Fund of America, as the

A

lar time

result of the courts of Zanesville, O.,
ruling the codicil in the will of the late
John Hoge, whereby he willed a piece

of Fifth avenue property, New York,
to the Fund, is valid, there being phases
to the bequest which the Fund supporters were unaware of.
The officers of the Fund are fearful
lest the impression gain wide circulation the Hoge gift had placed the Fund

beyond want, but this is not true.
The Fund has askea the theatrical
papers to publish the following statement, given out under the Frohmaq signature:

.

_

"The bequest to the Actors' Fund
by the late John Hoge, just settled, by which the Fund comes into
possession of a property worth
$500,000.
fit

does not inure to the beneFund to any extent for

of the

some years.
"The building on

the Fifth avenue property belongs entirely to the
present tenant, the Irene Company,
which erected it at its cwn expense; but it becomes the property
of the Fund at the expiration of
the lease in about twelve years.
"Meanwhile, the Fund is entitled
to a net ground rent of $20,000 per
annum. But there is yet a federal
inheritance tax of nearly $40,000
to pay out of the rental, and the
legal expenses of contesting this
will during the past five months, so
that the Fund, while having a fine
income in prospect in twelve years
(about $50,000 annually), will have
to forge along in the meantime
best it can. by means of subscrip-

—

m

tions, benefits, fairs, etc."

While the Hoge will case was up beOhio courts Mr. Frohman and
Hollis E. Cooley were on the ground.
fore the

HENRIETTA CROSMAN CLOSES.
Los Angeles, Nov. 14.
"Erstwhile Susan," with Henrietta
Crosman, closed here Saturday. The
show did very poor business for several weeks, although the management
gave out an announcement Miss Crosman was ending her tour to jbin her
husband who is in the army in^ the
East. The company will probably jump
direct back to New York.
Miss Crosman substituted on the
road tour for Mrs. Fiske, who created
the starring role in "Susan" when
produced on Broadway.

TWO

SEATS FOR ONE PRICE.
Providence. Nov.

14.

offering two
seats for the price of one at the opening of "Six Months' Option," which
will have its premiere here. The admission scale runs from $1.50 to 25

The opera house

is

cents.

The play

is

a

comedy

of

modern

marriage modes, by Ancella Anslee.
It will introduce Dorothy Donnelly as
Donnelly having
a producer, Miss
staged the piece.

"LOOK PLEASANT AT CHRISTMAS
When "Look Pleasant," the new
by Gellette
production with music
Burgess and Elmer Harris is produced
around Christmas, it will have a score
Ballard Macof music supplied by
Donald and Harry Piani, to be published by the Shapiro-Bernstein Publishing Co.
The piece

will be staged in Los
Angeles, probably by Oliver Morosco.

DE HAVEN SHOW

IN STORAGE.
"Ba Ba Black Sheep" was given at
a special performance at the Fulton,
Sunday night, after which the snow
was aimed for the storehouse. A number of managers were present.
It was produced by Fred Jackson
and Carter De Haven, and closed several weeks ago in Pittsburgh.
After
Sunday night's showing, all bets were
called off.

LEGITIMATE,
SHOWS AT THE BOX OFFICE
(Continued from page 3.)
performancei there, while "Her RegiThe southern
ment" drew $4,000.
towns are also playing to good and bad
business. Norfolk seems to be holding
up, having given "You're in Love
$3,765 in three performances, while
Richmond gave the same show $1,027
on three performances. In the latter
town "Her Soldier Boy" got a little
under $600 in three performances. Newport News is good for a sell out, almost
$1,500.

Last week's receipts in

all

of the big

towns herewith reported were held up
to the mark because of the additional
performance Election Day, although
capacity
tor the night performance
did not rule around New York as in
Erevious years. Another line on the
usiness may be had from the fact
that a number of $2 houses in New
York failed to sell out Saturday ni$ht
last. That $2.50 is the ruling price
Saturday night may have held the
audiences at a distance. Treasurers resorted to chopping to get the lower
floors dressed.

Out of 11 theatres in New York
Tuesday night there was but one that
touched $1,000, and that a musical
comedy, here since August. One of
the new shows opening Monday night
got fairly good notices, but played to
under $250 Tuesday night. That was
The
the lowest one on the list.
between were
those
of
majority
around $500 and $600.
the
It would be easier to indicate
shows not offered at cut rates this

week rather than

list those for sale at
Seats for three of the
a discount.
plays this week were on cut rate
sale from the opening night on. The
three were Donald Brian in "Her

new

"The
Regiment," Ann Murdock in
Three Bears" and Grace George in
"L'Elevation."
For the greater part the cut rates

quoted below have been on sale a
week in advance, but beginning next
week a number of the houses are going to be on sale for two weeks in advance, the managers figuring that by
having the public buy in advance they
will be able to tide them int^ the holiday period where the usual prior to
Christmas slump comes along.
In the Public Service ticket office,
the downstairs branch of the Joe
Leblang concern, there were listed as
"regulars" (cut-rates) "The Very Idea"
(Astor), "The Torches" (Bijou), "Her

Regiment" (Broadhurst); "Kitty, Dar"Here Comes the
(Casino),
lin'"
Bride" (Cohan), Washington Square
Players (Comedy), "De Luxe Annie"
(Cort), "The Three Bears" (Empire),
"The
(Fulton),
"Broken Threads"
Cousin" (Gaiety), "HitchyCoun
Koo" (44th street), "The Pipes of
Pan" (Hudson), "Leave It to Jane"
(Longacre), "The Eyes of Youth" (Elliott),

(Morosco),
Ltd."
Girl" (Amsterdam), "L'-

"Lombardi,

"The Riviera

"Barbara"
(Playhouse),
Elevation"
(Plymouth), "On with the Dance"
(Shubert),
"Maytime"
(Republic),

"What's Your Husband Doing?" (39th
(Winter GarSt.), "Doing Our Bit"
den). All wjere offered at a 50 per cent,
cut in price with the war tax additional.

In the upstairs office all of the above
houses were quoted, with the added
information orchestra seats could be
obtained for the Gaiety, Cohan, 44th
St., Hudson, Longacre, Morosco, Amsterdam, Plymouth and Republic. The
prices here are $1.25 for a $2 seat and
$1.75

for

a

$2.50

scat,

including

the

war tax.
The cut-rate feature of recent days.
was the final capitulation of Klaw &
Erlanger to the cut rates by throwing
in the Gaiety and Amsterdam theatres
this week. The firm has had the Cohan
in for some time, and the cut rates
have helped "Here Comes the Bride"
(Cohan) practically since it opened.
The only houses not on the cut

rate list this week are the
Booth
("The
Masquerader") ;
Cohkir - ft
Harris ("The Tailor Made Man"); Eltinge (Business Before Pleasure");
48th Street ("The Gay Lord Quex");
Globe ("Jack o' Lantern"); Hippodrome ("Cheer Up") Knickerbocker
("Hamilton") ; Lyceum ("Tiger Rose"),
Manhattan O. H. ("Chu Chin Chow")
Park ("The Land of Joy"); Princess
("Oh, Boy"); Belasco ("Polly With a
;

Past").

The subway

has held up surprising under the existing conditions.
The Majestic, Brooklyn, which
had been considered a dead one, has
been playing to weekly, taking becircuit

and

The Mon-

tween

$7,000

tauk

also holding up in great shape.

is

$8,000.

The Broad, Newark, which has the
legitimate field to itself, is pulling big
returns. The Loew's 7th Avenue has
been above $6,000 every week since it
became a combination house, and the
Bronx opera house is still the prize
money-getter of the circuit. "Mary's
Ankle," at the house this week, will
do over $8,000.
The pop vaudeville houses had all
been hard hit during the last two
weeks around town, with business off
at all of them.
The larger vaudeville houses had also felt the flop, and
the Palace this week, with a very
heavy bill, failed to do capacity on
Monday and Tuesday nights. There
is a saying along Broadway that this
proves true.

to the effect that
when the Palace doesn't sell out
nothing else in town does.
During the last two weeks the shows
current in New York, according to
Varietit's estimate, have been gathering box office gross as follows
M
Tailor Mad*

A

It

is

Man" (Cohan &

Harris,
liable.

week). One of the reLast week with the holiday al11th

most $13,000.
"Barbara" (Marie Doro, Plymouth,
2d week). Closes Saturday after two
weeks. For its first week in New York
the show did under $5,000. The Shubert production of "The Star Gazer"
with John Charles Thomas comes in
next Wednesday. The "Gazer" show
opened in Boston last week and got

away

badly.

"Broken Threads" (Fulton, 3d week).
Producers paying a guarantee to house
and show holding on with cut rate
help.
$6,800 last week.
"Business
Before Pleasure" (Eltinge, 14th week). Held up to normal
conditions with the aid of the holiday.
A little under $13,000 last week, but
slightly below capacity.
"Cheer Up" (Hippodrome, 13th week).

A

holiday of the Election Day type
sends the Hip in for big business. This
kept the average of the house up last
week, with $51,000 as the gross.
"Chu Chin Chow" Manhattan, 4th
week).
With the aid of extra premiums and the holiday performances
One
$34,000 claimed for last week.
of the decided big hits in one of the
biggest houses in town.

"The Country Couain" (Gaiety, 11th
week). Added starter in the cut rate
stakes this wck. Show looked good
1, but has been
by slump; $7,900 last week.
"De Luxe Annie" (Cort, 10th week).
$6,300 at the Cort last week the best
week's business the show has done
since it opened at the Booth, from
which it was moved to the 39th and
then to the present house, held under
a guarantee of $3,000 weekly.
"Doing Our Bit" (Winter Garden, 5th
week). Show a sore disappointment

for a stay until Jan.

hard

to

hit

the

management.

Around

$18,000

last week. The Shuberts started it off
at a $3 top and quickly dropped to

very secretly. The Sunday nights
are holding up, howeyer. The present
plan is for Al. jolson in a new show
at the W. G. almost immediately after
the holidays.

$2.50,

"Eye. of Youth" (Elliott, 12th week).
One of those shows that started slowly but pronounced by everyone that
sees it as a treat; $8,900 last week. It

11

During the

is is to be the basis of a burlesque in
tire Justine- -Johnstone Revue.

The

Gay Lord Quex" (John Drew-

Margaret

Came

to

Illington, 48th St., 1st week).
Broadway after a week in

week

Boston replacing "Peter Ibbetson" at
The latter show drew
this house.
$11,500 last week and an effort to
switch the "Quex" time was unsuccessfully made.
"Hamilton" (George Arliss, KnickerLeaves Saturday,
bocker,- 8th week).
show having fallen to almost nothing
in point of receipts, star and house

The

A

1st

week. Show in the house
on rental and has extended the length

$12,000 last

its lease.

It

to Jane" (Longacre, 12th

week).

through cut rates.
"L'Elevation" (Grace George, Playhouse, 1st week). This play by Henri
Bernstein is the second offering of
Grace George's current season at this
house. Show was to open Wednesday
night.
"Eve's Daughter," the star's
former vehicle, played to about $4,000
on its filial week.
"Lombardi, Ltd. (Morosco, 8th week).
Has developed in a nice money maker
for Oliver Morosco. With the holiday
performance last week, reached near
$10 000.

"Kitty Darlin'" (Alice Neilsen, Ca2d week).
Opened Wednesday
last week and goes to storehouse Saturday. Drew $4,300 on five performances last week. "Oh Boy," after 35
weeks at Princess, moves into the Casino Monday, to give the show a
chance at a $2 top scale, with the upper sections assured big business from
the cut rate sources.
"The Matquerader" (Guy Bates Post,
Booth, 10th week).
Not in the cut
rate class and got a little over $8,000
sino,

last
week.
Star's performance remarked on as second only to that
which the late Richard Mansfield could
have given in the role.
"Mi.s 1917" (Century, 2d week). Second of the Dillingham-Zeigfeld spectacular revues opened Monday last
week, getting $5 top for the first night.
Drew $39,000 on the week, though only
the opening and second nights were
capacity. Big buy by agencies helping

out.
Show not expected to pull as
well as last season's because of current conditions. Agencies crying for
help immediately after opening and
returning seats to box office. The first
Sunday night concert (Nov. 11) said,
to

have

$3,(HK) at

c)rr>/\v'v

a

Still

in the

neighborhood
o£
~
'

$2 top.

"Maytime"

(Shubert,

.

13th

going nicely; $11,800

Looks good enough

last

week).
week.

to stay until after
the holiday period with ease.
"Oh Boy" (Princess, 35th week).

to

act

might

little

Opened
over

make a good

Pan" (Republic, 3d

last

week, notices

fair.

$6,000.

The Three Bears" (Ann Murdock,
Empire, 1st week). Opened Tuesday,
night with seats for the opening performance on sale at cut rates. "Rambler Rose" closed last Saturday with
about $11,000 to its credit for the final
week. Ethel Barrymore in repertory

week.

Between $8,000 and $9,000 last
week with a good outside demand

Moves

£. revue.

"The Land of Joy" (Park, 3d week).

"Leave

$6,000.

with holiday performance last week.
4
Is to remain until end of December,
when it will be succeeded by new K. &

ting a slight return from the hotels,
these seats being easily disposed of at
the box office where a preference is
given applicants in uniform. With the
extra Election Day matinee the show

of

show

ment of seats for cut rate disposal
was made this week. Show got $15,000

,

last

this

"Polly With a Past" (Belasco, 11th
week). The one show in town that
has been forced to give extra performances, the first Tuesday matinee having been added this week. Last week
with the extra holiday performance,
over $13,000.
"Riviera Girl" (New Amsterdam, 8th
week). Hard hit by the slump. The
hotel buy runs out this week and the
agencies will not renew.
An allot-

Regiment"

passed $25,000

first

week).

(Donald
Brian,
week). Opened to almost $2,000 Monday night. Off a little
Succeeded
"Misalliance,"
Tuesday.
which got a little under $6,000 last
week.
"Here Comes the Bride" (Cohan's,
8th week). Leaves Saturday for Chicago. A little under $7,000 last week.
Leo Dietrichstein next Tuesday in "The
King."
"Hitchy-Koo" (Raymond Hitchcock,
44th Street, 24th week). Dropped steadily since coming to this house, although the first two weeks held up.
Now has outside aid in the form of
cut rates. About $12,000*last week with
holiday performance.
'Jack o1 Lantern" (Fred Stone, Globe,
5th week).
One of the very few
shows holding up. Even this hit get-

just

under

slightly

vaudeville sketch.
"The Pipes of

26.

"Her

two weeks

the Casino next Monday where it will
play at a $2 top scale.
"On With the Dance" (Republic, 3d
week). With a strong cast show not
considered there.
$6,800 last week.

being taken into consideration; $7,800
last week. Richard Lambert's "Art and
Opportunity" due at the house Nov.

Broadhurst,

last

its- firot drop*- He4d -tocapacity at $3 top for 33 weeks with
the exception of one night during last
summer's extraordinary hot spell. Last

experienced

,

is to be the next attraction.
"The Tiger Rose" (Lyceum. 7th
week). A trifle under capacity, $12,000
on the week, extra performance last
%
week.
"The Torches" (Lester Lonergan,
Bijou, 4th week).
Closes Saturday;
Show may take to
$3,300 last week.
the road but no definite decision. Will
lay off for a couple of weeks at any
Norworth & Shannon's "Odds
rate.
and Ends of 1917" due Monday night.
"Washington Sq. Players" (Comedy,
3d week). Repertory of four one-act
plays.
Business fair; $7,600 claimed.
Doubtful.

"What's

>

Husband Doing?"
week). Opened Mon-

Yonr

(39th Street, 1st
Notices fair.
day.

William Faver-

sham in "The Old Country" closed at
the house Saturday after a week that
netted $3,100. Show sent to store house.
"The Wooing of Eve" (Laurette TayOpened the
lor, Liberty, 2d week).
middle of last week. Notices not exUnder $4,000 for first
traordinary.
performances. "Out There," star's former vehicle, is to be sent on tour with
Elsa Ryan in principal role.
Chicago, Nov.

14.
#

Monday was the worst night in
many years in local theatres. Yesternot one legitimate show did a
respectable business.
The Chicago
Opera Tuesday night with
Galli Curci's first appearance of the
season had empty rows in face of the
biggest advance sale in history. There
is talk here that one or two theatres
may close shortly and remain dark
until New Year's Eve.
In face of the poor business in
Chicago, James Wingfield of the Central States Circuit states that business
has never been better in the onenighters of the middle-west in the past
seven years.
The estimated takings at the local
box offices are
"A Successful Calamity" (William
Gillette, Studebaker, 2d week). Started
briskly with the reopening of the
house and took $13,000 on the week.
Will fall short of $10,000 this week.
"Canary Cottage" (Olympic, 7th
week). Dropped to $5,000, leaves Sattn<Uy. A<K;.'tice for Blanche King in
"What Next" is good with Tuesday
night sold to club.
"The Man Who Came Back" (Princess, 8th week). Has been dropping
steadily last two weeks. Started like
(Continued on page 17.)

day

Grand

-
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NEWS FROM THE
I

THE

A comedy

DAILIES

duced by

{Below is turns matt* not collected by V amity but rewritten m
need form from tho kerns relating to theatricals appearing
the
Mmr York doMy newspapers between the dates of Vauity*! weekly

m

)

.WO01.N0..sir KYK. ...

Written and proHartley Manners at the Liberty

In three

J.

seta

theatre, Nov. 1).
*
The play Is, In fact, of a new and rather
nondescript kind. In Its central Idea It verges
upon the farcical. But In its manner, both
as regards the writing and the acting, It Is,
somewhat insistently, slow-paced and naturalistic.
Timet,
The merit of It what there Is lies principally In Its dialogue.— World.

—

—

KITTY DARLIN'.
Lou Brneit Royiter

be back with the

Is to

revival of "Busier Brown."

"Madame Sand," with Mre. Flake, will open
The cast lncludee
at the Criterion, Nov. 19.
Joae Ruben and Ferdinand Oottacbalk.
Far Marbe, In "Oh, Boj," hat signed with
Vita* raph and will make her debut upon the
screen In a photoplay with Earl Williams.
—

— —

haled to court last week.
The man "Hello
Honeyed" her and followed her for four
blocks.
Becoming annoyed she had him arrested and Olson got two days.

John Pollock, press man for the Orpheum
was elected a Councilman In his
home town. Leon la, N. J., last election. John
and six other oouncllmen are running the

"Hamilton," with George Arils*, will close
New York engagement Nov. 24 and go on

Its

—Timet.

town.

ories,

regular advance.

Jennie B. M lllman was awarded $3,000 damages In her suit against the Erie R. R. and the

Pullman Co.

The Shuberts have arranged

entertain

to

Harold Chapln's comedy. "Art and Oppor-

^^^

has

Coghlan

Rose

been

engaged

by the

for

the Ethel

Barry-

Co.

"The King," with Leo Dltrichsteln, will
open at Cohans. Nov. 19, succeeding 'Here
Comes the Bride," which begins a Chicago

engagement
It

"Madame Ceclle" will not be brought to the
Harr'e theatre this week as It was previously
The opening of the piece has
announced.
been indefinitely postponed.
The Shuberts will produce "The Melting of
Molly," a comedy by Maria Thompson Daviess,
at

theatre. Boston,
Tell will play the lead.

Alma

Plymouth

"The Radium Models," a posing

Nov. /&.

act,

were

by
closed at the Gary. Gary. Ind., last week,
It was charged that the act used
the police.
nothing but silver paint as costumes.
lost
"Alsace," a drama dealing with France's
provinces will be produced here this seaaonJby
It was
Walter Knight and Louis Fournler. revived
played \n Paris In 1913 and was
after the war.

at
Mrs. Aphie James, an actress and widow
Louis James, with whom she fPP?»™» J"
14 to Henry
many plays, was married Nov.
Waldorf-AstoriaC. Tuxbury, cashier of the

George

general

Vivian,

Punch and Judy

theatre,

manager

ofThi

has been engaged as
I

Jordan
the stage director for the Hobart
presenting "Whats Your
Corp., which are
M
T

Husband

^^^

Doing

A hundred dollar bill,
Harry Lauder, was auctioned

•utographed
off for

by

J».wu al

a meeting In Pittsburgh at which nearly $30,000 of Pittsburgh's quota of $100,000 to war

camp community
"The Torches"
the

Bijou

service

of "Success," which the Lieblers
are producing, Includes Brandon Tynan, Jess
Dandy, Helen Holmes. Marie Leonhard. Emily
Galloway, Carre* Clark, Lionel Glenister,
James Burkln, Somalne Cal lender, William
a an ( eorf6 Lefflngwell, Arda La C*>lx.
S«
i .i
Richard
Abbott and Melton Coldagh.

^

(Miss) Sydney Thompson made her first
appearance as an entertainer at the Punch
and Judy theatre Nov. 13, when she acted a
play In monolog.
The audience seemed particularly
pleased
with
Miss
Thompson's
efforts, and this comparatively new
form of

will

Saturday,

end

its

followed

engagement at
by the Jack

of 220 West 46th street,
gave Its first of a series of afternoon teas for
Hereafter
soldiers sod sailors last Saturday.
one will be given every Saturday afternoon.
All uniformed men are invited.

The Rehearsal Club,

police of Youngstown, O., are trying to

all Sunday vaudeville performances lu
The Chler of Police has Issued
this town.
orders to arrest any manager who falls to
comply with the law.

stop

Frank Tlnney has decided that his playhouse, now in erection at Freeport, L. I., shall
The
be named the Freeport opera house.
theatre, seating 1,500,
with a legit play.

will

open

in

February

\\,

Preparations for the production of "The
Rainbow Girl" ere getting under way. Joseph Urban Is engaged In painting the scenery,
while Julian Mltchel Us rehearsing the chorus
on the stage of the Knickerbocker. At the
New Amsterdam, Herbert Oresbam Is rehearsing the principals. The piece wijl be produced
out of town early next month and will make
a short tour preliminary to its New York
debut.

The motion of Oscar Hammerstein to appoint
a receiver for the Lexington O. H., sustained
by the Court, was reversed in the Appellate
Division of the Supreme Court.
The Manhattan Life Insurance Co. was the plaintiff
and is foreclosing a mortgage for $450,000.
The defendrnt is In default of a mortgage
dated in 1914 to secure Its bond of $450,000.
The Gerster- Kramer Amusement Co. Is the actual possessor of the property and Is named
as co-defendant.
It gave the Hammerstein
Co. a third mortgage for $300,000 at 2 per
cent after March 26, 1015.
The premises
are now under lease to the Chicago Orand
Opera Association at $45,000 a year.
The
plaintiff, according to the ruling, has full control of the mortgaged premises and is respon-

without

—

GAY LORD QUE*.

A revival of Sir Arthur Wing Plnero's play.
Produced by John D. Williams, at the 48th
Street

•

The opening of the Thratre du Vleux Columbler, has been postponed from Nov. 20 to
27, owing to the delay of Jacques Copeau s
ship, carrying himself and his company. The
company has had rehearsals In Paris.

Ann Wardell had a masher,

JUDGMENTS.
Judgments filed in the County Clerk's office.
The first name is that of the Judgment debtor,
the second the judgment creditor, and the
amount of judgment.
Carlyle Blackwell— S. Newark, $20.20.
Wood Theatrical Enterprises Underwood

—

Typewriter Co., $25.85.
Lamree Film Corp. First Natl. Bank of
Greenwood, $2.tH>5.5<l.
Overseas Film Corp. J. Lazarus, $26.01.
Bernard Ora'nvllle Publishing Co., Inc.
Galvanotype Engraving Co., $40.05.
George Tcrwllllger Nancy, Inc., $86.55.
Henry E. Dlxey Punch & Judy Theatre,

—
—

—
—

Inc.,

$78.01.

Ned Wayburn
$404.00.

— O.

A.

PowerB Printing

Co.,

SATISFIED JUDGMENTS.

Frank Keenan— N. Y. Tel. Co.. $77.03.
Samuel Tauber mentioned in
column a fortnight ago Is not
the Samuel Tauber of theatrical, picture and

—

(Not*The
this Judgment

Peter Olsen,

ENGAGEMENTS.
Joseph Carey

Nov.

theatre,

We

1917.

12.

write plays differently nowadays. Our
of the drama are fought with more
nearly smokeless powder. But It was a stirring spectacle, the belching of great guns,
and It Is Interesting to discover how the pulse
still stirs to It.— Timet.
"The Osy Lord Quex" still preserves all
that cold brilliance, all that biting cynicism,
all that grim bumor and all that mosaic-like
perfection of craftsmanship which distinguished it at once when it was fresh from Sir
Arthur Wing Plnero's pen as one of the few
masterpieces of contemporary English comTruly, good plays wear well. World.
»dy.

("The Rainbow Girl").

Morosco May Lease Vender bilt.
The Vanderbilt theatre, which Rush
& Andrews are building on 48th street,
and which is due for completion in
December, may be leased by Oliver
Morosco.

ing experiences of

showmen

are being

recited daily.
Perry Kelly, manager of "Stop, Look
and Listen/' was refused a baggage

the

car

day by the Chicago,

other

Milwaukee and

Paul Railroad. Gus
Griswold of the Northwestern came to
the rescue, lending the company a baggage car to use over the G, M. & St. r.
St.

road.

"A performance that Is a performance, and
something worth performing. And besides acting there is drama drama with mind in it"
—Chicago "Journal."
"Nat Goodwin, Arnold Daly and Edmund
Breesc, all stars of other days, and now sold
for one price of admission, form a bargain
that good playgoers cannot resist." Chicago
"Herald."

—

—

"THE THREE

BEARS.**

A comedy In three acts, by Edward Chllds
Carpenter, at the Empire theatre, Nov. 13.
little
In this thoroughly inconsequential
piece Edward Chllds Carpenter attempts to
blend humor and sentiment In a whimsical
romance, which parallels the story of "GoldModern
Three Bears."
the
en locks and
Golden locks is Slvia Weston.— World.
In the way of delicate fable of seventeenyear-old romance It is considerably superior
to the v,ork ot any other American dramatist
Mr. Carpenter must have
in recent years.
written It in a woodsy dell, steadying his script
upon some book of childhood fairy tales. It
does not pretend to be either a drama or a
very keen comedy, but in the light of love's
young dream it would take a stock of two ice
cream soda checks a mile and a half high to
Herald.
"csjll" Mr. Carpenter's sugary play.

MR. JUBILEE DRAX.

"A tall yarn well spun, but In a way differing from American tales In that its punch
is only a shove, and the villain Is not the
hero."—Chicago "Tribune."
"Mr. Jubilee Draz Is the rather snorting
name of the politest melodrama you ever saw.
The performance ends as it began, and as it
ran

the way. with a politeness that is alnot of this earth."— Chicago "Exami-

all

most
ner."

"The performance

Is

altogether too strain-

It arrives at the
sluggish and heavy.
Blackstone a full generation too late." Chicago "Journal."

ed,

—

WHAT'S YOUR HUSBAND DOING?

A farce In three acts by George V. Hobart,
produced by the Shuberts at the 3i)th Street
theatre, Nov. 12, 1!H7.
The audience seemed to enjoy the last act
most when all of the principal actors found
themselves in Jail. Timet.
It Is a piece that offers considerable honest

—

theatrical entertaintheir farce remote
probability and without

merriment and carefree
ment to those who like
from

the

literary

limits

of

embellishment.

.

— World.

HER REGIMENT.

An operetta in three acts, book and lyrics
by Wm. Le Baron, music by Victor Herbert,
produced by Jos. Weber, Broadhurst theatre,
Nov. 12. 1»17.
A generally melodic score by Victor Herbert which contains several numbers of a
more or less bewitching quality Is the most
distinguishing feature of "Her Regiment."
Timet.
From the opening chorus to final curtain
fall, there was not a moment when the "honcst-to-goodness-pny-as-you-enter" audience
lyrics supplied

by William Lo

4Mrfl||

of "Fair and
by the Milwau-

COMMUNITY THEATRE.
first

Los Angeles, Nov. 14.
community theatre on the

Coast opened at Hollywood,
with four one-act plays. "Food"
DeMille, played by
Louise Huff, Raymond Hatton and
Pacific

Cal.,

by

William

C

Wallace Reed "The Sweetmeat Game,"
by Ruth Comfort Mitchell, with Margaret Loomis, Carolyn Giggs, Max Pollock and Robert Gordon in the cast;
"Surpassed Desires" by Susan Gaspwell with Florence Haynes, Reed Cecil Irish and Carlotta Rydman as the
players; and "The Man on the Curbs,"
by Alfred Sutro, which had Max Pollock and Helenita Lieberg as its inter;

preters.

(Miss) Merle Dickson

is

the director

company.

for the

"GENERAL POST AGAIN.
Charles Dillingham has decided to
yank the production of "General Post"
from the storehouse and give his entire
attention to the piece now that he has
the Century show, the Stone show and
the Hippodrome off his hands for the
season.

Mr. Dillingham had a production of
"General Post" in readiness some time
ago and the dress rehearsal was given
at the Century for him. He then decided the cast was not to his liking
and shelved the entire thing, paying
those under contract their salaries as
though they had worked the customary two weeks.

TREE'E LARGE ESTATE.
tim<* of his death it was generally supposed Sir Herbert Tree had
Releft a comparatively small estate.
ports from London are to the effect
that he left assets amounting to nearly
half a million dollars and a long lease
Majesty's theatre, London,
of His
which can be disposed of for an additional sum of no mean proportions.

At the

"YES

AND NO"

IN.

Minneapolis, Nov. 14.
"Yes and No," a comedy by Arthur
Goodrich, and produced by Weber &
Anderson, closed here temporarily and
returned to New York for changes in
book and cast.
It will be sent out again, and is intended to replace "Leave It to Jane"
at the Longacre, New York.

that filled the theatre did not rnjoy the musical wizardry of Herbert and the snappy dia-

and ginnery

ahead
notified

kee road it could not handle movements of the show over the line on
account of not being able to supply
baggage cars. Again the C. & N. W.
helped out, and this road is handling
the movements of the show.
\
Mr. Griswold has demonstrated time
and again his friendliness and courtesy to the profession. It is through
his efforts many companies of late
have been able to play their dates.
The Milwaukee road, according to
many leports from advance agents
and managers, seems to have taken
an antagonistic attitude toward theatrical companies.

The

WHY MARRY!

'

;

Lee Parvin,
Warmer," was

—

sible.

song publishing repute.)

Jacques Copeau, director of the French thecompany, which will open the Theatre
de Vleux Colombler, In West Thirty-Fifth
street, on November 27, arrived in New York

atrical

November

Frits Kreisler, the violinist, was refused a
concert license to appear at Carnegie Hall,
Pittsburgh.
A number of protests had been
received from numerous patriotic organisations
and from many individuals protesting against
the Kreisler concerts.
They took the ground
that since Kreisler was an officer in the Austrian army, it would be unpatriotic to permit
him to appear at a public entertainment.

was pledged.

Norworth revue. "Odds and Ends." The piece
was to have opened the Norworth theatre but
that showhouse is far from completion.

The

being taken suddenly 11L

entertainment.

Ibbetson" leaves the 48th
will go to Brooklyn for a
brought back to Broadway
be
then
week and
to complete Its run.
theatre,

It revived pleasant memdisappointing them. World.

for the piece.

"Peter

After

the

role,

The cast

tunity," will follow (Nov. 26) George Arllss at

street

Richard Mansfield, Jr., who Is attending
college in Pittsburgh, appeared at the Pitt
theatre on Saturday night, when he took the
gart of Captain Atkins in "The* Man That
tayed at Home," Gordon Ruffin, who had the

from Camp Upton at their various

Charles Frohman
more "Camilla."

As

battles

tour.

the Knickerbocker.

at the Casino, Nov. 7.
The brightness of the lines seems somehow
to hsve psled, and the songs, with a single
exception, do not rise above the commonplace.

Circuit,

Lewis Gilbert, who has been handling the
*^ v.* n56 ,or Max Bplagers "Social Follies,"
will shortly take up the advance for Spiegel's
"Review." with young Whitman, now assisting Gilbert on the "Follies," taking the

The

;

i

Henrietta Crosman, who has been touring
with "Erstwhile 8usan." will end her engagement at Los Angeles, Nov. 17.

soldiers
theatres.

An operette In three acta Book and lyrics
music by Rudolf Prlml.
by Otto Harbach
Founded upon David Belasoo's play, 'Kitty
Belalrs," produced by Billot Comstock ft Oest

—— —

Chieago, Nov. 14. baggage car situation ha*
reached an acute stage here. Annoy-

.....

"Target"

It

"The Accomplice"

Renamed.

.

show has an advance

is the title given
version of Samuel
Sjjipmau's play. "The Target," tried
out by A. H. Woods in Atlantic City
last July.
It
deals with a reversed
love triangle.
In its new form the piece may reach
production, but not until after New

week.

Year's.

log

Huron.

Herald.

"FOLLIES" BIG IN

to

BALTIMORE

Baltimore, Nov. 14.
"The Follies" opened here to $2:600

on

Monday

*

nipht at the Academy. The
of $11,000 for the

Max

Marcin's

;

LEGITIMATE,
am

MR. JUBILEE DRAX.
Chicago, Nov. 14.
Dna Mid he

a*
».
At^a.45
p. m. Mr. Jubilee
would set that blue diamond.

At 10.49 he
But Mr.
knew he

delivered it, In the fourth act.
Drax surprised nobody. They all

was going

to come through with the stone.
M Jubi, «« prax was played
by Walker
S?k..
Whiteside, and Walker Whiteside never falls.
Never T Well, hardly ever.
The picture scenario editors should descend
b rd 8 to wlt»ess the new play at the
io Blackstone.
.
l .
*z
Judged by Its current attraction, that effete playhouse may with an
undue stretch of the Imagination be termed
a picture theatre. "Mr. Jubilee Drax" is a
movie.
There are times when one regrets
it In not all pantomime.
The action starts with a location In a
London suburb. It Is an Interior, the home
or an American millionaire who has wedded
a chorus lady from one of the London re-

^

She is a gem-hound, and must have
blue diamond In the possession of
Mangassaroll, who runs a rug Joint In Constantinople.
Mangy is a bad and greasy
Turk, and his trophy, the blue diamond, is
the source of much illicit income for him.
It Is a tough job to walk Into Mangy's
parlor
and get that there gem. because Mangy
croaks all comers, cuts out their vitals and
r° 8 «T beads.
And there
w un Whiteside
&wf hem Uke
Mr.
Journeys in quest of the stone.
Also there come Blanca Bright, an operative
of the United Diamond Co.
every once In
a while; and always the "Dauntless Three."
This trio Is composed of Lady Angela Treve
and her two dancing attendants. They waits
In whenever Angy needs them.
In Constantinople, disguised first as an
Arabian beggar and than as a dumb Turk
back to that dear Paree, disguised as a German diamond polisher, and then home
James went Mr. Drax, preceded bv his infallible and trusting man-servant, Slmpklns.
And the Dauntless three? Foozled! Stung
that's what.
And by whom? Jubilee Drax.
Jube marrle Bl London Keystone coppers
drag Amy's two boys away from her to
gaol.
.Tube feelH good about coming home,
and lets Angy go, after turning down a proposal of marriage which she makes.
It Is a mystery play.
The Idea is "who's
got the diamond?"
Never was such a coy
and fllckle stone. It hid In collapsible canes,
lost
Itself
In
mcsh-bags.
Everybody took
the gem seriously except the audience.
This then. Is the English school of meller;
"Jubilee Drax" was first acted in London a
year ago by H. V. Esmond.
It Is the Joint
product of Horace Annesley Vachell, author
of "Qulnneys," and Walter Hackett, once a
Chicago dramatic critic.
The plays Is presented by Lee Shubert and John Craig.
In
support of Mr. Whiteside are Mary Young
(Mrs. Craig), who plays the comely and
sinuous lfldy crook Margaret Dale, who gives
the English version of "The Perils of Our
Girl Reporter"
Justine Adams, the Gaieties
chorister, also an entirely English version
and totally unlike the American type of hlposclllator
Hubert Druce. the murderous
Mohammedan, and E. E. Cllve, who portrayed
the "silly ass" member of the "Dauntless
Three."
Mr. Whiteside's performance of the leadvues.
that

—

;

;

;

;

present day curriculum. There la the old story
of the moneyed mans offspring becoming Infatuated with a shop girl, a girl of the masses
who throws slang, hnt a stage story that Is
embellished with modern day tricks. There's
the deep-dyed villain and his dirty band of
cut-throats who would crack any guy on the
nut, and also the elassier type of master
crook, who would wed the millionaire's daughter and continue posing as a stockbroker
when he Is a purple-colored crook of the
rawest hue.
There are physical olashes. strong, long
speeches that would do credit with some theatre spread on dramatic record as being
"classics"— 1. e.. on the length comparison—
and gun play that is along modern and more
approved lines than when the stage coach
bandits used the Winchester.
Nellie Redd as the shopgirl, beloved by
young Jim Gregory, a real young man, held
her role effectively, both on looks and acting.
Miss Redd baa a stock experience back of her,
and this former training sow stands her In
good stead. Miss Redd has some pretty long
speeches to make, but rises to each verbal
emergency when called upon, and at the Lexington her work made a three-ply Impression.
Edna Marshall plays a olose second to Miss
Redd, aa a smart, slangy, saucy stenographer
who speaks her mind freely to the rich aa
well as to the poor and the unscrupulous.
(Klimt'a slang Is an up-to-date brand.)
The prime crooks were 8. G. Davidson and
Bert West, one fully there with the "and by
G
I'll
have you" drive that keeps the
vlllalnly aspect at full steam, aided and
abetted by West's debonalrtsm.
Dill made a
manly looking millionaire's son, while Harry
Kenneth was strong; of words when bawling
out his son and the shopgirl who wasn't afraid
of tb.6 old moneybags.
James Phillips had a
minor role, which waa well handled, although
the comedy scene in the' roadhouse between

——

him and Miss Marshall was overdrawn.

that'a stage license, and the ahow had to
an Injection of comedy somewhere.

But
have

It's not a great show, but Is staged adequately to meet any of the Internatlonal'a
purposes, and the company, as a whole, carries
along the story exceedingly well. They may
not be "two dollar actors," but they dole out
a hilarious melodramatic sufficiency at pop
prices.
About the biggest criticism one could
make Is that some of the principals should
speed up the busy scenes la dialog Interchange, and also put a muscle on some of tike
harsh, strident emphasis placed on their
words. Perhaps they were used especially fj
meet that tremendoualy large stage and auditorium space the company la up against at
the Lexington this week.
Mark.

BRINGING UP FATHER ABROAD.
It haa been a problem to fill the Lexington
Ave. opera house ever since Oscar Hammerstein completed the structure In which he
fondly hoped to plsnt grand opera east of
Fifth avenue.
Rarely has the house seen
capacity, unless It waa upon the occasion of
some benefit or mass meeting. The ezosptlon
of recent date waa the Harry Lauder engagement.
But with International Circuit attractions,

a good deal less than capacity means a profit
Tuesday night the lower floor
for the ahow.
was something over half full and the balcony

The election seemed to cut little
ths crowds mingling along Broadway
rather thsa the upper East Side.

-looked good.
figure,

Ous Rill's "Bringing Up Father Abroad,"
the third play built oa the George McManus
cartoons, has the book by J. P. Mulgrew,
with the aauaio by adward Hutchinson and
In more ways than ode
Frank H. Grey.
'Bringing Up rather" resembles a burlesque
ahow. It Is true that the chorus (one-third
does not
less la numbers than burlesque)
there
Live as free a "lag show." And though
more plot—too muoa at times— It mesas
i
Just as little to the general entertainment sod
there is a tree quantity of rough comedy,
nevertheless.
the' laughter
forth
bringing
*c
•»*— Is a' —sample
Business of jumping ea the hat 'sstorta.
i.js* sesorta.
wo oscalos*
of* the
Teamed together are two cornice, much the
same as burlesque, they being John B. Gain,
ss Jlggs Mahoney (father), and Ben B. Byron,
oast has eight persons,
aDtaty Moore. The
being more or less concerned In the plot
save Blanche Newoomb, who did three or four
numbers fairly well. Two of the male members might have worked up a corking danoe
One of these however was cast as the
Eair.
Bddle has singing voice
ero, Bddle Leamon.
enough but be Is small In stature. Marian J.
Beaaen. aa Maggie Mahoney. was very food;
Kathleen Neat as her daughter, and Madeline
Grey, as the advsnturesa, both made a. aloe
Robert J. Rice was the other
appearance.
member of the east
There were 17 musical numbers with but one
standing out. It was "Daughters of Neptune,"
and eould have been established as a hit.
The 19 choristers were a fair bunch, with
They were not given
savers! good-lookers.
anything brilliant In costumes.
As a whole the show was liked by the

—

'

/bee.

house.

olcotts modern show.
Atlantic Ctiy, Nov. 14.
Olcott opened at the
Apollo Monday in "Once Upon a Time,"
a new Irish play by Rachel Crothers,
under the direction of Cohan & Harris.
The show is a modern story, and Olcott
wears clothes of the present.
The supporting cast includes Ethel
Wilson, Elsie Lyding, Bonnie Marie,
Jessie Ralph, Edward Fielding, Elmer
Grandin, George Brenan.

Chauneey

Cohan & Harris presented "Going
Up" for the first time on any stage
at the Apollo, Atlantic City, last Thursday night. The show goes to Wilmington next week, and Pittsburgh
26. It is to come into
early in December.

week November

New York

ing role Ir iconoclastic In Its deviation from
the conventional
yet he does not deign to
don whlRkrrs with the frequency and freedom of Sherlock Holmes. His entrances and
exits emphasize the cinema treatment of the
play.
Even In the third climax, there is a
close-up of Mr. Drax. recumbent in a chair,
staring smilingly Into the muzzle of a revolver—one of many bits of artillery flasheA
during the evening.
Angy has the Run this time; the lights ar*»
switched out all except one. which sh'nes
rla;ht
on Mr. Whiteside's features, leaving
all else in total darkness.
Angy will give
him until she counts five, she says, to come
through with the diamond. If not-^
She begins to count. The odds are freely
quoted In the audience at R-5 she will not
even get to three. But she does. She counts
four.
Then the Keystone coppers come, and
nil Is over.
Yen, nil 13 over.
Swing.
:

SONTnD SHOP

CLASS.

Buffalo. Noy. 14.
"Madame Sand" is a high class comedy. Too high class, possibly. It's a

play produced by George Tyler
and starring Mrs. Fiske, at the Teck
Philip Moeller wrote the
this gVcck.

new

piece.
fairly

A

attended first night
brought some restless-

well

performance

ness to the audience, as the players

seemed to need more work. At one
time Jose Ruben (the Washington
Square Players' recruit) and Mrs.
Fiske merely looked at each other
during an embarassing silence until
the lines came, when they sounded
somewhat jumbled.
It will require a cultured audience
to reap the full value which lessens its
chances for popularity generally, but
further playing may brighten it up.
The Fiske connection at present is
decidedly in the play's favor.

SHYING OFF ON KOLB AND DILL
Chicago, Not. 14
Kolb and Dill, playing The His*
Cost of Loving" with songs and slight
revisions since the farce was dose by
LeV Fields, are seeking a house in
Chicago for a run. The piece was a
failure here with Fields.
The Dutch comics did fairly WfjH
here at the American Music Hall on

"A Peek of Pickles."
Both the syndicates shied from the
overtures, regarding this as a poor
their last visit in

time

f

r

Teutonic rib-tickling.

BEFORE NOV.

1,

NO TAX.

A

decision from Commissioner of Internal Revenue Roper this week said:
"No tax on tickets paid for and delivered before Nov. 1. Unlets date of
sale is known to be previous to Nov.
Refund of
1, tax should be collected.
tax may be made to purchasers on
tickets paid for previous to Nov. 1 by
seller providing tax collected has not
been paid to Internal Revenue Office."
This meant the return of money on
the buys from the agencies in the legit'
houses for the first week of the current month. Some of the agency men
believe the decision will cover the entire period of the buys now running,
for they were contracted for prior to
the law becoming effective. The ruling is also in favor of the subscribers
to opera seats and boxes.

SHOWS

IN

NEW ORLEANS.

New

—

RICH MAN'S

"MADAME SAND" HIGH

Orleans, Nov.

14.

"The Beauty Shop," presented by

Herman Moss with

a bright

company

running along at the Tulane to good
business.

"The Smarter Set" is attracting the
negro element to the Lafayette.
Stock burlesque got a flying start at
the Dauphine, the business being very
big the first part of the week.

GIRL.

(International Circuit.)
International Clrrult *how with the
lurid, fanciful title Is at tho Lexington. With
"The Mllllonnire's Son nnd the Shop Girl"
troupe
Is
Oooreio
KHmt personally. It's
George's own show nnd ns George Is one of
the pioneer melodramatic show producers of
Chicago and knows every nook and crnnny of
the meller producing game, It is to be expected
nny time Kllmt throws together such an Irresistible combination as a rich man's son
and a poor working girl, that melodrama will
push forth with the sweep of an Iowa cyclone.
Kllmt may not he able to quote a
million passnges of rare stage scripture from
tho works of the illustrious Shakespeare, but
he does know how to shape the good oldfashioned meller stuff Into tho compact stage
force necessfiry to hit any popular-priced audlenee.
In these days of the Impossible In the
celluloid plays nnd the continual employment
of all the tricks In the baes of the legitimate
Al Woodses and David Pelascoes by the huniln-dK of Jl.HO and $2 producers, there appears
to be little left for the pieces of the gooTLold
blood nnd thunder type that todny reneh T7c.
t»\\ 5r>^'i!'lln«r tho war tpx. but In yesteryenr
flaunted the phrase, "a dime, t< n eont"? that's
all." with HO coppers also In the price list
to Insure a little more class and comfort than
the dime seats afforded.
nut George Kllmt has turned the trick.
He has brought the hallowed tlmcworn melodramatic thrlll_ of the old days down to the

ARNOLD DALY'S "NERVES."

This

:

Chicago, Nov. 14.
Arnold Daly, the super-temperamenmade a bit of an exhibition of himself here, then jumped back and tried
to look as though nothing had haptal,

pened.

Out of a clear sky the dramatic

edi-

notes
from
sarcastic
Daly, announcing that he would toon
cast
of
Selwyn's
all-star
leave the
"Why Marry?" The editors treated
Daly cavalierly, spoofing him on his
flight of "nerves."
Sunday it was quietly announced by
Grand
at Cohan's
the management
that Daly had retracted everything,
tors

LESTER CRAWFORD and HELEN BRODERICK
Apprnring successfully at the Rushwlck, Brooklyn, this week (Nov. 5) and maintaining our mental equilibrium despite n most wonderful notice by THE vaudeville reviewer,
"Tliivi/.:
die? nr>» lift up tlie show any, but Crawford and Broderlck. next, successfully nitnuled to that important mission.
Helen B rode rick holds out ninth i>rt;n-f»e.
She hns methods of her own and a peculiar personality, remindful at times of Charlotte
Greenwood. Lester Crawford Is a neat Juvenile singer and dancer. Miss Broderlck also slnga
nnd doners, nnd both handle talk well. They are worth watching. The act presents enjovnhle entertainment."— SIME (Royal Theatre), last week (Oct. 25). Booked solid, U. B. 0.
.

Direction,

.

.

HUGHES

ft

SMITH.

received

and would remain.

The cause of the young explosion
was a quarrel between Koi Cooper
Megrue, director, and Daly, because
of many and long rehearsals attendant
on whipping the pteee into form. Daly
rebelled and on two occasions refused
He is drawing
to attend rehearsals.
a swollen salary and a percentage.

'

The

AMONG THE WOMEN

AMONG THE WOMEN

BY "PATSY".. SMITH.

BY THZ SKIRT

Nat Nazarro Co, opens

trimmed with white plumes and carry-

the pleasing show at the Palace this
A precocious boy in thfeact is
the novelty of the entire bill: The
flaxen-haired young woman assistant
attracted by her good looks and fresh,
pretty clothes. The bottom of a blue
velvet circular skirt (caught up in a
puff at the hips) was wired to stand
out in scallops, showing a lining and
bloomers of a contrasting color. A bit
of lace at the belt line suggested an
apron. Another short frock was white
embroidered in pearls and draped with
big pink tulle bow
white tulle.
adorned the crown of her pretty head.
Ray Dooley has a new outfit that is
novel and dainty. The leghorn skirt
has a turned up cuff of blue and a
touch of blue showed in the bodice.
The bloomers are a bad shade of blue,
and too clumsy. Leghorn bloomers

feather fans.
"Joker"
curtain showing three
poker hands that the ioker could
make perfect, and one of the titters
in a white satin tunic over gold lace
lingerie, telling poker players in song
not to be discouraged as the "joker
was running wild," was also a novel
feature of the act. The draper in
"Fashions a la Mode" turns out some
smart effects all following the latest
trend of fashion, "much fullness across
the front of skirts."
honey colored
taffeta with brown net drapery mas
Particularly good, as was a debutante
rock of yards and yards of white net.
The models, five of them, each tang in

versatile

week.

A

would be much
told Klare

Sallie Fisher
in

prettier.

Kummer's song story

Beatrice
the same sweet way, and
Herford in a black net handsomely

embroidered in jet charmed all. Elsie
Janis "cleaned up" in the matter of applause. She did not do the Norworth
imitation or announce George Cohan
had written "Over There" for Miss
Bayes as at the Riverside, and replaced her own graceful dance at the
finish for an "impression" of Charlotte

Greenwood.

A

ing ostrich

number before a

—

A

in huge taffeta bows,
front, which came together
at hips. Tiny lace bodices and petticoats set them off nicely. The act has
a particularly artistic setting this
year, rose and gray, and the pedestal,
chandelier and dressing table decorated
in light blue. Janet Adair is assisted

turn,

dressed

back and

by a Miss Adelphi, a baby-faced "redhead" with pep enough to put over
the belief that her* color

is

natural.

She was very young even in a black
jet dress. Janet Adair worked in amber
spots and suffered thereby. A silver
bodice atop a ruffled georgette skirt
and a lace dress embroidered in
opalesques with the bottom scallops
oulined in jet and ovals of jet in the

bottom flounces were worn by
Marcella Johnson was the c!«ss of
the women at the American the first
half and Violet Carleton stood out as
a regular entertainer. Miss Johnson
opened in a velvet wrap of cavalry
color with a wide black lynx collar.
She changed to a Red Cross nurse
and to a gown of peacock blue silver
brocade over silver lace. May Elinor
and Violet Carleton opened in ordinary
looking silk Jersey coats trimmed with
marabout:— both hanging badly. Miss
Carleton made a change to a showy
silver cloth dress with top flounce of
net embroidered in blue and gold
sequins.

A

wide

brilliant

girdle

was

held up by suspenders* and a band of
same material decorated the bottom of
skirt.
Miss Elinore wore a bright blue
dress that was quite neutral, carrying
neither character nor style.
The
woman in the Overholt and Young
act looked well in a peach georgette,
its pointed flounces edged with tiny
flowers, then "took a chance" in a
souhret costume of blue and white, its
girdle bodice so tight the entire audience held its breath in suspense.
little sneeze or even a long breath
may cause the lights to go out at most

A

any peiformance.
Marty Brooks'
"Miss Hamlet" scored despite the terrible chorus costumes and awful comedy. The woman in the title role and
the "nutty" Ophelia are superior to
the offering and held it up. Sylvia,

Dave Wellington's

assistant, worked
net, Margaret (Mar-

and
garet and Hanley)
in blue silk

in

primrose and

the woman of the Three Rozeltas in
a Gypsy makeup, w.hich was much too
short in front. Lulu of the "Lulu's
Friend" skit wore a simple blue linen
one-piece frock and the other two
women were in character, an old Irishwoman and an old maid.
Rialto. of Rialto. Mclntyre and Co..
at the Fifth Ave. the first half, looked
well in a couple of poses in a tiresome
long-drawn out act. Her dainty foot
is
her most striking feature. The

Misses Chalfonte appeared in an amdance offering. Soft French
gray silk curtain and gray and rose
borders set off their various back drops
and pretty wardrobe. A novel drop
was coarse gray net decorated with
garlands of roses and life-sized ostrich.
Real plumage \p the natural gray,
black and "dirty white" were stuck
on the bird in the most true-to-life
manner. The girls danced in white
embroidered net dresses before this
drop,
wearing turbans elaborately
bitious

i
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her.

Someone nearly spilled the beans at
the Riverside Monday by announcing
to the audience Bessie Clayton's scenery had no? arrived. They froze up
immediately, as they always do when
they think they are not getting their
money's worth. Then one of the Mos-

Gayton fincomedy that don't

coni Brothers killed the
ish with attempts at
belong in this act.

Miss Clayton's
most decorative frock was a rose taffeta polonaise over silver lace. Tiny
slits at edge of over-dress, turned up
showing a facing of blue. A full bustle
effect bespoke a master's hand.
A
charming net hat with wide blue ribbon bandeau which fell in long ends
at back and fastened under the eir in
front was effective as was a dainty
coral long bodice and skirtlet. Infinitesimal ruffles of lilac gauze, trimmed
bloomers and
lined
skirt.
Jessica
Brown should not use an amber light,
while wearing her blue
and black
opening costume, as it makes the blue
look dark and ugly. She has an evidently new pink charmeuse. Its tiny
bodice laced with black ribbon velvet,
and full skirt decorated with circular
garlands. She is paying more attention
to her dancing. With Bessie Gayton,
Elsie Janis and Ray Dooley, three of
the best exponents of correct kicking in
vaudeville on the same bill, it's enough
to make any girl "buck up."
Mrs.
Jimmy Barry flashed a rose pink silk
wrap for an instant and made two

changes of costume, a maize georgette
and a white which showed an attempt
at a bustle in the back.
That great
asset "her laugh" is working overtime this week and grows very tiresome. Elsie Janis' "Indiana" red net
dress (made the style she has evidently adopted for vaudeville) was out of
harmony with the soft rose set and
draperies. Miss Janis is using entirely
too much rouge. The Dooleys' comedy was like a drink of water to a
parched throat. That poor "child of
Confucius," Miss Dong Fong Gue, in
her bright Oriental wardrobe sang of

how "Americans

didn't

she didn't care," so

let it

like her and
go at that.

Now that Cordelia Haager and
George Austin Moore are back home
"God's country" again they may be
coaxed to revive their "Chili" parties.

in
If

so,

I

Orpheum

week.

Two numbers that will linMy" and "American

"Eileen."

Ser long are "Oh

There

erenade."

is
also a waltz,
that will probably be
In selecting Audrey
Maple as leading lady or prima donna,
Tot. Weber, the producer, displayed

"Some Day,"

heard muchly.

'

keen judgment. Miss Maple's decided
blondness is an excellent foil for Mr.
Brian. But I presume Miss Maple was
chosen for votce rather than complexion.
Her light soprano is admirably
suited to Mr. Herbert's score.
In a
silver evening dress Miss Maple exhibited she can dress as well as sing.
An old blue chiffon over pink with a
fetching poke bonnet was part of her
Sewelf (dancing
wardrobe.
Cissie
with Mr. Brian) wore a blue net. The
bodice was plain white having braces
of blue velvet.

The

skirt

was heavily

trimmed with moss roses. Paulina
French always looks well groomed.
Her evening dress was of black velvet
draped over very short lace petticoats.

A

rose

chiffon

afternoon

made with the panel

dress

was

bark hanging
from shoulder to hem. The chorus
won't start anything on Broadway but
they can sing and seldom does chorus
mix with jrood looks around Times
in

Square. (It is obvious why that is so,
There were three sets of
it?)
costumes for the chorus misses, one
peasant, another evening dresses, and
still another, fluffy street dresses. At
isn't

times was the picture pleasant,
all
especially with the red and blue uniforms of the Fnnch soldiers.

Has Maude Ryan (Inness and Ryan)
found the fountain of yoti»h? At the
58th Street theatre Miss Ryan looked
a veritable chicken. She apneared first
in a red velvet caught up with bunches
large hat was also
of cherries.

A

trimmed with the fruit. While Mr.
Inness, in dandv-looking evening dress,
sang a song, his partner changed to
a b tie dress, made in the latest bustle
fashion. A white gown made short
waisted was trimmed with crystal and
edged in feathers. Of course. Miss
Ryan kept her best looking frock for
last and it was a dream, in black
sequins and heavy iet fringe. The large
hats worn suited Miss Ryan. The act
cotitd be a riot on its clothes alone.
The woman in the Kenneth Grattan
act was badly dressed in dark brown
c^oth and taffeta.
Shades of Old
'

Homestead Brown taffet$» Her acting was also brnwn taffeta. Vera
White (with Joe White) has the corI

I

rect idea in dressing. It is too had
she doesn't go in stronger for it. Her
fir«t costume consisted of W»ck knee
pants. with a black and white skirt.
The waist was in checks. Around the
neck was a band of fur, and a' small
hat rented on her head. The act is
finished in eccentric
makeup. The
girl of Rubini and Martini wore three
handsome gowns. A white net was
trimmed in blue crystals; a black jet
robe wa* combined with rows of steel
beads. Her third dress was of yellow
net trimmed in iridescent trimming
in gold spangles. The Four Swors, a
blackface act. finds two women nicely
dressed in coats of red velvet and
yellow brocade. Both had fur collars.
Underneath were dresses, one of red
net trimmed in irredescent trimming
in the same shade, while the other
was of white net and crystal. Mykoff
and Vanity, a dancing team, found the
girl in orange and yellow chiffon.

know

a lot of people who
salaries to start on
Circuit with them next

would cut their
the

"Her Regiment," opening at the
Broadhurst this week will keep Donald Brian on Broadway for some time
to come. The music by Victor Herbert is light and pretty. It isn't Mr.
Herbert at his best. He was in much
better composing mood when writing

The
show

first

Sunday night vaudeville

at the Century theatre w«»s run
like a benefit.
Fred Ward's announc-

was superfluous. A card would
have answered. The Century hat tome
ing

splendid material to draw from and
with good management should be able
to put over a season of concerts
worthy of the best. Flora Revalles in
place of an evening gown was draped
a la Egyptian in gold cloth and yards
of purple chiffon. Fannie Brice wore
an ugly yellow and flame colored frock.
But Fannie it to amuting it mattert
not what the weart. Her travetty on
Egyptian dancing will go down in thow
Geo May field looked lovely
history.
in a white taffeta draped over lace
petticoats. -Ann Pennington, dancing
with George White wore the cerise
taffeta she wears in the Century show.
Elizabeth Brice wore a tan satin made
wtih a plaited skirt hung from a long
waist. The trimmings were blue with
a tammie in the same shade. A change
to a two-toned green net was made.
Miss Brice is evidently fond of green,
but there are some shades even a red
head cannot wear. Why doesn't Vera
Maxwell do her lovely blonde hair in
becoming fashion? Vera must .have
noticed the ugliness of her blue dancing frock the opening night of the
Century production, for an effort has
been made to improve it, but the side
draperies wont make it a good lookThe Irish
ing dress. That's out, Vera
octette lassies (singing with Stephen
O'Rourke) wear the pretty white net
and green dresses from the big show.
1

Elsie Ferguson

is

an acquisition to

filmdom. In the feature at the Rialto,
"the Rise of Jennie Cushing,"
Miss Ferguson indicates she will hold
an enviable position in the picture
field.
The story starting in the slums
has Miss Ferguson a sort of slavey,
but even in her rags does this star
exhibit unusual beauty before the camera. After Jennie's rise, the role was
dressed by Miss Ferguson in very good
taste.
A dress of kitten's ear satin
had a panel back. A becoming costume was of the cape suit variety.
There also was a suit trimmed with
beaver.
called

Mildred Havens is starred in 'The
Courage of the Commonplace." There
are not

many

feet of film given to this
A young man playing
her
secures much more promiopposite
Miss Havens, an unknown
nence.
star, is a good looking girl, not of the
spectacular type. The few costumes
worn are of the simple deb style.

young woman.

Two bad

pictures were shown Tuesone at the New York theatre
called "The Medicine Man," featuring
Roy Stewart, and the other, Franklyn
Farnum's "The Winged Mysfery" at
the Broadway. "The Medicine Man"
is a western picture of little interest.
Whoever wrote "The Winged Mys-

day,

tery" probably started it as a serial
and got cold feet. The story is so
ridiculous, it is funny.
The action
starting in Germany in a restaurant
brings Claire Du Bray and Rosemary
Shelby in carrying two large dogs.
The scene shifts to America and then
the company get busy. There is general rough house. Outside of a couple
of clever double exposures there is

nothing to

commend

it.

The feature picture at the
York theatre Wednesday was
"Blood of His Family,"
Crane Wilbur. The time
early

60's,

making

Some

later.

New
called

featuring
in the

is

jump to 50 years
jump!
However, the
a

#

above the average scenario.
Ruth King, in the 60 period, wears the
hooped skirts, in fashion at that time.
story

is

The up-to-date girl is Gene Crosby.
Miss Crosby was at her best in riding togs.
bride.

She also looked well as

a

.

:
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In New
the high

York the "$3 theatres" and
menued cabaret restaurants

run hand in hand for business. If one
fails off the other keens pace, and

each

helps

keep

to

business

away

one another.
To visit a $3
and a Broadway restaurant
nowadays needs an income.
Few
salaries could stand both in one eve-

from

theatre

The late-hour restaurants, or some
of them, seem to have been given a
little
leeway on the closing hour
since election. Three and four in the
morning now are not extraordinarily
late for a few of the Broadway resorts
to put up the shutters. Before election one well-known Broadway cabaret had three violations filed against
it for monkeying? with the one o clock
closing thing. Just before the grand
rush for the finish of the mayoralty
contest, Mayor Mitchel informed a
committee of restaurant men if he
were elected the one o'clock closing
order would stand. Mr. Mitchel refused all night (election) licenses and
said there would be none issued New
Year's Eve, either, the Mayor stating
he had pledged that to the clergymen
of New York. The Sunday before election nearly all the ministers had a
kind word for Mayor Mitchel, from
their pulpits, but the ministers seemed
to have as much influence with the
church-going flocks as nearly all the
daily papers (excepting the Hearst
publications) had with their readers.
Only the Hearst papers of those
among the more important came out
for Hylan. No one is venturing to
claim any intimate knowledge of what
is going to happen under the new
administration. Some profess to know
there will be nothing wide open
around Times Square at night, but as
far as the restaurant men care, they
say it couldn't be worse and seem satisfied with that, having the war to also
figure upon. That's enough for almost
any one in the liquor business nowadays, not even counting upon what
the Suffrage vote may do throughout
New York State, not excepting New
York City, on the Wet and Dry subIt wouldn't be a bad scheme for
ject.
some of the Broadway tanks to commence rehearsals on water.

council committee. It provides in addition to the above recommendation,
that
restaurants
and cafes With
cabarets erept stages for the performers. The suggestion was made that
the cabaret commission be composed
of the chief of police and four aldermen, and be invested with practically
the same powers now held by city
officials over moving picture exhibitions.
The proposal of the booking
agents was submited as a substitute
for the liquor dealers' measure, which
seeks to abolish cabarets in any place
where liquor is sold or served. Max
Korshak, a former assistant corporation counsel, has been engaged by the
agents to represent them in the fight.
is now hostess
Bustanoby's, the renamed Montmartre, in the Winter Garden Building. At one time last winter this place
was making money so fast the proprietors commenced /fighting over it.

Gertrude Vanderbilt

at

,

Rumors, if true, from the food administration headauarters in Washington carry unwelcome news for the
restaurants, and places a dimmer on
the hopes of those who saw in the
sweeping Tammany victory last week
a promise of a freer interpretation
The report has
of the excise laws.
that Mr. Hoover advocates the
it
closing of the cabarets at 9:30 each
night. The idea back of the proposed
governmental measure is one of food
conservation. It may be the restriction would only mean no food would
be allowed to be served after that
hour. Mr. Hoover and his assistants
state that ? fourth meal is unnecessary, and that the measure only hits
those who cultivate a late-hour appetite, falsely coaxed along by drinking.
The report goes further in that
provision is made for restaurants in
certain sections to be allowed to remain open late to allow workers and
others who require food then to be
taken care of. The first order from
to affect Broadway is
that of limiting the hours for electric

Washington

As now planned
advertising signs.
such signs throughout the country
are not to be lighted until 7:45 p. m.,
and are to be switched off at 11. This,
it
is thought, is preliminary to the
absolute prohibition against the use
of electric advertising signs for the
duration of the war.
It
has been
figured that there will be a large saving of coal annually by such prohibition.

Rigid separation of entertainer from
cabaret audiences is the strong feature
of the proposal of the Cabaret Booking Agents' Association of Chicago,
which at the eleventh hour took a
hand in the city council proceedings
threatening the complete extinction
of cabarets. The draft of a proposed
ordinance advocating creation of a
special commission to deal with the
cabaret problem was submitted to the

The Shuberts had one

bit

and

Cliff

Fischer the other. Fischer carried
the thirfg along until the Shuberts
thought they saw a chance to oust
him, and gave him $35,000. They say
you couldn't see Fischer's coat tails
in his haste to get away with the coin
before the Shuberts changed their
minds. Shortly after Fischer left Dora'.dina, who had been the big draw
there, quit, and from that time onward

Montmartre made expenses it must
had been a surprise to the Shubert
restaurant management. Which might
remind theatrical managers, as they

if

know as little about restaurants as
the restaurant men do about the show
business.

The Post Lodge,

New

above

just

Rochelle on the Boston road, open
now about a month, is apt to make all
the road houses up that way keep on
their toes next summer. The Post
Lodge is the remodeled Blossom Heath
Inn. It's a roomy place, of one-story
on the dancing extension, which is a
long room with a large dance floor.

The Lodge
.

is

situated

on grounds that

probably be flowery decorated in
the summer. Though new and opening without any noise, it is now doing
a nice little business for this time of
the year. (It's not a hideaway.)

will

Tho restaurant* have felt the awful
slam received by the theatres all over
the country the past couple of weeks.

ning.

The Hoosler Trio and Mabel Blonin
dell, recently
vaudeville,
Helen
Dubeck, Kathleen Schultz and the
Parker Five, a jazz band, have been
added to Harry La Pearl's cabaret
at the Hotel Secor, Toledo. La Pearl
expects to produce two more reviews,
one at the Deshler Hotel, Columbus,
and one at the Jefferson Hotel, Peoria.
Tho Moulin

Rouge, beneath the
Palais Royal, and with Gil Boag as
manager, started in to do excellent
business, with a small cabaret that
allowed a good sized profit to roll
up.
Most of the evening in the
Moulin Rouge (which does not open
for a dinner trade) is devoted to pubdancing.

lic

Sal Diego, CaL, votes for Dry or
Wet Nov. 17. If Dry gets it, no one
in the city will be allowed to have
liquor in their homes. Consequently
the Mexs just over the border are
laying in large supplies of booze. The
border is but a short distance away

from San Diego.

Tho Chateau Lauriar at City Island
closed last Saturday for the winter.
The management tried to remain open
over the cold spell, but the signs of the
impending deficit became too strong.
Buddy Whalen, who formerly operated Sennett's in the Bronx, is now
at the Fordham Campus, where he
has a cabaret show with six entertainers and a five-piece orchestra.
Frank Halo and Signe Patterson
engaged for the China room at
Reisenweber's (Columbus Circle). The

are

Versatile Sextet have been signed for
the same place.

Tho

Midnight Frolic" will have a
new edition in about a month. It is announced the present Ziegfeld show on
the
Amsterdam Roof w411 run but
three

more weeks.

City Island Inn, Joseph Kraus, proprietor, plans to have a poultry dinner
invitational affair Dec. 5, when all
the celebs of the Bronx will be in Pelham Bay Park for the event.

—

—

SHOWS AT THE BOX
It's

the Orchestra after
that

means Business

all

in a

Restaurant

The

FULLER
EARL
STANDARD
of

iNovelty Orchestras
and

JAZZ BANDS
Is

now

available
direct applica-

upon
tion.

Earl Fuller's musicombinations are
continuing
their indefinite engagements at Rector's famous restau-

cal

rant,

upon

New York

City,

Orchesplaying there
(ballroom)
and downstairs (dining room).
The Earl Fuller
Orchestras or Jass
the

Fuller

tras

upstairs

Bands, of any slse and in any combination—for the least possible money will be
sent to any part of the globe with the
brand of the Earl Fuller thoroughness and
excellence aroint* with them.

—

T\w Earl Fuller Organization* sre Origination*.
Hear the Earl Kuiier Victor and Columbia Dane*
Records.
Address direct.
No representative

EARL FULLER,

Rector's

Broadway and 48th Street
New York City

OFFICE.

(Continued from page 13.)
a record breaker with $12,400 and now
is a little over $10,000.
"Miss
Springtime"
(Illinois,
5th
week). With a $700 nightly advance,
which with premiums means about
$900 in the safe, did $12,000 last week
and started at a limping pace this
week. The buy for the show is for

Eastern Star, women masonic order,
had the house for $1,000 Tuesday night,
a windfall for the management.
is closing local run.
"Upstairs and Down" (Cort,

Show
12th

week). $5,700 last week and will drop
under that for the current week. Is
slated to leave on Dec. 1 to be followed by "Johnny Get Your Gun."
"Why Marry" (Nat Goodwin, Arnold
Daly, Edmund Breese; Cohan's Grand,
2d week). Started like wildfire and
piled up about $14,000 the first week.
Sagged badly Monday and Tuesday
and will draw about $9,000 this week.
Philadelphia, Nov. 14.
throes of a heavy
slump and the managers have cause to

Business

is

reflect.

Box

offices locally are

estimated as

follows

"Tho
week).

(Garrick.
3d
Boomerang"
Was neck and neck with the

'"Eileen" last week, doing in the neighborhood of $11,000, one of the three hits
But not living up to busiin town.
ness New York reputation would have
Is to stay eight weeks.
justified.
"Come Out of tho Kitchen" (Ruth
The
Chatterton, Broad, 3d week).
matinees responsible for holding up
week.
last
About
$6,000
the receipts.
$8,700
"Eileen* (Lyric, 3d week).
last

week.

m

.

"Good Gracious Annabel" (Adelphi,
week.
"The Rambler Rose" (Forrest, 1st
week). Warmly received here. "The
Follies," which closed a two weeks'
engagement Saturday, played to standing room throughout the last week.
The show got $25,000 on the final week.
The last four performances running
Thursday, $3,340; Friday, $3,490: Saturday, matinee $2,980; night $3,561.
"So Long Letty" (Walnut, 3d week).
Has been doing
Leaves Saturday.
nicely at popular prices, over $7,000
last week. J immie Hodges in "Pretty
Baby" next week.
"The Wanderer" (Opera House, 9th
Was scheduled to run two
week).
weeks over additional time, but cancelled one week and left Saturday.
Played to under $15,000 its last week

2d week).

$4,600 last

here.

Boston, Nov. 14.
Business here has been shot to
of a couple
exception
the
with
pieces,
of the big shows. There is little possibility of business picking up before the
first of the year.
Box office estimates locally are:
"A Kiss for Cinderella'' (Maude
Adams, Hollis St., 1st week). Opened

Monday to good notices. "The Gay
Lord Quex" closed Saturday after two
weeks to about $8,000.
"The Grass Widow" (Park Sq., 2d
week).

Opened Tuesday,

last

week,

notices good, played to a little under
$4,000 on the week, getting over $2,000 of that Saturday, with the night
performance $1,550. Opened to a little
better th%n $300, climbed a little the
second night, and on Thursday and
Friday nights got almost $600 each.
"The Love ©' Mike" (Wilbur, 6th

A little over $6,500 last week.
"The Man Who Stayed at Hosae"
(Copley Stock, 25th week). Playing to

seven weeks solid.
M Miator
Antonio" (Powers, 10th
week). Almost $8,000, considered to
be holding up amazingly.
"Mr. Jubilee Drax (Blackstone, 1st
week). Opened to plenty of paper and
is viewed as a complete financial flop.
"The Willow Tree" closed here Saturday to $2,800 gross on the final week.
"Oh Boy" (LaSalle, 13th week). $8,900
last week, will do about $8250 this
week. One of the healthy hits that
may outlive the famine.
"Parlor, Bedroom and Bath" (ColoLeaving. Got $5,400
nial, 12th week).
last week.
"SeTenteen" (Playhouse, 7th week).
Played to about $4,000, which makes
it a money hit for this house, although
it
is about $1,400 under the opening
figures. The piece is to be taken to

week).

New York

Around $11,000 last week.
M
The Wanderer" (Opera house).
Comes in Thursday next week. Company laying off this week and rehears-

"The

Thirteenth

11th week).
of the

day

around
Got

the

first

of

the

Chair" (Garrick,
week. Mon-

$5,500 last

current

week

bad,

the

'

in the

big business at $1.50 top.

-The Music Master* (Colonial, 3d
$13,500 last week. One of the
biggest draws in town.
"Misalliance" (Plymouth, 1st week).
Opened fair. "Oh, Boy" closed at the
week).

house

last

"The
week).
got in

week with

Star

Gaser"

$6,300.

(Majestic,

2d

Not attracting much attention,
the neighborhood of $4,500 last

week. Moves Saturday to New York,
making room for William Hodge in "A

Cure for the Curables."
"The Show of Wonders" (Shubert,
3d week). $15,700 last week, top money
for the town.
Turn to the Right" (Tremont, 11th
the solid hits.
Still one of
week).

ing here.

t

VARIETY
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NEXT WEEK (NOVEMBER

BILLS

19)

Im VftodwriHw Thwtxe*
(All bouses open for the «m| wttk Mon day mating, whan not otherwise indicated.)
Theatres listed as -Qrptmxm* wMtosjt amy further dletJsnjulahlni description are on

Orpheusa

Clrcwlt.

the

Mae
WTt7

Maraus Loew CJroolt: "Inter,"
Sun Ctrenit; M A H," Ackermaa

Interstate

Harris

ft

(San Pnjnetaeo).

SPECIAL NOTICE—The manner
tive

Nonctte
Brendel A Bert
Senile/ Mlllershop Co

Torcst'a

BAH Oordon
Burns A Frablta
Athos A Reed

"Uw"

Circuit ;
at A.); 'Sun."

KEITH 8 (ubo)
Bessie Clayton Co

Oallartnl 81s
Olldlng O'Mearas

,

elation (ChJea«o); "P.*
Circuit (hooking through;

BSBsaaBBsasssssaas
Schoen A Walton
'The Smart 8hop"
2d halt

whloh these bills are printed does not Indicate the
importance of acts nor their program positions.
la

rela-

OBPHBUM

(loew)

Murphy A Barry

Marcou

PALACB

(orph)

Elsie Janls

Hjems A Mclntyre
Meyer

Mebllnger

ft

Mr A Mrs

J Barry

Felix Adler

Margaret Young
Nat Nasarro Co
LaOraclosa
Loral's Dogs
(One to fill)

ALHAMBRA

(loew)
Flying Keelers

A Cooper

Hlckey

US

"Lincoln of
B1 Cota

A Brans
A Sherlock

Russell

(ubo)

Prank Perron
Minna Phillips Co
Tommy Haydon Co
*

Norvellos

Bordello Patterson

NATIONAL Ooew)
Commodore Tom
A Scott

Bddy Do©

Olfmore
Prank Patron
Loellle Cavanaech Go "Heir for Night"
John B Hymer Co
2d half
Browning A Denny
Firing Kool sr s
Columbia A Victor
5 Moriarlty Slaters
Bd Dowllng
O'Brien Harel Co
Hollla

COLONIAL

Kenny
Alex

(ubo)

ft

A B

O'Nell

Herman A

Shirley
(ubo)

RIYBR8IDB
Sam Bernard

Maude Earle Co
'Nursery land"
Leo Beers
Clayton White Co
Jennie Mlddleton
"Sports In Alps"
(One to fill)

ROYAL

(ubo)

Laurie Ordway

Harvey DeVora 8

BOULBTARD (loew)
S Attkena
Ine A Temple
O'Brien Harel Co
Bllnore A Cnrieton
Casaon A Sherlock 81s

Rawles •

V Kaufman

to S11

Jean Sothern

Minna Phillips Co
Lane A 3mlth
Montany Slaters
2d half

Conies Sisters
Bob Tip Co
Bob Carl In
Rankin '* Rneatan*
Mnude Tlffane
"The Rlrbt Man"

John I

(Two

Mm

Burke

to All)

LIVpoln
OoM A Seal

(loew)

Nick Vera*
l4inv A Or*en
Cordon F/'dred Co
Isnder Broa

Baker
Morton A Glass
Cbaa Granewln Co

Caaaawalsra. IIL
ORPHEUM (wva)
"Merry-go- Round"
2d halt

Laypo A Benjamin

Weber A

B Aaorla Co

Elliott

BT.TOU

(loew)

A Green

Chnne A Moey

Bllnore

(One to

fill)

2d half

A Palmer
Dorothy Roy
nark A Wood

Fredericks

sr.«**

•Lulu's Friend"

Vine A Temple
7

Sammies

FULTON

2d half

OoM ft Seal
ptrVpv A Cooper
V^Y v»rea

(loew)

Leddy A Leddy

Maude Tiffany
"The Job"

3 Porellss

Belle
I

A Mayo

Arturo Bernardl
2d half
Bennington A Scott
Octavo

"What Hap Ruth"

Porothr Rnr

Adrian

* Chrl«tv
" T hp P'vht
Man"
Jn*n * Ma* Burke
Kramer * Cross
2d half
Fdah DoMHdee 8
1 ane A Smith

Pleolo Midgets
PALACE (loew)

Tean Sothern

White A White
Rawflon

Geo

A Clare

Jessetl

Ballard Trio

(One to

Danny Simmons

playing
bill
Hipp, Spokane 21)

Carle A LeClalre
Knight's Belles
Link A Robinson
Costa Troupe

MAJESTIC

fill)

2d half

B A V Morrlasey
Ruth Howell 8
(Three to All)

/^

half

Archie Nicholson 3
Robinson's Elephants
4tl«*nta. C5a.

LYRIC

(ubo)

(Birmingham

,

apllt)

1st half

1

Polt In Bros
Dorothy Granville Co
Lewis A Norton
Primrose 4

Princess Mspllla Co
GRAND (loew)
Florence Rayfleld
Broslus A Brown
Baseball Four
Forrest A Church
Savannah A Georgia
2d half
Concertos

I

Sampson A Douglas
Montana Five
Dunham Edwards 3
Three Escardos

Angelus Trio
Dudley Trio

(Atlanta split)
1st half

McCloud A Carp
Linton A Lawrence
"I Love the Ladles"
Francis Kennedy
Cammllla's Birds

2d half
Society Diving Beauties

Holmes A Buchanan
Loney Haskel
Monroe Bros
Buffalo

SHEAS (ubo)
Dolly Connolly Co
Bostock's School
"Crannon-lee"
Rome A Cox
4 Casting Kays
Marie Fitzgibbons

Clark A Verdi
(One to fill)

Tom

(loew)

3

Linton Girls

Butte, Moat.

PANTAGES

(p)

(23-28)

"Cycle of Mirth"
Naynon's Birds
Donals Sisters
Van A Carrie Avery
Byal A Early
Prultt

Bill

PEOPLE'S-HIPP
(ah-wva)
(18)

(Same

playing

bill

Blue

Bird,

Anna-

conda,
21,
Grand,
Wallace. 23)
7

Dancers

Variety

Amedio
Alice

Allen Clifford A B
Little Darlings

Josephine Davis

Knoso

Fanchon Marco Co
Gen Ed Lavlne
C A F Usher

Marlette's Marionettes
Alice Hamilton
Inn Rublnl

PANTAGES

Juliette

Lee Walton A Henry
Five Melody Maids
Chas L Fletcher
Leonard A Louie
111.

(wva)

Word

Holden A Graham
Pcpplno A Perry
Madison A Winchester
Llnne's Dancers

Camden, N. J.
TOWER'S (ubo)
l!d

half

C.allcttls

(1.1-17)

Monks

Three Sor.pstrrs

Regan A Renard
"Bway Boys A Girls'"
Odar RapldHt la.

MAJESTIC (vva)

Cliff

Bailey

Duo

Cus Erdman
Denover A Danle
Harry Brooks Co

(Four

R I ALTO (ubo)
(Knoivllle split)
1st hslf
Co

Shrapnel Dodgers
CIVIC CENTRE (ubo)

(Mscon

split)

Leona Gurney
Klrkmnith Bisters
Steve Freds

Rose
(One

A Moon
to All)

LYRIC

to

fill)

McVICKER'S

(loew)

"Bachelor Dinner"
Wllklna A
11 kins

W

Andrew Kelly
"Beauty Skin Deep"
Prelle'a Dogs
Hal A Francis
Florence Tlmponl

(loew)

Leonard A Louie
Chas L Fletcher
Five Melody Maids
Lee Walton A Henry
Juliette

2d half

A Church
Savannah A Georgia
Forrest

Baseball Four
Broslus A Brown
Florence Rayfleld

Tyler A St Clair
PALACE (orph)
"Liberty Aflame"

Carus A Comer
Mrs T Whiffen Co
Bonita A Hearn
Al Sbayne
3 Eoullloa
Apdale's Animals

(Sunday opening)

Stuart Barnes

Morgan Dancers
De Leon A Davles
Edw Eamonde Co
Edna Showalter

Foley

(One

(ubo)

A Panlo

Plpifax
to

fill)

EMPRESS

(abc)

Norton Den n la A

O

Den rer

Wm

(ubo)

Bob Matthews Co
Cheyenne Daya
(One to fill)
(miles)

Capt Louis Sorcho
Rose Berry
Morris A Allen
Storm A Msrsdon
P George
"Apple Plos Time"

MILES

(miles)

Anna Eva Fsy
"Hoi In Dixieland"
Daisy Jerome
Frank Mullane

Anna

IAD

F.va

Day

Carberry

PRISCILLA (sun)
Barton A Josephine
Aralla A Del ores

Crazy

Pat Barrett

Mrs F Farnum 3
Richards A Kyle
(One to fill)
2d half
The Bimbos

Eenn A Demar

Ballet

(wva)

to All)

?d half
Hector A Pals
Porter J White Co

Hippodrome 4
McGoods Tate co
(One to

(wva)

Rucker & Winifred

The Seebacks
Billy King Co
(Two to fill)
2d half

Harry Rose
King Co

Billy

to

fill)

LINCOLN

(wva)
Leahy A Farnsworth
"The Slacker"
Al

Abbott

"TeroptaMsm"
(One to fill)
I

2d half
Musical Lands

Richards A Kyle
Three to fill)
AMERICAN (wva)

The Arleys
Cranstaff A Davis

Hugo Lutgens

(Ubo)

Maleta Bonconl
Burna A Klaaen

Hswley
Swan A Swan

Flaher A

Violet

mi«-** •»**), S. C.
PASTIME (ubo)
(Charleston apllt)

Conmd A

Jamea A West
Alvaretta Rego A S
Mra Fredk Allen Co
"Thro the Mirror"

Pegar *r>oks
Gordon \ •"'ordon
Leonard A Ward

REGENT

Svengall

Reed A Wrleht Sis
Simmons A Bradley
DeWItt A Statzer

miles)

Tr
Harmanv Kings
(Two to fill)

Carl Eugene
4

Dnhwejact

Ta.

MAJESTIC (wva)
Billy Kelgard
"6 Little Wives"
2d half

Fagg A White
Frank Gabby Co
Spencer A Williams
Harry Brooks Co

Venus

Dnlnth

ORPHEUM
(Sunday opening)
McTntyre A Heath

Wllmoa Westonl
Theodore Kosloff
Gould A Lewis
Regal A Bender
Pnnvllle. Til.

PALACE

(ubo)
(Sunday opening)

Westcn Sisters
Dunlaey A Merrill
^

Havllnnd Thornton Co

Song A Dance Rev
2d half

Sylvester A Vance
Rae E Ball

Travers A Douglas
Pee Ho Gray Co

Co

T„nvenberg 81s

Alexander Kids
GRAND (wva)
half

1st

CSame

bill

plavlng

Ft Willlams. Can. 23-24)
Millard Bros

Orpheum.

Walman A Barrv
DeForrest A Falk

Klnkald

Clover Leaf Trio

Fremont Benton Play
3 Hlckey Boys
Mills Stanton Co

Davenport.

•

Wood

Mystic "1r1

(Inter)

Musical Huntera
Clark A Lavier

Billy

(mlle«)

Will A Mary Rogera
"Children of Francs"

Maurice

Conley

MAJESTIC

(abc)

Florentine Trio
Mueller A Myers

"Hello Japan"

Man Co

Lenvitt A Lockwood

fill)

AVENUE

(Four

TEMPLE

Electrical

Kllduff

v

LeRoy Talmo A Bosco
Ellnore A Williams
Helen Trlx A Sis

ORPHEUM

Mile Quartet
Belmont's Birds

Leipzig

A

ORPHBUM

MILES

4

Geo McFadden

WINDSOR

Dea MoUes)
(Sundsy opening)
Jos Howard's Revue
Bensee A Balrd
Kerr A Enalgn
Elaa Ruegger Co
Flying Weavers
Joale O'Mesrs
Conelll A Craven
Detroit

Quilts

Bartlett 3
Prlncs Levello
Jacobs A Sard ell
LYRIC (sun)
LaBelle Carmen 3

Guy

The Henntnca

(wva)

"Miss Up-to-dsts

—

Dr Davis
Ravmond A O'Connor
7 MUUlo Slaters
Colnnibns
KEITH'S (ubo)
Sam Mann Co
Watson Sis
Lew Hawkins
Autrlm A Vale

fill)

McCormfck A 8wor
O Handsworth Co
Harry Breen

SAN FRANCISCO

Moore A Rose
"Race of Man"

WILSON

(P)

Theatre)*~
(N#»t te Alaaaar
J -"-ef uh

Leipzig

Pat Barrett

PANTAQE8

HOTEL APPLETON

1st half

Golem Troupe

Oonne A Alberts
Csp Anson Od'daught
Paula
Four Roses

Fantasia
Dorothy Regal Co
Haller A Hunter

GRAND

Ebs Co

Jordon Olrle

Hill A Sylvany
Lewis A White
J C Morton Co

Hector

Mrs F Farnum 3

Orth A Cody
"Zlg-Zag Rev"

March's Lions

Cleveland

KEDZIE (wva)

Sherman's Circus
2d half

2d half

A Mssalmo
F Kesne A Walsh
Burke A Burke

ORPHBUM

Carrie McManus
Geo Psul Co
Lachman Trio

KEITHS

Madk

Hampton A Shrlnsr
Creole Band

DeUel A Carroll
Lo Foo Troupe

F A L Bruch

May A

Toy Shop
Decatwr, IIL
BMPRE8S (wva)

Qsutler's

Granville A
E Aaorla Co

(orph)

Wright A Dietrich
Marie Lo Co
Donahue A Stewart
Hufford A Chain

Pernikoff

O Aldo Randoggor
C

Imhoff Conn A
Nellie Nichols

Billy Klnkald

Cincinnati

KEITHS

Chicago

MAJESTIC

to

Dayton, O.

KEITHS (ubo)
Valentine A Boil
Morrla A Campbell
Oliver A Opp
Outran A Newell

Mile Olive

Evelyn Js'esblt Co
"The Headllnera"
Gygl A Vadl

(Two

Tstea A Reed
"Temptation"
Chlyo A Chlyo

Al Nods

N

Jimmy Dunn
(p)

Creole Band

Cha*taaoosra. Teaa.

(One

ORPHEUM

Ryan A

fill)

Dsvld Klndler
7

The Gladiators

Primrose Minstrels
Barton A Hill
"Well Well Well'

to

split)
1st hslt

3 Hlckey Boys

Teddy Co
Cafajary

Jas J Cullen

(One

(Columbia

Frank Gabby Co

Barnet First

Dolce Sisters
Fen ton A Green
Taklta Japa
2d half

2d half

Three Escardoa

(sun)

Adair A Adair
Nainoa
Francis A Eldon
A II man A Sykes

Rita Boland
Carus & Comer
Lazier Worth Co

(loew)

Dorothy Hayes Co
Cameron Tuffnrd Co
"Zlg-Zag Rev"

Weber A Rednor

A Robs

Burns A Foran
Leonard A Dempsey

BIJOU

Circus
Cfcarl»atoa, S. C.
ACADEMY (ubo)

Ryan A

Bob Hall

The Totos
Vincent & Carter

Birmingham. Ala.
LYRIC ( ubo)

Fr?ink

Leonard A Whitney
Alex McFaydn
"Race of Man"

Montana Five

Lorraine A Mitchell
3 Melody Girls

Phillips

A Elaine

B Bounoefs

1st hslf

playing
Lewiston.

bill

Judith,
23)

MAJESTIC

Tyler A Crollua

Dunham Edwards

(Same

Hayatake Bros

(ubo)
1st half

MODJESKA

(ah-wva)

Rloomlnsrton.

tvisrnnta. 'Ja.

GRAND

Co

Brldscevort, Corns.
POLI'8 (ubo)
Blrey Blstera
Wilbur Held
"Tale of a Coat"
Ida M Chadwlg A Dad
"Modiste Shop"
2d half
Arthur LaFleur

"The Pool-Room"

j

June Mills Co
Chief Elk Co

Mont.

(22)

split)

Kremks Bros

Hayes A Rives
Valida A Braz Nuts
Al White Co
"A Real Pal"
Casting Lamys

BABCOCK

(ubo)

(Jackson

split)

Bllllaira.

Arbor, Mich.

Cleveland

Stevena
Beatrice Morelle 6

half

1st

Monaban Co
Cook A Hamilton

1st

City, Mich.
BIJOU (ubo)
(Sunday opening)

(Saginaw

Mr A Mrs N

Dancing Kennedys

A

OLYMPIC

Bay

(18)

Ana

(ubo)

Mile Blanca

(ah- wva)

John LeClalr
Shaw A Campbell
Willing

fill)

2d halt
Leahy A Farnsworth

(ubo)

(Greenville apllt)
1st half

Victoria 3
Alice Nelson
Bert Kenney

Wormwood's Monkeys

Gaston Palmer
Tabor A Green
Ed F Reynard Co

BLUB BIRD

CAM

Billy Hall

Cook

Ashton

half

1st

Dorre'a Cele'tles

Anaconda* Moat.

(loew)

Catherine Crawford Co
PLAZA (ubo)
Evelyn A Dolly
Hanvey A Francis

(Sunday opening)
(Kalamaioo apllt)

"Memories"
Wheeler A MorSn
"Mr. Inquisitive"
(One to fill)

Harvey DeVora 3

(loew)

Ix»wand«»'s Circus
(One to fill)

Mme

8T JAMBS

Marie A Billy Hart
Raymond A Caverly
Jerome A Carson

BIJOU

(ubo)

Dlngley A Norton
2d half

"When Women Rule"

*«k! T>no

"When Women Rule"

ORPHBUM

MAJESTIC

(loew)

Helen Jsckley
Herman A Henley
Zelaya
2d half
Breakaway Barlows
Howard A Hurat
Eddie Foyer

Russell A Bsker
Eddie Carr Co

Battle Creek. Mich.

Dick Williams
Klein Bros

2d half
Bell Thaier Bros
Herman A Henley
Chandler A DcR 81s
Dow A Dole
"On Edge of Things"
Dale A Church
Conroy'a Models

to

Veepo Duo

Charlotte. N. C.

fill)

Morris
Cballa A Lambert
The Freacotta

Professleaala' Original Berne

Altooaau Pn>

(loew)

Boh Carlln
Raskin's Russians

j»r«tt

(loew)

LOS ANGBLBB and SAN FBAMt

Octavo

Co

r.RP-FT.EY (loew)
Fr»rt»HrV« A Palmer

Fields

to fill)

CONTINENTAL HOTEL

A Caiieton

DRKALB

v Kaufman

"The Job"
rhnnp A LaTour
Kr"""- # Cross

Ford 81s

HIP

to

(ubo)

Tempeat

Lyons A Yosco
Swor A Avery
Whipple Huston Co
Lockett A Brown
S I dan las

Wm

(Same

Kings
"Makers of History"

2d half
Fi rota

V»t Bnrns
V«Hel H*rner Co
TVMrldc* 3
Ht^i'i * Spellmeyer
Andr Rice
•U Imp* * Girl"

MARYLAND

(One

Hal Lancton 3

4

Th*» Nnrr#11oe
fOne to fim

P^nvcEY

(ubo)

2d half
Robt DeMont 3
Farrell A 8axton

Bd Morton

T«>mm* Ff»*den Co

AU/»» TiNT>«on
"P«MlhMHlll"
(Two to tin>

McNutta

Golden
Baltlaaere, Md.

Billy

Florence

(Ons

Billy Elliott
Sutter A Dell
2d half
Ths Skstellee

Lamey A Pearson

Fallon

Dunlay A Merrill

McGowsn A Gordon
Rysn Rlchflsld Co

(23-24)

A

Flske

Hans Robert Co

Ovsndos

fill)

Prick A Adair
8wsln's Pets
Gallon

Cycling

Maxwell B
Regaa A Renard
"The Morle Glrla"

Mareuerfte Farrell

Dorothy Burton Co
Vat Csrr
Lowande's Circus
2d half
Leddy A Leddy
Hlnkel A May
F'aher A Gllmore
"Have a Heart"

P"w'»i a

ORPHBUM

A Cowan
Lew Madden Co

Moriarlty Slaters

fjnrm«n Proa
"T.«l»r« rr1#nd"

Lore"

of

(21-22)

Hudler Stein A Phil
The Dooleye
(One to fill)
2d halt
Ylm Beauty A Youth
(Four to nil)
Alleatewm, Pa.

The

(afth)

Dixie Glrla

(One to

RAPIDS (oho)
Bmhs A Alton
Thomas A Hall

Bailey

Miller

(loew)

HIP

(18-20)

Alexandria, La.

(ubo)

Belle

Bon Tip Co

vtctorm

"Good-Bye Bway"
BakeraSela, Cal.

3

Duffy A Inglls
Burlington 4

Brown A

(wva)

2d half

Shaaley aad Pnrneas rPlfW-Flftr*)

"In the Dark"
Pblna A Picks
Catherine Powell
Megha n 'a Does
BUSH WICK (ubo)

Bnma

H'nVH * May

FOX

I

Ms reel la Johnson Co
Bertha Crelibton Co

COLUMBIA

Aurora. IIL

"Fountain

Ward
81a A Leroy

Felix Young
Domldlna Co

Maurice A Walton
Rooney A Bent
Bennett A Richards
Ltghtners A Alex

2d half
TViRrwh^r A DeLee

Co

Conrad A Paganna
Curry A Graham

klya

Nut

Ar*"r« W»rnsrdl

Foil lea

)

ORPHBUM

Chong A Mn*r

S^ott * Christy
rw»r«thT Unrton
B*lle A Mayo

split)
1st half

Adele Oswald
Helene Trio
(One to fill)
2d half
Nelson A Castle
Rswaon A Clara
Smith A Kaufman
Ballard Trio

(One

(ubo)

Gardner's Maniacs
Waltbam Trio
Frank Terry

(Troy

Walter

Murphy A Klein
"Lincoln of U 8 A"
Andy Rice
The Parahleys
"Diamond Necklace"

Pleolo Midgets
Alice Hanson Co

fill)

The Bveretts

4 Renee Girls
AVB B (loew)

Darras Broe

to

Albany. N. Y.

Si halt

Milt Collins
A A P Stfldman

AMERICAN Ooew)
DuRorher A DeLee
Russell A Brans

#2d half

Helm

Nellie

PROCTOR'8

2 Walters

Bloeaom 8ee1ey Co
Clark A Hamilton
"On the High Sees"

Dugan A Raymond
Rome A Cox

(One

Sis

Harry Pox
Cameron 81sters
LeMalre A Gallagher
Hsrklns
JAM
Am Danotre

Gertrude Cogert
"Dixie"

Bud A

Sampson A Douglas
Concertos

S Rosalias
2d half
Rich A LeNore
"Diamond Necklace"
Lander Bros
Archie Dunbar S

Commodore Tom
Caasoa

Chadwlck A Taylor

A"

Chase A LaTour
Adrian
4 Ranee Olrle
Id half

Ooew)

(Two

"« Little W«ves"
Novelty

Conroy's Modsls

WARWICK

ORPHBUM

Internal Rer

la.

COLUMBIA

(wva)
(Sunday opening)
Pat A Peprey Houlton
Rnlnes A Goodrich
"Melody Land"
O'Connnr A Dixon

Oklahoma

4

2d half
Countess Verona
Calvin A Thornton

Ward A Raymond
De Koch Troupe

[Dorothy DeSchelle Co

Ranton,

ABLE O H

Pa.
(ubo)

Luekle A Yost

DeMont 3
Ivarreil A Saxton
[Hrown A Fields
Hhas R Sweet

Moras n A Gray

'Oriental

l-'Iectriral

Venus

2d half

E.

iRnht

Singers

HEMMENDINGER • fiSPESP 1

Jswsltrs to the Proftttloa
a .( v T)A«ii1a
I;l
nOUU» ^^pted
jlDeriy
in payment for mer-

chandise, also for accounts due.

Tsl.

Joha 171

)

)

>

VARIETY
Fern A Davis
Diana's Modsls

2d half

Alva A Partner

The Bverett'e
Maxwell o
Regan A Renard

Great Fails, Moat.

PANTAGES

xsua)

Hill

A White

Levonna Trio

B

Nelaon A Oerry

(Two

to

fill)

2d naif

Montambo A Well*
Cook A Oatman
BUIebury A Roblnum
Cur ley A Welch
Norrle Baboona

B. It. Loalo. I1L
BRBBR8 (wto)
Roth A Roberts

(Two

to

fill)

PANTAGES

(p)

Lions

Burks Touhey Co
Lewis A Lake

Arno Antonio 3
Erie* Pa.

COLONIAL

Charlie Dunn
Bolger Bros
Helen Q lesson Co

EvaaavlUe, lad.
(wva)

lit half

Helen Savage Co
Msboney A Rogers
"Corner Store"
Lew Wells
Myrl A Delmar
Fall River, Miu.

ACADEMY

Chandler A
Dow A Dale

(loew)
DeR Bis

"On Edge of Things"
Dale A Burch
Bell Thaser Bros
Id half

Murphy A Barry
Marcella Johnson Co
Bertha Crelgbton Co

Weber A
(One

D.

If.

GRAND

(sbc)
1st half

Slauson A Tyson
The Vernons
Levy A Cooper

Anita Arllss Co
Calvin A Thornton
Clipper Trio
Fllat. Mich.
PALACE (ubo)
(8uudsy opening)
(Lansing split)
1st

half

"Naughty

Princess"
Ft. Dodgre, la.

PRINCESS (wva)
The VanCamps
Plsano A Bingham
Harry Rose
Sun Fong Lin

Wayae, lad.
PALACE (ubo)

(Sunday opening)
Valley''

Klmbal A Kenneth

(Inter)

Alex Bros A Evelyn
Pletro

A Wills
Brenda Fowler Co
Haley 8lsters
"Broadway Revue"
flnlvewtnn, Tei.
Clifford

MAJESTIC

Inter)
bill playing 18-

Beaumont

'2<>-

21: AuPtln 2:1-24)
3 Weber Olrls
Bernle A Baker

Baker A "Magazine
Olrls"

Medlln Watts A T
"Peacock Alley"

German Film

MAP

Eirle
Jack George
Nick Santroa Co
Rsrpldn, Mich.
EMPRESS (ubo)

Fox A Ward
Joe Jackson
Margaret Ford
Arnold A Florence

Emmet DeVoy Co

(ubo)

E Kent Co

Moss a Frye
A Douglas

Pllcer

Jollet, III.

Sisters

Friend

A Downing

ORPHEUM

Montana Five
Gordon U Francis
Nolan A Nolan
Harrlsburar, Pa.
(ubo)

Joe Browning

Martha Hamilton Co
Baker A Rogers
"Midnight Rolllckers"
2d half
Rice ft Francis
Mr A Mrs Capelin
"Worth Wayten Four"
Doree's Cele tlet

(wva)

2d half
Berrlck

A Hart

"Dairy Maids"
Raines A Goodrich
Retter Bros

(One to fill)
Johnstovva, Pa.

MAJESTIC

(ubo)

(Pittsburgh split)
1st bslf

Norton A Norton

A Romsine
"Rag Dining Car"
John Ransoms
Rublo Troupe
Kalaasaaoo. Mirk.
Cahlll

*

(ubo)

Adlon Co

A Baker
Larry Rellley Co
Adair A Adelphl
Russell

A

Sterling
2d bslf
Elrey 81aters
Haywood A Stafford

Morgan A Parker
"Modiste Shop"
Hattieahurg, Miss.
(ubo)

Howard A White
Fred Weber Co

A Lloyd

Voltare

(loew)

Zeno Jordan A Zeno
Clarence Wilbur

Gown"

Bisters

Lou A Cra™ Harvey
2d half
Howard's Bears
Ryan A Joyce
E Whittle
Gray A Granville
Zanaras
Hohoken, N. J.

W

LYRIC

(loew)

Marshall ft Welton
Edith Mote
"Have a Heart"
Lane Plant Tlmmons
Ruth HowHl Trio
2d balf

Dud A
(Four

Helm

Nellie
;o

till

H«»n«*<»»»,

MAJESTIC
Paul LeVan

Tex.
(Inter)

Dobba

ft

Haruko Onuki
"Motor Boating"
Plstel A Cusblng
Edwin Arden Co
Ruth Roye

Llpton's

Monkeys

(Four

nil)

to
2.1

DeKoe Troupe
Kansas City* Mo.

ORPHEUM

(Sunday opening)
"Vanity Fair"

Mrs G Hughes Co
Bert Swor
David Saplrstein
Mang A Snyder
3 Stewart Sis
Anna Chandler

PANTAGES

(Two

Schilling

Co

Early

A Lalght

Clare & Atwood

Owen McGlveny
Frank Morrell
Reedcr A Armstrong
Knoxvllle. Tenn.

BIJOU

Daring Sis
Violet McMlllen

(ubo)

(Rlalto, Chattanooga,

2d bslf
"Five of Clubs"
Stone A Hayes
Alan Brooks Co
Grace Demar
Beaumont A Arnold
Llrtaajstoa, Moat.

STRAND

(ah- wva)
(20)

playing
bill
Palace, Great Falls,
Mont, 22)
Chester Johnson

(Same

"Houuymoon Ule"

Xylo Phlends
Develln A Miller
Pearl Bros A Burns

Rlva Larsen Troupe
Lopraasport. lad.

COLONIAL (ubo)
F Bunce A Harding
Degnon A Clifton
(One to fill)

Newark*

MAJESTIC

Stanley 8
Comfort A King
Rev R
Gorman

Stan

Milton A DeLongs
McRae A Clegg

LYCEUM

Rose A 'Sills
2d half
Leonard A Dempsey
Dolce Slr-ers
Fenton A Green
Taklta Jsps

A Oreeo
Mabel Harper Co
Middle ton SpeUmeyer
Nat Carr
8 AlUens

(One to fill)
2d half
Marshall A Walton
Miller

New Hives,

A Barr

Brice

Wm

H

Gaxton Co

Claire Rochester
J as Watts Co

Mack A Earl

Hennlngs
JAW
King A Harvey
Onrl A Dolly

(wva)

,

:...h

Ernest Dupllle
Catherine Crawford Co
2d balf
Evelyn A Dally

MAHONF.Y

New Orleaaa
ORPHEUM
.

Loa Aagelea

ORPHEUM

Ed Foy Family
Betty Bond
Llbonatl
Gallagher A Martin
Georgia Earle Co

Edw "Bandbox Revue"
Al Herman
Santly A Norton

PANTAGES

The Cromwells
Brady A Mahoney
"Bon Voyage"

HIPP

Swain's Pets
Lovett's Concentration

Kranz

A

Davis

(ico

4

Co

I'VHx

LannlnsT, Mich.

BIJOU

(ubo)

(Sunday oprnlnR)
(Flint

split)

Duo

Bnrhnur ft
American

.l.'uV.«Ofi

Rev

Girl

Hilton A LaZnr
The Rials
I

Imn, O.

ORPHEl'M
Lew

Salle

Kitty

A Joe

Dell
Aerial Eddies

(ubo)

split)
1st half

"The Family"
Noodles Fagan Co
Belles"

l.vnrhhurK

TRENTON
B

(ubo)

John T Ray Co
Rita Gould
Hartfords
M*»o«»n, fin.

l«un!

H'M'^hry

Fred Bower's Revue
(Three to 1111)

(ubo)

Fern Rich A

GrillUh

Ferry

Mndl«on. Win.

CRESCENT

(p)

W

"Lincoln of U £ A"
Rny Snow
Long Tack Sam Co
Earl A Sunshine

Whittle

Howard's Bears
2d bslf

(wva)

Wilton Bisters
Black A White Rev

Brown
(wva)

LOEW

(loew)
Morrleaey

B A V

Smith A Kaufman

Swain's Cockatoos
Gladys Corrlell
Mfollae. HI.

PALACE

(wva)

(Sunday opening)
Pollard
Black A O'Donnell
Maggie LeClaire Co
ft

Goodwin

Lloyd A

The
Chadwlck A Taylor
"Dixie"

Norfolk. Va.

ACADEMY

(ubo)

(Richmond

split)

1st half
Ellis

Hsrry
Jons's

"Mimic World"

(One to

Montgomery

Aln.
(ubo)
Orleans split)

GRAND
1st

balf

Hawallans
Bros

Hlcklnson
N.

(18)

(Same

bill

Artane

Walters A Walters
"Cabaret De Luxe"

Garnella
Foster A

LOEWS

I

P/J-m

,'.

'.

,'i

Bra'.iy

Vox ft Cro*s
Chns ft S McDonald
Geo Ro^ener
Stylish
]»lt.

Steppers

Vernon. N. Y.

PROCTORS
2d half

(ubo)

(1.--17)

Clark A Hamilton Rev

(ah-wva)

Regent,
22)

playing

Tacoma,

Duo
Foster

Ten Dark Knights

Howard A T
Randow Trio
Frist)

OltklMKd

ORPHEUM
(Sunday opening)
Trlxle Frlganza
Pert Daker Co
Wood A Wyde
Avellng A Lloyd
Roland Travers
Louis Hart

Biuy AUUeil

a

bdtier

i>ell

Mack A Walker

(Una

(Two

24 nail
Hager a Goodwin
Dean a Sorority Girls
Tosmanioa ir»o
(One to ml)
Halelca, N.

to Alii

<4aiaey, IlL
Kelly A Oalvln
ORrAUkCM \wva)
Imperlol Duo
Waian a MenUey
Five Nelsons
|
Oonstanoe Crawley Co Oouona
wui btanton Co
EMPRESS (wro)
V Bonne a Walsh
Mllo Vagge Co
Aliens Minstrels
Mack A Velmar
to All)

2d balf

Watson A LRUs
Msggle LeClelre Co
Morgan Martin A
(ubo)

Geo Whitman
Balrd A lamon
"20 Odd Tears"

Jimmy Shea
Kenny Moaoa A

MONTAUK

Id bait (&V1T)
Msrvslte

Keane A Deaao

L

McMillan Co
Pi a ila. HI.
(wva)

ORPHBUM

Prank Stafford Co
Dava Retb
Sterling

A Mart

Tba Duttons

ORANO

(abo)

Hart A dark
Arthur Sullivan Co
Newboff A Pbelao
Billy

MeDersnott

Frank A Toby

KBT8TONB (abo)
2d halt (IB-IT)
Barnes A Roblosea
Rob A Robloaoo
Hoyt's Minstrels
WM PCNN (ubo)
2d balf (1B-17)

Newbof A Pbelns
Swor A Avay 4
"Seine's Vlair*

SHBRIDAN 8Q
(Johnstown

C

STRAND (ubo)
Bcaoa A Gordoa
rsmmnaa uray A
Dowut Youaes a ate
(Ubo io

(aba)

1st balf
Gsrrleou Sis

Hi** (uboi

a Partner
Mr A Mra CappoBa
Alva

Hal Lanatoa A
(Una to Aili
20 hatf
Baker m Motors
"in tba Troaaboa*'

Caaa B wont
"The Movkt OkrUT

RjsuiMA (wvaj

•

(22-24>

D Benneu A U
C1BI Deaa Co
Sunn a Drtoe
La viae Trie

MAJMaiiQ
(oaeta AU)

^

(2i-22)

MRo 4

(Oae to

All)

(2S-24)

Too Martins
to AU)

(Two

ROAMOKB

(abo)

(LyacAoarg apUt)
lot balf

dwurd MoreaaU
DUbrtdae
Barnes a MoOosro
LalJa Beiblai

Co
Rleaasaad

(abo)
(Norfolk apUt)
'
Burt
A Wlllard
'BetUng Bettys"

(ubo)

A Bennett
Kimball A Kennlth
Mystle Bird
Neal Abel
8ully Rogers A 8
PortlaaA* Ore.

Georgettl

ORPHBUM

(Sunday Opening)

E A Wellmnn Co

Arthur Deagoo
Cooper A Rloerdo
Burt Johnson Co
Harold Dukane Co
Skating Bear
German Film
(p)

Parsons A Irwin
"Fireside Reverlee"
Lloyd A Fuller
Buehler Pearl
Equestrian Lion
Wilson Bros
HIPP (sh-wvs)
(18)
bill

Pmy

Claytaa Draw

LTBJC

Geo Arateti
Hubert Dyer
Paartae. Mlea.

Redding.

(aAh)

SB*

Bernard A Lloyd
Haael Kirk Co

(Same

All)

Uiott'A Weot
Mocornuoa * Irvlag
Nora Kollr Co
Uwo to aB)

Heaneoe a Paoala

(abo)

spilt)

PANTAGES

fill)

Yakima. Waaa.

EMPIRE

Remain Trio
Mar* ton ft Manley
Camrron DeVItt Co

Mont rett

Wbitehoune

2d half
Psrshleye

Torcat's Roosters
2d half

(New

Oi

ORPHMUM
(Sunday opening)
Toota Paka Co

OAKLAND

Musical McDonalds
In Rockies"

(loew)

Mouvwaa A Oordom
Ryan MiebAeld Co

Chrystlee
Luekle A Test
Burns A Foran
Schooler A Dlekeneoa
Denklne Everett Co
"Selllag Out"
Julian Roee
Holllday A Wlllette
Rose A Ellis
Asard Bros
New Rochelle. N.Y.
2d balf

Musfcal

Ogden A Benson

"Camp

J

Rexo

4

King
Lew Welch Co

Lono'*' H.ivcv.

2d half

E

Rysn A Joyce

A Charles

Porter J Whit<> Co
it.'.rM

(loew)

Zanaras
Gray A Granville

ft

(loew)
Pepplno A Perry

Jim McWIIIIams
(One to All)

Phillips

aiMMBT
Bentsil Bros

24 balf
Ovondos

Noiine Coffey

PlrtaawvaTh

Aus Woodeboppera

TAG
Florens
D Harris
Variety

ORPHEl'M (wva)
Wnltrrs

Fan

Belfora

Wood Mel A

The Langdons
Jarvls A Harrison

Billy

A

Archer

Rosalind

PALACE

split)

Nellie Allen

D'Armond

PANTAGES

Violet

(abo)

1st half

Darto A Rlalto
Eva Taylor Co

half

Ruth Eelmor
Aubrey A Rich
Frank Rae Co

ft

PALACE

(Montgomery

Leona LaMar
"Vacuum Cleaners"

Centre Chattanooga split)

ft

Selma Braats

Joe Towle
I sabel le

(Civic

Adnms

Briscoe A Raub
The Icelanders

ORPHEUM

Hager

4

1st

8 Vagrants
Santos A Hayes

Mlaaea polls

split)

ft Orovlni
Kelly Forest

GRAND

Cressy

8 Harvey Co
"Whirl of Girls"
Lawrence A Edwards
The Seebacks
Jim McWIIIIams
Lona's Hawallans

GRAND

Clover Leaf 3

(Roanoke

W

Ziska

Sam Hearn

"Garden

A Dayne
Avon Comedy 4

2d halt

A

DeVaux

DanlHs

half

1st

La

Browder

15-17)

Joe Barton
Vanrtto ft Gernhon

Texas

ft

lMt hair

LnncfiNter. Pa.
(ubo)
(

(aAh)

Selbinl

COLONIAL
2d half

(P)

"Saint A Sinner"
J A D Miller

Flake A Fallon
Hercbell Hendler

The Gladiators
F Bunce ft Harding
Alfred Latell Co
Empire Comedy 4
Wm Hanlon Co

A Howland

Janus

The baaleUea

CAM
Cleveland
BUly Moll Go

A O Ellsworth
Hans Roberta Co
Eddie Carr Co
Msdlson A Wtacbeeter
Yveite A Saranofl
Dlsna'e Model
Bob Hall
(Two ta SI I)
"Forest Fire"
2d half
2d half
"All Olrl
Five Wll llama
Fred Allen
Pbltaoolaala
KBITHw (ubo)
Larry Rellley Co
Ida M Cbadwkk A Dad Paul Dlekey Oe
Adair A Adelphl
Beatriea Herford
Wormwood's Monkeys McKay A Ardlne
BIJOU (ubo)
"Dream Fantaslee"
Juliet Dike
Lewis A Chspln

Sis

"Good-Bye-B way ,,

(Nashville

2d balf

Coon.

POLI'S (ubo)
Monroe Bros

fteisoa

Taylor

A Ulevans
"very Man a inter" Cooa
Bsauios Morelle
DeMlcbelle Bros

2d balf (16-17)

7

Mllwaakee
MAJESTIC lorph)

tt

(p)

PLAYHOU8B

Sammies

(loew)
Musical Chryvtleo
Denklns Everett Co
Julian Ro*e

Asbton A Rosa
Aeathetlo Daaotra

Roy A Arthur

Orth ft Cody
Golem Troupe

(loew)

2 Welters
Conlee Stsfbrs
Murphy A Klein
Laurie Ordway

W

Csrllta

Nell O'Connell

Paul Kllest Co

Fr"

In

Foy Toy Co

KEITH'S

(ubo)

K

A

"Somewhere

(Sunday opening)
DeBourge Sisters

BRADY

1st half

FAMILY

(Ubo)

Mlgnon
Bert Bros

Fitch Cooper

l.onUvllle

Lee Sympbony Girls
Dickinson A Deagon
Wheeler Trio
Lafayette. lad.

J*

If.

PALACE

2d half (li-17)
Belclalre Bros

G Hoffmann Co

PALACE

2d half
8 Weston Sisters
Al Abbott
Funsters

A Dnnievy

La Toy Bros

Vsn A *t«lle
J C Nugent Co
Pierre Le Ms Ire
Collins u Hsrt
Meaaakla

Evans

split)

to All)

In<llnnapolln. lud.
KEITHS (ubo)

(p)

(Sunday opening)
"Venetian Garden"

Florr»n7e

balf

Lee A Crnnpton
Reba Pnlbrldno

Wm

The Phunphlends
Weber Beck A Eraser
Herbert Loyd Co

FU A

2d half
Tsylor Trio

Coskley

ORPHEUM

Plersons

•

Denoulr

A Barlow

Jackie A Blllle
"Girls of Altitude"

Del Baity A Jap
Perrone *i Alda

Joe

"Wedding Shells"

CANTONMENT

Two

(Louisville split)
1st bail
Ollas

Dill

(Battle Creek split)
1st half

Joseph Donavan

Lohse

(lntsr)

Kelso Bros

(ubo)
(Sunday opening)

"Inspiration Girls"
Claudie Tracey

PALACE

fwvn)

half

Otto Koerner Co
Adanac Trio
7 Bonomor Arabs
(One to fill)
Little Rock. Ark.

MAJESTIC

Conwsy A Dsy
Leroy A Harvey

.'{

Grand

Fields

2d half (13-17)
Swift Co
Willing A Jordan

Valnova's Gypsies

22-24

A

STRAND

Grand Pork*, N. D. Huntlnffhnm, W. Va
GRAND (wva)
ORPHEl'M (nbc)
(

split)

Gay lord a Lancton
brown Harris A B
Reynolds 6 Donegou
Jersey Citye N. J.

2d half

Dunn

DeLux Trio
Zeno A Mandel
McCormack A Wallace
"Fashion Shop''
Leavltt A Lockwood
4 Anchors
Ft. Worth. Tex.

11);

Alexander

ORPHEUM

EM

Rouble Slmms
"The Cure"

fill)

MAJE8TIC
(ubo)

T

Moran

"Milady's

2d half

(Same

All)

1st half

1st half
Girard's Monkeys
Geo A Lilly Gardner

Ft.

MAJESTIC

"Hong
(Two to

La Veva

(3Un)

STRAND

Wm

to fill)

(Savannah

"The Candidates"
McCorm'k A Wallace
Harvey Trio

2d half

Allmsn A Neflns
Rogers A Woods
Trainer Co
5 Immigrants

"Paradise

St Julians

A

to

Naaawllte. Teaa.
PR INC
(aba)

(ubo)

Arnold

•tor

f

a

a

Gue u Haw

(22-24

M Olrl

LydeJl A Hlgglas
Oiga Boris
Maud i>urand Co
lJuote/

Ostoa. Ctak

Knai Deaa

Rae A

Howard
r
Itter A North
Toss Edwards Oe
Georgia

PANTAOM

"S Peaches A Pair"
Schooler A Dlckeasoa
Shaw's Clreus

MeKeesport. Pa.

WHITE'S O H
Lamb A Morton

2d bslf
8 Musical Nossss
Gsbbys A Clark

(p)

epealag)

Aleoa ftaaley
"Count A Maid"

Co

Nssl Abel
"Fashion Shop"
2d half
Degnon A CI If to*

Taylor Triplets

A Sny

fill)

(oho)

8 Lordeae
Irving Ooster
Alfred Latell

Jimmy Wshl

LYRIC (wva)
to

RkHiENT

to All)
2d half

Brooks A Lorslla
Dale A Weber
Maybelle Phillips
2d half
Walters A Cliff 81a

"Prosperity"
Marls Stoddard
Frank Hartley

1st

ARCADE

La toy's Models
Cole A Coleman

Five Williams
2d half
Musics! Younge

8 Robins

Allan

Jacksonville, Fla.

Hartford, Cobb.
POLI'S (ubo)
Mason A Gwynno
"Masqueraders"
Fred Allen

fill)

A

Barker Tripp
Bert Davis

Busley

(Two

(abo)

Stagpole

Co
Chas Howard Co
Norwood A Hall

(Two

Ceday
Is

"20th Century Whirl"
CECIL (sbc)

ORPHEUM

Morga Martin
8 Types

Dogs

AUsn

PAJfTAOaV

Co

Oranvllle

Mrs Chalfaoato

(wva)

A Murray

Relfl

(Two

Llaeola. Neb.
Jessie

split)

Spier
Kong Girls"

ft

MAJESTIC

(ubo)

half

1st

Slgsbee's
Basil A

REGENT
Marco*

Ward

Belle ft
to fill)

(Two

2d half

Basil A Allen
3 Kanes
Greenville, S. C.
GRAND (Ubo)

Mme

Elliott

to

Farao.

ORfHEbM

(One

DeBourgo Bisters
Demarest A Collette

GRAND

Jack Lavler

(ubo)

(Ann Arbor

Hamilton, O.

"Tango Shoes"
Oene Greene

GRAND

Wks

Cardownie
Mullen A Rogers
Ths Vernons
Green ft Parker
The Mclntyre

(ubo)

Ward

fill)

BIJOU

(wva)
2d half

Hay den

to

(Sunday opening)
Wilfred DuBols
Davis A Moors
Sparks All Co
Moanalua Bcrtot
(One to fill)
Jaeksoa* Mich.

T

City. la.

2d half

Frank Houghton Co
Four Baeeono

Hawaiian berenaders
Arthur Rlgby
Buch Bros

(Charlotte split)
1st half

A Esther

Orlndell

Hicks A Hart
2 Brownies
Paul Earl

ORPHEUM

Morley A McCarthy
(Three to fill)
Eidaaoataa, Caa.
Wilson's

playing
bill
Hipp, Butte. 21)

(Same

The Brads
Grcea Bay.

2d half
to Blmlra"

"Back

Jackson A Wahl
"Courtroom Olrls"
PALACE (ab-wva)

Sorrento Quintet
Jones A Jonss

"Finders- Keepers"
McOoods Tate Co

(Two

LYRIC

playing

(Same
Anaoouda 22)
ft Aokerman
Marls LaVarre
Burns A Lynn
Chauncey Monroe Co

B. Liverpool, O.

AMERICAN
Abbott

(P)

(20-21)
bill

Welch's Minstrels
Bert Fltsglbbons
Moon A Morris

19

playing
Redding,

Cal. 23)

Harry Dsvls
Walton A Dracdt
Slgmund A Manning
George Mstlaon
Fiddler A Cole
2 Csrltons

r,

TBMPLB

N. T.
(abo)

Eddie Leonard Co

DeWolf Olrsi
Bernard Co
Jlmmie Hasosy Co
Joe

Alfred Bergen
Rueeell Word Co

Hanlon A Clifton
^Breeo Family
ookffovdW IlL

PALACE (wva)
(Sunday opoaluf

Rexo

Bd A Jack SmRh
Morgan A Grey
Ray Snow
Long Tack 8am Co
2d half
Asard Bros
Prank Ward
Schoen A Walton
"Honor Thy Children**
Ragapatloa 6

Reek

HL

laftaaeL
(a be)

ILLINOIS

Welling Levering Tr
Celne A Oden
(Three to fill)
2d half
Hsrley A Harley
Maybelle Phillips
The Keltons
Arllng A Meek

(One «o fill)
Sacrnnseato,

CaL

ORPHEUM
(18-10)

(Same

bill

playing

Provlde-nce, R. I.
Stockton 20-21
KEITH'S (ubo)
Freeno 22-23)
"Submarine P7"
Conroy A LeMsIrs
(Continued on page 22.)

;
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NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

2C

NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
VltUl Presentation, Fir«t Appearance
or Reappearance in or Around

Now York
Sots," Royal.
Carl Randall and Ernestine Meyers,

Riverside.

Jonnio Middleton, Riverside.
Maud Earlo and Co., Alhambra.

'

™Ti

newest specialty Nat Nazarro
has retained all the premier "bits" of
act, added some new "busiformer
his

For

,

his

ness" to exhibit his versatility, cleverly
constructed the rearranged affair and
touched it off with that Nazarro finesse
hat has always brought Nazarro beyond the pale of a mere gymnast. Its
basis is acrobatic, but one could hardly
refer to the turn as an acrobatic, act.
Nazarro is a genuine artist and his
is clearly shown
in this effort. The quartet carries the
two men Nazarro has long been identified with and a rather attractive looking blonde who wears short skirts and
long hair. They run through a preliminary routine of ground and aerial
stunts, after which the slender topmounter -assumes the center. After a
song, a short eccentric dance and a
comedy line or two, the three assemble

brand of showmanship

for a musical selection, the little chap
playing cello, Nazarro violin and the
on the piano,
firl accompanying both
hen for the finale, which entails a
a
one-hand floor swing to hand-to-hand
balance. It's a genuine thriller for the

no longer the diminutive,
light lift, but is steadily maturing into
The third man's speedy
youth.
a hefty
ground spins evoked an additional

topmounter

is

volley of applause. The girl could correct her make-up. The dress is a bit
fluffy afed to extreme. But the arrangement is perfect, so perfect in fact, it
should never open snows, even at the
In that spot, though handiPalace
capped, it pulled a big hit, a great hit.
for
It should do likewise anywhere,
Nazarro has a real entertaining turn.

Wynn.

I-

Harry Angor and King
Talk and Songs.
16 Mins.;

Girls.

Ono.

Royal.
Diminutive Harry Anger has been
in the west with Mamie and Jane
King, sisters, who show an ability to
sing nicely enough but limit their
efforts in that line. Billing for the
act titles the turn with "The Road to
Hokus," which concerns the opening
discussion as to the
girls leave Anger
away in an off-stage motor.
a semi-Dutch
employs
Anger, who
dialect, then gives an impression of
Joe Cawthorne singing "I Can Dance
With Everybody But My Wife." Follow the sisters in a harmonizing effort
with "Back to Kentucky," into which
are interpolated snatches of old southern airs. The number got something,
but the girls did not look as well in
their old-fashioned gowns as they did
at the opening. The finish is a comedy
number with the three squatting on
low stools. Brighter wardrobe on the
part of the girls and a little more
singing would help. As now framed
the act does not quite attain big time
standard, even though it may pass in
Ibee.
the No. 2 spot.
dialog. It
right road
flat to ride

is

a

and the

Lydston and Emerson.
Songs and Talk.
11 Mint.; One.
23d Street.

A

boy and girl act, very shy on
material. Both have looks, and with
better songs and j>aM.«*r might dr> At
uesent the best number is "Story
Book Ball." The girl makes one
change and looks well in her second
costume. A little fixing up and the
act should breeze past.

ii

12 Mins.;

Browning

(1).

Two.

Hamilton.

Man and woman compose

this turn.

may

best be described as another
Kajiyama, in so far as the routine is
concerned, but as to working Howard
can hardly be placed in the same classification. Howard is, however, following the routine of Kajiyama closely.
He does the upside down and backward writing of differ .nt names called from the audience and reproducing an article from a newspaper while
answering questions. He may continue to start gossip as to the simiIt

"On the High

Nat Nazarro and Co. (4).
Acrobatics, Songs, Music
2t Mins.; Full 3Ugo.
Palace.

Howard and Co.

Handwriting Export.

larity, something Howard cannot claim
stage originality to.
Some of the
speeches in conjunction with other details are an exact duplicate of Kajlyama's. While Howard gains something, with it, he was best shown up
when attempting new ideas. These
failed him entirely, especially the final

patriotic drawing of an eagle. Occasionally when inserting new bits Howard would show a patriotic flash and
carry it across, but the "copy" seems
too bold to continue.
He could do
no more than retain a few bits, but
showed poor judgment in lifting
everything of worth. The woman acts
atas an assistant, aiding only in
tending to the signs and catching some
of the questions.

foolery. The "wooden kimono and a
in your hand" was another, these

lily

Harry McCoy.
Piano-Act.
12 Mine.; Ono.
Pontages', Los Angeles.
Los Angeles, Nov. 14.
Harry McCoy, opening at Pantages'
Monday, has a clear and interesting
songs (words and
pianolog, with
music) written by himself. Mr. McCoy was formerly the Keystone juvenile.
He uses 100 feet of film to open
the turn. It shows him on the screen,
with the picture fading away and
himself at the piano on the stage.
This is his home town. He was a real
riot at the opening performance with
I

Keystoners present. But McCoy
can get over anywhere for his turn
With a little
is clean-cut and snappy.
vaudeville experience he can make the
big time. His likable personality is
Mr. McCoy is splitting
a big asset.
the Pantages' headline this week. He
succeeded Willie Solar in the current
Pantages show, Solar turning east at
Price.
Oakland.

200

Groffs.

time.

Royal.

Man and woman,

probably fresh
using a fast ring,

circus,

and teeth grip routine, that
draws attention. The opening stunt
is one that might be featured by other
acts and for the better part their
feats seem original and some are exceptional. One particularly good trick
trapeze

has both springing to the uprights of
the frame-work which supports the
rigging and remaining at an angle by
footholds. This position is attained
without the use of the hands and for
the few seconds they hold position
the man juggles Indian clubs.
An
acceptable opening or closing turn.
Ibee.

They are

Neta Johnson

is

unusually youthful

endowed with a pleasing
personality, likable enough to carry
her across.
Some of the numbers

appearing,

could stand changing.

This is espenumber. The
opening composition may be a special
song, with a violin number allowing
for a well executed imitation.
This
if.
followed with dn operatic selection,
the closing number taking an otherwise acceptable mark off her pleasing
offering.
Properly set the act should
cially true of the closing

secure plenty of
smaller circuits.

work around

the

for

the material could also use them, for
they can make laughter. The blackface comedian does fairly and
the
straight man is about on a level with
Sime.
him.
Jessie Standish.

Songs.
10 Mins.; Ono.
Jessie Standish. like numerous other
"singles," has framed a turn of numbers
to
continue in the smaller

houses. Miss Standish appears more
capable at handling ballads, although
she endeavors to create some comedy
with mugging and talk to little results.
Miss Standish has a passable

some personality.

voice and

May Chadwick and Co

(1).

Act.

One

(Special Drop).

—

girl,

in

Singing and Talking.
14 Mins.;

Ono

(Special Set).

Harlem O. H.
Mixed couple

in a conventional singing and talking special before a special
drop in "one, of a post office. The
talk relates to that, allowing for the
usual meeting at the opening. The
following dialog is rather drawn out,
with a laugh here and there. It revolves about an invention the man is
about to make in a large box that later
does for a "bench." Seated upon this
they converse quite freely with some
chatter that will prove passable in the
smaller houses, for which they seem
best suited.
The dialog could stand
cutting and replacing, for the couple
seem to have numerous bits that have
been often heard around these parts,
and through that give reason to believe they are from the west. A bit
with the ringing of a bell upon his

•

watch which

is

supposed to strike when

his temperature reaches a certain decree, proved amusing, likewise a closing number with numerous impressions gained at college sporting events.

Stockton's Dogs.
12 Mine.; Full Stage.
23d Street.

Opening the show did fairly well.
Nine dogs, all fox terriers. The best
bit is done by one dog that is blind
(announced). Stockton wears a Mexican costume., for no obvious cause,
and he might give His pets a bath, as
they certainly looked as if they needed
it on Monday night.
Anyway, that is
supposed to be wash day.
Helen Eley and Co.
Songs.
17 Mins.; One.
23d Street.
The "Co." is a fellow at the piano.
No apparent reason why his name
shouldn't be on the card. Perhaps he
doesn't want to be known, or Miss
Eley demands all the space. She is
a red-headed girl, easy to look at, has
a fairly good voice and with the boy
at the piano helping her, presented
a nice little turn. Miss Eley sang five
songs, changing her costume once
while the usual pianolog was in prog-

One or two new numbers might
be inserted in place of some used now,
and it wouldn't be a bad idea if the
act went through without using the
"spot." If there are any turns using
a piano and without having a "spot*
somewhere in the act, they're a
ress.

novelty.

Ida May Chadwick and her father
are doing a two-act, a continuation,
or sequel, to their former "For Sale
Wiggins' Farm." Ida May plays two
roles a dressed-up city girl and her
usual "Sis Hopkins" type. Mr. Chadwick is the postmaster. He makes up
like a Frenchman and talks like a
rube. The combination is funny, but
Chadwick gets away with it without
a doubt, besides doubling in songs
and dances with his daughter. Chadwick is going to spring something on
his
professional friends when they
catch him in this turn. There is some
dialog, and then comes the hard-shoe
dancing by Ida May on her special
mat. It never fails, that dancing of
Ida's, and, in addition, she is doing

an amusing boob

Neta Johnson.
Songs.
10 Mins.; One.

surefire

and any small big time mandoesn't mimi so much about

who

14 Mins.;

6 Min.; Full Stage.

a

small
there,

ager

Comedy

Gymnastic.

from

consuming so much time it hardly
left room for any new matter. Still
Browning and Deane can make the

Ida

Do

Aerial

Thompson and BerrL

Deane.

sJtf

Talk.
It Mlaa.1 One.
Fiftk Avenue.
A straight and comedian in blackface. The same turn has been playing
around, but this seems like a new act,
at least to the larger houses in New
York. There is some talk about tomato and to-may-to, potato and potay-to, that won t strike the old timers as wholly original. While the comedian made the Fifth Avenue audience
laugh (which doesn't mean big time
laughter, as that house is a sort of
hybrid big and small timer in its at*
tendance) the comedian takes a bit of
a chance to get over.
Especially is
this, true of his gag about the family owing the servant girl $8 and she
remaining in bed until they sent for
the doctor. When the physician asked
her her ailment, she replied it was
the $8 she could not secure otherwise.
The doctor, mentioning the family
owed him $40 also, told her to move
over. They tried to square it by afterward saying it was a lady doctor,
but it is only a few teams in certain
houses that have had the nerve to
pull that one.
Another was about
catching fish with a baseball bat, they
rewriting Harry Tate's gag to have
the fish chew tobacco "and when they
come up to spit hit 'em with the
bat." Quite a delicate bit of talking

work and

character.
The father and daughter
have a nice comedy and dancing skit
that can fit in the early part without
any trouble. It's far better than the
former act of the Chadwicks*. Rime.

Kelly and Boyd.
Singing, Talking and Dancing.
12 Mins.; One.
Kelly and Boyd (two men) have a
corking finish, but nothing of value
in the opening. The men are suitable
for an early spot on the small programs, but could easily attain a better
position with a complete arrangement of the opening.
It
contains
talking, singing and dancing, neither
of which gains them any noticeable
returns, with the closing dance formation on the patriotic idea pending
them across nicely. Up to the rendition of

"Long Boy" they were

just up

there filling out their time, but from
that song on they encountered little
difficulty in obtaining sufficient applause to guarantee them a passable
spot on the program.

Dave Wellington and

Comedy

Sylvia.

Juggling.

Two

Steward and Mercer.

13 Mips.;

Acrobatic.
10 Mins.; One.

American Roof.
Man and woman. Wellington
messenger boy.
Miss
Sylvia

Man and woman
acrobatic
their

work

in

specialty.
to tricks

a conventional

They
that

confine

allow

for

which marks them a
suitable opener for the smaller time.
The woman could dress more becomingly, while the man, in his clown
make-up, is supposedly a comedian,
but shows no signs of it.
ample

speed,

(Interior).
is

a

flits

about the stage
as an
"assistant"
throughout, working
in
one
"bit'
where she does an exterior scene in
colored chalk. Wellington juggles all
kinds of articles and juggles adeptly
and dexterously. Some of his effective
routine shows practice.
Good little
act of its kind.

Mark.

«

;
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SHOW REVIEWS

*

CENTURY.
Tbe

first

Sunday nlfht veudevtlle show

at

the Century started off as If It were going to
be a oorker, but, due to poor management, It
down badly toward tbe close. Fred Ward
announoed each of tbe 14 acts, and It seemed
as tbougb bs was skeptical about being beard
throughout the bouse. Most all of the Winter
Garden regular Sunday nlghters were there,
and seemed well satisfied up to the time Will
It's almost certain everyRogers came on.
one else felt the same way.
The Blue and White Marimba Band opened,
During these
followed by Marconi Brothers.
two musical acts Winnie Sheehan passed peanuts along the row where he was sitting.
There was nothing else to do. Flore Revslles
sang two numbers, helped along by a piano
Cecil Lean and Cleo
for her second song.
Mayfleld did a telephone number, which went

fell

nicely.

by Eddie Cantor, who

They were followed
Mr. Canreceived a tremendous reception.
tor aang "Dixie Volunteers" and the "Baby"

number be does In "The Follies." There Is
no doubt this boy Cantor could be to the
Century what Al Jolson means to the Garden,
If Cantor appears at all of the Century's Sunday snows.
Oeorge White and Ann Pennington did a
flirtation dance.
It was very good and went
big at the finish. Mr. White called upon bis
partner to make a speech, as It was her first
appearance in vaudeville, or the nearest to
Miss Pennington merely
It she had ever been.
"Thank you."
Fanny Br Ice received the second big

said.

recep-

8he did two numbers,
of the evening.
from tbe "single" she docs In "The
It's a pleasure to watch KIm Brlce
work, and there Is certainly no woman who
can get as much out of a Yiddish song ss
sho can. Nor does any other woman appear
to have as good "Yiddish" songs as Miss
Brlce'e.
At the finish It was a toss up betion

both

Follies."

tween her and Eddie Cantor who had gone
the best.

Van and Schenck were In a tough spot following tbe girl "comic," Van singing alone..
His partner had a bad oold, and only played
the piano.
The closing number they used
has been done so much It let them down
lightly at the finish.
The dsnclng melodrama taken from the
show, with Harry Kelly, Andrew Tombes,
Oeorge White, Ann Pennington, Vera Maxwell, and Keystone Cops, closed the first half.
The Horllk Family opened Intermission, and
did well despite that they had trouble with
the orchestra. Bert Williams came next singing two good songs.
Brlce and King sang
three numbers, one from the show, and were
the hit of the second half. Savoy and Brennan, who followed, went fairly well, but nothing .exceptional.
Then came the surprise of the evening, unlooked sod uncalled for. Will Rogers walked
down the aisle and calmly announced be was
going to part the house from some of Its
coin.
He started things off himself by putting
$25 In his hat, and offered to tell a joke on
any subject for an equal sum. He got $100
from Frank Tlnney. but after that Bill did an
awful flop as a collector, his price dropping
down to $10 with no takers. The Idea of
collecting the money was to give It to any
charity the house wanted It to go to. Rogers,
not being able, to get any coin on the story
thing, started passing the hat. but only worked
the left side of the house, tbe rest getting
away clear. After the cowboy walked out
(he did not go on the stage) there was a
atage wait. Ward came out calling for "Will."
but no William
Several suggestions from
the audience as to his whereabouts, such as
"He's trying to cash Tlndey's check." "Maybe
he blew with the coin," and so forth.
It was poor Judgment, especially on a first
Sunday night, to try a "collection" thing
without naming a definite charity, and asking
the bouse to come through with twenty-five
every time they wanted to bear a story. Audiences in theatres around New York have had
enough "collections" of lade during tbe week,
and didn't pay $2 to run Into another.
Throughout Rogers' act people were walking out, and during the stage wait the lower
floor almost emptied.
It gave tbe program an
awful wallop Just when It should have held
!

up.

Another number from the show closed the
bill, It being Stephen D. ORourke with the
Century Double Octet.
Tbe Century held a good house downstairs,
though not capacity. The first balcony was
very light.
It
was also a question as to
whether the system of using cards or announcing was best.
The general opinion
seemed to be in favor of the cards.

tured them vocalising.
She opened with
fiUiel be; ry more, speaking to tbe liielidy of
"Laddie Boy"; 8am Barnard, with "Let** All
Be Americans Now'* ; Bernhardt, with "Joan
of Arc"
Eddie Poy. with "It's Your Country"
Oeorge Cohan, with "Over Th^n
Harry Lauder, with "Pack Up Your Trouble*
In Your Old Kit Bag," and then the Will
Rogers monolog and lariat >lance.
On-s of
the Rogers gsgs she employs Is the "that'*
why they put rubbers on lead pencils " and
Is also used by the boy In the Nat Nasarro act
ahead of her. For an encore she did an Imi;

;

tation

'

of

Charlotte

Oreenwood singing and

dancing in "So Long Letty." This and tbe
Lauder Imitation were not In the act »b«»
MIjs
did at the Palace a short time ago.
Janis ne»er loosed sweeter and seems to be
as popular as ever.
Three turns ahead of the hesdllntr was
Joe Cook, with his one-man vsudcvl*!*? thow.
While done In burlesque msnner, hU set is
s series 6f Impersonations or characterisaearned roars of
tions or Imitations, and
laughter. That travesty stuff never falls and
it Is so forcefully successful Is not
conducive to paving the way for a headline

the fact

imltatrlce.

Even Ray and Oordon Dooley, Just preceding Joe Cook, finished up with a burleaque Imitation of a couple of cabaret performers. The Dooleys scored thsir usual big
The Palace seems to be getting
scream.
more like an English music ball every day.
Over there they grow accustomed to a comedian, know exactly what he is going to da,
and when he doesn't they are disappointed.
Many years ago Nat Wills played a lengthy
After
engagement at the London Palace.
three months be suggested to the manage-

ment he would like to change some of bis
stories and was told not to do so, as the audiences were Just becoming familiar witn tne
routine.

Nat Nasarro and Co. (New Acta) opened
after the Paths Weekly with their excellent
acrobatic, singing, instrumental and otherwise unique turn. The act finished to big applause, marred by tbe necessity of the boy
going out* in "one" with a recitation, to give
opportunity for arranging the special drop of
Stanley and Blrnes, who followed.
Sun ley and Blrnes are male eccentric
steppers, with some original and humorous
simultaneous movements, and me auu,euce
liked them Immensely. Sallle Fisher and Co.,
in "The Choir Rehearsal," closed the first
The Clare Kummer musical skit wears
part.
well and seems to be able to stand repeating.
Wolfe Gilbert and Anatol Frledland are
offerelng a new ballad, Juat completed, "plugged" by a girl in a stage box. As usual, they
score violently with their medley of popular
ditties, which Include those written by both
librettist and composer with others. In addi"Makers of
tion to those written together.
History,'? posing act, closed the show. Jolo.

AMERICAN ROOF.
on the Roof the first half was
pop house. The returns were not
bad as Imagined from the report going
round that the theatre buslnees In general
had slumped off since Nov. 1. Tbe audience
was of sufficient proportions to keep the boxotbee, custodians busy.
_.
. . „
Dave Wellington and Sylvia (New Acta)
opened the show. Overboil and Young offered
a quiet little dancing offering, with the man
throwing in a little recitation about flowers
Just to fool 'em. 1 he act as constructed shows
strength In the dancing and on this made Its

The

bill

distinctly

as

Impression.
.
^, M
Ihree Rozellaa did very well In the third
It's a musical turn, Introducing ths
position.
numbers In a comedy way, with one member
of the trio doing a supposed "souse" and using
a pipe, cane and a street lamp frame as
One man and a
"blinds'' for instruments.
woman, who plays both the harp and violin,
form the othor part of the act A big bit at
the American and could have easily taken the
encore tbe audience clamored for enthusiastically.

The Rozellas made

pretty hard for the
succeeding turns, yet May Elinors and Violet
Carleton did surprisingly well. Theee women
haven't changed their talk since playing other
local houses, yet tbe more ancient some of
The
their tidbits were tbe better received.
crossfire, however, appears to be tne weakest
link.
Miss Carleton was applauded for her
It

animal imitations.
"Miss Hamlet," a travesty, at times Jumped
from the ridiculous to the sublime snd back
again .although there Is smple room to Inject
more burlesque. The time for this act Is also
too long.

PALACE.
There

not the usual diversity of entertainment on the Palace bill ibis week that
usually characterizes the shows there. The
big head liner is Elsie Janis.
Mommy night
there was a noticeable lack of box attendnnpe,
but this may be readily accounted for by the
fact that there were three legitimate theatre
premieres and Miss Janis* host of admirers
will undoubtedly flock to see her before the
is

week passes.
The principal absence

of diversity was In
placing Beatrice Herford Just ihead of Kittle
Janis. Miss Herford offered three clever menolog characterizations, and while they were

good two would have been sufficient. That
placed Miss Janis in a series of Imitations,
cr (mteraonatioiiA, or imj;r4s««ion?, Immediately following a trio of characterizations.
Nevertheless, Amer'ca's foremost imitator
did 20 minutes and finished with a speech of
thanks, which took the form of a aeroiapology for not returning with new material.
As a matter of fact, she did alter h»>r oitrnng
by changing the songs which the various 1mlstars employed, as the imitato r ulct ated

After intermission appeared Marcella Johnson not her first time on the Roof, but she
appeared to be working at a big disadvantage.
Miss Johnson Is a vocalist, having a beautiful
voice which she uses flexibly and effectively.
On her first number Miss Johnson's throat
seemed to tighten perceptibly the moment she
attempted her first high note when the cigar
and cigarette smoke rolled over the footlights.
The orchestra did not seem on harmonious
terms with Miss Johnson's voice, but she did
the best she could and scored accordingly.
Miss Johnson has all the requisites of a
cultured singer, plus a pleasing stage appearance and enunciation.
Her range is high
and musical.
"Lulu's Friend" (New Acts) wss followed
by Murray Livingston, who Is now doing a
series of characters a la prot«*.n and doing
each type Interestingly. Tbe type* are worked
In
sort
of
recitative
a
soliloquy,
"The
Dreamer." first offorlng his familiar Italian
character and then in turn following It with
a "s^use." a Jewish pawnf r">ker an
a miser.
Livingston works hard and pleased the AmerlI

canites.

Margaret

and

Hanley

closed.

Man and

woman

doing "lifts," the

womsn

sunder ami featuring both

ss tbe underpedestal and teeth

8eversl of tbe tricks are out of tbe
ordinary and there waa a thrill. A Mack
Bennett comedy, with Polly Moran doing some
amazing camera work, followed the vaudeville
holds.

Moris.

section.

RIVERSIDE.
A show finely fitted to the neighborhood this
week, a class bill, not burdened with comedy
nor song, but so satlafaotory in other ways
and so smoothly running that Tuesday night's
nesrly capacity house found muoh to enthuse
over.

Two feminine favorites— Elsie Jsnls and
Bessie Clayton featured the entertainment.
Miss Jania. who divides her time this week
between the Palace and Riverside, dashing
out of tbe legit every so often to go vaudevilling, closed Intermission with her Imitations.
Rather a novel Idea of having her
characters sing war songs, snd as euun oue
Is given a different number, six brands are
aired.
But Miss Janis' impression of Will
Rodgers was tbe pet of the house. No doubt
she has selected the best of Will's new stuff
and It Is good as most of his lariat-lwlrhug
humor always Is. That with a bit of a Fred
Stone rope dance earned the headllner plenty
for a danolng encore.
It was the Beasts Clayton turn, however,
that won the edge on applause honors, and
rightly, too.
On second after Intermission It
Last season Miss Clayton
proved a delight.
oarried a syncopated musical outfit. Now she
haa Paisley Noon, the Masoonl Brothers, a

—

The
pianist, and a Jass oornetlst In the pit.
results are so much better that the old layThs pleasing
Is shaded in comparison.
work ~f Mr. Noon Is a factor, but that of

out

Mosconls' approaches the sensational, eepeAnd Miss Clayton's
the smaller one.
dancing seeme to stand out. She won a nice
measuro of applause with her final toe effort.
All In all the act frames up as the best
dancing turn of Its type this season.
There was plenty of dsnclng, especially in
clally

the latter section, if the sliding, slipping,
stepping of Oordon Dooley csn be called
Sister Ray and he held down the
dancing.
It Is pernext-to-closing spot to a nicety.
haps a coincidence that the eliding footwork
waa present in two other turns, ons of ths
Mssconls and Lou Lockett using tbe "step"
Following tbe Dooleys and
with good effect.
closing ths show were Dong Fon Oue and
Harry Haw, the classy celestial couple, who,
In spite of the wealth of dancing Juet ahead
of them, fared well and kept the house In.
They eliminated tbe opening song numbers
in "one." tbe curtain finding them already in
action as It rose.
La Veen and Cross, a Roman duce-spot of
fun. opened the show with their "Julius and
Their aorobatlca ere clever but
Brutus."
their burlesquelng Is sven better snd tbe turn
Lockett and Brown
is going to be In demand.
Tbe combinaproved an ideal No. 2 turn.
tion of Lockett's semi -acrobatic stepping snd
Miss Brown's high-kicking comprise a pleasing
routine. Meehan e Canines "weut over'* in the
No. 3 position with s rush. Tbe high leaping
of the greyhounds Is a thing of beauty and
audible murmurs of the audience followed
every leap over the hurdles. The b^sok dog,
which seems to be the champion of tbe lot,
waa sent for an encore Jump by Meehan.
That Is s rsre thing for dog acta
Mr. and Mre. Jlmmle Barry were amusing
with "The Burglar," In which Jim retains bisHis mle
likeable and funny rube character.
of s correspondence school burglsr snd detective combined Is a gentle but humorous
poke at the "we can raise your salary" InstiVlolinsky opened Intermission snd
tutions.
found enough applause to give his whoje
lose.

routine.

COLONIAL.
It Is sn Anniversary of something or other
at the Colonial, with the lights outalds staling
12 acts. There were 11 progrsmed tnalde.
The sign slao carried tbe names of six of the
Tbe snow was a mighty
acts, turee to a aide.
smooth playing one that started with speed,
which was maintained right down to the
finishing turn.
The promise of a 12-act bill failed to attract a capacity audience Monday night, the
last four rows of the orchestra being pracwhile further front in the
tically empty,
house there were gaps in tbe side sections.
The upper floors must have held almost
capacity Judging from tbe applause that came
from tbone sections.
Two genuine hits developed In the bill, Rube

Marquard snd William Dooley carrying sway
the honors in the lirst part, while L.yuns and
Yosco were almost as big a hit after intermission.

That Colonial gallery can make or break
any act and Monday nlgbt they were on tbelr
good behavior and plugging for almost every
turn.

The

Gilding

O'Mearax,

who

opened,

were given a reception and forced to a speech
That b g >ln« some f»r
at the end of the act.
an opening turn. In "Put Out" Ethel Arnold
and Earl Taylor scored with their Blanche
Merrill material, winning sufficient applause
to warrant another number.
Slg. Franz and Co. with tbelr comedy cycling
act won a steady stream
down a little on applause

of laughs, but fell
at tbe finish.
I^eo

Beers van on*> cf the hits of the «*rly Mictlon.
He has added a number of the war songs to
his story In music and they won applause.
Then came the wallop by Marquard and
Dooley.
Marquard ns a "d'linc" was n HCP'iun
and tbe turn held up the «how for a full
minute
Nor.ette cloned the flrwt part.
Her's
Isn't sn act, It's a production and is capable
o f closing the first part spot on any bill.
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Is claas snd her playing and singing
carry ths turn Into s bit She was also among
the- Kpeech makers of the evening.
There was s switch In ths second half.
McManon, Diamond and Cbaplow opening, in
place or Lyons and Yosco. The former turn
wss a solid hit on ths dsnclng finish, and too
latter, who followed, stopped the show (or too
second time Monday nlgnt
Dugsn and Raymond, replacing Rockwell
and Wood. In the next position with their
"Auto Elopement received a great return lo
laughtsr. The sudlence Just sent along laugh
after laugh when the near-Ford started cotRooney and Bent had the next to
ting up.
closing spot, tsklng the stage at about 16\4o"
and finishing aftsr ths hour. That mock ballad
thing which the turn Is using did not seem to
Impress ths Mondsy night audleneo, and the

There

•

4

act would hsvs fared beter had It closed Immediately after the scene In "two" nod lot
It go st thet

Durdella Peterson nut the finish touches on
the bill and her series of stereopttcoo poses
won applause from those who remained.
In the Hearst-Paths which opened the ahow
the specie! local section showing the training
of ths New Yorkers st Camp Upton stood out
like a bouse afire with the audience and
brought much comment. It Is a good feature
"
to continue at this tlms, and should have
played up for advertising purposes.

HARLEM
Business waa a
program rounded

bit off

0. H.
Too

Tuesday night

Into one of the moot enjoyable bills there for some tlms. It would have
been better, from an audience standpoint, wero
that special picture about Harlem's leading

merchants either cut or tacked on too end.
It wss placed in the middle and consumed a
lot of time.
It govs thsm ample opportunity
however, to locate suitable seats. The Closing
turns oarried the enow aoross nicely, although
compelled to work against the hardships
brought about by ths commercial film.
The Fantonlo Troupe opened with Thompson and Berrl (New Acts) doing well enough
In the next spot.
Hayward Stafford and Oo.
In
"A Perfect Day' r (New Acts) proved
amusing, with Oottlsr and Oox.Juventle song
writers, closing ths first part The boys have
framed a repertoire of their own melodies
that should bring them the same results
wherever they plsy. For a while It looked
ae though they were going to tis op proceedings.

Harlem's leading establishments were thou
Introduced, followed by a Triangle weekly.
This. In turn; brought on an ill. song, "Just
ss Your Mothsr Was," that had thorn singing
ths chorus.
Jsck Roeelelgh and Co. In a comedy dramatic sketch entitled "Our Wife" gained results throughout, notwithstanding It had a
surprise finish that was not only unexpected
but brought them to a far better close than
sketcbee generally find it bore.
Mr. Rose
lelgh, from his performance, may have eonfined his efforts to stock engagements.
If bo
intends continuing In vaudeville with his pi
snt vehicle be would soon find they could use
him. Toney and Norman were easily among
the big guns of ths evening, with their slsng
chatter that kept the house roaring. Tony woo
In good humor, snd gslned every possible
laugb, while Miss Norman was there a mile.
Together they banked everything across In expert style. Mllle. Blmlna and Oo. dosed.

HAMILTON.
Mondsy night

ths

sembled former dsys

Hamilton somewhat reThs house was partially

with tbe lower floor holding a number
of vscanclss In ths rear, but ft was said
buslnsss that particular evening wae above
the average of lsts. Monday is generally one
of the big nights of tbs week, for In conjunction with ths Dsnclng Contest (a godd
local draw) tbe regulars are generally there
to eee the new bill
But n restraining order
might be pieced upon them, for the bouse Is
Inclined to kid. This, howsvsr, was quickly
stopped, slthough It might be sttendsd to la
such a manner It does not recur.
Tbe
clientele patronising the hnuee Is too good for
filled,

that to happen at any time.
A "four-minute-man" opened with a talk
upon a subject of national Importance, followed by Howard and Co. (New Acts). They
were followed by Dolly Morrlssey. Mies Morrissey evidently thought hsr opening oootume
would csrry hsr screen, something which It
did st the time, but when dlscsrdsd tbe turn
went with It. Miss Morrlssey Just shout passsd
with s turn that could stsnd revision. The
numbers may be there, but It can hardly
be said she bandies them with any degree
of success.
Miss Morrlssey might engsge
some one to Instruct her on s number of vital
points which she seems Ignorant of.

"When Women Rule"

sgsln proved a laugh-

ing success. The Lelghtons worked before
tbelr speclsl drop In "ons" to s pssslng score,
that was nicely gained after delving Into some
laugh-producing chntter snd a final sing
with s little harmony attached. The closing

Hula business

is

passe

now and

could

be

replaced.

"arrow with his lemon
closlng and

got

trick

wss nsxt-to-

away exceptionally

well,

al-

though be took numerous cbancee In pasalng
sarcastic remarks about his auditors.
He often repeated about waking them
up while seeking tbelr aid In tricks, but they
nrceptod It In good humor with tbe outcome
Crewel! Fan ton and Co. In tbelr
In liU favor.
patriotic acrobatic novelty cloned.
The boys
utiwhely arc attempting more comedy tbsn
before,
with tbe result being conspicuous
enough to give ihem warning as to the harm
\n
it
doing.
Although tbe
three
attempt

some rather

comedy ulngle or
but

that

doesn't

together, tbey don't
appt'ttr

to

msks

dlRCurage

It,

th«>m.

Their Introducto ry speech should be sufficient

•

;
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anna
Qraos Ltadea
Beet Morton A Korr

BILLS.
(Continued from page H>.)

A Ramadan
Horn A Ferris

Brown 4 Sponoor

Badle

MtloT

Nina Payne Co
Arthur Envoi Co
Act Beautiful
IMPRESS (aAh)
Mnbol Fonda Tr
Bcrgguist Bros
Morgan A Stewart
Rural Eight

PANTAOE8

A Hart
A Karl

IV riant

Jcrge A Hamilton
Fletchers Troaaadora
Wolllnaton Trio

Kins Bros

JBKK-bTRAND

ittbo)
split)

iBa* City

(p)

8 Mori Bros
6 Sullys
Lacy Shannon A D
Trevttt's Dogs
"Winter Oar Rot"
Harry McCoy
EMPRESS (aAh)
Hughes Sisters

Boat Broa
24 half

ByAs

Broa

German Film
Baa Dleae

Mono

Billy

Man

4

let nalX

Paul Kelly
Rodwajr A Bdwardi
"Banooi of B'way"
WhltoAeld Ireland Co
laolnotto Laaole Tr

Bam K

Otto

Van Horn A Ammer

Arthur Valll A Bis
Wells A Rose
Zermalne A Zermalno
2d hnlf
2 Specks
Little Caruso Co
Prince A Crest
8 Dixie Girls

"Fountain of Lore"
Orpheus Four

Saa Framcleee

ORPHEUM

Sopnie 'iuoter Co

OKPHBUM
Elisabeth Murray

Frank Westphal

Low Dockaudor

Deiro

"Rubeville"

Harold Dukane Co

"Hit the Trail"
Mullen A Coogan

Jean Adair Co

Tower A Darrell

Kouns

SaaU

Sisters

Nan Halperln
McCarthy A Faye

Fatrloola A Meyers
Sprague A McNoeoo
EMPRESS (wto)

PANTAGES

(p)

"Back

(Sunday Opening)
Goldberg A Wayne
Great Llnd

Wo

Cook A Lorens

Prod's Pit*

Julia Curtis

Tho Blmboo
Old Tlmo Darhies

to Blmlra"
Morley A McCarthy
Hanloa Co
2d naif

4 llolloways

Van

Barblcr Thatcher Co
Hampton a Bhriner
Btolndol Broa

PARK

"Mr

(Sunday opening)
Petite Eire

La

Irene

W

Lowry

Victoria Four

Williams A Williams
Twirling Talbots
Roberts A Rodeo

Leon Sisters Co
Moore A Cooper
Ross A Wise

H

A Chappie

Garden Rot"

Tnalero's Circus

COLUMBIA

Saa Jews,

(wtu)

VICTORY

Rewards

Julia

Howe A Howe
Jack A Pear) Hail
LeOouz A LeOouz
Mann A Mnllory

playing
(Same
Hipp. Oakland. 21)
Twirling Talbots
Roberts A Roden
Moore A Cooper

H

Marimba Band
Ross A Wise
Leon 81sters Co
Saskatoon, Can.

St Pawl

EMPIRE

ORPHEUM

D Bennett A Young
Dean Co
Zuhn A Dries
LaVlne Trio
Savannah, Gs.

Dream"
Harry Olrard Co
Rico A Werner
Tho LeOroho
The Oaudsehmldts
Moore A Haafer
"HolllAay's

Cliff

PALACE

(wra)
.Long
Countess Verona
Dorothy DeSchelle Co
Lias A

Ward A Raymond
Page Hack A Mack
CalTln A Thornton
2d hnlf
Bailey Duo

BIJOU (uho)
(JaeksooTllle split)
1st half
Gertrude DeMllt
Kuter Klare A Kuter
Fred La Relne Co
Boudinl Bros
4 Bolsos

Schenectady, N. Y.

PROCTOR'8

Black A O'Donnell

split)
1st half

Arthur LaVlne Co

Conway A

Plelde

All)

HIPPODROME

(abc)

Jimmy Wnhl

Jack A Marie Gray
"Rick Girl Poor Girl"
Beatrice McKenzte Co

(One

to

fill)

2d half
Marie Russell
Nine Rubens
Harts A Brans
Menettl

AniU

A

Salt

Baby Katbryn
Novelty Minstrels
Norton A Melnotte
"Oh You Jasz Band"

Lake

ORPHEUM

(21-24)

M
M

Saunders Birds
Fitzgerald
(p)

Pnmltr Dcnbsm Tr
Lane A Harper
"Friendly Call"
Neal McKlnley

"Oh You Devil"
Maxlne Parrlsh
San Antonio. Tex.

MAJESTIC (Inter)
a C Williams

LAM

Hunting

Waabu

Seattle,

ORPHEUM
Mercedes
"The Night Boat"
Kltner Hawklejr a
Chas Wilson
Fern Blgelow and

J

Scranton. Pa.
POLI'S (ubo)
(Wllkes-Barre split)
1st half

Co

PANTAORS

5 Galliul Co
M Ourkhart
Hugh Herbert Co
Ha Hen A Fullor
":'d Childhood"

Joe Barton

81 del 11

Arllss

Lillian

(ubo)

(Syracuse

Pollard

(One to

(wra)

(19-21)

(Sunday Opening)

Cliff

(ah-wra)

bill

Sd naif
The Veterans
Lewis A Leopold
Leach LaQulnlan 8
T Brown's Minstrels

(Sunday Opening)*
"Four Husbands'
Raymond Wllbert e
Oolet Harris A M
Mr A Mrs Melbourne
Bert Hughes
Allen A Francis
Hughes Musical .1

PANTAGES

(p)

Honsy 2c«
West A Hale
Maurice Samuels Co
Transflcld

(wra)

PAL-HIPP

l»t naif

A Bra
Kelly A Deris
Allmnn A Norte*
Qahbys A Clark

Warren A Tompleton

Ray A

Belle

PANTAGS*

2d hall

A Murray
Plsano A Bingham
Fields A Wells

(p)

A Wilson

Larson

Rleff

(One

"Fi\* of Clubs/'

Rlfolotto Bros
S Seronaders
Ask A Shaw

RBOBNT

{Same

ORPHBUM

(wra)

Moore A Rose
Geo Damnrel Co
(One to fill)

playing
Seattle

Byrd A Harvey
Eastman A Moore
Cant Kidder Co
Dnn Aaern

M cCornuch A

Bkaai

Aerial Bartletts

Inea

(Bvansville split)

A Virginia
Blondell .Co

Bd

Jos

4 Bonding*

KBTTH'S (ubo)
"Futuristic Revue"
Farrell Taylor Co

< 18 >

(Same

.

_,

playing
Walla-

bill

Liberty.

VICTORIA

Vs.

(sun)

(Two to fill)
Wllkeo-Bnrre, Pa.
POLI'S (ubo)
(Scranton split)
1st half

POLI'S (ubo)
The Laraeds
A Howland
Haywood A Stafford

"Too Many 8 hearts"

Man

Scotch Lads

Wlnnlnear

Off loo

Wagon

(p)

Murphy
Jack Kennedy Co
Senator

(Two

to

Worcester, Moan.
POLI'S (ubo)
Musical You n go
"Mimic World"
2d half
Francis Dougherty
"Tale of a Coat'1
Yvette A Saranoff

Lobes A Sterling
Adlon Co

PLAZA

till)

York, Pa.

OPERA HOUSE

(ubo)
Dingley A Norton
Rice A Francis

Wheeler A Moran

Rodrigues

(ubo)

Society Diving Models
(One to fill)

"For Pity's Sake"

Morgan A Parker

PANTAGES

Loney Haskell
1

Matle King Co
(One to nil)
2d half
"Qaujtjcr'* Garden"
"Ganuger's Garden"
"Night Merit"

Benson A Hoi la way

Kahn A Boone

ORPHBUM
A

20-21)

Bert Draper
"Night with Poets"

"Bride Shop"

A Robinson
Curley A Welch
Norris Baboons
2d half
Abbott A White
Lavonna Trio
B Nelson A Berry

Girls

bill

Orpheum,
playing
Ft Williams, Can,

F A O Walters

Blllsbury

Hlckoy Bros
Ashley A Allmnn
Seabury A Shaw
Derkln's Animals

Blssett

"Mr

Inquisitive"

(One

to

fill)

2d half
Dick Williams
Klein Bros
"Midnight Rolllckers"

(Two

to fill)

Yonnnratown, O.

KEITH'S

(Ubo)

Walter Kelly
Olga Mlshka Co
Kennedy A Burt
Lee Kohlmar Co
Nevins A Erwood
Moore A Gerald
Juno Salmo
Merlam's Dogs

Jns Uchter

"America first"

K Watson
Mumford A Thompson
Johnson Dean Revue
Herbert Brooks Co

Ward A

W.

Montnmbo A Wells

Carltta

Argo
(P)

Kenny A LaFrance

Wuterneny, Conn.

1st hnlf

Bnwl

PANiAGJAS

Herbertn Beeson
Boothby A Bvordeen
Pat A Peggy Houlton
Bd A Jack Smith

Cook A Ontmnn

(ubo)

Yonkera, N. Y.

PROCTOR'S (Ubo)
A Beetry
Jenks A Mien
Gilbert A Frledland

(8unday opening)
"The Mimic World''
Sd hnlf

Wheeling,

Adelaide A Hughes
Sallle fisher Co
Will

George

Jtfggllng

"Smart Shop"

Circus

Harry Carroll

Hannh A

HIPP (wen)

Zlra's Leopards

Yakima,

KEITH'S

5 Y«

A

N

(ah-wra)

bin
(Basso Iff
Pal-Hipp,

Carl

pi
playing

bill

Empire,

to All)

(Sunday opening)
Wilson A Wilson
"Honor Thy Children"
Zeno A Mandol
Chiyo A Chiyo
(One to fill)
2d half
Dural A Bimmonds
"The Blacker"

(eAh-wve)

(18)

(ubo)
DeLlsle

Jack George 8
M A B Enrle
Nick Santora
2d half
(Same 2d half

MAJESTIC (wva)

"Mary's Day Out'

A Ryan

Rigs*

LIBERTY

Oarcinettl Broa
(Two to fill)

-

Morgan

STRAND

"Forest Fire"

Germaa Film

2d hnlf

Sam J Harris

Mason A Gwynno

Herbert Clifton

JAB

Ellsworth
HAG
Corcoran A Mack

Alaa Brooks Co

28)
Fisher's

Bell

Toledo

ANTS, ENGAGEMENTS

Jimmy Lucas
McConnell A Simpson
Adeline Francis
Potter A Hartwell

SALE and EXCHANGE

Ideal

A Thornton

Corty Sisters
Fred Rogers
3 Rlanos

Co
(ah-wva)

(18)

playing
Portland 22)
bill

Flying La Mars

Wagner A Whiting

ite>

SHBA'S (uho)
Co

Bertie Ford
Celts Bros

.

gnrlnario*d.

m.

MAJB8TIC (wra)
(Sunday opening)
Paul Petchlng Co

Lew Hoffman
Owen A Moore

H FOR

A DeManby

Bert Hankm
Winston's Seals
Lydla Barry
fill)

YONOB

(loew)

Mack A Loo
Ollmoro A Brown
Bert Howard

doLuzo

Sextet

4 Volunteers

Oddone
Bsklmo A Baals
Harllnnd Thornton Co (One to ill)
O'Connor A DUen
"Ok Please Mr Detoc"
Trenton* M« J»
(One to til)
TAYLOR O H (uho)
Mi

Springfield],

PALACB (Ubo)
Lnbolle A Lillian
Bam J Harris
Holmes A Buchanan
"Wedding Shells"
Corcoran

A Mack

Oarelnottl Bros
2d half

(Albany

Knhno A Boone
"Mimic World'*

BROADWAY

(loew)

Breakaway Bnrlows
Howard A Hurst
"What Hap Ruth"
Kathryn Mlley
8 Peroneos
2d half
Helen Jackley
Warner A Actor
Hoosler Girls
to

fill)

SUN

(sun)

"Married rla W'less"
Friend A Downing

Ward
(Two

Bell A
to fill)

Ward

2d half
Lew Hershey
Lovett A Dale
Fred Bowers Rerue

McDonald A Rowland
Harvey Trio
Stamford. Conn.

STAMFORD

(loew)

3 Peronees
Kathryn Mlley
(Three to fill)

Stockton, Cal.
The Martins

Drew Play
Hunter A Shaw
Clayton

(Three to fill)
2d half

Fonda Troupe
Perggulst Bros
Morean A Stewart
Tturai
Hilly

r/ight

Morse

Ross Bros

Superior, Win.
PALACE (wva)
Morton Bros
Minerva Courtney Co
Dave Thursby

Co
Motensen Duo

Gandel)

M

Bell

Bill

Jerry Blair Co
Oladls Bowla
Langton Trio
"Fashions n In Carte"

Twoy. N. Y.

Ernest Duplllo

(Two

Sd hnlf (10-17)
Bollinger A Reynolds

PROCTOR'S

Tho Larneds

Sisters

$1 for af words.

Vernon 5

(One to

"Dairy Maids"
Yates A Reed
4 Ankers
2d hnlf
Hayatake Bros

Sisters

Mile Thoreso

(Snme
Hipp

D.

aTnJaa, B.

ORPHEUM

Far Toy Co
Wilbur Hold

Frank A Waters

(Sunday opening)

W

Venus

Thornton

CASINO (uAh)

Bock A
"Bans A Daaos Rot"
GRAND (wra)
Jack A Kitty Domneo
Clerk

A

Marimba Band

fill)

Bd A

Sloan

(Sekeneetady split)
Allanson
QUnjoro A Castle
J Murttno Co
Mason Koelsr Co

Walla. 23)
Buster A Bddy

8 Motrins

34 half

"11)17

Mack A Velmar
"Melody Land"
Qua Erdnan
Bleetrlcai

2d hnlf

JC (later)
(IS-19)

Bywaewao, W» ••

TBMPLB mho)

Edwin George
The Levolos
Herbert's Dogs

Dancers

Aesthetic

(wra)

HIPP (ah-wra)

Allen
Dennle Perrl
Apollo Trio
Omega Trio

jlnuny Lyons
8 Teem
to

Cello

Allen

<wra)

Detective"

(Two

ORPUBUM

(Sunday opening)
"20th Century Whlri"
2d hnlf
Carlctta

HIPP (aAh)

Owen A Moore

Uu

Slows City.

So* Bond* IneV

(Sunday Opening)

St. Lronto

6 Moorish Arahs

Si naif
Sweeny A Newton
Tiller Motor*
Ore* A Otmaanj
Us Four

(ubo)

split)

1st half

C A A

Glocker
Dorothy Earl

A

Peal'on

"Mrs

LI

Ooldle

Appears"

Conlln A Glass

"The Miracle'

Unlaw

Hill. If. J.
HUDSON (ubo)
2d half (16-17)

Frank Dohson
Meehan's Dogs
Diamond A Brennen
Collins A Hart
Bd Dowllng
Y.

Utlca, N.

COLONIAL

(ubo)

Geo Yeoman
Martin A FrahinI

Kramer A Kent
2d half

Kramer A Belmont
Llbonatl

Dan Burke Co
Greater City 4

Vancouver, B. C.

ORPHBUM

Harriet Rempel Co
Willie

Weston

Williams A Wolfus
"Tennessee Ten"
Rath Bros
Hasel Moran
Winona Winter

PANTAGES

(p)

Hong Kong Mys
Frank Bush
McDermott A Wallace
"Kevue De Vogue"
Martyn A Florence
Victoria. B. C.

PANTAGES

Doris Lester 3
Pedrlnl's Monks
Ollraln Dancers
4 Casters

Strand Trio
Harry Jolaon

(p)

If

WORDS.

word over
CENTS EACH WORD OVER

3 coots for each
S

acts suitable for cabaret. fred
fenn agency. billy cloonan. mgr.,
gaiety theatr e bldg.. new york.
acts, plays. sketches written to
order. terms for a stamp. a. l.
gamble. playwright, east uver-

CLUB, CABARET and smoker

artists,

sec

and Jazs bands a specialty.

801

Orchestra
us.
C. ft A.
St., K. Y. City.

poolTohio.

bargains in farms, estates, houses, plots and
acreage.
Will advise on
realty
matters.
iamea A. Timony, 1476 Broadway. TeL 82SB

allen spencer tenney-vaudeville

writer. 1«3 b'way. new york. origiexclusive acts,
nal,
sure-fire.
sketches monologu es a specialty.

A

$U»

sale

or

Maurice

WHITE RAT REALTY BOND
offers
enchaage.
All
Golden, 1476 Broadway.

for
conside red.
TcL S2S9

Bryant.

ARENA MUSICAL BUREAU,
Room

tre Bldf.,

2U.

Bryant

Strand Thea-

2S5Q,

Songs and

acts written, composed and orchestrateo. Absolotcly first class in art and workmanshi p.

ARTlSTaW

write positively the best vaudeville material and special song numbers obtainable.

Everything snappy snd original.

AL

JOHNSTON, gO West 11th Street, New York.
AT UBERT1S—Good .traight womsn who

BOOKING OFFICE,

PRODUCERS—I
11th Street,

NEW YO RK.
BEAUTIFUL VELVET AND SATIN DROPS
MADE TO ORDER. LOW PRICES. GRAIN
GER SCENIC STUD IO, 321 PUTN AM BLDG.
BLACK-FACE COMEDIAN-Singing and

dancing black-face comedian, at liberty Defirst, to join recognized act or comDraft? No. Wardrobe; ability; experience.
Jamie Bra tton, c /o Variet y.

cember

pany.

BLACK VELVET~DROP and cotton drop.
Velvet drop preferably should open in center.
Must be cheap. Address VAUDEVILLE, c/o
Variety, New York.
BOAT SET i GARDEN WALL; Tap set that
folds in trunk; bill trunk full of paper; two
lobby display folding frames; 1 musket; 4
swords; scripts; Jap and blonde wigs; sewing
machine; 5 sets of wardrobe, 6 to a set. Jeannet te Shop, 124 W. 45th St, New York. \Vhon*
840 Bryant.
BOOKING FIRST CLASS^ACTS^foTcabarets
in South America.
Want a musical act for
South America. Billy Curtis. Gaiety Theatre

Bldg.,

Room

601,

New

York.
writes the most suc-

CHARLES HORWITZ

monologues,
lyrics,
etc.
Record proves it. Order your new material
now. Some great manuscripts on hand. Room
SOB, Columbia Theatre Bldg., New York.
cessful

sketches,

write

new

ideas in girl sets

New

York.

SEVERAL BANJOS,
sell
ville

New

in very good order; will
reasonably. Have been used in a vaudeact for a short while. Banjo, c/o Variety,
York.

SOUBRETTE WHO CAN SING AND DANCE
WISHES TO JOIN PARTNER IN GOOD
VAUDEVILLE ACT. E. N., VARIETY, NEW
YORK.

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER. OLD MODEL.
VERY GOOD CONDITION. CAN BE SEEN
BY APPOINTMENT. GORDON, VARIETY,

TISTS.

VARIETY,

several

JiyanL

AT LIBERTY—Tumbler, acrobat and wire
walker. Do straight or comedy. Like to hear
from recognized act around New York. Bon
25, c/o Variety, N. Y.

BEAUTIFUL PHONOGRAPH-MAHOGANY
CABINET WITH RECORDS. LATEST EDITIONS. WILL SELL CHEAP. EDISON, c/o

Have

and tabloids. Submarine the old stuff. Get
something new. AL JOHNSTON, 270 West

NEW

aniline painted Grecian cykc; prop vase; trick
vase: suitable dancing act.
Grainger Scenic
Studio, 321 Putnam Bl dg., N. Y.

45th

Bryant 203L

814.

LONG ISLAND FOR SALE

can sing and wear clothes, to join partner
(man or woman) or work in big act. Josephine
Knoll, 263 Virginia St., Buffalo, N. Y.

at liberty- young lady pianist;
can play rag or classical music
also play with orchestra. miss r.
mTvariety.
BARGAINS—Hotel lobbv drop, 36 x 21;

Roo m

West

145

YORK,
VIRGINIA B. NICHOLS WRITES EXCLUSIVE MATERIAL FOR VAUDEVILLE AR-

ALSO SPECIAL SONGS AND MONOCALL AND BE CONVINCED.

LOGUES.

Strand Theatre Bldg., Suite
Bryant.

321.

'Phone 4649

WANTED-EXPERIENCED MAN OR WOMAN TO TAKE CHARGE OF VAUDEVILLE
ANSWER VARI ETY, BOX 18.
WANTED—Ground tumbler immediately.

OFFICE.

Act booked solid for two years.
Address
Patrick McCaffery, 29 East Superior St., Chicago, 111.

WANTED, GOOD MANUSCRIPTS OF
SKETCHES AND COMEDY VAUDEVILLE
ACTS. CLAUDE AND GORDON BOSTOCK,
ROOM 305, PUTNAM BLDG NEW YO RK.
. ,

WANTED— Immediately;

comedy,

dramatic
or musical comedy sketch for male
Royalty basis only.
No objections to
sketch that has been played.
Address Star,
c/o Variety, New York.
immediately; second-hand drop of
race-horse
track;
good
condition;
cheap.
State size, price and full particulars to Teddy
Edwa rds, c /o V ariety , New York.
sketch

star.

WANTED

WANTED—

Aniline drop. Exterior representing lonely spot in country, cross roads or
railway junction or tank town raiload station.
C. M. Blanchard, jitrand Theatre Bldg., N. Y.

WANT-PROF., DIVING GIRLS VAUDEVILLE ACT ALWAYS WORKING. 35 S.
ST., CHICAGO.
HARRY VAN
HOVER.
WANTED 10 ATTR ACT! V EM miUMCMffRUS GIRLS; SALARY $25; FOR A NEW

DEARBORN

_

BROADWAY RESTAURANT REVUE TO
OPEN NOV. 27. CALL AT ONCE. SAMUELS
PRODUCING CO., INC., ASTOR THEATRE
BLDG.

YOUR WANTS SUPPLIED -Rehearsal stu2 A hours, $1.
Artists supplied.
Expert

dio,

X

on revising and staging faulty
secured.

Room

422,

acts.

Opening

Professional coach.
Louis Hallett,
Putnam Bldg. Phone 1742 Bryant.

VARIETY
Belles" 19-21 Orpheum New Bed22-24 Worcester Worcester Mass 26
Olympic New York.
"Broadway Frolics" 19-21 Berchel Dee Moines
la 26 Oayety Omaha Neb.
"Burlesque Revue" 29 Majestic Jersey City 26
Peoples Philadelphia.
"Burlesque Wonder Show" 19 People's Philadelphia 26 Palace Baltimore Md.
"Cabaret Girls" 19-20 Holyoke Holyoke 21-24
Qllmore Springfield Mass.
"Charming Widows" 19 Empire Hoboken 26
Star Brooklyn.
"Darlings of Paris'* 19 Lyceum Duluth 28
Century Kansas City Mo.
"Follies of Day" 19 Colonial Providence 26
Gayety Boston.
"Follies of Pleasure" 19-21 Warburton Yonkers
22-24
Hudson Schenectady N Y 26-27
Holyoke Holyoke 28-31 Gilmore Springfield
Mass.
"French Frolics" 19 Howard Boston 26-28
Orpheum New Bedford 29-81 Worcester
Worcester Mass.
"Forty Thieves" 19 Brie 20 Ashtabula Pa 21
Canton 22-24 Park Youngstown O 26 Victoria Pittsburgh.
"Gay Morning Glories" 19 Gayety Chicago 26

"Oirls from Joylsnd" 19 Savoy Hamilton Ont
26 Cadillac Detroit
"Golden Crook" 19-21 Bastable Syracuse 22-24
Lumbers Utlca 2S Oayety Montreal.
"Grown Up Babies" 19 Empire Cbioago 26
»
Majestic Ft Wayne Ind.
Hsstings Harry 19 Grand Hartfoitl 26 Jacques

Gayety Milwaukee.
"Girls from Follies" 19 Gayety Milwaukee 26
Gayety Minneapolis.

Em-

"Broadway
ford

(Not. 19 and Not. 26.)
"Americans" 10 Cadillac Detroit 20 Oayety
Chicago.

"Amur and Navy
26-28

Girls" 19 Oa/etj Brooklyn

Warburton

Yonkers

Hudson

29-31

Schenectady N Y.
"Auto Girls" 19 Oayety Philadelphia 26 So
Bethlehem 27 Baston 28-81 Majestic WilkesBarre Pa.
"Aviators" 19 Standard Eft Louis 26 Englewood Chicago.
Behman Show 19 Casino Philadelphia 26
Hurtle ft Seamon's New York.
"Best Show In Town" 19 Oayety Montreal 26
Empire Albany.
"Biff Bins Bang" 19 Lyceum Columbus 26-28
Va 29-31 Grand Akron O.
Cort Wheeling
"Bon Tons" 19 Hurtlg ft Seamon's New York
26 L O.
" Boston ians" 19 Oayety Boston 26 Colombia
New York.
"Boweiys" 19 Orpheum Peterson 26 Majestic
Jersey City N J.

W

Waterbury Conn.
"Hello America" 19 Oayety St Louis 26 Star
ft Garter Chicago.
"Hello Oirls" 19 Star Brooklyn 26 Oayety
Brooklyn.
"Hip Hip Hurrah" 19 Columbia New York 26
Casino Brooklyn.
Howe Sam 19 Empire Hoboken 26-81 Park
Bridgeport Conn.
"Innocent Maids" 19 Majestic Scranton 26-27
Blnghamton 28 Oneida 29 Oswego 80-81 Inter
Niagara Falls N Y.
Irwin's "Big Show" 19-21 Cohen's Newburg
22-24 Cohen's Poughkeepsle N Y 26 Miner's

Bronx New York.
"Jolly Oirls" 19

Penn Circuit 26 Grand Tren-

ton.

W

Va
"Lady Buccaneers" 19-21 Cort Wheeling
22-24 Orsnd Akron O 26 Empire Cleveland.
"Liberty Oirls" 19 Casino Boston 26 Grand
Hartford Conn.
"Lid Lifters" 19 Englewood Chicago 26
pire Chicago.
"Maids of America" 19 Oayety

Washington 26
Gayety Pittsburgh.
"Majesties" 19 Lyric Dayton 26 Olympic Cincinnati O.

THE LAST WORD IN SCENIC DROPS

Marlon Dave 19 Empire Toledo 26 Lyrlo Day-

AND STAGE EFFECTS

"Merry Rounders" 19 Star Cleveland 26 Em-

ton.

pire Toledo.

"Mile a Minute Oirls" 19 Grand Trenton 26
Gayety Baltimore Md.
"Military Maids" 18-19 O H Terra Haute Ind
20 Lyceum Columbus.
"Mischief Makers" 19 Trocadero Philadelphia
26 Majestic Scranton.
"Million Dollar Dolls" 19 Columbia Chicago
20-28 Berchel Des Moines la.
"Monte Carlo Oirls" 19 Olympic New York 26
Gayety Philadelphia.
"Oh Oirls" 19 Casino Brooklyn 26 Empire

N

Newark

J.

of the Rosary" 22-24 Lyceum
Peterson N J.
"Thurston" Imperial Chicago.
"Treasure Island" Orpheum Philadelphia.
"Turn Back the Hours" Park Indianapolis

"The Story

Ind.

"Uncle Tom's Cabin" Sbubert Milwaukee.
"Which One Shall I Marry?" Southern Columbus.

=2=

LETTERS
U
When

VARIETY,
sending for mail
address Mail Clerk

follows name, letter U in
Variety's Chicago OTdoe.
Where S F follows name, letter is
in Variety's San Fraaelsco oX8c<-.
Advertising or circular letters will
not be Meted.
I» following name indicates postul,
advertised once onlv.
Reg following name indicates registered mail.

Where C

Arnold Billy
Abbott ft Mills
Abbott Miss B

W

Artols Mrs

(P)

Austin dobble
Austin Claude

Adams Edna
Adsms Bros (C)
Admont Miss M (C)

Ayers

Adonis
Agent
Alsrcorns Spanish (C)

Mr

ft

Mrs (C)

B
Bachman Miss
Bailey Chas
Bsrlow Hsttle

Albertson E Colt
Alberts Nat
Alexander Greet
Allen Ethel
Allnert Dollle
Alraretta Jos (C)

Q

(C)

Barlow Jsck
Bsrnsrd Babe
Barney Violet
Baron's Horses
Barry Sisters
Barry Mrs Frank
Barry Sadie
Barton ft Ashley

Altman D
Amalgamated A»*n
Amedla (C)
Andrews F
(C)
Anson A
E
Anthony Jsck

W

Burton Wsrj
Bsrto lames O
Barymore Sramett
Bsxtsr Elmer A

Aiico Alice
Arlyn Jesnne

Armln Walter
Armstrong Phil

Bell J Jessie

ft

Co

Bennett John

"Orientals" 19 Oayety Minneapolis 23 SUr St
Paul.
"Pace Makers" 19 So Bethlehem 20 Baston 2124 Majestic Wilkes-Barre Pa 26 Empire Hoboken.
Parisian Flirts" 19 Victoria Pittsburgh 26

_

Skinners Satin

Penn

year

Have Your Scenic

MANUFACTURED BT

& SONS

Holyoke, Mass.
St.,

New York

Babies"
Hamilton Ont.

Room
AT CONSUMERS' PARK. BROOKLYN,

JAMES

R.

Washington.

N. T.

RAY ALVINO

IRVING R088

WATERS

IN

ENGLAND. IRELAND. SCOTLAND AND WALES

Playins on the U. B. O. Time in His Screamingly Fnnny

Comedy

Preliminary

_
~ , -.
Date. Neat Week.

j
)

L O

FIR8T HALF. PLAYHOUSE. PASSAIC. N.
8ECOND HALp OLyMpic> BROO KLYN

Boston.

Welch

19 Oayety Toronto 26 Oayety Buf-

falo.
"

Whlrly Olrly Girls" 19 Empire Cleveland 26
Erie 27 Ashtabula Pa 28 Canton 29-81 Park

Youngstown O.
White Pat 19 Majestic Ft Wayne 26-26 O
Terre Haute Ind.

J.

Wanted

No*

being booked by R. G. Tuniaon Office, No. 420 Putnam
B'way, N. Y. City. Phone Bryant 674.

Phone,

Member

Write,

t eeJock

till

Blxlg.,

Wire

of Vaudeville Managers* Protective Association

The Evidence

THAT
same

Multiplies

and hers only, csa you find the
inexhaustible selection of beautiful

hers,

woods, finishes and designs, st prices which,
by Tirtue ef our location, remain, after twentyfive years, still the wonder of patrons and the

despair of competitors.
Just now the vsrtety Is
exceptionally complete and dealrable because of
the annual preparations we have made before
Thankszlrini.
Terms as low as you like.

wwrra row www
id

as

paob catalqw u i

AeossstHe f
or stth *t

HWvsw

ft

1493

West Side bw
tsws rare
Apartment with

eess Oat St*
• ad fcUeta*
Parattara

Perl sal Farntxar*
Yalae, tee*.

$275
•

-

"After Office Hours" American 8t Loots.
"A Good for Nothing Husband" National
Chicago.
"Bringing Up Father" Orsnd Worcester Mass.
Busby's Minstrels Garden Kansas City Mo.
"Common Clay" *- respect Cleveland.
"Hsns * Frits" Adon Rochester N Y.
"Her Unborn Child" Majestic Buffsle N Y.
Hill's Minstrels Auditorium Baltimore Md.
"Honolulu Lou" 22 Lincoln 28-24 San Joe
Neb.
"Little Olrl in Big City" Oayety Louisville
Ky.
"Millionaire's Son ft Shop Olrl" Emery Providence R I.
"Mult 2, Jeff" Lrcesm Detroit Mich.

"Newly Weds' Grown Up Baby"
ington

D C.
My Heart" Lyceum

Poll's

Tenn.

Katzenjsmmer

Kids"

Roam Parted

Apart seems
Iftf Tains

ll.MS Vale*

$585

$750

Apartment

OUR LIBERAL TERMS
Veins
lioa

t

Weekly

1«M

I2.W

|li.M
fft.M

•I.M

•

•Hi

ise.ee

MSM 8
fww.wf

^•W

f

Ixsrrer

•W

Awfini* a*

Prefseeienal
Diacoant nf

15% Off
forCash
\t iK.eee

Wash-

"Peg o'
Pittsburgh.
"The Heart of Wetona" Orpheum Nashville

"The

s«v

$375

1HTEHNATI0MAL CIRCUIT.

LYRIC THEATRE
Vaudeville Acts

Opa. Evening*

Y.

(Nov. 19.)

N.

H

J.

,

NEWARK,

CASH OR CREDIT

26 Orpheum Pater-

"Star & Garter" 22-24 Park Bridgeport Conn
26 Colonial Providence R I.
"Step Lively Oirls" 19 Empire Newark 26
Casino Philadelphia.
Sydell Rose 19 Corinthian Rochester 26-28
Bastable Syracuse 29-31 Lumberg Utlca N Y.
"Tempters" 19 SUr St Paul 26 Lyceum
Duluth.
'2<>th Century Maids" 19 Gayety Buffalo 26
Corinthian Rochester.
Watson Billy 19 Empire Albany 26 Casino

N

By ZELDA SEARS
..

Savoy

26

Williams Mollis 19 Jaonuss WaUrbury 26-28
Cohen's Newburg 29-81 Cohen's Poughkeepsle

"A BUSINESS PROPOSITION"
_

Toronto

son.

THE MAN WHO MADE ABE POTASH FAMOUS
Now

SUr

"Sporting Widows" 19

We inrite yon to call any eveninsAll Performers and Different from the Rest
BEN 8ALANDER

19

FURNITURE

"Some Show" 19 Miner's Bronx New York 26
Empire Hoboken.
"Speedway Oirls" 19 Lyceum Duluth 26 Century Kansas City Mo.
Speigel's Revue 19 Palace Baltimore 26 Oayety

Late ef Joan Sawyer's Domino

MASAL KLAUBER

SUr

Gayety Baltimore 26 Tro-

cadero Philadelphia.
"Roseland Oirls" 19 Olympic Cincinnati 26
Columbia Chicago.
Sid man 8am 19 Oayety Omaha 26 Oayety
Kansas City
Mo.
7
"Sight Seers' 19 8tar ft Garter Chicago 26
Gayety Detroit.
"Social Follies'' 19-20 Blnghamton 21 Norwich
22 Oswego 23-24 Inter Niagara Falls 26
Garden Buffalo N Y.
Social Maids" 19 Oayety Pittsburgh 26 Star

"Some

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

ALVINO'S JAZZPHIENDS
NOW

of 1918" 19

Cleveland.

Established 1848

CHICAGO

26 Oayety

Detroit

Toronto.

"Revue

Artist See These Satins

45 East 17th

Oayety

"Record Breakers" 19 Garden Buffalo 26

act.

WILLIAM SKINNER

19

Toronto.

Scenery made with Skinner's
Satin reaches the top notch ef
perfection and adds te the saccess ef

Circuit.

Puss"

"Puss

Lexington

York.

"The Marriage Question" Majestic Peoria.

New

Terms apply

slso to

New York

State, New Jersey and Connecticut
sway freight ond railroad forma

Wt

DeHverod by our mum motor

truok

VARIETY

THE GREATEST OF THEM ALL

TOMMY MARTELLE
Late Star of

"THE FASCINATING WIDOW"
Engaged by Messrs.

HITCHCOCK and GOETZ
For Their

NEW REVIEW

"Words and Music"
Bland

Bennett Sydney
Benton Harry

Bergamasco John (C)
Bernard A Scarth
Bernlvicl Al (SP)
Berton Chas
Bert rand Eudoxle

Bewley Harry

Comedy (C)

Wm

Bollinger Percy
Bolses Jack ft MlUfe

Dorremer Loula (C)
BoyJ Dixie (C)
Boylan Augusta
Brant Frances
Drennau Marty

Bimbo Chas (C)

Briscoe Olive
Broadbent Irene (SP)

Birch Eucebia

Brown Ada (C)

Bijou

Brownell Mabel
Brown ft Jackson

Brown
Brown

ft

Kennedy (C)

McCormack

ft

Brownie Morris
Bruen
R

(C)

W

Bullock Gertrude
Burdell ft Burdell

Burke John E
Burns J>aul
Burns Vic
Butler Roy B
By am John (C)

Claire Jack C
Clare Sidney
Clark A Gould
Clark Bert
Clark Mrs H E
Clark John Co
Clark Miss
J
Claywood Matle
Cleveland Harry

Alice

Hanson

ASSISTED BT

Loew's American
Not. 19

ARRANGED BT

W

Calborune
H
Carbrey Mrs G P
Carey James T
Carmody John
Carpenter E J
Carr Merle (C)

MR. LUBEN

A DePrlerre
Cavana Duo
Cavanagh J P (C)

Cataldo
Cecil

ft

Mack

Cesaro Carlos

Chaney Bob
Cherry Chub
Child* Edna
Church Alice

Wm

B

Clover Edythe G
Clute Gerald L (C)

Carroll Harry
Carroll Madam
Carroll Nettie
Carvells Musical

R. Lloyd Markee

De Wolfe

Clifford ft Wayne (C)
Clifton ft Cornwall

Collins Earl
(C)

C)
(C)

M

K

Nettie

DePoggie Louise (C)

M

Cohen Willie
Calts Bros

De Coursey

Dellon Harold
Del Toro Gilda
De Manby Alfred

Eastwood Chas H
Edison Pearl J
Edwards Al
Edwards Julia (PKG)
(C)

Wm

Dick
Dix Gladys (C)
Dobson Frank

Domlne Lillian
Donegan Ed (C)
Donovan Fannie
Dorr A Monroe (C)

Edwards
Edwards
Edwards
Elmlna
Emerson
Emerson

May
Neeley (C)
Sarah

M

Mile
Flo

James E

Errington Myra
Everette Flossie

Douglas Miss Blllle

(TEL)

(C)

Downey Maurice
Drew Miss Bobby

Conner Pern ice
Conrad Clayton

Conway Charley B
Cook ft Handman
(SP)
Cook James
Copeland Les
Cox Flo
3razy Quilt Frank

DuFresne Girls (C)

Dunn Jas A

Cullen Ed (P)
hurley Leo

Qailey ft Parks
Daly Dan
Darling Miss L (SF)
Davis Doc Will
De Anglo Carlo
Deane Laura

Faber Harry

Dugan E J
Duncan Harry
Dunedln Jas
Dunlap F E (C)
Dunlevy Jos

Dupree Libby
Du Rocher Jean
Du Tell Frank
Du Val Aglae

,

Fairfax Virginia
Fantos The (C)
Fargo ft Wells (C)
Fay Miss Billle (C)
Fellows Effle
Ferris
Fields

Eva

B

Arthur
Finlay Agnes

Fisher Jessie
Fitzgerald Jay

Fltzslmmons

Sunshine

Eastman Roy

Fred
Gilmore Barney
Glurnen John
Glenny A Bradford
(C)
Glover Claude 0(C)
Glover Mazle B
Golden Ella (P)
Gradwell Chas B
Grady Adelaide
Grassell

(C)

Mrs

A

W

Olivia

Gray Alma (P)
Gray Fred
Gray Roger
Green Billy
Green Jlmmie
Gregorys The (C)
.

Fletcher Jimmy (P)
Florette Mile
Folger J
Freeman Moe (C)

H

E
Earle A

Jack
Gassman Josephine
Geisha Girls
Genaro Marie (SF)
Geotz A Duffy
Gibson A Brown (C)
Gibson Earle S (C)
Gibson Georgia
Gibson Hardy (SP)
Gibson Jessie (C)
Gibson Scot
Gillespie Flo (4) (C)

Freeman Millie
Fuller Geo

Guest Alfred
Gulll Adolfo (C)

Gangler

Gillette

Duffy Dick (C)
Duffy Jas J

R

Gualano
Gabriel Master (C)

Grew

Wm

Grey Clarice

Grundy

W M

H
Haagen Helen
Halcombe Prances
Hale Bobbie
Hall Sid
Halloway Arthur
Harlan Kenneth
(Reg)

Harray Roy

N

(C)

Harrington Wilbur
Harris Dave
Harris M

Hart A
Harvey
Harvey
Hasson

Kerville (P)

Edith (C)

Morton
Leslie A (C)
Stafford Co

Hayward

Headder Jack (C)
Hearn Miss J
Heath Bobby

Helmar Magician
Henderson C (C)

Henderson V L (C)
Hennequey Helene
Hennlng Leo
Herbert Sisters
Hicks Joe (C)
Hilton Dora (C)
Ulnes Harry

RAYMOND PAINE

ENDORSED BY VAUDEVILLE'S GREATEST CRITIC

in his

review of "Step Lively Girls" at Columbia Theatre,

one of burlesque's best straight men. He is a clean-cut
young fellow, always having himself in hand; knows language and
how to use it, and leaves a most agreeable impression, besides being of
immeasurable assistance to the comics." S1ME.
"Mr. Paine

is

Scoring a success as the lead in

"THE NIGHT BOAT," Orpheum

NEW ACT

IN

New York

(Nov. 5)

The Morning Telegraph says:
"Raymond Paine one of the

—

pleasure

makes

a

best straight men we have had the
review in our long burlesque experience. Paine not only
good appearancee, but delivers his lines remarkably well."

to«

(UNO.)

Circuit,

and unanimously endorsed by the press of the country

PREPARATION FOR PAINE AND NESBITT.
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MURRAY
ELIZABETH
PALACE THEATRE,
MONDAY,
CHICAGO,

opened at the

with our

new Novelty song

TO FOLLOW THE BOYS

I'M GOING
TUESDAY

WE RECEIVED

A. M.

THIS WIRE:

CHICAGO, NOV.

13.

WITMARK, 144 W. 37TH ST., NEW YORK.
JULIUS
SANG "GOING TO FOLLOW THE BOYS" FOR MY CLOSING
NUMBER AT THE PALACE HERE LAST NIGHT. THE SONG
WENT OYER IMMENSE AND I LOOK FOR LOTS OF SUCCESS WITH IT. BEST WISHES.
P.

ELIZABETH MURRAY

WAS MADE
TO ORDER FOR YOU

GIRLS!
It's different

THIS SONG

than anything you have ever wed, with one of thoee

"JIMMY" MONACO melodies

you'll

rave about

Words by Howard Rogers.
1st Verse
always had a lot of boys around me.
Wherever boys were, that*s the place you found me.
Now I'm lonesome most ev*ry night,
There's not a single fellow in sight
I miss the smiles of Billy, Jack and Harry
Percy was
I never felt so blue,
But I know what to do,
I've got a great idea—

2nd Chorus
I'm going to follow the boys

I've

—

Over there—anywhere—I don't care.
I'd just love to be hugged by someone,
But every fellow's right arm is holding a gun.
i

I've

dear.

never nursed anyone.

I'm going to follow the boys

they don't call me in the draft
get right on a raft
And I'm going to follow the boys.
3rd Chorus.
I'm going to follow the boys

Over there—anywhere I don't care.
I'm just dying for one little dance,
But all my dancing partners are Somewhere

Over there anywhere— I don't care.
Submarines have no terrors for me;
One hard look from me and they'll go under the

If

111

Chorus

1st

—

in France.

never nursed anyone, I'll admit,
But I'm strong to do my bit,
And if one little kiss or more
4 Can help them win the war,
Why, I'm going to follow the boys.

I've

I

never nursed anyone,

PROFESSIONAL COPIES AND ORCHESTRATIONS

WITMARK

IVI.
CHICAGO

BOSTON

Building

HlrBchhorn Anna
Hoffman Frances

Kahili

W

Vivian

Kaufman Emmie (C)
Kay Lillian
Kelgard Billy
Kelly Effle (C)
Kelly ft King
Kelly Andrew
Kelly Tom (C)

OAVnHl

Jackson Miss

O M

M
(C)

Janla ft West (C)
Jardlne Dorothy
Jarrett

G L

Jaxon Warren

R

Jeffries Inez

Jewells

Two

(SF)

Johnson ft Arthur (C)
Johnston BenJ C
Jordan Anna

Knlcht OMb L (C)
Kolb C A (Reg)

Kramp Den

J

(C)

R.

Lee Lola
Le Grohs The
Leigh Ted
Lelghton Chas (SF)
Leonard Olivette
Leonhard Lily

A Lockwood
Le Roy R B
LeViva Miss (C)
Lewis Edna
Lewis Harry
Lewis Harry C (C)
Lewis Henry P
Lewis Tom

La Dello ft Williams
Lambert Natalie (C)
Lane Reggy

Lang Blllle
La Rue Eva
La Verne Evelyn

Leyle

Wra (C)
Jack
Jack (C)

Lima Oeo
Linn A M (C)

Lloyd Eddie M
Lockhart
J C
Lockhart Roma M (C)

W

Loftus Mr ft Mrs (C)
Ixmgfeather Jot (0)

BALTIMORE
New Reilly Hotel
F. HARRI80N

35 South tth St.

ED.

EDWARDS

Love Joe
Love ft Wilbur (C)
Lovett Bessie

Lowe Walter ft M
Lucase John
Lydstrom ft Emerson
Lyles A L
Lyles Aubrey

L

(C)

Lynch Merry
Lynne Oral
Lyons Miss M

M
Mablo

ft

Malfe (C)

Muck Eddie
Mack Robert
Major Carrlek

Ma

Irene D (C)
Manderville Marjorle
1 1

ran

Mann

Dllly (C)
Sisters

Manning

Manzell Louise

Marr

Hlllle

MarHbitil

Lew

Martin Mrs Norwood

Maseim A (C)
Maxim A (8F)
Maxim Mrs (SF)

May Harry
Mayer Harry
McCormack Joe
McOrath ft Yoeman
(C)

McOreer Robt (SF)
Mclntyres The
McNamara Jlmmle
McPartland Leo
Mealy Slg

W

Melrose Helen
Meltonlo Dorothy

Melvcrn Babe
Mercedes
Mercer Beryle
Meyers Charlotte
Meyers Harry A (P)
MJddleton Jennio
Miller
Miller
Miller
Miller
Miller
Milton

D
Fanny

Mitts

Leo

R

Tbofl

H

Katherlne (C)
Miss Fay (C)
Moe Freeman (C)
Molsen
Montrose Belle
Montrose Bert

Wm

NOW

Uptown

PHILADELPHIA

I.

St.

Miss Lester

Lidelli
Lldelll

SON

&

CROWLEY

Leorett

Kloof Billy (C)
Jiu-ksuii

Belknap

Lawson Billy (C)
Lay Jack (C)
Lea Frank J

Kennedy Harold
Kennedy James
Kerrigan JameB
King ft Harvey (C)
Kilties The

Irwin Chas T
Isaacs Abraham

J.

Law

K

Howard's Animals
Hoyt Leo
Hughes Walter
Hunter Steven M (C)
Hunter Mrs Kenneth

18

JACK LAHEY

Joyce Lola

Holmer Babe
Homberg Bob
Hough Edna
Howard ft Syman

PROVIDENCE,

218 Tresnont St.

TOM QUIGLEY

111 admit,

But I'm strong to do my bit.
Lack of sugar don't worry me;
*
Love's a necessity,
So I'm going to follow the boys.

,

Schiller

Ill admit,

But I'm strong to do my bit

READY.

Prof.

AL.

Moon J Aurus (C)
Moore Mrs Geo A
Moore Irene (8F)

Nash Mildred
Naval The Four
Nealo Arthur

Wm

Pearson Violet (C)
Ptfelps Frank (C)
Piquo

Mr
Mr A Mrs

Pitrot

Richard

Poole ft Pembrooke
Portia Girls
Potter
O
Powell X. Mr. rijjnn
Pratt Herbert
Prescott Jack (SF)

Wm

Victoria

O'Brien Mrs

Mac (C)

Page Bert
Palmer Frank (C)
Pantzer Blanche
Patrick Harry
Pavlak Nick
Pletro

N

ft Mrs
Newport Hal
Norwood Edw (C)
Novt'lle Bros

WM.

Orthman Orace (C)
Osborn Miss Teddy

Mystic Clayton

Newman Mr

BROWNE
O'Nell

Moore Lucia
Moore Lucille (SF)
Morgan Bruce
Morgan Chas A
Morrison James
Morton Jane (C)
Moulton Gertie
Mowatt Ben
Murdock Miss Jap (C)

.'Vewiyn

Rooms, AL COOK, Manager

1M2 Broadway, NEXT TO PALACE THEATRB
SAN FRANCISCO
ST. PAUL, MINN.
Pantages Building
R. 118 Bremer Arcade

R

O'Connor ft Dixon (C)
Old Florence

Primrose Helen

Wm
Wm

Proctor

L (C)

B.

WESSEL

Raffln Alfred

Ramey Marie
Randall Otto

D

(C)

Randolph Ruth
Rankin
(C)
Rath Bros (C)

Wm

Ray Roma
Raye Helen M
Raymond Jack (C)
Riano Jack (C)
Rice Bros (C)
Rice Helen C

Richie A
Rifner Carl
Right May
Riley Joseph
Kindlier Miss
King Plnnrne
P.

E (P)

in? .Mille

Rivers Dolly

Ronenon Erba
Robldoux Eugene
Rochester Claire

Pullman MIhs Dude
Purdy
(C)

Rooney Clarrle

Racey Edw F

Rursell

Ross Katherlne (C)
Rothschild Julie

(REO) (G)

A Lapolnt

'
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Tbomaa Muriel

Warden Harry

(G)

Wm

Thorn*

Wayne

ril

True Valerie
Tucker Cyril

Be With Yon Soon

O

U
Universal S (C)

M

Valll Arthur

A

(G)

(C)

Vance Harry
Vernon Mr

FRANCES KENNEDY

Vert Hasel

W

Wakefield Wllla H
Wakefield Wanda (G)
Wallace Mlaa (TBL)
(C)

The Cheeriest Comedienne,

n

Exclaslve Senga. William B. Frisdlandsr and
Herbert Mocri.

BMktd
'ft-

it,

aalld,

Walt Chaa

Ward
Ward

VARVARA
A

W

Valette Blanoha (C)

Van Arthur

AND THE ORIGINAL KARL

Williams Frances
Wllllama Marie
Williams Marl* (C)
Wilson Henry P
Wilson Lew (G)
Wilson Nettle
Wilson OUIe
Wilson Rogers A
Window Muriel
Wood Joe
Woodward A Morrlaaey
(C)
Worth Louts
Worden Harold O
(Gov't) (C)

Turners The (C)

I

IVAN HOFF

Weatcott Bra
Weston Malale
Weston Trio (C)
Whit* Johnny
Wllber Mabel

Travera Helen
Travers Roland

Cheer Up, Broadway

A O

B A

Well

M

Towasend B

Marshall

Weary Frank

Tlrolera
Top Cornelius (Gor't)
(C)
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Msss.

Mass.

THANKS TO

JEFF DAVIS

|

TRANCES

Gewas by

NKDY—

voles,

Chicago.

T

hM

she
s
wonderful
contralto

BKAUDBT.

g'.

btned with
1th a pretty
f s e e , Immediately
the

•a.' hearts of
Mil

sadism

Kennedy ran s

B,*;

is

I

Startup
Startup Harry (G)
8t Clair* A d*
Steady O B (P)
Stephen Murray
Steppe Harry
Stevena Kitty (C)
Stevens Marie (C)
Stewart (811m) H (C)
Story R
Straub Slaters
Straus* May

Ryan Blsa
Ryan Bthel
.

.

Salisbury Dora
Solvate* (BF)
Santoro Duo
Saxon Paulino
Schofleld

Ghao Mrs

close

sseoad for tap honors as ths UU with
tbe presentation of
bar
clever
act—
PmeftMrsa
"Proas"

H

Russell John
Russell Paul R
Rutland Bella

I

Walter Montague

As sn
mimic,

a charming
Mlaa Frances

entertaining songstress,

a

Kennedy

funster.

rollicking

the outstanding feature of
thla wsak'a bUl at the D»vla.
Her pleasing
la easily

appearance does not detract from her pleasing

Sharp Chaa
Shaw Jo* (C)

St Clair* Tyler (C)
St Vraln Richard
Sully Estelle (P)
Sully Harry (P)

ringing,

Pltteswraa

Small A Lancaster (C)
Smith A Rodgera
Smith Al 8 (P)
Smith Viola
Snowball
Sol Lllla (P)
Solomon Milton
Btaley Bthel A
Stanley A Lea (C)

H

R

Terry Arthur A
Texaa Quartette

la

pretty,

new vaude-

Frank

for

act

Ernest Carr, New York delegate to tbe White
Rats, has registered with the Chicago Daily
News Bureau at Paris. Mr. Carr la a veteran

(Oct

who has a

Franeea Kennedy,

pleasing

(Oct.

"The

*3).

Comedienne"

Joyful

sang a number of songs, and
it
Is
safe to say that few
women bare ever appeared on
the Keith's stage that could
put a song over better than
Miss Kennedy. She wss forced
to respond to half a dosen encores before
she was permitted to give way to another
act. -Cincinnati "Enealrer"
(Oct 29).

I

Margaret Mower

manteau Players

la

with

and,

A divorce suit was commenced here last
week by Babe White, a chorus girl, against
Charles Turnbull, a comedian.

Sam Archer has
In

Comedy Company

Kemp
act,

have
which

Alpble Levey, the Australian actor, has
been engaged to take ooe of three parts In
a new sketch by Ralpn Kettering.

Frank Hanlon, formerly half of the acrobatic act of Hanlon and Hanlon, in pictures
on the Coast,

Is

reorganizing his act.

Tiny Leon, leading

Kokomo,

woman

in

Ed Williams'

has started divorce
proceedings against Jim Wallace, who is with
stock

Ralph Kettering's sketch, "After Ten Years,"
has secured a booking on Loew time.

Mrs. Poldl Long, Is the exclusive manager of
any troupe with which I have connection."

Part of the proceeds of "Come Out of tbe
Kitchen," to be given at Powers' Nov. 20, will
go to the Christmas fund of the sailore at
Great Lakes.
Friday Otis Skinner, in "Mr.
Antonio," gave a performance for the middles
at the Great Lakes station, and Sunday afternoon "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath" was given
for the boys.

at

Ind.,

the Otis Oliver stock In El Paso.

(Oct.

AUDITORIUM

one

Grand opera,

GELULA & CO.
(Times) Square Jewelers

Diamonds, Watches and Solid Gold Jewelry
Special Discount to the Profession

1472 Broadway,
At 42nd Street
Established

1812

New York City
*\

Long Acre Building
Phone 615 Bryant

(H. M. Johnson, mgr.).—
Cleofante Campaninl, director

fist WGClc).

29).

BLACKSTONE

view of Cincinnati

(Nov.

(Ed.

Wappler,

mgr.).—

3).

Frances Kennedy gees
I

of the
flict

Boer war.

He

participated in the con-

Over tbe

as a bridge dynamiter.

Emll

I. Dirks filed a creditors' bill last week
against the Western Theatrical Enterprises and
Alfred J. Hamburger, Samuel M. Frantsland

and

Sam Sammell,

et

al,

on

a

claim

Frances Kennedy,
a lone
comedienne, goes over the top
in fine style at B. P. Keith's
this week, and completely cap-

of

gl.titKMB.

M.

and bis assoWashington the-

111.,

Frances Kennedy had everybody doubled,
with Isughter from her first appearance to
her last bow, and hex characterization of
sn Irish colleen put a flourishing finish to
a great big broad comedy act that la clean
Twenty -three minutes In "one."
as a whistle.
Called back many times.
"Billboard" re-

at Milwaukee.

Marie McClanahan and Stewart
joined
Angelo Newman's new
opened Sunday In Des Moines.

constitutes

of the brightest spots on the bill.— Clrteissstl

Dan Belmont and wife have been engaged
as comedian and soubrette by the Zinn Musical

been engaged for a part

Gene Ellsworth's comedy-drama sketch.

his Cblneae troupe,
writes to the Chicago office of Variety, denying that he was ever in partnership with

John E. Friedman. "I only carried Friedman
along as property man," he writes. "My wife.

the

Miss Kennedy's personality,

an addition to the PortWalker's company.

In Stuart

all-

the

new regime.

Claude "Tink" Humphreys and George Van

offers a
both Interesting in
added appeal of

of songs that are

"Cosis)srolsJ«TrlBS*s"

Bvery member of Pepple-Oreenwald'a
review purchased a Liberty Bond,
Morette Sisters each Investing $1,000.

the

for

Long Tack Sam, head of

have been nominated Interlocutors for the
minstrel show to be given by the vaudeville
agents and booking managers of Chicago, for
the benefit and under the auspices of the Chicago Red Cross. The first rehearsal was held
in the Knights of Pythias hall.
Dally rehearsals are now being held In the St. Regis
hotel.
It Is hoped to raise $5,000 as a result of the show, which will be held some
time within the next fortnight.

As a newcomer. Frsnoes Kennedy
themselves

girl

decorations

The St. Regis hotel here, patronized largely
by the profession, has introduced a novel
Idea of service to Its guests.
A large room
downstairs in the hotel has been transformed
into a miniature theatre.
A stage has been
erected, with footlights.
The room is at the
disposal, without charge, of guests of the
hotel and their friends, for purposes of rehearsing.

Frances Kennedy

series

"Honolulu
Girl,"
Wamsher'a
musical
comedy, opened Sunday at Spring Valley, 111.

Handsomest

Airdrome, BelleThe former Is a vaudeville house seating 1,500 and the latter a picture house. The
purchase price for the two houses is said to
be $80,000.

—

O

Dixie Loftln hss been engaged for Harry
Holman's "Adam Killjoy." vaudeville act

"The

Joseph Erber of Decatur,

23).

she possesses rare ability aa an impersonator, by which gift she keeps the audience laughing constantly. Pittsburgh "Sua"

Jessie Stewart, character woman, has Joined
Leo H. Harrison's stock at Manitowoc, Wis.

operated by
the
the advertisements

Theatre in America."
Considerable money
was spent In the Interior remodeling and

ciates, have purchased the
atre, East St. Louis, and the

aa well aa clever.

"CSrsslele-TeleBrMh"

singer,

Thomas Mr A Mrs F
Thomas Helen
Thomas Lucille

musical

stage presence and a one voice, won favor
from the moment she appeared and assumed
shyneaa to sing her flret song. It la her first
Tlalt to Pittsburgh.
Besides being a pleasing

(C)

Tabor A Green
Taylor Frank
Teal Garnett

She

rehearsing a

la

Rich.
Elmer Jerome was laat week engaged as
comedian, and Eddie Carr as juvenile lead.
tabloid

The Studebaker, now
Shuberts, is claimed, In
for
that house, to be

ville.

Sunderland May (C)
Sutton Lulu

Swain Frank
Sweet Olive

Ralph Dunbar's "Dance of tbe Nations."
elaborate dancing act, closed at tbe Wilson
Avenue theatre and will go to New York on
big time.

ville

Stutsman Chaa

Shield Crowning
81nclalr Ada
Skally Jlmmle
Skally Jim (C)

Otis L. Oliver will open a new stock company Nov. 28 at Wichita, Kan. He will continue hla stock at Bl Paso. Texas, but will
be actively connected with tbe new company.

(Oct B).

Shallow Stella

Shaw B Collin
Sherman Jo*
Shsrman L**

iTanoff and Vara Vara sire one of the strongest
musical acta the Strand has ever had. One partner has a sweet and clear tenor voles of treat
range, and the other Is a piano expert
The letter's single banded (left) solo Is wonderful.
He
utilizes base and treble octaves sad with the
melody elves a series of variations that demonstrate wonderful dexterity In Angering.
The tenor's rendering of "The Sunshine of Tow Smile"
is possibly tbe best that popular song number
hss ever had here.

wat
Bertha SUrtsman aevered ber connections
with tbe stock company at tbe Lyric, Gary,
last week and Joined tbe company at tbe
Empress, Milwaukee.

ft-

AT THE STRAND
The Russian Musicians Are the
Big Feature This Week.

17—galea. Mass.

i<

CROWDED HOUSES

fjeawev

Itl7
Deo. IS—HaasrhJII. Has*.

2f—Norwich. Ceaa.
2t—WsstteM: Mass.

Harry Weber

piaae* Agency

Twt

and
^BVe^v

Itl7
Nev. II

Young A Clifton
Young Emma
Young A Waldron (C)
Young Therese (P)
Yvonne Mlaa (C)

Al (C)
(k Pryor

Volet,

MDfsJaad

Frank Zimmerer,

scenic

for Stuart
Walker's production, is in Chicago assisting
In the preparation of "The Gods of the Mountain'' and "The Birthday of the Infants" as
full-stage productions.
artist

The Service Club of Chicago has bought out
the house for a performance of Ruth Chatterton in "Come Out of the Kitchen," at Powers'
Nov. 20. The matinee the following day will
be monopolized by the Arts and Travel Club.
Ed Aiken was engaged to play juvenile lead
nnd Goldle Zone the part of a Red Cross
nurso In a dramatic sketch, which showed for
th«; ttr*t tins** at Mie Academy thin wfiok.
The,
act

is

produced

by

Howard McNabb..

rharles W. Murphy, former president of
the Chicago Cubs baseball team, is building
a SlfiO.OOO picture bouse In his old home,
Wilmington, O., to be known as the Clinton.
The theatre will open Dec. 30.
It will be
iiisnr.ged by Frank and Jim Murphy, brothers
of

''harles

W.

successful

tures the audience, nalng a
clever collection of songs and
many amuatng grimaces In her

She brings the audience
bark single-handed as her captives and then
attar*.

makes her hearers laugh themselves Into a
state of punishment.
Miss Kennedy sets the
pare for a display of wonderful coatumea.
Indianapolis "News" (Nov. «).
Frances Kennedy did things with her face
and a program of exclusive and absolutely

new songs

last night that won her the right
to the headline position In the bill at Keith's
this week.
With a voice that is far above

the ordinary, she captivated the audience by
sheer forco of a charming personality and
kept thrm railing Tor more.
The songs she
used might be railed her own for the way
In which she rut them across belongs absolutely to
hcrsiiir.
Indian* "Dally Tlmts"

—

(Nov.

b).

Frances Kennedy, with a robust, vivid personality, finds appreciative audiences for her
songs.
The latter, however, are, for the most
part,
a mere accompaniment of her own
charm.
Orlulnnltty as well as personality Is
among Miss Kennedy's assets and In disclosed In her act in no mean measure.
Indianapolis "8tar" (Nov. 6).
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GRAND

COHANS

(Harry

with Nat
mgr.).— "Why
Arnold Emly, Edmund Breese and Brnest
Handicapped by general slump in
I^awford.
business, but an unqualified hit (2d week).
COLONIAL (Norman Field, mgr.).— "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," with Florence Moore,
"Here
dragging to its close (12th week).
Comes the Bride" Nov. 25, with the New York

Marry!"

'tns£

Excess and Transportation

Problems Solved

VARIETY. Mm.

COLUMBIA (Frank G. Parry, mgr.. ColumWheel).—"Puss Puss."
CORT (U. J. Herman, mgr.).— "Upstairs

and

Down"

(12th

CROWN (Ed.
ENGLKWOOD

J.

week).
Rowland,

In line with the V. M.
P. A. Dotloe of ad ytes to
artisu In VAIUXTT. warning aolnst canylnc exosss
bacta«e. the Oranger Sosnlo
Studio In Manhattan has perfected an Interior set whloh
can be conveniently folded
Into a small trunk.

A PRODUCTION IN A TRUNK
Anything front a Leals XVI Interior
a Log Cabin or a Garret

mgr.).—

Jr.,

Stock— "The Cowboy and the Thief."
•

(J.

Whitehead,

D.

American Wheel).— "The Grown-Up

EMPIRE
OARRICK

(Art

Wheel).— "Oaloty

mgr.,

Moeller,
Girls."

mgr.,
Babies."

American

Racey-Lefler Unit Interior with Ceiling

321

IMPERIAL

"Seventeen"

i

in

(7th week).

PRINCESS (Will 81nger, mgr.).—"The
Man Who Came Back," with Mary Nash,
r'<

holding up well

(8th week).

—

POWERS (Harry Powers, mgr.). Otis
Skinner in "Mr. Antonio" closes (10th week).
Ruth Chatterton In "Come Out of the Kitchen" Nov. 10.
STAR AND GARTER (William Roche, mgr.,
Columbia Wheel).— "Broadway Frolics."

STUDEBAKER

(Louis

Juda,

liam Gillette In "A Successful
dignified success (2d week).

STRAND

(Gene

Qulgley,

mgr.).— WilCalamity"

opera.

New

York's Largest Cat Price Dealer In

WARDROBE TRUNKS
AN ENORMOUS SELECTION OF

& Cases

Trunks, Bags
New,

30 to

Sliffhtly Soiled

50%

'a

mgr.).— English

and Second Hand

off regular prices!

Per)

Trank— Weighs

••

Poands

—

GRAINGER SCENIC STUDIO
Putnam

New York

Building,

Tel.

for

Walkers company

Applied

(Pat.

Folds and Packs in a

Dresser.

PLAYHOUSE— Stuart

to

Designed and Ballt In ear Stadia

(William Currie, mgr.).— "The
13th Chair," with Annie Russell (10th week),
"The Passing Show" opens Not. 19.
closes.
GAYETY (Robert Shoenecker, mgr., American Wheel).— "Girl from the Follies."
mgr.).— "Miss
Tlmponi,
(R.
ILLINOIS
Will be succeeded
Springtime" (5th week).
Dec. 2 by "Have a Heart," with Louise
(Will Sping, mgr.).— "The Good
Nothing Husband."
LA SALLE (Nat Royster. mgr.).— "Oh
Boy." with Joseph Santley (13th week). Big.
NATIONAL (John Barret, mgr.).— "Come
Back to Erin."
OLYMPIC (Abe Jacobs, mgr.).—"Canary
Blanche Ring
Cottage" (7th and last week).
in "What Next?" Not. 18.

1017

TRUNK

cast.

bia

9.

CARRYING SET IN

Bryant 2057

VELVET CURTAINS

SCENERY
MAJE8TIC
pbeum;

(Fred

rehearse!,

C.
Eberts, mgr.; Or9.50).
Rowland
Adele

—

moderate applause,
and Jlmmle
Lucas, always a favorite here, stood out at
the Monday matinee. Le Roy, Talma and

winning
Losco,

with

a

standard

sleight of
parfalt, were
The
salvoe.

Illusion,

hand and comedy magic act
beyond criticism, but drew no

at

his

best

during the Siege of Troy.

If

Gus Edwards and Jlmmle Lucas ever declare
a truce we may get some middle-aged actors
Anyway, the aged
back In the business.
bird, with Irrestlble white whiskers and a
feather-edged dignity, made 'em come and
come again.
"Nance" comedy predominated through the
there being no less than five acts tainted
with the Vaudeville Plague.
Jack King (King and Harvey) with his
falsetto comedy, burlesque opera and male
soprano work has seen his best days with
that stuff.
So has Harvey seen his.
His
efforts at comedy rendition were deplorable.
If this act would sing and not try to do
tricks it might be acceptable
as versatile
artists the men might as well get discouraged now.
The opening act, at 2.02 p. m., held attention and drew a round.
Santl, a snaky contortionist, did a death dance that might be
for
abbreviated
Improvement,
but which

Majestic certainly Is one place where actors
who have toured and triumphed may come
to have their ego removed.
The operation
on this occasion was general and successful.
The surgeons and the autopsy crew were on
hand Id force, this being one clinic not
severely affected by the theatrical drouth.
MIsb Rowland has added "Love Is a Wonderful Thing" for a high-class comedy hit, and
"Small Town Sweetheart" for a slashing
ballad, since her Palace appearance.
Otherwise her offering Is set.
She did "Smile,
Smile, Smile" for an encore, but would have
better left It out.
It Isn't her kind of a
number.
Dainty things are for her, not
rousing ones.
A feminine accompanist was
at the piano, and, thanks be, did not play a
solo
this
feature alone ought to Insure
headline position for the act.
Mr. Luc*s, who has to step here, where
we knew him In the cabarets and in the
hoary days of "spotlight singing," stepped
Assisted by Joe Hall and
out and stepped.

bill,

Methusaleh he finished flying.
He ran his
"nut" routine, stringing a few laughs upon
the thread of his harmless lunacies.
Then
his palatable voice got him an encore with
"Long, Long Time," and that encore was
newest
of
Lucas'
taken by the
allies,
a
balcony box veteran who said he had fought
in the Civil War, but who was surely too old
was
fighting.
He
probably
then to do much

but her energy Is misguided.
She should
wear distinctive costume instead of the nondescript
seml-decollette,
and should sing
sensuous Far-East songs If anything, though
her temperament Is far from sensuous as It

;

The acting (except
African Dodger effect.
Miss Rompers, which waa adequate and
pleasant) was Impossible. The book Is laughless and, where It should be pointed, Is blunt.
There wasn't a giggle and there wasn't a
She may
hand. Miss Rempel needs an act.
play one If Bhe has it.
Nobody could put
this one over.
"Rubevllle," the mellange of brass and
quartet singing and deafening uproar and
hokum, has been and probably still Is a
valuable factor in vaudeville.
But the Majestic audiences do not like noise. Elsie Janls
is their Idea of an act.
Therefore the light
returns In this Instance may be laid at the
But In a house
effete tastes of the patrons.
where plenty of jazs and super-plenty of
cymbals, bass-drumming and trombone blaring are welcome, "Rubevllle" ought to be
Ideal,
with a motion
the season's riot.
picture prelude that doesn't do what the
lecturer says It does, closed with her meLait.
chanically excellent tank dives
PALACE (Earl T. Steward, mgr.; Orpheum). The show ran trippingly Monday
night, to a surprisingly light house where
heavy patronage Is the rule.
Elisabeth Murray, resurrected from the
vicissitudes of a musical comedy monstrosity, appeared to have weathered the wreck
She breezed through half a
handsomely.
dozen songs, never wetting a single gray
hair, and finished with "Henry Clay," one
of her recent stand-bys, to rattling applause.
Not an act on the bill missed fire, with the
possible exception of Archie Onrl, opening
the bill, and doing well for the location, but
not powerfully well. Onrl carries too much,
especially In his billing, which calls on him

;

oll-palnt. Juggle, tumble and Uluslonlze.
Mostly, he tumbled.
Frank Crumit, assisted by a guitar and a
ukelele, halted the entertainment, got down

to

to "Maggie Murphy's Home" and then gave
out.
On No. 2, he sat lazily In a chair with-

character makeup or pretense at any
business, strummed his strings and
sang a few darky ditties winnlngly. That
boy couldn't falter anywhere.
He has personality.
He sings sweet songs. But oh, he
If he would chop the chattells sour gags.
ter and do what he does so well, and only
that next to closing on the New York bills.
Patrlcola and Myer, recruits from the less
Imposing theatres,
followed
with another
Pat is
applause and laughter contribution.
a youthful husky who dances on split-bot-

out

monkey

—

registered in Its grisly manipulations and
entitled her to better position.
She was
lamely assisted by Alta Kron, ballads, who
sang the first song fairly well, the second
not so well, the third, "Marsellalse," without alibi, apology or reason, In an Oriental
set, and got less out of it than the orchestra
might have* This young woman has talent,

gets

across.

Bessie
piffling

stand

Rempel reappeared in "You," the
morality In which a girl and a man
little individual
spots that reveal

In
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Its

and

watch

your

whiter day by day
Oxygen generating

Influence.

30c.
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not
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under
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(SNYDER—LEWIS— YOl'NG.)

TED SNYDKR
his

has gi\en u* the prettiest melody of

experience

number.

this

in

can't

It

(iet

fail,

it.

SNYDER

WATERSON, BERLIN
STRAND THEATRE

47TH

BLDti..

AND BROADWAY, NEW YORK

ST.

BOSTON

CHICAGO
MAX WINSLOW,

S1-&3-85 Randolph St.

220 Tremont St

Manager

FRANK CLARK

DON RAMSAY

toms and aoft sole* and has a thousand litr
Miss Myer la a
tie comic falls and passes.
slender, Juvenile peach, who dances like a bubble and does baby-stuff winnlngly If not convincingly.
The act is alive and past doubt.
Bert Melrose got a reception and then
went to earn it. He had the house owing
him when he retired in favor of England's

Mr.

ALEXANDER PANTAGES

.

MANAGERS AND HOUSE EMPLOYEES

animated gumdrop, Josie Heather, who, too,
got Into the fast spirit of the whole show,
and went snappily. Chicago is not the soft*
But Josie found a
est, fall for English wit.
cushioned spot, so did little boy-sister, Bobby.
Joseph has eliminated her one off-color song,
which was panned at the Majestic a fortnight
ago. She doesn't need it.
Then came the grand slam Harry Orean
and his company in "The Cherry Tree," a
Hebrew comedy skit larded into a fair melodrama. Orean stole everything in sight. For
a sketch act such after-applause has rarely
Green, who used to be a
been heard here.
"nut," is now in a class with Hugh Herbert,
Lee Kohlmar and the others of that grade

For a Most Pleasant Tear of

THE PANTAGES CIRCUIT

Reeder

—

who burlesque
him, and who
Aaron

A PIANO DIVERSION
Closing at Pantages Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.,
next week (Nov. 18)

Jew without ridiculing
pleasant comedy out of
never-failing material.

the

was "America
Maddock act, new hereabouts.

Rolfe

borhood, densely populated by men of draft
age, who were previously steady patrons of
After a rather weak opening the
the house.
bill last week gained headway and finished
Harris
with an excellent general average.
and Kress, man and woman roller skaters,
need practice and more finish to their act,
particularly the woman, who doesn't seem to
be quite sure of her ground and fails to keep

Closing

A

a
For patriotic

First,"

of which there is a glut these days, it
a standard. Somehow the flag showings
and the enlistment songs seemed genuine and
hearty.
The brass work was melodious and
stuff,

set

The

true.

slides hit hard.

The

Lait.

flashed.

AVENUE

(Lew Weinberg, mgr.

;

W.

agent

wonderful collection of

at-

Rat Coatees

Kolinsky

and Cape Effects
Hudson Seal Coatees
Cape Effects

$75.00

and
$05.00

STOLES
Mole Stoles

Skunk

$27.50
$35.00

Stoles

Natural Raccoon

Muffs

to

All full animal Scarfs.
match at corresponding prices.

HUDSON SEAL MUFFS, specially priced, $9.50
Special Discount te the Profession

AMSON

h

tea

West 34th Street

44

Adjoining Hotel MeAlpin—One Flight

We

Invite

all

Singing

Up

Members

of the Theatrical

let

him stay and

Sidman calls his show a acreamlng faros.
If there's a scream in it it la a scream of
rage. If it is a farce let us have tragedy.
Swing.

RIALTO (Harry
— No less

Earle, mgr.; Doyle- Loew,
a personage than the
daughter of Anna Held topped the bill. But
her reception was not as enthusiastic as
might be expected.
It Is a fact that pop
audiences will not be satisfied with just
names.
Liane Carrerra should forget that
she Is Anna's daughter.
Forgetting It, she
agents).

might endeavor to pass on merit and talent.
She has talent, perhaps, but her palpable
philosophy seems to be that Anna Held Is her
mother, and that is enough for the money.
Llane sings a few Frenchy songs, and rolls

—

$15.00
$10.50
$18.50
$17.50

Skunk
Taupe Wolf
Red Fox

audience,

himself creditably, his enthusiastic reception
was due to the fact that the audience was
glad to nee a Sidmanless stage for a few#
minutes.
For the finish Jack Howard bawled a
patriotic
recitation,
which tore down the
house.
Out came the American flag. The
theatre shook, and the drunk in the gallery
laughed uproariously.

are funny.
The program closed with Retter
Swing.
Brothers, ground tumblers.
COLUMBIA (Frank G Parry, mgr., Columbia Wheel). A drunk sat in the gallery, and
at intervals of about two minutes bellowed
He bellowed because he was
with laughter.
They
drunk. The house shrieked with him.
had all paid their admission money, including the war tax, and they felt they had a few
So they laughed,
laughs coming to them.
but not at the show, which was Sam Sidman's "Circus In Town."
When a poor show plays the Columbia
everybody notices it Manager Parry's vigilant supervision has taught the Columbia
But even a
patrons to expect good Bhows.
manager's vigilance cannot keep a vapid,
from
humorless show
meaningless,
silly,
The fact that
getting In once in a while.
Sidman's name has been identified with burlesque for these many years does not alter
the fact that his present hodge-podge is an

SCARFS

the

Sidman, in as many make-ups as Hetns has
pickles, monopolises the stage at all times,
slides In on choruses to no purpose, Interferes with duets by far-fetched comedy efforts
and generally gives the public to understand
that it is Sam Sidman's show and that Sam
Sidman is me principal comedian.
Elmer Brown did a specialty with an
accordeon, playing several patriotic numbers.
He was recalled a dozen times and practically
Btopped the show. The audience whistled the
tunes and sang them, and clamored for his
return. Without any intention of taking anything away from Mr. Brown, who acquitted

and Cockle are two cockatoos, presented by
She is a handsome
Mademoiselle Lucille.
woman, with a beautiful gown, who puts the
birds through a series of Interesting tricks,
the most effective of which is done by
"Lucille," who shrills out "Yankee Doodle"
when the American flag is produced. This act
Is off big time, and is probably the best of its
kind.
The four position was held by Lillian
Morley and tha McCarthy Sisters. They call
themselves "Those Personality Girls," and
The trio opens with a
have a right to.
snappy number, after which Miss Morley does
a single, singing "Somewhere in France is
the Lily" while the sisters change for their
kid number.
The act was easily the hit of
Roth and Roberts, billed as "The
the bill.
Cop and the Wop," have one of the best
two-men comedy talking acts In popular
vaudeville.
They keep the house laughing
Their
from their entrance until they go.
characterizations are funny and their gags

tractive furs in the correct
styles at remarkable values.

COATEES
—Mask

ship with
laugh.

The comedy is
Little Bit of Africanology."
swift, and the woman, whose voice is excellent, gets over with a typical southern
number, "Bill, You Done Me Wrong." Lucille

V. M. A.).—This theatre, probably to a larger
extent than any other in the city, has been
hard hit by the draft. There has been more
The
than a casual falling off of business.
theatre is located In a boarding-house neigh-

A

affront even to the Indulgent and easygoing
folk who attend burlesque.
So everybody was thankful for the drunk In
the gallery, and Mr. Parry, in sheer fellow-

up with the music. The man does a clog on
Number two
the table, which gets a hand.
were Fagg and White, also a man and
woman, in a black and tan act tagged "A

act elicited

a hurrah. The audience was standing on its
feet by the time President Wilson's picture

was

Armstrong

and

in

make

Hoffman's

her eyes in the bewitching manner that got
Anna the plaudits In the good old days. In
fact,
she goes mater one better with a
little song,
In which she admits "I've Got
Lots of Other Pretty Things Besides My
Byes."
She refers to her other items of
>u]< hritude only by Innuendo.
Her beet song
Is "Yankee Doodle's Learning How to Parlez
Vous Francals." William Hale and brother
have a combination perch and xylophone act.
Hoth phases of the offering get over, parRussell and Byrne preticularly xylophone.
sent a novel sketch entitled "Both Sides of
the Footlights." The plot Is interesting and
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violent

room

love

to

they

each other.

and

bicker

In the dressing
The swift

scrap.

changes lrom amour to battle are well done.
A bit of plot is thrown in for good measure
a telegram received in the dressing room by
the woman, advising her of the death of her
mother.
With this news, she Is forced to go
on the stage and perform her light love
scene.
The jfiiiinh. wheu she is fighting her
rising emotion over the news, is splendidly
portrayed. In the part, the man inquires into
her health and that of her family.
"And
how's the little mother?" he asks.
This is
the big moment for Miss Russell.
She does
a bit of acting here which would do credit
to Emily Stevens.
James Baron Llchter does
a comedy pianologue, closing with a burlesque of the Sextet from Lucia" which is accorded a shrieking appreciation.
There are
ten people four men and six girls— in the

—

Honk Kong

Girls,

a

musical

comedy "chop

suey," as It is tagged.
The act Is pleasingly costumed, but suffers somewhat from
lack of a book.
The chop suey idea is carried out all right a little bit of everything,
but not enough of anything' to give sustained

—

Floyd and

interest.

Beaman have a funny

blackface talking and singing act.

Swing.

GREAT NORTHERN HIPPODROME (Andy

Talbot, mgr.; agent, W. V. M. A.).—An enthusiastic audience by its applause gave anticipatory quiver, of delight to a long waiting list at the box office Monday afternoon.
The show, while not exceptional, was smooth-

and contained some corking acts.
Holden and Graham in a pleasing shadowgraph bit, started the show, and were well
Rogers and Woods, two nice looking little girls, have a dancing-singing act
which Is neatly attired.
They close with a
Russian dance which rather Jacks pep. Cumrunning,

received.

min and Seaham followed with

their

comedy

acrobatic act, opening in one with a special
drop representing the back entrance of a
theatre.
After some business they go to full.
Their act is mainly composed of bumps and
falls,
always more effective than straight
stunts, and particularly well done by this
team.
Their act Is one which could easily
open a big time bill.
Jimmy McWIlliams,
whose appearance is reminiscent of Jim
Harkens, uses no make-up. He prefaces his
offering by saying all he needs is a hook to
hang his hat on, and a piano. As a matter
of fact he can do without the hook.
With
the piano he entertains mightily. He does a
burlesque on grand opera which draws a
great deal of laughter. "Back to Elmira" is
a rather well acted version of the w. k.
triangle.
The little girl In the sketch who
represents the "other woman" Is neat and
sweet enough to offer a plea of Justifiable
philandering on tbe part of any man.
The
act was appreciatively received by the audience and earned two merited curtains.
Joe
Jenny's Empire Comedy Four got over. They
have what most comedy fours have a Dutch
comic, an exaggerated legit actor, a nance
and a strsight.
But these boys put something
into
their
characterizations
which
make them seem novel. Their comedy, not too
boisterous to detract from their very good
harmony, is excellent. The closing act made
the audience gasp.
It was Lona's Hawallans,
and they didn't have a hula dancer. There
are five men in the troupe. They appear to
be real natives of the land of the recently
deceased Queen Lit, and they sing and instrumentallze most pleasingly. They wind up
with a medley of patriotic numbers. But no
hula dancer. A dandy closing act. 8 wing.

—

Profession to Etsmirr an Bssortmenl of

GREAT NEW UNPUBLISHED SONG NUMBERS
W«

Miss Russell portrays a vaudeville
and Byrne plays her husband. The
divided into two sections.
One la
the dressing room and the other a part of
the stage.
On the stage, the two make
unique.

actress
setting
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act. 'Toe Count and the Maid." dividing the
The former is presenting
headline honors.
the beat rentriloqaial routine ever seen here,
the woman assistant In the act has an extraordinary double voioe and shares the honors.
The act was the hit of the show. If it were
not for the clever work of Teddy McNstnara
Silber
in the Cboos act the turn would slip.
and North proved a classy team and went
pver In good style. The Pour Earles, brothers
and sisters, with feats of strength and jaw
Aileen Stanley
work, proved a good act.
The ninth episode
scored big appreciation.
Mollie King.
of "The Seven Pearls," with
Georgia Howard was billed
closed the show.
in advance but did not show.
HIPPODROME.—It Is s singing show that
lacks comedy at this house for the current
week.
Flddes and Swain, with songs, were
very good
the Four Bouthern Girls, with
more singing, were pleasing
the Peerlene
Trio, singing and talking accordionists, were
the hit.
The Kafka Trio, with acrobatics,
were liked. Peggy Worth, an attractive singing comedienne, was liked.
The Martins,
contortionists with a scenic setting, opened
the show.
ALCAZAR (George Dsvi-' mgr. /.—"'. he
Third Party" (one week only).

—

(Homer F. Curran. mgr). Anna
"Follow Me" (second week).
COLUMBIA (Gottlob & Marx. mgrF. >.
Pollyanna" (first week).
CASINO (Robt. Drady. mgr.).— A-H. £ W.
Id

A. vaudeville.

V.

WIGWAM
W.

V.

A.

(Jos. F.
vaudeville.

PRINCESS

— Bert

Bauer, mgr.).— A-H.

Levey,

(Bert

lessee

A.

and mgr.).

Levey vaudeville.

ALHAMBRA (Wm.

Finck,

mgr. ).— Kellie-

Burns vaudeville.

CASINO (4).— A

patriotic offering,

consist-

two platoons of picked United States
from the naval training station at
Verba Buena Island, and which the program
states Is approved and sanctioned by
the
United States Navy Recruiting Department.
was the headline attraction secured by Robert
Drady. The sailor lads go thorugh a routine

ing of
sailors

and
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attraction

was

billed

as

"Twenty

J

Walter G. Bretzfield Ce.
NEW YORK

(Cer. S7tk atreet)

Minutes with the Navy," and turned out to
be a winner from a box office standpoint

The professional headline

act

batics,

delivers

curtain

a

talk

in

a

manner, making the applause certain.
ley and Porter were second.
The man,
is a tall, lean fellow, has a good voice.
girl accompanies him on the piano.
The
also tells some old stories In a manner
proves he Fhould stick
get

some new

to

cute

Bai-

who
The

man

that
singing, or at least
a much better

He makes

ones.

AiUtk) LopiiiOM
MANXJPACTURHB8 OF
PBOPBBBIONAL

was the Clay-

ton-Drew Players with a travesty, "When
Caesar Marks Anthony." which had the house
laughing from start to finish.
This Shakesi>earian travesty has b-cn seen in vnude ille
for many, many years under various titles
and with slightly changed dialog.
Murry
Clayton, with the act here, claims to have
been the first to present it. and confirms his
claim by having in his possession press clippings over 15 years old.
Francis and Wilson
opened the show with acrobatics and some
dancing that was well liked.
The Cycling
McNutts have an excellent routine. The little
girl, beside^ going through some clever acro-

:

CORT

l-ium,.

patriotic

^.Uaiwtricmli

Theatrical Suppliee

wsy

navy

;

Held

.•>.;.•

taking up about five minutes, then
to a quartet of "song pluggers" In
uniforms, who sang one publisher's
songs.
Had the quartet delected patriotic
numbers from other publishing houses and
not confined the entire routine to the one
firm's catalogue they would have been more
successful.
Miss McKenzie sang "Columbia"
from an auto draped with the colors. The
of drills,

give

Saula,

wu^ ».

stoirW

appearance when the lights are up. but Insists
on using the spot.
Vivian Earle sings and
plays a violin fairly well.
Jack Lamey and
Violet Pearson, a fine appearing team, were
next to closing. They are shy material.
The
present routine they depend on is the "Imaginary husband" bit.

pwo Mootocom
of

aU
far

ABTOMIO LUPIN

nfBMaiaa.

deportation as aliens, was granted a divorce
from Paul Porcasl, an opera singer.
J.

C. Cohen,

Honolulu theatrical man, who
Eastern cities, returns to

has been visiting
the Islands on the

"Maul" November

15.

"Follow Me," Anna Hold's show, at present
touring Western territory, has, according to
reports, had but one winning week since
beginning its Western trip.
Allen Doone and his
indefinite

ber 19.
O'Shea."

company will start an
at the Alcazar Novempiece will be "Lucky
Wesner will be in the east
has also been engaged..

engagement

The

Burt
Myles McCarthy

first

Elsie Schuyler, who Is suing Pantages for
of contract and damage to her professional reputation, was scheduled to present
her act at the Pantsges theatre last week
so Judge Shortall could personally pass on
the merit of her offering and render his
decision.
The attorneys for Pantages refused
to
proceed with the presentation on the
ground their client would be at a disadvan-

breach

GladyR Davis, prima donna with "Bon
Voyage," playing thr Pantages time, was recently married Rt Ta^oma to Louis Cranwell,
a non-profcR-lonal.
Will retire from the act

Kansas

at

Citv.

Kranz and La Salle
cneaerment «t HarlowVnftcr
trm-ts

will
open a brief
Cafe, Los Angeles,
their present vaudeville con-

compMlnc
on

the

Hip

circuit.

A rrrtnin "sinRlf." who shortly, after canweek- of thp Hippodrome time,
b'nk-roll In a rnip game, retunx-d to the Arkcrmnn-H:! t!«-- ^ff.rc- to have
•'••« -:w«- r <V: » ''*;.<! ."i'
Vy ':.*'
«. w.r. .<;•:; n r r
canif to the rescue by
ccliiiu srvmil
lo^t hi- entire
!

i«-

Mrs.

i

.-<

bookings

Phi

TiatifTi-wid'*
Miro'ii-h
tiir

mother

«.'.

!

.-:

arranging

tage and the theatre Inconvenienced by Its
presentation.
The case Is still being argued
by the attorneys.
Miss Schuyler alleges she
was engaged for 1.r> weeks on the Pantages
Circuit, and that after the first show her contract was abrogated by the management. The
suggestion the act of Miss Schuyler be reproduced came from Judge Sbortall after
orjt'i*s -sere tveuly divided a» to the merit of
the act.

put

lis

Pcvrruiur
attention

Pnr'a^l.

attracting

=<%•< r;il
vrars
ago
two y.ir-.' fight she and her
up against an order for their

The Theatrical Treasurers' Club of Ssn
Francisco and Oakland gave a benefit performance at the Bishop. OsklsiH, November
l.'l
for the sick and charity fund of the
club.

"

)

;
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THE SONG THAT WILL LAST FOREVER

(

This
still

WELLS— BRY AN—WESTON

It started the rush of patriotic numbers, but
the song the boys aro singing abroad.
Send for it now, while it is still in its prime:
leads by an overwhelming margin.

is

WATERSON, BERLIN
STRAND THEATRE BLDC.

AND HROADW

17TH ST.

W

SNYDER
NEW YORK
BOSTON

CHICAGO
Randolph

K 1-83-85

MAX WINSLOW.

St.

220 Tremont St

Manager

FRANK CLARK

DON RAMSAY

The Ad Club will stage a musical
written by Oeorge A. Cummlngs. entitled
Ad Land/' at the Savoy November S3-SB-SS.

CHARLIE WILSON

ventriloquist,
and
Lawrence
Johnston,
Eileen Fluery arrived on the "Ventura" from
Australia last week.

billy Munch, for 81 years head ueher at
the Orpheum here, and 66 yeare old* ban retired from the position.

"THE LOOSE NUT"

Prank Bnowden. Shapiro-Bernstein's San
Francisco manager, was found not guilty of
or absence without leave, at a
Bnowden
court-martial trial here last week,
has not yet received his discharge from the
National Guard, In which he enlisted to take
charge of a recruiting squad of singers, with
the understanding he was to be released after
Snowden was granted three
the campaign.
months' furlough pending the discharge proceedings, and Is again In charge of his firm's

Orpheum

Touring

desertion,

Percy Branson and Boyle and Brasll, who
recently completed their contracts with the
Alcazar Producing Company, left for New
Marta Golden also
York City last week.
closed her engagement with the Alcaaar Company and announced that she will temporarily

from the show business.

retire

Sydney, Oct. 16.
(Fuller).—Allan
Wllkle In "Seven Days' Leave."
PALACE (J. a N. Tates).—Barry Luplno

GRAND OPERA HOUSE

In

"The Ginger Bread Man" Is mentioned as
a possible attraction for the Alcasar around
Christmas.

"The White Chrysanthemum."
PLAYHOUSE. Sydney James

—

Royal

and

the

Strollers.

CRITERION

Williamson).—"Baby

C.

(J.

Mine."
Mr. Hook and an attractive blonde, who for
years
have been patrons of the
Orpheum, and occupy the same front-row
chairs Monday matinees, are always tendered
a reception by the gallery Ites. The applause
Is continued until acknowledged by bows and
Mr. Hook adjusts his skull cap. Many Monday afternoon patrons arrive early to wttnc

many

the event.

The song publishers' contest, held at Pantages, Oakland, last week, was won by Billy
Jensen with "Somewhere In France" (Witmarks).
Another contest will take place at
Pantages, San Francisco, next week.
Mike Falllcclardls and wife, cabaret entertainers, were arrested last week on a warrant
from Seattle, charging them with kidnapping
Gladys Irene Beers, 11 years old, found with
them. Mrs. Falllcclardls Is the divorced wife
of M. L. Beers, and the
was given Into
the custody of the father.

^Ud

~

ATLANTA, CA.
By LOUIS COHEN.

HER MAJESTY'S

Williamson).—

C.

(J.

"You're In Love."

TIVOLI (Hough

D. Mcintosh).—Ruth Budd.

Ethel Vaughn, Camllle Trio. Mable Morgan,
Martin and Boggs, Edna May, Foster and Co.,
The Sheldons, Creole Fashion Plate. Jou

Reed

manager of the Jake Wells Interests in
city.
The houses under bU management

this
will

Lyric
(Keith's
be
vaudeville),
Forsythe,
Strand (vaudeville), Odon (pictures), and the
Rlalto, which handles musical comedy, with
a semi-weekly change of bill.
The booking
is done by George Greenwood.
Mr. Cardoza
has been connected with the Wells force for
over 20 years.
The addition of the Rlalto gives the Greenwood Circuit about 15 towns, with the Noble
theatre at Anniston, Ala., the last to come
in.

—

ATLANTA

ill

Retinoids and White, who have been very
in a hospital here, are recovering.

Elene Flurry* Australia's Daisy Jerome, has
for America.

sailed

Ethel

Vaughn opened

week and did very

at

the

Tlvoll

this

big.

to play

to Brisbane next
a long date at the Tlvoll.

The Musical Bentleys have

for

sailed

New

Zealand.

Ruth Budd's mother, who had an operation,
is out of the hospital and recovering rapidly.
J.

C.

Mack and Kelly and Drake are

play-

ing the Tlvoll, Melbourne.

The big

strike is over, and the acts can
move, but for the last six weeks It has been
impossible for any acts to get away from
here.
'

and the American fighters are having hard

Prise fighting over here

Is

practically dead,

picking.

;

Americans here of military age have
been ordered to report to the American Con-

:

;

:

Regardless of the war business here

Is

good.

;

to stand outside the theatre
trail of cars to know sll

and see the long

was

well

within.

Every night "House Full" cards have been
"Fair and Warmer" was to have played a
return, but owing to the strike It did not
J. C. Mack, the pantomime dame. Is scoring
well In his petted version of "Mother Goose."

At present he

Is

playing Melbourne.

Sarah Bernhardt, In the film, "Mothers of
France," opens at the Theatre Royal October
20.

American acts who can deliver the goods
sure of
big welcome
a
In

are
always
Australia.

The Camllle Trio
the

of acrobats

are

playing

Richards Circuit.

Ethel

11.

Vaughn opened

big Saturday at ths

Tlvoll.

The hot weather Is very lets In coming.
Most managers hope It never does.

Sydney. Oct

Ruth
season
the

A bunch of American artists visited one of
military hospitals last week.
The boys
from the trenches were very grateful to them
for providing an excellent entertainment
Richard*

YORRICK.

Budd
at

the

is

a most
where she

playing

Tlvoll,

17.

of the combination.

successful
is

Barry Lupine

topping

mum,"

bill.

J.

"You're In Love" has
week. Though the crowds

reached
still

its

Is In the "White Chrysantheat the Palace, under the direction of

and N. Tait

sixth

clamor around

Walter

Wesms

Overheard outside the National
would have taken an*

"We

tot us."

Is

KEITHS (Robert G. Larson, mgr.; agsnt,
U. B. O.).— Sam Bernard topped the bill with
his Dutch dialect and apparently proved conclusively that Boston takes no offense at
the so-called German comedian type «f act
This city Is probably as heartily anti-German
as any spot In America, and Bernard's monolog was awaited by booking agents with considerable curiosity to see how it wouid be
taken. He walked away with the show, working perhaps a little harder than usual. After
four weeks without an animal on the bill,
this week brought a posing horse, the Branch
bronse act using two girls.
It closed the
show to a heavy walkout.
It is now five
weeks since the house has played a circus
act of any sort, a bicycle, a quartet, a "plant"
a ventriloquist, a cartoonist, a "tab," or any
kind of an athletic or acrobatic act.
The
surprise of this week's bill was the difficulty
Kenney and Hollis encountered' tn putting
their old burlesqus classic across with Its
usual punch. They are big favorites In Boston snd the previous week "cleaned up" In
Providence.
Monday night the act failed to
the audience on the Jump and Kenney's
J;et
ockeying for applause wae more raw thaa
ever.
It was really the ever-reliable sure-fire
Oeorge Williams, the famous "props," who
finally put the act ever with a crash.
Catherine Powell opened In dances of her own
conception and costumes personally designed
by herself. 'It was seemingly Impossible for a
big time opener, but her enthusiasm and
hard work won her something.
She should
change the costume of her maid, who resembles a purple crape on a front door when
she turns her beck to the audience.
Pblna
and Co., a grown-up "pick" act. went big.
Violet Besson. In her futurist comedy by William C. DeMille, proved to be a sure-lire act
because of the subject the high price of eggs
fifty years from now.
Marguerite Farrell. In
her versatile single, using four dialects, was
In her usual good form but did not catch
the house as strongly as her work warranted.
Yvette and 8aranoff In their rag-time concerto carried a heavy spot creditably.
McKay and Ardlne followed Kenney and Hollis,
saying "I guess we're the best act after all.
Kenney had remarked "We are the beet act
on the bill this week."
McKay and Ardlne
cleaned up and were the only act giving
Sam Bernard a run for first honors.
B08TON (Charles Harris, mgr.; agent. U.
B. O.).— Dustln Farnum, In "North of 53,"
was the feature film at this house. It drew
a large audience.
Chu Chung Wha Four,
Chinese quartet, top liner on the vaudeville
end and scored a hit singing songs distinctly
American. Charles F. Beamon. Angell, Aldwell
& Fuller. Turnbell Trio, the Du Veas. a MackSennett comedy completed the vaudeville bill.
BIJOU (Ralph Oilman, mgr.; agent U. B.
O. —Pictures.
Fair.
BOWDOIN (Al Somerbee, mgr.; agent U.
B. O. ).
The women folks were appealed to

—

—

this

Edna May Foster and Company, playing the
Circuit, will try a n«w act. <»u»
shortly.
It was written by the girl member

AUSTRALIA.
B1 ERIC

;

;

Ada Reeve, the English star. Is playing
New Zealand. Cyril Maude has had a wonderful season here In "Grumpy."
One had only

the

sul.

goud.

CRAND (Ed. Schiller, mgr.).—Last half
last week: Gold and Seal, applsun*; Florence
Tlmponl, very good Moore and Elliott, pleasing
and Stacy Moore, Indifferent The Flying Keelers, good.
First half, Nov. 12: Dolce
Taklta, wonderful Leonard and
Slaters, good
UfMiipsey. well received
Fenton and Green,
Burns and Foran, good.
hit

debut

All

:

;

_»_,

Kathleen McDonald, the Canadian
She Is cohas made a hit in Australia.
starring with Charles Waldron. "Daddy Long
Legs" was the play In which aba made her

displayed.

doing away above normal.
LYRIC (Oeorge Hickman, mgr.). Last half
last week, George and Lilly Gardner good
Noodles Fagan and Elsie, pleasing; 'The
Family." sketch— hit; "The Race of Man,"
"Dancing Kennedys," applause. First
good
half week
Fern. Richelieu and Fern, plenty
of applause
Nella Allen, fair
"Honeymoon
Iale" (tab), not up to expectations; Minnie
Burke, fairly good act; Wood, Melville and
Phillips, laughing hit; Jackson and McLaren,
;

—

Reynolds and White have been out of the
Tlvoll bill for the past few weeks on aooount
of Illness.
Mrs. Budd, mother of Ruth Budd,
has also been Vary 111, but Is now

Hough D. Mcintosh has held dainty Ruth
Budd for an extended engagement. It will be
some time before she gets back to America.

Ben Fuller Is to build a million-dollar theatre in Sydney.

—

new sketch each

Viola Denny and Eddie Dunnigan are playThe
ing the Fuller Circuit to succes s.
theatres here have had a very rough passage
during the past month or so on aooount of the
big labor upheaval, but things are back to
normal onoe more.

Rains. Harry Little. Hal the Juggler. The
Hamptons, The Quince.

(Louis Haase, mgr.). In spite
of Billy Sunday, who opened s seven weeks'
revival meeting November 4, "Ben Hur," the
attraction at this house for a week, has been

—

lead.

"Baby Mine" seems to have struck the
public fancy.
It scored solid on Its opening.
First-nighters were very enthusiastic Seldom
the case nowadays.

Edna May Foster goee
general

with Louis Kimball in tb«

McLean and Lee have reached their fourth
They have played a
week at the National.
*~

(Fuller).—MaeLean and Lee.
Violet Trevenyon, Lawrenoe Johnson, Blake
and Oranby, Sharrat and Lang, Jones and

NATIONAL

week

Hugh Cardoza has been appointed

;

Circuit

the box office It will be withdrawn to
room for "Mr. Manhattan." opening October
27,

•

Acts playing Richards Circuit have a pretty
One show m night with two
easy time.
matinees weakly.

BOSTON.
BY LBN LIBBEY.

Next Week (Nov. 18), Orpheum, Salt Lake City
Week Nov. 26, Orpheum, Denver.
AUSTRALIA.
BY JBD MAOLMAM.

still

audience wouldn't

here.

office

George Welsh and Billy
with ths show.

the "Tlvoll Follies."

Rege are

missed very much from

week

In

the feature film at thle house.

"A Mormon Maid." The Havetooks, Jugglers;
Miller 4 Russell, Weston and Marlon. th»
Berne Brothers, and Warner and Burton
comprised the balance of the vaudeville bill.
ST. JAMES (Joseph Brennan, mgr.
agent.
Loew). The vaudeville bill was of exceptional merit with a one-act playlet, "What
Happened to Ruth," heading
Shepard and
Ott. Thomas Potter Dunn, the Three Peroneee,
and the Archie Dunbar Trio.
For pictures
this house Is using "The Fatal King" and
"Rasputin, the Black Monk."
ORPHEUM (Victor J. Morris, mgr. agent.
Loew). Two acts divided the honors at this
house for the first haft of toe week,
flil.y
8. Hall, assisted by Georgia Mllllgan and Jennie Colburn. scored a hit In "The Black
8heep." and the Beatrice Morrcll Sextet went
over big. Claude and Marlon Cleveland, Howard and Hurst, Helen Jackley. and the Carbor
Brothers completed the vaudeville bill with
Julian Bltlnge In "The Clever Mrs. Carfaa"
as the festure film.

—

;

;

—

;

,.

;
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We

commencing Monday, November

take pleasure in announcing that,

our two wonderful ballads*

19th,

"CHIMES OF NORMANDY" SMsSOMETIME YOU'LL REMEMBER"
AND

will be transferred to the catalog of

GILBERT
B. HARMS *

whose professional rooms, 232 West 46th

at

T.

8COLLAY —OLYMPIA (James

GORDONS

OLYMPIA

llookailo.
(Frank
the second week of "Who is
mgr.
Number One?" as a feature film at this house
with the audience showing that this serial
).

is

a

—This

is

hit.

—

PARK (Thomas T). Soriero. mgr.K Business"
at this houm very good with "Outwirtml
featuring Emily Stevens, aB the feature film.

RIVERSIDE,

NEW

WEEK

YORK, THIS

"JULIUS
New

—

definite

mgr.

).

Co.

with

—

COLONIAL

(Charles

J.

Rich,

mgr.

>

—

DAY & HUNTER

on— lag cf "The Wanderer" Is scheduled
Not. SB, and a play for publicity was
that the sheep
which are In the show be allowed to grate
Mayor Curley Is Inclined
oa the Common.
to grant the request.
COPLEY (H. W. Pattee, mgr.).— There is
no abatement of interest in this show, "The
Man Who Stayed at Home," which Is surely
hanging up a new country-wide record for a
CASINO (Charles
Hip, Hooray Girls."

second

week at

mgr.).—

HOWARD

received most favrable notices.
here for a limited engagement.

and

business

(Lawrence
the

nothing

Cornwall,
Clay."

"Common

mgr.).—
Big busi-

GARDEN (William Graham, mgr.).— "Some
Tom Coyne and Grace Fletcher.
ACADEMY (Jules Michael).— Vaudeville.
LYRIC— Vaudeville.
OLYMPIC— Vaudeville.

M.

It

S.

bill

this

week

Parllo and
The balance of the vaudeville bill
Girlie.
Included Worth Wayten Four, the Buckleys,
Rippell and Fairfax, the Alcars and Jack
Gerard.

topped

by

'ALft.

(Charles J. Rich, mgr.).— A typical
society audience was in attendance at this
house at the opening of Maude Adams In "A
Kiss for Cinderella." The show got over big

of

in

Babies," with

(George E. Lothrop, mgr.).— "The

vaudeville

the

HOLLIS

week

(Milard

Shea

wholesome manner

in a

ing.

HOUSE

E.

ness.

—

Broadway Belles" are on the

Gaining a reputation dally as being the fun"Turn to the Right" continues Its run.
Business is very good considering the show Is on its second month and
about u> go into the thirfl.
Heavy advertis-

— Second

MAJESTIC
Thomas

BRUTUS

with

niest Btoow in town,

OPERA

;

;

;

SHEA'S HIPPODROME.— Pictures.

(Nov. 12)

this house to fair business.
(John B. Schoeffel,

Its

;

;

;

Waldron, mgr.).— "Hip,
Business excellent.
OAYBTY (Thomas H. Henry, mgr.). Harry
Hastings "Big Show." Very good business.

and

TREMONT

SHEA'S (Henry Carr, mgr.).— Winston's
Water Lions and Nymphs Bonita and Lew
Hearn
Lydia Barry, "Married via Wireless''
Flavllla
Alfred De Manby ft Co.
Caltes Bros.
Bertie Ford
war news weekly.

stock offering.

direction,

"The Grass Widow" on

i

heard.

for

LaVEEN and CROSS
MAJESTIC (E I) Smith, mgr
It is the
The Star Gazer." the musical
final week of
production which had Ub premier*- Met rojxilitan
week.
The
show
pot over
at this house last
but fairly well, and Tor ttie coming weeK
William Hodge, in "A Cure for Curables." a
expected the
It
new comedy, in lulled
is
theatre will be packed at performances of
thin show an Hodge is Burely a local favorite.
SHTBEKT (E. I>. Smith, mgr. i. "The
Show of Wonders." third week, with buslnesp
If it ban suffered it in through
fairly good
the fact that two shown of a similar character
were booked here Just previous to its arrival,
and those who have seen the production are
The engagement Ik ingood boosters for Jt.

Inc.

made by a request by McCarthy

Comedy presented

ideas in

may be

Street, they

FRANCIS,

Business U fair at this house, where David
Warfleld in "The Music Master" Is seen for
the third week.
It ts expected this engagement will run two more weeks.
PLYMOUTH (E. D. Smith, mgr.).—A two
weeks' engagement of Maclya Arbucle In
George Bernard Shaw's "Misalllencw" started
Monday evening. The critics were in favor
of it.
Business of the heat cart Is anticipated.
WILBUR (E. D. Smith, mgr.).—"Love o'
Mike" still doing as good a business as any
other show in town.
It simins to strike the
"intimate musical comedy chord" just right,
and this is the sort of thing folks seem to
like Just bow.
PARK SQUARE (Fred E. Wright, mgr.).—

McOuln-

J.

mgr.). "The Zeppelin's Last Raid" is
proving a great drawing attraction at this
house and, situated as it 1b where it would
draw more or less of a military audience,
full benefit is being derived from the film.
Several fine vaudeville acts completed the
ness.

programme.

& FRIEDLAND,

STAR
Sand."

BY

A. J.

C

(Peter
with Mrs.

SHARICK.

Cornell,

Fiske

in

mgr. ).— "Madam
role.
Fair

title

business.

Is

TECK
rience"

McCarthy,

(John R. Oishel, mgr.).— "Expereturn engagement big business.
famous London
Sydells

GAYETY. — Rose

Creatore Opera
to
rave about.

;

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Shea were marAfter the
25 years ago last Monday.
show they celebrated the event by giving an
informal dinner to the company.
ried

GNCmiATL

BY HARRY

The Common Pleas Court denied the plea
of

an

m

T. MAATIlf.

The national guard armory will be converted into a roller skating rink if the state
can guarantee the rent to the county commissioners.
A company is negotiating for
the lease.

;

Belles.

BENTHAM

Herbert

S.

injunction

Bigelow. pacifist preacher, for
restraining John H. Havlin,
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OUR GREATEST AMBITION HAS BEEN REALIZED!
Our greatest ambition during all that
For years, you have known us as sonf writers.
Our
That ambition has now become a reality.
time has been to become publishers.
joy is great at that, but greater because our first publication is so wonderful a song as

«

We

shall

greatest song

we have

ever written.

F. Keith's Palace Theatre,

you have heard
all the adjectives
get It.

If

We

not offer comparisons.

it

in

New

shall say

simply,

that

That's the opinion of

York, where

we

all

are introducing

It

is

a ballad, and th

who have heard
it,

it

at B.

ourselves, this week.

you WILL hear it, you will have a keener realization of it than
There is a copy for YOU.
the world can give you.
See that you

or

if

and we start with this truly great song, and with
a staff of friends and co-workers, who have been with us, and who will be with us:

There

is

everything

In starting right,

HARRY GOODWIN
MINNIE BLAUMAN
BOB MILLER
HARRY FERGUSON
HERBERT STEINER
BERTHA MOSS
WILLIAM HOROWITZ
FRITZIE LEIGHTON

GILBERT

&

FRIEDLAND, INC.

MUSIC PUBLISHERS

232 WEST 46th STREET,
L.

WOLFE GILBERT,

President

NEW YORK

CITY

ANATOL FRIEDLAND,

Vice-President

1

;

-

;

VARIETY
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OPEN HOUSE
TO ALL WRITERS

How Blueajay Ends Corns
is a thin, soft pad which stops the pain
the pressure.

£L

n

Bt&B

the

is

^^

Favorites

plaster

snug and comfortable.

Blue-jay is applied in a jiffy. After
that, one doesn't feel the corn.
The
action is gentle, and applied to
the corn alone. So the corn
disappears without sore-

don't have to split royalties with
the Prof.Mgr. to get a plug here!

You

If you've got "hits," we will exploit them by
putting 100-centimetre trade guns behind
them.

Ask Chicago about these two

wax, which gently undermines the
it takes only 48 hours to end the

corn completely.
is rubber adhesive, which sticks without wetting.
It wraps around the toe and makes the

/^]

No

ness.

Your
Corn Can't

wild-fire, oveiN

Resist Blue-jay
Blue-jay
the gentle way — but certain.

night sensations.

OLD ENOUGH

I'M

1

I

h-

1

1

is

Relief is instant, then the corn
in 48 hours.

The little epot of BOtB medicated wax covers
It ia the dairty, clean way.
Harsh liquids are mussy and dangerous. Paring might bring

infection.

Millions of people have used Blue-jay for years. At the slightest
appearance of a corn they put on a Blue-jay Plaster.
One plaster is usually sufficient; once in a while an old, stubborn corn requires a second.

^

Try the Blue-jay way tonight. It means freedom forever from
aching corns.
Blue-jay Plasters at all druggists— 25c per package.
Also Blue-jay Bunion Plasters.

TISHOMINGO
\|

BLUES

1

1

\

!l \

Some Day, Somebody's
Gonna Get You"

V\

\!

Blue«jay
Stop Pain Instantly — End Corn* Completely
Corn Plasters

"Camouflage"
Nat Sane Na.

With War Chora*

"Set

44

25c at Druggists

t

Lily of the Valley"

AsideYour Tears"

Nat 8anf Na.

1

The Cheer-Up War Song

"Brownskin Gal"

Sentimental

Skidmare'a

"Oriental Nights

"My Sweei Egyptian Rose
Oriental Song

Gem

"My Mother's Lullaby"
A Wonderful Mother Sent

"Keep the Lovelight

Rambling
Rose"

Little

Shining"

Sweet and Peelty
,\]>o

XV

m.

V,

That

Biff

Boston

manager

O'Dowd,

J.

Havlln, has Juts been elected
the Cincinnati Baseball Club.

>•

The Song that Inspire* Your Audience
With Patriotism

»»

A Comic Scream

My

Leash. Provoker

Boy

"Billy

"Graveyard Blues"
n

Syncopated

owner of the Grand opera house, from revoking a lease whereby Blgelow and his
People's church was privileged to hold services at the Grand on Sunday afternoons.
As
a result Blgelow has no meeting place.
John

Walts Ballad De Loie

Hit

a

director

of

Girls"

Ned listings, manager of Keith's, is now
full-fledged author.
He, In collaboration
with Horace G. Williamson and William S.
Goldenberg, has written the book for a musical comedy to be produced by the Rotary Club
ut the Auditorium in December.
a

Leonard

JAOBB

(C. G. Williams, mgr.).— Eddie
Sisters DeWolf
Alfred
Bergen
Jimmie Husaey & Co. Russell
;
Hanlon A Clifton; Breen Family.

;

;

Olover & Olp

& Ward:

;

MILES (Jim

Rutherford, ragr.).—Sternard
£ Napaness Barnold's Dogs Lee & Cranston
Francis A Nord Sea bury ft Price.
ORPHEUM (Rod Waggoner, mgr.) —Milan!
Five
Hal A Francis
Jesson & Jesson
Strength Bros., and pictures.
REGENT (Tom Ealand, mgr.).— Daisy Je:

;

;

;

WILL E. SKIDMORE is now Prof. Mgr.
O ffice, 119 N. Clark St

at

our Chicago

.

Prof.

Copies and Orch. sapplied ta recognised

ALMA

prof,

W. STERN

throug'i

MAIN PROF. OFFICE,
HARRY TENNEY,

1556

&
Manager

:

;

;

;

Vaudeville.

OPERA HOUSE

CO.

B'WAY, N.

Professional

;

rome; "Girl from Normandie,
tab: llenuv
A Belles
Irene
Douglas
Ben
Carberry
Smith
Morris & Allen.
COLONIAL (William Newkirk, mgr.).—

M. SANDERS. 128 Avery Ave.. Detroit
al*o through
STANLEY HENRY. 793 Vine St.. Philadelphia

JOS,

;

Parent,

mgr.).—

"Fair & Warmer." Next. "Cheating Cheaters."
GARRICK (Richard H. Lawrence, mgr.).—
Harry Lauder. Next week, "Canary Cottage."

ADAMS.— "Within

"Tfn-* oi

Y. C.

(Harry

the

Law"

(stock).

Next,

the Storm Country."
(Al Warner,
mgr.).— Thurston.
o' My Heart."

LYCEUM
OAYETY

Next. "Peg

M. Ward, mgr.).— Ben Welch.
Next, "20th Century Maids."
(J.

CADILLAC

(Sam

Morning Glories."
lies."

Levey.

:

MADISON.—

"The Spreading

mgr.).— "Gay

Next, "Girls from the Fol-

Dawn"

(Para(Oold-

wyn).

WASHINGTON.— "Intolerance"
BROADWAY-STRAND.— "The
cess"

(Griffith).
Little Prin-

(Artcraft).

LIBERTY.— "The Narrow

Hubert Heuck, president of the Theatre
Managers' Association, has called a meeting
of members for early next week to discuss
plans for darkening Vine and Walnut streets,
Cincinnati's most brilliant thoroughfares.
C.

y
TEMPLE

Picture theatres, week stands
MAJESTIC.— "Loat in Transit"

mount).

Hotel

the

of

I

"Oh You Wonderful

SargW Drmmimm. As.

New York

K

i

i

Watch These Song Babtes Thrive
«t

Maters of

Chicago and

i

>

BAUER A BLACK,

i

i

comes out

only the corn itselL

LOVIN'

1.

relieving

Usually

corn.

Everybody Welcome!

by

Trail" (Artcraft).

The Columbia Booking Exchange, started recently in Detroit, haa been abandoned.
It*
general manager, Cheater Sargent, haa moved
to Springfield, O., where he will make headquarters at the Gas Sun office. He will continue to book the same houses as heretofore
The reason for the abandonment is that Mr.
Sargent has been spending four days a week
at Springfield booking for his regular houses,
and had no time to give to the booking exchange In Detroit.

Lewis J. Selznick, of Select Pictures, was
in
town last Saturday.
He said the only
places where exhibitors were refusing to pay
the film tax were Chicago and Detroit, but
that he believed when exhibitors gave the
whole matter careful study they would pay.
Over 100 Detroit and nearby exhibitors have
pledged themselves not to pay the film tax.
nor to sign any new contracts containing ihe
l.Veent per day clause. It's the first time that
there has been a real fight between exhibitor
and producer or distributer, so far as Michi-

gan

is

concerned.

R. A. Perry has been appointed manager of
the Triangle exchange, succeeding H. Wayne
Pierson, who has gone to New Orleans to
handle the special Griffith productions "Intolerance" and the "Birth of a Nation"through the South.

—

Ray Branch has been appointed state manager for Michigan exhibitors and Is now conducting a vigorous membership campaign.
The

circuit court ha* refused to grant

O arson

Harr7

a permanent injunction against
Selsnlck from handling Clara Kimpictures in Michigan.
This means
ball
that all future Young features will be han
died through Select Exchange.
This is a
victory for Selznick.
I.

Lewis

J.

Young

—

—

.

;
:
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FURS
St.,

New York

in yourself— thai is providing you have written
and have the "goods" now.

Watch

House of

to the

a

A REAL COMEDY SONG

house

the

nowhere

else

ARMY NOW
By

of

can

are offering special values
Friday and Saturday, namely

CHARLES

BAYHA

A.

Writer of "Cow. Oat ef th» Kitchen. Mary Ann"

We

are confident that. this will be the
publish for Mr. Bayha.

—

We

THE

I'M IN

such reliable money-saving values be found.
At this SALE especially we are offering unparalleled opportunities and at a time when
All the latest
every dollar must count.
models in Coatees, Scarfs, Muffs, Stoles and
Sets.

new ones by writers new

City

FASHIONABLE FURS
that

these

Stern.

«

Introductory Sale of

A Ratkowsky know

the Stern

Come
hits

MY NEW AND ONLY STORE

THOSE WHO KNOW

to

in

Family.

435 RFtHftvenue
Near 38th

marvelous how [hey arc coming

It's

of

first

many

hits that

we

will

RELEASED

WHEN

for

THE

Hudson Seal Muffs
Skunk Muffs

$12.50
25.00
25.00
Mole Muffs
25.00
Beaver Muffs
35.00
Ermine Muffs
50.00
Taupe Wolf Sets
Black Raccoons 20.03
Natural

MOON

SHINING

IS

SOMEWHERE

IN FRANCE
BY PRIVATE FREDERICK RATH
THE HIT AT CAMP UPTON

&

Scarfs to match muffs at
corresponding prices
SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO THE PROFESSION

Watch These Babies Thrive
"CamouflaKt/
"Some Day, Somebody's
Nut Sont No
Gonna Get You"
i

With War Chorua

••••

"Set Aside

Your Tears"

"Lily

|

of the Valley'
Nut 8ong No

1

The Cheer-Up War 8ong

"Brownskin Gal

Sf ntlme ntal

"Oriental Nights"
Letters hare boon forwarded to all Detroit
theatre* by the lire department chief that they
must obeenre the law relative to people sU tiding In the aisles and crowding the exits.

Waltz Ballad

MILWAUKEE.

Al Jennings, former outlaw, for the past
few years preacher and actor, is now appearing on the lecture platform. He made several

BY P. O. MORGAN.
DAVIDSON (Sherman Brown, mgr.).—
"Fair and Warmer," repeated, to big opening
18, "The Knife"
22, May Robson in "A Little
Bit Old-Fashloned."
MAJESTIC (William G. Tlsdale. mgr.
agent, Orph.). Lew Dockstader, Emma Cams
& Larry Comer, Harry Holman 6 Co., Al
Shayne, Kanaiawa Japs, Mario Lo & Co.,
Dorothy Brenner, Vivian Holt ft Lillian Rose-

addresses here last week.

dale

Viola Dana has started work on her
picture here.

—

;

W.

(Harry E. Billings, mgr.
agent,
A.).— Moanlua Sextet, Espe A DutArthur La Vine A Co., Billy Broad.

Black

Bill Jones, the

Ca

-•

manager,

is

en route to

Louis.

The Majestic

showing the film "Birth."

Only women are admitted, „the sex restriction
adding Impetus to the box office business.
Bryant Washburn, who has arrived here to
do pictures, has purchased a beautiful new
home In Hollywood.
Alfred

E.

Blake,

former amusement

a retired capitalist and

man

of Venice, is dead.

Tucker has made
Morosco's new leading man.

Harland

a»

I

hi

Old Enough For a
Lovin'"

Boy"
•>

Hong that Inspire! Yuur Audience
With Patriotism

".Tly

Mother's Lullaby"

A Wonderful Mother Song

Skidmore's Comic Scream

ft

Mv

Sweet

fine.

;

Rambling
Rose"

Little

;

Also

MILLER

(Jack Yeo, mgr.; agent, Loew).
Lillian Mortimer, Radium Models. Leo Kendal A Military Misses, Grant Gardner, Stratford Comedy Four, Alberto, Smiletta Sisters,
Torn Kelly, Three Symphony Maids; excellent.
PABST (Ludwlg Kreiss. mgr.). Pabst German Stock Co. 11, "Die Braut von Messina";
14. "Triumph der Liebe"
good.
SHUBERT (B. Niggemeyer, mgr.; agent.
International*).
"The
Marriage
Question,"
good opening
18, "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
GAYETY (Charles J. Fox, mgr.; agent.
American). Watson's
Orientals,
capacity
opening 18. "Girls from the Follies."
EMPRESS (Henry Goldenberg, mgr.).—
Stock burlesque.

—

and

"Keep the Lovelight
Shining"

Prell)

Wm.

I

hat

Rig

Boston

Hit

B. Friedlander's Big Novelty Ballad

"Oh Yon Wonderful

Girls"
|

;

—

Watch

later

announcements for several new Friedlander song novelties

;

good

as

the

Wyatt, Mason manager, is open to
comers at golf. And he has money that

Will
all

Gem

Little

O'Donnell, Better Bros.
last half
Long Tack Sam Troupe, Ray Snow. Les Morgan ft Beryl Grey, Hager ft Goodwin. Helen

Savage
Is

;

V. M.

ton,

Pruvus.tr

good.

PALACE
first

I'm

Laugh

*

"Rillv

Sweet Egyptian Rose"
Oriental Song

Syncopated

Lose

;

LOS ANGELES.
BY GUY PRICE.

St.

My

I>e

Skidmore'i

—

;

talks.

Tbe opera season is on at dune's Auditorium, the LaSeala Oraa£ Opera Co. opening
November 12.
No German operas will be
given.

W. H. Clune has decided to abandon bis
picture policy at the Auditorium.
He is undecided as to what form of entertainment he
will put in the theatre, but it is probable that
he will book musical attractions).

Acceding to the request of the Milwaukee
Electric Railway and Light company to use
on nix-r.Mi eUivrnt tlmu was necttjaiT while
awaiting the receipt from the East of repair
parts for a crippled generator, the Palaoe
theatre, among others, cut much of Its house
and lobby lighting, besides keeping turned off
the huge canopy sign.
However, torches and
lanterns used outside served practically the
same purpose, besides giving it the appearance of "opry" house days of '40 or there-

JOS.W.STERN&CO.
New York

Prof.

Rooms, 1556 Broadway

HARRY TENNEY,

Manager

Chicago Prof. Rooms, 119 No. Clark
WILL E. SKIDMORE. Manager

St.

.

.
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MAR
IS

ROX

INTRODUCING TO NEWjYORK HIS NEWEST SONG HIT

AN OLD HORSE THAT
HIS WAY HOME
KNOWS AVUSIC
ER
NEW
YORK
MO W. 1»*
MAURICE

,VfOR*

la

Plajrera

[,

The Largest Theatre

to take advanRates allowed, n*»y

WARDING

City,

Mo.

Theatre
KANSAS CITY/ MO.
Open for Permanent Stock. Large
Road Shows. Grand Opera. Feature Pictures. Musical Comedy.

W,

London

For uniformity In exchange, tae Pall
Mall Co. win accept deposits for VARIETY
at fonr shillings, two pence, on the dollar.

Throug h
aD danger

this

ssanner

of

receipts

the

Will lease or book on percentage.

G. P.

PaU MeU

for
to

all

money

transmission,

place*)

VARIETY'S

aboute. A large downtown section
by the low supply of electricity.

wita

credit.

was

affected

Lee Parvln, who extols the virtues of "Fair
and Warmer," blew Into town last week to
load up the Davidson with publicity matter,
and facetiously remarked he might be mistaken for an actor because he didn't have a
Hut he
clean shirt through loss of a trunk.
got "hisn" for the remark in the form of a
notification from an express company advising
htm to go to the customs house and h< runrelease — upon payment of $r».2(t of a trunk
Lee redeemed
It had received from Montreal.

—

Write or wire quick.

C RAND ALL, Manager, Auditorium
'

of loas to ths player is everted;

VARIETY nasomos full risk and acknowlthe PaU Man Co.'s receipts as its

MODISTE
TO THE
PROFESSION

9th and Holes Street/

CO.

Carlton St, Regent St, S.

.:

Kansas

in

The Auditorium

Europe darning to advartiae

PALL MALL DEPOSIT AND FOR-

'

Mob.

VARIETY, and wiaalng

tage of the Prepaid
secure the aaaae, if at the tlma of mailing
aaVertialag copy direct to VARIETY, New
York, tho amount la payment lor It U
la VARIETY'S cre J «t at tho
:•

SAN PRANCISCX) OFFICE
PANTACES THEATRE BLDQ
JACK LA POIXETTE, MGR*

Seating Capacity, 2,250

|

NOTICE FOR
EUROPE
hi

INC.

CHICAGO
COHANS ORKSD

Kansas

the thing, but would like to get bis hands
on the person responsible for the $5.20. The
company played some Canadian dates and the
baggage lost a few laps making a Jump from
Plattsburg to Montreal, and therefore was
assessed because It was unaccompanied. "Fair

and Warmer." incidentally, la the first to do
any extensive billing since Milwaukee managers got together and agreed to eliminate
billboard and window sheets to offset added
expenses.
Ten one-night stands will follow
the Milwaukee engagement, then St. Paul and
Minneapolis and the Coast, returning east via
the southwestern route.

—

W. Randolph Street
Phone Randolph 1720

86

(Edwards
Chair";

and
well

Driscoll.
received.

A Better Sonp than "When

I

Central 6581

Next week, first half. "Boston Grand Opera
Second half, Harry Lauder.
ORPHEUM (Fred. Crow, mgr. agent, U.
B. O. ).
Ralph Herz headlined; good even
bill.
Seven Honey Boys. Bert Leslie, Mr.
and Mrs. Gordon Wilde, The Conrads. Martin
and Fablni, Nardlnl, and Worden Bros.
to
Co."

—

HL

Chicago,

;

—

;

IMPERIAL

big business.

FRANCAIS

(Fred.
Crow,
mgr.).— First
half
Whites Circus. Don. Mullally and Co..
Four Chicks, Norton and Norton. The dockers.
Second half "Seaside Tangle," Weston. Cun:

:

ningham and Marlon, Burns and

Jose,

(film).1

HOLM AN

acts.

Majesty's.

4

Conway,

Todoln,

E.

mgr.).— Feature

;

mgr.).— "Beef

Trust."

Lost

(H.

Next week Montreal will see more vaudethan they ever saw in one week. Vaudeat Orpheum, Loew's, Francais
Harry
Lauder at His Majesty's and Bernhardt at His

ville
ville

{Torn.

W. Conover, mgr.). GerWoman God Forgot"

films.

LOEWS (Ben Mills, mgr.).— Opens Monday night, Nov. 10. Norma Talmadge in "The
Secret of the Storm Country" (film) and six
GAYETY

(H.

aldlne^Farrar In "The

The

Russells.

MONTREAL.
HIS MAJESTY'S
mgrs ). "The l.'Jth

Theatre,

Mo.

City,

Phil

You" and by the same

Godel,

manager

of

the Francais,

has

Berlin

HOW CAN FORGET
(When

There's So .Much
(IK

To Remember")

VIM. KKKI.IN)

Berlin has pro\en hi.^ ability as a writer oi ballad*. This one
tops anything he has ever previously attempted. Send for it now.

WATERSON, BERLIN & SNYDER
STRAND THEATRE

BLD(,.,

47TH

ST.

AND BROADWAY. NEW YORK

BOSTON

CHICAGO
Sl-83-85 Randolph St.

FRANK CLARK

MAX WINM-OW.

Manager

220 Tremont

St.

DON RAMSAY

variety
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The
of Songs in Existence
"FOR YOU A ROSE"
"SOME SUNDAY MORNING"
"SO LONG, MOTHER"
"SAILING AWAY

Cobb-Edwards
.

.

.....

1

"ROCK-A-BYE LAND"
"MY MOTHER'S EYES"
"SWEET PETOOTIE"

....
....

"WAY DOWN THERE

(A Dixie

IS

DIXIE"

Kahn-Van Alstyne
Bryan-Paley

Murphy-Tierney
Yellen-Gumble

....

Kahn-Marshall

.....

Yellen-Gumble

"THE BRAVEST HEART OF ALL"
"WHERE THE MORNING GLORIES

GROW"

Bryan- Van Alstyne-Schenk

Tierney-Murphy

Missing)"

"SOUTHERN GALS"
'MAYBE SOMETIME"
"SO THIS

Egan-Kahn- Van Alstyne

Kahn-Van AUtyne

"DONT TRY TO STEAL THE
SWEETHEART OF A SOLDIER"

is

T

ON THE HENRY

CLAY"

Boy

Whiting-Egan-Kahn

*

Egan-Whiting

Kahn-Egan- Whiting

.

"LAST NIGHT"

Brown-Spencer

JEROME H. REMICK & CO.
Majestic Theatre Bldg., Chicago
228 Tremont St, Boston
31 South 9th St, Philadelphia

219 West 46th St,
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New York

137 West Fort St, Detroit
906 Market St,, San Francisco, Cal.
522 S. B'way, Los Angeles, Cal.
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tranaferred

been

when

Ottawa,

to

he

will

manage the Dominion.

MIW 0UJA1II.

BY O. If. 8AHCELI.
ORPHEUM (Arthur Whlta, maaager).— An

entartalning ahow with Maude Lambert and
liuett Ball and Alberttna Raaoh and her balBoth acta faring exceedlet ooheadjlnlnc.
ingly well at the hands of the audience.
Declma and McLean, opening the ahow, were
fairly uoceaaful although act la similar to
many others In render! lie. Hudler, Stein and
George Kelley and his exPhillips pleased.
cellent supporting company In the sKetch,
"Finders Keepers.'' fare great satisfaction.
Ben Dee ley proroked considerable laughter.
The Asahl Troupe lent an oriental tinge to

SCENERY
RETONNE,
turistic,

XCESS Baggage

E

Satin

and

done away

is

with by our Special Anline
to Pack" Sets.
EW ideas to fit your act

Trunk "Easy

N

Bert Wilson has returned to New Orleans.
of Wilson and WUeen.

He was formerly
Anna H.
World

E
REVIVE

"The Times- Picayune" Is sulag ths American Amusement Co., Inc., for $846.90.
Marie Antolne, the Alamo's soubret, says
that while it lasted, the Hawaiian crass did
a lot for brown tights.

nuel

"Who

OU, Friend Artist, call and
us show you by practical

(D.

Set."
L. Cornelius,

(Frank

Sanders,

mgr.).

mgr.).— Pic-

One

mgr.).

— McCor-

have the opportunity of watching the stage hands go round when the I. A.
T. S. E gives its annual ball, 22.

let

de-

will

Tom Zimmerman Is leading the Jazz band,
playing in the Cave nightly.
and

Sherwood

McDonald are supplement-

ing the entertainment at the Globe.

FREDERICK'S

"The Smart Set"
Smarter Set."

18M

It

Is

la

now known
at

the

as

"The

Lafayette cur-

rently.

409 Gaiety Bid*.
1547 Broadway

Office:

New Terk

Grace McArty
roles with

Bryant §821
Steal*: §43 W. eld §U New Terk. Bryant 3718
HENBT BBBUNGBOFF. Mar.

erty"

is to sing the prima donna
the "Nephews and Nieces of Libthat organisation takes to the
week.
It's a Charles Lowenberg

when

road this
show.

Sidney Shoemaker, one of the Clover Leaf

out of

it.

Miss Burt

Is still

well out in

front among the "cute" girls of the stage.
Comedy was liberally distributed through the

and there were several laughing hits.
Co. In "Monday Morning"
was a big applause winner as well as a laughing hit. Madden's quiet comedy hit the mark
through his clever handling of his lines and
bits of business.
Gene Ford, an attractive
girl and an excellent foil for Madden's comedy, put over a couple of songs, and with his

"The Italian Battlefront" pictures are to
be shown at the French opera house for a
On the same day
week, beginning Sunday.
"Watch Your Step" opens at the Lafayette
and "Hen Hur" at the Tulane.

mlck and Wlnehlll's Revue.

monstration how to increase
a demand for your act

Established

(Clarence Greenblatt,

much

Manager Walter Kattman has booked the
Is Number One?" serial for the Palace.

induction of stock burlesque for this
occurred Sunday afternoon when Will

STRAND
tures.
ALAMO

interest Jn your act by
getting the bdefit of our ex
perienee.

Sessions, manageress of the loaal
film office, purchased an Overland the

other day.

Holden and Herron possess little talent.
Vespo Duo scored decisively.
DAUPHINS (Lew Rose, mgr.).—The an-

—"The Smarter

their oostumes wsre most attractive, end
Adelaide was, as she alwsys Is, a really
charming picture to look at. They have s
classy danoe act. one of the best they have
ever presented, and they were warmly greeted.
Tears do not seem to dim the brilliancy of
Adelaide's wonderful dancing.
She Is simply
a wonder. Following them closely In winning
laurels came George Whiting end Ssdle Burt
with their "Songsaylnga," and they hsve
never been seen to better sdvsntage. There
are no more clever singers of their style of
songs than this couple end they always seem
to have eongs which fit them to a T.
Their
"Kill Ton With Love" number Is a corkerbetter than "I'm Going to Make Tou Love
Me," which was a gem, and they get Just as

released.

value.

LAFAYETTE

1896.

led In this respect, for in addition to the
splendid dancing of these remarkable artists,

Trio,

Beauty Shop."

STABLISHED

Y

was takes to polios headquarters last
week, charged with spoofing the fire department by sending In a false alarm. He was

aad was thoroughly appreciated.
(Walter Kattman, manager).—

H. Ward and an average company made their
lnltlsl
appearance at the Dauphine.
Most
of the matter used In the pieces, though
familiar, provoked hearty laughter.
Ward
carried over the "bits" with precision, doing
exceptionally well with the matter In hand.
Mabel White, substituting for Martha Pryor,
who did not appear owing to the serious Illness of her sister, was favorably received.
The other principals were fairly adequate.
The chorus is animated and energetic. It
comprises a complement of 10 girls.
TULANB (T. C. Campbell, mgr.).— "The

Art Nouveau FuPlush,

bill

PALACB

Linton and Lawrenoe captured the applause
Vim,
trophy at this house 8unday evening.
Beauty and Health, personified by three corking athletes, started the show In good shape.
Leona Ourney has a pretentious singing InThomas and Hall
terlude for small time.
did nicely, while Jack Lory's "Symphony
Girls" submitted an appealing musical divertissement, closing the show.
CRB8CBNT (Fred Turner, manager).—
Ths Randalls being
light show the first half.
the best on the bill, overshadowing all the
other acts.
Millie Oliver, the opening turn,
along
conrentlona)
lines.
Juggles
A tabloid,
entitled "000 Friends," glres only moderate

city

Drops.

Valvct

the

Tremont St
DON KAMSAV

JO

bill,

Lew Madden and

B. F. KEITH'S (H. T. Jordan, mgr.).—Anniversary Week, and the occasion was made
one of unusual Importance owing to the fact
that this theatre has Just passed through one
of the most eventful In Its Sfteen years' history.
All the local papers carried glowing
accounts of the activity of the theatre In the
important events of the year, such as aiding
recruiting, soliciting for the Emergency Aid
and Red Cross, the Army Girls' Tobaoeo
Fund and the remarkable aselstanoe given
the Liberty Loan drive. The house, as ususl,
appeared in its new winter garb, the annual
chrysanthemum display In the Crystal Room
was a show in Itself, and hundreds of
patrons stopped long enough to pay s compliment to the corps of girl ushers who apManpeared In neat tailor-made costumes.
ager Jordan was the recipient of numerous
To complete
telegrams of congratulations.
the auspicious Inauguration of a new year,
the show was a huge hit, every act on the
bill getting a rhar<* of the applause, which
was more liberal than usual here on MonIt may have been that the audience
day.
was Inoculated with the anniversary atmosphere, but its most generous honors were
So far as color Is condeservedly bestowed.
cerned, the show could not have been bettei
The majority of the
selected for this week.
acts carried special settings and the costumlng was unusually brilliant and colorful.
Of course the Adelaide and Hughes production

tickling of the Ivories they walked off with
With all the
a genuine hit to their oredit.
color and song ahead of him, Walter Brower
slipped over a great big applause hit In the
His material Is fresh
next to closing spot.
and sent over with a punch. This fellow also
has a manner of delivery that Is sure to catch
any audience, and he got a line on every line
His style Is so differthat had one coming.
ent from other monologlsts that it seemed
sort of surprising
that he should fall Into
the recitation thing for a finish, but he did,

and what

Is

more made them

like

It.

Then

when they thought he was going to pull another one of an encore he wound It up with
Another hit
a tag line that was a dandy.
went to the credit of Fox, and Ward. The
veterans are celebrating their Golden Anniversary this season, and their old time songs,
dances and gags got JuBt as many laughs as
They make their
some of the new jokes.
reminiscent stuff Interesting, especially to the
old folks, and finished to a warm hand. The
Revue furnished a high class
Futuristic
operatic turn which disclosed several excellent voices, especially a coloratura soprano
whose solo was worth the extra round of apCountess Leonardl conplause It received.
tributed a pleasing violin number, and the
closing ensemble won the singers several extra
curtains.
The act Is elaborately staged and
costumed.
Marie Fltzglbbon told a series of
stories which were very well liked, especially
the Irish stories, which while not new were

J

M0NT60MERY

Greatest Novelty Lyric in Years
It'll

Suprise You

THE STORY
BOOK BALL
—

Its the Latest "hound*'

l

1

from the West

THE

K^Ob^Amsrkm'nPfmur'

"Daddy" of all Jazz

-

-

HIT

Nother "Walkiri the Dotf*

"THE GIRL YOU CANT F0RGET"(tk« new "Dr.«,u«r sm)
keep me waiting so L0NG"(.occ.«Tt« -Me
m 7 en
TOOK the SUNSHINE from OLD DIXIELAND' '^.t
Hum.., ...o
A Beautiful Ballad
"SOMEWHERE, SOMEWHERE IN FRANCE» successor
to "Joan off Arc
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Prayer For The Boys Out There.
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B. F. Keith's

Marcus Loew's

Circuit

Enterprises

United Booking

General Executive Offices
Putnam Building Times Square

New York

Offices

JOSEPH M.Manager
SCHENCK

(Agwcy)

PAUL KEITH,

A.

ALBEE, Vke-Preudent and

E. F.

General

Pretkkot

LUBIN

J. H.
Booking Manager

Gonaral Manager

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS

Mr. Lubin Personally Interviews Artists Daily
Between 11 and

H0DGD0N

S. K.

New York

Palace Theatre Building

Acts laying off in Southern territory wire this

AMALGAMATED
VA1DEVILLE AGENCY
b. s.

1493 Broadway
(Putnam Building)

New York
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President

City

General Executive Offices:
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can secure long engagements by booking direct with us
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TOUR
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Maaaaar

Director
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NORMAN JEFFERIES
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FULLER'S

VAITDEVff J-E ACTS

Australian
and N. Z. Vaudeville

1
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Director,

BEN

J.

FULLER

BOOKINGS ARRANGED
For

W.

Office

28th Street,
Hoars:

New York

City

10-3

Casaktnad Capital. SS.SM.Stt
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1
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from Ban Fraadaoo and Vancouver

Agents
Wectern Vandevllle Mare.' Aeea., Chicago

extremely well done for a woman. Miss Fltzgibbon may have appeared In street clothes
or a calling gown, but it was an unusual
looking garment for the stage and not favorable to her appearance. The Llttlejohns with
their brilliantly colored club Juggling act supplied an excellent opener, and "Creation." a

scmlc spectacle -depicting the "Birth

the
Universe" described by a speaker, beld plenty
of interest after a lengthy and lively show.
Pathe pictures were shown, also slide pictures of B. F. Keith, A. Paul Keith and E. F.
of

Albea with appropriate introductory lines.
COLONIAL. (H. A. Smith, mgr.).— This
week's bill tncludea the film feature "Rasputin, the Black Monk," and the following vauOllle and Johnnie Vannls, Dundeville acta
:

can Edwards. Mary Dorr and Sister. Webb and
Conly. Mahoney Bros, and Daisy, Bradley and
Ardlne.

NIXON (F. O. Nlxon-Nlrdllnger. mgr.).—
Port and Hnrry Gordon head this week's vaudeville

hill.
Others: Hopkins a/id Axtell In
"Trav-Iirsj a In (Mrfr." Van and Del?, Lenny
Cellna's Comedy Circus. The
film feature Is "The Scarlet Pimpernel."

,and Woods und

NIXON'S GRAND OPERA HOUSE (W. D.
Wegefnrth. mgr.).— "The Clock Shop." formerly used by Sum Chip and Mary Marble, ie
the hrndllne feature this week. Others: Russell
Family, Ward and Cullen. Henry Frey,
Dunbar and Turner and Watson's Dogs.
ALLEGHENY (Joseph Cohen, mgr.).— "Oh,

—
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OLD HORSE
WAY
THAT KNOWS

You

can't flop with this

HOME"

HIS

—the old horse will ride you straight into a bunch of applause.

song

WISH YOU ALL THE LUCK

"I

The song

greater than the

is

"PICK

—and

title

THE WORLD"

IN
it's

some

title.

A LITTLE

FOUR LEAF CLOVER
SEND IT OVER TO ME

—sing

Our good luck song

it

and be lucky.

MISSOURI WALTZ"-song
HUSH-A-BYE

MA BABY

The universal waltz song

sensation.

MUSIC PUBLISHER
FORSTER
NEW YORK
OFFICE

hi

146 W. 45U* STR.

COHANS GRAND OPERA HOUSE

MAURICE KnTER,MOK.

'

"EZ*

RMTTAG&S THEATRE

KEOUGH, MGR.

You Jazzland," a tabloid musical piece tops
,

and

Harry

Amoros
feature

Sisters,
Is

MGR.

......i:

this work's bill, with the following supporting
:

BIDO.

JACKLARHIFTTE,

i

bill

INC.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

CHICAGO OFFICE

W.

S.

Wolford, Haft and Clark,
Kerslake's Pigs.
The film

Hart

in

"The Narrow Trail."

—

KEYSTONE (M. W. Taylor, mgr.). Ad
Hoyt's Minstrels Is the headllner. Others Include Lulu Shutter and Co. In "For the Lore
of Sammy," El Cota, Chick Family, Robb and
Robinson, Dames and Robinson and the film,
feature. "The Red Ace."

Everything
for the Stage

Mother's Aunt," Newell and Most. Cook
and Rochert and Chung Sun Loo and Co.
Last half: Lillian Steele and Co. In "A Revue of Reviews," with five other acta.

Life."

Fisher and Hawloy, Misses Campbell, Darras
Brothers. Bicknell.
mgr.).—
Toohey,
MAJESTIC
(Martin
Zelaya, headllner, attracting attention. Others
first half. Bevan and Flint, "Wedding Shells"

WILLIAM PENN

W.

Metzel, mgr.).—
Girls," Al
and Fanny Steadman, Helen Gleason and Co.
In "The Submarine Attack," Hal Lancton Trio
and the film feature, "Fighting Back." Last
half
"Sally's Visit," a rural comedy, heads
the five-act bill.
CROSS KEYS (Sabloskey A McGurk, mgrs.).
First half
Fred Helder and Nettle Packer
(O.

"Broadway Bdys and

First half:

in Clothes

:

Large Stock on Hand
Nothing too difficult
for our Custom Department

Mack,
1582-1584

OLOBB (Sabloskey A McGurk, mgrs.).— This
bill Includes Victor Morley's musical
comedy, "The Regular Army Man," Hyman
Adler and Co. in "The Miser's Dream," Slgnor
Olannlnnl, Haley and Noble, Adonis and Dog,
Klnkalde's Kilties, Sampson and Douglas,
Arthur DeVoy, Cahlll -and Romain, Three
Melody Phiends and motion pictures.
BROADWAY (Joseph Cohen, mgr.).— First
half: "Jack and the Beanstalk, " "The Betting Bettys," Joseph Hortiz and Minstrels,
"The Runaway" and Edmunds and Leedom In
"Going to the Wedding." Last half: "The
Breakers," a musical comedy, heads the fiveact bill with the film feature, "This is the
week's

BROADWAY

Opp. Strand Theatre

:

in

The
Tailor

"A Sidewalk Cabaret," "Butch" McDevItt,

"My

PROVIDENCE.

By KARL K. KLARK.
OPERA
— HOUSE (Felix R. Wendleschafer,

mgr.). "You're
large audiences.

In

Love"

well

received

people).

Mlna Phillips and

Co.,

SEVENTH AVE.

NEW YORK

CITY. N. Y.

trons.

Break-

To accept a position as manager of the
cabaret at HotekeDreyfus, Wall Part has resigned as manager of the Emery.
He will
organize a company of singers and dancers
who will put on their first turn next Monday.
Mr. Part was for some time with the
Scenic Stock Co.

Fays
versary

theatre will observe
next week, and an

Its

first

especially

anniflnc

away Barlows, Warner and Astrr. I^ast half,
"What Happened to Ruth?" Three Perones,
Howard and Hurst, Alexander and Swain,
film.

EMERY

(Martin

Toohey,

mgr.).— "Brlng-

The Western Vaudeville

SVvli

SlideS

Managers' Association

Opp. Columbia Theatre
722-724-726

)

Kapoll, one-man show of vaudeville heads
Six Salorls. "The Four Phiends." Jack
Roes!
Jack Dura, Belle and Carron. Pictures
COLONIAL (Sylvester P. Callanan, mgr.).
—"Liberty Girls." satisfying bur league na^
*^

by

KEITH'S (Charles Lovenberg, mgr.).
Best, show in several weeks.
"The Girl on
the Magazine," with Frederic Santley and
Florrle Mlllershlp, headline, went very good.

(11

UP Fatber Abpo* d ." '•»«•!/ lood houses.
n*,
K
Good chorus
and principals.
FAYS (Edward M. Pay,' mgr. .-OreJU

MORT

MAJESTIC

SINGER, General Manager

Theatre Building:,

CHICAGO, ILL

"WE MATCH UP SLIDES
FOR ANY SONG"

'
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BEST PLACES TO STOP AT
554

500 Housekeeping Apartments
(of the better diss, within reach of

7833

economic^ folks)

Under direct saperrision of the owners. Located In the heart of the city, Jest off
Broadway, dote to all booking offices, principal theetree, department store*, traction
linee, "L" road and subway.

We

are the largest maintalners of housekeeping furnished apartments specialising*
to theatrical folks.
are on the rround daily. This alone insures prompt service
cleanliness.

We

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION

and

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS
West 4oth

to 547

St.

Between 47th and

$13.00

Up Weekly;

$50.00

YANDIS COURT
IRVINGTON HALL

THE DUPLEX

Phone

Office-778

EIGHTH AVENUE

HENRI COURT
312. 314 ssd 313 West 43tb St. Phono Brysst 3530
AS up-te-the-silnute. sew. fireproof hnlldlss.
arranged Is apartments of 8 end 4 rooms with
kitchens ssd private hath. 'Phone In each apart-

I.

St.

Private Beth snd Phone in Each Apartment

Up Monthly

Phone Brytat 7112
S sad 4 -roost spsrtsiestt with krtefceoettes,
prhrsts oath snd telophase.
The privacy these
lartBMnts are seted tor Is SOS of Its attractions.
$11.00 Up Weekly

241-247 West 43d St.

West 81st

48th Streets

NEW YORK

Phene Brysst

A Building Os Lsxe
JUST COMPLETED: ELEVATOR APARTMENTS ARRANGED IN SUITES OF ONE. TWO AND THREE
ROOMS. WITH TILED BATH AND SHOWER. TILED KITCHENS. KITCHENETTES AND VACUUM
SYSTEM. THESE APARTMENTS EMBODY EVERY LUXURY KNOWN TO MODERN SCIENCE.
'

EIGHTH AVENUE

776-78-80

HILDONA COURT
«M
341

ONE BLOCK
TO TIMES SQ.

The Edmonds
Furnished Apartments

Tel. Bryant { 555

Col. 7152

As

Meester. fireproof building of the sewest type.
Apartments
every Series sad convenience.
eud consist of 2. 2 ssd 4
reeauk with kitchens ssd kitchenette*, tiled hath

Mint

teautlfully arres tee',

ment.
$13.00

Up Weekly

Phene Brysst 4203 0131
828 ssd 330 West 43d St.
Three ssd fenr rooms with bath, furnished to n
degree of modernnees that excels anything la this
These spsrtmsats will SI
type of building.
modate four or mors adults.

$3.00 Up Weekly
Up Weekly
Address all communications to M. Clsman
Principal Office— Yandls Court, 241 West 43d Street, New York
Apartments can bs seen oroninss. Office in each building.

$13.00

754-756

In These Days

EIGHTH AVENUE

With

living at its extreme height,
the high cost of living.

One Block West of Broadway
Between 48th and 47th Streets
Three. Fnur and Fire-Room Hi*h-Class Fnrnlshsd Apartments—fit Up
Strictly Profosstonal

MBS. GBOBGE

Tjnder

fuse opeiattnp

Phone— Bryant

1 or 3 rooms, private bath

"•"""'

5lli11

Steam heat,
seen at

CHICAGO, ILL

Home of the Profession
Improved Service
Renovated
H. C. STUART. Gen. Met.
ANDERSON, Prop.
hotels MABioN snd BBESLiN Rates $5.00 per week

electric

light

and

all

241 to 247 West 43rd Street at Times Square.

323 West 43rd Street,

NEW YORK CITY
.

„

.

being planned on by Manager Edward
The theatre has had a prosperous

effect of the war tax on theatre tickets
is being felt by the local theatres, and by
some it is being felt grestly. This is especially true of houses where the prices of

The

admission run to 26 cents or wer, according
to several

managers

in this city.

Posters put out by various vaudeville and

burlesque houses in this city are not just to
the liking of one local clergyman, at least.
The clergyman in question, Rev. W. O.
Cooper, pastor of the South Baptist church,
a largo and influential church here, as the
result

has commenced a series of sermons

on "Amusements."
In the first sermon of
the series, on the subject of "What is the
Matter with Card Ploying
Mr. Cooper took
his initial slam at thestres.

t

818
from

48th St,

theatrical

for

entertainments

in

any form,

to

8UPBRBA.—Charlie

BROADWAY—Vivian

formance.

in

The local playhouses are crowded to capacity
Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday nights, when

Camp Kearny are turned
The Savoy and Hippodrome are play-

the 25,000 soldiers at
loose.

SAN DIEGO.
STRAND

Martin

Trouble Butter."

performances,

(Dodge ft Hay wards, mgrs.).—0Henrietta Crosman in "Erstwhile Susan,"
11-12, "13th Chair."
Good sale on both.
10,

Chaplin la "The Jit-

WIGS

Masses HsJr. Irish, Dutsh. Jew. ,**.
m. Bonsrette Wit. $1 00. $1.50; Ntsta.
see., SOs.
CetsJos FYs*

KLiPPUtT MF4

.

4

THAT CHAMPION OF ALL CHAMPIONS

BOUND ROUND WITH
MASON DIXON

JC

.

(SCHWARTZ— LEWIS— YOUNG)

That easy swinging sons of Dixieland that will alwavs be remembered.
THE RIOT SONG OF THE EAST. Acts in the west should not be without

•

BERLIN

StRANI) THEATRE SLDG., 17TH ST. AND BROADWAY,
r U u.Hn

CHICAGO
8, "™8 5
a d
h St
a n? r.l.AKH
A°fe
KAiNlt.

MAX WINSL0W

'

Mana

^

r

in

ney Elopement."

New York

amateur

Ce,

Prlnceee."

will not be granted by the police commissioner unless "The Star Spangled Banner" is
played or sung at some time during the per-

V

Licenses

—

musical comedies, films.
CABRILLO.—Mary Plckford In "The Little

M

W.

••

.)

(AL Watson, mgr.).—Hippo-

drome vaudeville.
LITTLB. 8tock musical comedy.
PICKWICK.—Ned Nestor and

• lees Apartsnsnts, |7 to fs.se
COMPLsTTB HOUgsBLBBPINB

and

Palmer,

Bryant

vaudeville.

Baths aad Ceatfaaees Hot Water
ssd Up
Large Beesas.

.

Tel. 7912

8AVOT (Scott
HIPPODROMB

MfT

and Rooms

Catering to the comfort and convenience of the profession.
Steam Heat snd Elcctrje^JJghts^;,;.;.^

hill is

up

Apartments can be

YANDIS COURT

and up

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
H.«.k..pin.

M. Fay.

kitchenettes, $11.00

modern improvements.

Geo. P. Schneider, Prop.

1844

Clean and Airy
Private Bath, 3-4 Booms

and

times.

all

Furnished Apartments
t.r

a degree,

in reducing, to

weekly.

Telephones Brrant

c*.,m.

we can aid you

1

Thoroughly

E.

feel

room

Mrr.

new management

we

Rents are no higher than they have been, and apartments are so situated that each
is private.
No going through one room in order to get to another.

Pnenes—ssie-1 Bryant

REGIS HOTEL

ST.
W

_
HIEGKL,

it.

SNYDER
NEW YORK
BOSTON
220 Tremont

St.

DQN RAMSAY
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BEST PLACES TO DINE AT
SEE

"THE APACHE

GOLDEN
GLADES

(ON SKATfeS)
Kaacuted hy

Vlfldly

and

Elsie

TERRACE GARDEN

AT THE
»

Paulsen

NEW

The World's Best

WINTER

Skatars
Interspersed

with

Cktaaga's Waadar
NOHTAL

jTlorrfson jfotfel

ICE SHOW

Tha P«PP7 Musical Coaaady

"On the Carpet"

Night

Every

with

That Zla-Zlaay.

HELEN HARDICK

DINNER SHOW
That

The White Huzzars

at 7:18

Snappy

Looct

Midnight Parada
at

55 Ce*

Aftaraaoa

with

THE ONLY FIRST CLASS

Dancing

KOSHER RESTAURANT

3 until •

Main

Rattaarant

L

Where all
ST.,

Bet Turk and Eddy, San Francisco
L.

When

REAL MEXICAN STYLE

WEISS

Caterer

RESTAURANT

pAFE MAXIM {?,:&'

119 Want 38th St

At TaM M*i llaM

Theatei. ChiCugu,

George Walah In "This
the entire program.

Dance halls
lng tbred ataows
and soft drink establishments have sprung up
all over town, and all amusement centres are
reaping a harvest from the boys In khaki.
ttaeae

"The Virginian,"

nlgtata.

uniform out. They charged the girl
were furnishing liquor to the
soldiers, and warned that all soft drink places
must respect the law In this regard.

men

In

entertainers

The Liberty Players

left

the city after fall-

stock engagement.
dramatic stock here now.

ing

in

a

There

la

no

SEATTLE.
BY WALTER E. BURTON.

METROPOLITAN

(George T. Hood, mgr.).

good business.

Next,

"Miss Springtime."

WILKES* (Dean
Players

in

Mine";
roles.

4H

age.

TIVOLI.— Dark week
current,

followed

by

"In Old Kentucky"
"Amstrong'a Midnight

4.

Follies," the Initial offering of the

new

Coast Burlesque Wheel.
LYRIC. Burlesque and vaudeville.
ORPHEUM (Jay Haas, mgr.).—4,

Pacific

—

A

Wayne

pleased.

Steamboat

headline.

Keane A Keane,

Clifford

Stewart,

sketch, good comedy.

Jack & Kitty Lee, scored. The Aldeans, good
gymnasts. Curtiss A Rubell, Blng acceptably.
Last half: 8-10. Little Alright, clever. The
Shorts, fair.
Shenk and Dog. fairly well.
Four Maxims, good.
Three of Us, cabaret
style, good results.
Crimmins & Gore, laughs.

la

DODD ACKERMAN

SCENIC STUDIOS,

Inc.

III

,

the Life," beat of

140

Good business.

Wert 39th

New York

PALACE HIP

(Joseph A. Muller, mgr.).—
Wise, headline, act of merit.

Ross and
Howard,
Leon SlBtera A Co., classy wire.
Roberts A Roden,
Moore & Cooper, plea so.
Twirling Talbuta,
Mlrlmba Band.
Mabel Taliaferro in "The Barricade"
good.
4,

mgr.).— Wilkes'
Ivan Miller and
Splendid patron-

B. Worley,

"Baby

Grace Huff, leading
police recently entered two
soft drink places at midnight and ordered all

The military

to

P.

the Profession Congregate
Formerly 5b W. Randolph S'.
'^'^
123 N Clark, HtV door lo CotW!

Where

All

MOST SaWtATfONAL B3TUB
CiDtL FROM FARMS-

"™

"Alwayi in the Lead"

In

Visit

Globe Restaurant
Broadway—Times Square—At 47th Street
WILLIAM
8TAHL.

BERNZAFT, Manager

Kitchen

Dolliver's
1565

San Francisco

TAYLOR

CHILE CON CARNE AND HOT TAMALES
own

in

the leading visiting artists dip*

M. SILVER, Proprietor

117

Prepared in our

cm

Taaa

Dally

Ballraaai

vl

GIOLTTO

108-lWW

Now

Phone 1900 GeL

\J%0

30

1 1

i
Reserve Tables

Beslaeraat

Street

City

Stage Decorations

amuse.

Capacity business.
PANTAGES (Edgar O. Mine, mgr.).—
Wlnnlfred Gilralne and dancing girls in scaut
Four
dancing spectacle.
head
in
attire
Casters, best aerial artists here for some time.
Harry Jolson, a winner. Strand Trio, please. %i
Paul Pedrlnl and monk scored. Doris Lester
completes program.

Trio, please.
"The
pletes splendid bill.

MOORE

(Carl

Danger Trail"

serial

for Productions

-and -Vaudeville Acts

com-

Capacity business.
Reiter,

Tucker and her Five

mgr.).

Klnga of

—

Sophie
4,
Syncopation

"THE MODERNISTIC STUDIO"

headlined. One of the best acts In vaudeville.
Bert Baker A Co., good comedy. Louis Hart
("British
soldier
on furlough"), feats of
strength.
Frank Westphal came near running

Phonai Greeley

MM

THE TYPICAL WESTERN "JAZZ" SONG

MAY

SOMEONE

GONE

WHILE
This

is

(IRVING BERLIN)
in Irving Berlin masterpiece and that means something on

WATERSON, BERLIN
STRAND THEATRK

UL1H;.,

THERE

17TH ST.

a

popular song.

FRANK CLARK

it

SNYDER

AM) BROADWAY, NEW YORK
BOSTON

CHICAGO
81-83-85 Randolph

Try

St.

MAX winslow.

220 Tremont

M;.n;mer
*

St.

DON RAMSAY

F
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VARIETY

E

CAMERON

advocate

advertising in the

OVER THE TOP

Anniversary

Number of "Variety,"

SISTERS Q
IN

VAUDEVILLE

as

the very best theatrical

Our advance speaks for itself, as attested by the fol-

announcement medium
which could be secured.
Variety's" 12th Anni-

lowing: route:

NOTE:

44

2 weeks in

houses;

all

New York

Washington

also

and

Philadelphia.

versary

Number

will

be

a

Mars* It—Ptttssarfh

weyai
as* Not.
Mot. 11
Not. It asd 2t—Albaa*ara
Dot. S as* It Orfseii
o«t.

Mlwrti

Oct. It

BUM—n

issued in December.

Jaa. 7 aad
Jaa. 21

ud

an order for advertising
in

to circulate throughout

the world, as the recogtrade paper of

all'

aad

2t—WaaMsftM

4—Ctevetaai

is

no better way

to secure valuable ,and

permanent publicity than

with atellar honors. Tower A Darrall aoorad
Harold Du Kane A O., tarplaehorean
number of merit.
Second episode Oennan
war film, good. Splendid patronage.
STRAND (William H. Smyths, mgr.).—
Chae. Chaplin In "The Adventurer."

REX (John Hamrlck, mgr.). —"Enlighten
Thy Daughter."
CLASS A (L. L. Ooldamlth. mgr.). —Clara
Kimball Young In "Canaille."
MISSION

(Greater

Theatrea Co., mgr.).

"The Leah of Power."
CLEMMER (Jamea Q. Clemmer, mgr.).
Bryant Washburn In "Skinners Bubble."
(Greater Theatrea Co.,

Harry Carey and Molly Malone
Man."

COLISEUM

mgr.).

"A Masked

In

(Greater Theatrea Co., mgr.).

the Level," with

Fanny Ward.

THEATRE (Horace Smythe, mgr.).
—LITTLE
"Ashes of Hope," with Belle Bennett, and
Keystone comedy complete a good show. 'Good
business.

Ferguson
In
"Barbery
Sheep" Keystone comedy.
COLONIAL (John Dam, mgr.). Official
French War pictures.
Alkl, Boston, Bungalow, Broadway, Circuit,
Cowan, Park, Dream, Busch, Jackaoa, Electric,
Bison, Good Luck, High Class, Green
Lake, Greenwood, Fremont, Ballard, Home,
Imperial,
Olympus, Palace, Princess.
Isis.

—

Madison, College Playhouse, Union,
Queen Anne, Washington, Tesler. Pbotoplaya
Majestic,

—

only.

William H. Armstrong baa canceled vaudeville booking, and will open 18 at the local
Gaiety.
Armstrong's "Midnight Follies" will
be the intial offering of the new Paclflo Coast

Burlesque Wheel.
Is now a member of
Company In Dea Moines.

Laura Heimlich
Princess Stock

in that issue.

rates

for

the Anniversary Number
will

the

Dick Lonsdale is now with the Lyric musical
comedy company, Portland.

Baby Sutherland has been added

Advertising

not be changed.

Advertising copy should be forwarded as early as possible; the earlier
the more favorable location may be
secured.

"

It— Palaee,
(far

nicely.

;

There

t—Travel

Jaaa
*

SOCIETY.— Elsie

countries.

••

"
May t—fteeaester
" It—Meetreal
" 2t—Nrtale
" 27—CMaaaa

II—Yeaeestewn

off

"On

trical

It

1

1—Istlasaeells
It—ToleJe
22—Caaafa
2t— Ottratt

Ntw

York

a Raa)

MERON SISTERS

LIBERTY

nized international thea-

Fee.

"

Notwithstanding the
war, "Variety" continues

II—PtotMmm

Marsh

it.

It Cilulil
Nastae

Fss.
Fss.

2t—ClealaBStl

t— Daytea
»

Ow. 17—Bmfcwkfc
Dm. 34 aa* 81—F4lladetsftls
14—Palest 4 ReyeJ

Now is the time to place

"
AsrN

die Harris'
Liberty."

Poster Girl

act

to the

Ed-

California.

i

A psy-as-you-enter system and a radium
gold fibre screen are two of the features of
Seattle's newest snd coziest movie, the Little
theatre, 416 Pike street.
Circuit theatre, 2d avenue and Marlon,
the only downtown film house that still
All
in the 6 cent admission Class.
the other have ralaed admiaalon prices to 10
cents, which Includes war tax.

The

la

remalna

Penniee are so scarce here on account of the
great number being used for theatre tickets,
stamps, etc., that a premium la being offered
In some instances for a coin that used to be
looked upon with acorn In the far west unquite recently. The Moore theatre is offering a dollar for 06 pennies, but Treasurer Wm.
Hartung says they can't get enough to mak*>
change with that premium placed on the little
coppers.

til

Last week theatre attendance was the lightmonths for no apparent reason.

est here in

Seattle Government engineers have completed the laying out of Liberty Park, the
new SI ,000,000 White City, at American Lake
The buildings, which are of
cantonment.
the Swiss type, were constructed by Porter
Bros, of Spokane, the architects being ArchiThirty-one
bald A Rlggs, also of that city.
concessionaries have signed contracts with
Over $600,000 has
the Recreation Committee.
been allowed in concessions.

Gaiety, formerly Tlvoll, reopened Sunday
with "In Old Kentucky," a road show, at
popular prices and played to good business.

The first show of the new Pacific Coast
Burlesque Wheel will be here next Sunday,
with Will H. Armstrong as the star.

WASHINGTON.

BY HARDIE MEAKIN.

KEITHS

H. Robblns, mgr.).— The bill
progressed smoothly, each
big, but none quite
taking the hit honors, until Welling Cross
walked on with his knitting and explained the
"Skip Stitch," when he very quietly and
His repertoire of
calmly stole the show.
songs, some old, but each made a perfect
gem by his singing, brought him one of the
most solid hits registered hero In a long time.
It was his first appearance here without his
partner, Lois Josephine, and there were those
among us out front who sincerely mlsBfd her
charming personality. Rut with Miss Josephine or alone. Wellington Cross proves his verRunning Mr. Cross a close second
satility.
was Florenze Tempest, the personification of
She Is a
daintiness, whether as boy or girl.
remarkable little artist. Mabel and Dora Ford

Monday

act

Leo Llndhart Is playing this
the Princess Stock, Des Moines.

season

with

The Greater Theatrea Co., of thla city, with
the Liberty, Coliseum, and Missions theatres,
Seattle
RlsUo, B»*tte. en** two bonne?' *n
Portland, has organized a Aim exchange here
known as the Exhibitors' Film Exchange, at
1200 Fourth avenue. The manager atated today the firm had secured the first eight plotures to be produced by Chas. Chaplin's new
The exchange controls the exclucompany.
sive rights of distribution of all plcturea released through the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit In Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and Alaska.
;

The "In Old Kentucky"

pull the better business of the two.

aa "Goddess of

Dorcas Matthews, of the old stock company
at the Seattle, Is with the Thos. I nee company
In

from the Met, where It waa originally booked,
At popular prices It was
to the Gaiety.
thought that the First Avenue house would

will

be switched

(E.

evening

scoring,

some going

Conroy and Lc
were also most successful.
Malre, in "The New Physician." received a

;

VARIETY

»>c

JANES

("FAD
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THOMPSON
•

in
•

Camouflage
(What

is

what

ain't)

direction,

Harry Weber
—Mary

BE HUMANE!

BE PATRIOTIC!

BookO.K.SATO
DIGE8TABLE JUGGLING

COMEDY WITH A CONSCIENCE

—tbe

1918 model.

Cannot to

flat,

u

I

qm

Morette

Good-

Audiences care'ully •"rutlnlzed
inner tubes.
Old
latest features scientifically applied.
parts adhered to. and new parts where needed.
More mileage to the gallon than any other act

rich

and the
of

equal

cost.

Commencing January I, 1918, we are compelled
to add |I00 to the pries of this model, aa lauaha
However, as I ha»e a concost more to produce.
siderable rese rve stock on hand, while they last
the price will remain the same F.O.B. Irvtngton.
N.

Sisters

J.

Jo Paige Smith, mm-a-iout
on their entrance that must have
feel good and they rollicked through
Maude Barle
IS mlnutea of aolid laughter.
and Co., in "The Vocal Verdict." were likewise favorites. The allegorical idea used, with
reception

made them

Mlaa Earle first as "Conventionality," waiting
meet "Opportunity" to make her "Novelty"
Judge
original and very cleverly done.
Vaudeville and the J eater were well played
by Langdon Glllett. Sinclair and Caspar, two
made a good impression with their
girls,
bride and widow costumes and had no difficulty in making good with their songs and
Jack La Vler, a clever monologlst,
stories.
perched on a trapeze, with good material and
a way of putting It over that* won him many
laughs and also scoring a number of thrills
with his acrobatic work, opened the show to
Lewis and Gordon's production,
big returns.
"In the Dark," didn't seem just right but was
played by a fairly good cast and succeeded
in holding the house In, which cannot be said

14

MINS. IN "ONE."— Musical Specialty—Violins.

switched from Its original laying out, evidently due to so many of* the acts requiring
a full stage, and but for a little "stalling"
which was turned Into a laugh by the property man in gathering up Conroy and Le
Malre's tools, while giving an opportunity for
the setting to be made for Florenze Tempest,
the bill ran smoothly.
NATIONAL (William Fowler, mgr.).— Jane
Cowl, in "Lilac Time." opened the week to
a capacity house. From box-office indications
It will be a big week, as the star has a large
following here.
OLIVER MOROSCO'S BELASCO (H. Stoddard Taylor, mgr.). ''Upstairs and Down,"
which had Its premiere here two seasons ago
at this theatre, returned this week and is
holding up to the mark for business.
The
Belasco has had but two dark weeks In a
continuous season with no break during the
summer months a number of the piece that
are in the hit class In New York City received not only praise from the local papers
but also substantial evidences of Washington's approval.
POLI'S (Fred Berger, mgr.). "Treasure
Island," using the same production as that
used at the Belasco last season when Charles
Hopkins had the show, opened Sunday eveThe papers were very
ning to a big house.
generous, speaking particularly well of Herbert Asht^n.
OAYETY (Harry Jarboe, mgr.). Impossible to fret a seat for this home of "Burlenque Do Luxe." as Manager Jarboe terms it
this wook, "Social Maids."
COSMOS (I?, fly la ski', mfcr.).— V\t to a f>w
weeks ago a split-week policy, but now fullweek, and business Is capacity.
The headweek— "The Wedding Party."
liner
this
Leonard and Wllllard, Gardner and Hartmon.
Edna Luby, Parlse Duo, Ed. Van Sloan and
Co..
Mlml and Coco, "Dead Shoe Baker'

—

and Drums

A HIT WITH "THE ALL-GIRL REVUE"

-

The curtain came down
of all closing acts.
at 11:15 after the very interesting news
weekly was shown.
The
running
order
was
considerably

Cellos. Cornets

Permanent Address

—Variety.

T. Arthur Smith's concert attraction for
the week was the Philadelphia orchestra,
Leopold Stokowskl conducting, which appeared
Thursday afternoon, the 13th, before a goodsized audience at the National.

Players who have not been in Washington
past season have a surprise coming
thorn, as the city Is filled to overflowing,
every hotel is packed and the inability to
take care of the people Is causing members of
the profession no end of trouble in securing
accommodations, private homes have been
called upon by the Board
of
Trade and
Chamber of Commerce to help house the many
strangers
that
have been
brought
here
through the war situation. Tbe brilliant show
of uniforms on the streets and at the theatres,
not only of our own men but members of the
French. English, Belgium and Italian Missions, is really inspiring.
This city Is now
the centre of interest of the entire country
and the profession Is well represented among
those who are "doing their bit" to help Uncle
Sam. Ben Taggert, a big favorite bere with
the stock patrons at Poll's and more recently
to

SOUBRETTfc

was

Girl.

for the

INGENUE

to

t

Pickford for entire week In "The LitPrincess" (film).
Moore's 8trand Is showing for the week
Wm. 8. Hart In "The Narrow Trail," while
Moore's Garden will split the week with
Francis X. Bushman iu "The Adopted Son"
for the first half and William Russel in "The
Sea Master" for the second half.
Crandall's
Knickerbocker.
but
recently
opened in the uptown section and one of
Washington's real handsome theatres, is turning crowds away nnder tbe very able management of B. L. Robb.
Ethel Barrymore In
"Life's Whirlpool," 12-18; Oeraldine Farrar,
In "The Woman God Forgot," 14-15; Emmy
Wehlen, in "The Outsider." 16-17.
Crandall's tbeatre, at 0th and E streets. Is
splitting the week with Mary MaoLaren In
"Her Bargain," Vivian Martin In "The Sunset Trail" and Blllle Burke in "Arms and tbe
tle

Chicago

the

in

pictures,

camp over

'

HUNTER and GODFREY
BlMkfsee Ceased leas, ta their novelty
Winter

sessie In

a llssensJae tearing ear

set.

U

-WITHOUT «AfV
explain the story.

SO DIPPttlNT *ROM TlfUstt WATG
JACK FLYNN. Pales* Theatre Rldg•„ Mew Task

Direst!**.

is

at

the

officers'

training

at Fort Myer
Ralph Rem ley, anoI1 p,ayer mnd * ,B0
* favorite with
» ,f
»
Albee
Stock In Providence, is also at he
post in one of the Battery companies.
The
writer, who put in some few years In theat?w
tbe

;

r

ricals,

and

J.

O.

Graham, also of the pro-

fession, are doing a little to help at Mr.
Hoover's food administration in trying to impress upon the
i>le of our country to conserve the food supply.

John C. Chevalier,

In charge of the box
at Keith's for the past three seasons. Is
In the Ordnance Department, and Is stationed In the city at the
headquarters.
Mareau Preston, the assistant,
succeeding him in the box office.

office

now a Top Sergeant

ADA

VINCENT and CARTER
BOOKED SOLID

The English Lad and the American Maid
W. V. M, A.
DIRECTION. HollaaCS

&

DUCalCy

Lady ushers having proved such a success
which Harry Jarboe was forced

at the Oayety.

put in at tbe beginning of the season
through the Impossibility to secure men, has
gone a step further and now Miss Susie Jane
Tyrol I is assisting Frank Youngs In the box
office and making good too, says Manager Jarto

boe.

;

—

—

(film).

LOEWS COLUMBIA

(Fred B. Klein, mgr.).

HARVEY
BERT

and

Trio
DeVORA
JOHN DOUGH
MILLIE

PRESENT

"A

DARKTOWN AMERICAN.
CABARET"
NEW YORK. NOV.

Fonrth Successful Year Leew Circuit

11-11

Lawrence Beatris Is returning from Cleveland this week to take up his duties as manager of Loews Columbia. Fred B. Klein has
been taking care of things in a first-class way
bere during Mr. Beatris' absence.
Crandall's new Metropolitan theatre Is fast
nearlng completion.
It
will
have an entrance on F street, between 1Kb and 10th, and
the tbeatre proper will face 11th street, standing side to side to the historic old Ford's
theatre, which has been used by tbe war

department for some years.

L«cw>

A BIG HIT

MIL- 'WILD
\A/M ITE
In

AND

OATS," by Richard Warner

Prospect, Nov. 15-16-17-18

Pr-.lsc*

wNrb

arfU

fcs

the

homo

«Bf

the Loew clrcut hero. Is progressing slowly,
the embargo on freight and congested conditions of the railroads have hampered the
building of this house as well as Crandall's.
Billy Sunday Is oponln* a two month*"
campaign here Jan. fl.
Billy's mm In* mum
have had Its effect even before he got here, as

the District went dry Nov. 2

VARIBTY
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ADROIT BROS.

JACK

VERSATILE VARIETY OFFERING
kTDfOJL

i

* TOM
taTAHim

B.

sro •!•*

1

Clarice Vance
THAT COMEDY COUP LB

FRED & ANNA PELOT
JACK FLYNN,

ARTHUR

EDDIE BORDEN

In

limu^

-~

on.

tf

HABXT

4 MORTONS

«gt Jm OOLH,
UBSfDfH UONFI pretest m«nmM fftortU — Wy.
smm for WILLIAM BOCK *a4 PRANCBB WHTTB, CHOL
BIIBWH1I •»*
CUfNINGHAM. MINNB AIXMnTCBABLOTTI PARRY u« bu7 •**•* ******* **t*.

Address VARIETY,

EDWARDS

R.

•KMLKT." Dfa—

HAROLD A. CLARKE"
\rmE
w

Aatfcar o*

Pilot

Kitty.

Martin

New York

BILLY

PEGGY BR %l%

Newell

MOST
ell

Three Dashing Young Maids
and Real Comedian.
Singing, Dancing, Comedy

Mi
•air of
won

Reliable

risk
Iris*

PlMT.
Step

—
—
——

Prefeaaloaal

SMtflh
Daaoer.

DIRECTION,

PlMT.
Boston

Kaufman

Film Dmmt. Violinist, (nlo•Man) Tsaoasr, Play Parts.
322 2d Ava..

Naw

and

York. N. Y.

Broadway Theatre

&

Bldg.,

Hyde

New York

"The vodvllle

actor's song:

'Where do we go from here, boys?'

the

flrat

vacation

Booked Solid U. B. O.

Direction,

City

Hefiry Hull, last week here with 'The Man
8tayed at Home." being featured with
show. Is a Washlngtonlau.

the

Last week at Poll's looked like a regular
Julian Eltlnge week, with his name over the
theatre in the lights, and with Eddie Garvle,
of the original show, in the cast of "The
Fascinating Widow," and Jacques Pierre on
the front of the house.
Mr. Pierre haB been
Mr. Eltinge's manager for the pnst nine or
ten years.
The business was excellent for
the show and Tony Martell's performance was
good from every standpoint.

Frank Schmidt,

for

the

past

flvo

Jack Terry
(F*rm«rl7

of

T«rry

mad

HENNINGS

Frian'

seasons

r»e* 'be fxiat Roe»v.\
Tic ls'.^rr'.mionsl
Circuit needs a few more hIjous of this stamp
and Its success will be assured.

RBJ1NBD MDTHLTY ODMHDY OPFHRING
FBATUROTG TVS RHST LTTTLB LADY JUCCLHR

wHl

him
him

CM

ahrftjv

16.

ing his assistant.

fcrurs in

anna

PHILOSOPHY CORNER

Poll's,

The curtain did not rise the opening performance of "Treasure Island" until ^>:1.">.
Arriving late from Richmond was the cuuhc
and Manager Berger, In an endeavor to get
the curtain up as soon as possible, had every
available stage hand in the city on the job.
The production Is very heavy. It taking two

***»

La*»«rt)

A Jest's prosperity lies In the car of
that hears; never in the tongue of
that makes it.

hus gone over to the
Fred B. Winters, succeeding Mr.
Schmidt at Poll's, with G. T. Williams becomtreasurer
Belaaco.

MAX HAYES

JUGGLING

he has had In five years
to spend considerable time

In the South.

Who

Question."

FRANK DOBSON

LTL^Iawrence^SslstsX^treMuTe^ofthe
8tandard, New York, was at Keith's Monday
evening.
He la here with Mrs. Lawrence on
and they are going

DARLING

Cycling
United Tine
Booked Solid
Fraaeala. Montreal. Can.
Nov. 19-21
Nov. 22-24 Dominion. Ottawa. Can.
Nov. 26-28 Crooeont. 8yraeaM. N. Y.
Nov. 29- Doc. I
Jefferson, Auburn, N. Y.

Francis A. Hennessy
I

SHEER

H.

BART McHTJGH

Present*

BRENIEL aid FLO BERT
U
"Waiting for Her"

EL.

TANEAN

THE FAYNES

AimDELE

THB ARTISTS WITH A 8UPRHMR •PPBRING
RepresesitatiTe, JACK FLYNN

*\*umm

1haf
Foaror •4

V11

"ed

OfALA'S
PHPJ 'LI*
ILL O (rl m(TUB"

fai

•

Potomwl B tree**

..

ORB BNWALD

.

THE BRADS «™
C

Martaetll

Direction,

Atone*.

I4« %*—*•*$. R.

NAT SOBEL

PLAYING U. B. 0. TIME

Y.

VARIETY

I
,

President

l» tha three songs which we are herewith announcing we ere placing before the profession three numbers upon which we
If these three numbers are not hits, than there Is
no such thing as a hit In the
will absolutely stake our reputation.
world, and we would like performers to take this page and put

It

away

for reference six

months from

date.

THE GREAT SENSATIONAL COMEDY SONG

By

A

beautiful
t>r

new

WILLIAM HERSCHELL and BARCLAY WALKER

ballad which

tried out this

week with

just

two

three of America's biggest headliners with sensational success

By JOE

One

we have

GOODWIN, JACK COOGAN and JIMMIE HANLEY

most wonderful novelty numbers ever written in song
tory«
Good for any spot in any act that wants

of the

his

something easy to put over

T

T
i

I

By JOE

I

T
i

T

I

GOODWIN, BALLARD MACDONALD and JIMMIE HANLEY

224 WEST 47th STREET

I

NEW YORK

I

CHICAGO
Grand Opera House Bldg.

FRISCO

BOSTON
240 Tremont

CITY

St.

Pantages Theatre Bldg.
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3E

general manager. Frederick H. Elliott, plana Hale, Edward FleMlng. Hlldred
Hallen Mastyn, Peter Barbler.
to have every trades publication represented,
space being already apportioned for the differPicture pirates are receiving the
ent booths.
attention of the W. H. Productions Co. Th<
persons have been duping some of the twoThs Univsrsal Is olatmlng more men In the
Hart end it la
Its flag
reel releases of William
service than any other film concern.
now has 271 stars. This, of course, takes in
expected they will be apprehended shortly.
the men from all parte of the U.'s working
crafts.
The General Film announoee the release of
another O. Henry picture, entitled "The SkySessue Hayakawa, Paramount'a Japaness
In this new screen the two
light Room."
star, la now on his way to the Hawaiian
favorite stars will return: Carlton King and
Islands.
Properties and equipment for 160
Jean Paige.
persons were taken along.
The services of
native actors will be obtained.
The new Arbuckle picture, 'The Country
Hero," will be released Dec 10. Natalie TalF. D. Underwood, president of the Erie
madge. youngest sister of Norma, la In the
Railway, la a strong advocate for pictures aa
film.
Lou Anger Is directing the oomedy on
a meana to stimulating American travel. He
the Coast
believes It la the beet way to popularise
the eoenle beauties of this continent
Frank Powell has gone to California to
take soms of ths principal scenes In the forthThe east secured by Paramount to support
coming Rex Beach feature, "The Heart of
Mms. Linn Cavallsri in her first picture, 'The
Sunset" The principal feminine player in
Eternal Temptress," has Elliott Dexter, Alan
this film will be Anna Nlllson.
»

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD
"Treasurs

hat bean mads Into a

Island"

&

BUIe Ferguson has completed a dramatisa"Rose of the World." The picture was
direction of Maurice Toumeur,

picture.

tion of

mode under the

"Fatty" Arbuekie'e new film will be called

by Artcraft.

"The Country Hero."
Charlotte Bronts's novel, "Jane Byre,"
being screened with Alios. Brady.

The George Backer studios In West 88th
are nearing completion and the first
feature subject to be made there Is now being
decided in the Four-Square Feature oflU

Is

street

Jacques Blaeul, who met with an automobile
is about again.

accident,

Ernest Trues, eo-Jolntly featured with Richard Bennett in "The Very Idea," la under
contract with a New York firm to do some
special film work.

On

the service flag on the Famous PlaysrsLaaky corporation there are 02 stars.

The title of the new Norma Talmadge picture has been changed from "Two Women' 1 to
"The Ghost of Yesterday."

Helena
for the

C. Thompson has returned to the Fool
film forces and Is now handling the publicity

"Smiling" George Walsh's next production
by William Fox under title of
"The Pride of Nsew York."
will be Issued
ted

THE FAMOUS IMPERSONATOR
To

theatre. Toronto, managed by
J. Allen,
playing pictures,

to the screen, after

The United States Exhibitors' Booking Corporation announces as Its second release
Thomas H. Inos's story "Those Who Pay."
with Bessie Barrtacale.

a year's absence, will be in the patriotic comedy drama, "Joan of Plattsburg."
English

has

actor,

been

in

placed under contract for the second of the

Petrova film features.

Lillian
ture film

"The Judgment House," an adaptation from
Parker's famous novel, will bo
Paramount Now. IS.

and

le

Walker

Is

now

finishing

up a

New York

direct-

ing feature films for

fea-

for the Ogden Film Corporation,
under contract to do further work for

William Fox.

the Ogden ssrvlce.

Sir Gilbert
released by

Current Release

When the New York exposition Is held the
week In February at the Grand Central
Palace under the Joint direction of the National Association of the M. P. Industry, the

It Is arranged that Clara Kimball Young
will make all of her features under the direction of the sams director—Bmile Chautard.

:

" THE.

first

NS

dl^NO
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"A CASE AT LAW"

FUEL OF LIFE"

with

with

Dick Rosson

Belle Bennett

and

A

Pauline Curley
A

to the stage

RICHARD
STANTON

Dorothy Dunn lays claims to being the only
At
expert camerawoman In the business.
present she Is engaged In covering current
events for one of the film weeklies.

Jule and Jay
opened Nor. 10.

what he was

the ecreeii

Two new Paramount releases are "The
Hungry Heart." from David Graham Phillips'
novel, with Pauline Frederick, and "Jack and
Jill," with Jack Ptokford and Louise Huff.

Monopole Fred, one of the largest sacporters and importers of films In Parts, has
moved to 12 Boulevard Polssonnlere, Paris,

Hare,

JULIAN ELTINGE

Fay Marbe, of the "Oh. Boy" east. Is reported as having signed with the Vltgranh
for her first film work, and that aha will be
»n In the next Earl Williams subject.

"A Branded Soul," in which Gladys Brockwell is the star, has been completed at the
studios in the

Lumsden

pictures with the next
No date baa been set

rel<

Pathe'o new mystery aerial will be released
this week.
The company is now filming the
Doris Kanyon and Sheldon Lewis
12th ep.
are In the picture.

on "Cleopatra" at the Lyric.

Mabel Normand's return

in

George Walsh feature.

W.

The Allen

Collier, niece of Willie Collier, will

make her debut

women with brains
dangerous as a fee,
which this society woman proves when she

pretty
is

play with a direct appeal to
their sweetparents
their
hearts,
and to all who are
Interested In the
oi
welfare

yeang men,

turns

baelness

adventuress
to

protect

her son.

A m erlcan
yoath.

Released

Released

Nov.

Nov.

18

I

18
iS«U
is-at

&

\

I
;_

/
4

'

W

SPY"

MOVING PICTURES
Jean, the Vltagraph dog. Is bask in the
Whoa Larry Trimble, long with
the Vltagraph forces, left the Brooklyn film
company he took Jean with him, as the dog
Trimble Is now
property
Is his personal
directing the second of the Petrova features

pictures.

using Jean In some of her famous
stunts before the camera.

and

of

No small part of the credit of the ra<
"Who !• Number One?" the new Para-

mount serial, tarring Kathleen
due to the unusual title given
Katherlne Orean story.

Clifford,

to

pay for a Job requires them to be able to
furnish a Harry Lehr wardrobe and be as
proficient as Hart and Fairbanks rolled Into
one.

the

Is

special Christmas subject, with MarguerClark as the star, Is being made by the
Co., with J. Searle
Dawley In charge of the direction. The work
is well under way with the film expected to

A

ite

Famous Playere-Lasky

be la

49

t^ttejm

rt Dccambar.
shape
of scenes will bs taken In the sol

final

number

by Dawley and the Clark Company this weak
and next for the Christmas feature.

Long Island film exhibitors report a noticeespeable slump In their week-end
cially the Sunday afternoons, whloh. *P to
a fortnight ago. were generally all to the
merry™ One man attributed the falling off
of the returns to the tax; another to the
Liberty Loan, and another to the repetition of
certain subjects which have deluged the ex-

buhM

hibitors of late.

The World Is reversing the customary
1'
formula by making a film called "Over Here,
a picture showing the building and operation
States
Army
canof one of the great United
tonments. The location is Camp Pike, Ark.
*

Dorothy Dalton, appearing In "The Price
Mark," her first Paramount feature, produced
by Thomas H. Inoe, Is now with her company In the redwood tree district of California
making a new picture.

A

1,500-foot special picture of *X)ur

m- ••

•

(•••1'ii
••'.....
,«»..,.

Boys at

been made by the Chicago
"Dally News," to bs circulated among the
Chicago theatres for the benefit of the newspaper's Tobacco Fund, a fund to supply smokes
to the soldiers In Prance

Camp Orant" has

P. Campbell returned to the Boston
the Pox this week, as New England
manager, a post which he held for
three years, until July last. At that time he
assumed a similar position with Ooldwyn, but

Harry

office of

district

lately

resigned.

Not. 12 the formstlon of (he Foursquare
Pictures, Inc., was consummsted. It Is a corporation spedslly created to meet with the
unusual conditions surrounding the distributing of pictures In Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and

New

Mexico.

Beatrice Curtis, daughter of Jack Curtis,
the book In* agent, will hare test pictures
tsken by McClure some time this week. MoClure wants to "make" a young miss who
hah never appeared o nthc screen. Miss Curtis Is one of the ellglbles.

"The Lend of Promise." In which Blllle
Burke will be stsrred by Paramount, will
have Thomas Melghan opposite Miss Burke,
Helen T. Tracy. J. W. Johnson. Mary Alden.
Margaret Seddon. Walter McBwen. Grace
Studeford. John Raymond.

Homer Furling has been engaged by Roehm
Richards to handle a new department that
has been added to the R. ft R. offices In the
Strand Building, the latter planning to proride "atmosphere." types, players for small
parts and "extras" for subjects, both big and

ft

small.

Thomas Bedding. In Africa during the Boer
war. and familiar with its topography, will be
right at home when he takes up the exploitation of "Winning the Continent" for Mayfalr.
Bedding Is slso handling the publicity for the
Mayfalr'B Peggy Hyland feature of "Persuasive Peggy."
Qoldwyn's next four releases, to be released
within W> days. are. Nov. 18. Mad ire Kennedy,
"Nearly Married," by Bdgar Selwyn. Dec.
2. Mabel Nnrmand. in "Joan of Plattaburg."
Dec. 16. Map
by Porter Emerson Browne.
Marsh, in "The Cinderella Man." by Edward*
Dec. 30. Mary Garden, in
Childs Carpenter.
"Thais," by Anatole France.
In

(Paramount ««(jrtcra£t
(Pictures
CLEAN
DIRECTED

"FAMOUS STARS, SUBERBLY
r

•

IN

MOTION PICTURES"

Mt « if* <!«» » ill
•*•••> W»bi M »^ •lliilllllllii

Famous Players casually calls attention to
the little known fact tb.at "Tiger Rose," before
play, was a
it reached the stage ss a regular
In Its screen Incarnation It was called
film
"Nanette of the Wilds." and Pauline Frederick was the star. William Mack, the author,
played the same role in the film he Is now
playing at the Lyceum.

Walter Perkins, the actor, is now devoting all his spare time to writing scenarios.

and since acquiring the adaptation rights fors
the screen of all of Mary Wilklns Freeman
works has finished two subjects now under
consideration by local film firms for ProducThey are "Jerome—a Poor Man and
tion.
"Madelon."

William Fox has canceled Ooldwyn service^
used In the Fox theatres. The contract called
used,
for four pictures, but only two were
picthe Fox custom being to book additional
service
tures which are kept In reserve as
to
mishap
or
accident
of
case
In
Insurance
excess and
the films. Rentals are paid on the
charged to "Insura nce."
Helen Holmes, the star of the Mutual's
re"Lost Express." was the guest of honor the
given by
cently at a banquet and ball
Bernardino.
exhibitors and operators of San
sold
During the evening Miss Holmes
Cal
photographs of herself, the proceeds being donated to the Red Cross.
Doris

Kenyon

last

week

reported

to

the

police that she had a diamond ana
valued at $1,000, stolen from
slf^t
her dressing room at, the East 3*thmention
did not forsret to
pnner
One
Rtndlo
Mlm'Kenyon Is
In publishing the fact that
working In the new Pathe "Hidden Hand

New York

Ptwh'r* r'np

serial.

to the report along the film
"supea" are getting more money
But the
ti'day than they did heretofore.
"supeH" maintain that to command any decent

According

rlftlto

the

-

f

**
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THE CRICKET.
The Cricket <6 years eld)
The Cricket (17 year* old)
Sareline
,

i\

_jl

(13 yeara old)
(30 years eld)

Boo Rae
Penn Rogers
Fred Ward
Harry Holdan
George Hupp
-.Hal Copley

Winter Hall
"Tee Cricket" le a Butterfly feature, with
part
hae little
earlier
The
loo it... featured.
MIsb Rae enacting a precocious youngster, who
Plnglet

through playing a lead

In a fairy-play at a
Mies Bee drop* from the story through aa

Injected to show the adtnt of years, with little Zoe reappearlac to the closing period aa the daughter of
the Cricket, which part she started at the
opening of the story* The Cricket end her
mother are living In rather squalid quarters
of the city, and, while -the Cricket Is making her debut In the fantasy at the BeUevellle
In a gartheatre, the mother dies suddenly.
ret la a Latin quarter are living three cronies—
Savellne, Caesar, and Plnglet actors at the

older

girl

betas;

—

opening of the story, hot who later are shown
an hsrlng taken up separate profeoctona, be-

men

The Cricket to
of affluence.
adopted by the trl-cornered guardian syndiAs she grows to womanhood the three
cate.
decide that she muat marry a piggish- looking
man, but 'tis the Cricket's wish that she
marry the hoy who was her besom friend
when they were klda His nams Is Pascal,
who, as the story evolves, becomes a well
known actor. Finally the three men quarrel
over the girt, who quits them cold and marries
Pascal deaplte their wishes.
The three pals
then go separate ways. Bach has a separate
coming

wees-v*v—

ITS

AWHIZZER!!!

box at a production wherein the Pascals apTheir baby girl Is placed In the same
Then comes the actor's
x with Save line.
scheme to bring the three old cronies together
and Incidentally reunite the Pascals with the
The curtain falls with a
old garret Ufa.
big spread In the old rendesvous of the three
guardians, and all ends well. Not a thrilling
picture by any means, but of the conventional
mold that will prove mildly entertaining where
It's sort of a
the kiddles rule the home.
theme of the "And a Little Child Shall Lead
Them" type. Miss Rae handles the Cricket
role efficiently and effectively, but It waa not
The action to confined
role.
an enacting
r Interiors," with a touch of the
mostly to
humorous Injected here and there through

Kar.

'

the garret routine of the three old actors.
These proved rather capable types, snd
throughout were well enacted. The story at
no time enabled the directors or players to

up regulation melodramatic apeed, and
therefore the subject unfolds a tlm tale that

hit

to rather commonplace
It will answer Its dim

and

quiet.
Otherwise
purpose very well.

Maria.

THE LITTLE PATRIOT.
.Baby Maris Osborne
The Little Patriot.
Herbert Standing
Her Grandfather
Marian Warner
Her Mother
The D Ian do dim (Pathe) no doubt had In
mind the production of a feature that would
amuse small children, and perhape that end

KD^

will be attained.
In the matter of cost It
didn't stand the makers much outlay, for regardless of what "The Little Patriot" might
have been Intended for It Is really a back*
yard comedy.
Baby Marie Osborne la featured and there la a flock of kiddlea, too.
Even though she la supposed to be a tot of
six or aeven, ahe la imbued with the war
spirit,
presumably through her teacher's
story of Joan of Arc.
Her daddy, John Yar-

"one of those unfortunates who cannot get a job" (though he looks well enough)
and support hta pretty wife (Marian Warner)
and child.
Por that reason, so the titles
infer, he la loath to join the colors.
But
when little Marian says ahe wants him to
become a soldier he straightaway dons ths
khaki.
Marie baa been playing soldiers vrlth
her companions, and one day an elderly man.
who la financing the perfecting of an aerial
torpedo, becomes Interested In the tot.
Later
the child saves the man from a bomb, planted
by a spy who had obtained lodgings with her
mother, and she afterward figures with her
companions In the capture of the spy. It all
turns out the old gentleman Is her grandfather and that her mother had married
against hla wishes.
So all Is forgiven and
they go to live In the big man's house. There
is a final scene of happiness In the big home
after the war, and from the appearance of
Marie and her playmates the struggle will
be over In a few months.
A good comedy
strain Is furnished by a burly, shuffling negro,
who frequently happens along to snatch up
hla pickaninny, jame being one of Marie's
playmates.
Tbee.
bell. Is

The

_

li\imi"kaW«2

Hsm

_
The

.« the.

."'t^r °£'
NC

liked the girl.

,

nence as the men and women In the film. If
the succeeding subject* furnish as much honest
laughter as the first film, then I heir success Is
assured.
Henry Lebrman directed It. Lehrman has staged thousands of funny scenes and
directed Innumerable camera "bit*," but he
seems to hsve outdone himself with his first
Sunshine.
After looking at "Roaring Lions
and Wedding Bells" tbo task of making turn
comedies seems to be getting tjugher. harder
and more difficult and calls for almost superhuman and Impossible festa of man snd beast
to keep up their piston-rod comedy effect. This
first Sunshine Is funny and capable of handing
the most tired business man the surcease from
his physical and mental toll he haa been looking for.
The principals are working all the
time. So are some trained lions and ostriches.
A trained elephant also. shows amazing camera
training.
m\ sorts of mtxups. confusions,
chases, monkeyshlnes, clashes, jams, roughhouse, slapstick, photographic tricks. Illusions,
legitimate screen artifice, natural didoes and
the Lord knows what-not are utilised In making the Sunshine subject rank among the best
In modern day film comedies.
It can't miss,
either ahead or following a dramatic. Afarfc.

^

VINCENT BRYA/n

THIRD DIRECTOR STICKS.
J. Herbert Frank was engaged this
week by Adolph Klauber to support
Mabel Normand in her next Goldwyn
feature which will have Tom Moore
as leading man. George Loane Tucker

— HEREVthe"PEG'FOR-THE- 'PARTICULAR* PROGRAM
—
,

— EIGHTEEN -SORE-FIRE TWO- RKEL COMEDIES-YEARLY —
— STATE- RIGHTS*NOW*SEL.l-iNG

will personally direct.

•

HUN* ART
FJLMS.inc
4End.
NEW V9RK
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who

.

FUN

rED
TC M AND DlRE--

FIRST SUNSHINE COMEDY.
Bergerf

Lloyd Hamilton
„
Girl, who did not like Ham.. Mildred Lee
Prank Porter, her choice
Jimmy Adamr
Al Pal fa. her vegetarian father. .Tom Wilson
O. U. Goulash, lion-tamer
Mario Blsnchl
The first of the new Sunshine comedleo released by William Pox for the general service
is entitled "Roaring Lions snd Wedding B*11«."
Released Nor. 11. with the second. "A MilkFed Vamp." scheduled to follow Nov. 25. The
Sunshine Uvea up to Its trademark.
It not
only casts a laughing ray from .rtart to finish,
but It also has some uproariously funny scenes
In which wild animals have ts much promi-

CITY

It appears that in the film direction
of Miss Normand's "Joan of Plattsburg," when Jack Horan suddenly
ceased directing, William Humphrey
stepped in, took up the job, but severed connections just before the picture

was finished. Tucker was then placed
under contract.

MOVING PICTURES
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THE RISE OF JENNIE CUSH1NG.
Jennie Cushing
Donelson Meigs
Marie
Mr. Harrlan
Edith Oerrard

Ferguson
Clllott Dexter
Fanla Marinoff
Goldsmith
Frank
Elsie

.

Delatore
Mae Bates
Edith McAlpln

Meigs

Aunt Carrie
Isabel Vernon
Whoever selected "The Rise of Jennie.
Cushing" for Elsie Ferguson picked a worth
while

story

that

for

Miss

picture.

star's

latest

Artcraft

more than makes

Ferguson

good, and the feature more than makes good
at the box office, which after all Is the only
test.
Comment among a number of exhibitors
recently brought out the fact Miss Ferguson
1b

rected.

Sallle

Granny
Mrs.

.

Crl. In tbeir presenoe she declares the enlM
not hers, but the daughter of old friends;
saying wh'oh she dies) of a broken heart. Very
strong drama, well produced, noted and di-

making good with them

In

pictures,

Jolo.

THE FUELOF
Angela DeHaven
Bob Spalding
Bragdon Brant
Violet

Hilton

DeHaven
Van Der Croot

Roger
Mrs.
Mrs.

Bennett

Belle
F. H.

Newburg

Barney Sherry
Texas Gulnan
Lee Hill
Margaret Shillingford
J.

Spalding....

Le«
Lee Phelps
Eugene Burr
Alberta

Leonard Durant
Rader

Whether the

LIFE.

fault lies with story, scenario

or direction, thla Triangle Is under standard.
It Is a curious mixture of stock certificates,
love,
mines, double-crossing, intrigue and
what not, and the characters fl<t from various
offices to hotel lobby minus transitory scenes
The photography, too, is at
or explanation.
fault la several scenes.
It Is difficult to tell
story of 'The Fuel of Life,** and Just

the

title means Is ambiguous, unless It
refers to the verse of a poem which some
literary "nut" insists on reading to guests at
a supposed social gathering.
Somehow the

what the

film gives the impression it 'was switched in
firocess of making from what was originally
ntended.
There is a tungsten mine in Cali-

fornia which a young man apparently owns.
He comes East to obtain capital. Several
groups of stock sharpers attempt to gain con-

One group gets 40 per cent of the
trol.
the youthful mine operator retains a
similar quantity, and a sort of college widow
or vamp gets enough to give the balance of
power to either the youth or the promoters.
There are fairly good mine scenes, and there
is a spectacular explosion effect, when the powder house Is blown up. An Incongruous point In
the Western scenes is the operator's nice house
Then a novel If
in proximity to the mine.
not practical stopping of a runaway motor
car does not look exciting, though It probably would be If ever tried on the level.
There are really two vamp characters developed, which adda to the mixture of evente.
The insertion of additional titles might help
certain scenes, but won't make of this fea/bee.
ture what it isn't.
stock,

and

therefore this feature, coupling a star who
a favorite with a good story, should prove
a record breaker for receipts. Miss Ferguson
Is charming In the role of the heroine who
rises from the slums, via the reformatory,
Is

and

finally

marries

a

famous

She

artist.

carries the sympathy all the way, and her
leading man, Elliott Dexter, gives a corking
performance also.
Of course the fact that
Jennie Cushing "lives" with the artist for
several years before marrying him may be
frowned upon by some, but it lends an added
draft to the money window for the manager.
As a picture from the standpoint of direction
and production, much praise la due Maurice
Tourneur, who directed it. He has a lot of
clever shots from one end to the other.. There
Is a spot here and there in the titling that
could have been improved upon, but in the
main the story runs along very well. At the
opening Miss Ferguson appears as the offspring of the gutter, fighting and clawing her

way to an existence. It is in one of her
numerous street battles she Is haled to court,
where a police magistrate, believing he la
doing her a good turn, aends her to a reformatory for three years, until she is 18.
The chances are that had she not been sent to
the reformatory she would have risen anyway.
But the reformatory was necessary to place a
stamp of crime on her that could onp up in
later years and prove to be the reason for her
leaving her lover. From the reformatory she
becomes a servant in a farmer's family, after
which she goes b the city and takes up hair
dressing, and
lady's maid.

finally emerges a full fledged
While attending her mistress,
having a portrait painted by the noted
meets her fate, and rather than
artist,
her level by marrying bim,
drag him down
she Just naturally says "No, I won't marry
you, but I'll live with you." Then Just how
to show that he's a live one the artist says
"You're on." But he is really in. love with
her and wants to marry her, and later when
she runs away and leaves him after her
"dreadful past" Is brought to light, he spends
the next two years looking for her, and when
he finds her she kisses him on the coat lapel.
She again refuses to
That's true affection
marry him, but after he has gone she wishes
he would return. Which is Just what he does,

who

is

With tremendous

i

advertising all of

LOEW'f THEATRES/-

announce
a showinq3 o

!

will

and then she files to his arms for the final
One delightful thing about the feature Is the absence of draggy spots. It Is all
action and the scenes are short and choppy,
for the most part carrying the story along
clinch.

Distinctly
smoothly.
though
speed
worth while is "The Rise of Jennie Cushing" from any angle that you want to take

with

Fred.

it.

HER HOUR.
Kitty Gordon
George Morgan
Grace MacQuarrle
Edward Burns

Castle
Castle
Ralph Christie
Dick Christie
Alicia
Phidias Trent
Mrs. Trent

Rita

Tom

Cook

Lillian

Eric

Mayne

Yolande Brown
Jean Wilson
Frank Beamish

Their daughter
Val Clement
Mrs. Duggan

,.

Justine Cutting

World Film is releasing "Her Hour." story
by Raymond Shrock, directed by oeorge Cowl,
and .starring Kitty Gordon. It Is the story
of a poor girl's struggle for decency with
little or no chance for her to "go straight"
She Is seen first working In a department
store, and when she rejects the amorous over-

Her
the floorwalker Is discharged.
mother dies and leaves her a small sum of
She buys some decent wearing apmoney.
parel and secures a- position with a lawyer,
who showers her with the good things of life
she yields to his temptation under
until
promise of marriage. He tires and casts her
Unknown to the man a child Is born.
off.
She attracts the favorable attention of a
little boy in the park, and through him meets
The
his father, a widower, who marries her.
lawyer calls at her home, and endeavors to
renew his relations. When confronted by the
husband she tells him the truth, and is cast
She becomes a prosperous
out and divorced.
and successful lobbyist, and the lawyer is a
candidate for the office of district attorney.
Bent upon revenge, she notifies the lawyer she
will expose him and ruin hla chances of elecThe lawyer notifies his campaign mantion.
ager, who has her trailed, and discovers her
at a resort with her daughter Just as the girl,
now grown up. Is being courted by the son
Under
of the man to whom she was married.
threat to ruin the girl's happiness she is prevented from exposing the lawyer. When she
finds the campaign manager attempting to
assault her daughter she shoots and kills the
tures of

politician,

and

Is

to

come up

for trial

with

the lawyer, now elected district attorney, as
She tells him It is his own
her prosecutor.
daughter, which puts a different aspect upon
Just then her ex-husband enthe situation.
ters desirous of aiding her, and anxious for
his boy's happiness, as he loves the young

This great military film, showing the converting of a
virgin forest into a military city for 40,000 United States
soldiers in 52 days, warrants greater publicity
greater
"fuss"
than any feature open for booking.

—

—

Every man,

woman and

SHOULD DEMAND

child will
to see it and be

Secure the privilege of showing

it

want
proud

to see it—
of America!

NOW.
WORLD
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good deal of story which John W. Noblo
for the featuring of Zen* Keefe !n
"Shame." It Is a protest against convention.
The billing that It Is a story of a woman who

selected

loved unwisely, doesn't begin to describe the
picture, and It Isn't exactly true. "Shame" Is
more nearly a film tirade against society's attitude toward Illegitimate children. It seems
logical thst tbe world does not go delving Into
the antecedents of tbe peaceful man and woman. No doubt tbere are many case* of Illegitimacy that are pitiful, but perhaps those cases
are the results of wantonness. Noble has not
Hla Is
selected any *ucb esse for exposition.
a story far fetched. A country girl. Mary (It
matters not what her name Is) loves a youth
who has Just obtained a position that assures a future. They are to be married when
newa of tbe Maine reaches the village. With
surprising alacrity tbe postmaster tacks up
a notice calling for volunteer* and Just as
suddenly the young would-be groom enlists.
Mary Is In a delicate condition, but off goes
Johnny to the war. Perhaps he didn't know
Mary's pltght. but he should have given her
the "break" oy wedding her before marching

1

1

—
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he had, however, there woald nave
no "Shame." Truce la declared and Johaay
Is still hale and hearty somewhere In Cuba,
when he receives a letter from Mary saying
that If she is not married soon, trouble will
come. He wires for her, but Just 'before she
arrives, he Is shot by a Cuban prisoner, and
before the wedding ceremony la completed, he
passes away.
The chaplain refuses to give
Mary a certificate of marriage because the
ritual had not been repeated. So Mary moat
go home and have It out with father. Father
sends her hence and she gives birth to her
baby amid the straw In the barn, and as tbe

off.

If

Infant arrives, she dies.
The little Mary Is
sent to a foundling home by the hard-hearted
father, and at the age of 10 Is adopted by a
cruel fanner and made to work.
There she
meets s queer sort of character to be a memThis lad
ber of such a farmer's household.
Is s semi-hunchback, his affliction supposedly
sustained by hard work forced on him when a
kid.
He Is slso an orphan, but plays the
violin, end whorever Mary goes there goes
Mary meets a youthful
he with bis fiddle.
doctor one day. when he stops with a motor
psrty to lunch In tbe shade. When the farmer
beats her for talking to him. she leaves the
farm and land* In New York City. And the
young doctor .finds her and places her as a

anree la all fataer'e hoanttal* which makes a
specialty of foaadltag babies. Love comes to
the pair, hot whoa threads some triviality
the doctor finds that Mary la Illegitimate, he
takes it bach. Later he wants to marry Mary
no matter what her aateeedents are, bat
Mary says aay. And so two lovers part, she
to go bach to the foundling home la the oountry or the farm and apparently resigned to
spend her day* a brooding old maid. Thus la

Metro
Corporation

Mary

left to fans the "mournful future," and
because her father failed to live one
minute longer, but realfr because shs la
stubborn.
There le more to the loag story
that has not been noted, hut there Is little
action.
If '*8hame" were figures aa sensation, Its sponsor may he disappointed.
Yet It
will Interest the feminine.
For the men It

presents

all

"

will

have

leaser appeal.

The Incomparable

foe*.

FRANCIS X.

THE WINGED MYSTERY.
"Ous and Bun." a comical rase, most have
written the scenario for "The Winged Mystery." alleged to he a feature film, showing
at the Broadway this week.
It's a Bluebird
(Universal).
If Its type to common nowadays In feature., then the picture men have
no reason to complain about the wsr tax or
bad conditions. What suggests that One the

BUSHMAN
and

BEVERLY
BAYNE

in the Finis

Fox master-

piece

^

"The VOICE

The picture
that

of

CONSCIENCE"

makes

Adapted by Jane Mathis
and directed by Edwin
Carewe in six astonishing

you prouder

acts.

than ever of

an

American?

Released

Nov. 19th

Playing to capacity business and turn-away at

every

performance

wherever booked.

Ira M.

lowry

PRESENTS'-

I
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FOR THE
FREEDOM
OF THE

t

WORLD
by

CAPT.

EDWIN

A huge, timely patriotic
production that makes
the blood thrill; a keyedtothe-minute panorama
of human courage.

The biggest screen
drama
War.

of

the

World

"For the Freedom of
the World" can be booked only through Goldwyn. To reap the largest exhibitor profits
write or telegraph at
once for prices and
"open dates."

BOWER
HESSE-R-

|(i

oldmgn
Diftributin^ Onrporatlofa
16 East 42d

Street

NcwYorkCtty

Bus wrote "The Winged Mystery" Is tbe
thickness of It.
Ous the Bus wss a busboy
a restaurant, a creation of Jack LalL
The author clslms Ous was the dumbest busboy In the world, so It must have been Ous
who sketched out this story with the clews of
s lobster as his pen. One night as Ous the
Bus was going to work an auto struck him,
knocking htm through the entrance to the
reetsurant.
The fellow driving the machine
picked Ous up and hurried him to a hospital,
where It was found he had not been badly Injured.
After a couple of dsys and as the
Ehyslclans gave Ous his discharge from the
oepltal, the young man handed Ous a $100
bill as balm.
Ous wanted to know when he
would be back again In his machine, and as
the weslthy aroundthetowner started to leave.
Ous called out, "Say, do you know I worked
In that restaurant for nine months and that's
the first time I ever went In through the front
"Ous the Bus" Is now In book form.
door."
It's quite funny and a great serlee of stories
In

to memorise, to recall when watching a picture like "The Winged Mystery."
Ous the
Bus could hsve slopped through the entire
flop and It would have Just fitted his ignorant
awkwardness. As the ushers woke the audience up at the Broadway Tuesday night, saying 'The show's over," snatches of the film
story returned.
It's something about carrier
pigeons flying to the Merrick Road on a dark
night with a spotlight traveling Just ahead
of them.
Or maybe It was something else.

Someone nsmed Rex gave a house party and
locked the doors on the party after they got
there, but fed them well and allowed the mob
to sleep In the parlor over night, while the
husbands of most of the women yawned over
a poker game at home. The picture Is full of
captions, probably to keep the expense down
and run the padded rubbish out to an hour's
length.
Franklyn Parnum Is starred, but

Franklyn needn't brag about It.
It would
hsve been a great picture for Ous the Bus
and his family to play, with all the other busboys In the country as the audience. There
Is a phony aerial flight, a phony repeat of a
flying pigeon, a couple of bum explosions and
a suitable fiolsb to a puck picture that bad
as Its only diversion a fight between two
women. Will someone ask the orchestra at
the Broadway to put a little ginger Into Its
music snd plsylng for a feature film? Of
course If the music came along with this
feature, that accounts for It, otherwise there
Is no excuse.
Whet a little fool Ous was to
bus ; he should hsve written scenaiioa.

MOVING PICTURES
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KNOTTY KNITTERS.
The Kterer Komedy Co'» Victor MooreParamoont nImn for Nor. 19 Is this week at.
the Strand, entitled "Knutty Knitters. "
At
Its title Indicate*,

It

la

a travesty on the pre-

vailing orase for knitting.
Tommy Gray la
the author.
Wherever Vlo goes he Is confronted by people knitting.
A man being
shaved In a barber shop, a colored street
cleaner, in fact, everybody of both sexes,
young or old. Is working the darning needles.
Moore propoeee marriage to a dainty miss. Is
told to ask her father and Informed he can
have the girl on condition he knit fifty sweat-

He

purchases the Implements and wool
and runs amuck. Meantime father has hired
a comedy detective to keep watch on Vic.
After a series of ludicrous situations Moore
secures a knitting machine and apparently he
haa solved the problem. The sleuth sets Are
to the ball of yarn and the house is set
ablase.
Vic hurries to the fire department,
where all the men are knitting and refuse to
be disturbed. He is given the same sort of
welcome at the police station. Walking along
In a state of dejection a box of sweaters falls
from a wagon and the goods are spilled all
over the street. Vic seised fifty garments and
rushed to the girl's home, where he received
the parental blessing.
A moment later be Is
ers.

arrested for theft, and when last seen is in
with hla knitting and the guard outside
Julo.
la also Indulging In the same sport.

Jail

THE LITTLE PRINCESS.
All

of us are

with the story of

familiar

Sarah Crewe, the heroine of Mrs. Frances
Hodgson Burnett's book, transformed into a
play some years ago and played by Millie
James at the old Madison Square theatre,
under the management of Charles Dillingham,
with the title "The Little Princess." A more
fitting story for Mary Plckford could not have
been thought of. Artcraft's production is exceptionally effective, but somehow one gains
the Impression the scenario is not all It should
A great deal of the footage is taken up
be.
with a visualisation of an Arabian Nights'
story related by little Sarah In the Minchln
school, listened to by the children and popeyed Beck the slavey. It Is one of the Arabian Nights' tales— All Baba and the Forty
Thieves," the same one now in "Chu Chin
Chow." The director has gone to no end of
trouble and expense in securing tremendous
sets for this, which has no direct bearing
upon the story of Sarah, which forms the
Although very
basis of the feature picture.
lavish In that respect, both in footage and
in expenditure for scenic and sartorial display, he seems to have stinted himself in
dwelling upon the gradual fitting up of Sarah's
attic room by the mysterious stranger from
the next house, aided and abetted by his East
Indian valet, Rum Dae. Mayhap the scenario
didn't call for it, but, if so, with all due respect to whoever made the scenario, he, or
to
she, erred in not devoting more celluloid
It Is one of the sweetest, simits depiction.
peritself
lends
and
written
plest stories ever
Miss Plckford,
fectly to a screen adaptation.
as the ten-year-old girl, reared in luxury,
of her only
bereft
herself
and suddenly finding
parent, her. father, and without any funds,
only to be restored to wealth in the end, is
perhaps in her most fitting role In what was
probably the most popular of all Mrs. BurEverynett's novels, next to "Fauntleroy."
one who read it will want to see its plcturOthers shouldn't miss It. When they
lxatlon.
best.
go they will find Miss Plckford at her

A CASE AT LAW.

RHey J*** 00
Doctor Saunders
Pauline Curley
His daughter. Msyme
™ck Rosson
Jimmy Baggs
Jack Dillon
"Art." the saloon keeper
Sturgls
The Lob
Allan Dwan has probably picked a line of
antl-booze scenarios for Dick Rosson to be
featured In. "Caasldy" was a recent Triangle
figure
release In which Rosson was a central

^

'

Piedmont Pictures Corporation
OF NEW YORK
729 Seventh

Confidential

Avenue

and Selling Agent
and Foreign Countries.

Buying

for United States

William Duncan
DIRECTOR and STAR
GREATER VITAGRAPH SERIAL

and In which hard liquor played an Important
part.
In "A Case at Law" a treatment of
the "wet" and "dry" Issue Is pictured tntereBtlngly.
The point driven horns Is not so
much the banning of booze but the regulation of Its sale.
Its gist Is that If there are
laws against the sale of dope why not laws
against the sale of liquor to youths and
others for a weakness to excesses In the matter of John Barleycorn
In this case an Inherited weakness.
The story begins In a
little town
In the East.
Dr. Saunders has
been a "boose fighter" In the accepted sense.
He is persuaded to go West and start all over
again and he leaves his little daughter with
a sister.
In this Western town of 8ago (not
of the cow-punching brands) he has become
known as a stanch "dry" advocate and has
won the enmity of "Art." the owner of Sago's

—

mill.
His daughter, Msyme, has
to womanhood unci is in love with
a youth who has at tlnicti fallen
With the promine of the watwr
for the booze.

best

gin

blossomed

Jimmy Baggs,

wagon and happiness In the West, the couple
go to Sago, "where Jimmy has obtained a Job
as reporter on the newspaper. Ills first meeting with the staff in Art s place nets him a
full grown "bun," with which he greets his
Mayino goes for the
bride In their room.
doctor, with the result Saunders recognizes
her as his daughter, but does not disclose the
But he suggests that Jimmy would be
fact.
better in his house for treatment, and the
The boy has forsworn
couple move In.
booze, but one day is sent to the buIooii to
get a statement on the liquor question for
Figuring to strike at the doctor
his paper.
through Jimmy, Art tempts him, with the

"The

Forthcoming Releases—"Dead Shot Baker,"
"The Tenderfoot" and other "Wolfvllle
Tales" by Alfred Henry Lewis

Jimmy goes home drunk. Saunders, enraged, invades Art's place armed with a gun,
and upon provocation shoots up the Joint,
winging Art in the arms and legs. There Is
a trlitl and acquittal, the Jury deciding it was
"Justifiable self-defense," and the court room
supposedly indicative of the growing Influence
of the "drys."
The direction Is not as carefully worked out as It might have been. There
are Bcveral points of Incongruity, but the
titling, well worded enough, may account for
part of that, and technically, Mr. Dawn aoted
as supervisor and not actual director.
"A
Case at Law" may or may not be looked on as
propaganda, for It does not take direct Issue
on the liquor question besides the manufacture of whisky is now forbidden.
But the
film will doubtless prove an extra draw In the
dry states.
/bee.

result

;

^pictures
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
presents

NORMA TALMADGE
in

'THE SECRET OF THE STORM COUNTRY"
Worms Talmadg<

a personal portrait

From the book

of the

nam 1 name h$

GRACE MILLER WHITE
Mary

Pictunzed by
Murillo and Courtney Ryley Cooper
Directed by

CHARLES MILLER

In this, the second in her
series of Select Pictures,

Norma Talmadge
seen

is

in the role of Tess,

the little daughter of the

on the
shores of Lake Cayuga,
made famous by Grace
Miller White in her two

squatter village

popular novels, "Tess

of the Storm Country"
and "The Secret of the

Storm Country."
add new
he
Moth", "Poppy", and "Panthea."
As Tess, Miss TalIt is

a role

^hich

will

laurels to the Keroine of

madge

gives further proof of
her Versatile talent as a screen

actress of the highest order.

Already

this

picture

has

broken records wherever it
has been shown. "The Secret of the Storm Country"
sets a new mark in Miss Talmadge's record of artistic
achievement.
Distributed

Fighting Trail"
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A. E. A. RECOMMENDATIONS.
As a result of the meeting of the directors of< the American Exhibitors Association in the Times building Nov. 13,
the following decisions were made:
First, that the general offices of the
Association, now located in the Times
building, New York, be removed to the
Indiana Trust Building, Indianapolis,
Ind.; second, Charles C. Pettijohn resigned as secretary to devote all of his
time to the duties of general manager,
and Frank J. Rembusch, Shelbyville,
Ind., was chosen for the office on Pet-

recommendation;

tijohn's

third,

New York

quarters for the State of
will be established at 327

head-

Main

street,

Buffalo, with I. M. Mosher in charge,
and fourth, that the request of the A.
£. A. of Michigan that the National

Convention be held in Detroit July 2,
3, 4, 5 and 6, during Detroit's "Movie

Week."
In addition to these plans the Assowent on record as being unalterably opposed to the payment of the
"15 cent per reel war tax."
A legal opinion was rendered to the
effect that in case any manufacturer
or exchange cancels a contract for film
now in existence because the exhibitor
refuses to pay the manufacturer's war
ciation

work

tax, to wit: 15 cents per reel on film,
that the exhibitor has a right of action
both for damages and for breach of
contract against the person, film or
corporation canceling said exhibitor's

on behalf of the exhibitors ami the directors adopted it as well as a motion
no salaries shall be paid to any officers

service.

convention.

future be used for constructive

of the A. E. A. until after the Detroit

i

The Association directors decreed
that each exhibitor be recommended to
refuse to pay the tax, let the exchange
do the canceling and then each exhibitor suffering such cancelation shall
file suit against the person, firm or cor-

The directors passed resolutions endorsing the aims and purposes of the
Fosdick Commission plan of co-operation in connection with the community
and welfare work on behalf of soldiers

poration so canceling, charging breach
of contract and damages.
The Association makes public the
statement that the membership covers
46 states as well as in the District of
Columbia, Alaska, Mexico and Canada.

tion members give all the assistance
possible in this movement where it is
consistently possible.

The

and enlisted men and that the associa-

INJUNCTION IS REVERSED.
In the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
this week a decision was handed down
by Judge Ward which

reversed an
J. Hartley Manners
June restraining the Triangle from
exhibiting Enid Bennett in a picture

order granted to
last

Manners had written a one-act play,
produced at the Cort, New York, under
the title of "Happiness," with JLaurette
Taylor, during March and April. 1914,
at a series of special matinees.

&

Hiller
Wilk have sold the PennWhip" to the
sylvania rights to

membership Nov. 14 was 2,786.
State organizations have been
completed in 21 states and two Canatotal

Frank Hatch

J.

The

Co.,

and Georgia and

Florida to the Special Features Co. of

dian provinces.
Also publicly is made the financial
recapitulation as follows: Total funds
received since the association was
formed in Chicago last June, $4,618;
cash balance on hand, $401.39; total
monies expended, $4,216.61; debts and
liabilities on Nov. 14, none.
General Manager Pettijohn recommended z\\ funds on hand and all funds
coming into the association in the

Nashville.
reversal of opinion on the part of
Benj. Friedman is manifested in that
buyer's purchase of a block of Western
territory for 'The Whip." He originally paid $5,000 to bind the rights for the
entire country until he could see the
feature, came to New York, saw it in
a projection room and forfeited his
deposit.

A
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that the affidavits

jCZOARDWnk SUUWUI>
ArecfitU *ndMota&m*ed A/'&&*' IRVIN V.WWAL

1'KL1N'8
ture

who
will

LAST RAID.'

8.

EXHIBITORS'

their flret

THB

ZEP-

kImm. a

fea-

that will thrill. eatertala and lawate all
••• It and one which the wlaa axhIMter
aiahe ovary effort to •how."

NEW YORK

TRIBUNE:
"NOTHING AT ALL LIKE IT HAS EVER
BREN SEEN ON THE SCREEN."

REVIEW:

WORLD:

"The D. 8. EXHIBITORS' BOOKING CORPORATION are launching THE ZEPPELIN'S
LAST RAID' aa their Initial release. 8UCCC88
IS SPELLED FOR THEM."

"For the FIRST TIME the workino of a Oarman dirigible are ahown on the aorean. and the
DETAILS OF A RAID UPON A DEFENCELESS VILLAQB REPRODUCED."

NEWS:

MIRROR:

"

THE

ZEPPELIN'S LAST RAID'

will

meet

every daajaaa' of tha exhibitor, whether he cater
to a hand red a eight or two thoasaad. and reardleM of hla aelahborhood.

o'

duced in 1914.
His language is
merely that of expectation, which
cannot create a right against the
public, Maxwell v. Hogg, 2 Ch.
App. 307; Civil Service Association
v. Dean, Law Reports, 13 Ch. Div.

THE

aletvree."

The

defendant's

business

ought not to have been interrupted
because of an announcement which •
might never be realized.
The
order

WILLIAM OLD KNOW

the Times Bldg.,

his

which, if he did both, might be different from the one-act play pro-

KftflBrTOOUM CQRPSRATION
Top

that the

and be produced which he might
never write or never produce, and

512.

Executives— FRANK G. HALL,

show

abandoned

The fact that the complainant in
1915, a year later, announced his intention to thereafter produce a
three-act play under the same title
created no monopoly in the name
which did not then exist He was
referring to a play to be composed

"All In all.
ZEPPELIN'S LAST RAID'
acaln demonatrateo the akHI and artlatle eenee
of THoa h. INCE aa a director and arodooar ef
bla

had

United States.

.

have in

complainant

rights in the title "Happiness,"
but that they do not show that he
had ever obtained a prior right to
or any monopoly in the word because of seven matinee performances of a one-act sketch in New
York City in 1914. The word
"happiness" being public property
must, in order to acquire a secondary significance, have been used
generally in connection with a play
and so have become known to the
fmblic said to be likely to be mised, viz., the public throughout the

Written 6*

'The newly orcanlsed U.

also

During February, 1917, the New York
Motion Picture Co. produced "Happi*
ness" in film form from a scenario by
C. Gardner Sullivan.
The Triangle
purchased the picture without knbwledge of any previous use of the title.
The difference was solely as to the title.
There was no similarity in plot or story.
"The contest being as to the rights of
the parties respectively, it was of no
importance," the low court said in
granting the relief applied for. 'The
defendant could have changed or could
change the title of the feature at small
expense. That fact cannot create any
right in the complainant which he has
not or impose any duty on the defendant"
Judge Ward in his decision states:
We thing on the affidavits in
this case the motion for a preliminary injunction should have
been denied. Our views is not
.

BOOKING CORPORATION

He

showed the announcements printed to.
the effect he was to elaborate the piece
into a three-act play.

"WHIP" STATE RIGHTS SOLD.

HOW THE CRITICS RAVE ABOUT

TELEQRAPH:

Happiness."

entitled

New York

is

reversed.

SERVICE BUREAU DULL.
The new

NEXT—Another Thomas

H. Ince Sensation

Bessie Barriscale in "THOSE
OPEN BOOKING OR FRANCHISES

IN

service bureau of the N. A.
created for the purpose of
doing away with agency evils, is not
meeting with the success anticipated.
All the large producers with studios
located in the vicinity of New York
have registered the names of artists
who are constantly being used and
their productions and they do business with these artists direct.
There is need for a bureau of this
kind to handle extras, as in the pasl

M.

WHO PAY"

P.

have

ORDER OF APPLICATION

I.,

always

results.

HOFFMAN-FOURSQUARE:-NEW TOUK

BOOK THROUGH:

CLEVELAND

JERSEY (220 W. 4 2d St. New York). GLOBE
HL. Ik* ton. Meat.).
cheater St.
cbester
Mm.). CONSOLIDATED

NEW ORLEANS

(Qrarler

St);

DALLAS

FRANK

SAN

iSnS

(Commerce St).

their
,

through

at present
because the studios will engage
own principals it will probably
become necessary to enter into this
phase of the business. The bureau is
under the management of Wales Winter, formerly a dramatic agent
and on

but

\

9—NBW
FEATUM FILM COMPANYt-NEW ENGLAND JMVnmA SI
SUPPLY COMPANY*— ATLANTACWalS SlT-i

FILM

engaged

more or less satisfactory
The new bureau is not doing

any business with extras

(729 7th Ave.); BT7FFALO (47 W. Sera* St, i PBHOOELPlILi
U323 \ine St.); PlTTSLCKGH (127 4ui Ave.);
(Sloane Bid*., Proapeet BL1 • CuJciNNATI
(301 Strand Theatre Bldg.); DETROIT (Jot. Mack Bldg); CHICAGO (207 So. Wahaan Ate! » • ST
(301 Empreea Theatre lllda.);
CITY. MINNEAPOLIS. DENVER, PORTLAND.
ISANCIflGO
(Addreu 729 7tb Ave. New York, pending opening of now offloee).
tlRtTEN. INC

KANSAS

been

agents, with

Broadway

for 17 years.

MOVING PICTURES
COAST PICTURE NEWS.
BY GUY PIUCE.
Lm Angalu. Nor.
Edward LeSalnt

la

directing

RETITLING
14.

Tom Mix

la

whopper

down a

14.

Company, owner of
rights to
Warrior," the
sensational Maeiste Italian film, will
The; Allen Film

local

Robert Brunton, maaaser of tha production*
for ParalU. la the little early bird or that
Bob to, down at the
particular film neat.
atudlo at 7:80 In the morning, and he'a the
4aat man to leare, 6 o'clock being hie nasal
He haa erery deUU of the
departing time.
big plant under hla abelterlng wing, and no
man la more oonaolentlona In performing hla
duties.

WARRIOR."

Chicago, Nov.

Fox jnmedlea.

But. of couree, he draws
salary for being that way.

THE
The

hare it retitled to accord with American ideas of humor, also to revise

some of the statements on the

original

film to the effect that the Italian army,
as shown therein, made certain parts
of Austria "forever Italian territory."

was reached in the
the bride started suit
for divorce, claiming cruelty.

as the principals,

Events since those titles were written
have injured its verity.
Local critics went crazy over the

courts here

when

picture.

BAKER, ROCHESTER, LEASED.
Rochester, N. Y., Nov.

COURTED, WEDDED, PARTED.
Los Angeles, Nov.

The culmination

14.

The Baker here goes

to John F.
Miller, representing Buffalo capital,
on a ten-year lease, the house to here-

14.

of a hasty court-

ship and speedy marriage which took
place several weeks ago with Eric

after offer films.

Campbell, film actor, and Eunice Gilman, sister of Mabel Gilman Corey,

The Baker was

recently remodeled
It seats 1,600.

at a cost of $85,000.

Billy Bach, Fox'a technloal director, haa
arrived here to look over the local atndloa.

.

Chriatle haa engaged Harry Bdwarda
Al
to play JUTenlle leada In hla Chriatle oomedlee.

Jack Curtla baa removed the camouflage
from hla face, and la no longer maaqueradlng
aa a Canadian north woodsman.

CORPORATION

MAkYEAIR.FILM
M.A.SCHLKSINOER

PRESIDENT

Duatln Farnum went hunting laet week
and got what he went after, aa he usually
does.

Both George Hernandea and hla wife are
playing character leada for the Triangle at
Culver City.
Robert Brunton, director of production, presented himself with a handsome and highly
colored automobile this week.

The 1917 Ball of the Moving Picture Directors' Association will be held at the Alexandria on Thanksgiving. It Is to be the snappleat and beat ever given by the film people,
and will be, as In other years, the one big
event of the season, professionally speaking.
InJhiW*
Robert Daly, who haa the
has appointed committees to took after tne
details, and these committees are now busy.
This year's Invitations have been arranged so
as to exclude all undesirables. The fee haa
been raised from $6 to $10.

The

State Rights'

Scoop

**&

World's Rights and Half of U.

William Desmond haa reaumed

hla duties
as leading man at Triangle af tor his sad
mission to San Franolseo occasioned by the
death of his wife.
•

Texas Qulnan haa returned from

Sold in a

S. Territory

Week

New York

City.

Mrs. Seymour Tally has been removed from

the Good Samaritan Hospital to her home.

Charlie Christie

la

en route to

New

York.

Barney Sherry haa a new car, and
He haa added aeveral suits
not all.

that's
to hla

PEGGY HYLAND

wardrobe.

_
Bereaford likes his job aa script
well that he to conso
editor for Triangle
tent to live in Culver City through the winter.

Frank

Lottie Pickford and a local firm of jewelers
have been made defendants In a suit for 9200
F.
filed by a truck driver named Charles
Parke, who claims he found a gem studded
watch valued at $1,800, but did not recelj«
the reward offered by the actress and the
Jewelry company. The suit will be tried next
month.

Persuasive
Six-part

Marie Pavls, author and actress. Is now
secretary to B. A. Rolfe, general manager of
Metro.

Harry Qrlbon

is

back

In

Mayf air Masterpiece

Written by Maravene Thompson

Keystone Comedies

Directed by Charles

after an absenoe of severa l months.

J.

Brabin.

Dixie Doll, whose parents claim she haa the
most wonderful eyes In pictures, is here to

show the same under California

direction.

Peggy Pierce haa Joined Triangle Corned lea.

COURT ACTIONS.
The Universal was named in two
separate actions. The first last week
was the $50,000 damage suit filed by
Dr. Emanuel Baruch for showing him
in the U weekly talking to Dr. Tohann
von Bernstorff, the recalled German
ambassador to the United States. The
second suit against the U was filed
by J. Ernest Williamson (Williamson
Brothers), who asks for $4,750, alleged
to be due for' services in connection
with taking picture undersea in the
filming of the "20.000 Leagues Under
The latter case is being
the Sea."
tried before Judge Manton in the
Federal District Court, with several
adjournments, keeping the case under
all

this

and Faster

SALES AGENTS:—SHALLENBERGER and PRIEST
Times Building,

New York

City

week and perhaps

next.
The Jllidor cases are also up for
hearing, the Import and Export Co.
and Ben Blumenthal the plaintiffs in
.one action and defendants in another.
One will bear on the court's decision
restraining injuction, while the
a
other is for damages, Illidor claiming
he was tricked into a scene whereby
he was cameraed against his will.
fire

Selling Faster

May fair Film

Corporation, 10 Wall St,

New York

City

M«-««3

MOVING PICTURES
•

MAE MURRAY'S
The following

letter

OPINION.
from Mae Mur-

ray, dated Universal City, relates to
a review of "Princess Virtue/* in which
Miss Murray starred, recently published in Varibty:

Editor Variety:

When

an article as ridiculous as
one (review inclosed) is written
it is time to call a halt, and I would
if your paper amounted to anything.
But as it does not, it just affords me
amusement, and it has been doing
this

the same thing for three years past.
Your criticisms are so silly when they

*

are not venomous
make you laugh as

that they
must assuming that a "critic" who knows
often as they do
as little as he does ci.n't read.
me, although I suppose you know no
Among people who know. Vajusttt
more than your staff, otherwise you
is
a very stupid paper.
That may
wouldn't have the kind of "critics"
be your fault or your staff's. I supwho now write for VARiirrr.
pose it's 50-50.
If you want to you can inform the
Sincerely Yours,
"critic" who wrote the notice about
at Murray.
"Princess Virtue" that Robert
LorPARALTA STAFF SWITCH.
raine, who directed it, also directed
There have been several changes
all of my pictures while I was
with
made in the office staff at the Paralfa.
Lasky. As for looking out of a winCarl Krusada is now in general
dow in Paris and seeing the rocks, charge of all advertising matter tor the
he had better have someone read the
firm, while Jack McKay has been apstory and explain it to him.
I am
pointed office manager.

—

:

M

FILM COMMlSSIOIf STAKING.
Things are shaping themselves favorably in the part the film interests of
the United States is taking in the war,
notwithstanding that a number of
changes were necessary at the last hour
in the personnel of the men previously

announced to represent commissions to
the warring countries as representatives of the newly formed American

Cinema Commission.
Walter W. Irwin, of the VitagraphV-L-S-E, who had volunteered to take
charge of the distribution of the pictures sanctioned by President Julius
Brulatour, of the American

Commis-

and his associates, in Russia, has
withdrawn, following correspondence
between himself and George Creel,
chairman of the Committee on Public
Information, in which Creel exnlains
sion,

the exact status of the film work expected abroad.
Already speeding on his way to Russia is Edgar G. Sisson, associate chairman of the Creel bureau, who will have
charge of the control of disbursements,
Sisson representing both President

!Two Great Paralta Plays!

Wilson and Chairman Creel, and who
pass on all expenditures before
being paid by the U. S. Within the
near future a successor to Irwin will
be chosen and he will follow to Russia
with all speed and put the film work
there upon the basis desired by the
will

J.

WARREN KERRIGAN

Government

A MAN'S MAN

99 Written by

PETER

B.

KYNE

Mr. Creel, now in New York, has ararnged for a Division of Foreign
Service which will embrace the film
exhibitions and distribution which the
Brulatour commission will handle.
F. J. Marion, president of Kalem. Is
expected to sail this Saturday for Spain
and will have personal charge of the
Ficture distribution in both Spain and
taly.

For bookings communicate with New York

Offices

W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue,

Pat Powers, who volunteered for
is not likely to go now, although the new Creel understanding is
that some man in thorough understanding with the picture industry will
handle the France distribution.
According to the Creel bureau the
France,

New York

City

part the industry plays in the war activity would be a film campaign that
would lend itself authoritatively to the
Y. M. C. A. activities in Italy and
France. At the start it was suggested
that the title would be 'The American

Telephone, Murray Hill 2123

Cinema Commission

in Europe" and
were shown that
announcement would be made that
they were the m. p. industry's contribu-

that wherever films

BESSIE BARRISCALE

tion to the National Service.
Later it
developed that all expense for the assistants should be borne by the Gov-

IN
••

Directed by

REGINALD BARKER

MADAM WHO
flU ? "
1T **^*-r*HTl

»»

•

Written by

HAROLD MacGRATH

Robert Brunton, Manager of Productions

PARALTA PLAYS,

ernment.
In order that exercise of full control
be maintained and that under no consideration would the President part
control of disbursements the Sisson arrangement was made.
No commissions can be granted in
the foreign picture campaign and while
the service intended carries with it no
military rank or possibility of a mili-

tary commission ,#t ls work done for
the President.
The Creel bureau gave Mr. Irwin a
number of ohases that he did not know
existed and they were such he found it
imoossible to accept the Russian task.
s re P° rted that the films in fini
ished
shape and which will not cost
the Government a single penny are being chosen, the films being donated,
with the Ford Motor Company among
one of the most active contributors in
this respect.
•

J
Mi

r

HM

CARL ANDERSON, President
ROBERT T. KANE, Vice-Pres.

-

729 Seventh Avenue,

f\

HERMAN KATZ,

Treasurer

NAT

Sec.

I.

BROWN,

New York

City

and Gen. Mgr.

^^S

1

!

WITH GOLDWYN.

t>
K. A. Walsh, one of the important
directors with the Fox Film Corpora-

tion,

retires from that organization
Dec. 15, at the conclusion of
his
present contract, and will join
the

.
IB**?

ALTA PL
•

ff

I

new vonn

L

uoldwyn forces.
Walsh has been with Fox for a number of years, and made some
of that
company's biggest pictures, like
Honor System," etc

Tut

—

—

MOVING PICTURES
EXHIBITORS LINING UP FORCES

AGAINST 15-CENT TAX LEVY
Manufacturers and Exchanges in Demanding Trade Pay "15c
Tax Per Reel Per Day^ Stir Up Hornets' Nest of Opposition—Fight May Bring Together Exhibitors9 League
and American Exhibitors9 Association.

A

nation-wide conflict between the

exhibitors and film distributors over
the 15-cent tax per reel per day, levied
by the distributors upon the exhibitors as the tax paid on film, is immiAfter two weeks of confernent.
ences between the distributing and
exhibitors' branch of the National
.Association of Motion Picture Industries
the exchange men remained
steadfast in their determination to
pass the tax to the exhibitor.
During these conferences, which
terminated Tuesday (Nov. 13), the
exhibitors displayed telegrams from
every section of the country, protesting against the forced payment of the
15-cent charge as being unreasonable,
and in several instances charges were
made that the exchanges would profit
over the amonut of tax under the
15-cent charge.
All manufacturers and heads of distributing concerns were also in receipt of telegrams to the same effect.
The 15-cent figure was adopted by the
distributors after an exhaustive report

rendered by Price, Waterhouse & Co.,
who are the expert accountants for
about 90 per cent, of the trade, and is
based upon the theory the average
of a print is 50 days' run.
The exhibitors disnute the«e figures
and claim that the life of a film is far
in excess, pointing to several productions working everv day in the year.
Prire. Waterhouse & Co. have computed the weekly tax on distributor* and
manufacturers as being in the neighborhood of $100000. this being the aggrecent tax
gate amount, including the
on raw stock and Y» cent tax on posiat the
that
say
tives or prints. They
resent, time there are no such profits
C eing made, and unless the tax is
Cassed on. where it can be absorbed
y the public, some of the producers
wiM have to go out of business.
Distributors who do not feel that
way and are absorbing the tax themselves are Mutual. Triangle, Foursquare and a host of independent
The other
exchanges.
state-right
manufacturers are charging these
concerns with currying the favor of
the exhibitor, and that this may have
its effect is shown \by the fact the
life

%

New York Mutual Exchange

broke

all

records for business last week.
In an effort to win John T. Freuler,
president of the Mutual Film Co. (not
a member of the N. A. M. P. I.), to
the 15-cent tax, P. A. Powers and J.
A. Berst left for Chicago Saturday,
but the action of the Mutual has not
been rescinded. Prominent exhibitors
declare Congress had no intent to
further tax the exhibitor under the
film tax provision, but intended the
its

and

manufacturer

exchangemen

do

supporting the war.
that the exhibitor is
now responsible for the tax on seating capacity and the tax on admissions, while the other branches of the
industry are not paying any tax and
look upon the attempt to saddle them
with tne film tax with indignation.
Section 600 of the new law specifically states that the tax be borne by
the maker and distributor of film and
they argue that if the tax is found
excessive and oppressive that the
manufacturer stint in the cost of production, and when Congress convenes
in December have the law amended
or withdrawn.
Pending the negotiations to have
the 15-cent tax withdrawn by the distributors, plans were actually afoot
their

share

in

They point out

to call a gigantic mass meeting of the
entire industry in Washington in the
early part of January to impress Congress with the unfairness of the number of taxes on the industry, but it is
possible now that the exhibitors may
advocate legislation that affects the
exhibitors only.
That a breach at this time would

have

its

effect

upon the industry as

a whole, and the manufacturer in particular, is conceded by all.
One of
filmdom's, wiseacres predicted it may
lead to an amalgamation of the National League and the American Exhibitors' Association, and that then
all exhibitors would withdraw from
the N. A. M. P. I. The 15-cent tax
wa« framed bv the N. A. M. P. I., of
which the National League is a part.
One of the deterring influences to
such an arrangement would be the
fact that the N. A. M. P. T. and the
National League are holding two expositions jointly, one in February in
New York and the other in Boston in
July. That this tax could be the rock

on which this arrangement may be
wrecked is evidenced by the mass
meetings of exhibitors all over the
country, who have adoDted resolutions in which they flatly declare they
wiM not nay the tax and that the exchanges can do what they like about
it.

Other resolutions threaten proceedings in court, and still others threaten
cancelations by the wholesale.
The situation was further aggravated

1*«t

week when statements by

Mark

Eisner, local Internal Revenue
Collector of New York, were published in the newspapers that exhibitors were greedy in passing the war
tax on to the public beyond the 15
cents a reel amonnt. and that he welcomed reports of such exhibitors so
that he could take the matter up
with the district attorney. Protests
against such statements were filed

with Secretary McAdoo.
As Varibtt goes to oress (Wednesday) some of the exchanges are holding up shows of exhibitors who did
not include the 15-cent tax on their
bills.
Lee Ochs, president of the National League, left for the coast
Saturday, and will make stops at all
important points.
He will receive
first-hand the impressions of the ex-

and it is possible he will call
the mass meeting in Washington at
the same time he calls a meeting of
his executive board.
The distributors' branch of the N.
A. M. P. I. held a mysterious meeting Tuesday. It was learned the session was called for the express purpose of raising $500,000. to be used in
a big campaign to educate the public
to pay the tax.
The meeting adhibitors,

journed

any

without

money being

The New York

local held a mass
Wednesday, and while no
was taken, it was intimated that if the tax was insisted
upon a new bill would be introduced

meeting

definite action

with the convening" of the legislature,
placing all film companies exacting
deposits under the supervision of the
banking commissioner.
The Film Clab. representing all the

exchange managers
City, have called a
for

Wednesday

Sec. 600 D—will be paid only
once on each print, not paid
each time the print is leased

will stand by each other in the event
of the exhibitors, issuing wholesale

cancelations.

In a rather lengthy statement,
signed by the Artcraft, Fox, Goldwyn
International Film Service, Metro,
Paramount, Pathe, Select, Universal.
Vitagraph, V. L. S. E. and the World
Film, these film corporations declare
how they stand on the 15c tax thing.
It avows the war tax on films has
cost the firms signing it a total of
approximately $100,000 a week since
Oct 4. the day the President signed
the bill.
The firms state the Government expects them to collect that amount and
turn it over at the rate of about
$400,000 on the first of each month, and
that inasmuch as they must collect
the tax they intend to obey orders

"Upon

raw stock, including waste and
prints not released, together with
cent on negative raw film, nont
of which is leased.
"Section 1007 provides that where
contracts are made prior to May
9. 1917, the film owner may collect
underthe tax from the lessee.
stand that you have agreed that the

Ya

We

manufacturer or producer must In
some way make a charge to the
lessee to cover this footage tax.
This can he done in several ways,
some of which are as fbllows:
M
(l) Collect the whole tax from

from Washington.

the exhibitor

The statement points out that the
"only possible place we can collect it
is from the public, but we can't do
this direct because we don't own the
theatres. We, therefore, have to do
our collecting through the people with
whom we deal directly—the ex-

l T nfnrtuna»ely
no
tell
in
advance

command

to

come through
"(3)

and act as tax collector. Some of them
have canceled their orders with some
of our exchanges
Incidentally,
and to set any fears or suspicions at
rest, there is not a penny of profit in
.

it

.

for us to collect 15c. per reel per

tax actually costs over 16c. per reel
per day for everv reel that works. But
to simplify bookkeeping
fixed at 15c. The only
can possibly object to
arrangements are those
fii' 1 " understand it.

"We

lea«ed:

the tax

was

persons who
the present
who do not

of

New York

special meeting
Variety's innight.

formant says the tax question is the
only matter that will be discussed. It
is almost certain some agreement will
be reached whereby the exchanges

all

film

charge to be
reimburse the

manufacturer for taxes paid.
"P'an
"Plan

No.

too uniust for
theoretically correct, but the work it would entail
w*«*M HonMe the total co«t of thf
tax. Tt would offer special (UfRcultv in the ca«e of replacements
of reel* or part* of reels, because
snrh replacements, if made after
October 1. 1917 would pay 'ootage

No

is

1

2

is

tax. You would have the anomaly
of suhiects. some copies of whlcn
were not taxed, some partly and
some whollv taxable.
"Upon the whole the third method
aonear* to he best. If adopted, the
charge to exhibitors would take the
form of an addition to the rental
of a fixed amount per reel per day,
the amount being computed as fol-

War

lows:
"Cost (per reel) of taxes approximately $8.75.
"Number of rental days earned
by each print per estimate furnished to us and according to the
best information we can obtain
average 50.
"Cost of tax per rental day,
per reel— 16 cents.
"So far as we can ascertain the
average of rental days given above

—

is

reasonable.

"The charge would apply on all
or new; the manufacturer
pays the full tax upon release, and
the charge would have to be applied on all film to reimburse tne
film, old

manufacturer's outlay. On the other
hand, upon the repeal of the law
the charge should cease immediately, although there would then
be much film in use on which tax
had been paid.
"Even this plan would entail
much additional clerical work. The
number of tax items would be the

States.

National

Association of the
Industry
Picture
recently
queried the Price, Waterhouse & Co.,
offices at 54 William street. New York,
to submit to the
association
an
authentic and correct computation of
the footage taxes imposed on film by
the War Excise' Tax of 1917.
The reply stated
"The law is in
some respects ambiguous; the figures
given herein are based on the interpretation of the law agreed upon by
your members (meaning the industry)
and are subject to the final determination of the meaning of the act:
"(1) The tax will be imposed only
on film released after October 4, 1917.
"(2) The tax— 2 cent per foot-

to

serlnin thought.

through

The

the

sufficient

are a nation at war. Not at
is hell.
We've got to go
hell and taxes before we can
expect to reach peace and pleasure.
Those of us who are not shouldering
a gun and offering our lives, as the
flower of the nation's young men are
doing, will do well to face whatever
music remains to be faced at home
whether it be taxes or sacrifice or
privation of any sort."
The eleven corporations signing this
statement, which will go broadcast
this
week, state collectively there
were two other methods by which
they could have passed this tax along
to those whom Congress intended
should ultimately pay it: the first, by
raising the prices to the exhibitors;
the second, by unfair competition.
Claiming that they are not fooling
the exhibitors and are neither trying
to extort money in any sense of the
word, but are simply collecting taxes
for the Government that cannot be
dodged or evaded, the eleven big
concerns ask the exhibitors to pay
15c. per reel per day, as this taxation
must be collected for the United
play.

An average charge on

.

day from exhibitors. As a matter of
fact, the most expert accountants in
fclew York have demonstrated that the

can

times a given print will be
leased: the accounting would
be burdensome: the plan Is
not easily worked.

continues: "Some
scolded us for anintend to obey the Gov-

have

nouncing we

one

how many

statement

ernment's

leases

contemplate just this method.
"(2) Division of the tax among the
successive lessees of a print.

says the tax on teleand on cigars is paid by
the users and the con«umer«. In fact,
everything and anything that is taxed
or taxable is paid by the public.
calla

The

first

for
unjust to the exhibitor. If
the latter happened to get
a new copy he would pay the
whole tax. Sec. 1007 of the
law cited, however, seems to

The statement

exhibitors

who

This would be easy
the manufacturer, but

a print.

hibitors."

phone

would

this basis the cost

be nearly 9/10 cent per foot on
released positive, the taxes being J4
cent on released prints, \i cent on

Motion

raised.

V

same as the number of entries of
amounts

film rentals, the individual

being very small."

:

y

Selznick Givea

Up Bronx

Lewri

up his
Biograph studios in

J.

Sel*r??rk

lease of the old

har>

Studios.

ffiven

the Bronx.

This

is

in line

with his present policy

of confining his activities
to
lect

exclusively

promoting the welfare of the SeCorporation.

:

:

MOVING PICTURE DEPARTMENT PAGES

I

PICTURE PLAYERS MUST OBEY
ORDER OF THEIR EMPLOYERS
Appellate Division,

New York, Defines Status of Employer and

Emmett

Corrigan's Action to Recover
Salary, After Dismissal. Lower Court Verdict Upset and Complaint Dismissed.

Employed

Supreme

The

in

Court

New York handed down
week an opinion in determining
the suit of Emmett Corrigan against
the E. M. P. Producing Corporation,
Division of

last

follows
"It is very evident from the terms
of the contract that this was an entire
contract, and it must of necessity be
held to be such, because only a partial
performance by the star would destroy the value of the portion already

establishes a precedent of the
utmost importance in the matter of
contractual employment relations in
the picture world.
The point determined in this issue
is the heretofore open question as to
the right of employer to demand
service at times best suited to his own
convenience or exigencies.
Corrigan.was employed by the E.
M. P. Co., by written contract, a clause
in which reads
"The artist shall devote his entire
time and attention to the utmost of
his ability and on consecutive working days. The corporation shall select
the subject matter of such motion
picture and shall in all respects determine and control all matters relating to the production thereof."
The corporation undertook the production of a picture in Cuba and Corrigan worked for six days. The plot
required Corrigan to dive into the
water and rescue a woman. On the
day in controversy, after Corrigan had
been in the water some time and after
he had lunch, he was informed that
the company manager. Powell, had
gone away with one of the members
Corrigan' removed
of the company.
that

:

his

damp

nary

clothing,

his ordiback for

and started
Before he had taken

attire

Havana.

resumed

the

train he received, through one of the
employees of the company, a notice
Powell had returned and desired to
see him. Corrigan replied he had removed his make-up and that it would
be impossible for him to reclothe himself in his costume and restore his
until it would be too dark
He boarded the
to take pictures.
train and left for Havana.
The corporation thereupon dis-

make-up

missed Corrigan. and he brought two
suits, one lur >alary alleged to be due
up to the time of his discharge, and
the second for damages for wrongful
discharge, which were tried together.
Upon trial in the Municipal Court a
jury gave a verdict for the actor,
but on appeal, in a lengthy opinion,

by Justice

Page, in which
Justices Clarke, Lau^hlin, Dowling and
Shearn concur, the judgment was reversed.
Part of the decision is as
written

Appellate

.

48

cuit

Keith

First National Exhibitors Circapitulated, to the Loew-Fox-

combination

this

week when

contracts were signed for the next
eight Chaplin releases between both
parties at the same price as Mutual
formerly charged.
The First National set $100 a day for
the new releases and the combination
held out for the old $50 price.
The First National has now set the
maximum of $50 daily for the first four
weeks after release date, $35 for the
next, and a minimum of $25.
It is understood after many conferences with Nick Schenck that the
price was reduced in consideration of
the fact the territory will be so divided that only about half the prints
used by Mutual will be necessary.
The contemplated plan is as follows
First week of release 1n Manhattan,

Broadway, west to 110th street
Monday, and east side of Broadway to
110th
street
Thursday. Bronx and

on

Brooklyn

will

was reasonable, thus leaving

obliged to purchase a greater

jury to decide as to the reasonableness of the order.
But under the
facts in this case there was no question of fact to present to the jury.
"By the terms of the contract plaintiff had agreed to devote 'his entire
time and attention to the rendition
of such services to the corporation to
the utmost of his ability and that the
corporation shall in all respects determine and control all matters relating to the production' of the picture.
Therefore, unless the order was so
unreasonable that there could be no
question presented, it was the duty
of the plaintiff to obey. The question,
therefore, of reasonableness or unreasonableness becomes a question of
raw, but not a question of fact, for
the jury.
"The learned trial judge therefore
erred in submitting the case to the
jury, and he should have dismissed
the
complaint on the defendant's
motion, the contract being entire, and
the plaintiff having broken it prior to
its completion."
David L. Podell appeared for the
picture company, and Herman Joseph
for Corrigan.

KEENEY AFTER 'EM.
Catherine Calvert has placed herself
under contract to Frank A. Keeney
for a long term, and will be starred in
special subjects next year.
Keeney, in addition to signing Miss
Calvert,

other
ing.

gumshoeing

for

several
feminine stars for film featuris

ABRAMS UPHOLDS

Under

this arrangement the saving
be a large one. The plan will be
watched with considerable interest by
those exchanges that have the same

will

release date for all of the greater New
territory and in consequence are

York

number

of prints.

This may be a solution to the controversy now going on between the
exhibitor and exchange man over the
A saving in prints would
15c tax.
more than make up the deficiency
caused by the tax
The First National will not charge

from

10 to 15 cents*, in

an increase would soon have been necessary without the tax, and that in
each instance the exhibitor would have
received the entire increase, whereas
now he receives only a portion of it.
Mr. Abrams was accompanied in his
tour by B. P. Schulberg, Paramount's
general manager.

HEARST WILL TRY AGAIN.
William R. Hearst, it is understood,
will once more embark seriously in the
film producing business.
Nothing daunted by the loss of $1,600,000 through his connection with the
International Film Corp., he is quietly

making plans

for the rehabilitation of
placed C. F. Zittel in charge as general manager and

the concern.

He has

is claimed he will shortly commence
producing again along original lines
far more extensive scale than
it

and on a
before.

USE TAX FOR EXCUSE.

PRIVATE PRESS AGENT NUISANCE.
Goldwyn

bothered at present by
a petty annoyance that has been the
bane of almost every picture concern
in the business, viz., the personal press
is

agent.
In two instances recently, information Goldwyn did not desire printed
or to become known was divulged
through the medium of private press
agents.
The company has sent a request to
the newspapers asking them to completely ignore any personal matter
about its directors, players or other
employees that come through these
privately paid channels.

MOVING TO "THE AVENUE."
Fifth Avenue, New York's fashionable thoroughfare, is rapidly becoming a film center, no less than four

within

the

last

1150

ture trade to co-operate in every way
in remedying "a disgraceful practice"
in the tax situation which has come

under his departmental notice.
Eisner avers that a number of 5c
houses have of late been charging
enther 6c for admission or 7c, and
have publicly attributed the increase
in price to the tax on admissions and
to the tax on positive film. This, according to Eisner's statement, should
not be. He states the Government is
not concerned in the least with the
price charged by the theatre but that
it
is gravely concerned when an
increase is represented to be due to a
tax imposed by the Government when,
"as a matter of fact, no such tax is
imposed."

NAZIMOVAS

fortnight.

Goldwyn, Brenon and the First NaExhibitors are quartered* in
while Hodkinson is located at 527.
Several other concerns are contemplating making their headquarters in
the new section.

Eisner, collector of the Inter-

Revenue Service offices at
Broadway, in a statement under
date of Nov. 12 asks the motion picnational

new concerns having taken quarters
tional

is

tion and consequently in rental rates;
that the exhibitor has steadily borne
this Without increase in rates; that

Mark

509,

which price

included the new war tax.
He took exception to the attitude
of journalistic condemnation which
has been meted out, declaring that for
a long time the photoplay has been
steadily increasing in cost of produc-

a tax.

there

RAISE.

Chicago, Nov. 14.
Hiram Abrams, president of Paramount, who has been touring the country to meet the exhibitors, during his
stopover in Chicago last week took
up the cudgel in behalf of the picture
houses which have raised their prices

be released the follow-

ing Monday.

to the

58

CHAPLIN PJUCE ADJUSTED.
The

performed, and it would be necessary
to take new pictures not alone of the
subsequent acts, but as to those that
have gone before.
"The learned trial judge submitted
the question to the jury whether the
order which the servant disobeyed
it

TO

Mme.

$31,000.

Alia Nazimova's salary for her
appearance in the production of what is
to be
Metro Super-Picture was
a
The star signed to appear in
$31,000.
the film for $1,000 a day, the scenes in
which she appeared taking 31 days.

VARIETY
o farmer,
studying dent'stry.
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8UCB and O'CONNOR.

lives of
their press,
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around them

-

wsekVador

tat
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It rolls right off

but then we could make then) a little
sore if snob one of no advertisers novo to Uko
pass ad. in the Chrtatmas number and PROTEST again. (It'a s pity that some people are
too old for tko draft)

Mt
a

full

JULES BLACK

has boon exempted three times.
ho was exempted from the D. 8. Army for

too beery: his second exemption is from his
(Divorced) for being too light (whatever that
o); end third exemption was who
(oxcJoded) poor Jules.
We're
In spirit, anyhow—but that's In the

y-m
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NORMAN JEFFEfHES

Next Weak (Nov. It)— Albsmbrs, Now York

SUBMARINE- PROOF
Tnu Weak t«ev. U)—Aiken*
ext Weak (Nov. !•)— Mt. V

OSWALD

HARKINS

«*l

t

I

K p

1 1

Trey. H. V.

Remember "MANDT LANE."
thought he
lot off praeUeo pleyln* pool this week, so
ko picked see out, and I tkink ke will
Wfcen ko
•rot oil tko practice ko needs.
is tkreugh. I think I will scrotch him on*
my Hat, aa I MB gwtasT right alone Hoy?

&

if
*

Whlto Flannel Suit and Cone,
tho Act bears n te Los;,

FitioTibbon

Bort

fhsfl.

And when

Scejue Into

Watchman Wanted!
To Guard tho HOOPERS

NOUN

^^

NOLAN

and

Week— Keitk's. Cincinnati
AH Cholkod U» by NORMAN JEPFERIE8

RAG"—

-DILL PICKLE

In tko

CENTURY

CHORUS so os to PREVENT them from
PACKING UP Wodnosdoy Nights.
(FORCE OP HABIT)

"FORREST and CHURCH"

Tklo

Melody Maniacs

Loew

Circuit.

Direction.

MARK LETT.

A KICK!
tome to
Whereas, £,
tention of the

the at-

a certain
unjustified, unprecedented and

signed

that

nlty has been perpetrated, to wit, the
dispossessing of the Black Sheep from
the Green Meadow on the Inside cover.

CHAS. BOHNHAUPT

am

"the pint

FRED
DbPREZ

fair-

LAURIE and BBONSON
IN

-letergowant

Iff

SATS
When girl Is well

yea keerd that

In s dry territory this WOSkf
giving me his old mu'i ehjSJSt
that la whjr I look this wart

4r

And

know

to

Bmnr

Walter

la
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oUU

Sh-ab-ahl Wo opon •son. 8h
LttUe Billy U Tloo Musty, wbiok
In too Mustys'

Bo doss Hugo Monte

Fiti?
sood cox

Walter Gusshte talks s
Nolan sod Nolan owe a

And

Iff

Opening- tko

letter f

st—i

i.

CHILDS

skew

very kord spot*
But It mode Pothe Weekly.
Did It not?
Is

FISHER and GILMORE

waist.

yon did,

Storied

"Her Ruben Romeo"

uh BAEiwrrz

,4,

:r?sr

Loow

Circuit.

Direction.

MARK

LEVY.

SO wolir

Opened

this

week

tour of the U.

for m 28 ft weeks'

& O. el Richmond in
My

the Old Dominion*

nlneerest

who arHI do my lerel

thank* to the gentlemen

ranged this route.

They may change the Back Page
to the

Middle of the

NO MATTER WHERE THEY
HIDE IT

WE

WILL FIND

Edward Marshall

IT.

GREY

Dolly
Tko Only

Book—BUT

THEATRICAL DICTIONARY
DIE. A process In operation standing
sometimes the victim is attacked
three times dally.
DEAD. Without life. (See Trenton,
N. J.)
DEADER. The rulna of Rome.
DEADEST. Erie, Pn.
ENCORE. In Burlesque, n habit; In
Vaudeville, also often uncalled for.
battle; In
ENGAGEMENT. In war,
battle; hi Portland,
love, leading to
Me., both.

up;

oflssf

BYRON

Bert

Cbelkelosist la Captivity

FENTON
Yea

I wrote

PCSTX

Bobby Henshaw

SP£Cl£ MtTOf/
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"THE UKE KID"
-WATCH THE BABY GROW
dor tko watchful eye hie two nnraeo
off

Palace

ORPH&M Tlr*S RVr ftlN

ROSE A CURTIS
Now York
Tkeetre Rid*.

Week Not.
Nolan
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Nolan.
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Vrlr/Tgp OS,
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PAULINE

SAXON

Dear 81 me:
If ire hsTO to bo moved up on tho bill lot no
hare a pink ribbon effect with a bow in each corner of page.
What do you say. boysf All to-

SAYS

oethorl

Jack Kenny, of Kenny and Hollls. had a Ms
on of tooth paste, powder and gum drops on
routs to Boston.
Who couldn't sell toilet articles

I Uko to kavo
akojpo

KeSOlVeCle do

not

and wlU not

tolerate the erletlon from hallowed
and traditional territory* Gaar Nick
was deposed for less than this. The

revolution
flopped In a
Joan of Are was burned for half as
much, and she still earns bask and
is BOW a Waterson-Berlln-Snyder bit
(adw.). The Thirteen Colonies kicked
the tea Into the harbor for causes that
wars small tune as compared with lbs
meretricious and Inexpressible blow
against the first rights off man—the
right to remain p eacefully In our green
fields with our friends and our creditors.
And be It further
Irish

that Caesar bad bis
Mountford bad
Murdoch; King George had his

Resolved, Brutus;
his

Crom wells; Kaiser Bill will
get his Pershing, and Sims wall, Iff
this be treason, make the most off It!

Juggling

And be

It

further and further

men? Are Ray and Emma Dean men?
Did we
Is Blanche Alfred a man?
have forefathers and sires Just as good
as Sime*s, or didn't wet Where does
he get that rough stuff?

all

Who

Is

be,

anyway?

is

oosj

saser tho boodles of

bay's gray

A

MORRIS

GOLDEN

It isn't so long ego that this
old paper dldnt have any middle.
Now he shoves us there and thinks
he makes us like It. Well, we dont

Signed, sealed, certified and celebrated
day off November, In
the year off our Lord nineteen hundred
and seventeen (1917) all over the circuits
this twelfth (12th)

where we may be working

this, last

and

next

And we mean BUSPf ESS I

miMM*»

(Signed)

sale

e

I couldn't

Wlntres which

a pass

It

therefore

tn«t this shail not be
fax of tjjigj that
Josephus Daniels and Tumulty shall
have this laid before them. Are wa

I

She

uniform, and tho

I

American dtisens
der the most glorious banner that
brought applause for a No. a net; be

RpSffilvPfl the
IVtHUlVCU,

opened la aa
red uniform, doing boy. and tho dummy
changes and did '-»«**" of Irsno iTonMla.
Barry Lander and

Imitations of

rVei» OBT*tf*~l
rwe L*f/QKU*;ecrJ

OunteuM

GREEN

•

Do

an sot

I

WcVlter VY€€M3

My naraea ore making- me cut oot
-Sweets." Say It Isn't food for tho "Uko

>1 ffoel

1

Wirm TkHT

aomo Orenxe

•«»

for three

No 5"

Where&Se
It

four or five of the
top buttons on her

aai

SUGAR

WE ADMIT THAT

fasten

to

forgets

one Of the

oolf

of

Serving* kls granulated In Envolopoo
like Commissi*

developed across the
she always
chest,

1

»

SCARCITY

do

with a sood monoloi "o l* Kenny"
ttl

John Donahue baa
hot

r

Inst resolved his new budget.
"One 8troke, Jock." Send

off the press, entitled

on one
tanrsrtf

bottle of "Sloen's
buegst on tc yon.

Liniment' 1 and he wtll
Address Cable Sign Ch\,

Youngstewu. Ohio.
Nov. ls-W-21—Colonist. Haverhill. Mass.
Nov. 22-23-24—Colonial, Portsmouth. N. N.
Week Nov. 2S— Keith's. Lowell. Mass.
Wash Dos. t— Keith's, Portland. Me.

ROSE A CURTIS
offer

KNAPP and CORNALLA

JUtmtic Sits Of
V*EtSAo»iue>Y

Blanche Alfred.

Brown and

Carstens,

Jack Co well,
Ray and Emma Dean.
Long: Tack Sam.
Eddie Ross.

VARIETY
*.

If

managers of theatres who

have made application to the

Vaudeville

Managers

9

Protective
to

become members and who

have

not

heard

applications will

from their
communicate

with any of the undersigned
they will learn of something
to their advantage.
LEON SAMUELS
EDWARD M. FAY
MEYER HARZBERG,
of Providence, R.

I.

j

Committee

Room

1002,

1482 Broadway, N. Y. C.

AUGUST DREYER,
Attorney for Committee,
1482 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Hon. JNO. J. FITZGERALD
Attorneys for
Hon. JAS. H. HIGGINS,
Grosvenor Bldg.,
Committee
Providence, R.

L
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VAUDEVILLE GAINING ACTS
AND AIDING WAR CHARITIES
at Palace, New York, Dec. 3, Donating Salary to Sister's Fund for "Disabled Soldiers.
E. H. Sothern Intended Turning Over Vaudeville
Moneys for Relief Fund. Other
Negotiations On.

Lady Duff Gordon Opening

appear
York, as the heav-

Lady Duff Gordon
at the Palace,

New

will first

featured headline for the week of
Dec. 3. Lady Duff will present a "fashion show," using her own famous, creations, with 10 of the Lady Duff moddisplaying the gowns upon the
els
stage, under the personal supervision
there of the ultra dress designer.

been unable to meet the figure through
the

capacities

venting

of

theatres

their

pre-

it.

ily

The Duchess of Warwick in EngLady Duff Gordon's sister, has

land,

organized a relief for disabled English soldiers.
Lady Duff will devote
the monies received by her as an
"act" to the Duchess' fund.
The engagement of Lady Duff for
vaudeville goes to the credit of George
Gottleib,

New

the

York.

booker for the Palace,
Mr. Gottleib is said to

have opened negotiations direct with
the titled Englishwoman and made
tiic final arrangements with her in her
home. The popular Broadway show
impression is that Lady Duff will receive a large sum for her vaudeville
She will first play for three
dates.
days at Proctor's, Yonkers, N. Y., just
prior to her Palace sojourn.
From the Palace theatre engagement
onward, Harry Weber will be Lady
Duff's vaudeville representative, in the
future bookings and detail connected
with her tour.
War charities may make several new
and important acts for vaudeville. All
the indications point that way.
It is even now on the tapis for a very
important personage to tour the vaudeville theatres, his sole purposes being to enlighten the public and devote
the monies received by him to some
worthy war charity.
Another "act" vaudeville nearly secured lately was E. H. Sothern, who
would have consented to four weeks
twice daily if terms conic! have been

Mr. Sothern informed
agreed upon.
the booking man if the negotiations
were closed he intended to place all
of his salary with a war relief fund. It
is reported the eminent American star
requested $4,000 weekly to appear in
a condensed version of a comedy. The
vaudeville managers arc said to have

BRADY AWARDED

$25,000.

Justice Finch, in the Supreme Court,
Special Term, has confirmed the order
of the referee in the long pending
action by William A. Brady against
A. L. Erlanger, seeking damages for
failure to continue vaudeville at the
Auditorium, Chicago, after the withdrawal
of
"Advanced Vaudeville"
throughout the country, about 10 years
ago.
The plaintiff based his claim upon
a theatrical season of 35 weeks for
the season of 1907-08 and 34 for the
season of 1908-09.
While confirming
the report of the referee Justice Finch
thought
the
amount of damages,

NOVEMBER

The

U.

S.

Amusement

been awaiting the decision
Hrady-Erlanger case.

GERMAN THEATRE TO
The German

GOVERNMENT'S TAX RECORD.
Washington, Nov. 21.
The Official Record, which the Government issues, is to publish the returns in tax from the various the-

and 15th

street,

is

re-

ported upon the market to lease. Ren-

asked at the rate of $30,000
yearly, with the cost of an entrance
through to 14th street added to that
amount.
tal

is

The Irving Place
has

been

German
York.

Of

for

the

leading

drama

and

late years

it

years

several

home
opera

immediately
in,

after

from Dec.

that

tax

is

1.

how

the theatres will be classithe individual houses and
their contributions will be mentioned
is not decided as yet, but the possibility is the report will be in detail.
Just

fied

and

if

LOUISE MYERS RETURNING.
Mrs. Max Blumenthal has persuaded

LEASE.

the

of
in

New

was given some

active competition by theatres of similar
policy further uptown.

street

is

speculation as to

her husband to consent she return to
the stage. The Blumenthals were married a couple of years ago.
It. was
a
Broadway event at that time, both the
principals being well known and popular.
Mr. Blumenthal is the very
wealthy sporting man.
Before her marriage Mrs. Blumenthal was Louise Myers, who had made
a name for herself in musical comedy
after graduating to

it

from vaudeville.

Miss Myers has again placed her representation for engagements with M.
S. Bentham, but she and her husband
have not yet decided whether her
eappear ancr will be in a vandeviiWsketch or upon the legitimate stav^e.

who

will

Three
the next commissioner.
names are already being prominently
mentioned, one a Tammany man and
now a deputy in Bell's service, Frank

be

Daly.

ex-State Senator

the

in

or Irving Place theatre

at Irving place

ar-

chell

J.

atres

the

management

that Commissioner of Licenses
Bell, the man Mayor Mitappointed for that post, is to
step from office January 1 next, there

George H.

but the agencies are really taking but
125 seats (nt $2) a performance, the
balance being on consignment and
During the week
subject to return.
William A. Brady tried to have the
agency men buy for "L'Elevation" at
the Playhouse, but they were not interested and are holding seats subject
to return only.
The big bomb of the week came with
the offer of seats for "Her Regiment"
to the brokers at $1.75 each plus the
war tax, but the agency men also refused this.
Monday a report in the cut ranks
showed business there was better than
it had been on any previous Monday
in the last two weeks.
The advance
for the balance of the week in that
circle was also pronounced as good, all
things being considered.

turned

against

Amsterdam

Now

ranged for an extension of four weeks
of the "buy" for "The Riviera Girl/'

assessed at $50,000, excessive and re-

Company, which controlled the "Advanced Vaudeville" movement, and has

NEXT COMMISSIONER?

SPECULATORS SHYING.
This week several of the new pro
ductions in town were offered to the
ticket agencies on a "buy" basis, but
were refused by the premium men in
spite of some extraordinary bait being
held out. The agency men say they
will stand firm on tfie matter of buys
until the condition of business changes.

duced the item to $25,000, plus interest
and costs.
George W. Lederer has a similar
claim

PRICE TEN CENTS

23, 1917

The other two are Loring M. Black,

who

lives in

Brook-

and Alderman William Kenneallv.
The commissioner's salary is $7,500

lyn,

yearly.

"EXEMPTION" COMEDY DRAMA.
The first play to be founded upon
the exemption portion of the Draft
has been written by Sam Shipman*
as a vaudeville sketch.
It will be a
tabloid comedy drama named "Exemption," calling for five players.
The author will cast the pjece and
rehearse it for the vaudevilles.

CAROLINA WHITE SPECIALLY SET.
The Chicago

diva, Carolina White,
invade vaudeville once again, under the guidance of Harry Weber. Miss
White is to be specially set for the return visit. Mr. Weber thought out the
plan, that of a Y. M. C. A. room near
the trenches, with the prima donna as
will

a

visiting

songstress.

To

make the illusion complete there
will of necessity have to be a group of
six or seven young men, all of
can and will sing.

whom

Miss White recently started out as
"T
Ier
with Donald Brian in

co-star

the

show

at Springfield,

Mass.

Regiment," but
first

week

left

KINSILA RECEIVES
K.

in

its

$30,000.

Kinsila this week received
$30,000 as a settlement of his

B.

around

claims against Lee Shubert.
He had several suits pending, principal of which was a claim for 10 per
cent, of the lease of the Shubert, Kansas City, and another for services rendered as the Shubert representative in

London.

Among the various terms of settlement, which includes the settlement of
a judgment now on appeal, is a pass for
"K. B. Kinsila and one" to any Shubert
enterprise in the country, which calls
two first class orchestra seats at

for

any time excepting Saturdays and
days.
Kinsila acted as his

own

holi-

attorney.

i

MRS. WHIFFEN'S 50th YEAR.
Chicago, Nov. 21.
Mrs. Thomas Whiffen. at the Palace this week, is celebrating her jubilee.
As Blanche Galton she made
her first appearance on the stage in
London 50 years ago, acting a fairy
in "Turco, the Terrible."

John H. Grayson Sent

to Prison.

Los Angeles, Nov.

LA SCALA CO. CLOSING.
Los Angeles, Nov. 21.
The La Scala Grand Opera Company has posted a notice to close in
Fresno week alter next owing to
poor business.

21.

(iraysun, in vaudeville, was
sentenced to two years in the county

John

II.

by

Superior Court Judge Willis.
was convicted on a charge
brought by William Cunningham, a lo-

jail

He

cal boy.

m

CABLES
ENGLISH MANAGERS DOUBTFUL
ABOUT THEATRES KEEPING OPEN

London, Nov. 21.
The managers' combine has ended
Alfred Butt, as
in a complete bust.
chairman of the Gaiety directors,
joined Grossmith & Laurillard in finding the productions and companies on
sharing terms for the two last pro-

War Tax Bringing Heavy Losses. ductions at that theatre. A condition
was Grossmith should play in the
Appealing to Treasury for Reduction of Tax with Alpieces.
Grossmith joined the Royal Flying
ternative, Closing Theaters. Provincial Houses
substitute was accepted,
and

Bad Business and High

—

Especially
London, Nov.

21.

A

large number of legitimate theatres in the provinces are about to close
owing to poor business. The managers claim that with no decrease in
cost of production or salaries of actors, and a war tax of 25 per cent, of
the gross, it is impossible to continue.
There is a story in London that one*
house, which may be taken as an average example, in the suburbs, ordinarily taking $300 on its two performances Monday, last week totaled $142
on the day and on Tuesday about $139.
Saturday, always good for $1,000, was
$270.

A variety circuit controlling 14 halls
claims it lost $750 in each of 12 of
its theatres last week, and that in one
of the halls the gross for a performance was $100.
The picture houses are also reported to be suffering.
It is said one more concerted movement will be launched to persuade the
to afford some relief by
reducing the tax of approximately 25
per cent, of the gross takings of all
theatres.
Bonar Law, speaking for the Treasury last July, stated to the managers:
"I definitely promise to give careful
attention to the working of this tax
as time goes on." Since then figures
have been submitted to him, showing
the disastrous effects. of the present
rate of taxation on amusements, with

Government

no

relief

sight.

in

The proposition

be put to the
Treasury of either reducing the tax
rate on amusements or having practically every house in England close
Managers claim they
temporarily.
have no alternative.
1,200

will

Hard

Hit.

from the Hippodrome production, Miss
Kellogg's role has been abandoned.
Daphne Pollard is singing the
"Sammy" song.

HALL CAINE NAMED.
London, Nov.

21.

Hall Caine has been appointed government cinema expert on behalf of
the National Aims Committee new

propaganda campaign.

GEORGE WARDE DEAD.
London, Nov. 21.
George Warde, an old time actor,
died Nov. 12, aged 80.
In his day he supported Phelps,
Charles Kean, etc.

Comedian Nominated for Judge.
London, Nov. 21.
Frame, comedian, has been
nominated for justice of the peace for
Glasgow.

W.

Harry Vernon's Musical Comedy.
London, Nov. 21.
Harry M. Vernon has written the
book of a musical comedy to which
Clifford is
writing the lyrics and
James W. Tate is composing the music.

For three weeks there

will

21.

21.

On

London, Nov. 21.
will be with-

Delivery"

VAN HOVEN
A

UP.

London, Nov. 21.
from the stage

falling

into the orchestra pit,
He will be laid up
the holidays.
Gastons, the well-known publishers,

broke his ankle.
until

/attracted to Van Hoven through his
v_a-dvertisements in Variktv, have conwrite a series of
stories, which will keep him busy during his enforced stage vacation.
to

21.

illness of Shirley Kell-

ogg, which has taken the form of a
nervous disorder, and her retirement

1,

21.

IN REVIVAL.

BEECHAM SEASON ENDS NOV.

21.

has declared a 20 per cent dividend.

Role Out Through Illness.
London, Nov.

DIVING BELLE MARRYING.

CHALLONER

VICTORIA PALACE'S DIVIDEND.

Through the

—

London, Nov. 21.
At the Kingsway theatre Bromley
Challoner has revived "When Knights
Were Bold," playing the lead himself.

21.

The Victoria Palace (Alfred Butt)

Van

The Glasgow Coliseum is trying the
innovation of giving three performances Saturdays at 4.15, 6.50 and 9.

106TH SEASON.
London, Nov.

Violet Van Brugh has entered a divorce suit, against Arthur Bourchier.

for

21.

The Royal Philharmonic Society
commences its 106th season Nov. 26
at Queens Hall with six concerts conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham.

BOURCHIER DIVORCE STARTED.

tracted

IN GLASGOW.
London, Nov.

.

the Middlesex, Bert Gilbert's
production of "The New Chicken" is
a hit, with Gilbert in the leading role.

Van Hoven,
at Woolwich

SHOWS

drawn from the Palace Nov. 24.
The house remains dark until Dec.
when it reopens with "Pamela."

At

VAN HOVEN LAID

3

"Cash

CHICKEN'' HIT.

London, Nov.

Albert deCourville's English produc"The Thirteenth Chair" at the
Duke of York's is a success and growing stronger every day.
Its first week's receipts were $4,285:
its second, $5,600; third $6,740, and last
week, its fourth, $9,300.
tion of

PALACE DARK A WEEK.
21.

sented at Prince's a children's pantofilm with 1,200 children.
It will be shown twice daily.

London, Nov.

21.

about Christmas.

be pre-

London, Nov.

London, Nov.

little pal of mine died recently, and when
got to his home town I went to visit his
grave and at the big gate of the cemetery
were huge monuments and well-kept graves,
while the grave tender took me far back into
a most dismal quarter.
Marked with a little stick and a number
was the resting place of my little friend, and
as I knelt there praying, I couldn't help hating those people who had spent so much
money on those big stones near the gate for
I

24.

London, Nov. 21.
The Beecham opera season at the
Urury Lane closes Nov. 24.

Lee White Finishing Chariot Contract.
London, Nov. 21.
Lee White retires from "Cheap" at
the Vaudeville, Dec. 1, at which time
she will have completed her four
years' contract with Andre Chariot.
Clay
Smith
also
retires.
Teddie
Gerard will succeed Miss White.

passersby to see, while they gave no thought
at all to the

same amounts

of clay that lay

further bnck in that big yard of gloom.

Whew

away.

vine pal to
place a cheap slab over my grave and put
on it that he loved me, and sometime if the
going gets hard for him I want him to sneak
in the graveyard some night and steal it and
sell It back to the tombstone maker, If only
for the price of a meal, and the tombstone
milker can chisel off my name and make a
new one for some other guy that's not used
I

pu'is

to being dead.

I

\unit

VAN HOVEN.

London, Nov.
in

21.

The various managers' associations
conference have decided that camp

theatres are not rivals but encourage
theatregoing.
The camps are invariably situated
miles from a town and patronized only
by those unable to leave. All those
able to secure leave make for town
immediately.

NORA KEEBLE

DIES.
London, Nov.

21.

Nora Keeble, of the Keebles, died
Nov.

6,

aged

Maud

37.

Allen Closes Engagement.

London, Nov.

21.

•

Maud

Allen failed to attract paying
patronage at the St. Martin's and
her season there Saturday
closed
(Nov. 17).

CHARITIES

WANT

$1,000,000.
Grand Central
Palace open tomorrow night, 105 various war charities will start a drive
for $1,000,000 which they hope to realize during the 16 days the bazaar is to
run. The gate alone is looked upon
to bring $400,000, and it it is believed
at present that the inside concessions
will net at least $750,000.
During the past week light has been
shed on the various bazaars conducted
for war charities of various natures.

When

the doors of

The Army and Navy Field Equipment
bazaar held at the Grand Central for

"13TH CHAIR" CLIMBING.

London, Nov.

mime

"NEW

the Gaiety. Failing to receive a favorable response, Butt gave a month's
notice as per the terms of the agreement, which now terminates in December.
Butt will produce "The Beauty Spot"
at the Gaiety Dec. 15, while Grossmith
& Laurillard present 'The Nut," with
Henson and the present Gaiety company, at the Prince of Wales, Dec. 20,
by arrangement with Andre Chariot.
production
of
Charles
Cochran's
"Carminetta," now at the Wales, will
be transferred to Prince's Dec. 17.

Nellie Smith of the Diving Belles is
to be married to Valentine Robinson

CHILDREN IN FILM.
London, Nov.

Corps
a
Grossmith agreeing not to appear elsewhere.
Finding that Leslie Henson, the substitute, who had become a great attraction, would not appear in the next
Gaiety production, "The Telephone
Girl," but would play at another theatre under the Grossmith & Laurillard
management in "The Nut," Butt demanded the continuance of Henson at

T.

Play Founded on Hawthorne's Tales.
London, Nov. 21.
James Fagan, in association with
Charles Cochran, presents at the Ambassadors at Christmas a play founded on Hawthorne's tales.

CAMP THEATRE* NOT RIVALS.

MANAGERS' COMBINE RRGKEN UP.

Charles Hinton's Death by Poisoning.
London, Nov. 21.
Charles Hinton of Hinton and Wootton, cycling footballists, died Nov. 7,
indirectly from poisoning.
He had
been a munitions worker for the past

two years.
The deceased leaves a widow, professionally known as Gaye Gordon.

days is alleged to have netted
but $754, although the receipts were

eight

The details of mismanagement were brought to light through
$71,475.

an investigation conducted by the New
York "World."
The real story underlying the investigation is supposedly that the man-

agement of "Hero Land" "tipped off"
the "World" regarding the previous
bazaar, which it is alleged was conducted for profit by individuals under
the guise the proceeds were to be
field
securing necessary
to
equipment (other than that furnished
by the Government) for the boys in
all branches of the service.

given

The District Attorney's office is taking up the matter and conducting an
investigation of the Army and Navy
bazaar, which may lead to the Grand
The Army and Navy bazaar
Jury.
was under the management of Waldemar H. F. N. De Bille. He bore
the title of managing director and had
an arrangement with the promoters,
under which he was to receive onehalf of the net receipts up to $7,500.
While there does not appear on the
surface any absolute indication of
"graft" in the Army and Navy Bazaar,
there is every reason to believe there
was gross mismanagement in the conThe need and necessity
duct of it.
of real showmanship and the management of real showmen to carry an affair of t lii s nature were most forcibly brought home in the exposure.
In "Hero Land" a like state of affairs might have occurred had not
the promoters secured the assistance
of a master craftsman of the theatre.
As originally planned (by an interior
decorator) a section of the battle front
was to have been reproduced in the
cellar of the Grand Central Palace
building, with trenches as they are at
This decorator figured at
the front.
least 10,000 loads of dirt (a load being
one cubic yard) at $3.50 a load should
be purchased for the "trenches." The
dirt alone would have cost $35,000.
After the showman had been called in
he immediately discouraged this idea
constructing
the
and
set
about
trenches of "staff" and other stage materia!,

with a

light

dirt

covering to

lend realism.

Louis Pincus
entertainment

is

to give a vaudeville

Sing Sing
Thanksgiving Day afternoon.
at

Prison

He

is

taking a hill of eight acts to the state
institution.

:

VAUDEVILLE
WESTERN VAUDEVILLE AGENTS
BECOMING SHOW FOR RED CROSS
Chicago Theatrical Men Will Give Entertainment at Auditorium Dec 16. Appear in Minstrel First Part.

Pandemonium broke

Monday afBrooklyn, when
out

ternoon at the Folly,
Katherine Murray was singing a topical
song that has cropped out as a result
of war times. Miss Murray had reached
the line about "to the helmet with the
Kaiser" in the "Under the Linden
Tree" number, when a German sympathizer interrupted her with "to the hell
mit you."

A

Nov.

Chicago,

The date has been

21.

tentatively fixed

Dec. 16, and the place Cohan's
Grand opera house.
Twice a week plain and dress rehearsals are held for the Red Cross
Benefit of the Chicago Theatrical
Agents for the Red Cross, at the St.
Regis Hotel, for polishing up gags and
at the Majestic theatre for reviewing
as

costumes*

The show

two

will be divided into

the first the minstrel show,
given by the agents, and the second
a program of vaudeville headliners,
recruited from the current week bills.
For the former, the personel has been
definitely decided. Here are the tried
and true minstrels who will be seated,
parts;

gentlemen
Ends: Walter Meakin, manager of
the Logan Square; Edward Marsh, of
the W. V. M. A. Fair department;
Dave Beeler, Will Jacobs and George
lience, of Beehler-Jacobs Jess Freeman, of the James McKowen agency;
Harry Spingold; Tom Powell, of the
Gus Sun office and Edgar Dudley, of

mencing preparations looking toward
his appearance alone in vaudeville,
following the launching of his latest
production, "The Song Review," with

29 people, opening around

New York

When

booking arrangements may
be conveniently made, Mr. Edwards
in his act will play on the same bills
with his big show.
The "Review" has as principals,
Olga Cook, Marguerite Haney, Helene
Coyne, Villaini, Dan Healy.
There
are 16 chorus girls and eight male
choristers in the turn of nine scenes.
run an hour.

It will

THE "SUNDAY NIGHTS."
Last Sunday night the Century and
Winter Garden's vaudeville concert?,
for that evening of the week only,
were given to a large crowd at both
theatres.
The Garden performance
was pronounced a very poor one by

who watched

those

it,

while the Cen-

Sunday show was termed fair.
Raymond Hitchcock was the star
attraction at the Century. The Sunday before Hitchcock was at the Win-

tury's

ter Garden.

;

Boyle Woolfolk's

office.

George Van, W. V.
M. A.; John Billsbury, of the Melen
Ballad singers:

Murph" agency, "Tink" Humphreys of
the U. B. O. Walter Downey and Morris Silver, of the W. V. M. A.
Middle Men: George Van and John
;

Billsbury.

A

hushed censorship prevails

in the
Stern ef-

N. V. A. ROOMS.
Chicago, Nov. 21.
Martin Beck has authorized the announcement that when the new Statelake theatre and office building is completed, there will be a special reservation of space for the Chicago offices
of the National Vaudeville Artists.
The local headquarters for the society
will contain rehearsal rooms, besides
a full club equipment.
Contracts to build the Statelake

CHICAGO'S

Majestic theatre building.
forts are being made to wrap an atmosphere of mystery about the forthcom-

were

But here and there an
absent-minded agent in the elevator,

Henri Fox, Inc., through its attorney, Harry Lewis, last weeflreplevined
$785 worth of costumes furnished to
the Al. B. White new act called "Playmates." The concern is also suing H.

ing program.

humming

a tune, gives a clue as to
the feast of melody and mirth which
to be let loose.
It is learned that Eddie Marsh will
give an old-time song one that he
sang nearly two decades ago, before
It is called
the days of jass-bands.
"Pretty Rosie Kelly," and after he has
is

—

Eddie Leonarded it, Eddie Marsh will
do a primrose on soft shoes. Harry
Spingold is down for a medley of
coon songs, old and new, with a dance
Boyle Woolfolk will
interpolated.
render "his la-a-atest composition" entitulled "When the Jass Band Plays
on the River Nile."
The arrangements committee is
headed by Mort Singer and Tom Powell.
Jack Lait is press agent. An invitation is extended to members of the
profession "all over" to attend. It is
hoped to raise $5,000 for the Chicago
Red Cross as a result.

BATTERY TURNED INTO ACT.
The

Fifth

Avenue theatre Wednes-

let late last

week.

COSTUMES REPLEVINED.

Bart
McHugh, claiming McHugh
agreed to be responsible for the bill.
White signed McHugh's name to an
order for the costumes, alleging he
had authority to do so. McHugh disclaims liability on that order.

TRIES SUICIDE.
Chicago, Nov. 21.
Alex. Stephano, in vaudeville, member of "The Two Alexes," a man and
woman musical act, attempted suicide
here last Wednesday night by swallowing carbolic acid. He was rushed
to the Passavant hospital in a very
serious

condition.

Stephano and his wife had been
living at the Revere House. She told
a Variety representative the act had
just come off a Coast tour.
Delayed
bookings, she said, brought about a
nervous breakdown, responsible for
'

her

husband's

act.

day night entertained Battery E. of
the 306th Field Artillery at Camp UpManager McQuaid, of the theaton.
tre, made the event more interesting
by having the band of 40 pieces give a
concert upon the stage, during which
the remainder of the battery, about
150 men in all, did a drill.
Before and after their "act," the
company occupied seats in the theatre and witnessed the performance.

GUS EDWARDS' "SINGLE."

A

singing act
with appropriate songs
single

character
the present

in
is

thought of Gus Edwards,

who

is

com-

WIFE LOST.
Chicago, Nov.
In 1917
Olivia, of

stampede toward the man resulted
in his being thrown out. Cries of "throw
him out," etc., had the audience also
yelling for Miss Murray to continue,
which she did. Four times she sang
the chorus and when she reached the
that caused the uproar the folks
out front chimed in with a hurrah.
line

next week.

21.

Harry Otto and

his wife
toured Mexico
with the Grand Circo Mexico, in common with a number of other acts black-

vaudeville,

listed as result of

They returned

White Rat

to

activities.

information which will result in locating her.

The Dolly

Sisters will wind up their
indefinite engagement at the Hotel
Knickerbocker this Saturday.
They
have been the feature of the grille,
dancing in the restaurant under * a
$2,000 weekly guarantee, with the cover
charge of $1 per plate belonging to
them.
The Dollys have said their reason

for giving

Goetz

a production offer until they
Mr. Bernard had
completed.
n sought to appear in the new
Hitchcock revue. "Words and Music."
Another act back in vaudeville is
the Farber Girls, engaged by the Shuberts for one of their musical shows.
sider

were

became dissatisfied through
waiting and with only a bleak prospect of a long rehearsal period. They

The

girls

open

week.

at the Riverside next

MAY CLOSE GALLERY.
Following a string of complaints
anent the misbehavior of the gallery
patrons at the Columbia theatre Sunday concerts, the house management
has determined to take drastic steps
to wipe out the evil or close up the
gallery
entirely
matinees.

for

the

Sunday

The Columbia

gallery has been a
source of fear to acts engaged for that
house, their pet pastime being to
throw coins on the stage or audibly
express their dissatisfaction with any
offering which doesn't subscribe to
their idea of theatricals. Last Sunday
the coin throwing forced one act to
retire before the completion of his
specialty, after which he returned to
deliver a rather strong speech in
which he classified the guilty individuals as "dirty bums."
Heretofore the Columbia gallery
admission has been 15 cents for the
Sunday matinee. Next Sunday the
price will be tilted to 25 cents. If this
doesn't keep the mischievous individuals away the gallery will be closed
during the afternoon performances.

PROFESSIONAL RATES WANTED.
Following a meeting between Henry
Chesterfield of the N. V. A. and Pat
Casey of the V. M. P. A., the latter
has decided to communicate with the
various members of the managerial
organization, asking them to make

arrangements with different merchants
in their towns to allow what is generally known as "Professional Rates" on
all purchases where the principal carries a paid-up card in the artists'
organization.
Some years ago, hotels, stores, etc.,
recognized the professional and made
special rates to recognized artists, but
with the growth of the profession the
practice gradually died out.

rehearsals

for

the

forth-

Raymond

coming

Hitchcock-Ray
"Words and Music.

revue,

They appeared

in the present Hitchcock show, "Hitchy-Koo," for a few
performances, doing the restaurant
dancing at the same time. Their dancing hours at the Knickerbocker are
10.30

It was announced this week by Sam
Bernard he intended to fulfil his vaudeville engagements and would not con-

up the eatery job was to

commence

and

STICKING IN VAUDEVILLE.

11 JO at night.

BUCK DONS ANTLERS.
J hn Buck, manager of Proctor's 58th
Street, was initiated into the Queensboro Lodge of Elks Tuesday night at
Long Island City. Now the lodge can
boast of a genuine buck elk.
After the regular ceremony he was
Siven a special degree prepared for him
y Dave Nowlin, John Lamp and Ed-

ward McNamee.

A delegation of 75 members of the
Astoria Lodge attended as well as 50
members of the theatrical profession,
representing 14 different lodges. Buck
was presented with a watch charm
and a special luncheon. -A vaudeville
entertainment was part of the program.

Those who attended were Tames
Armstrong, Past Exalted Ruler, No. 1,
New York; H. B. Burton, No. 8, Louisville; Frank Dobson, No. 21. Newark;
Charles Bierbauder, No. 33, Utiea;
Clyde Rinaldo, No. 37, Columbus: Tack
Henry, No. 44, Little Falls; Henry
Chesterfield, No. 131, Battle Creek:
Leo Muckenfuss, No. 260, Fargo David
Nowlin, No. 201, Austin Fred DeBondy
and William Quaitboth, No. 275.
Poughkeepsie E. K. Nadel, No. 425,
Elkhart;
J. Sullivan, No. 87%
gueensboro; Joe Merriman, No. 1157,
nglewood, and Pat Gerin, No. 1301,
;

;

Wm
;

Lorraine.

LAFAYETTE'S

"FIFI" DIES.
Roanoke, Va., Nov. 21.
once the favorite pet fox terrier of the )ate Great Lafayette, died
here yesterday and was accorded a
royal funeral by Lala Selbini, who
owned the animal. She has had him
"Fifi,"

embalmed and buried

built casket.
"Fifi" worked in
ette illusions.

in

a specially

one of the Lafay-

DUFFUS CONTINUES AGENCY.

The death

of Louis

Wesley on Sunday

will result in the former office activity
of the late Wesley and Bruce Duffus
being conducted in the future by
Duffus, the latter having been attend-

ing to

all of it for some time anyway,
owing to Wesley's enforced absence
from the books.
Duffus had charge of the Wesley

obsequies, Louis having arranged for
his remains to be cremated and their
disposition left to Duffus per Wesley's
last wish.

BUTTERFIELD CLOSES BAY CITY.
Chicago, Nov.

L'ARGENTINA DISSATISFIED.
An announcement from the press
department of the Valvcrde "Land of
Joy" company, playing at the Park
theatre this week states that L'Argentina has withdrawn from the organizaNo

reason given.
It is understood she has been dissatisfied with her advertising and returns to Spain shortly to appear there

tion.

in

^

a big ballet.
Cliff
Cliff

Irving

Hess, Full Fledged Composer.
Hess, formerly accompanist to
Berlin,

composer.
This week he

21.

Mr. S. Butterfield announces the
closing of his Bay City (Mich.) house,
Bijou, on account of poor business.
Efforts will be made to place the
acts booked there elsewhere

The

Bijou, Jackson, Mich., formerly

booked through the Butterfield office
here, has been taken over by John
Nash, of the Affiliated Booking Company, and will be given an A. B. C.
franchise.

Chicago and lived

there at the St. Regis Hotel. Olivia
is a beautiful woman.
Oct. 29, Olivia
packed her suitcase, and went. Otto
hasn't seen or heard of her since.
He offers a substantial reward for any

DOLLYS QUITTING HOTEL.

"HELMET" RAISES HULLABALOO.

is

now

a

full

fledged

It is understood that acts
playing this house will "lost their
value" to the W. V. M. A.

Garden Doing LittU B«tUr.
reduction in price from
Winter Garden, "Do-

Since the

singing (in Dorothy
Jardon's act) another of his own
numbers, "Regretful Blues,"
is

$3 to $2.50 at the
ing Our Bit" has

ance.

improved

in

attend*

VAUDEVILLE
PHILADELPHIA MANAGER-AGENT
MAY BE V. M P. A. I NVESTIGATED
.

Fred Nixon-Nirdlinger Subject of Attention by Artists' Society
9
in Communication to Managers Organization. Abuse
of Contracts Charged.
Accused Is V. M. P. A.

Member.
Following the receipt of a number of
complaints from members in good
standing, the executives of the National
Vaudeville Artists took steps this week
to officially ask the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association to investigate the booking methods employed
by Fred Nixon-Nirdlinger in the operation of his theatres in and around
Philadelphia. Mr. Nixon-Nirdlinger is
a member of the V. M. P. A. and under

membership agreement subscribed
to the rules and regulations of that or"
his

ganization.

The complaints as a rule follow contractual abuses, many advocating a rearrangement of his system wherein
acts are employed for an engagement
in a Philadelphia theatre and on Sunday are instructed to move to Atlantic
City for a single day before receiving
their full week's salary. The N. V. A.
officials also sent out a bulletin this
week asking for more definite information anent the Nixon-Nirdlinger circuit,
preferring to procure the general opinion of its membership before taking
such a serious step on individual complaints.

This is the first time since the formation of the V. M. P. A. that the organization officials have been requested,
under their co-operative agreement
with the artists' association, to take action in the case of one of its own members.
Heretofore the two organizations have co-operated to stamp out
abuses prevailing in theatres and booking offices outside the organization.
The National Vaudeville Artists'
executives are awaiting further complaints before officially inviting the attention of the V. M. P. A. officials, but
have gone sufficiently far to appoint a
committee of artists to represent the
society in the matter.

DETROirS COLONIAL PICTURES.
Detroit, Nov. 21.
A. J. Gilligham has taken over the
Colonial from the Hoffman Bros. It
lasted only four weeks as a vaudeville
house.
Mr. Gilligham has organized the Sibley Amusement Co. with a capital of
$20,000, and the new Colonial policy
will be pictures, changing weekly.
William Newmark is retained as
house manager.
Mr. Gilligham also
owns the Empire, and is of the Gilligham & Smith Enterprises, Grand Rapids.

CURTIS WILL DO BOOKING.
Arrangements have been made by
Frank A. Keeney whereby his houses
in Brooklyn and Newark will hereafter be booked by Fred Curtis in the
Ben Moss offices or at least will be
O. K.'d by him wherever acts are penciled in by Danny Simmons, Moss'
chief booker.
The addition of Curtis to the Moss
books is made to ease up Simmons'
work somewhat. The latter has not
only the entire Moss circuit as well
as different out-of-town theatres to
book, but also places all of the Sundav

shows

(in

now on

New York and

the

Moss

Brooklyn)

Curti9
devote all his time to the acts fc
Keeney houses only.
list.

FAY AFTER

will
-

the

I.,

Nov.

day-

Two

of the ablest attorneys in this
state have been retained by Fay's, besides August Dreyer, the New York

lawyer.
Fay's
this

is

week.

having its first anniversary
It has done good business

the past year and this attracted attention to it among the theatrical fraternity here.
In the newspaper advertising Mr.
Fay besides devoting some of the space
to the. Anniversary program, said he
intended taking the public into his confidence, and then mentioned Fay's was
the only vaudeville theatre in Providence independent of "the Vaudeville

Trust

in

New

York."

The Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association, with which Fay has lately
come into contact, was not referred to
by name.
"Fay's theatre is not going into the
gasoline business, not certainly for lack
of patronage and not because the
vaudeville trust has not seen fit to welcome it within its fold," said the ad-

vertisement in part.

It

may have been

a reply to a published statement lately
in on; of the papers that some of the
new theatres built within the past two
years were sorry they had not been
constructed for garages.
If Fay's object was to attract attention to his theatre, he selected an opportune time
n the occasion of its
first anniversary.

QUIGLEY ATTACHING.
Boston, Nov. 21.
John J. Quigley, the agent, is working a new angle to induce acts to play
his time, following their cancellation
because of his office not being represented on the membership list of the
Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association.
Quigley has apparently
determined to legally annoy the acts
for their failure to comply with contractual obligations, and accordingly
is filing attachment suits against them

whenever possible.
Two weeks ago

he attached the
Musical Kleises at the Scollay Square

for refusing to play the Strand, Lowell,

oh a Sunday. He also procured an
attachment against the salary of Wilson and Sherwood for refusing to play
a Newport date, tieing up the act's salary at Cambridge and finally forcing
them to fulftll the Newport engageLast week the Six Stylish Step-

ment.

afoul of his attachment
at the Scollay Square, and at
the same time he tied up the salary
of the Worth Wayten Four.

pers

fell

21.

management

M. S. Bentham, U. S. N., while
that commander of the "Psyche V"
continue in the Service.

Lieut.

Lieut. Bentham left his booking
to volunteer himself and
yacht to the Navy. He has been
able to give his business but scant

MARDO ON

HIS

OWN.

Fred Mardo severed his connection
with the Sheedy Agency this week and
hereafter the booking department of
that agency will be supervised by M.
R. Sheedy.
Mardo has been handling
the books since the retirement of
Benny Piermont, now a corporal at
Camp Upton. Mardo was formerly the
Boston representative of the Marcus

Boston, since he is particularly familiar
with New England booking conditions.

afhis

fairs

unat-

tention since, although leaving it in
the capable charge of Arthur Goldsmith, his principal assistant for several years.
Of late there appeared to be an advantage sought from certain quarBentham office,
ters
against
the
through the absence of its chief. The
information came to the notice of the
U. B. O*., whereupon E. F. Albee
requested Sam K. Hodgdon to see that
the Bentham office and acts were fully
protected in every way, with the booking offices and its managers to lend
all the assistance they may be able to
further the smooth running of Lieut.
Bentham's business while he is on sea
duty.
The "Psyche V" is with the Patrol
Fleet of Long Island.

NEW

POLI THEATRE CLOSED.

New

Haven, Nov. 21.
vaudeville house
(Palace) on Church street, which had
its formal opening Monday night, was
closed after the opening night.
A city ordinance requires a house
with
capacity of 3,000 to have a 35S.

Poli's

S.

new

foot entrance.
The lobby is 19 feet
wide, but Poli has a permit from the
State police to show pictures there.
The owner says he was under the impression an additional entrance on a
side street was within the law.
The
building inspectors refused to issue a
license for the opening performance,
because the front entrance did not
conform with the ordinance.
Just before the theatre opened the
mayor had a conference with Poli's
attorney and considering the large
number of invitations given out, he
agreed to allow the opening Monday,
but with the understanding no other
performance was to be given until the

matter ha* been
to this

settled.

giving permission t the theatre to remain open until Dec. 15, pending final action in the
case. This order, however, the mayor
held was of no value, as it is an infringement of the law and the Palace

remains dark.

The program presented on the openconsisted

of

six

and

acts

picture.
Chadwick Stock's Liberty
Chorus, a local organization comprising 100 voices, accompanied by the Palace orchestra, opened the performance.
Following them a Poli representative
introduced Pat Casey of the V. M. P. A.,
who introduced Norma Talmadge, her
sister, Constance, and Joseph Schenck,
the former's husband.
A number of
other prominent theatrical persons

a

from

New York and

Boston were pres-

ent.

The opening

of

>

>.

i

•

...

A wordy session ensued at which
charges were flung back and forth
anent the integrity of both sides, FitzPatrick claiming everyone who antagonized the Rats' executives was in the
employ of the managers, his charge
casting some reflection on the labor
delegates, who promptly and effectual-

challenged his words.
Colton White, a member of the former team of Sheldon and White, and
the publicity man for the Rats during
its recent strike, appeared before the
committee and advanced reasons why
he thought the charter should be revoked. White accused the ex-officials
of being not only incompetent, but willy

fullv deceitful.

Harry DeVeaux introduced affidavits
from former White Rats who claimed
the organization was bankrupt and al*6
exhibited letters wherein Mountford
accused his present associates in the
charter movement in no uncertain
terms. Those were the letters which
figured prominently in the ruling of
the court that recently decided the organization affairs should be investigated.

Mountford produced a number of adprinted by the Vaudeville
Managers' Protective Associavertisements

tion during the recent strike to prove
that a blacklist was in existence, but
the men opposing Mountford convinced the delegates that since the collapse of the Rats fully 30 per cent, of
the acts formerly blacklisted had been
restored to good standing.
The Adjustment Committee's findings

were scheduled to be reported
to the convention floor tomorrow,

back

when

it may recommend an entire reorganization of the union theatrical field.

"STAR" WITNESS EXPELLED.
Herman Lebowitz has been expelled
the Hebrew Trades.
He was

from
used

as

"star"

a

Mountford

in the

witness by Harry
preliminary hearing

before J. T. Lennon in New York regarding the White Rats A. F. of L.
charter. Lebowitz was in Buffalo for
similar purposes.
Lebowitz was supposed to have
sworn to an affidavit used by Mountford, but the man admitted he had never signed the document.
How Liebowitz became concerned in actors' affairs is a mystery.
He was business
agent of the East Side Soda Water
Workers' Local, but was made a representative of the Hebrew Actors'
Local No. 1.

There are now two Hebrew actors'
both having been given a White
Mountford. Both
are now fighting for a direct chapter
locals,

Rats

"charter" by

from the A.

LOEWS MONTREAL

ARGUMENTS,
>

The Adjustment Committee appointed at the A. F. of L. convention to hear
the plea of Harry Mountford and
William FitzPatrick in reference to the
retention of the White Rat charter
in the Federation, held a sitting last
Saturday, at which the officials of the
now defunct organization were granted
an opportunity to advance argument
as to why the W. R. A. U. should be
continued as a chartered organization
by the A. F. of L.

of alder-

men passed an order

9

Buffalo, Nov. 21.

Subsequent

agVement, the board

ing night

.,...>»RATS

JENTHAM PWJTWIWV

system

Loew circuit.
He will probably establish a booking
agency of his own with headquarters in

'EM.

Providence, R.
Fay's theatre, under the

Edward M. Fay, has started after
"The Vaudeville Trust of New York,"
as Mr. Fay classified the remainder of
vaudeville in his full page advertisements in the local papers last Sunof

LIEUT,

Instructions have been issued in the
United Booking Offices for the protection of the agency business of

F. of L.

OPENING.

Montreal, Nov.
Marcus Loew's

TRANSPORTATION CLEAR.

21.

new

theatre here Monday night was an important theatrical event. The house
seats 3,400 and the auditorium was
packed for the first bill.
Mr. Loew with several celebrities
came on from New York to be present.
The new Loew's is called the handsomest theatre in Canada.

While all kinds of reports are wafted
from the road, whereby legitimate
shows and traveling combinations are
being delayed and inconvenienced in
transportation movement, owing to th,e

in

continual transfer of troops (soldiers),
there has not been a single hitch from
this source on either the Columbia or
American circuits since the season
opened early in August.

"Minor" Defense Didn't Hold.
Chicago, Nov. 21.
Boyle Woolfolk has secured a judgment against "The Junior Follies" for
$1,000 for breach, of contract.

A defense was put in that the contract was illegal because it called for
the services of minors.

Sunday
Ft.

The
here

Now

at Ft. Worth.
Worth. Tex., Nov.

Interstate
is

Circuit's

now opening

its

21.

Majestic
vaudeville,

week on Sundays. This gives the encircuit a Sunday opening, except

tire

at

Little

Rock.

VAUDfcVILL
Dl

CAMP THEATRES READY DEC 1I_

THE SERVICE

theati/s to be built
within cantonmfents, /to seat about
e/timate, and cost
lo
according
3,000,
$20,000 each, shoqld /e ready for occu-

^

Joe Levy (Mark Levy's brother) of
the Quartermaster Corps at the State
Arsenal was recently transferred to
Camp Whitman, N. Y. George Sof-

was likewise

ranski

transferred,

to-

husband

to be near her
called to France.

until

he

is

"Doc" Munster, assistant
of the Longacre, left for Camp Upton,
L. I., Sunday.
He will be transferred
to the medical division. Arthur Bramwell, formerly at the Candler, has succeeded him at the Longacre.

the boys happened to "find" that day.
delivered, Joe bragged about the
pies he had made.
As the boys sat
down, Joe took the pies from the
stove and placed them on the table.
The boys agreed they were good until
they found out how Joe got them,
whereupon they chased him from the
camp. Soon after Joe applied for and
received another transfer, to his for-

Kouns

mer

station.

David Mannes. former concert masNew York Symphony, a vio-

ter of the

of note f has been appointed
civilian supervisor of music at Camp
Upton, L. I., N. Y. Mannes is being
assisted by Carl Rissland, now assistant bandmaster of the 305th F. A.
Band, Rissland's new assignment carrying with it a commission.
linist

Hartley McVey, brother of Mrs. Sidney Drew, and formerly assistant to
Sidney Drew in the production of.
Metro-Drew comedies, is mastering
aviation With the aim of seeing service over the battlefields in France.

He

is

stationed

the

at

training

grounds at Garden City» L. I.
Lieut. John Philip Sousa, who is now
a commissioned officer in the National
Army, appeared out at Camp Sheridan
recently in disguise.
The beard he
has worn for many years had disappeared and only a mustache saved his
face from complete exposure.
C. E. Gradwell is with the Royal
Artillery
Garrison
(Signal
Corps),
Halton Camp East, Bucks, England.
He was formerly a newspaper man at
Toledo, U. S., having also acted as
publicity representative for Keith's,
that city.
Lee R. Chapin has been transferred
to Camp Shelby, Miss., where he is
Supply Sergeant for the Field Hospital (Medical Department, 77th Field
Artillery).
Frank O'Brien,, who enlisted in the
navy, has taken the examination for
ensign, and it is reported a commission for the rank will be shortly is'sued to him.
special vaudeville show was held
by Co. C, 307th Infantry at Yaphank.
L. I., Nov. 17, through the efforts of
Arthur Moskowitz, who is a private in
the company.
Capt. Ray Hodgdon is expected in
New York Sunday, on 30 days' sick
leave.
Capt. Hodgdon was operated
upon two weeks ago at the Spartanburg camp for hernia.
Hubert Maas is with Co. A, 7th N. Y.

Camp Wadsworth,

assistant

New

manager

S. C.
He was
at the Star theatre,

York.

Joe Fields (son of Lew Fields) is
Chief Boatswain's Mate at Pelham
Park, New York City, giving instruction there to recruits.

Edward McCarthy, known

profes-

sionally as Musician McCarthy, is with
163d Infantry band, now at Mineola,
L.

called.

George J. Rice (Rice and Carr) and
Albert E. Wicks (Wicks and Quirk)
are at Camp 5, Short Creek, Ala.
Harry L. Dobbs (Dobbs, Penny and
Co.) is with Co. G, 338th Inf., Camp
Custer, Battle Creek, Mich.
William W. Wagner is with Battery D, 304th Field Artillery, Camp
Upton, L. I.
Ray Griffith, former Triangle-Keystone comedian, exempt, near loss of
speech.

W.

James

P.

D. 334th

Inf..

a musician with Co.
Taylor, Ky.
(Brice and King), re-

is

Camp

Charles King
jected, physical

Lasage

is

a

2d

Orrin Schear

is

at

disability.

CHEAPENING CRITICS' TAX.
Somewhat amusing is the manner

in

which the important musical organizations have solved the tax question,
or rather have evaded it so far as the

The Philharare concerned.
monic Society first conceived the idea
of stamping the tickets for critics to
be valued at 25 cents, thus reducing
the tax to 3 cents on seats occupied
by the scribes on the particular evening they attended.
critics

The Symphony Orchestra then went
the Philharmonic one better by marktickets at 10 cents, calling
for a tax of one cent.
In the meantime the Metropolitan
had the tickets allotted critics stamped
or printed with a valuation of 30 cents.
The price of Met tickets for Caruso

ing

its critic

evenings is ordinarily $6, which would
entail the reviewer paying a tax of
$1.20 on the pair of seats sent him. A
tax almost equal to that which would
attain on tickets for the two orchesorganizations. Even though it is
assumed the tax is really saddled onto
the publication and not the critic personally, it is evident that the music
and operatic group intend to take no
tra

I.

DRAFTED.
Duke Reynolds,

assistant to Triangle-Keystone director Harry Williams,

American Lake, Washington.

nolds' wife, known to
Arnold, has left for

Reyfilmdom as Cecile
Tacoma, Wash.,

come under

War

Depart-

The plan of operation includes an admission of 25 cents per
seat.

The camps will require 16 shows,
continuously, whether the productions
are held at the theatres one week or
longer. While there has been a report
the War Department is of the impression there are shows now rehearsing
to play these official houses, as far as
known in New York there have been
no companies so far organized for that
purpose. It is expected revivals will
be made of former successful musical
comedies, for the major portion of
the shows, although picture entertainment may be included.
The Government appropriated

$500,-

000 for the erection of the theatres.
The figures for the building of them
are sajd to have averaged in the Mds
about $20,000 each.
Marc Klaw, chairman of the Commission, is reported informing the
War Department the approximate cost
of maintaining each traveling camp

company will be between $2,500 and
$3,000 weekly. The houses are expected to be self supporting through the

ZOO ESCAPES TAX.
Cincinnati, Nov. 21.

The Cincinnati Zoo is exempt from
the war tax on admissions.
Through the efforts of Congressman
Longworth, the Treasury Department
yesterday made the following ruling:
"It appears from the foregoing that
this Association is an educational institution, established, maintained and
operated solely for the benefit of the
public. The proceeds arising from the
admissions inure exclusively to the
benefit of the institution and no part of
same can be distributed to the stockholders or others, either by way of diverting or ip any other manner. This
Association
would, therefore, come
within the exemption provided in Section 700. Title 7. and there is no tax
due on admissions charged."

Lieut.

Camp

Merritt,

Tcnafly,

James Reese Europe, who

N.
is

J.,

now

directing a regimental band, has written a new song entitled "Good Bye,

Mah Honey. Ah'm

Gone, Gone," which

has a march swing as well as lyrics.
Collaborating with the colored "jazzist"
was Sergt. Noble Sissie, a former entertainer.

ARMY NEEDS ENTERTAIN!
From

reports

reaching

No6 York

of the forces abroad
have sent requtsts for enjfertainment

commanders

the

lencans on
be supphe<
French soil.
General Pershfag \f said to have
made a personal Venues t to the War
Department along that line.
No action had been taken over here
as far as could be learned up to the
to

present time.

"CAMP UPTON DAY" AT HIP.
Arrangements have been completed
for a big military pageant and theatentertainment to be given in the
New York, matinee and
night, Dec. 9, when the men of the
305th Infantry will stage "A Day at
Camp Upton," whereby they expect
to raise funds to build a gymnasium
and theatre at Camp Upton, L. I.
The spectacle is in charge of Lieut.
James Schuyler, with the infantry
having established its own press department at the Intelligence Office,
Camp Upton, which is directed by
Howard J. Green, a former Broadway
rical

Hippodrome,

newspaperman.
Green, now a corporal, and Corp.
Harry H. Rose have written a regimental march song which will be rendered at the Hip show.

chances.

At
L.

will

the

25-cent admission charge.

Lieutenant

Fort Totten,

of

Activities.
,

I.

Ernest

(Field Artillry) at Ft. Mycr. Va.

at

when

supervision

ment Commission on Training Camp

the Triangle scenadrafted and departed for the training camp at American
Lake a fortnight ago, has been rejected, defective eyesight.
Granville English is at Camp Farragut (Barracks 940 N), Great Lakes.
Mr. English was accompanist for the
Sisters

1.

The camp theatres
the

Roy Del Ruth of
rio staff, who was

A

Inf.,

pancy Dec.

treasurer

gether with a new cook. The first day
in camp the cook ruined everything
by burning the food. Joe was elected
for kitchen duty, as he admitted
knowing a little about foodstuffs. He
ran across a farmer who listened. to
reason and promised to have wife bake
a couple of pies from some pumpkins

When

f

Jerry Clayton (formerly of Clayton
and Draper), a private at the camp,
a member of the prize drilling platoon.
The 305th in its military spectacle
is

life at Camp Upton
from the time the soldier rises
the morning until he must hit the

will

show camp

as

is

in

it

hay.
All the talent for the entire
will come from the 305th.

BILL AT

show

CAMP UPTON.

A

vaudeville performance was given
the members of the 305th U. S. Infantry at Camp Upton last Friday, the
turns volunteering their services, including
"Suffragette
Friedlander's

Revue," McBride and Walker, Neta
Bernard,
Bobby
Johnson,
Jack
Weiner, Sylvia De Frankie, James
Guilfoyle, Theresa Struppa and Gladys
Gave.
Several vaudevillians, now attached
to the camp, also appeared for the entertainment of their associates. The
affair was supervised by Saul Brilliant of the regimental band, Lieut.
Golding and Lieut. Doggett. It was
staged in the company's mess halL

mrwm

paotages circuit.

booking
Eastern
Kecfe,
agent for the Pantages Circuit, says
he it tired of hearing misstatements
concerning that circuit and its book-*
ings. Mr. Keefe claims that when an
act leaves the Pan time at Portland
or San Francisco it is because the act
did not "make good."
"The Pantages Circuit is the only
vaudeville circuit which gives a play
or pay contract for eleven weeks and
plays the act for that length of time,
whether it makes good or whether it
does not, in our houses," Mr. Keefe
V/alter

said.

"Every act booked on the Pantages
Circuit out of New York is fully aware
of all important matters that may oome
up during their Pantages travel. They
are informed," he says, "that the contract calls for eleven weeks, and that
while there are 18J4 weeks of play on
the Pantages time the

Pan contract

carries an optional agreement clause
which gives the circuit the right to
exercise it after. the first eleven weeks
have expired, provided the act is
given two weeks' notice in advance
of that.
Mr.
"I
recall"
continued
don't
Keefe, "over four acts leaving the
time since I have been connected with
it.
The most things said regarding
the Pantages Circuit, as far as I have
heard, are said by the acts we
wouldn't play. The acts that we do
are perfectly satisfied* They like our
time and gladly accept return engagements when offered.
"Another thinp I have heard is that

»

the transportation amounts to more
than we tell them. That is not so.
show every act this book (picking up 'Panning the Pan Time,' by
Herbert Lloyd, a small volume full of
detailed information of the Pantapes
tour).
Here are the transportation
figures. They amount, gross, to $158.90
for the entire trip.
IF an act plays
but eleven weeks for us the average
per week for travel is $13. If they
play the* full route it is $9 a week."
Mr. Keefe was asked regarding the
report that Alexander Pantages often
informs acts at Seattle if tney wish
to continue beyond the first eleven
weeks contracted for they wilj have
to reduce their salary for the remainder of the trip.
"I don't believe it," answered Mr.
Keefe.
"There may have been Instances in large acts where they were

We

wanted for one special date. That
was so with The Bachelor Dinner.'
Wasn't it, Irving?" (Irving Cooper,
who was present!) Mr. Cooper nodded
assent, and Mr. Keefe asked him:
"Didn't that act accept a return date
with us at the original saUrr booked
for?" Mr. Cooper again said^res."

The new Southern time now booked
by Pantages amounts to

five

and one-

half weeks, with the acts leaving the

on the regular Pantages
route (Kansas City), going to Springfield and Joplin, Mo. (one week), with
last

a

stand

week each following

in

Oklahoma

Dallas, Houston, San Antonio,
and four days in Waco, Texas.
The Pantages route complete now
gives 24 weeks, or 26 weeks in all,
with
two weeks of travel.
The
Citv,

southern time, together with the re-

mainder of the

circuit after the first
eleven weeks, is subject to the optional
clause in the Pantages contract.

KEITH HONOR TABLETS.
A number of bronze honor tablets
have been ordered by E. F. Albee,
which will carry the names of the
Keith employees who have joined the
colors, each tablet to be placed in
the lobby of the Keith theatres, with
an additional one hung in the head^quarters of the booking agency.

The

tablets are specially

made and

allow for the inscription of the individual

names

in

halt inch letters, the

whole being topped with an immense
bronze eagle.

The tablets will be placed in position in about five weeks.

•
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NEW ACTS
Arthur Pickens, of the first "Potash
and Perlmutter," who two years ago
sustained a compound fracture of the
thigh in San Francisco when the show
was on tour and who has been inactive since then, is re-entering theatricals, but not as an actor. The acci-

him with a pronounced limp.
to produce several vaudeville
acts, the first of which is "Their Weddent

He

ding

left

is

Day,"

by Franklyn ArdelL

It

will carry a cast of four.
Lamberti, in "Faces in the Fire,"
special settings, with Lamberti retaina
ing his impersonation idea, with
story built around them. Another
stage
man in the act, and the back
crew consists of six persons. In one
scene 12 supers are employed. The

Railroad

clown

E

was staged by Edgar Allen.
Edwin Meyers and June Imes, the
latter being a sister to Marion Sunshine, have formed a new two-act.
The turn is that originally framed by
Miss Sunshine, who was compelled to
act

shelve her vaudeville idea because of
Harris.
a contract with Cohan
Pasquale Mario of Mario and Travette will leave the vaudeville stage
for a short time to continue his vocal
training under a New York 4 teacher.

&

Meanwhile Irene Travette

will

do

a

single turn.
Charles Kellog, the "Nature Man," is
coming east with the leg of a tree he
has been living in, also exhibiting in the
west It's from California and Mr.
Kellogg intends doing an act with it in
eastern vaudeville (Harry Weber).
"The Night Clerk," organized for the
big time, with 25 people, a William B.

i*'

a

j

•*

*

1

Friedlander production, is in readiness
to "show."
(Not the same company
recently at the Fifth Avenue).
Billy Tuite, in Harry Tighe's former "collegians" act, has signed with
D. B. Berg and is to be featured with
"The Hoosier Girl," doing the comic.
His name has been changed to Tate.
The second of the Joe Santley acts
is ready.
It is a vaudeville skit in one,
with Rex Adams and Vera Verna, entitled "After The Ball." The act runs
15 minutes and carries two drops.
Tom Murphy, formerly of the Primrose Four, has a new sinking combination that will include himself, Eddie
Van Schaick and Tom Kenyon. Go
Paige Smith.)
The Joe Santley new vaudeville production, "A Jass Nightmare," with 12
people, is under the booking direction
of Harry Weber.
Mr. Santley does
not appear in person in it
Jack Lewis (formerly Lewis and
Lewis), out of vaudeville four years
(playing in cabarets), in new act entitled 'The Man Behind the Suit Case"
(Fred S. Fenn).
Joe McCormack (formerly Brown

and McCormack) and Anna Dougherty

"Too Many Sweethearts." (Bart
McHugh.)
Burr and Hope, English, return en-

of

gagement, opening Feb. 2 at Riverside, New York (Jenie Jacobs-Pat Casey Agency).
Mabel Verdun, formerly with Colonel Diamond, singing and dancing
v.ith her two sisters, Alia and Drew.
Jean Kane and Adele Marlow lately
with Century Opera Co. in singing
specialty.

"When Women Wink,"

scenery;

special

O'Brien-Harry Weber Agency).
Art Speigel (formerly Speigel and
Jones) and Frank Barnes (Barnes and
Asher), in 'The Red Cross Nurse."
"The Bijou Revue," with Maxine
Douglass featured, written and staged
by William B. Friedlander.
Hugh Herbert and Co., three people,

"The Lemon."

in

Amores

and

Sisters

with

Co.,

five

girls.

AND INJURED.

Josie Heather in a new single by
Jean Havez.
Mitchell, Griswold and Mitchell, re-

duties.

united.

ing department, New York, was operated upon Nov. 17 at the Miserecordia
Hospital, New York, by Dr. Amey for
appendicitis.
Mrs. Poli is reported
doing very well.

Raymond

Gilbert and Co. in sketch,

"Sacrifice," 4 people.

Race and Edge, two-man comedy act.
(Arthur Klein).
"Sidewalks of New York," a Bert La
Mont act, with five girls and four men.
Ollie Wood (formerly Rogers and
Wood), with new partner.
Billy Dale, formerly of Bobby and
Dale, with Bunny Burch; two-act
Juliet returns to vaudeville as a
single act.

Pealson and Goldie in "Home Life"
(Morris & Feil).
"Color Scheme," with four men and
ihree women (Chas. Wilshin).
"The Rose of a Harem," with
people (George Choos).

12

Jimmie Smith and Walter Kaufman,
reunited (Irving Cooper).

Hale and Paterson with 18 people,
including Jazz and Chinese bands.
Violet West, new "single."
"The Diamond Necklace"; 4 people.

PRODUCTION ENGAGEMENTS.
Helen Coyne has been engaged by
Gus EdwaH* as the principal in his
"1918 Song Revue."
Burrell Barbaretto

for,

"Furs

and

Frills."

Knox Wilson for Perry Kelly's
Look and Listen."
Cox and English for the Anna Held

"Stop,

show, joining

in San Francisco.
Sydney Greenstreet, Harry Delf and
Carey
for
"The Rainbow Girl."
Joe

Edward Stanley,
Carl Breham and H.

Anderson,

Stefie

Wm.

H. Sloane,
H. Hamilton for "Princess Pat."
Joe Miller (Three Chums), Pat Hanley (Broadway Trio), Harry Jones
(Jones and Spiegel) and Harry Tanner
(Melody Four) have been signed as a
quartet for the new Hitchcock revue,
"Words and Music."

SMOKE FUND SHOW.
An
for
is

in

entertainment to procure funds
the

Smoke

Fund

for

soldiers

being arranged by professionals now
the service who have obtained

liberty

from camp to stage the

affair.

Adj. Gen. Sherrill of the State and
Col.
Meyers of the Quartermaster
Corps are behind the affair, which will
be supervised by Raymond Leveen,
formerly of the F. F. Proctor office,
and Will Gordon, formerly of the Gordon Brothers. They propose to rent
one of the New York halls for the
event, which will include a dance and
entertainment,
the
latter
carrying
soldier-actors exclusively.

with Eugene

West, assisted by Dorothy Phillips
and Walter Lyle.
Felix Adler has placed his new act,
"Queen of the Movies," on the shelf,
after playing four days in Newark.
"The Soldier Boy's Dream," Vi
Quinn and six girls, conceived and
staged by Jack Mason.
"Around the World," rehearsing,
with several people yet to be added to
cast by the Edwards-Osborne, Inc.
Hip Raymond, "Ten Minutes at the
i

Station,"

single.

Lois Josephine (formerly Cross and
Josephine),
single
turn
(George

*

\

ILL

Will Oakland was operated upon for
appendicitis Nov. 16 at the Polyclinic
Hospital, New York. He was reported
doing nicely the following day. Mr*
Oakland was rushel East from Little
Rock, Ark., upon the complaint developing, his act leaving the Interstate
Circuit theatre at that city.
Billy Delaney, of the United Booking Offices forces, had a slight pimple
upon his cheek. Someone around the
offices suggested pricking it, done with
a steel blade, and cold cream was applied. An affection followed, with Mr.
Delaney's face swelling to a large
size.
When the swelling was reduced
it left him with an abscess that had
to be lanced, and he is not over it yet,
although attending to his booking

American, Chicago, Offered Cort.
wire Wednesday mentioned the
likelihood of John Cort taking over
the Chicago theatre (formerly American music hall), Chicago, and would

A

direct

its

At the

future theatrical

New York

Wednesday

policy.

offices of

Mr. Cort

his son, Harry Cort, said
the theatre people had written the Cort
offices regarding taking it over, but
that nothing definite had been decided

as yet.

Mrs. George Poli, wife of

nephew

S. Z. Poli's

(the latter in his uncle's book-

F. J. (Jack) Dingwall, the theatrical

newspaper man, who was believed to
have been a sufferer of cardiac trouleft a local hospital last Friday
after being thoroughly examined and
his ailment diagnosed as an abscess on
the left lung. Dingwall has been ordered to a southern climate.
As the result of a defective platform
which collapsed during the opening
of "Losing Eloise" at the Harris, Nov.
17, five persons were thrown 12 feet
ble,

down

to the stage, painfully injuring

one and severely bruising the other
The performance was delayed
four.
about half an hour.
The one who received the severest

was Lillian Washburn, a maid
employed by Lucille Watson, of the
cast.
She was sent to Bellevue Hospital, with injuries to her spine.
At
the hospital it was said she was not
dangerously hurt, but had suffered

injury

four men who fell
were Joseph Rice, Charles Stewart,
Robert Brooks, stage hands, and John
Goodman, assistant electrician. All
remained at the theatre.
Larry Corbett, local vaudeville actor,
received minor injuries in a street car
accident in Chicago last week, and is
under the care of Dr. Jay Pitts.
Princess
Annie Kalama, at the
American Theatrical Hospital, Chicago, recovered and left.
Goldkette Thereres, hypnotist, is at
the
American Theatrical Hospital,
Chicago, under observation.
Eddie James, assistant director to
contusions.

Larry

The

Trimble

(Petrova

IN

AND OUT.

Shea's Toronto bill ran all last week
without a feature turn. Its headline,
Carl Randall and Ernestine Meyers,
left the program after the Monday
matinee. Mr. Randall pleaded illness.
physician informed Shea's he had
examined Randall, finding him with a
slight cold that would not prevent his
appearance, and had ordered Randall
to return to work. It was believed by
the booking men Randall objected to
closing the show. No substitution for
the headline was made.
Stewart and Lewis failed to appear
at the Boulevard last Thursday. Mabel

A

Harper substituted.
Brown and Spencer

left

the

Orpheum

Circuit tour at Oakland, Cal., last Saturday, returning East. The Leach Sisters, Portland (Ore.) girls, replaced

them. Fleta Jan Spencer pleaded illness as the reason'for the cancellation,
but it is said they disagreed with the

over their

circuit

Mason and

billing.

Keller did not open at

Monday.

Albany,

Proctor's,

Homer

Mason was

obliged to leave the Royal,
Saturday, to find relief
from gallstones. Charles E. Evans
and Co. substituted at Albany and
Troy for the week.

Bronx,

bill

Mertens and Avena

failed to

appear

Proctor's 23rd Street last half of

at

week. Filled by The Bissoirs.
Lottie Williams lost her voice at the
Hippodrome, Chicago, this week. She
was replaced by Karmi.
Perrone and Alda are out of the bill
at the Bijou, Battle Creek, due to illlast

ness-

MARRIAGES.
Mary Creighton (Three Creighton
Sisters), Nov. 17, 1917, to Jack Flanagan (non-professional), at St. Ann's

New York

Church,

City.

Margaret Grey (of 'The Aviators")
to Archie Bell, same company, in Detroit,

Oct.

4.

Joseph Bennet. manager of "The
Telephone Tangle," to Florence Henry
(non-professional), Nov. 11, at Portland, Me.
M. E. Greenwald, one of the owners
of the New Fillmore and Mission theatres, San Francisco, at Portland, Ore.,
last week, to Pearl Boyer.

BIRTHS.
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Craig at 1072 Bergen street, Brooklyn, N. Y., Nov. 10,
daughter, named Kathryn Amelia.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Moore, at their
home in Baldwin, L. I., this week,
daughter.

Pictures),

while driving to the studio last week,
received some cuts and bruises as a
result of his auto colliding with a large
truck. Four stitches were required to
close a wound in his nose.
Louis Lesser, manager of "Hello
Girls," is unable to handle his show
work owing to a severe attack of the
grip.

Mrs. Oscar Loraine underwent a serious internal operation at the Memorial Hospital, New York, Tuesday.
Estelle X. Wells is slowly recovering
from an illness at her home in Pearl
River, N. Y.

Frank Ray, of Ray, Brown and Fay,
was operated on in Chicago for appendicitis.

As

the result of a fall about two
vveeks ago, Frances Younge's left foot
and knee were seriously injured

WEEK'S OPENINGS.
"Good

Atlantic City, Nov. 21.
Morning?, Rosamond," pro-

duced by Jessie Bonstelle in conjunction with the Shuberts, opened at the
Apollo Monday night with Lily Cahill,
Annie Hughes and Lowell Sherman in
the cast.

Albany, Nov.

21.

The Frederic McKay-Shubert production,

opened

"The Melting of Molly,"
at
Harmanus-Bleeker rfall

Monday. The piece goes into
Plymouth, Boston, next week.

the

New Haven, Nov. 21.
"Over the Top" opened at the Shubert last night. The show has T. Roy
Barnes, Justine Johnstone, Laurie and

Bronson, Craig Campbell.

NEW INTERNATIONAL SHOWS.

THIRD WEDDING TRIP.

"Seven Days' Leave," an English
play recently given production in Boston, is slated for a tour of the International Circuit.
The company, now in rehearsal, intends to open Thanksgiving week.

Jane Huston, leading woman in William Faversham's "The Old Country,"
is
leaving for the old country this

Robert Campbell is backing it.
"The Story of the Rosary" is listed
to become a show on the International
Circuit, sorting at the Lyceum, Baltimore, Nov. 19. H. L. Keller is putting

This is Miss Huston's third trip to
England on the same mission. The
other trips were wasted because both
times her fiance was at the front, and
there was no information as to when
he would be allowed a furlough.

the

show

together.

month

to

marry Wallace Widdecombe,

an English actor

in

the British serv-

ice.

!
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done both in this
country and Australia by Davis, Allan
of Montrose
(Mr.
Allan,
and Davis
and Allan, being a member of the
above trio), and previous to that I
learn the entire idea and character
Miss Montrose claims as original was
cuiiccivcu by Don Barclay.
I am not doing an "amateur character," but a boob song writer, making an effort to sell my material, and
I sing a ballad to demonstrate the
value of my ability as a writer. I do
not come from the audience as I did
when with the "Volunteers," nor do
we use an "extra sign." I resent the
imputation I have taken any idea
from any one. Miss Brisco and I pay
a weekly royalty for our idea and
talk, and if there is any infringement
we cannot but refer any one to our
author/Herbert Moore.
I
regret that this matter had to
come to such an issue as it could
easily have been avoided had Miss
Montrose
made an investigation
before she made and had published
her charges. However, she no doubt
felt the need of publicity, and since
that seems so I am giving you all the
nality to have been

information as to the character we
both do, and in which there is no
similiarity unless I have been misinformed.
Al. Raugh.
Seattle,

Editor Variety":
Belle Montrose's

me

Nov.

charges

21.

against

any of her material is
a mistake, decidedly so, on her part.
I hold a copyright, dated October 23,
It is also filed
1915, on my material.
in

of lifting

Variety's

Protected

Material

Department.
I have done the present act since
the date of

my

copyright.

Your

re-

view on Montrose 'and Allen when
they opened in New York mentioned
Miss Montrose as a promising newI
had then been doing my
comer.
present act over a year.
Frank Westphal.

New
Editor Varikty

York, Nov.

21.

:

Variety said I was seriously ill, etc.
I wish to inform you it is not so.
Joe Welch.
(601

Camp

West

168th St.)

McClellan, Anniston, Ala.,

November

11.

Editor Variety:
Theatrically speaking, things down
The
in these parts are a little off.
Noble theatre, with Marcus Loew,
vaudeville, failed to attract the naSome splendid bills
tives, and closed.
were presented, but as the soldiers
had but Wednesday and Saturday afternoon off. and at night had to be in
camp by 9.45, the house could not live

on the military patronage alone. The
Wednesday and Saturday matinee
business was always capacity, but no
business from the natives.

Birmingham people are erecting a
theatre here to play Keith's family
jime to be ready by Dec. 1. The bill

will be
ture.

The Garden, a new house, is running
some tabs from Atlanta to good busi-

The place seats about 1,000,
ness.
prices 25-50.
All the picture houses are doing
poorly, as most every regiment here
has a canteen and theatre combined,
which runs good features free, with
the full regimental band for the music, and the boys naturally stick to
the camp, particularly as it costs 50
cents a round trip to go to town.
have
The Y. M. C. A. and K. of
always some sort of show picked from
the regiments, which pleases the soldier audience, hence Anniston is not
a good proposition for Mr. Showman.
"Very Good Eddie" played here one
night last month to capacity at $1.50,
$1.00 and 75 cents; mostly to all soldiers.
The company was a fair one
and gave general satisfaction.
Strgt. Wade L. Morton,
115 Infantry (Supply Co.).

G

Stockton, Cal., Nov. 21.
Editor Variety^
Regarding Variety's story of my
cancellation and return to an Orpheum route, would say that my cancellation was in the office of the Orpheum Circuit long before the Pantages Circuit approached me.
My salary (Orpheum Circuit) was
not $250, but $300, and Mr. Pantages
did not offer me $225, but $350.
My reason for cancelling the Orpheum was that I had a better offer
from phonograph concerns.
I am continuing over the Orpheum

more money.

MUo.

Fort Monroe, Va., Nov. 14.
Editor Variety':
Two thousand here going over there
soon.

and

Camp
no

smiles, laughter,
miles
for
entertainment

songs,

around.
The "Off Duty" Committee
arranging for a minstrel show. The
boys need coon comedy and songs.
Thanks for sending them along.
Good luck to our friends.
W. D. Barrett,
Manager of Productions,
O. D. Committee.

1
"Will you pay a little attention to
me? I'm paying as little as possible."
(Drew and Wallace).

—

—

"I can't join the army; I've got
teeth. You don't bite the enemy,
(Swor and Avey).
fight 'em."

—

—

bad
you

"I paid a nickel to talk to you. Your
talk is too cheap": "I'm on the wire
again. Yes, and you're off again" (girl

hangs up receiver); "What are you doNothing. Can I come up and
ing?
help you?" "The only thing you can
team up with is acute indigestion";
"I'm fiuui Elgin; watch me"; "I'm from
Missouri; show me" (Howard and
Hurst).

"Here is a good trick if I do it Yet.
and it's a good trick if you don't do it
"You would make a good farmer, yould
you not? Yes, I would—not" "Where
did you buy these hats? At the Manhattan. Why didn't you get more. The
man-hattan' more." "What is your favorite fruit? Date*.. I had a date last
night that cost me $20." "That was her
coming out gown. Well, she must have
been away out when I saw her." "This
is awfully simple.
Yes, it's simply awful."
"The theatres will go into pictures so the managers can fill 'em"
(film).
(Adams and Mangle.)

"The street is very loose" (comedian
pushing drop). "If you are Edema,
then fm LUlie of the Alley." 'The
rooster ate tacks so that he could lav
a carpet."
(Lee, Walton and Henry.)
"Just received a letter from the wife
stating she wants $200 right away,
or else she will have to go to the poor
house. Well, what did you do? Told
her to wait until I come home, and we'll
all go in together."
(Stone and McEvoy.)

is

Norfolk, Va., Nov. 21.
Editor Variety-:
I hope you will excuse the liberty,
but as my excuse I plead that as a
fighting man it is my duty to make
this request.
I
am a volunteer in the British

and I am engaged in taking
troops to Europe. Before the war I
was an actor in England and a member of the V. A. H., therefore I do
my best to while away the time for
the boys on the tedious time across
the pond, but I should like to supplement my repertoire with a few American items, as all my stuff is English.
navy

If you know any artists who have a
few copies of monolog or low comedy
songs, I should be extremely obliged
if they will send them to this address
and they will have the satisfaction
of knowing they are doing their bit
toward lessening the long trip across.
/. T. Jackson, R. N. V. R.,
R. N. B. "Devonport,"
England.

Special afternoon tea dances now at
Healy's, Broadway at 66th street, from
3 to 6 p. m.

»»>--••

repeated by many acts or in common usage.
A similar department was
inaugurated in Variety some years ago but later discontinued. It is
reinstated for the purpose of bringing into vaudeville new material if
possible, to prevent the now frequent repetition and to inform originators whose material is immediately lifted, who have done the lifting,
where the same reviewer will hear it repeated.)

three acts and a feature -pic-

Circuit for

>.*

(Jokes, gags, remarks and sayings heard on the stages of the
vaudevtlle theatres around New York, that are either ancient, often

It.

St. Louis, Nov. 21.
Editor Variety:
The undesirable notoriety gained
from the article published in Varibty
under the heading "Belle Montrose
Charges Lift" makes it necessary for
me to continue this controversy when
I much prefer to let the matter drop.
I
have made diligent inquiry and
find the act and the character of
which Miss Montrose claims origi-

r
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Duplicated letters will not be printed.
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FORUM

ARTISTS'

"Love makes* the world go round."
"A couple of drinks will do the same
thing" (Casper and Sinclair).
For the thousand and one time a
version of the girl with the wooden
leg, false teeth and hair, who places
them all on a chair on the night she is
married.
Writers of comedy lyrics
might look elsewhere for a story on
which to pin their lines. These jibes
are worn to death, and it might be a
good idea for acts to turn them down
when offered. Just such a verse and
chorus

in the

Wyn-Ora

act.

"Have you ever seen Mary Pickford
in

(Gordon and Rica.)

six parts?"

"Have

you any children?" "Yes,
Giblets."— "Just as I came home
this morning the clock struck three
and there were three little babies in the
crib?" "Wasn't it lucky you didn't come
three.

home

at

12 o'clock?"

"To who?" "A woman."

ried?" "Yes."

"Who

"Arc you mar-

ever heard of anyone marrying a
did." Also the four

man?" "My mother
(fore) father's

"We

have

gag (Sawn and O'Day).
something

in

Brooklyn

in
that
New York
you haven't
"What's that? The other end of the
bridge." (Neville and Zenk).

"What an

oil

can you've turned out

"You're a

"Bet you $10

liar."

I

can

tell what you are thinking of" (girl
addressing man). "All right, here's the
$10. What am I thinking of?" "You
are going to take me to Atlantic City."
(Man) "You win." (Girl) "Wasn't I
right?" (Man) "No, but it's a good
idea" ("Step Lively, Girls").

"They can't make any bread out on
the
Pacific
Why?
They
Coast.
haven't anv (y)east out west." "He's
a mail (male) man. I have my doubts."
—"You are too small to enlist I
could run through their legs Gust so)
and upset 'cm." "I want iu go some
place where I don't have to dress.
You ought go to the Turkish bath."
(Rooney and Bent).

—

—

"What's worse than being broke?
girl leaving me." "Oh, how
she can cook a can of salmon." "You
and your stomach are good friends.
Yes, we've been together for 40 years."
"My girl wouldn't marry me. Why?
She is too good a friend of my wife's."
(Bobbe and Nelson.)

—

Why, my

—

—

"What's the matter with your finger?
Got a splinter in it? Must have been
scratching your head" (Claude and
Marion Cleveland).
"Haven't I seen your face some place
before. Well, it's always been in the
same place" (Hinkel and May).

took nature 1,000 years to make
out of a monkey, and a woman
can do it in half an hour" (Dale and
Burch).
"It

man

George, I can't see a thing.
**O
What's the matter?
I've my eyes
closed" (Harvey DeVora Trio).
t

"We women know everything. That's
why we men stay out all night trying
to learn something."
"A train ran
over me the other day. And it didn't
hurt you?
Bissons).

I

was under a bridge" (The

WIFE WALKS OUT.
Los Angeles, Nov.

21.

Hayden Talbot, author, playwright,
newspaper man and globe
present
staff at

trotter, at

with the Triangle scenario
Culver City, has lost his wife

and doesn't know where she

is.

Arriving home for dinner the other
night he found a note from his spouse
telling him she had left to sail for
Melbourne as a member of Muriel
Starr's company, which is to appear
in "The Bird of Paradise" there.
Mrs. Talbot's stage name is Norma
Mitchell.

Chief Flynn Write* Scenario.
King Baggot has signed a contract

with the Wharton

Releasing Co. to
new series on a
written by
subject,
William J. Flynn, chief of the U. S.
Secret Service.
play the lead in a
secret

service

Joe Gallagher, manager of the recently established Detroit office of the
Joe Morris Music Co., auctioned off
the baton wielded for some years by
John Philip Sousa, during a naval concert and procured a top bid of $225 for
the stick. The receipts were donated
to the Army and Navy fund.

—
*

BURLESQUE

10

HELLO GIRL.
In tne halcyon day* of "catch -aa-cat oh -can
burlesque it
a custom with many of the

wu

wheel franchise holders to simply encage one
of the many "standard" comedians at liberty,
figure the show's salary limit, order the paper
and leave for the summer vacation. The comic

was entrusted with

the production, generally
provided the book, selected the song numbers,
staged the show and received the credit or
criticism of his employer as that individual
counted the receipts.
Then came the evolution period when competent book producers
were Introduced Into thst branch of the profession to replace the old "bit" chooser.
This introductory is to properly classify
Harry Harts "Oh Girl" (American Wheel),
for Mr. Hart apparently still thrives on the
old-style plan of producing.
In this organisation he offers Lew Golden as principal
comedian and author, with the Inevitable result
aa old-fashioned burlesque show, poorly
constructed and played with a "bang-up"

—

style to "bang-down" results.
trace of progressiveness about

There

isn't

a

the production

or the performance nor even a slight effort
toward anything resembling burelsque novelty.
The show ts given in two parta, both carry-

ing titles, for some reason or other, the first
being labelled "The Duke's Mixture." It began with the semblance of a theme but revolved into the bit and number routine and
wound op wih a patriotic bid for favor
through the assembling of the chorus for a
Zouave drill and a character impersonation
of Pershing and Joffre with a picture effect
showing Liberty and Justice.
Golden is a Hebrew comedian, the conventional crepe hair wiuic who derives the majority
of his laughs from rough, low comedy.
Opposite Golden is Lew Lederer, Charles Dunn and
Francis T. Reynolds, the latter alternatinc
in straight and character roles.
Dunn does a
rough Irish role without the low -comedy makeup and Lederer essays a sort of eccentric

Dutch

The three comedians combine to
pull laughs from some of the oldest bits
known to theatricals, such as the deaf-man
routine, the comedy army and the elephantpart.

skin routine, two of the comedians doing the
front and rear part of the animal beneath
the hide.
To make matters doubly binding
they took a portion of the Lew Kelly routine.
as offered la the Singer show, slightly sltered
the dislog and eked out a few laughs on that.
It wasn't good burlesque in any sense of the

word.

Hart has three attractive women in Mona
Raymond. Emily and Nellie Nice, but if they
possess any theatrical talent it wasn't noticeable, for neither had an opportunity to display
it.
The book offered little work for the female principals. Golden monopolising thst for
himself and his three able assistants.
They
alternated In leading numbers, but none of

the numbers earned more than a single eaoore
and mighty few of them earned that.
Hart's seven princ'oals are supported by one
of the weakest choruses on the circuit.
They
neither look good nor work well and the cheap,
tawdry looking equipment provided aid im-

measurably to make their weakness in appearance and work doubly conspicuous.
The
numbers staged by Billy Sharp reflect about
the only credit the production can boast of,
for Sharp has at least Introduced some chorus
motion although he didn't provide them with
anything resembling novelty in the stage direction.

A

bicycle act. carrying two men and seven
was added to the show at the Star.
Brooklyn, this week, the cycle turn, owned by
Harry Strouse. interrupting the action of the
burlesque.
It stood out in this show but not

girls,

strong enough to support
in

and

it.

The

girls

"one" for a medley of popular

open

numbers

retire to full stage for the cycle routine.

A group stunt comprises their cycle work.
with the men doing the bulk of the wbeel
work. Aa eccentric comic pulled some laughs
and the straight rider helped a trifle, but the
lack of some good trick-riding weakens the
feature.
The act was new at the Brooklyn
house and might work into a splendid feature
act for small-time vaudeville or burlesque.
The second part was staged somewhat similuv to the opener, with the male principals
hopping around, doing little beyond some
noisy bits and getting little reward for their
ludicrous efforts.
Mr. Hart can neither be
complimented on his show or his judgment. At
this stage of the season there Is little excuse
for a poor performance, aad the "Oh Girl"
gave just that and nothing more.
It needs
reconstruction from beginning to end. but this
job should not be given over to any of the
comics. Their Inability in that line is clearly
demonstrated at the Star. Brooklyn, this week.

And when burlesque patrons

continually pay

75 cents high for the same comedy bits and
the same numbers they msy eventually cease
to be burlesque patrons.
Wynn.

FOLLIES OF PLEASURE.
Rube Bernstein's show. "Follies of Pleasure." on the American Wheel, may divide
professional opinion as to its value as s
burlesque performance.
The box office statements alone can tell the story.
After an observation of the first part, without the second part being seen, a personal
idea is that the Bernstein show is a most
ordinary one in every sense, too ordinary
even for the American Wheel without some
strength g}vi-n to It in comedy and production.
Adaiitiisg though that th* se-rond part,
or burlesque, is superior to the opener (and
it
would not have to ko very far to gain
that honor). "The Follies of Pleasure" might
then be classed aa a fair American attraction.
The first part, set in "The Hotel De Luxe,"
which means nothing in setting or story,
merely shambled and ambled along, with 1H
chorus girls first appearing, although at the
Gayety. Brooklyn, last Thursday night, but

10 girls thereafter appear in *he linen, and
In owi ftiaiiiber hitf, 1* fthow*d.
Its comedians are Clyde J. Bates and Larry
Larrlvee. with Bates as a tramp hogging
everything he could. That wasn't much, since
there is not much there.
For the first 15
minutes, during which the chorus did not
change its opening costume (very noticeable
this
in
performance ), Bates ran through a
long portion of "released" mstter.
His best
laughs of the comedy end were the Mark
"gag" ("the chauffeur ran over himsnd the Ed Wynn vaudeville bit of
trying to make a woman laugh by telling
her jokes.
He also had a Harry Kelly dog,
used "damn" and "hell" too frequently and
suggested he liked spicy matter so well It
might have been that only the house management held that down to proper limits.
But Mr. Bates was spicy enough in his Innuendo and once or twice his actions. For

I^evy
self")

one laugh he threw a derby directly in the
face of Billy Shuller. the straight man.
If
Mr. Shuller doesn't mind It is nobody else's
business, but it looked like a dangerous stunt
to gain a laugh with.
Later in the first part and toward the
ending of it. the four male principals put
over their first real comedy, through each
becoming part of a quartet. Mr. Larrlvee, who
does Irish, was of considerable assistance in
this, also Mr. Shullers with his voice, not
forgetting Tom McKenns, who also has a voice.
Mr. McKenna is supposed to play opposite
Bates, but does very little, having even less

chance

to

do anything while Bates

Is

around.

Alone, however, Mr. McKenna sang "Joan
of Arc" to big applause, following with "Over
There." which did not get nearly aa much.
Perhaps the chorus being back of him when
singing the "Arc" number helped. The chorus
certainly aided Mae Mills to the number hit
»» iUU MIOl |IU
Ultll
.IIAOUU-i-'lAUU
I

.

The chorus movements were staged by Victor
Hyde.
While they are familiar. |>ossibly
through Mr. Hyde not wanting to try too
much with these girls, the young women
give a semblance of ginger with their simple
stepping.

The chorus Is no wonder on looks, nor work,
and their dressing aeeds attention In the first
The sparse clothing of the
part snyway.
early section Isn't worth looking at so long,
nor does the cheap watermelon costumes for
the "Henry Clay" song, which is the next
change, display any improvement. Nothing in
the dress line Is worth while until a somewhat slight costume for the "Says I to Myself" song, led by Mr. Larrlvee, is shown.
Thst is in green snd white, appearing much
prettier, through the poor dressing shead of
it than it really la
For the finale of the first part the company parades around the orchestra, doing
aught else than to make a noisy exit greeted
with slight applause.

Of the women principals Miss Mills runs
though Violet Hilson's nsme is first
mentioned on the program and her picture
The msnner in
is displayed on the lithos.
which Miss Hllson puts over "Henry Clay"
however doesn't warrant that young woman
ranking with Miss Mills as a number singer,
the latter running more toward a rag warFor "Henry Clay" the company were
bler.
given megaphones for the chorus, but Miss
Hilson did not need one with her voice. Miss
Mills seemed to lead In everything else among
ahead,

Charlotte Worth
the women in the opener.
had a role, but her early portion consisted
of doing a double with Nat Shack, who played
The couple look like a singing
a bellboy.
and dancing two-act, of average small-time
ability in those lines.
For one moment for "comedy" Mr. Bates
returned to the stage as sn "Alkali Ike." in
wild west costume, with a couple of guns,
shooting them In the Keystone style (which,

was formerly the West-

before that happened,
ern Wheel style).

Some "boxing

girls"

were featured on the

program and the audience advised to wait to
The program also said the chorsee them.
isters were "The Famous Bernstein $10,000
Challenge Beauty Chorus." If Mr. Bernstein
has $10,000 to wsger on that and Isn't adverse
to a little suggestion, It might be proposed
he spend some of the ten-thousand on wardrobe, which would help him to win something
that

now

looks like a dead loss In case of a

contest.
If

'The

the second part

Pleasure" Improved in
must have been a wonder.

of

Follies
It

There were but half the numbers listed for
thst which the first part held, and this show
needs all the numbers It can use. The more
numbers the less of the comedians, snd while
they may have changed the scenery and
clothes In the burlesque, they could not have
changed the people. The people may have as
Bime.
much to do with It as material.

ARMY AND NAVY

and "bit" work gather Uufk attor
Jim PearVWMle Welch. fMlj Wood,
la a**.
and Nat Morton complete the male roster,
and between the quintet the performance runs
along smoothly and without a -trace of slowness from beginning to and.
This organisation must be complimented
for
cleanliness In dialog and action.
its
Several opportunities arose where the shading of a line might discolor the dialog, but
the principals ware apparently instructed to
dialect

laugh In preference to obtaining
through the use of the double entendre.
Star, Brooklyn, audience didn't seem to
They were
crave the so-called "ginger."
thoroughly contented with the comedy as supplied, which conclusively disproves the claim
they must have "pep" at the Star to make
sacrifice the
It

The

good.

The first part consists of a string of bits
snd numbers, and Is given In three scenes,
one before the house "apron." wherein a new
comedy stunt was offered with a chewing gum
machine.
Mr. Weston introduced this secand, while It is still in the developing
It looks like a bit that will soon be
universally used In burlesque since there
seems no system as yet devised to check the
"bit" lifters.
In the female division the show was handicapped by the absence of Elsie Mains, the
•prima donna.
This forced the bulk of numbers on Jennie Ross, a soubret, with no voice
Miss Rosa tried hard,
for number leading.
but with no light or shade in her lyrical work
many of the numbers ran rather flat.
Claudia Kerwln did far better with the
songs, and played the role assigned her in
perfect shape. Evelyn Ferris handled a small
part nicely, and Florette introduced a contortion specialty during the action of the
opener thai wou a wife liii vusiiy. Fiotvllb
works on a ground mat. and with a good
routine excellently staged. She soon had them
applauding her Individual stunts, with solid
applause her reward at the finale.
The second part is similar to that played
on the Columbia wheel last season by the
Solly Ward aggregation, al» a Cooper production. This show runs shead of the average
It Is
wheel show by a goodly percentage.
properly constructed for the American tour,
and is entirely successful on the comedy end
For this
without the aid of suggest! veness.
alone the producer deserves unbounded credit.
tion,

stage.

Wynn.

KATZENJAMMER

KIDS.

There are several versions of the cartooned
Kids," and one Is st the
Lexington opers house. New York, this week.
It
is owned, directed snd msnaged by the
Gazxolo-Gatts A- Clifford, Inc.. Chicago, and
the show, with the same old Dutchy captain,
the squawky Mrs. Katzenjammer and the
"kids" played by a couple of aged LUIiputs,

"Katzenjammer

"flashed" as the 1917 version.
Tuesday night the small audience, which
looked like a drop in the bucket in that massive opera house, was no incentive for the
troupers to do their best, but it was around
10 o'clock before the show hit up any speed
or showed some of its expected comedy stuff.
The performance ran slowly to the point
where the Washer midgets Henry and Jake
worked up the prop dog "bit," and that was
surefire.
Then the audience got fun out of
the lovemaking scene between the captain
Is

—

Zimmerman)

(Al.

and

Mrs.

Katzenjammer

(Carl George), which gave George in particular ample scope to bring his stage worth
into play.
George Is a hard worker and outdistances some of our leading women on car-

wardrobe and making changes.
The
changes flashed no creations of the modiste's
rying

art,

yet his role calls for exaggerated attire,

and he carries It on an elaborate scale.
The Washers handle the Katzenjammer roles
effectively, but one wonders what a younger
pair of Lilliput comedians could do with the
hundred and one chances these men have in
which to ring up a big score. For the road
they do well enough at pop prices, but they
can't hide that they are well advanced In
years, and that while the roles call for no
direct adhesiveness to the "youth" desired by
the

kids

patronizing

mains the fact that
more matured mind
laughter when

such
it

is

to
the faces

shows, there revery hard for the
derive any hearty
show the wear and

tear of years.

The chorus seems a lively aggregation and
made a number of pleasing changes, but there
was an unmistakable tendency on the girls
collectively
rected the

to loaf.

Virgil

numbers out

Bennett,

who

di-

would be
he dropped In some time and saw
how Indifferently the girls were working. That
audience, though, was enough to take the
angry

In Chicago,

if

Mr. Cooper has a chorus with this show
that will compare favorably with any groupe
on either who^j In **v*»ry branch of the chorus
work.
They look j.nrt.W ulerly good it close
range, harmonize well in ensemble numbers,
and dance well, some of their number tripping
suggesting the Wayburn style of chorus steps.
The choruB stands out, but not so strong as
to eclipse the principals, for Cooper has collected a very capable groupe of laugh distributors, with Bert Weston in the featured

starch out of a celluloid exhibition let alone
a show.
One of the real features was a dance which
the Roland Sisters did in the seond act.
Earl B. Mil'er is the Juvenile. He wears his
clothes to the Kuppenhelmer model form snd
looks well groomed throughout, but something was wrong with his vocal system. There
were traceB of a cold or hoarseness which had
the voice petering out when the high notes
were required. He really worked as though
he had a slight touch of grippe.
For a popular-priced production the "Katzenjammer Kids" passes Inspection of the road
to all appearances, yet the show was not up
to the standard expected o? a 1017 version,
when the name Itself no longer bears any
comedy charm, for the boys and girls of
America are realizing that the stage brand
of
fun dependent upon
familiar German
characters
Is
not one whit
funny when
America's toll of death Is growing larger
daily through the fire of Germany's gunB In

role.

France.

GIRLS.

James "Blutch" Cooper, in staging this
show for the American Circuit, gauged the
requirements to a nicety, giving a reasonably
attractive production with an abundance of
good, clean

comedy

to

accompany

it,

the re-

measuring success.
There Is no direct aim at pretentiousness,
yet the affair strikes one as a trifle more pretentious than the average American attrac-

sults

tion.

Weston does a

light

"Dutch" character. His

As summed up at the Lexington, and

this

PR6TICTKW flf BURLESQUE.
Steps fife being taken by the producing managers of burlesque to arrange for the protection of their material, "business/' scenes and "bits'*
being used with freedom in all parts
of the country by burlesque companies, running independently of either
the Columbia or American wheel.
Among the new, now in New York,
actively working to bring about a protective process is Blutch Cooper.

CLAIMING "0PP0SISH CIRCUIT."
Chicago, Nov. 21.
Another claim of an opposition burlesque circuit is being openly circulated, apparently by those most interIt's not the usual way when
ested.
there is seriousness connected with a
movement of that hind.
The report seems to emanate from
I. M. Weingarden, and is a revival or
survival of the story starting from the
same source when Mr. Weingarden
had his "September Morning Glories"
thrown off the American Wheel.
The latest Weingarden story is that
he has secured connections. The report even lists a number of prospective

and theatres.

cities

It

more

is

elahnrate in sc.»ne
than the first WeinI
garden circuit, but doesn't sound any
more authentic than that one did.
Those mentioned as interested with
the promoter are keeping scrupulously
quiet about

it.

SMCKE FUND RETURNS.
"Smoke week" in the burlesque
houses on the Columbia and American
Circuits apparently realized the expectations of General Manager Sam
A. Scribner and President George
Peck.
The sums collected in the various
theatres are being tabulated as fast
as received at the headquarters of the
two wheels in New York, and the total
will be announced this week or next
week. The gross will total up in the
thousands.
At the Columbia, New York, over
$1,800 was secured, and at other points,
amounts in excess of $1,000 were contributed.

Arrangements have been made with
the American Tobacco Co. to furnish
the kits, and it is expected that the
shipments will go forward to the soldiers in France not later than Saturday of the present week.

BUSINESS DROPS.
The managers of both the American
and Columbia Wheels stated Tuesday
there had been a general drop in business at the burlesque houses around
the country Monday matinee and
night.

Burlesque has been the one branch
of theatricals which has' held its own
^during the past three weeks, while
other theatres were suffering as the
result of the general slump.

CHAMP

-FALL"

COMIC

Essanay has a new star for one-reel
comedies. His name is Amedee Rastrelli, and he formerly worked with

Max

Linder.

claimed he can fall farther and
harder than any other screen actor
and escape injury.
Arthur Hotaling, former Keystone
director, will put Rastrelli through his
It is

stunts.

"CLEOPATRA" AT

$1.

Washington, D. C, Nov.

21.

The Fox feature
opened

at

ing

$1

at

film, "Cleopatra,"
the Belasco Sunday, playtop- for the week.
The

opening receipts were around
It

is

said

Fox

is

$800.

testing the

road

drawing power of this special film, to
determine how many shows of it will
be sent out.
taken In the fact that the "Katzenjammer
Is a "glrly show," the Katzenjammer
kid
fun making didoes are as dead as a
doornail until after the war.
Their day Is
run, or at leant it appears so at present
writing.
Mark.

Kids'
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With the announcement

this

week

National Vaudeville Artists had
determined to request the Vaudeville
Managers' Protective Association to
investigate and; if possible, correct the
the

methods

employed by

Fred

Nixon-

Nirdlinger of Philadelphia in the booking of his various theatres, comes the
first inkling of seriousness anent the
co-operative agreement said to exist
between the two organizations.

Heretofore that agreement has applied only to managerial interests not
affiliated with the V. M. P. A., but in
Nixon-Nirdlinger instance the
the
complaints affect one of the association s charter members and the ensuing action will be interesting. It will
also serve in a measure to register the
future intentions of those two organizations.
II this is the beginning of a general
housecleaning, the N. V. A. officials and
the executives of the managers' society
have shouldered a gigantic task and
one that, regardless of its length,
should be successfully completed. With
both organizations pulling for the general good of vaudeville, it should shortly experience a "turnover," the kind
that will do it everlasting good.

Vaudeville has for years been in an
unhealthy condition. The periodical
outbreaks of unscrupulous managers,
the loose methods employed by unscrupulous agents and the reckless
habit of cancelling acts for minor reasons finally grew to such an enormous
size that sensible organization was
made necessary. The white Rats tried,
through organization methods, to do
things by force. The N. V. A. might
have never existed had the Rats been
properly guided. But with the artists
organized as they are now, co-operating with the managers, as they are
organized at present, unlimited good

can result.
The) current week's announcement
looks like the beginning of a campaign
that should thoroughly cleanse inner
vaudeville. The managers who make
up the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association are guilty of innumerable petty injustices and one by
one they too can be eradicated. And

the managers show, by their own
intent to help vaudeville,
they will undoubtedly muster the individual and collective assistance of
the artist.

if

actions, an

If this is to result in a general move
good, let the job be thoroughly

for

done. Let the V. M. P. A. by forcing
its own members to live up to contractual agreements and otherwise be
strictly legitimate in their business
dealings with artists, establish a ruling that managers who are not listed
as V. M. P. A. members will be forced
to recognize. With the two organizations working together the task of
cleaning up inside vaudeville should
be comparatively easy.

Why pick on the chorus man? It
looks as though the chorus man is to
be made bear the burden of the war,
as far as the theatre programs are
concerned. At least that is the im-

pression that one gets from looking
oyer the programs of the current musical comedies and the annotations
that accompany the names of "the
gentlemen of the ensemble." "Red ink
numbers," "exemptions" and "over
ages" are listed in that portion of the
program matter that carries the names
of the chorus.

What about the principals? Have
they not as much right as the chorus?
Are they not to be justified in the
eyes of the public for remaining behind?
Isn't the public entitled to
know just as much about a principal
as to his reasons for not being uniform as they are told about the chorusmen?
about time the public made up its mind regarding the
English actor. Undoubtedly those who
see a play in which a number of the
male principals have an accent undeniably British, wonder why and wherefore? The British Recruiting Mission
did its work in New York and tried
to enthuse those of British extraction
to an extent that would make them
answer the call for help on the part
Incidentally

it is

of their native heath. Any number of
true Englishmen, finally awakened to
the necessity of doing their bit. joined
the colors. Others, just as patriotic,
offered themselves but were rejected
for various reasons. They are playing
in this country at present and it is
in their defence it is suggested that
all of those who offered themselves
and wr-e rejected insist the managements which engage them cite in the

11

are far from being such. As a class
the stage has to its credit as great a
quota or enlistments ?s any other profession, but why not iet the world

know

it?

The vaudeville managers, in justice
to the artists, should consider the matter of an act changing agents, when
having a reasonable excuse. The system now in vogue in thil respect is a
protective one, founded to protect
agents in their dealings with one another or the booking offices, rather
than with the artist in view. That is
hardship often on acts not satrepresentative.
A
isfied with their
may be able to
act
vaudeville
present an excellent reason why it
no longer wishes to have a certain
agent book it. We have often heard
undeniably good cause for a change.
A channel should be opened, either
by the large booking agencies or
through the Vaudeville Managers' ProThere might be
tective Association.
a committee appointed that would receive complaints of acts against their
a

agents, and when a sufficiently plauscause is presented, the act should
be permited to seek another representative. This is possibly more important than the managers know. It is
ible

something acts are entitled

to.

The

act is now powerless without a tribunal
to lay its case before.

Wk<ea, vkas, will the big time managers regulate the headline* evil? The
headline thing is the most tiresome
part of vaudeville. The managers are
allowing the headliners to run away
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caters failed to stop

No

it.

particular

Those
house has been mentioned.
complaining say the thing it pre.^r
charging
well prevalent in at! theaires
$2 or more. Of course the house manager can not always be at the rear
rail, but he might emulate the plan of
the larger picture houses that prevents
any two ushers conversing during the
performance. That happens through
a rule saying that an usher must not
leave his or her station unless for exceptional cause. As a matter of fact,
the Broadway picture theatres have
been able to teach the legitimate $2
houses several things in the operation
of a theatre, since the picture houses
became "palaces."
Paul Reardon, claiming Philadelphia
home, a showman, was arrested
in Jacksonville in connection with the
theft of a medicine chest belonging to
Dr. R. Y. H. Thomas, of that city, and
as his

in Justice John W. Du Bose's Court.
entered a plea of guilty. Reardon said
the reason he stole the chest was because of his desire for morphine. He
declared he found it more difficult to
secure "dope" in Florida than in any
other state. He made his way to Jacksonville, hoping to get morphine for
himself and others. Failing to find any*
in desperation, he stole the chest. In
default of $500 bond, he was sent to the
Duval County Jail. Judf e Du Bose was
impressed with the prisoner's candor
and after being given medical attention.
it is thought Reardon may be let off
with a light sentence.

A

meeting of the Music Publishers'
Protective Association, attended by
the Copyright Committee of that organization, was held in the offices of
the Association Wednesday afternoon,
during which time the committee conferred with representatives of the
leading phonograph companies in an
effort to devise ways and mean* to
amend the present copyright law in
sections where it applies to the. publishers
and record manufacturers.
This meeting followed a meeting held
by the Society of Authors, Co pos er s
and Publishers Tuesday afternoon* at
which the latter organization invoked
the aid of the M. P. P. A. in an effort
to interest the manufacturing compa-

m

A

programs they were willing and offered to serve their king and country.
Thus may they be separated from the
"slackers" of the stage.

As an instance it may be stated in
week ago an aged
grey haired woman sat and knitted
during the play. Beside her were two
boys in uniform; her sons. On the
stage of that selfsame theatre was an
Englishman (to all physical appearances capable of bearing arms), whose
a theatre not over a

accent revealed his nationality.
In
the play he has the role of a soldier
of France and his most effective
speech is that "France must and shall
be victorious." It is a beautiful speech
and one with which we coincide most
heartily, but this grey haired mother
who had two sons with the colors (those
colors which we all hope will be the
deciding factor in this war to protect
Great Britain and all the Allies from
being enslaved by the Huns) asked this
question, "He's an Englishman, isn't
he?
He looks healthy enough. I
wonder he isn't fighting?" If this man
in particular offered himself and was
rejected, a line on the program would
place him in a different light with the
audience and his work would carry
greater sympathy.

With Americans

at

home

there

is

another story. We have the draft and
those called, answer. But it wouldn't
be a had idea for vaudeville managers as well as managers of legitimate productions to give heed at present to what may be in the minds of
their audiences regarding the eligibility to service and letting the theatregoing public know. It is not intended
at this time to hold the professional
of America up in the light of a "slacker," for the Americans of stagedom

with themselves and some to run big
time theatres. The managers had best
put a stop to it. They have only to
look at their box office state nents.
It's almost notorious that some of the
headline turns who cause the most
trouble are not the ones who draw in
the most money. This catering to the
headliner at the expense of all other
acts in vaudeville is almost demoralizing to the act at large. They hear
about it. The troublesome and troublemaking headliner tells of it. The
big time managers should take this up
and see that it is revamped betore
too late. There is no headliner bigger
than the theatre. And if the big time
managers ever do realize how necessary is this retrenchment, especially
against those headliners who continually cause annoyance and assume a
prima donna's temperament but never
forget to "make a fight for money,"
they should at the same time conclude

make

definite announcement of
happen to objecting acts
that are not warranted in their com-

to

what

a

will

plaints or actions by their contracts.
If the managers will make this announcement and then stick to it, 90

per cent, of all vaudeville acts will be
better pleased. Once an order is issued, let it be understood that it goes,
in every sense of what it means. That
vaudeville
on a
will
inside
place
smoother plane than it has been for
years, and be fair and reasonable for
all.
Another grave point for the manager to consider is how to hold acts
in vaudeville.
That must be done.

Ushers in the legitimate Broadway
theatres have been complained of lately for disturbing the auditors in the
rear of the orchestra with their conversation while the play is on. Objections voiced to the offending seat lo-

nies in their behalf.
later meeting
was arranged to complete the discussion.

The officers of the Camp Upton
company, of which Benny Piermont
was recently made corporal, were entertained at a dinner held in the monastery of the Friars' Club Wednesday
evening between six and eight o'clock.
The dinner was given prior to a theatre party held at the 44th St. theatre.
attended by the entire company and
the regimental band, the aggregation
marching from the Friars' Club to the
theatre.

The

affair

was arranged and

Thomas Gray.

supervised by

Within a short time a conference
will be held at which Walter Damrosch, director of the New York Symphony Orchestra; Arthur A. Clappe,
instructor of the school for bandmasters on Governor's Island, and President D. Edward Porter, of the Musical
Mutual Protective Union, will
co-operate with Colonel Chat field in
devising the best ways and means toward obtaining the enlistment of
competent musicians for the new military bands.

A
in

traffic law particularly enforced
the theatrical district is that no car

may

remain parked for over five
minutes without its driver within six
feet of it.
Bert LaMont left his bus
43d street the other day, and it
remained there for two hours, having
no one to steer it to any other place.
When the young man from the west
reappeared, he pot his notice and
in

after explaining

day was

set

Joe Phillips

manager
York.

of

it

back
is

the

to the court next
$10.

the present house
Screen Club, New
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k ST/flEXD!JTPRICE CUTTOWT
MAKING SCALE UNIFORM AT $2
.

K.&L

Houses. Saturday Night
Admissions Chopped at All
Prices Same. Other Theatres Follow Suit*

"Over the Top," with Justine Johnstone. T. Roy Barnes and Craig Campbell featured, opened at the Shubert last
night. The show seemed about an hour
too long, after 12 weeks of rehearsals
(a record), and it looks as though all of
the vaudeville acts now with the show
be restricted to their specialties
only after the pruning has been comwill

pleted.

The show

With all of the legitimate managers
more or less up in the air over the
flop in business, Klaw & Erlanger came
to the fore last week and chopped the
prices.

At each K.

&

E. house,

where

was the prevailing rate on Saturday nights, the management was in-

$2_50

structed

to

charge $2

At the
was $2.50,

flat.

Amsterdam, where the scale
the price was also made $2.
In addition, a line was run in all of
the Sunday advertisements stating the
best seats were $2 and no higher at
any time. William A. Brady made the
same sort of an announcement in the
ad for the Playhouse.
In the ad for "Oh Boy* at the
Casino also a cut in price was announced. At the Princess, a small
house, the show has been playing at
$2^0 top during the week and $3 Saturday night For the Casino engagement the prices for the lower floor
will be $130 and $2. The Casino has
been charging $2J0 on its lower floor
right along this season, until the adrent of the "Oh Boy" show.
Of the three houses that started the
season with a $3 top scale, the Winter
Garden, Globe and Century, the latter
two are the only ones holding to the
price. The Winter Garden chopped its

two weeks ago.
early indication of the possibility
of tickets at the regular prices for New
Year's Eve is made in the Century ad.
At that house it has already been decided that there will be no advance
that night In previous years there
has always been a 50-cent or dollar
increase all over town for the theatres
on that evening.
price

An

NO "RUNAWAY"—PRICES DOWN!
>

Chicago. Nov.

flashed

The bomb,

up.

a

lead pipe
containing

plugged on both ends,
chambers of gun cotton, wadding and
leaden slugs, was seized and taken to
the police station, where it was dissected.
Experts
state
that
only
faulty construction of the 'infernal
contraption saved the lives of dozens,

which

it

would have taken had

been

it

airtight.

Business

immediately

fell

further

Monday night the opera promotwere frantically shoving handfuls
of giveaway duckets to department

off.

ers

stores for their employes, to

make

a

showing.

While the newspapers are trying to
make a German plot of the bomb incident, basing it on Campanini's refusal
to play any German operas this year,
the affair recalls a sensational story,
never printed, which was handed to
the insiders last season.
It was said then that a certain famous songbird. Italian, had sought an

engagement with Campanini, but had
been "turned down." Shortly thereit was rumored, the husband or

after,

lover of this warbler, also an Italian,
on Campanini and hissed a
Black Hand threat at him— that if the
certain singer were not engaged the

called

Auditorium would be blown up and
Campanini would be assassinated besides.
Whether this was true or not,
the singer was engaged shortly af-

No

terward.

She

last year.

company

develops there were about
100 firemen and police in the building

when the bomb was found, verifying
the report threats had been made. Police are now guarding all theatres and
managers have been warned by the authorities to watch for suspicious persons.
Off.

Rehearsals for Elizabeth Marbury's

"Fancy Free" were

called off last

Mon-

day. It is said that the production will
be deferred until after the first of the
year.

and Bath"

this

Chicago, Nov. 21.
Linick
(Jones.
&

with war tax prepaid by the
laying down $1.75 gross at the
window for $1.50 benches.
This suit? the harried brokers fine,
and thev are "plugging" hard.

huge c Jvance.
a
de- -ive
blow when. Friday
Ji:ght. a hon.b panic occurred in the
house. A woman in a seat screamed
when a fuse ignited some powder and
;

there having been i.o effort made to classify them as to size,
the management having selected rirls
of the limousine class to back their
"types,**

all

star.

The opening scene is "Somewhere in
Ne*r Jersey," showing a slum scene. It
is here Miss Johnstone dreams of her
rise in the world and her progress is
followed in the succeeding scenes.
The show will need a lot of cutting
and firing before it opens in New York
next Wednesday if the sponsors expect
to get over.

it

SHOWS

IN TOILLY.

Philadelphia. Nov. 21.
Present." a melo-

"Among Those

drama by Larry Evans and Walter C.
Percival, had what is virtually its
premiere at the Broad this week.
Students of the drama will find much
reminiscent in it. Particularly
will "Raffles** be recalled in the story
of a thief posing as a gentleman and
that

i«

efforts to steal a

diamond necklace.

The playwrights have not followed
the modern idea of small companies
and few settings. At times there appears to be too many persons involved
and a too free use of stage settings in
an effort to reach tense melodramatic
effects. The play opened to an unusually large first night audience for the
Broad and was warmlv received. Shelley Hull has the "Raffles** role and
won generally favorable comment.
It was the only new play of the
week. "Rambler Rose" at the Forrest "Boomerang" at the Garrick, and
"Good Gracious. Annabelle" at the
Adelnhi are hold-overs. "Eileen** at
the Lvric will he followed next week
by "Peter Ibbetson."
reopen next

Street

Opera House

Monday

as a legiti-

ing to profitable returns.

GRAND OPERA "PLOT."
a

It was as daring a piece of undressing
as has ever been seen here, even in the
Winter Garden shows. The chorus are

IN 'FRISCO.
San Francisco. Nov. 21.
Allen Doone opened at the Alcazar
in "Lucky O'Shca" to fair business,
with indications pointing toward a
short engagement.
"The 1.3th Chair" at the Columbia.
and "Follyanna" at the Cort are play-

cents

despite

Girl," led by Vivien Oakland, in which
the girls wore little else but a couple of
inverted pie plates over their chests.

SHOWS

house

return*

the initial audience.
The big scene is a reproduction of
the Justine Johnstone
Little
Club
which comes in the second act. Earlier
there was a number entitled "Algerian

The Chestnut

the Bride" next week, having already

The grand

The hits of the performance here
were Fred and Adele Astair with their
dancing specialty, and Laurie and Bronson. T. Ray Barnes as "Plot" was another success, but Craig Campbell, Miss
Johnstone and Conlin failed badly with

mate attraction house, under the management of the Shuberts. "You're in
Love" is the bill.

cut from the prevailing $2 scale to
$1.50 top. has gone further.
The ticket
brokers now get seats to this
house for 10 cents premium, or 25

ing
got

York.

will

Bedroom
week and "Here Comes
"Parlor.

Chicago, Nov. 21.
opera, U!th disappoint-

first

;

COLONIAL CUTS.
The Colonial
Schacfcr). playing

first and six in the last.
act finale did not have the big
effect to be placed in the show for New

its

"Fancy Free" Rehearsals

It

scenes in the

The

this year.

21.

The Sliuberts have withdrawn their
recent concession to the ticket brokers, and again handle all pasteboards
through Mrs. Couthoui's agency.
An offer of an outright buy for 'The
Passing Show** was refused to the
others, referred to as the feminine
"trust."
What bothers the specs,
though, more than the necessity of
buying through an intermediary, is
the report there will be no runway in
Getting
the Garrick for the show.
'em on the up-and-down aisle is the
scalpers' fat graft on the Winter Garden products.

is presented by the Shuwas written by Philip Bartholmae and Sigmund Romberg, staged
bv Joseph Herbert with dances by Allan
Foster. There are two acts, with five

berts.

explosions took place
is not with the opera

now

It

MARTHA MAYO
In
William H;irris, Jr.'s. "THE THIRTEENTH CHAIR" bv RjivaM Wilier, and
exHuMv.R managed bv CHAMBERLAIN
BROWN, who represents EMILY ANN WELLMAN. HELEN LOWELL. AUDREY MAPLE,
WALTER REGAN. TYLER BROOKE, ADA

MEADE

und

others.

"WHAT NEXT?"

"OYtR ^ra^TOP" TOO LONG.New Haven, Nov. 21.

SHOWS

IN LOS ANGELES.
Los Angeles, Nov. 21.
The Anna Held show at the Mason
is plavinj? to reasonably good business,
though the returns are slight in comparison to what they would bo if conditions were normal.

W" ^

Chicago, Nov.

When

tidings began to
weeks
several

filter

21.

into

that
ago
Chicago
Blanche Ring, Charles Winninger and

the rest of the typical Morosco cast
in "What Next?" were getting big receipts in the West, such as $14,000 on
a week in Denver, the skeptics closed
one eye and reserved their own opinBut on Sunday night the show
ions.
came into the Olympic here and
scored.
Oliver Morosco, co-author and producer of this enterprise, is a wise
Seeing that vaudeville alcitizen.
ways gets the goods, he packed his
company with high grade vaadeville
And now he has whipped a
talent.
hit out of what started on the Coast
as a dubious experiment. Supporting

Miss Ring and her comic husband are
Du For Boys, Dainty Marie,
Flanagan and Edwards, Al Gerrard
and other principals, and a chorus of
curves and class.
"What Next?" is a refinement and
development of "Pretty Mrs. Smith,"
the three

which, with the frigid personality of
Kitty Gordon, out West, and the sizzling over-work of Fritzi Scheff in
the East, linked a transcontinental
bloomer clear across the map. Blanche
Ring is neither cold nor fussed. She
She doesn't take
is calm and easy.

comedy seriously. She appears
tights and it's a Kong time since
Blanche was seen in fleshings in the
second act, and gets away clean. She
does a Cleopatra number that recalls
some of her ringing Ring offerings of
the heyday, and, after several seasons
of checkered fortunes, slides right
back to her logical function, starring
in a successful musical comedy.
The Du Fors bag the applause specialty of the show. Dainty Marie, as
her

—

in

—

shapely as ever, as yawnir.gly cock-'
sure on the trapeze and perpendicular
rope, carries a role throughout and
knocks 'em twisted with her vaudeville
act, which comes with plausible interpolation, as she plays the mistress of
a gymnasium institute. Winninger is
a scream, and dares do a German comedy characterization; no one seemed
to take umbrage. Helen Lederer, on
but a few days' rehearsal (succeeding
Eva Fallon), was a trifle nervous, but

showed speed and charms. She revealed herself a bully little ingenue.
Morosco has rewritten the show almost entirely since its opening, pruning out 90 per cent, of the Art stuff
and interjecting scene after scene of
ludicrous farce. The "Smith" nucleus
has been almost wiped out, leaving
only one or two fleeting situations.

The music by Harry Tierney yields
several
whistly
numbers, and
Al
Bryan's lyrics bat high.
Both Morosco and his general
manager, Franklyn Underwood, were
on for the premiere. The house was
sold solid.

PROVIDENCE LIKES
Providence, R.

I.,

IT.

Nov.

21.

Dorothy Donnelly made her debut
as a producer

Monday when

she pre-

sented a new comedy. "Six Months'
Option," at the Opera House before a
good house, which seemed to appreciate it.
for
the

What

the future has in store
is
problematical.

comedy

Providence theatregoers have given
their approval of plays before and
New York turned them down.
Ancella Anslee. untried as a dramaand Miss Donnelly, in a virgin
play-producer, let Providence
trv them out in their joint effort.
For the first performance the comedy
went briskly for an opening night.
Stanley Ridges has the leading role.
Others in the cast are Mrs. Jacques
Martin. Minna Gombel. Jane Marbury,
David Quixano and William T. Clarke.
The comedy says that after seven
years of married life one may get
bored, and that the expedient of
changing partners may result in flopping from the frying pan into the fire.
Miss Donnelly has shown skill as a
producer and Ancella Anslee has delighted Providence.

tist,

field as a

LEGITIMATE,
SHOWS HOLDING OFF UNTIL XMAS;
HOUSES MEANWHILE GOING DARK
Number

of Theatres Closing With No New Attractions in
Producers Fear to Chance Pre-Holiday Slump
in New York. Number of New Productions

Sight.

Under Way.
,

Between now and New Year's New
York's theatrical map as far as the current attractions are concerned will undergo many changes. There are a number of closings due within the next few
weeks and tne general indications are
that the majority of houses that close
down will remain dark until Christmas
week before offering new shows. None
of the producers opening shows within the last week on the road seem willing to come Into New York and stand
the strain of the usual preholiday loss,
the idea of the majority being that any
further flop in business would mean
that there would be no audience at all
in the playhouses.
There are two changes scheduled this
week with the succeeding show announced for but one of the houses.*
George Arliss in "Hamilton" leaves the
Knickerbocker, to be followed by Richard Lambert's "Art and Opportunity,"
with Eleanor Painter. "On With the
Dance" at the Republic may leave this
week, but there is a possibility that
the show may remain for another week
at least. A notice has been posted for
the company, the management protecting itself bv running along from week
to week. "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath"
is to come into the house some time
late next month, in the meantime playing three weeks between Chicago and
New York, in Cincinnati, Pittsburgh
and Cleveland
Next week\ill be the last in New
York of three shows. "De Luxe Annie"
at the Cort leases for Boston and the
house will remau\dark for about three

weeks,

until

John Corfs "Flo Flo"

comes in about
"Broken Threads"

night.
Christmas
at the Fulton will
also take to the road, playing the Subway circuit first. There is no attracLaurette
tion as yet for that house.
Taylor in "The Wooing of Eve" is also
Miss Taylor was to have
to finish.
remained at the Liberty for the entire
season, presenting a series of plays,
and opened her season there with a
revival of "Out There," in which she
scored at the Globe last year, but it
failed to attract and three weeks ago
she presented her new play, which is
not attracting the patronage it should.

"The Grass Widow," at present in Boston, is to come into the house Dec. 3.
In the time between now and the
of the year the Princess wl!l remain dark, Ray Com stock getting a new
show in readiness for the house. The
piece, as yet unwritten and unnamed,
is to be finished and placed in rehearsal
in about two weeks.
The Shuberts are framing at least two
new musical comedies to come in about
first

of the year. They are "Miss
in which Clifton Crawford is
to be co-starred, and "Lieut. Gua." They
also have a novelty in preparation
which is to be financed with outside

the

a possibility

&

line.

tion,

"The Rainbow

and the K.

&

Girl," in rehearsal,

E. Revue, scheduled for

Amsterdam New Year's Eve. Thif
show will go into rehearsal in ten days,
according to reports this week. "The

Fpf

ttit

last

two-

weeks- Broadway

has been flooded with "rumors regardfuture
of
the
the
ing
Century
theatre and "Miss 1917," the current
attraction there. Reports have had it
the Century was to close in either two
or four weeks, not because the active
management of the house wanted to
close, but because the financial backers
of the building intended converting it

CHICAGO'S GENERAL

CHANGE

Chicago, Nov. 21.
Business here has not improved
since the famous American slump*
Walker Whiteside quit at the Blackstone in "Mr. Jubilee Drax" after one
lonesome week that drew about $4,000, closing, however, to a $1,000 night,
Saturday.
The Illinois, with "Miss
Springtime," fell to $9,000 on the week.
"Why Marry?" hailed as a hit with
the Goodwin - Daly - Breese - LawfordWinwood cast, failed to stand up.
Almost every house in Chicago is
experiencing a change of attraction
between the beginning of this week

and next.

HOPKINS-SHUBERT PARTNERSHIP?

A partnership is reported in existence between Arthur Hopkins and the
Shuberts on four plays recently produced by Mr. Hopkins. An equal division of any profits is reported the
compact, with the Shuberts furnishing the production end for each piece,
Mr. Hopkins doing the directing.
The

Hopkins play is "Gypsy
opening at the Playhouse, Wilmington, Del., Monday, for its first
public performance. "Madame Sand,"
with Mrs. Fiske at the Empire, while
credited as a Hopkins show, is Klaw
& Erlanger's, with Hopkins given program mention under an agreement.
The Shuberts are said to have no interest in Mr. Hopkins' biggest current success, "Good Gracious Annabelle," with William Gillette.
latest

Trail,"

USING CURTAIN RAISER.
when

"Papa,"

York by
will

Elliott,

presented

Comstock

in

&

New
Gest,

have a

curtain

playlet, nominally called a
raiser, ahead of it.

New York

has not witnessed one in

several seasons and would never accept it as a permanency, which England does.

TRANSFER'S PRICES UP.

The

transfer companies through the
country hauling theatrical scenery are
raising prices per load from $2 to $4,
the increase hitting the shows hardest
in

tHr one-night towns.

Trunks are being hauled at
each, while in New York the

50 cents
scale is

The calamity howlers went

so far

send written notices to the
papers regarding the closing, but Otto
Kahn Wednesday denied he or any
of the others financially interested had
any intention whatsoever of interfering with the conduct of the building
now under the direction of Dillingto

ham and

Zeigfeld.
of the heads of the big theinstitutions of this country
wrote a letter to the Century manage-

One

atrical

ment
Wednesday
regarding
the
scandal mOngering propensities of its
press agent, at one time mentioned as
a possible publicity promoter at the
big house, but who failed to conect,
and stated that the proofs of an investigation the Century people had

made would be thoroughly

investi-

40 cents for the small baggage.
One company on tour last week paid
its railroading alone.

$96 in tax on

William* Favors Revivals.
John D. Williams may take up the
drama as a regular thing.
He brought John Drew in "The Gav
Lord Quex" to the 48th Street and is
revival of the

now contemplating

following that up
with other plays of former days.

The management

of the Century
"framed" for the press agent and obtained the information which led it
to take the case to his employers.
The Century, on the first two weeks
of its run with "Miss 1917," has
cleared $17,000 without charging off

any production investment. The Government received the tax on $38290
on the first week of the run and
slightly over $40,000 on the second
week.
Last Sunday night the house played
to $3,662 at a $2 top.

ALICE NIELSON'S $1,500 PER.
"Chu Chin Chow" and "The Wanderer" are the productions Comstock,
Elliott & Gest may thank for occupying their attention to the exclusion of
their mental concentration on the
agreement held by Alice Neilson, for
$1,500 weekly, for several weeks this
season yet unplayed. It is said the
Neilson contract calls for a limited
number of weeks at the same amount
for the next two seasons.
With the closing of "Kitty Darlin',"
that got the storehouse edict after two
weeks at the Casino. The three-man
firm finds itself without a piece for
Miss Nielson, but the contract remains
in full force and effect.

SHUBERTS CASTING "WIDOW."
The Shuberts

are planning a production entitled "Miss Widow," in which
they are to co-star Clifton Crawford

and Carolyn Thompson, an English
prima donna, whom they have placed
under contract for five years.
The piece is to go into rehearsal in
about a week. In the cast will be Mari-

who is leaving the "Show
of Wonders," in Boston this week. Regina Richards and Frank Fay are
others.
The Thompson contract was negotiated by Jack Hughes and Leslie
Morosco. The prima donna was originally to have been with "Once in
June," which Jos. Riter was to produce.
lynn Miller,

Hitchcock-Goats Buy Riter Piece.
Raymond Hitchcock and E. Ray
Goetz have secured the book and lyrics of "Once in June" by Blossom and
Perenteau, to have been produced by
Joseph Riter.

They

present the piece some
time in January.
The piece is to go into rehearsal next
will

week, George Bickel. Jobyna Howland,
Anna Orr and Charles Morrison having been signed. Dorothy Brunton,
brought from Australia by Hugh Ward,
will be featured.

Ward

is

interested in the financial
Hitclicock and his partner.

said to be

end with

Harry Fender and Ray Raymond have
also been signed.

PIECE SETTLEMENT EACH SEASON.
- -The November -terra ol- the- Appellate
Division of the Supreme Court o!
New York handed down a decision,
written by Justice Davis and con-

curred in by

the other Justices,

all

in a suit brought by the West End
Theatre Syndicate, against Lee Shu-

bert.

The

an English corpora-

plaintiff is

owner and producer of a
"A Pair of Silk Stockings."
In May, 1915, plaintiff made a contract
the

tion,

lav called

into a hospital.

gated.

first

Of the shows on tour at present "Going Up" is scheduled for New York and
the Shuberts want it for the Astor, the
plan being to send "Leave It to Jane"
on tour and to move "The Very Idea"
The "Going Up"
to the Longacre.
show is in Pittsburgh this week and is
reported as a success.
K. & E. have two shows in preparathe

is

for the Liberty, to follow "The Grass
Widow" show about the first of the year
in the event of the latter not catching
on. There is also a possibility of the
Astor housing the revue if Cohan and
Harris want to play with the Shuberts.
The present intention for the K.
E.
Revue is to make it the biggest thing
that the firm has done, scemcally and
from the standpoint of costuming. The
reason for the show not having started
rehearsals as yet is because of the desire to lay back and gather a cast that
will top almost everything along the

Widow,"

capital.

CALAMITY HOWLERS CORNERED.
;

as

Cohan Revue of 1918"

13

granting defendant the right to produce the piece in the United States
and Canada. In addition to providing
for the payment of royalties based
on a percentage of the gross receipts

a clause provided the licensee should
pay one-third of the net profits accruing from the play.

The production during 1914-15 resulted in a loss of $8,535.37, but the
next season returned a profit of $20,The controversy was whether or not
upon the foregoing

facts the defendeduct from the
plaintiff's one-third share of the profits of *15-'16, one-third of the losses

dant

of

is

entitled

to

'14-'15.

The Court held

that

from the con-

tract submitted there was to be a settlement between the parties at the end

of each season and that the defendant
had no right to deduct from the plaintiff's share of net profits of '15-*16, onethird of the loss sustained in the preceding season.

'ARABIAN NIGHTS."

An

adaptation of "Arabian Nights,"
as made by Owen Davis, is in rehearsal, to be flown at the Punch and Judy
theatre, still under the management
of Charles Hopkins, who put on
'Treasure Island" at that house, the
only treasure the small theatre has
held since opening.
In the "Nights" play will be, among
others, W. J. Ferguson, Henry Kolker,
William Reilly Hatch, with Mr. Hopkins in the leading role.

SMALL SHOWS HARD SLEDDING.
Buffalo, Nov. 21.
here report many
applications for time by members of
small stock companies and medicine
shows who find it impossible to oper-

Booking

offices

ate in the smaller

towns and villages

since the war started between the
United States and Germany.
It is said that these companies not
only found all halls taken weeks ahead
for local charities, war fund affairs and
Red Cross benefits, but could not obtain rooms and board in many of the
places.

MIRON

IN SANITARIUM.

Worcester, Mass., tfov. 21.
Joseph Miron, the comedian, is at
the Bloomingdale Sanitarium tor the
His daughter has
insane near here.
been his constant companion.
Miron's mania, before being removed to the rest home, took the form
of playing over all of the parts in
which he had appeared during his
stage career.

HAYMAN'S MUSICAL SHOW.
Al.

Hsyman

is

figuring

on producing

new musical comedy by Harry B.
Smith shortly after Jan. 1. The cast is

a

being selected now.

NEW ENGLAND

LOW.

Reports coming in from the New
England territory show that the onenighters there are hit badly. One of
the big towns between New York and
Boston played a Broadway musical
comedy hit last week, the show costing $5,000 weekly to run, getting $161
gross.

The majority of the bookers
heading to the great Northwest,
ting into that territory by leaps
bounds and touching only the
spots in between.

are
get-

and
high

a
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NEWS FROM THE

DAILIES

(Below is news matter not collected by Variety but rewritten in
condensed form from the items relating to theatricals appearing in the
New York daily newspapers between the dates of Variety's weekly

JUDGMENT*.

IWaWLOPINOfa

Judgments filed Is L.c County Clerks
The first name Is that of the Judgment debtor,
the second the judgment eredttor, and the
amount of Judgment
Jack Norworth—W. Klein, SS.210.98.
Washington
of
Bhrlich— Bank
Samuel

Atlantic City, Nov. 22.
"The Golden Goose," a new musical
play, will open at Hie Apollo Thanksgiving presented by the Slade Pro-

",

;

ducing Co.
It is the play tried out under the

Heights, $1,040.41.
„„..-*»
Nat Allied Amusement Corp. and Robert I.

Henderson— Morris OesL Inc.. $2,883.10. _
Bmmet Corrigan— B. If. P. Producing Corp.

name of "The Red Clock."
The book has been entirely

(costs), $244.00.

ten by

„

..

Lee Shubert—West Bad Theatre Syndicate,

issues.)

Ltd..

$3,157.70.

"Furs and Frills" reopens in Syracuse Monday.
John Cort's production. "Flo Flo,"
an elaboration of "The Bride Shop,"
will open in Ithaca, N. Y., Monday.
The piece is slated for the Cort, New
York, about Christmas.
Another company of "Mary's Ankle,"
to tour the South, will open at PaterIleen Poe is to
son, N. J., Nov. 29.
head the cast.
Earl D. Sipe has acquired one of the
"Mary's Ankle" campanies. Winifred
St. Claire is to have the feature role
of Mary, opening Thanksgiving.
George Choos, best known along
Broadway for the "girl acts" he produces, plans to delve into the production stuff around the holidays and
will put on a big musical comedy, en-

SATISFIED JUDGMENTS.
Red CroBS Theatre Day has been announced
aa Dec.

7.

produce early next year
"Two
recently purchased entitled
Streets," by Koby Kohn.

Woods

A. H.
a play

will

by Jean Gilbert,
will have Its first American performance at
the German Yorlcvllle theater Nov. 22.
"Autolore,"

an

operetta

L'Arganttna has withdrawn from the company of Spanish dancers In "The Land of
Joy" at the Park.
Mrs. Henry B. Harris has acquired a large
Interest In "The Pipes of Pan," now running
at the Hudson.

"The Rainbow Girl" Is another musical
It Is
play reconstructed out of a comedy.
founded on Jerome K. Jerome's play, "Fannie
and the Servant Problem."
Nance O'Nell Is reported signing a flveyvmt contract to go to Australia. Sh« ! »l
present on the road with "The Wanderer."
and will not leave this country before June.
direction of William Morris. John
will produce the military playlet,
the rights having been obtained

Under the

Webber

F.

"Tactics."

but Instead of making an arrest warned the'
theatre management.
The first reports in
New York led the skeptical to disbelieve the
seriousness of the St. Louis matter, thinking

Miss Hoffmann may have failed to draw business when opening at the Orpheum, with the
pinch following to stimulate It.
Others In
New York say this would not have been done
under any circumstances In an Orpheum
house, although admitting Eddie Sullivan In
St. Louis Is a fly 'un.

CRITICISM.

GREENWICH VILLAGE THEATRE.

Three one-act plays at the Greenwich Village theatre. Nov. 15: "Behind a Watteau
Picture," fantasy In two scenes, by Robert B.
Rogers, with music by W. Franks Harllng;
"Efficiency." drama by Robert H. Davis and
Parley Poor© Sheehan "The Festival of Bacchus," comedy by Arthur SchnlUler, translated by Charles Henry MelUer.
The plays were all well done and enthusiastically received by the audience.
Like the
Washington Square Co. ILem* villagers seem
Inspired by a genuine spirit of pioneering and
;

their work Is as valuable to the local art
of the drama as It Is enjoyable to all folk
who are Interested in the rare, the unusual

and the experimental.— Timet.

drama,
"The
Assassin," will have Its first performance In
It Is being
Atlantic City late next month.
produced by the Shuberts.

Eugene

newest

Walter's

will be no war tax on theatre tickets
for the afternoon and evening of Dec.
(Theatrical National Red Cross Day), as
tickets for charitable performances are not

There

sold

7

L'ELEVATION.

Drama

In three acts by
the Playhouse, Nov. 14.

Henri Bernstein, at

"To the Heights" might be the English title
this war play from Paris, for It traces
the progress of Its main characters out of
the spiritual lethargy In which the German
onslaught found them to a more commanding
view of the dignity and worth of Individual
living.
And it accomplishes Its survey by the
familiar method of trlangulatlon.
Wife, husband and lover are there. Timet.
The defect In "L'EIevation" lies in the
single note of unrelieved gloom which It
sounds from beginning to end.
But as an
emotional and patriotic work the good reports
of it from abroad have not been exaggerated.

of

— WorM.

taxed.

The Shuberts had premieres
out of town theatres
"Six Months Option,"
Providence, R. I., and
mond" at the Apollo,

of two plays In
Nov. 10.
They were
by Ancella Anslee, at
"Good Morning Rosa-

Atlantic City.

Frank E. Payne has been engaged

to look

after the interests of A. H. Woods In London.
Payne will sail In a few days, replacing
Philip Klein, who Is now with the American
Ambulance Corps.

With two former publicity heads of the Klaw
& Erlanger offices now In Chicago with separate K. A E. shows, J. Clarence Hyde and
James Jay Brady, the New York press agentry
for the offices Is being handled by Frank
Read, at one time with the Charles Frohman

LOSING ELOISE.

A farce in three acts by Fred Jackson at
the Harris theatre Nov. 17.
"Losing Eloise" employs most of the appurtenances of Palais Royal farce, but In
spirit It Is thoroughly cls-Atlantlc, offending
none of the moral proprieties. And It turns
on an Idea so new and essentially so true
that with equal propriety It might have
been
used for the effects of straight comedy.
Timet.
"Losing Eloise" Is another farce In which
young wives find elsewhere a solace
, U8band8
fo «"Ket to give; another farce
•ST J
with
lingerie, bedrooms, midnight, highballs.
Jealousy and forgiveness.— Tribune
pretty

,

offices.

William Faversham probably will be seen
next in a new play by Em lie de Croissett,
author of "The Hawk," In which Faversham
played several seasons ago.
He Is also considering a &eries of Shakesperian revival*
with all-star casts.

Lannlng Masters, publicity director

E.

the

for
Pitt Amusement Co., has resigned,
his Inability to transfer his resifrom New York to Pittsburgh, whither

Fort

owing
dence

to

been transferred.
Masters
was formerly with the Leslie and Judge magazines, but more recently with the V. L. S. E.
his

sen-Ices

A

special

ha*!

benefit

performance by the "Oh,

Boy" company was held on Thursday of this
week at midnight, at the Casino. The entire
proceeds went to the Army and Navy Transport Fund.
This wan the first entertainment
given

for

the

MA DAM K SAND.

,

Is

ELIOT,

JR.,

RESIGNS.

Cincinnati, Nov. 21.
Samuel Eliot, Jr., has resigned as director of the New Art theatre and in a
statement made before leaving for New
York charged "he had no liberty or authority in the theatre."
Ruth Allen, of Cincinnati, who organized the Cincinnati Players, declared performances will be given Dec.
19-20 as announced.

Percy Shostag, stage manager, and
Ballantyne, leading man, are
New York trying to engage a suc-

may be

but resigned at once.

She added that the company considered
Eliot unsuited for the work.
Eliot is a grandson of President
Emeritus Charles Eliot, of Harvard.
His wife went east with him. Marie
Baer, leading woman, refused to go on*
a half hour previous to the last per-

,

This is the second rumpus in the history of 1 cal little theatres. Last year
Karl Dietz, director of Mrs. Schuster
Martins Little Playhouse, quit town
suddenly, leaving his financial affairs
badly tangled. The company went in
for "high brow stuff" while Eliot
wanted to cater to the general public.

Thursday

—

Hitter his

retirement from the theatrical producing field
is only temporary.
Mr. Rltter Is at present

engaged In war work, and will resume play
producing when he believes conditions to be

more propitious
Life at the army training quarters at Cnmp
I'pton will be shown at the Hippodrome Uec.
U
The men of the .'iO~>th Infantry have arrunwri an educational entertainment to rai3e
money for a regimental assembly hall, also
to give the public a concrete Idea of military
training.

For "appearing In public indecently and
notoriously, grossly and scandalously !n tho
nude form," Gertrude Hoffmann was' arrested
last
week In St. Louis.
Her performance
shocked the police of that cltv, and they
hauled her before a magistrate. Her husband
Max Hoffmann, and K. J. Sullivan, manager
of the Orpheum, wh< re she was appearing
were also arrested.
Miss Hoffmann gave a
bond of Jjoo to appear for trial Dec. 10. The
Chicago police also objected to Miss Hoffmann's stage dress when uhe played there,

r<

u
,n
?,
£
Dudley

failed to
of a revival hit and its
backers from Boston are taking it off.
"Captain Kidd. Jr.," closes next week
at Hartford.
Its road tour at first
showed considerable promise, but even
over the Subway circuit recently business was off. It is possible Cohan &
Harris will send the show out later
with a less expensive cast.

policy, reopened Monday after a week
of darkness with "Her Unborn Child"
at pop prices.

"Adele," "The Invisible Foe" and "Old
Lady 31" have been secured by Edward
J. Tate for Australia. He has engaged
Zola Cerrell, a dancer, who sailed from
San Francisco Monday for Australia.

A. E. A.'S

tracts with divers incorporated amusement companies throughout the countrv "tliat operate noon a small capital

and rely on legal limitations to evade
final responsibilities for contracts on
the ground they have exhausted their

and the literature of

available capital.

a just subject of de-

'Tis reported that there are many
cases where thespians have taken the.

engagements with such corporand not onfy submit to sudden and unexpected short engagements, but suffer from, non-payment of
atrical

ations

-

salaries.
It

•

cleverness

"Odds

its

affrorahlr

contrast

to

—

THE

the

dullness

joke.s.

It

is

and

The Equity

The whole comedy

is

J

%

KI\G.

rich In political satire.

Aarled by tin* amusing nmours of the
King
fo
Mr. Ditrichsteln is still "the
great lover."

among

the A. E. A.

war tax

effect in all

is

not going on record

working for any, restraint against
the production of plays, but it believes
every "theatrical corporation should
have in the bank a sum at least sufficient to pay two weeks' salary to the
actors it may engage.
as

of the
a lively

A comedy In three nets bv O. A de CailInvet
Robert de Flers nnd Emmanuel Arene
at the George M. Cohan. Xnv L'o

believed
that the

branches as well as the transpor-

tation problem will force numerous
small companies out of existence.

Knds.
an
"Intimate"
musical
review
touches a high mark. The humor In its
and lyrics, as well as In the specialtiesbook
one or two of Its performers, offers of
an

nyernge musical comedy
piece.
World.

is

officials

—

and

WARNING.

The Actors' Equity Association is
its members to safeguard their
interests when about to accept con-

urging

two partH
and John

I'M*.
rimes.
In originality

night.

make much

Boston, Nov. 21.
Loew's Globe, which closed with stock
following an unsuccessful try with that

Book a nd lyric* by
Godfrey; music by
James Byrnes, at the Bijou, Nov. lf».
An Intimate revue fashioned after the
pattern less patterns of "Hltchy-Koo "
and
which, if anything. Improves upon the
model
an entertainment which possesses
humor sparkle, smartness, nnd tunefulness'
more real'
ideas than It Is customary to find
a dozen
mu.-? al » hows -thls Is "Odds andin Ends
of
n.i
Bide

John

SHOWS CLOSING.

ODDS AND KNDS.
made by Joseph

the

in

"The Old Homestead" has

Loew'i Globe.

p, a y itself Efked of
customs.
This is to
But the value of such

those times amT^K&se
say that It was truffl
truth for the purposes
the open Ftage may be
hate.
World.

and

John

Cdrt
provided
for
"Mother Carey's Chickens" to play
Pittsburgh next week and continue
out playing "city time," the "Johnnv
Get Your Gun" show to open in Chicago Dec. 3 (with Louis Bennison
featured), and the renamed "Bride
Shop" production, "Flo Flo," to make
its New York premiere Dec. 3 at the
Cort. ™Flo Flo" opened in Syracuse

l

ostenslblf>ffi^The

own man-

week

this

office

fare.

in

Lange

Arrangements

is

Combinations

Howard

Porcasi,
Davis.

claimed, until given her
fare to New York. Miss Allen claims
Miss Baer's contract did not call for
it

his

agement, will present "Blind Youth,"
a play written by TeJlegan and Willard
Mack, at Scranton, Saturday, Nov. 24.
The cast includes Grace Carlysle, Jennie Eustice, Marie Chambers, Hazel
Mabel Carruthers, Mark
Turney,
Smith, William Courtleigh, Jr., Paul

Miss Allen stated that Eliot was requested to release the theatre from his

formance,

This name

changed.

Lou Tellegen, under

cessor.

1,

"The Three Jacks."

titled

Edward

,

fund.

Announcement

ENGAGEMENTS.
Charles Trowbridge ("Leave It to Jane").
81donle Bspero ("The Star Oaser").

TATE BUYS THREE.

*" ^nnwd,e8B P aradox ot pleasures.
vSS It
u Isnt
it
But
The play Is just a series of
D 8 a nd conversations and separations.
Thf!i ^Is almost no story.—
There
Tlcra Id
n
ra nknoS8 was the chlcf
cleverness of
,
wi
eT
drama
tlc work.
The lines that
?
1 * the
.u
m
au * h8 »n his play were those
« Si
speaking
the laxness and the pervading immorality ^ofthe times in which they
went

J

Co.,

$70.01 (April. 25, 1917).

contract Dec.

from Barrows and Lancaster.

The first meeting of the season of the Drama
League will be held at the Gaiety Nov. 26.
The subject to be discussed will be "The Theatre During the War."

Bayard Velller— Underwood Typewriter

in

rewrit-

Edgar Smith.

WALTER REGAN
Recently with Arthur Hopkins' production
of "THE RESCUING ANGEL" with Oillie
Burke. MR. REGAN has signed with CHAMBERLAIN BROWN as his exclusive manager.

A.

The A. H. Woods' in Frisco.
H. Woods left Sunday for the

west,

first

stopping at Chicago, with
his objective. Mrs.
New York this week.

San Francisco as

Woods

leaves

t
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HER REGIMENT;Donald Brian is now a sole star whose
name glimmers above the fact that he is
appearing
In
"Her
Regiment"
Joseph
Weber is the managing producer, Victor Herbert furnished the score, William Le Baron
book and lyrics, and Fred O. Latham, the
English stage manager, mounted the production.
That Is all the old news there is to the
rcadvent on Broadway in musical comedy of
Mr. Brian.
"Her Regiment" is at the
Broad hurst.
"Her Regiment," at flrot glance, is just
operettas
seml-mllltary
those
another
of
along the type of "Mile. Modiste" and "The
Spring Maid/' As an automobile is an autoThe
mobile, so is this operetta an operetta.
models change In automobiles, but in oper-

Never

ettas?

Weber had a commonplace book and

Mr.

Mr. Herbert
him.
constructed a score without a melody reNothing
membered after the performance.
even faintly resembles his "Kiss Me Again"
In addition Mr. Weber,
or "Sweethearts."
in producing the piece, was unfortunate in
the cast.
m
Carolina White was to have been co-starred
with the nimble-footed Donnle Brian, but
was
after the show opened on the road it
discovered Miss White was not quite suited
In her stead Audrey Maple was
to the role.
Another change was in the comengaged.
edy role, Frank Moulan succeeding Dallas
What improvement, if any, the
Welford.
changes made is a matter of conjecture; but
betit is safe to say no one could have done
ter than Moulan, although the part does not
Miss Maple
give him all that it might.
Weber
Joe
hardly fills the requirements.
may have missed his opportunity with this
of

set

lyrics

It

?ieee.

nation.

handed

<*«ild

to

have stood a

The name

of

tri-star combi-

Brian alone does not

sufficient draft to put "Her Regiment" on a winning basis.
The piece has three sets fully adequate
and a selected chorus of 32, divided equally
between boys and girls that are capable of
The male chorus
singing to say the least.

suggest

As for costuming, the
good.
but three sets of gowns, one for

especially

is

wear

girls

each

They are peasant

act.

girls In the first

and dressed becoming their station evening gowns in the second act, and the third
finds them in afternoon frocks, the most be-

act

;

Whoever was responsible

for

the

drilling

of the chorus in the lyrics should be handed
a medal, for it is the first chorus on Broadthis season that can be understood. They
are not much on looks or dancing, but they
can and do sing.
The light book says a son of a wealthy
Parisian father has his allowance cut off and
runs to Normandle, enlisting in the army as
That is Mr. Brian. A girl ol
a private.
French parentage, who has visited America,
returns to her native heath with ideas of
her own regarding marriage. Her family has
betrothed her to a fiery old colonel of the
self-same regiment in which the youth envisits the garrison town in the
She
listed.
N
guise of a peasant for a line on her husbandShe and the young private meet, fall
to-be.
in love, pass through various complications
and finally win consent to their marriage.
The comedy relief is furnished by the
orderly of the colonel and the widowed innkeeper carrying on an affair of their, own.
The orderly is played by Moulan, while the
widow is taken by Josie Intropidl.
Five additional principal characters, the
Colonel, played very well indeed by Hugh
Chilvers; Eugene de Marrlame, a friend of
the young private, played badly by Sidney
Jarvls; one Frederick Manatt is a sergeant,
and two minor women parts are by Paulina
French and Norma Brown.
There are 13 numbers, exclusive of the
opening ensemble and the finales of the first
and second act. Miss Maple, as Estelle, has
six of the songs, but fails to do most of them

way

In Mr. Herbert's scores, wait* numbers are all important. ,Mr. Brian has sevWith "Oh My" In the first act
eral songs.
he fared well, and In the same act he managed
well with " Twlxt Love and Duty" ; in the
second act he does a dance specialty with one
of the girls that brought the first real applause of the performance. A love duet of a
slight comedy sort in the last act with him
and Miss Maple as the principals earned
repeated encores through the introduction of
Moulan on the second chorus.
The applause hit of the show went to Mr.
Moulan In this same act for a topical number of innumerable choruses.
At the opening of the second act there is
Justice.

a

number

sort of

entitled

"American

Serenade,"

a

rag.

In the staging of the choniB numbers Mr.
Latham did some clever work. He keeps that
portion of the company in constant action
He drilled the male
while on the stage.
chorus especially well in some military evolutions.

"Her Regiment," considering cast, costuming and production, Is unusual for a musical
comedy from one standpoint, and that Is that
it appears to be able to hold on In New York
as long as It can play to $7,500 weeks, and
at that rate it looks as though the producer
will get his production back In about ten
weeks. At the best the piece is wishy-washy.
If It remains until the first of the year It will
have had more than its share of New York
patronage.
Fred.

big -maltae* audteaeee,- bv£ •-«& that* -H—ta
rather t no
a toplo /or the American
theatregoer at this period when they are
in reality Just getting their first taste of the
toll that war exacts.
The piece Is said to be tremendously successful in Paris, but the French always did
cherish a Theatre Antoine atmosphere served
with their drama. Mons. Bernstein has taken
the ever present French theme of wife, husband and lover for his plot, and the action
revolves about this set of principals, with
some added starters to help generally. The
first act Is all drama, the second has had a
touch of comedy injected (this looks entirely too American not to suspect the interpolation was made on this side of the Atlantic), otherwise this act is also all drama,
and the last act (base hosptial near the
fighting front) is practically a duolog between the wife and the lover, the finish leaving the audience somewhat up In the air as
to the actual fate of the heroine.
The opening takes place In Paris a few
days prior to the first action the French
troops saw.
The scene is the home of a
noted surgeon.
His wife is 23 years his
junior, the daughter of an old friend, and he
married her at the request of the friend

made on

his death bed.
They have lived together for six years until the wife has begun an affair with a man met at a dinner.
Then the order for mobilization is posted
and he is ordered to the colors. It is her
fear for his safety that leads to her discovery, and the husband has the big scheme
at the curtain of the first act.
He makes
an agreement with his wife to live with
her as companions for the sake of appear-

ances.

the second act word comes from the
he has been wounded and asks that
alio come lo him.
Ilcie the hueband draws
the line.
He has discovered the lover had
during the time that he was carrying on his
affair with his wife been maintaining a mistress, and was not in love with the wife at
all.
He has purchased the letter of "his wife
from the mistress and is torn between his
duty and his desire to let this wife of
younger years have the love which he deems
life,
Is her just due in
but he daet, not
want the world to know she has responded
to her lover's call in the event the latter
should spurn her finally. But after hearing
the wife's version of what the war has done
in morally making over those of France in
the baptism of fire, he consents to permit
her to go to her lover's side, but she cannot return to him once leaving the house.
In the hospital she and the lover profess
their love for each other, but he has been
so badly wounded that he knows he cannot
recover and has sent for her because she at
the outbreak of the war had threatened selfdestruction in the event anything befell him.
It is to have her retract this threat and to
make her promise to live out her life at the
side of her husband he has called for her
presence.
She promises, and with that the
curtain falls. Whether the husband took her
back or not Is left to conjecture, but judging
from the fore part of the drama it was the
dramatist's evident intention to impress the
audience that such would be the case.
Miss George receive splendid support from
Holbrook Blinn as the husband, he entirely
overshadowing her work through having the
In
big scenes in the first and second act.
the last act she and Lionel A twill practically
have the stage alone during the entire time
The remainder
that this scene consumes.
of the company are well chosen, with Enge'en
throughout,
prevailing
lish
accents
though the action is laid in Paris and all of
One could not
the characters are Parisians.
expect them to play the piece In French,
but why the English, especially where occasionally what might almost he termed
cockney creeps In 7
"L'Elevatlon" seems to be a rather untimely production with Its references to living In the trenches for day after day, eating bread soaked In blood, etc. Granted that
that may be the case, but this Is not the
time to cast It In the faces of the mothers,
fathers and wives of those at or going to the
front.
The parting is enough as it is. Fred.
In

lover

.

"SKY PILOT'S" DRESS REHEARSAL
The wisdom

Grace George Is offering "L'Elevatlon," by
Henri Bernstein, as the second production
season of her Playhouse comIt is doubtful if "L'Elevatlon" will
pany.
attract sufficient night business In New York
at this time to warrant Its being retained
It Is a
for any considerable length of time.
play that will attract women and will pull

showing new plays

Who

Moore Patch and managed by
Gaites.

yet to be proved. "Sky Pilot" was
played that way Sunday night at the
Garden theatre with a full house present. Hardly anyone appeared* to leave
the theatre with a favorable impres-

on sale

"Sky Pilot" was on the road for a
with Brandon Tynan starred.

while

now going out with Liebler
"Success," the title "Success"
being that of the play. Jess Dandy is
with it. That piece was also shown
at the Garden in a dress rehearsal.
It goes on the road.
Several changes have been made in
the cast of "The Sky Pilot" since it
first started out.

Tynan

&

is

Co.'s

SELECTING ALCAZAR CO.
in New York is framing

Matt Grau

company to present musical stock
the Alcazar, San Francisco, opening Christmas with "The Gingerbread
Man." Fred Nice, Roger Gray, Harry
Bond and Tom Burton have been engaged.
the

at

$1.50

until

Jos.

W.

last Saturday's
Tickets are
$2,300.

top,

New

Year's.

The play

really "The White Feather," which
York several years ago.
failed in
Early this season Henry Jewett bought
is

New

for Boston from W. A.
Brady and the show is now running

the

rights

Coplay there in its 28th week.
Mr. Patch owns the rights for the rest
of the country. It is his intention to
take the play back to New York.
The plot is one of German intrigue.
When first presented the public did
not then accept it as possible.
The Pittsburgh cast has Dorothy
Dorr, Edith Lattimer, George Giddens,
Alexander Onslow, Harold Vosburgh,
Reggie Sheffield, Mabel Reid, Eleanor
Scott Lestelle, Mabel Archdell and
at the

Gordon

Ruffin.

Mr. Patch has established

New York

intention to make
Mr.
Pittsburgh a try-out center.
Patch has several shows for production early next year.
It was Patch
who first brought into New York (44th
St.) the Italian War Pictures, reaping
a harvest during the film's four weeks
offices.

It

is

his

there.

An offer of $3,000 for "The Target"
confronts A. H. Woods, who accepted
the piece written by Samuel Shipman
for production. The manager and the
author, after seeing the play in rehearsal, were as near agreeing as a
couple of acrobats.
Without the author's consent in
writing, Mr. Woods called in Max
Marcin to revise "The Target" according to the A. H. Woods plan of action.
That made young Mr. Shipman about
as happy as though he haa swallowed
carbolic acid by mistake, and the

greatest left-handed run player of the
Friars notified the Woods office it
could only stage the rewritten "Target" after his funeral.
Now the house of Woods finds itself
with a play that will bring $3,000 by
passing a receipt, but it's up against
an author who appears to have an
active bank account, without any sign
in the offing the Shipman boy will
alter his decision.

ruary.

One of the first will be 'The Madonna of the Future," a new starring
vehicle for Emily Stevens. Its theme
attracted Mr. Morosco's attention because it touched on a topic he had
worked on personally five years ago,
a play he planned to call "The Woman
of Tomorrow."
To appear about that time too will
be "One of Us," written by Jack Lait

Later "The Walk Offs," a comedy by
Frederic and Fanny Hatton will be
put on. Like other plays of the Hattons, it deals with society in a satirical
The title is obtained from a
vein.

darky character's description of how
the

Creator fashioned the

Chicago, Nov. 21.
Fellheimer,
professionally

Edna
known

as "Babe" White, upon discovering her husband had procured an
annulment of their marriage, began
action this week to have the decree
aside.

of

man
mud

A fourth new play is "Mary's Way
Out," by Ashton Stevens, really to
be staged first, as it will be tried out
in Los Angeles within three weeks.
Bertha Mann will be in the leading
role. The coast try-out is being made
because of a daring punch in the
show and the manner in which the
scene is accepted wiii depend whether
it will be offered to Broadway.
LITHO TAX SHORTAGE.
One

of the

first

War Tax

cases of infraction

based on lithographic passes issued for "Oh, Boy"
at the Casino.
Monday night Government watchers
discovered the house was only charging tax on the amount paid into the
box office with a lithograph ticket.
The purchaser of the ticket received
$2 seat by presenting the ticket and
$1, paying ten cents tax. The Government collectors maintain tax should
have been paid on $2, as the theatre
was receiving the value of the other
will be

dollar in advertising.

A

NO.

1

"BIRD" PROFIT.

Chicago. Nov. 21.
Bert Glickauf, agent of the No. 1
"Bird of Paradise/' passed through
Chicago, and while here stated that
his troupe has cleared more than, $40,000 profit on the 12 weeks so far of
this season, playing the Middle West
week stands and choice one-njghtera.
T
This is the seventh year of the 'Bird"
on the road, and it is said to have
netted Morosco about $1,000,000.

Washington, D. C, Nov. 21.
"The Follies" opened here to $3,112
Monday night. The show will do about
$23,000 on the week.
Pittsburgh,

Nov.

21.

The advance sale for "The Follies"
The show plays here next
$10,000.
week and with the holiday perform-

is

Her husband is
a large sum

said to have inherof money through
the death of his father in August.

ited

NEW

first

and woman, making them
"and then they walked off."

"FOLLIES" SALES.

ANNULLING MARRIAGE.

set

Several plays are being prepared for
production by Oliver Morosco, to
reach the boards in January and Feb-

of the

TOUGH GUY, THAT SAMMY!

is

sion.

At

takings exceeded

MOROCCO'S QUARTET.

--r

Pittsburgh. Nov. 21.
Local run records have been smashed
Stayed at Home,"
by "The Man
now in its seventh week at the Fort
Pitt theatre, controlled by William

at dress rehearsals to friendly critics

I/ELEVATION.
of the current

of

PITTSBURGH RUN RECORD.

-

mwNd

IS

44TH STREET.

ance Thanksgiving day it looks as
though the gross will reach $30,000.

PRINCESS WAITING.

In the period of time that will intervene between the closing of "Hitchy
Koo" at the 44th Street theatre and
the opening ->f "Words and Music,"
the new Hitchcock-Goetz revue (premiere slated for New Year's Eve), the
house will be entirely remodeled. The
second balcony will be done away with
and a promenade substituted with a
small dance floor and a bar and cafe.
The idea of a continental music hall
will be carried out as much as pos-

The Princess minus an attraction
through the moving of "Oh Boy" to
the Casino will probably remain dark
until Comstock, Elliott & Gest are
ready with a new Kern-Wodchouse
"intimate" musical show which starts
rehearsals next week.
Rock and White are to be in it. A
title of the snappy sort is being sought.

sible.

may have

Hitchcock will not appear personnew revue, but will go on
tour with "Hitchy Koo," opening in
Philadelphia Christmas week.
The

ally in the

completed cast for "Words and Music"
at
present contains Sam Bernard,
Dolly Sisters, Richard Carle, William,
Ray and Gordon Dooley, Edna Aug,
Harry and Anna Seymour, Dorothy

Harmon,

Frank

Mayne,

Ben

Hen-

dricks,
Wellington
Cross,
Martell,
Jay Wilson, Louise Orth, Gick Watson.

SETTLING ON LEAD.
"The Assassin" of Eugene Walters
either Harry Mestaver or
Cyril Keightley in the lead. It had
not been settled up to Wednesday.

Andrew* Will Rub House Himaalf.
Lylc Andrews denies he will lease
the new Vanderbilt theatre to Oliver
Morosco or any other manager. Andrews intends to run the playhouse
himself and the opening date at present is during next month. There are
three attractions under consideration
for the house.

r

VARIETY

16

s

NEXT WEEK (NOVEMBER

BILLS

26)

In Vaudeville Theatres
(All houses open for the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise Indicated.)
Theatres listed as "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description are on the

Orpheum
$'

Circuit.

Agencies booking the houses are noted by single name or initials, such as "Orph," Orpheum
Circuit; "U B O," United Booking Offices; M
A," Western Vaudeville Menagers r AssoV
ciation (Chicago); M P," Pantages Circuit; "Loew t " Murcus Loew Circuit; "Inter," Interstate
Circuit (booking through W. V. M. A.); "Sun," Sun Circuit; M A H," Ackerman A Harris
(San Francisco).
SPECIAL NOTICE— The manner In which these bills are printed does not indicate the relative importance of acts nor their program positions.

W

New York
(orph)
Win H Crane Co
PALACE

Adela Rowland
Wlrtto

Bennett

Co

A Richards

A A F 8tadman
Bros
OllletU

Calta

Lucy
(On*

to fill)

ALHAMDKA

(ubo)

Sam Barnard

Cameroo 81stera
Mr A Mrs J Barry

Llghtnsrs A Alex
Marguerite Farrell
Fred Allen
Phlna A Plx
Wlnton Bros

Athoa A Reed

COLONIAL

(nbo)

Harry Fox
Hale A Peterson Co
H Shone Go
Juliet Dike
Ed A Lev Miller

A D

Cole Rnseell

Bd Morton
Masle King Go
Mankteky Troupe

RIVER8IDB (ubo)
Maurlee A Walton
Conroy A LoMalre
Lambert A Ball
Bailey

A Oowaa

Paul Dickey Co
Morln Bletore
(One to fill)

i:

A Mayo

Belle

Bob Tip Co

Co

Bessie Clayton

May

Arturo Bernard!

NATIONAL

(loew)

Sisters

(Two

FrlenA"

2d half
Leddy A Leddy
Helen Moratl

Belle A Mayo
Norvelloe
2d half

Howar. A Symonds
Manning A Hall
"Dixie"

John A Mae Burke
Plcolo Midgets
ORPHEUM (loew)
Gold A Seal

Long A Green
American MIns Malda
A Hanson A Markee
John A Mae Burke
Cervo
Hall

A

Brown A Carstens

Bennington A 8cott
Wool ford's Doge
Mel Eastman
Mabel Harper Co
M
Redheada'f

BOULEVARD

Con lee

(loew)

Sletere

Tiffany

"The Right Man"
Chaee A LaTour
Asakl Duo
2d half
Flying Keelere
Long A Green

Murphy A Klein

DAG

Russians
(loew)

Raskin's

AVE B

"When Women Rule"
Chong A Moey
(Two

8 Mliunoe

AMERICAN

(loew)

Freer Baggett-Freer
Herri* A Lyman

to

"Diamond Necklace"

Wells A Sldlow
8 Bolger Slstere
(One to fill)

ORPHEUM

Wm

Chase A LaTour

Herman A

Beatrice Morelle 6

Makers of History

Wool ford's Dogs

Art Bmlth
"Regulsr Bus Man"
Lew Cooper Co
fill)

VICTORIA

(loew)

J A O Vannls
Bennington A

(ubo)

Baker

A MUlershlp
Rooney A Bent
Santley

"Mrs, Rltter Appears"

Kenny A
Scott

Bob Carl In
"Regulsr Bus Man"
Lew Cooper Co
Beatrice Morelle
<?d half
HHene Trio
Maude Tiffany
Cleveland
Mlddleton A Spellmyr
Andy Rice
"In Jatiland"
LINCOLN (loew)

CAM

Commodore Tom
A Oreen
Jean Sothern
Mlddleton A Spellmyr

Miller

Andy Rice
Midgets
2d half
Alexander A 8waln
3 Morarlty Sisters
El Cota
"Diamond Necklace"
Piccolo

Lane A Smith
The Norvellos

GREELEY

Kay A

(loew)

Hollle
Columbia A Victor

Mlddleton
A Marguerite

Jennie
Sterling

Models

Brensyk's

BIJOU

(loew)

Alexsnder
Nick Verge
Scott
Billy

A Swain

A

Christy
Hell Co

Mabel Harper Co

The Arleys
2d half

Dorothy Roy
Harris A Lyman
"Lincoln of U S A"
Cervo
J A O Vannls
(One to All)

DEKALB

(loew)
Flying Keelers
Manning A Hall
Art Smith

Rawles A

V Kaufman

Laurie Ordway
"In Jaszland"
2d half

Con lee

Josle Heather Co
Estelle Wentworth

Lawton
Kelso A Arline
Mile Doree Co
Baker A Rogers
to All)

ORPHBUM

Sisters

Pie riot

A

DRLANCEY

(loew)

A Falke
Howard A Hurst

Adler Co
3 Bolger Sisters
(Three to fill)
2d half
Murphy A Klein
"Lulu's Friend"
Frank Farron

(Two

Wm

Morris

to

fill)

FULTON

(loew)

nob Tip Co
*1

Morlarty Sisters

Lane A Smith

"Havo

Dixie

Nnt Carr
Harvey DeVora 3

Tommy Hayden Co
Lowande's Circus
2d half
The Arleys
Octavo
"Have a Heart"

Harvey DeVora 8

a

Heart"

2d half
Jeanette Chllds

Rynn

Richfield Co
Demerast & Doll

Kramer A Cross
(One to

fill)

PLAZA

JIarms Trio

Conway A Day

Buffalo.
(ubo)

SHEA'S

(One

(25)

(Same

playing

bill

Hip, Spokane, 28)
Hicks A Hart
2 Brownies
Paul Earle

Sorrento Quintet
Jones A Jones
The Brads

Ann

Arbor, Mich.

MAJESTIC

(ubo)

(Jackson

split)

1st half

Florence

Hilton A LaZar
The Rials
Atlanta, Ga.

LYRIC

(ubo)

(Birmingham
1st

split)

half

Aubrey A Rich

Brown Harris A B
Cameron DeVltt Co
Sam Hearn
Choy Ling Hee Co

GRAND

(loew)

2d half
Jerome A Carson
"Heir for a Night"
Collins A Lee
Burke A Harris
(One to fill)
AuffUHtn. fin.
GRAND (ubo)

(Macon
1st

split)

half

The Hcnnings
Neta Johnson
Alice Nelson Co

(sun)

(Saginaw

Butte, Moat.
(29-5)

Perrone A Alda
"Inspiration Girls"
Claudie Tracey
Joe DeKor Troupe

2d

(25)

Mont. 28
Chester

Billings, Mont.

(ah-wva)

(20)

(Same

bill

Le w

I

playing
s to n
,

Mont, 30)
Violet A Charles
Kliesby A Geneva
D Bennett A Young
Cliff Dean Players
Zuhn A Dries
Swain's Cockatoos

Birmlnnahm, Aln.
LYRIC (ubo)

Calgary

The Deonsoe

(ubo)
(Knoxvllle split)
let half
Dell A Giles

Herbert's

Dogs

Herbert Clifton Co

Morgan
JAB
PANTAGES

half

Ruth Belmar
Weber A Rednor
"Betting Bettys"
Dickinson A Deagon

(p)

Wilson's Lions
Bert Touhey Co

"Cabaret De Luxe"

BIJOU (loew)
Broslus A Brown
Florence Rayfleld
Baseball Four
Forrest A Church
Savannah A Georgia
2d half
Concertos
Three Escardos
Dunham Edwards 3
Montana Five

Camden,
TOWER'S

"The Family"
Prlmroee 4
LaToy Broe

N. J.
(ubo)

(22-24)
2d half
Gertie Falls
Kelo A Arline

let half

Dancing Kennedye
Noodle Fagan Co
Conrad A Conley
"Race of Man"

"Honeymoon

LYRIC

joSs 171

lale"

(loew)

Three Becardoe

Dunham Edwards 8
Montana Five
8ampeon A Douglas

Curry A Graham
Walthour Trio

Wm

McKay Co

Ckleaaje)
MAJESTIC (orph)
Elisabeth Murray
"Halliday'a Dream"

Harry Glrard Co
Scarpia A Varvara
Olga Mlcha Co

PALACE

(orph)

Nightmare"

Wm

Gaxton Co
Jae Watts Co
Grace DeMar
Henninga
Dancing McLeans
AMERICAN (wva)
Tl Ling Sing
Moore A Roee
Arthur Rlgby
(Three to till)
2d half
Walters A Hastings
Daniels A Waiters
Gardner A Revere
(Three to fill)
NORTH HIP (wva)
Lonso Cox

Bdwarda A Louise
Ralnee A Goodrich

"Race of Man"
Harty A Wilson
Mcintosh Malda
Julia Bdwarda
Seonardl
The 8eebacke

"Dairy Malda"

Thomaa Trio

la.

MAJESTIC (wva)
Karlton A KltfTord
Boothby A Everdeen

2d half
Torcat's Roosters
Geo Schlndler
"20th Century Whirl"

ORPHBUM
Ohaa Wilson
"Night Boat"
Fern Blgelow A M
Saunders Blrda
LUllan Fitsgereld Co

Storm A Marsden

Dunn

L

A Mo

Kitner Hawkls

Clarence WUbnr
"Holiday in Dixie"
Peggy Brooks
Slstere

AG

PANTAGES

Harvey
(One to All)

(p)

from Starland"

"Girl

A

Omber

BMPRBS8

Francla

(abe)

A Nord
Co

Sehllllng

The Napanees

Morrow Co

Granville A Mack
Oliver A Olp

Hippodrome 4
McGoods Tate Co
(One to fill)
2d half

Mrs

Detrelt

A Vadl

Oygl

8 Bqullloe
Laser A Dale
Juno Salmo

Boaita A Hearn
Bd Leonard Go

MILES

Merian'e Doge

(Two

to 811)

PRI8CILLA

(sun)

Wolf A Wilton
Monarch Dancing
Nalnoa
Norriee' Baboons
Tommy Dayton
Marie Bltne Go

MILES

(miles)

8tagpolle

A

"Hong Kong

8pelr
Girls"

Bert Davie

ORPHBUM

Sylvester

(miles)
Schaeffer

Andrew Kelly

H Wakefield
University Four

WUla

SAN FRANCISCO
(Next te Aleeaar Theatre)
The new home of the theatrical pro*

Mary Norman

"Apple Bloe Time"
George

Hal A Francis
Mystlo Bird

P

Gordon A Gordon

Anna Bra Fay
Sherman Van A Hy
Lawrence Johneton Co

GRAND

(miles)
Seals

O'Dlva A
Al Node
Old Soldier Fiddlers
Florence Tlmponl
Regal A Meek
Force A Williams

Celasabla, S. O.

PA8TIMB (nbo)
(Charleston split)
1st half

REGENT

(miles)

Mile Finery

Anna Bra Fay
Borocln! Troupe

Dnbucjue,

la.

MAJB8TIC (wva)
"20th Century Whirl"
2d half
Karlton A Kllfford

Frank Ward
Hayden A Oardownle Silver A Duval
"Honor thy Children"
Oreen A Parker
Orth A Cody
Mr A Mrs Phillips
Maxlme Broe A Bob
Shaw A Campbell
John Le Clair
Dalath

ORPHEUM

Cehseahaa

KEITH'S (ubo)
A Hertwell
Lewie A White
Nevlhs A Brwood

Potter

Bert Levy
Moore A Gerald
Connolly
Lew Dockstader

Mr A Mre
Gautler's

Toy 8hop
Tea.

Dalian.

MAJE8TIO
Alexanders

(Inter)

A Evelyn

Pletro

Brenda Fowler Co
Clifford A Willi
Haley Sisters

Danville,

lad.

PALACB

(ubo)
(Sunday opening)

A

Latell

Co

Wm

Han Ion Co

Arthur LsVlne Co
Zlska A King
2d half

The Ven Camps
Henry A Moore

A White Rev

Pollard

E. Liverpool, O.

AMERICAN

"Back to Blmlra"
Jack Dresner
Golem Troupe

COLUMBIA

(wva)

(sun)

Clark's Hawallans
Lee Berth

A Mack

Davenport,

GRAND

(Same first half bill
playing Orpheum. Ft
Williams, Can, 20-27;
Strand, Winnipeg 2829)
Cliff Bally Duo
Black A O'Donnell
Conway A Fields

8 4
Black

2d half
3 Moran Sisters
Cecil

(8unday opening)

Leone LaMar
Harry Green Co
Joe Towle
Isabel D'Armond Co
The Oaudamldta
Zlegler Twine A Band

U

H

Fraser Bunco A

III.

(wva)

"All Girl Revue"

Marie Stoddatd
2d half
Ed A Jack 8mlth
Lawrence A Edwards
Arthur Rlgby
Zlg Zag Revue

(Two

fill)

(abo)

Scamp A Scamp
Walah A Rand
"The Woman Hater"

HOTEL APPLETON

McClure A Dolly
Stone A Hayes
E Welch Minstrel

to

4

Togan A Geneva
Four Harmony Kings

(One to

AVENUE (wva)
"Good-bye Bway"

(ubo)

KEITH'S (ubo)
Juliue Tannen
Ward Co
B DeVoy Go
McConnell A Simpson Asthetlo Dancers
Ouiran A Newell
Donahue
Jimmy Lucae Go
Rene Florlgny

Fisher Co
Ddc O'Nell
Hawaiian Serenade

Perkins

O Hughee Co

TEMPLE

Ruseell

3 Lordens
Hercbel Hendler

Wm

Five Nelsons

Reba Delbrldge
Lee A Cranston
Clevelaad

"Whirl of Girls"
(One to fill)
WINDSOR (wva)
The Bimbos
Berrlck A Hsrt
Hawaiian Serenade

Old Time Darkles
Diana's Models
KEDZIE (wva)

Edwin House

Seabury A Price

Msx Bloom Co

Ray Snow
The Tasmanlans

ORPHBUM
(Sunday opening)
"Six Little Wives"
Kelly A Oalvin
Spencer A WiHlama
"Prosperity"

Fink's Mulee

Wm

"Every Man's 81s"

Lyle

Harry Hounan Co
Bva Tanguay

2d half
Ti Ling Sing
Woolf A Stewart
Moore A Roee

2d half

Highlanders
Kerslake's Pigs
Glaninnl

Cedar Rapids,

to fill)

Dugao A Oswald
Harry Rose
Creole Band
(Two to fill)

Cummin A Sehan

Brown's

(loew)

Phnnphlende

Sisters

Feist Trio

Frank Gabby Co
"Honor Thy Children"
Ed A Jack Smith
IT Maxlme Bros A Bob

lei.

CENTRE (Ubo)

CIVIC

Ssmpnon A Douglas

for acotmntj due.

A Barlow

Denoler

LINCOLN (wva)

"For Pity's Sake"
Edwin Oeorge
The LeVolos

"Mlmlo World"

to 811)

MoVlCKERS

Mllly

RIALTO

(Three

ORPHEUM
Scotch Lads A Las

Lewis A Lake
Grlndell A Esther
Arno Antonio 3

(Atlanta split)
1st

30)

Ind.

A Johnson

Fox A Evans
Xylo Phlends
Develln A Miller
Pearl Bros A Burns
The Rlva-Larson Tr

Berrlck A Hart
Retter Bros

Judith,

;

lace.

Rev

playing
Anaconda,
Grand. Wal-

bill

Bluebird,

(wva)

ha'.:

BABCOCK

A Ackerman

(Same

Belleville. I1L

Fred's Pigs
1017 Win Oar

(p)

Marie LaVarre*
Burns A Lynn
Chauncey Monroe Co
Jackson A Wahl
"Courtroom Girls"
PEOPLES (ah-wva)

A Jap

WASHINGTON

PANTAGES

Hill

split)

1st half

Del Baity

Glrard

Maslroff Gypsies
•

(Two

Randalls
Maurtoa Wood

KEITH'S (ubo)
Beeman A Andereon
Leavltt A Lockwood
A Kuter Jack La Vier

Chattaaoeeja* Tei

JAW

A Pair"

Hippodrome 4

DeMlohellc Broe
"Mine America"
Norlnne Coffey

Stone A
Roaarlo

Dean

Fallon

Barnes A MoGulre
The' Vernone
Kuter Klare

Morgan Danoere

A Lamont

A

Flake

Havilaad A Thornton
Madleon A Winchester

2d half

Jim MoWUllama

Cheater

Wateon

Emma

WILSON (wm)

Mack A Earl

Barton A Josephine
Crazy Quilts

—

I1L
(wva)
(Sunday opening)
tmsv

Warren A Conley
Ben Deeley Co
8 Kanes
(Two to fill)

Imhof Conn A C

fill)

,

A Brown

Prevent

let half
Nell O'Connell

Belles"
LYRIC faun)
Alalia A Delores

E. HEMMENDINGER « Aft," #JJJ
Liberty Bonds ^JfffJWa.TStft
ohandlM. also

split)

"Liberty

City, Mlcaw
BIJOU (ubo)
(Sunday opening)

McKay Co

(Columbia

Mlspah Selblnl

Bay

Duo

Barbour A Jackson
American Girl Rev

(Ubo)

(Kalamasoo

split)

A Bddle

ACADEMY

"Jess

Empire Comedy 4
Degnon A Clifton

(ah-wva)

A

Hirst

1st half

to fill)

let halt

Cornell

(ubo)
(Sunday opening)

Ray A

Anaconda, Moat.

BLUEBIRD

to

Bailey

(Three to 811)

Claire Rocheeter
"Corner Store"

HAM

Mosher

OLYMPIC

Geo Naghara

Oriental Singers

Duffy A Inglla
Dooley A Sales
Alfred Bergen
Ronalr A Ward

(Two

BIJOU

"Ragtime Dining Car"

Cavanaugh Co

Lucille

Charlotte, N. O.
(Ubo)
(Roanoke eplit)

MAJESTIC

2d half

Minstrels

A

Austin

"Oh Please Mr Detee" Haviland A Thornton "Oh Please Mr Detee"
2d half

Gardner'e Maniacs
Frank Terry

Mason A Gwynne
Flynn'e

Shaw Co

Ruoker A Winifred

Conoertoa

2d half
Lohse A Sterling
Adel A Eva

Battle Creek. Mien.

"6 Peaches

2d half

Van A Etta Gershon
Lewis A Chapln

(ubo)

Guild A Roes
Russian Pastime

Sports In Alps
HIP (loew)

Scofleld

Fox A Ingraham
Brown A Fields
"Quakertown"
(One to fill)

Hyman

May

Tommy Hayden Co
Frear Baggett-Frear
PALACE (loew)

Btevens

May Ward
"Mammy's Dream"

A Allman

Frank Dobeon
Amer Dencere
LaVeen A Croee

(ubo)

Walthour Trio
Frank Terry
Curry A Graham
Gardner's Maniacs

American Mtn Maids

Ashley

Saanley and Fnrnees ("Fifty-Fifty")

Altooaa* Pa.

Wm

Co
Laurie Ordway

Bud A Jessie Gray
Morgan A Parker
McNally -Dlnue A D

(ubo)

B Hymer Co

LOS ANGELES end SAN FRANCISCO

Dorothy Burton Co

Miller A Green
Nick Verge

Baltlaaore

MARYLAND
John

CONTINENTAL HOTEL

A Hanson A Markee

Billy Hall

A Swain

Professionals' Original Hesse

Hlnkel A May
"Lincoln of U S A"

Zanaros

Flddee

Bridarenort, Coan.
POLIO (ubo)
GorgallU Trio
Francis Dougherty
Yvette A Saraaoff
Corcoran A Mack
Kitty Francis Go
2d half

2d half
Zeno Jordan Zeno
Veronica A Hurlfalls Clark A Wood
Weleer A Reese
Adele Oeweld
Mettle Choate Co
"The Neglect"
Oallerlnl A Sona
The Leigh tons
"Fashions a La Carte" Howerd'e Bears

Jeanette Chllds
Jessell

Tossing Austins
Francis A Wilson
Williams A Culver

(Two to fill)
Allestews, Pa.

Hlnkel A

Geo

Walker

Baxley A Porter
Karwell Co

(30-1)
Peerleee Trio
Aerial Butiere

Howard A 8ymonds

Raskin's Russians
2d half

Wright A

Elliott

Chandler A Rose 81s
2d half
Marcella Johnson Co
"On Edge of Things"
Dale A Burch
Bell Thaser Bros
(One to All)

(2S-27)

Walters A Walters
Bernard A Janla
Prlnoees Mapilla Co
2d half
Marston A Mauley
8 Vagrants
Selma Braats

(One

Bertha Crelghton Co

(28-29)

(ubo)

(loew)

Herman A Henley

(eAh)

Ray Snow

Caarleetoa* 8. C.

Weber A

HIPP

Tudor Cameron Go
Lewie A Leopold
"Five of Clube"
(One to fill)
2d half
Oddone
Mahoney A Rogers
Leila

Wright A DietHoh
Gladys Hanson
Mullen A peogaa>

2d half

L#w»a_A laoxwld

Nlokereon
Nora Kelly Co
Hlcklneon Broe
Reynolds A Donegon

Mayne

ST JAMBS

A Lambert

CtaMsusalsm, IU.

ORPJdEUiT (wvaJ
Rekoma

...

Berry

Keene A Williams
Smith A Kauffman

Belle

ORPHBUM

Ellnore A Carlton
O'Brien Hsvell Co
Cook A 8tevene
Cal Orange Packers

Monroe A Grant

Bakereleld* Cal.

8 Rocamora Co
Chae Bvano Co
Maurice Burkhart

Shirley

BU8HWICK

Belle

split)

Plquo
Hlckey A Cooper

Archie Dunbar 3

helf

1st

(loew)

•The Job"
Al Fields Co
The Skatelles
(One to fill)

•

Swain's Animals
Challls

ORPHEUM

Monroe A Grant

(ubo)

2d half
Cbadwlck A Taylor
Hobaon A Beatty
Morris

Herbert A Dennis

©

(Troy

(ubo)

Lemalre A Gallagher
Ford A Houghton
The Littlejohne

3 Rosellas
Elisabeth

2d half

Stanley Galllnl Co
Jonea A Johnson

The

Dorothy Jardon
Randall A Meyers
Harry Cooper Go
Bendle A Bert
Browning A Denny
Hermlone Shone Co
Margaret Young

(One

PROCTOR'S

fill)

G V Van Dyck
Hymen Adler Co

"Redheads"
Mel Eastman

Collins A Lee
Jerome A Cereon
(One to fill)

Rawson A Clare
Lane Plet Timmons
Chong A Moey
Albany, X. Y.

2d half

Brown A Carstens
Dorothy Roy

fill)

Milt Collins
"In the Dark"
3 Jahna

2<T half

Bouncer'e Circus
MODJKSKA (loew)
Burke A Harris
"Heir for a Night"

81clno Broe
Nellie Allen

Bullda

2d half

Maud

to

Victoria 8

B

Alexandria, La.

Miss Juliet
Cbae Orapewin Co

Edmunds A Leedum

(loew)

Cota
"Lulu's

fc.i

Rawles A V Kaufman
Geo Jessell

Meeban'e Doge

WARWICK

Wells A Sldlow
Frank Farron
Ballard Trio

Howard

ROYAL (nbo)
"Bonfire of Old Bmp"
B Seeley Co
Felix Adler

MeMahon

M

KEJ1H8- (nboj
Florcus Tempest
Maud Earle Co
Morton A Olaas

..

fill)

Dayton, O.
KEITH'S (ubo)

3 Ambler Bros
2d half
Fulton Mack A

F

A West
McDonald A Rowland
F Bower's Revue
Eaeton, Pa.
John

ABLE O H

(ubo)

Veronica A Hurlfalls
Weloer A Reeser
Mattle Cboate Co
"Fashions a La Carte"
(One to fill)
2d half
Bedford A Gardner
Kelso A Arline
Mile Doree Co

Baker A Rogers
(One to fill)

;

VARIETY
Edaeonton, Cna.

PANTAGES

Brt8s~Shup"

F A O WRher* •• --

Senator Murphy
Jack Kennedy Co
Rodrlquas
Brie, Pa.
COLONIAL (ubo)

DeMamby Co

Morris a Campbell
Great Leon
3 Southerners
BvaaaTllle, lad.
ORAND (wva)
(Terre Haute split)
half

ORPHBUM

Pool- Room"

"The

Anurias -Trio
Dxidtey Trio

Hubert Dyer Co
Allman 4 Syles
Reed * Wright Sis

1st

Jackson, Mich.

8 Melody Girls

(p)

rr

ORPHBUM

(wva)
2d half
Herberts Beeson
Fitch Cooper
Wilson ft Wilson

Frank Gardner Co

Greenville. 8. ©•
GRAND (Ubo)
split)
(Spartanburg
1 V
1st half m ,

Hendricks ft Padula
John T Ray Co
Rita Gould
Blnns ft Burt

Hamilton. Can.

Billy Klnkald
Owen a Moore
Veterans

TBMPLB (ubo)
Winston's Seals

Moanalua Sextet
(One to fill)
Fall River, N. Y.

Sylvia Clark
jack Alfred Co
joe Dealy ft Sis

ACADBMY

(loew)

The Skatelles
BUiabeth Mayne
•The Job"
Al Fields Co

Far*o» N. D-

ORAND
Selble

(abc)

Ruebens
Marl* Russell
Etta Bergen
2d half
Llnnes Dancers
Brooks ft Lorella
Dale ft Weber
Harrison West 8
Flint, Mica.

PALACE

(ubo)
(Sunday opening)
(Lansing split)
half

1st
ft

Rives
Bras Nuts

Vallda ft
Al White Co
••A Real Pal"
Casting Lamys
Ft. Wayae, lad.
PALACB (ubo)
(Sunday opening)
Mitchells

Aerial

(Ubo)

Dick Williams
Arthur Sullivan Co
Great City 4
„

"Dream Fantasies
to

fill)

2d half

Llllle

ft

Hayes

Harrlabnrs* Pa.

(One

POLI8
Bud

ft

Gray

Ft»zlmmons

Fire"

"Forest

2d half
Turner ft Grace
Frances Dougherty
Keane A Williams
Kelly ft Morello
"Forest Fire"
PALACB (ubo)

2d half

ft

Moore

Leipzig
_
Chief Little Elk Co

"Camouflago"
"Fascinating Flirts
Ft. William, Caa.
ORPHBUM (wva)
(26-27)

Morton Bros
Minerva Courtney Co
Dave Thursby
Gandell Sisters

Fort Worth, Tea.

MAJESTIC

Jack

ft

(inter)

Forls

Amanda Oray Co
Ed Lee Wrothe Co
Hedges A Hedges

R Maria Orchestra
Hunting A Frances
Asahl Troupe

Galveston, Tex.

MAJESTIC

(Inter)

"The Farreads"
Russian Pastime
Hnttleshurv, Mlsa.

STRAND

(ubo)
Gretchen Spencer
Thomas A Hall
Embs A Alton

Vim Beauty A Health
2d half
Slclno Bros
Nellie Allen

Walters A Walters
Bernard A Janls

Julian Rose
Dunklns Everett

Burns 6 Foran
Musical Cbrystles
2d half
Taklta Japs
Fenton A Green
Dolce Sisters

FEELEY'S

"Motor Boating"
Platel A Cusblng

Edwin Arden Co
Ruth Roye

(ubo)

(22-24)

2d half

Frawley A West
Halls Players
Cook A Rothert
Doree Singers
Hoboken, N. J.

_„--.
Valnova's
.„.„.__ Gypsies
LYRIC (loew)
Grand Forks, N. D. Helen Jack ley

noAwn
GRAND

(wviii
(wva)

(20-1)

Millard Bros

Walman A

Berry
DeForrest A Falke

Grand Rapids,
Mich.

EMPRESS

(ubo)

Wartenburg Bros
Abbott A White
Mr A Mrs O Wilde
Kennedy A Burt
Co
Morton \ju
Jas morion
jh8
LaFrance A Kennedy
"Futuristic Revue"
Great Falls, Mont.

PANTAGES

(p)

(27-28)

(Same
Anaconda
bill

playing

Gertrude Cogert

Bob O'Connor Co
Lander Bros
Princess Whitedeer
2d half

Marshall A Welton
Geo Yeoman
Gordon Eldred Co
"Steam Fitter"
(One to fill)
Houston, Tex.

MAJESTIC

(Nov. 24)
playing
bill
Hipp., Butte, Mont.,
28)
Loralne & Mitchell

(Same

Leever & L«toy

(inter)

Musical Hunters
aiusicai
nunier
Clark A Lavier
Wilinos Wcstonl
Kosloff Ballet

Gould & Lewis
Regal A Bender
Indianapolis

KEITHS

211)

Prlmroso Minstrels
Barton £ Hill
"Well Well Well"
Marlctte's Marionettes
Allen Hamilton
Jan Ruhlnl
PALACE (ah-wva)

(ubo)

Lamb & Morton

Showalter Co
..
Chums
uiuinB
DeLcon A Davles
Kdr.u

.'!

"The Cure"
Walter Kelly
Dancing Girl of Delhi

LYRIC

(ubo)

The Gladiators
Chas & Mad Dunbar
McCormack & Wallace
Ilahn Wcllcr
Raul Klelat

Kslama Co
(P)

(Sunday opening)
Bert Wheeler
John Small A Sis
Al

& Martz

Dean Players
Euhn A Dries
Cliff

Swain's Cockatoos

Love"

MUwankee, Win.
MAJESTIC (orph)

Marcella White
Gallon
3 Melvlns
Lonlsvllle.

Sarah Padden Co
Rae Samuels
BUUe turves Co
Chas Oloott
Collins A Hart
Hufford A Chain
F A L Bruch
Darto A Rlalto
PALACB (wva)
(Sunday opening)

KEITH'S (ubo)
(Nashville split)
half

1st

Chlyo A Chlyo
Wood Mel A Phil
Archer A Bel ford
Linton A Lawrence

Irving Ooaler
Daniels A Walters
_,

Frank Gardner Co
Asard Bros
Schoen A Walton

(ubo)

Monks

Ragapatlon Six
2d half

.

John Gelger
Violet Besson Co
Knapp A Cornalla
Carmen Minstrels

Doctor"

"Oh
Paula

Rexo
Netbercutt A Wharton
Fields Keans A
Ed Blonde Co

W

1 1

Ward A Raymond

1st

KnoxTllle, Ten*.

Animals

Gruber's

split)

Minneapolis

half

ORPHEUM

Harry Ellis
Redding & Grant

1st

A Bennett

Christl

(Raleigh

A Charles

Violet

Maid"

HIPP (aAb)
Salesman A Model

Jos Howard's Revue
Moore A Haager
Frank Crumit

(Three to fill)
nlacon, Ga.
GRAND (ubo)
(Augusta split)

Wholman

half

BRADY

(p)
Girls

Mayer A

MAHONEY

LaVeva

C Morton Co

J

2d half
3 Lordens
3 Weston Sisters

Great Jansen

BIJOU

(ubo)
(Sunday opening)
split)

Co

Marshalltown,

la.

CASINO

(abc)
2d half
Levy A Cooper
Walters A Cliff 81s
"Exploits of Africa"
Anita Arllss Co

(abc.)

Jack Reddy

Mark's Lions

Ebs Co

Jordan Girls

Gonne A Alberts
Anson A O'Daughters
Capes A Snow
Frankle Heath
Little Rock, Ark.

MAJESTIC
Two Dlondys
Alfred
Girls
.lolly

Curios

Wild Trio
Caesaro
2d hair

& C Williams
L & M Hunting
Kadie & Rnmsden
J

Howman Bros
Joseffson's

Icelanders

Iilvlnaston, Mont.
STRAND (ah-wva)
(27)

(Same

playing
Great Falls,

bill

Palace.
20)

Skating Venusps
Foll*»M«?

ft

Wlekw

Marshall A Covert

Emmy's Pets
Marcou
Boothby A Everdeon

GRAND

6 Colonial Belles
Reckless Trio

McKcesport, Pa.

WHITE O H

(ubo)

Sisters

Cahlll

Doree's Singers
2d half

Norton A Norton
Rernard A Lloyd

Brown A

Fields

John Ransome
Young A April

Ollie

Memphis

ORPHEUM
•'Rubevllle"

Stuart Barnes
"Hit the Trail"

Dorothy Brenner
A Meyers

Patricola
Santl

(One

to

(ubo)
Orleans spilt)
J»t half

(New

Polzln Bros

Lewis A Norton
"I Love the Ladies"
McCloud A Carp
Cammlll's Birds

Montreal

ORPHEUM

(loew)

Lee Walton A Henry
Chas L Fietiher
Five Melody Maids
Leonard & Louie
2d half

Rroslua & Brown
Florence Rayfleld
Rnseball Four
Savannah A Georgia
Merlilcn. Conn.
POLI'S (ubo)
EIrcy Sisters

(ubo)
Girls

Dan Burke A
Jlmmle Husscy Co

Walter Brower
McDevItt Kelly A L
Wilson A Aubrey
(Three to fill)
FRANCAI8 (ubo)
(Ottawa split)
1st

half

Chas Ledcgar
A Ada White
"Forward March"

(22-23)

2U half
Harry Tighe Co
Bennett bisters
Clark Co
MAJESTIC (loew)

W Hired

(loew)

DePace Opera Co
Mllloy Keough Co

Howard

Venus
(One to fill)
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Electrical

(ubo)

(22-21)
2d half

Ronnlr K Ward
Walter Brower
Wilson Aubrey 3
Dorothy Jordan
ft

Sinclaire

Larson A Wilson

Arturo Bernardl
2d half
Gold A Seal
Howard A Hurst
Jean Sothern
"A he Right Man"
Fox A Cross
Asahl Duo

Oonn.

l*Oi-l S t utM»
Lohse * Sterling
Adel A Eva

McNally Onus A
Eddie uowilng
"Munlc World"
2d half

D

"Friendly Call"

(8ame

"Oh You Devil"
Maxlns Parrlsh
O smnaa

Masou * U wynne
"Down Home Tan"
2d half

"ModUle bhop"
New Orleans

ORPHEuM

G HoUwaun Co
Sun auni^y 8
* King
Rev R W Gorman

Comfort

A DeLougs
McKae A Clegg
Milton

1st

(ubo)
splftj

(22-24)

(22-24)

Dorothy Granville Co
Toozman Arabs
(loew)

Taklta Japs
Fenton A Green
Dolce Sisters

A Church

(loew)

Lane Plant Tlmmons
The Froscotts
(One to fill)

Watson

Ballard Trio
to All)

Norfolk, Vn.

ACADEMY

(ubo)

(Richmond

split)

half

Jackson & Bailey
Novelty Minstrels
Lewis Barlowe Co
John Clark Co
(One to fill)
N. Yakima, Wash.

(ah-wva)

(25)

(Same

bill
playing
Regent, Tacoma, 20)
Buster & Eddy

Oakland

ORPHEUM
(Sunday opening)
Jean Adair Co
Kouns Sisters
Harold Dukane Co
Tower & Dairell
MeCarthy K Faye
Arthur Hcngon

PANTAGES

(p)

Goldberg A Wayne
Mercedes
4 Holloways
Cook A Lorenz

DeMUt

Gertrude

Wm

2d half

Blsto

Gypsy Songsters

Temple Four
Marlon Oarson Co
MoNally Dlnua A D
Philadelphia

•

(two to (HI)
Readings Pa,
HIP lubo)
Bedford A Osrdner
"Broken Mirror"
A Boa

Osllerlnl

Hoyt's Mlsstrsbj

(ubo)

(One

Co

Ford 81s A Marshall
Lydell A Hlgglns
Wilfred Clarke Co

to

fill)

2d half

Csaans Duo

O'Nell

Dick WllllsBS
Arthur 8ul1lvsn

Ferry

Regan A Raymond
Reno* New.

Walmslsy
JAM AHarklns
Joyce West

A 8

Derkln's

(ubo)

Nan A Consul
Newhoff A Phelps
Martha Hamilton Co
Olson A Johnson
"Ths Movls Girl"

(K-XTJ

The Ha (kings

(ubo)

Peggy Worth
(28-20)

8 Melvlns

Blva

Kafka Trio
(Ons

tuno)
(Norfolk split)

(ubo)

1st hslf

Texas Comedy 4
"Garden Belles"

Generation"
(ubo)

PBNN

(22-24)
2d half

(UDO)
(Charlotte split)
1st half
Alfred Fsrrell Co

O'Nell

E Emmett « Maids

Leonard A Wlllard

Pittsburgh.

DAVIS

Emma

(ubo)

Muller A Rogers

I

TEMPLB

to

Bert Melrose
Helen Trlx A 81s

fill)

(ubo)

(Johnstown

split)
1st half

Edward Esmonde Co
Conrad A Conrad
Miss Otllls Co

Poatlae, Mich.

"Whirl of Olrls"
4

Bro*

i

(Sunday opening)
S Harvey Co

Jan A Dunn

Jones & Greenlee
Great Howard
McMnhon ft Chappelle
Reofleld A Mnrfln
MlhHOH Campbell
Portlnnil, Ore.

(Sunday opening)
"Four Husbands"

nell Carmen 8
Rorkford. I1L

PALACB

I

ORPHEI'M

"

Wendell A Daly
"Girls A Whirls"
Guy Bartlette 3

W

2d half

Onrelne«tl

Bonconl

FAMILY («un)
Princess Bluefeathsr
La

(ubo)

Walsh A Bentley
3 Weston Sisters
Ernie A Ernie
(Two to HID

Downs A Gomez
Deyyor A Dannie
Vardon A Perry
American Comedy
Portland. Me.
KK1 H'S (ubo)

A Hew ley

Fisher
Maleta

Burns A Klsssn
Sevan A Sevan

Valentine A Bell
Pierre LeMalre

OAKLAND

T.

If.

(ubo)

LeRoy Talma A Bosoo
Elinors A Williams

Ideal

(One

Stephens

Mill Slaters

(One to fill)
Rochester,

Moore A Whitehead

SHERIDAN SQ

Bert Kenny
The .Mclntyres
(Ons to fill)
Iteaaeke.

ROANOKE

Chlshom A Breen
Three Songsters

A

to All)

R lease

LVKIC

Bell A Onra
Dunuesne Comedy 4

Shsttuck

A Swain

Flddss

Ksnnsdy A FiUpatrtak
Marr A Bvsng

A Burns

KEYSTONE

WM

Oo

MAJESTIC (aAh)

Animals

ALLEGHENY

Little

Adeline Frsncls
Will Ward A Olrls
Elaine A Willing
Adelaide A Hughes

2d half

(UbO)

split)
1st half

Maxlmllltan's Dogs
John 8tons
Glenn A Jenkins

"Rising

2d half

Lee Walton A «H
Five Melody Maids
Chas L Fletcher
Leonard A Louis
New Kocnelle, N. Y.

EMPIRE

8TKANO

(Lynchburg

J.

(ubo)

(22-24)

A Dempsey

1st

RAleta*. W. O.

2d half

Juliette

Elliott

Conroy's Models

If.

Novack

(One

Weber A

2d half

Conly A Webb
Durkln Olrls
Hlckey Bros
Tecbow's Csts

Lillian

2d halt
Plquo
Hertnsn A Henley
Chsndler A Rose Bis
Bsriha CTvtghtda Co

A Ivy

KEITH'S

Uoew)

Conroy's Models

A Boyd

Bddis Lynch Co
Willing A Jordan
4 Martells
MONTAUK (Ubo)
Ivy

fill)

Thsser Bros
Dow A Dale
Maroella Johnson Oo

"On Edge of Things'*
Dsle A Burca

2d halt
Paul Brady
Kelly

to

EMERY

Bell

J.

(ubo)

Stanley

LOEW

(Two

PLAYHOU8B

Ford A Goodrich

Forrest

Wstson's Dogs

If.

The Dooleys

Leonard

A Romer
Alex O'Nell A B

fill)

3 Lyres

Ryau A

Burns A Frsblto
Dsve Roth
Csrllsle

Craven A Belmont

Passale*

Co

Clslre Vincent

(ubo)

split)
1st half

to

It, I.

KEITH'S (ubo)

Ottawa* Caa.

GRAND

half

CRESCENT

ProTldenee.

"Naught/ Prlneeai"

(Montreal

Sallle Fisher

'irio

& Pendleton
Baby Kathryn

lewett

PALACB

Frlsh Howard A T
Randow Trio

(22-24)

(ubo)

(Montgomery

Foster A Fostsr
Ten Dark Knlghta

"Vaouum Cleaners"
Anna Chandler
Mang A Snyder

Patemoa.
MAJESTIC

Clauue Ranf
llaud Kocawell

Harms

Artans
Osrnella Duo

ORPHBUM

(Sundsy opening)
Jessls Buslsy Co
Bert 8word

DOMINION

playing
Beat-

bill

Palaqs-Hlpp.,
tie. 26)

Paul Decree Co

A Mack

BUuU

(20)

Neal Mckinley

Johnny Dove

Gorgallls Trio

V

;,

(p)

(20-1)

(Two

Doll

New UsTts*

8 Serenders

Ash A Bhaw
M
Rlggs A Ryan
1
Dumltresu Dunham Tr
Portland* Ora»
Lane A Harper
HIPP, (ah-wra)

PANTAGES

Demarest

A

Alien A-JntmisnaTJ.Ti.;"..
Hughes Musics* 3
PANTAGES (pk
Rlgoletto Bros

Oaden. Utah

Kelly A Boyd
J A A Francis

Corty Slntera
Fred Rogers
•1 Rlanos

(Jasper

Kafka Trio
(Two to fill)

A Taylor
Octavo
Dorothy Burton Co
Chudwlck

A Gibson
Russ Levan * S

Scott

PROCTORS

Williams A Culver

Kramer A Cross

Frank & Waters
Thornton A Thornton

Bert

Kennedy A Fitzpatrlok

David 8aplrstela

Wm

LOEW

fill)

LYCEUM

111

(wva)

(Sunday opening)
Hayatake Bros
Woolf A Stewart
Silver A Duval

Calne A Oden

(Inter)

A Symphony

PALACE

Montgomery, Ala.

2d half

A Romalne
"Ragtime Dining Car"
Geo Armstrong

Wm

Co

Frank Gaby Co
Plsano A Bingham
"Temptation"

Clipper Trio

Garrison

Neb.

Bowman

Nick Santbro
Mollnc,

2d half

City, la.

Henry Grey

ORPHEUM

PALACB (wva)
Ardue Owln A D
Countess Verona
Jolly Tars
Page Hack A Mack
Holmes A Holllstun
(One to All)
GRAND (wva)

Blille

Novelty Clintons

Lincoln,

"Lots A Lots"
Brooks A Powers

DeLlslc
May A Blille Earle
Jack George Trio

Smith A King

B'way"
Ireland

Melnotte Lanole Tr
Lima, O.
ORPHEUM (sun)
"Paradise Valley"
2d half
Cole A Coleman
Sparks All Co

TOM JONKS

Juggling

Ragapatlon Six

CECIL

Doughnut"

the

J Singer A Dolls
Beatrice McKenzle

ORPHBUM (wva)
Debourg Sisters
Wilton Sisters

Mason

Rodway A Edwards
of

A Hill
Madison, III

Hill Tivoli

Marts A Evans

half

Paul Kelll
Wbitcfleld

Lee Symphony Girls
Alex A Fields

Morgan A Gray
Schoen A Walton

Wheeler
Crawford A Br ode rick
Taylor A Howard
"The Masqueraders"
Lansing, Mich.

"Echos

ircsitl

<

Oosler

(ubo)

(22-24)
2d half

1st

I'antagcx

of

8 Harvey
W
Irving

Lancaster, Pa.

(Flint

Criiiso

Will Stanton Co
Basil A Allen
Gruber's Animals
2d half

Lew Welch Co
Espe A Dutton

COLONIAL

"The

PALACai (Ubo)

Raymond Wllbert
A M
Mr A Mrs MetbooraA
JJer^ Hughes Co
Golet Harris

HIPP (aAh)
(Sunday. .opening)
Francis a Wilson

Pereira Sextet

Chattanoogs

Alex McFayden
"Finders KeepersClover Leaf 3
Fred LaRelne Co
La Fayette, Ind.
FAMILY (ubo)
DeLux Trio
Old Time Darkles
"Fascinating Flirts"
Leipzig

Hudler Stein A P
Aus Woodciioppers
Newark, N. J.

Norton a Meinotte
Four Entertainers
"Six Imps * olrl"

Lottie

Van Cello
Julia Curtis

Frank Rae Co

The LeOrohs

PANTAGES

and

Freu Weber Co

Rice A Werner

Three Bobs
Conelli A Craven

Edward Marshall
Brierre A King

PniiNCSibci (uuoi
(Louisville spill)
1st halt
3 Romans Sis

Corcoran

(ubo)

BIJOU

Juliette

Hasleton, Pa.

Dobbs

Haruko Onukl

Kerr A Ensign
Diamond A Q'Daught

Leonard A Dempsey

playing
27-28

Austin 30-1)
Paul Levan A

Co

Eleen Stanley

Bernard a dearth
Chas Edwards Co
Lynch burs*.
Norwood A Hall
Constance Crawley Co
TRENTON (ubo)

Ellis

Ryan A

(25-26)
bill
(Same
Beaumont

(Sunday opening)

CANTONMENT(loew)
ft

Mo.

Mack & Wftlksr

Princess Mapllla Co

Rose

Tom Edwards Co

(Ubo)

Kreniaa Bros
Juoo- MJUa- Co
Chief Little Elk Ce
Holliday u WllleUe
Diana's Models
2d half
Wllford DuUous
Duuley A Merrill
Lillian Mortimer Co
O'Connor A Dixon
Bucb Bros

Nashville, Tens.

Miles City, Mont.

EMPRESS (ah-wva)
(28)
D Bennett A Young

A North

Everest's

1st half

Guild A Ross
Bob Hall

Five Williams

(p)

Howard

KEMHS

Al Abbott
Shaw's Circus
Knnaaa City,

split)

Astoria Trio
2d half

PANTAGES

"Count A

Stafford

"Wedding Bhells"
Eddie Dowllng

Libonatl

4 Earls
Georgia

4

Davis

Mllo

Ed Foy Family

Geo A May LeFevre
Wheeler Trio
Duval A Slmonds
Lowell, Mass.
Linton A Jungle Olrls

(Rlalto,

Dolon Co
Tice fti Francis
Paul Decker Co

'

half

PANTAOES

Cameron

ft

(ubo)

(Sunday opening)
(Battle Creek split)

Princess

Llnondl
Earl Curtis Co

•";
ft Tally
uayg w
Mayo
"Mammy's Dream

Davis

Cavana Duo
Kalanansoo, Mich.

ORPHBUM

(ubo)

Jessie

Southern 3
Carroll

1st

Conway A Day
Yvette A Baranoff

Van Horn A Amber
Prince A Crest

"Tango Shoes"
Nelson A Castle

MAJESTIC

Walter Hayes

Nina Payne

Wood A Wyde

"Fountain of

Johnstown, Pn.

Law ton
"Broken Mirror'
fox & Ingraham
"Quakertown"
(One to fill)
Hartford* Cobs.

»iw
L»e»i Trio
Clover Leaf
Uiover
Freemont Benton Play
O Cuuuoi ft Dixon
American ^Comedy 4

Kremka Bros

Francis Kennedy
Klnto

A

Flynn's Minstrels
2d halt

Act Beautiful

Sllber

Barry
Raymond A O'Connor
Howard A White

Dorothy

(sun)
"Razsle Dazzle"
2d half
"Paradise Valley"

1

1st half
Allen Clifford A

Dltzel

Eddie Carr Co
Norton A Mela otto

ORPHEUM

split)

REGENT

Dorothy Earls

Brown A Spencer

(Three to fill)
2d half
Southern Serenaders
Maybelle Phillips
(Three to fill)
Jacksonville, Fin.
ARCADE (Ubo)

(Savannah

Joe Taylor
Gordon A Rica

"Submarine F-7"

(ubo)
(Pittsburgh split)

(Two to fill)
Hamilton. O.

MAJESTIC

Princess"
(she)

BIJOU

MAJESTIC

GRAND

3 Rosellas
2d half
Hlckey a Cooper
Cook A Stevens
O'Brien Havel Co
BUnore ft Carleton
Cal Orange Packers

•Naughty

Wright A Davis
3 Symphony Maids

Weems

Walter

split)

bait

1st

Greea Bay. Wis.

Kelly Wilder Co
Jere Sanford
3. Retail
Low Anne lea

(ubo)

Arbor

(Ann

•>

17
Mnskesjon, Mien

Ortb A Cody
Lono's Haws Hans
2d half
Hayatake Bros
Will Stanton Co
BnPlI

ft

Allen

(Two to fill)
Sacramento, Cal.
.

ORPHEUM
(2ft -20)

(Same

bill

Stockton

playing

27-28;

Fresno 20-30)
Trlxle Frlganza Co
Delro

f'ontlnued on page 22.)
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CTS THIS WEEK

18

tam ACTS NEXT WEEK
Appea raact
or Around

feltUI Presentation, First

or Reappearance in

Now York
William H. Crane and Con Palace.
Hala and Peterson and Co., Colonial.
Frod Alloa, Alhambra.
(formerly
Miss
Jullat
Juliet?),
Royal.

Kshesinsky and Romeo,
former soloing, while Angelo is
merely delegated to assist in the
Maslova
double and trio numbers.

(6).

M

Royal.

Langdon

McCormick

writes the "books" that accompany his
spectacular effects is a problem, but
if he wrote drama as well as he constructed effects he sure would have
something. It is possible the drama
in "On the High Seas" is a bit better
than that in McCormick's "The Forest Fire," but certainly not appreciably so.
But in staging in vaudeville the pippin naval effect he supplied Flo Zeigfeld's "Follies" for this
The
year, he had to have a story.
opening scene shows the wireless room
of a iri^rrhant vessel "Centurian." a
vessel that in spite of its American
register and crew is acting as a supply ship for enemy submarines. This
happens because of the presence
aboard of a villainous individual who
gives orders and appears to "have
something" on the captain. The regular wireless operator has been severely beaten for disobeying orders.
Thus the appearance of a youth who is

an operator and who has been taken
aboard from an open skiff is not unwelcome. The man had been running
a wireless outfit on an island some

away and had

miles
small

boat

in

started off in a
board a

an effort to
in turn would

take him
home where he could join the Amerlearns
When
he
ican fighting forces.
of the "Centurian's" mission he attempts to flash the American warships
in the vicinity, but is caught by the
civilian captain who orders him shot.
A fire breaks out and the tables are
turned, for the youth is begged to
send out the S. O. S. In this manner
the American ships are told of the
Two
vessel and race to the rescue.
drops in "one" follow the dramatics,
the
of
none
with
water
one just blue
cast in evidence and the second picturing the deck of a battleship with
the officers supposed to be watching
This
the burning craft dead ahead.
leads to the final set scene and the
punch of the act in which is depicted
the American fleet in action, a battleship in the foreground and moving
forward. The flash of lamps in the
rigging the boom of guns and the cinema water in the foreground furnish
That so many
a splendid "flash."
ships would be so closely massed for
such a situation leading up to it is
most improbable, but it is an effect
trader,

which

especially

interesting

at

this

time.
lbee

Adroit Brothers (2).
Acrobatic
t Mins.; Full Stag* (Parlor).
Fifth Ave.
The Adroit Brothers open in what
has become a

common manner among

lifting acts, a parlor set that gives in-

dication of a sketch, but turns out to
be acrobatic. In this instance one of
the Adroits first plays a violin. After
a few conventional lifts, the final trick
The
just before the curtain is done.
understander holding the lighter man
by one hand plays a piano (while seated before it), with the other the man
above playing a violin.
For an encore both played violins, while in or
on a balance. One of the best tricks

was

a

pad.
in

head-to-hcad balance without a
talk a bit, very

The Adroits

but plenty. For an opening turn
Ni'mf.
that class they should do.

little,

Maslova, the Russian ballerina, recently introduced to American vaudeville patrons as the premiere danseuse with Theodore Kosloif, has her
own dancing offering now, assisted
Messrs.

the

Spoctado (Spoclal Sets).
Mioai Foil sta**.

Whether

Palaco.

by

(,

Throe Mlaunas, Royal.

"On tko High Seas"

Vlasta Maslova and Co. (J).
Russian Dancing.
18 Mins* Full Stag* (Spoclal Sot).

is the feature and incidentally the attraction, but Kshesinsky, unheralded,
did much to carry the specialty to the
success it attained before one of the
season's lightest audiences Tuesday
evening at the Palace. Maslova has
all the essentials of a successful Russian ballerina, beauty, grace, form and
And she has constructed her
ability.
offering along a pretentious base line,
accompanying it with a decidedly attractive setting, some equally attractive gowns and some catchy musical
The repertoire consists of
scores.
the conventional solo, double and trio
revolution
expected
the
dances,
dances, and a classically arranged affair by Kshesinsky that reaped an inA detailed explanation
dividual hit.
of the routine would be superfluous.
It's the typical routine followed by all
Russian productions with all the accompanying Petrogradian recommendations and all the Imperial theat/e
It's
a good
ensignias of approval.

dancing act, artistically arranged and
equipped with a scenic production that
gives it the required touch of class.
It held them in at the Palace in the
closing spot. That should be sufficient
recommendation to carry them along
Wynn.
a big time route.
Carl Randall and Ernestine Myers.

Songs and Dances.
17 Mint.; Ona («); Fall (11).
Riverside.
That Carl Randall boy is something
akin to a marvel, and his partner, the
brunet Ernestine Myers, isn't far behind him in dancing. But Randall has
more than dancing. He displays great
possibility of becoming a corking light
comedy juvenile in two songs that he
does at the opening of the act in "one."
The team present one dance, however,
that does not seem to appeal. The two

opening numbers alone were

sufficient
to place the -act in the hit class. The

is "I'm Not a Ladies' Man," with
Randall doing all the singing and Miss
Myers filling in the picture and dancing
with him at the finish. The second is
done by Randall alone and followed
with a dance that was sure fire. After
this the act goes to full stage and Miss
Myers offers a snake dance that is a
pippin. Randall in a ballet skirt, violet
trunks, follows it with a classical dance
bit, not expected by the audience, and
which did not receive much in the way
of applause.
A ballet duet followed
which brought sufficient applause for
a burlesque fox trot, as the Egyptians
would have done it in the shadow of
the Sphinx. This was a riot and stopped
the show. As a team Carl Randall and
Ernestine Myers have nothing to fear
from any other turn in vaudeville.

first

Fred.

Una Clayton and Co. (1).
"Keep Smilin*" (Comedy).

Jm:.»m_MlT,fBI

23 Mins.i Foil Stage (Spoclal Sat).
Fifth Avenue.

French Players, Theatre da Vien
Colombier (Nov. 27).
"Over the Top," 44th Street Roof

Una Clayton has done two thfngs
worthy of note in this latest sketch
likely written by herself and called
"Keep Smilin'" on the outside billing
at the Fifth Avenue.
She has provided a comedy playlet of some value
for
two people.
Good* two-people
sketches are rare. Good comedy playlets for two people are rarer.
"Keep
Smilin' " is comedy.
And Miss Clayton

is
excellently playing a slavey.
the story of a scrub woman who
fell in love with an author at the theatre.
The author at a rehearsal receiving her well wishes and noticing
her good nature, replied, "I would like
to have a funny little thing like you
around me all the time." So the scrub
lady left her job at the theatre, engaging as chambermaid at the rooming house where her idol lived, on the
top floor in a rather well set ceilinged
semi-studio, where she again met him
as the playlet started. The author is
in despair.
His play, lacking a finish,
has had its rehearsals abandoned,
with the producing management informing him unless a suitable ending
is immediately secured, they will call
it
all off.
He tells it to the slavey,
who is very sympathetic and also a
song writer in her way. Her favorite
piece of music is of her own writing,
words and music. She sings it all the

It's

time.

It

is:

"Cheer up, cheer up,
The worst is yet to come
Keep smiling, keep smiling,
Even if you're ort the bum."
She preaches it to the author as well
as singing it and restores him to good
nature.
Learning the slavey likes
fairy stories, he tells her one.
It is
the tale of his misfit play with an un-

happy ending. The story of the play
is
very conventional and the finale
given it by the slavey is the same, although the author enthuses over it.
Through this arises the query, Why
should Miss Clayton if she had other
.than a conventional plot and finish
waste it in a vaudeville playlet that
needs a better finale for itself? Though
the finish of the sketch itself may do.
There are some solid laughs and it is
also a question whether Miss Clayton
herself has ever done anything betSurely not in character work.
Her support, a young
and good actor with a voice, nicely
balanced with her.
Until a knockout finish is found if that may be discovered, this playlet will do in the
It is
first part of a big time show.
ter in vaudeville.

now

certain for laughs, to an extent.
Himt.

City.

Stewart and Lewis, conventional
double mixed team, employing some
rather passe English comedy bits. The
Chappie is splendidly handled by a
rather tall fellow, and he is compelled
to combat with a light outlay of material. As he appeared to possess quite
some knowledge in that respect there
is no telling what he might do with

The Fantino Troupe (two men and
two women) have acrobatics closely
bordering on the sensational, but do
bring the expected results. The
formations are rather good looking
and strenuous.
There is something
lackhig, for in the present arrangement they will undoubtedly continue
to hold attention without
deriving
much from it. The work mostly consists of teeth
holds, bar and ring
work, with the quartet often combining in one trick. It is a good looking
turn with a new outlay of wardrobe.

the front of his coat worn off in a
short time. She looks neat in a couple
of costumes, and gets a laugh by working in the lower box during a monkey
number, during which she extracts a
small animal from her bag. The combination may have been arranged for
comedy, for she is rather short in comparison with her tall partner. They
had them laughing at the City in a
hard spot, and should be able to do
likewise on similar bills.

(4).

Acrobatics.
7 Mins.; Full Stage.

Twenty-third Street.

not

Knicker-

Maud

Earl and Co. (1).
Vocal Verdict."
21 Mins.i One (4); Three

The

(17).

Riverside.

Maud Earl and her company of one
are presenting a novelty in the nature
of a singing act. Miss Earl has a voice
but it is rather the manner of presentation that makes the act worthy of
feature or even headline honors. The
idea was conceived and written bv
Miss Earl and Neville Fleeson, with
music by the latter and Oscar Frederickson. The opening is blank verse introduction by a Jester, representing
vaudeville, who tells of his constant
search for novelty. Then a voice is
heard singing off stage and Miss Earl
appears, dressed in medieval costume
and when approached by Vaudeville
claims to be Novelty. He states she
will have to appear in the Court of
Vaudeville and stand trial, pleading her
case by a display of her abilities. She
does this and Vaudeville becomes the
judge while the audience is the Jury.
Three numbeis are sung. They are all
of an operatic and classical nature and
her top notes gain applause. Finally
she is. adjudged guilty and sentenced to
be imprisoned in vaudeville. Her jail
is the .final scene, she coming through
the gates to offer a light numbei of a
This lends a
rather raggy tempo.
snappy finish to the act, which proved
to be the applause hit of the opening
section of the bill. There is decided
showmanship
scene

is

in

this

The

act.

especially clever

trial

inasmuch as

of the numbers are explained prior
to being sung by the judge calling the
attention of the jury (audience) to
all

them. It is well thought out and productive of applause. The act stands as
a novelty that is well worth while.
Fred.

Mehlinger and Meyer.
Piano and Songs.
15 Mins.; One.
Palace.

This combination of Artie Mehlinger
and George Meyer can be safely recorded as the best of its kind in modern
the

vaudeville,

carrying,

as

it

does,

ability and personality of Mr.
Mehlinger and the well-earned reputation of Mr. Meyer (for Meyer has
provided the music market with a
large number of its greatest popular
hits).
They have constructed a sensible vehicle for the vaudeville plunge,

Stewart and Lewis.
Singing and Talking.
13 Mins.; One.

some regular material. The woman
works as though she formerly did a
denoting anger during the talk
by pushing the Englishman all over
the stage. If the act works steadily
for any amount of time, she may have

Fantino Troupe

(Nov. 28).
"Art and Opportunity,"
bocker (Nov. 28).

single,

connecting up a lyrical story in proper
fashion, Mehlinger attending to its
rendition while Meyer supervises the
musical accompaniment at the piano.
Mehlinger enters and begins with an
introductory number, paving a bright
entrance for the composer. Through
a quartet of songs (authorship credited to Meyers) and thereafter they
consume the time with a cleverly airanged string of choruses of some of
the former compositions of the writer,
the arrangement allowing for explanatory dialog between titles.
It
insured their success beyond a doubt,
zarrying as it does such titles as
"Mother's Rosary," "Me and My Gal,"
"Iowa," etc.
It forced a half dozen
bows and finally a speech from Mr.
Mehlinger.
Although the boys followed Elsie Janis (who stopped proceedings),
their
routine
15-minute
never became tiresome, nor did the
string of numbers interfere with the
smoothness of the turn, Mehlinger,
always a good stage worker, never appeared to better advantage. He shouldered the heavy work and made it soft
for the retiring Meyer.
As.it stands
now they have a corking vehicle, one
that should command plenty of big
Wynn.
time routing.

^~—^^m

W ACTS THIS W
Corse Peyton and Edna May Spooaer
and Co, (I).
"A Groat Life If Ton* Don't WeaLeu.*

Mwpkj* Van and Kanyon.
Sottt*.

-

•

Drama tie*

Palme*

IS Mins.| Full Stage.

Individually
this

trio

prominent
inal

capable

positions

Primrose Four.

lished himself

when

Sherman, Van and

as

whom

(two of

Tom Murphy

song.

.

„..,..

On*.

12 Mlng.|
'

.....

•

vocalists,

have held

the land of
of the origEddie Van estaba member of the
in

was

Hyman

—among

trio

other well known singing combinations) should never have stepped into
the Palace, directly under the gaze
of the booking fraternity, until thoroughly able to qualify. Monday evening, before a light house, they couldn't
get started in the difficult second position.
They didn't begin to properly
harmonize until they reached "Emalina,
Gal," the fourth number in
their
repertoire.
Physically
large,

My

1

they are naturally endowed with a
vocal volume that should develop into
a valuable asset when they become
accustomed to one another, but nhe
efforts at harmony fall far short of
the expected mark. They should at
least equip the act with harmonizing
wardrobe as well. Murphy and Kenyon followed a style in dress, but Van
wore an "odd" costume, throwing the
appearance mark out of gear. They
did five numbers, every one suitable,
but none properly handled or arranged.
The Palace engagement
should not be accepted as a trial for
this trio, for they have the ability and
lack only the proper attention in the
construction of their offering. Were
it not for their established reputations
and their equally well established
prowess as songsters, one could register ;hem as suitable only for small
time on the Palace showing. At least
their present turn deserves no better
rating.
One can suggest several
weeks' work, a general rearrangement
of the turn, some harmony practice
wynn.
and a return engagement.

CroMiaan't Entortalnere

(7).

Music and Singing.
14 Mine.; Full Staga (Spacial Set).
Columbia (Nov. 14).
Charles Crossman has arranged a
new routine of music and song with
his

sextet

of musicians, five

women

and a male drummer aside from Cross-

man himself, who handles the banjo.
After an ensemble medley two of the
women offer a piano and violin duet,
the pianiste following with a number,
after which comes a cornet solo and
more ensemble work. The affair is
an interior of artistic design,
the costuming and general scenic efset

Logan Square, Chicago.
For years Corse Payton played (and
played, and played, and played) in
the twent'-thirt' houses. Now, on account 'of the war. Corse has generously lopped his box office speed in
half, and last week he blossomed out
in a 10-15 house.
Into his venture he
has inveigled his stage partner of the
halcyon days, before the cur-r-rsed
movies blighted the business, Edna
May Spooner, who will be remembered
But to the business. 'The
sketch is nominated "It's a Great Life
It is a great
if You Don't Weaken."
title for a Payton vehicle, because the
entire

German army

couldn't

make

Corse weaken as long as there were
footlights to scowl over and boards
to tread. In reality the sketch is a
sadly emaciated and anemic edition of
Willard Mack's gutful piece 'The

Getaway," from which was made his
Payton delineates
play, "Kick In."
The old "Hearts and
the crook.
Flowers," made virile for the heavy
scenes, is used by Corse throughout
the performances, and the orchestra
performs nobly. In the struggle scene
the second violin nearly tore the E
Miss Spooner gives a
string off.
straight performance in the other crook
Try as she may, she is unable
role.

away from the injured-wife-isthere - no - manhood - in - your-boozim
business. The detective and the dope
to get

are admirably played, particularly the
dope. He gives a truly wonderful interpretation. Nobody seems to know
his name, but he is there. All in all,

the

work was Corse.

Swing.

Minnie Harrison.
Songs.

good musical turns of this specie it
should have little trouble in connectWynn.

ing.

Boyle and Patsy.
Talk and Songs.
One.
Fifth Ave.

Boyle and Patsy are man and womnew to New York. It looks as

an,

though

New York was

also

new

to

attendance

last aeen. has a repertoire of mixed num"Sallln' Away on the
bers, opening with

Henry Clay,
songs

with

best returns.

then through a few oomedy
a "flivver" number getting the
It

should close the

act.

The

number, a comedy composition,
couldn't follow, and It gave Miss Young a
With a fairly good voice for "ragsetback.
ging" thla girl doesn't possess capabilities to
warrant such a late spot on a Palace bill.
In second spot Miss Young can Qualify.
Hyams and Mclntyre In their light oomedy
"May bloom," gave the show a much
skit.
needed lift, closing the firal part. The pair
started off slowly, but the dialog and situations soon accumulated a string of laughs
and the latter portion of their turn found
the house decidedly favorable.
opening Intermission, surAdler.
Felix
Mr.
prised
even hts greatest admirers.
Adler has a unique brand of nut comedy
with several novel "bits" sandwiched In between his routine of gao. He broke the lee
and softened things up for the balance of
succeeding

Considering the admitted scarcity
the bill.
of good single comedy turns Adler's offering
should find ready demand.
Elsie Janls came next and lived up to all
Miss Janls
expectations of a headline act.
has added a Beesle McCoy "Ysma" Imitation to her repertoire, and it makes an Ideal
For
finish for the preceding impressions.
this Miss Janls carries a Yama costume and
does a chorus dance that nicely registers her

Minnie Harrison lacks something.
She's doing a single singing turn, with
first rate songs and a neat opening.
Miss Harrison appears upon the stage
in
a barrel, singing "Huckleberry
Finn" as she emerges from it.* To end
this opening and while on the stage,
Mr. Tazz Himself," then
she does
with a change of costume, "San Domingo," with "I'm Used to You Now"
next, and "Dixie Volunteers" to conclude. What Miss Harrison seems to
lack is personality. While this may

held

The two following acts, M eh Infer and
Meyer and Maslova and Co. (New Acta),
Wytus.
them In for the exit march.
I

hold her off the big time as a singing single, she no doubt can make
the small time with these numbers.
Sime.

and Davis.

Talking Skit.
17 Mins.; Two (Special Drop).
Fifth Avenue.
Cole, Russell and Davis, two boys
and a girl, have a talking skit. It
is before a drop of the "Gem Restaurant," with the two boys as street car

conductor and motorman. They have
just escaped the cops through the
conductor having cleaned up via the
nickel route on the company.
Running away (they run across the stage
before the act commences) they land
in a town where they worked three
years before. Admitted crooks, there

some tangled talk arising from attempted descriptions made to the girl
to explain their reappearance, and she
is

them. Else they would not have ventured in here with dusty dialog that
rung in an invitation for the girls to

in turn delivers
For the finale a

come up and kiss the fellow. One
is "So Long Mother," a sort of a war
number with a son bidding his mother
a cheery farewell. The couple dressed
in uniform for it. Another was a war

arrests one of the crooks for stealing
spoons.
The spoon business is the
only aged bit in the act, but it is necessary here "for the following business and dialog.
The other crook

written parody on "River Shannon,"
about what the Irish will do when
they capture Germany. This appeared to be liked notwithstanding the
complex idea involved in the theme.
The turn isn't there for big time. It
could move along in a spot on the
small time hereabouts. At the Fifth
Sime.
Avenue it was No. 2.

who

some slangy remarks.
comedy cop in looks

professes honesty escapes through

showing a phony badge* taking with
him a lapel pin stolen from the girl.
The act can take an early position.
There are some good laughs during
the running. The turn might be cut
two or three minutes to its advantage,
with the time taken out of the early
section.

Palace

i»
aoMcoafclc slump Monday nlgbf.
the several unoccupied rear rows being unusual for current times at that house. Along
with the attendance came a slump In the
calibre of show provided.
The first section of the program ran far below Palace
grade, none of the turns In that part gathering more than passing interest.
Alf Loyal
and his dog "Toque" were placed tu the
opening spot following the customary pictorial,
and with the few present at that
early hour gained favor.
It
particularly
pleased the upper portion of the house, and
with the closing stunts was rapidly reaching
the hit class.
In this part of the bill were two new turns,
Murphy, van and Kenyon (New Acts), holding second position, and Mr. and Mrs. Jlmmie
Barry (New Acts), delegated to fourth spot
Between the
with their new Rube specialty.
two came Nat Nasarro and Co., held over
from last week, when they reaped an applause
position.
the
opening
The turn is
harvest In
running smoothly, and with a slight cut In
The boy
the time It shows up much better.
took a short encore In "one" at the finale to
allow the arrangement of Barry's set.
Margaret Young, greatly Improved since

versatility.

Cole, Russell

reason ... the

•hilfsrvi

IS Mine., One.
Fifth Avenue.

in

fects proving a valuable asset.
The
music has been well selected and as
handled by this organization is thoroughly entertaining. It's a genuinely
good act and with the present lack of

PALACE.

MOM

For

Sime.

BUSHWIOL
There doesn't eeem to be any doubt but that
the Bushwlckltes know the war Is on. for
they applaud war songs as quickly as they
Probably If It
applaud everything else.
weren't for their hurry to get Into the theatre to see the show they would applaud Ben
Blatt, the Bushwlck manager, who Is always
In front of the house when the rush is on,
something some other house managers might
keep In mind, for that Is the piece to be.
That Bushwlck section Is strictly and exThe only
clusively composed of families.
town In the state that has anything on It for
being purely social Is Amsterdam. In Amsterdam they talk over the beck fence snd forget
to hang up the waehlng. they are that social.
At least that's what they say In Fonda, a
jealous rival without fences.
The Bushwlck crowd must have as greet an
ear for music as they hsve for local scandal.
Thla week there are 31 songs on the bill.
Three of the nine acts neglect to warble. Two
are "dumb" acts at either end of the bill, so
they shouldn't sing.
The singing acte or acts with songs contributed as follows: Belle Bsker. 8; Bailey
and Cowan. B; Morton and Glass, 3; Marguerite Farrell. 5: Lew Madden and Co.. 2;
Ed Morton. 8. Some of the turns did other
thlnge besides singing, even If It doesn't look
that way.
The Bushers liked the songs, more or less,
and they don't appear to mind "conditions,"
for the houee was all filled in. from bottom
to top, with the only vacsnles In the gallery
boxes, placed there probably so the management could count up the house from those
spots If It wanted to.
Miss Baker is the headline snd came on
next to closing, singing her double octet of
numbers after there had been 23 songs ahead
of her.
She Is a single woman act. So la

19

sounds like the best war ballad of the year,
one of those quick hits. Miss Baker sans faother war number ahead of it, about ^'One
Mtttton Heroes," and etarted off exceeding the
applause speed limit through he* fir* three
numbers, each a corker, written by Blanche
Merrill.
Miss- Baker la always Improving In
her delivery of songs.
Thai Is rather remarkable, since her delivery has always commenced where most of the othere left off.
Another song singing furore was Mr. Morton, No. 2, likely creating a record at the
Bushwlck for that poaltlon. He knew hie audience 'and they knew him.
Hie eongs were
"Meet Me at the Station," "Regretful Bluee"
(with the tempo taken too fast), "Dooley'a
Beauty Shop" (comlo and a scream aa Morton
did it for them), "Homeward Bound," a aort of
war ballad of the usual kind "O looms March
Round" (comlo and another oomedy hit for
the singer), then "Let Me Join the Army."
also comedy, with "Wild Over Me" for the
finish that obliged Mr. Morton to Inform the
bouse he had no other songs rehearsed.
After that came Lew Madden and Co. In
"Monday Morning," a bare stage skit, the
opening merely ueed aa a prelude to Madden's piano playing In "one," with (Miss)
Oene Ford singing two numbers to his accompaniments. The forepart of the Madden turn
would do much better, If the Intenee hlokineee of the vaudeville actor Madden takes)
were made lees pronounced.
After Madden
goes Into "one" it Is surefire, and he gets
;

comedy alao there. Mies Ford sang "For You
a .Rose." an extremely pretty rose eong,
and Bailey and Cowan alao ueed the name
number as an instrumental later. Mlsa Ford
has a first rate ringing voice without any
tricks.
Miss Ford looked too heavily Bade
up facially.
Opening with "Arkansas" Miss Farrell
looked quite charming In a fur-lined cloak
and becoming hat. She sang In suoeealon a
French, English, Irish and rag. the Irish
song faring the puOrtwt, although Miss Farrell did that number better than any of the
rest, though getting to the house beet with
the French ditty she handled quite nicely aa
far aa accent was concerned.
Her score in
gross count waa a good one.
The first part was closed with a wallop

by Morton and Olass who have a new opening
their "1017-1000."
It le a special drop
a special song, an alphabetical
one, with the letters of the lyric displayed on

to

and seemingly

a transparency during the first chorus.
They
should have been held lighted up for the second
chorus as well. It le not every audlenoe that
can read them at first glance. It le an excellent number of the novelty kind.
They get
along as well also when going Into the cottage
set, with this personable and pleasing pair being now very well balanced, and they went to
a big finish.
Opening after the Intermission
Bailey and Cowan, with their Instrumental
and vocal music, got all they could have
wished for. Bill Bailey la an Inherent ragger.
Even while playing the 'cello for a elaasToal
number he kept doing a rag movement with
his body.
They are a clean-cut pair of
entertainers.
The comedy sketch was provided by Orapewtn and Chance In "Poughkeepsle" that Just hit right this home-loving
bunch of East New Yorkers.
After Miss Baker was "The Makers of History," a neat scheme of living statuary Impersonations of America's greatest men for
theee days.
It Is well done, snd during the
war le a number that may be ueed. The Four
Kings on the wire opened, doing a fast snd
snappy turn, the act looking well In people

and

drees.

*

Sime.

AMERICAN ROOF.
The

the Roof for the flret half
along, -not being over until
Intermission the show ran
slowly, as two of the acte ueed unnecessary
Three women In an upper bag
time.
bill

drsgged
10.A0.

on

Itself

Before

brought more laughter than anything on

thai

bill.

Du Rocher and Do Lee opened. Fanny
may have gotten her Idea for her
"soprano" number from the girl In the aot
Outside of the woman's singing It's not a bad
turn to open a show with. Russel and Evaaa
mixed In two songs about ths war, of the

Brlce

The girl dreeaea
numbers they did.
badly and they'll never pin any medals on
the fellow for msklng them laugh.
The Plcollo Midgets did fairly well fl sighing with their old boxing match. Aa long aa
they keep down to about 12 mlnutee, they are
safe, but If longer, they're loet.
Allc Hanson followed, and after doing fawT
numbers its lied until she stole an encore.
8be Is carrying a leader In ths earnest re who
plays a saxaphone and cornet for two of her
numbers, and doee fairly well with both Instruments. The "ghost" song might be done
away with nicely. It got along nicely otherMsrguerlte Farrell, and Ed Morton Is a single
wise.
man turn, while Bailey and Cowan are a
Rawls and Von Kaufman could cut a lot
would
that
days
double male act. In the old
and not lose anything. When they finally do
have been enough for the headllner to take
get Into "one" the woman sings a belled,
to the woods or have some of the conflicting
which mesns nothing and got them as much.
neither hurt Miss
It
turns go there first.
Cooper and Lacey opened after Intermission
Baker, however, nor affected the applause.
and look as though they should be able to do
After her sixth song she beenme an applause
Ths girl
things If changing around a bit.
the
by
request,
more
two
sing
to
having
riot,
could be made Into a corking dancer and
first of tho Invitations being "Sweetie." and
the fellow Is all right on his feet now. but
the Baker act concluding toward 11 o'clock
could use some new steps here and there.
with W. J. Rellly, the sallor-slngcr. doing
They did fairly.
._...„.»
"Over There" from a stage box upon Miss
Minna Phillips presented a nice eketch that
Baker discovering him there.
Both women
didn't go on and on forever.
Thnt sixth number of Miss Tinker's though
as the
and
average,
man
thi
with
well,
smitplay
nt*w
ballad,
Is
a
It
was the bin noise.
playlet has more of a story than the general
ten by Lewis and Youn* (words) and M. Kay
run of sketches It should have no trouble
Jerome (music) and sunn for the first time
Lane and Smith next to closing.
passing.
on any stage Tuesday mntlnee by Miss Baker.
It.secms as If that Is the best spot for an act
It Is called "A Baby's Prayer at Twilight for
The two hoys Ju«t about walked
orf the Roof.
Daddy Over There." a peculiarly symIts
The Arleys closed the
with the show.
In
pathetic song with a brilliant lyric and a
running true to the form of
l«
that
nhow
beautiful melody. There are a couple of throat
throbs In this very responsive number, and It previous American Roof bills.
three
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Burton Daniels, the sisters proved valuable.
Harry Fox followed and "elseqed wb»"
Hairy Is the brg leYTow* up there this week,
name In the biggest typo and everything.
He must be handed the palm for slinging together a nifty little "single" that will stand
funflre anywhere. Never has Harry so commercialised his voice aa he does at present,
and he Is going In stronger than ever on the
song thing.
And he shows Improvement,
noticeably so in practicing up pipes and
throwing In showmanship with their display.
Mr. Fox Is there with his kidding, but working more direct with the stagehands than

COLONIAL

•
r

Colonial

sbcvr

Monday

ct£7Ud

fcborCIy

m***

and

did not
goodly Portime wai consumed In taking
hows and encores and In the necessary waiting for applause and laughter to subside.
While not a capacity audience, they were
even to the
demonstrative,
appreciatively
verge of resorting to the annoying "clapclap" with hands and feet whenever they In«
sisted on additional encores.
Pathe Weekly opened, with Herman and
George Herman's conShirley the first act.
Alextortions and dancing went very well.
ander, O'Nell and Sazton, three blackfaced
singers and dancers, fared only moderately
One Is made up as a mulatto woman
well.
In evening gowns, designed to deceive the
audience and pull a surprise by removing the
wig at the finish. The surprise wasn't as big
as Intended.
The phonograph act presented by Barto
It Is billed
as
and Clark Is a novelty.
"Columbia and Victor with Eddie Barto and
Florence Clark." The stage Is set to repretalking
machine
emsent the Interior of a
porium. Plrced about are several huge Vlctcr

eight

o'clock

until
finish
tion of the

after

night

eleven.

A

From two Is heard a conversation,
cabinets.
which consists of smart crossfire between,
the machines bewailing their respective lots,
reciting their experiences In the houses to
which they are sent. After awhile the fronts
of the cabinets open and Mr. Barto and Miss
Clark emerge, do some clever singing, dancing and more talk, and at the finish return
Cleverly conceived, smartly
to the cabinets.
written and artistically produced.
Kenny and HolUs. programed to open the
second half, were switched with Browning
and Denny and came fourth. They have their
own drop and go through a new bunch of
their well known routine of straight and
Jack Kenny aa the "nut"
"nut" material.
waves a different colored handkerchief after
each Joke with the same gesture employed by
He varies
Kate Elinore a few years ago.
this by ssklng for applause with such remarks as "Is this worthy of your spplause?"
"We ought to be with a show," "We write
all this stuff ourselves," "I guess we're about
Hollls does the
the best this week," etc
"Don't let them hear you back there" stuff
which was utilized by James Francis Dooley.
They scored a big laughing hit.
John B. Hymer and Co. In "Tom Walker
In Dixie" Is as enjoyable as ever and reIn
corded a series of consecutive laughs.
spite of its artistry 40 minutes Is a pretty
long time for a sketch In vaudeville. There
Any
Is In It, If anything, too much laughter.
artist who can extract humor out of an
Browning and
electric chair must be good.
Denny, after Intermission, progressed slowly
until the finish, when Miss Browning registered a big hit with her' Imitation of Eddie
Foy.
Lucille Cavanagh, with Frank Hurst and
Ted Doner, a competent leader and artistic
'eenery and costumes, lived up to her head'•ne billing and carried her portion of the
Eddie Dowllng with his monolog and
•how.
serious recitation, although next to closing,
had a pretty easy spot following Miss Cavanagh, and being practically the only comedy
He admirably sustained
In the second half.
Four Nigh tons, posing acrobats,
the spot.
Hosed.
Jolo.

ALHAMBRA.

'

The Alhambra show Monday night had all
symptoms of a balky mule. At times It
and then it didn't. The Alhambra audlwice showed no exasperation at all when the
show stood almost stock still. There were a
number of former Harlem favorites on the
••s

4flt

bill.

Two "dumb"

acts started, with a sketch
following.
It had the toughest taBk imaginable to turn on the laughing steam.
Then

appeared

an

overdose

of

songs

and

ever before.

piano
that

afe

a

Isn't

The Eddy Duo opened. Man and woman go
through a routine on the tight rope that furnished the best tricks near the close when
the man executed some acrobatics on the
wire decidedly circusy.
The Six American
Dancers have changed their routine considerably,
using the Dance of the Allies,
surefire in these war times.
The dancers
also go in for Individual stepping that has
a sameness.
Louis Simon, following, faced a cold atmosphere
that
required
almost
superhuman
efforts to thaw out. but which he did when he
began his awkward maneuvers with the ladder In the ludicrous atttempt to hang the
framed motto on the wall. Joyce, West and
Moran, with the last named at the piano,
mix singing with dancing plus a piano workout that pleased the uptowners.
Joyce and
West show most proficiency when dancing,
and their singing only halts proceedings.
The young woman flashed some costume for
LeMalre and Callager and their
the finish.
nonsensical military travesty hit the bull'seye of comedy.
The men have worked up
their vehicle to the self-Btarting laughter
classification.

After Intermission Jim and Marian Harklns

demonstrated their worth by making the best
of a spot that wnsn't at nil favorable to this
pair, but they pulled up finely and registered
Jim Harklns Is a funny fellow. Is
a hit.
some genial kldder and knows how to work
with any audience. Good act of its kind and
one that shouldn't miss anywhere.
The Cameron Sinters are In their second
On general work,
week at the Alhambra.
wardrobe, daintiness, class, neatness, precision, team work, rhythm, grace, looks and
everything thrown In, even a good pianist In

cialty that started
In full stage with

Lew

Pollock at the
crackly hee-haw
as Harry aptly re-

The show ran to comedy this week probably so framed to balance the bill, since It
held the new spectacle drama, "On the High
Seas," the latest Langdon McCormlck effort
(New Acts), and which supplied an effective
finish on Monday evening.
Blossom Seeley and her elongated martial
running mate, Rube Marquard, teamed with
William Dooley, were the other features, and
both
came through with flying colors.
"Seeley 's 8yncopated 8tudio" closed Intermission, the headline turn finding the going
very easy, since there was very little singing on ahead, and there was very little afterward. There Is no doubt Miss Seeley has a
She Is doing
better act than last season.
better work herself and has most valuable aid
In the Chicago Jass trio. Fields, Salisbury
and Davis. Out In Chi tbe.boys held forth
at the Wynn Cliff Inn, and they Indicated
they were "there" for vaudeville when they
played a week at the Majestic, stopping their
At the
cabaret work for that engagement.
used
Inn, too, were the pianist (Thorpe*
in
the Seeley act, and the corking Jass
All
cornetlst In the pit, billed as Cortes.
But In
In all It's the latest In syncopation.
addition the boys can harmonise and they
scored
by
the
of
the
hit
won no mean share
Especially good was the JapaSeeley turn.
nese number In which the hoys sent home a
pleasing vocal effect.
The Rube with his miniature partner opened
intermission with the assistance of Helen
Clement with results that almost equaled the
Dooley's oomlo dancing
Seeley melange.
first won the house after the fair military
burlesque, and then when the Rube strode on
as a "dame" the ludicrous appearance of the
pair was enough to thoroughly tickle the
Bronxltes.
The Darras Brothers opened the show with
their splendid aorobatio routine, featured
by the head balancing. Here Is but a fiveminute act, but an applause winner. No. 2
This
fell to Andy Francis and John Ross.
may be the same pair once known as Francis
and Rose, for they employ an eccentric
The work Is away from
style of dancing.
the ordinary, and the boys bid for comedy
They were liked
with fairly good results.
well enough to win two encores.
Dugan and Raymond furnished a funny
quarter of an hour with their "They Auto
Know Better," with the balky auto a great
Al and Fanny Stedman
piece of property.
followed with nonsense and capers with the
It was,
result that they went off favorites.
therefore, anything but easy for "believe
me" Milt Collins to fill next to closing, right
after the Marquard-Dooley turn, but he did
Aaron Hoffman has supplied
it to a nicety.
Collins with the up to the minute stuff,
mostlv relative to the war conditions as
America finds them. He has. perhaps, but
one old bit, the rhymed comic at the finish
Thee.
called "What's the Use?"

piano

of swampthe bill, but playing favorites resulted
In the audience accepting everything goodnaturedly.

RIVERSIDE.
At the Riverside the current week's bill
worked out as an exceedingly pleasing vaudeville entertainment after there had *>een a
couple of switches In the running order. The
Clayton White
switches affected three acts.
nnd Co. were moved from the third position
half to opening after Intermission
Bert Kalmar and Jessie Brown, originally
closing the first part, moved to the Clayton
White spot and Maud Earl and Co. shifted
from the second half to the closing of the
In the first

:

it now aa they ever were.
Randall and Myers (New Acts) opened In
"one" with a regulation song and danoe spe-

ROYAL

"

The

Just aa frequent in

Lew has a

musical, but,

for thin section.

a novelty with- *n expensive iron??
most pretentious.
Clayton White and Go. have the name of
Ida Stanhope featured and she looks aa beautiful as in the days when she was the "New
York Girl" in "The Prince of Pllsen." The
act presented la "Cherle," and the laughs are

setting that is

marks, "I carry my own audience," and It
sure helps Immeasurably. Closing were Burdel la Patterson and her posing routine.
Mark.

numbers that came within an ace
ing

Ho
foil.

also uses

away with the spplause
-»«£ -4*

;

opening section.
There was plenty of show, but while the
nets were seemingly liked by the Tuesday
night audience the hits did not develop until
Carl Randall and Ernestine
the second half.
Myers and Sam Bernard cleaned up on the
applause honors.
The Hearst-Pathe started a little after
elKht. with "Sports in the Alps" opening the
The act Is a novelty In
vaudeville section.
an acrobatic sense and the various tricks
The
were greeted with repeated applause.
six men are constantly on the go and their
Jennie
routine Is speed from start to finish.
Mlddleton. a rather youthful appearing vlollnlste. held the second spot and received a
big applause return without resorting to rag
numbers.
The "Nursery Land" act of Bert Kalmar
and Jessie Brown scored. Leo Beers In his
piano specialty was well received In the next.
spot.
He looked as though he had Just
stepped In from the barber's, where he had
been almost ruined by the trimmer, but with
a little switch In the routine that he presented at the Colonial last week he was Just
a big favorite.
A "Katydid" number had the
house laughing, and a gag about a traveling
man and a milkmaid evoked screams.
Maud Earl and Co.. In "The Vocal Verdict"
(New Acts), closed the first half and walked

them

finely-

and closed

a dance burlesque that
Sam Bernard, who folthe show.
lowed, had the audlenoe laughing all the way
and pulled down aa saftlg an amount of applause as even he could wish for.
Closing were The Vivians with their sharpThey appear to distinct
shooting specialty.
advantage in their English uniforms, and
Vivian's war talk, especially that which
touches on his efforts to teach recruits and
why he is exempted, interested the audience.
Fred.
stopped

FIFTH AVENUE.
An over average show

at the Fifth

Avenue

the first half, with the performance divulging Its big hit in the No. 3 spot, "Somein France," a trench act claimed to
That's very
contain four invalided vets.
early for a show like this to develop the hit
of the bill, but the four men in uniform
Theirs is a
easily carried off the honor.
well arranged turn, seemingly too well arranged to have been pieced together by a
Besides the songs, some nicely desoldier.
livered, are at least three big punch laughs
of the explosive sort, two caused by "bomb"
One of the men recites about
explosions.
"St Julion," which may live to be to the
Canadians what the "Six Hundred" is to the
English, but this recitation lays too heavy
emphasis at times together with his overFor this turn, however, it fits in
exertion.
It's a rattling good aot of Its
splendidly.
trench kind, the best vaudeville has had.
Although soldier clad, with three nationalities
of the Allies represented, it's a regular vaudeville comedy, singing and talking turn,
good for any bill.
The headline turn closed the show, May

where

s.

Wlrth and the Wlrth Family, riders, now In
May
vaudeville following the circus season.
Wlrth starts the turn of six people and two
horses with a song. "Someday Somebody's
Going to Get You." She Is Joined by another
woman Id It, aftor which they both ride, the
two women and three men (with a woman In
the centre of the ring) doing group riding,
one of the males acting as clown without becoming too boisterous at It. Miss WIrth's
solo riding embraces a backward somersault,
thrice attempted and twice successfully, the
miss coming with the second try. Her famous
She Is
forward somersault was not done.
doing a bit of bareback riding toward the
During the running of the act Miss
finish.
Wlrth does a bit of the harum acarum dancAs a "riding act," the Wlrths'
ing around.
may be depended upon, although there is
nothing sensational in the present turn.
The show had a couple of weak spots that
threatened to hold It up through the positions they were placed In, but the goodness
of the program otherwise overcame the obThe show
stacles placed In Its way early.
opened with the Adroit Brothers (New Acts),
who did fairly, followed b* Boyle and Patsy
(New Acts), who did not do as well as that,
then the soldier turn, afterward Minnie HarShe got them now end
rison (New Acts).
then, but couldn't hold the house for any
tangible result at the finish, with Una Clayton and Co. (New Acts) doing very well right
after in a comedy playlet containing but two
people.

Next were the Chung Wha Comedy Four,
supposed to hold only Chinese without much
comedy end not doing as much for the applause thing as has been brought out by the
same act in the past. One of the members
Such Chinese
looks decidedly pro-American.
singers as have been heard about before
never seemed to have acquired the nasal singNext to closing were Cole. Rusing habit.
sell and Davis (New Acts), who went to a
good laughing finish with their skit In
one.

The
torial

film

Universal^

"Current

Events."

Pic-

It
performance.
the Pathe-Hearst at the Fifth

starting

Mabel

Burke

sang

the.

Blme.

season.

JEFFERSON.
This is Festival Week at the B. S. Moss
house on 14th street, the occasion being the
completion of extensive alterations and redeeoratlons, which work was accomplished
It Is said
without the theatre closing down.
the remodeling "represents an. outlay of $20.000, and the results attained certainly made
There Is a
the expenditure worth while.
warmth and richness that may have been
lacking in the old order of thlngt* and the
Improvements place the Jefferson on a par
or above the houses of Its class In the city.

A large dome glass, panelled and lighted
within, does wonders for the ceiling
decoration, but even greater seem to be the
changes effected in the proscenium arch.
Much of the Interior Is embellished with gold
leaf, the walls have been tapestried and new
A system of concarpet adorns the floors.
cealed lighting splendidly shows off the rich-

#

a dance routine. Both men effected costume
changes and got something with a finishing
Irish number.
Prevost and Goulette did fairly
well with a mixed specialty. Including comedy, steel string guitar and acrobatics.
On
third was a Japanese girl called Lady Suda
Noy, and her pleasing singing gave the show
a shove. This made- way for Tate's "Motoring" that wooed the house Into good humor.
The laughs were frequent but there was a
lull
when the son started la on "the co.

efficient of the

tangent," for the 14th streeters
didn't recognise that kind of lingo.
After a speech explaining the alterations,
which followed the Tate act, the news film

was shown and the Five Musical McLarens
took up the running. In the quintet are four
girls and a man, their routine taking In songs,
dances, a bit of bagpipes and brasses with
the youpgest of the gtr's featured on the
drums.
Rsther a stanuard tu™ for pop.
John E. Henshaw and Grace Avery came next
and the pair went over big.
Lawrence Grant and Co., in "The Final
Arbiter," found plenty of favor, and the •

speeches produced applause In a number of
spots.
One that got a hand was "If I had
money that had been spent for the war
I
would wipe poverty from the earth forever."
Probably some of the lines especially
appealed here because of their socialistic
trend.
Lew Wilson did nicely next to closing with his yodellng end melodious whistling.
With his natural ability he should go upward
and might accomplish that by obtaining some
original materiel to replace the familiar talk
he now has. Crewel 1, Fanton and Co. closed
the show.
The show seemed to receive more
appreciation than formerly and that may be
credited to the new surroundings.
Ibee.
the

81STTTREET.
The 81st Street theatre looks as if showing
only pictures, Judging from the front of the
house.
All the billing outside Is for the
feature film.
Five acts with the film make
up the show for the first half, and the feature Is run In the middle of the performance,
running an hour and 20 minutes. The reason
for running the picture In the centre is the
people the house draws come to see what's
going on the screen and not the vaudeville.

Nenthey and Barbaran opened in a fair
dancing turn, with the girl at the piano singing between each number.
The couple did
three dances, the last one the best.
There
Is nothing sensational, but should be all right
In the smaller houses.
Frederlka Sims has a hard time following
the

singing of the previous act. but got
going on her second song.
She Is assisted
(on the card) by Mabel Smith at the piano.
Miss Sims looks very well and has a pleasing
voice, but has not shown Judgment in se
lectlng melodies, her third and closing on'
being noticeably bad. 8he should be able te
construct a Rood act.
With her looks and
voice Miss Sims has an excellent foundation.
Henry Keane and Co. did nicely with his
surprise sketch.
Ha solely carries tho act.
His company only serves to hold It back.
They were followed by quite a lengthy overture, by a 14-plece orchestra, and then came
the feature. "The Submarine Eye," padded
out to some extent to run over the hour.
Browning and Dean got a few laughs out
of the audience, though they had to work
hard, as the house was pretty well tired from
watching the long -film. A talking act this,
with one or two good laughs In It.
The
Stewart and Downing company In a posing
turn closed the show at a little after eleven.

CITY.

the

animated
picture song. "Just as Your Mother Was."
with Harry Von Tllser, writer and publisher
song
took
The
openlnar.
of It. pictured at the
two encores despite Its Inanimate plcturlzlng
that could have been stills for all the action
Mr. Von Tllzer received more
displayed.
applause when his likeness was flashed than
any composer on the Fifth Avenue screen

from

m

Weekly under another name, was the

portion
replaced

has
Avenue.

this

ness of the deeora.Uon, thfa. ajftajning tfrMwrt
ccTBpleteJy around the pro'eeeuiuin antf sited
the lobby, which presents a new appearance
and one that is weloomlng.
The work of
making over the Jefferson did not stop with
the Interior but new electrlo signs adorn the
exterior and there la a canopy extending
over the sidewalk.
There Is no doubt but
that effort and money to considerable amount
have been given over to the "new" Jefferson
and there Is no reason why the house should
not prove a very popular neighborhood resort. Tuesday night It was practically capacity.
Because of the event ten acts were offered
for the first half, counting the picture songster, who opened the show proper.
Howard
and Symonds came after the singer, offering

There Is a nauseating odor about the City
that should be dispensed. It Invariably is 1n
the rear of the orchestra, where the ushers
are kept busily engaged keeping the adultors
In that section awake.
If given attention It
might change the whole atmosphere of the
theatre, which needs a change.
Rowley and Young opened the show before
a bright looking special drop In "one" of a
Spotless Town.
The boys looked neat before
It,
but show numerous opportunities for Improvement. They are attempting entirely too
much, with the combination repeatedly using

the same steps.
They try for novelty introductions and numbers, both falling through
the repetitions of dance steps and formations.
More speed and less working time would help.
Grace Edmonds did nicely, following, with
numbers that Included a big patriotic song
for a closer.
That was Just a trifle strong
and It did not meet with the approval of
everyone In the audience
"Whst Really Happened"* (New Acts* preceded Harry Hock, who offered three song
numbers.
A "Four-Minute-Man" then spoke,
with the 2d episode of the German War Film
Following.
Stewart and Lewis (New Acts)

were next.
"A Prima Donna's Rehearsal" (New Acts)
held but little attention, with Harry Letser

Mason gaining laughs
The Imperial

spot.
closed.

In the next to closing

Russian

Troubadours

.
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AMONG THE WOMEN

AMONG THE WOMEN
by "patsy"
The

crept in almost unannounced at the Riverside this week.
Carl Randall and Ernestine Myers are
doing an act full of novelties, but their
last number, "their conception of a
couple of Egyptians doing the foxtrot/'
is about the cleverest bit of burlesque
dancing you have ever seen, save perhaps the clever burlesque of a classic

or

the

year

dancer done by Johnny Dooley.

those bearing jeweled ornamentations
are to be taxed.

Everybody who knows her must be

Er-

highly

pleased to hear little Vlasta
Maslova has put over a successful
dancing act of her own. She was delightfully received at the Palace Monday despite that she followed two
great applauding hits.
In cimeraria
velvet coat and "spring green" skirt
she first danced with tier wonderful
partners, Romeo and Kshesinsky. She
was picturesquely garbed in silver,
blue and orchid for the peasant number, but most dainty of all in pink
chiffon caught up in shirred panels,
with festive garlands, the boys coming in for their share of the picture at
finish in French blue tunics and tights.
Elsie Janis gave the best, most versatile program I have ever heard her in.
A brand new war song was used for
the
Loretta Taylor impersonation.
An impression of Ina Claire in "Polly
With a Past," singing "When the Yankee Boys Learn to Parle Vous Francais," in which Miss Janis wraps herself in terra cotta and gold drapery
and wears the lamp shade for a hat,
and Bessie McCoy in the "Yama
Yama" costume, added much needed
atmosphere to her act. This is indeed
the "clothes age" and audiences expect more than one costume.
You
would have known there was a woman
in the Loyal dog act even if she were
not billed, as soon as you saw the
pretty gray and pink covered apparatus.
Mme. was dressed in a neat tailored suit gray, like her husband's.
The flaxen beauty in the Nazarro act,

tinctly different dances and you have
to look the second and third time when
she reappears to be sure it is the same
girl.
This is not a mere matter of
dressing, cither; she changes her mannerisms and expressions for each numHer costumes, each one a deber.
light, fade into utter insignificance
against that asset of incomparable
value "the spirit of true burlesque."
An apricot crepe de chine and pansy
malines, a mignonette chiffon jewel
trimmed skirt, a pink "girlie" frock

—

bow knots

and an Egyptian slave costume are
worn.

Maud Earl should be commended for
her effort to put over a novelty, but
despite the beautiful drops (rose and
gray silk), which must have cost a
pretty penny, they did not add any
real value to her act.
Her splendid
voice and costumes needed no such
elaborate setting. In early Victorian
costume of pink satin she sang a
showy number. In an Irish song Miss
Earl appeared in the familiar Irish
triple cape tan coat, top hat and lace
A violet sequin and gloriana
jabot.
made slightly too tight
net was
through the hips to be smartly la
mode. In the last number she "took
a little bit off" until she threw back
the drapery and flashed a mighty nice
brilliant
trimmed
chiffon,
looking
"combination."
Brown charmed with her
Jessie
graceful dancing and pretty frocks,

—

Mrs. Jimmy Barry in white Georgette
and knitting bag to match, and Mar-

Young in a dress of strawberry
sequins, caught up in bustle effect at
all came in for their full quota
of attention. Lelia Mclntyre was an
exquisite picture in "May Bloom," a
vehicle which received the 'approbation of the Monday house. Her change
from the somber bro^wn dress and cape
to the ruffled lace "grandmother's
dress" was extreme and startling.

garet

particularly in the blue and silver "Bo
Peep" outfit. She is one of the few
women in vaudeville who have really
pretty knees, worth while showing.
With shrimp pink velvet and net, Ida
Stanhope (in "Cherrie") wore a stunning black and silver hat the back
turned jauntily up, tipped with black
Pam Browning in the same
asprey.
act wore flesh pink georgette with blue

back

—

embroidered designs in skirt. Jennie
Middleton looked sweetly girlish in a
nile green charmeuse and Ada Vivian
was smartly tailored in khaki kilts,
fitted tunic coat and puttees.

chorus

outfits.

The women

of the stage

know what

an indispensable article the eyebrow
pencil is and what part it plays in their
make-up, and its use has also been
copied to a great extent by the other
women of the world who use "makeup" when they go out. From Internal

Revenue

Commissioner

Roper

at

—

Howard and Syman called my
to the comment in this

tention

the "almost." Of course the printer
had to select the word to leave out
which would cause the most trouble.
The boys wrote me a letter and told
what they thought of me. I don't
blame them for that, either. It was
just a matter of a "good notice" becoming a boomerang, by a freak. Had
no intention of belittling this good
act or its members.
is nothing new
week, unless it is
O'Neil and Sexton act,
Alexander, the female

There

•

this

at the Colonial

the Alex and
which includes

impersonator,
now in brown face. The other two
boys in black face have a very good
and showy wardrobe, but Alexander's
clothes do not look fresh and up to
date enough to carry a punch with
them. His voice, however, is above
the average for this work.

Marion Shirley. (Herman and
ley) has not smartened up her
robe

except

to

add

Shir-

wardsome bands of

opening dress.
Florence Clark, who plays one of
the "talking machines" in the Columbia and Victor act, is some dancer, and
brilliants to her blue

THlt SKtttf

The women on

the American Roof
the first half showed no exceptional
musical team, Du Rocher
dressing.
and De Lee, had the woman in a fish
scale dress, made short with a train
of rose velvet. A second change was
of the hoopskirt variety in gray and
Alice Hanson appears in a
purple.
white fur coat, changing to the eccenElla Von Kauffman (with Will
tric.
Rawls) was in white cloth trimmed in
black. The girl of Cooper and Lacey
wore a white satin coat belted at the
A badly
sides with brilliant chains.
made dress was of mauve and purple
with a lace apron. An eccentric dance
was done in long lace pants piped in
Minna Phillips (in a sketch)
cerise.
wore a gray silk and velvet dress made
very short. The young girl in the
playlet was nicely dressed in blue
striped satin combined with silver lace.

A

If I remember, "The Hungry Heart"
was a naughty book. In picture form
it

is

mildly tame.

as the heroine

is in

stage could have done better with.
Miss Ulric swears in a most ladylike
way. It is like music coming from her

Not only in acting, but in looks,
does she rank with our biggest stars.
Great credit is due Mr. Belasco for the
manner in which he staged this drama,

lips.

H

now at the Lyceum. Other hands
would have made melodrama of it.

A rainstorm is so realistic the thunder almost takes one from his seat.
But it is Miss Ulric's charming playing that places this play where it ii
today, one of our best.

I

"The Door Between," featuring Monroe Salsbury and Ruth Clifford, devotes too much time to Mr. Salsbury
and too little to Miss Clifford. The
pictures become boresome with so
many closeups of Mr. Salsbury. Taken
in Japanese settings a mildly interesting story is told.
Miss Clifford in
several simple dresses looks well.
silk and velvet dress trimmed in moleskin was especially pretty.

A

Pauline Frederick
several frocks, all

the same lines. They were
of the full skirt, belted at the waist

made on
line.

Tortola Valencia may be Spanish,
but she is np dancer. Her feet are
impossible.
Her dance recital at the
Century theatre last Thursday after-

noon proved

Mary

Pickford has added another
feather to her somewhat heavily laden
film cap in her latest picture, 'The
Little Princess," at the Strand this
week. Miss Pickford is such an adorable child in pictures it is difficult to
realize she is grown up. The current
character isn't unlike that in "The Poor
Little
Miss Pickford
Rich Girl."
dresses the part befitting a daughter
of wealth. That she had the sympathy
of the audience was evident when the
little Princess found herself restored
to riches. A ripple of applause was
heard. The picture was superbly done,
inasmuch as it shows the fairy story
of "Ala Baba and the Forty Thieves"
in as elaborate style as it is done on
the speaking stage in "Chin Chin
Chow" at the Manhattan opera house.

Douglas Fairbanks' newest picture,
"Reaching for the Moon," is a series
fist fights.
Mr. Fairbanks must be
running out of scenarios when he has

of

to resort to the ancient dream plays.
in the film was
pretty in a couple of simple frocks. *

The young woman

at-

de-

partment in the issue of Nov. 9, which
mentioned their finished work, saying it made them "belong in this column." I don't blame the boys for
being angry under the circumstances.
The copy read "make them 'almost'
belong," etc., but the printer dropped

The opening picture of the "Oh,
Girl" show at the Columbia last week
was a chorus of freaks, partly due to
the hideous make-ups and partly to
the display of what looked like cheap,
second-hand clothes. Even the men
use make-up as extravagantly as if
economy were not
spirit
of
the
abroad. Jeanete Mohr looked best in
a white satin and orange velvet, with
tarn to match; but a speech about a
$5 bill was too rotten for the decent
Columbia audience. Babe Mills perhaps wore the ugliest dresses, and
Frances Tait Botsford is probably
better looking without her careless
make-up. A red-haired, lisping chorus
girl had the cleanest make-up of them
all.
Gold tunics worn with pink tights
in the "Ragtime Volunteer" number
and white satin tunics trimmed with
black velvet and silver, also accompanied with pink tights, were the best

BY

cases, lorgnettes, vinaigrettes as well
as watches in metal bracelets and

nestine Myers is a real wonder in her
transformations.
She does four dis-

appliqued with great ribbon

mrm

Washington comes the ruling that the
new war tax includes eyebrow pencils.
Roper announces that vanity, stamp
and match boxes, cigar and cigarette

real dancing event of the season

William Faversham

in all his

ering days never did as
gering as Willard Mack
"The Tiger Rose." Mr.
the play and has taken

swag-

much swagdoing in
Mack wrote

"cooch."

that.

She seems capable,
very good

of
doing a
Valencia's one

gift is her
hand and arm movement. In a snake
dance her serpentine movements were
splendid.
An Arab dance was most
immodestly dressed.
Such rolls of
fat were exposed
The eight numbers
were dressed in perfect taste, showing
I

a study in the art of color
schemes.
Two magnificent shawls
were shown. But the afternoon wasn't
exactly wasted, for the Century orchestra was a pleasure, all by itself,
under the leadership of Robert Hood
at

least

Bowers.
If Grace George's
tion," isn't a success

latest, "LTSlevait is because that
too heart-rending for the times.
Any one with sons in the servico
would be too affected. At the same
time it doesn't prevent Miss George
from doing her very best work in it.
The same may be said of Holbrook
Blinn.
Mr. Blinn was the one actof
who could play this part. The entire
performance is so splendidly acted it
will be a pity for any one to miss it.
In the first act Miss George looked
verv pretty in
pink chiffon over
white.
The next two acts had her
dressed in a simple white cloth one-

play

is

piece dress.

is

all

the "fat"

lines for himself, though he was at
least generous with Lenore Ulric. She
has a part no one on our American

Bessie Browning still wears that ugly
pink georgette hat.
Versatility does not always mean
talent it usually means "Jack of all
trades but master of none," but it is
not so with Queenie Dunedin, "the
Variety Girl." With an unusually good
voice and rare comedy ability, she can
dance, walk a wire, ride a bicycle, do
acrobatic stunts, and skate, doing each
as well as the ordinary specialist in
each particular line add to this she
knows how to design and wear pretty

—

—

however,

—

frocks.

"The Hip Hip Hooray Girls." at the
Columbia this week, has about the
same good chorus girls and fresh
looking costumes despite they are the
same or copies of those worn by this
aggregation when at the Columbia in

May O'Laughlin stands out in
June.
the diving scene is before. The skating scene iias been cut and Dolly
Smith has been re,>'aced by Ethel
Lytcll, a good little dancer with plenty
of pep.

"The Silent Lady"

is at the Broadthe child-actress, Zoc Ray.
Outside of registering several grownup expressions, she has little to do.
The picture, presumably taken on the
Maine Coast, shows many scenic

way with

effects.

Artists like Marjorie Rambeau are
born, not made.
In "The Eyes of
Youth" Miss Rambeau has a difficult
role which she handles admirably. The
film undoubtedly suggested this play
to the authors.
It has a series of
flash-backs used so often in the picture and other dramas. , In one the
star is a drab school-mistress surrounded by a group of adorable children.
As a grand opera singer with

"bun
Miss Rambeau was
The costume worn in this
scene was flashy to an extreme. A
a

slight

**

superb.

cloak of cerise chiffon had an ermine
bodice.
Underneath was a dress of
peacock blue satin draped tightly
around the figure. A large picture hat
added the right tough. In a judge's
office during divorce proceedings Miss
Rambeau wore a blue cloth dress piped
in red.
A pink chiffon afternoon dress
was the one other costume. If any
one a^ks the best plav of the year,
say "The Eyes of Youth." You can't

go wrong.

fll
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Avellng A Lloyd

Cycling

Roland Travers

J

(Others to

2d half
Frlck A Adair
6 Cornelias
Kafka Trio
Baxter A Porter
Carwell Co

fill)

BMPRES8

(aAh)

Harry Davis
Walton A Brandt
Slgmund A Manning
Fiddler A Cole
2 Carltons

La Mars
Wagner A Whiting
Oraoe Linden
Best Morton A Kerr

Van A Yorke

Bafftnow, Mick

(ubo)

(Sunday opening)
(Bay City split)

"Dream

2d half

of Orient"

"All

(aAh)

Mass.

Spriagrfleld,

Clayton

Four Entertainers
Five Williams

Wellington Trio
CASINO (aAh)
(Sunday opening)

Saakotoos*

BMPIRB

wiw at

?i,i r

Richards
to

••Olrl

(Same

W»

«

*10!"

ORAND

«

1st

Elliott

Sisters

BrSighton A Turner
Sherman's Clrcuwln

»—

,

SUN

A West

•t.

Holmes A Buchanan

Pool

Ernest Dupllle
Musical McLarens
Hal Lancton 8
"Sherman Was Right"

Toots P»ka Co
Clara Howard Co

Gladys Corrlell Rev
Black A White

H«zel Moran

U 8

Z Ira's Leopards

PANTAOES

* 2d half

Paul Petchlng Co

A Waters

ass iaii

co

4

R Funsters

Choy Ling H*« (abc)
HIPPODROME
,

.

.

Reckless Trio
Patricola
(Three to fill)
1
2d half
Selble A LUlle

Readings

Sinn* Ctty.

2d half

Marie Stoddard
Jack Gardner Co

ORPHEUM

Bdw "Bandbox Rev

Oeorgle Barle Co
Al Herman
Juggling Nelson
Bantly A Norton
Gallagher A Martin
(P)

3 Mori Bros
5 Sullya

Lacy Shannon A D
Trevitt'e Dogs
Hsrry McCoy
"Winter Garden Rev
Saa Aotoolo, Tex.

MAJESTIC

(inter)

Oirla

Bernle A Bnker

"Magazine Oirla"
Medln Watta A T
"Peacock Alley"
German Film

Aau

Iliesjo
PANTAOES (p)

"Saint A

Sinner"

& T> Miller
The Cromwella
Brady A Mahoney
"Bon Voyage"

J

HIPP (a&h)
Davis A Kitty
Swain's Prta
Aerial Eddies
4 Southern Girls

Jos

A LeRoy

E Bernard Co

Doraldlna Co
2d half
Walter Ward
Brown A Jackson
Pealson A Ooldle
"The Miracle"
Conlln A Glass
C A A Glocker

Tirana
PANTAOES

(p)

4 Casters

2d half
Fred's Pigs
Granville A Mack
Creole Pand
June Mills Co
Ern»»tte Asorla Co
S.

HARRIS (ubcO
(Greenville split)
1st half
R Kelly Forest

Onvlord A Lancton
nilhrlder 3
Tlnrtfonls

C

bill

playing

Palace Hipp.,

Seat-

tle. 20)
Fisher's Circus

Pyrd A Harvey
Eastman A Moore
Capt Kidder Co
Dan Ahern
"Marys Day Out"

Rita Boland
Robbie Go r done
James Cullen

Spokane, Wash.
(p)

"Cycle of Mirth"
Naynon's Birds"

HIPPODROME

(wva)

(Evansvllle spilt)
1st

half

Laypo A Benjamin
Ed A Irene Lowry

dear departed friend

LOUIS WESLEY
May His Soul Rest

Quigley,

Nov.
Scioto River

PANTAOES

(p)

Honey Bees
West A Hale

Maurice Samuels Co
Transfleld

aged 54, committed
by leaping into the
in Columbus, O. Quigley
was suffering from a nervous breakdown. Before he climbed over the
Broad street bridge railing, he placed
one of his cards in his cap and left it
lying on the bridge. His wife visited
him at the state hospital, where he
Joy

C A F Usher

Sisters

PANTAOES

(p)

Peace

in

EDGAR ALLEN
suicide

Ioleen Slaters

Frank Bush
McDermott A Wallace
"Revue De Vogue"
Martyn A Florence

Mian.

Vlrarlnla,

LYRIC (wva)
(30-2)

Fagg A White
Dorothy DeSchelle Co
Calvin A T'uornton

DeKoch Troupe *
Ware, Tex.

MAJESTIC

(Inter)
(2S-28)

J A C Williams
M Hunting
ft
Eadle A Ramsden

1st half
Millard Bros

Walman A Berry
DeForrests

Visions of Art

MAJESTIC (wva)
(Sunday opening)
Paul Petchlng Co
Allman A Nevlns

Turner A Grace
Keane A Williams

Morgan A Gray

Robb

"Temptation"
Frank Ward

'"Sidewalk Cabaret"
2d half
Claude Ranf
Abbott A Mills

Olrl

Revue"

A

Falk

(ubo)

Maxlmllllan
Robinson

ft

ft

Paul Decker Co
Fltzslmons A Cameron

(sun)
"Down Home Ten"
Mack A Fulton
Yoakere* If. T.
John West
PROCTOR'S (ubo)
McDonald ft Rowland
Kenny Mason A 8
F Bowers Revue
Brown A Jackson
2d half

(ah-wva)

(28)

playing

Ya-

Monahan Co
Took A Hamilton
Carle A LeClalre
Svmphonv Belles
D>.

C.

KEITH'S

(ubo)
Valeska Suratt Co
Beatrice Herford

3 Ramhier Bros
Wllloeo-Borre. Po.
POLI'S (ubo)

Lyons A Yosco
Venlta Gould

Dugan A Raymond
Lock^tt A Brown
Francis P Bent
Fantasia

Tavlor ft Howard
"Clock Shop"

Chadwlck

Ids

ft

"Pretty
Plerlot
.

E

(ubo)

A J Gibson
Baby Kathryn
J

Davis A Stafford
Fere Ira Sextet
Bob Hall

PANTAOES

(ubo)

Eddie Montrose
Hallen A Hunter
Svengall
Clayton A Lennle
E Nesblt A O'Nell
Bert FltEglbboas

(P)

Rosalind

Harrison
TAG Florens
D Harris A Variety

8cofleld

KEITH'S

The l4tngd«OS
.Tarvls

ft

Greater City 4
"Dream Fantasies"

(Two to fill)
Yooooetovna, O.

Vance

Hoe Ho Gray
Steward Sisters
Alexander Kids

:»,

Water bury. Conn.

(ubo)

Baby"
2d half

ORPHEUM

Ball
Sylvester ft

Joe A Vera White
Casper A Sinclair
Gladys Alexander
Bovle A Brown
"Lady Duff Gordon"

OPERA HOUSE

Winnipeg, Can.

Itae

2d half

York, Po.

Dad

Robert LaMont 3

M?!ntyre ft Heath
Travcrs ft Douglas

Dare
Maude Durand Co
Rockwell A Wood
Chas Moratl Co
Doris

Hawaiian^
Barth

Clark's

Lee

(Scranton split)
1st half
Fmraett's Canines

A Rnblnson

POLI'S

Martini

VICTORIA

Walla-Walla. Wash.

Waahtnarton,

PLAZA

WkeeUsg, W. To.

General Film

Empire. North
kima. 30)

William Roynor died suddenly in
Baltimore Tuesday night, Nov. 13, from
heart failure.
He was appearing at
the Garden theatre there in nis sketch,
"Between the Races." While .on the
street after the Tuesday matinee he
was stricken and rushed to the University of Maryland Hospital, where
he passed away. The deceased was

about 50 years of age.
The deceased was about 50 years of
age. He is survived by a wife (Viola
Keene) and a daughter.

Mrs. August* Froolor, wife of John
Freuler, president of the Mutual
Film Corporation, died at her home
in
Milwaukee, Nov. 8.
She had
been in ill health for a number of
months, but of late her condition had
seemed to improve. Sue leaves a husband and two daughters, Gertrude and
R.

Loraine.

Don F. Gardner, of Gardner BrothGerman comedians and dancers,

ers,

died suddenly Oct.
N. J., on his way to
,

17

in

Newark,

New

York. The
brother, Harry,

deceased with his
played all the leading vaudeville theatres throughout the United States
and Canada. The team retired from
the profession several years ago.

John E. Williams, for many years
owner of the Oshkosh (Mich.) grand
opera house, died recently at the
Lakeside Hospital, Oshkosh, of pleurisy.
Mr. Williams had been connected with theatrical and amusement
enterprises in Michigan for the last
30 years.

ft

4

Van A

Belle

T. Komoso, Japanese actor who came
to this country ten months ago and

whose

last
appearance was on a
Brooklyn vaudeville stage, died Nov.
15 in New York.
He was born in
Japan 38 years ago and had appeared
on the stages of that country, both
variety and dramatic, since his 13th

birthday.

Maud Rockwell
Hanvey A Francis
'"Mimic World"
Waterloo, la.

Fulton

Bros

bill

(wva)

Frank Carmen

"All

Horn A Ferris
Four Marx Bros Co

LIBERTY

STRAND

"Modiste Shop"
2d half

2d half

L

Bowman

late
"Doc" Ouigley, minstrel Jay
Quigley lately played three weeks in
stock at Olentangy Park, Columbus.
His last road connection was severed
last January when he left "Chin Chin"
at Geveland.

15,

"Hong Kong Mye"

Terre flnnte, Ind.

4

MEMORY

Generation"

Costa Troupe

(ah-wva)

(23)

(Same

"Rising

my

Of

Cunningham A Marlon

T.lnk

Strand Trio

Harry Jolson

REGENT

IN

2d half
Alva A Partner

(Same

Pedrlnl's Monks
Gllraln Dancers

Davles Co
Jack Dresdner
"Fashion Shop"

Prultt

Y.

Doris Lester 3

Tom

Bill

If.

Sandy Shaw

Wilfrid
Archie Nicholson 8

PANTAOES

Dorothy DeSchelle Co
Calvin A Thornton
DeKoch Troupe
2d half
Zlska A King
Ogden A Benson
"Camp in Rockies"
Gladys Corrlell
Zertho's Dogs

Follls Sis

Cslne A Oden
Walters A Cliff 81a
2d half
3 Rnbljs
Fred A Bess Lucler
So. Rend, Tad.
ORPHEUM (wva)
(Sunday opening)

Spartansbnrsr.

Pollard

Fagg A White

TEMPLE (ubo)
The Crutchflelds

Fields A Wells
B Violin Girls
STRAND (abc)

Cycling Brunettes
Uttea* If. T.
COLONIAL (ubo)
"Tale of a Coat"
Bernevlcl Bros

Mile Therege Co
Victoria, B. C.

'Superior. "Wis,
PALACE (wva)

Syraeaae,

Frank Hartley

(One to fill)
Salt Lake

Weber

Ta.

ORHETTM (wva)
(Sunday opening)
Pat A Pegay Houlton
George Schlndler
Harry A Etta Conley
Tralnor Co
"Smart Shop"

Ruebens

(aAh)

Schuyler Co
(Four to fill)

Wm

Patricola
Etta Bergen

PANTAOES

Stockton, Cal.

Peerless Trio
(p)

(ubo)

"Corner Store"
Harry Cooper Co
Klmberly A Arnold

Montgomery A Perry
Fanchon Marco Co

Grace Linden
Beat Moore A Kerr
Van A Torke
Moorlah Arabs
2d half

K

a-day.

Hanlon A Clifton
Union HOI, W. j.

HUDSON

bringing a number of well
legitimate artists into the twoFor several years he controlled the Savoy theatre, Atlantic
City.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday at Campbell's Burial Church
on Broadway. The remains were cremated and placed in a niche beside
that of his wife's at Union Hill, N. J.

known

Lester

ORPHBUM

Billy Elliott
Sutter A Dell
(One to fill)

HIPP

Watson
Mumford A Thompson
Johnson Dean Rev
Herbert Brooks Co

Jon

half

(Two to fill)
Teawoover, B. C.

La Mars
Wagner A Whiting

Winona Winter

Zerthe's Dogs

(loew)

2d half
Ovandos
Roatlno A Shelley

Flying

(Sunday opening)
Harriet Rempel Co
Willie Weetnn
Williams A Wolfus
Tennessee Ten
Rath Bros

The Van Camps
Henry A Moore

Carter

Stamford, Conn.

STAMFORD

fleettle

ORPHBUM

Lovenberg Sis
Rosedale
Kanasawa Japs
Co
Blsa Ruegger (wva)
PALACE

HoH A

split)

Corb Shep A Don
Leach Wall In 3
(One to fill)

2d half
Forrester A Lloyd
Hazel Kirk 5
Nolan A Nolan

lat half

ORPHBUM

(sun)

Bolger Bros

Scrooten* Pa*

(Sunday opening)
Bva Taylor Co

fill)

Henry Ffey
Sparks All A Co
Tom A 8tacia Moore

POLI'S (ubo)
(Wilkee-Barra npllt)

Tudor Cameron co
Elale LaBergere

agent,

patient, half an hour before
the suicide. When she left he told
hospital attaches he was going down
the street to buy a New York newspaper. Quigley was a brother of the

was a

as

(ubo)

(22-24)

SorlosjooM. O.

at the Garrick theatre

Frawley A Weat

Great

(Three to

company

fields'

C Nugent Co
McKay A Ardlne

McDonald

Doodle Dandy/' "The Casino Girl,"
"The American Beauty," 'The Man in
the Moon" and 'The English Daisy."
He also appeared in Richard Mans-

Frisco

J

Co
CAM
Cleveland
Sutter A

Louis Wesley died Nov. 18 a victim
of the rare affection called Hodgkins
disease, from which he had suffered
for some time.
He had been ailing
ever since his wife's death a year ago.
He was born in Niagara Falls 54 years
ago and went on the stage at the age
of ten. As one of the Wesley Brothers he became well known in vaudeville, the act being billed "The Long
and Short of It," but it was in musical
comedy the deceased made his mark,
appearing as comedian in the Casino
(N. Y.) shows for nearly nine years.
Perhaps his biggest success was in
"The Maid and the Mummy," in which
he sang "Gee, It's Great to Be Crazy."
Some of his other appearances were
in "The Merry World," 'The Whirl of
the T wn," "Gay New York," "Yankee

"Gecko in the burlesque on Trilby
and he was in the original production
of "The Village Postmaster." About
ten years ago Hr. Wesley retired from
the stage and became a vaudeville

Dow A Dale

H

the Flat"

Barnes A Robinson
Texas Four
Green A Piatt
Troy. W. Y.

Billy Elliott
Ryan Richfield

CAS

Josephine Davis
Shrspnel Dodaers
Adnro* A Griffith
Selblnl A Grovlnl

& 2S?

"Who Owns

Ovandos

Dell
2d half

half

(Jacksonville split)
1st hslf

EMPRESS (*•>
Mcran

playing
eg 1 na

(ubo)

(22-24)

1st

BWAT

lawaaaaa, Oa.
BIJOU (ubo)

ooth A Roberta
SSrnatlonal Rev

TAYLOR O H

The Sylvesters
Van A Vernon

(Albany

Kitty Francis Co
(loew)

(wva)

Knight Benson A

6 Stylish 8teppers
Treatoa, N. J.

PROCTOR'S

Mayo A Tally

Oaa.

Bert Draper
"Night with Poets"

B

Rome A Cox

4 Casting Kays
YONGB ST (loew)

Dances d'Art

Kenny A LaFrance

sirwjjr
•

bill

Reglna.
R
Can. 29-1)

(»>

•»««• °°

H*too

2d hslf
J A J Gibson
Rice A Francis
Ethel McDonough

Mabel FOnda Troupe
Rerggulst Troupe
Billy Morse
Fetchtel's Troubadors
Jerge A Hamilton
King Bros

SStflJSEft

Vernon 8
Marie Fttsglbbona
Clark A Verdi

A Fallon
Leonard A Ward
Will A Mary Rogers
A Olp
Madison A Winchester "Children of France"
Geo Rosener
Long Tack Sam

PALACE (ubo)
Drew Players
Frank Carmen
Morgan A Stewart
•America **Jfi
Hanvey
Co
A Francis
Rural
Eight
Whlflen
Mrs Thos
May Ward
Ross Broe
Swor A Avey
Larry Rellley Co
Hyde : Hart
Al Bhayne

ORPHBUM

Dolly Connelly
"Riding School"
"Cranberries"

Hager A Goodwin

(Sunday opening)

St. I-oolo

fill)

Jeason A Jesson

Fiske

Wrong"

HIPP

Blanca

to

Toronto
SHEA'S (ubo)

Olive

Wlllard

Danny Simmons

Foi A Ward
Sam Mann Co
Fern A Davis

Pepplno A Perry

Bimbos

Claudia Coleman
The Toungers
Hoey A Lee

Oaston A Palmer
Tabor A Green
Bd Reynard Co

Shaw Co

Gardner A Revere
Rucker A Winifred
Evans A Girlies

(p)

Jackson

Joe

(One

(Sunday opening)
Folley A Massimo
Zeno A Mandel
Leila

(ubo)

Casting Campbells

MAJESTIC (wva)

Bert Baker Co
Sophie Tucker Co
Nan Hajperln

PANTAOES

KEITHS

Antrim a" Vale
Margaret Ford

Sprloajfleld, I1L

(Sunday opening)

1st half

Mile.

Amedlo
Barnet First
Alice Teddy Co

Lloyd A Brltt

Moorish Arabs

Playing
Walla-Walla,

bill

The Totoi
Vincent A Carter
7 Variety Dancers

(Sunday opening)
B A Wellman Co
Skating Bear
Louis Hart
Cooper A Rlcardo

Flying

Hampton A 8nrlner

(25)

(Same

ORPHBUM

2d half

"Finders

Pern Ik off A 'Ballet
Tolefo.

Liberty.
2W)

Baa Fraoclaco

"My Country"

JBFF-8TRAND

McNutts

C Lewis Co

Knmti"

Donate Sisters

Van A Carrie Avery
Byal A Barly
HIPP, (ah-wra)

Potor Smith died Nov. 13 at the Larned Hotel, Seattle, Wash., of tuberculosis.
He was 57 years of age and had
been ill for four years. His wife, Lottie Ellis, has been playing with the
"California Belles" at Winnipeg for
some time past. Mr. and Mrs. Smith
were known in vaudeville as Smith and
Ellis.

Louis Bormon, a theatrical manager,
died at his

home

New York
Drummond

City,

in

West

149th street,

Nov. 18. Dr. E. A.
of Fort Washington avenue, reported the case to the Coroner's office, stating he was of the opinion the man died "from ptomaine poisoning.

Charles

H.

Patterson,

formerly

in

vaudeville, but lately appearing in club

was killed two weeks ago by
a motor car at 13th street and 8th
avenue, New York. The machine was
a stolen car and its occupants were
arrested, held for manslaughter. The
deceased was around 70 years of age.
affairs,

Charles Bradford, a former manager
with the Shuberts, and an expert on
angling, having conducted a magazine
fishing, died Nov. 12 at his home on
Staten Island after an attack of pneu-

on

monia.

(Continued on page

23.)
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R
METROPOLIS* LATEST.

.The Metropolis, Bronx, has again
Last Friday
ihhtiged management.
Frank A. Keeney had to dispossess the
former management and some hours
later leased it to M. Margio, who contemplates Italian opera and occasional

ANTS, ENGAGEMENTS

SALE and EXCHANGE

vaudeville for

(Continued from page 22.)
World'* PavU, formerly of the team
of Gates and Davis, died in the Frbvf-

it.

Margio operated the Thalia thea(downtown).

tre

FOR

A-l

IS

WORDS,

EXCLUSIVE SONG NUMBERS

I

written

fit your personality sad delivery.
Novelty
•one cycles cleverly constructed. AL. JOHNSWeit 11th St., New York.

to

TOl
ACTS.

ORCHESTRAS AND JAZZ BANDS
FURNISHED st short notice for hotels,
cabarets, clubs, smokers, etc. C & A. Booking Office, 145 West 45th Street,
N. Y.
Phone 3031 Bryant.

C

Room'

814,

Koom

lis.

Bryant

^S50.

bongs and

acts wruicn, composed muU uicUcitr^Uo. Absolutely brst clans in- art and workmanship.

ARTISTS—1

write positively the best vaudeville m«ierial obtainable.
Sure-tire and original novelties my specialty.
Ai- jOiiMSlOiX,
idM Vveat 11th btreet. Mew York.

AT LIBERTY—Thoroughly

experienced house
or show manager ana treasurer. Pittecn years
in theatrical held.
Excellent credentials. Adureas i*ox 58, c/o Variety, Mew York.

~AT~ LIBERTY- YOUNG LADY PIANIST;
CAxN PLAX RAG OR CLASSICAL MUSIC.
ALSO PLAY WITH ORCH&5TRA. MlbS K.
^..VARIETY.
BARGAINS-Hotel

lobby drop/ 36 x 2T;
aniline painted Grecian cyxe; prop vase; trick
vase; suitable dancing act.
Grainger Scenic
Studio, Hi Pu tna
Bld g., N. Y.

m

BEAUTIFUL PHONOGRAPH-MAHOGANY
CABINET WITH RECORDS. LATEST EDITIONS. WILL SELL CHEAP. EDISON, c/o
VARIETY, NEW Y ORK.
t
BEAUTIFUL VELVET AND SATIN DROPS
MADE TO ORDER. LOW PRICES. GRAING ER ^SCENIC STUDIO, 321 PUT NAM BLDG.
FOR SALE-BOAT SET, GARDEN WALL)
Jap set that folds in trunk; 1 musket; 4
swords; scripts; Jap and blond wigs; sewing
machine; 5 sets ot wardrobe, 6 to a set. Jeannette Shop, 124 W. 45th St., New York. 'Phone
840 Bryant.

BOOKING FIRST CLASS ACTS

for cabarets
musical act for

South America. Want a
South America. Billy Curtis, Gaiety Theatre
Bldg. , Room 601, New Yor k.

in

EXCELLENT TABLOID

on original

lines.

Company

rehearsed and ready.
Vaudeville
booking positively assured.
Require capital
for costumes, scenery.
Half intereit. Address
Molonan, c/o Variety, N. Y.

FOR .SALE-BICYCLE-RIDING

character,

must do

experience
with horses; to handle a recognized trained
pony act. I furnish wardrobe. Immediate enAct plays vaudeville theatres,
Sagement.
end photos and state lowest salary, first letter.
Address Chas. W. Boyer's Amusement
Enterprises, Hagcrstown, Md.

NUMBEROF BEAUTIFUL HIGH

"TTlAVE A

lyrics and song poems to
sell outright.
Bessie Gross, 15 Willis East,
Detroit, Michig an.

LAMONT'S LARGE REHEARSAL HALL.
Broadway

Theatre

Open

Bldg.

evenings.

(Piano.)
Two hours $1.UU. Special rates
long periods. Bert Lamont. 64*13 Bryant.
Put nam Bld g., N. Y.

OLIVIA— Please

tor
506

write at once; very importG., St. Regis Hotel, Chi-

ant.

Address O. H.

cago,

111.

~SCENERY FOR SALE-SEVERAL SETS OF
P. DODDACKEKMAN.
ALL IN GOOD CONDITION. VER* CHEAP. THOR, bUe PU1-

NAM

NEW

B LDG..

YORK. __

SEVERAL BANJOS,

good order; will
sell reasonably.
Have been used in a vaudeville act tor a short while.
Bauju, c/o Variety,
in very

iNew Vork.

SOUBRETTE WHO~CAN SING AND DANCE
W129HLS TO 'JOIIN fARlNLR IN GOOD
VAUDEVILLE ACT. E. N., VARIETY, NEW

Bk

GOOD CONDITION.

APPOINTMENT.

Enterprises,

Hagers-

BERGMAN'S SIDE LINE.
Leonard Bergman, treasurer of the

AEW

Strand theatre Bldg., Suite
Bryant.

'Phone 4649

J21.

WANTED—Hawaiian
Theatre Bld g.,

New

J.

orchestras; also singing
B. Franklin, oOl Gaiety

-

York.

WANTED-^MAN~ TO PLAY TIGER ANIMAL PART. CAN ALSO USE.TWO GOOD
JUVENILES, TWENTY CHORUS GIRLS.
THOR, 506 PUTNA M BLDG., NEW YORK

WANTED—IS ALL-AROUND BOY DAN-

CERS
Sharp

,

for a big time vaudeville act.
321 Str and Bldg., NewYork.

WANTED—It ALL-AROUND

CERS

for
Shar p, 321

WHEN

big

time

vaudeville

Strand Bldg.,

IN

New

Billy

act.

York.

DOUBT CONSULT A SPECIAL-

IST

HENRY

SAYERS, 1547 Broadway (Room 509), New York.
WILL JOIN well known male or female as

YOUR WANTS

SUPPLIED-Rehearsal

"PIGS IS PIGS."
Los Angeles, Nov. 21.
Myles M'Carty, former vaudevillian,
has joined the

army

of financial giants.

He hopes to make Armour and Swift
look like small timers when he launches
his scheme of cornering the pork market.

millions in
ing!

it I"

his

Why

"There's

hog

rais-

The McCarty plan is based upon
the multiplication table. Starting with
five hogs, in six months would equal 30
hogs times another six months equals
1,080, and in two years 6,480 hogs. His
project will soon take form bearing
the name of the "California Co-operative Hog Raising Association."

AUTO PICTURE SHOW.

Tka father of Mrs. Louis Gerard
died last Friday at the Gerard home
in Brooklyn of old age. He was buried
Sunday

in

Greenwood cemetery.

John C. (J*d) Thompson, 51, manager of Ford's opera house, Baltimore, Md., died November 9.

The sister of Tommy Curran, the
agent, died Nov. 17, from an operation
performed in a Brooklyn hospital.

Tbe mother

of

Rose Sydell died Sun-

day at her home

in

Covington, Ky.,

of a complication of diseases.

William H. Way, for many years
musical director, died in Lowell, Mass..
Nov.

IS.

(Nov. 26 and Dec. 8.)
"Americana" 20 Gayety Chicago 8 Oayety Milwaukee.
"
A m
Glrla" 26-28 Warburton
J l M»d20-1Navy
Yonkera
Hudson Schenectady N T 8-4
Holyoke Holyoke 5-8 Ollmore Springfield
^^
Maaa.

"Auto Olrla" 20 So Bethlehem 27 Baston 28-1
Ma Jest lo Wllkee-Barre Pa 8 Empire Hohoefto

N

J.

^^

"Aviators" 20 Bnglewood Ohleago 8 Empire
Chicago.
Behman Show 28 HurUg * Beaaoa's New
York 3 Empire Brooklyn.
"Beat Show in Town" 26 Empire Albany 8

^^

Oayety Boaton.

W

"Biff Blng Bang" 26-28 Cort Wheeling
Va
2U-1 Grand Akron O 8 Empire Cleveland.

"Bon Tona" 26 L O 8 Orpheum Peterson N J.
" Boaton lana" 26 Columbia New Tork 8 Caslao

^^

Brooklyn N Y.
"Bowerya". 26 Majestic Jeraey City 8 Peoples

Philadelphia.
"Broadway Bellea" 26 Olympic New Tork 8
. Trocadero Philadelphia.
^' Broadway Frolics" 26 Oayety Omaha Neb 8
Oayety Kansas City Mo.

"Burlesque Revue" 26 Peoples Philadelphia 8
Palace Baltimore Md.
"Burlesque Wonder Show" 26 Palace Baltimore Md 3 Oayety Waahlngton D C.
"Cabaret Olrla" 26 Howard Boaton 3-D Orpheum New Bedford 6-8 Worcester Woroeater
Maaa.
"Charming Wldowa" 26 Star Brooklyn 8
Gayety Brooklyn.
"Darlings of Paris'* 20 Century Kanaaa City
Mo 3 Standard St Louis.
"Follies of Day" 20 Gayety Boston 3 Grand
Hartford Conn.
"Follies of Pleasure" 20-27 Holyoke Holyoke
L'H-1
Ollmore Springfield Mass 8 Howard

Billy Barry retired as manager ot
the Academy (Polis) Scranton, Pa.,

"French Frolics" 20-28 Orpheum New Bedford
211-1 Worcester Worcester Maaa 8 Olymplo

last week.
managing.

Frank Whitbeck

is

now

Boston.

Now Y6rk.
"Forty Thieves" 20 Victoria Pittsburgh 8 Penn
Circuit.

!

INfl I

PALACE THEATRE,

JANIS

NEW

YORK,

this

week with

"When Yankee Doodle Learns

to

Parlez Vous Francais"
Why

Don't You Take Advantage of This Novelty Song Hit?
Published by

PROFESSIONAL DEPT.
Strand Theatre Building
47th Street

and Broadway

A.

J.

ST ASNY MUSIC CO.
56

West 46th

brother

picture show is making the rounds, its main activity confined to the West, with one company
reported doing well in California.
A show with films as the main feature is going from stand to stand in
an auto, the machine arrangement
enabling the men attached, to set up
a sheet on the public square and operate as the old medicine shows did.

The automobile

2J4

Scoring a Tremendous Success at the

words,

What?

ARTISTS, ATTENTION

Is

33,

stalled the machines.

stu-

hours, $1.
Artists' supplies.
Expert
on revising and staging faulty acts. Opening
secured.
Professional coach.
Louis Hallett,
Room 422, Putnam Bldg. Phone 1742 Bryant.

dio,

Rapf, aged

S.

agency for the machine for
theatres. Thus far the
Fox, Loew,
Keith and K. & E. houses have in-

Billy

GIRL DAN-

Matthew

of Harry Rapf, after a lingering illness, died Nov. 12 at Saranac Lake,
N. Y. The deceased was unmarried.

New York

Quoting from

"WANTED, GOOD MANUSCRIPTS OF
SKETCHES AND COMEDY VAUDEVILLE
ACTS. CLAUDE AND GORDON BOSTOCK,
ROOM 305, PUTNAM BLDG.. NEW YORK.
orchestras, at once.

line.

matic Cashier for his box office, and
the possibilities of the machine struck
him so strong that he obtained the

VARlEA*,

YORE.
VIRGINIA B. NICHOLS WRITES EXCLU
S1VE MATERIAL lOR VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS. ALSO SPECIAL SONGS AND MONOLOGUES.
CALL AND BE CONVINCED.

has developed a
the advent of the
got a Brandt Auto-

theatre,

With
war tax Bergman
side

CAN BE SLLN

GORDOXS,

accompanist or partner. Formerly with Cabaret
Trio and Stone and Marian. Address Arthur
St one, c /o V ariety, New York.

to do end with "Petticoat" Minstrels:
must sing and dance and do specialty. Send
photos; state lowest salary.
Address Chss.

Marie Chambers is the Star's leading woman.
Ths show opened, last
night in Wilmington and will play Atlantic City next week.

Amsterdam

Miss.

theatre.

The piece will be given about ten
days out of town before brought into
New York.

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER. OLD MODEL.
XtLkLX

Also

specialty.

managers for a

YOKE.

BABOON:

one

W. Boyer's Amusement
town, Md.

had

of professional distinction and national
reputation.
I resurrect dead acts, cure sick
acts, stimulate good acts.
1 will CONSTRUCTIVELY CRITICISE your present act from
every angle for a reasonable fee.
J.

WORKING CONDITION. TWO HUNDRED
FIFTY OR DIAMONDS. NEDERVELD, COVING TON, LOUISIANA, P. O. BOX 452.
GIRL WANTED-To do blackface. One for
"Mammy"

has

dent Hospital, Chicago. Oct. 31.
remains were shipped to Greenville,

BIDS.

Lou-Tcllegen held a dress rehearsal
Youth" at the Fulton Monday afternoon for the benefit of sevThe plan was to ineral managers.
duce bids from the New York house

of "Blind

WANTED—Who

GIRL

*

GRADE BALLAD

ACTS, PLAYS, SKETCHES, MONOLOGUES,
MINSTREL SHOWS, songs snd parodies
written to order. Terms for s stamp. E. L.
Gamble, Playwright, East Live rpool, Ohio.
ACTS SUITABLE' FOR CABARET. FRED
FfcMN AGfcNCi. BILLY CLOONAN, MUk..
aOl GA1L1 Y THEATRE BLiHi., NEW YOiUL
ALLEN SPENCER TENNEY-VAUDEV1LLE
WklTLtt. 14M B'WAY, NfcW YORK OAUGiNAL,
SURE-FIkE,
EXCLUbiVL ACTS,
aiwa fCHhS
MONOLOGUE A SPECIAL! V
ARENA MUSICAL BUREAU, Strand Theatre Jttiug.,

"SHOWING" FOR

word over
CENTS EACH WORD OVER

3 cents for oach

for 25 words.
II

St..

New York

1

CHICAGO OFFICE
143

North Dearborn Street

i

VARIETY
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DESCRIPTIVE SINGER OF CHARACTER SONGS
THIS WEEK (Nov. 19)—PALACE, NEW YORK
Direction MAX HART
NEXT WEEK (Nov. 26)—ORPHEUM, BROOKLYN
"Gay Morning Glories" 20 Gayety Milwaukee
3 Gayety Minneapolis.
"OlrlB from Follies" 20 Gayety Minneapolis 3
Star St Paul.
"Girls from Joyland" 20 Cadillac Detroit 3
Gayety Chicago.
"Golden Crook" 20 Gayety Montreal 3 Empire

Albany.

Babies" 20 Majestic Ft Wayne
l p
2-3 O H Terre Haute Ind.
Hastings Harry 20 Jacques Waterbury Conn
3-5 Cohen's Newburg 0-8 Cohens Pough-

"Grown

T

keepsle N Y.
"Hello America" 2G Star

ft

Garter Chicago 3

Gayety Detroit.
"Hello Girls" 20 Gayety Boston 3-5 Warburton
Yonkers 0-8 Hudson Schenectady N Y.
"Hip Hip Hurrah" 20 Casino Brooklyn 3 Emd1 r© NcwftrK N J
Howe Sam 21>-1 Park Bridgeport Conn 3
Colonial Providence R I.
"Innocent Maids" 20-27 Blnghamton 28 Oneida
2f> Oswe*« 3<M Inter Niagara Fall§ N Y 3

Garden Buffalo.
Irwin's "Big Show" 20 Miner's Bronx New
York 3 L O.
"Jolly Girls" 20 Grand Trenton N J 3 Gayety

"After
Office
Hours" Orpheum Nashville
Tenn.
"Bringing Up Father" 20-28 Lumberg Utica
211-1 Bastable Syracuse N Y.
"Come Back to Erin" American St Louis.

"Common Clay" Lyceum

Worcester Mass.
"Mutt & Jeff" Imperial Chicago.
"Peg o' My Heart" Park Indianapolis.
"Story of the Rosary" Orpheum Philadelphia.
"The Heart of Wetona" Gayety Louisville Ky.
Ky.

"The Marriage Question" 25-28 Boyd's Omaha
Neb 30-1 St Joe Mo.
"The Newlyweds' Grown-Up Baby" Auditorium Baltimore Md.
"The White Slave" Poll's Washington D C.
"Thurston" Shubert Milwaukee.
'•TropBiire Island" Avon Rochester.
*
"Turn Back the Hours" National Chicago.
"Which One Shall I Harry" Lyceum Pittsof

Baltimore Md.
Buccaneers" 20 Empire Cleveland S
Erie 4 Ashtabula Pa 5 Canton 0-8 Park

"Lady

Youngstown

When

Oswego 7-8 Inter

Blnghamton 5 Norwich

N

Niagara Falls

Y.

"Million Dollar Dolls" 20-28 Berchel Des
Moines la 3 Gayety Omaha Neb.
"Monte Carlo Girls" 20 Gayety Philadelphia
3 Majestic Scranton Pa.
"Oh Girls" 20 Empire Newark 3 Casino Philadelphia.

"Orientals" 20 Star St Paul 3 Lyceum Duluth.
"Pace Makers" 20 Empire Hoboken 3 Star
*
Brooklyn.
"Parisian Flirts" 20 Penn Circuit 3 Grand

r

•

Trenton N
"Puss Puss"
Buffalo

N

J.

Gayety

20

Toronto

3

Gayety

Y.

"Record Breakers" 20 Star Toronto 3 Savoy
Hamilton Ont.
"Review of 1J>18" 20 Trocadero Philadelphia 3
So Bethlehem 4 Easton 5-8 Majestic WilkesBarre Pa.
"Roseland Girls" 20 Columbia Chicago 3-5
Berchel Des Moines la.
Sidman Sam 20 Gayety Kansas City Mo 3
Gayety St Louis.
"Sight Seers" 20 Gayety Detroit 3 Gayety
Toronto.
"Social Follies" 20 Garden Buffalo 3 Star
Toronto.
"Social Maids" 20 Star Cleveland 3 Empire
Toledo O.
"Some Babies" 20 Savoy Hamilton Ont 3
Cadillac Detroit.
"Some Show" 20 Empire Brooklyn 6-8 Park
Bridgeport Conn.
"Speedway Girls" 20 Stnndard St Louis 3
Englewood Chicago.
Speigel's
Revue 20 Gayety Washington 3
Gayety Pittsburgh.
"SportlnK Widows" 20 Orpheum Paterson 3
Majestic Jersey City N J.
"Star & Carter" 20 Colonial Providence R I
3 Casino Boston.
"Step Lively Girls" 20 Casino Philadelphia 3
Miner's Bronx New York.
Sydell
Rose 20-28 Bast able Syracuse 20-1
Lumber* Ttlca N Y 3 Gnyety Montreal.
"Tempters" 20 Lyceum Duluth 3 Century
Kansas City Mo.
"20th Century Maids" 20 Corinthian Rochester
3-5 Bn.stable Syracuse 0-8 Lumberg Utica
NY.
ffc
Watson nilly 20 Casino Boston 3 ^Mumbla
New York.
Wolrh
20 Gnyety Buffalo 3 Corinthian
Rochester N Y.
"Whlrly Olrly Girls" 20 Erie 27 Ashtabula Pa
28 Cantnn 2!>-l Park YounKstown O 3 Victoria Pittsburgh.
Wl.fU- T?A 25 JO ;> 71 Terro Haute ind li

Bm

I.

sending for mail to VARIETY,
address Mail Clerk

Where C follows name, letter is In
Variety's Chicago Office.
Where S 1* follows name, letter is
in Variety's Son Francisco office.
Advertising or circulur letters will
not be listed.
P following name indicates postal,
advertised once only.
Hei? following name Indicates registered mail.

cinnati O.

W

R

LETTERS

O.

"Liberty Girls" 20 Grand Hartford 3 Jncques
Waterbury Conn.
"Lid Lifters" 20* Empire Chicago 3 Majestic
Ft Wayne Ind.
"Maids of America" 20 Gayety Pittsburgh 3
Star Cleveland.
"Majesties" 20 Olympic Cincinnati 3 Star ft
Garter Chicago.
Marlon Dave 20 Lyric Dayton 3 Olympic Cin-

"Merry RounderB" 20 Empire Toledo 3 Lyric
Dayton.
"Mile a Minute Girls" 20 Gayety Baltimore
Md 3 Gayety Philadelphia.
"Military Maids" 20 Lyceum Columbus 3-5
Va 0-8 Grand Akron O.
Cort Wheeling
"Mischief Makers" 20 Majestic Scranton 3-4

Wiseland" Emery Providence

Roy B

B

W

Calbourne
H
Campbell Emma
Carew Evelyn (SF)
Carey James T
Carnes Esther E
Carpenter E J
Carr Merle (C)
Castle Louise
Cataldo A De Frierre

Cavana Duo
Cavanagh J F (C)
Cesaro Carlos (C)

Chaney Bob

Adams Mrs Ray
Addington Ruth (C)
Adler Bert
Admont Miss M (C)
Adonis
Agent
Albertson E Cort
Alexander Great

Clark A Gould
Clark Mrs H E
Clark Maude
Claude Mlsa Toby
Cleveland Harry B
Cleveland Marie
Clifford Larry (P)

Fields Arthur
Fields Willie
Finn Florence

Fantos The

L

Cole A

Wood

Alraretta Joe (C)
Allen Ethel
A'lnert Dollie

(C)

(Tel)

Conway Charley E
Cook A Handman(SF)
Cook James

A.D

Armstrong Geo
Armstrong Lueella
Armstrong Phil
Arnold A Page
Atwood Vera
Austin Bobbie
Austin Claude

Mr A Mrs

Bachman Miss O

(C)

(C)

Badger Eddie
Baker Beatrice
Baker Mildred
Ball

H

Cuneo A
Cunningham

Barymore Emmelt
Beeman Earle (C)

W

Barclay John
Barlow Hattle

Brock Mr A Mrs
Browder Miss F

Florette Mile
Forgoes Gertrude

D

Ford Harry B
Fox O H
Fox Mort
Frances Beverly
Francetta Margaret

Freeman Moe

(C)

(SF)

A

L (SF)

Davey Dancing

Da vies Emil
Davison Eleanor (P)
De Angelo Carlo
De Coursey Nettle
De Croteau
DeFoggie Louise (C)
Delghon Chas

Wm

-De

Mamhy

Alfred

(C)
Glover Claude O (C)
Glover C O
Goldlng A Keating
Gradwell Chas B
Grady Adalalde

Gray Mary
Green Jimmle
-Gregorys The (C)

Devlne A WllliamB
Dinklns Bonnie
Dix Gladys (C)

Grey Clarice
Griffith Fred
Gualano R
Guest Alfred

Marlon

Donahue Marie (P)
Donegan Ed (C)

Gulll

Donn Marlon (C)
Douglas

Adolfo

Brownell Mabel
Brownie Morris (C)
Bruce Al (SF)
Bruen
R

Drew A Wallace
Drew Miss Bobby

DJoyle

Duffeny

Catharine
Louis

(P)

(C)

H

Blllle

(C)

M

Gunson Henry

Donovan Fannie
Dorr Monrcs A (C)
Miss

Haagen Helen
Halcombe Frances
Halloway Arthur
Hamlin A Mack

Hammer T

.1

(C)

Worth
$6.00

AT RETAIL DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURERS FOR WHOLESALE
117

PARIS SILK

UNDERGARMENT

CO.

SEVENTH AVENUE. BET. 47TH and 48TH STREETS

Wanted

Finest theatre city; 100,000 population.

(Nov. 20)

"A

Daughter

of

the

Sun"

Lexington

New

York.

"A

Good

for

Cleveland.

Nothing

Husbind"

Seating capacity, 1,800.

Write

INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT.

I

Prospect

(C)

Hicks Jos (C)
Hines Harry

Holmes Babe
Homberg Bob
Hough Edna

PEACE
TIME
PET
OF
PETR0GRAD.

NEW YORK'S
WAR TIME
DANCING
STAR.

VLASTA

MASL0VA
with

KSHESINSKY
RUSSIA'S

DANCER
EXTRAORDINARY
and

ANGELO ROMEO
AMERICA'S

PREMIER
DANSEUR.
TREMENDOUS
HIT!!!

Legitimate Attractions

Lyceum Columbus O

Williams Molllc 20-28 Cohen's Newburg 20-1
Cohen's Pouuhkeepslo N Y 3 Hurtlg & Seamon's New York.

A

Havelock Wallace

Helmar Magician
Henderson C f C >
Henderon V L (C)
Hennlng Leo

Hall Sid

HEAVY CREPE DE CHINE
ENVELOPE CHEMISE
HAND EMBROIDERED
MADE AND FOR SALE AT

Tommy

Hellen Miss Bobble

Grassell Olivia

Brown A Demont
Brown A Kennedy (C)
Brown Tom

W

Glenny

E F Mrs
A Bradford

Grady James

De Mar Rose
De Mont Mrs
Denny R A

Dom

Gluntfni

Harris

Harvey Edith <C)
Harvey A Francis
Haskell A Freedman

Hayes A Neal
Headdor Jack (C)
Hearn Julia (C)
Helen Lillian (Tel)

(C)

Geotx A Dully
Gibson A Brown (C)
Gibson Earle 8 (C)
Gibson Hardy (C)
Gibson Jessie <C)
Gillespie Flo .'4) (C)

Cuthbert Rupert

Dale Louise
Darling Miss

Master
Gallana Peggy
Gangler Jack
Gayer Eddie P
Gabriel

Gehrue Mayme
Genaro Marie (SF)

Curtis Dale
Cuthbert J B

Moy

Laura A
Harry
Bergama8co Jno (C)
Berlin Lulu

Briscoe Olive
Broadbent Irene

(C)

Gayles A Raymond
Gaylord Mrs B

Cecil

Evelyn (C)

Bimbo Chaa (C)
Blumenthal Miss F
Bock Miss F
Boise Jack A Millie
Boland Robert (P)
Bolduc Marlon C
Borremer Louis (C)
Boyd Dixie (C)
Boylan Augusta
Brady Joseph (P)
Brennan Marty

Arico Alice
Armond Grace

Ayera

Crackles Billy
Crelghton Mary
Crisps The

(SF)
Bernard A Scarth
Bewley Harry

W

B

Copeland Les
Corbett Shepperd

Bernivici Al

Altman D
Amalgamated Assn
Andrews F
(C)
Andrus Cecil
Anson A E

(C)

Fleming Kathleen

A Wayne (C)

Hardy Adele
Harlan Kenneth ( Reg
Harmony Four Kings
Harray Roy N (C)
Harris Honey (SF)
Harris Mrs Al
Harris Miss B
Harris Oscar

Hasflon Leslie

Eleanor Sisters
Eldredge Julia
Eley Helen
Elliott Adelbert
Elton Doc
Brwood Ruby (P)
Essent Opal
Evans Everett J

Fay lone
Fay Miss Blllle (C)
Faye Kitty

Cobb Lew

Circus

J

Edwards May

Fargo A Wells (C)
Farrar Homer

Clifford

Barry Lydla
Barry Sadie
Barton A Ashley
Bennett
Bennett
Bennett
Benton

(C)

Cherry Chub

Cox Flo
Baron's

Eastwood Chas H
Edwarda Irving
Edwards Julia (Pkg)

Chllds Edna
Christie O Earl
Claire Jack C
Claire Marlon (C)

Clute Gerald
Coates Mr

Barnard Babe
Barney Violet

Ackley Florence
AdaJr Jean
Adams Bros (C)

(C)

DuFresne Girls (C)
Duncan Harry
Dunlap F B (C)
Dunn Jamea A

Burt Jack
Burt Miss (C)

Byron Bert

"Little Girl in Big City" Southern Columbus.
"Mlliionuire's
Son & Shop Girl" Grand

burgh.

Duffy Dick
Duffy Dick

Burdell A Burdell
Burnett James (P)
Butler

Detroit.

"Huns & Fritz" Majestic Buffalo.
"Honolulu Lou" Garden Kansas City Mo.

"Wizard

Buchanan Harry

"MANAGER"

PARK THEATRE

UTICA, N. Y.

PALACE
THEATRE
THIS WEEK.
DIRECTION,

FRANK EVANS
RICHARD BENNETT
Personal Representative

VARIETY
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ON THE ACT OF

MAUD EARL

and

COMPANY

In a Fantastic Offering, Entitled

"THE VOCAL VERDICT"
By Maud Earl and Neville Fleeson
Music by Neville Fleeson and Oscar Frederickson

Was

GUIL Y
As Charged With Being
The Big Novelty of the Year, Before
Judge Vaudeville and a
Jury of Audiences

RIVERSIDE THIS

at the

WEEK

(Nov,

19)

and She Has Been
KEITH'S.

IN

WASHINGTON. WEEK NOV. 12TH

SEE ATTORNEY ARTHUR KLEIN
NEXT WEEK (Nov. 26)—KEITH'S, BOSTON
L

Housley A Nicolas

Hoyt Frank
Hoyt Leo
Hughea Walter

W

I

Ihrmark Tina
Irwin Chaa T
Isaaca Abraham

J
Jacobs Jakey
Jago Cbrls (P)
Janis A West (C)
Jansen Hugo
Jardlne Dorothy

Jerome Mrs E (P)
Johnson & Arthur(C)
Jonathan
Jones Paul
Joy Blllle

Judge

ft

Dura

Vivian

Kar-Ml Selma (P)

Kaufman Kramle

(C)
(P)

Keating Mrs C
Keeler & Belmont(C)
Kelgard Billy
Keller Mnrle
Kelly Andrew
Kelly Billy
Kelly E(Tle (C)
Kelly Eugene
Kelly Tom (C)

<<")

V

Calvin

W

Kranii)

Sol

Ben

(Tol)
.1

Norwood Mrs

A

(C)

(C)

Mathews Edw
Matthews Mrs

D D

(Reg)

Maxim A (SF)

May

Oracle

McOinnis Mrs F
JicGruth
(C)

Ai

McGresr Holt

(C)

McKay R

Vt>

mau

.'mule

(C)

McNamara JimuMe
McNamara Nellie id
McNecce

McVan B

Nellie
(Tel)

«C>

Al

Lldelll Jack
Lidelli Jack
<C)
Linn A M rC)
Lockhart Phennlo
Lock hart Roma M(C)
Lockhart
J C
Loftus Mr & Mrs (<')
nt*
Longfoathfr
(C)
Lowe Walter & M
Lucase John
Lyles -Wbr»y L (C)
Lynch Merry

Arthur Q

Milton Oeo
Milton Mld3 Fay (C)
Moe Freeman vC)

Monahan & Monahan
Montrose Bert

M

Moon J Aurus (C)
Moon & Morris
Moore Bob

MacQuarrlo Benedict
Mailms Irene II 'O

Mooro Irene (SF)
Moore Lucille (SF)

Lynne Oral

Mandervlllo

Mann

Morlsen
Moulton

Marjorle

Billy
C
Mannlni? Chiis
<

MudKe

WARNING

Wm

Gertie
I. eland II

t

Novelle Bros
Oliver
Olivia
O'Neil

James

Mac

(C)

M.MONSTK ATI-

Orthman Grace (C)
Overall Jane

Pavlack Nick
Peters Mlllan B (Tel)
Phelps Frank (C)
Phelps Lenore
Pitman Keith
Pltrot Richard
Pool" A Pembrooke
O
Potier
Preston Frances
Price Samuel J
Princeton 5 (C)

\

'

I

!

\<

TIIKIR

SONG HITS
"THE SONS OF UNCLE SAM
BIG

3

ALWAYS BRING THE BACON HOME"

Wm

Primrose Helen
Proctor

Wm

L

(C N

Pullman Mldd Dude
Purcell Mr ft Mrs P
(C)
Purdy

Wm

R
Ramey Marie

"THE FARM YARD BLUES"
"HALF PAST ELEVEN
IN

THE MORNING"

?

A..

W

Imitators

Beware

HARRY GARLAND
Ha« COPYRIGHTS with N. V.

Norwood Edw (C)

Page Bert
Palmer Frank (C)
Patrick Harry
Paulsen Helen B

Miller Fanny
Miller Katherlne (C)
Mllltr Ruby (C)
Miller Thos H
Mlllls

CHRIS SMITH
HENRY and TROY

R

P

Mealy Slg
Mel roe Helen
Meltonlc Dorothy
Melvern Babo
Mlley Katherlne

(C)

N
Nash Mildred
Naval Four
Newlyn Victoria
Newman Mr ft Mrs

(SF)

J

McLaughlin

COME AND HEAR

Mystic Bird
Mystic Clayton

Nickerson Edw E
Nolan Louisa
Norton Lew (C)
Norton Ned

Mrs iSF)
Mayer Arthur
Muxiin

l

Kirk R
Klcb Arthur
Kloof Billy (C)
Knight Otis L (C)
Knowles Dick

Koppe

Wm

Myers Anna

Blllle

lla-.iin

Le Roy R B
Le Roy S
La Vaux Mr
LeViva Miss (C)

Leylo
Llbby

W (C)
Wm

Martin

W

Kennedy Flo,
Kennedy Jaclc
Kennedy James
King £ Marvcy
Kiralfy

Marr

Lemonta The
Leorett & Lockwood
LePine Leyle

Murdock Miss Jap(C)
Musette Miss

Billy

ManiuiE
Marquise

Lewis Bert
Lewis Emma
Lewis Harry C (C)
Lexey Mrs Jack

K
Kahili

Mann

Lee Eddie
Lee Marie
Le Grohs The
Lelghtn Chaa (SF)

U L

Jarrett

Manning Floredce

La Belle & William/,
La Belle Eleanor
La Burr Ella
Lambert Natalia (C)
Lane Ted
Lane Peggy
Latell Ed
La Velle Harry
La Verne Evelyn
LawBon Billy (C)

VARIETY and

at

JOS.
1

WASHINGTON.

:,:,<;

STERN & CO.

KKOAinVAY.

NKW YORK

cm

\KKY TKNNV'.Y. Manner
NO. Cl.ARK ST.. CIHCACO
II

°

"THE CONVICT JAIL BIRD"

which he does

IMITATORS. BEWARE!

in • convict tuit,

lilt

\\

and

HARRY GARLAND

Out

of

Town

I

>!\

I

|)M<

»!:

I

.

M.innrrT

Acts Send for Professional Copies and
Orchestrations

4

VARIETY
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^M

HIS announcement

We

is

for all

si

respectfully invite evj

pens to be here in town next we
AT KEITH'S RIVERSIDE THEATRE
The Charming Singing

Violinist.

Making One of the Most Sensational Hits of Her Life

The

beautiful ballad which

is

now being introduced in New

By Joe Goodwin, Jad

SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN
CHICAGO
Grand Opera House Bldg.

240

V
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who

New York

next
ballad singer, big and small, who hapto visit the two Keith Theatres below:
Ig

artists

will

be in

-

AT KEITH'S ROYAL THEATRE
The Great Musical Comedy Star

In Her

"SYNCOPATED STUDIO" (JACK SALISBURY-Singing

for the first time,

and which promises to make music history

«

I
-

II

gan and Jimmie Hanley

L

COMPANY
N
nt St.

224

WEST 47TH STREET

NEW YORK

CITY
'FRISCO
Pantages Theatre Bldg.
MMM

.

VAMBTV

28

I

..«»>»- ,Kt~

BEST

* ,>

CES TO STOP AT

PI

500 Housekeeping Apartments

554
555
7S33

(of Am bittv diss, tUMo ruck of ecwwini Mb)
Under direct lapwTUUi ef the •wniri. Uatii la the heart of til* city. Jnet
Broadway, close to all booking officoo. principal tneatrea. department iUr W, tract!
linoa. M L- road and eobway.
Wo aro tko largest maintainors of housekeeping- furnished apartments spodalisii
to tbeatrical folks.
Wo are en tko ground dally. Tkis alone lnsaros prompt set
and cleanliness.
I

;

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHT*

776-78-80

HILDONA COURT
S4I

M7

to

Tko

telephone.

agertuMate aro aeted for to one of
$11. St Up Weekly

and tit West 4Mk

312. 114

new.
se-te-tae-alsate.
Is apart
ts of S
kltoaeas aad private nark. '

arrested

privacy
Its

est.

EIGHTH AVENUE

St

4
la

Uf Weekly

IIS.**

IRVTNGTON HALL

THE DUPLEX
S2S and SM) Watt 43d
Tares tad tear
degree of aedera
of

St

Bryant 42S3-4ISI
wftk oatk. furnished to a

oalldlat.
llta

'sfascs.

II3.S9

Office— 778

St.

—

An

333 te 338 West fist St.
Pkoao Cot. 7IS2
Ao elevator. Sreproof oelidieg of tko newest typo,
havisf every device and eeavealeoee.
Apartoseats
are Beautifully arrested, and oonotot of 1. S and 4
roesM. with ulteaeaa and

asd

Private Bath and Phono In Ench Apartment

HENRI COURT

241.247 Wait 4M St.
Pfcono Bryant Ttlt
4-reeoi apartsMato wits
I, I sad

natk aad

48th Streets

NEW YORK

West 45th at.
A SaHdlae De Lane

YANDIS COURT

EIGHTH AVENUE

Between 47th and

JUST COMPLETED; ELEVATOR APARTMENTS ARRANQEO III SUITES OF ONI TWO AND THSIB
ROOMS. WITH TILED BATH AND SHOWER. TILEO KITCHENS, KITCHENETTES AND VACUUM
SYSTEM. TRSSI APARTMENTS EMBODY EVERY LUXURY KNOWN TO MODERN SCIENCE.
$13.00 Up Weakly: SM.Ot Up Meothly

private

ONE BLOCK
TO TIMES SQ.

The Edmonds
Furnished Apartments

Tsl. Bryant

UP

Up

Address

nil

commnnicstions to M.

Principal Office— Yandia Court, Sal Was? 4Jd 8treet, Now York
Apartments can bo aeon evening*. Office la oack building.

NOW OPEN—THE NEW

In These Days

PARKSIDE HOTEL
West

31

With

living nt its extreme height,
the high coat of living.

71st St. Finest of Residential Sections

Privets house block; Just off Central Park; near all west ride transit lines; absolutely fireproof; ovary
Bvery room to outside and to unexcelled In light and air; furnished attractively.
feature.

1, 2,

3 or 4

A

—
—

Steam

Upwards n Month per Room Unfurnished.
Upwnrdo n Month par Room Furnished.

An

Restaurant

Exceptional

2

Rooms sod Bath.

WM.

Telephone Columbus 3777.

R.

1st

FLETCHER, Managing

Profoaaional

Homo
Thoroughly

of

tko

mento—|1S Up
Pkeneo—StM-1 Bryant

«"« *"""••
CHICAGO, ILL
Service

E.

Goo. P. Schneider. Prop.

1944

W.

48th St,

FURNISHED APARTMENTS
323 Wert 43rd Street,

NEW YORK CITY

Rooms

Catorlna to the eesafert pad convenience of tko profession.
Steem Heat snd Poctric Ujkfn
|S Up

Private Bath. 3-4

Randall Otto

Wm

D

(C)

Rankin
(C)
Rath BroB (C)

Raymond Jack

(C)

Raynore Edythe
Reardon Bernard
Rector Alice
Rhoads Florence C
Riberg Inez
Rice Bros (C)
Rice A Newton
Richards Harry
Rifner Carl
Riley Joseph

Ring Julie
Robblne Dwls;ht S
Robeson Erba
Rochester Claire
Rockwell Maude
Rogers Ida
Ross Katherlne (C)
Rothschild Julie(Reg)
(C)
Russell Lew
Russell Paul R
Rutland Belle

Ryan Elsa
Ryan J B

Snyder Tommie
Solomon Milton
Solomon 8ol

S
Salvator (SF)

Staley Ethel A
Stanley Mae
Startup Harry (C)
St Claire Tyler C)
Stevens Kitty (C)
Stevens Marie (C)
Stewart (Slim) H (C)

Sato

O K

Saxon Pauline
Schoenfeld S
Schwerln Mrs M
Seldon & Bradford
Seymour Hilda (P)
Sharp Chas

Shaw B Collins
Shaw Joe (C)
Sherman Orren
Sherman Joe
Sherman Leo

Stone Harry (P)
Straub Sisters
Strause May
Sunderland May (C)

Sberrows Bertha
Sinclair Mrs Horace
Small A Lancaster C)
Smith A Rodgera
Smith Viola
Smith William
Snowball

Sutton & Sutton
Swain Frank H (C;
Sweet Olive
Sydney Harry

Taylor Margaret
Terry Arthur
Terry Mr & Mrn W(C)

Thomas Muriel

Well B A
Weinglass Dewey

Troy 4 Smith
Tucker Cyril O
Turner Chas S
Turners The (C)

Welch Thos
Wells Conine

Twomey

Westcott

Neil

Universal 5 (C)

& M (C)
Vance Gladys
Vernon Beattle
•
Vernon Dorothy
Vert Hssel

W

Wade John P
Wakefield Wanda

H

Wakefield Willa
Wallaco Miss
(C)
Walters Selma
Ward Al <C)

(C)

(Tel)

Ward A Pryor
Ward Arthur P
Warden Harry

Webb Mabel
Webb Theodore H

f

Ih M*

I

means Business

EARL
FULLER
STANDARD
of

Novelty Orchestras
and
is

now

upon

available

direct appllca-

on.

Earl Pallor's musical combinations are

%ra

continuing

Weston Malele
West Lew
Wheeler Bert
White Miss
White Buddy
White Elsie
White Jerry
Wilde A Teckla

their

upon
en-

indefinite

gagements at Rector's famous restaurant,

New York

City,

the Puller Orchestras playing there
upstairs (ballroom)
and downstairs (din-

Wilklns A Wtlklns
Wlllard A Wilson
Wlllard Morris
Williams Marie (C)
Wilson Henry P
Wilson Lew (C)
Window Muriel

ing room).
The Earl Fuller
Orchestras or Jnss

Bands, of nny siso and la nny combinafor the least possible money— will be
sent to any part of the globe with the
brand of the Earl Fuller thoroughness and
excellence going with them.
The Earl Fuller Organizations aro Originations.
Hoar the Earl Fuller Victor and Columbia Daaoe

tion

Wood Beatrice P
Wood Esther
Wood Joe
Woods Harry
Woods Helen

Wyer
Wyer

all

in a

JAZZ BANDS

Travers Helen A
Travers Rolsad

—

Records.

No

Forest O
Forrest Q (C)

Yates Harold
Yeamans Lydla

Young & Waldron (C)

representative.

Address

direct

EARL FULLER,

Rector's

Broadway and 48th Street
New York City

I

(C)

ERS

N

Belle Oliver, formerly a single,
•-

7912 Bryant

Restaurant

The

New York

AKE-UP
I

Tel.

Tlvolera
Toler Hooper P
Top Cornelius (Gov't)
(C)

I

Skelly Jlmmie
Skelly Jim (C)

Apartments can be

the Orchestra after
that

Weber Laura

Toy Poy

Vslll Arthur

compiotojor H.«.k..pi«a

It's

COMPLBTB HOUSEKEEPING

U
Phono—Bryant

modern improvements.

all

Baths aad CeatJaaoas Hot Water
Larao Beams, $4 nad Up
t sad 8 Room Apartments, |7 te to.ee

310

Improved

and

and Rooms

Broadway

Profession

Renovated

light

Furnished Apartments

ANDERSON. Prop.
H. C. STUART. Gon. Mgr.
OperaUna HOTELS MARION nnd BRESLIN Rates $5.00 per WCelt and Up
W.

electric

241 to 247 West 43rd Street at Times Square.

MRS. GEORGE HIEGEL. Mar.

REGIS HOTEL

ST.
Also

oat of

umgniEvr

a degree,

Telephone: Bryant 2347

EIGHTH

indEr he w

in reducing, to

YANDIS COURT

Director

THE ADELAID
AVENUE
754-756

heat,

Handsome

Between 4Cth nnd 47th Streets
One Block
Three. Foar nnd Five-Room High Class Fnrniahod

we can aid you

seen at all times.

Appointments.

Floor

feel

rooms, private bath and kitchenettes, $11.00 up
weekly.

Jnpnaoao Service.

Doctor's Apartment

In Carta and
American Plan.

Strictly

1 or 3

—Furnished or Unfurnished

—

Rooms With Baths and Showers
$4S
$4o

Superior

modern

we

Rents are no higher than they have been, and apartments are ao situated that each
room is private. No going through one room in order to get to another.
s

.

M

I

"s

I

H

a Jass band
Wilson avenue

in her act.
Isst week.

She

now

carries

played

the

Abe Flnberg, ahead of the "Speedway Girls,"
been switched to the "Gay Morning

has

Glories."

.

AMITY

29

BEST PLAGES TO DINE AT
mm

—

—__

SEE

THE(ONAPACHE

GOLDEN
GLADES

and

Elsie

Paulsen
Interspsnsd with

THE

Extravaganza"

Ice

*

.

FAIRY AND THB PRINCE"

Entire rroaucui
Production by JOS. C. SMITH
enure

In the Heart of the Loop

JIlfjtTfSOn TOtfel

ICE SHOW

"On the Carpet"

CLARK AND MADISON STREETS
Personal Management ef

HARRY

"The Hotel ef Perfect Service"

With

C.

MOIR

THE BEST ITALIAN DINNER IN THE CITY

HELEN HARDICK

DIHHIII

SHOW

at 7:11

The White Huzzars

Lunch 55 Cents

k

(MHO

Dinner 85 Cents
Bryant nit

£

108.110W.49ASt\Jl\/§Jl
\J NEW YORK
THE RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICAL'S BEST*

!

Reserve Tables

"The Terrace Garden Revue and

Entitled

WINTER

The Peppy Musical Comedy

—

Chicago's Wonder Restaurant,
Featuring NORVAL BAPTIE and GLADYS LAMB

raw

111* Wortd's Best

—

TERRACE GARDEN

ATTHB

Now

CITY

THE ONLY FOIST CLASS

KOSHER RESTAURANT

Phoot 0000 OoL

Where

TAYLOR ST. u Bet

117

CAFE MAXIM

•N. Is

City Gt**1 «y%M8

MOST SENSATIONAL REVUE
'THE GffiL FROM PAREE"

"Always in the Lead"

Whon

L.

In

C H OAO O
I

At 7:S« mad ll:3t
Scanlon and Press, of the States cabaret,
have been booked by Dudley A Holmes for a
run on W. V. M. A. time.
well known as a theatrical
stenographer here, has been married to W.
F. Cody, a non-professional.

May

Corr,

The vaudeville team
now known as Mack

Martin and Valerie,
and Josephine, have

of

split
the reason given, incompatibility.
tin will get a new partner.
;

Mar-

Sam

L. Rosenbaum, general manager of the
Music Publishing Co. of New Orhas opened a Chicago branch at 143
North Dearborn street.

ups due to the existence of an Anabel Nielsen,
desires to call attention to her present connection to avoid future mistakes.

For the first time In fourteen months the
chorus girls and principals of the revue at the
Bismarck Gardens are not working nightly.
Manager Ed Beck has declared a vacation.
It Is only a half vacation, at that, because the
24 girls, supplemented by eight principals,
every one of which Mr. Beck declares to be
"a well known vaudevllllan," are now at
work rehearsing the new revue, whioh Is declared will be T*the largest ever shown at the
Garden."

Triangle
leans,

Florence Ttmponi, on the fill at McVlcker's this week, is a cousin or Rollo Tlmponl,
business manager of the Illinois, and a niece
of E. F. Tlmponl, director of music at Powers'
theatre.

Flo OllleHple, manager of the "Four Qillospie Girls," just off Pan time, is in Chicago,
taking vocal lessons. The act has been disbanded, and Miss Gillespie will do a single
next year.

"Have a Heart," which

follow "Miss
Springtime," will have Flora Zabelle instead
of LoJlse Dresner in the prima donna role.
Miss Dresser has been taking Miss Zabelle's
place during the latter'a Illness.

Laddie

(Adolph

will

Levey),

the

Nat Goodwin was taken seriously ill last
Wednesday.
He played his role in "Why
Marry?" during the matinee after a wait of
ten minutes following his cue for the first
entrance, with Dr. Harry Martin waiting in
the wings.

partner of W. S. Butterfield In the tabloid business, has opened an
office in Indianapolis as head of a corporation to produce theatrical enterprises.
He
announces that ho has seven shows out at
the present time.

Halton Powell,

It

was part

the

play, but the actors didn't
It happened just
before Ed Blondell and Co. were due to go
on at the American last Saturday. Harmon,
Zarnes and Dunn were In "one." The Blondell sketch Is In full-stage, and requires an
Interior set.
The ropes broke, and a lot of
scenery came tumbling down.
It caused a
hold-up for half an hour, during which time
pictures held the audience until repairs were
made.

Frequent annoyances at the stage door of
the Orpheum, Qulncy, III., have resulted In
the placing of a policeman near the theatre
for the protection of the women of the showhouse.
The latest Incident, which precipitated the action of the police department was
the experience of Adele Jason, en last week's
bill.
While leaving the theatre last Saturday

she Was approached by a man who spoke InShe resented his remarks.
He grabbed her by the throat and struck her
In the face.
Miss Jasen screamed. The man
got away before help came.

Inte

Knox

Wilson
has
quit
vaudeville
and
from New York to Duluth to open
Perry Kelley's "Stop, Look and Listen"
In the featured role, succeeding Chuck RIsner.
Risner has announced Intention of returning to
ainb'vllle.

Last

Saturday

unknown

persons

painted

the front of the Royal, In Sioux City, a bright
yellow.
In addition to decorating the box
office and foyer with the paint, several Inscriptions concerning slackers and unpatriotic
Americans were painted. The theatre is owned
by L. Weil, who is also owner of the Strand,
a house which plays vaudeville and pictures.
In answer to the tacit accusations expressed
by the yellow smudges, Mr. Well caused to
be placed in front of his theatre the next
morning signs telling of his purchase of $6,500 worth of Liberty Bonds and various contributions to the Red Cross and other patriotic
bodies, as a practical answer to the charges.
A reward of $100 has been offered for the
arrest of the persons responsible.

Jumped

with

AUDITORIUM
Grand

opera,

Nat
office,

chances

In

Flint,

f

(

t

I

"NouL-hly Princess" and

1

to

ho William P. Friedlander
rom New York to brush up
make some
the e.ist.
From Chicago he Jumped

Phillips,

enme on

the No.

Mich., to rehearse the Princess tab-

loid.

Annhcl Nlelson, soubret with the "American Girl Hevlew." and late of the Harry Holnian company, on account of recent mall mix-

(H. M. Johnson, ragr.).—
Cleofonte Campanini, director

(2d week).
Got eight-column head stories In
the newspapers because of a bomb planted.

all

Business

off.

PLACKSTONE (Ed Wappler, mgr.).—
Dark this week, following one-week run of
Walker Whiteside In "Mr. Jubilee Drax,"
which died quietly a-borning.
George ArllM
in "Hamilton" Monday.
COHANS GRAND (Harry J. Ridings,
mgr.).— "Why Marry?" with Nat Goodwin, Arnold Daly, Edmund Breese and Ernest Lawford.

Going at brisk pace (3d week).
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.Bedroom and Bath" (18th week). Nov.
"Here Cornea the Bride."
(Prank O. Parry. mgr.).—Columbia Wheel Burlesque).— "The Million Dollor.

25.

of

sultingly to her.

Australian actor, is going to New York with a
new war sketch called "Over the Top." The
sketch, which carries four people, was written
by Levey.
Alphlc

The audience thought

WEISS
K

mgr.).—"Par-

COLUMBIA

lar Dolls,"

CORT

Hermann, mgr.).— "Upstairs
and Down" (13th week). "Johnny Get Your
(U.

Gun," Dec.

J.

2.

CROWN (Ed. J.
Woman
ENOLBWOOD (J.

stock).— "The

American

Wheel

Jr.,

mgr.—

Married."
Whitehead,

mgr..—

Rowland,

He
D.

Burlesque).— "The

Lid

Lifters."

EMPIRE (Art Moeller, mgr.— American
Wheel Burlesque).— "The Grown Up Babies."
OARRICK (William Currle, mgr.).— "The
Passing

Show" opened Nov. 19

to*

brilliant

prospects.

OAYETY

(Robert Shoeneck'er, mgr.— AmerWheel Burlesque). "The Gay Morning

ican
Glories."

—

ILLINOIS

(R.
Tlmponl,
mgr.).— "Miss
Springtime" (6th week).
"Have a Heart,"
with Plora Zabelle, Dec. 2.
IMPERIAL (Will Spink, mgr.— International
Circuit).—Thurston the Magician.
LA SALLE (Nat Royster. mgr.).— "Oh,
Boy!" with Joseph Santley (14th week). The
most lasting of Chicago's musical comedies.
NATIONAL (John Barrett, mgr.).— "The

Oood-for-Nothing Husband."
OLYMPIC (Abe Jacobs, mgr.).— Blanche
Ring In "What Next?" opened Sunday, big (1st

week )

PLAYHOUSE.— Stuart

teen"

Walker's

"Seven-

Good takings.
Singer, mgr.).— "The Man
with Mary Nash, continuing Its healthy progress (0th week).
(8th week).

PRINCES8 (Will
Who Came Back,"

POWERS (Harry Powers, mgr.).— Ruth
Chatterton In "Come Out of the Kitchenn"
opened Monday to a good reception. Several
block sales should fatten week (1st week).
STAR AND GARTER (William Roche,
mgr.— Columbia
Wheel
Burlesque).— "The
Sightseers."

STUDEBAKER (Louis Juda, mgr.).— William Gillette in "A Successful Calamity."
Successful (3d week).
STRAND (Gene Qulgley, mgr.).— English
opera.

GAYETY

Su

Fnioiteo

Turk and Eddy, San Francteco

M. SILVER, Proprietor

110 West 38th St

ii

the leading tolling artists dine

all

(Robert Shoeneeker, mgr.; American Wheel).— One of the members of the
American Wheel censor board, Charles M.
Baker, offers the show, which is called "The
Gay Morning Glories." It replaced the censored
vehicle,
named "September Morning
Olorles."
The principal criticism directed
against the latter show, which was Izzle
Welngarden's, was that It had ancient scenery
and costumes.
Mr. Baker has gotten new
scenery and new oostumes.

BERNZAFT, Manager

It so happens that the audience at the
Is generally far from elite; and Sunday, when the soldiers and sailors are in
town, the demand Is for a boisterous brand
of entertainment.
They liked the "Morning
Glories" last Bunday. The Glories tried hard
io live up to their name, which Is gay, and
to the theatre, whloh Is Gayety.
While there
Is nothing In the show to warrant orltloal
hysterica, the house, whloh, by the way, was
full, enjoyed It very much and was not beyond expressing delight with continual and
vociferous applause.
Mark Lea, the prlnolpal comedian, wrote
the book, which Is classed as a two-act satire.
It is providential that Mr. Lea does not have
to earn his bread and butter by the Remington.
He appears to pass as a Hebrew comedian.
Sid Winters plays the Irishman, and
the other male roles are taken by J. B.
Cunningham and August Plalg. Jessie How-'
ard, Dolly Winters and Hattte Beall have the
prima donna, Ingenue and soubrette roles.
In the words of Issle Herk himself:
"What's the use? I once got Joe Howard
to write a book for me and It flopped ter-

Gayety

•

ribly."

burtnff.

MA.TE8TTC (Fred C. Eberts. mgr.;
pheum: rehearsal 0.30).— Dandy bill this
Well

shaken

up,

with

plenty

of

Ortrip.

good

old
variety, talent and comedy, the entertainment gets and gives plenty of action.
If a favorite must be picked. It Is probably
safe to place the crown upon the soft, brownish hair of Alle« Marlon Stewart, whose name
Is tacked onto that of Jack Donahue.
That's
a shame.
Donahue doesn't need any help,
because, with his gutta percha dancing and
his convulsing wriggles he's a show aH alone.
And Alice Marion shouldn't be helping anyone, because she's four aces Just on sheer good
looks, wholesome sex, cunning gestures and
a diamond-studded smile decked /with pearly
teeth.

She

Isn't

a

"stage

beauty."

But

she's all there, and looks like a fellow wants
his sister to (except the wardrobe).
On next
to closing, the team won a home here.
Whllo nominating favorites, one must not
overlook a retiring little one named Maryon
Vadlo. either.
Mnryon dances while Ota Oygi

Ota has hern here times Innumerable,
and Maryon is no stranger. But they sweetly
squelched the famous Majestic No. 2 hoodooboognboo, and made the show hesitate.
The
girl look" 1lk» 0«»ne of long ago, and dance*
well enough to not rapture that reminiscence
too harshly. Gygl gets hands on soft, straight
bow-work. On n bill less surely balanced one
might deplore the earllness of this act. This
time It didn't hurt anybody and helped the
running order. It Is well to have strong ones
up In the shows if they ran get awav with It.
Still
another of the falr-to-mlddlln' sex
fiddles.

turned a neat trick. Rene Dietrich, supporting Hornro Wright (Wright mnkes changes
and sings tenor) lef loose some tnpnotes that
rang true, and exhibited a suave, poised prima

donna personality. Wright flattered now and
ngaln.
and he rhymed "tomfoolery" with
"Jewelry." hut he was forgiven when he kissed
MIhh Dletrleh. a bit of poor tnsto that every

well-mannered gent In the house envied him.
They *ang and uked.
Evelyn NVsbit headlined.
Miss Neshit has
developed cheat tones and a large and handsome production.
That took some years.
Those years, sndly, took away from her drawing

power,

so. while she contributed to art
contributing at the gat*.
Mis*
deserves support.
She gets It from
Bobbin O'NIell.
nut she should get It from
"front," too, for she I* a scrlous-minded little
woman who tries to get by on what she can
do rather than what has been done to her.

Inartistic folk

Nesblt
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—
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PRESIDENT WILSON SAYS:

-

.

•

"THE WORLD MUST BE MADE SAFE FOR DEMOCRACY"

a

WHY

THAT'S

-

Home

There's a Vacant Chair In Every
ALFRED BRYAN

By

(author of

"JOAN OF

ARC)

Tonight"

ERNEST BREUER

and

A "HOME SONG" THAT STRIKES HOMEManagers

WE
"IF

I

Why? Because if they do, there will be no "vacant chairs"
ALSO PUBLISH THE FOLLOWING STERLING NOVELTIES: That you can't afford to miss.

insist

upon

acts singing this song.

CANT HAVE YOU ALL OPW THE TIME
(Then

A groat

I

double by

*

Want YOU At AH

Don't

I
I

)

TRACEY and BREUER.

in their theatres.
'

"YOU CAN TELL (If g Time to Say Good-bye")
A

wonderful comedy song with plenty of catch

lines.

By TRACEY and BREUER.

I

"ALEXANDER'S BACK FROM DIXIE WITH HIS RAGTIME BAND"
By ROBERTS and CALLAHAN
number on the market

The

greatest 2/4

fKJERS RICHMOND,
Too bad her abilities do not and probably
never will measure up to her ambitions honambitions based on a healthy effort to
earn her way. She appeared from a garden
She sang and
of roses, looking attractive.
danced with Bobble and alone. Leaving off
her "name" the act would scarcely hare reBut she was pleasceived headlined offers.

—

est

antly received, got little momentary spatters
of applause, and bowed graciously. The NesNot a woman In the
blt furore has passed.
house was heard to say a nasty thing and not

a man winked even furtively. If this young
woman ever builds It will be on her gowns,

which are the most breath-stopping in vaudeville, and look as though they cost a farm
aflss
O'Niell breesed through airily,
apiece.
Nesbit would do even better to get some pretty
Every soft effect. Is valugirls behind her.
able also parlor dancing is getting so de trop.
Hufford and Chain held and took plenty
of encores with their subtle and slapstick
;

nonsense.

Funny

fellows, these, getting

away

with murder and making it act like soothing
syrup. It looked for a minute as though they
were going to deliver on the square what
Henry Toomer and his troupe had Just finBut
ished burlesquing la "The Headlinera."
that didn't live long. They let go their individuality and they let down a picture sheet
with the grotesque "Nellie Dear' chorus on
it.
and we came to with the realisation that
they, too, were kidding the male two-act.
Generally speaking, the safest thing two men
can do these days on a vaudeville apron is to

male two-act.
Maria Lo's uncamouflaged poseusses made
the end of a perfect bill. Any citizen wishing to think even less of his wife's charms
may stay through the Lo act, and lo he will
find that there are lines that no author could
write, and pictures no shy artist could paint.
kid the

Lait.

PALACE

Orpheum).
(Earl Steward, mgr.
the first time in a long, long time a
spectacle took the honors on a big time bill.
A portion of the tremendous applause may
have been due to the conventional enthusiasm
due any patriotic display, but discounting
even that there was enough genuine feeling
and acclaim to give this distinct honor to
"Liberty Aflame," the patriotic spectacle in
which Gladys Hanson plays the one role the
Goddess of Liberty, with fine feeling and a
beautiful enunciation she recited the message
There
written by Roland Burke Hennessey.
is something In the way she does it that
makes you think she is talking not to the enYOU. And you
tire audience, but to you
Not when
can't Ignore a personal message.
It's delivered that way.
Emma Cams, No. 6, who was to follow the
spectacle, also happened to have a fervid
wartime bit. She asked to be switched to No.
7, realizing that she couldn't very, well follow
Miss Hanson with Miss Hanson's stuff.
The show was opened with Apdale's Zoological Circus, which contains four bears,
eight dogs, three monkeys, Apdale and one
ant-eater.
A hilarious ark it Is, and enthusiastically adored by the juvenile patrons
of the house.
Following the circus, in typical
juxtaposition,
Frits
and Lucy
vaudeville
;

—For

—

—

Bruch, he with a cello and she with a violin.
played some exquisites from the classics
Meditation from Thais and a prelude by
Bach-Gounod. Nobody can cry decadent vaudeville as long as such artistes are represented and appreciated.
Mrs. Thomas Wbiffen and her company
came on third in a sketch "Where There's a
Irrespective ftf the
Will There's a Way."
sentimental
sttached to this act,
interest
owing more than ever of old to the fact that
commemorates Mrs. Whiffen's 50th anniIt
versary on the American stage, it is a pleasant, sweet little sketch with many a laugh
It has to do with the matchmaking of
In It.
Grandma Fox, played by Mrs. Whiffen, directed towards her granddaughter, acted by
Peggy Dale Whiffen, and a family friend.
played by Thomas H. McKnlght.
Although
she Is now 74 years of age, Mrs. Whiffen
-

played with a sturdiness and spirit hardly to
be expected.
Bonita and Lew Hearn followed, and not
even sweetly abominable quavering tenor
could spoil the act They acted out In great
detail probably that first bit of business ever
put on a burlesque stage— Bonita 's classic,
which Is concerned with the appearance of an
Lew
invisible husband, who demands money.
and Bonita sing, and dance a few lasy steps,
and look at each other fondly as if to say,
"This is not the old days, but let us be grateful anyway."
The house capitulated to their
efforts.

Taking Miss Cams' sixth position after the
spectacle, Al Shayne and, his preposterous 12
minutes of ludicrous noise made a shrieking

mob

of the audience.

None

of

them knew what

were, laughing at—but that Is Al's
Miss Cams and her languid side kick.
Larry Comer, were donated a great bunch of
chrysanthemums after their act. Concerning
the secret process by which Emma captivates
that is also her secret. But captivate she
did.
Miss Cams still employs gycnastlcs in
her act.
She Is bent on being svelte. Up
to now she has always gotten what aha wanted.
We say she will be more svelte. The show
closed with the Three Quillos, who balance
each other and the show very nicely.
they

secret.

—

memf.

GREAT NORTHERN HIPPODROME

(Andy

agent, W. V. M. A.).—Marine
Three of the acta used nautical

Talbot, mgr.;

week

here.

drops.
At any moment one expected a Gilbert-Sullivan miniature to come out. But nobody was see-sick. The Juggling Ziras, with
a special drop in one, opened neatly. They

have speed and

finish.

There

is

that

in-

definable but very noticeable Chatauqua flavor
about Julia Bruer, who, assisted by a piano
player, renders a few numbers in a good
The lyceum aura does not
enough voice.
Espe
register well with vaudeville audiences.
and Dutton strive earnestly to give value for
They open in one with
the salary they get.
a special boat drop, go to two with an interior drop, and finish back in one. It would
require foore than the available space to describe their offering. They sing a bit, boomerang a few comedy lines, dance, do a bit of
Their
acrobatics snd juggle cannon balls.
comedy acrobatic dance finish is so good that
The house liked
It might well be lengthened.

Broughton and Turner, in
their old act with a ship drop, continue to err

them very much.
not

in

confining

their

vocal

efforts

Publisher, «2 W. fijk St, far York
her biggest hand with a female version of
"They Go Wild Over Me."
Canfleld and
Cohan came on when the audience was pleasantly warmed up, and Cohan's true-to-type
Hebrew stuff to Canfleld's efficient straight
got over great.
The Fe-Mail Clerks, miniature muulcal comedy, followed. Nice, shapely
girls, who are artful In their sense of dress
psychology by not removing all their garments, and undoubtedly the most Intelligent
and artistic "nance" in the business. Tommy

Toner.
His artistry In this very nauseating
part rather eliminates the bad smell which Is
usually attached.
Four American Beauties
are a quartet of evilly made up tramps who
sing harmoniously and experiment gingerly
with gags which do not get over very well.
They make an effective entrance from behind a wharf, surprising the sudience because
of their' camouflage billing.
Harmon and
O'Connor are two healthy girls on the style
of Courtney Sisters, vocally as well as physically.
Particularly effective are their renditions of "Say a Prayer for the Boys Out

There" and "An Old Horse that Knows Hia

Way Home," Tank and Dixie,
and lady, the man dressed

Buying.
Earle, mgr.
agent, Doylesort of entertainment that makes

RIALTO (Harry
Loew).

em

—The

forget the

;

—a snappy,

war tax

LOGAN SQUARE

—

accident or Intention, her act

is

Sophie's, less

gorgeously costumed,
acless
elaborately
coutred, but more than reminiscent.
She gets
t

(Walter

Meekln,

—

War

mgr.

—

Acts).
It would have been a great sketch
It hadn't weakened.
Before and after these
hardy echoes of a dim Thespian past was arather good run of pop miscellany.
No. 1
was the Larconlans, comedy acrobats. They
were made up as a tramp and a clown. The
tramp later cast off his make-up and in
straight did some excellent contortion.
A
number of mechanical devices built up the
act, which is a very good opener.
Meglna.
Ward and Wilson Introduce a bit of a surprise.
Costumed in Italian garb, they sing a
snatch of an old Neapolitan ditty offstage,
leading the audience to expect the conven-

if

They come out, break off
number and cut In with "Night
in Little Italy," which they render splendidly. They then discard their costumes and do a piano, singing, talking act,
tional Italian trio.

short in their

Time Down

featuring a number "That's What You Have
Do to Be An Actor," in which several
imitations are given.
Winchester and Claire,
a man and woman, come out before the curtain with a newsstand.
There is some mild
patter on old reliable topics—domestic stuff,
suffragettes.
Then the man removes the
the newspaper camouflage, and lo, it is the
old xylophone.
He plays it, and she sings.
No. 4 was the Payton-Spooner sketch, and
after that Stanley and Gold, with nut comedy
and songs, getting boisterous acclaim.
The
show finished with Professor Armand's spectacle, "The Destruction of Rheims." which
also got a great hand.
Swing.
AMERICAN (Lew Goldberg, mgr. agent,
W. V. M. A.). Capacity business for an upstanding bill with only one weak spot Show
opened with Bred Bachmann's "Day In Kidland."
Although this act was played before,
It
is presented
in an entirely new version,
with new people, new scenery and plenty

to

—

;
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Perhaps the
gram, chuck full of contrast.
one artiste who most warmed herself into
the audience's heart was Madle De Long, the
"Baseball Girl." Her bit as a messenger boy
ball fan, with its funny baseball pantomime,
and the ludicrous characterization cf a Hick
Swede girl, earned for her sincere and affecMadle Is one of the truly
tionate applause.
clever single acts on this time. She was followed by Frankie Fay and her Jass Boys
four of 'em all dressed up In checkered
coats and playing their respective instruments
with wlm, wigor and wltality. Frankie is the
pop edition of Sophie Tucker.
Whether by

man

agent, W. V. M. A.). The fans were advised
in large gothic type a special treat was in
store for them. The paper printed the names
of the pieces de resistance to the exclusion
of the rest of the program Corse Payton
and Edna May Spooner, in a sketch entitled
"A Great Life if Tou Don't Weaken" (New

—

—

a sweet old
as a Civil

vet and the woman as a Virginian splnister,
got by on sentiment.
Five Violin Beauties
well describes the set so named.
They are
five most fetching misses, who play violins
and dance the while. A well-costumed, neat
and pleasing act, this.
Buying.

to just

plain harmony, with which talent they are
endowed. Their chatter is inept. There is a
burlesque flavor about the Five Jolly Tars
and the one jolly tarino, not named. Like
the preceding act. Providence has been kind
and the boys have voices; and by the same
token they persist in using them to recite
venerable and by no means ultra respectable
gags.
Holden and Herron, man and woman,
have a swift talking act which is held up
mainly by the man, who has a potent personality.
The 8even Bracks one of the
cleanest and best acts of Its kind on the
American vaudeville stage closed the show,
with a flattering gusto from the audience.

today.

(Times) Square Jewelers
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"Off

men sing. One Is costumed as an eccenone an Italian and the other straight.
While the harmony is not bad, the hokum
comedy ought to be oslerlied. It means about
as much as their billing. .The wop haa a
fine voice and could entertain better as a
single.
Ed Blondell 6 Company, assisted by
Katherlne Calne, presented his "The Boy
from Home," still billed aa "A comedy gem,
with a touch of 'Oh, Nature !' " The sketch
a pleaaaL* vehicle whloh atanda out In
la
striking contrast to most rural sketches of
tric,

ling.

it actually carries the atmosphere.
Wilson and Wilson, colored, In an act billed
"The Barber and the Bootblack," kept the
audience laughing all the time they occupied
Mademoiselle Berrl and her
the
boards.
Diana's Models four girls and a man—closed.

HIPPODROME.—The Hippodrome, ss usual,
held an average program with business up
to the standard.
Allen and Allen vers replaced by the Marimba Band, who opened
nicely.
Dennl and Perrl offered a pleasing
routine of talk and songs.
Williams and
Willlama (blackface) also offered singing and
talking and gained some laughs throughout
The Victoria Four easily put over a hit. Howard Moore and Cooper were replaced by "The
Fountain of Olrl," who were liked, notwithstanding It was a return date.
The Melvin
Bros, In their acrobatio apecialty, closed exceptionally good.
CASINO.—The Casino's headline attraction

this type;

—

Sxoing.

(Fred

Henderson,

—

gen.

for this week was another patriotic affair, a
song contest arranged by the local manager
of an Eastern muslo publishing house. In
which six soldiers and sailors, equally divided,
It was advertised war songs
participated.
would be sung exclusively, but as the music

rep.

agent, direct). The current Orpheum bill Is
a most entertaining layout, notwithstanding
many are listed as holdovers. These, however, added to the general results splendidly,
and together with the new arrivals, combined
nicely Into making it an exceptional show.
Sophie Tucker and Her Five Kings of Syncopation headlined and were a positive riot.
Miss Tucker was in splendid voice and was

never

seen

more

advantageously,

together

concern represented did not have enough war
songs to go around, other numbers of the
firm were substituted. The songs were capably handled by the boys in uniform, and were
a good "plug" for the publisher. The Halklngs
opened the show with their mechanical and
picturesque turn, billed as "silhouette fun In
shadowland," the final number showing a
battleship sinking a submarine, eliciting much
applause.
Hunter and Shaw, two girls, play
banjos and sing acceptably.
''Slelgbbella," a
melodramatic sketch, was presented by Mark
The players are capable,
J. Elllston A Co.
the girl, Ethel Adamson, displaying excellent
emotional qualities.
While the playlet contains many good dramatic situations, some of
the most serious ones brought laughs, even at
this house.
William A Culver have a good
line of talk which they present In a competent style with plenty of action
they also
possess good singing voices.
They were the
best-liked turn on the bill.
Kennedy and
Fitzpatrlck offered a blackface skit and dancing that was appreciated.
The Cornelias
closed the show with acrobatics.
ALHAMBRA.— Willis West musical comedy
company in its third week continues as the
headline, with three vaudeville acts and pictures.
Last week the West company presented "Allah's Garden" for about 40 mlnutee.
For a little company Willis West haa gathered together good principals.
Dorothy Raymond is the prima donna. Hazel Boyd the
;

.

Three Dashing Young Maids
and Real Comedian.
Singing, Dancing,

Comedy

Cycling
United

Bc-ubret

Booked

Tim*

Solid

Nov. 26-28— Croooont, Syrscme. N. Y.
Nov. 29-Dec. I— Jefferson. Auburn. N. Y.

DIRECTION,

Kaufman
Broadway Theatre

&

Bldg..

Hyde
New York

City

»'l

l

1

s

VI

Rnd Willis Wost the principal come-

dian, with a couple of minor principal parts
alBo In capable hands, backed up by a good
chorus.
The show Is winning big favor and
should be good for another week. The vaudeville started with Davis and Kitty, who
talk.

Juegle nnd play a cornet and trombone. Marcclla White with a good soprano voice
sang
three ballads that sent her oyer nicely.
A
IlKlit comedy number In place of
one of the
ballads would make her a more desirable
turn for the class of theatres she Is' playing.

HE IRT STKIM

ill

I

GOOD FOR NOTHING
»

'

JIM
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i

THE CAMP UPTON SENSATION

When The Moon
SOMEWHERE
\

IT'S

\

W

I

|{ \

1

Is

Shining

FRANCE

IN

—

The

Kokomo."

to

'

three

ORPHEUM

TISHOMINGO BLUES

with her Jazz Band that aided considerably
with their pleasing efforts.
Henry Weatphal
also made his appearance In the turn and
helped gain a couple of laughs.
Deiro, with
the aid of his piano-accordion, walked out
In "one" and completely stepped proceedings.
Harold DuKane and June Edwards presented
a futuristic dancing specialty to good results.
Nellie and Sara Kouna repealed their previous
week's success.
Frank Westphal got away
with the comedy honors of the program. Jean
Adair and Co. and Paul McCarthy and Elsie
Faye were among the holdovera and repeated
their score.
Nan Halperin (Holdover) completely changed her routine and put over a
good score, although her first week's aong
cycle proved the best.
P\ NT AGES. This week's Pantagea ahow
la a quiet affair, probably through the noticeable lack of comedy.
Willard, "The Man
Who Grows," was given the headline honora
and proved exceptionally interesting.
Julia
Curtis fully displayed her versatility and
scored the most applause.
Van Cello proved
a clever juggler with his barrel tricks. Cook
and Lorenz offered a routine of talk that
gained for them the laughing honors.
The
Four Holloways gave a sensational performance upon a tight-wire and were appreciated.
Jack Mack and Co. offered some songs and
stories to the delight of the auditors with
Mack'a individual efforta carrying the skit
across to good returns.
Allen and Poehay
were added and placed In the "No. 2" spot,
where they did well enough with their whist-

;

billed

Little Lovin'

SOME BABY

Write or wire quick.

Manager, Auditorium Theatre,
Kansas City, Mo.

new material. The clever kids warm up
with an Indian number, and following tome
comedy talk Joey Stoole, who play a the
'Homeward Bound." Hla beauJimmy
tiful tenor got him three encores.
The
O'Dea, the "simp," aong "Long Boy."
kids do a routine of steps, while Jimmy's singAfter his
lng also delights the audience.
number he does some swift buck dancing.
He Is followed by Fred Bachman, who does
Providence ia
an eccentric soft-shoe dance.
Freddie has not been given much
sparing
not even enough weight to pass his draft exBut
into
pedals
haa been
hla
amination.
concentrated a lot of entertainment.
Margaret Mason sings "Storyland," and the closing number Is rendered by Charlotte Whiting,
while Herman Fraeger and Jlmmle O'Dea
This Is
pull a burlesque Hawaiian dance.
probably the best kid act on popular circuits.
Lou Burns and sisters, billed as "Harmony
Sisters," have a good singing-instrumental
One of the sisters plays a boy and
act.
makes a cute trick. No. 3 Is Harmon, Zarn«>a
Dunn,

I'm Old Enough for a

CRANDALL,

of

and

HT AIMMMTTVTJ.I'

IIIAIM)

Musical Comedy.

ture Pictures.

G. P.

THE ARMY NOW

I'M IN

Theatre

!
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NEVER TOO LATE
MEND A
BROKEN HEART

TO.

WATCH

W iTCH

STANDING

THKSE
BABIES
IHKIVK

I
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II

I
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SOME DAY SOMEBODY'S GONNA GET YOU
FOR
SET ASIDE YOUR TEARS
LAUGHTER
M

UFA' OF

THE VALLEY
ORIENTAL NIGHTS
EGYPTIAN ROSE

I

SI >\(,

HIGH CLAS8
BALLAD
Kl IT. \^1

l>

I

KuM

OH YOU WONDERFUL GIRLS EST'"
RAMBLING ROSE
GRAVEYARD BLUES
n
LONG, TALE, BROWNSKIN GAL
THERE'LL
HOT TIME IN THE OLD TOWN
BE A
KSSOR TO
CAMOUFLAGE
LILY OK THE VALLEY
T \K»

-

A

SI ('(

Watch

later

announcements for several new Friedlander song

WILL E. SKIDMORE
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Antonio Lupinacci

MANUFACTURERS OF
PROFESSIONAL
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Skinner's Satin Drops
Marr and Evans closed
dame acrobatics.

the

PIANO ACC0RDE0NS

program with

ALCAZAR (George Davis, max).— Allen
in "Lucky O'Shea" (1st week).
CORT (Homer F. Curran, mgr ).— The 13th
Chair" (1st week).
COLUMBIA
Got lob a Marx, mere,).—
Doon*

i

t

"Pollyanna"

(2d week).
(Root. Drady, mgr.).— A^H

CASINO
V.

A.

vaudeville.
(Jos. F.
A. vaudeville.

WIGWAM

W.

V.

PRINCESS

Bauer,

a W.

mgr.).—A-H A

(Bert Levey, lessee and mgr.).—

Bert Levey vaudeville.
ALHAMBRA iW'm. Flnck, mgr.).— KellieBurna vaudeville and musical comedy' stock.

Willsrd, the Man Who Grows, at present
on the Pantages circuit, will leave for South
America some time in February, when an
addition to the Wlllard family is expected.
lt u E— t
|
P^Let Us Pravs ftBBB*BBRI
Send far Pries List aad Cater Card
New Terk City
112 Wast eatk Street

only SKIN DEEP
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and soon disappear if you use
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4MV Princess
Vallejo,

theatre.

RIALTA MFG.

Bryant »20 2sS Went 48th

CO.. Inc.

A Webb
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of all
prices

Bob Cole, sales manager for Stasny Music
making his second Coast trip within a
'
period of two months.

7t7 teats

Send

A

Isadora Duncan will present cJsaslc dances
st special matinees st the Columbia, Nov. 25,
27 and 90.
Her orchestral director will be

Nan Halperin, headlining the Orpheum bill
last week, will be held over an extra week,
playing three weeks at the local Orpheum.
Due

Morosco plays
at the Cort, "Canary Cottage" will play a
return date here next month.
to the popularity of the

According to reports Monte Carter and his
musical comedy company are en route here
from Honolulu, whera the company has been
playing at the Bijou. Carter will likely take
his company to Tacoma, to open at the old
Pantages theatre there.

Petaluma

and

Santa

Rosa

have

been added to the Ackerman & Harris books.
These "oue-n Ightel-s'
weTe formerly booked
by Bill Dailey of the Kel lie- Burns office.

H£ M

Percy BronBon, who completed sn engagement at the Alcazar, expects to open the
Orpheum with his wife, Winnie Baldwin.

The

Hippodromes on

the

Coast

hsve

re-

vised their admission scale to Include the war
The local Hip raised the evening price
from 15 to !!<» cents. Matinees. 10 cents. Including war tax.
On this new arrangement
tax.

Brothers of thst

city.

James Post is the latest musical comedy
stock producer to consider placing a company
in the Columbia, Oakland.
The Columbia has
been vacsnt for some time.

Ed

chsrge of the sheet music department of Sherman. Clay ft Co., haa returned
after a six weeks' trip to astern cities.
Little.

In

II.

ft!

Mi, P..

Professional

flttiU

Trunk

Gusrsnteed
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Yenrs

Examine before accepting and

if

entirely satisfactory, return at our
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Could any offer be fairer?
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&
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not
ex-

Trunk Co.

Washington Are.

LOUIS

ST.

SILVER
SLIPPERS
$3.95
Kerular
Black

The Turner ft Dahnken theatres at Reno.
New. have been taken over by the Hlrsh

fife

$10.00 Deposit

Msrcells White, who left the three-act,
Simons, Cooper and White, Is doing a "single." Cooper and Simons continue as a tesm.

cisco.

reaaoaable

at

WILL GET YOU ANT

Oscar 8plresou.
Carl Sword, manager of the Hotel OakIsnd, Oakland, known among theatrical folks,
resigned last week after a stormy Interview
with Charles Jurgens, who is principal stockholder In the S2.OOO.0OO hostelry.

kind*,

All work guaranteed.
for catalogue.
Address

ANTONIO LUPINACCI

Co., is

H. L. Phillips is looking after the Broadway Music Corporation Interests in San Fran-

lOe.

Phone

the night patrons pay the taxes for the matinee customers.

tures.

'

ahowt
la

picture

straight

months ago the theatre installed a vaudeville
program of five acta from the Kel lie- Burns
agency, and for the past four weeks has been
playing the Willis West stock musical comedy
company, three acts of vaudeville and picJack La Follette arrived here to take charge
Music Co. San Francisco office.
arosMBsd as a "single" turn at

IQUAL.
It

Alhsmbra will discontinue vaudeville
week and revert to its former pol-

of the Forster
Lest week he
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FRANCE
FOUR BOYS FROM THE ALLIED TRENCHES
\a/e:e:k
r^lOT THIS WE
v

SOMEWHERE

THE ACT MADK

.

\/

PROCTOR'S

P

IVI.

BOBTON

CHIC A GO
MrhilUr

Music by

1*
J

Uptown
II

r.

Bonstelle at tbe Apollo for the first thro*
days of this week, reoslTod fair reoognitlon
It needs considerable more
as a comedy.
snap to attract more than average Interest,
however.
There are many bright lines and
delightful scenes but these are rather smothered by Inconsequential dialog.

The

Atlantic- City

Association,
which includes the foremost theatrical men of
the resort, has been formally incorporated,
and by action this week adopted a constitution and by-laws looking toward the ethical
advancement of amusements In Atlantic City.
Tbe Association made its first stand on
unfair criticism that bad been circulated, by
some uninformed persons attacking tbe Integrity of tbe wrestling bouts being staged
here twice a month at tbe Nixon by Fred
Moore, manager of the Apollo. They secured
{>ubllc statements on their attitude In the
ocal press and the attacks have proved a
boomerang for tbe attendance at a bout Nov.
20 was almost double that of tbe opening
match a fortnight back. Tbe amusement men
are taking up a number of other important
problems that will be acted upon officially
a meeting in tbe near future.
At the conclusion of the session this week
the following directors were elected : Fred
E. Moore
(Apollo), Joseph H. Snellenberg
(Virginia). M. H. Russell (Colonial), William
H. Fennan (Steeplechase Pier), Samuel
Megill (Garden Pier), Jacob Bothwell (Steel
Pier),
(Boardwalk News
Charles Scbeuer

W

Bureau),

ex-offlcio

member and permanent

press representative.

"The Aviator," revamped Into "Going Up,"
soared to high altitudes of success at Its
premiere at the Apollo, Nov. 15, and during
the three days It showed before gliding to
new fields pleased capacity audiences at every
performance. Tbe new Coban A Harris mus-

SCENERY

KAR-MI 12
U B. O. ano W. V. M. A.

EW

.

ED.

F.

New York)
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Mile.
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FREDERICK'S
Established

ISM

409 Gaiety Bldg.
1547 Broadway

Office:

EDDIE BORDEN
Sepperted by "SIB" JAB.

New Terh
Bryant StSl
titles til W. 414 St. New Terh, Bryant I7SS

BENBT BEBUNGBOPF.

KEITH'S (Robert

O. Larson, mgr.
agent
bill without any pronounced
and yet of unusually uniform
merit drew one of the poorest Monday night

U.

HAROLD

Anther of

ERMINE

SHONkTS

CLARKE

A.

w

present saccessfal fantastic eesaesly. ne

net fee

COLE.

RUSSELL and DAVIS, and lenp for WILLIAM ROCK and PRANCES WHITE. <
CUNNINGHAM. MINNIE ALLEN. CHARLOTTE PARRT and many ether standard

Address

VARIETY, New York

"Blind Youth" will show
at the Apollo Nov. 26-28, and on the three
succeeding days a new musical spectacle, "Tbe
Golden Goose," will be there.

Lou Tellegen

In

rained all day and night
LYRIC— First half: Primrose Four, big
results; Princess Mapella A Co., Hawaiian

ering

It

Dorothy
Oranvllle,
very
good
Lewis end Norton, good
Pol sin

novelty,

;

pleased
;
Bros., applause.
Business big.
GRAND.— First half: Base Bsll Four, good:
Forrest and Church, pleased
Savannah and
very
Georgia,
Rayfleld,
Florence
laughs;
good ; Brosslus and Brown, excellent.
Business big.
;

ATLANTA, GA.
By LOUIS COHEN.
RIALTO.—This

beautiful

little

;

theatre

opened Nov. 10 with musical tabloid comedy
booked by Ike Greenwood.
It is owned by
tbe Jake Wells Interests, under the management of Hugh Cardoza and John Evlns. The
opening attraction is the Milton Scheuster Co.
in "A Prince for a Day," one of the best tab
shows ever here. Business was good consid-

ATLANTA.— 10-21. Tim Murphy
First."
In

Good

;

business fair.

"Pals
"You're

In

23-24,

Love."

BONITA.

COLUMBIA,

tabloid.
Business good at
last two named.

BIJOU.— Musical
former and fair at

CLIFTON
W.

V. M. A.

and

B.

high

—A

EARL & YATES

;

O.).
spots,

houses In years.
Bessie Clayton was headlined and her act went big.
Using the Moscon I Brothers was a shrewd move for the
Clayton act as the house could not get
enough of the larger dancer's acrobatic novelties.
Paisley Noon Is hardly the Ideal
masculine type to wear purple fleshings, especially without some groin olout
Nonette's

new single scored decisively, coming ss an
especially welcome surprise after she had not
been Included In the billboard advertising.
The Gliding O'Mearas opened and demonstrated
tbat there Is still Interest In a neatly-staged
society dancing program.
The Oallarlnl Sisnumber, went splendidly
Frederic Santley-Florrle
Mlllershlp "tab" ran along smoothly and at
length, although the house was beginning to
tire of It before the curtain.
Bert and Harry
Gordon had a soft spot for their comedy
singing double, and made tbe most of It,
although they did not get the bouse as effectively as Brendel and Bert, who followed
Nonette.
Brendel's loose pants were handled
with a rare combination of genuine comedy
an<" Inoffenslveness.
Burns and Frablto, in
their Italian comedy, found the house in a

ters, In their musical
In a tough spot
The

KRAMER-lucille

Direction,

Mgr.

BT LBN LIBBEV.

D

THE SWEDE AND THE GIRL

JACK

Satin

Plush,
Drops.

STABLISHED

SIMON AGENCY

DnmcrwN

turistic,

EXCESS
with

comedy

possesses all those attributes
necessary to put It "over the top," since Louis
Hlrsch has written a truly enrapturing score.
Otto Hauerbach Injected more humor and Edward Joyce Introduced more sensational dancing novelties for the original "Tbe Aviator"
by James Montgomery. The production is a
concrete example that the stage director is
one of the most cogent factors in the making
of a success.
Not tbat Mr. Royce's work was
alone responsible for tbe very brilliant impression made by "Going Up" for Hlrsch s
melodies, especially "Tickle Toes," "Going
Up" and 'Look In Her Eyes" were ebullient
gems tbat become firmly fixed in tbe memory
of all wbo love the light, lively and popular
airs of syncopation, of which the composer
is a past master.
ical

—

RETONNE,

and

a Cohan

Amusement

BARRlflON

PLATING POE

"Captain Kldd. Jr.," which got Its start
two years ago under the title of "Burled
Treasure,*' appeared at the Apollo for a
three-day run Nov. 22. The theme concerns
a quaint story, appealing In Its humor and
pathos, together with rolittle touches of
Is
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MARGARET YOUNG

(The Character Song Artist)
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PARK 8QUARE

(Fred E. Wright, mgr.).-*

"The Graaa Widow," with business fair. The
engagement of this show continues for two
more weeks and It la expected to clean up
with "Up Stairs and Down."
TREMONT (John B. Schoeffel, mgr.).—
"Turn to the Right" with the advertlaing
campaign still being conducted in a strong
manner. The engagement enda Dec. 24 when
"The Boomerang" with the original New York
cast advertised.

FURNITURE

ARTHUR

CASH OR CREDIT
till
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St'..

announced what attraction

FRED_ \ ANNA PELOT
TUN
JACK FLYNN,
.

So. B*way, Los Angeles

still
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San Francisco
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-NEGLECT."
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will

house

OPERA

HASBY

mreettea,

(Charles J. Rich, mgr.).— Maude
be seen for two more weeks at
in "A Kiss for Cinderella."
At
the conclusion of this engagement three Barrle plays will come to the. house.

Adams

thia

HOU8E

mgr.).— Dark for the

(Lawrence
first

preparations were being
tion

of

McCarthy,

three nights while
for the produc-

made

"The WSnderer." which opened on

Thursday.

Sad Bdttloaef

THE

4 MORTONS
Kitty.

I

THANKSGIVING

THE
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Jtt

COPLEY
Who

(H. W. Psttee. mgr.).—The end
phenomenal engagement of "The Man

Stayed at Home" la announced. It will
close on Dec. 22 and the regular repertory
seasan of the Henry Jewett Players started.
CASINO (Charlea Waldron, mgr.).—"LibExcellent business.

GAYETY (Thomaa H. Henry, mgr.).— Frank
Finney and the "Bostonlan Burlesquers."
HOWARD (George B. Lothrop, mgr.).
"French Frolics" burlesque with Work and
Ower heading the vaudeville bill. The Four
Dancing Demons, Swift and Fleet and Robert
Millla completed the vaudeville bill.

PEGGY BR

—

place.

of the

erty Girls."

Is

guest*
the boms an odd pier* hers and there, or
on* of our beautiful new Period dining-room sets,
It Isn't
or a magnlflosnt library or bedroom sst?
a question of money here—you know that—a little
The prices
weekly or monthly, as you can afford.
—lowest la the city.
off

Martha

|

drawing vary doM to ThanksWouldn't It be wall to weloome your
with something a little now to sst

time

giving.

NEAR— DON'T FORGET

While the theatre la "dark" there
are extensive alterations being made for the
presentation of the play and it is a busy

CINCINNATI.
V. MARTIN.

BY HARRY

Through the

•r

mtk

Us

St.

scale of prices, by
Its scale on top
also be blamed.
BOSTON' (Charlea Harris, mgr. ; agent, U.
B O.). Interest In the bill was about equally
divided between Madge Kennedy In the film

The

themselves.

with

$375

$273

U.Me Vain.

$586
$750
OUR LIBERAL TERMS
TeJue Bapoelt

Fraf

new

which the bouse has jumped

war

of the

tax,

may

—

,v
feature comedy, "Nearly Married, — and the
Perelra Sextet. The other acts Included The
Three Willie Brothers, Roach and McCurdy In
"A Touch of Nature" and Dolly Oray and
Bert Byron.
BIJOU (Ralph Oilman, mgr.; agent, U. B.

O.).

— Plcturea.

BOWDOIN
—

Fair.

agent, U.
B. O.). "The Honor 8ystem" and the closing episode of "The Fatal Ring" were feaThe vaudeville Included
tured at this house.
Jack and Jessie Gibson, Shorty De Witt and
Cooper, Allle Johnson, Driscoll and Perry

(Al

Somerbee, mgr.

;

and Macy and Maybelle.

15%

Off

forCasb
Mnttvlfww

J«

responsive mood, although the old undressing Imitation did not seem to appeal to the
audience as effectively aa formerly.
Percy
Athos and Greta Read cloned with their Australian roller skating specialty but were unable to hold the house after lb« first five
The explanation of poor business
minutes.
la the general apathy that has hit New England theatricals rather than to the bills

JAMES

(Joseph Brenna, mgr.; agent,
light but entertaining bill waa
here with Ryan and Richfield, the
McIrish comedians, topping the vaudeville.
Gowan and Gordon, in "Two in One"; Billy
the Avendos and Sutter and Dell
Elliott,
Mary Plckford, In "The
completed the bill.
Little Prlnceas," was the film offering.
8T.

Husband," Weber and Elliott, Marsella Johnson and Co., Murphy and Barry and Kelly
and Fern.
8COLLAT OLTMPIA (James J. McOuln-

—

ess,
mgr.). "The Little Princess" Is also
being used at this bouse as the feature film
and Is a wonderful drawing card. The Tokio
Girls head the vaudeville programme, the
other acts being Evans and Wilson, Oray and
Graham, French and English and Al Llbby.
GORDONS OLTMPIA (Frank Hookallo.
mgr.). Uaing the third episode of "Who la
Number One" as the feature. The vaudeville
bill comprises Wlllard's Temple of Music, the
Mannlc Four, the Four Charles, Amaros and
Jeanette and Charles Riley.
PARK (Thomas D. Sorlero, mgr.). "When
a Man Sees Red," with William Farnum the
star, and the Bushman-Bayne film, "The Voice
of Conscience," are at this bouse with business very good under the present existing

—

Loew).— A

conditions.

Smith, mgr.).—"The
(E.
D
Wonders" being the only real girlie
show in town is getting oyer well, still playing to about the best houses of any other
The bombardment of the
theatre In town.
audience makes the hit such a performance

mgr.
agent,
This house, after being dark a week,
Loew)
la using a melodrama, "Her Unborn Child,"
which was shown to an audience consisting
mostly of women. It Is presented aa a propaganda play but Is not so candid as the title
implies.
Nobody under 18 years It allowed to
The ahow is drawattend the performances.

—

(Frank

Meagher,

;

ing well.

ORPHEUM

(Victor J. Morris, mgr. ; agent,
aquatic act of the first quality,
John F. Conroy, a well-known Boston swimmer, who has several diving models for a
company, la the head liner.
Other acts Included Bertha Crelghton and Co. in "Our
Ixiew)

— An
•

Special Seasonable Sale

A

Wonderful Collection

of attractive fura In the correct styles
st remarkable values

—

shown

OLOBE

efforts of the convention and
publicity department of the Chamber of Commerce, C. B. Fredericks, business manager for
the Sparka Showa, has been prevailed upon to
bring the 15-car circus here to winter. The

SHUBERT

Show

of

always does.

No date

COLONIAL

(Cuarlee

set
parture of this attraction.

David

Warfield

In

J.

yet

for

Rich,

the

COATEES
Kolinsky— Muskrat—Coatee and Cspe Effect* $75 00
Hudson Sesl Coatee and Cape Effects
95 00
Skunk Capes and Stoles
35.00

SCARFS
Skunk Animal Scarf
Taupe Wolf Animal Scarf
Blue Lynx Animsl Scsrf
Tsupe Fox Animal Scarf

Muffs to Match

Shapes

de-

mgr.).-~

"The Music Master" on

the third week and business very fair.
Is
not expected to go eight weeks, and when
engagement is completed Julia Sanderson and
Joseph Cawthorn booked for this house.
PLYMOUTH (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— It It
the final week of "Misalliance," the Shaw plsy.
For the coming
Business not very strong.
week "The Melting of Molly," a comedy, Is
booked.
WILBUR (E. D. Smith, mgr.).—"Love o'
Mike" on Its last two weeks at this house and

$10 50
18.' 50
20. 00
22.50

—

Canteen, Ball or Barrel
at Corresponding Prices

Hudson Seal Muffs
Specially

priced

$9.50

AMSON
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disbanded at the Carthage Fair Grounds
It
yesterday and will remain until May 1.
la estimated that the circus will spend $75,000
Fredericks and T. W. Ballinger,
In this city.
general manager, have moved their families to
Cincinnati.
of the Ohio Fair Cirbe held at Mansfield, Nov. 26-27.
with the Hotel Vonnof as convention headThere are 02 fair associations on
Starters.

The annual meeting

cuit

Is

will

As Sere-Ore

SHEER
In

and

DARLING

ss

circuit.

Mysterious Injuries were received at Montgomery, Ala., during "setting up" practice by
Charles Muscroft, Cincinnati cabaret singer,
now with the 148th Infantry at Camp SherMuscrofts back was hurt so badly that
idan.
he is unfitted for duty and has been ordered
He is the son
for observation.
hospital
to a
of Dr. Charles F. Muscroft of Cincinnati.

FIFTH AVE. THEATRE—STILL GOING

FRANK DOBSON

Cincinnati's newest big picture house, "The
Gifts" will be formally opened Friday. McMahan A Jackson, former managers of the
Olympic, own the new house.

Beeked Solid U.

B.

HENNINGS

FRED

BK FINED NOVELTY COMBAT O
FBA TURING TBS BBBT LITTLE LABT

Into
„ eonvert Pierrot or Ptecrette
•loin Mister or Master. Mrs. or Miss
Albolene
-easily. «*«Wr ••« plesssntly.
remover. Keeps
Is the perfect make-up
the sMn *» good

MAJESTIC (8. Von Phul, ragr., Inter.).
headlines, excellent bill.
Gould &
Lewis, Senor Westonl, Gegal A Bender, Clarke
& LaVere, and Musical Hunters.
(R.
J.
Stennett,
mgr.,
JEFFERSON
Pantages). Nelson A Nelson, Jura Nllova,

—

George Hunter, Kane A Herman, and Charles

Ahearn A Co.
Ferguson

in

—

(Herschel Steuart, mgr.). Elsie
"The Rise of Jennie Cushlng,"

film.

HIPPODROME
Tyrone Power

In

(Arthur
S.

mgr.).—

Clare,

"The Planter,"

WASHINGTON.— Wm.
Deo*,"

Hart

film.

In

"The Cold

film.

The Hippodrome has been taken over by

New York and Los Angeles,
came to Dallas. He will change

Arthur Clare, of

who

^^MtlCESSON

* ROB1IN1

—Jtfe.

I

Qtas Httihea now presents this "youth,"
And Je Palis Smith will tsU the truth.

r*Mvntly

JTJSO

Its former policy, showing feature films. With
this policy he has within the past three weeks
made out of a losing venture one of the best
paying propositions In the city. The Hippodrome is one of the finest theatres In town,
and was built exclusively for pictures, but
recent lessees changed Its policy, and until
throe weeks ago It played musical stock.

(C. O. Williams mgr. ) .— Leroy,
Ellnore A Williams
Helen
Bert Melrose Burns A Ktssen Fisher
Hawley;
A
Maleta Bonconl Swan A Swan.
MILES (James Rutherford, mgr.). Mrs.
Frederick Allen A Co.: Adele Sturtevant A
Co.
Florentine Trio Mueller A Myers Janls
A West; Alfretto, Rego A Stopplt.
ORPHEUM (Rod Waggoner, mgr.).— "Hello
Japan"; Will A Mary Rogers; Peggy Brooks
and four other acts and feature film.
REGENT (Tom Faland, mgr.).— FrlUI
Scheff
Maurice Wood
Master Paul
Four
Harmony Kings Carl Eugene Troupe.
OPERA HOUSE (Harry Parent, rogr.K—
;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

3
•a

M.

Ward,

mgr.).— "Puss

—

Next, "Sightseers."
CADILLAC (Sam Levey, mgr.). "American Burlesauen."
Next, "Girls from Joyland."

LYCEUM

(Al

Sketches GrkMiS'

J?

CO

ANfLRN

;

kDLIDEd
1

Woman."
(J.

Bye.'"

tax.

"Cheating Cheaters." Next. "Lilac Time."
GARRICK (Richard Lawrence, mgr.).—
Next, "Her Soldier Boy."
ADAMS (Bert William, mgr. ) .—Glaser
Stock in "Tess of Storm Country."
Next,

OAYETY

Shea,

At a meeting held at the Board of Commerce
the proprietors and managers of outdoor
amusements, skating rinks, dance halls, eta,
Monday, It was decided to fight the music tax.
Henry Ford has refused to let his band play
any copyrighted music on which there is a

"Canary Cottage."
"Just s

E.

nedy).

;

Puss."

Thomas

Next,

of

TEMPLE

Talma A Boeco
Trlx

Divorced."

BROADWAY-8TRAND.— "Honor System."
WASHINGTON.— "Reaching for the Moon"
(Fairbanks).
majestic— "The Woman God Forgot"
(Farrar).
MADISON.— "Nearly Married" (Madge KenExhibitors all over Michigan are organising
Into one state organisation. They will bold a
rally In Detroit Nov. 27, Hotel fuller.

By JACOB SMITH.

KoBloff

I

work.

COLONIAL.— "Submarine

DETROIT.

DALLAS.
BY GEO. B. WALKER.

OLD MILL

ANNA

SATO

Headed the bill at Buffalo ones. Hare It the
way Mike Hhe* tailed me: "O. K. SATO end •
Good acts." And ones I worked at a park for a
trolley company sad was billed as the
Traction."
That's what you get for not
in your billing matter in Urns.
Gosh this Is bard

Jeff

JUG GUN*

ALBOLENE
w«&

O. K.

CONCENTRATED EXTRACT OP COMEDY
FLAVORED WITH JUGGLING

MAX HA

Dlrectlea.

O.

ss William Sabbath

Warner, mgr.).— "Mutt and
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l
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Marcus Loew's

B. F. Keith's

rises

Circuit

United Booking

General Executive Offices
Putnam Building Times Square

New York

Offices

SCHENCK
JOSEPH M.Manager

(Agency)

PAUL KEITH,

A.
E. F.

ALBEE,

General

President

Vice-President and General

J.

Manager

LUBIN

H.

Booking Manager

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS

Mr. Lnbin Personally Interviews Artists Daily
Between 11 and

S. K.

HODGDON
New York

Palace Theatre Building

Feiber

1

Acts laying off in Southern territory wire this

office.

Chicago Office: i
North American Building

City

FRANK

Q.

DOYLE,

in charge

#

AMALGAMATED

& Shea

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

1493 Broadway
(Putnam Building)

New York

City

General Executive Offices:
729

SEVENTH

AVE., at Forty-ninth

M. D.

v
GIRO U

INDEPENDENT
Tae Bart

I

Wot

Caa arraa#e

-

ARTISTS

elaaa acta,

ive waaka •etweea
Ceaaaaaaicata »y wlra ar I at tar.

eailiaara af baata far

Acta.

Aaatraila far all fret-

Harry Rickartfs Tivoli Theatres, Australia
Ceaablned Capital. U.Hf.aat

Aad AFFILIATED CIRCUI TS. INDIA and AFRICA

HUGH.
TlmWaai

Cable Addraa:

D.

McINTOSH, Governing

"HT7GHMAC." ydnay

Aaaerteai. BepreeenUttva,

Australian
and N. Z. Vaudeville
GovwmlM

DIraetor.

BEN

J.

FULLER

BOOKINGS ARRANGED
For

all

sailings from

W cetera

Ran Prsnclaoo and Vanoourer

Agents
Vaodcville Mpi.' Assn.. Chicago

Director

The Western Vaudeville
Managers' Association
MORT

SINGER, General

Manner—TOM CARMODY,

Booking Manager

Haad 0«ea. TIVOLI THEATRE, Sytaty. Aaatraila

NORMAN JEFFERIES

FULLER'S

can secure long engagements by booking direct with us

VAUDEVILLE

Steady CaaeecatiTe

fraai tare* ta

SIMMONS

General Booking Manager

Wark far Novelty Featara
EXECUTIVE OFFICES—ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDG.. SAN FRANCISCO

Saaall Ttaae ta the Par

St.

* mt £rtlU Tnw! BMi - *»»»••<»"»

VAUDEVILLE ACTS
J.

H.

ALOZ

BOORTNG AGENCY
Oreheea Taeatrv Ms.. Maatraal. Caa.

E

J

[ILLIRT.

MAJESTIC

Theatre Building,

CHICAGO,

DLL.

Harry I. Garson Product Ion*, 318 Woodward
avenue, has purchased "Cold Deck," featuring
W. S. Hart, for the state of Michigan.

suffered damage from water. The General had
moved the day previous from Its old quarters
and was Just getting straightened around.

Fire broke out In the new film building, 63
East Elizabeth street. Not. 17, and did damMont of the loss
age estimated at $100,000.
was Buffered by the General, where the flre
broke out. It started from a defective wire In
the film vault, followed by a terrific explosion
Ten other companies in the same building

A.
Several of the leading picture houses are
carrying a line at the bottom of their dally
advertisement to the effect that $1 0!» will be
given for every 100 pennies presented at the

KANSAS~CITY.
LOrKHART.
BY HAROLD

;
:
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song

siniring their latest

hit

"DON'T TRY TO STEAL THE
SWEETHEART OF A SOLDIER
ALFRED BRYAN

Lyrics h>

l»rir
K hn\ » become New Ym k favorites siri^in popular son^s.
selections arc ihe best ami the) have included th«ir latest w at song, "DON'T
UN
TO ST1 \F. THE SWKETHEAKT OK A SOL1HKR." in the new revision of their

\

AN and
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JEROME

REMICK & COMPANY

H.

New York

219 West 16th Street,
MOSE RrMBLE
Maj«\«*L« Theatre litd^.. Chicago
228 Treffiolil street, BohIod

aiaaanae

• n a

-Manager

Department,

Professional

Market St., San Kranci
B'way, Los Angeles

South Ninth St., Philadelphia
\.ii Wr*t H»rt St., UetFoil

31
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»j„ So.

EDWARD

LOUU

Blackface Comedians, la their novelty act. "WITHOUT GAS."
Winter scene la a limeasine tearing car te explain the iter jr.

Large Stack an Hand
Nothing too difflealt
far aar Ceatem Department

Mack
1MS-1M4

y

VINCENT and CARTER
Tailor

The English Lad and
BOOEED SOLID W.

direction.

V. M. A.

American Maid

Holmes

&

Dudley

BROADWAT

HARVEY
BERT

Opp. Colombia Tkoatro

SEVENTH AVE.
NEW TORE CTTT, N. T.

T22-724-72f

MILLIE

DARKTOWN AMERICAN.
CABARET"
NEW YORK.

"A
pennies.

Trio
DeVORA
JOHN DOUGH

and

PRESENT

Feartk Saecossfal Tear Leew Ctrcalt

box office. Tho newsboys hare boon taktag
advantage of tho profit to bo mado with their

NOV.

11-18

Their advertisements
Ladles Free."

read:

"No War Tax.

NOTICE FOR

"The Oarden

becoming

is

of Allah" at tho Shubert next

Good

advertising copy direct to vARILTY, New
York, tho amount In payment tor It la
placed la VARIETY'S cre-»«t at ttoe

PALL MALL DEPOSIT AND FORCO.

Wn

London

uniformity la exchange, tho Pall
Mall Co. will accept depoeiU for VARIETY
at four shillings, two ponce, on the dollar.

For

manner

of

transmission,

of loaa to the player Is s verted;
full

risk

(John

B.

Oliver Monaco's "Bo

Fltspatrick.

mgr.).—

Long Letty" very suc-

and acknowl-

odgoa tho Pall Mall Co.'a receipts aa ite
own receipts for all money placed with
the PaJJ Mair-le VARIETY'S credit.

Lehman,

mgr.)

—

"Vanity
and pretty
Anna Chandler somewhst unusual with

girls.

her

(Lawrence

variety

Fair" has

Players la Europe desiring to aovertJae
VARIETY, and wishing to take advaatago of the Prepaid Rates allowed, aaay
secure the same. If at the time of mailing

WARDING

SHUBERT

ORPHEUM

la

Carlton Su. Regent St, S.

Van

dor Moor, a Belgian violinist,
wss heard playing oa a street corner recently
by the music critic of "The Star." Ho Is
Because of his talent
almost totally blind.
several benefit concerts have been arranged
for him and he Is now playing at the Olobo
He Is said to have
theater for four days.
been formerly the second concert master of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
Pleter

In

many

bill.

startling costumes

Bert

nonsense.

week's

the

8wor,

Mm.

applause.

Stewart
Mang and Snyder.
Sisters, fair dancers.
GRAND (Maurice Dublnsky, mgr.).— "Teas
of the Storm Country" was offered to a fair
audience by tho Dublnsky Brothers' Stock
Company with Irene Daniel In the lead. Barney Dublnsky Is back In cast and handles his
part wslL
GLOBE (Cyrus Jacobs, mgr.). Before a
packed bouse Sundsy Pleter Vsn dor Moor.
the blind Belgian violinist, was met with warm
La Sova la a worthy toe dancer.
applause.
Hiatt and Geer. billed "Hlghgear" boys, were
Teneesaee Trio, excellent
received.
well
Strassler, snlmal act. Interesting.
blackface.

Gene Hughes.

In

"Gowns."

artistic.

—

GARDEN

(W. A. Qulgley. mar.).—Offered

Busby's Minstrels to capacity. This oompsny
8how altercomposed entirely of negroes.
nate* between tent and theatre.
EMPRE8S (William Tlmmons. mgr. Pantae.es).— Six Venetian Gypsies headlining bill
Owen McGlveney. well received
first half.
amusing sketch, "On the Water Wagon"
Claire and Atwood.
Frank Morrell, good
elever
Zeb Zarrow and Co., appealing.
CENTURY (Tom Taaffe. mgr. ) .— Burlesque.
OAYETY (George W. Gallagher, mgr.).—
Al Reeves show. Broadway review.
;

:

:

Little

Old-Fashioned,"
"Mister Antonio,"

Bit

28.

with
with

May
Otis

Dec 2, "Miss Springtime."
MAJE8TIC (William O. Tisdals, mgr.;
agent, Orph.). Lew Brlee and Barr Twins,

—

Gaxton and Co. In "Kisses," Claire
Rochester. Watts and Story la "A Treat la
Travesty,
John and Winnie Henntngs, Keller Mack and Anna Earl, King and Harvey*
Archie Onrl, good.
PALACE (Harry E. Billings, mgr.; agent,
V. M. A.) —Wool folk's "Good- Bye Broadway." Fitch Cooper. Da Burg Bisters, Paul
Bawens laat half, Herman's "Ths Whirl of

W

;

Girls." Lona's Hawallaas, Jim McWilllams,
Lawrence and Edwards, The Setbacks, W. S.
Harvey and Madge Anderson, big.

MILLER (Jack Yeo, mgr.; agent* Loew).—
Lillian
Mortimer In second weak, Andy
Lewis and Co., Willis Hale and Bros., "Tho.
Girl st tho Cigar Stand." Dot Mareell, Grace
Sisters,
Oder and Pals, Liu and Nolan,
Goldle and Mack, excellent.
SHUBERT (B. Nlggemeyer, mgr.; agent.
International).
KJbbe's
"Uncle
Tom's
Cabin"; 26. Thurston.
PABST (Ludwlg Krslss. mgr.) .—Pabet
German Stock Co. la "Dor Hlmmel auf
Erden." first time In America, big; 21, "Bin

—

Idealer Gatte." good.

LOS ANGELES.
BY OUT PRI4

OAYETY —(Charles

J.

Fox,

mgr.;

agent.

from the Follies," ca"Gay Morning Glories."
EMPRESS (Henry Golden berg, mgr.).—
Stock burlesque. Eddie B. Collins' company.

Mrs. Rddie Foy la recuperating at a local
8ho has been HI several weeks, having
boon forced to retire from tho Foy act while
playing la the Northwest.
It is probable
she will Join tho act during Its local salt at the Orpheum.
hotel.

cessful.

EUROPE

this

the opinion that the public
accustomed to the "extra."

week.

The Orpheum apparently hrs not been affected by the war tax as was thought the
They are now
first week from the houses.
having full houses at all performances. The

VARIETY assumes

Shubert also seems to have regained the same
capacity houses that It had before tho war
Tho managers are of
tax came Into effect.

"A

Robson;
Skinner;

American). "Girls
pacity opening; 26,

'

A new stock company, called the Lockwood
Players, opened Sunday at the Auditorium, a
house dark for two years. The company aa
They ata whole was very Incompetent,
tempted to produce 'The King of Detectives."

danger

the

BIT P. G. MORGAN.
Brown, mgr.).—First
'The Knife," good opening; last half,

DAVIDSON (Sherman
half.

Wm.

ADA

Opp. Straad Tkoatro

Through

Uslag their erUrinal

80 DIFFERENT FROM THE REST! WATCH US!
Direction. JACK FLTNN. Falace Theatre Bide Now Terk
See ae at the HARLEM OPERA HOUSE, NOV. 22-24

in Clothes

all

MILWAUKEE.

HUNTER and GODFREY

Everything
for the Stage

iiiiiii*

• a

*-o»

• a a a

Elisabeth Ward, a local
at the

Burbank

girl,

to

appearing

la vaudeville.

MONTREAL

By ARTHUR SOHALRK.
HIS MAJESTY'S (Edward and DrieoolL
mgrs.).— Boston Grand Opera Go.; 22, Harry
Lauder.
Next week, Madame Sarah Barn*
hardt.

Blllle 8towart, who has been playing the
vampire role la the tab "Ob, You Devil/' on
the Pontages time, has left the company
and will go lata movies hero.

The Upltfters are giving a dance and sapper Dee. 13, at Shrine Auditorium, for the
benefit of the children's department of the
Graves Memorial Dispensary.
This society
Is a club within the Los Angeles Athletic
Club and numbers among Its members many
prominent professional people.

editHe

Walter Messenger, known aa tho "Pullman
Car Press Agent, has been getting some ex'

cellent publicity
tsr" show.

for the "Potash

A Perimut-

Joseph Rlter. owner of "Erstwhile Su»an,"
which closed here last week, came on to *ee
that the company got ticketed through to
New Tork. Rlter will remain several day*.

Tho

MODISTE
TO THE
PROFESSION

program given by the Los Angeles
Drama Leagle at the 8an Pedro cantonment
waa presented last week under the direction
of William 8suter.
first

Richard Marshall, who treasured st tbe
Majestic recently, is now the "high -powered*'
advance agent or the "Ukelele Girl," a musical show with 41 people.
Blair, assistant to Manager J. A. Qulnn
the Rlalto, baa fully recovered from his

Bob
of

recent

illness.

Norms n

K. Whlsler. stage manager or the

Hippodrome, was this week granted a divorce
on the ground of desertion from
Miss Msnnlng
It Is said
Hallle Manning.
preferred a professional career to domestic
life,

86

W.

Randolph Street

Phone Randolph 1720
Central 6581

Chicago,

HI
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TO THE WHITE RAT BONDHOLDERS:
I have had a number of request* from Bondholders to purchase their
bonds at a very much reduced price. Some have offered them for 50 cents
on the dollar, I have persistently refused to acquire any of these bonds,
or to allow anyone connected directly With me to do so, feeling as I do that
they have an intrinsic value of 100 cents on the dollar, and one of the purposes in interesttni myself in the Club House and other affairs of the NATIONAL VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS, INC, and the vaudeville artists in general

was to see that the interest on these bonds was paid, and that the principal
be made sound and safe. Aft present luge outlays of money are being made
in the new Club House, but I fed sure that net only will die interest on the
bonds be paid promptly, but that the payments on the principal wifl be paid
pursuant to the terms and conditions of the bonds. My advice is to hold
your bonds, and if you are obliged to sacrifice them, get as close to par as possible, for while I fully believe that six months ago they were worth less, today they are worth their

full value.

E. F.

ortPHEUM

(Fred.

Crow,

mgr.

;

agent.

ALBEE

Jeveral 01 the acts on this week's bin were
bit too generous with their contributions,
this, with the time lost In making noma
unusually difficult settings, dragged the show
through three hoars, ooantlng about IS minutes tor the Paths Weekly.
This made It
hard for the lata acta, bat the show picked
up plenty of speed In the miniature melodrama, "The Lincoln Highwayman," and
McKay and Ardine's new comedy set everything all right for the pretty riding act of
the Duttoba. Paul Dickey has improved hie
motor-drama considerably by opening op the
speed-clutch when he starts for the big
climax.
Now. Instead of doing a Steve
Brodle tram the top of the "prop" hack to
the shoulders of one of the motor cope,
Dickey takee a fall out of one cop, while tbe
other Is taking a swipe at him with a chair.
It Is much faster, though a bit less spectacular than the former bit, and It gives the
act a stronger finish.
Dickey has the melodrama tlo stuff loins at high speed, and the

T7.

good
headlined,
Short
O.).— Hansard
Daffy and Incite, goad; Ford and
Houghton, good; Sylvia Clark, bit; Jack
Alfred and Co.. good; Walter Weeme, Mg
laugh; Wyn-Ora, good danoere; Laos and Co.
dosed excellent bill to packed house,
LOBW'0 (Ben. Mills, tngr.).—Opened Monday night George Roaaaar, Six Stylish Dancers. Chae. and Sadie MacDonaM, Fox and
Crass, Hobeon and Beatty. Fspplno and Parry
and Norma Talmadge in "The Secret of the
Storm County" (film).
FRANCA18 (Fred. Crow, mar.).—First
half, "liberty Belles," Frlsoos. Eddy and
Denny, Kip and Kipy, Elsie White, Four Valdaraa. Second half, "Intelligence." Abbott and
Mills, Jos Dealy and Sister. "The Intruder,"
Elate White, Helen Leach, Wallen Trio; 8.

a

B.

An

sketch;

R.

Wetona."
Princess, now building, and which will
play the U. B. Q. vaudeville, is announced to
open Dec. 24.

The

NEW ORLEANS.
By

O. M. SAMUELS.
ORPHBUM (Arthur White, mgr.).—Olive
Briscoe, susve and beanteoue, disseminating
aplendid material, transcends all alee current! 7.
Selma Braats remains dexte rooe as
formerly.
Three Vagrants are not keeping
Kce with modern vaudeville. "The WyemI Whoop" does not measure up to foraaer
Creasy and Dayne sketches.
Avon Comedy
Four and Baa tea and Hayee shared applause
honors.
Johannes Jouelson Troupe excited
unusual Interest.
PALACE (Sam Meyers. mgr.). Nells
Allen, with excellent stage presence and Impressive voice, stood out on first half bill.
Fern, filch el leu and Fern, adept small thne
dub Jugglers. Archer and Belford occasioned)
laughter, but finish needs remedying. Woods,
Mavell and Phillips scored. Comedian might
tone down some.
Australian Wood Choppers
repeated success.
CRESCENT (Fred Turner, mgr.) -—Dandy
show first half.
Ryan and Joyce, next to
closing, surpassed others. Howard's Animals
make Imposing for small time. Gray and
Feminine members
Greenville did nicely.
carried turn over. *W. E. Whittle, elicited
hearty appreciation.
The Zanaras, opened,
doing well.
CREBCENT (Fred Turner, mgr.). Dunn
Sisters accorded premier consideration last
half lest week.
Clarence Wilbur has forgotten nothing of Nst Wills' excepting the
"Milady's Gowns" has a modish
buttons.
male modiste strapping trappings to two of

—

Unusual Showing

GOWNS

«Ad WRAPS of distinguished character ore
display at prices which cannot be duplicated
either on the avenue or street
This display comprises a collection of many new and
interesting styles and materials not seen elsewhere.
Special costumes from original ideas to your order.
Discount to professionals.

now on

THE GERARD SHOP
New York

129 West 44th Street,

O.

OAYhTTY
(Tom Conway,
mgr.).— "Best
Show In Town" (barleesne).
The Empire opene Dec 8 with Paul Caseneuve's Players.
Ftret play. "The Heart of

IN

HOTEL GBRABO

City

feminine, who seem abjectly and "obneutral to their surroundings. Zeno,
Lou and Grace
Jordan and Zeno, good.

the

love-making nits up Just enough oomedy to relieve the tension.
Prank Sylvester,
who was with Dickey In "Mis-Leading Lady,"
Is now playing the police captain Instead of
Tom MeOrane. and several other little
changes of bits lielp the act all the way, and
Mies Plammer gets plenty out of her role
of a reporter who "falls" for Paul's heroic
stuff with very little coaxing.
There Is Just
a bit here and there of the old act of McKay
and Ardlne In the new offering, but the latest
effort Is far superior to the other.
Miss
Ardlne has worked Into a dandy little foil
for McKay's comedy, and the nifty stepping
and
songs
of
the
latter,
with
his
ready wit
f
and carefree style of working rounds out a
very entertaining twenty-minute act. Juliette
Dlka gathered In a good slsed applause hit
through her rendition of two or three numbers In French, Including the Cohan "Over
There" hit.
The French woman retains a
lot of her chlcness and wears several attractive costumes, but needs one or two good
up-to-dste songs with plenty of snap to
them to make up for what she leeks In vocal
strength.
8he finished to a big hand on
"Joan of Arc," and was forced to encore
with "La Marseillaise."
Beatrice Her ford
with her chatty stories pulled down her usual
amount of laughs and applause. It takes a
finished artist to hold an audience for about
20 minutes of quiet talk, but Miss Herford
Is different then sny other "single" on the
vaudeville stage, and her lyceum form of entertainment Is highly pleasing.
What was
expected to be something unusual In the
dancing line through the elaborate announcements of Clevelsnd Bronner's "Dresm Fantasles" developed nothing more then a big
flash In stage setting and costumes, the letbit of

Harvey begin with raatieism and end with
Orientalism.
Mayhap Loo and Grace are
Just partial to the year In which their numbers were popular.
PALACE (Walter Kattman, mgr.).—Noodles
Pagan mat girth aad mirth to the Palace's

Moat of the local exhibitors have refused
pay the exchangee the war tax on films.
Those exchangee which are not paying the
tax themselves have been barred, their service being discontinued.

rather palatial bill the latter period of last
weak.
Noodles Pagan might begin to look
for better things by dropping the first part
of his name In the coup.
Embe and Alton,

Zelda Dunn becomes a member of
Cormlck and Win eh Ill's revue shortly.

songs, liked. Jane Courthope baa "Our Famlly," appreciation.
Her supporting company
is very apt.
"The Garden Belles," abore the
tabloids heretofore.
The dressing eeeme recent,
the girls are active, animated and
youthful, and the principals show ability aad

company

to

Report

has
will

It

the

Gagnon-Pollock

Mcstock

resume at the Diamond where

left off several

It

years ago.

Mr. and Mrs. Abe Sellgman have returned
after an extended sojourn In

New Orleans
New York.

to

knowledge.

Anna Case

m shows will make
permanent winter quarters.

Rice- Worths
their

Murray Slmonds
lesquers

Sunday.

this

Joins the Dauphlne's bur-

Several

changes

In

sings here next month.

city

the

Acts and pictures are now booked In the
outlying districts as "Direct trom the Palace.
New Orleans."

company portend.

PHILADELPHIA.
By JUVENILE.

Margaret Woodrow Wilson, daughter of the
President, appears
leans Dec. 5.

In

concert

In

New

OrB.

F.

KEITHS

(H.

T.

Jordan,

mgr.).—

Direction,

EDDIE DOWLING

LEW GOLDER

—

ject ly"

and

INTERNATIONAL COMEDIAN

playing the principal part.
The act Is
s poor start through an unlmpresslvs
ntroductlon, and there Is none of the eleven

ter

riven

f

NOW AT

KEITH'S COLONIAL THEATRE

numbers

which stands out distinctsameness of each number dragging
liberal display of legs by the two
girls as well ae the man principal, elmply

ively, the
the act.

listed
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Cobb-Edwards
Whiting-Egan-Kahn
Kahn-Van Alstyne
Kahn- Van Alstyne

#

AWAY ON THE HENRY CLAY"

ROCK-A-BYE LAND
"MY MOTHER'S EYES

"WAY DOWN THE]
"SOUTHERN GALS *
"MAYBE SOMETIME

ra
99

Bryan-Paley
Missing)

Dixie

W

rs3

99

IS

m

<

*

99

THIS

,

ROSE"

"SOME SUNDAY MORNING
«

*..

.

& Co.'s List of Star Song Hits!

Jerome H. Remick
TOR YOU A

,

99

Yellen-Gumble
Kahn-Marshall
Yellen-Gumble

'•i

*

DIXIE99

"THE BRAVEST HEART OF ALL *
"WHERE THE MORNING GLORIES GROW»
"LAST NIGHT*
99

.

JEROME
Majestic Theatre Bldg., Chicago
228 Tremont St., Boston
31 South 9th SI., Philadelphia

.

.

H.

WATCH FOR.

Egan-Whitmg
Kahn-Egan-Whiting
Brown-Spencer

•

& COMPANY

REMICK

219 West 46th Street,

Murphy-Tiemey

New York

137 West Fort St., Detroit
90t Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
522 S. B'way, Los Angeles, Cal.

JfaimSdutfa
U2Td>l£luL3LJ
3

New York

118 West 48th Street

City

EXTRA SPECIAL

World's Largest Cat Price Baggage Dealer

FUR HATS, $6.50 to $15.00

•

WARDROBE TRUNKS

Formerly $15.00 to $25.00

A SPECIAL PRICE EVENT IN

SMART FALL APPAREL
The MtUos Edythe presents a superb
adds to the picture of the production and
nothing to the merit of the dancing.
Dare
Roth gave a big boost to the early portion of
the bill with a variety of almost everything
but acrobatics.
Roth Is surely a versatile
chap, works energetically to make good with
his audience, end has the satisfaction of being brought back for an extra bit.
He has
built up a first rate single turn.
"A Hunter's Game" Is still a useful vehicle for Prank
Stafford and Marie Stone, though It has been
seen here pretty often.
The dogs add an
extra picture to the sketch, and Stafford does
nicely with his whistling and Imitations.
Sterling and Marguerite handle some speedy
work on the flying rings after opening lightly
with their songs. The girl Is a clever worker
on the rings, and the fast work helps carry
the pair along nicely. The Dutton riding act
remains unchanged from when last seen, but
still holds Its place in the front rank of circus acts, both on appearance and In the cleancut style of their work.
The Pathe pictures
were up to the usual average.
NIXON (Fred. Leopold, mgr.). This most
popular of all the West Philadelphia popular price houses celebrated Its seventh anniversary this week with an excellent bill. The
house presented an attractive appearance,
flowers and plants being liberally distributed
A new design of lights
about the theatre.
on elthor «>de of th* stage also added to the
beauty of the Interior of the house, being especially effective while the house was darkened for the motion pictures. West Philly's

—

theatregoers are strong for the screen stories,
and there was an extra supply for them In
this week's show with the Ford Weekly and
a change of program for afternoon and evening shows, which Included June Caprice in
'Miss U. S. A.." "Roaring Lions and Wedding Bells," "The Fatal Ring" and "The Gray
Qhost."
If one couldn't get something to

Mice Just right and went over with good reThe Two Lelghtons scored a good sited
laughing and applause hit with their comedy
and songs, the letter going especially well.
They have a new Hawaiian finish. The "nut"
comedy of the man In the Webb and Con ley
act had the audience In a roar of laughter
for about 20 minutes, and the Amoros Sisters
and Co. gave the bill a big closing act The
sisters have rebuilt their old act up to a
sults.

collection ef boon Ufa I
fall gowns. In serges, velvets, satins and Qoorgertoo, that
would usually be priced $20.00 to $45.00.

SPECIAL PRICES:
Also
Gowns made

Many

Offerings in

to order, also renovated.

$14.50 to $30.00
SILK LINGERIE

Taylor

—Indestrncto—Nerorbraak

B.I— B.

* M.—Murphy

HALF REGULAR
Don't ask

how?

PRICE!!

Gome

in

and

"Make Me Make Good"

Stage work a specialty under the

direction ef Alys M.

Webb.
lDmluT

satisfy their appetite lor the film play out of
this lot, one couldn't expect to be satisfied.

The vaudeville

portion

of

the program was

balanced.
Napoleon and Little Hip
gave the show a good start, and oould have
done better with a little better showmanship
nicely

displayed In the act. The elephant does some
good tricks, and the monkey works a lot of
comedy up that should be used to better ad-

Hs^
jkHw

vantage.
Bradley and Ardlne offered a very
showy dancing number, with several changes
They have a strong
of costumes and songs.
finish,
Including an aerobatle danos, which
took them off to a big hand. Orew, Pates and
Co. did very well with a comedy sketch celled
"Solitaire," described as a 8mart Set prise
story

play.

It

carries a little domestic
to hit the matinee audi-

theme which seemed

SOMETHING DIFFERENT

JAZZPHIENDS
ALVINO'S
A REAL MUSICAL NOVELTY QUARTET

HI
NOTE SPECIAL SEDUCTIONS
Pibro Theatrical
$10.10
21.00
XX Theatrical

$30.00
140.00
•10.00

Oaaranteed Indestrncto..

Baft-sage Bought, Sold,

27.75

Repaired and

kxchanfted

EDWARD GROPPER
208 West 42nd Street
'Phone 8178 Bryant

NEW YORK
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These are times
when

ARatkowsky

the profession should advertise,

keep themselves and wares promi-

to

FURS

nently before the theatrical trade.

"A

"VARIETY'S''
12th Anniversary

435 RFtKAvenue

Number

Oppo.it. Lord

next month, is the chance to place an
advertisement that will become a per-

—

least

UNUSUAL SPECIALS

better chance can expose itself

to the professional

who wants

once yearly advertise he

in the

show

ST.,

The most reliable addition to a woman's
wardrobe is her Furs and they should be
purchased from a reliable source a manufacturer who has made Furs his life's work.

manent announcement

No

CapeletS

to at

In Hudson Seal

(dyed
Hudaoti
£*&)
oombt notion

business.

Hudson Seal

££

65.00
27.50

akin

Stoles

fourteen aklna.

figs 55"

\\

•

fifteen

35.00
12.00

250.00

tails

25.00
37.50
125.00

Stoles

Capelets
Coatees

business moves around quick-

Of

finest sllTered skins.

ERMINE:

if

Absolutely »

35.00
35.00
125.00

Scarfs

Muffs
Capelets

Beaver Collars

New

.

mnon

model.

.

30.00

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO THE PROFESSION

in it

:

word

fij-

$75.00
90.00
85.00

NATURAL SQUIRREL:

If s moving all the time. If you
stray off the path, you are forgotten.
Keep on the track. Let them know you

Just a

\\

. .

Ermine

Hudson Seal Muffs
Hudson Bay Sable Stole

ly.

still

tad

Skunk Capelets with fourteen un«
New Taupe Wolf Open Scarfs.

There is no use hiding. Nobody is
going to look for you. Let them know
where you are so they may seek you
out Thatf s the surest way.

are

(dyed Muskrat)

Muskrat)

Black Lynx Stoles

is still

One whole animal

Show

Tartar

ft

NEW YORK CITY
MY NEW AND ONLY STORE

NEAR 88TH

to the old timers:

ijfiim

You

haven't been forgotten but you are not
••>•

remembered. There are others since
you were so well known. Let them recall you through an announcement
That may remind them they need you.
People in
when they
youngsters
agents and

•ILLY

Newell

MOST
"Newell and

become too set
think they are set The
managers,
come along

Most are entera i n e r 8 much
above the average and have an

t

a r

—

There

is

as they are.

world.

Take space in the Anniversary Number. Send in your copy now.

i

• t

i

e style

augurs

well for their fu(Philature."

—

delphia Evening
Ledger.)

real showy number, using four girls who
contribute a series of dances.
The trapeze
work of one of the sisters still stands out as
the strong feature of the offering. The whole
act is nicely staged and costumed and scored

a

Everybody should use "Variety."
It's the mutual weekly meeting place
of all show business all over the

t

which

always

someone new about Be as progressive

Four. Bayard and Ingham in a song revue,
Goldsmith and Lewis, Belle Onra and the film
feature, "The Red Ace."

GRAND OPERA HOUSE (W. D.
mgr.).— Billy McDermott, Newand Phillips, Arthur Sullivan and Co. In
"A Drawing from Life," Hart and Clarke.
Darras Brothers, Lawton and a series of moNIXON'S

Wegefarth,
koff

ELSA

theatricals

actors.

..•••••

hit.

COLONIAL (H. A. Smith, mgr.).—Six Virginia Steppers in a classy dancing act heads
this week's bill.
Others: Gillette's Monkeys,
Den and Hazel Mann, Wilbur Sweat man. Mahoney Bros, and Daisy, George Moore and
the film feature, Lilian Walker in "Gold, the
Lust of the Ares."
ALLEGHENY (Joseph Cohen, mgr.).— "The
Pood Inspector," a tabloid musical piece with
a company of twelve, headed by George Murphy, tops this week's bill. Others: Edgemont

and Leedom, Burkln Sisters. Smith and Austin, Three 8helvey Brothers and the film feaMarguerite Clark In "Bab's Burglar."
(M. W. Taylor, mgr.).— Nine
clever youngsters appear in 'The Rising Generation," which heads the bill this week.
Others
8haron Stevens and Delia Bordeaux

ture,

KEYSTONE
:

in

"A Boy from Home," Duqueane Comedy

tion pictures.

GLOBE

(Sabloskey A McGurk, mgrs.).— HerBecker's "Sherman Was Right," Joe Horand his Minstrels, Al White Duo. Mary
Dorr and Sister, 'The Runaway," a comedy
sketch, Dunbar and Turner. Chun Sun Loo
and Co., Newell and Most and The Great Rich-

man
tes

ards.

WILLIAM PENN

(O.

W.

Metzel,

mgr.).—

half
Tom Brown's Seven Musical
Highlanders, Ole Olson and Harold Johnson.
Crawford and Broderick, Chick Family and
the film feature, Jane Cowl in "The Spreading
Dawn." Last half: Eugene Emmett Players
in a musical piece called "The Bungalow"
heads a bill of five acts and pictures.
BROADWAY (Charles Slsler, mgr.).— First
half
"For the Freedom of the World," presented by B. K. Lincoln, Barbara Castleton
and Romalne Fielding, is the featured film.
The vaudeville bill Includes Hyman Adler In
"The Hebrew's Dream," Kincalde's Kilties,
Stone and McAvoy. Quaker City Trio and the
Cavanaugh Duo. Last half: William S. Hart
in "The Narrow Trail" is the film feature,
and Boganny's Lunatic Bakers heads the vauFirst

:

:

deville bill.

CROSS KEYS (Sabloskey ft McGurk. mgrs.).
First half: Al White and his Players, Margaret Dawson and Co., J. Armstrong aud Klciss
Sisters, Louis and Hurst, Parise Duo. Harry
and
Kitty Sutton.
Last half
Kincalde
Kilties head a bill of five acts and pictures.
:

PROVIDENCE.

By KARL K. KLARK.
OPERA HOUSE (Felix R. Wendlescbafer,

—

mgr.). Dorothy Donnelly's first effort as a
producer with "Six Months' Option." Reviewed
elsewhere In this issue.
KEITH'S
Lovenberg,
(Charles
mgr.).

—

VARIETY
"THE GIRL AM) THE DANCING FOOtT

TOM-PATRICOLA

and

Palace Theatre, Chicago, Last

Week

This

(Nov.

19)—Orpheum, St

and making 'em
Eastern Direct:*,,

like

Week

(Nov. 12)

and Myers, another applause and laughter
Pat is a youthful husky who dances on
split-bottoms and soft soles and has a thousand little
comic falls and passes. Miss Myers is a slender juvenile peach who dances like a bubble and does babystuff winningly. The act is alive and past doubt.
Patricola

Louis,

contribution.

it

GENE HUGHES and JO PAIGE SMITH

Western Direction,

MYERS-ruby

SIMON AGENCY

"VARIETY"

(Jack Lait).

For Stage Costumes

Jack Terry
(Formerly Terry and Lambert)

PHILOSOPHY CORNER
"I will love you always!"
This is the eternal lie that lovers
with the greatest sincerity.

Friars' Club
always reach

will

BART McHUGH

H.

EL BRENDEL

and

tell

•

me

Sl(inneg& Satin
The very

Present*

FLO BERT

ta

Its

many

ailk

sheen.

beautiful

Satins

& SONS

SELF-STARTING

4

REMINGTON

Holyoke, Mass.
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EAST

17th

STREET,
PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

TYPEWRITER

BOSTON

!•

THE FAYNES
A SUPREME OPP BRING
R«»rMtnUtlv«. JACK PLTNN

THE ARTI8T8 WITH

THE MMBRADS
.
BrMtfwv.

AtMNy.

"«"
V.

C.

Conroy A LeMalre headed good hill. Mme.
Olga Boris. Russian planlste, high class. The
Llttlejohns, a. no Id A Taylor, Dooley A Nelson,

Maude Durand A Company. Lydell A Hlgglns,
Dong Fong Due A Harry Haw, Three Jahns.

MAJESTIC
half.

Beatrice

Hall

A

Co.,

(Martin

Cook

Toohey,

this week than ever before.
Several weeks ago the Providence opera house
advertised to sell two seats for the price of
one on a Monday night when legitimate was
being played, with prices ranging to $1.50.
This week the Emery followed suit and offered
two seats at the price of one on opening night
of "The Millionaire's Son and the Shop Oirl."
This week the manager of one of the biggest
film houses In the city said he lost at least
$~)<H) last week on account of the war tax and
declared that the manager of one of the vaudeville houses had told him he lost a similar
amount.
The managers do not believe the
slump Is due entirely to war tax they are
anxiously seeking to get at the bottom of the
reasons are.
thing and find out what the

come more evident

Thomas

J.

Ryan.

Richfield A Co., Billy Elliott, Sutton A Dell,
the Ovandns, Gordon A Oovan.
FAYS (Edward M. Fay. mgr.).— First anniversary bill, beaded by Felice De Noire. David
Brothers, "Between Love and Duty"; Four
Merry Song Birds. Hcaley A Adams, Six Maxims feature picture.
EMERY (Martin Toohey, mgr.).— "The Millionaire's Son and the Shop Girl."
COLONIAL (Sylvester P. Callanan, mgr).—
playing to full houses.
"Follies of the Day"
:

;

Nine were fined $5 each for
under arrest.
playing cards and dice on Sunday.

William Hodge, In "A Cure for Curables,"
which was to have been the Thanksgiving
week attraction at the Opera House, has been
cancelled nnd the house will shift from legitiCleopatra" Instead. This will
mate to film.
be the second week this season that pictures
have been resorted to.
operator at Shea's,
Cumberland, II. I., has left and taken a similar
position with a Boston playhouse.

Burns,

Jr.,

film

Providence has had
a bad slump In its theatrical business In the
past few weeks for several reasons has beThat, like other

cities,

on her copy.

The machine

doesn't have to be looked
J.

Rash Branson, former manager

of the

the scale watched.

ing

automatic.

is

at,

The time
There

other typewriter like

or

sav-

is

no

Fully

this.

protected by Remington patents.

The

SEATTLE.
BY WALTER BURTON.
MOORE (Carl Relter, mgr.).— 11,
Ann Wellman headlined

Self Starter, while adding

In

WILKES

(Dean

B.

"Madam X," by Wilkes

Emily
"Young Mrs. Stan-

In

Worley,
Players.

mgr.).

Grace Huff

stellar role.

GAIETY (Ed. Armstrong,
Old Kentucky" for a week.

mgr.).— 11, "In
Large company
Booked for
Sliver hand of picks.

four days.

LYRIC.

— Burlesque

and vaudeville.

PANT AGES (Edgar

mgr.).— 11,
"The Hong
Neek Suen. Chinese,
Kong Mysteries." Revue De Vogue, Frank
Bush, Walter Herald. McDermott A WalCapacity business.
lace, Marton A Florence.
PALACE HIP (Joseph A. Muller, mgr.).—
G. Milne,
tops with

Trio,
11, Tyrolean Troubadours, Wellington
Hyde and Hardt, merit. King Brothers, Jerge
& Hampton. Capacity business.
ORPHEUM (Jay Haas, mgr.).— Joe Arias'
Spanish
Troubadors
top
Transcontinental
Meritorious.
Road Show Nov. 7.
Janls A
Rean. good. Miniature cabaret by the Hlllyers.
Van Hoff, George A. Newton, Manning A Lee
(first

adds nothing to the coat

of the typewriter.

Lloyd A
ford."
Arthur Deagon, pleased.
Brltt won favor.
Ricardo and Cooper, good.
Splendid
Burt, Johnson A Co., comic oddity.
business.
METROPOLITAN (George T. Hood, mgr.).—
"Miss Springtime." 18-21.

of ability.

Rooms In a blnek on Westminster street
occupied by a theatrical union were raided last
Sunday evening by police and nine men placed

badly bruised last week In an encounter with
a mad bull while hunting mushrooms near
his place at Renton.

new invention permits
THIS
your typist to keep her eyes

to speed,

Sextet,

Cleveland,
Bentell Brothers; last half,

Billy Malcom, stagedoor man at the Palace
theatre, had several ribs broken and was

Hip

;

mgr. ) .—First

Billy "Swede"
A Stevens. Claude and
Bert A Hazel Skatelle,

Morrell

Marlon

S.

la

and

•

PBTPL1 A QRRNWALDV
-ALL GISL KSVUr*
Pts«wI Direction M L GRKKVWALP

L.

Satin
colors

WILLIAM SKINNER

*JA*fOH

erteelll

Saves from 15% to 25% of
every letter-writing hour.

are pi

MANUFACTURED BT

A DELE

fred

effects

Have Your Costumers Use These

"Waiting for Her"

F«tirt«

best

dnced by the ase ef Skinner's

half).

John T. Spickett, Alaska theatrical magnate,
has returned to Juneau after a month's visit
here.
His wife accompanied him.

It is

part of

the machine.

Descriptive folders mailed on

P.DODDACKERMAN

request.
a

SCENIC STUDIOS,

Inc.

Remington Typewriter Co.
(lno*r»oratad)

140 West 39th Street

New York

City

374

Broadway,
Branches

New York

City

In leading dtias of the

Stage Decorations
for Productions

Empress (now Palace Hip), has been chosen
as manager of the Empress, Cincinnati.

The new Pantages house. Tacoma,
completed

and Vaudeville Acts
"THE MODERNISTIC STUDIO"
Phone: Greeley ISM

this

will

ha

month.

Geo rue and Billy Arnold have forsaken the
footlights and opened a billiard parlor at 1009
First avenue, Seattle.

The Fisher Honk inn Agency announce a twoact bill now opens In Billings (Mont.) Monday, while two other acts open slmlltaneously
In their southern Idaho territory.
The four
acts will
meet at the American theatre.

VARIETY

42

.«,*«*-•* a****-•

•

LLSA

BILLY

NEWELL - MOST
"TWO BRIGHT SPOTS

99

Not. 19-26— Philadelphia
"Down near

Dee. 3— Playhouse, Passaic, N. J.
"
3 Alhambra, Stamford, Conn.

the closing of the bill

Newell and Most score a decided

and spread smiles all over the place.
The little lady has a world of personality which gets across big, and the
chap Is a good-looking blond who can
dance.*'—FAY KING, Denver "Post."

"

"

M

"

10— Poll's, New Haven, Bridgeport, Conn.
17—Poll's, Waterbury, Conn.; Palace, Springfield,
24—Poll's, Worcester, Hartford.
31—Poll's, Wilkes-Barre, Scranton, Pa.

Direction,
Walla Wall*, and form the regular four-act
road show to play westward to this city and
thenos southward through Oragon and California.
The J. C. Matthews Agency In Chicago will route four acta In this manner aemlweekly hereafter.

•

—

hit,

•

Mass.

Frank Donnelly (Norman

Jefferies)

liked.
Shaw and Seebury. good. Ashley aad
Altaian, neat act and well liked. Will Ward
with his Fire Symphony Girls, light Impression.
Derekln's Dogs closed the show
successfully.

!

NATIONAL (William Fowler, mgr.).—
"Follies," with the President aad
Mrs. Wilson and a large party of guests
occupying the Presidential box, opened Monday evening to capacity.
This week practically sold before rise of curtain.
BBLASCO (H. 8toddsrd Taylor, mgr.).—
"Cleopatra" film for week opened to good
Zlegfeld's

Carl Lorraine, at the Tivoli with a trio for
sereral months, la filling a cabaret engagement at the Butte Grill, Butte.
In

Morette

:

Kline a Kauffman have sold their Interest
the Liberty theater, Hoquiam (Wash.), to
of the Arcade, that city.

Henry Newman,

Fanchon Byerhard
Wilkes theatre.

the

Irian, died

In
heart trouble.

"The

Critic,"

now under

the

is again In the cast at
Her husband, Richard
Los Angeles. October 18th, of

v

bbbbbI

1

an

i
a local theatrical weekly,

and

editorship

x

i

Sisters

is

management

Lgplng Ksiljr, s well known stock actor
in the West, and Pranklyn Barrows, a newspaper man of experience. Tom Church, former
publisher, has gone Bast
With a thesplan
and newspaper scribe at the helm there Is a
of

noticeable improvement In the paper.

A

Joe

St.

Peter, Everett theatre
of the week.

INGENUE

San

ception.

The President passed his hat Monday evening at the National among the occupants of
his and the adjoining box.
His action wss
responsible for a number of large donations
to the T. M. C. A. fund and sided materially
In putting the amount contributed by Washington far over Its. quota.

osfl

SOUBRETTE

manager,

Tom Moore Is planning several picture
theatres.
His Rlalto that Is to be built on
9th and G streets, northwest, was delayed
because the government requisitioned a large
amount of his material. The ground has
already been broken. It Is claimed by Mr.
Moore this Is the first of four houses he expects to build here.

first

14 sIINB.

Taooma men have Incorporated an organisation known as the Camp Lewis Vaudeville
Company, and will manage two vaudeville

Donnellan

Is

Cellee, Ceraets

aad Dreams

Psrssaaeat Address—Variety, Call

Bdward H. Lester

'

The entertainment

Is

WASHINGTON.
BY HARDIB MHAKIN.

provided under direction

of the chapllns.

;

advisor.

IN "ONE.-—Maslcal Specialty—VUUaa,

A HIT WITH "THE ALL-GIRL RBVU*r

theatres in the concession zone at Camp Lewis
(American Lake, Wash.). One of the houses
will have a seating capacltj of 2,000, the other
about 1,800. The officers of the company are
B. J. Donnellan, managing director; R. J.
Strachan, secretary and treasurer
James P.
Murray, vice-president; Chas. A. Rlokabaugh,
legal

Those at Keith's Friday evening saw Lois
Josephine, who appeared with Wellington
for that one performance.
She was
quickly recognised and given a hearty re-

Cross

Francisco sheet devoted to amusements has
suspended publication, say local newsdealers.
Two Chicago weeklies that circulated here a
year ago have also disappeared from the newsstands.
Variety is selling out by Thursday
each week, the current issue arriving here
Wednesday morning.

was here

house*

POLI'S (Fred Berger, mgr.).— "The Newlyweds Grown Up Baby."
OAYBTT (Hairy Jerboa, mar.).— 'Haid
of America."
COSMOS (A. Bylaskl, mgr.).— Headllner
"The Breakers."
Fisher, Luckle and Gordon, Mora and Billot, George Urns, Three
Brlttons, John and Ollle Vanls and Beatrice
Lambert.

a son-in-law of

John Hamrlck has secured the
first run of Metre features for his Rex theatre on Second avenue.

Manager

John W. Considine, and was Seattle manager
for the local S.-C. house for years.
Murray
is a millionaire of Butte.

The biggest vaudeville act ever seen here
be at the Moore next week as headllner
Orpheum bill. It Is "The Four Hus-

Out-door film theatres are now showing the
world to the soldiers at Forts
Casey, Worden and Flagler, all near here.

will

latest in the film

of the

bands,"

with twentj-eight people.

TAIM tvAIM

KEITHS

care

of the front
Social Maids."

Bobbins, mgr.).—The
creative genius of Adelaide and Hughes Is
again manifest
The costuming Is gorgeous
and the display of color against the Jet
black hangings used made them appear as
two living cameoe.
Sallle Fisher In "The
Choir Rehearsal," heartily received. Hlckey
Harry Carroll, well
Brothers,
excellent.

(Roland

8.

of

Is

this

the

season

house

for

The

Howard,

Washington's colored theforth with a colored stock
offering "Branded," with
Abble Mitchell In the cast for this week.
atre

holding

Is

company

and

Is

NAT SOBEL

PLATING U. a O. TIME

THE ALPS
OUR ROUTE

[Nov.
"

5— Orpheum,

Brooklyn Dec.
"
12— Bushwick, Brooklyn
l er " lde
N* W T ° rk
"
T.
26— Baltimore
«

^S

ection,

'

3— Philadelphia
10—Youngatown,

Jan.

O.

M=SS2?BMl*.
31— Detroit

PAUL DURAND
Palace Theatre Bldg., N. Y. City

44
««

Mich.

««

7—Rochester,
14—Montreal
21—Akron, O.
2*—Clereland

N. Y. Feb.
-

hen back with

"
«

"The

Mori Emerson, on the door at the Gayety,
is
of the famous old vaudeville team of
Emerson, Clark and the Dally Brothers.

Direction,

PORTS

taking

3—Brie,

Pa.

10— Dayton, O.
17—Columbus, O.
25— Pittsburgh

Baraum

&

Mar.

4—Cincinnati

"
"

11—Indianapolis
18—Louisrille

Bailev Circus

!;

MOVING PICTURE
Jack Ranney

.

.

•

.

.

•

J

Mary Dwyer
-Youni" kllroy.....
•iHonest George"
Lopei Cabrillo
••Cactus" Jim
Senor Cabrillo
Dor?J Cabrillo

^™
££
J^wSick
B,,

*f
Houck
|£0

Fra.ee

n

,"

'

J.

2P
H5lland
H. HolUna

"

-Col.

Beatrice

Jack and Loulae do something a

ferent

their

in

•Jack and

art

H™Z
,
Lenone

Burnham
dif-

little

Paramount offering
Say what you will about

late.t

Jill."

about their youth
this pair there's something
where the

and charm that gets an audience
Jack Is a bantamweight
-setting" is good.
«weetheart.
flSter and "Jill" is his Bowery
for Jim.
jfck has more nerve than is good
good thing to
but, as he says himself, it's a
to make.good.
have
you
then
because
bUiff,
I fight that unThe 'bantam hitche, up in faked.
Y<» un *
known to him is to be
cash
KUroy is to lay down to Jack and thus
fight
the
When
manager.
in bets fo? his
^ in the
comes off Jack puts Kllroy to sleep
when told
Sery first round eo effectively that promising
he has killed his opponent he flees,
The girl sticks to her pal
to write "ill eoon.
even goes
&s^te she «J5? gets a letter and
his agent and force the
become
to
•o far as
to
receipts
gate
the
crooked manager to pay
wandered far,
her In the meantime, Jack has betaking
himthence
Paso
El
In
lands
ind
poses as a killer
self to a ranch, where he
to Jill
and gets treated as a kid. A letter
i

money Just as
brings her out West with the
raid,
Jack saves the ranch from a Mexican
Oft IjMW
ft prSJlent is he with his fists for
the Purhesitate to use their rifles on him.
reason. A
Doses of the picture if for not other
from the time
Kt of action goes in the tale
to Jack's
he b^ini mltch starts through
the story
varied experiences on the ranch, and
hold Into
enough
climactic
18 consistent and
As for Miss Huff, she does the Bowery
terest.
There may be those who
stuff splendidly.
Huff, but
want her to be only pretty Louise
does good actshe Is still pretty enough, and
Every attention has been P»ld
ing besides.
of the Picture
to the staging and filming
phand the direction is above par. A suspense,
with action, humor, love interest,
two enby
Excellently
out
worked
plot
and a
artistic
suring youngsters and a director whose
stinginess on the
ideals are not limited by any
Joio.
part of hls» producing company.

jjuiftAer jMrhejtf v oh* .the jUreotore JWw.1.
want to go too far. as
depicted was
sufficient to have the big brother of the
deluded girl go after the rich chap. Of the
.

wuthm

...

Miss Harris worked hard with a serious
part and did effective work. But the roles
that stood out were those of yoang Preston,
splendidly played by Kenneth Harlan, and
Llnnle's brother and the big, good-natured

cast,

cop,

whose names were unprogramed.

There

were some very picturesque and elegantlyappointed settings for some of the scenes.

Mark.

THE SILENT LADY.
"The Silent Lady" is a Butterfly feature
starring little Zoe Rae and featuring Oretchen
Lederer.
The story is developed slowly, and
gives promise of becoming exceedingly interesting, but doesn't live up to its promise.
A child is brought up by three men who operate a lighthouse.
She Is taken 111, and a
doctor Is summoned. He thinks the child may
have a touch of typhoid, and sends for a
young woman to nurse the little girl. The
old fogies think it isn't exactly right for the
young woman to be living there with them,
and It is decided one of them shall marry her.
She declines the honor.
The men receive
notice the Government Inspector will call
shortly on his regular tour of investigation,

and when the girl hears the inspector's name
she Tjelomed exalted.' ThC slant the inspwtor's vease! is due she turns off the light In
the tower, and. as a storm is supposed to be
raging, there Is every likelihood hie boat will
The
be wrecked and all on board drowned.
child, however, relights it, end when the inspector arrives it develop* he is the man who
had wronged her under promise of marriage,
and that he already had a wife. It ends with
the supposition the doctor, who loves her, is
willing to make her hie wife. The scenes are
replete with eeaooa st atmosphere, but the trite
The child is
plot moves along very slowly.
cute and lovable, but it is difficult to conjure up sympathy for a woman who deliberately shuts off the lighthouse illumination
likely to murder many innocent people who

had never done her any

A

Injury.

cheap feaJolo.

ture at beet.

__

OVER THE HILL

H. Oilmour
Daniel Mason
Huletto
Wm. Parke, Jr.
Chester Barnett

Amos Winthrop
Rev. Timothy

J.

Neal

Gladys

Esther

Roy Winthrop
Allan

Stone

Richard Thornton
an Astra (Pathe) producby William Larke, has the most
rambling story turned out in many a day. It

Jim Barnes
"Over the

Hill,"

tion directed

43

utmost difficulty that one can
the plot-as- HtrafcW* - -Thus* t»
minister lompellod to resign his nantorate because of old age, and he starts out as
He dies of pneumonia, leava book agent.
ing his granddaughter alone in the world, and
she tries to carry on his work. Then there is
the owner of a dally newspaper in the email
town, his son, his editor, and his business
The owner of the large departmanager.
ment store Is averse to signing a big advertising contract, and unless the deal goes
through the paper cannot show a profit which
will give the editor and young business manager a promised allotment of stock. The de-

is with the
kfc«p' tracer of-

an

ild

partment

store

owner has a daughter who

elopes with a baseball player already married,
and the minister's granddaughter, who has
secured a position on the paper, not only
stops the elopement, but holds out the story.
The newspaper owner's son gets wind of the
The little girl reyarn, and has it set up.
turns to the office, finds it has been printed
on the front page, burns the entire edition,
mashes the type the newspaper owner's son
robs the safe, and hits the young business
manager over the head with a paper weight
the young business manager is in love with
the minister's granddaughter, who also writes
the society news and the—Oh, what's the use
;

Jolo.

#olchyyn^y>fctures
This Is ATlmeTo Make
frimds instead of Profits

FOR VALOUR.
•UaIIr

Nobbs

Hen";

Nobbs.' brother ...

Winifred Allen

RichartBarthelme-s

Winifred Alien is well cast as the featured
poor
player in a film story that ooneerni1a
Canadian family lifted from the common.war. Hjr
place through the exigencies of the
In The
role of 'Mella is remindful of that
Man Hater" (also a Triangle, and released
some weeks ago). She again is a Plodding
For
female, but her problem is different. In
Invaiia
Valour" 'Mella takes care of her
work.
father and a brother, the latter out of
The family subsists on the father s pension,
has
he being a Boer war victim. But 'Mella of
managed to hoard a few dollars. Instead
buying a frock for herself she gives the money
bettered apto he? brother, and the letters
pearance gains him a position. This is the
for
situation when the call comes to Canada
Mella
men to battle against the Kaiser.
but
Cross,
Red
the
with
bit
her
do
to
wants
physical standis rejected on account of low
But she does accomplish her aim or
ard.
helping the cause, for she succeeds In getting
her ungrateful brother to Join the colors.
he beWhen the youth dons the olive drab itself
is
comes a different individual; that in
goes
He
sister.
idolatrous
a reward to his
overseas, and in an engagement he drags his

back from "No Man's Land," though he
The boy loses
is sorely wounded.
an arm, but is given a lieutenant's rank and

officer

himself

And
the Victoria Cross for valor in action.
thus does he come back to his sister. He finds
'Mella in a police hospital. She had been arrested for gotng outside the law In getting
money to help the brother before he had enThe medal for valor is heartease to
listed.
'Mella, she who has made sacrifices which
none but she know of. There are some Incongruous points in the picture. For Instance,
'Mella Is supposed to secretly work as a
Those scenes
dancer In a burlesque house.
are In strange contrast with others. But there
are some scenes of men preparing, and there
attune
Is "stuff" that Is appealing, for It Is
with the times. The story Is from a magazine
Ibee.

yarn.

THE PRICE OF A GOOD TIME.
Mildred

Llnnle

Her Mother
Molly
Preston*

'

Wlnfleld

Harris

PICTURES

organization recognizes thai

America
must make profits. This is the day to make exceptional
effort and the direct result of such effort by any producer
in these trying days the exhibitors of North

is

exceptional productions.

Big pictures— powerful, vital stories and tremendously
popular stars—today are the only means of attracting big
audiences into your theatres. And the four biggest productions immediately available in the motion picture industry today areGoldwyn attractions, released as follows:

MADGE KENNEDY in "NEARLY MARRIED" by Ector
Selwyn. A play many times as dramatic and Joyous as the
great laufihter-making hit "Baby Mine." A story of situations
thrills; AIM to the brim with wonderful comedy.
leased November 18.

and

REX BEACH'S

greatest story,

Re-

"THE AUCTION BLOCK/'

one of the most dramatic pictures ever made and possessing
greater drawing power than his noted screen successes, "The
pollers," "The Ne'er-Do-Well," "The Barrier." Given at your
regular rental to Goldwyn contract customers. The first and
only Rex Beach production ever available in this manner. Released

December 2.

MAE MARSH

in

'THE CINDERELLA MAN"

A

by Edward

Childs Carpenter.
beautiful and wonderful holiday picture
made by one of the greatest of all directors, George Loane
Tucker. A picturization of Oliver Morosco's big stage success.
Released December 16.

Ann Schaefer
Helene Rosson
Kenneth Harlan
Alf ed A " en
i
Adele Farrlngton
Gertrude Aster

His Father
His Mother
Miss Schuyler
Mildred Harris Is featured in "The Price of
a Good Time," which could Just as well have
been termed "The Wages of Sin Is Death," for
that Is about what the theme amounted to
:

,

It Is not a great picture,
In the long run.
yet acting, photography, setting and genernl
affords pretty good photoplay
It
direction
entertainment It Is sponsored by the Unlvoraal, w'.th the fllin adaptation made by Lois
Weber from Marlon Orth's story, "The
Whim." Miss Weber and PhllllpB Smalley
handled the direction. Some of the settings
and scenes are about as near picture perfecThe subject appears drawn
tion as can be.
It Is only a plcturlzatlon of the
too long.
old, old story of the rich young man and the

poverty-stricken working girl. But Jewel has
Invested quite a goodly sum to bring the subcamera. The story
is a little broad and could have been made

ject out vividly before the

GOLDWYN

MARY GARDEN

in

Anatole Frances famed story, "THAIS/'

bringing this artist of world-wide reputation to the screen for
the first time. This will be the most sensational and remarkable
box-office success ever booked for your theatre, and you get it
at your regular Goldwyn rental.
Released December 30.

©GOLDWYN
Samuel Goldfish
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Owl Von
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Harry More/

Rotter

Cortsne
Arthur

Griffith

DouMm

Maid
Mary Maurice
Robert W. Chambers, who la a master of
the quick love story, wrote the novel from
which this Vtlagraph was taken. Chambers
eaa make his Iotots meet as strangers one
day, hare them married the next day. and he
tee his readers like the Idea mostly beof his cleverness at dialog. Usually In
films there Is a reasonable span of time
allowed to transpire before marriage, else
there would never be sustained Interest for
five reels. .In "Who Goes There ?" however,
there Is a war background. In fact It concerns the serious plight of Belgium and deals
with a spy plot. The love story here there-

-doss.- not- teeea-^A-jehcupv hvi for... some
reason at the end the happiness of the lovers

a. £rovp..x»t

seems awry amid the flashes or German outrages committed upon the Belgian people.
These days one Is led to Imagine that a
good deal of Belgium Is laid In waste, and so
In this feature the setting of a beautiful
home In that blighted land seems "out of the
This might be corrected by the
rilcture."
neertlon of titles that would serve to re-

nel.

The Vltagraph did not strive to snare th«
humor of O. Hoary, though the story of that
now famous author's "A lfunlolpal Report"

tion, which is the fine home of Von- Relter
In Belgium.
Guild shows Karen that deep

the aouroa of "I Will Repay." But there la
doubt many of Henry's stories are
humorous in style rather than situations. In
this ease the lore story that Intertwines

mind the spectator that the events are supposed to occur at the beginning of the war.
which no doubt Mr. Chambers' story Is timed
at.
The story tells of Kervyn Guild being
caught In Belgium when the Huns Invaded.
Though he Is an American he Is of Belgian
descent and threatened with summary execution unless he consents to fetch from London a pretty Swiss girl who Is la possession
of code Information, and who had been proposed to by Gen. Von Relter, the German
officer In command.
Guild consents to save

Aattves-hald .as hostages arainftt
his return. He* brings the girl over the e*anbut gets possess ion uf the messages, decodes them, turns them over to the British
and gets a running start on the girl's (Karen)
affections before they reach their destina-

down she does not side with the Teutonlo
This
cause, and finally wins her heart.
after a sword duel with the German officer,
though punctured by Guild's weapon,
Jhe pair a safe conduct to Antwerp.
Is a point that might be corrected In
the titles also since Antwerp Is now In the
hands of the Germans, though It probably
wasn't when Chambers wrote his story. The
film version Is Interesting and timely, fitting
Corlnne Griffith
a program well therefore.
and Harry Morey are both featured. Tbe
latter Is Inclined to be deliberate and poesy.
who,

gives

That

/bee.

PAR/ALT A PLAY 5

!Two Great Paralta Plays!

WILL REPAY.

I

la

little

Henry's oolorful yarn has been made para-

mount

That

Isn't

exactly

true

In

"A

Municipal Report," one of the most tItM of
late author's proline output
There is
food reason why the dramatle has been subordinated to the lore interest, for there is the
beautiful Conine Griffith as the feature and
central figure.
As a Southern belle, Virginia
Rodney, the youthful friend of Asealea Adair,
who is a tortured soul, she is quite compelling.
Asealea is the wife of the dissolute
Major Caswell, she baring taken a pen name.
A Northern magaslne editor is desirous of
contracting for her stories, and sends young
Kendall to Nashville with that end in view.
Kendall does not realise until the end that
the Major takes every penny that his delicate
wife obtains so her oan buy whisky.
Nor
does' he know until later that Uncle Caesar^
an old shabby darky "hack" driver, is giving
all his earnings to Asealea, who once was his
mistress in the slave days.
Kendall is
naturally engrossed in the winning of Virginia.
But when he gets an inkling of the
truth he arranges for a profitable contract
for the stories, and gives the old lady too as
a contract binder.
This money the Major
filches for his wire, who was in sore need of
it sad It is then that Uncle Caesar goes to
"repay" the Major. The darky strangles the
sot One of his coat buttons Is found in the
the

•

victim's hand by Kendall, who quietly returns
it to Caesar.
The story, too, concerns a vengeful suitor for Virginia's hand, a "young
blood,"
whose lover conducts the "'Blind
Tiger," a resort for negroes, where he and tie
Major were wont to go. Some of the negro
characters are not of the best but Win. P. 8.
Barle, the director, has cleverly chosen his
locations, and the picture somehow holds an
air of the much admired Southern hospitality.
Ibee.
1
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HAROLD MacGRATH

Robert Brunton, Manager of Productions

CARL ANDERSON, President
ROBERT T. KANE, Vice-Pres.

this

featuring Emily Stevens and Barl Fox, falls
below the standard established by that organisation, running to a low degree of merit
In construction and photography, the latter
department being especially poorly supervised.
In some spots the subjects are hardly
distinguishable In the extremely dark backgrounds. The story deals with a triangular
family affair, the string of olrcumstancee provided being spread out along the several reels,
with the inevitable adjustment coming at the
finale, this climax, which arrived with an
abrupt turn of affairs, being the sole redeeming spot In the theme. The direction necessitates much of the action being staged in interior views, and, while the Metro soenlo investiture is up to mark In this, the prevailing darkness blackened up the picture and
killed all opportunity for facial registration
Miss Stevens is
by any of the principals.
sufficiently emotional, of course, but her front
view "close-ups" do not help any. The side
views were rather to the contrary, and Miss
Stevens could well do more profile than front
picturing in features that call for short space
"throws." Fox Is of the type reasonably sure
He played his
In any role opposite a star.
part nicely, never crowding, but always holding his end up to expectation. The character
role of the old broker was admirably taken,
that individual getting the lion's share of the
male responsibilities. A reserved old gentleman, excellently dressed and groomed for the
part he stood out conspicuously. The subtitles and explanatory matter could have been
one view addressing Miss
edited,
better
Stevens by her maiden name after she had
"Outparticipated In a marriage ceremony.
wltted's" single good point revolves around
the scenario. That carried possibilities at the
opening, but they were badly handled, so
badly, In fact, It was almost entirely ruined.

Trail

Forthcoming Releases—"Dead Shot Baker."
"Ths Tenderfoot** end ether "Wolfvllls
Teles*' by Alfred Henry Lewis

—
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IEACHIN6 FOR THE MOON.

THE REGENERATED

Alexis Caesar Napoleon Brown.

DouclSS Palrhanloi

Old Bingham, hit bo*. ...Richard Oimmtngs
11
Millard We&b
i-.
ISIS. ........
Bil^an P«mw
Minister of Vuls*riaV.7.7.7.BugeneOrme«S
BUck Boris
CnmpSnn
Lopke like they have started dlggtn' Into
tho bnok tins (or ntnfl to fit "Dug./' (or in
"Ranching for tho Moon" Anita Laos and
John merson, who wrots tho yarn, hays had
to rssort to ono of thoss "dream things" to

""

pSS

"Fairbanks " bat not one of the best that
that comedian has appeared In.
There Is a
lore stoiT tacked onto the dream plot. It
running about 1.600 feet In adYanoe and
closing for about a reel. This giree the star
a chance to make lore to a sweet little
Ingenue, but It Is the dream he gets In his
laugh stuff and acrobatic action. The story
Is laid In New York, where Alexis Caesar
Napoleon Brown Is a clerk In a button factory.
He Is an orphan, his mother haying
died at his birth, and all that A. O. N.
knows Is that she was of royal blood and ran
away with his father, a common or tardea
rsrlety Brown.
He has a picture of mother
and knows that her natlre land was Vulgaris.
About this time A. O. N. Brown runs across
a Tolume on Concentration and he starts his
brain with mother's royal blood as the ground
work of his thoughts, wherewith he Imagines
himself hobnobbing with the royal oourt of
Vulgaris, and nothing less than King suits
him. The Prime Minister of Vulgarla arrrres
In New York and A. C. N. B. sees the notice
of his sitItsI In the papers, after which he
catches a glimpse of the dignitary at his
hotel, but In so doing orerstays his lunch
hour snd loses his Job In the bone yard.
Disgusted with life he hikes to his little furnished room snd takes s nsp. It Is during
this nsp things begin to happen.
The Prime
Minister arrlres on the scene. Identifies our
hero as the last of the royal line and starts
him off for Vulgarla. When he arrives it Is
discovered Black Boris, the pretender to the
throne, stands ready to start anything to get
a chance to plant himself on the crimson
cushions, snd It Is the machinations of his
various plots which make life worth while
for A. C. N. Brown, who has a day and night
of tough going, with bomb throwers, assassins
with knives and revolvers, poisoners, etc., nil
working fast while, the populace shouts "Long
Live the King." It Is this sentence and the
action of the willing death dealers that surrounds It that make for the biggest laughs
of the feature. Doug wakes by falling out of
bed. Just nt the point In the dream where
Black Boris has forced him over n cliff at the
point of a sword, and the thump on the floor
awakes him. He squares matters with his
employer snd wins the girl steno.

Mynderse Van Duyc

Wslt Whitman

Pell Van Duyn
Owen Daffy

Darrel Foes
John' Lines
Allan Sears
Louie Durham

,

Panl LaForge
William Blade
James Forbes

Wm.

Oathsrins Ten Byck
Nora Duffy

Walt Whitman

Is

Brady

Alma Rnebena
Pauline Stark
to be credited with an

excellent characterisation In this Triangle.
The acting of all of the roles Is good. The
picture Is one of olsss, the story seened amid
settings that befit IL
"Blue Blood" was the
original title siren the feature, and It is fairly

11 descriptive of that theme.
Mynderse Van
DUJ
>uyh (Mr. Whitman/ is* in elderly •mount
whose rlslon is bounded by cams snd family;
that Is, as far as his granddaughter Oslhsnas
snd his son Pell ere oonoerned. The old man
Is set upon the couple marrying eren though
they are first cousins.
But Catherine Is lust
as determined not to marry the drinking,
dope-taking Pell, and she plights her troth to
Paul LaForge, an upstanding youth of means
For some reason, though Paul's grandfather
"was a marshal of France," Van Duyn
thought him unworthy of an alliance with
Catherine. Pell has had an affair with Nora,
the houssmald, and the girl la compelled to

flee

the house.

A

son

Is

born to Nora, who

(Greater Vltagraph.)
Barle Williams
Miriam Miles

Jean Dunbar
Denton Vane

\
J

Mabel Trunelle
Prank Crnyne
Bernard Slegal
Robert Galllard
Detective Green
"The Grell Mystery" Is a Blue Ribbon Feature from the Greater Vltagraph shop. Barle
Williams Is featured. The mystery comes
through a dual personality wherein twin
brothers confuse everything and everybody so
that when one Is murdered the Inference is
drawn by Foyle, criminologist and detective
chief that the brother he knew— Robert Grell
fiss been killed.
Foyle loves Helen Meredith.
Her sister. Eileen. Is to marry Grell. who has
Lola

Ralph

Fairfield

Ivan

—

not told either of the girls about his blacksheep twin brother, Harry Ooldenberg. Lola,
the wife of Ooldenberg, tries to shield Grell
when Ooldenberg would blackmail his brother.
Ooldenberg Is stabbed to death by Lola, who
Bees from the scene Just as Helen Meredith enters through another door. The detective chief,
through the ususl processes, uncovers the
It develops that Grell thought his
mystery.
sweetheart did It, sister Helen had worn Eicoat

leen's

something

that

night,

different,

snd

Helen

believes

while Eileen slso hss her

and so has Foyle, and so on. There
Is gun plsy and slso a cut bsck showing how
Williams handles his
the murder was done.

beliefs,

role

Miles

with
is

his

ususl

distinction,

while Mr»s

an acceptable Helen Meredith.

The

role of Lola was efficiently enacted by Mlrs
Trunelle. A capital bit of film sctlng was done
The
in a minor role by Bernard Slegal.
production as a whole carries an interesting
story snd is well staged by the Vlts. Mark.

FOR RENT
DALY'S
THEATRE
Suitable for Motion Pictures
and 30th STREET

BROADWAY

Long or Short Period
Very Attractive Terms

CARSTEIN & LINNEKIN,
347 FIFTH AVENUE

Inc.

The priest who wss called
dies in childbirth.
recogtrtxe* cat aft-i, *<wd' also tha-feiet that he
had performed a mandate ceremony between
So the Infant is brought to
Pell and Nora.
the Vsn Duyn home. Only a few days before
Pell had been thrown from the window by

his Tslet and killed, and aa the old man will
not countenance the child, Catherine and Paul
take It, leave the Van Duyn home, and are
wedded. Six years elapse. Still the old man
But
maintains his cloak of exclusireneas.
ons day they bring the young Pell to eee him,
with the result that hs capitulates, realising
so fine a lad Is bearing the proud family
name. The picture is somewhat better than
/bee.
the aTsrage.

I

\^

^
WilliAM A.OHAOV,
Director- Ccncral.

wohiu -Picrunms

THE GRELL MYSTERY.
Heldon Foyle
Helen Meredith
lleen Meredith
Robert Grell
Harry Ooldenberg
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CARLYLE BLACKWELL

MURIEL OSTRICHE

EVELYN CRCELEV
*X>fte

for Nothing
Good
AALEXANDtH THOMAI J

Story by

DiraVtca

toy

carlyle olackwul

1
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THE AWAKENING.
Montagu Love
Dorothy Kelly
John Davidson
Frank Beamlah
Joseph Oranby

Jacques Revilly
Marguerite

Horace Chapron
Varny (or Maxlme)
Prosper

Chavaasier

'

has something to work for.
A blackguard
hears of the affair, and wagers a dinner he
will win her.
She Is lured to a house,
drugged, and her ruin accomplished.
Entering the artists' cafe he hears the girl's name
mentioned as the paramour of the blackguard,
they quarrel, and a duel Is arranged. Jacques
learns the real truth of the matter, and determines to kill the villain. The blackguard
declares he Is no coward, says he has won all
previous duels, and offers to apologise. Jacques slaps his face, the duel Is fought, and
Jacques Is shot In the arm.
For the finish

carious ezlstenoe by selling occasional paintOne of his oustomers writes him : "You
are the possessor of great talent, and we will
gladly take more of your work If you can
keep away from drink long enough to do
the work for us." But Jacques (Love) smiles
grimly, and will only paint when It becomes
necessary to secure enough money to keep
ings.

Barle

Joaephlne

Celestine

bearctr of employment, awdfell exhausted. Ho
falls In love with her. and they are to be
married.
For the first time In bis life he

as k ~tiuer~ wast* - of time. - Af let a
quarrel with tbem he goes to Psrls, where he
lives In the Latin quarter eking out a preggfft

Montagu Love and Dorothy Kelly are starred
in "The Awakening." a World Film feature
directed by George Archalnbaud.
The atmosphere of France Is admirably visualised, and
the story Is a virile one.
Love ! seen first
as an uncouth French farm laborer looked
upon by hla associates as a laiy lout. He has
a strong loaning for drawing, which they rc-

He has no incentive, and Is called
Staggering
artists "The Brute."
Intoxicated one night he finds a girl In
the snow, carries her to his room, and revives her.
She had tramped the streets In

him

alive.
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Praised by All
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o

Is a delight throughout.
Admirers of Miss Pick.
ford are quite u. .likely to be any the less charmed by it
its predecessors.
—New York "Times."

•

.

,

,
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J
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Quite delightful.

Terk "Tribune."
i,

It is one of the best productions Miss Pickford has had,
being well balanced with pretty comedy and pathetic little
touches of girlhood.
—New Yerk "Herald."

Miss Pickford was

more appealing and winsome than ever

iin "The Little Princess," an Artcraft picture.
rately staged and beautifully photographed
he most notable of the Artcraft offerings.

than by

.

—

ft-m
mmmm m
Mary Pickford becomes more
.

.

.

and

.

Is

Elaboone of

—Philadelphia "Recerd."

of an artiste with every proSo attractively
flduction, if such a thing is possible.
('presented it will meet with great popular approval,
Tamar Lane in the Boston "Evening Record."

...
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GET ALL THAT'S

IN IT

If you didn't get a long enough "run" on
p icture to take care of all your people, arrange
to re-book it immediately. And on the next P ickf ord picture be sure to get a "long run."

this
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program

Jolo.

picture.

THE DOORBETWEEN.
Bluebird haa gone to considerable length to
obtain suitable atmosphere for Its filming of
"The Door Between," an adaptation of Samuel
Merwln's novel, "Anthony the Absolute." It
haa been admirably directed by Rupert Julian.
Monroe Salisbury plays Anthony Bckert, and
Ruth Clifford is Helolse. All the scenes are
laid In Japan and China, and the showing of
the Interior of a Japanese tea house, with
Geisha girls, who cater to the wants of
Anthony la visiting
European gentlemen.
Japan to secure phonographic records of the
There he meets a man
native folk songs.
who has been drinking heavily, and learns
he la searching for his wife, who left him and
The
fled to that country with another man.
husband Intends to kill both. Prom Japan,
Anthony repairs to Pekln. Seated In hla room
In the hotel he hears a beautiful voice In the
adjoining room, and bursts in declaring with
enthusiasm It Is perfect It develops the possessor of the voice Is the wife of the harddrinking man. Anthony persuades her to sing
into his phonograph, and falls In love with
In the course of time the husband arher.
rives, and Anthony goes to him and tells
him he must give his wife a legal separation.
It Is developed the husband had not treated
her right, and her elopement with the other
man was short-lived. In fact aha made him
leave her before the boat sailed.
When the
husband calls to kill his wlfs, Anthony, the
meek. Is the only man with courage enough
to give battle.
In the melee they fall down
a flight of stairs, and the husband's leg is
broken. The husband asks for the knife, and
kills himself while being carried back to his
hotel.
Within a week after the death of her
husband, just prior to the "clinch," Helolse
Is
seen luring Anthony Into matrimony.
Despite many attractive points the picture
somehow falls to give entire satisfaction.
Many of the scenes appear Co be unnecessarily
prolonged, probably to give it footage sufficient
to

make a

Jolo.

full flve-reeler.
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THE ANTICS OF ANN.
Ann Wharton

Tom

Ann Pennington

Randall

Bredwell

Ann Pennington comes

the exhibitor to give special attention to

—New

excellent

Mrs.

Any Mary Pickford picture is an event, but "The Little Princess" has received
acclaim so far above the average, even f or a Pickford Picture, that it behooves

Well produced.

It

Wharton
Gordon Trent
Mr. Wharton

/

New York Papers

cast.

a

Olive
t

"a, >

Well

Montagu Lovo

very powerful character role, and
with a rare sense of Its value. Miss
Kelly's role Is more receptive than active,
and Is merely a foil for the male lead. An

has

plays

>aa...a.aa....<
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at the conclusion of the story*
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DyFrancesHoc^sonBumett
Scenario by Frances Marion
Directed by Marshall Neilan
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HM

the girl t* see* ^a juthe be***^ ' asabrace. aad
While the sed«o~
they are to be married.
tloo Is probably more In keeping with actual
life, a violent attempt of that sort by the
villain might have accomplished the same result and left the girl undented for wifehood

Harry Ham
Orml Hawley

Grauford Kent

W. T. Carleton
Charlotte Granville
Into her

own

In her

latest film Impersonation titled "The Antics of
Ann," written by Frederic Chapln. directed by
Edward Dillon, produced by Paramount. Those
In charge of her picture proclivities have
come to a realisation Miss Pennington can
impersonate the madcap little girl much more
effectively than she can any part calling for
serious characterisation.
In "The Antics of
Ann" she has every opportunity to be the
dancing sprite that she really is, and, as a
consequence, aided and abetted by Director
Dillon's realisation of the farcical element In
the picture, we have a feature that Is delightful entertainment. Miss Pennington plays
football,
swims. Impersonates the famous
dancer, rides on a freight train, shins up
pillars, jumps through windows, and doea a
tall amount of prancing that Is entirely In

keeping with her own elfish spirit. The plot
doesn't matter.
It Is enough to know that
the stsr plays Ann Wharton, a pupil at
Bredwell Seminary. In a state of constant disgrace for some notable exploits, which finally
lead her to run away. At the seashore, where
the family has been gathering strength against
her return, she appears with undiminished
energy, and further accomplishes the upsetting of all the traditions of conventional
society, ending with an elopement after having saved her sister from marrying a bigamist.
The settings, titles, supporting company, and
able direction provide an entertaining bit
of persiflage that is sure to send 'em away
happy.
jolo.

THE VOICE OF CONSCIENCE.
In "The Voice of Conscience," story by Finis
Fox, directed by Edwin Carewe, Metro has
attempted a rather elaborate production for
a melodrama.
While many things happen,
the whole thing seem/ to drag Interminably.
Perhaps it was the projection of the film at
the New Tork theatre last Sunday afternoon.
Even a list fight between two giants the hero
and the villain seemed to lack the speed that
usually accompanies such encounters.
The
two principal roles are played by Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne, and they are
given no more than they can conveniently
handle. Bushman has a dual role, as in "The
Masquerader." He Is framed as tho accused
in a bank robbery and sent to prison.
There
bo meets a young* man who Is his physical
counterpart.
On the completion of his term
the other asks him to go to his old Southern

—

—

home and Impersonate him to his mother and
and help make happy the few remain-

sister,

ing hours of his dear old mother.
How the
pursues and annoys him, commits
murder, and fastens it on the innocent six
foot hero only to confess all on his death-bed
It Is not necessary to relate In detail.
It Is
all very satisfactorily filmed, and the whole
thing makes for an Important program feature.
Jolo
villain

.
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taM's right elbow for. the past three and a
half yoars, remains with the Gerson company.
J. demons, technical director, also remains
with Miss Young's company.

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD
Three new players have been engaged for
the

"Vengeance and the

new Triangle

production, "Mr. Butteron which Director E. Mason Hopper is
They are Teddy Sampson, Thomas
at work.
Kurihara and Jack Abbe. Farrell Foss will
appear In the rttle role.

While

Rothapfel, director or the Rlalto,
is out on the Coast, he is expected to attend
to some matters for the First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
Rothapfel is not expected
back In New York until the latter part of
next week.

Is

Reicher

Film shipments from Europe and particularfrom Italy are all being delayed. Four
Italian steamers arrived recently, all having
films aboard, which cannot be delivered because of lack of manifests or other papers.
Among the photoplays held up. It waa discovered, Is the only feature ever made by
Bleanore Duse.

feature. "An
by Kellett
is

William H. Tooker will portray the role
of Patrick Connolly In "Red. White and Blue
Blood," In which Francis X. Buahman and
Charles
Beverly Bayne are to be featured.
J. Brabin la directing the picture which was
taken from Shannon Fife's story by June

directing.

with several different
comedy companies on the Coast, Is now with
Peat Henry Lehrman signing him for the new
8uBShlne subjects. Potel will appear In "His
Smashing Career," released Dec. 6, with Billie
Ritchie, Gertrude Selby and Billy Levan.
Victor

next

ly

American Widow." The
Chambers, the scenario
coming from Albert Shelby Le Vino. Frank

coming

the

is

recting forces last Friday.

(811m)

Potel,

Mathlas.

The

Louis Board of Aldermen has under
consideration an ordinance Intended to prohibit the admission of those under 16 years
to exhibitions of pictures which depict abductions, elopements of married couples, mock
The
marriages, white slavery and murders.
ordinance la meeting with considerable opposition by Orrin O. Cooke, advisory secretary
of the National Board of Review of Motion

One of the first things done by Walter
Rosenberg when he assumed the management
of the Broadway was to distribute a large

number of tickets entitling the bearer to a
GO-ecnt orchestra seat on payment of 15 cents,
either afternoons or evenings, excepting Sat-

A

"The Legion of Death," descriptive of the
Russian battalion of women who fought In the
front line trenches, will be Aimed by Metro.
Bdlth Storey has been cast for the leading

Director Emile Chautard Is erroneous In that
respect, although true that he has been signed
by Oerson for the Clara Kimball Toung

of the "Legion."
Metro's patriotic fea-

tures.

forces.

SAMUEL

S.

considerably

The announcement Jack Voshell had bee:,
engaged by Harry I. Oarson as assistant f

commandant
of

It is alleged they submitted a
Karenlna."
manuscript taken from Tolstoi's book of that
name, but that Fox returned It saying another
version would be used.
They base the ac-

tion

looking about for new stories; we are not
anxious to get scripts our scensrio department
will attend to that, but are seeking novel Ideas.
If an author will Just devote his time to creating the basic idea for an original plot, our
stsff will sttend to the rest.

—

on the employment by Fox of the same

plots, etc.,
script.

as

incorporated

In

their

manu-

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

not going to do any
she has completed
more
her grand opera work, which will cover at
least a period of three months
Miss Farrar's
last film subject was "The Woman God Forgot," but her next feature will be the first
under her new Goldwyn contract The first
of the new Farrar subjects Is being written
by Frederick Chapin, which Is yet to be
entitled.
By the time that Farrar has completed her engagement at the Metropolitan
there will be at least three photoplay scrlpU
ready for her Goldwyn work.

Geraldlne Farrar
picture

work

is

unttl

Manufacturers are resorting to
Is

larger than has been anticipated, In spite
of bsd business.
It Is now estimated that
the average 600-seat theatre will average a
return of about MOO a month with the tax
growing larger according to seating capacity
and price of admission. Under the present
law the exhibitor Is required to file a sworn
statement in making hla returns.

-

third

against

The case
for trial In 8upreme Court.
dates back several years, and the plaintiffs
ask for ao> accounting on the film, "Anna

John Emerson and Anita Loos were In New
York last week In connection with the next
Douglas Fairbanks Artcraft production, and
once more the poor amateur scenarist who
claims he cannot get a chance to learn how
to properly prepare his work for the screen
and hence bis ideas are worthless, received a
whack from Emerson, who said :"We are

Gilbert <% Frledlnnd, lac, Manhattan,
$1,000; M. D. Josephson, A. 8. Levy, M.

Friedman, 233 Broadway.
Madison Corey, Inc., Manhattan, $60.000; A. C. Thomas. S. P. Friedman, H. A.
Strongman, 2 Rector street.
Canto Corp., Manhattan, $500,000; A. L,
Berman. H. J. Deuts, J. L. Myers, 1279
Madison avenue.

My Roar

Al. J. Lena,

HUTCHINSON,

who has been

at

Chau-

means

to attract a large

many

novel

number

of exhibitors
to the trade showings of their productions.
Universal, which was scheduled to have a
showing of Its new serial, "The Mystery
Ship," on Thursday, arranged to send a taxicab to the home or theatre of every exhibitor
who expressed a desire to be present. Fox
had a trade showing of "The Daughter of
the Gods" scheduled on the same day at the
same hour, and Unlversal's stunt may be due
to the strong opposition.

Yenr.j In

Germany,

Amusement

Placid

street.

Dlvertlsesnents,
Roaaanara's
Daaee
Manhattan, $6,000; E. E. White, Q. 8.
Starling.

J.

K.

Newman.

401

releases of World Pictures for
the remainder of the current year, is as
follows:
Nov. 26. Kitty Gordon in "Her

DISSOLUTIONS,

official

WILLIAM RUSSELL

and

other William Russell subjects
available at all Mutual Exchanges.

I-IJ

JOHN

R.

FREULER,

President

Greatest Personality in the history sf American

Presents
Amusements

ETHEL
MOTHER"
Adopted from Frsnk McCsll's sreat novel. "Red Horse
Mary Murillo and directed by Frsnk Reicher

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, Inc.
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, President
Distributed by

The

"THE ETERNAL

Produced by

MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION

BARRYMORE

are

42d

Proctor, 116th Street Properties
Manhattan.

F. F.
Co.,

in

A tale of dual personality. William Russell
appears as Jimmie Page, Eastern Society
man, and "Arizona Pete," a Western badman. Laughs, thrills and romance are skillfully mingled throughout the plot.
This

West

street.

The

-s

.

Lake

Metropolitan Comic Opera Co* Inc.,
Manhattan, $5,000; H. J. Phillips, R. G.
Paine. J. Welsberger, 220 West 42d

Presents

An unusual five-set drama. Directed by Edward
Sloman.
Released the week of November 19th.

Co*

$10,u00; R. and B. Walton, A.
Placid.
Crystal Palace Hall. Inc., Brooklyn,
$5,000; Sllverfentg, H. M. Denmark. M.
Movins, 62 Morrell street, Brooklyn.

Placid,

Inc.

"SNAP JUDGMENT"

Man-

Adams, Lake

President

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY,

Inc.,

hattan, $10,000; F. Rosenthal, M. Jones,
E. M. Gregory, 10 Wall street.

Lake

The war tax on admissions

new record for quick action was made
In the film business when the New Jersey
territory was disposed of for the Mayfair
The purproduction, "Persuasive Peggy."
chaser was H. Heldelberger, of the Civilisation Film Co., who has come Into the limelight as the purchaser of big features.

the

Frances G. Cocran and Henry
the Fox Film Corp. is

suit of

Graham

listed

Pictures.

urdays and Sundays.

role, that of
This Is the

St.

The
D.

Hour": Dec. 8. Montagu Love and Dorothy
Kelly in "The Awakening"; Dee. 10. Oarlyle
BlHckwell and Evelyn Greeley in "The Grw>dfor-Nothing" Dec. 17, June Elbridge in "The
Tenth Case"; Dec. 24, Madge Evans and
Henry Hull In "The Volunteer"; Dec 81.
In
Kitty Gordon in "Diamonds and Pearls."
"The Volunteer" all the World film celebrities
and William A. Brady himself appear personally, making an exceptional all-star cast
;

.

Although Ivan Abramson has severed all
connections with the Ivan Film Corporation
the trade mark of "Ivan" will remain with
the operating company. Abramson 's Interests,
bought by I. B. Chadwlck and associates, has
resulted in a reorganisation of the corporation, with Chadwlck appointed executive head.
Edmond Lawrence, F. J. Grandon and William
Humphrey will have charge of a different Picture, Humphrey being attached to the di-

S. L.

Irving Cumminga will play the lead opposite Ethel Barrymore in the Metro's forthstory

Woman"

Vitagraph serial to be released in December.
The story is from Cyrus Townsend Brady In
collaboration with Albert E. Smith.
William
Duncan and Carol Holloway will be seen in
the feature roles.
This is the fifth of the
Vitagraph serials.

fly,"

47

Released

Hill,"

Nov. 26th
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guerite- Clark,
i,

.

i

it.

>

l

,

»

purchased

with Metro.

for<

Producing a picture

He

Albert Capellanl.

la

an

art,

not a job, says

should know.

Cbarles Dickson Is appearing In
production of "An American Widow."

Metro's

from

Triangle
the state of Michigan.

"The Gold Desk"

Norma Talmadge has engaged a celebrated
concert pianist to play an accompaniment for
ail of her scenes before the camera.
James Fairbanks, doorman

The big

is

Griffith

war

picture

may

will

make her

screen

Sally Grate, In support Harold Lockwood In
his next Metro picture, "The Avenging TralL"

Harold Lockwood has been assigned a comedy role In "The Square Deceiver," to be
released next month.

Naslmova
motion

the

Goldwyn

not be

ready before January.
Josephine Whit tell
debut In "Alimony."

of the Selinick
shifted his ac-

offices since its opening, has
tivities to a similar post at
executive offices.

contemplating the erection
of a new studio at Fort George, N. T.
Joe Bchenck

will soon start on her second
picture, "A Child of the Sun," again

The Garden theatre was used recently for the
staging of scenes In Ethel Barrymores forthcoming Metro photoplay,
"An American
Widow."

geles,
in the

the

production, "Evidence."

Heading the December program of Blue
Ribbon Features will be another of Alfred
stories, "The Ten-

Henry Lewis's Wolfvllle
derfoot."

directed by George D. Baker.

L'Bstrange Is playing the leading
male role in support of Bmlly Stevens In the
Metro plcturlsatlon of "Daybreak."
Julian

Pauline Frederick
version of

be seen In a screen
In the near future via

Is to

"La Tosca"

Paramount.
Douglas
In the

He has

new

"The Fringe of Society," recently finished by
the George Baker Co., will have its first New
York presentation next week. The distribution is being made by M. H. Hoffman, Inc.
Universal will soon start work on a new
entitled "The Mystery Ship," with
Neba Oerber, directed by

serial,

Ben Wilson and
Henry MoRaa.
Fairbanks has Interested himself
T. M. C. A. drive in Los Angeles.

contributed $0,000.

Gilbert M. (Broncho Billy) Anderson expects shortly to go to Los Angeles to engage
in some picture work which he has mapped

out

The Metro will release five photoplays during December: "The Square Deceiver," "Alias
Mrs. Jessop" "God's Outlaw," "An American
Widow" and "The Avenging Trail."
Ida Darling has been engaged by Norma
to appear in her new production,

Blaokton will go to California
about Dec 3 to produce his third Sir Gilbert
Parker picture, "Wild Youth," at the Laskr
J.

Stuart

One of the most

successful scenario contests
ever conducted Is that which the Photoplay
Magaslne and Triangle have Just dosed after
examining) more than 7,000 manuscripts.

Talmadge

"Two Women."
The Hsrry

I.

Garson Co. of Detroit has

William Danforth plays the role of a king
of a mythical country in Paramount's Christmas play, "The Seven Swsns," starring Mar-

A

\

After three years at the Moroeco studios
Loo Angeles, where she has been engaged In preparing scripts for Paramount
in

?loturea, Julia Crawford Ivors is In New
brk for the first time in her life, for a visit
of three weeks.

Mark Dittenfasa, some years ago very active In film manufacture, is back, and the
financial spirit behind the feature film that
H. M. Warner Is making of the Gerard writings of "My Four Years in Germany." Work

Five new productions have been commenced
during the past week at the Triangle Culver
Companies are working night
City studio.
and day to keep ahead of the strenuous sched-

is

now being rushed on
The

Adam Kessler, Jr., has been selected by the
War Department Commission on Training

Camp

Activities, to look after the picture
branch of the military entertainment service
provided by the Commission.

Vitagraph will release 'Who Goes There?"
on Nov. 26. The story Is taken from Robert
Chambers' novel of the same name. Harry
Morey and Corrine Griffith are featured under
the direction of William P. 8. Earl*.

W

Theodosia Goodman, known professionally
as Theda Bare, received Judicial permission
last week to take the name made famous by
her In fllmdom. Other members of the family
were aleo granted the same privilege.
of the largest wireless stations in the
Irvln Wlllat.

United States was utilised by

first

recting.

Alloa Joyce waa on the sick Hot for a law
days last week with grippe. She hae boon
engaged for several weeks In work on "A
Woman Between Friends,'* a play built on
the Robert W. Chambers novel, "Between

Friends."

Charles Rosenthal. Jr., after an extended
business stay In New York, has returned to
He Is best known on the Coast
for his film exchange activities, and while
here not only bought a number of feature
subjects for his Western territory but renewed his contract with the Ivan film cor-

Los Angelea.

poration.

7»ni7A<leJaT?

iT.RIANGUE

A'

Keystone

'THE REGENERATES"

Alma Rubens

with

CLAIRE ANDERSON

PEGGY PEARCE

Walt Whitman

The blue blood
yellow

when

November

and

FRITZ SCHADE
November 25th

25th

of aristocracy turns

Released

some predicament to crawl into
and find a sputtering
bomb for a boon companion. Here's

It's

not mixed with the red

blood of democracy.

Here's a play

with a message that will linger with

your audience.

Comedy

"Won by a Fowl"

with

Released

the film.

seven-reel feature film released on
the regular program under the new Triangle
Belle
regime, Is "Because of the Woman."
Bennett has the leading role, with Jack Livingston supporting her and Jack Conway di-

ule recently set.

iTiRIANGlfE

T

production.

Students' Ball, Dec. 1, 1017, at Manhattan
Casino (155th street and 8th avenue). The
club is composed of employees of the Fox
concern.

^L^BlTAIfcJer

A

Keeney

Rita Dane, light opera prima donna, was
an "extra" In a banquet scene in Goldwyn's
"Thais." The casting director, Adolph Klauler, wished to see Miss Dane screened and had
her take her test as a real player In a regular

Annette Kellerman and William Farnum
are to lead the grand march at the -College

One

A.

Paul Stanton, now appearing In "Broken
Threads" at the Fulton, is also In the east
of the film version of Clyde Fitch's play, "The
Girl and the Judge," which Charlee Frohman
Is producing at the Empire studios.

of Progress-Advance.

studios.

Funeral servloss of Queen Llluokalani, of
Hawaii, who died In Honolulu Nov. 11, are
filmed exclusively by the Famous
to be
Plsyers-Lasky.

feature release to be made by
Calvert under the direction of
will not get under way
Miss Calvert must fuluntil about Feb. 1.
fill prior contracts up to that #tlme.

——

name

Select

first

Frank

"The Fair Barbarian."

new Triangle

for

Catherine

Douglas MacLean, Juvenile of the Oliver
Morosco stock company, playing at the Morosco theatre In Los Angeles, was loaned to
the company producing Vivian Martin's new
picture,

new production

directing.

is

The

Following the release of "His Mother's
Boy," In which Charles Ray, the Thoa. H.
Ince star, will be seen during December,

The two weekly publications issued by
Paramount and Artcraft Paramount Progress
and Artcraft Advance have been merged Into
one magaslne and will appear weekly under

of the

Jose

"The Hired Man" is announced as the third
photoplay la which he will be featured.

Paramount

Brady's

Alice

Is an adaptation by Paul West of "Jane Byre"
and will be called "The Lifted Cross." Elliott
Bdouard
Dexter will be her leading man.

A complete departure from her usual style
of photoplay Is promised la the forthoomlnc
production of "Jealousy," a new allegorical
drama written by George V. Hobart, In which
Pauline Frederick will have the title role,

recently a
Moroeco company in Los Anhas been engaged for a prominent roie

Audelle Higgins, stock actress,

member

the director, in filming some of ihe scenes in
Ince spectacle, "The
the new Thomas H.
Zeppelin's Last Raid."

screen

written

U
Is

first

The stery of "The Sternal Temptress,"
for Llna Cavallerl's first Paramount
appearance by Mme. Fred. deOrcesac. is said
to be most powerful, dramatically.

NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD
Herman Lelb

This will be his

sppearanoe.

.

a baking oven

a smile all the while.

MOVING PICTURES
MEN HELD

LYRICS
IN.
Just when everything was all set
and the word passed from the organized labor bodies "higher up" for all
union men attached to the Lyric theatre
(42d
street),
including
stage
hands, operators and musicians, came
instructions from the Federation meeting at Buffalo for the men to remain
at their posts.
"Walk out" orders
would have had the Lyric forces quitting last Saturday night.
The word from Buffalo means the
Federation through the usual channels will hold a conference shortly
with William Fox, operating the Lyric
for the picture presentation of "Cleopatra."
Just what is on is not known in
New York at present, as the Federation
(musicians) and the Alliance
heads are at the Buffalo Federation of
Labor meeting.

STOCK SALE
EM ward

HO MERGER NOW.

SUIT,

E. Spalding has

started an

action against the Palace Players Film
Corp., the result of a stock transaction.
Spalding purchased $2,500 worth of
the Palace stock, and after paying in
$1,100 alleges he discovered the concern had no assets. He then took a
check payable to the corporation for
$785, partly to reimburse him an(l
which was possible because he wa.« in
the Palace's employ.
Spalding was
sued, the case going against him, since
he had obtained corporation funds.
He retaliated with the present action,
basing his claim further on the fact
stock certificates have never been issued to him.
The complainant asks for the return
of his $1,100, though it is said the
Palace company is now paying.

Spalding

is

represented by

Herman

L. Roth.

|V||, /

rame

IO DIG

REASONS

WHV YOU SHOULD 0OOK

HIDDEN^ HAND

ihe
I. It's

2.

o RATHE

serial- it

mutf be qood

It has an excellent sfonj written kj mit
who know how-ArHiurB.lfceve and (hatJMogue

3. DORIS KENYON is Ihe star-+. SHELDON LEWIS, who qrt a great follow.
mq inhheExploits of aine~and'1h»boh Oaw."

FORD, HEAVIEST CONTRIBUTOR.
To date the biggest contributor to

Despite reports that have grown in
impetus the past week that there
might be an amalgamation of the Exhibitors*

the American Cinema Commission for
its exhibition in the foreign war centers in the interests of the United
States war department is the Ford
Motor Co., of Detroit. So far the
Ford film interests' have donated 94
reels, equivalent to 94,000 footage, and

League and the American

Exhibitors' Association as a result of
the big kick made by countryside exhibitors against paying the 15 cents per
C. Pettijohn, genreel tax per day,
eral manager of the A. E. A., said
Monday there wasn't the remotest
chance of the proposed merger at this
time.
The general headquarters of the
Association were moved to Indianapolis this week, although the directors may meet in New York or any
other place when so desired.

C

from them

will be chosen those considered as essential for display among
the warring soldiers of the Allied

forces.

The Ford company has sent to
New
Chairman
Brulatour'i
Jules
York quarters of the Commission all
kinds of subjects which range from
instruction and education to scenic
films, and all are in condition for film
The Commission has
discernment.

OPPOSED TO "CHARITY" FILM.
San Francisco, Nov. 21.
Proprietors of San Franci»co pic
will oppose the thowing
theatres
ture
of the Italian Red Cross war pictures
at the Exposition Auditorium, scheduled to begin Nov. 24, and continue
nine days.
This was decided upon at a meeting
of the United Moving Picture Industries of Northern California held here.
The opposition is based upon the
charge only a portion of the receipts
will be turned over to the Italian Red
Cross and that the showing of the
picture becomes a commercial enterprise. Also that the Auditorium does
not comply with the fire regulations
imposed on other pictures houses.
Other reasons for the stand taken by
the exhibitors are that the Auditorium
was intended for commercial purposes
and that the local film theatres are
heavy contributors to charity.
The Auditorium was not primarily
intended for commercial uses which
will bring it in competition with local
interests, and the opinion is expressed
the showing of the pictures is but an
opening wedge for continued exhibi-

been given the completed prints.
The Ford Co. has offered to do more
than it already has done.
George
Mooser, one of Brulatour's assistant
commissioners, went to Detroit, Nov.
20 to confer with the heads of the
Ford concern relative to further shipments.
The Dyer Film Co., through its
president, Mr. Dyer, has also come
forward with generous picture dona-

A

biq advertising and publiatij compaiqn
full novelization in the best news -

in

papers

in

7

Splendid box office value

8.

ARUNE PRETTY
MAMLON HAMILTON

9.

10. It

is

sure to please the

picture patrons

most

and perbe

motion

of educational

film propaganda to
Italian and French

-

First National's Program to Dato.
releasing program of the First
National -Exhibitors Circuit will be
"Alimony," "A Daughter of Destiny"

The

(Petrova) and "Empty Pockets."
The Circuit picked up the "Alimony" film by chance. It's an inde-

between $3,500 and $4,000.
There is some talk the picture policy
there, now running features for the
full week, may be altered, but it has
not been settled.
The U has used
the Broadway mostly for the showing

is

critical

number

as F. J. Marion, who emlast Saturday.
This week tne work of the Commission as well as Chairman George Creel
of the Committee on Public Information was centered on getting a commissioner off to Russia. Walter Irwin's resignation making it necessary
to appoint another man. Exactly 100
names were in Creel's possession as
being available and possessing qualifications for the Russian post.
soldiers

IN CHARGE.
Walter Rosenberg has actively assumed charge of the Broadway theatre, now under sub-lease to the Universal at an annual rental reported as

may

a

barked for Spain

ROSENBERG

of features, at a fixed salary
of any profit that

it

Europe on the new
show the Russian,

The Broadway since taken over by
the U, is said to have been a loser at
the rate of $2,500 weekly, having but a
rare week when the gross ran over
$4,000. The fixed expense of the house

the country

giving

and instructional prints.
Chicago
manufacturers showing Interest will
also be seen personally by Mr. Mooser
before returning east.
The second man to get away for

tions.

centage
made.

at

While in Chicago this week Mr.
Mooser will confer with the Watterson Rothacker plant, Rothacker having promised to assist the Commission

Mr. Rosenberg is directing the theawhich continues the \J programs

with

reports

manufacturers have

not only offered the Commission immediate use of negative films, but have
volunteered to make certain prints
available for the foreign exhibition intended.

tre,

(3.

The Commission

tions.

least half of the

$70,000.

^.feature production

19

of its Bluebird series, giving those
pictures a "direct from Broadway" billing chance when showing out of town.

pendent film that Robert Brunton
produced and which Emmett J. Flynn
directed and was the only one the
Brunton and Flynn combination made.
Since its making Flynn has made new
studio

connections.

JULIAN ELTINGE
THE FAMOUS IMPERSONATOR
To

the screen

what he wsi

to the atage

RICHARD
STANTON
in

New York

direct-

ing feature films for
William Fox.

Current Release

:

"THE. SPY"

flt

MOVING PICTURE DEPARTMENT PAGES

FILM TRADE FACES RUPTURE
AS EXHIBITORS FIGHT TAX
Picture Exchange* in Levying "15c Per Reel Tax Daily" Find
Exhibitors Presenting Unified Front.
Latter Show
Their Disapproval by Canceling Big Trade Contracts.

League Calls December Meeting

to Alleviate Present

C

Late Phases.
The 15c. a reel war tax was on a
way towards disrupting the picture industry this week when concerted action was taken by exhibitors
throughout the country to prevent the
exchanges trom levying the tax upon
them.
With a general condition of apathy
existing throughout the land with film
rentals higher than they have ever
been in the history of the industry
and with exhibitors facing a weekly
loss that in many instances has forced
houses to close the early part of the
week, opening only for the Friday,
Saturday and Sunday business, the tax
on reels has forced them to take action even more drastic than in the old
General Film-Motion Picture Patents
days.
In Detroit 74 theatres out of 85 have
sent complete cancellations to every
concern charging the tax and in Cleveland the exhibitors' local sued for an
injunction restraining the film companies from adding the tax to the 'existing contracts.
Probably the most drastic action was
taken in Brooklyn, where a committee
of 15 was appointed to receive proxies
to enable them to cancel film companies of their selection. This committee met on Monday and decided to
cancel all the Vitagraph and Fox contracts of the members of the Brooklyn
organization, which is the largest in
the country. In addition, Seely & Levinc, counsel to the local, were instructed to bring suit against Vitagraph and Pathe to recover taxes
which were paid in cases where shows
were threatened to be held up. In
both these cases the contracts were
paid for in advance, the film being
serials and running over a period of
15

weeks.

Another action taken by the Brooklyn local was a unsmimouv recommendation that the National League
secede from the National Association
of Motion Picture Industry because
of

the

fact

that

the

branch of the X. A. M.

distributors'
I.
did not

P.

consult the exhibitors' branch before
the 15c. amount was arrived at.
This will be a puzzle for Lee Ochs

national executive committee
if the National League
breaks away from the Association, it
will forfeit the profits accruing from
the two expositions which the two
organizations will run together.
It
is
understood over $20,000 worth of
space has already been subscribed for,
to the New York show.
Lee Ochs has called a special convention to take place in Washington
Dec. 11, 12 and 13. The convention
has been called for the purpose of
having the representatives of the industry right on the ground in order
to impress the legislators that the tax
is unfair and that the industry is now
heavily taxed without the added burden.
That the American Exhibitors' Assn.
and the National League may get together at this convention is forecasted
by the fact that Harry Crandell* one
of the directors of the A. E. A., is
chairman of the arrangement commit-

and

his

to solve because

tee in

Washington and has complete

charge of

all details in connection with
the convention.
That the exhibitors will have a hard
time to have the law changed was the

statement made by Congressman Fitzgerald, Chairman of the Congressional
Appropriations Committee. Mr. Fitzgerald made the statement that Congress had appropriated 19 billion dollars and that only four billions was in
the form of taxation.
He said that
every industry was complaining that
the tax was unjust and that it was very
unlikely Congress would modify the
existing tax. It was possible, he added, that the tax might be increased.
In New York, due to bad business,
some of the exchanges which have
held out for the tax are now including
it in their rentals on their new contracts. Since Variety's last issue other

exchanges to announce they would
absorb the tax are General Film and
Pioneer. The General Film announce-

ment created considerable interest because Vitagraph and other concerns
holding out for the tax are releasing
their short subjects through General.
It
was predicted that before the
week was over the George Kleine exchanges handling the Perfection Pictures would fall in line amongst those
exchanges not charging a tax.

TO

Adolph Zukor, the head of Artcraft-Paramount, on the coast made
a statement last week that if his. concern had to pay the tax it would be
forced out of business.
The Marcus Loew theatres have not
yet paid reel tax to any of the distributing organizations.

CABANNE-LUBIN DEAL.

A

contract

was consummated

this

week between William Christy Cabanne, the director, and Herbert Lubin,
of General Enterprises, Inc. It is the
forerunner of the formation of Cabanne Super-Productions, Inc., being
formed to make special

fair

43

releases.

General Enterprises is about to
start a state* rights campaign on 'The
Liar," featuring Jane
Gail,
having
secured the world's rights. The subject is in six reels, story by Violet
Stewart, directed by William Haddock.
A trade showing of the pic
ture will be given next week.

ANOTHER "LONE WOLF."
'The Lone Wolf/' ranking among
Herbert Brenon's best sellers, will find
its way back to the screen through a
second version, to be called "The Lone
Wolf's Return," also produced by
Brenon.
That film director just now is engaged in transferring "The Passing
of the Third Floor Back" to the celluloid, with Sir Forbes-Robertson as the
chief player.

While aiding in making the feature,
which has just gone into work, Sir
Forbes is thinking about a vaudeville
engagement after it is finished, but
needs a suitable "vehicle" for the twice
daily.
That may prove the stumbling
block, if salary doesn't take precedence over it.

The releasing of the film version of
Amateur Cracksman," may

"Raffles,

if

the propo-

made by a prominent theatrical
manager is accepted by the L. Lawsition

rence

Weber

Co.,

producers of the pic-

ture.

The manager saw the picture and
liked John Barrymore's performance
of "Raffles" so well he wants to revive
the play and have Barrymore play the
role originated by Kyrle Bellew.
The proposition to the Weber people
is a share in the stage revival if they
will postpone the release of the photoplay version, and in addition buy
all or any part of the film feature.
Weber and his associates have the
matter under consideration.

ENGAGES BLIND ORGANIST.
The Broadway theatre playing pichas engaged, commencing this
week, Guy Hunter, the blind organist,
tures

handle the instrument for
entertainment.
to

its

STRIKERS SUMMONED.
Some

unexpected

phases

of

the

strike the m. p. operators belonging
to Union Local 306 (I. A. T. S. E.) are
conducting against theatres branded
"unfair to organized labor" bobbed up
last

week when

officials

and members

of the union as well as pickets were
handed subpoenas to appear in court
at 1130 St. Nicholas avenue at 9 a. m.
Nov. 25 to answer to the charge of
"disorderly conduct."
All this happened in the vicinity of the Odeon
theatre and the Odeon Annex at 260

West

145th' street,

which have refuted

new

union operators'
agreement.
The union put over a new one on
the Odeon management by pressing
to

sign

women

the

pickets into duty.

So far none

has been molested.
The union men say that the court
summonses filed on complaint of Milton Gosdorfer for the Odeon properties were handed out like handbills
and that the St. Nicholas courtroom
will be jammed to the doors when the
cases are called. Robert S. Mullen, a
former assistant district attorney, has
been engaged to represent the union

members.

The union held an executive session
week at its headquarters, when
progress of the strike was reported as
this

well as the report of the American
Federation of Labor meeting at Buf-

by President Samuel Kaplan and
Business Agent Harry Mackfer.
Everything has been set for a big
open meeting to be held at midnight
Nov. 27 in Schutzen Hall, 12 St.

falo

Mark's place (downtown), when

offi-

cials of the A. F. of L. will

be present
Charles C. Shay,
president of the I. A. T. S. E., has also
signified his intention of being pres-

and make addresses.
ent.

All operators holding licensed cards
be permitted to enter the hall.
is issuing a warning to unlicensed operators to file their applications immediately, as the initiation fee
will be raised from $25 to $75 Dec. 1.
At the executive session of the union
will

'RAFFLES' 9 PROPOSITION.
be indefinitely postponed

SO

film

The union

Tuesday afternoon the heads sanctioned calling a strike on the Irving
theatre in the Ridgewood section of
Brooklyn.
The management of the
Irving flatly refused to recognize the
unions.

Zukor on His Homeward Way.
Los Angeles, Nov. 21.
Adolph Zukor leaves here today for
the east and is due in New York Monv

day.

Samuel Rothapfel, also here on a
(and a few speeches), may

vacation

accompany Zukor on

his return trip.

Hedda Nova It Vita-Engaged.
Vitagraph has engaged Hedda Nova,
young Russian actress, to be starred
in super pictures. Mile. Nova achieved
a big success in the screen production
a

of "The

Bar

Sinister."
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VARIETY

T

FROM AMERICA
wishes to inform his

many kind

England

Is

friends at

home

that

All Right

^

a

inces.

Opened at the Olympia, Liverpool in Here and Tliere^ for dght weeks in
ProvAfter four weeks I was ordered to London to rehearse immediately in a new revue

to be produced there by

for bringing

me

ALBERT De COURVILLE, to whom I acknowledge

over here under his

appreciation

management

The people and the papers have been very nice

to me.

Liverpool "Daily Post" said:
9

"The principal attraction of 'Here and There is that it introduces
a new comedian an American one. The features of the revue
are neither better nor worse than music hall audiences have
come to associate with an Albert de Courville revue but the
American importation, Lew Kelly, certainly scores. His manner
is pleasantly subdued and there is a vein of originality in his style
which proves very acceptable, etc."

—

17) : " 'Here and There follows on familiar lines
but the inclusion of Mr. Lew Kelly, the new American comedian,
adds great strength to the cast. He proved himself to be as
natural a comedian as was ever on the stage. His actions alone
are amusing and his quaint quips as Professor Dope are as acceptable as they are CLEAN and new, etc."

"ERA" (Oct

9

Address Care Vaudeville Club, 98 Charing Cross Road, London, W.

C. 2.
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A GOOD, CLEAN, HUMAN COMEDY

Original in

Theme - - Novel

in Construction

BOB MATTHEWS
AND COMPANY
IN

"THE ROUNDER OLD B'WAY"
of
CAST INCLUDING SUCH WELL-KNOWN PLAYERS AS

EDNA MAY SPERL

WM. JUDGE CALE

THE GIRL

THE COPPER

BARRETT

NEIL

JOS.

KANE

THE SNOW BIRD

THE OLD ACTOR

TYPES

WHO MEET THE ROUNDER

BOB MATTHEWS
"ALONG
BROADWAY"

"ABOUT
MIDNIGHT"
The most wonderful reproduction of Broadway's illumination
ever shown. Special scene by Theo. Reisig.

N.
Ragtime Jazz, no classic dancing, no wartime kind applause, no flags, no
recitations, no nut comedy ravings, no suggestive gags, no crepe hair
comics.

But
A CLEAN, WHOLESOME COMEDY THAT REGISTERS A BULL'S-EYE HIT
introducing real character types, well acted, special songs well sung, natural, legitimate laughs, and the verdict is, "Gee, that's a good act."

•

PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE,

BOOKING MANAGEMENT,

GEORGE O'BRIEN

HARRY WEBER,

If

ALSO OFFERING
AN ELABORATE NEW PRODUCTION OF

ii
IN

DREAMLAND

THREE SCENES AND SEVEN CHARACTERS

NOW SUCCESSFULLY PLAYING WITH FOLLOWING CAST

EDDIE LAMBERT

WILLIE FIELDS

AS SAMUEL

AS DOPEY

OLIVE HILL

JAMES COGAN

AS THE QUEEN

AS SLING-SHOO-HI

THE TREVOR SISTERS
i

MANAGEMENT

EDDIE LAMBERT

BOOKING DIRECTION

HARRY WEBER,

PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE
Inc.

HERMAN WEBER

r
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B'WAY PRODUCTION MANAGERS
CURIOUS OVER CAMP THEATRES
Have Heard Nothing Except Small Guarantees May Be Given
Travelling Shows. Say That Means "No, 3" ComMarc Klaw Reported Conferring
panies.
with President Wilson This Week.
The producing managers who have
been trying to obtain information regarding the method that the War
Department Commission on Training
Camp Activities is going to pursue
in the matter of theatrical performances at the various cantonments
have been informed that as yet there
has been no definite scheme of things
laid out. The Military Entertainment
Service of the Commission is under
the direction of Marc Klaw.
Hollis
Cooley is the general representative
of

the

offices

York

latter

service.

has been taken
Theatre Building,

general

A
in

suite

the

where

of

New
the

plan

has been started
under way. This is about all that
has been accomplished to date that
the managers have been informed of.
The sales plan is a "Smilage Book,"
which contains a number of 25-cent
coupons.
Books can be obtained at
The coupons contained
$1 and $5.
sales

therein are redeemable at any of the
theatres after they are
built, the idea being to have those
at home buy the books and present
them to their friends and relatives in
the service for use at the theatres.
There are sixteen National Army

cantonment

cantonments and a like number of
camps, at which the National Guard
is
being trained.
At the various
camps anywhere from one to nine

army

divisions will be stationed. The
largest is Camo Lewis, at American
There will be over 200.000 men of the draft army It this
point.

Lake, Wash.

The War Department Commission
has projected theatres at each one
of the camps, and the producers have
been awaiting news of just how these
theatres were to be played and what
form of attractions were to be shown.
To date nothing has been forthcoming except an intimation that an
arrangement
was to be effected*

whereby an amount weekly would be
guaranteed to companies playing the
army cantonments. While this is not
official, it is the only report the managers have been able to obtain.
In the event of the Commission

guaranteeing the managers of attractions, where are the profits going
to go to? the producers are asking.
One booker for a large firm of producers stated this week that as he
figured it
he would rather play an
army cantonment of 50.000 men than
any city of 250,000. He figures that
any show playing one of the camp
theatres, with a capacity of anywhere
between 2.000 and 3.000, is certain of
ten performances at capacity in a
week. He also figured that with the
minimum admission charge to be
made to the men (it being intimated
50 cents top price is the scale that is
to
be
charged)
the
shows will
average $5,000 a week. It is understood the Government is to be reimbursed for the original outlay made
for
constructing the theatres, but
with
aprofit
weekly
it
won't
be long before the houses are paid
for.
The cost of construction is the

only one the Government has taken
upon itself other than, perhaps, the
cost
of
heating the theatres and
furnishing light.
No rental of the
camp theatres is to be charged.
The managers, with the small gunrantee in mind, say it would be highly

improper to give the men third-rate
companies (all that could be furnished
that cost)
casted plays.
at

NOVEMBER

CITY, FRIDAY,

exceedingly shortNo musical comedy or
burlesque company could live on that
guarantee.
The men will demand
musical comedy and burlesque entertainment
rather
than
farces
and
comedies.
At present there is hut one of the
theatres finished.
It is Camp Znrhary Taylor, near Louisville.
This
house is under the management of
Charles Scott, but has not opened as
of

yet.

There was a meeting in Washington
Tuesday regarding the theatre and
attraction question, attended by Marc

Klaw and Hollis Cooley. who returned
New York Wednesday. There is
little definite that was done at this

to

meeting, according to report, but there
will he a number of meeting in the
n^ar futvrc at the New York Theatre
offices
of
the
Commission.
It
is
believed that a general outline of the
plans will be ready by Dec. 15 and

(Continued on page

15.)
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GOVT. TRAILING PROPAGANDA.

TELLING SCALPERS

The United

States Government has
started on the trail of those who in
the past were connected with the production of plays and pictures of au anti-

Japanese atmosphere.
The idea lurks about that these plays

and pictures were fostered by some one
/inked with the

German Government

GOODWIN'S LAST MARRIAGE.

say:

column interview with Nat Goodwin wherein he denies all knowledge
of any contemplated divorce action
by Margaret Moreland, his present
wife.
Goodwin claimed to have had
a telegram from his wife within the
past 24 hours, but it contained no reference to the rumored divorce action.
Goodwin averred this would be his
last matrimonial venture should any
legal move be made to give him his

been

this

week carried

half

Mrs.

freedom.
Maine.
J.

Goodwin

is

now

Hines. the Harlem

Tammany

Jeader.

Mr. Hines was settled upon for the
commissionership this week according to the story which emanates from
a most reliable source.
The same informant says it has also
been decided by the Hylan administration to appoint Thomas F. McAvoy,
Police Commissioner.
His name has
often been mentioned for it since
election. McAvoy was a former police
inspector and also a deputy commissioner at one time.
Arthur Woods, the present police
commissioner, will go to Washington
immediately upon retiring from the ofsaid.

is

He

will be delegated
for a special mission.

by the President
Mr. Woods requested Mayor Mitchel
some weeks ago, according to report,
to accept his
resignation, but Mr.
Mitchel prevailed upon him to continue until the

first

of the year.

MANAGER GETS DAMAGES.
A and ; ;innv Stradman, plaving the
Palace. New York, this week, were
called before Pat Casey, general manager of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, and instructed to
pay a Philadelphia manager an amount
equal to their weekly salary as liquidated damages for neglecting to give
two weeks' notice of cancellation.
The couple were enirapcd this week
for the Cohan-Harris Kevue, but had
previously Mpned for next week (Dec.
3) at a Philadelphia theatre. When the
notice of cancellation was te rule red,
the maunder ukp!'* a formal complaint
to the V. M. P. A. and ("asey summoned
the act for an explanation. They paid
l

I

thf»

amount

released.

paid."
They are not allowed
to say: "We charge so much and so
much more for war tax."
One or two of the brokers, answer-

ing

the

queries

haltingly

or

incor-

rectly, had to visit the federal building, where the law was handed out

unequivocally.

This
rule
undoubtedly
throughout the land.

obtains

WORST WEEK.
The

HINES, LICENSE COMMISSIONER.

it

and in answer to inquiries to
"The tax on these seats has

in

The latest name mentioned for
Commissioner of Licenses under the
Hylan administration is that of Jimmy

fice,

SAY.

please,

a

The "Tribune"

WHAT TO

Chicago, Nov. 28.
By test letters and personal calls
from secret service men the Chicago
ticket brokers have been quizzed for
the Government regarding war taxes
on theatre tickets.
It seems scalpers arc not permitted
to say they are collecting taxes, but
are only allowed to charge what they

and

were

accordingly

theatre ticket agencies were complaining Wednesday this week is the
worst thus far this season.
Mondav
and Tuesday nights they returned tickets to the box offices very heavily, hoping to get out on window sales and
accepting the loss on the advance they
had paid.
One attraction for which
there is a buy of 420 a night had a return at the box office of 280 seats Monday night. Only part of it was dis-

posed of.
Joe Leblang was a heavy sufferer the
first two nights.
The advance sale at
the cut rate agency fell very low, although the late hours brought some
purchases.

"FOLLIES" $23,000 WEEK.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 28.
Zicgfeld's
Monday to

Follies"

opened

here

an advance sale of

$21,-

in Washington the
did $2.1.000 in six days. It

same

000.

Last

show
to

week

goes

Detroit next week.

When Flo Ziegfeld was asked Tuesday if the foregoing figures were
correct he produced original wires in
One was dated from
signed E. Rosenbaum,
giving the gross for the week and
mentioning the Saturday matinee was
$2.VA, with
the night performance
$1219. The other wire was from Leon
Friedman (in advance of the "Folverification.

.

Washington,

lies"), dated, from Detroit, Nov. 24,
giving the Pittsburgh advance.
Mr. Ziegfeld's comment was: "That's
what yon get for keeping faith with
the public, no matter how bad the
times arc."

"Gypsy Trail" After "Star Gutr."
is
exoectrd
Arthur Hopkins'
Tt
"flvpsy Trail" will follow the Shuberts
"Star Gazer" into the Plymouth theatre before very long.

a

;

m

^M

'

CABLES
LONDON'S XMAS SHOWS SET.
Londcn, Nov.

IN PARIS
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Tar is, \ov.
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I

organization csyears a^'i, known as
SviuliYatc dcs \rtistes Lyri-

tin-

lii'ii

1

artists'

ml Mill indrpi-ndt'iit of lie ass
soi'ia!
rtveiitly formed, has created
It.
Kiiii' ot'iio to deal with local manvi-rv
small time). The syndicate,
agers
dormant on account of the war, has
ai/ain started, its campaign for the suppre^- (»n ut .'^MMicies. and the offices
(|iio>.
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The Christmas production

revivals
include, for matinees only: "Alice in
"Bluebell
Savoy;
the
at
Wonderland"

Holopherne."

Trebor and Brigon arc

now managers

in Fairyland," Alhambra; "The Happy
Family, Strand (twice daily); "Charley's Aunt" at the St. James (twice

of the fashionable house.

daily).

-'Hiic

-rilisln d

t

15.

i

.!

"L'Homme

a

Clef,"

la

by Joachim

Renez, a five-act drama, is being tried
out at the Apollo.
Vaudeville paid

the Drury Lane.

:

now open

are

This hody is the
in France rea Mihventif)ii from the State as
to recomiized trades unions.
dalv.

onlv theatrical svndicatc
C( iviu-j

(.•ranted

Tin* Casino de Paris

rot ready for

is

\ov. 4 was announced. The
principals are pre»rnt for rehearsals
and remuneration will hav to be paid.
Meanwhile \'<dterra vacates the Apollo
(next door), which he hoped to hold
until the inauguration of the Casino,
and his troupe is iTCttini? lo know one
another at the P.a' Taharin.
Gaby

opening

:

and

l)csl\-s

hooked

are

I'iU'i-r

two

for

months.

The Apollo is shortly producing a
revue of its own. under the direction
of A. Franck & ("o.
Tt will he of the
so-called literarv catetjorv, like that of
the Theatre du Vaudeville, hut as the
Apollo is not like the latter house, on
the main houlevards. people cannot

Mariee du Touring Club," a
comedy by Tristan Bernard, will be
produced soon at the Marigny (Champs
Elysees), by Lucien Rosenberg, who
has secured a temporary lease during

In.
Tin recent revue at the TheKejane was superior ns a literary
production to the Vaudeville revue, hut
the theatre heiip: situated a little out of
the wav. ihe show failed to have a long
run. and has heen replaced hv a revival of the h'rem h version of "Within

signed a contract for eight bullfights
being $40,000 for the

at Lima, his salary
series.

somewhat

the I.iw."

Dearly will present a farce by
at the Theatre des Varieseason, the title being "Oh,
Cupidon." The manager, Miss Campton, Marcelle Gipsy, Lucy Mariel, will
be in the cast.

be devoted to operetta to

chver

comedian,

concert

cafe

he TMit on this season in the Rue
Richer, hut changes made from time to
time in the cast
Hilda May joins the
will

company Dec

start.

21

at

the

legitimate

in

houses.
G.
de
(already
by TrisMichel;

"Marchand d'Estampes," by
Porto Richc, at the Athenee
announced); "Carte d'Amour,"
tan Bernard, at the Theatre
"D'un jour a 1'autre." by F. de Croisste,
at the Comedie Francaise
"Grandperc." by and with Lucien Guitry, at
the Forte St. Martin; "Debureau." by
;

Sacha, at the Vaudeville; "Compartiments de dames seulcs," by P.

his son,

f
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the principal role
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This
voumr woman remains wilh Defrenne.
to ar'iear in tin* Christmas revue at the
Concert Mavol
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theatre in the

C-ird

Vebcr and Hennequin,
"Let

Fdouard
Porche.

Ciivdr the hrothers Vnlterra
(who ha -e a war duration lease) have
tu'oi'nccfl still another revue, this time
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with tl'e »u""e-ti\-<tle of the "Revue
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Finette," by F.
Theatre Antoine; "Fin de

Mme. Rasimi
the Theatre

^

i

.

,

,
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'mm ICV,
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Merle Fnvst. one of the sta.ee managers of the (lpcr;t here, has left for
Chica"o. where he will fulfil a similar
f nne: ; m.
^r

re"

is

the

title

of

a

on

wh''cfi

l.ouis

-tv-.'

(i\rtn:'.^e,

fit)

he

his

rlecided

to

1

;

"Xouveaux Riches" (Sarah Bernhardt);
"Tour of World in 80 Days" (ChateletV, "Grande Epouvante." etc. (Grand
Guiynol);
"Svstcm
D" (Amhigu);
"Montmarte" "(Porte St.-Martin);
"Bleus d'Amour" (Athenee); "Vous
n'avcz rien a declarer" (Renaissance);
"Occupe toi d'Amclie" (Scala); "Feu
de Voisin" (Edouard VII); "L'lllusionist" (BoufTes): "Belle of New York"
(P.ouffcs du Nord); revues at Capucincs.
Michel.
Femina, Ba-Ta-Clan,
Folies
Bergere,
Vaudeville,
Cigalc,
Gaite Rochechouart, Casino de Paris.

C"

London. Nov.

28.

"A Little Bit of Fluff" celebrates its
1.000th performance at the Criterion
Dec.

12.

PAVILION'S REVUE.

The little Theatre Michel,
'oimmtta" was created, is to

lier

PERFORMANCE.

where
uavc us

reason another operetta of
mi (.ite"orv. hv Charles Ynvilwliirh will he hilled
q "Judith et
in

tlie

;i

London. Nov. 28.
Ernest Rolls presents a new revue
Dec. () at the London Pavilion, with
Alice
Kelham, Florence Fox and
Cienrge Wilhey in the supporting cast.
The music is by Herman Darewski.

niscences of 40 years' experience, entitled "Stage Sew Saws."
It is good reading.

COLISEUM'S CURRENT BILL
London, Nov.

"13TH CHAIR" TO CAPACITY.
London, Nov.

28.

"The Thirteenth Chair" has passed
its 50th performance at the Duke of
and

thanks to

playing

is

thrills

its

and

capacity,
the splendid

GUNNER WRITES PLAY.
London, Nov. 28.
Gunner W. Blackman, formerly of

'The Old Lady Shows Her
Medals" are among the other turns.
Barrie's

Mark

Welsh regiment, engaged with a con"The Taffies" at the front,
was giving a performance when a
fel( in their midst, killing two
and wounding five.
Sutton was unhurt, though badly
cert party

bomb

shaken uu.

DE COURVILLE'S "OCEAN WAVES"
London, Nov.
Albert de Courville presents a
revue, "Ocean

hopes
war.

"ZIG ZAG'S"

28.

The Hippodrome celebrated its 500th
performance of "Zig Zag" with a record of having played to over $250,000,
and has paid over $15,000 in amusement
tax.
Billy

in

new

Edinburgh

Prominent

Women

Attend Guild.
London, Nov. 28.

The Royal Princess Maud was

present at the annual general meeting of
the Theatrical Ladies' Charity Guild at

James, Nov. 13.
Irene VanBrugh was in the chair. A
number of leading actresses were
St.

LONG RUN.
London, Nov.

Waves,

28.

Dec. 3, based on recent experiences
during his ocean voyage to America.
The featured players will be Jennie,
Hartley, Fred Edwardes, Bert Coote.

Blow's companies, has

play while serving at the
entitled "Life in a Sap," and
to have it produced after the

London, Nov. 28.
Randolph Sutton, of a

Corporal

written a
front,

'

28.

week includes
Edward Elgar

Ellen Terry, with Sir
conducting, with a series of Kipling's
Sea Songs.
Pierce and Roslyn, Elven Hedges and

to

acting of Mrs. Campbell.

one of

bill this

BOMB BROKE UP SHOW.

grand opera in English closed at the
Drury Lane Nov. 24.
The theatre and company lost
$300,000 on the year.

Clarke,

trv

.".ain.

lit*''-

shortly.

Paris theatres: "Shylock" (Antoine); "Potash & Perlmutter" (Varietes); "Within the Law" (Rejane);
"Madame et Son Filleul" (Palais
R oya )
"Quinney's" (Gymnase)

n ew

Haldv is now
:•><].
T!ic youtur author of "La
Race" had an indifferent dehut at the

"'

staging another revue

Tn

1.000TH
"1

worl:
<

is

Femina

th.e

t

1

at

Royal;
d'Abraham," at

London, Nov. 28. (
Sydney Paxton has written his remi-

London, Nov. 28.
Beecham's season of

Thomas

Sir

28.

PAXTON'S REMINISCENCES.

OPERA'S $300,000 LOSS.

at Palais

Saison," hy E. See, at Bouffes.

at

At

Bonne
VII; "La

Petit

28.

(vaudeville)
Palace
shows a profit for the past year of over
050,000, and the company is paying a
20 per cent, dividend.

York's

new works
The

new

project for a

Avenue de l'Opera is taking shape.
Another house may also be built in the
Rue Ouphot, on a site now occupied
by a livery stable. Both houses will

London, Nov.

Ethel Irving has secured a strong
for an early pro*
duction in London.
Meantime she is touring with "The
Three Daughters of Mons. Dupont"

The Coliseum

Victoria

this

This winter will probably be rich

Vilhcrt.
with Mile. Sanhonnet. has
heen enuja^e<l hy Haretta for the Folies
RiT'-'ere revue.
No other production

London, Nov.

The

Max

mutilated.

28.

Lieut. J. Elliott, professionally known
as Wee Jack Elliott, was killed in
action Oct. 22.

Hennequin

The

KILLED.

London, Nov.

GOOD WAR-TIME PROFIT.

Belmonte, the Spanish toreador, has

drop
atre

WEE JACK ELLIOTT

the winter.

tes

28.

"Loyalty," the much heralded political comedy (with one female role) by
a mysterious author, produced at the
St. James Nov. 21, nas little dramatic
value and will be withdrawn Dec. 15.

"La

HAS HALL CAINE DRAMA.
drama by Hall Caine

"LOYALTY" A FAILURE.
Londop, Nov.

28.

Alfred Butt produces "Pamela" at the Palace Dec. 3 the free list
will be entirely suspended for the premiere and double prices charged.
The orchestra seats will be $6. Onehalf the receipts will be presented to
King George's fund for sailors.

and "Aladdin" (twice daily) at

dor's,

i

Following the revival of "Within the
at the Theatre Rejane is to be a
French adaptation of a piece by Hanswyck and Wattyne, in which Abel Tarride will hold the lead.
Mme. Rejane
will appear at her own house later in a
comedy by Henry Bataille.

London, Nor.

When

The new productions include a pantomime for matinees at the Ambassa-

better at this theatre.

Law"

BUTTS INCREASE HAS REASON.

28.

present

Leonard has succeeded George

who

is

appearing at the

Em-

pire.
m

Frank Boor Managing Empire.
London, Nov. 28.
is now resident manager

Frank Boor

of the Empire.

"Parker's Appeal," Another Scream.

London. Nov.

28.

Charles Austin has added another
screamingly funny episode to his many
"Parker" characters, entitled "Parker's
Appeal."

WeUh

Soprano Secures Route.
London, Nov. 28.

Lillian Rickards, a Welsh soprano,
made a successful music hall appearance at the Chiswick Empire and has
been booked for the Stoll houses.

Pioneer Players Re-elect Ellen Terry.
London. Nov. 28.
The Pioneer Players start their
M-venth season Dec. 9. Some interesting productions are promised.
Kllcn Terry has been
re-elected
president.

"Last Straw" Has Showing.
London, Nov. 28.
is producing a new
play, '"The Last Straw," at Eastbourne
urior to its presentation in London.

Permird HMiin

VAN HOVEN
I

do the Fox Trot fairly well and the

Hag thing

a cinch, and I love the Hesibut wilh all that and the women
the heavy old music and the perfume
thr wine, which you get little of, as
m^t of t?je females think it a break fast
<i
dish.
qspjf;
Hut you can have all that If you will
Is

tation,

and
and

let
me hnve my typewriter and my half
dozen bottles of Stout and a quart of
grape and my phonograph playing all the

things

I

love,

.

VAUDEVILLE
C=R

GERMAN ACTS USE "GRAFTING"
TO EVADE SERVICE BENEFITS

WATERSON'S COMIC MONTHLY.

HOFFMAN CLAIMS GOETZ' SONG.

A

There is to be a three-cornered row
over the use of the "Ragtime Alphabet"
song and 3cene in "Hitchy Koo." The
principals will, be Aaron Hoffman, E.
Ray Goetz and M. Witmark & Son.
Although "Hitchy Koo" has been running for almost six months in New
York, Hoffman did not see the show
He recognized the
until last week.
number as one he wrote for the vaudeville act of Bobby North some time

humorous

A

side line of the graft exposure of

the vaudeville route, at least in this

the war charities, first brought to light
by the New York World, seems to be
the avidity with which some of the
"German acts" seized upon it as an ex-

section.

WASH. SQ. PLAYLET

cuse not to appear when requested for
a war fund or soldier entertainment.

The "German

act" in

America

just

now, whether appearing under its own
or an assumed (for the occasion) name,
might consider itself in too ticklish a
position as regards future engagements
in vaudeville, to try any pretext to
evade volunteering or favorably responding to a request for these benefits.
"Grafting" can not avail as an excuse,

.

since the "German acts" know information will be given them at the vaudeville booking offices as to the status
of any proposed show they are asked
to appear at. When there seems to be
a doubt they may obtain that information also by communicating with the

National Vaudeville Artists.

A lively imitation of a big-time
scrap occurred Saturday night at
Proctor's 125th Street Theatre, back
stage and just out of sight of the
audience.
The affair happened between Eva
Fay and Douglas, of Piker and Douglas. The team followed the Fay mindDouglas did a slight
travesty upon it, asking "Is Mrs.
Rozinsky here?" among others of the
names employed by him,
Jewish
act.

greatly to the amusement of the audience, but seemingly offending Miss
Fay. She is said to have asked Douglas to desist. He repeated the travesty
Saturday night while the two-act was
Miss Fay ventured the
on, when
assertion Douglas should have a whipping when that young man stood
Miss Fay's
beside her in the wings.
lecturer, also reported to be her husand sugstanding
near
by
band, was
gested that he take the job of doing
Douglas seemed quite
the whipping.
agreeable, asking them only to wait
until the act was over.
When he next went on the stage
Miss Fay is said to have thrown a
key at him from the wings, but her
aim appeared about as certain as her

Douglas escaped
Meanwhile Harry Burton, the
injury.
house manager, had been apprised of
the affair and hurried back stage,
when he disposed of the trouble and
combatants in a hurry. Miss Fay remarked she would not be there for

mind-reading,

the

Dec.

10.

BOSWORTH STAGING

SCENE.
Hobart Bosworth is on his way east,
to stage the- ship scene from "The
Wolf."
play

the big scene in the picture
that title, adapted from the

It's

of

book by Jack London. Mr. Bosworth
was the star of "The Wolf" feature
film.

OFFSTAGE SCRAP.

reading

IN.
"In the Zone," the best of the Washington Square Players' first complement of sketches at the Comedy theatre this 'season, will be injected into
vaudeville through Lewis & Gordon,
who will cast the playlet for the twice
daily.
It
is
due to appear about
Dec. 31.
The Washington Square Players expect to present another consignment
'of
sketches on the Comedy stage

vaudeville presentment will
be a huge set that must remain for the
entire theatre engagement.

In

WRESTLING AT LEX. AVE.
The Lexington Avenue opera house
pass up the International Circuit
comthree
weeks
attractions
for
mencing Monday, to take on wrestling
similar
held
a year ago
to those
bouts,
at the Manhattan opera house.
Dick Crrley is promoter of the
wrestling tournament. The Lexington
will have its Sunday concerts booked
meanwhile by Harry Shea, as formerly.
Starting Jan. 22 the Chicago Grand
Opera Co. has the house for four weeks.

will

,

BESSIE McCOY PERMANENT.
The return of Bessie McCoy Davis
to the stage seems to be permanent.
She successfully made a return debut
While
in "Miss 1917" at the Century.
was reported almost immediately
it
after the first performance of that
production, Dillingham & Ziegfeld engaged Miss McCoy for another season,

there is another story she has lately
been inquiring about over a vaudeville
appearance at the end of the Century's
season.
to

•>

For this purpose Miss McCoy seems
have retained Harry Weber for her

variety representative.

BACK

IN

SHOW

Chicago, Nov. 28.
Rowland,
plucked
Clarence
by
Charles Comiskey from the bushes
to manage the world's champion baseball team of the past season, a mission

Rowland performed

to the

amazement

of all ball fans, has been caught napping by the vaudeville people, who are
going to throw him into the twice
daily,

commencing Monday,

at the local

Chicago, Nov,

28.

manager of
the Dittcnhoefcr Tire & Rubber ComWilliam

F.

Dunn,

sales

show

business, in an enterprise with
Blanche Haird, "The Tailor-

his wife.

Maid

Girl.'

tell the boys all about
from the stage and may use a few
"When I was in the bush league," but
whatever lie talks about the salary
envelope at the end of the week will

office.

moved

into the executive

Jf

cost the Palace $1,000.
Mr. Rowland proves the

tion expected, he

may

attrac-

continue along

said several steel mills placed
immediate orders aggregating 100,000
Mr.
tons for delivery within a year.

uct,

is

it

reported having purchased
a large though bargain
shortly after disexperts
His
price.
covered by-products that could be secured from it the previous owners had
overlooked.

Waterson
the mine

is

at

PAID FOR "LAYING OFF."
Gertrude Van Dyck and Brother,
under an assumed name, for obvious
through the
reasons, were booked
Sheedy Aeency to appear at one of the

Gordon Olympia theatres

Upon

Fealy Sketch Not Strong Enough.
The sketch version of the O. Henry
story,
lately

Boston.

in

their arrival there they

were

noti-

from the Sheedy office to report
at once to Fay's, Providence.
The act promptly advised the Gordon
executives they would not consider the
cancellation as official, whereupon Mr.
Condon paid the full salarv and allowed
fied

the act to "lay off" for the week.
While many similar cases have come
to light since the Providence subject
has become famous, this is the first incident where the Gordon firm has seen
fit
to stand the salary loss, although
it is likelv thf amount will be recharged
to the Sheedy office.

FORDS-MARSHLL SEPARATION.
Philadelphia. Nov. 28.
Sisters and Henry Mar-

shall, at Keith's, will

probably separate

after the local engagement ends Saturday. That was settled early in the
week. The cause of the internal difficulty is unknown.
It is said Harry Askt will become
piano accompanist for the girls.

JANIS AT CENTURY.
Janis will play a four-week
at the Century immediately following the expiration of her
vaudeville contracts.
She will offer
her vaudeville specialty during the
Elsie

engagement

show.

engagement

Janis

is

first

seric.>

as a "visiting star's contract."

LIKE HILL'S MINSTRELS.
Fdward

Latcll joined the Gus Hill
minstrels at Norfolk Tuesday. Frank
Hansiromb, dancer, and an acrobatic
act.

Mcrtcns Brothers and Arenc were

also sent on this
for

Hill

almost

Iviclftnond.

show

is

week

has been
a week,
Va.,

for the olio.

with the show
returning from
where <the

Friday,

playing the

last

half of this

week.

The show has

a

long route

the Magi." tried out
by Maud Fealy. is said to have
proven too weak for a vaudeville playlet of the first grade.
"Gift

of

ago.

At that time North paid Goetz, it is
alleged, a sum to set a melody to the
sons, but later this melody was discarded and one by A. L. Doyle substituted
Hoffman alleges the number in
the Hitchcock show, published by Witmark, with E. Ray Goetz credited with
the Ivrics and music, is identical with
his song.

TVMBERG OUT AND

IN.
out of the
Winter Garden show Saturday as the
result of a misunderstanding with the

Herman Timberg

down

steps

management.
He was immediately placed in vaudeville by Harry Weber and opens at the
Palace next week.

TiNNEY'S BOAT SOLD.
Ben Atwell. who is press agenting
Winter Garden, sent out a story
this week about Frank Tinney selling
"Tdler." to a New Haven
his vacht
man for $6,500. The boat is a 74-footer,
mrrying two 50-horsepower engines.
The nress notice claims Tinnev paid
at the

$19 000 for it. Tinney's reason for selling is that the boat prevented him
from giving all the attention he wanted

"The Tdler" was anchored off FreeI., by Tinney and was one of

port. L.

the

many

yachts

owned hy

profes-

sionals along the Sound.

MOE KRAUS'

MUSIC.

The first melody written by Moe
Kraus of the Waterson, Berlin &
Snyder professional department, to
locate before the gaze of the public
the music for that firm's latest war
ballad. "A Baby's Prayer at Twilight,"
claimed to be one of the quickest hits
in the popular song publishing record.
On the published copies of the song
the composer will be called M. Kay
Terome. the writing name assumed by

is

Mr. Kraus.

CATLETT WITH HITCHCOCK.
Walter Catlett has signed to appear
with the Hitchcock and Goetz producHe will retion of "Once in Tune,"
With
port for rehearsal this week.
Rock and White leaving the "Hitchy
for the new Princess offering, which is to follow "Six Months
Option," Tgnacio Martinefti and Sylvia
Tason arc to assume their roles.

Koo" show

YEARS FOR RENEE.

10

the

plained by the Century
management, the stars being engaged
for four-week runs on what is known
a

Si^mund Renec was- sentenced on
Wednesday by Judge Mulqueen on his
conviction for defrauding, to an intermediary term of from five to nine
years and six months.

Joe Hart Makes a Request.
Jack Norworth. who directs "Odds
and Fnds" as well as playing the star
of it. ha c been requested by Joe Hart
to discontinue the scene in the reveu
that resembles "Kisses," written by S.
lav Kaufman and produced for vaudeville bv Hart.
Norworth once held the English
riglits
to the Kaufman skit under
option, but permitted it to lapse.
.

South.

The Baltimore papers .called it "The
show in Baltimore this

best minstrel
season."

it

it

lowing some experiments made and
samples submitted of the mine's prod-

Gus

Joe Goodwin, Prof. Mgr.
Joe Goodwin now has "Professional
Manager" on his Shapiro-Bernstein
music publishing cards. Dave Oppcnheim. who occupied that position with
the firm, has

tell

addition to the several enterprises outside the publishing line he is now directing, is a mining property in Kentucky which gives flurspur, a substance
employed in the fluxing of steel. Fol-

in the firm

to Howard SchacfTcr, a local real estate man.
Dunn is planning an early return to

Palace.

Clarence will

attraction will be "And Have a Laugh,"
giving the whole title as "Pick Me Up
and Have a laugh."
Another interest of a commercial nature Mr. Waterson lately acquired, in

The

pany, has sold his interest

SOX MANAGER CAUGHT.

gested through the joke material he had
on hand and which those who heard it
insisted should be given to the world
A sub-title for news stand
at large.

of

BUSINESS.

His forth-

music publishers.

coming publishing venture was sug-

The Ford

and

Sunday shows, but duly appeared.

the

publication,

called "Pick Me Up," is designed by
Henry Waterson for the taugn-loving
Mr. Waterson .is the senior
public.
member of Waterson, Berlin & Snyder, the

Turns from Alien Enemy Country Reported Balking at Benefit
Performances Through "Graft" Exposures of "Bazaar"
Benefits. Considered Flimsy Pretext. Information on Matter Easily Obtainable.

monthly

REVIVING FISHER AND CARROLL.
William Morris is endeavoring to
bring Fisher and Carroll together for
a return to vaudeville with a revival
of their old act.

Harry Fox Doesn't Accept.
Harry Fox declined the offer made
by Flizabcth Marbury to join the new
musical production, "Girl o' Mine."

Duke Cross Leaves Show Job.
Wellington (Duke) Cross has withdrawn from the Hitchcock- Goetz revue
which goes into immediate rehearsal.

—

^m

~p-

VAUDEVILLE
KINGS BUMP READER IN ACT.
Dr. W. de Kerlor, an authority in
England and France on experimental

MOVING MATERIAL BY AUTO
AS NECESSARY FOR BUILDING

who has appeared before
members of many royal households,

psychology,
the

has been in the country for some time
and lecturing at Columbia.
Lately he has been lecturing pri-

Circuit Held Up with Two Theatres under Construction
Through Scarcity of Cars. Expects to Employ Autotrucks for Transportation. Brooklyn and
Washington Houses Affected.

Loew

vately.

Lewis & Gordon have prevailed upon
him to make a short vaudeville tour.
The doctor makes a character analysis
through the medium of one's features,
illustrating by slides and charts. After
the lecture he is to make readings of
those seated in the audience.

The heavy additional cost of building nowadays is being felt by the
Loew Circuit, which has two big
houses under construction. One is in
Brooklyn, the other in Washington.
To prevent delay with the heavy investments involved it is quite likely
transportation by auto truck may be
utilized.
The steel for the Brooklyn
house can not be secured, although it
This week Maris in Plainfield, N. J.
cus Loew was considering ordering
the steel beams cut in two and taking
them to Brooklyn by auto. He also
thought it seemed quite certain that
to save a long delay material needed
for the Washington house would have
to be taken there from New York by
auto.
No cars at all were available
for Washington, said Mr. Loew.
Both of the Loew new theatres

were

projected

before

we

yet to be played. Mercedes
alleged he had been released at Butte
by Pantages, although the act did not
leave the Pan Circuit until it reached
Victoria.
it

GRAFTER TRIMMED ACTORS.
New Orleans, Nov. 28.
A slick grafter attached to the "Stop,
Look, Listen" show cleaned up a neat
piece of money here last week and
made his getaway before the actors
who were his victims could reach him.
He gyped about 10 members of the bill

Immediately upon Mercedes opening
at the Orpheum Pantages applied for
an injunction order. It was disallowed.
The court decided it could not prevent
any man working under the law of
California. Notwithstanding Mercedes
was then at liberty to return to the

at the Palace, including the Australian

Woodchoppers, by selling them tickets
from here to lontgomery, Ala., at
He also bilked one
$6.50 per capit
of the hotels ort of $30 and then went
over to the theatre where "Ben Hur"
was placing, on the pretext of taking

Orpheum. that circuit obeyed Casey's
instructions. Casey also informed the
Orpheum Circuit that if Mercedes
made good his claim to two weeks'
salary from the Orpheum, the V. M. P.
A. would pay the amount.
Nothing
further has been heard from Mercedes

..

up a collection for a sick chorus girl
with his own show, and gathered some

money

there.
In his own show he left a lot of
debts, and some of the acts on the
Loew bill here were also victimized.

regarding his salary claim.

declared

war.

TAKING ON VAUDEVILLE.

A number

POM'S PLAYING PICTURES.
New Haven, Conn., Nov. 28.
Poli's

weeks of

from playing
opening last week

Palace stopped

vaudeville when
through the authorities deciding the
entrance Was not in accordance with the
regulations for that entertainment was
allowed to open later with pictures only.
Poli had a permit from the state police
to give picture exhibitions in the new
house.
Until the matter is finally adjusted,
S. Z. Poli announced pictures would be
the policy.
Poli's Bijou continues to give its vauThat house played the
deville shows.
regular Poli bills while the Palace was
under construction.

SPARTANBURG HOUSE OPENS.
Spartanburg, S. C, Nov. 28.
The Harris theatre opened Monday
with six vaudeville acts on a split week,
booked by Jule Delmar in the United
Booking Offices, New York.
This town and the theatre are about
three miles from Camp Wadsworth.

The Hippodrome

(M. F. Ferrell),
Petersburg, Va., opens Dec. 3 with U.
B. O. vaudeville, five acts on a split
week, also booked by Mr. Uelmar. The
Hin will split with Roanoke. Charlotte
will split with

SpaTtansburg.

Greenville. S. C, Nov. 28.
An epidemic of children's complaints
has closed all the theatres here, including the Grand, playing vaudeville. The
quarantine is expected to be lifted

within another week.

of one-nighters between
here and Chicago are going into pictures
and
vaudeville,
the
policy
change coming after the many recent
cancellations of legitimate shows.
In one case (Springfield, 111.) the
road show for Thanksgiving was can,

shows

BAGGAGE CAR UNAVAILABLE.

A

"Wanted:

recent

cess of perfection.

The girls left their photos, but when
they were told they were booked at the
Grand opera house, New York, refused to accept the engagement unless
instructed to by the N. V. A. As the
Grand opera house is not listed on the
membership roll of the Vaudeville Managers' Protective Association, that instruction was not forthcoming.
However, the girls claim the Buch Brothers
allowed the management to bill them

Akron was unable to get a baggage
and the outfit was some hours late
when it finally reached the latter place.
car,

Gallery

The

Raise Quiets Disturbers.
gallery admission fee of the
for

be kept

will

Sunday' performances
25 cents, the house

at

management deciding to tilt the price
last Sunday as a means to subdue
the

which continually
to break up the matinee

noi^y element

made

efforts

MERCEDES REMAINS WEST.

No

Protective Association in New York.
Mercedes could not appear for any
member of that organization until he
had finished a contract held by Pantages, who claimed there were three

reported for rehearsal were advised by
one of the firm it would be advisable to
procure a few weeks' booking outside
while the act was undergoing the pro-

Wife," an act, in makjump from Indianapolis

Los Angeles. Nov. 28.
Following the refusal of the Orpheum

c;

ing, for alleged misrepresentation, the
girls claiming the Brothers engaged
to work in an act and when tney

them

to

Columbia

gest

Sunday receipts

in

its

BILLED.

Lorraine and Crawford are preparing
an action against the Buch Brothers,
with headnuarters in the Putnam Build-

Cleveland.

ing a

daily.

WRONGLY

The Gus Hornbrook act was forced
to cancel its southern route, owing to
the inability of the turn to secure a
baggage car necessary to carry the
eight horses and special setting.
The act was to have opened in Chattanooga this week but could not get
the car to carry him through from

their names and display their
photos, procuring instead another team
to fulfill the engagement, and accordingly propose to ask damages.

under

history.

disturbances were staged and the
entire bill ran through smoothly.
With the war tax added the matinee
gallery admission totals 28 cents.

DALY'S "DEMOCRACY."
Chicago, Nov.

MUSICIAN FINED.

Federation, whereby Lew Schaefer. of
Local 310. New York, was fined $50.
brought about on charges preferred
by the Shuberts.
Schaefer finite the Shuberts without
the customary notice.

28.

Arnold Daly wrote and staged an
allegory called "Democracy" this week,
presenting it at a benefit performance
for the Red Cross movement. The piece
was declared by local critics to be a
sensation
and highly suitable for

That the American Federation of
Musicians docs not countenance the
sudden cancellation of an engagement
by a musician with a theatrical or
traveling organization without notice
has been attested by the recent findof the executive boa r d of the
incr

vaudeville usage.

It

carries a cast of

in

U. B. O. Suite.

Charles Anderson, lately manager of
Proctor's Yonkers, N. Y., is now regularly assigned to the E. M. Robinson
booking suite of the United Booking
Offices.

Guy Graves succeeds Mr. Anderson

•

at

Yonkers.

charter through passing a resolution
calling upon the Federation to urge
actors to join the White Rats.
This resolution was passed upon the
floor of the convention after a twohour speech by James W. Fitzpatrick,
president of the Kats. Fitzpatrick's remarks carried the charter along for
the Rats, although the committee having it under consideration reported to
the convention a recommendation the
entire theatrical end of the labor matter be reorganized.
Harry Mountford,
also on the floor, spoke for about five
'
minutes.
Speaking in favor of the Rats were
George Berry of the Printers' Union;
Geo. Nelson, C. F. U., Chicago; Charles
Neckels, C. F. L., Chicago, and Andrew
Fuerseth of the Seamans' Union.
Against the Rats were speeches by
F. R. Duffy, president of the Brotherhood of Carpenters; Robert P. Brin'

C. F. U., New York, and Hugh
Frayne, general organizer of the A.
F. of L.
Brindell made a scathing attack upon
the Rats. He read a letter carrying the
inference the White Rats officers were
carrying around in their pockets an
international charter for the sole purpose of collecting dues. Frayne and
Duffy, members of a committee* from
the Executive Council of the Federadel,

tion which investigated the
situation, supported the report.
expressed the belief that Rats as

Duffy
an organization could not today claim a bona
fide membership of over 300.
Taking exception to Brindell's attack, Fitzpatrick said: "I resent the insinuation that we are going around
with our charters in our pockets to further our own ends.
It is a lie and I
am willing to back the statement up at
anv time and any place."

Fitzpatrick

ridiculed

Mount fold's

suggestion the Actors' Equity could be
brought into the Federation.
"You couldn't drag the Actors'
Equity in with a British tank," he asserted.
"One of your delegates has
referred to the Equity as the cream of
the actors' organization. By the same
mark, I presume, we are looked upon
as the cheese."

The impression

left in

New York

in

theatrical as well as in affiliated labor
was that the Buffalo convention had madly muddled up its theatrical division by allowing the Rats
to hold its full charter, which imposes
upon any other theatrical body seeking
admission into the A. F. of L. appli-

quarters

cation through the Rats.
What the "Rats" intend doing with
the chatrer left to it by the convention
brought many varied guesses from
those who discussed the matter openly
this

week.

The arguments

at Buffalo were along
of the familiar debate that
continued for a year or so until the
White Rats passed away in April last.
An investigation now being conducted under the authority of the New
York Supreme Court into the affairs
of the White Rats and the manner of
the conduct of that organization during its life, is expected to reveal many
lights on the subject that will prove of
intense interest to the "faithful" adherents of the Rats. Those who gave
the organization money when called
upon to do so, which -was quite often.

the

lines

PLAYING FOR LOEW.

nine.

Anderson Moves

Buffalo, Nov. 28.
The American Federation of Labor
virtually voted last Thursday the White
Rats should retain its A. F. of # L.

New York

Louisville, Nov. 28.
is to be taken
over by the Keith interests and after
general renovation will open for big
time vaudeville. The move follows a
number of requests for high class vaudeville from the leading citizens.
The house will be continued as a vaudeville stand if it shows profitable returns, but if not it will be utilized as a
picture theatre.
It is now playing a
straight picture policy.
Keith's, Louisville, will be continued
as a vaudeville theatre, playing three

The Mary Anderson

celed on short notice.
The uncertainty of road attractions
filling dates has led the house managers
to
protect
themselves with
vaudeville and pictures.
It is expected that a considerable
number of these houses will attempt
to obtain
bills
from the Chicago
booking agencies.

performance that day.
Last Sunday, with the new figure
asked, the house checked up its big-

Circuit to allow Mercedes to continue
his engagement at the local Orpheum
some weeks ago. he has opened a
honking office and says he intends remaining here.
Mercedes is booking for private entertainments, also lyceums. and appears when called upon in his own
mental telepathy act with Mine. Stantone.
The Orpheum Circuit, after Mercedes
:M»iirivi-fi
oneued here. vv;i
hy P*t
Casev of the Vaudeville Managers'

BIG TIME IN LOUISVILLE.

RATS HOLD CHARTER.

Bobbcand Nelson have received a
blanket contract for 15 weeks from the
Loew Circuit and will open for it Dec.
10.
The act was booked by Irving
Cooper, who has also placed of late on
the Loew time Dale a-nd Burch. "The
Star Bout"
(with Harry Sullivan).
Sherman, Van and Hyman, Regal and
Mack.

—

VAUDEVILLE
DUPLICATION CHARGED.
A charge of duplication has

FORUM

ARTISTS'

ae

Washington, Nov.

22.

Editor VarietyHere's a little obituary notice I want
you to smear in your pamphlet.
It's a novelty because I am the only
one you ever roasted that will not claim
it was because I did not advertise in
Varibtt.
You or some of your accomplices sho
did hang the hooks into me about that
Sunday concert at the Century where
I tried to take up a collection instead
:

of doing an act.

Well you sho was right I did "rain
on the picnic." I left town in a closed
car and you won't see me back again
till my whiskers get long enough to
rope with, and then I will come in
apologizing.

Here's

how my demise took

place.
to play the Century, as
and
once
crack
at
that
place
I had a
was just about forgetting it and didn't
want to heap additional shrubbery on
my grave up there.
I prowled into the house and
saw that 1 was due to pester the church
dodgers about, 11.30 p.m., and follow
enough headliners to fill the Orpheum
Circuit, I knew then how the boys feel
when they are told they are to go over
the top at daylight.
I

didn't

want

When

So I thought I wouid not take a
chance on a regular act, but jtry something which I had had pretty good luck
with at the Amsterdam theatre last
summer. I went out at intermission
and told them gags for money and got
over $1,000 for the Red Cross. At Boston at the Georgian Hotel I got $350
for the Smoke Fund and at the Shriners'

Temple

in

Philadelphia $250 for

the Smokes.

The people

said "great I"
So I had
every reason to think it would be better than an act and still do some good.
Everybody knowing everybody else at
the Century Sunday night, I thought
we might have a few laughs or jokes
on people present.
But you sho had the right idea about
it flopping.
I know now how Zimmer-

man must feel. There was no one
present who wanted to pay extra for
jokes that night.
I will always be grateful to my friend
Frank Tinney, whom I have kidded
about being a "tightwad." ghat's off
now; also Fanny Brice and Lillian Tash-

man

likewise.

was sorry on the management's
account, as they knew nothing of what
I

I
intended to do.
Mr. Ziegfeld has
never even asked or even suggested
what I was to do in all my time with
him, and I've had my share of flops,
'cause I am always trying something.
If they go through, you look good
if not, you can only try again.
I returned the Century's check for my
services and apologized for my bad
judgment.
This is the best alibi I can think of

and

I will stick to

it.

Will Rogers.

camp life so well he nearly enlisted.
The only thing that kept him back was
he was booked the last half.
Am arranging a minstrel show which
will include the following, all professionals: Sol. Powder, Claud Wade, Ben

Walton, Boby Callahan, I. Speedling,
George Novack. The show has 25 in
the cast and eight-piece orchestra on
the stage and will open here Xmas.
We can use a lot of music, songs, etc.
Jack Fine.

(Address:
Corporal Jack Fine,
33rd Co., 9th Training Battalion,
Camp Sherman, O.)

Editor Variety:
Have played

O.,

Nov.

22.

Camp Mead. Md., Nov. 25.
Editor Variety:
We are going to produce a show and
would

appreciate
any professional
copies sent us.
This show is to be
"Vaudeville Varieties," such as negro,
Italian and Irish comedy character

parts.

You

will also notice I

moted

to be a corporal.

have been pro-

Corporal Wm. S. Graefe,
Co. A, 304th Field Signal Battalion,

Camp Meade, Md.

—

P. S. All members of this battalion
are enlisted men.

Cuba (San Juan

Santiago,

Hill),

Nov.

14.

Editor Variety;
I am receiving Variety every week
now and it does a lot towards making

Am

skit, called "Camousaid to have a blackface
character at the opening painting the
side of a house, without a scaffold being mentioned.
In
the Thompson
turn are two men in the Rice and
is

Weber

act,

—

life as a marine more interesting,
as it helps out many unhappy hours
spent in thinking of the good old balmy
days spent around the States.

am

following the list of fellows
or volunteering from
and I see I am not the
only one who has left the lights to
hide away in the hot fields at day and
the chilly and damp black fields at
I

either drafted
the profession,

night.
I also see

by the daily papers that
occasionally get into camp, there is
dissension
between the men who
volunteered and those drafted.
I am
sending a little poem that has been
running around the camp:
Only a Voluntesr.

Why

the claim of Rice and Werner
against Thompson reached the latter,
Mr. Thompson is reported to have
suggested someone familiar with one
of the acts be sent to view the other.

"Camouflage" was decided to be an
infringement of "On the Scaffold," he
would pay the expenses, said Mr.
If

Thompson.

If the decision was in his
the expense was to be borne
by Rice and Werner. That method of
settlement may be adopted.

favor,

NO HOPE FOR CARNIVALS.
carnival

is little

outfit

I

start out next season unless present
conditions undergo a radical change.
Divers things have combined to almost completely wipe out the carnival, according to the statement of some
of the vets who have been hanging on
to the business notwithstanding its ups
and downs of recent years.

Things have really gone from bad to
worse until the prohibitive exhibition
in
clauses
some town ordinances,
transportation difficulties, taxation of
the outfits as notated in different departments, the high cost of living, the
wearing off of the novelty, war tax,
orders and societies no longer caring
to arrange "weeks" under their auspices, and withal so many adverse obstacles the carnival men are up against
a barrier that holds little hope for the
next season.

"GIRL ACTS" LIGHT DEMAND.
The demand

for "girl acts" on the
small time for a few weeks past has
been very light, according to the booking men in some of the circuits.
According to the bookers there is
no longer any merit to the "girl acts"
submitted to them; they seem too
similar and are produced with the same
object in view profit only for the producer without much thought of the
entertaining end.

—

VIOLETTA APPEARING.
the Spanish dancer imported by the Valvcrdc Opera Co.
replace L'Aggentina in "The Land
Joy." will make her first appearance
here in the Sunday concert at tli .
Park Dec. 1.
Violetta,

.

Nobody gave me a banquet,
Nobody said a kind word
The puff of an engine, the grind

>

i

FOLLOWING MORGAN DANCERS.
Chicago, Nov.

28.

As the result of the showing of
James Watts, the English eccentric,
Pa'ace here, iiis act has been routed
play on the same bills with the
Morgan Dancers, following that act.

of the wheels,
the goodbye that I lieurd.
And
a training camp hustled,
To be drilled for the next half year,
And all In the shuffle forgotten
For I'm only a volunteer.

to

And perhaps some day

Conkey and John Daly Murphy opened
"The Land of Joy" Monday, to play
the Montagu Glass written American

Was

all
off to

When

a child sits on

And asks what I did
And his little eyes

In

In the future,

my

knee

the Great

War

look up at me,
have to look back Into thoso eyes,
That at me so trustingly peer.

And

confess that

I

wasn't drafted,

was only a volunteer.

Would

hear from Wells Oxthey have started up again

like to

ford Five if
or Lyman Harris, F.d and Irene Lowry
or any of my old friends.
I am playing in the hand down here
and I would like to get some of the
popular numbers that are now around.
//. O. Mortis

(Formerly Wells, Wells Oxford Five.)

"LAND OF JOY" ADDITIONS.
Julian Tannen.

Edna Munsoy, Thomas

in

—

portion of that Spanish operetta.

4-MINUTE

MEN

A

to forward the names of all acts playing each house that did not carry a
paid-up Oct., 1917, card in the National
Vaudeville Artists.
While the list returned was comparatively small, it is understod those
on it will be given two weeks' notice
and advised to either procure a new
N. V. A. card or consider future time
canceled.
A similar order will be
issued during December and those acts
not holding N. V. A. cards for the current season will be then checked up.

RAILROAD "CABARET."
Memphis. Nov.

28.

The

railroad "cabaret" has sprung
into life, ushered by Charles Gibbs, an
imitator. It was done for charity, Red
Cross, on the Memphis Special of the
Southern Railroad, Nov. 21, while Mr.
Gibbs was on his way to New York.
The imitator plays the United Booking
Offices and Orpheum Circuit bookings
in vaudeville.
couple of local business men, W.
F. Omberg and H. B. Weiss, suggested
to Mr. Gibbs that entertainment on the

A

likelihood that a single
be able to even

will

•

wait to be drafted
And be led to the train by n band?
Or out on a claim for exemption.
Oh. why did I hold up my hand?
Why didn't I wait for the banquet?
Why didn't I wait to be cheerrd?
For the drafted men got the credit
While I merely volunteered.
didn't

man and woman.

When

my

I

the Majestic, Chillicothe, by special permission, the proceeds going to our company fund, and
the act proved a big drawing card for
the management.
enclosing a program of the bill, which includes Nolan
and Nolan, and must say the Nolans
are good fellows. They were out several times to the camp, each time bringing cigarettes, candy, etc. Nolan liked

The Thompson

flage,"

There

I'll

Camp Sherman,

against
J«nu.s (Fat) Thompson, both playing
sketches in vaudeville.
The Rice and Werner act is called
"On the Scaffold" and has two blackface characters, the man first appearing on a scaffold painting the side of a
house.
-

Confln* letter to ISO words and write on one aide of paper only.
Anonymoua communications will not be printed. Name of writer must be aimed
and will be held In atrlot oonfldence, if deatred.
Letters to be puMlahed In thla column must a* w rtttea exelaatvely to VA&IBTY.
Duplicated letter* will not be printed. The writer who dvpUeatae a letter to the
Forum, either before or after It appears here, will not be a vain permitted the prlTlleses of It.

N. V. A. DUES PENALTY.
wire was sent every member of
the Vaudeville Managers' Protective
Association last week by Pat Casey of
that organization, asking each member

UNPAID

been

made by Rice and Werner

FREE.

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has made a ruling that as FourMinute Men are admitted to theatres
free of charge (or the purpose of only
making speeches and not to view the
performance, they are rendering a
service to the Government and can be
admitted without being obliged to pay
the war tax on admissions, which they
have had to do heretofore.

train, with an admission charged, might
add to the Red Cross funds. In the
observation car during the trip Mr.
Gibbs gave his entertainment, consisting of several imitations, and $17 was

the gross receipts.

The stenographer of the Special
typed programs, which were distributed
among the passengers, mentioning the
time of the show and stating the admission charge.

FIREMEN RAISED.
In the United Booking Offices they
are telling a story of a union labor
representative who called there to secure an increase of salary for the firemen employed in the B. F. Keith theates, big and small time.
The representative was Dan Murphy.
He interviewed John J. Murdock. The
latter expected the usual story from a
labor man, and would not have been
surprised if a "demand" had been
made. He was greatly and pleasantly
shocked, however, it is said, when the
delegate remarked theatrical conditions were not as happy as they might
be.
He had investigated, Mr. Murphy
said, and found out the reports were
right.
But he wanted to draw the
manager's attention to the fact that
the high cost of living notwithstanding
affected the firemen of the theatres as
well as anybody else. Mr. Murphy concluded his very businesslike argument
with a request the Keith Circuit investigate the matter of the firemen and
act accordingly.

Mr. Murdock was so impressed with
the attitude of the labor man, foreign
to anything of that nature he had encountered in his long experience, that
he ordered an investigation. After the
report was received, he issued instructions for an increase to every fireman
on the circuit according to the condition of business in the house where
they were located.
The firemen have a union.

EITHER ACT OR SHOW.
The new "Song Revue" of Gus Edwards', in 10 scenes, with Olga Cook
featured, has been produced by Mr.
Edwards as cither a vaudeville act or
legitimate production.
At present the act is prepared, but
with little trouble it can be turned
into a full evening's entertainment, the
10 scenes comprising a complete scenic
equipment for a musical comedy production.
Pantages Promoting
Salt

Alex.

Pantages

Lake
will

in Salt

Lake.
Nov. 28.
have a new

City,

Pantages theatre here. lie has interested several local men in the proposed
vaudeville house, to cost $250,000.

-

i

"
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With

announcement of the commissions conferred upon students of the
Second Officers' Training Camp at
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y., were inthe

cluded at least eight members of the
profession: Robert Warwick, captain
in Class C; in Class A, Jack JJeveraux,
Carl Helm, Einil Breiteufeld, first lieutenants; Morns S. Revenes, second lieutenant, in Class 14, Samuel McKee and
K. Loughborough, second lieutenants;
Frank Mcivee received the same rank
in Class C.

aincs 1_». McKowcn, the Chicago
agent, has won an appointment as hrst
lieutenant at i'ori Sheridan.
McKuwcn expects to leave lor France
soon. Kicnard 1 ravers, former Essanay star, has also won a first lieutenancy.
McKowcn and ravers recently put o!i a show lor the soldiers,
which was declared to be the best
entertainment at Fort Sheridan since
the establishment ol the officers' training camp.
Lieut. Alan Judney Minns died Nov.
6 ol wounds received in action in
France, lie had served for 15 mouths
with the nrst contingent iioin Toronto, without injury.
In April, 1916,
J

J.

was wounded and

he

an English
hospital for over a year, returning to
the trenches three months ago.
The
olhcer was a brotlier ot Mrs. Tom E.
in

Kyle.

Jack Davidscn, a Scotch comedian,

was

wounded

in France, but
Bert Harding was
in France.
He was
31 and lormerly musical conductor at
Widnes, England. Albert Doyle (Doyle
and Cibson English act) is now in a
in
England after being
hospital
(Reported to
wounded in France.
Yakikt* frjom Paris.)
E. A. Price, scenic artist, has enlisted
in the 303d Field Signal Corps, at Camp
Dix.
Mr. Price had no one to look

lately

recovering.
killed in action

is

—

after his business and was forced to sell
out. The reason for his enlistment was
he would have been drafted, and no one
will be allowed to join the army voluntarily after Dec. 15.
S. F. Manning (Electro) has been
promoted to top sergeant at Camp
He is a
Funston, Fort Riley, Kan.
member of Co. C, 3<J3d Field Artillery,

Field

Signal

Battery.

Chuck Thrall

George
and
Gordons)
(Bounding
Sharp (musical, single) are in Manning's company.
Liddy Mitchell, the high diver, for a
long time a featured attraction at White
City, Chicago, and who, with Edward
Marshall, loured the state fairs with a

water carnival in 1913, is a member of
the Aviation Corps, stationed at Mineola,

L.

1.

Herbert Darnley's son (English) has
been killed in action in France. E. Gibson, formerly of Ferguson and Mack,

—

recently
last

died

from

His wife

July.

wounds received
is

Daisy Clifton,

London

revue, "Smile."
to Variety from Paris.)
Duke Farrcll has been ordered to be
in readiness to proceed to the Aviation
School at Ft. Sam Houston, Tex. Sufficient time was allowed Mr. Farrell to
rehearse another man for his role in

appearing

in the

— (Reported

"The Notorious Delphine."
Earl Carroll has been assigned to the
aviation division of the U. S. A. and
ordered to report at the aeronautical
school at Texas University (Austin),
He was forDec. 15, for instruction.
merly with the 71st Regiment.
Murdock Pemberton, of the publicity
department of the Hippodrome, joined
tfre U. S. N. last week and has been
assigned to the censorship committee in

New

York.

Roger Wolcolt Lockrey, brother to
Ruth Francis Lockrey (Rice and Francis), was washed overboard Nov. 17
from the U. S. transport "l'astorcs."
Herman Lehr, formerly with Fred
La Rcine and Co., has enlisted in the

While

Aviation Corps and is at present stationed at Fort Slocum, N. Y.
Billy Grace has been made a corporal of the auxiliary mounted guard
at Camp Upton, N. Y. He is the only
professional in that department.
Al Kaufman, general studio manager
for Famous Players-Artcraft, has received a commission as captain, and
reported for service Monday.
Harry A. Silvey has enlisted in the
Aviation Corps and is in
Princeton,
N. J.
He was at the Globe theatre,
New York, for eight years.
Kenneth Dailey ordered to report
at American Lake, Wash.
Mr. Dailey
is
connected with the Ackerman &
Harris office, San Francisco.
Arthur Bertella (Serg. A. Greenfield) was killed Oct. 4 on the French
front. He was a member of the Will
Douglas Merry Demons (foreign act).
Slanson Follansbee has been commissioned a lieutenant. He is assigned
to Fort Sheridan, 111.
Mr. Follansbee
is engaged to marry Belle Ajhlyn.
James Conklin, for three years with
the Pat Casey Agency, has enlisted in
the navy, and is at Newport, R. I.
George Sharp, vaudcvillian, is with
Co. G, 323d Field Battalion, Signal
Corps, Camp Funston Fort Riley, Kan.
Ralph Juul, stock leading man,
nephew of Senator Neils Juul, is at
Camp Grant, Rockford, 111.
Harold Clucas. Chicago actor, has
joined the marine corps, and is at
Indianapolis.

William Saxton rejected^flat feet
and eyesight.
Clyde Mallory is attached to Co. A,
334th Infantry,

Camp

Walter H. Long

4-MINUTE MEN KEPT OUT.

CIRCUS AND THE TAX.

THE SERVICE

IN

is

Taylor, Ky.
with the Coast

Artillery.

too early to discuss the
prospectus of the circus season for
next summer it is believed circus
activities will be confined wholly to
those interests which will be able to
meet any heavy reverses as a result of
the same condition that are now confronting the legits and carnivals.
It is considered a foregone conclusion that while the circuses that closed
before Nov. 1 escaped the trials and
tribulations attendant upon the collection of the tax that when they swing
into action next Spring and Summer
they will meet with greater obstacles
than the theatrical interests are contending with at present.
The ticket wagons with the circuses
are high and with making even change
the public has to take its time in waiting for the pasteboards when the rush
is on.
It may be necessary to mal^e
some arrangement whereby the tax
collection can be alleviated without
causing unavoidable delays with the
it

is

Pete

Mack has

New York

this

seven

new

week and next

acts
;

in

some

of the faces *re old to the audiences,
but the acts are new, namely "Birds
in

Dreamland," Florenc Lorraine and

Malcolm Eagle, Marion Hall and Girl
Friends, Warren and Templman, Nace
Underwood and Marion Love, Arnold
and Page, Creighton, Belmont and
Creighton.
"The Steam Fitters" 2
people.
(Mark Levy).
Violinksy in a new turn called "The
Genius." John Thome and Vera De
Ford in support. It is billed as a
musical comedy and is in four scenes,
the action starting in the back room
.

of a cafe.

Carey
Brown,

E.

Taylor

and

Mary Ann

Catalina Islands for the
past year, are returning, and will do
in the

new act.
Chuck Rcisner, formerly with "Stop,
Look and Listen," accepted. Has left
for his home in California to make

a

arrangements before reporting.
John A. Lawler and Charles Voyer,

fina!

of Local

No.

Portland. Me., are at
Camp Green, Charlotte, N. C.
^cigt. I'rank E. Murphy is now with
Co. B, 126 Machine Gun Battery, Camp
Cody, N. M.
Lionel Dias (Rolfe and Murdock)
14th Co., 4th Battalion, 151st Depot
Brigade, Camp Devens, Mass.
Sergt. E. A. Brehany, 337 F. A.
(Elliott & Sherman Film Corp.). has
been transferred to Camp Dodge, la.
Le Roi Scarlett is at Camp Devens,
Mass.
David Scott (Scott and Wallace)',
exempted, dependents.
114,

TREASURER'S ELECTION.
The New York treasurers held their
annual election Sunday ni^ht, re-electing the official staff.

An ;uiyj;enienl s were completed tor
:n;*'.> annual lu-ne.,?. (yhl »\ ,»U 'he«wife pie.-ented hy the Club t<> Harry
Xelino, oi the Century, lor his ctiicuncs
with the program, and Al

i!i.-

i

Hailing ot the Colonial for activity
tunnelling entertainment.

in

I.,

Nov.

28.

for

the

people various issues of the war, was

recommended to the authorities at
Washington last week by E. J. W. Proffit,

of this city.
Mr. Proffit, who is a
of a big advertising corporation

member

with offices in this city, New York and
Boston, is State Chairman of the "Four
Minute Men," who have spoken at various theatres in the interests of the
Liberty Loans and other campaigns for
funds to carry on the war. Mr. Proffit
had a conference with the authorities
at Washington last week to place before them the refusal of two theatrical
managers in this city to allow the "Four
Minute Men" to speak at their theatres.
Mr. Proffit declined to make public the

names of the playhouses concerned.
Managers here declare they have
opened

their playhouses willingly to
these speakers, but they also claim that

The Ringlings may arrange for the
admission and tax collection sometime
this winter, though hopeful there may
be a change between now and May.

whereas these men are scheduled to
speak for but a few minutes, they are
often carried away with enthusiasm and
delay the performance for many minutes.
These same managers, it is un-

"TINK" STAGES SOLDIER SHOWS.

derstood, claim that people attend theatres to get away from war talk, but
are willing to hear a little, but not too

change of pennies.

Chicago, Nov.

28.

C. S. Humphrey, Chicago manager of
the United Booking Offices, jumped to
Chillicothe, O., this week to stage five
vaudeville shows at the encampment
there for the soldiers' entertainment,
under the direct supervision of an Ohio
newspaper syndicate.
The Chillicothe camp houses 41,000
enlisted men. The shows will begin at

10

a.

m. and run continuous throughout

the day.

SOLDIERS GIVEN ENTERTAINMENT
The United Booking
York, when informed

much.

RED CROSS DAY ARRANGED.
Red Cross Day
Dec.

7,

last Friday the
of Co. D at Camp Sherman
intended giving a minstrel show Sunday night (Nov. 25) but were short of
costumes, wigs and entertainment material,
immediately
wired
Manager

F. Royal of Keith's Hippodrome
here, instructing Mr. Royal to see the
soldiers were furnished with all necessities for the show, without a charge
of any kind.

John

One of the most appreciated entertainments for soldiers given around
New York was presented one evening
last week at Governor's Island, under
the direction of the United Booking
Offices, for the benefit of 1,200 volunteer soldier from Iowa.
The Iowa hoys had been on

the

Island for weeks waiting for orders to
leave, without diversion of any sort
until the U. B. O. show.
It contained
some of vaudeville's best acts besides
program
that especially apa picture

BENEFIT INVESTIGATION.
At the Actors' Equity Association
Tuesday the matter of Red Cross
benefits was gone into thoroughly.
An investigating committee was appointed to find out if some actors are
giving their services gratuitously while
others concerned in the entertainment
are paid. The sense of the meeting
was that if such a condition exists
it is about time the actors ceased to
be made "poats."
Referring to the Friday matinees
for the Red Cross fund, the A. E. A.
wants to know if the musicians and
the stage hands are also giving their
time and services without pay. Actors
have been ordered to play these extra
matinees without extra pay.
The investigation resulted from the
recent exposures of benefits, where
in one case the manager was given
a salary of $5,000. This was a so-called
bazaar.

pealed.

The major commanding the detachment expressed his thanks to the vaudeville management, and stated the
difference in the spirits of the soldiers
after the performance started was a
revelation to him.

UNAUTHORIZED "WEBER&FIELDS."
Columbia,
:nul

a

traveling

S.

C, Nov.

28.

last week Nat Fields
company appeared at

Columbia here, heavily billed
around town as "Weber & Fields Muthe

sical

Comedy

Co.,"

at

prices

theatres, set for

New

Offices of

soldiers

For four days

in

has been arranged by having

the vaudeville theatres throughout the
country give a morning performance
while the legitimate houses will give a
matinee (Friday), the proceeds of all
the shows going to the Red Cross.
The official song accepted by the
Red Cross was written by Gus Edwards and Will D. Cobb. It is named

"The Red Cross Needs You Now."

Cleveland, Nov. 28.

DRAFTED.

Providence, R.

The commandeering of theatres
war purposes, for putting before

to

$1.

"Fiddle Dec Dee" and "Hokey Pokey"
were mentioned as the pieces given.
Xat Fields has been traveling over
the south using the Weber & Fields
name without permission or right.

Ne'Uier Joe Weber nor Lew Fields
has any connection with the company
using their former team name, as reported above.
The Nat Fields mentioned was a comedian in burlesque for
some seasons.

CHICAGO'S LOYAL UNION.
Chicago,

Nov.

28.

striking contrast to the attitude
of many other musician's unions, is the
one expressed by the Chicago Federation of Musicians, which sent the following to Fred Daniels, of the orchcstia at the La Salle theatre:
"Your request for permission for
the members of your orchestra to volunteer services for a performance of
'Oh, Boy' to be given at Camp Grant,
Rockford. 111., for the soldiers on November 30, 1917, was cheerfully granted by the board of directors in a meeting held yesterday."
This is the 50th instance this season
In

where

orehestra

organizations

affil-

iated with the federation have volunteered their services for similar patriotic service with the sanction and
approval of the body.
The officers

are

Joseph

Thomrs
Frank

C.

F.
Winkler, president;
F.
Kennedy, vice-president;
I'auler, recording secretary;

A. D. Herrk'k, financial secretary, and
H. A. Rempler, treasurer.

VAUDEVILLE
i

ILL

AMONG THE WOMEN

Among
accident

B7 THE SKIRT.
There

week to

is

dancing at the Palace this

suit the

most

fastidious.

Lucy

mixes her juggling with a little
dance. In a Dutch dress of blue brocade and velvet bodice she starts a most
interesting bill. The Laites Brothers
danced.
Then Fannie Stedman in a
Gillett

white chifion dress made with a bodice
and band around the skirt of silver brocade, also danced. Everyone knows the
good dancing of Bennett and Richards.
Adele Rowland in a good looking frock
of orchid satin bustled over lace petticoats sang several songs in real prima
donna style in as much as she coughed
and shook her head to indicate a cold.The cold was overlooked, however, for
she did very well, especially with a
Red Cross song. Wm. H. Crane in a
sketch that improved as it went along
has discovered a clever actress in Peggy
Grey. Miss Grey appeared in a grey
chitton, made Russian, changing to a
maid in the conventional black and
white.
An old-tashion/ed dress followed in a flowered material. Then Jim

Diamond danced and Sibyl Brennan
showed two costumes, both well made.

A

pink broadcloth skirt had a black velvet waist. A stunning evening gown
was of cloth of gold made over lace petticoats and bustled. Both Miss Brennan
and Miss Stedman need to bant They
are bordering on "fat" Bessie Clayton
doing the act of her career showed cos-

tumes worthy the headliner. Her coral
over lace and trimmed with blue ribbons was followed by a three-ruffled
dress of lace edged in pink. A short
ballet dress was of gold and blue. The
Misses Lightner wore dresses of sequins with a net covering edged in
black and a pale blue taffeta with the
inevitable bustle.
The commedienne
of the act wears her hair as for the
bath.
It is the duty of every woman
to look her best May Wirth sings in
a cloak of pink and black velvet. Underneath is an ankle length dress of

net Afterwards she does bareback

rid-

ing.

strange a difference a bit of
color makes. The Colonial in its new
dress of mauve and ivory looks twice
the size it did in the red days. The
bill there Monday was all topsy turvy
but probably was adjusted before many

performances had passed. Mankichi
and Co. in their gorgeous setting of
Japanese embroidery on red seemed to
have shortened the act considerably.
Signe Patterson (dancing with Frank
Hale) is dressing in excellent taste.
Her first frock was of pink velvet over
lace petticoats and draped at the sides
with lace also. A trouser costume was
of black and gold material with a rose
chiffon tunic.
A huge feather fan
and an odd head dress added. Julietta
Dika's most becoming gowns are the
long trailing ones.
A black sequin
dress fitting the lines of the figure
closely was worn under a black velvet
cloak.
There was also an enormous
hat. The second dress was of orange
velvet, made ankle length. The dress
for her final numbers was of silver
with an arm drapery of striped green

Hassard Short has three women with him in an amusing sketch.
There is a cocktail incident not unlike
that in "Fair and Warmer."
Rose
chiffon.

Macdonald

read, whatever that is. Over
chiffon were two rows of gold
points embossed with large red stones.
green chiffon panel hung from the
That was Miss Walton's
shoulders.
The second was of black
first dress.
velvet opened at the side revealing
black chiffon under skirts. The bodice
high in front was rather low in back.

program
lilac

A

Nonette is now doing- more singing
than violin playing. She wore a silver dress with gold lace under skirts,
then goes to her original gypsy
makeup. An elaborate stage setting
makes a fitting background for this
Miss.
Maude Lambert's cherry red
velvet suit was spoiled by a schoolThe suit was trimmed
girl's tammie.
with fur and bustled at the back. The

tammie was of fur (moleskin, 1 think).
The Farber Girls, dressing as well as
found the going hard, although
the feminine portion of the audience
applauded them. Constance, was in a
two-piece silver cloth suit with a hat
Irene wore a silver lace
to match.
dress combined with pink velvet. Then
overan
Constance appeared in
trimmed raspberry taffeta, while the
other sister wore black net over white
ever,

and banded in thre*e rows of silver
She also showed a cloak of
braid.
peach charmeuse. Inez Plummer (in a
sketch with Paul Dickey) wore a sand
colored dress trimmed with beaver.

MARRIAGES.
Amelia W. Daly, a professional, to
Lyman H. Broening, head cameraman
ot the Famous Film Players, at Greenwich, Conn., Nov. 23.
Laura Bennett (Three Bennett Sisto Magnus Olafsson (Josefsson,
Icelandic Glima Troupe), at Memphis,

ters)

showed

a thick pair of
ankles under a dark cloth and chiffon
dress.
Florence Cross, of unusual
height, wore grey, while Thelma White
was girlish in white mulle in the short
playlet.
Mazie King did some toe
dancing in her act in several changes
of costume, the prettiest of which was
a military dress of white satin cut
knee length. Harry Fox, the headliner, closed the show.

9.

George Peck, president

of the

Ameri-

can Burlesque Circuit, to Ruby Leoni
(widow of the late Harry Leoni), Nov.

home of the bride's sister in
Fair View, N. J. They will reside at
274 St. John's place, Brooklyn.
Dr. Louis F. Stern, in New York City,
Dr.
Nov. 5, to Hermine Meinecke.
Stern is well known in theatricals. His
offices are in the Hotel Princeton on
West 45th street. Mrs. Stern was the
nurse in the doctor's office before her
marriage to him.
Marc Edmund Jones to Lela Owens,
the Pathe playing forces, were married
25, at the

week.
Betty Ellkins to an army officer last
week in Chicago. Miss Ellkins was in
"Canary Cottage." She will retire from

last

the stage.

Harriet Cook,
to James
Sox pitcher.

Scott

in

San Francisco, Nov.
a former White

Scott,

17,

Mrs.

He

is

now

was once
.

in

of

the army.
the Cook

Sisters.

Deiro

remarried

(Mae Mabelle

his

present

Sterling) in

wife

San Fran-

last week.
It was a formality
through the lapse of one year after
Diero had secured a divorce from his

cisco

previous wife.
Irving N. Mack, press representative
of the Bluebird Pictures, Nov. 27, in
Chicago, to Belle Florence Harris,
non-professional.

BIRTHS.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Weingart, at
their home, 1662 Boston road, New
York City, Nov. 26, daughter.
Mr.
Weingart is head of the contract
department in the Loew booking
office.

The Riverside audience

didn't

warm

up Tuesday afternorn.
Not even
Maurice and Florence Walton aroused

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Beck, Jr., at
New York home, Nov. 25, daugh-

their
ter.

an

those injured in
Stockton, Cal,

auto

Monday,

at

week, when the automobile went
over an embankment at. a point where
the road was being repaired, were
James Brennan, whose lip was cut;
Mrs. Carroll, bruised head, and Peggy
Worth was severely shaken up. All
are members of the Hippodrome road
while
not
show.
Miss
Worth,
seriously hurt, returned to her home
in Louisville.
Brennan and Mrs. Carroll, appearing in a sketch, will resume
their time at Los Angeles next week.
Pat Casey was confined to his home
for five days, beginning last Friday,
suffering from ptomaine poisoning.
He attended his office Tuesday afternoon, but was too weak to take an
active part in its routine. This is the
first time in twenty years Casey has
last

enthusiasm. Society dancing is passe.
Maurice's idea of a college boy's
dancing is but a caricature at best,
but Maurice couldn't look the college
boy, could he? Miss Walton received
the "Berret of the Chasseurs" so the

Nov.

How

NEW

AND INJURED.

failed to attend to his regular office
duties when not called out of town on
business matters.
As the result of an automobile acci-

dent in Cleveland Nov. 19 Ida Saxon
(Musical Saxons) has been out of the
act for the past week. She is now in
a hospital in Kent, O., slowly recovering.

Tom

Hanks, manager and lessee of
the Empress and National Theatres,
and treasurer of the National Printing Compa.iy, Chicago, who recently
sustained an operation at St. Luke s
Hospital, is convalescing at his home.
Oliver C. Edwards, manager of Poli's
Palace, New Haven, resumed his duties
at that house late last week, following

an illness which prevented Mr. Edwards
being on the ground at the opening of
the Palace the previous Monday.
Eleanor Tarton, injured in an auto
accident and losing a leg (amputated
by the Drs. Mayo of Rochester,
Minn.), is improving as well as could
be expected.
Will Spink, manager of the Imperial
Theatre, Chicago, has been confined
to his home as the result of a nervous

breakdown.

John Bernero

is

subbing

for him.

Harry Devine (Devine
had to close the

Wil-

and

act on the
Pantages time on account of nervous
breakdown. He is resting.
William Kilroy, manager, "Katzenjammer Kids," is active again, after a
long illness, in which heart trouble reduced his weight about 50 pounds.
Mrs. Harry Cooper, wife of the
vaudeville comedian, fell Sunday and
broke her right arm.

liams)

Mrs. Ned Wayburn, who has been ill
with appendicitis, was operated upon
Nov. 25. She is slowly recovering.

Lamberti
in

is

New York

TWO

seriously

ill

at his

home

with acute laryngitis.

WILLIAMS' MIXED.

The hearing before Referee J. Campbell Thompson in the suit which Alice
Smyth Burton Jay has brought against
Chappell
alleged

&

lift

Co. in the matter of the
of her melody for the song

"Tipperary" was held last week. Among
other features of the testimony given
by Miss Jay was her identification of
pictures of Harry Williams, the American song writer, and the pointing out
of a picture showing B. Feldman, Jack
Joy and Harry Williams (the latter
being the English song writer), and
stating that t hey were one and the

Bobby Matthews has reorganized his.
former "Dreamland" act and has engaged Kddie Lambert, Willie Fields and
Olive Hill to head the turn. Matthews'
"dope" role will be handled by Fields.
Victor Moore will return to vaudeville for a few weeks to vary the steady
grind of posing tor the Pictures. He
has a single act.

Carol McComas in the playlet led
by Peggy O'Neil in vaudeville for a
few pertormances.
Joseph Hart is gathering together
an aggregation of bpanish dancers for
a big production in vaudeville.
Freddie Nice and Ada May Weeks,
two-act.

original melody.

The case will come up for a final
decision within the next week. William Grossman conducted the crossexamination of the plaintiff. Among
the witnesses was Victor Herbert.

A

meeting was held
concerning the George

plan to send a theatrical company to
Paris with the idea of presenting
Broadway shows for the U. S. soldiers
on furlough in the French capital.

known

as

Oxford

Five.

Joe Armstrong and Klaiss Girls
(H. Bart McHugh).
Edith Taliaferro in "The White Rose
of

Old China."

Ollie Wood and (Miss) Billie De Rex,
two-act. ^F
(jracie yEmmiett in a monolog by

James Madison
Claude Gillingwater, revival of "A
Strenuous Rehearsal."
Eunice Burnham and Tommy Allen,
in "Husbands."
Edwin Stevens, returning to vaudeville, single..

koy Atweil,

single act in 'one," as-

by a Japanese actor.

sisted

AND OUT.

IN

Maude

Tiffany left the second half
last week's show at the American, New
lork, because of illness. Replaced by
Lillian

Watson.

Tommy Hayden

and Co. were out

of the Orpheum (Loew's), New York,
last half last week, due to sickness.
Bernatd and Myers substituted.

Middleton and Spellmeyer canceled

week

the last half last

at the Majestic,

Newark, N. J. Miss Spellmeyer was
suddenly taken ill with ptomaine poisoning.
Joe Remington and Co. substituted.

Sidenia Espere debutted on Broadway
a short time ago in "Kitty Darlin'," but
left that. Alice Neilson production before it closed, making her first big
alley appearance quite brief, but not
as brief as her engagement for "The
Star Gazer," which she quit before
that show opened.
When walking out
of the first named production Miss Espero canceled a three years' contract
Elliott, Comstock & Gest had given her.
She was well known on the East Side
as Sidonia Spiro before venturing into
$2 attractions.
Miss Junct (Juliet?) left the Royal
bill after the matinee Monday.
Her
reason was too much noise in setting
the act following and she could not
concentrate on her characterization.
No act was added.

Mabel McDonald withdrew, through
illness, from the Hamilton last half
last week.
Eugenic Ealilanc filled in.

Claire Rochester, at the Majestic,
Chicago, this week, walked out at the

Monday matinee because

of

dissatis-

faction at her billing. She was replaced by Count Pennine and Delylc
Alda.

_\our

name?" "Helen French."

"What

is it in English"; "I'll have you
understand my father never spent a
day in jail." "Xo, the judge always gave
him six months"; "My father "is king
in rmr home." "Yes, 1 was there the
n;).ht
your mother crowned him."
M akree ami Montj'onicrv.)
(

"Fm

afraid

"What's

a

a

it's

hopeless

empty hottlcs";
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what
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RELEASED.
"What's

what ihev
Wcdiu^'lav
Hlurm iiiha!

mem-

ihe Oxford Trio added two
bers; hereafter

same person.
In the picture of the English Harry
Williams, Miss Jay pointed out Jack
Joy as the writer and the personage,
she testified, was the arranger of her

ACTS.
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B0ST0NIAN BURLESQUERS.
Tho big burlesque

carries about a
»i«
*•>
hnii-Joi.«jii producers wiio date t'tt».:k
"old school" In point of time and experience,
but who tilt way forward on the angle of
burlesque progresslveness. Frank Finney Is of
that specie, a producer who has doue enough
for burlesque to earn a pension.
Coming up through the lane of burlesque
as It was and as It Is Finney arrives this
season with the best production be has ever
And that classificaguided over the wheel.
tion Is earned solely through the work and
Ideas of Finney, for this show Is typically
Flnneyesque. While backed with a thoroughly
capable cast and with such an able opposite
as Phil Ott, Finney gambols away with all the

wheel

I

•

He
honors and without any apparent effort.
never crowds, but bis fine handiwork is discernible in every turn the show tnkes.
First of all "The UostonlnnV a Chas. Waldoesn't
It
dron show. Is strictly original.

carry

>

}

I
.

f

stereotyped

burlesque

"bits."

It

doesn't start off with a line or two of story
and then proceed to ramble along regardless.
Its
It has a specific theme, the basis of all
Incidental comedy and situations, and Mr.
Finney finds It easy to construct any number of good situations and polish the producfunny
tion off with any number of really
Unfortunately the Finney
comedy "bits."
•bow comes along at an Inopportune time, for
some of Its Immediate predecessors have been
of the lightest grade, but perhaps that makes
the contrast so much greater one can fully

appreciate Finney's ability.
The show Is given In the conventional twoopener
part scheme with four scenes to the
and Ave to the afterpiece. Of those, the finale
striking.
most
the
perhaps
was
part
first
of the
of construction
It la a skyscraper In course
with the male cast representing the workmen,
La r
fe-r *
below
grouped
being
girls
the
J^
a difDay parade number, each representing staked
The number was
ferent trade union.
of novsuggesten
the
gave
fashion,
unique
In
legitimate heart
elty and called for some
It wasn't the "red fire
Interest applause.
all the returns
corralled
It
yet
number,
of
sort

a "red Ore'' number would expect.
The second part was arranged along revue
roof garden
style, the big scene showing a
with the principals doing specialties and
view
:: " wi pi -- n ; rt or the regular performance.
STSf ""red up theTproducUon* nicely and

RUD

tho first act Is devoted to ber, she having the
uHslatunce e' the entire chorus In her "Interpretive ijnce pageant of Egypt, Greece
and hast Ir.uta.
tome of lb* U\ and thin
ii) nipha
frisking about In tights and cheese
clcth are anything but a "poem of motion,"
and here one of the sets of costumes surely
compared with the home made delsarte mo-

«

I

'

tions.

Kyra herself showed something with three
the last of her offerings was
the best.
It was billed as "fceincarnutlon,"
and was really a "green snake" dance somewhut MUggcstlvc of Huth St. Denis.
Kyra
has a pair of educated arms.
The sinuous
unceasing motions are fascinutlng and some

"numbers, ^but

blue

eral

blamed on lack

Ada Lum

ago.

As Hynicka has most of his theatrical
interests in
York, he will reside
there, but will retain a legal residence

New

to typify

the cast was
good
of the arrangement without dropping the
score registered In the opener
Aside from Finney and Ott. both too well
known to call for a review of their work, tho
male contingent Included Jimmy Hunter.

George Mack and Bobby Van Horn. This trio
backed up the fine work of the two principal
comics. Mack handling a "straight" role along

perfect lines with the other pair alternating
requireIn character "bits" to fill the book

ments.

.,

Of the women Kathryn Dickey, Rose Bernard, Nettle Nelson and Caprice, they finished
of reIn exactly that order from the angle

Miss Dickey's enunciation, clear singturns.
and general stage deportment
voice
ing
brought her well beyond the usual pale of
burlesque classification, for she gave the production a nice touch of class that helped Immeasurably In bringing It out of the convenCaprice, with a dancing spetional rating.
cialty, was thoroughly appreciated, while the
Misses Bernard and Nelson in principal roles
came right up to expectations.
One of the oddities of this show was a sketch
of aeral-dramatic lines wherein Finney Introduced something that carries vaudeville posPloying the role of a fatherly magsibilities.
istrate of the law. he Is called upon to decide
a domestic tangle which he does with a, touch
of humor that compels laughs from opening
strictly original, typically
Is
It
to finale.
Celtic In comedy outlines and well played.
It could step right into the Palace theatre and
command a good spot on merit alone. Finney

has something worth while In this Bklt. for
dramatic sketches, when shrouded with n
comedy tint, seldom survive In burlesque. This
one did and came through an caRy hit.
The chorus measures up well with the surrounding performance nnd Mr. Waldron h;is
been generous In providing an equipment that
The wardnicely parallels the performance.
robe Is of the kind earning occasional ga-'ps

And the show Is properly staved.
The numbers are accompanied by choniB dancing that reflects more credit on Finney.
As a burlesque performance "The BostonTho Columbia Cirlans" give a perfect one.

of surprise.

melody

Besides being Republican

in this city.

national committeeman, he
of the Hamilton County

do-

latter section sevout, maybe to be

$30,000

in $30,000, paid

Tobacco Co.

now on

Ibee.

CAME BACK AND SCORED.

FOR SMOKES.

over to the American

for

their

way

120,000 smoke kits,
to France labeled

collections made in the many theatres
of the two wheels by the girls of the

After her return to the stage at the
a member of the
Kahn burlesque stock there antl following an absence of three years, Dolly
Fields, taking the soubret role, made
a score that attracted the attention of
the downtown regular burlesque pro-

companies then appearing

Bronx theatre as

in

them.

Chicago, Nov. 28.
Inez Martin, a chorus girl in one of
the road burlesque companies which
played here last week, attempted suicide by swallowing poison at her room
in the Hotel Jackson.
It was said that this was not the
first attempt she had made to end her

IJlutch Cooper offered Miss Fields
engagement, but she declined
an
through desiring to remain in New
York, where Miss Fields is being
tutored iu dancing for a prospective
IJroadwav engagement.
Miss Fields at one time before her
retirement was with Sliding Billy Watson's show.

life.

She was removed to the countyand recovered, joining the

hospital

show

later in Detroit.

H Oman's Company

SMALL PAPER BRINGS RESULTS.

Reorganized.

.

went through a process of reorganization this week.
Through Lew Redelsheimcr the Homan manager, Charles
E. Shiite, signed Violet Lester, wardrobe
mistress;
Fred
Bulla,
Irish
comedian; Lew Williams, Jew comedian, and Fay Darling, soubrette.
of

The company
this
week

playing the last half

is

Warburton,
Dates through New York

holler

"lights"

at

Hoover's advice to save food has
been met with an enthusiastic reception by all boarding house keepers.

Funny

Facta.

When

people pour out things to
drink on the stage they never drink
them but they always smack their

—

lips.

When

Yonkers.

at

an hour to write.
Business men always have pretty
stenographers on the stage.
Butlers on the stage are usually
called Jenkins, Judkins, or James.
Two stage drinks can make actors

drunk on the stage

the

is

Bacrwitz did

who

money away

give

fel-

freely be-

fore the camera, still their agents have
to sue some of them for commissions.
Actors read (and believe) notices
week after week that are written by
their own press agents. Many an actor has made an author think he was
an author until some other actor

—

played his piece.
Ever hear of an act canceled for
playing an opposition benefit?

Upon

order of

the Censoring
the American
Burlesque wheel Rube Bernstein is making
several changes in his "Follies of
Pleasure."
The latest to leave the show was
the

Committee

Mae

of

Mills.

SHOWS CLOSING.
Frank
Murray

advance agent, and
manager, are back in
show, "Oh You Kid,"
having closed its season in Moultrie,
Ga. The show was put out by Benjamin and Daniel Feegal.
Bixby,

Phillips,
York, their

Friara' "Cohanless Revue."

Sunday night an impromptu entertainment

will

be staged at the Friars'

Club, in which will be featured "The
Cohanless Revue," carrying as its
principal

entertainers

it.

George

M.

Cohan and Sam Harris.
John Quigg

William Saxton in "The Red Heads"
booked for the Locw Circuit. Sam

Monroe

—only.

Movie heroes are big hearted
lows

State follow.

lour.

executives can point with pride to this
of the best ever brought to burlesque.
It Ib a regular burlesque show, one of
the beat of tho few regular shows that have
Wynn.
come along thiB season.

Broadway must

10.45 every night.
It will not be dark,
however, as buck dancers' clothes are
always in evidence.

New

Homan's musical comedy company

Charles Wright has replaced George
in "The Passing Show" on

tax.)

BERNSTEIN FIXING "FOLLIES."

HAS SUICIDE HABIT.

ducers.

Theatre News."

war

people write letters on the
they run their hands up and
a piece of paper quickly, then
they read a note it would take a half

"Compliments of the Columbia and
American Burlesque Theatres and Their
Patrons."
Each kit contains three
packages of Lucky Strike cigarettes,
four bags of Bull Durham, one tin of
Tuxedo tobacco and rice papers. The
shipment went to the Red Cross in
France, which will make distribution
to the American soldiers over there.
The amount was obtained through

Lum

Chicago, Nov. 28.
Talbot's "Lid Lifters" are getting excellent results from a four-page
miniature newspaper issued each week,
with the head changed to apply to the
theatre where the show is playing^
For instance, at the Empire, Chicago,
the heading on the paper ran "Empire

going to church
(It's the only
place you can go without paying a
are

before.

down

The Smoke Fund collections of the
Columbia and American burlesque circuits during the week of Nov. 12 turned

Is

Lew

1

;

stage

some Broadway show or house. The

parlson with the statuesque Miss

chairman
Republican

is

Committee.

Executive

of written material.
billed as the American

Chinese
comedienne, but she doesn't look Chlnky by
a Jugful. A very good looker of brunet type,
She Is given very little
tall oui weii foi mcd.
In the vocal division, but she Is quite valuThe singing
able to the outfit, nevertheless.
load fell to Hena Vlvlenne and Harry PeterPetersen has
Bon, both of rather good voice.
f-ult
for every
considerable wardrobe, one
number and then some, but making a very
He handled the one numneat appearance.
of
"Beauties
being
over,
that
got
ber that
Droadway." Here each chorister Is supposed
Is

More people
now than ever

the wedding, the couple left for New
York. His first wife died some years

"Hutch" and minus Teutonic make-up
was teamed with Meyer Harris (who says he
During the
lines cropped

selhaus, of this city. Hynicka gave his
age as 58 and that of his bride, 30. She
has been employed by him for the last

Marriage License Clerk Jake Falk to
go down to the court house Sunday and
issue the license. Then the bridegroom
had Rev. H. Haefner perform the ceremony at the minister's home. After

fied

Hebrew.

One never knows whe they will become a headliner look at the penny
The only prominence it ever got before was in the baby's bank.

12 years.

the positions attained leaves the Impression the girl is double-Jointed.
She may not
be brilliant in her dances but she sure Is
there with Impressionistic arms.
The "Widows'* boast of a runaway with
the chorister skipping out over the audience
half a dozen times.
Without a spot light
the runway misses Its purpose and besides
the girls aren't allowed to forget their fleshStill the stunt is a bit different.
ings.
The first act lagged, which may be blamed
Comics aren't expected
on a weak "book."
to do wonders with material that Isn't there
or has lost is usefulness.
Kyra seemed to be
well placed therefore.
Eddie Dale In modi-

ing

TOMMY'S TATTLES.
By Tommy Gray.

To avoid advance publicity, Hynicka,
who is the local Republican leader, got

of

"played pinocle opposite lien Schaeffer")

HYNICKA MARRIED.

K.

Cincinnati, Nov. 28.
biggest surprise in theatrical circles in a long time was the marriage,
last Sunday afternoon, of Rud K. Hynicka and his stenographer, Ora Drcs-

The

'

pretty, but again nix on the costumes. The rest of the cast was mede up of
Connie Fuller. Gussle White and Earl Hall.
for s
loosers ior
a
good lookers
ncm several gooa
chorus held
The cnorus
Change. One of the gals who used her black
eyes
to effect on occasions might stand comcare
take
to
capable
sufficiently

i

»"
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BURLESQUE

10

ft.

I

'

in

Sid man Show.
Chicago, Nov. 28.

John Quigg of Quigg and Nickerson
has replaced Elmer Brown in the Sam
Sidman show.

cuit

show as one

©

CHARMING WIDOWS.

8

Looking ahead to next season Sam Levey
ought to dig up n new coatumer. » The

an

of

his

No. J320I
I

B

NKH^YORK»JttA3wol3er

The Mutual
Bat
M
19

»

"Widows"

nuiko enough
changes, but must have looked nil wrong
He did save the best
even to Sam himself.
probably
for tho finish,
of his collection
The
figuring that last Impressions count.
show seemed to satisfy the rather rood house
at the Star, Urooklyn. Tuesday night, though
nothing roused the faithfuls to nny renl enThe ronton for minimum
thusiasm or glre.
laughter lies. Ir< the truth that n fr«>e quantity of "released" Jokes were dished ui>.
had Its specialty
Ilurlcsque has always
dancers, but since the pollee put the screws
on the cooehers the majority of producers
Mr.
have looked towards other features.
Levey, however, retains a danee fenture Mint
rather unusual for burlesque, since Kyra
la
The end section of
la
a classical prancer.
choristers

II

o
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BURLESQUE'S SMOKE FUND CHECK
The
of the

nliove facsimile of the check sent to the American
Circuits.

Columbia and Amcricun burlesque

Tobacco

Co. represents the tota' collections of the

Smoke Fund (week Nov.

12)

VARIETY
audience is seeing nine different shows
within three hours. That makes for

VARIETY
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"speed," a common nowaday word of
slang that was derived from the playing of acts on a vaudeville bill.
Good vaudeville holds a brightness
that contains a certain laugh, any
number, and the soldiers need to laugh.
There is brightness to vaudeville dialog. The best of the word writers
who understand the wants of the
masses in the popular talk and songs
write for the vaudeville artists.

SUBSCRIPTION
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Single copies. It cents

Annual

$5

Entered as second-class matter December 22,
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York, under the Act of March 3, 1*79.
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Entertainment for the soldiers
the cantonments has become a more
vital part of the training period than
was even anticipated by the military
authorities who had broad ideas when
the draft was promulgated on the subject of necessary relaxation for the
in

boys in camp. Plans have been made
by the Government for regular theatrical entertainment within the cantonments. Theatres are being constructed and the arrangements appear
to be complete excepting as to the
nature or style of performance.

The

camp show

intent of the

is

to

have at first hand a theatre giving a
performance that will brighten up the
men in training, for from accounts of

camp

the soldiers are securing all
the physical exercise they require in
of work.
daily
routine
the

A

life

.We have noticed with regret no
vaudeville men were named as active
heads of the Commission's theatrical
contingent. It should have had vaudeville men on it, for none but vaudeville
men, well versed in it, can provide the
kind of entertainment the soldiers like
the most. Next to vaudeville the soldiers prefer burlesque. Perhaps not the
class soldier the officer but the men
do. Burlesque to a certain extent is
contained within the vaudeville musical comedy production that is usually
a part of any good bill, either by the
way of a large or small turn of that
sort. Burlesque also, to a certain extent, contains vaudeville. That mav be
the cause of the mutual appeal of the
two entertainments to the large majority of the soldier boys who patronized those particular amusements as
their favorites when civilians.
Burlesque is a trade or profession by itself.
No one could ever hope to duplicate it by giving a performance as
musical comedy of the $2 brand. There

—

could be no comparison by those who
prefer burlesque. They do not want
the other kind, any more than a vaudevillegoer cares to see vaudeville acts
in a $2 attraction, where he presup-

Put the Y. M. C. A. when attempting
to furnish amusement for the soldiers
select such an entertainment as might
local
be given in the
rooms of
the association in any city or town. It
is of the concert or lyceum style of
performance and while appreciated by
appreciation

that

soldiers,

is

mostly brought about through the
dearth of the show material they could
see, and it did not serve to interject
that liveliness wi'thin the men or upbuild their spirits as a performance
gauged for those purposes alone could
-

have done.

That appears

be the possibility
with the new camp theatre show. It
may not be the right show and it
should be the right show. There is a

camp when

volunteering.

The expense of maintaining theatres
for the soldiers might be gladly borne
by the Government, for the Government is to be borne by its soldiers, according to the seriousness of this war
in its relation to us and the future as
made known by Presidential proclamations. There should be no profit seeking, privately or officially, in the matter of furnishing camp entertainment.
Vaudeville has shown it does not expect any such thing, not even recompense let alone a profit.

Another entertainment
joy

when properly given

moving
the

pictures.

soldiers ento them is

There is no doubt
booking men,

expert

vaudeville

show

for the soldier

and

it

is

no

The soldiers conkind of stage performance they wish to see when on

clusively tell

is.

the

leave from

camp and

city.

vaudeville.

It

is

visiting a nearby
The soldiers are

from the masses and the masses are
vaudeville's support.

The appeal and strength

of a vaudeperformance is its variation, it
course
being granted of
that this only
ville

follows

when

sent care

who know "pictures" almost as well as
they know vaudeville, could piece together a composite program of the
kind the soldiers like that no other
man of theatricals, in any other
branch, could commence to rival That
show, the show the soldier wants,
should be given to him for nothing
within the cantonment, with two performances daily, and a method adopted

The

a

program is
booking direction

variety

blended by skillful
that understands how to bring about
such a result. It has been this booking
of bills which has sent vaudeville to
the high point reached by it in the
favor of the whole public. There is a
charm about a good vaudeville show

makes patrons.

Good

vaudeville
bills will convert in time the most
stubborn devotee of the drama, for if
there are nine acts on the program the

(meaning Tacoma), thinking
here
they would have work on account of
the army post situations."
Foreigners in New York say that
when the English Government gave
German acts then in England at the
outbreak of the war five days in which
to leave that country nearly
Germans came to America.

all

One

the
of

those returning home, however, was
Spadoni, the jugvler. He is being accused of having informed the German
authorities of the names of all the
people in the German turns that came
over here.

Joe Erber of Erber's theatre, East
St. Louis, with his associate, have acquired the Washington theatre and
airdrome, Belleville, 111. It will be
booked by the* W. V. M. A. of Chicago,

which also books Erber's. Joe Erber
has no connection with theatres at
either Decatur or Danville, 111., nor
has his brother any interest in the
Belleville theatre.

Lyle Sweet, the English stage prowho came from London to produce "Chin Chin Chow," is to remain
in this country for the remainder of
the season. Mr. Sweet will act as a free
lance in staging productions for American managers tor the remainder of his

ducer,

stay.

Tho annual vaudeville entertainment
for the prisoners on Blackwell's Island,

by the military commanders to prevent
any one soldier seeing a show the
second time before all the men within
the camp have seen it first.

New York, will be given Thanksgiving under the auspices of A. Paul
Keith and E. F. Albee. A program of
20 acts or more will be arranged by
Eddie Darling and I. R. Samuels, of
the United Booking Offices. "Smokes"
for the prisoners will be an added feature this year.

Commission

should consider
the variety phase of the cantonment shows. It can not afford to risk
placing a number of productions for
cantonment theatres, only to learn
after it has been done that the soldiers
want something else. There should be
no mistakes possible in the matter of
soldier entertainment and if the commission is properly constituted there
will be no mistakes.

in

V

v.gcd to remain away from that city
"unless they have a big bank roll" as
there is an overflow of musicians

The mother of Charles Walsh, who
disappeared from home about 20 years
ago, is making an effort to locate her
son, supposed to be in theatricals
somewhere in Central America. Walsh
when last heard from was connected
with a legitimate show, but has not
cornmunicated with his parents since
His folks are at 65 McElwain
189o.
avenue, Cohoes, N. Y.

VARIETY.

poses the admission fee has been
placed at that figure through the production of a "story."

From Tacoma, Wash** comes a
signed warning from A. A. Richardson, secretary of Local 117, affiliated
with the American Federation of
isiciant, wherein all musicians are

Governmental

to

While the war continue* VARIETY will be sent complimentary to any theatrical man in the U. S. Service.
Nume, with address, should be forwarded and proper
mailing address sent at once if ordered elsewhere.
The list will be maintained also for re-mailing letters

to

guess what that

that

subject

never thought for an instant of
imposing a fee on the soldiers to witness their performances at or near a

call,

TO THEATRICAL MEN IN THE SERVICE

ness has been made by the theatrical
department of that Commission as
to the explicit performances to be
There is always the hazard
given.
that the commi«sion will fall into the
error of the Y. M. C. A. in the matter
of amusement at the camps. The Y.
M. C A. has done and is doing a wonderful work for the enlisted men. The
soldiers have nothing but the greatest
praise for that worthy institution.

ripht

none

acts,

VARIETY FREE

ment theatres now under construction.
No announcement with any definite-

i

volunteered entertainment and always
vaudeville. The reception by the soldiers of the vaudeville furnished them
by this big agency has as well as anything else bespoken their preference
The United
for that entertainment.
Booking Offices is the' foremost vaudeville agency in the world. Its staff consists of picked experts— the vaudeville
acts it furnishes are exceptional and
renowned,' yet that agency and those

Commission on Training Camp

Activities has been officially appointed
and its supervision includes the placement of entertainment in the canton-

the

—

11

Neither do we understand the object
charging an admission of 25 cents,

more or

less,

to a theatre ostensibly

operated by the Government and
placed within the official boundaries of
a cantonment. If that theatre is for
the benefit of the soldier of the U.
S. A., presented to him by the Government to amuse, he thereby becoming a
befter soldier through being more susceptible to discipline from the good
nature the theatre performances revive and continue in him, why should
the Government wish to tax that soldier for it?

Vaudeville has furnished an untold
quantity of entertainment all over the
country in the camps or at private entertainments since the soldiers commenced to congregate, and always
without charge, No return was ever
thought of by the vaudeville people,
especially the United Booking Offices
(Keith Circuit), that has never failed
up to date to respond to every request
received by it for soldier amusement.
The United Booking Offices has also

We

soldiers thor-

trust to see the

oughly entertained in this great undertaking by the Government of supplying

amusement

service.

who

to

the

men

in

the

Perhaps no one except those

have-seen

soldiers in

camp

watch-,

ing a vaudeville performance staffed
for their sole benefit will ever realize
what a "good show" means to the boys
in training.

Louis Wesley was

not as quickly
forgotten as is often the case with
those whom death calls out of the
Mr. Wesley was
Broadwav rush.

much admired
life

into

for his gameness in
and seemed to carry that quality
his

coffin.

Just

before

passing

away he gave orders regarding his
burial among other things.
One of
these was that "The Humoresque" be
played at his services, which was done.
The morning of the day he died, Mr.
Wesley observed to some friends who
had called upon him: "Well, boys, this
looks like the day." Wesley might have
lived a week or so longer had he cared
to but seemed resigned and made no
effort to fight off the end. After the
death of his wife a year before, Mr.

Wesley

lost ambition.

He

died child-

Collecting tin foil is a new device
the Actors Fund is employing to assist it in raising money.
Suggested
by Tom Wise, the foil has been gathered with the result a sale of 450
pounds, the profit amounting to $58.50.

The

foil for-

Sidney WUmer of Wilmer & VinHodgdon, is supervising the bookings for the Wilmer &
Vincent vaudeville house during the
absence of Frank O'Brien, who enlisted
in the navy. Walter Vincent said the
other day: "It's pretty hard to replace
a fellow like Frank O'Brien."
cent, with Jack

A

picture of the late Philip F.

Nash

has been hung in the entrance to the
United Booking offices on the sixth
floor of the Palace Theatre Building,
New York. Mr. Nash for many years
was a valued member of that institution.

Elsie Riesenberger, secretary to

J. J.

Murdock, entered the Polyclinic Hospital, New York, Sunday, for a minor
operation. It is a sequel to the one
Elsie had last spring at the same place.
She will remain at the hospital about
two weeks while Union Hill must suf-

apparently without any relacared for. The services held
Nov. 20 were impressive and the reverend man of the cloth who delivered
the final oration struck a responsive
chord among the large gathering when
he dwelt upon Wesley's standing in

up

theatricals.

making some improvements.

less and
tives he

and

collection will be continued

Fund will appreciate the
warded to it.
the

fer in silence.

The "Hello
this

Girls"

week,

show

with

is being fixed
Charles Baker

;

LEGITIMATE

12

of the profession who
with the
maimed that it will
so
colors become
be impossible for them to continue
their work in the profession.
Henry Miller spoke briefly and James
K. Hackett followed him. The latter
suggested that in order that all of the
associations of the theatre be linked
and expression should be issued to the
Authors' League asking that they work
in harmony with the actors and managers on the questions regarding war
reliefs
and readjustments attendant

those

"BAD BUSINESS" MAIN TOPIC
DURING RATIFICATION DINNER
9

Managers Dwell Upon Need of Actors Co-operation While
Patronage Is Light. Francis Wilson Speaks for Actors
9
Equity Association. United Managers Protective
Association Represented by Dozen Members.
Newspapers Injudiciously Panned.
9

Sunday night at the Hotel Astor the
Ratification Supper of the United Managers' Protective Association and the
Actors' Equity Association was given.
There were about a dozen managers
and 500 members of the Equity present.
It turned out to be more or less of a
mutual admiration affair, the net result
seeming to be the actor was prepared
in advance for a "readjustment" in sala-

The tenor of
ries by the managers.
the speeches made by Marc Klaw and
Alf Hayman were toward that end, and
the intimation by Francis Wilson, president of the Equity, that the actors
stood ready to meet the managers half
way on the salary question. He felt
sure, said Mr. Wilson, that the managers would not ask the actors to cut
their salaries unless the musicians, stage
crews and the business staffs of the
shows were also asked to cut. Mr.
Wilson is reputed to be one of Ameriers in the fruits of successes. This
brought much anplause from the actors.
Some one had to be put on the pan
and on this occasion it was the newspapers and the writers, in a most ungracious and shortsighted manner by
No paper has attacked
Alf Hayman.
the memory of the late Charles Froh•

man and

they would have had to if
they were guilty of committing the
crimes Mr. Hayman accused them of.
The napers have been most lenient with

Mr. Hayman, many theatrical managers
including, so he could not have had a
personal grievance. But Hayman just

-

It
naturally cut loose at the papers.
sounded most unpolitic under the cir-

cumstances.
Mr. Klaw's thrust resented the papers printing the truth regarding business conditions, he denying that the
managers had wailed over the present
slump, but immediately afterward Klaw
contrad cted himself to a certain extent by intimating a rearrangement was
necessary between actor and manager

I

:

at this time.

The speaking started by the reading
of several telegrams and letters from
those unable to be present.
Howard
Kyle, secretary of the Eouity, broke the
ice.
A telegram from Henry W. Savage broueht a laugh from those present.
This was followed by a brief
talk bv Mr. Kyle on the growth of the
organization.
He then introduced the
chairman, Mr. Klaw, who stated the
mutually agreed upon contract was not

•

Jfc.

the last word in many ways in which
the manager and actor were to meet on
common ground, but only the forerunner of better things to come. Tn leading up to his references to the newspapers, he said:
"We've pot an arbitration clause in
our contract now," he said, leading
up to his point, "and, thank God. it's
a good one, so that we can settle
our affairs without recourse to the
courts, for you all know that no man
ever played his part so well as to
pet as much space in the newspapers
as the smallest member of the company by getting into a lawsuit.
"Speaking of newspapers," Mr.
Klaw continued, "I am sorry the
newspapers have the inclination not
to give the actors and plays a fair
deal.
Newspapers have the propensity to belittle things in the theatrical
profession
There are too many men
writing who sacrifice justice to jingle; who would rather be read than
believed.

"I read an editorial in a dignified
paper the other evening about the
audible wail coming up from managers because of war conditions. The
acoustics in Park Row must be better
than uptown, for I haven't heard the
wail. I've found actors and managers

good sports

in adversity.

The man-

agers can stand the gaff quite as well
as the newspapers."
Mr. Klaw then introduced Francis
Wilson, the toastmaster of the occasion.

Mr. Wilson stated that Mr. Klaw "slings
a fine finger on the typewriter," in referring to the manager's "anatomical
camouflage," as he called the Klaw
reference to the fact that both actor and

manager were all arteries of the same
bodv supplying life and blood to the
profession.
Mr. Wilson regretted the
papers were printing facts about the
number of shows closing on the road
at present and stated that shows were
always closing and that four out of
five plays were failures.
He further
said the actor would be ready to accept
an equitable rearrangement, but also
stated that as the actor was expected
to share in the failures he should also
be permitted to share with the managers in the fruits of successes.
This
brought much applause from the
actors.

Then Mr. Hayman was introduced.
said among other things:
"With an impossible war tax, with

He

salaries higher than ever before, with

the cost of production high, things
have become very serious for the
managers. In Europe the newspapers
have done everything they could to
keep people going to the theatre: in
America they are doing everything
they can to keep them out."

The audience stood up and
toasted the memory of
man when Mr. Hayman

silently

Charles Frohreferred to his

former chief.
"Before he was murdered by the
Germans," Mr. Hayman went on,
"and when he was seriously ill in
New York, he sent for me one night
and asked me to promise if anything
happened to him to look after all the
boys and girls and keep the old flag
flying.

can
'C.

And when my time comes

look him
F..

I

did

I

upon any cutting of

salaries.

of the evening who
roused the greatest applause was Wilton Lackaye, who had the task of concluding the talking. His words anent
the fact that the stage and its workers
should demand recognition from the
Government for the work that they are

The speaker

doing in connection with war charities
and the sales of bonds for the nation,
so that in the event that legislation or
taxation of an unjust nature was fostered against the theatre there would
be a chance to demand the rights of
the stage in the light of its deeds and
the recognition of them in the past,
were cheered to the echo.

X)NE-NIGHTERS GOOD?
Chicago, Nov. 28.
Reports on good business in the
one-night stands and in stock are
strengthened by the fact that Chicago
dramatic agencies are being deluged
for plays.
Milo Bennett reports a
larger demand along these lines than
at any other period within the past
five years.

Among the vehicles he has leased
within the past week are the following: "Little Lost Sister" and "Little
Girl God Forgot" to the Plaza Theatre
Stock, Denver; "Little Girl God Forgot" to the Howard Players, Vancouver, B. C; "Nature's Law" to Jack
Bessey's traveling stock company, and
to Guy Stock; "Shepherd of the Hills"
to William

Maylor Stock

Co.,

Poca-

tello, Idaho; "Bunker Bean" and "Our
Children" to Ed William Stock, Ko-

Ind.; "The Road to Yesterday"
Millais Stock, San Diego, Cal.

komo.
to

"Quincy Adams Sawyer" to Bucking-

ham

Players, Enid, Okla.

"MISS

WIDOW" STARS CRAWFORD.

Clifton Crawford has been recalled
by the Shuberts from the road attrac-

"Her Soldier Boy," to be starred
in a new production entitled "Miss
Widow." Crawford is with the other
show this week in Detroit. Upon his
withdrawal his role will be assumed by
tion of

Charles Irwin, lately appearing wjth
Kitty Henry.
Lucille Gardiner, also with "Her Soldier Boy," will be placed in a new Shubert production yet to be named, but
which is being adapted from the Ger-

man.

a

most

attractions.

Just now there is no "house shortage," nor is there likely to be any for
some time. It was therefore propitious
for the producers to present plans for
a readjustment of the relation of house
and attraction, the idea really being the
pooling of them.
m
t
In the division of receipts it is the
usual thing for the attraction and the
Broadway theatre to divide the takings
evenly, up to a certain amount, after
which a sliding scale is in effect.
It is the purpose of the producers to
do away with both of those customs.
They say an equal division of the gross
is unfair to the producer and that the
matter of the split should be computed
on the weekly cost of the show as compared with the weekly expense of operating the theatre. If, for instance, it
costs $2,300 to operate a house each
week and $3,700 to run the attraction,
the first $6,000 should be split on that
basis and the takings thereafter on the
same percentage. Such a division would
be an incentive for production, which
has fallen off lately due to Broadway
division conditions.
show which opened out of town
several weeks ago and is ready to come
in was pooled with a house immediately
after the first performance. Ten days
ago the Henry B. Harris Estate took
over practically the entire interest in
the "Pipes of Pan," which the Selwyns
produced. This piece, running at the
Hudson (a Harris Estate house), won
favorable notices, but business was not
good and the Selwyns were inclined to
send it to the storehouse. Without a
better attraction in sight, Mrs. Harris
took over the show, paying for it out of
the profits. But previous to the deal
she had seen each member of the com-

A

pany and made an arrangement wherewith they were to accept a salary cut
until the

Christmas holidays.

that at present
seeking the attraction,
whereas last season the reverse was
It will not therefore be surpristrue.
ing if the active producers succeed in
instituting a pooling system for Broad-

Such instances indicate

the theatre

is

way.

The

division of the gross receipts is
differently under certain circumstances and especially "on the
road." In the wilds, which include some
of the larger time for the legitimate,
the split is in favor of the attraction.
In the case of a large musical production it sometime-* runs a« hiVh as 80-20,
but more often 75-25, or 70-30, and also
the latter percentage for standard stars

applied

or successes where capacity is almost
Of late seasons out-of-town
certain.
managers have been "buying" Broadits

so

much

engagement

for
in

the
their

Some of the wiser showmen
towns.
who can drive good bargains have
found this method more profitable than
the former manner of playing on percentage, although the "buying" practice is almost wholly confined to one
or two-nighters. On Broadway and in
the biggest cities where theatre rent
reaches a high figure, like $50,000 or
$60,000 yearly, the 50-50 split is usually
insisted upon by the theatre management when that can be enforced, particularly with the more inexpensive type
of play.

FENWICK JOINING FAVERSHAM.

stirring

William Faversham

is

to have in his

support for the revival of "Lord and
Lady Algy," Irene Fenwick. who of
necessity must leave "Mary's Ankle"
for that engagement.

Robertson,

president of the English Actors' Association, captured great applause on his
suggestion the American, English and
AustralTan actors associate in a movement to provide a fund for the care of

secret meet-

ings of active producing managers
within the past few weeks, the purpose
being the establishing of a new sharing
basis between New York theatres and

attraction for

speech regarding the work the stage
has done in Australia in assisting the
war policy. He also asked that he be
commissioned as a courier from the
Equity to the Australian Actors' Association in behalf of an atTjliation be-

tween the two bodies.
Sir
Johnstone Forbes

There have been several

way shows, paying

in the face and say,
the best I could,' and

he will say, 'Alf, I know you did.'
That will repay me for the many
slurs that have been cast upon me
by the degenerate newspaper writers
of New York for trving to carry out
my promise to C. F."
Janet Beechcr next made a brief
speech and Mr. Kvle read a letter from
David Bclasco which contained a prayer
for the actor-soldier.
Oliver Morosco
(who, with Hugh Ward was an added
starter to the list of speakers) made a
brirf speech. E. H. Sothcrn and Daniel Frohman then spoke.
William H.
Crane followed and then came Mr.

Ward, who delivered

BETTER TERMS WANTED.

members

in the pursuit of their duties

HFLEN LOWELL
Placed by CHAMBERLAIN BROWN in
Mndlson Corcv's "THE GRASS WIDOW" at
the Lll>erty theatre nnd exclusively under
contract to

MR. BROWN.

Grace George Play Finishing.
"L'Elevation," the present offering
of the Grace George season in New
York is near finishing. The play has
been pronounced too morbid for current times and the closing is scheduled for about two weeks hence.

•

LEGITIMATE.
MANAGERS ON THE HUNT
FOR "BAD TIMES" SAFETY PUN

K.

LEGIT

L. Lawrence

Weber Proposes Commonwealth Scheme Be-

tween Managers and Players. Taken Under Advisement by Managers9 Association, Players Want
to Know If Arrangment Protects Actors
Under All Circumstances.

&
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SHELTON'S "UNDER AGE"

PROVIDENCE.

Providence, R. I., Ncv. 28.
Another outbreak of the war between
the rival theatrical syndicates, Klaw &
Erlanger and the Shuberts, with Providence as the scene of the opening batThis is forecast by
tle, is threatened.
the visit yesterday to this city of Alfred
E. Aarons, general representative of
Klaw & Erlanger, and it is rumored
K. & E. are to compete with the Shuberts and their ally Col. Felix R. Wendleschafer of the Providence opera house.
There have been rumors for several
months of hostilities impending between the two camps.
Providence is one of the few cities
where there is not, under the terms of
the existing truce, either a pooling
agreement or understanding.
Mr. Aarons visited the Modern theatre, a big playhouse now devoted to
films, but which has all the facilities
for legitimate. Later he conferred with
R. Goodside, who holds a ten-year lease
of the Modern from B. Thomas Potter.
It was reported that he opened negotiations
with the lessee for some
arrangement whereunder that house
would be booked by Klaw & Erlanger.
.

With the estimated number of 20
shows closing throughout the country
week, there have followed additional plans for retrenchment^ on the
part of producing managers and theatre
owners.
An interesting suggestion is put forlast

ward by

L.

Lawrence Weber which

calls for the staging and operating of
productions on co-operative fines. This
plan has been taken up by Ligon Johnson and is being presented by him to
the United Managers' Protective Association this week.
A letter incorporating the Weber
plan states the idea involves co-operation in its widest sense between the

management and

actors.
The gist of
plan is for the players to pool
issues with the management and share
in the net receipts in the exact ratio of
their regular salary.

the

To ascertain this ratio it is proposed
to split the actual cost of production
into 25 or 30 parts on a basis of a season of that length. One twenty-fifth
or one thirtieth of the production cost
would be deducted before the sharing
begins, as would the actual expenses
incurred, such as railroad fares, advertising, etc.

The

net receipts after deducting the

weekly production charge plus actual
weekly expenses would be divided between the manager and members of the
company, the manager's share to be
equal to the highest paid member of the
cast, and no higher.
If the production
cost was $15,000 and there were ten
members in the cast whose normal aggregate salary was $1,450 (amount arrived at by their salary of the previous
season), with the star getting $750,
one actor at $150, two at $100, two at
$75 and four at $50, and the attraction
did $8,000 on the week (60-40 basis), the
company's share would be $4,800. From
this would be deducted the $500 due
weekly on production cost until paid
and the actual expenses, around $1,000,
leaving $3,300 as net company receipts.
This would be divided into 220 shares
under the normal company payroll, as
follows:

Normal
Salary.

Star

$750

Manager
Actors

Shares.
75
75

150
100
100
75
75
50
50
50
50

15

10
10

VA
V/2
5
5
5
5

$1,450
220
Under the co-operative agreement in
such a case the manager and star would
each receive $1,120 and each actor would
get 50 per cent, more than his normal
salary.
On unsuccessful weeks the in-

come

of

manager and company would

be cut in proportion.
Mr. Johnson has briefly
cisely set forth the

Weber

Methods to determine the legitimate
production costs and actual actors' salaries must be adopted to make a cooperative plan a success. A member of
the managers and a representative of
the Actors' Equity Association are suggested by Mr. Weber to work out the
various questions relative to each production. In that way the bills for production cost can be verified and the

amount of

salary fixed on the past salary paid an actor.
It does not seem to be settled if the
Weber plan, adopted, would apply to
all productions or whether the managers would select the co-operation for
specific shows.
Mr. Weber stated to
a Variety representative this

week the
plan should extend to all productions
during the war or until conditions
would again assume semblance of the
normal.

When England went
Germany

con-

which

was often used in burlesque when that
institution was a weakling.
Mr. Johnson does not stop with the
above outlined plan, for he calls the
attention of the managers that there
may be better propositions. If there
are he requests them to be sent in to
him, to be presented at a managers'
meeting.

August,

commonwealth

similar

war with

to

a

1914,

similar

No

policy.

agreement was made.

eral

It

gen-

finally

resolved itself into a general salary reduction, with the prevailing understanding between employer and employees
that when business showed an improvement the former salary basis
would be restored.
The music hall crcuits made an
agreement with the Variety Artists'
Federation whereby the receipts of the
halls were to be divided 50-50 with the
actors, excepting in cases where some
artist took over the bill, in which event
he (or she) could make any arrangement that was mutually agreeable. The
V. A. F. signed this agreement for a
period of three months, at the conclusion of which it was renewed, but with
a guarantee artists receive not less than
85 per cent, of their contracted salaries.
In some cases the artists received as
much as two and one-half times their
contracted salaries through this sharing agreement. This, however, didn't
occur often, as the managers took care
to offset this. In the houses that were
sure of big receipts the manager would
select one of the acts, usually the headliner, and ask him to take over the show
for the week, guaranteeing him against
loss and a slight increase over his contracted salary "for his trouble."
The
other artists had no redress, receiving
their full salaries, but not participating
in the percentage plan for that week.
At one of the longest executive sessions yet held by the Actors' Equity
Association Tuesday the question of.
the proposed co-operative plan was
gone into, resulting in the appointing of a committee, which will handle
any proposition advanced by the managers along the lines of deflecting
actors'

This

salaries.

designed

work

committee

is

unison with a
similar body from the authors' society.

It

and

plan,

in

slump occurred in the English amusement world and the legitimate producers endeavored to adopt a somewhat

is

duce

to

in

assumed any movement
operating

expenses

will

to

re-

prob-

ably include cutting of the usual
author's royalty, which in many cases
is 10 per cent, of the gross.
Just what stand the A. E. A. will
take if the United Managers' Protective Association suggests co-operation is withheld by the Equity officials at present.
One question to be
threshed out is that if the actor does

(Continued on page

15.)

It was denied by Mr. Goodside, who
comes from Portland, Me., and who
manages or leases several theatres in
that section of New England, that any
contract had been signed and Manager

Dow

will

of the Modern says that pictures
be shown for several weeks at least.

By a treaty which brought a conflict
to an end several years ago the Shuberts and the opera house here were
left in the exclusive possession of the
first-class

legit,

bookings

Lee Shubert, when asked
City last night about the
general fight was about
again, said he could not

in
in

this

city.

New York

report that a
to be started
conceive that

Klaw & Erlanger would violate an
agreement with his firm whereby it is
said to have Providence to itself just
as Klaw & Erlanger were to have no
opposition at New Orleans and other
points.
Col. Wendleschafer, *too, was
loath to believe there would be a breach.

HAIR CUT AT BREAKFAST.
Chicago. Nov. 28.
Nat Goodwin and Arnold Daly, who
out as suite mates in the
Congress Hotel at the opening of the
"Why Marry?" engagement, have split
socially.
Nat has moved to another
hotel,
says
and
these
constant
divorces are terrible.
But this was
how it happened:
Daly summoned a barber to the
joint apartment early one morning to
have himself "fixed up."
Goodwin
started

was

friends at breakroom of the suite.
the fish frying, came
seat at the board and

handed
woman.
notice

to

them by that young

said Miss Shelton has received
an offer to appear in a forthcoming
It is

Broadway revue production and with
this proposition before her,

sought to

walk out of a three years' contract she
signed with the Century around Christmas time, 1916. The Century agreement with her was a play-and-pay one,
calling for an increase of salary each
season.

Dillingham & Ziegfeld have placed
the matter of the contract with their
attorneys and will probably instruct
them if necessary to make a full test
of the "baby plea," as the attempt to
escape liability through claiming to be
under the legal age is known.

CHESTNUT

ST. 0.

H.~SHUBERTS.

Philadelphia, Nov. 28.
Chestnut Street opera

The old
house, formerly operated by Nixon &
Zimmerman, playing syndicate attractions, opened this week by the Shuberts with "You're in Love," a musical
comedy.

The Hammerstein production drew
only a fair house

Monday

night, al-

though the show was nicely treated
by local scribes. It remains simply a
question whether patronage can be
drawn below the "deadline," which is
11th street here.

The opening gives the Shuberts
three theatres in this city. Work has
already commenced on the erection of
the new one on South Broad street
opposite the Broad, a syndicate theatre.

BALKED AT $1,000 A MONTH.
VAMETr's story of some weeks ago
regarding the efforts of William Carpenter Camp to have Elita Proctor
Otis divorce him so that he could
marry Mrs. Thome, a millionaire
widow, was finally verified by the
dailies when word came that
had served Camp with papers.

local
Elita

On

the

strength

of

the

reported

money in sight she asked $1,000
month alimony. The service was

a
at

New

York.
Camp, from Boston, wired in hot
protests over the amount asked, and
hedged on the soft imoeachments regarding Mrs. Thome.

the Claridge,

entertaining

fast in the dining

Daly

smelled

forth, took a
ate his breakfast

hair cut.

having his
That was when Nat began
while

packing his trunk.
The story is going the professional
rounds here, with no one daring to
interview Daly regarding his side of
it, as Daly challenges to fistic combat
those who offend him. having once
engaged in a prize fight here with
his valet because of wounded feelings.

Daly is leaving "Why Marry?" at the
Grand Saturday. After a number of
arguments he tendered his resignation
and it was accepted. Floyd Krcmbs is
here to replace him.

WALTER-HART'S FIRST.
first play Max Hart and F.ugene
arc presenting as partners is
he Assassin," originally announced to
e produced by the Shuberts. The play
opens this week.
is
to be
followed by a new
It
Miss
play starring Charlotte Walker.

The

alter

f

Walker was
to

PLEA.

Pleading she was under the legal age
when entering? into a contract with the
Century management, Yvonne Shelton
of the "Miss 1917" organization is seeking to avoid a law suit with the Dillingham & Ziegfeld management, which
has declined to recognize a two weeks'

appear

company

at
in

fusal of the

to "nave vronc to
the head of an

London
English

"The Wolf." but 'the reLondon Board of Trade to

permit any persons to enter the country for entertaining purposes has deferred the project.

ALAN DALE'S POPULARITY.
Chicago, Nov. 28.
Alan Dale is not very popular with
Chicago critics. Several of them, observing Morosco's announcement regarding Dale's first piece, sneered at

New York first-nighter.
Hammond referred to him

the cynical

Percy
as

"a

play

reporter

for

a

Brooklyn

newspaper." The Hearst papers here
did not publish any announcement at
all, they having long since ceased to
print Dale, as they once did. in the
form of New York theatrical correspondence in Hearst's Chicago organs.
O. L. Hall, the kindliest of the paragraphers, referred to Dale as "the
man who calls himself Alan Dale."
Ashton Stevens, critic for the Examiner, who also has had a play
taken by Morosco. has just ecovered
from a week of illness, and expects
shortly to leave for Los Angeles,
where his "Mary's Way Out" is to be
produced about Christmas time.

TWO-STAR PLAY LOSES.
Cincinnati, Nov. 28.
First" playing the Gra:id opera
week suffered a loss of
$2,200 on the week in spite of the presence of two stars in the piece Thomas

"Pah

house

last

—

Wise and William Couitney.
One of the matinees drew the
gross of $190.

loss

——

:

—
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fully replied In the affirmative,
to luck that the

NEWS FROM THE

eff

DAILIES

CRITICISMS.

A

Book by
musical comedy in three acts.
Cosmo Hamilton lyrics by Matthew C. Woodward; music by Frank Lehar. At the Plymouth, Nov. 26.
The piece Is a romantic costume play of
the England of 1880, peopled with about a score
;

J
Doc

Frolic of the Friar* will b« held

2.

William Favembam has under consideration
the organisation of a Shakespearian festival.

Norworth and Shannon., producers of "Odds
and Ends of 11)17," are preparing a second
review as the opening attraction of the new
Norworth, it will be entitled "Nlck-Nacks of

Now."
Another vaudeville playlet,
Baker, will soon appear.

by

Colgate

At the Neighborhood Playhouse there

will

shortly be produced a dramatic playlet, dealing with the French in the war, by Yorska.

The Century may be open the year round
with Ztegfeld and Dillingham producing "The
Bummer Girl" next summer.
been appointed
If tea J. C. Mlddleton has
for
executive secretary of the National League

Woman's

the
Antoinette Walker Is again Plajlng
Carey's Chlcklead on the road In "Mother
ena."

-*

will go
Boahanara and the Ballet Intlme
following the
on a crons-oontineatal tour
Dec. 3.
Boston engagement, which cloaca

the holiOliver Morosco will produce during
Future." Alan
day! "The Madonna of the

Dale's

play.

first

late Charles CoghC F Coghlan. son of thecompany
which will
laS* baa^en added to the
In "Camllle.
Barrymore
Bthel
seen with
Faversham will do a big revival

&
of

William
W
and
Lord

Lady Algy

'

in

New York

during

"Losing
Th* name of Ppiece at the Harris—Naughty
"The
Blc?se"-maV be changed to
Wife."

open at the
"Over the Top," scheduled to
was postponed until
44th Street Roof" Nov. 28.

Dec L

"The .Grans
George Marlon will appear In
the
the play Is produced at

Widow71 when
Dec 8.

Liberty.

A new

The third season of the Passion Play of
Veronica's Veil will open again in February
under the auspices of Father Conrad. C.P.,
rector of St. Joseph's Church, of the Paaslon1st Fathers.
co-operative scheme whereby actors would
share In the business and also accept a share
In the financial risks is a plan suggested by
L. Lawrence Weber, to combat the theatregoing slump caused by war conditions.

"Autolove," the work of the French composer, .lean Gilbert, was produced at the Yorkvllle, New York, Nov. 21.
The piece under
another name was shown in Paris and Berlin
five or six years ago.

The Amateur Comedy,

In conjunction with
M. C. A., will give a series of performances for the entertainment of soldiers
at cantonments who can reach town easily.

the

Y.

The

first

show will he "A 8unny Morning" at
the Oarden theater (New York) Dec. 8.

With the co-operation

of the Stage Woman's
Relief and the Immediate Relief Society,
the Professional Woman's League will hold a
patriotic bazaar In the club rooms. 1000 Broadway, afternoons and evenings of Dec. 6-8.

The F. F. Proctor Enterprises have dissolved
Its corporations, certificates being tiled
with the Secretary of State. They are: Troy
Theatre Co., Lyceum and Orlswold opera
house. Troy, and Lcland, Grand and Proctor's
Annex of Albany.
alx of

William Gray was declared the winner of
first leg of the Lambs' Club golf tournament. The contest Is for a sllved cup, donated by Julian Eltlnge, and must be won
three times before Its possession becomes permanent.
the

the direcstock organisation under
will begin at the Modern.

PercTwinUr
Dec 8.

Providence,

capitalists are Planning to
in
replica of the Hippodrome

South American
construct

a

Duenos Alrec

w »»
The Washington Square ?»**«"
PJJ:
Comedy the second bill of their

eent at the
subscription season Dec.

3.

conThe Oreenwich Village
next four weeks,
tinue its present bill for the
given.
be
will
program
new

Theatre

will

when a

actors,
William H. Crane, dean of American
stage last
bis debut on the vaudeville
years -pent on the speaking

made

Monday, after

M

of N.
With a volunteer program made upMission
acta a benefit for the Catholic
Island was held
Blackwells
on
work
relief
and

V A

at Terrace Oarden, Nov. 22.

London at the

close

of

his

present

gagement.
will
Frances Starr, at Carnegie Hall, l)ec.
the benerecite "Carillon." The concert I* for
Oratorio Society of New
fit of Belgium, by the
.">

York.

Two "Mary's Ankle" companies

left

for the

road this week, one opened ut Trenton and
Ktleen I'oe ami
the other at Perth Amboy.
Margaret St. Clalr are the respective Marys.

Through William Connor, her American manand I. Blllngardl. who represent* a
group of Houth American capitalists, Mme
ager,

Bernhardt will tour Houth America.
Laurette Taylors engagement I" "The WooShe then will
ing of Eve" will end Ih-c 1.
begin rehearsals of "Happiness," another play
by J. Hartley Manners.

Dillingham and Zlegfeld have Himn-.i a new
lease with the directors of the New Theatre
Co. which will give them the Century for the
neit three years.
"H5x

M'inlkrt'

Option,"

was produced

latent play,

night (Nov. 1S»).
Ancella Anslee.

Is

It

a

Ii<ir<«'|>y

in

The New

i>'<iim.|!y'*

Hie I'rince h

time

uet

l.i

t

comedy by

Department

Prem agcntlng appears to be degenerating,
according to this
"The lowest salary paid any actor or actress
In New York is received by Polly Blunt in the
Messrs.
Shuhert production of "The Star
Gazer" at the Plymouth theotro. Polly Blunt
Is the brilliant green parrot that whistles
and
chatters during the third act of the new musical success.
Ills Halnry Is three crackers and
a howl of seeds a day. and he gives no Indication of striking for higher salary."

it

I

,'t,

period

who

dress In the bright colors of the

but who are themselves rather

dull.

As a result the piece is really diverting only
when the orchestra plays.- Times.
In addition to the excellence of the music,
with which composers of opera .oomlque far
more famous than Lehar might have been
well satisfied In their bygone day, the book
and lyrics were unusual to relate, almost beyond criticism. Herald.

ART AND OPPORTUNITY.

• A comedy In three acts by Harold Chaplu,
at the Knickerbocker, Nov. 26.
That rarest of all things came to the
Knickerbocker last night, a light comedy writ-

ten with a masterly touch and sustained with
workmanlike skill and vigor from the first
word to the final curtain.— Times.
It contains a vein of subtle humor which
Is very much in its favor, though it cannot
be said that Its elusive fun Is brought out In
full measure In Its present performance. However, there Is an unusually fine quality to the
comedy, which ought to appeal strongly to
holiday playgoer?. World.

LBS POURBERIES DE SCAPIN.
Mollere's comedy In French, at the Theatre
du Vleux Colombier, Nov. 2G.
As in the case of our Washington 8p.ua re
Players, the dominant note was of intelligent
amateur feeling a very rare and valuable
such an endeavor which was
quality
In
limited at times, perhaps by deficiencies of
The two venauthority and practical skill.

—

have, Indeed, very much in common,
and the development of this company of the
Vleux Colombier will be watched with pro-

tures

found Interest and respect.

Time:

ENGAGEMENTS.
Helen Lowell ("Grass Widow").
Al Terry, musical director ("Molly Dear")

FLORA MOORE NEEDS WORK.
Chicago, Nov. 28.
character

Some months ago an aged

woman

in a

week-stand musical com-

edy, whose part called for being hoisted
on a pulley, fell when the pulley broke
and sustained serious injuries. She was
taken to the American Theatrical Hos-

where she remained for weeks,
leaving well, but weak. She
forthwith commenced a tour of theatrical employment agencies, as her
financial condition rendered it imperative to secure work. She has been unable to get any work. She is still looking.
But nobody knows her nor remembers her name.
She is Flora Moore. A quarter of
a century ago she was one of the best
known dramatic women in the country.
She was a sensation in such plays as
"A Bunch of Keys," "Zigzag Alley f and
"In a Pullman Palace Car."
She wants work, this wraith of a
one-time footlight glory. And she
needs work.
finally

'

to

The

inn

I

was

spectacular bit of publicity
accorded "The Wanderer"

tin-

the

is

winner.

returns.

SHOWS

NEW ORLEANS.

IN

New Orleans, Nov. 28.
Irwin and Henry leave the southern
company of "Her Soldier Boy" this
week with the termination of the Tulane engagement, Irwin taking Clifton Crawford's role with the eastern
organization at Detroit next week,
Miss Henry assuming one of the principal roles wilh the same company.
The show did but a light business here
at the Tulane.
Al. H. Wilson, popular here, is averaging well at the Lafayette.
At the Dauphine the stock burlesque
shows are drawing a profitable patronage.

SHOWS

IN 'FRISCO.
San Francisco, Nov. 28.
"Miss Springtime" was the local open
ing this week, to a house about threequarters

"The

filled.

13th

drawing but

Chair,"

at

the

Cort,

is

fair business.

Allen Doone is repeating this week
with "Lucky O'Shea," with light attendance. Next week will mark the closing
of his engagement, when he will offer
"Shaun Rue." Thereafter the house will
resume its regular stock policy.

'LILAC DOMINO" CO. SAILING.
J. L. Sach's "Lilac Domino" company
will sail next week for the other side.

the

show

S.

Pigott.

here.

Chorus

Girl's

Couple of

Suits.

Chicago, Nov.

Kdna Fellhcimcr, a chorus

a r< rinlt under ;.i: :/ld liiv. that permit., any citizen to ho use tin- Common. Thursday the city's corporation cotimicl discovered

'li.il

a

But William Gillette, "Why Marry?"
and Down" and "Miss
"Upstairs
Springtime" are playing to negligible

SHOWS IN LOS ANGELES.
Los Angeles, Nov. 28.
"Potash and Pcrlmuttcr" had only
a fair opening at the Mason, due to
the drawing strength of a counter
attraction, staged by Mack Sennett
for the benefit of the army and navy.
A good advance sale, however,
promises a profitable engagement for

this
last

law had been np<aled
years ago and
the
Mayor.
Whereupon the
ealh-d up llohomb and, after admitting
oin
had been put over on hiui," asked
pre s agent If he had been aware that
law had been repeal. -d.
llolcomh truth

still

David Quixano expects to sail, but
having some trouble in securing a
passport.
Willie Edclstcn will leave
on the same ship.

Miiiii'l

iili'I

waltkk

."»(»

Inform, d

Man Who Came Back"

and "The

Meredith. P.

In IIohIou through the cunning of Wllllolcomh, when for four days a herd of
IUO sheep used In the pasture hcciio of the
show grazed on the Uostou Common. Attond
Ink the s'leep were In men In coHtume.
It
wns the first time In S7 years sheep had been
nlloucd on the ('oiiiiii'iii. but Mayor f'urley

Mayor

Blackstone Monday in "Hamilton"
with the Hamilton Club buying 500
seats for the premiere. "Oh, Boy" is
holding up splendidly at the La Salle,

is

lard

ho

With the $1.50 limit featured the K. & E. piece got a warm
reception, turning them away for a
George Arlis reopened the
starter.

Colonial.

Those leaving are Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Lalor, Vincent Sullivan, Robert O'Connor, Kdwin Wilson, Eugenie Corday,
Josephine Earle, Elinore Henry, Lois

i

week

Chicago, Nov. 28.
Conditions are "looking up" a bitWith a normal adlocal houses.
vance for the Thanksgiving Day performances, and the International Live
Stock show set for the week beginning Saturday (always one of the big
theatre weeks of the year), the chins
of the managers are a trifle higher.
Blanche Ring, despite heavy opposition, got $8,000 with "What Next?"
'The Passing Show" did strong business, but the $2.50 top kept money
The sell-out sign was not
away.
Ruth Chatterton, in
used at all.
"Come Out of the Kitchen," proved
the star draw, with sell-out matinees
and uniformly good nights. This one
is not playing Sundays.
"Here Comes the Bride" succeeded
"Parlor. Bedroom and Bath" in the

pital,

manager. Morris G.-st.
That Miss Tatlana
Nlcolaevna Romanoff. Nccond daughter of the
deposed Tsar «r Ru-siu. having made her
escape from Siberia, will soon he In the United
States
H
vouched fur by members of the
Russian Civilian Relief, but the time of her
arrival Is Htlll a mystery.
It Is said the young
woman Is coming here to disseminate true Information about ltii:i ia.
season

IN CHICAGO.

at

—

Kitty Galunta. a Russian dancer
with "Chu Chin Chow" at the Manhattan, a
man called upon her nt the theatre one day
laHt week and said his name was "Mr. JncnbF."
Me asked her if she had ever been to Russia.
S in admitted that she had, and she also said
she knew the Tsar's second daughter by sight.
"Mr. Jacobs" then told her nhe could make n
lot of money by going with him to San
Francbco and poalng as Miss Romanoff.
Miss
(ialanta thinks the man wanted her to poae
as Miss Romanoff In motion pictures.
Sho refused the offer, nnd reported the matter to her

the

mm been dfeided l>y the A. II WoocIh not
"On With the Dane. •" at the U.piiMIe
until Oec.
her.
IaiU Tellegeu will <i|" U
In "blind Youth," Hchediikd to st;iy at the
Kepubllc for thrw; w<«<kit.
It

to close

York headquarters of the War
Commission on Training Camp

Activities. Military Entertainment Service, are
located at I.Vjo Hrondwny. with Hollls Cooley.
as general manager.
Adam Kessel has been
placed In charge of the picture department
of the Service.

According

Mrs
Walter Regan, now appearing with
trip
Flake In "Oeorge Sand." Is planning a en-

to

of folk

War

^^^

the holidays.

tion of

Jack Welch, associated with Cohan ft Harris for 13 years, and more recently general
representative for Arthur Hopkins, has been
appointed general manager for the Hitchcock Ooetz combination.

A

Service.

stories

THE STAR GAZER.

is

issmes.)

Th©

meantime the dallies
and pictures galore.

the green but in (he

had run spread

news matter net collected by Vaiiity but rewritten in
condensed form from the items relating to theatricals appearing in the
Mem York daily newspapers between the dates of Variety's weekly
(Below

it.

SHOWS

adding that ha

Mayor didn't
Tba sheep were immediately •mlwo'l

and trusted

know

Who

clotted with
nix-Ms willi (I. M.
Welter's "YI'.S

m:r.A\

Mrs. I'lske Sntwnlny imtl
AmliTsoii nml Lnvrrnci'

OR NO"

by Arthur O.mmIHHi.
nuiunge«l bv

MR. IUTiAN Is exclusively
(HAMUI'UI.AIN UHOWN.

a

Miit

hero

for

girl,

28.

has

divorce against
111.
In

Prank Pellheimer of Macomb,

addition she lias filed a $50,000 alienation suit against her wealthy motherin-law, Mrs. Laura Pellheimer, who,
she alleges, cause the wreck of her
marital happiness.

LEGITIMATE,

•

Whereupon Hilary takes It upon himself to
direct the elopement himself.
He sees that
Blolse takes all manner of apparel, and then
Insists that she and Darrell go to his bungalow for their "honeymoon."
He speeds
ahead

welcome them.
Happens along Nora, whose chauffeur discovers he Is out of gas.
As that too was
strangely due of the other cars because of

Atlantic City. Nov. 28.
of mud and
realize it is the handicraft of life, fashioned to point the dry way to the way-

To

gaze upon a

farer,

leaking gas tanks there Is a nice little house
party.
In the morning Elolse finds she detests Darrel, and Darrell switches his affections back to Nora, who dec Idea Instant matrimony only will give her a hold on Darrell.
And Hilary admits he might have neglected
Blolse a bit, but never again.
Charles Cherry as Hilary couldn't be Improved upon and, assisted by Violet Hemming.
Lucille Watson and Francis Byrne, there Is a
quartet of players capable of putting anything over.
Miss Hemming made a pretty
and appealing Elolse but Miss Watson, as tbe
widow, was the life of the party and was
rightly entrusted with most of the bright
dialog.
In telling Hilary of his wife's attachment with Darrell she said "They haven't
known each other long but their souls are
old friends."
When she asked Hilary what
he wrote about he replied It was matrimony.
She replied: "If you can solve that problem
you deserve the Nobel peace prize." Mr. Byrne
made a splendid Darrell, *ar?d the bits were all
:

handled exceptionally.
The Harris Isn't a house given to hits but
"Losing Blolse" should prove the exception.

bit

without losing one's proper per-

To
is an enviable faculty.
those who possess this faculty, "Blind
Apollo
which
the
Youth,"
opened at
Monday, with its ponderous but pellucid
philosophy, its sheer artistry and its
audacious truth, will be valuable for
itself alone.
Unfortunately, its sordidness may be its, undoing, though there
are those who will argue to the contrary. In fact, much will depend upon
the prevailing mood of the audience.
"Blind Youth" stars Lou Tellegen,
the co-author with William Mack. It
bears the indelible impress of Mr. Tellegen and particularly in the melodramatic twist to the last act the dramatic
craftsmanship of William Mack. It has
been invested with a delicate web of
beauty comparable to that found in
Daubert's "Sappho," which work it suggests in tone and germinal idea. It has
unmistakable literary value, the virtue
of truth, and is presented with such
masterful finish and skill that its improbabilities are eclipsed in the bril-

spective,

—

SUN.

Ralph T. Kettering is co-author of "A
Daughter of the Sun" at the Lexington O. H.
this week.
He was once known as the "Chicago's boy press agent."
"A Daughter of the

Sun" combines the dramatic thrill of yesteryear with the soft, mellow strains of the
steel guitar and ukilele.
Ralph T. was aided
and abetted by Lorln Howard, who staged the
play and did a good job.
The pie™ may
cause comparisons, but Irrespective of them
the show deserves business at pop prices.
It

an Interesting, gripping story
radiates
the beauty, warmth and sunshine of Honolulu
and scenically Is the best of the season's
•»hows at the Lexington.
The assemblage of players Is fully adequate
and they run almost a npek-and-neck race
with the scenery.
In addition to carrying a
Hawaiian quintet of ukers, who also are
strong on vocalizing, the acting company does
exceptionally well with the story that runs
wild with romance, mystery and dramatic*
that calls on every note of the melodramatic
music box. An American, doctor, In the Employ of the U. S. secret service falls In love
with the daughter of the huh a nutive Hawaiian, who stuck to the white man when she
thought he had leprosy and would be banished. There are villains ond they are steeped
In the deepest, darkest dye.
One Is the master of an agent of the Japanese secret service
who stooped at nothing, and all the plans
and movements of the U. S. army and
naval
machinery.
He has ns his right
hand bowers Kama Lunnlllo (Richard Ernie)
and a blind Hawaiian high-priest ( Hlosser
Jennings), who works against the "white
race," which he cursed In every act. Dr. Oagl
;

—

;

Sankura (Jean Clarendon) did
tice.
Ho acted well and stuck

his role Justo the inter-

pretation. Karle as Knma has a speaking voice
that rivals Emmett Corrlgan's.
James A.
Bliss was a capital Colonel Clay.
Leonard
Lord was the doc who defied the Hawaiian
customs in making love to the little daughter.

Loa (Freda Tyniers). Miss Tyniers Is Meal
for the part and displayed stage charm and
naturalness.
Leah Hatch does creditably well

as the Colonel's daughter,
while Virginia
Stuart as the slangy American woman was
effective nil The wf.<y.
An epidemic of colds .seemed prevalent. The
men fnred worse than the women. Seenlcnlly
"A Daughter of the Sun" Is worth $J of any

man's money. Otherwise It comes right up to
the dollar mark, and thnt Is s.iving a lot for

some

of

brought

the
to

International

town of

late.

circuit

that the theatres will all be ready for
attractions on Jan. 1.
A list of the various cantonments
and the number of divisions which

attractions
Ufark.

from the

gross.

In the west, middle west and some
parts of the south theatres are paying
the tax on a split basis, with the traveling companies, or are forcing the visiting attractions to stand tor the tax.
Some of the road managers forced
to pay the tax are foaming, asserting
the tax was not laid out for them to
pay in the first place.

GUS HILL FINDS ROAD GOOD.
"From all sides I am hearing of the
poor business done on the road," said
Gus Hill Monday. "I do not find it
so with my companies. 'Mutt and Jeff
played to $8,000 in Detroit last week,
'Hans and Fritz' did $5,200 in Rochester, and my minstrel show in the one-

(Continued from page

have been assigned to each

ions.

Camp

Funston,

Fort

Army

7

Kan.,

Riley,

Divisions.

Camp
Camp

Army

Devens, Aysr, Mass., 7
Dlx, Wrlghtstown, N.

Divisions.

Army

3

J.,

Di-

visions.

Camp

Meade,

Annapolis

8 Army

Md.,

Jo..

Divisions.

Camp

Jackson. Columbia, 8. C, 4 Army
Divisions.
Camp Grant, Rockford, 111., 2 Army Divisions.
Camp Zachary Taylor, Louisville, Ky., 8
Army Divisions.
Cump Dodge, Des Moines, la., 4 Army Divisions.

Camp

Custer,
Divisions.

Battle

ramp Sherman.

Creek,

2

Mioh.,

Army

Army

Chlllloothe. O., 2

Di-

visions.

Camp

Travis, San Antonio,
Divisions.
Camp Lee, Petersburg, Va., 8

Camp

Camp
Camp

am

Army

Lewis, American Lake, Wash.,

Divisions.

playing to excellent houses.
Jeff' takings are about

is

Gordon, Atlanta, Oa., 8 Army Divisions.
Pike. Little Rook, Ark., 4 Army Divis-

Camp

same as last season. Whether it
would have done better in normal times
the

is:

NATIONAL ARMY CANTONMENTS.

Camp
Camp

The 'Mutt and

nighters

3.)

Tex.,

2 Army

Army

Divisions.

Upton, Yaphank, N. Y., 1 Army Division.
NATIONAL GUARD CANTONMUNTS.

Wheeler, Macon, Oa., 4 Army Divisions.
Kearney, Linda Vista, Cal., 5 Army

Divisions.

not prepared to say."

Camp

Beauregard, Alexandria, La., 8

Army

Divisions.

J. J. TOO EMPHATIC.

By walking

out of the cast of "The

Star Gazer" at the last minute last
week, Beth Lydy forced the show to
postpone its opening until Monday.
The enforced darkening of the Plymouth for three days is laid at the
door of J. J. Shubert. The Plymouth
is not overly equipped with dressing
rooms. All are upstairs but the star's
quarters, occupied in this case by John
Charles Thomas.
Miss Lydy ventured a complaint
Wednesday afternoon which brought a
retort from Mr. Shubert to the effect
he did not care where she dressed or
whether she ever dressed, only Mr.
Shubert made his remark more emphatic.
The premiere of the play had
been advertised for Wednesday night.
Her role was taken by Carolyn
Thompson, not especially known here,
but who sung "Adele" in London.
.

'

Ibee.

tells

BROADWAY PRODUCERS.

I

liance of the acting.

to

A DAUGHTER OF THE

SOME HOUSES PAYING TAX.
One-night stand theatre managers
and the traveling combination managers
are not united on the theaUe tax matter, with some of the companies playing engagements and having the local
manager deduct the amount of the tax

"BLIND YOUTH" TOO SORDID?

LOSING ELOISE.
P'ajrwritliii farce la nothing new for Fred
Jae. *3C, but bit l:.-«st effort ought to give
blm a new season of success for the freshness, brightness end fun of "Losing Blolse" at
the Harris Is a delight In a season not flushed
with hits and one which should be particularly
partial to light offerings.
While full credit Is due Mr. Jackson for
the norelty of his Idea and his lines, the
producers (Selwyns) should be credited for
the excellence of the company.
Bight characters with but four really In the center of
the picture. Thus the piece should be a profitable one regardless.
A husband stage-managing his wife's elopement That's "Losing Bioiae."
Blolse Farrington, youthful and irresponsible, baa been married a year.
Her husband, Hilary, Is a novelist, wrapped up in
his writing.
He Is about to take to his bungalow on Long Island at the first curtain
but as the bungalow is six miles from the
village, Blolse cannot think of going along.
Hilary Is satisfied to be alone with his work.
Leaving Blolse alone too much gave her a
chance to listen to Darrel McKnlght, a philanderer.
She and Darrell planned to elope
to the west Immediately upon Hilary's departure.
In the midst of readying for the elopment,
back comes Hilary, who has forgotten his
manuscript case.
He learns from the maid
of Elolse's determination to travel.
He is
loath to believe anything wrong but is fully
enlightened by Nora OaH, a sprightly widow,
until that very night beloved by Darrell and
who has been told by the philanderer all about
his affair with Blolse.
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BUY FOR "THE

written by Wilford Kane,

duce

An

it.

to Eileen

offer

Huban

who

will prolast week
role in the

was made
to take a

Kane piece, but Miss Huban is reported
to be under a contract for five years
with A. H. Woods.
She is playing
under the Woods management in "On
With the Dance."

"NEVER BETTER"—CLIFFORD.
Chicago, Nov. 28.
A bas, dark clouds Kaus, calamity
howlers
Listen to the serene spiel
of Ed Clifford, interested in nine shows
and two Chicago theatres:
"Business never was better. For the
first time in the years I have been in
business, all my shows and theatres
are showing a profit. We're batting a
thousand."
t

1

MAKE FUND MEMBERS.
There

KING."

Immediately after Leo Ditrichstein
opened in "The King" at Cohan's last
week the ticket speculators arranged an
eight weeks' buy with Cohan & Hardespite
the
agents'
inclination
against "buys" of long term until a
change of heart.
ris,

ARTHUR HOPKINS, AUTHOR.
Arthur Hopkins is writing a book
on the theatre, called "How is Your
Second Act?" It will be published by

Goodman, who published George
can Nathan's "Bottom's Up."

Philip
J

W1LF0RD KANE'S IRISH PLAY.
An Irish play is said to have been

MANAGERS ON THE HUNT.
(Continued from page 13.)
a
co-operative scheme and
thereby take chances on getting less
than his salaries in the lean times,
will the plan remain operative after
the war and when times are prosperous so that the actor may participate in the big profits as well?
There is an angle that may delay
any co-operative scheme now that
accept

is
a movement for professionals accepting contracts for a season's work to promise to pay $2 to
the Actors' Fund. M. T. Middleton is
responsible for an agreement printed
at the bottom of each of the Gus Hill
show contracts, whereby the signer
supports the fund as follows: "It is
a part of this agreement that every
employee of the Gus Hill enterprises
must become a member of the Actors'
Fund before the season opens. The
manager of the company is hereby
authorized to deduct the fee of $2 from
the fourth week's salary of any one
failing to enroll."
The list of show girls and chorus
misses who have been helped by the
fund within the past few years would

be amazing were

it

to be

made

public.

C, 7 Army Di-

Logan, Houston, Tex., 1 Army Division.
Shelby, Hattlesburg. Miss., 8 Army Di-

visions.

Camp

Cody,

Doming, N. Mex., 4 Army Di-

visions.

Camp Doniphan,

Army

2

Ft. .Bill, Olka.,

Di-

visions.

Camp McArtbur, Waoo,

Tex.,

2

Army

Divis-

C,

Army

ions.

Camp Wadsworth,

Spartanburg, 8.

1

Division.

Cump

Montgomery,

Sheridan,

1

Ala.,

Army

Division.

Camp

Bowie,

Ft.

Army

Di-

Army

Di-

Worth, Tex., 2

visions.

Camp Hancock,

Augusta,

Oa.,

vision.
Mills, Mineola, N. Y., 1

Camp

1

Army

Division.

In addition to the above camps it it
planned at present to locate an Embarkation Camp near Hoboken, N. I..
but it is hardly likely that there will
be a theatre at this camp through its
proximity to New York.

ERROL

IN K.

&

E.

SHOW.

The proposed revue under Klaw

&

Erlanger's direction expects to start
rehearsals within a week.
Leon Errol and Bernard Granville are two of
the early engagements made for it.
Gene Buck is writing the book.
Daisy Jerome, the English tinging
comedienne, has also been engaged.

UNION HILL STOCK.
Stock supplants vaudeville at the
Hudson, Union Hill, next week, under
the direction of Edward H. Curtis. The
will be "Common
Clay" with Dorothy Shoemaker in the
Jane Cowl role and Stewart Robbins
in the Caldara part.
Others in the company are Tack
Rosleigh, Betty Brown, Jessie Pnngle
and James Lawrence.

opening attraction

'

Monday

morning Irving
Berlin
turned over to George Cohan seven
completed numbers for the revue. Mr.

is

the new form was more advantageous
to the manager than to the actor.

Greene, Charlotte, N.

visions.

Camp
ramp

& Harris revue got
under way at the Cohan & Harris theatre, while Sam Forrest began the preliminary work on the new Mary Ryan
play, expected to be tried out of town
for two weeks in December.

the salaries of the players.
Hugh Ward, of Australia, appeared
before the A. K. A. and spoke in
behalf of the Australian actors' so-

desirous of affiliating with the A. K.
A.
Mr. Ward spoke of the actors'
'.••»n!r::rt
in Australia, saying it was
more favorable to the actor than the
recently adopted Equity's form.
He
jointed out that Alf Haytnan. at the
managers' dinner Sunday, admitted

C, 4 Army Di-

Monday.
The new Cohan

even $3 he did not voluntarily raise

members, and which

Camp

Di-

8.

Greenville,

& Harris Rohoarsing Two.
shows, under the direction of
Cohan & Harris, went into rehearsal

managers to assume the
immediate future. When
managers raised admission prices
lure and on the road to $2.50 and

8(K)

visions.
Camp Sevier,
visions.

Cohan

the

of

Army

McClellan, Annlston, Ala., 5

Two

calls for the
risk for the

ciety

Camp

r.erlin

and
Inn

tin*

lnnl in Win. A. (Irmly'* "TIIK

MAN WHO CAMK HACK"
unci e*rlu.tivrly

IIHOWN.

inumiRrd

with
l>y

MANY

NASI!

CHAMHKIU,AIN

furnish

Mr.

all

Cohan

the lyrics
writing the

of

»k.

is
reported the Cohan Revue is
have players only, and be rather
devoid of the dancers and specialties
formerly a large part of the Cohan

It

CONRAD NACiKL
Plnyinft

will

music.

to

Revue

casts.

VARIETY
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BILLS

NEXT WEEK (DECEMBER

Bloosalagrtea, I1L
MAJESTIC (wva)

3)

In Vaudeville Theatres
(All houses open Tor the week with Monday matinee, when not otherwise indicated.)
Theatres listed us "Orpheum" without any further distinguishing description are on the
Orpheum Circuit.
Agencies hooking the houses are noted by single name or initials, such as "Orph," Orpheum
r

"W

M

A," Western Vuudevlllc Munagers AssoCircuit; "U li O," United Booking Offices;
V
ciation (Chicago); "P," Pant ages Circuit; "Loew," Marcus Loew Circuit; "Inter," Interstate
Circuit (hooking through W. V. M. A.); "Sun," Sun Circuit; "A II," Ackerman & Hurris
(Sim Francisco).

SPECIAL NOTICE— The manner

New York
PALACE (orph)
Lady Duff Gordon
Morton A Glass

Cunningham

Cecil

Herbert 4 Dennis
Bob Tip Co
2d hnlf
Gold 4 Seal
Jeanette Chllds
"The Right Man"

(ubo)

(All-star festival)

(Time table

billing)

A Marguerite

Jennie Middleton
Lydell A Hlgglns
Florens Tempest

Kenny A Holds
Mme. Doree Co
Dorothy Toye
John D Hymer Co
Bailey A Cowan
Brenck's Models
COLONIAL (ubo)
Belle JJaker
Halllgan A Sykes
Misses Campbell
"Corner Store"
Rockwell A Wood

Hermonie Shone Co
Pblna A Plz
Sea bury A Shaw

RIVERSIDE (ubo)
Herman A Shirley
Celts Bros
"Dream Fantasies"
Ellnore Cochran
Hnssard Short Co

Harry Tlghe Co
Valeska Suratt Co
Harry Carroll

ROYAL

(ubo)

T/Hiis Mann Co
Conroy A LeMalre

A Cowan

Bailey

Sums Go
Co
A O Ellsworth
Margaret Edwards
Frederlka

Big Prans

H

Van Cleve

AMERICAN

(loew)

Gold A Seal
Miller A Green

Don Pulano
Bevan A Flint
ft

Styltah Steppers

"On Edse of Things"
Andy Rice
Plesa A Rector
2d half

Knight A Sawtelle
Chandler A DeR Sis

Geo

Jessell

nand
Hnywood Co
Conroy A O'Ponnell
Allied
Jennie

Thazer Bros

Boll

(Two

to

fill)

VICTORIA

(loew)

The Skntelles
Jean Sothern

"What Hap Ruth"
Adrian
Allied

Pand

(One

to fill)

LINCOLN

(loew)

"Whnt Hap Ruth"
ExposlHr.n 4
Woolford'a Dogs
2d half

Teddy A Leddy
Phillips

Co

Dale
Rnskln's Russians
ORFELEY (loew)
Miirnhy A Barry
Octavo
Conrov A O'Donnell
Dorothy Burton Co

Demurest A Doll
Stophans Sisters
2d hnlf

Cooper A T.acey

Mnnd Tlfany
Herbert A Dennis
Belle A Mnvo
"A Rnnl Pnl"

I

Co

Morris

PFHYfFY

rioew)

A Pwr>ln
PN-nni Fitters"

Al^rr.ri'ler

"The
Pmt/H! & Parker
Blllv Mnll r
C<>o .T.^oll

The Nnrvi Uos
(One to flin
2d half

The YnMno
T ^ntr
Cr n en
Don Fulano
Clnrk A Wood
£-.

•;

fill)

(loew)

Eskimo 4

Murphy 4 Klein
"On Edge of Things"
Weber 4 Elliott
Wool ford's Dogs

Barnes 4 McOuIre
Vim Beauty 4 Hesth

WARWICK

(loew)

Helen Jack ley
Francis 4 Kennedy
(Three to fill)
2d half
Mel Eastman
Demarest 4 Doll
Howard's Bears

(Two to fill)
Albany, N. Y.

(loew)
Seals

Manning
CAMA Cleveland
Stone

The Mollycoddle
Lew Cooper Co
2d half

Co

Elsie Williams
Brttt Wood

Alexandria, La.

RAPIDS

(ubo)

Polxln Bros
Nets Johnson
Lewis ft Norton
McCloud A Carp

Camilla's

Birds
2d half
4 Clegg

Burns 4 Baker
Frank Gorman

The Skatelles
Miller A Green
Billy Hall Co
Belle A Mayo

J

to

BID

Allentowa, Pa.

AVE B

(loew)
Helen Moratl
"Lulu's Friend"
Dyer 4 Perkhoff

Howard's Bears
(One to fill)
2d half
Dorothy Roye
"Officer 444"
Harvey DeVora 8

(One to

fill)

Brooklya

ORPHEUM

(ubo)

ORPHEUM (ubo)
Joe 4 Vera White
Dick Williams
Chlsholm 4 Breen
Worth Wayten 4
"Sherman Was Right"

MODJESKA

Camerop Slaters
Felix Adler
Lambert 4 Ball
The Duttons

BUSHWICK

(ubo)

Sam Bernard
Robt T Haines Go
Nonette
Llghtners A Alex

The

(loew)

The Llttlejohns
4 Idanlas
BIJOU (loew)
Maud Tiffany
Minna Phillips Co
John A Mae Burke
Flying Keelers

(Two

to nil)

2d half
Murphy A Barry
Jean Sothern

"What Hap Ruth"
Dflle A Burch
(One

The Lelghtons
Holden 4 Graham

(loew)

Kramer A Gross
Lang A Green
"Regular Bus Man"
Dnle A Burch
Cervo

(One

to nil)

2d half
Stone A Manning
Ward A Shuhert

Chase A LaTour
Rvnn A Richfield
Adrlnn

Broaknwav

Bnrlows

3 Morlnrtv

Sisters

PALACE

(loew)

Murrnv Bennett
Non Plus Ultra
(Two to fill)

Frank Mullane

Aurora* I1L

ST JAMES

Hoyt's Minstrels
2d half
"Pretty Baby"

Anaconda, Moat.

BLUEBIRD

Royal Hussars
2d half
Elizabeth Mayne

CAS
I

Williams 4

2d half

Two

Violets
Pool A Rose
Warren Lacoste

MARYLAND (ubo)
Dooley A Nelson
Street Urchin
D Connolly Co
3 Jahns
Harklne
Sallle Fisher Co
Burns A Frabltn

"Sidewalk Cabaret

Buffalo

JAM
(One

to

fill)

HIT

(loew)

(Two

to

fill)

FULTON (loew)
The Ynltos
Ci-rk A Wood
"The Right Man"
Chase A LaTour
Morris

Wm

Billy

(ah-vva)

playing
Hip, Spokane 5)
Loralne A Mitchell

Leever A LeRoy
3 Melody Olrls

"The Pool- Room"
Angelus Trio
Dudley Trio
Ann Arbor, Mich.

MAJESTIC

(ubo)

1st half

Hayes A Rives

1st

split)

half

Wheeler Trio
Josephine Davis
Gnylord A Lancton
3 Lyres
Elsie LaPergere Co

(ah-

bill
playing
Wallace, Ind,

7)

A Wicks
Marshall A Covert
Kelly Wilder Co
Follette

Dunlay A Merrill

Jere San ford

Asorla Trio

McTntyre A Hesth
Travers Douglas Co

Pae Ball
Sylve ter A Vance

Co

Weber Beck A Fraser

Pee Ho Gray Co

Lasoria A Ollmore
2d hair
Lewis A Leopold

3 Stewart Sisters

(One

PANTAGES

Mont.
(ah-wva)

(Same

bill

L

Judith,

w

e

I

playing
s t o n
,

Bernard A Merrltt
Knight Benson A H
"Camp In Rockies"
Geo F Hall
Boneaettl Troupe

nirm'nchnm. Ala.
LYRIC (ubo)
(Atlnnta split)
1st half

(p)

Camden,
TOWBI'9

J.

ft.

(ubo)

(20-1)

2d half
Svlvla Loyal Co
Hallmann A Monettl
H Gleason Co
Worth Wayten 4

Cedar Rapid*,

fa.

MAJESTIC (wva)
Pertle Ford

The Dooley*

Mobs A Fry
Lawrence A Edwards

Boudlnl Pros

Willie Solar

Homer Miles Co
Raymond A O'Connor

"Temptation"

Smith A Kaufman
Archie Dunbnr 3
2d Half
Kennedy A Nelson
E J Moore
Chnbot A Dixon

Too7oonln

The Lelghtons

BIJOU

Gardner's Maniacs
A Graham

C'trrv

William McKay Co
Frank Terrv
Walthonr Trio

Hoosler

2d hnlf

Clrls
Antrtiwtn. <in.

P.<ro

GRAND

(uNi)

Collins A

(Mneon

spilt)

"Heir

1st half

Klnzo

(loew)

A WIlHrn
Lee
for Nl-ht"
P'Tke
Tlnrrls
Jerome A Cnrson
.?•

2d half

Frank Ward
"Winter Garden Rev"
FMda A Wells
Selma Praatz
Chnrnpnlarn, Til.
(wva)

ORPHEUM

2d half
Blllv Klnk.nld
May tf Kllduff
Sfeindel Proa
/Anderson A Onlnea
Pernlkoff Roae A Bal't
C

E.

HEMMENDINGER

T itierfv
rban<11*»

Rnnrla

J«wtt»n

ilao for trvnuntt «tn».

* i™"
t«

tfc*

T«l.

;:?"

Profmion
Inlm 071

h«r|oOo,

C.
(ubo)

»J.

MAJESTIC
(Spnrtanshurg

GAL

2d hslf
Fogarty A Williams
Valyda A Bras Nuts
Buch Bros
(Three to fill)
NORTH HIP (wva)
McConnell A Austin
Scanlon A Press
Bruce Morgan A Betty
Veterans

The DuRars

(abc)
Florentine Trio

(ubo)

4 Meyakos

1st half

Gardner
Fred Weber Co

split)

MILES

2d half
A Bennett
Ellis Knowlln Tr
(Three to fill)
WINSDOR (wva)
Gaston Palmer
Daniels A Walters
Havlland Thornton Co
Lew Wells
Christy

3 Kane*

2d half
Jack Dresdner

Ben A Phyllss
Orvllle

Stamm

KEDZIE

(wva)

Edwards A Louise
Flake A Fallon
Jim McWIlliams
"Dairy Maids"
2d half

Oaaton Palmer
Broughton A Turner
Hans Roberts Co
non Deeley Co
3 Kanes
AVENUE (wva)
"20 Century Whirl"
2d half
Olrdellar'a

Dogs

Flake A Fallon
"Old Time Darkles"
Lonnott A Stumm

WILSON

Aerial

(wva)

Mitchells

Vadl A Oygl
"Cranberries"
Sylvia Clark

Mario Lo

Mr A Mrs G Wilde
AbhMt A White

Pbunphlends
"The New Turnkey"
Al Noda
Florence Tlmponl

Kremka Bros

REGENT

(miles)

O'Dlva A Seals

Laura Guerlte
"The Hermit"
"Melody Land"
Togan A Geneva
Hilton A Laser

MILES (abc)
Maybelle Phillips
Stratford 4

(miles)

The Keltons
William Schilling Co
6 Southern Serenaders
(One to fill)

Clarence Wilbur

Wood

Maurice

(ubo)

ORPHEUM (miles)
Tsylor's Lions

Clevelaad

KEITH'S

TEMPLE

Lew Dockstader

A DeManby Co

Dohnqne,

In.

MAJESTIC (wvn)
Carlotta

9. C.

PASTIME (ubo)
(Charleston split)
1st hslf
Alfred Farreil Co
Alex McPayden

Harry A Etta Conley
Ed A Jack Smith
Will 8tanton Co
Arthur Rlgby
Selma Braats

HOTEL APPLETON
SAN FRANtlSCO
(Next to Aleasar Theatre)
The new boom

of the theatrical profession.

2d hslf

Etta Delbrldge 8

Tom Mahoney

DeVourg 8 latere
Mack A Velmar

4 Hart fords

"Prosperity"
Pat Barrett
Torcat's Roosters

Cnlnmhna
KEITH'S

(ubo)

Nolan A Nolan

Song A Dance Rev
Roth A Roberta
3 Alexs
(Three to fill)
LINCOLN (wva)
Hippodrome 4

Kalamn Co

Detroit

EMPRESS

Ward A Raymond
Jas Jefferson Co

ORPHBUM

Frank Hartley

(orph)

to All)

Den Molaen

Mack A Walker

A Hughes
Moore A Whitehead

Fox A Ward
Stone A Hayes
E Nesbltt A O'Nell
Eva Tanguay
Moore A Gersld
Billle Reeves Co
Bam Mann Co
Mullen A Coogan
Constance Crawley Co Gautier's Toy Shop
(Two to fill)
Lovenberg Sis Co
GRAND (miles)
Chas Olcott
The Randalls
Flying Weavers
Andrew Kelly
Horn A Ferris
Frltzl Scbeff
Darto A Rlalto
Andy Lewis Co
PALACE (orph)
Clarence Rowland (n) University Four
(One to fill)
Sarah Padden Co

(Two

"Oh You Devil"
Maxlne Parrish

David Baplrsteln
Moore A H eager

Chicago

Roy A Arthur
Harry Rose

Neal McKlnley

Chns Howard Co

A Lambert
Smith A Kaufman

T

"Friendly Call"

Princess

Mueller A Myers
Flying Sherwoods
Janls A West
"Through the Mirror"
"After Ten Years"

Nethercutt A Wharton
Christy A Bennett

(p)

Lew Hawkins
Will Wsrd A Girls

"Heir for Night"
Burke A Harris
Jerome A Carson
2d hnlf
Swain's Animals
Jenks A Allen

MAJESTIC

PANTAOE8

Dumltreeu Dunham
Lane A Harper

3 Daring 8lsters

Valleclta's Leopards

"Finders Keepers"

Mack A Velmar

ORAND (loew)
Swain's Animals
Jenka A Allen
Chnlls A Lambert

Bros

KEITH'S (ubo)

LYRIC (loew)
Pero A Wilson
Collins A Lee

Archie Dunbnr 3

Georgia Earle Go
Al Herman
Juggling Nelsons
Bantly A Norton
Gallagher A Martin

(Sunday opening)
Carus A Comer

Clarlaaarl

Adelaide

Frank Gardner Co
(Two to DID

"Pride Shop"
F A O Walters
Senator Murphy
Jack Kennedy Co
Rodrlquez

to nil)

BlllliiKa,

BABCOCK

Romanos

Irving Oosler

Alexander Kids

Warren A Conley

Oarnella Duo
Foster A Foster
Ten Dark Knights
Frlsh Howard A Toolln
Randow Trio

Lee Kohlmar Co
Hamilton A Barnes

"The Family"
Harry Ellis

Fraser Bunco

Cnlarnry

ORPHEUM

(wva)

Kenny A LaFrance

fin.

(ubo)

(Birmingham

(Same
Grand,

Mont. 7)

"A Real Pal"
Casting Lamys
Atlanta,

Marlette's Marionettes
Alice Hamilton

Skating Venuses

<n)

Valyda A Praz Nuts
Al White Co

(p)

Primrose Minstrels
Barton A Hill
"Well Well Well"

(2)

III.

3

Artane

(Two to fill)
Columbia,

wva)

James Llchter
"The Smart Shop"

A GUss

5)

Sylvester Schaeffer

8 Regnls

Willie Mls*eln

Frank Rae Co
Bernard A Janls
(One to fill)

playing
Sacramento,

bill

Marie Stoddard
Sansone A Del lab
AMERICAN (wva)

PEOPLES - HIP

half

nellvllle.

Aus Woodcboppers
CIVIC CENTRE (ubo)
Elliott A West

(4)

(Same
Empress,

Al Latell

Wilfred Dubois

WASHINGTON

1st half

Alexander A Fields
Cameron DeVItt Co
Francis Kennedy

Juliette

Ckleo, Cal.

"Rising Generation"
O'Neal A Walmsley
LeRoy Talma A Bosco

Jan Ruhlnl

BIJOU (ubo)
1st

(Knoxvllle split)

Edward Marshall

III*

(wva)
(Sunday opening)
The Bimbos
Mahoney A Rogers
"To Save One Girl"
Rucker A Winifred
Schoen A Walter

Denver
ORPHBUM
Edw "Bandbox Rerun"

MAJESTIC (ah-wva)

Sherman Van A Hy

(7-11)

(Sunday opening)
(Kalamazoo split)

Ryan A
(ubo)

Doeatar,

BMPRE8S

Thalero's Circus

Co

Swor A Avey
Collins A Hart

PANTAGES

Conroy> Models
Battle Creek, Mick.

Nolo
Foran
Everett

Walter C Kelly
Brlce A Barr Sis

Heme

Elliott

Mack

SHEA'S (ubo)
Benny A Woods
McKay A Ardlne
Morris A Campbell

Butte, Moat.

Fisher A Ollmore
Gordon Eldred Co

Mile Fleury

Regal A
Cardo A
Burns A
Denklna

Dolce Sisters

to 11)

RIALTO

3

(loew)

Rone A Ellis
Bell Boy Trio
Lawrence Johnston Co

Cballs

McDonald
Fields Co

A
Clayton Drew Play
Kennedy A FlUpatrlck Plquo
(One to fill)
Apollo Trio
(S-0)
Brld are port, Cobb.
Dennl 4 Perrl
PLAZA (ubo)
Leon Sisters
Adlon Co
Marr A Evans
Keane A Williams
(7-8)
Ollmore A Castle
Victoria Four
"U need a Girls"
Williams

(2)
bill

(loew)

Ellnore A Carleton

(2-4)

Holmes A Buchannan
"Broken Mirror"
Regan 4 Renard

2d half

John T Ray Co

2d half

Hlckey A Cooper
Alf Rlpon
O'Brien Havel Co

Harry Hlnes
Plpafax A Panlo
(One to fill)
Bakersfleld, CaL
HIPP (aAh)

A Paduln

Rita Gould

Victoria

Verga
"Mimic World"

2d half
Daniels A Walters
"The Dairy Maids"

Prefesslenale' Original

(ubo)
Bollinger A Reynolds

CAM

1st half

Oallando
Hendricks

Dill

Dick

(wva)

S. C.
(ubo)

split)

Nellie Allen

Manning A Hall
Williams A Mitchell

Ballard Trio

B 4 V MorrUey

ORPHEUM

(loew)

2d hslf
Pepplno A Perry

Shanley and Farness ("Fifty- Fifty")

Helen Jnrkley
Cleveland
pver * Perkhoff

(Columbia

"Mimic World"

Adele Oswald
Howard A Hurst

FOX

Seeley

Bennington A Scott
Middleton A Spellmyr
El Cotn

Hoosler Girls
2d half

LOS ANGELE8 and SAN FRANCISCO

LYRIC

DEKALB

ACADEMY

Bisters

McVICKER8

Ckattaaooajn, Teaa.

Boatoa

The Renellas

Lyrlca

Arthur Sullivan Co
Dsvls 4 Stafford
"The Food Inspector"
Altoonn, Pa.

to nil)

Roy A Arthur

ORPHEUM

CONTINENTAL HOTEL

(Same

A Brown

Ckarleetna,

(One

Eddie Dowllng
Helen Davis
Gordon A Rica

Chabot 4 Dixon

2d half

Paul Brady
Greater City 4

(Festival bill)

(Time table billing)
Manklchl Troupe
The Geralds
Beaumont 4 Arnold
Smith 4 Austin
Paul Dickey Co
Hlckey Bros

Foster Ball Co

Co
Bennett A Richards
Eddie Borden Co

Baltimore

4 C Williams

(One

Exposition 4

Floyd Mack A Mayb
"Finders Keepers"

B

Kennedy 4 Nelson
E J Moore

split)

Nice 4 Weeks
J 4 B Thornton
Richard Wally Co
(One to All)

McRae

Allen

(ubo)

1st half

BOULEVARD

2d half
A "Cockle"

Lucille

Randall A Meyers

Ward
Clifford 4 B

Archer 4

Klnny Mason A 8
Warren 4 Tempi eton
81s

Marmlen

Cummin A Seahum

does not indicate the rela-

2d half •
Adams 4 Mangle

(Troy

2d half
Alexander 4 Swain
Buszell 4 Parker
"Regular Bus Man"
Lane 4 Smith
DePace Opera Co
Andy Rice
Bob Tip Co

Madison A Winchester

Nell O'Connell
Reddlngton A Ornnt

(ubo)
"Naughty Princess"

PROCTOR'S

The Norvellos

Ortavo

Dow A

Wm

to

ORPHBUM

Lockett

The Zannros
Hlnkel A Mae
Mnbel Harper Co

Coofier

(One

Adams 4 Mangle
Dorothy Roy
Belle 4 Mayo
"A Real Pnl"
Cook 4 Stevens
Chandler 4 DeR

4 Shrapnel Dodfera

KEITHS

Dugan A Raymond

Mnbel Hnrner Co
Dorothy Burton Co
Bevan A Flint
6 Rtvlhh Steppers

Minnn

Herman 4 Henley

Lou Holts

2d half
Krnmer A Crows

ew

bills are printed

Non Plus Ultra

Ward A Shubert

1

(loew)

Murphy A Klein
Ryan 4 Richfield

Sterling

T

NATIONAL
Nat Bums

Derkln's Dogs

ALHAMORA

'»'

Rawls 4 VonKaufman
Cervo
Stephana 8tstere

Parber SUtere
"The Night Clerk"
Trovato
Darras Dros

I

which these

In

importance of acts nor their program positions.

tive

4 Musical Lunds
Raines A Goudrieh
Dean 6 Sor Girls
Ben Deeley Co

Mae

Dolnta

Curtis

McConnell A Simpson
Wright A Deltrlch
Gladys Hannon
Prevost A Brown

(One

to

fill)

T-e

Dallas. Tex.
(ubo)
(Sunday opening)
Jack A Forls

ORAND (wva)
Paul Fetching Co
F A M Waddell
fj Funaters
Gladys Corrlell
D'Amore A Douglas
2d half
Archie Onrl A Dolly
Jolly Tars
Maxlme Bros A Bob

Amanda Gray Co
Ed Lee Wrothe Co
Hedges A Hedges
Maria Orchestra
Hunting A Frances
Asahl Troupe
Danville, Til.
(ubo)

The Gladiators
Dunbar
M A B Hart
Fane A Dutton

CAM

Markee A Montgomery
(One

Plerlot

Danny Simmons
la.

Wm

A

O'Clalre

"Honor Thy Children"
Frank Ward
1017 Wlntrr Oar Rev

2d half

Worth Wayten 4
"Sherman Was Right"
F. St. Lonla, Mo.

ERRERS (wva)
Jack Dre»dner
Ed A Irene Laory

2d half

Cummin A Seahum

"Who Owna

Oliver A Olp

(Two

Tabor A Green
Bavard Troupe
(One t;i fHi)

the Flat"

to fill)

2d half

Foley A Massimo
Neal Abel

r»fiv#on. O.
KEITH'S ("bo)

Morley A McCarthy Sis Nevln* A Erwood
Tlnns Roberts Co
Pert Levy
Harry Hlnes
Lvdla Pnrrv
Mnrmcln Slaters
Flo Trwln Co
2d half
M Montgomery Co
Edwarda A Louise
A»hortlna Rasch Co
Dean A Sor Girls
(Two to fill)

(ubo)

8cofleld

Lewis A Chapln
Arthur Sullivan Co
Davis A Stafford
"The Food In "Doctor"
Joe A Vers White
Dirk Williams
Chlsholm A Breen

(wva)

(Sunday opening)
Moraleys Toy Bhop

Mr A Mr*

fill)

ABEL O H

Welch Mealy A Mont
"To Save One Girl"

Davennort,

to

Paeton. Pa.

6 Klrksmlth Sisters
2d half
Hayes A Rives
Vallda A Praz Nuts

COLUMBIA

Grohs

Rice A Werner
Kanazawa Japs
Elsa Rue^ger

MAJFSTIC

PALACE

ORPHEUM
(Sunday opening)

Eva Taylor Co
Toots Paka Co
Frank Crumlt

International

(Two

to

Rev

fill)

Fdmnnton, Can.

PONTAGES

(p)

Poaallnd

The Langdona
•

Jarvla A Harrison
TAG
Florenz
D Harris Variety 4

A

cu

VARIETY

Evaasvllle, lad*
GRAND (wva I
(Terre Haute split)
lat half

Dancing Tyrella
Hager 4 Goodwin
Richards 4 Kyle
Ray Snow
Dan Sherman Co
Fall River, Mass.

ACADEMY

(loew)

MAJESTIC (ubo)
"Pretty Baby"
2d half
Bollinger * P.eynold*
Holmea 4 Buchanan
"Fashions a la Carte"
Hartford* Coi
POLI'S (ubo)
Wsrren Laooste
"Sidewalk Cabaret"
(One to nil)
2u half
Gllmore 4 Castle
Varletee de Dance

fill)

Parajo, N. D.
GRAND (abc)
Welling Levering Tr
Cased Irving a C

4 Warden
Jack Reddy

Nantllla

(One

PALACE

(One

Fllat, Mick.
(ubo)
(Sunday opening)
1st half

Girls"

PALACE

(ubo)
(Sunday opening)
"Naughty Princess"
Bolger Boys
2d half
Emmy'a Pets
Austin 4 Bailey

Jim McWIlliams
Lew Welch Co
Espe 4 Dutton

ORPHEUM

(wva)

(4-5)
half

1st

playing
nipeg,

bill

Strand, Win2d hslf)

4 Thornton

Calvin

Dorothy DeSchelle Co
Fagg a White
DeKoch Troupe
(7-8)

Paul Petching Co
Fred 4 Mae Wuddell
5 Funsters
D'Amore 4 Douglaa

Fort Worth, Tex.

MAJESTIC

(Inter)

(Sunday opening)
Lata Selblnl
O Aldo Randegger

"Race

Men"

of

Broa
Neta Johnson
Lewis 4 Norton
McCloud 4 Carp
Cammilfa's Birds

Pol tin

Porter J White Co
Olive Briscoe
Nellie Nicholas
*6 Virginia Steppers

Galvenlon, Tex.

MAJESTIC

2d half
Concertos
Savannah 4 Georgia
Baseball 4
Florence Rsyfleld
Broslus 4 Brown

Hasleton,

If.

FEELEY'S

(ubo)

J.

(Inter)

(2-3)

2d half
Paul Brady
Clifton 4 Cornwall
Klein Broa
"Sally's Visit"

Hohoken, N. J.
LYRIC (loew)
Lillian

Watson

Harvey

DeVora 8

"When Women Wink"
Helene Trio
(One to fill)
2d half
Robinson 4 Denny
8laters

"Expsnslon"
Frank Farron
Midgets

Plcolo

Houston, Tex.

MAJESTIC

(Inter)

(Sunday opening)
Alexander Bros 4 B
Pletro

4 Wills

Clifford

Brenda Fowler Co
Haley Sisters
Max Bloom Co

Huntlnaton.

ORPHEUM

Days"

Tnylor Co
Costing Campbells
(One to fill)

Great Fnlla, Mont.

PANTAGKS

(p)

(4-5)

(Same
bill
playing
Anaconda 6)
Wilson's Lions
Bert Touhey Co

Lewis & Lake
Esther
ft
Antonio 3
PALACE (ah-wva)

Grlndell

Arm

(1)

(Same

playing

bill

People'a. nutte, 5)
Vlnlrt A Chnrles

Kllsbey

D

fi

Geneva

Pern>'t *

Cliff

Zuhn

Y«i:ng

Denn Players
ft

Dries

Swain's Cockatoos
fJreen nny. Win.

OKPHBPM

(wva)

2d half

Hnyntake Proa
Wilton Sisters

Lew Well*
Black 4 White Rev

LYRIC

(r.bo)

(Sunday opening)
1st half
Fred's Pigs

"Back to Elmlra"
Cecil A Mack
Ernie

Ernie

ft

Band
Jnrknon, Mlek.

Creole

ORPHEUM

(ubo)

(Sunday opening)
(Lansing spilt)
1st half

Matambo

ft

Duval

Slmmonds

ft

Wells

Linton A Girls
-

LaVere & Palmer
(Four

to fill)

2d hair

Oatman Co
Willie Hale A Bro
Selble ft Llllle

(Two to fill)
Jarknonvllle. Fla.

ARCADE

(Savnnnnh
1st

(ubo)
split)

half

The Hen nines
Shsw 4 Campbell

to Oil)

The Van Campe

Lyneannrsr

Brlgge 4 Arundel

Henry 4 Moore
Maggie LeClalre Co
Barron 4 Bennett

Corn all I 4 Adele
II lard
Leonard 4
Jack 4 Billy

W

Zertho's Dogs

GRAND

DeForests 4 Falk
Visions of Art

(ubo)

split)
1st half

Mollne,

4

Karlton

BRADY

and

Chattanooga,

MAHONEY

ORPHEUM

Zlegler Twins 4
2d hslf

Mr 4 Mrs
Ed

BIJOU

(ubo)
(Sundsy opening)
(Jackson split)
1st hair

Peaches 4 Pslr"

Empire Comedy 4
Degnon 4 CI If ton
Lincoln. Nek.

ORPHEUM

Mo

Lillian Fltsgerald

Little noek. Ark.

MAJESTIC (Inter)
Malay 4 Wood
Zemater A 8mlth
Walter Baker Co
(Two to fill)

(One

6 Florlmonds
8 Robins

(Two

to fill)

Maaon

City* la.
CECIL (abo)

(4)

playing
Falls.

0)

Sweeny A Newton
Aleve Duo
Adanac Trio
Wireless Clrl
Kelly Wilder Co
LaVlne Trio
Lon A no-el es

ORPHEUM

Trlxle Frlgnnza Co
Arthur Havel Co
Avellng A Lloyd

Geo Schlndler
"Corner Store"
E 4 J 8mlth
The Seebacks

Mr 4 Mrs J Barry
Lyons 4 Yoeoo

"Greatest of These"

Frank Fsrron
Chong 4 Moey

(New

Ruth Belmar
Weber 4 Red nor

Montreal

LOEW

(loew)

Avondaa
Jeeaon 4 Jesson
Rogers
Mary A
"Children of France"
Big 4
Resists

ACADEMY

(Sunday opening)

Edward Esmonds Co
Nelson 4 Castle
Beauty
2d half
Orbssany Cockatoos
Gallerlnl 4 Bon

"Tango

Shoes''

A

Csrroll

"America First"
Al Shayne
"The Headllner"
Brlerre 4 King
Laveen 4 Cross
Leipzig
Apdale's Animals
LYCEUM (loew)
Dunham Edwards 3
Montana R

Sampson 4 Douglaa
3 Escardos

2d half

Curry A Graham

Wm

McKay Co

Frank Terry
Walthour Trio

Milwaukee
MAJESTIC (orph)
Eddie Leonard Co

Leone LaMar
"Futuristic Review"
Grace DeMar

REGENT

Walsh

(ubo)

Co

2d half

"20th Century Whirl"

Nnnhvllle, Tenn.

PRINCESS

(ubo)

(Louisville apllt)
lot half

Keely Droe Co
Dorothy Eerie
Joe Browning
Dancing Kennedys
(One to Oil)

Amedlo
Barney First
Alice Teddy Co

Cooper £ Laeey

Herman A Henley
Rawls A V Kaufman
Lane A Smith
Breakaway P.nrlows
2d

lit:f

Nat Burns
Rcott A Christy
"Apple niossom Time"
John A Mae nurke
FlylnR Ki-Hera

New

'o

"Dreamland"
Margaret Farrell
(One to fill)

fill)

llnven. Conn.

BIJOU (ubo)

Turner A Grace
Wilbur Held

fill)

(Johnstown

(ubo)

split)

OAKLAND

(8unday opening)
Harriet Rempel Co
Williams 4 Wolfus
"Tennessee Ten"
Rsth Bros
Hasel Morsn
Wlnons Winters

Wrong"

HIPP (ah-wva)

KEITHS

(2)

Harry Davis
Walton A Brandt
Slgmund A Manning
"My Country"
Flrller A Cole
2 Carltons

(ubo)

Herbert Bisters
Knapp 4 Cornelia
Evereat'a

Monks

Dsve Roth

(0-8)

Mori Bros
n Sullys
I acy Shannon A

(p)

4 Cssters

D

Dogs
"Winter Oar Rev"

Harry Jolson

Fisher's Circus

Byrd A Harvey
Eastman A Moore
Capt Kidder Co
T^o Poers
Dan Ahem
Norwood A Hall
"Mary'a Day Out"
Korr ft Enalsn
Providence, R. I.
Dlnmond A O'dsughter
KEITHS (ubo)
Anson A Daughtera
Marek's Linn*

Taylor Trio
Voland Onmblo

3 Natalie Sis

Colo Runnel A D
Berenford Co
Maleta Hon con
Roofiey A Brut
OreM Letter
"Rldlns: School"

Frank King

(On*

(ubo)

(ubo)

M

(loew)

Den Harney Co

Mayne
McDonald
Al Field* Co
Monroe 4 Grunt

Elizabeth

2<\

4

Bwan

•CAS

Ac

O'Dxy

Co
Roeaeater, Tt. T.

TEMPLE

(ubo)

Ralph Hers

E DeVoy Co
Donahue 4 Stewart
Aathetlc Dancera

Lazar 4 Dale
Juno Balmo

Roekford,

111.

PALACE (wvs)
(Sunday opening)
DeRour* 8laters
Yatea 4 Reed
E<1 Blondell Co
Moore A Rose
4

Ankers

2d half
Morale'a Toy Shop

Ogdon A Benson
Leila Shaw Co
Plnano A Bingham
Zelgler Twlna A Ky 6

Sacramento, Cal.

ORPHEUM
(2-3)

(Fame
Stockton

bill
4-.%;

playing
Freano

7-8)

t* flM)

EMFRY

GnneW«» Conines

Barton
Cnmllle Trio
Lestro

I

H

I

Cnpr Powers Co
Innes^ A Rvan

split)

Uypay Kona-sters
Kutur Klare A K

bill

7)

f 20-11
2d holf

(ubo)

hslf

lat

playing
Redding, Redding, Cal,

Pnnnnle, N. J.

ROANOKE

(Petersburg

QertruJ* DeMllt

(2)

(Same

Omnhn
ORPHEUM

(20-1)
half
Oliver

Claudia Traoey
Royal Osscolgnss

M Equllloa

HIP (ah-wva)

Willie Solar

MONTAUK

Montambo 4 Wells
Rodwsy 4 Edwards
Barbour 4 Jackson

Reglna Florlgny

Strand Trio

Trovltt's

PLAYHOUSE

Whitfield Ireland Oo
Hilton 4 LaZar
The Rlale
2d half

lohn Clark

I

.1

Danny Simmons

Bernard A Scarth

Dor a Lester 3
Pedrlnl'a Monks
Ollraln Dancers

(p)

(ubo)

Iohakawa Bros

Besson Co

Violet

PANTAOES

irtak

Koanoke

1st half

Willie Weston

Claudia Colemen
The- Youngers
Ho#»y ft Lee
Wlllard

4 Jordan

Willing

Bea trios Herford
(Five to

ORPHEUM

(p)

Mrs O Hushes Co

Jeanette Chllds

6:30 A. M. to 1:00 A. M.

Portland* Ore.

(8unday opening)

(One

From

Doree's Singers

of Orient"

fa.

OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY

Leone rd 4 Olsdstone
Brown 4 Fields
Chas Glbbs

(Sunday opening)

Ample Portions

Csps Cods 10c.
Soup 10a.
lagllah Chop, Bacon and Baked Potato
Coffee 5c.
Tea Be,
Bear

Romalne

Frank Weatphal

Osrden.

Circle

AT REASONABLE PRICES

SHERIDAN BQ

Skating Bear
Lloyd A Brltt
Cooper A Rlcardo
Hughes Musical 3

PANTAOES

St and Columbus

"Mar Via Wireless"

Sophie Tucker Co

"All

6fth

Cor.

Delicious Pood In

bill
playing
Regent. Toooma, 0)
The Totoe
Vincent 4 Carter
7 Verlety Dancers

PANTAOES

W.

NO CABARET—NO DANCING

(ah-wva)

Conrad A Conley
Hunting

(loew)

Miller

For Ladies and Gentlemen
8.

Yakima. Wash.

"Flndera Keepers"
Primrose 4

MAJESTIC

Rlehsaan4

LTRIC (ubo)
(Norfolk split)
1st half
Cycling Brunettes

REISENWEBER'S
SEA GRILL and CAFETERIA

(ubo)

eplit)
1st helf

LAM

Fred LaRelne Co
Ne«vnrk. !M. .1.

Apollo Trio
Roberto 4 Roden

(ubo)

Ed 4 Lou

M

(7-8)

Glaninlnl

Bentley

ft

Barber A Jackson
Lew Welsh Co
Hugo Lutgens
American Girl Rev

Howard Copper 4
Allen 4 Allen

2d half

DAVIS

Four
(8-6)

Bobby Heath Co
4 8entlmental Beaux

(Richmond

W

Muskegron, Mlek.

(ubo)

Norfolk. Va.

"Dream

Broa
Seclno Broa

(2-4)

Victoria

Williams 4 Williams

Techow's Cats
Allan Bhsw

"Lulu's Friend"
Marcella Jobnaon

"Betting Bettya"

Bowman

2d half

Plvtsknrsrk

Ruth Howell Trio

to fill)

P Bent
"Garden Belles"
Fox 4 Ingraham
4 Lukens
(One to fill)
Reno* New.
MAJESTIC (aAh)

(20-1)

Y.

ORPHEUM

Ala.
(ubo)
Orleens split)

(Two

Francis

WM

(Sunday opening)

GRAND

Greater City 4
"Fashion a la Carta"

"Mr. Inquisitive"

New Roekelle, N.
LOEW (loew)

(ubo)

Lswton

"Fantasia"
Venlu Gould
"Bonfire of Emplree"
Alex O'Nell 4 8
Velenttne 4 Bell
"Sports In Alps"
PENN (ubo)

KEYSTONE

fill)

HIP

Kerslake's Pigs
4 Swore

8 Escardos

to

Reaaiaa:, Pa.

(2tt-l)

Nan Halperln

Montgomery,

(Two

2d balf

Dunhsm Edwards 8
Montsna Five
Ssmpson 4 Douglas

split)
1st half

Stephens
Berry 4 McKlna
The Menerdoa

Warren 4 Templeton

Oakland

(ubo)
Dorothy Sothern 3
Conrsd 4 Con rod

WHITE O H

ORPHEUM

Olrls

Demaco

(Two to fill)
MoKeenport, Pa.

Memphis

(One to nil)
Livingston, Mont.
STRAND (sh-wva)

2d half

K

1st half
fill)

Miss Gills Co

"Magazine Girls"
Medlln Watts A T

8isters

to

Dltzel

2d half
Bernle A Baker

Kouns

O'Clare

Co

3 Roblna
Fred 4 Bess Lucler
Ting Ling See
*
2d half
"Exploits of Africa"

Dean

Great

6

4

4 Ankers

George Nagahara

Palace,

Wm

Blondell

Ky

Mankalltown, la.
CaSINO (abc)

Detective"

bill

J

Harty 4 Wilson

Lanslnsr, Mlek.

(Same

"Whirl of Olrls"

(wva)

Mack 4 Earl

Dunbar

Weber

"Merchant Prince"
Orth 4 Cody

8tamm

Orvllle

Chief Little Elk Co
Archie Nicholson 8

3

Jimmy Dunn

Clover Leaf 8
Selblnl 4 Grovlnl

Wilson 4 Wilson
Buch Bros

Merle 4 Delmar

Mercedes
Kltner Hswksley 4
Chaa Wilson
"The Night Boat"
Fern Blgelow 4 M
Saunder'a Birds

Baseball 4
Florence Rayfleld
Broslus 4 Brown
2d hslf
Gsrdner's Msnlnes

Emma

KEITHS (ubo)
Bessie Clayton Co

(Ssme

Madison, Wis.

(ubo)
"Paradise Vslley"
2d hslf

Emma

B

(loew)

(ubo)

(Lynchburg

Hsrry 4 Eva Puck
BUI 4 Eva
Philadelphia

(2)

FAMILY

"Mr

Co

Choy Ling Ho Co

EMPIRE

split)
1st hslf

M

apllt)

let half

If.

David Klndler
Walters 4 Walters
Archer 4 Belford
Linton A Lawrence
Chlyo 4 Chlyo
Lafayette* fnd.

C 4

(ubo)

Princess Mspllla
Brown Harris 4

8TRAND

O'Nell Twine
Alice NeUon Co
Novelty Minstrels

to All)

(Montgomery

Kllflord

Know-Hie. Tesn.
BIJOU (ubo)
(Rlalto,

split)
1st hslf

Aubrey 4 Rich
Sam Hearn

(wva)

(p)

(8unday opening)
Paula
Four Roses
McCormlck 4 Irving
O Hsndsworth
Harry Breen
"Miss Up-to-Dste"

(ubo)

(Roanoks

Bantl

(Sunday opening)

4 Barlow
Howard A White
Denolr

Lew Hoffmen
Ma7 A KT.dufl*
Esdle 4 Rsmsden
Rucker 4 Wlafred
B Merrill Co
Hnlelah, N. O.

Petersbara, Va.

Dorothy Brenner
Petrlcola 4 Meyers

(wva)

Thalero's Circus
2d half

Al Golem Troupe

HIP

III.

Floyd Mack 4 Mayb
8 Weston Girls
Paul Bauwene

Willie Solar

New Orleana
ORPHEUM

PALACE

anlncy,

ORPHEUM
Rotter Bros

4 Musloal Lunda
Fields Ksane 4 Walsh
Morgan 4 Orsy

Gray

Jessie

"Rubevllle"
Stusrt Bsrnee
"Hit the Trail"

III.

PALACE

La Toy Bros

2d half

Bud 4

2d hslf

Walmsn 4 Berry

(Augusts

Mile Leltxel

(wva)

Pollard

(Two to All)
Maeon, Ga.

GRAND

Oonne 4 Alberts
Capes 4 Snow
Frankle Heath

Al Abbott

Snaw 8 circus
BIJOU (abc)

I

"Forest Fire"

1st half

Wm

"fl

Farrell

Lew Madden Co
Chae Semon
(One

(p)

Frescotts

2d helf

Hickey 4 Cooper
Air Ripen
"The Job"
Elinor* A C*rlefe>n
6 Roy el Hussars
(One to fill)

ORPHEUM (wva)
"The Mimic World"
2d balf

Con cert oe
Savannah 4 Georgia

"Bachelor Dinner"
Mlnettl 4 Bed 111
Musical Kuebns
Wllklns 4 Wllklns
PALACE (wva)

(ubo)
(Raleigh split)

(Sunday opening)
Geo Demerol Co
Jessie Busley Co
Ebe Co

(Four to fill)
Indlnnnpr»1ls

"Cheyenne

PANTAGE8

(One to BID

J.

BrUsell 4 Parker
Peoria. III.

Zelsys
Guild 4 Ross
"U needs Girls"

(One

(Ubo)

Twins
Walsh 4 Ingrahaui
Penn Trio
Brent Heyee

White 8teppers
"Wedding Shells"

CRESCENT

Edwin House

The

Garclnettl Broa
Cooney «««tere

TRENTON

Trio

ORPHEUM

Ray 4

(ubo)

Monks
Lowell* Maaa.
KEITH'S (ubo)

Glrard's

Diana's Models
Kansas City* Ms.

Walsh 4 Rand

EMPRESS

Clara Howard
B Nelsons
Msug 4 Snyder

4 Deagon

Dickinson

4 Mack
Tom Davles Co
O'Connor 4 Dixon

Austin 7-K)
Musical Hunters
Clark 4 LaVler

Hallen ft Hunter
Jack Alfred Co
Clnyfon ft Lennle

ORPHEUM

4 Marx Bros Co
Beesle Rempel Co
Kelly 4 Oalvln

"Tbs Cure"

(Ubo)

PANTAOES

Havllsnd Thornton Co

Embs 4 Alton
Adsms 4 Griffith

(ubo)

1st hslf

(abo)

Whiting ft Burt
Dorothy Regel Co
Santos ft Hayea
Jack LaVler

Hampton 4 Shrlner
Page Hsck 4 Mack
Minneapolis

Granville

Seabury 4 Price
(Four to fill)

KEITH'S (ubo)
Beemnn 4 Anderson
Leovltt 4 Lock wood
"f^f rt Lloyd Co

Ross 4 Wise
Louisville

Hippodrome 4

split)
1st hslf

Bower's Revue
Ernest Rockett
Ferry

W. Va

2d balf

Morley 4 McCarthy 81s

(Nashville

(Pittsburgh spilt)
1st half

Tssmsnlan

James Carroll Co
Peerlesa Trio
Tossing Austins

If.

O'Nell)

«»

Kartell I

KEITH'S (ubo)

III.

MAJE8TIC

playing
(Same bill
4-5
and
Beaumont

Wllmoa Westoni
Gould A Lewis
Tbeo Kosloff Co
Regal 4 Bender
Grand Rapid*. Mich,

HIPP (a4h)
2 8peeks
6 Cornelias

(Sunday opening)
(Battle Creek split)

5 Melody Mslds
Chss L Fletcher
Leonard A Louie

Howard

Cello
Julia Curtis

MAJESTIC

(20-1)

6 Klrksmlth Sisters
Ft. William, Can.

Van

to fill)

(Twc to All)
Kalauaneaa, Mlek.

2d half

(

Claud le Tracey
Joe DeCoe Troupe
Ft. Wayne* lad.

Clipper Trio
Rexleas Trio

Johnstown, Pa.

Forrest

"Camouflage"

Blme Ruebena

"Six Little Wives"

DID

(p)

Goldberg 4 Wayne
Mercedee
4 Hollowsys
Cook A Lorens

(wva)
2d half

CA NTONMENT loew)
4 Church
Lee Wslton 4 Henry

Delvadle A Jack

(abo)
2d half

ORPHEUM

(ubo)
B Bouncer's Clrous
8 Vsgrsnts
Selma Braats
to

APOLLO

Jollet,

to nil)

(Two

PANTAGE8

"Raoe 4 Edge"
"On High Seas"
Wheeler 4 Porter
Burnham 4 Allen

Hattteahnrv, Mlaa.

rare

Marie Russell
Jordan Girls
Bensee 4 Balrd
Spragus 4 McNeece
PALACE (wve)
(Sundsy opening)
Hsystske Bros
Allman 4 Nevlns
Burke 4 Burke
Woolf 4 Stewart
Wilton 81sters
Orubere' Animals
2d half

Delro

(ubo)
(20-1)
2d half

2d hslf
Abbott 4 Mills
Orsce Hazzard
Hart 4 Clark
Kitty Francis Co

csstrsi

ST " FOR 2

MlloT

PALACE

Wi^,,

omtassis
Theafrss—Ovsrlaekli
Tsesfres—
"

"Submarine F-7"

to All)

Janesvllle, Wla.

(ubo)

S'^.-Y*"

frsai sll the

Nina Payne Go

Jersey City* K. J.

fill)

Shattucka
John Oelger
Dances D'Art
Jjay

PALACE

(Same

to

Mr 4 Mrs Campbell
Hill Tlvoll * Hill

(One

STRAND

2d half
Calne 4 Odon
Harmon 4 O'Connor
Frankle Pay 4 Boys
Harley 4 Harley

"Inspiration

K

Murphy Van 4
Robert Demont

LftUmrtsa

Pateraon,

MAJESTIC

(29-1)
2d half

•««"
reisenweBeii's* HOTEL '""""m*
COLUMBUS CIRCLE, N. Y.
(One

Somers 4 Moras

Perry
Msnnlug 4 Hall
Williams 4 Mitchell
Kick Verga
Plquo
2d half
Bennington 4 Scott
Mldd.eton 4 Spellmyr
El Cota
The Renellaa
to

4 Rome

Carlisle

2

up>eb CITTTF5 '**"""
SUITES '*"££
AND BATH
WEEK OlllllaO

$16

Lewis 4 Chapin
"Broken Mirror"

Peppluo 4

(One

w

Harrfannraj* Pa.

Erie, Pa.
(ubo)

COLONIAL

Eddie Montrose
Joyce Went 4 M
Walter Weems
Imhoff Codd 4 C
Friend 4 Downing
"RUing Generation"

17

Joan Adair Co
All^n A Francis
Harold Dnkane Co
Tower A Darrell
McCarthy A Faye

Louln Hurt
(Continued on page 22.)
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CABARE/TS
The Broadway restaurants holding
all-night

2.30

until
said, to an

hereafter
it

is

may

licenses

keep

according,

m.,

a.

open

understanding reached

A

"gentleman's agreenight.
ment" was effected with the proviso
any violator who remained open after

Monday

that hour would have its closing hour
held strictly to one o'clock with other
Following
consequences.
possible
election some of the late cabarets
got away
and
chance
tried taking a
fairly well for a week or so when
Another
the police became active.
week of promptness at the closing

time

and the Broadway restaurants

This time plain
flared out again.
:lothes men were sent around at one
and obliged the places to stop serving liquor through remaining within
conference later rethe rooms.

A

sulted in the 2.30 limit. The restautant men felt quite jubiliant over the
concession secured.

The war has

I

revived an

amusement

sharpshooting. The first gallery furnished
*n an elaborate plan opened this
week in the basement of the Strand
theatre under the advertised title of
Here the
"The Bounding Buck."
amateur gunners shoot at animated
pictures mostly carrying animal views,
very similar in the "Life Taught" A.
W. Woods trifled with at one time. A
series of reels showing views of the
German army are also used, but the
management refuses permission to
anyone but uniformed men to aim
and fire at the Germans, advancing
the argument that only men in uniform should shoot at pictures of othThe same company
ers in uniform.
opened four places in the city simultaneously Monday night, having an invitation opening the night previously.
The Strand basement will be the cenclassified as a

"dead"

art,

i.

e.,

spot, several thousand dollars
tral
having been spent in redecorating the
A gallery for onlookers has
room.
been constructed and soft drinks are

served

from

the

Roof

service

bar.

the animated shooting game
be revived as an amusement by
the pretentious arrangement is probThe Strand parlor is getlematical.
ting a good transient play from the
cabareters who stop to take a shot
after their dancing, and, while poorly
located for proper sign advertising,
its presence is easily discernible and
the success or failure of the place
will depend entirely on how the shooting sport appeals to the public.

Whether
will

Road house business is demoralized
around New York. The drop has happened earlier than usual and is attributed as customary nowadays to the
times. It looks like a bleak winter for
the road resorts. Restaurant patronage in the city is nothing to gloat over
and few are gloating, although the
prices haven't been lowered. The restaurant men never forget to bewail the
war tax of 10 per cent, of the gross
receipts, but
when a cabaret restaurant can serve two bottles of still
water,
two club sandwiches, two

chicken sandwiches and two chop
sueys, charging $13.30 for that collection, they don't need much business to
plod along. The New York cabaret
restaurant menu cards are the best
assistance Prohibition ever had.

The Omar Khayam Room

of the Hott-1
Martinique is presenting a very
agreeable restaurant revue, especially
produced for it by Gus Edwards, who
staged the show and composed several
of its songs.
The piece is just called
a

girlie

show

in

two "Ghoogas."

It

has the advantage of extremely pleasant surroundings.
In converting the
original "Dutch

Room"

into an

"Omar

Khayyam"

the Martinique has vastly
through quiet but effective decorations and raising the west
end of the room into a terrace. The
higher rear portion of the place remains unchanged. Mr. Edwards' aptness in piecing together a lively group
of young women, including choristers,
is brought to the surface once again
with this revue. The chorus looks
well, has dancing numbers that keep
them active often and have been nicely
dressed. Bobby Watson is the principal singing comedian.
He is doing

improved

it

one number, "I'm a 12 O'Clock Fellow
in a Nine O'Clock Town," that Mr.
Watson makes an act of, through the

K

rube A
character employed, also
dialog. One of his comments is "I'm
a devil in a taxi." Watson lends much
strength to this revue. A couple of the
numbers were in the Henderson Coney
Island revue last summer, which Mr.
Edwards also put on. The school hit
for the finale of the first part is one
of these.
The Martinique show is
made more reminiscent of Henderson's by other of its principals, oarticularly the Furness Sisters, Alice
and Hazel. Formerly chorus girls, the
Furness Duo have blossomed forth
into real principals for cabaret work.
Alice .is attracting the most notice
through her voice and handling of the
more difficult songs of the program.
Her sister, Hazel, looks very well and
is lively enough, but needs some little
attention vocally, among one or two
other matters that could aid her. The

Furness girls have come right along
and the change is almost a metamorphosis.
Mabel Nickerson's princioal
contributions are a Scotch and Irish
dance.
She looks verv pretty and
greatly helps the ensemble effect. Mabel Jones is doing rather better in this
show than she has previously. The
Martinique's atmosohere and setting
are of benefit. E'mer Haynes is "the
singer." in any other show known as
"the straight man."
He sin<?s well
enough, but is heavy in it and his other
work, perhaps because he starts off as
Omar himself. The Omar cigarettes
are there, too, in one number, when the
girts
throw Omars around on the
table.
It looks as though the Omar
cig people fell for that one.
There
are a number of cat**hv songs, with
Mr. Edwards not holding altogether
to his own numbers. One of the best
is "What Will Become of Your Little
DolP" with a prettv melody, written
bv Billy Gaston.
"Romance" is an
Edwards ballad, of quite some merit.
Miss Jone« sings the "Hello. Dearie"
song of 'The Follies" this season,
which has had its air stolen from "Oh.

Johnnv." The finale is patriotic, with
a production finish attempted upon the
small stage. It concludes with the Edwards patriotic march song hit. "Laddie Boy." For a well-balanced highclass revue in a hieh-class restaurant
the Martinique's

Omar Khayyam show

almost anyone.

draw
ing business down to Broadway and
33d street, and it must be good to do
will

suit

ReUenweber's on Columbus

atmosphere. Spain is about the biggest
small-time nation remaining neutral.

It

Tba Chicago cabaret situation was
saved for the entertainers this week
by a recommendation coming from the
Chicago Common Council Committee
which suggests the elimination of
dancing in cafes here. The recommendation orders the entertainers to
work on raised platforms here and
permits the continuation of skating
and vaudeville programs. A graduated license running from $250 to $1,000 will be added for places having
entertainment.
Imogana

Comar,

one

of the old
years' stand-

stage favorites of many
ing and who recently toured vaudeville offering i specialty composed of
descriptive songs, has opened a Bohemian club at 11 East 8th street, a
few doors from Fifth Ave. The place
is known as Imogene's.
It has dancing and a cabaret performance as
side
attractions.
The only drinks
served
are
of
the
soft
variety.
Weekly parties are given in the
honor of some particular stage favorite, with Miss Comer acting as hostess.

Jacques Buttanoby, the restaurateur,
being sued for divorce by his wife,
Elizabeth. The papers were filed several weeks ago in Suffolk County, N.
Y.
Statutory grounds are alleged
and several prominent women may
be named as corespondents.
The
couple were married in Hoboken in
August, 1914. The wife was married
twice before and divorced from each
marriage.
Mrs. Bustanoby asks for
alimony. She is represented by Herman L. Roth.
is

Circle,

has announced a series of "Sunday
Nights in Bohemia" under the direcThis is
tion of A. Baldwin Sloane.
the title and style of entertainment
first introduced to New York by Gus
Edwards and since then often revived
by him.

Joe Pani

is

reported having bought

into the Castles-By-The-Sea Corporation and is now one of its directors.
There are four owners. The corporation is estimated worth about $200,000.
It controls and operates the restaurant
of the corporate name at Long Beach.

The Denithawn Dancers are at Tait's,
San Francisco. Tait's is getting the
best play in town and is the only cafe
presenting high class entertainment in
San Francisco. Other places are depending on soubrets and prima donnas.

Bobby McLean, the skater at the
College Inn, Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
is giving exhibition dances at Iceland,
the new rink at Sjxty-third street and
South Park avenue. The Sunday ad.
called

him "Baby" McLean.

With Patricola

still

leading, the fol-

lowing have been added to the program at the Green Mill Gardens, Chicago: Seven Bennetts, Ivan and Pedrova (Russian dancers) and Arthur
Higson, comedian.
Cafe, New York, has
military costumes,
formerly used by one or two of its
entertainers.
The management also
prohibits the use in any way of the

The Boulevard

put a

ban on

American

all

flag.

Chez Fysher and his six Parisian
open at Reisenweber's late
next month. Fysher cabled this week
he has secured a passport and is
leaving on the next boat.
artists will

Last waak Andre Sherri. manager of
the revue at the Winter Garden, Chicago, paid three of his discharged
chorus girls' salary in lieu of two
weeks' notice and supplied their transportation back to New York, from

whence they came. This was done after
the girls, Peggy Lavalle, Beverly Lavalle and Florence Towle, had employed Benjamin H. Erlich to sue Mr.
Sherri.
The girls allege they were
engaged in New York and discharged
in

Chicago without cause or notice.

Norral Baptia, the undefeated western ice skater, has accepted the challenge of Oscar Mathieson, the former
Norwegian skating champion, and the
men will fight it out in the Chicago ice
arena. Baptie is at present appearing
Terrace Garden in that city and
attempted to get Mathieson and Bobby
at the

McLean

into

match contests

last sea-

son.
The western sports are excited
over the Baptie-Mathieson event.

Dora and Cavanaugh received an
weekly for the coming

offer of $750

summer

in the revue at the Hotel
Traymore, Atlantic City. The couple
were the hit of "Going Up" when it
played Atlantic City, and the hotel

management made the offer then. Gene
Buck and Dave Stamper are to write
the show, to be handled and cast by

Jack Hughes and Leslie Morosco.

Gene Buck and Dave Stamper are
writing the new show for "The Midnight Frolic" (Ziegfeld's) on the Amterdam Roof, to go on in three or
four weeks.

C

Grace Field will stage her "K.
B."
night Nov. 30 (today), at the Claridge.
The proceeds are for an Xmas Fund
for the poor children of New York
City.

Dan Dody's new "Revue
will
1.

of Revues"
Sommers, Brooklyn, Jan.
The present show there has been

open

at

running four months, with
change among the 25 people.

not

a

Mabel Hamilton is on an indefinite
engagement at the Moulin Rouge, New
York.
Miss Hamilton was formerly
of Clark and Hamilton.

On account of the war tax the Portola-Louvre and the Odeon Cafes, San
Francisco,
have eliminated cabaret
performances.
Dancing remains.
McWilliams, Baldwin and Stendal,
recently at the Portola-Louvre, San
Francisco, are now at McKee's, Los
Angeles.

is

that.

"A Night in Spain," as the Cocoanut
Grove show has been named, is to open
6, pTording to its latest announcement. Ravmond Hitchcock will head
the midnight group of entertainers
with some of the Snanish plavers from
"The Land of Jov" at the Park, also
up there, a* an added attraction. It is
said the Coacoanut Grove show will
c^t $5 000 weeHv. Dillingham and
Dec.

Zicgfeld have taken the Spanish people on a contract for 10 weeks. One
performance nightly, starting about
11.30.
Valverde will write the music
and an orchestra of 16 pieces play it.
The Roof will be decorated for Spanish

The Film

Cafe, formerly Billy Galusing 11
entertainers;
Frank Hess, Harry Taylor, Yvonne
Ross, Vic Steiner, Jack Daly, Mabelle
Lee, Eugene Gorman, Valentine La-

Billy Cloonan's revue is at the Nankin Gardens, Newark, N. J.
Its cast
includes Miss Anderson, Jess White,
Florence Perry, and a chorus of twelve.

monte, Jack Deveraux, Eddie Hanley,
Jack Bergman, with Jack Van Ulin at
the piano and Mike Boderay, violinist.
Joseph M. Callahan is managing the

who have been

lagher's,

is

cabaret.

The

Brooklyn, now booked
Fenn. opened a new revue
week staged by Billy Cloonan. The
Plaza,

by Fred
last

S.

includes Lane and Brown, Ulis
Brothers. Mazie La Strange. Tiny
Midge and Joe. Jess White. Marcella,
Pat O'Neil, Flo Casper, Russell and

cast

Malone, Miss Sullivan.

composed of principals

The show
only.

is

Rick, Geier

New York
a

and Gardner, three boys
playing in and around

as singles, have united as

trio.

Betty
Britton,
Chas.
Cornell's
wealthiest rhorus girl, is to star in his
new revue, the "White 'House Girls,"
now in rehearsal.
Billy Turner's Five Entertainers are
Room at Weiman's
street and St. Nich-

the Domino
restaurant, 181st
olas avenue.
in

N E W A C T S THIS
NEW ACTS NEXT WEEK
Initial Presentation, First

Appearance

or Reappearance in or Around

New York
.

Lady Duff Gordon,

Palace.

The

Night dork," Palace.
Elinore Cochran, Riverside.
Valesha Snratt and Co., Riverside.

Halo and Peterson.
Dances.
11 Mini.; Full Stage.

Colonial.

Frank

Hale

and

Signe

Paterson

haven't been dancing together since
last spring and although for several
weeks they have been framing the
present routine, it is said they opened
cold" at the Colonial Monday matinee.

Some Changes were

effected for

the second performance, probably in
the way of eliminations. Whatever it
was, the team went over with a bang
at the night show. One thing chopped
after the matinee was a Chinese orchestra, and at night the Chinks draped
themselves in fancy regalia in the rear
of the back hangings, sitting amid
smoking incense. This was, however,
merely during the second number
billed as the dance "Quan Chung," a
waltzy thing that the dancers did very
prettily, garbed in creations celestial.

The opening number was programed
as a combination of "Strutter's Ball,"

"Shimme-Sha-Wabble" and "Walking
the Dog." It is a dance number of the
jazzy syncopated type. Mr. Hale and
Miss Paterson seemed imbued with the
"let's go" spirit during the dance and
their efforts quickly brought the house
to a realization something was going
on. After they exited for the Chinese

change

the "Dixieland" (five men)
orchestra took up the pace with a flying start. This is the same bunch stirring up things at Reisenweber's and
they are "some" jazz players. Hale

and Paterson were to have had two
orchestra on the stage, but after Monday night they should be satisfied that
the Chinese aren't needed. The jazz
players syncopated "Chinatown" for
the dancers' Chinese number and it
sounded very good. The boy also had
two numbers alone, one being "Livery
Stable Blues," and that alone planted
them solidly with the house. If Hale
and Paterson can carry the jazz play-

new

turn is sure-fire. The
final dance was the "Whirling Dervish," similar to the finish number of
last season, but Hale is robed as an
East Indian prince and his partner
shows considerable of her slender
form. Hale is accredited as one of the
best of what are known as syncopated
or jazz dancers and the crowd sure
took to his body evolutions. The pair
went over an easy hit. With or without the jazz musicians it is a better
act than last year.
Ibce.
ers

their

Maurice Freeman and Co.

(4).

Playlet.
20 Mini.; Three (Special).
Before a good-looking special drop
of an apartment house, Maurice Freeman plays a domestic sketch of an appealing nature. It should prove acceptable to the better grade audiences.
Freeman's acting goes a long way towards its success, but the superb performance of the blackface nurse did
much in carrying the skit across. It
deals with the dispossession of all
families with children residing in an
apartment house Freeman acquired.
The family in question is a young married couple with twins. Freeman never
did like children and cited an instance
as the reason. A patriotic side involved
is drawn out and loses its effectiveness
for that reason. Freeman changes his
mind, with the finish showing him
playing with the kiddies through a
silhouette on the window blind. VVhen
rearranged for consistent running, it
will undoubtedly prove the best skit
Freeman has ever been identified with.

William H. Crane and Co. (J).
"Winter and Spring" (Comedy)
2f Mint.) Four (Interior) Special Setti*f)-

Palace.

William H. Crane has shied his castor into vaudeville and for his debut
at the Palace this week has a character
only to be expected of an actor with
the reputation of Crane. The playlet
isn't the eighth wonder, even of the
vaudeville world, but it has Mr. Crane,
is capably presented, and what else
matters? It is no easy task for a man
like Mr. Crane to bring all his stage
attributes and assets into dynamic play
in the lightning time required by the
<r
Winter and
in
"two-a-day,"* yet
Spring," a little touch of nature which
Thomas F. Fallon authored, the veteran actor does splendidly. Of the supporting cast of two men and one
woman, the latter proves she is well
qualified to play "opposite" Mr. Crane.
The woman is Peggy Grey, a goodlooking actress who plays the granddaughter of the crabid, fussy, irascible
old John Crosby (Mr. Crane) with
charm, naturalness and finesse. 'She
made the role stand out all the way.
"Winter and Spring" tells a story as
old as the hills. Crosby's daughter,
Rose, the apple of his eye, had run
away with a scapegoat named Carter
and according to the story of Crosby
"he (meaning Carter) killed her and
up and did the only decent thing in his
life
he died." To this union was born
Marian Carter (Miss Grey), who,
owing to Crosby's bitter hatred toward
Rose for having married Carter against
his wishes, had been banned from his
life to such an extent that in the making of his will the granddaughter had
;

been left out entirely. Thomas Thompson (Charles Wingate), knowing what
a splendid girl Marian was, calls at
Crosby's home to protest against the
being made without the girl included. The girl, having returned from
a girls' school, drops in, but the lawyer
contrives to keep her out of Crosby's
sight. Crosby, meantime, was firing his
maid and butler every other second,
the
maid leaving for good, with
Crosby calling the employment agency
for a substitute.
Marian overhears,
slips from behind a screen and later
returns as the "new maid." She is
hired. She cleans up the old man's
living room. She has him doing this
and that against his will. In short, she
wins him completely. She recalls, with
the aid of decorations that Rose liked
but which Crosby had had removed, as
well as picture of Rose to stir the old
man up, but the finale comes with
Marian, coming from Rose's old room,
cameolike but as Marian herself,
pleading for "granddaddy" to take her
to his heart. Sentiment, but sentiment
that rings true. JPhe curtain found the
old man's icy heart thawed out. The
act in the hands of any one but Mr.
Crane would not last long in vaudeville.
But with William H.— there is
only one Bill Crane acting as Crane
of old within a time limit that had him
cramped perhaps, the responsive touch
of stage nature reaches right out and
grips the old hearstrings. It's human,
but humanity that is deftly, adroitly
and naturally played by one of America's best known legitimate character
comedians.
That's
worth knowing
and worth respecting. And Mr. Crane,
with Miss Grey, can ride right along
the circuit and demand and receive attention and applause. At the Palace the
act at times caused hearty laughter
and received the closest attention, the
finish getting applause that evidently
warmed the cockles of the veteran
actor's heart.
Mark.
will

—

The Paldrens

(4).

Acrobatic.
10 Mint.; Full Stage.

Two women and a man in acrobatics,
performed upon a crude looking apparatus that
detracts,
though the
tricks are

somewhat

appear rather old

in

ner of presentation.

showmanship.

sensational.
the present
It's

a

They
man-

matter of

'WEEK

Mary Marble and Ce. («)•
*In Far Cathay" (Fantasy and Cosnedy)
2t Mlns.| Full Stage (Special £«t).
Fifth Avenue.
"In Far Cathay" is Mary Marble's
individual starring attempt in
first
vaudeville. For several years she costarred in sketches with the late Sam
Chip. Miss Marble's new playlet is
set in Chinese. It is placed in the
throne room, where she reigns as
Princess. Her pet and constant companion is a tiger. Before the turn ends
the animal impersonation has become
as important as the star. For no very
plain reason the Emperor sent by a
messenger to the Princess on her
birthday a silken rope to hang herself
with instead of the costly present she
looked forward to. A town crier in
reading her fortune (after he had performed a prolog in 'one") told her to
look for trouble that day, but said a
great bird would rescue her. With the
rope was a message she should be
dead by sunset. As the sun commenced
to beat it. over the hills, a whirring is
heard above and the great white bird
appears. He is a bird man, also named
Dick Bird, and dressed in white. The
Princess and the flier have a rapid love
match. Although she confesses marriage is not her reason for a hurried
departure, he insists they will bt married, even after she forced his promise
to take the tiger along. And so they
left. Where they went to no one knows,
but the crier hopped out in "one" again
to say they lived happy ever after, still
reading from the book. Here and again
through the turn were songs. One
a duet, sung by Miss Marble and
the aviator. It didn't fit, for it's at
least 20 years since even comic opera
dragged in a number so abruptly. The
Kings Messenger in very much character costume sang about the bad man

was

he was in diam, where he chopped off
illustrating the number with
motions across his throat and a'horrid
laugh that didn't get over. This player
struck but an ordinary average. The
flier could be taken by any singing
Miss Marble is cute and
juvenile.
pleasing in this fantastic playlet, but
the tiger impersonator lent the most
value to the act. His animal work is
subdued, nicely timed and one of the
best animal skin performances vaudeIt will greatly
ville has witnessed.
amuse at matinees. Miss Marble has
a fair song in the "Bird" number. The
other musical compositions are hardly
worth while, but the mounting is. Beheads,

sides the full stage setting is a special
curtain for the "one" portions. The
act may stand a good chance in the
bigger houses, where Miss Marble is
personally popular, but if it had to try
on the material alone it might experi-

ence hard travel.

JSime.

ReT. Frank Gorman.
Songs and Talk.
13 Mins.; One.
Orpheum, New Orleans.
New Orleans, Nov. 28.
Dressed in clerical garb, the Rev.

Frank Gorman

offers several ballads,
a routine of stories, and concludes with
a baseball poem. The program states
he is the late pastor of the Atkinson
Memorial Congregational Church of
Portland, Ore. Most of the stories
bear on his connection with the church.
Mr. Gorman in the course of his re-

marks frankly admits he
in

vaudeville for the

is

money

Vaudeville as a respecter of the cloth
seems to have erred when it subscribed
to a clergyman capitalizing his
religious connection, especially
it.

"Blind Youth," Republic (Dec. 3).
The Qraas Widow, Liberty (Dec.
3).

Hugh Herbert and

Co.

(2).

The Lemon" (Comedy).
14 Mins. |

Two

(Special Drop).

Fifth Avenue.

The Hebrew sketches built for laughing purposes more than anything else
when well played appear to make an
easy appeal.

It partially arrives through
the playing, for in that is included the
delivery ofthe pointed lines, seemingly
made <*.f quicker laughable point in the

Hebrew and Italian dialects than in
others. By reason of this "The Lemon,"
as played by Hugh Herbert and Co.
may be set down as a comedy success.
Not

as big perhaps as expected nor as
big an act as might have been looked
for from Mr. Herbert, but it's a good
laughing turn. Its story may hold it
back somewhat, for that is quite well
known of a kind. It's the writing, with
the playing, that holds up the playlet.
An elderly Hebrew who says he is an
attorney walking down the street runs
across an older friend, Jake, who purchased a small cigar store three weeks
before for $600 to find it wks • lemon.

were

There

no

The drop

customers

and

no

a street scene, with
the cigar store to one side and an
empty store adjoining. Some one hat
taken the other store. A carpenter
working on it hangs out a sign reading
it has been rented to the Union Cigar
Stores. The young fellow who sold
the active store to Jake is the promoter of the double-crossing deal. The
young fellow appears. He won't talk
to the lawyer, but receives a phone
call saying the National Cigar Co.
wants Jake's store for an opposition
place to the Union. The young fellow
after some talk and business pays
$1,000 to the attorney to regain the
lemon he had disposed of, and the curtain goes down to the lawyer (Mr.
Herbert) saying he was the "National
Cigar Co.," although how he could have
deceived anyone with his accent remained unsolved.
Sime.
stock.

is

Count Peronne and Delyle Aide.
Songs.
Majestic, Chicago.

"Cheer up, little small-timer, don't
you cry, you'll be on the Orpheum by
and by." This is what happened to
the Count and his lovely partner, Miss

And

Alda.
is

peculiarly,

their

offering

one which might be a failure on

small time, but is assured of recognition and appreciation on big time.
They sing, the Count in a resonant
baritone and Miss Alda in a fine mezzo
soprano.
It is said that the Count
is a regular, bona fide nobleman.
He
assuredly looks like one, and wears
his correct evening dress most correctly.
It
appears that he was an
officer in the Italian army, was wounded, and turned to the stage here for
surcease and support. He will get it,
because the audience said so by its
enthusiastic applause. Miss Alda, who
in the spot looks like Ethel Barrymore, makes a fifty-fifty deal of the
act.
She contributes just as much as
the Count. Between the two there is

—

—

— for

music real
music good
music
which Allah and Alda be praised!

Sluing.

is in

and winkingly derides Billy Sunday,
whom he styles a friend, stating that
Sunday's money would probably melt
in his pockets after death.
His admission of a mercenary attitude seems in
had taste for one of his calling. Mr.
Gorman's voice is a light tenor. It
earned him some attention. Several
of his stories evoked scattered laughter, but
the conclusion of his contribution found the audience frigid.
it

so frankly confesses

NEW SHOWS NEXT WEEK

appearing
there

19_.

former

as he
Samuel.

Mme. Worden's

"Birds in Dreamland"

(3).

10 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set).
23d Street.
A bird act with a talking cockatoo
featured early in the turn. That seemed
the best bit in it. The stage is set for
a sky effect with the birds resting on
the stars and moon. The usual tricks

are gone through and a young girl at
the
finish
pnscs with doves ("Of
leace") flying to hi r. A man and
woman in colonial dress arc the other

mrmhers.
turn

it

As
small-time opening
should do.
(Continued on page 21.)
;\
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PALACE.

M

vaudeville la •. *td ?eiaoa this
There 1- rrt!re!y too much dancing,

P.vrrHlfliil
I'k.-

of "hoofers" could have been
of the bill without jarring Its
equilibrium In the least but. allowing for the
deluxe of lower-pedal activity and legman la
the hill, especially the closing section, gave

and one set
dropped out

Immense

aatlsfactlon.

was centered In the vaudeville
(New Acta) In
a comedy play, and the return to the corner
the only and original and perpetually
of
youthful Bessie Clayton.
Lucy Glllett and her Juggling turn held the
opening spot and received more applauae In
thlH position than scores of acta aaslgned there
The Caltes Brothers have apparently
before.
given up the comedy sketch Idea and have
Interest

plunge of William H. Crane

gone back to their old dancing turn, with
the opening Including the former "hit" on the
They got the best returns on
dark stage.
The younger chap baa grown
their dancing.
like a sunflower, his height baa forced him
The boy was
out of the "cute kid class."
thought for a long time by the audience aa
a Lllllput. He has fooled them.
The
Al. and Fannie Stedman were "third."
same Stedman act, with even the aame balTheir
lad they used at the Palace before.
Dennett
comedy capers were well received.
and Richards got the first continued applause
Their opening slowed them
hit of the night.
up* but once the eccentric dancer got busy
The dancing
the result was never In doubt.
had to follow the Oaltes. too. Such la vaudethough.
Adele Rowland did very well, although her
song routine could stand rebuilding. She put
at the Knitting Club"
"Knlcklng
the
bver
effectively and registered with "Love la a
Mlsa Rowland baa Jost
Wonderful Thing."
none of her stage charm and her voice appeared to good advantage. Just before Intermission was the William II. Crane sketch.
Diamond and Brennan started the closing
Mr. Diamond worked hard to please
section.
and kept his legs and voice active as well.
Mies Brennan showed her figure is still an
asset to the turn not to be denied.
The Bessie Clayton act Is really a dancing
Miss Clayton haa kept right abreast
classic.
of tho times and demonstrates what stage
experience and dancing showmanship means
As to cleverness, class and hard
nowadays.
work. Mlas Clayton Is there two country miles
und a city block. The Mosconl Brothers (in
the Clayton act) are a novelty In their line
of work wherein they go In for all sorta of
acrobatic twists and slides, with one man
doing the lending and the other taking the
"feminine" half. Both the boys are wondera
In their work and one had the Palace audience
gasping at the agility and use to which he can
Paisley Noon doee his
put those short legs.
allotted share very creditably while Charles
F. Strickland Is not only a good accompanleat
but Is about the best tanking Ivory manipuville Irony,

lator In vaudeville
personality.

He baa

captivity.

nice

The Misses Llghtner and Newton Alexander
spot.
But with
the trio getting In her
work, that ranges from the
twist to the Eddie Foy grin,

the comedienne
customary good
EI fie Fay facial
the registration
was easily landed. The act did exceptionally
well next to closing. May Wirth had the closing spot.
The Wirth Family assisted. Miss
Wirth Is a circus queen but a "queen" who
does risky things on horseback and does them
In a manner which shows that youth must
be served. The best act of. Its kind In vaude-

had a tough

of

Mark.

ville.

RIVERSIDE.
The Riverside bill this week ran a bit beyond
11. but the turns wore arranged to bring out
the greatest collective value as placed, and
tho show developed Into a genuinely entertaining one for tho uninitiated vaudeville
pntron.
Although carrying nothing new the acts
combined to give a splendid performance and
the gathering Tuesday night seemed highly
pleased at the finish. Business seems to have
dropped a trifle at the uptown house despite
the excellent shows recently, probably the
result of the combination and of condition and
circumstances.
Tuesday the orchestra was
light, but tho upper portion of the house was
well dressed.
The bill carried several feature acts, with
none In particular headlining, the features
including Conroy and Lemalre, Maurice and
Walton,

Lambert and

Ball, and Paul Dickey
In the opening spot came the Morln
followed
the
weekly Pathe
scenes, dancing through to a safe hit with
plenty to spare.
The military opening gives
them a flying start with the eccentric dance
collecting the greatest returns.
The double
finish Is nicely staged and practically insures
the girl's applause safety.

and

Co.

Sisters,

who

Bailey and Cowan wore In second spot and
kept tho speed right tip to the notch.
The

banjo playing by Bailey Is easily the best
muslrnl novelty around here at this time.
Tt's too bad nalley can't aid In the vocal department, but his cello and banjo make one
forpet
Hint.
They have lined up a fast
routine, deliver It exceptionally and should
find plenty of hie time work.
the
In
third spot rnme Dickey and Co..
with "The Lincoln Highwayman." a sketch
aided by the massive scenic and "prop"
Dickey's enunciation seemed a
'I'Mpinriit.

•

hit

off

T-.w-'.-lp.y

made Hear nnd
hand

Tiiplit,
but i'he lli«mo was
the finale brought the troupe

appreciative applause.
It's
a big production of vaudeville and a good one
principally bemuse of Its novel measurements.
a

^olld

The

Fnrber

of

Cirls

have a

new

repertoire.

probably tbe best they ever offered.
Constance Farber Is continually Improving In
h« r comic delivery nnd earned surefire laughs

with her solo patter, the comedy number acThey
companying It helping considerable.
wvre one of tbe big bite, giving tbe shew ita
first real good et&rt.
Maurice and Walton closed tbe flrat part.
Maurice appeared throughout In evening
dress, the uniform of the American-France
Ambulance Corpa, to wMch Maurice waa attached while abroad, having been dropped
from the dreaalng. A dance called the Chasseur's Fox Trot carried a program notation
It would be presented aa done at tbe front by
the couple, but the novelty waa lost through
For
the absence of the proper atmosphere.
a finish the pair gave a leeaon In one-stepping,
explaining the movementa as they glided
through them. A lobby display carried photo*
of the couple at the French front.
Nonette opened the aecond half with her
new violin and singing skit, accompanied at
"One Day In
the piano by Jerry Jarnagln.
June" haa been added to her repertoire of
eong, with "For Tou a Rose" standing out
nicely In the medley. The dreaalng and stage
arrangement la pleasing to the eye and the act
as a whole seined to touch the proper apot at
the Riverside, for Miss Nonette waa forced to
an encore and speech.
Conroy and Lemalre came next, and with
their "The New Physician" wrapped up a tidy
bundle of laughs. In the succeeding apot Ball
and Lambert found them equally easy to
register their usual hit. The Flemings cloned
Wyna.
the show.

COLONIAL.
The top-scoring points of the ahow aa arranged Monday night were cloalng lntortnlsalon and the cloalng apot occupied respectively
by Hale and Pateraon (New Acta) and Harry
The honora oi the evening fell to the
Fox.
For a
latter In spite of the tough position.
single of hla type to close a bill la some assignment and that he can add the punch of a
vaudebill la another Indication that Fox fits
ville too well for him to again bow out from
The house waa far from capacity
Ita ranks.
downstalra, but the Colonial seems to be off
on Ita lower-floor patronage thla aeaaon. Also
the patrona In that section seem to still be
possessed of the ley air, leaving the heavy
Several
applauding for the upper regions.

turns did succeed In rousing the orchestraltea
however, with Fox leading the offenatve.
The bill waa off In apota and a rearrangement of four acta Monday night made a better
running show than that of the matinee. The
Manklchls opened the ahow with their expert
foot Jugglery and top-spinning, lit up by the

Ed Morton disrich hangings and dreaalng.
played his ditties on second. w«.lnf r »ber well.
Mszle King, assisted by E. B. Marlnl. waa
moved from laat to No. 3. Mlaa King Is the
girl who.hopped Into the limelight some years
ago by walking down the stairs of an office
She la still clever as
building on her toea.
a toe artist, though not aa spectacular aa some
Juliette Dlka showed No. 4,
the others.
almost sll of her aonga tinged with France
and patriotism. Not until the finish did she
catch on rightly, and then, robed In shimmering silver, she well handled "Joan of Arc"
sung in French. Thla won her a recall with
the "Marseilles" and an extra encore with
"Over There," also In the tongue of the sister
of

republic.
Cole. Russell and Davis started the going
after Intermission with their skittish "Yeggs."
It Is mildly amusing with fair returns, probably because It was placed down too far on
The act has been showing In the
tbe bill.
West for some time. Eddie and Lou Miller
got a hit following, the brothers dispensing
their pleasing harmony with telling effect.
Hassnrd Short and Co. In "The Ruby Ray."
next to closing (billed for closing Intermission).
It Isn't tbe best of Maurice Hennequln's work, but it Is tastefully staged. Rather
a late spot for the turn. It did fairly. Ibee.

ROYAL
Monwhen
day ran until ten minutes
It came time for tbe night show one act had

The matinee performance

eliminated
ning time.

Itself

at the Royal
to six, but

and saved 24 minutes

In

run-

The show Monday evening ran

after eleven, with the closing act comThe departure of Miss
ing on at that hour.
Juliet necessitated some rearrangement, but
there was no notable roughness In the eveuntil

ning show running.
"The Star Spangled Banner." followed by
an overture by Nat Kamern's orchestra, started
at 8.1S and the news weekly filled in until
(New Acts)
8.33. when the Three Mlzungs
McMahon,
were the first of the vaudeville.
Diamond and Cbaplow, In the aecond spot,
were one of the real hits though on early
and working with the handicap of doing their
dancing In "one."
Charles Orapewln and Anna Chance, In
"Poughkeepsie." won laugh after laugh, Mr.
Orapewln ad llbblng with some topical talk
William Edmunds and
that also went over.
Edna Iieedom in "Oolng to the Wedding" were
first billed to open the second half but moved
up to the spot vacated by Juliet. The turn
has some material that wtna laughs, but In
the main It la of small-time calibre.
Marlon Craig Wentworth's "Bonfire of Old
Empires" closed the first part. The playlet
Isn't to be compared with Ml«s Wentworth'a
"War Brides." The Royal audience bestowed
greater applause on the marching troops In
the picture that accompanies the sketch than
•>n

any portion of the

act.

Blossom Seeley and her quintet of boya
loomed as the applause hit of tho performance.
There wasn't any singing to speak of
in tbe first part of the show, Just three songs
to be precise, and the "Seeley'a Syncopated
Studio" was just the thing needed to enliven
the bill.
The audience waa strong for the
turn, in its second week at the house.
Next to closing, Felix Adler delivered the

laugh hit. Hla la a nut act pare and almple,
place*, but It la the almpleneae
that la pure
He had the
of delivery by Adler that wins.
audience at all times and they laughed when
he willed* them to, and gave undivided attention to a ballad, applauded to the echo at the

m

finlah.

Meehan'a Canines closed the b|)l. holding
the audience to the laat and seemingly pleased
the Bronx Junior Police, who were present In
Bualneea waa off on the lower floor.
force.
Frsd.

they refrained from singing.
Dorothy Roys atarted with the possibility
making it very bard for the rest of the
acts on tbe bill to follow her, but hurt Herself with a long, slow, war ballad for a finish.
Previously she had put over three good numbers with pep.
Mlas Roye has looks, voice,
and a nice delivery. There is no reason why
ahe shouldn't be able to make 'em sit op a
if

of

little.

FIFTH AVENUE.
half bill at the Fifth Avenue waa
a big show In point of varied novelty, with

The

Ita

flrat

new

among which were Mary Marble

acts,

Harry Tlghe,
Co., In a Chinese sketch
doing a alngle, and Hugh Herbert and Co. in
They, with Scale, are
a Hebrew playlet.
under New Acta. It made an Interesting program. A couple of the turne passed through
rather lightly but these were not among the
neweat ones.
After the seal atarted the performance came
Oerald B. Grlffen, an Irlah singer, lately starring In a production aa per hla announcement
when stating he would alng a song written
by him for that ahow, "Way Down Deep In
My Heart," a neat number of the Irlah type
for a tenor and well sung by Mr. Grlffen.
The number la probably aided by the suggestion In melody of "Somewhere a Voice la
Calling." Mr. Grlffen taken the popular Idea
of an Irlah lad's native "dress" costuming
and

;

and

clings

The

poaitlon,

entirely

No.

Fifth Avenue.
ity and la of

2,

to

an

Irlah

repertoire.
at the
tenor voice of qual-

waa against him

He haa a

appearance for hla type of
numbers and where the Irlah vote la atrong
ahould have no trouble In registering. Accordingly Mr. Grlffen ahould arrange two reps
for vaudeville, one for general acceptance and
the other atrtctly Hibernian, then be given
the after-lntermlaslon spot sometime In a big
houae for an exact line to be secured.
He
sings with 'the orchestra only.
Following were Dolley and Nelson, who did
aulte well and went very atrong with the Hula
Dooley'a bicycle riding to some extent
finlah.
conflicted with that of 8lg Frant' act at the
Franx mentioned It but
flnsh of the show.
the confllctlon waa not more than sufficient
to give Franz an excuse.
Then Mabel Burke
sang an anmlated Harry Von Tllzer number,
"Give Me the Right to Love Tou."
Mlsa
Burke did very well but received no help
from the moving picture scenario.
Thla la
the aecond Von Tllier HI. song In this way
at the Fifth Avenue in two consecutive weeka
and each of the pictures contains a minimum
of action.
The only thing of note about the
Von Tllzer film was a fadeaway often worked
but at other times the figures were really
stereoptlcon.
However, the song waa encored,
for which the song and alnger are to be
credited.

After the three other

new

acts. In aucceaalon,

happened Joseph L. Browning, next to cloalng,
a change In the running after the matinee
taking him out of No. 2 and placing him there
with the bill moved up somewhat Tlghe waa
Inserted between the Marble and Herbert
turns.
Mr. Browning does a travesty on a
minister, in dress and speech, the dress travesty being there through hla garb upon a stage
to deliver comedy while in It.
Whether It la
sacrilegious, or no. Including some of hla talk,
The
is something for Christians to decide.
ministerial character has been employed before upon the stage for comedy purposes and
Still one remark made by
without offense.
Mr. Browning, leading up to "The Almighty
manager" doesn't sound Just right for comedy
when there Is no effort to disguise that the
"Almighty" with its pause afterward waa

written for a laugh. However, the house liked
Mr. Browning, although the Fifth Avenue
audience Is widely separated In personnel from
that found at Philadelphmla or Pittsburgh.
Chick Sales handles a minister character
among Sales' protean changes but somehow
there sounds a difference in this Browning
Quite a good deal of his material la
effort.
first class and he does well with It. using a
grin of his own often that pulls the laughs
along although bis biggest score was away
from the character at the finish when he
sung to tbe melody of "Sunshine of Tour
Smile," concluding by stating a ballad of that
kind was the most appealing to vaudeville
after all. and the Intimation of this especial
lyric Is that vaudeville must have Its lyrics
very plain to get them. Mebbe so.
Closing the show were the Slg Franz

Troupe.

Wonder how many booking men have
And who could claim the moat

seen this act?
of It. Charlie

Ahearn,

Franz?

a

It

Is

Bill

Ritchie

comedy cycle

turn,

or

Slg

mostly

freak wheels with a girl featured for a solo
The girl Is youthful and a much
trick riding.
better femnle rider than usually found In this
Franz, In tramp charkind of a cycle turn.
acter, announces the tallest giraffe In the
world.
He rides it. It Is very high for a
Franz talks too much and a
single wheel.
better finish might be given the turn that is
In freak wheela the
set within street drops.
bathtub and bedstead (with trailer) are there,
without any distinctive or original comedy In
If Franz believes he can
wheels or action.
follow wllb this turn the Ahearn act over the
big time, though the Abearns may not be on
The
big time now. ,Franz has some Job.
turn haa grown too familiar to big time apparently to even follow Itself, so what can
Franz expect, unless he Is content with the
smaller time or can create something new.
Sine.

AMERICAN ROOF.
The Roof held but a fair attendance MonMurphy and Barry opened with
day night.
dancing nnd singing, one of the boys doing
most of tbe latter. They are wearing white
flannels which would look much better If
cleaned. The boya might help their act along

Wolford's Dogs followed and did fairly well,
the act that does comthrough the ordinary
scampers around, havof the dogs every few
But If
minutes.
It holda up the Interest
anything happens to that monk Zowle! unless there is another monk somewhere.
Harris A Lyman (New Acts), after the canines,
and were, in turn, followed by "The Redheads," now a sorry' resemblance to what was
once a blg-tlme act, taking everything Into
consideration.
The girls, with the exception
of one, look none too well ; there are no
voices and the comedy bits are few and **r
between.
Saxton. who leada the company,
worked hard and got over his lines fairly
well but didn't cause the house to go into an
uproar.
The act seems good enough for tho
smaller houses but after that Is a big que*'

due to the monkey In
edy.
The doga go
routine but the monk
ing a fight with one

—

—

tlon.

Mel Eastman (New Acts) opened after in*
termlsslon and gave the second half of the
bill a nice getaway.
Hopkins, Axtell and
Co. kept things going right with their street
car and Pullman bit. The boy works his head
off

and made most of hla

woman has
neatly,

little

stuff go over.
The
to do but handles her lines

making the going easier for Mr. Ax-

tell.

Herbert and Dennis, next to closing, had a
tough time getting started, but Herbert's acrobatics for a finish put them over.

pretty

The Three Romans

closed the show.

JEFFERSON,
If the recent remodeling at the Jefferson
continues to bear aa good fruit In so fsr as
attendance la concerned as It did Tuesday
night, then the expenditure which was said
to have been quite heavy, will surely make
the returns count on the proper side. While
It waa aald Tuesday night business was somewhat behind last week, it nevertheless was
above the average generally attained by the
house before the alterations. It Is also drawing a different clientele that speaks well for
the future. Heretofore It was a cosmopolitan
audience that appeared unaware as to what
was going on, but since the change has come
about, it Indirectly has changed the attendance for the better.
In addition a further change that adds
nicely is the increase In the orchestra pit
There are now 16 pieces, headed by a leader
who appears proficient enough an a vaudeville
leader to follow the acta and pick up cues
rather quickly.
The orchestra also gives an
overture prior to the show, and while It will
probably take some time before the audience
becomes accustomed, It further aids to the
class of the house.

Sam

warbled "So Long Mother,"
by Dawne June (New Acts). Bud
Helm were placed at a disadvantage, but scored.
waa too early
It
for them, and with their always enjoyable
Collins

followed

and

Nellie

offering gained but a passing notice.
They
could well have been placed further down on
the program, with the switch proving better
waa
to the entire ahow.
It
a good act simply
wasted In the apot.
Leonard Anderson and
Co. In their travesty started off rather strongly, but gradually weakned, but little comedy
things pulled them across. The trio are now
doing an over-abundance of kidding.
Thla

had

Ita effect.

An episode of the German's Retreat followed with the 16 Navasaar Girls In the next
poaitlon.
Heron and Anderson have changed
their specialty, perhaps for the better In their
estimation but unknowingly for the worst. It
hardly contains tbe entertaining qualities It
formerly possessed with the returns fully showing It.
It Is slow throughout, notwithstanding the final minstrel bit helped considerably.
The early dance by the woman could be
omitted, for while ahe may be able to do softshoe dancing with ease, she nevertheless falla
She
to display any merits at real kicking.
looked awkward and appeared more so in a
gown atyled years back. But there Is still
sufficient opportunity for a passable two-act
and they might Just as well commence rearranging. Gere Grady and Co. In "At the Toll
Bridge" proved aa amusing aa ever.
Bobbe and Nelson easily upheld their portion In the next-to-closing poaitlon with a
rearranged routine that now contains somewhat of a story. When before the special
drop In "one" of a supposed summer camp,
with the ensuing chatter relating to It. the
boys kept moving also nicely although forced
to continue while the audience appeared unmoved by a number of "gags" that went sailing right through the exit. The singing overcame that and other defects that might have
been noticeable, also allowing for tbe rather
husky voices they probably secured through
Bobbe
tho sudden change in the weather.
looked fine In a summer outfit of white flannels and a green coat, while Nelson In his
comedy make- up got his main points across
with rarely a rolsn. Between .hem they marked
up the biggest score of the evening.
The Five Metzettes closed the show with
acrobatics, doing quite some stalling while
working up a couple of big tricks. They repeatedly missed on that account, and Anally
brought the house down with a three-somersault fling in the air and a catch on the
undcrstander'a shoulders that seemingly hurt
the top man's ankles.

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
Emmett Corrigan and Co. (2).
•War Ballad** (Dramatic).
Full Stay* and On* (Parlor)
On* (Special Set).
"War Ballads" is in three episodes

O Mini.)

depicting

different
military
stages,
bordering the
sure-fire"
classification
but nevertheless
run
along different lines through which" 'it
should attain a distinctive position to-

somewhat

gether with the splendid performance
Sy Emmett Corrigan. The playlet has
three ideas, well enough blended to
hold the interest. Condensed the results are so interesting little time is
allowed for anything to detract attention. It is Corrigan all the time. The
opening episode is the weakest, rather
drawn out, but the idea is so different
it immediately gives its intended impression.
It is called "The British
Soldier." Corrigan relates to a woman
the experiences of an English soldier
during a trench raid. The second is
"The Reunion," the real "sure-fire" portion. It is the reunion of a Union and
Confederate soldier who celebrate by
playing a number of Civil War melodies. This is in "one." The final, The'
Belgian Priest," is in a special full
stage set of a supposed Monastery

garden. Here Corrigan is at his best,
and brings into play his available and
abundant stage strategy. There is

something more to his performance
than the reading of lines. It is put
across with telling effect. While rather
heavy playing, Corrigan shows no
signs of exertion and almost had the
audience breathless. At the close Mr.
Corrigan was forced to take a number
of bows.
S. Millar Kant and Co. (2).
Dramatic Sketch.
17 Mins.; Full Stage (Parlor).

A war playlet with a slacker for its
The boy is in love with the
adopted daughter of a Major. The
Major, lately restored to rank, believes
the girl is also in love with the boy,
ind seeks to bring out the boy's better
qualities through harshly reprimanding
plot.

slacker. Upon the Major
trying this, the boy draws a revolver
and attempts to shoot the Major,
whereupon the latter says he is satisfied the boy is there, after all, and the
boy proclaims he now sees things differently, but the girl, meanwhile transformed to a Red Cross nurse in full
uniform, spurns the young man and

him as a

#

confesses her love for her guardian
who agrees to take her with him to
France. S. Miller Kent is the Major,
but appears to have forgotten to obtain
a full khaki uniform for that rank,
unless he knowingly omitted some details, such as the color devices and
shoulder insignias, besides black boots
and black boots with khaki are not
being worn this season. Mr. Kent
plays very well, as he always does. The
boy is not bad and the girl fits in,
although a better performance of the
young woman role would help the
playlet. It may do for the small big
time. It's not a big time act, but might
be if a kick could be placed somewhere
in it.
At present the love scene at the
finale lets it down rather than holds

—

up.

John Neff and Exempt Army
Comedy, Songs and Talk.

(4).

13 Mint.; One.
23d Street.
John Neff has not a bad idea at all
in resurrecting the nondescript or misarmy in the present times, for a
fit
hokum comedy turn. This act has as
its "army" four soldiers in grotesque
character who are also a fair singing
quartet. The opening has been taken
from a burlesque show of this season,
one of the four soldiers, a very toughlooking fellow, refusing to take orders
:,...] !<<•
ommanding officer apparently
afraid to oblige him to. The tough one
later turns out to be cissified in voice.
The usual matter is employed for
laughs and when worked up it should
fit
nicely into the smaller time for a
laugh and songs.
i

Roger Imhoff, Hugh L. Conn and Mare*ll* Corejne.

"A

Palace, Chicago.

Presented by Joseph Santley, who
staged and produced this turn, it
smacks of the reserve, gentility and
class that cannot be divorced from
anything that bears his touch. As a
pleasant few minutes it undoubtedly
stands up; those who want to scream
or howl or tear out chairs in hysterical outbursts, however, need not look
to it. F. Wheeler Wadsworth is featured. He is a local saxophonist and
cellist who has led local orchestras,
and who was among the pioneers of
dancing jazz
accompaniment.
He
talks, dances and sings, doing all of
that remarkably well in view of his
first time, on with anything except an
instrument. His saxophone solo is the
centerpiece of the act and brings down
the house. The act opens before a special practical drop.
Wadsworth and

John Byam, a sweet-voiced youth from
local cafes, enter in immaculate evening duds. The four natty and pretty
girls follow them. There is a song and
an exit dance.
Then Byam comes
back and does a ballad with one of
the maidens, going off with a suave
duet dance. The curtain rises to an
interior, a bachelor apartment.
The
boys change to lounging robes and
pajamas. Byam sings a love song and
Wadsworth does a cello obligato.
Then they turn out the lights and go
to bed. Enter the nightmare the girls
dressed as ghosts, flitting in through
the window, in the green lights. By
any bachelor should be such a nightmare! The girls dance, Byam gets up
in a dream and sings and leads them;
the girls leave, a giant papier mache

—

animated

23d Str**t.

it

-A Jan Nightmare" (•).
IS Mlns.f On* and Th

saxophone

comes

in

and

ghosts Wadsworth out; he finds his
own golden horn down in the eerie
contraption and goes into his solo.
For the finale everything follows him
into a jazz dance, the girls, Byam, the
furniture and even the horse in the
picture on the wall.
The act, with
many friends of Santley and Wads-

worth in, drew salvos at both Monday
performances.
In a strange city it
ought to earn its share, though it is too
light to be of headline or featured
caliber.
No. 3 or 4, it can bolster a

show before the most captious of
vaudeville "sharks." And it is clean,
fast and bright, whereas with a few
slight daubs it could have been made
low-down, rough and tumble and
Santley is coming to mean
something to vaudeville, because he
typifies one thing that vaudeville alLait.
ways needs good taste.
coarse.

—

P**t Hon**" (Comedy).

2S Mias.f Foil Staff*.
Majestic, Chicago.

Chicago, Nov. 28.
In the far west territory, everybody
loves Roger Imhoff and

knows and

his associates,

Conn and Coreene. No

vaudeville bill that has this act on it
can be half bad. The plot of the
sketch is very simple. The setting is
very Irish Irisha very rural hotel.
man, whose horse expires on the road,
comes there for a room for the night.
He gets it. The room has a bed.
In the bed the half-witted, half-deaf
porter keeps the coal. At the side
of the bed is a trap to catch a rat.
The spring is weak, so weak a heavy
bpdy would cause it to break. There
you have it. Imhoff plays the Irishman a shabby Mr. Dooley, who in
the sketch is Michael Casey, a peddlar.
Imhof plays with discretion and restraint, and is no more like the usual

A

—

comedy harp than David Warfield is
like the customary Hebrew comic.
Conn plays the rube porter. There is
no nasal twang in his accents; another

cherished

pieces, but

tradition
shot
as funny in

Conn

characterization

to
his

is

as

Imhof

is

in

his.

Miss Coreene doubles as the landlady's
daughter and a trained nurse.
Between the coal, the trap, the bed and
the gently humorous lines and business of this sketch, it will establish
itself as one of the most wholesome
and genuinely funny acts in vaudeSwing.
ville.

R*x Adams and Vara Thomas

(2).

"After the Ball."
It Mins.; One.
Windsor, Chicago.
This is Joseph Santley's third producing effort, and his first without
In it are Rex Adams, most recently of the films. His most successful vaudeville connection was with
"The Night Hawks," in which act Vera
Thomas also played. The present
act is concerned with mutual recriminations following the attendance of
two hicks at a society function. The
act is in "one," with a drop representing the brownstone mansion of the
society leader, whose name is, of
course, Mrs. Van Puyster. It is after
the function, and the two are ushered
out by the butler. Then Adams, as
the husband, begins to bitterly berate
his flashy wife, who graduated to silks
and birds of paradise from the Gem
Beanery. The subsequent dialog con-

music

tains

some very good lines. The lights
morning effect. After

furnish an early

they have

been arguing a while, a

Mayo and Nobeclc

newsboy comes along and drops a pa-

Songs.
11 Mint.; One.
Hamilton.

per on the stoop.

Man and woman in conventional
singing two-act.
Woman remains at
piano as accompanist, besides offering a solo that might as well be
omitted. Her partner has the proper
idea for delivering numbers, but is
lost
by himself, with the woman
mainly responsible for it.
She is
either ahead or behind him, more
often the latter, on the piano.
He
works hard with a repertoire of
numbers that could be somewhat
shortened.
He is trying too much.
After cutting the running time and
rearranging the entire specialty they
should prove an acceptable couple for
an early spot in the smaller houses.

takes the invitation seriously. Whereupon the man loses patience and drags
h«r off the stage bodily to a laughing exit.
Rex and Vera are both
blessed with good looks. The wardrobe and drop exhibit the delicate
showmanship of Mr. Santley. The act
gets plenty of laughs and should do
well.
Swing.

Mel Eastman.
Songs and Talk.
10 Mint.;

One.

American Roof.
Mel Eastman should keep working
with this act. He is sailing along without stalling, opening with a medley of
old songs and' closing with the same,
but using new numbers. In between
are some good stories, with but one
aged. Mr. Eastman was recalled, but
declined, complaining of a cold.

Finally the butler

emerges and states the talk has kept
their hostess awake, and would they
like to come in for breakfast?
She

Musical, Juggling and Talking.
10 Mins.| One.

Hamilton.

Henry

Sterling appears in street
without make-up, and making
appearance in a cap, which
he wisely discards immediately.
It
could be forsaken before appearing.
He iuggles tennis rackets and dances
while juggling Indian clubs.
Some

attire,

his

first

comedy

is
the drawing of a landscape and having the lights go out
with the picture then shown.
He
finishes with a steel guitar, the best
iiked. His routine allows little opportunity to display the versatility he
claims to possess. The guitar playing put him over, although he had an
easy spot, something he will be rather
fortunate in obtaining on other bills.

21

Harry Tighe.
Songs and Talk.
14 Mia*.f One.
Fifth Avenue.
Harry Tighe is doing a single, although for a couple of his songs a
young woman accompanies him on the
concert grand in "one." Mr. Tighe
commented upon his reversal of the
usual vaudeville procedure wherein a
male accompanist is generally at the
piano for a young woman. He said at
the Fifth Avenue Monday night that
since other male singles often had a
male accompanist, he thought a little
change could do no harm. Mr. Tighe
stated that to his mind it was a rather
novel manner of "combining business
with pleasure." It must have struck
Mr. Tighe as peculiarly novel, he singing to an accompanist in vaudeville,
Mr. Tighe came into vaudeville
with a piano that he played himself.
For the remainder of the turn, when
Mr. Tighe was either singing or telling
stories, he was alone upon the stage.
His is a comedy single act. Everything
he does in song or story has a laugh.
If a ballad or story song there is a
comedy kick at the finish. Some sound
exclusive or especially written for
Tighe. One is a popular number, about
a wife on the other side who should
remain there while the husband is
having a good time over here at home.
Just how much amusement that may
afford a great many in these days is
problematical. The Fifth Avenue audience laughed at it. One of the songs
tells how he "chased" a girl down the
street to find it was a Scotchman in
kilts. That has been used as a straight
story by two acts hereabouts. Tighe
has a couple of laughable war stories,
one very good, and there is some incidental humorous talk to his "Wedding
Bells" song, while current comment on
the Suffragettes is quite apt and apparently written since election. When
for

first

appearing Mr. Tighe

is

unaccom-

even by the piano. This is
ater dragged under the drop by two
stage hands who are engaged while
doing so in an argument as to the best
way of moving a piano, they interrupting Tighe with the wrangle. One of
Tighe's best bits is when he announces
he will sing an Arabian love song, but
savs it calls for a brief explanation.
fianied,

After explaining it, Mr. Tighe informs
the audience that since they know the
story what's the use of singing it, and
goes into another number. There is a
decided and noticeable improvement in
Mr. Tighe's stage presence and delivery. The former is quite easy and
the latter more likeable, although he
retains the laugh that breaks into the
stories or comedy points. Mr. Tighe
should shut off that laugh. If he must

do something at that time, he might
smile. The laugh sometimes started
before the point is fully out indicates
the finish. It looks as though Harry
Tighe has a marketable big-time single
Sim*.
turn.
o

Lou

Holts.

Songs and Talk.
11 Mins. j One.
23rd Street.
Lou Holtz in blackface has

new ma-

songs and talk. The songs
are comedy ones and his talks got
over very nicely, but the best bit is
a parodied recitation, on all of the
familiar recitations of late in vaudeville, from Kipling to Sen !ce and back
again. Holtz has a jumping song, "I'm
Single Again" and strums a guitar
while singing a point number to a
Spanish air. This is quite amusing
to an audience.
It looks as though
Holtz with his present material could
hold a big time spot and should improve. Just now at times in work he
suggests Eddie Cantor, then again Al
terial

in

enough of either to
is trying to do
an unannounced imitation and as he
seems capable of putting over good
material the farther away from each
Jolson, but
le?.ve

not

an impression he

he trains himself the better off
mately he will be,

ulti-
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BILLS.

(wva)
(Suaday opening)
"All Girl Rev"

A North
Tom Edward* Co
Sllber

lut half enow
pfayiuK Htj„ Stocktou 2d half)

(Same

Ateen Sina'a?

Carnella Duo
Foster A Foster
Frick Howard A

JEF-STRAND

Wm

PANTAGES

PARK

(wva)

Billy Klnkald

Lewis A Leopold
McLaln Gates Co
Warren A Conley
Internal Rev
2d half
Retter Bros
Lasorla A Gllmore

Long Tack Sam
(Two to fill)

ORAND

Wilson Bros

CASINO (aAh)
(Sunday opening)
Morse
Fletchels Troub
Mable Fonda Tr
Berggulst Bros
Jerge A Hamilton
King Bros
HIPPODROMB (aAh)
(Sunday opening)
Schuyler Co
Walton A Brandt
Billy

Slgmund A Manning
2 Carltons
Flying Le Mars

Wagner A Whiting
Sam Joe*, Cal.

(Two

to

fill)

EMPRESS

(wva)

Foley A Massimo
Berrlck A Hart
Pernlkoff A Rose Bal't

Tudor Cameron Co
(One to fill)

(2)

playing
bill
Hipp, Oakland, Cal,
5)

(Same

Flying LaMars
Wagner A Whiting

Grace Linden
Best Morton A Kerr
Van Yorke
Moorish Arabs

Saskatoon, Can.

2d half

EMPIRE

The Oladlators
Finn A Finn

"Who Owns

(wva)

(3-5)

the Flat

Hsrry Rose
Monalua Sextet
St.

(ah- wva)

VICTORY

(wva)

Kelso Bros
ElklnB Fay A Elklns

Emily Darrell Co
"M erry-G«-Round

Raines A Goodrich
Anderson's Girl Rev

(p)

(Sunday opening)
Parsons A Irwin
"Fireside Reverie"
Lloyd A Fuller
Buehla Pearl
Equestraln Lion

ORPHBUM

A Varvara
Simmons A Bradley

playing
Regina, Can,

(Same

bill

Reglna,

0-8)

Paul

ORPHEU

(8unday opening)
Jos Howard Revue
Spencer A Williams
Jo«; Towle
King A Harvey
Three Bobs
Corelll A Carven
PALACE (wva)

Morton Bros
linerva Courtney Co
Dave Thursby
Gandell Sisters

Savannah,

fia.

fclJOU <ubo»
(JackHonvllle split)

Ut

half

Princess Suzanne
Nora Kelly Co

Archie Onrl A Dolly
The Vernom
Mprkee & Montgomery H ckmHn n r os
Jolly Tars
"Cabaret Pe Luxe"
Hrlden A Harron
Schenectady, N. Y.
Maxlme Bros A Bob
PROCTORS (ubo)
(One to AM)
|

Aaakl A Girlie

2d hnlf
Calvrrt Ardell

A T

Crawford A Terry
Will Stanton Co
Clover Leaf Trio

Avaloon Troupe

HIP

(abc)

& Harley
Calne A Odon
STarrlaon A West 3
Frnnkle Fay A Boys
(One to fill)
TTrr-ley

Suzanne Rocamora Co
J C Nugent Co
Barry A W^lford
"Maker-? of History"
2d 0;) if

Ganger 's Canines
Bert Hanlon
Bob M \tthew3 Co

Kays
Scranton, Pa.
POLI'S (ubo)

Knry & Kary
pplbol A Ray

(

Wilkes- Barre

ORPHEUM

Sam

D.nutlful
petty Pond

PnMiHnn & Baldwin
Lil'onatl

* V Williams
Brown & Spencer
tp)
I* A NT AGES
"Saint & Sinner"
.T

I»

Miller

The Cromwells
Brady & Mnhoney
"Pmii Voyaee"
Snn Antonio, Tex.

MAJESTIC

(Inter)

(Sunday opening)
Vr.'i-inva's

lfntiiko

Harris

Yucatan
Duquesne 4
il

Gypsies

Senttle

Bill Prultt
-

HIP

(ah-

w\a)
(2)

(Same

bill
playing
Hip, Portlnnd, 0)
ft Ed'ly

Buster

GeorKln Howard

3 RIiioom

POU'S (ubo)
Bud A Jessie Gray
Miller Parker A S

Mimosa Qnnrtet
Tamamoto A Keyoakl
Geo Danoa

May Ward

Y.

If.

PLAZA

(Ubo)

Spades
A Oeorge

>

Viator

Paul Decker Co
John Oelger
Hardeen
(One to flU)

fill)

Two

Vloleta

Words Bros

Xylophlends

Brent Hayes
Breen Family
Brown A Jackson

Pool

A Rosa

Mile NaAtr

Mason A Owynne
Paul Decker Co
Hart A Clark
Hardeen

Vancouver, B.

JAB

PANTAGES
K Watson

Co

"The Job"
Weber A Elliott
Bell Thazer Bros
(One to fill)
2d half
3 Morlarty Sisters
O'Brien Havel Co

Ben Harney Co
Monroe A Grant
(One to fill)

Mumford A Thompson

Honey Bees
West A Hale
Maurice Samuels Co

Waco, Tex.
MAJESTIC (Inter)

Mo.

Irving Goslcr

Hawaiian Serenade
Superior, Wis.
PALACE (wva)
(Same 1st half show
Blllle Bowan
We-Ps Co

Choy Ling Hee
fill)

(ubo)

Canines

Pert Hnnlon
Bob Matthews Co

Helen Trlx & Sis

Kays
ft

fill)

Girlie

.1

Wnlla-Walla,

Wnah

LIBERTY (ah-wva)
(2)

(Same

bill

playing

Sorrento Quintet
Jones A JoneB

The Brads
Wanhlnarton, D. C.

KEITHS (ubo)
Adele Rowland

"Nurseryland"
Brendel A Bert
Yvcttc A Saranoff
T^eMalre A Gallager
fl

Am

Dancers

Young

ft

April

Stampede Riders
Jas J Morton

POLI'S (ubo)
Reno
Jewett ft Pendleton
Guild ft Rohb

"Mammy's Dream"
Olson ft Johnson
Robert Pemont 3
I'd

(p)

"Hong Knnc Mys"
Prank Pui-.V.
MeDennott &• Wallace
"Kevue He Vogue"
Mnrtvn ft Florence

REGENT

Medltn Watts A T
"Peacock Alley"
"Retreat of Germans"

Waterhnry, Conn.

Suzanne Rocamora Co
C Nugent Co
Barry ft Wolford
"Makers of History"
Brent Hayes

Tneomn
PANTAGES

(2-3)

3 Weber Girls
Bernle A Baker
"Magazine Girls"

Empire. No Yakima)
Hicks A Hart
2 Brownies
Paul Earl

Stanley A Gold

to

(p)

Mile Therege Co

2d half

Ganger's

C

PANTAGES

Transfleld Sis

William Mlssem Co
Mahoney ft Rogers

to

(p)

Johnson Dean Rev
Herbert Brooks Co
4 Readings
Victoria, B.

MAJESTIC (wva)

(ah-wva)

(2)

(Same

bill
plavlng
Hipp. Seattle. (P

Monnhan Co
Cook A Hamilton

Adel

ft

Mason

half

Eva
ft

Gwynne

John F Chirk

"Wedding

Sheila"

Four Entertainers
Five Williams
YVnterloo, la.
MAJESTIC (wva)
(Sunday opening)
Torcat's Roosters

Luckle A Yost

_

John Hows, former battalion chief of
the New York Fire Department, always actively connected with theatricals and responsible in a large measure for a number of improvements on
as

legislating
at

it

related

New York

partment and
recently

Morgan

Zlra's Leopards

Lohse A

(One

C

Levolos
Herbert's Dogs
Herbert Clifton

A Roma

Sprinarfleld*

OBITUARY.

fill)

2d half

Scotch Lads A Lassies
"For Pity's Sake"
Edwin George

"Modiste 8hop"
Bob Hall
Sterling
B'WAY (loew)
Ma reel! a Johnson

to

ORPHEUM

2d half
White Steppers
Keane A Williams
Carlisle

(One

his

home

in

to the detheatre, died

upper

New

York City after a brief illness. Chief
Howe was a Friar and was one of
He was
its most popular members.
noted for his bravery under action during his departmental reign and his
death found many mourners in the
profession.
His funeral was attended by men in all walks of public and
theatrical

life.

of Local No. 1 New
Protective
Union
Theatrical
have died within the past fortnight.
John T. Cleory, aged about 35, unmarried, stagehand at the Century
about a year ago, died Nov. 16 in
New York of tuberculosis. Ed. Mulverhill, about 50 years old, property
man at the Lexington O. H., New
York, worked the night before the
morning he died, of acute pneumonia.
A widow and one son survive, the latter (Walter Mulverhill) at present at
the Metropolitan O. H.

Two members

York

Joseph Lafranie, 26 years old, committed suicide in his boarding house
The home of
in Brooklyn, Nov. 25.
the deceased was in Newburg, N. Y.
He left a note in which he said although he had been drafted and was
anxious to serve he was being trailed
by Secret Service Operators, who he
imagined suspected him of being a
The coroner took charge of the
spy.

body and

will

make

a complete inves-

tigation.

Con W. Wiggin, member of Jack
George and Co., died at the General
The
Hospital, Winnipeg, Nov. 21.
cause of death was a rupture sustained
while playing in "The Fatal Ring"
was being taken.
film
that
from the Strand, Orpheum and
Pantages, Winnipeg, contributed a
large sum, out of which the funeral
expenses were paid, and the balance
was sent to his widow and three children living in Seattle.

when

Artists

Amm— McLaughlin, sister of Jennie,
professionally known as "The Girl in
the Moon," died Nov. 16 at Philadelphia.

She had been

prior

to

the

that

Joseph Santley

two years and
had been with

ill

time

"AH Over

in

Town.!'

Frmace* (Die) Kiornon, formerly
with "Mother Goose" in vaudeville,
died of tuberculosis at her home, 3543
No. 11th street, Philadelphia, Nov. 9,
1917.
Miss Kiernan was 21 years of
age.

George Lacna, tenor at the Paris
Opera, was killed in an automobile accident in Paris Nov. 2.
He had appeared in vaudeville on the other side
doing an imitation of Caruso.

Goorg Siofllts, a well known bass
singer of the Opera at Munich, died
recently at the age of 63.

Tho mother of Bob ODonnell died
in Chicago. Mr. ODonnell is
the manager of the Harlem opera
house.

SHOWS OPENING.
When

will

manage.

Syracuse, Nov. 28.
"Furs and Frills" was presented here
Nov. 26 under the management of Max

and Edward Spiegel. The cast was
headed by Ernest Torrence, of the
original company. Others were Ferae
Rogers, Harriet Burt, Beth Smalley,
Burrell Barbaretto, Norman
Keith,
Ben Wells, Harry Miller, George
Slade, Milt Dawson, and six violin
girls,
besides a fem ale c horus of
thirty.
It will

colored

clown

well

be played

in

the

Shubert

theatres.

"Oh James"

is

the

title

of a

new

farce which H. H. Frazee is producing
and which is due to open at Atlantic
City next week. The cast includes John

Westley, George Sydney, Evelyn Varden, Rose Morrison, James Dyrenforth
and Florence Edney. The piece is being staged by Daniel V. Arthur.
"Sick Abed." the

with

new

Mary Boland

in

K. & E. farce,
the lead, goes

into rehearsal next week under the
direction of Edgar McGregor, who has
been in Chicago attending to the Chicago staging of "Here Comes the
Bride." Engaged so far in support of

Miss Boland are Mary Newcombe and
Julia Ralph.

SQUARING A

LIFT.

Chicago, Nov. 28.
In this general vicinity there is appearing a production, the book of
which has been palpably lifted from
another and much earlier production.
The owner of the show knows the
local dramatic critics and their cunning little ways. He is familiar with
the awesome adjectives of Percy Hammond, the infallible statistics of Doc
Hall, the sweetly searing sarcasm of
Ashton Stevens, and the polished, academic pin which Charlie Collins sometimes insert into the cadavar of the
producer with due cause, of course.
Therefore, as a measure of forestalling, without any explanatory matter,
the following quotation from a classic
appears on the programs and advertising matter:
When 'Omer smote 'is bloomin' lyre,
'E'd 'eard new songs o'er land an'

—

sea;

An' what
Chocolate,

in

&

Bert Gel
FUlla

(ubo)

Bell

Fiske A McDonough
"Midnight Rolllckers"
(Three to fill)

a ion, now

the southern "Nothing But the
Truth" closed its season suddenly in
Dallas last week, the Weber
Anderson offices arranged for the western
company (laying off) to resume its tour
in PoWnsylvania.
Bert Hier, with the
southern outfit, will handle the advance
for the other show.
H. D. Davidson

Nine Plneon
Fallow BIB

Kay A

Develln A Miller
Pearls A Burns
Rlva Larson Troupe
SprlnarlleM, Mnaa.
PALACB (ubo)
Adel A Eva
John F Clark

leaves

Nov. 22

ALHAMBRA

Grace Hansard

Kerslake's Pigs

Slaters

Ideal

Bob Hall
Kitty Freneta Co
2d half

Bandy 8haw
Lary Rally Co
Harry Cooper Co
Utlca,

Clark's Hawallans

Watson

Worccntov, Mi

Co

O.

Jimmy Looao Go

Arthur LaVlne Go

half
Crutchflelda

,

Mr A Mrs Connelly Co
Fern A Davie

Bailey Don
Conway A Flelda

split)

SID

KEITH'S (mho)
A HertweU
Antrim A Vale

Cliff

(ubo)

He

the French army.

Potter

half

let

to

Yssmlsws

MeKeoele
(wva)

Black A ODonnefl

1st

(One to

(Two

STRAND

Berry A Lelghton
The Kervllles
Bell Onra
Troy, If. Y.

Doris Dare
Jos Bernard

Hoyt'a Mlnstrela

"Lota A Lota"
Brooke A Powers
J 8lngar A Dolls
Beatrice

(woo)

(One to fill)
Sd half
"Bungalow Otrla"
Regan A Raaard

(p)
Glrla

Mayer A

L_

Bob Heath's Revise
Fox A lagrahosa
Wormwood's Animals

Fox A Evans

Asnkl
(p)

"Cycle of Mirth"
Naynon'H Birds
Ponnls SislerH
Van & Carrie Avery
Bval ft Early

PANTAGES

Lottie

(29-1)
2d half

The

Torts,

OPBRA HOU8B

Welser A Reiser

A Roaadala

Parade j.

ael

"flana

(Two tolll)

The Gandamldts

"The Masqueraders"
Bayard A Inman
Mary Door

(Albany

Aw

Tyler A St Claire
Bert Swor
Anna Chandler

J.

«

DeWItt Tonng *
RaJtyama

In

WinUftSnOnT

(ubo)

COLONIAL

2d hnlf

C & F Psher

PALACE

pitying
Walla-Walla,

bill

Liberty.

(One

Cullen

Trenton* N.

PROCTOR'S

BIO

Ciwigkton
DoraldJne
Id hnlf

ORPHBUM

Holt

(woo)

A LaRay

Helen Gleason Go

Avon Oonwdy 4
Harry Orean Co

(loew)

P George
White A White
"When Women Rule"
Bernard A Balrd
Raymond A Caverly
Ferguson A Sunder
Amoros A Obey

TAYLOR

PMKTOBV8

Baker A Rogers
Bogaany Tronpa

Toronto

m

to

rollte Ale

split)

LllletU

"Somewhere

A Harvey
-A Horn
D

tU)
Yonkerey 9. T.

(Ona

1st AalT
Van Btta A Oerahon

Cronln's Novelty

YONOB ST

Wash., 7)
Chester Johnson

Ioleen SlHtcrs

PANTAGES

(ah- wva)
(2)

(Same

(Scranton

Wartenburg Bros
Burns A Klasen
Hennlngs
Olga Mlshka 8
Kennedy A Burt
Merlan's Dogs
Moss A Frye

A Ackerman

HIPP

Jas

II

Teleoo
KEITH'S (abo)

(p)

Marie LaVarre
Burns A Lynn
Chauncey Monroe Co
Jackson A Wahi
"Courtroom Girls"

4

4 F.arln

(p)

Hill

TEMPLE

Franks A! Wafers
Thornton £ Thornton
forty SI -ters
Fred Rogers

PANTAGES

PANTAGES

(Sunday opening)
Fanchon Marco Co
Montgomery & Perry
Rita Boland
Robbie Gordone

Onukl

"Motor Boating"
Pistol & Gushing
Edwin Arden Co
Ruth Rnye
Paul LaVnn Pohbs
Sun Dleico

Long A Ward
Noodles Fagan Co
The Mclntyres
Spokane* Waan.

Holden A Harron
SyrncuMe, N. Y.

Kirvilles

ORPHEUM

AM

ft

J

HARRIS (ubo)
(Charlotte split)
1st half
Blnns A Bert
Victoria 8

2d half
Juggling DeLlsle
Jack George Puo
May A Billy Earle
Nick Santoro Co

Warren Keane

(5-8)

Ed Foy F"n> My

.T

split)

half

1st
J

(Bvansvllle apUt)
let half

Mme

Leroy

Lawrence 3
"Whirl of Olrbj"
Arthur Rkbf
Musioal Nona
Will
POLI'S (ubo)

known on the Continent, died Not. 8
while performing
at
the
Circque
Rancy, Bordeaux (France). He was
born
-Havana, real name was Raph-

K

Mmrphy Van A

Ma

,Tono Blsipfav.fvieV
HIPP (wva)

Spartannburff, S. C.

playing Lyric. Virginia. Minn., 7-0)

Helen Trix A Sis
4

2d half

Welling Levering Tr
Jack Reddy
(One to fill)
Salt Luke

Fitch Cooper

Frank Gardner Co

Raymond Wllbert
E A Wellman Co

Morris A Allen
Girl in Moon
St. Lonla

Bcarpioff

Laypo A Benjamin

Bert Baker Co

Hussars
2d half

Dunbars

Walsh A Bentley
Vardon A Perry
Mr A Mrs P Fisher

5 of Clubs

Earl A Sunshine
2d half

M

Mr A Mrs Melbourne

Llepzlg

Morgan Dancers
Cressy A Dayne
May Naudaln
Jas Watts Co
Hufford A Chain

So. Bend, Int.

A

£lg Zag Rev

JAW

(wva)
(Sunday opening)
Argo A Virginia
Leila Shaw Co
Tabor A Green
Ells Knowln Tr

(Sunday opening)
"Four Husbands"
Arthur Deagon
Burt Johnson Co
Golet Harris

fill)

ORPHBUM

ORPHBUM

Frank Rogers
Morrow Co

to

One

"Good-Bye Broadway

2d half
Ting Ling See
(One to fill)

Baa Francleeo

playing Palaoe, Flint,
Mich. 2d half)
Harrison A Dynamite

&..'

(One

Apollo Trio

(ubo)

,..

STRAND (abo)
Colonial Belles

Kennedy A Fitipatrlcs

(Sunday opening)
(Same 1st half show

'

Frank Oabby Go
Comfort A King
Zlg Zag Rev

Marimba Band

T

Leaxnler

Boothby A Bverdeen

Aerial Butters
Carson Trio

Randow
Bnaiaaw, MleA.

A

feuoife •

LsOlalra

Link A Roblnooa

Knights Belles
Costa Tronne

2d half

-•

••

"Count A Maid"
HIPP (aAh)
Hanah A Partner
Wright A Walker
Carle A Inei
McConnaok A Sherman Francis A Wilson
"FounUln of Love"
S Young Americans
Williams A Culver
Geo Evers
Roland Travers Co
Aerial Bartletta
2d half
2d half
Clayton Drew Play
Artane

A

Carl

la.

ORPHBUM

(Continued from page 17.)

EffPRESS (aAh)

'E

went

'e

thought

'e

an' took, the

might require,

same as we.

VARIETY
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-BALLAH

"CLEAR THE WAY"
RESTRICTED FOR BLANCHE RING

Wordi by ED. HOSE

ABE OLMAN

Music by

in

OLIVER MOROSCO'S PRODUCTION
"WHAT NEXT"
45th

NEW YORK

St

CHICAGO,

Mgr.

'EZ*

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
JACK LA FOLLETTE, Mgr.

ILL.

KEOUGH,

Mgr.

Howe Sam 8

Flesh Scenic Studio*

Mr. Sautter wrltas:
Utile

mon—s

"I

am

no"

"Innocent

CASINO THEATRE and

44T

BROOKLYN

R

I

10 Gay-

attrikoSs a
setting that

MOORE

Mr. aid Mrs. VICTOR

HALSBT ST.
W4-J

Bedford

(Emm*

Montt Cartor and

Co. arrived on
the "Matsonia" in San Francisco last
week from Honolulu.

Wish

to

thank their

many

Llttlefleld)

friends for the beautiful gifts, letters

and telegrams of congratulations upon

the birth of their daughter

N

Nov. 19th, 1917.

fresh flowers, profusely strewn about.

They

announce that Ora

also wish to

Some Baby.

is

H

Terre Haute Ind.
"Maids of America" 8 Star Cleveland 10 Empire Toledo O.
"Majesties" 8 Star ft Garter Chicago 10-12
Berchel Dea Moines la.
Marlon Dave 3 Olymplo Cincinnati 10 Colum-

ORA VICTORA MOORE

Th« Palace New York, management
week decorated daily the drawing
room set for Elsie Janis' turn with
last

Maids" 3 Garden Buffalo 10 Star

Toronto.
Irwin's "Big Show" 3 L O 10 Orpheum Paterson N J
"Jolly Glrla" 8 Gayety Baltimore Md 10 Trocadero Philadelphia.
"Lady Buccaneers" 3 Erie 4 Ashtabula Pa 5
Canton 6-8 Park Youngstown O 10 Victoria
Pittsburgh.
"Liberty Girls" 8 Jaoques Waterbury Conn
10-12
Cohen's
Newburg 13-15 Cohen's
Poughkeepsle
Y.
"Lid Lifters" 8 Majestic Ft Wayne 0-10 O

glad to say I have

Un ut ud I
we nssntlfnl

for
of the aot to

you painted for

Colonial Providence

ety Boston.

Sceaery of Every Description
a beautiful route

Inc.

512 Pantages Theatre Bldg.

Grand Opera House

CITY. N. T.

MAURICE BITTER,

De

UBLISHER,

U8IC

W.

146

bia

Chleago.

"Merry Rounders" 3 Lyric Dayton 10 Olymplo

Al FostdaU is now in charge of the
Joe Eckl club department.

Cincinnati.

"Mile a Minute Girls" 8 Oayety Philadelphia
10 So Bethlehem 11 Easton 12-15 Majestic
Wilkes-Barre Pa.
"Military Maids" 1-4 Wheeling
Va 5-8
Grand Akron O lis Empire Cleveland O.
"Mischief Makers" 3-4 Blnghamton 5 Norwich
6 Oawego 7-8 Inter Niagara Falls 10 Garden Buffalo N Y.
"Million Dollar Dolls" 8 Gayety Omaha Neb
10 Oayety Kansas City Mo.
"Monte Carlo Girls" 8 Majestic Scranton 1011 Blnghamton 12 Oneida 13 Oawego 14-15
Inter Niagara Falls N Y.
"Oh Glrla" 8 Casino Philadelphia 10 Hurtlg A
Seamon's New York.
"Orientals" 8 Lyceum Duluth 10 Century Kansas City Mo.
"Pace Makers" 8 Star Brooklyn 10 Gayety
Brooklyn N Y.
"Parisian Fllrta" 3 Grand Trenton 10 Oayety
Baltimore Md.
"Puss Puss" 3 Gayety Buffalo 10 Corinthian
Rochester N Y.
"Record Breakers" 3 Savoy Hamilton Ont 10

W

ANTS, ENGAGEMENTS
(Dec. 3 and Dec. 10.)
"Americana" 8 Gayety Milwaukee 10 Gayety

SALE and EXCHANGE

Minneapolis.

"Army and Navy Girls" 3-4 Holyoke Holyoke
5-8 GUmore Springfield Mass 10 Howard
Boston.
Girla"
Brooklyn.

"Auto

word ovor
$1 FOR U WORDS, S CENTS EACH WORD OVER
LAMONT*S LARGE REHEARSAL HALL,
A-l EXCLUSIVE SONG NUMBttS and dieOpen evenings.
tinctive vaudeville offerings written to fit your
Broadway Theatre Bldg.
Song cycles constructed.
AL (Piano.) Two hours 81.00. Special rates tor
Jertonality.
$1 for 25 words.

3 emits for oach

270 West 11th St., New York.
ACTS, ORCHESTRAS AND JAZZ BANDS

JOHNSTON,

FURNISHED at short notice for hotels,
cabarets, clubs, smokers, etc.
ft A. Booking Office, 145 West 45th Street, Room 814,
N. Y. C. Phone 2031 Bryant.

C

ACTS SUITABLE FOR CABARET. FRED
FENN AGENCY, BILLY CLOONAN. MGR.,
801 GAIETY THEATRE BLDG., NEW YORK.
~
ALLEN SPENCER TENNEY- VAUDEVILLE
WRITER, 14W B'WAY, NEW YORK. ORIGIACTS,
EXCLUSIVE
SURE-FIRE,
NAL.
SKETCHES. MONOLOGUES A SPECIALTY.
ARTISTS— My melodies and lyrics are great
encore winners; also monologs and sketches.
Come and hear my prize numbers Virginia
B. Nichols, Strand Theatre Bldg., Room 321.

Phone Bryant

4649.

AT LIBERTY-YOUNG LADY PIANIST;
CAN PLAY RAG OR CLASSICAL MUSIC.
ALSO PLAY WITH ORCHESTRA. MISS R.
M.,

VARIETY.

BOOKING FIRST CLASS ACTS

for cabarets
in South America.
a musical act for
South America. Billy Curtis, Gaiety Theatre
Bldg., Room 601, New York.
_

Want

DROPS—SKINNER'S SATIN, VELVET, VEGRAINGER
LOWEST PRICES.
LOUR.
SCENIC STUDIO, 321 PUTNAM BLDG., N. Y.
FOR SALE-BOAT SET, GARDEN WALL;
Jap set that folds in trunk; 1 musket; 4
swords; scripts; lap and blond wigs; sewing
machine; 5 sets of wardrobe, 6 to a set. Jean*
nette Shop, 124 W. 45th St., New York. 'Phone
840 Bryant.

FOR SALE— Drop :

and leg curiosity
shop and tabs; pawnshop interior; garden leg
ship

hotel lobby; all aniline. Grainger Scenic Studio,
Putnam Bldg., New York.
Greatest feature single dog ever.
FOR
One bicycle riding monkey and two good hind
Buck, 19th and Federal Sts., Camleg dogs.

SALE—

den, N.

J.

"FOR SALE-Trick
piano

accordion.

Wil!

Mont, The Act Doctor,
York.

6483 Bryant.

_

mule "Dixie."
sell

506

Also large
Bert La
cheap.

Putnam

_

Bldg.,

_

New
__

"FOR RENT-OFFICE IN PUTNAM
ROOM 426. NEW
810 PER MONTH.
YORK. __
MAGIC EFFECTS-IN GOOD CONDITION'.
CAN BE SEEN BY APPOINTMENT. PARTY
WRITE AT ONCE.
LEAVING TOWN.
MAGIC, VARIETY, NEW YORK.

ING.

BUILD-

long _perioda. Bert Latnont. The Act Doctor,
6483 Bryant, 506 Putnam Bldg., N. Y.

ORIGINAL SONGS. ACTS. SKETCHES,
TEN AROUND
DUNT YOU to suit
PARODIES WRITTEN
your personality.
results.

New

Material sure to bring good

Edward Benjamin, Longacre

Bldg.,

York.

^SOUBRETTE WHO CAN~SlNG AND DANCE
WISHES TO JOIN PARTNER IN GOOD
VAUDEVILLE ACT.

E, N.,

VARIETY,

NEW

YORK.

NEW

YORK.
UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER, OLD MODEL..
VERY GOOD CONDITION. CAN BE SEEN
BY APPOINTMENT. GORDON, VARIETY,
NEW YORK. __
~
VlCTROLA AND RECORDS, LARGE OAK
CABINET, WILL SELL AT ONCE. PARTY
LEAVING TOWN. CANNOT CARRY SAME.
MAKE OFFER. JEAN, VARIETY, NEW
YORK.
VIRGINIA B. NICHOLS WRITES EXCLUSIVE MAXEKlAi- i'UK VAUDEVILLE ARTibTS. ALbO SPECIAL SOINGS AND MONOCALL AND BE CONVINCED.
LOGUES.
ALICE HANEY. VARIETY,

Strand Theatre Bldg., Suite
Bryant.

321.

'Phone

4649

WANTED, GOOD MANUSCRIPTS OF
SKETCHES AND COMEDY VAUDEVILLE
AC lb. CLAUDE AND GORDON BOSIUCK,
ROOM 305, PUTNAM BLDG., NEW YORK.
WHEN IN DOUBT CONSULT A SPECIAL^
proiessional distinction and national
reputation.
1 resurrect dead acts, cure sick
acts, stimulate good acts. 1 will CONSTRUCTIVELY CRITICISE your present act from
I.
every angle for a reasonable fee.
of

HENRY

SAYERS,

Hoboken

10

Star

Wayne Ind.
Behman Show

8 Empire Brooklyn 13-15 Park

Bridgeport.

Show

"Best

In

Town" 3 Casino Boston 10

Columbia New York.
"Biff Blng Bang" 3 Empire Cleveland 10 Erie
11 Ashtabula Pa 12 Canton 13-15 Park
Youngstown O.
"Bon Tons" 3 Orpheum Paterson 10 Majestic
Jersey City.
"Bostonlans" 3

Casino Brooklyn 10 Empire
Newark.
"Bowery a" 3 People's Philadelphia 10 Palace
Baltimore Md.

STENOGRAPHER-YOUNG LADY, EXPERIENCED IN THEATRICAL OFFICE. WISHES
CAPABLE: GOOD WORKER.
POSITION.

1ST

Empire

3

"Aviators" 8 Empire Chicago 10 Majestic Ft

1547

Broadway (Room

509),

New

"YOUR WANTS SUPPUED-Rehearsal

York.
studio,

"Broadwey Belles" 3 Trocadero Philadelphia
10 Majestic Scranton Pa.

"Broadway Frolics" 3 Gayety Kansas City Mo
10 Oayety St Louis.
"Burlesque Revue" 3 Palace Baltimore 10
Oayety Washington D C.
"Burlesque Wonder Show" 3 Oayety Washington D C 10 Oayety Pittsburgh.
"Cabaret Girls" 3-5 Orpheum New Bedford
6-8 Worcester Worcester Mass 10 Olympic

New

York.

"Charming Widows" 3 Gayety Brooklyn 10-12
Warburton Yonkers 13-15 Hudson Schenec-

tady N Y.
"Darlings of Paris" 3 Standard St Louis 10
Englewood Chicago.
"Follies of Day" 3 Grand Hartford 10 Jacques
Waterbury Conn.
"Follies of PleaBUre" 3 Howard Boston 10-12
Orpheum New Bedford 13-15 Worcester WorC€8t6r

i\f

ftHH

"French Frolics" 3 Olympic New York 10 Gayety Philadelphia.

"Forty Thieves"
Trenton N J.

3

Penn

"Gay Morning Glories"

Circuit

10

Grand

3 Oayety Minneapolis

10 Star St Paul.
"Girls from Follies" 3 Star St Paul 10 Lyceum
Duluth.
"Girls from Joyland" 3 Gayety Chicago 10

Gayety Milwaukee.
"Golden Crook" 3 Empire Albany 10 Casino
Boston.

Expert on
hours, 81.
Talent supplied.
revising and staging faulty acta. Opening secured.
Lou:i Hailett,
Professional cosch.
Room 422, Putnam Bldg. Phone 1742 Bryant.

"Grown-up Babies" 2-3 O H Tcrre Haute Ind
10 Lyceum Columbus O.
Hastings Harry 3-r> Cohen's Newburg 0-8
Cohen's Poughkecpsie 10 MIir-i'b Bronx Now

"WANT-PROF., DIVING GIRLS VAUDE^
VILLE ACT ALWAYS WORKING. 35 S.
DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO. HARRY VAN
HOVER.

York.
"Hello America" 3 Gayety Detroit 10 Gayety
Toronto.
"Hello Girls" 3-5 Warburton Yonkers 0-8 Hudson Schenectady N Y 10-11 Holyoke Holyoke
12-l.r GUmore Springfield Mass.
"Hip Hip Hurrsb" 3 Empire Newark 10 Casino Philadelphia.

2yi

WANTED-SOUBRET TO
IN

VAUDEVILLE ACT.

VARIETY,

NEW

YORE.

JOIN COMEDIAN
ADDRESS D. P..

>

Cadillac Detroit.
of 1018" 3 So Bethlehem 4 Easton 5-8
MajeBtic
Wllkes-Barre
Pa
10
Empire

"Review

Hoboken.
"Roscland Girls" 3-5 Berchel Des Moines la
10 Oayety Omaha Neb.
Sidman Sam 3 Oayety St Louis 10 Star ft
Garter Chicago.
"Sight Seers" 3 Gayety Toronto 10 Gayety
Buffalo.

"Social

Follies" 3 Star Toronto 10 Savoy
Hamilton Ont.
"Social Maids" 3 Empire Toledo 10 Lyric Dayton.

"Some Babies" 3 Cadillac

Detroit

10 Oayety

Chicago.

"Some Show" 0-8 Park Bridgeport Conn 10
Colonial Providence R I.
"Speedway Girls" 3 Englowood Chicago 10
Umpire Chicago.
Spelgels Revue 3 Oayety Pittsburgh 10 Star
Cleveland.
"Sporting Widows" 3 Majestic Jersey City 10
People's Philadelphia.

"Star & Garter" 3 Casino Boston 10 Grand
Hartford Conn.
"Step Lively Girls" 3 Miner's Bronx New York
lo Empire Brooklyn.
Sydell Rose 3 Gayety Montreal 10 Empire Albany.

"Tempters" 3 Century Kansas City Mo 10
Standard St I^ouls.
"20th Century Molds" 3-5 Bastnblo Syracuse
0-8 Lumborg I'tlca N Y 10 Oayety Montroal.
Watson Billy 3 Columbia New York 10 Casino
Mrooklyn.

Mm

Welch

3

Corinthian

Rochester

10-12

llastable Syracuse l.'Mfi Lumberg Utlca N Y.
"Whlrly Girly Girls" 3 Victoria Pittsburgh 10
Penn Circuit.
*
White Pat 3 Lyceum Columbia 10-11 Cort
Wheeling
Va 12-15 Grand Akron O.
Williams Mollle 3 Hurtlg # Seamon's Now
York 10 L O.

W

INTERNATIONAL CIRCUIT.
(Pec. 3)

"A Good

for

Nothing Husband" 'Lyceum De-

troit.

"ATter omco Hours" Gayety T^oulsvllle Ky.
'Blanco and Hypnotic Company" Southern Columbus.

—

VARIETY
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PLAY BALL

JAKE ROSENTHAL

THE IDOL OF
BASEBALL FANDOM

UP
BATTER
MMUMMl

presents

CLARENCE o-n ROWLAND

MANAGER OF THE WORLD'S CHAMPION WHITE SOX

At the Palace Theatre, Chicago, Next Week (December

3)

Where he will dispense some interesting "Inside Base Ball Dope" and incidentally boost business. Can
only show eight weeks. For open time wire LEW ROSENTHAL, care Western Vaudeville Managers' Association, Majestic Theatre Bldg., Chicago.
" Bringing Up Father" Atoii Rochester N T.
"Come Back to Erin" Auditorium Baltimore

Md.
"Girl Without a Chance" Majestic Buffalo.
"Hans and Frits" Lyceum Pittsburgh Pa.
'Honolulu Lou" American 8t Louis.
"Katsenjammer Kids" 2-5 Peoria 111 7-8

St

Joe Mo.

Park Indianapolis.

"Little Olrl In Big City"

Son and Shop Girl" U-5 Lumberg Utlca 0-8 Bastable Syracuse N Y.
"Mutt and Jeff" Shubert Milwaukee.
"One Girl's Experience" National Cleveland.
"Peg o' My Heart" Orpheum Nashville Tenn.
"Story of the Rosary" Emery Providence R I.
"The Marriage Question" Garden Kansas City
Mo.
......
••Millionaire's

"The Newlyweds Grown Up

Davis Waren (C)
DeCoursey Mrs Alf
DeCroteau
DeFoggre Louise (C)
Delghon Chaa
DeLandtsheer John
Denham Helen M

Wm

DeVoe ft Statser
DeVoe Bert
Diamond Beatrioe

Douglas

Dickenlmeyer

Drew Mlsa Bobby

Loretta

(C)
Dlnkins Bonnie
Dlx Gladys (C)

Denny R A

Dom

DeTrlckey Coy (C)

Donegan Ed (C)
Donn Marlon (C)
Douglas Samson

DcVeaux Rosalie
Deveraux

W

(C)
Dressier

Marlon

^

Baby" Walnut

Philadelphia.

Miss

Billle

Dupree Llbby

Wm

Eleanor Sisters
Eldredge Julia

B
Earl Ruby

H

DuBols Chaa B
DuFor Harry
DuFresne Girls (C)
Duncan Htfrry
Dunlap F E (C)

Bden Hope
Edmonds Grace
Edwards Irving
Edwards Julia (Pkg)

Dunn Helen
Dunn Jos (C)

Edwards Mlsa

Baatwood Chaa

(C)

Evelyn Vera
Swing Ella

Elliott Adelbert
Elliott Louise (C)

El Rey Flo
Elton Doc
Emerson Bdw
Emerson GrayeeEsmeralda Edna
Rfleent Opal

M

Evans Everett J

Fantos The (C)
Farrell Josephine
Fay Mlsa Billle
Fay Miss Billle (C)

Fay Mme G
Fay lone
Faye Kitty

.wVC/

-

"Thurston" National Chicago.
"Turn Back the HourB" Imperial Chicago.

Shall I Marry" Orpheum Philadelphia.
of Wlseland" Grand Worcester Mass.

"Which One
"Wizard

-

—?

"I

fr

LETTERS
When

sending for mall lo VARIETY,
•ddre»» Mail Clerk
follows name, letter is in
Writ'ty*! Chicago Office-.
Whfre S I* follows name, letter is
in Variety's Son Francisco otto*.
Advertising or circular letters will
.
no! be Hated.
.,
postal,
I» following nnme Indicates

Where C

WISH YOU ALL THE LUCK
IN THE WORLD

.

odvrrttsert ortce only.
rieg fallowing
ti r>

name

—

Indicates regis-

d mail.
Bridges Frank
Broadbent Irene (SF)
Browder Miss F

Acathon John

Adams Billy
Adams Geo W
Adams Mrs Ray
Adams Bros (C)

Brown A Demont
Brown Helen (Tel)

Addlngton Ruth (C)
Admont Mies M (C)
Adonis
Agent

Agnew

Beatrice
Allen Claude
Allen Searl

Andrews F
Anson Mrs

W

M

Brownie Morris (C)
Bruce Al (SF)
Burke B«n
Burns Miss Frank le
Burns Miss Frankle
(C)
Burt Jack
Burt Miss (C)

Bachman Miss O (C)
Baker Beatrice
Baker Mildred

Cahan Will

W

H

H
Calborne
Campbell Florence
Carew Evelyn (SF)
Carey James T
Carr Merle (C)
Carroll Coleman
Carroll Harry
Carroll

Nettle

Ceaaro Carlos (C)
Chadwlck Helen
Cherry Chub
Cherry Ewlng
Christie G Earl

W

Claire Doris (C)
Claire Marlon

Barclay John
Barry Lydla
Barton & Ashley

Clarke Eddie
Clark & Gould
Claude Miss Toby

Barymore Emmett
Bayard Victor
Bceman, Earle (C)

Clue Gerald L (C)
Coates Mr

H

Clifford

Bennett Evelyn (C)
Bennett J Moy
Bennett Joe
Bennett Laura A
Bennlt Mr 6 Mrs
Bcnzon Alfred
Beifjamasco Jno (C)
Berk Sam
Berlin Lulu
Berman Ouatave
Bernard LeBter

W

Bliwett

ft

Scott

Black John S
Blake MIbb Bobble
Blair ThoB S
Blumenthal MIbs F
Bock MIhh F
Bolsea Jack A Millie
Borrvmcr Louis (C)
Bouter Oco

Bowman Mr
Boyd Dixie (C)
Brennan Jack

BET ON HIM.

(C)

Arco Bros
Armond Grace
Armstrong Mr
Arnold Oeo L (C)
Aronson Mrs Max
Arrule Victoria (C)
Artols Gladys
Atwood Vera
Ayers Mr & Mrs (C)

Ball

"AN OLD HORSE THAT
KNOWS HIS WAY HOME"
Just hitting his stride.

& Wayne (C)

Cobb Lew
Cole & Wood (Tel)

Conway Charley E
Conway Nan
Cook & Handman (SF)
Corlne A Thomas
Cornalla Harry
Cornelia Harry (C)
Cox Flo
Crackles Billy
Cronln Mme
Cross Chas

Cunningham

Cecil

D
Daly Dan
I

Another "Oh, Johnny"! Grab it quick.
Greatest double song published.

"MISSOURI WALTZ"
MA

BABY)

Sensation of a decade.
»

FORSTER
MUSIC PUBLISHER INC.
NEW TORK OFFICE ^ CHICAGO OFFICE *
* SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

JK COHANS GRAND OPERA HOUSE
146 W. 45* ST.
RXNTAGES THEATRE BLDG.
1lrc<!lTr.Mri>rrMnn
Mr.o'1 Jack
Maurice Ritter, Mgr. V "F7,*KlJr««lM
EZ Keough Mgr.
LaFollette Mgr.

Curloy Pete (C)
Curtis Dale
Cushmnn Blng
Cuthbort J B

Darling MIhr
Davles Emll
Davis Marlon

"OVER THE PHONE"

(HUSH-A-BYE

(SF)

•

F

variety
What the theatrical papers say about
GEO.
CMASY

NIW YORK "TILIvRAPH"
Lut

<*£ Sntth

a " ll s ysjlas Uw
Meet latBBefastle

1

tosrr

AadlMM
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"VARIITY"
I-«ne
rlth

and Smith, next

to closing.

Just about walked

away

the «bow.
'.

Twe

Exsolleat letertaleers

LANE » SMITH
{££ Sg^ ™

lane and Smith art two young fellows, one with as exoslvoloe and the Impressive manner of a itralfht man.
despite hie youth
the other is a grotesque oomedUn. alio
l«nt

;

there with the pipes,

but preferrinc to exploit hie partner*!
funster.
They aoored with a "stopthat earlier on the bill would hare
made It difficult for thoee to follow. Audlenoei aaldom are
ao enthualaatlo near the end of the bill ae they are about
singing

and himself as a

plnf-the-ahow"

Loew's American Roof

at

auooeaa

VERY SPECIAL
.

URS

Jap Cleta Fex
Full animal Scarf—Head and
Tall on MuflS

liases Real

and other fashionable

Case-

furs.

. .

$32.50

Mealy Blgo
Michelena Verm
Ml ley Katherlne
Miller Ruby (C)
Miller Tbos

H

Mlllis Arthur
Mlllikln Robt

119-fi

7IJt

Skaak Capes
Taaee Wolf. Aahaal Scarf

aMS
IMS

LaBelle A Williams
LaBelle Eleanor

Red Fax. Aalaal Searf

I7JS

LaBurr Ella

Huffs to match at corresponding

(C)
Milton Geo
Milton Misa Fay (C)
Moe Freeman (C)
Moffat Gladya

Lackland A Lackland

prices.

Lammers

Charlie
LaSalle Geo (P)

SMI

seeelally arises

Monahan A Monahan
Montgomery Marshall

Ed

Latell

LaToaka Phil

AMSON'S, nic
Next

Fidelia Len
Fields Arthur
Flelda Mary
Fields Willie

MeAlpla

B

(C)

Fleming Kathleen
Flint Hasal
Foley * O'Neil

(C)

Forbea Gertrude D
Ford Harry B
Ford Miriam
Fox Mort
Frances Beverly
Franoettl Peggie
Francis Adeline
Francis Kitty

One Flight Up

Henderson C (C)
Henderson V L (0)
Hennequey Helena
Herdllcka Geo Mrs
*
Hlnea Claay
Homberg Bob
Homburg Babe
Hooks Tom C (C)
Housley A Nicolas

Howard A

(P)

Fields

Howe Walter 8
Hoyt Frank
Hubbert

Wm

B

Hufford Julia

Hughes Walter

W

Hutchinson Wlllard

Freeman Moe (C)

Oabrlel Master

(C)

Oalvln Wallace
Oangler Jack

Gardner Grant
Gayer Eddie P
Qaylord Mrs B

GlbBon * Brown (C)
Gibson Earle S (C)
Gibson Hardy (SF)

Maker

Jerom Blmer
Jobnaon Arthur (C)

Gulll Adolfo (C)

Kelgard Billy
Kellogg Mra Cbas
Toots
Kendrlcks Miss Joe
(C)

Noble

Harlan Kenneth (Reg)
Harray Roy N (C)
Harrington Hazel
Harris Honey (SF)
Harris Mrs Al
Harris Oscar
Harris Sain
Harvey Edith (C)
Haskell & Freedman
Haskell Marguerite

Hasson Leslie A (C)

Hayward

(C)

Kemp

Hamlin A Mack
Hancock Scott
Hardy Adele

Jessie

Hears Julia

(C)

(C)
Helers Lillian (Tel)

Kennedys Dancing (C)
Kennedy Flo
Kennedy Harold
Kennedy Jack
Kennedy Tom
Kent Annie (C)
Kerr Etta
King Geo (C)
Keyes Ralph (C)
King Mary A Jane
King A Harvey (C)
Kin r Toy F07 & King
Mies (C)
Klralfy Calvin

V

Kirk Ralph
Kirk wood

Dolly

Wm

Klrwan Kathryn
Kltamura Yoshl
Kloof Billy (C)

Prelles Circus (C)
Prescott Jack (SF)

Purdy

Wm
Mr A Mrs
Wm (C)

Stevens Marie (C)
Stewart (811m) H (C)
Stone Margaret
Strause May
Stuart Herbert
Sullivan A Mason

(C)

.

Toy Foy
Trsvera Holen >

U
Una Mile
Universal S (C)

Vance Clarenoe
Vance Claries
Vance Gladya

Van Dlen A
Van Menta Len
Van Broa
Vaughn Dorothy (C)
Vernon Bottle
Vernon Dorothy
Vert Hssei
Vincent ft Carter
Vincent B

W

Emma

Wagner

Weston VeraS
Weat Arthur
Wheeler Mra B B(P)
Wheeler Bert
Wheeler Elsie (P)
White Carolina
White Elsie
White Henry M
White Jerry
White Miss
Wilde ft Teckla
Wllklns ft Wllklns
Wlllard ft Wilson
Williams Arthur
Williams Vernon
Wills Nat

Wilson Lew (O)
Window Muriel

Wolfhelm Eugene (C)

Wood Bather
Wood Jo*
Wood Mrs L

W

Wakefield Wanda (C)
Waldo Trio (C)

Wright ft Earls
Wright Armand
Wyer Forrest Co

Walker Buddy

Wyer

Sunderland May (C)
Swain Frank H (C)
Sweeney Edna
Sweet Olive

Wallace Vesta
Wallace Miss (TEL)

8wor Mra Jim
Sydney A Townley
Sydney Harry

Ward
Ward

Forrest

Q

(C)

Yatea Harold

(C)

Yeamans Lydia
Young Emma
Young A Waldron (C)

Walsh Johnny
Al (C)
ft

Pryor

Majestic Theatre Bldg.

Primrose and McGUlen have closed their one
night stand show, "One Girl's Experience."

Tom Hodgeman and M. A. Yack traded joba.
Hodgeman left Blanche Ring's show to manage "Canary Cottage," and Yack left the bird
house for the Ring affair.

Charles B. Hamlin joined William P. Cullen'a "Old Homestead" at Kansaa City.

Anyone having braes musical Instruments to
spare is asked to send them addressed Field
Hospital No. 1, Camp Grant, Rockford, III.,
aa the boys there are shy horns and the like.

Pepple-Greenwald's "Melody Lsn*" sketch,
with Jack Brazee, has switched from W. V.
M. A. to Loew time.

Jack Gardner has closed with Eaeanay, and
Is seeking a vaudeville vehicle
he will return later to do one picture contracted for,
"Hawthorne, U. S. A."

Louis Plnflki last week rehearsed a night
stand farce comedy entitled "Let Jlmmie Do
It," due to take the road soon.

Lou so Dresser closed with "Have a Heart"
in Indianapolis, where sho waa replaced by
Flora Zabelle, who had been out for five weeks
because of Illness.

;

P

Quackcnbush Marjorie

CORRESPONDENCE
Unless otherwise) noted, the following reports ere for the current week.

R

(C)

Race A Edge
Racey Edw F
Hnmey Maree

Ramsey

(C)
Randall Otto D (C)
Rankin
(C)

Rath
Rath

Wm
Wm

(C)
Jack (C)

Rector Alice

Redding Ed (C)

(C)

De

Fred Selgel, George Dayton and Fred Van
Holler have been engaged by the Oliver Playat Wichita, Kan.

ers stock

Stella

Brorf

H Raymond

J

McLaughlin Jennie

(Tel)

8

Welflll Walter
Wellington Dave
Wells Corrlne

(Gov't)

I

Primrose Helen
Prince Samuel J
Princeton 6 (C)
Proctor
L (C)
Purcell

McGreer Robt (SF)
McTntyre Mr A Mrs

McNeece Nellie (C)
McQuald Dora F

W

Preston Frances

D

McClure Harold
McCormack A Irving
McGlnness Florrle
McGrath A Yeoman

McVan B

B

Lenore
Arthur
General
Pitman Keith
Pltrot Richard
Powell Will

Mayer Arthur
Mayorga Louise
Mayos Flying (C)
McAvoy A Brooks
McCabe A L
McCarthy Dan

McNamara Jlmmie

Wm

Arthur Klein came on here for s little trade,
making headquarters with Harry Splngold.

Penambed Jamea (P)
Frank (C)

May Florence
May Grade

McLean Declma
Mra L

Small ft Lancaster
(C)
Smith Babe
Smith
Snowbsll
Snyder H
Snyder Tommla
Solomon Sol
8omervllle J I

Welch Rube

Tlmme Ruth
Top Cornel lua

H

Well B A
Welnglaea Davey

Thomaa Muriel (C)

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE,

(C)

Phelps
Phelpa
Plcklna
Plaano

Mario ft Duffy
Marquis
Marquis
(C)
Marshall Dorothy
Marshall Lew (C)
Mason Marlon
Maselm A ((C)
Matthewa Mrs D
(Reg)
Maxim A (SF)
May Miss Buster
May Evelyn C

McNally
Wolfe

Ads
Mra Horace

Weber Laura

CHICAGO

O

James

Mao

Sinclair
Sinclair

ft

Webb Mabel
Webb Theodore

Z

Norwood Edw (C)

Pavlak Nick
Pate Verna M
Paulsen Helen

Manning Sisters
March Verna

McKay R

8
Samuels Rae
Santlno Troup

Sharp Chaa

Terry Arthur

Sidney Mrs Jack
Silverman Miss A (P)

Statzer Carl
Steinle A Hyde
Stevens Kitty (C)

Ruaaell Lew
Russell Robt (C)

•'.

M

Standard Broa

Royce Lenna

Shaperlo Ted (C)

Shlpman Sam
Shirley Fay

St Claire Tyler (C)
Stafford A Ivy
Staley Ethel A

Roaa Johnny

Edw E

Palmer Frank (C)

Jessie
Billy
billy (C)

W

K

H A

Sherwln Mrs

E
A
O

W

Warren ft Frost
Weaver Bert (C)

1

Wm

Kahili Vivian
Karnikel Mra

Roaslter

Rothschild Julie
(Res) (G)

W

Nimxnons Misa (P)
Noll Agnes
Norton Lew (C)

Olivia
O'Neil
O'Neil

Marka Abe

Joy Blllle
Judge A Dura

Rose Sadie
Roaa Earl (0)
Roea Katherlne (C)

Santley Joe
Sato
K
Schoenfeld 8
Segal
Beldon
Bradford

D

O'Connor Jamea
Old Town Four

(C)

Marlon Sable (C)

Kearns Allen
Keating Mra C (P)
Keecb Kelvin
Keeler & Belmont (C)

H

Mann
Mann
Mann

Romalne Julia (P)

Oaks Harry

M

L

MacQuarrle Benedict

G B

Jenninga Miss Billy

Kaufman Emmie

Gunson Henry

ft

Lynch Edw
Lynch Merry

Grady James
Grant ft Wing
Gr asset 1 Olivia
Gray Mary
Greene Gene
Grey Clarice (C)

ft

Loftus Mr A Mrs (C)
Longfeather Joe (C)

Lowe Walter

Kelly Effle

N
Naval Four
Nealand Walter
Neale Arthur
Newkirk Billy
Nlckerson

Robeson Bros
Robinson Ghita M
Roblnaon J Russell
Rockwell Geo
Rodgers Ids
Rodgera O R

Ryan J B

Musette Misa

(C)

Lyles Aubrey

'Jonathan
Jonea Paul
A Le Crago Jones Russell
Jordan Betty
Bradford (C) Jordon Jules (P)

(C)
Glenny A
Glover C O
Glover Claude O (C)
Goldlng ft Keating
Gordon Tommy
Gould Billy
Gradwell Ctaaa E

Hal ley

Wm

Moore A Elliott
Moore Bob
Moore Irene (SF)
Moore Louis
Moore Lucille (SF)
Moran Lea
Morton Low
Morton Lew (C)
Morton Sam (4) (C)

Murdoch Miss Jap (C)
Murray Mlaa Billy

Libby Al
Lldelli Jack
Lidelll Jack (C)
Lind Lillian
Linn A M (C)
Lockhart Pbennle
Lockbart Roma M (C)

Imboff Leila
Irwin Cbas T
Isaacs Abraham

Jarrett

Mayme

Hadon & Norman

Leyle

Montrose Bert
Moon J Aurus (C)

Mouasette Mae
Mudge Leland H

LeVauz Mr
Lewin Eva (P)
Lewie Bert
Lewis Emma
Lewie Jack M (P)

Ihrmark Tins

Jacobs Jakey
Janaen Hugo

Oenaro Marie (SF)
Germalne Flo

Gilberts

Laver Jack
Lee Eddie
Lee Mamie
Lee Marie
Lelghton Cbas (SF)
Lemonta The
Leonard Albert (C)
LePine Leyie (C)
LeRoy 8

Loretta Agnea
Lovett Eddie

Dan

Friendly
Froaini

Getarue

(C)

WEST 84TH STREET

to Hotel

Bobby

Mlaa

LaVelle

O

Rice Mra Chaa
Rice Ed
Rice Morrla
Richards ft Kyle (C)
Richardson Effle
Richards Harry
Rlfner Carl
Ripley Raymond

THE HUSTLES

(Nov. M-DeeJ)

Tally Mra Harry
Taylor Jos
Taylor Margaret
Taylor Norman
Templeton Lucie

New York

'

Joe
LOEW'S ORPHEUM

$19.50

Kstlesky SealrreJ
Kolinsky Maskrat

44

MEL EASTMAN
NOW

Kneeland Joa A
Knlgbt Otia L (C)
Knowlea Dick
Kramp Ben J (C)

I

'The Elongated Entertainer9

Boston Terrier Pups (Five Weeks Old)

COATEES

Hadeea Seal Mats,

C0NR0Y

For further information address, care VARIETY,

trimmed with Hudson Seel

lets,

F.

"CLIPPER*

recognition they received.

has some

COATS
OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION
The New CMfoa and Far

(Dee. 3)

JOHN

For This Week Only

week
''

NEXT WEEK

Lane and Smith

last

NEW YORK

Lane and Smith oame In for a great big share of laughs
and scored a most emphatic hit. They sang eereral songs,
danced and gave an A-l line of comedy talk.
Lane Is a
very derer comedian, a good singer end a clever dancer.
His partner sings well, dances well and Is a good straight
They were recalled many times and fully deserved all the

P.edway F.rtdle
Regal Ernest (C)

Jack Brazee, with Pepplc-Qreenwald's "Melody Land" has put In his application for the
U. S. aviation reserve corps.

Gustav Llndeman,

Carl
singer,

was arreted here

enemy.

Maxine Elliot, the mascot cat of the La Salle
theatre, has kittens now.
Tho management
wants suggestions for names.
Charles Manvllle's road show, "The Natural
Inst week at an eastern stand,

James
Rennee Rlesa
Rhode Mrs R

Law," closed

Rice Bros
Rice Bros (C)
Rice A Newton

Emma Carus Is dickering for a show In
which she wants to Btar with Larry Comer
for a Hummer run In Chicago.

Rellly

The Chicago operators' branch of the I. A.
T. 8. E. have definitely notified managers that
they will refuse to flash on song choruses supplied by music publishers without extra pay.

of

He

Is

formerly an opera
an alien
duration

Inst week an
to he Interned for the

tho war.

Frances Avery has Joined Harvey Orr's
"There She floes" In the prima donna role,
Jumping from Chicago to Cumberland, Md to
,

Joint the troupe.

the players returning to Chicago.

returning
Chicago from
Now
an extended business trip,
hns Korio to Cnnadn to oversee his Interests
Winnipeg, Montreal and other points.
L.

at

Allardt.
York after

F.

to
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lO
And Already an

Established Hit

TWILIGHT
(FOR
Mutic by

HER DADDY OVER

MOE KRAUS

Introduced at

THERE,)

Lynn by LEWIS
The Bushere liked the songs, more or
leu, end they don't appear to mind "conditions," for the house was all filled In,
from bottom to top, with the only vacancies in the gallery boxes, placed there

The Bushwick by

probably so the management conld count
house from those spots If It

Belle

up the
wanted

Baker

to.

Miss Baker Is the headline and came
on next to closing, singing her doable
octet of numbers after there had been
twenty-three songs ahead of her. She is
a single woman act.
So is Marguerite
Farrell, and
tarn, while

double male act. In the old days that
would hare been enough for the headliner to take to the woods or have some
of the conflicting turns go there first. It
neither hurt Miss Baker, however, nor
affected the applause.
After her sixth

Read SIME'S
CRITICISM
Hear

Ed Morton is a single man
Bailey and Cowan are a

long she became an applause

riot,

baring

two more bv request, the first of
the invitations being "Sweetie," and the
Baker act concluding toward 11 o'clock

to sing

BELLE BAKER

Keith's Colonial Next

sing

it

Week (Dec.

and

with

YOUNG
W.

J. Beilly,

the sailor-singer, doing

"Over There" from a stage box upon Miss
Baker discovering him there.
That alxth number of Miss Baker's,
though, was the big
ballad, written
by
(words) and M. Kay
sung for the first

noise.

It

Is

a

new

Lewis and Young
Jerome (music) and
time on any stage

Tuesday matinee by Miss Baker. It Is
called "A Baby's Prayer at Twilight for
Daddy Over There," a peculiarly sympathetic song with a brilliant lyric and
a beautiful melody. There are a couple
Its

of throat throbs in this very responsive
number, and It sounds like the best war
ballad of the year, one of those quick

Miss Baker sang another war number ahead of U, about "One Million
Heroes," and started off exceeding the
applause speed limit through her first
three numbers, each a corker, written by
Blanche Merrill. Miss Baker is always
improving in her delivery of songs. That
ia rather remarkable, since her delivery
has always commenced where most of
the others left off.
hits.

at
3)
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DON RAMSAY
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We

wish to express our appreciation to

MR. FLO ZIEGFELD, JR
For Adding Our Big Song Hit

To. the Repertoire of

a

THE FOLLIES OF 1917
One

of the Vocal Hits of the

JJ

show as sung by

WATERSON, BERLIN & NEWSNYDER
STRAND THEATRE

CHICAGO
81-83-85 Randolph

FRANK CLARK

SL

BLDG., 47TH ST.

MAX WINSLOW,

AND BROADWAY,
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BOSTON
Manager

220 Tremont
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DON RAMSAY
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Challenge by
JOHNNIE O'CONNOR

says he has a negro named"Dallas"

hereby challenge "Dallas" to

I

visit

the Fifth

who can

Avenue Theatre the

beat

last

me

four days of next week (Dec.

and stage a harmonica playing contest with me, the audience to be the judge as to the winner.

3)

will

Richard Kea^e la breaking In a uovelty
vaudeville act which will be tried on the dog
In Indiana, and will have lta showing shortly
at the Wilson Avenue theatre.

Ratkowsky

George Nloolal, general manager of the International circuit, was In Chicago last week
for
the International

arranging bookings
houses here.

Don Clinton and

Nellie

FURS

McNamara, with

Holman's act, "Selling Out," which
the American Nor. 24, will do a

Harry
closed

at

double

act.

Blanche Ring haa accepted and is rehearsing a new Irish song for a spot in "What
It
is
Next?"
a Forster number named
"Faugh-a-Ballah," which Is the Irish battle

435

Fifth

Avenue

Showfolks were

38th and ttth Street*

MY NEW AND ONLY STORE
FURS of STYLE and QUALITY

pleaaed at the publicity
plotter at the grand
lifted the
that there was an organised
all

bomb

opera was an Isolated crank, which
fears of many
conspiracy to blow up theatres.

In the
Rrlanger,

olrcuit

court

through

last

their

Klaw

week

Chicago

comedy, "Golden
by Manager Ferry of
"Her Bridal Night." Perry Is organising a
company to open In Allentown, Pa., on Christ-

Lamb's

Arthur

musical

Lily," has been leased

mas

At Unapproachable Prices

ft

attorney,

Lory Mayer, Instituted suit against Nat C.
Goodwin for $5,600 for a breach of contract
alleged to have been made In 1018.

The woman who wants

furs of striking beauty, perfect workmanship, jind highest grade pelts, will find wonderful opportunities
in dealing with the manufacturer saving the middleman's profit.

—

Petris,

MARYLAND, •BALTIMORE.

them for

Price's "Four American Beauties" was
forced to close the engagement at the Rial to
the week of Nov. 10 because of the Illness of
one of the quartet, Arthur Clay, who plays the
Italian.
The act was replaced by Yamamota

Brothers.

Manager Joe Smith

of the Terrace

Garden

Chicago, has gotten new costumes,
new songs and a new program of dances for
his show, with the result that although the
person el Is the same, It has all the appearances of a new revue.

cabaret,

Kittle

Warren and Jlmmle

Elliot

are

now

musical comedy stock
In Toledo, at the Colonial.
Miss Warren plays
soubrette roles and Elliot the straight and
character parts. They have been playing their
twenty-eighth consecutive week at this theatre
and expect to remain all season.

permanently located

in

Add reasons why business Is bad The advertising manager of a State street department store declares the retail business in his
store, and In every store on State street, was
it has been for years.
He declared
that the condition was not typical only of
Chicago, but of the entire country-

worse than

Patronage
theatres

opened by

MAX BA

Dtreatlea.

JUGGLING

FRED

HENNINGS

being
to the

is

McMahan

diverted from the old
"Oifta," a new house
A Jackson, Nov. 23, be-

Connelly

Sisters,

Balzer

Brothers,
Pike, Tom

The
cause this theatre pays the war tax.
prices are 10-15. Mae Marsh In "Polly of the
Circus" Is the opening attraction, and there
Is a "Mutt and Jeff" picture and a view of the
Camp Sherman-Camp Sheridan football game.
Frank Gazzolo left for Boston last week to
put the finishing touches on the Gazzolo, Gatts
& Clifford show, "Her Unborn Child," scheduled
for a run at the Globe theatre. George Oatts
of the same firm has gone to Fort Williams,
Canada, to rehearse another company playing
the same show. There ars four companies on

:

Several changes are reported In U. B. O.
houses in Illinois and Michigan. Ann Arbor
(Majestic) will play first half vaudeville, and
Bay City, Mich.
pictures for the last half.
(BIJou), which formerly split bills with the
Majestic, will play vaudeville for Sunday
dates only, pictures the balance of the week.
For the first half of the week of Dec. 3, the
Orpheum at Champaign, 111., will play the feature picture, "Joan the Woman."

Joseph Santley led the grand march. But the
big event was a deathless ballad composed for
the occasion by Charles Mussman, property
man at the Majestic. The title Is "We'll Bring
Back Old Glory to You."
The chorus—
ta-ra-ra-ra
the battlefields have turned
To a garden of beautiful roses,
The birds will sing, bells will ring,
And the sun will brightly shine.
The flowers will bloom, fill the air with per-

When

fume,

ANNA

With the resignation of Director Samuel A.
Jr., Marie Baer, leading woman, and
Edward Ballayntyne, leading man, also left

Eliot,

the Cincinnati Players.
Notwithstanding the
triple departure, Ruth Allen, business manager of the Art theatre, announces the following
one-act
plays
will
presented
at
be

"The Workhouse
"Ruby Red," by
Clarence Stratton, of St. Louis, a new writer,
and "The Holly Tree Inn," by Charles Dickens.
Percy Sbostac, stage manager, Is In New York
to engage new players.
Memorial Hall, Dec. 10-20:
Ward," by Lady Gregory;

the road.

For ten successive years Ivy Sawyer, now
!"
co-Htarring with Joe 8antley In "Oh, Boy
played the part of Alice in the London production of "Alice In Wonderland." Last week
MIbr Sawyer received a cablegram from B.
"Dear Ivy
Krlkrlan, the manager. It read
'Alice in Wonderland' being produced again
thl" y«>ar
The public will greatly miss you."

28,

And make you

REFINED NOVELTY COMEDY OFFERING
FEATURING THE BEST LITTLE LADY JUGGLER

:

film

STILL GOING

their knitting.

Lew

:

Perry.

was held the Chicago Theatrical Protective
Union's fifth annual ball. Nat C. Goodwin and

FRANK DOBSON

Any morning from 20 to 90 members of the
Stage Women's War Relief Society, sponsored
by Mrs. Otis Skinner, may be seen Industriously clicking needles In room 1122 of the
county building, which has been turned over
to

Is

A Thanksgiving show was given by the
Scrlppa-McRae newspapers of Ohio for the
soldiers of Camp Sherman, Chllllcothe, O.,
Thanksgiving day.
The entire program,
under the auspices of the U. B. O. Western
Branch, was made up by Claude S. (Tlnk)
Humphreys.
The acts taken down by Mr.
Humphreys went in a special train Wednesday night.
The entertainment was entirely
gratuitous.
The following made up the program
Six Klrksmlth Sisters, Mme. Cronin's
Merry Men, Grant Gardner. Charles McGoods
ft
Co.,
Marshall Montgomery, Vardon and

At the Coliseum, Thanksgiving eve, Nov.

Beokesl Solid U. B. O.

Clarence Sterling, eastern stock actor, has
been engaged for one of the leading roles In
Paul Armstrong's "To Save One Girl." Sterling, who portrays the character of "Hip"
Devlin, the politician, stands six feet one and
weighs 240 pounds.

The event
scheduled to take place after the holidays.

affair.

Colo.

ville.

and Marty

White and Bennle Leonard.

and Stacla Moore and the Novelty Clintons.
Irving Simons was stage manager for the

aged composer of "Asleep

In the Deep," is threatened with a Mann act
prosecution for the alleged transportation of
a 10-year-old girl from Chicago to Boulder,

Mabel McCane has abandoned her announced
Intention of haying a show written and produced around her, for which she had arranged
adequate financial backing, and la now seeking a partner for a return Invasion of vaude-

vaudeville

under the
consists of

Forklns.
An effort will be made to stage a
three round exhibition bout between Charlie

Oklahoma City Four, Delaney and

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO THE PROFESSION

day.

Henry W.

The Western U. B, O. is planning a pretentious event for the benefit of the Athletic Fund
of the soldiers at Camp Grant, Rockford.
There la a large representation of theatrical
people at this cantonment, and for this reason
Tlnk Humphreys is particularly interested In
putting over a big affair. The event will be
a combined boxing, wrestling and
show.
The committee In charge,
chairmanship of Mr. Humphreys,
Irving Simons, Thomas J. Johnson

cry-

revealing that the

time.
This Is what happened to
DeVeldle Trio, who were booked at the New
Wilson, Belolt, Wis., last Saturday.
They
didn't appear, and when questioned later declared they were under the Impression that
it was
the following Saturday.
Their coast
time was Immediately canceled by the association.
The act was replaced at Belolt by
Munson and Kingsbury.

following

ft Clifford are putting out
It la called "Lure of the City."
open at the Imperial theatre, Chicago, for a run on International time.

Sherman, Qaszolo

a now show.
and

playing a harmonica.

In a recent issue of Variety appeared a review of Sam Sidman's show which was In the
nature of a rather thorough disapproval of
the show and of Mr. Sidman's work in it.
From a member of the company came a letter, which read In part
"May I, without the
knowledge of Mr. Sidman. say a word in his
behalf? If there Is too much Sidman in the
show, il lo not Tvltb his cou&uut. He showed
the book of the show to me, and It was Impossible.
He had to Jump In and do the best
be could, until the necessary changes can be
:

made."

The W. V. M. A. here wants It strictly
uuderxtood that acts must make their booking dates. Excepting under the most extraordinary circumstances,
of
dates
violations
will be met with prompt cancellation of all

forget all the bygone times,
the battlefields have turned
of beautiful roses.
Notwithstanding which, the ball was a suc-

When

To a garden

A benefit for the Italian Red Cross Ambulance Corps was given Nov. 26 at Cohan's
Grand opera house, sponsored by theatrical
folk here.
The principal Item on the extensive program was the first presentation on
any stage of a new one-act play written by
Arnold Daly called "Democracy's King." The
cast included ^dmund Breese, Ernest Lawford, Richard Sterling, Arnold Daly and a
score of others.
Another playlet on the bill
was called "The Shirker," acted by Arnold
Daly, Edmund Breese and Mary Nash. William Gillette recited stories, Nat C. Goodwin
rumbled "Gunga Din," Blanche Ring and her
chorus from "What Next?" put over a couple
of the hits of the show, Jack Hazzard did his
old vaudeville monolog, George McFarland
sang songs, Joe Santley and Ivy Sawyer rendered some of the "Oh, Boy !" numbers, Josephine Harriman and William Dunn of the
Comstock hit did a dancing act and Slg.
Riml and Mme. Perlata of the Chicago opera
company sang. Otis Skinner came down from
Milwaukee to make the opening address.
Girls from the various musical comedy shows
In

town sold programs and boxes.

AUDITORIUM
Grand

opera,
(3d week).

(H. M. Johnson, mgr.).—
Cleofonte Campanlni, director

BLACKSTONE (Ed Wappler, msr.).— Following one week dark, George Arliss opened
for a three weeks' engagement In "Hamilton."

CENTRAL MUSIC HALL.— Maurice Browne

Players In Bernard Shaw's "Candida."
COHAN'S GRAND (Harry J. Ridings, mgr.).
"Why Marry?" with Nat Goodwin, Arnold

VARI1TY

Make

Drive

(GOOD BYE AND LUCK BE WITH YOU)

AND

DVASARDS
The

Biggest

Sentimental

selected by such world stars as
Ruth Roland, Rita Roland

If

Sisters,

Do

not overlook the fact that

is

it

March Song of

NASI

Nora Raves, Klsie Jams, Ra$* line
and a host, of others, why not you?
I

by dus

.dwards and Wil

(

War Times

Peace and

All

obi),

Reiltv.

'

who gave you

Little Girl,

Good

we

Copy upon request. Orchestra and Rand Arrangements ready
phonogiaph lccords and self-playing pianos.

It

all

you cannot

new ones

for

find

von

a

place

to select

A

m

five,

all

k evs;

voi.

OF YOUR LITTLE DOLL GIRL?

Fine Song For Singles, Duets, Trios, and Quartettes

"ROMANCE"

"MY SUSQUEHANNA SUE

THE HIGHEST TYPE OF HIGH CLASS BALLAD

l0 LIKE

>'>d

from:

"WHAT WILL BECOME

"

i

mail Artist

will

also on

(

\>n/illo

Dolly Grey/

and

Rye'

N..

S,

.

™ E
Ef P

BALLAD A LA "SUN BONNET SUE"

BLAME ME"
E° N Vor "YOu'cm
VAUGHN
By

EY

.

FOR FEMALE SINGLE ARTISTS

By

Same Writers

R. S.

rviF*

"WHEN WENT TO SCHOOL WITH YOU"
I

NO

Writers of "School Days"

"Sun Bonnet Sue"

"See-Saw."

Grf-at

etc.
1531

BROADWAY.

Double
Astor

Theatre" Bldq

NEW YORK
MAXWELL SILVER GENERAL MANAGER

\ ersion

VARIETY

JO

A

Comedy

Musical

in

*

One

64

99

16 Minutes of
We

Tumble and

only Sing, Dance,

finish

with a

Scream Burlesque Boxing Bout

v

GRACE

Lyman
•

A "Variatable" Pair

WEEK

THIS

29-Dec.

Nov.
Daly, Edmund
(4th week).

Erneat

and

Breeae

Lawford

COLONIAL (Norman Field,
Comes the Bride" opened Nov.

'

25.

—

(Frank Parry, mgr.). ColumWheel Burlesque. "Roseland Girls."
CORT (U. J. Hermann, mgr.).— "Upstairs
and Down" winding up a noteworthy run
"Johnnie Get Your Gun,
U4th week).

COLUMBIA

bia

Dec.

_A

2.

.

CROWN (Ed. J. Rowland, mgr.) .—Stock.
"Don't Lie to Your Wife/'
ENOLEWOOD (J. D. Whitehead, mgr.).—
"The Aviators."

EMPIRE

(Art

mgr.).— "The Lid

Moeller,

Lifters."

%

,'The

GARRICK (William Currle, mgr.).—
Passing Show" (2d week).
OAYETY (Robert Shoenecker, mgr.).— The
American BurleHquers."

ILLINOIS

(R. Tlmponl,

msr.).— Closing
"Have
week).

"Mlaa Springtime" (7th
Heart," with Flora Zabelle, Dec.

IMPERIAL
tional

LA

(Will

Spink,

Circuit— "Mutt and

SALLE

(Nat

or

a

2.

mgr.). InternaDivorced."

Jeff

Roystcr,

mgr.).— "Oh,

EDiThE

gTWLANp
MODISTE
TO THE
PROFESSION

season (15th week).

NATIONAL

(John Barrett, mgr.).— 'Turn
Back the Hours."
OLYMPIC (Abe Jacobs, mgr.).— Blanche
Ring In "What Next?" (2d week). Shaky.
PLAYHOU8E. Stuart Walker'e company
For thla house an unpreIn "Seventeen."
cedented run (8th week).

—

PRINCESS

Who Came
POWERS

(Will Singer, mgr.).— "The Man
with Mary Naah (10th

Back,"

week).

(Harry

Powere

Chatterton In "Come Out of
getting good play (2d week).

STAR
— AND

mgr.).

GARTER

mgr.).— Ruth
the

Kitchen,"

Roche,

(William

"Hello, America."
(Qene Qulgley,

STRAND

,

mgr.).— English

opera.

MAJESTIC
Orpheum

agent,
(Fred C. Eberts, mgr.
A surfeit of good vaude-

Circuit).

;

—

In a show that ran five minutes shy of
three solid hours. They came rather late, but
few walked out until the finish of the last act
ville

on the bill. Incidentally there was considerable switching of acta.
The show opened
with "The Corner Store," Ardath and Allman's
rural comedy, programed in the five position.
A good deal of the horseplay in the sketch was
lost on account of the people coming In. Then,
BKain in defiance of the order set forth In
the program, came Scarploff and Varvara, the
Russian boy tenor and pianist.
Beginning
here, and following to the end of the bill,
there was art, and entertainment, and variety In prolific measure. Young Scarploff has
a voice that would not draw encomium from
musical critlca.
But it drew much applause
from the audience. The very excellent accom*
panlment of Varvara made the act a finished
and satisfactory one from every point of view.
Harry Girard and Co., in the colorful sketch,
"The Wall of an Eskimo," followed. The five

men

In the sketch, Including Girard, present as

a picture of good-looking, virile males
as one usually sees on any stage at one time,
and they sing aa well as they look. Also
there Is a little girl in the sketch Agnea
Cain-Brown who, without any stretch of the
imagination whatever, is a bear.
She baa
appearance, personality and a lovely voice,
and she captivated everybody before the curtain rang down on the bing-blng melodramatic finish of the sketch, which la programed as "an Alaskan incident." Being a
sort of miniature musical comedy, or rather
quence.
But the setting, the costumes, and
musical melodrama, the plot la of no conseabove all the delightful, unusual songs,
registered a warm hit.
Olga and Mlshka company followed, although In the program they were scheduled
to
open.
To open with this delightful
terpslchorean cameo would have been a blasphemy.
A lithe, supple, dainty and most
ethereal creature Is Olga, and Mlshka Is no
slouch. While the twinkling of her charming
tootsies still danced In the minds of' the by
this time highly pleased and receptive audience, Keller Mack and Anna Earl popped out
fine

—

—

Acts)
show.

Kitty,

Central 6581

Chicago,

111.

when Decima and

Eddie McLean, aerlous-faced Australians, tear
into four dances and finish with whirlwind
stunts; this at the beginning of the show and
good enough to hold down any part of it.
Then enter John and Winnie Hennings. They
are just John and Winnie everybody knows
'em.
Their dialog might be brushed up, such
lines as "What in the world Is the matter with
you?" falling to lift anyone's eyebrows, but
the turn slides without skidding, and gets by
on Johnny's loose-legged dancing and piano

—

tomfoolery.

William Gaxton (he used to be Billy, didn't
he?) plays "Kisses J' the intelligent sketch
that Arnold Daly did so badly before him.
There la no comparison. Daly may be a better
actor, but

way you

Gaxton acts
like.

better.

The audience

Digest that any
ate William up.

replaced

Claire

Rochester,

who

didn't

They were followed by Roger Imhoff
(New
In a sketch new to Chicago.
Acts) Elizabeth M. Murray had the next to
closing position.
The best review of her act
Is to say that she is still Elizabeth M. Murray.
That tells the story. The show closed
Swing.
with "Holiday's Dream.
and Co.

PALACE

(Earl
a

pheum).— Herea

Steward,

T.
bill

mgr.

;

Or-

that bats about 1,000;

4 MORTONS
Sam,

strong that one needs a slowup hero and there
to get his breath.
She starts with a hip hip

—

2nd Edition of

THE

there's s flat spot or two, but the rest is so

and gave their delicious melange of drollery
If there is a kingdom of heaven In vaudeville, it Is made of such acts.
Never a blue
gag, never a sex story, never an insinuating
song,
no hr.:f ration apparel just plain,
funny antics, the Inimitable grotesqueries of
Mack and cute tricks of Anna.
Count Peronne and Delyle Alda (New

Martha and Joe

P.

D0DD ACKERMAN

SCENIC STUDIOS,

he.

140 West 39th Strati

New York

Citj

Stage Decorations
for Productions

W.

Randolph Street
Phone Randolph 1720
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Boy!" with Joseph Santley, Chicago's biggest
hit of the

mgr.).— Her*

BROOKLYN
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2,
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Another Triumph!!!

successfully presents herself in

what the

public, press

PAISLEY

ASSISTED BY

and with

LOUIS—

and managers proclaim to be the

last

word

in a dancing act

NOON

THOSE CLEVER BROTHERS

MOSCONI

CHARLES
the Morgans was its ducksoup.
Watts
wan taken with shrieks in his open fiasco In
"one," and the two-man satire on classical
dancing with its kicks, falls, wrestling and

lng

w/vtch

THE LAST WORD

IN SCENIC

DROPS

AND STAGE EFFECTS

monkey-business in full stage.
Only s few
walked out. Those who didn't were glad they
remained.
Loit.

McVICKER'S
One thing that
—
always assured of

(J.

ically at least.
half-filled when

Buch, mgr.
acts

;

this

at

agent. Loew).
theatre are

a good audience, numerThe house was only about
Is

the first act came on, but
.was finished they were waiting in
Lou and Orace Harvey, in songs
and dances, opened. Their Chinese number
and a song entitled "A Llttlo Plat. Just Built
for Two," were effective.
The Randalls.' in
their shooting act, using a special Western
before

It

line outside.

**»«»»»

He was

light,

lightful.

The

effervescent, many-mooded, deskit was written by 8. Jay
not by a professional patter-scrib-

Kaufman,
and

proves again that vaudeville audiences will stand for senile and even for .correct
grammar If entertainingly rendered.
Jacques Pierce and the rest of the support is
adequate. The act was No. 8, but could have
graced any later berth.
bler,

SktnneW Satin
Scenery made with Skinner's
Satin reaches the top notch of
perfection and adds to the
success of yonr act.

It

Fannie and Kittle Watson (Watson Sisters)
came on next and knocked the house dead.
The blacksmith one waded in and corralled

—

"A Holiday

Have Your Scenic Artist Use These Satins
MANUFACTURED BY

WILLIAM SKINNER & SONS

men, women and children In the grasp of her
generous rlgth palm, while the little cutle
hung on for her life and sang sweet ditties
when she could make herself heard. This act
In vaudeville with a capital
meaning great.
The girls harmonize, sing straight ballads and
novelty potpourri, dance (and they don't fake
the taps, either) and kid along. Matinee and
night, on Monday, they took a speech at the

Holyoke, Mass.

O—

45 East 17th

St.,

New York

Established 1848

CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

BOSTON

sections,

a

talking

three-piece

cycle

called

"The Eternal Feminine," by Herbert Moore. It
surely was feminine; some of the typical
femininity sounded familiar, but all of It was
pleasant, none of It was rude and plenty of it
was new. In a treacherous hole in that Ironclad bill, Miss De Mar, with little fuss and no
hlfnlutln' wardrobe, carelessly spent about 15
minutes on a chair and talked and everybody
forward and drank It In and applauded and
nodded approval.
The Morgan Dancers, seemingly more attractive than ever before, drew acknowledgment on the opening picture. The artistic girls,
dressed like Ounga Din. cavorted and posed
and sighed and danced and stretched their arms
and the house was
in nn imaginary tragedy
In fine mood to take James Watts and Rex
Story, the comical British Impersonator and
It was a pity that
his burlesquing assistant.
this act had to close the bill, though follow-

Dixieland."
It was more than
a holiday— It wan a vacation. The gals danced
with malice aforethought. Storm and Marsten
presented their laughable sketch, "The Alibi."
It is almost Incredible thnt a woman can hold
the attention of an audience for twelve solid
minute, but that In whnt In done In this
sketch.
Clarence Wilbur, who followed. In
discovered sleeping on a beneh.
He wakes,
and after singing a parody, goes Into a good
monolog.
Miss Maurice Woods, late of the
Winter Garden, Chicago, announces "A Revue
One."
In
She gives Impressions of Gaby
De^lya, Emma Trentlnl. Mnry 0ardcn, Harry
Lauder, nnd nn Impernonntlon of Eva Tan-

gnay

In

which

Is

remarkable

"The Phun I'hlends,"
closed tho show.

finish.

"A Jazz Nightmare" (New Acts) followed
then Orace Do Mar with an offering new to these

set. the man in cowboy and the woman in Indiana costume, were heartily applauded.
The
Dunn Sisters followed. Had they nothing but
their appearance they would entertain.
One
of the sisters, a tltlan-tressed trick, makes you
wish, and tno other, an elongated person, built
on the general specifications of a soda straw,
makes you laugh. They had no trouble putting over their songs, and got an especial
hand on the burlesque hula dnnce with which
they finished.
Eleven colored folks six men
and five women, formed the next act, called

ALVINO'S
JAZZPHIENDS
NOW
AT CONSUMER'S PARK. BROOKLYN. N. Y.
A Cabaret Entertainment of Extraordinary Quality —Original Dnnce Music

WINDSOR

u

for

Its

fast-going

fidelity.

girl

net.

Hwinii.

Schwartz, mgr.; agent.
W: V. M. A.). -This being one of the argent
(from n strictly physical point of view) houses
devoted to popular vnud<>yllle In the city. It
takeH a lot of people to fill It. There was only
about fine-fifth of the house filled (it the Sunday show.
Thnt fine-fifth, however, w.'ih exceedingly appreciative and kind.
The show
opened with the Flying Howards, a husky male
(I).

L.

1

n woman who |. far from n clinging vine.
a well costumed, swift little net on
the fly In*: rings and bars.
N'o 'J was a sketch
rolled
"After th" Pall"
Vew Acts)
The
"V:\cs :>.f M.'w:" f"1I-<wed
If "othjpi/ more fhl.s
act Is unusual.
First, a negro comes out. delivers a short stieeeh on hi'
imv and sings

ami

They have

:

sat

<

"Old Kenfuckv

Home" Then

recite^

history of his pi-enle. nnd then
a half
lie Is followed

n

r>rlef

likes for n

;

a

Hawaiian, who

minute and

by nn Indian, who tells how I/O was hunl<<
out of his heritage for n meos of beads and
then sings nn Tndlnn song. A Chinaman come*
next.
lis -plcls a bit about th« yell»»w rnc*»
I

**
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Variety's" Rates

There
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for the people in

CONTINUOUS ADVERTISING

show business who

neglect their opportunities.

Whatever

(FOR PLAYERS ONLY)

their excuses* the fact re-

mains.

One

of

these

opportunities

the

is

proper self-exploitation at the correct
time and in the right way.

Two Columns

2 laches

no "Out"

W

Weeks
One Tim*
12

Failure of foresight* waiting for "the

11.20

chance" to chase after them* without
taking any means of helping it* and a
dull manner of regarding the trade public have often been the means of putting
the period to a professional's career.

12 "Weeks

$45.00

One Time

5.60

There was no "out" for that; there is
no "out" for it If s opportunity passed

Two

iseh

1

Colonial

up.
Vi

12 Weeke.

inch

Two Columns
One Time.

$27.50

Self-exploitation in theatricals is pub-

$&30

making a name important* of value
making them believe it by continual
plugging and at least advertising the
name once in a while. Let the show

licity*

—
1

inch

One Column

Weeks
One Time
12

2 inches

2£0

One Column

—

people see

Weeks

$45.00

One Time

5.60

12

$25.00

it

in big type.

A little

Vt

inch

12 Weeks, $14

One Column
One Time,

$1.40

while ago a well-known showman of other days who is still well
known in certain sections asked ''Vari-

what it thought about an advertisement from him. "Variety" told him he
had better advertise if he wanted show

ety"
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time*,

Number, next

month* is the big opportunity of the year
to secure extraordinary publicity without extra charge. The usual rates (an-
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All space*

all

an advertisement* and in "Variety."
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over.
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"
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Show business is scattered all
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20% Extra)
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that he
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of the Hour!

Palace, N. Y.

PAISLEY NOO Nji bessie claytoh
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THE
Everybody's raving 'bout

-

Prof, copies

&orch. FREE

WILL ROSSITER,
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THE FAYNES

•ILLY

NEWELL
MOST
"WUh

THE AETTATt

witbi A

mvruMMM OPf EEUIE

eons brlsht

and aoaca
worth while. Newell
and Most held their
with
say act on
own
th«bUl. Ttelv RHUB
pattar

"ed

by

snrnilsllr

adds

ten and directed by herself and Edward Blaaer.
Idea and playing are both novel, with the
net results attained proving the auditors fully
appreciated the piece.
Cooper and Rlcardo
gained big results with their comedy singing
skit, with Lloyd and Britt. in their talking

to
'linear"
gate than
la treat style,
•ooantrle daactas of

The

a
la
Newell
Mr.
worthy addition to
Tala
haa an orlglaal war
of handllnf atatarlal

MORETTE SISTERS

and comedy

and then sings "Wlnky, Bllnky Chinatown."
Last, but oh, not least, comes a white man,
dressed In the uniform of a 8ammle and, after
dilating on the merits of the Caucaalan race,
he sings "Over There," a song by a wellknown Caucasian. Then the quintet en maaae
come out and alng "Balling on the Henry
Clay."
For an encore, and in deference to
the management, they alng "Jerusalem the
Golden."
The act was very well received.
The old tried and true team of Nip and Tuck
were four on the bill. No act *n thla time is
more sure of making friends with any audience.
They got away to the largest handa of
the show.
The closing act was HendricksBurne Co., formerly billed as Hendricks Belle
This is a school sketch. The Three ShanIsle.
nons, two girls and a boy, formerly doing an
act by themselves, have been added to this
act, the male of the species playing the tough
lad.
This act Is like all other school acta
playing small time.
Some enterprising producer will some day produce a school act that
will have something new in it.
In which case
your reviewer will have a fluttering of the
heart and a high fever.
Swing.
AMERICAN (Lew Goldberg, mgr. W. V.
M. A., agents). All six acts on the bill last
week were brand new as far as Chicago was
concerned, and for the most part they had
other merits to recommend them than Just
originality. The Arleys started the bill. These
youthful acrobats are back from a successful
Australian tour.
They have a head-to-head
perch act which would make them a good
opening act on any big-time bill. The various
stunts are most deftly performed, and tb#
act Is dressed right up to the minute.
They
were followed b* Granstuff anJ Davis (colored), who used a slide trombone and cornet.
fickle
audience
surprised
The
them as much
as the reviewer by giving a lukewarm reception to the freak calisthenics which usually
get over, and warmly applauding the "Rosary"
duet, which does not always register. Mr. and
Mrs. William O'Clalre have a new act. Chicago patrons of popular vaudeville are familThey made their last
iar with this team.
appearance here with a large girl act.
O'Clalre Is a good showman with a genuine,
unaffected personality. He plays an Irish organ, and asslstpd by his wife, whose voice
blends nicely with his own. sings some dandy
There is a bit of a story woven
Tr1"h ditties.
into the act, which carries a special drop.
The wardrobe Is excellent. The Phil Devoe
players presented a sketch entitled "Who Owns
the Flat?" There are two men and two women
In the act. The story Is a rather rambling one
and some of the lines are forced. Hugh Lutgens pleancd with his characterization of a
Swede Billy Sunday.
Boyle Woolfolk and
Menlo Moore have produced an Interesting and
pleaslne act In their most recent revue, which
they call "The International Revue." It In a
moat ppertaculnr offering, with gorgeous drops
representing the four corners of the world.
Not the least pleasant feature of the revue
are the verv pretty girls, dalntly garhed and
;

F-i?tr\Q.

offering, marking up s passing
Bert Bsker and Co. In the one-act farce,
"Prevarication," recorded a string of laughs
throughout their stay, with hearty applause
tapping the climax. Prlve Louis Hart, of the
British Army, appeared In the closing posi-

HIT
ALL GIRL REVIEW

that wlaa."— Phlladaiphla

Und!f7ic;;lt to gjize nr;or>.

**-

an T. €.

and

—

THE BRADS

score.

tion and proved most successful. His specialty
consisted of weight-lifting.
Lolette, a akatlng
bear, opened satisfactorily.
Nan Halpertn, In
her third successive week, sgaln gained top
honors notwithstanding she retained her second week's routine. Sophie Tucker snd her
Five Kings, of Bynoopation repeated bar previous week's sucess.
PANTAOB8. An ordinary program at Pantages. with "Dream of the Orient," so elaborately staged dancing specialty doing nicely
In the headline position. It la an exceptionally
good offering of Its kind. Hoey and Las found
little difficulty In securing proper returns with
their chatter and parodies.
Claudia Coleman
marked up the hit of the show, gained mainly
through her ability as a oomedtenns, likewise
her proficient Juggling. The Tonngsrs opened
with some excellent posing, starting the show

THANKSGIVING GREETINGS

—

away

HIPPODROME (Andy

Talbot, mgr.; DoyleLoew, agents). A splendid bill, a crammed
house, and Andy Talbot tittering at the
"slump." The bill was opened by Julia Edwards. Julia haa got the fever. She does a
"Dainty Marie" type of act, but not until after
she has deluded the audience Into believing
she is a singer and dancer. Her flying ring
and bar offering la clean-cut and her remarks,
She opens In "one" on her
In action amuse.
singing-dancing turn, and then goes to full
for her regular act.
She was followed by
Ives, Leahy and Farnsworth, a trio of male
singers of exceptionally good voices.
Two of
the men make their entrance from the audience while the other starts singing from the

—

They render "A Lonesome Melody,"
"Joan of Arc" and "Missouri Walts" and get
a big hand on eacn.
No tomfoolery In this
act — Just harmony.
The Seebecka came on
three.
The man does some speedy bag-punchstage.

ing while the girl, a very cute little person,
sings, dances and punches a dummy around.
A delightful variety turn which helped the
next act, Leonard!, who played a violin and
steel guitar.
They liked It. The four position was held by "The Dairy Maids," which,
in addition to a half-dozen unusually modest
little chorus girls, carries two principals, a
man and a woman, who please mightily with
their singing, dancing and chatter. Hugo Lutgens, the Swede Billy Sunday, followed.
He
gives a clever delineation of the evangelist,
keeping the audience in an uproar with his
violent
poses.

crouches

and

mimicry

of

Sunday's

(Frank O. Parry, mgr.).— John
Jermon, Jack Strouse and Henry Lehman,

who respectively directed, wrote the lyrics
and staged the numbers for "The Million Dollar Dolls." and Ruby Cowan, who wrote the
music, are in order for congratulations. Their
handiwork revealB the fact that tbey do not
consider burlesque unworthy of sincere efforts
to produce the goods.
They have not performed wonders, but the show Indicates honest effort to get away from the rut Into which

TAIM EAN

story ; two acts which hays eight scenes, some
of which are unusually beautiful ; brilliant
costuming; tlghta which are not dirty at the
kneea.
The company does the bast It can.
Result a good burlesque show. Cliff Brmgdon
and Scotty Frledell are the comedlana Cliff
a tramp and Scotty an eccentric. Soma day
somebody will have to tell Sootty plainly but
firmly that he la not a speaking comedian. It
might aa well be done here as elsewhere. In
pantomime he la funny. He dances well with
nimble feet but when he opena his mouth,
no good.
Walter Morrison, who playa a
straight character, haa only one fault.
Ha
Is youthful.
The other atralght la played by
Harry Mandel. Although hla paTrt la Inconsequential, he struts and prlmpe as If he
were the leading man. Harold Csrr plays s
fop part. Nature has endowed him In a manner which renders makeup In this part unnecessary. Ede Mae Is the prima donna. She
is probably the most beautiful and moat tuneGladys Barker Is
ful woman In burlesque.
the Ingenue and Norma Barry the aoubret.
Oladya has a Babe La Tour head of hair, and
she tosses It the hair whenever opportunity
offers, and frequently when It doesn't offer.

—

—

;

—

—

Bvrtng.

SAN FRANCISCO

Buying.

COLUMBIA
J.

burlesque la sliding. Hera la what the producers gave the company to work with : A
book with quite a aemblanoe of a coherent

BAN FBAWCMOO

ORPHEUM

(Fred Henderson, gen. rep.
agent, direct).— A pleasing show Is on tap at
the Orpheuni this week. Emily Ann Well man
Is the current headllner appearing In a flash
drama entitled "Young Mrs. Sanford," writ-

well enough.
"All Wrong," a comedy
appreciated, while Goldberg and
pleased with singing and talking.

was

skit,

Wayne

HIPPODROME.—The Hippodrome la
week housing a show above the average.

this

The

Clayton Drew Players In a travesty, "Whan
Caesar Marks Anthony," are fulfilling a return date and easily got away with the laughing hit of the evening.
Morgan and Stewart
In "A Jitney Banquet," a talking skit, pleassd.
The Ross Bros, closed the show with their boxing exhibitions and training routines, to the
pleasure of the entire audience.
A trio of
good entertainers were shown when the Wellington Trio held forth with their songs and
instrumental specialties.
The Rural Bight,
a male octet in "Songs of Yesterday and Today," marked up the biggest possible score.
Hyde and Hardt opened nicely with acrobatics.

ALCAZAR
Donne

In

(George Davis, mgr.).— Allan
"Lucky O'Shea" (2d week).
F. Curran, mgr.).
"The 18th

—

CORT (Homer

Chair" (2d week).

COLUMBIA

(Gottlob-Marx,

mgre.).— "Miss

Springtime" (1st week).
CASINO (Robert Drady, mgr.).

—A-H

ft

W.

V. A. vaudeville.

T/TOWAM
W.

(Jos.

F.
V. A. vaudeville.

PRINCESS
Bert

Bauer, mgr.).—A-H

ft

(Bert Levey, lessee and mgr.).

Levey vaudeville.

CASINO.— 18, Not much
Casino.
On the
sketch

to the

ahow at the
months

It was the poorest there In
bill were three
acta, a slapstick
(If It could be called a sketch), and

dumb

two good acts. Col. John H. House, an exscout and veteran of the G. A. R., waa "thrown
In" for good measure and featured.
The
colonel, who Is 74, tells about hla Civil War
days and his experience as a scout. He otherwise reminisces on war topics, recites poetry.
and demonstrates the old way of bayonet

He concludes with a
exceptionally active and
regular vaudeville theatre
does not appear to be an appropriate place
for his reminiscences.
The Twirling Talbuts
started the show with a good exhibition of

charges

and

prayer.

The scout

Interesting,

Direction,

drills.

but

Is

a

NAT SOBEL
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act retime** the ione, spirit

A corking good novelty

lovable "Class" of its
sponsor, Joseph Santley, who
knows where to begin and

and

where

JOSEPH SANTLEY

to stop.

Jack Lait

for the varieties.

Ashton Stevens

PRESENTS

A JAZZ NIGHTMARE
WITH

F. WHEELER

Typical of everything that

Joseph

Santley

has

ever

done.

Fifteenth

WADSWORTH

a

and a cast of seven

brought home to the resort following the
dosing down of some of the larger establishments for the cold season to prevent heavy
losses and threats from large railroad managements having direct or feed lines to the
resort to curtail service and Atlantic City publicity and advertising campaigns unless assured of more liberal programs of amuseThe
ments here to attract the visitors.

mle

Sisters

4

Co..

Legitimate Attractions

Write

Joined Jack Roberts' rente at the Parts-Louvre.

Mort Harris end Bddle MeOIll, of the W. B.
8.

staff

here,

entertained

at

the

Presidio

Wednesday night

James Post and his musical comedy company opened an indefinite engagement at the
The Columbia
Columbia, Oakland, Sunday.
has been dark for a long time on account of
it, poor location and small seating capacity.
the Pout company can draw business to
If
house

thiy.

It

will

accomplish the unexpected.

The Orpheum, Oakland, has been made more
conspicuous by a larpe. electric sigh, which
was illumine! for the first time last Saturday.

Stella Maybew was tendered a party on the
stage on the Alcazar theatre In honor of her
birthday. While Miss Mayhew declined to give
her age, she stated she was Just past the draft
limit

Freeman Armstrong, a wounded Canadian

The Bert Levey office has been the scene of
considerable activity the past few weeks. Bert
Levey states he will shortly announce several
theatres added to the books, which will give
the circuit a few more weeks.

Bailey and Marlon Burton with the
"Count and the Maid." a girl act playing the
Pan time, have handed In their two weeks'
notice, and will open at Levey's Cafe In Los
Angeles.
soldier who has received his honorable discharge after 13 months In the trenches, appeared at the Hippodrome, Oakland, at the
conclusion of each performance of "Kick In,"
in

war

talk.

The case of Bliss Schuyler against the
Pantages Circuit for breach of contract will
likely bo decided this week.

John

Medbury, temporarily In charge of
Shapiro-Bernstein
Music
Co.'s
office
here
(during
Frank
K.
Snowden's
difficulties
through his enlistment In the army), will be
the permanent representative.
P.

Sands nnd I<«-ulah Hurke, choristers
"oh, You Devil" act on the Pantages
left the act at San Diego last week and

The "Ukulele Girls," a musical comedy with
40 people rehearsing for several weeks, opened
last week at Vallejo at a dollar top.
Other
Valloy towns are to follow.

I

i

#

i

I

Montr

<

* 1

'

I'.etty

ti.e

The McDonough, Oakland, a usual three-daystand for the road shows, has, with few exceptions, been a losing proposition for companies appearing there. "Pollyanna" Is the attraction for three days this week.

Nina Gilbert (Mtb. Usher), a well known
dramatic stock woman, is appearing In a
sketch on the Hip time with Sherman Bain-

son.

bridge.

whatever losses are Incurred by the continuation of the open door at the piers and
other amusements during the winter season.
It developed during the meeting that the
three largest picture houses as well as the
Apollo theatre were operated at a loss at this
time of the year. 5,000 of the resort's young
men had left the city to enter the Govern

Branson

and Jane Urban,

who

Kahn

Congressman

honorary membership

was
In

honored

Ix>cal

21.

with

an

American

Musicians.

re-

ATLANTIC CITY.
BY CHAN LICS tfCHKI'RRR.

bodies.
The absolute necessity
at all of the large amuse-

meni service in out. dap&rtjnerit or other. 0*her
places, operated by outside capital,
had closed down this winter because outside
investors hsd not the civic pride that men
living here the year around showed In permitting a loss in order that the fame of the

order to provide divertissement
visitors has been suddenly

At the conferences the Amusement Assocla-

Shore amusement men have come into their
own. Their supreme importance to the prosperity of the resort has at last been recognized by the hotel men of the resort and the
leading
of

civic

"open

house'

ment centres
for

Under the arrangement perfected at the conthe hotel and amusement men will

ferences,
split

Federation of

Percy

I

with
time,

Among the women headllners seen on the
Rlalto one evening last week were Anna Held,
Trlzle Frlgansa, Stella Maybew, Sophie Tucker,
and Nan Halperln. Wlllard, the "Man Who
Grows," was the only one of the male con-

Pearl

cently completed an engagement at the Alcazar,
will open on the Orpheum time this week at
Stockton. Mis* I'rban will continue with Bronson until Winnie Baldwin (Mrs. Branson),
who recently received a visit from the stork, Is
able to Join her husband.

•

1

r..

UTICA, N. Y.

tingent.

"The Mikado" la to be the December offering of the Players' Club In the Little theatre.

farter, who returned
iit'ilu In
week, where he
last
wi'i'ks' engagement at the HIJou
company, he cleared $7,000 there.
farter \- Company will open for a season of
ti'irVsoue ntock at the old Pan house, Tacoma,
Pr«vioUM to the Honolulu ennext month.
they played six months In the old
i_';il< mint
hoiise
Seattle.
I'.int.ii.-' s
Lant week Carter
reee!', eii word from N-'airi' Hi.-- Arinalronj; popl.iiil<i|u.- company, which opened nt the Tlvoll
t'\.'.- neently, billed their last week'B attracCarter."
"l'"v Ms-he
!it
:o::
Ac. ..relink
lure
fpiin
a six
>
wirti his own

ciation

"MANAGER"

PARK THEATRE

Amusement Assohas Jumped Into prominence almost
overnight as a result Representing, as It
does, every form of reputable amusement In
the resort the Association has been appealed
to by the Hotel Men's Association and the city
rulers to amalgamate with them in promoting
more attractions during the winter months
and the Association's ready response to the
appeal has given it the rank of highest power
among the civic bodies of Atlantic City.
A firm bond of co-operation has now been
established between these various organisations as the result of two executive conferences this week, at which time the problems
Involved were very carefully considered by all
concerned.
One of the results will be the reopening of
the Million Dollar Pier, the Steeplechase Pier,
the Steel Pier and the Hygela Swimming Pool
during the off season, and visitors to the
resort will find attractions open that never
before greeted them during the winter months.
The conferences were precipitated by what
amounted to an ultimatum from the railroads
that unless additional amusements were provided they cannot consistently advertise Atlantic City as the greatest winter resort of
the North. It developed that the Pennsylvania
Railroad alone had planned to spend $80,000
on placards and signs boosting Atlantic City
and placed in ajl their stations, and the
Reading Railroad offered to do the same. The
Baltimore and Ohio Is prepared to open up
a Boardwalk office and will similarly adverClose
tise Atlantic City as a winter resort.
to a half million dollar's worth of advertising
depends on the resort's ability to afford adequate amusement for the visitors that will be
attracted to Atlantic City in the winter searecently-formed Atlantic City

Seating capacity, 1,800.

ft

at

Wanted

Finest theatre city; 100,000 population.

tight

the Orpheum here
a gold medal by the
last
The
Italian Accordion Club of San Francisco.
presentation took place at an elaborate banquet
tendered the accordionist and May MaBelle
Sterling (Mrs. Delro), who is accompanying
her husband on his Orpheum tour.

who appeared
week, wan awarded

Delro,

99

JOSEPH SANTLEY

aerial feats and strong-Jaw work. Roberta and
Roden are a classy team, with a neat routiao
The
member Is aleo
of talk and songs.
quite some whistler. The girl poeeeeses maoh
style and a neat manner of delivering; talk
and putting over songs. They did not gather
much applause at this house, which does hot
detract from their turn, aa It la one of those
refined acts that would be more appreciated In
the bigger houses. The Apollo Trio presented
some poses and balancing stunts. Their bronse
make-up lends atmosphere. The Omega Trio
had the sketch. Outside of the girl, who makes
three change* of costume and looks well. It
The business and gags emis a sad affair.
ployed are from old after-pieces. The skit Is
called "Sweety's Finish." Ross and Wise were
the bit of the show. A mixed team, they start

I>eon
act la a novelty.
wire, closed the show.

OH BOY
WITH

0. L. Hall

with songs and talk, and have every appearance of being ordinary, when near the close
an acrobatic youngster about seven years old
appears aa a surprise that puts the act over
with a bang. Some good balancing and acrobatics arc indulged In by the man and the
During the acrobatics the woman remains
kid.
on the stage singing in a pleasing voice. The

week
La Salle Theatre

the

In

winter

amusement

resort should not be impaired.

a

;

,
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BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

500 Housekeeping Apartments
(of

M* dn, KNi rod

Hi

mmmki

tf

554
TpI. Bryant < 565

ro$

Mis)

wm
ONE BLOCK
TO TIMS 1Q.

The Edmonds

Under

direct »R«r*lil*i ef the ewaera. located la the heart ef the eJty, jaot of
Bread way. cleee te all keeking efflcea, principal theatrea, department itw«, treetiea

W ?•

th# !•'»•«
*
.
to theatrical Ulka.
.

Furnished Apartments

"L" read sad rakwir,

llaee,

aad

malatalaero ef hon eekeop lag faralahed apertmeata epeeUllsing
are aa tka greaad daily. This alaaa laaaraa prompt aervlee

Wa

CATERING EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PROFESSION

cleaallueaa.

ALL BUILDING! EQUIPPED WITH ITBAM BBAT AND BLECTBIG LIGHTS

HILDONA COURT
•41 te

M7

Between 47th and 41th Streets

JUST COMPLtTID: ILffVATOR AFARTMCHTt ARRAMSID IN SUIT ft OF ORE. TWO AND THRU
ROOM*. WITH TILCO RATH ANO SHOW I*. TlLtO R ITCH InVk ITCH IN 7tttlf AOD VACUUM

THCRI AFARTMINTt IMROOV fviftV LOXURV \nOWR TO
HISS U» Weekly; *$M tip MeatSly

SYSTItt.

I

YANDIS COURT
24l.«7

WaN 4M M.

Waat 4ttk St.
ap-te-tka-aleata,
eew.
la apart aata af I
Mteuaea and ertvele kalk. *~

Wait II* OL

THE DUPLEX

Met

and ftp) Waat 4M Ot
Paeae Oryaat 490*0111
Tkraa aed tear tmm» with aata. faralakat la a
ieares af aeSeraeass ttial exeat* aaytfclaa isttpta
»„i
th4M «-*—

gg ate |£

eat*

er%ars smitx
•••• U» Week*

U

IIS.m Ua Weak*

EIGHTHOaeAVENUE
B
Waat

Black
af
Between 4ft k and 4?tfc tt recta
Blgh-Claan Faralaked Apart man
Tkraa, Pear aad Flve-Beei
Pkaa
Strictly Prafeaatonal

MRS.

laO-1

9MM

9

Ben

Pkeaa— Bryant

room

la

prteata.
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Improved

Steam beat,

HP

electric

light

and

taam

M

$10.50 up—Single $6.00
Suites 2-3 Bedrooms and Bath
Attractive Rates Week or Month

TIMES SQUARE HOTEL
Weat 43rd

Street,

New Terk

tlon wrb represented by President Fred Moore
(Apollo theatre), Joseph H. Snellenberg (Virginia theatre), Jacob Bothwell (Steel Pier),
W. Ernest Shackelford (Million Dollar Pier),
William Fennan (Steeplechase Pier), Samuel
MeKlll
(Garden Pier), M. H. Russell
(Colonial theatre), Charles Scheuer. general
manager of the Association the Hotel Men's
Association, by President William Hansteln
the Chamber of Commerce by President Samuel
Leeds, Theodore Schimpf and George
Meredith.

W

;

In order that they may continually Interchange Ideas and keep thoroughly In touch
with the needs of the resort the Atlantic City
Amusement Association has decided to hold
bi-monthly luncheons at the Alamac hotel, at
which time general problems will be taken

up and

CITY

Catering ta tka ceaafert aad ceaecaleace ef tke prefeaa l ea.
Up
Beat and Electric Light*

Double Room, Private Bath

201

NEW YORK

323 Wert 43rd Street,
^

perhapa one of the best acta that
bave been put on scenic effects at this house
this reason.
Florence Tempest, "America's
Most Lovable Boy and Vaudeville's Daintiest
Girl," got over well.
Miss Earle offers "The
Local Verdict," a novelty In which the audience is asked to act aa the jury, a position
which most of the audience seemed to find
Miss Earle Is what we should
to their liking.
call a "hard worker" and she puts her act
over In fine style.
The Llttlejohns In their
dazzling diamond act found favor with the
house as did Lemalre and Gallagher In their
funny military travesty.
Milt Collins In a
monolog, "The Patriot," was well received as
the act Is really a satire on the German method of doing business.
John Ford and Vera
flnlfsh the bill with "Bits of Musical Comedy."
BOSTON (Charles Harris, mgr.; agent, U.
B. O.).
Drama and comedy blended In the
bill.
Tyrone Powers in "The Planter" and
Lew Madden In the comedy, "Monday Morning," were the features of the film and vaudeville offerings.
The balance of the bill Includes the Honamura troupe, Lamb's Manikins
and Frosinl.
BIJOU (Ralph Oilman, mgr.; agent, U. B.
goes.

241 to 247

Weat 43rd

Telepheae i Bryaat

Street at

Tinea Square.
WILBUR

SMT

settled.

—

BOWDOIN

B.

O).

Good.
(Al Somerbee,

— Douglass

Fairbanks

Painted Post." The vaudeville Includes Lawrence Crane and Co., Wllllson and Sherwood,
Charles Bradley, Welcome and Welcome, De

KEITH'S (Robert

—

O.
the

B.

O.).

— In

Husband,"

Larson, mgr.
agent,
H. U. O.
One of
most evenly balanced
hlllfl
that has been seen at this house for
several weeks Is presented thlH week. The bill
Is without a star but there Ih entertainment
\vh\"Ji >iiti\ n!) "lessen of pMtronR and It Is a
Mil that Is rather a HiirpriHe to the audience.
The patronage Ih still being affected by the
war tax iih was shown by Monday evening's
performance.
(wading positions on the bill
are ab)iit equally divided between Morton and
(IlaHH. Florence Tempest, and Maude Earle and
her company.
Morton and Glass have a vehicle. "11>17-1J>."><>," which Is well presented and
which lacks nothing as far as atage setting
).

JAMES

(Joseph Brennan, mgr.; agent,
the one-act comedy, "Our
which seemed to get the house
Just right, Bertha Creighton and Co. head the
vaudeville bill.
Robert Warwick, In "The
ST.

U.

;

Silent

U

COMPLBTB BOUaWBBPINQ

W.

310

48th St,

UM

New York

Master,"

the

Is

leading film

IN

offering.

ERS

AKE-UP
si

Mr

NHV

i

BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED
SINGLE OR DOUBLE
EVERT CONVENPER DAT, $2; PER

ROOMS.
IENCE.

WEEK,
M. A.

$12.

DU MOULIN, Hi W. Mtn

BL. N. T. C.
Corner Bread waj

Apt. It

Vaudeville includea Weber and Elliott. Borla
Chandler and the De Roee Sletera, Herman
and Henley and Monroe and Grant.
GLOBE (Frank Meagher, mgr.; agent.
Loew). "Her Unborn Child," which came here
unannounced, filled the house for the flrat
week la again here. It le believed thla attraction will ataj for a few more weeka
ORPHEUM (Victor J. Morrla, mgr.; agent.
Loew).— The Six Royal Huaaara went big;
O'Brien Havel, Elinore and Carleton, Hlckey
and Cooper. Cook and Stevena, Plquo.
8COLLAY OLYMPIA (Jamee J. McGutnneee.
mgr.).— "When a Man Beee Red," film feature
Oray and Klunker, Weber and Radford,
Jimmy Reynolda, American Minstrel Maida,
Kaufman and Lillian.
GORDONS OLYMPIA (Frank Hookallo.
mgr. ).— Virginia Peareon In "All for a Hueband," film feature; vaudeville Includea Frank
Wilson. Henry and Adelaide. Bennett and Lee.
PARK (Thomaa D. Sorlero, mgr.).— Bthel
Barrymore In "The Eternal Mother" and Douglas Falrbanka In "The Habit of Tappineee,"

—

MIMH,

ln<

Alms.

Bualneea very good.
MAJESTIC (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "A Cure
for Curablea." with William Hodge.
Second
week and business exceptionally good, proving
that Hodge Is still one of the biggest drawing
cards for this city.
KHTP^RT (»5. D Bmlth, m?r).— "Show
of Wonders." last week, with business good.
Harry I>auder billed next week.
COLONIAL (Charlea J. Rich, mgr.).— "The
MuhIc Master"
last week.
PLYMOl'TH (E. D. Smith, mgr.).— "The
Melting of Molly." new comedy, which got
new notices In tbe reviews and Is expected to
stay at this house over the holldaya.
;

TeL 7112 Bryaat

D. Bmlth, mgr.).—"LoTe o*
Mlka," laat week, after a eary aoooaaaraJ ran.
"De Laxa Annie" next weak.
(tt.

PARK BQUARB (Prod B. Wright, mgr.).—
"The Gram Widow," laat weak. "Up BUIra
and Dowa" aaderllnad. This theatre, orldoatlp
foraeealng the tread of the tlmea la going to

aaeame the war tax

TRBMONT

"Turn

to

Itmlf.

(John B. Bohooffal. mgr.).—
Right" atlll raaalag etroag.
Dae to otay hero until after the

the

11th weak.
holldaya.

HOLLJB

(Charlee

for ClnBeralU.'
rle playa.

;

mgr.; agent, U.
"The Man from

in

Vail Sisters and George Drlscoll.

BOSTON.
DY LKN L1BBEY.

Bathe nag CeaMaaaoa Bat Water
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1 aad • Beeaa Apartaieata, fT

It la

O.).— Pictures.

op

kitchenettes, $11.00
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ii..... pi
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ma
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CHICAGO, ILL

1144

f«

wa aaa aM pao

and iiiitwinli are
No going through on* room In or dee to got w

Furnished Apartments
c.»pi.«.

BOOM

weekly.

HOTEL

• a led

IT

A CALL WILL
CONVINCE TOU

1 or 3 roomg, private bath

Prep.
H. %i.
C ITUABT,
STUABT. Uea.
Oca. Mgr.
AMDEKBON, Fran.
ANDERSON.
Ift.
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Net and Cold Running Water
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AVXNUI
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ST. REGIS
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all
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IM
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Principal OBiee— TandU Court. 241 Weat 4td Street, Naw Tack
Apartataau caa ka aaaa evealaga. Office la aack building.
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Pkeee Oal.
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C IM
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•ILSS Up Weakly

afavater. areereef eelle'lea af tka aawaat tree.
bavlaf avert eevtet aae* aae aleeoa.
AaartataaM
art eaaetttellr arraaaatf. sat aaatlst af I. I aed 4

reeat.

< n— I»Em> NEW

DANIEL
T E

SI

4

err asses'

IRVINGTON HALL7IU

Aa

rttntm B«th

HENRI COURT
Aa

l.
I aetf 4-reeei aeertaeeta »Ma kl t ii niett aa,
aHvatt set* aa* tateaaeee.
Tee ertvaay tasss
Martateate art astae* far U mm ef Ha aitfssneaa.
III. St U» Weakly

NIMNi

MOOCRN SCllnCt

I

IIS. 114 aa* lit

Pfteaa arrant Ttll

EIGHTH AVENUE

776-78-80

West 4tta M.
A talMlaa Os Lame

J.

Rich,

laat weak.

mgr.).—"A Kim
Next, three Bar-

HOD8B (Lawrence McCarthy, mgr.).
—OPBRA
"The Wanderer" opened eeoond weak m
good bualneea.

COPLBT (H. W. Patten, mgr.).—"The Man
Who Stayed at Home" inlahTng up. and for
the coming weeka "Panny'a Plrat ^Mj" ^ad
aome of the best of the Oeorgo
and Barrio plays will bo man at the boons
during the rent of the aaaaoa.

CASINO (Charlee Waldron. mgr.).—Billy
Watson 'a own abow. Buslnom exoolleoL
GAYBTY (Thomaa H. Henry, mgr.).— Barney Oerard'a "Foil lee of the Day."

Bualneea

excellent.

HOWARD

(Oeorgo B. Lothrop, mgr.).—
Vaudeville: Four Lukona.
"Cabaret Glrla."
Al Rlpon, Jim aad Flo Bogart, Bllte Duo.

CINCINNATI.

BY HA BUT

. MABTIlf.

"Cheer Booka." containing cartoone, cltpplnga of funny etoriee and jokea, are being
made and aent to the American eoldlera la
France by Marie Pecbeur, who waa at the
Lyric laat week in "Old Lady 81."
J. Ruah Bronaon. manager of tbe Bmpi
waa nominated without oppoeltlon. Nov.

for

Commander of Cincinnati Camp
Men of Amerloa. The election

Loyal

No.
le

23,
1,

eat

for Dec. 6.

DALLAS.
By GBO.

II]

WALKER.

B.
MAJESTIC (8. von Pbul, mgr. Inter.).—25.
Max Bloom In "Broadway Review," Clifford A
Wllle. Haley Slntere. "The Spirit of 76."
Pletro, Alexander Broe., and Evelyn.
Excellent bill, business good.

JEFFERSON

(

R.

J.

Stennett.

mgr..

Pantages).— 2i», Best bill of s^awm beuded by
Slngere' Midgets and Bob Albright, three other
acts, and pictures.
OLD MILL (Herechel Steuart. mgr.).—
Douglas Fairbanks In "Reaching for the
Moon" and "The Judgment House" (film). Excellent,

capacity business.

HIPPODROMB

(Arthur

Clare,

mgr.).—

*

/
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BEST PLACES TO DINE AT

GARDEN
TERRACE
Wonder Restaurant

SEE
u

THE APACHE
IUTO)
Tifwny mill a?
Elsie and

Chicago's
NORVAL BAPTIE

<ON

Featuring

Paulsen
las

The

EaUUed

GLADYS LAMB

and

Terraee Garde* Bevae aad lee Bstravagaasa**

"THE FAIRY AND THE PRINCE"
Satire Predectlea
aaiu«
riMKw ay JOB. C SMITH

ffnrid*!

la the Boar* ef the Leap

^orrismi %tel

Ths Psppy Masteal Ceaaeny

Personal Maaagesseat ef

BABBT

•The Betel ef Perfect Service"

"On the Carper
Wltfc

THE BEST ITALIAN DINNER

HELEN HARDICK
The White Huzzars

Lunch 55 Cents

km

108-1 10 W.49thSt

Reserve Tablet

CLARE AND MADISON STREET!

THE

Now

MOIB

C.

THE CITY

IN

Dinner 85 Cents

GIOLITO
I
\Jf\f 1 Jl

Bryant 1151

\/NEW

YORK CITY
BEST"
RENDEZVOUS OF THEATRICAL'S

THE ONLY FIRST CLASS

KOSHER RESTAURANT

Pboot 9900 GoL

Whert all
ST.,

TAYLOR

117

AFE MAXIM £VXSt
MOST SENSATIONAL BSVUB

"Always in the Lead'

"THE GIRL FROM PAREE"

9

that

all

and

Raatauraol

FULLER
me EARL
STANDABD
ef

Novelty Orchestras

JAZZ BANDS
now

available
direst applica-

upon
tion.

art

eexnblnaUoae an
eoutlnnlnj
Indeinlte angagemeuta
at Bee*
T
ter e famous restau-

upon

their
rant.

New York

City,

Fuller

Oreheetraa alaylna
upstairs (ballroom)
and downstairs (dining room).
The Barl Poller
Orchestras or Jaaa
Bands, ef ear slss aad la aay eesaetaalion
for the least possible sasaey— will be
snt ts aay part of the glebe wltb tbe
jrand of the Karl Pallor tkereaghaess and
excellence going with them.
the

—

Too Bari

M—

Pellef OrssstssHeas ate Orlifaetteaa.
the Carl Foliar Vlotsr asi CeteaMs Oi

RODOCOt.

No reproMOUtlva

EARL FULLER,

Rector's

I

Visit

Interesting, busi-

ness good.

WASHINGTON— Robert
Silent Master" (film).

Warwick

Bmmett DeVoy and

in

•The

—

ORPHEUM (Rod Waggoner, mgr.).—Sylvester Bchaefer, feature attraction.
REGENT (Tom Faland, mgr.).—Anna Era
Fay, headlining.
OPERA HOUSE (Harry Prent, mgr.).—
"Lilac Time,"
Skinner.

aviation camp here, has
been completed, and the Influx of officers snd
men has added materially to the theatregolng
population.

Love

Field,

the

with Jane Cowl.

Next,

Otis

(Richard H. Lawrence, mgr.).—
Neit. 'The Knife."
LYCEUM.— "Common Clay," with Thomas
Shsa.
OAYETY (J. M. Ward, mgr.).—"Sight-

"Her Soldier Boy."

CADILLAC

(8am

Levey,

mgr.).— "Olrls

ADAMS (Bert
stock in "Just a

Williams,

mgr.).—Olaser

Woman."

Automobile bandits attacked Isadora Seldenberg, treasurer of the Cadillac burlesque
theatre, Nov. 23 In the yard of his residence,
but were put to rout.

"or
'""

;

l

f'.rv Nest ibor
I

Work on

he

?t

Miller's

rr

•)

C inc a-;

new

delayed temporarily on
to get material.

Cufuii
u,

s

[,tm

II:

—

Thuraton, the Magician, good
2, "Mutt and Jeff Divorced."
Krelss. mgr.).— Pabst OerStock Co., "Die Five Frankfurter," good;
28, "Der Tor und der Tod" and "Salome."
GAYETT (Charles J. Fox, mgr. agent,
American). Oay Morning O lories, opening
big; Dec. 2, Harry Welsh and American Bur-

International).

Profession Congregate
mki ly 5L W. Rjrululph S»
the

'

opening; Dec.

PAB8T (Ludwlg

man

—

;

leaquers.

EMPRESS

film theatre has been
account of Inability

(Henry

Stock burlesque.

Ooldenberg,

mgr.).

Eddie Collins Co.

Daniel H. Simon, probably one of the best-

Scott Palmer, manager of Pantages,
Diego, was up three dsys last week.

San

known bartends of the West and Middle West
among theatrical and circus people, died In
last week at the age of 08.
For the
years, up to a year ago. he was In
of the bar at the Davidson hotel.
In New York he was at the Herald Square
hotel for two years about 181)0 to "98.

Chicago

last ten

charge

MILWAUKEE.
BY P. O. MOROAlf.

—

DAVIDSON (Sherman

Brown, mgr.). Otla
"Mister Antonio," good opening;
week Dec. 2, "Miss 8prlngtlme."
MAJESTIC (William O. Tlsdale, mgr.
Sarah Padden, Blllle Reeves.
agent, Orpta.).
Ray Samuels, Collins and Hart, Hufford and
Chain, Fritz and Lucie Bruch, Darto and
Rlalto, May Naudaln.
Skinner

—

NEW ORLEANS.

In

—

A Detroit constable Interrupted the performance at the Regent last Saturday during the act of Frltzl Bcheff.
Mlse Scheff la
being sued by William Morris, and the summons served on her calls for Nov. 28 In Justice Lemkle's court.
The constable was refused admission back stage, so when Miss
Scheff appeared on the stage for her act. he
went to the footlights and served the sum-

The loss by fire to the General Film Exchange, as previously noted, was $03,000. The
exact number of reels destroyed waa approximately 3,000.

LOS ANGELES.
BT OUT PRIOB.

Carl Laemmle has taken a lease on the
Alhambra,
San
Francisco.
Al
Nathan,
Laemmle's appointee as manager of the
Superba here, Is now In the Bay City
launching the house on a Universal picture

By

O.

SAMUEL.

11.

ORPHEUM (Arthur White, mgr.).— Gertrude
Hoffman fairly staggering Orpheumltes with
her sumptuous divertissement this week. McRae and Clegg started show pleasantly Reverend Gorman (New Acts)
Milton and De
Long Sisters, splendidly received Stan StanComfort and King,
ley, unrestrained laughter
;

;

SOUTH AMERICAN TOUR
55 West 28th Street,

;

apt minstrel farceurs

New York

City

;

present patter rather

familiar.

;

EUROPE
Players In Europe desiring to advertise
In VARIETY, and wishing to take advantage of the Prepaid Rates allowed, may
secure the same. If at the time of mailing
advertising copy direct to VARIETY, New
York, the amount in paynent tor It Is
placed in VARIETY'S cre J «t at tbe

PALL MALL DEPOSIT AND FOR-

WARDING
Carlton

St.,

Regent St^

CO.
S.

W,

at four shillings,

Through
all

danger

this

London
the

manner

of

Pall

VARIETY

two penes, on the

—

PALACE (Sam Myers, mgr.). Three Lyres,
pronounced success, first balf. The Dooleys,
Ford and Goodrich,
opened, doing nicely
started slowly but found hearty favor later

NOTICE FOR

For uniformity in exchange,
Mall Co. will accept deposits for

policy.

General Booking Manager ef the

10-3

;

;

ROGER TOLOMEI
Office Hoars:

RESTAURANT

Where

seers."

from Joyland."

Arthur Clare, new lessee and manager of
the Hippodrome, Is developing that house Into
popularity with his policy of nothing but feature Alms.

WEISS

Esthetic

mons. The show was brought to a standstill
amid tumultous applause, while the constable
was shown the exit by ushers.

Broadway and 40th Straat
New York City
"Babbling Tongues" (film).

(C.

OARRICK

Pnller'e

aal

Bt JACOn SMITH.

O. Williams, mgr.).— Ralph
Co.. Paul Durand
Dancers, Donahue and Stewart,
Mme. Renee Florigny, Three Qullllos,
Laser and Dale, Juno 8almo.
MILES (Jsuujs Rutherford, mgr.). The
Hong Kong Olrls, Williams and Allen, Bert
DaTla, Walsh and Rand, Aerial Sherwoods,
Stagpoole and Spier.

Hers,

meant Boat nasi In s

it

TBMPLB

In

agent.
(Harry B. Billings, mgr.
W. V. M. A.).— Ragapatlon Five, Schoen and
Walton, Irving Oobler, Frank Gardner and Co.,
Daniels and Walters, Azard Broa.
last half
Oruber'a Animals, Edward Blondell and Co.,
Ward and Raymond, Fields, Keane and Walsh,
Nethercutt and Wharton, Rexo excellent.
MILLER (Jack Yeo, mgr.; agent, Loew).
LaRue and Oreaham, Yank and Dixie, Lamed
and Kaufman, Seymour's Happy Family, Five
Original Vlolfh 01 riles, Harmon and O'Connor, Floyd and Beaman, Canfleld and Cohan,
Five Florlmanda; fine.
8HUBERT (B. Nlggemeyer, mgr.; agent
;

DETROIT.

the Orchestra after

BERNZAFT, Manager

L.

PALACE

O M O/VOO

At TiSt aad 11:I§

It's

Bet Turk and Eddy, San Francisco

M. SILVER, Proprietor

When

San Francisco

in

the leading visiting artists dine

Everything
for the Stage
in Clothes
Large Stock on Hand
Nothing too difficult
for ear Custom Depertment

Mack,

dollar.

transmission,

of loss to the player Is averted;

VARIETY assumes full risk and acknowledges the Pall Mall Co.'s receipts as Its
own receipts for all money placed with
the Pall Mall to VARIETY'S credit.

1582-1584

The
Tailo,

BROADWAT

Opp. Strand Theatre

Opp. Colombia Theatre
712-724-72t

SEVENTH AVE.

NEW YORK

CITY. N. Y.

VARIETY
4

I.

MILLER, ISM IrMiwiy^rTtr

37

COVERS FOR ORCHESTRATIONS
iwuii

10 eta. to f 1.25 well
to bou> mubkx oub bpmxaltt
•eases',

UNION HINGE BINDING COMPANY
Phoa* BryMt SMS
U0 W. 41ad 8c, N«w T«rk
tame iNmu

If

ifJM

je Serolee
If

roe weal eaytksng

lORO

Sanitary Gymnasium
ky BILLY
West 116th Street, New York City
um plana

252

with

,

to

lli«

World

a, St foot.

Saeeial for Plane

Duos, |lil per week.

of

Houra— 1t ATM.

to I P.

Mod SC New York

ft

JAMES MADISON

VAUDEVILLg AUTHOR— 14*3

Broadway.

Bow

York,

UBnB. MJ
Al «V«W^
PraakTtaaey^Nat
FTBJU
IIBBt7, i^Bl Wills.
VPIIM, <*VTO
Nora Bafts.
Joton,
irney Barnard. Howard and Howard. B*o
Cams. Barney
Welck.
^ 4 Djemoad and Breanaa. Doe OlNeui. Cartawll aaj
l«
refer* to

1

I

at dally

Harris, Stuart Borneo.

ACCOMMODATIONS FOB

sna

Pkeaet

ft.

Tteket Os7.es, B*way

OftUPP, foraior Professional Baser

A SON

Monnfooiwrors of

sjolek.

Ltndsor.

ft. F. A-,
ftryaot 41 It
A. J. SIMMONS. A. O. P. A.

GRUPP'S

AUOUftTOft

LewestPeres

Seecf Cars.

Tkeao W.
Writ* for Catalog 4

Toronto, fit-to
Catoafo, ltl.it

JlM

alo.

tt«

Beau Nat Carr sod away

leys

Street

fjt ftrend

NIW TOMS OTT
•

PLUSH DROPS

All Slsee end Colors
Sneslal DUeooale end Tor see Tkls Mont*
iMtal to City ,

•
Ores***
Aoroedtea Msi
topers sad nooelroio.

susictouc
FROPtKTrOMS

iMPOftTt as

MANtfrACTUfttft

PIBlOMta

•

BtVUCi

•

CONBOUBATft* VftLYBT

ss,

Guerrini Co.

C9STUMERS

efcow* Control igoi

High Grate Actsrftatt
177-STt C«liMbM At*.

Bon Preneli
Awarded Gold
Oeaota, Italy; F.-P. L_ft.

8ao
Diego.

SCENERY
Vg4om\ Plash, Painted
Drops and Scenery of all kiadft.

Velvet,

E.

1

PIICE

••*•»-

Dorothy Orsnvllle, pleaaed; Toosman Arabs,
active oolorful cloalng number.
CRESCENT (Fred Turner, mgr.). Takita
FenJapa, moat lmproaalvo 8unday evening
ton and Oreen oaally earned aeoond honors

—

"CHEER UP"
awopaaa
BTBBetMOWlP*

MeSBM^aoaS

CfulvJa

TBI

MimrTnvog .kg

Seats •

wnU

HIPPODROME

a FTWJroa

anead.

ANOTHER SEASON'S BOOKING
Got ampin** leu oM'i w«kr out of your old
Repairs mod* Invisible.
Prions
roMoaabto. Skirts mode to order froon
{our twi or our material. Special 0111%
snirla.

Th«

4*tk Street Shirt HoaplUl
Wet* eftk Street N. T. City
Phono: Bryant 53
Send for Pmrtlouton
XS4

M

MAI MBSCH.

Proprietor;

As 9

DRS. S?r « ED c LEVY TREAT-

The Profession's FEET
At Strand Tkeatro Bid*.

Broadway and

47th St.

Corna—Bunion*—Call qui m
a Fut P*df'

Dolce 8ietera, capitalise themaelvea to fullest
extent ; Ryan and Juliette began proceedings
in sprightly manner; Leonard and Dempttey
did very well, the male Impersonation of Miss
Dempsey ranking far above the average.

PALACE (Sam

Meyers,

mgr. ) .—Sophisti-

cated, aapient persons would hardly be stirred
by the laat half bill at the Palace, but the

proletarian aaemblagea which gather there
nightly voted the entertainment very excellent
fare. Walters and Waltera, with vontrlloqulalisms, stood out aa they sat out In "one" with
their quaint figures. The Three Domanos, who
opend, danced with an equalization of show

Maraten and Manley

agility.

follow other acta too closely, submitting little
that bordera on originality.
The same criticism applies to Cameron De Witt and Co., with
the acustomed "drunk," more or less conform-

"Cabaret De Luxe" seldom Immures with
the atmosphere Intended.
The Jazx band is
nearly a Jets band, but not quite, and the
artiste are almoat good, although fair.
CRESCENT (Ford Turner, mgr.).— A weakened week-end program. Julian Rose occasioned considerable merriment, not to mention a
deal of laughter.
Musical Christies whipped
their xylophones until the audiences began
whipping their hands together. Burns snd
Fcran gase Into two opened books aa they
dance, the Hebraic lettering on the reverse
Bide being posed aa humorous.
For the better
part, 'tis a duplicate number.
The books are
alike, the costuming in unison, and the stepping collectively drab and conventional. Dinkins, Everett and McCarthy suggest Mclntyro
and Heath. Rose and Ellis concluded with the
proper modicum of activity.
TULANE (T. C. Campbell, mgr.). "Her
ing.

—

Soldier

Bov

"

LAFAYEiTB
H. Wilson

In

(C.

"The

W.

Oreenblatt,

mgr.).— Al

Irish 15th."

DAUPHINS (Lew Rose, mgr.).— Stock burlesque.
STRAND (D. L. Cornelius, mgr.). —Pictures.
ALAMO (Frank Sanders, mgr.). — McCormick

and WlnehlU's Revue.

oared with "A. B.

to

fTl*";

H7N.Wk»uhA.

named consul-general of the United States
Buenos Ayres. The poet carrlea a salary

at
of

$6,000 annually, with attendant perquisites.

WARDROBE
TRUNKS,

;

and grace and

'None can afford to miss It
all can afford to go."

til Canal Street
N. T. City

V. L. Nicholson, for several years secretary
Tom Campbell at the Tulane, has been

HEAVY CREPE DE CHINE
ENVELOPE CHEMISE
HAND EMBROIDERED

"Her Unborn Child"

shown

at the
Lafayette next week.
The Tulane will have
"Experience" for the same period.
will be

Max Finck, formerly in vaudeville,
a bandmaster In the army.

is

717

Big Barg-alna. Bsve keen seed. Alee o few
Second Hood lonovalloo end Fibre Wardrobe
Trunk*, fit and IIS. A fsw estrs large Property Trnnks. Aloe old Taylor and Bal Tronka.
Parlor Floor, ft W. Hot it. New York City

Carl Ooldenberg, connected with local theatres In a managerial capacity for nearly ten
years. Is renouncing theatricals to enter the
flour business of a wealthy uncle.

Beautify Your Face
Man*
look sood to maka pond.
tke •Tiofoaniiu" ka?e ottalaod eat
tvulaed setter porta ay kaftan aw earrect their reatarel tra s irfO raiaas oad roM«o*lok*e.
OooouitaUoo fro*.
Me.
P. ft. SMITH. M.D.
Too must

of

Henry Ottman, treasurer

of the Dauphlne,
is also president of the La. Kennel Club. He
was recently presented with a loving cup at
the fair held here.

The charter of the Pslace was filed hero the
other day. The corporation has stock to the
Orpheum heads aro in
of $225,000.

•47 Fifth

BJI

PHILADELPHIA.
BY JUVENILE.

I

KEITHS

(H. T. Jordan, mgr.).—
Comedy acts had the call this week. There
was a laugh somewhere In every act on the
B.

bill,

F.

though

It

In the case of

Is

stretching

It

two numbers to

Union

call It

comedy.

Several acta may be credited with registering laughing hits, It being difficult to place
the chief honors where they really belong.

There was no trouble, however, In selecting
the hit of the bill for real merit. This clearly
goes to Sallle Fisher In the New England play,
"The Choir Rehearsal." Thla la one of the
gems of vaudeville as It Is written and played.
It is all so clean, refreshing, and thoroughly

Theatrical Supplies
Write few Catalogue No.

U67 Broadway

PARIS SILK

UNDERGARMENT

CO.

BEVENTH AVENUE. BET. 47TH and 41TB STREETS

Theatre

Interior with Ceiling

Packs in a Trunk
Racey

&

9th and Holes Street.

Grainger Scenic Studio
Putnam Bldg., New York

321

— Velour

and

^Skinner's Satin Drops

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Open for Permanent Stock. Large
Road Shows. Grand Opera. Feature Pictures. Musical Comedy.

Lefler Unit Interior

(Patent Applied For;

Velvet

Seating Capacity, 2,250
Largest Theatre in Kansas City, Mo.

Will lease or book on percentage.

G. P.

CRANDALL,

Write or wire quick.

Manager, Auditorium Theatre.
Kansas City, Mo.

WsTW TOftK

(Cor. ITta Street)

Antonio Lupimcci
MANUFACTUBBJtt OP
FBOFBftftlONAL
PIANO nOCOBDEOMS

d
si
arlosa
IobS

N

A
for

ANTONIO LUPINACCI

cipals hit It up to such a high mark at times
that It calls for a vivid stretch of Imagination

Worth
$6.00

J

Walter G. Bretzfield Co.

entertaining that It deserves to be held up as
a model sketch. The characters are admirably
fitted Into the story, and the music tops the
whole thing off to a nicety. Mlas Fisher Is
splendid, and deserves everything she receives
In this pretty rural storyIt waa a big applause hit, and should be the same anywhere.
Another sketch on the bill le Wilfred Clarke's
own farce. "His Reel Trouble." Like all the
sketches Clarke has offered In the two-a-day
The prinhis new vehicle Is full of speed.

<
'

Symmetrical*

SaitnV

a point or two

The Auditorium

An

a

control.

rt7toaan.it.

Wardrobe Trunks
Every Make. Size and Style

HALF REGULAR PRICES

EDWARD GROPPER
208

Wegt 42nd

St.,

Phono. Bryant Sf7S

amwraaj

The

Avs* N. Y.

amount

AT BETA1L DIRECT FBOM MANUPACTCBERB FOR WBOLDALR

made and por bale at

now

PROP.
$5.00

R^J I
aSoV-kJI

New York

u**&*
Magical Apparatus
Qraad Book
Beak Catalea.

Over rat eaaveftai
CotaJes Fees. Est Itfl
BtABlTIBI
..tIAIITINICA
4 CO.. MMetseterere
4tS tlstk Aveaae
New York

to connect the story.
The latitude allowed for
broad farce, however, levels all this, and
Clarke Is eredlted with the making of a first
rate laugh-winner not quite so good as one or
two of the others he has shown here, but a
distinctly pleasing comedy, well presented, and
with plenty of snap to It. The two Ford girls
carried the act they are offering with Henry
I. Marshall to a good slsed applause hit.
In
a way It Is fashioned after the act offered recently by the Dolly Sisters, except that they
do not rely on the patriotic dance for a finish,
using it as an opening number, and winning
their honors at the flnlnh with a corking good
hard-shoe dance. The girls make four changes,
and are an attractive pair of dancers. Marshall plays the piano, sings some of the songs
hp has written in rn, paut, and :*ket his bewe
with the girls, although it is their dancing
which holds up the act.
A trio of comedy

turns had a free-for-all in the race for honors.
O'Neal and Walmaley had the first chance at
It.
and their "nut" comedy turn brought excellent resulta.
Thp boy doing the comedy
in the act has built up his work along different lines from most of the others, and makes
his eccentrlo character a really funny oao.

!

VARIETY
HAISON EDYTHE

IMPORTER
118 West 48th Street
New York City

A New Song by STERLING AND LANGE

A LETTER FROM A

"JUST

GREY HAIRED MOTHER"
Published by

Extra Special

JOE MORRIS MUSIC CO.

FUR HATS

Three Dashing Young Maids
and Real Comedian.

145 West 45th Street

NEW YORK CITY

$6.50 to $15.00
Also

new

Cycling
unit*

styles in

fall

hats at

remarkable savings.

ELODY
AKEB8 OF

ATTENTION!!

M ERIT

Week Only

"THE LOVE THAT

Smart Fall Apparel
ISS.H

to

was a

bit
rough on "Hen" Marshall and
Katherinc West of the trio, but the audience
thought It was funny the way Jim let them
In on the "stage stuff."
Someone In her home
town must have thought well of Marian, too,
for she got a dandy big bunch of flowers Monday afternoon.
Still another pair appeared
In the next-te closing spot, Lydell and Hlgglns, getting a liberal share of the laughs
with their rube skit.
It was not the easiest
task to follow the other laughing hits, but
Lydell's old man character will make almost
anyone laugh, and Bobby Hlgglns mixes his
"straight" and comedy with excellent effect.
The dancing finish took them off to a big
hand. Ferry, the frog-man, who has not been
seen here In a long time, did not arrive In
time for the matinee, being delayed on a long
jump from the South, but it was announced he
would appear at the evening show.
Joyce,

DIRECTION.

Broadway Theatre

I

West A Moran

did nicely In their early spot,

a corking dancing finish topping off their
The girl Is a clever dancer, but exwork.
aggerated dressing does not do her justice
In appearance.
Derkln's dog and monkey act
did very well in the closing spot, holding
the audience Interested and amused.

NIXON (Fred. Leopold, mgr.).— Miss Dong
Fong Oue and Harry Haw, a clever Chinese

Don't

"Can't
a

9

Seem

Same

the

in

Georgia"

;

ALLEGHENY

Away
»_*, song,

(Great

Harmony Number)

BROSSEAU MUSIC CORPORATION
elody
ELODY
145 W. 45TH ST., NEW YORK CITY
OF
—
ERU
H AKER8 OF
M AKER8
_

Phone

__._

Brysnt 77C2

ERIT

THAT COMEDY COUPLE

FRED \ ANNA PELOT
JACK FLYNN,

"FUN AT THE INN"

Pilot

;

ARTHUR
In

a

R.

EDWARDS

M

HARRY SHEA

NEGLECT.

Direction,

S'

Australian Novelty Imitators
Playing U. B. O. Time
This Week — Temple Theatre, Hamilton, Csnada
Direction,
WILLIAM MORRIS—PAT CASEY AGENCY

M.

datBABdlng

In

our 12th

It

M«Kk»*

ft

Rtbsiit

Incorporated

MssMtaetsrlne ChealtU
• 1 Fulton Street
t

New York

Week

NEXT WEEK
OPEN ON LOEW CIRCUIT, NEW YORK

(Times) Square Jewelers

Diamonds, Watches and Solid Gold Jewelry

the

for

(G. W. Metzel, mgr.).—
P. Murphy In "The Food

;

;

a musical tabloid,
vaudeville acts, and the
William Farnum In "When a
Man Sees Red."
CROSS KEYS (Sabloskey A McGurk, mgrs.).
Busy-body."

"Mr.

bill of five

feature.

— First

Ted Reilly

half,

offers

the

Dayton

"Inspiration";

tabloid,

musical

Family;
A Yager

Special Discount to the Profession

ARTICLES SELECTED

NOW WILL

BE LAID

AWAY UNTIL WANTED

;

BROADWAY

half. Al.

(Chas.

Slsler.

White A Myrtle Young

At 42nd Street
1M1

Established

Long Acre Building
Phone 415 Bryant

mgr.).— First
"Butch" Mc-

;

SCENERY
C
N
E

R

Y

RETONNE,

Art Nouycru FuSatin

Plush,

turistic,

Velvet

and

Drops.

XCESS Baggage

done away

is

with by our Special Anline
Trunk "Easy to Pack" Set*.
EW ideas to fit your act

STABLISHED

1896.

EV1VE

interest in your act by
getting the benefit of our experience.

OU, Friend Artist, call and
us show you by practical

let

de-

monstration how to increase
a demand for your act

FREDERICK'S
Estsbllshed

1472 Broadway, New York City

;

Devltt
Ernesto Sisters, and the film feature,
"Intolerance."
Last half. "Motoring With
Death" heads the vaudeville, and Mae Marah
In "Sunshine Alley" Is the film feature.

E

GELULA & CO.

—

m

WILLIAM PENN
First half, George

Gallerlnl Sisters
Lulu Sutton
Inspector"
Barry A Layton. and the film feature, Olga
Petrova in "More Truth Than Poetry-" Last

;

SAM «nd LOU LaMERT

Now

make-up box; also la
aod 1 pound csna afar
bad of most druaaUMs aud
dealen In make-up.
Pre*
sample on request. Wrtia

;

;

THIS WEEK
LOEWS THEATRE, MONTREAL

%

(Sabloskey A McGurk, mgrs.).
"Mr.
presentation
of
Becker's
the feature offering this week.
Others, Boganny Troupe of Lunatic Bakers;
Pranceppl
Hart A Clark; Stone A McAvoy
Sisters
George Reeves Barry A Mildred in
"The Plumber's Mistake"; Tlvola Girls, and
Gould A Oold.
is

;

HEADLINING ON LOEW TIME

fit

GLOBE

Norman

Rome
Fischer, Luckle A Gordon
Folsom A Brown Gertie Falls. Last half, Ed.
Wolfe's "On the Banks of tho Rio Grande";
Hoyt, Hyams A Ray
Chic Family Jarrow
Connors A Edna, and the Ernesto Sisters.

DE PACE OPERA CO.

PREVENTS MAKE-UP POISONING

tion pictures.

half,

NIXON'S GRAND OPERA HOUSE (W. D.
mgr.).— The Thanksgiving Week

TkU u «f (*• atsMst Unportaaos to roa. Bj
Jbolaoa jou mourn a prsearatloa
waleh ramofM mats- as saionijr. thonmgalj and
•Mllr; kMpa tk« akin la splendid ootuilUoa.
and prwNti atas-as selMtalsf a eoadlliuA
cassias Ium of Unis sod monay tast usara of
make- up aannot t» too aaraful la aToldlag.
Aibolens Is put ap In 1 and S ounos tabes to

;

;

film

Wegefarth,

ALBOLENE

(M. W. Taylor, mgr.).— Bobby
bill this week.
A
Crawford
8ignor
Glannlnnl
Hoyt,
Bolses,
Sensational
the
Broderlck
Helms A Ray; Bal linger A Reynolds, and mo-

headlines a

;

(H.
A.
Smith,
mgr.).—The
Sisters A Co. In their dancing and
gymnastics top this week's bill. Others, the
Clown Seal Frances A Ross ; Sullivan A Mason ;
Bevan A Flint, and the film feature is "The
Blacker," with Emily Stevens featured.

KEYSTONE

Heath and His Girlies top the

Others,

;

;

COLONIAL

Others,

;

couple, headline the bill this week.
Others,
Volant and his flying piano Parrlsh A Paru
Barry A Wolford Karl Emmy's Pets, and the
film feature, 'The Blood or His Father."

Amoros

(Joseph Cohen, mgr.).— "The
tabloid, headlines this
Little
Hip and Napoleon;
Newhoff A Phelps; Martha Hamilton A Co. in
"Oh, You Women"; Olson A Johnson, and a
series of motion pictures.
week.

Chaser"

in

City

Stanley
bill includes Frevoll. shadowgraph 1st
A Burns; Conley * Webb; Durkin Sisters;
Three Hlckey Bros., and Techow's Cat*.

Since the Boys Marched

_.

Hyde

New York

Movie Girl." a musical

We Start It All Over Again?"

Way Down

&

Bid*.,

FEEL FOR YOIT

ALWAYS AT HOME TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE PROFESSION
"It

Tin*
Beefcei teiM
3-S—Stout O. H.. Blnghamton. N. Y.
Dec. 6-8—Star, Ithaca. N. Y.

Kaufman

IN PREPARATION
After the dancing act, Jim and Marian Harklns
put over a big laughing and applause hit
with Jim's comedy and the girl's songs. Jim

Dee.

ERIT

LYRIC8 AND MUSIC BY Y. O. BROSSEAU
A SURE-FIRE HIT ON ANY BILL!

$10.50 to $16.50
Formerly I18.M

M

ELODT
AKERS OF

READY MONDAY, DECEMBER 3RD
VAUDEVILLE ARTISTS AND ALL OTHER PROFESSIONAL 8INGERS
CALL AND HEAR THAT BEAUTIFUL BALLAD

SPECIAL SALE
This

Comedy

Singing, Dancing,

Formerly
I1S.M U I26.M

MM

409 Gaiety Bid?.
1547 Broadway

Office:

New York
Studio: 848

W. 42d

St.,

New

Brysnt #811
Ysrk, Brysnt 8788
Mgr.

HENRY BEBUNGHOrr.
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B. F. Keith's
rises

Circuit

United Booking

General Executive Offices
Putnam Building Times Square

New York

Offices

SCHENCK
JOSEPH M. Manager

(Agency)

PAUL KEITH,

A.
E. F.

ALBEE,

General

President

J.
Vice-President and General

Manager

»

Feiber

LUBIN

Between 11 and

New York

1

Acts laying off in Southern territory wire this

HODGDON

Palace Theatre Building

H.

Booking Manager

Mr. Lnbin Personally Interviews Artists Daily

FOR BOOKING ADDRESS

S. K.

•

office.

Chicago Office:
North American Building
FRANK Q. DOYLE, in charge

City

AMALGAMATED

& Shea

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

1493 Broadway
President

(Putnam Building)

New York

City

General Executive Offices:
729

SEVENTH

AVE.,

at Forty-ninth St.

M. D. SIMMONS

INDEPENDENT
The
all Time

V
GIRO U
I

General Booking Manager

ARTISTS
VAUDEVILLE

Werk far NoTelty Feature
EXECUTIVE OFFICES—ALCAZAR THEATRE BLDO., BAN FRANCISCO
la the Far Weet.

Steady CeaeeeatiTe

Can arrange from three te ire weeke between
acta. CeaaaaanJeate by wlra er letter.

aalllnga of

daaa

boaU

Acta.

fer Aaatralla far all Iret-

Harry Rickanf s Tivoli Theatres, alalia
Combined

And AFFILIATED CIRCUITS. INDIA and AFRICA

HUGH.
Bedatared

CUMe

Addrava:

American Representative.

FULLER'S
and N.
Oevenilne

D.

McINTOSH, Governing

"HUOHMAO,"

Sydney

Australian
BEN

J.

FULLER

BOOKINGS ARRANGED
and
mor

all

OfJee.

NORMAN JEFFERIES

Z. Vaudeville
Dlreeter.

Head

f*"*"** from Ban FrancUoo

YanoouTer

Agente
Weeteni Vaudeville Mere.' Aaen.. Chicago

Capital. $*.•*.•••

Director

TIVOLI THEATRE. Sydaey.

nml

Krttti

TnMt B,-i

'

The Western Vaudeville
Managers' Association
MOOT

""'••••••"

ALOZ

BOOKING AGENCY
Orpheuai Theatre Bide., Meatraal. Caa.
B.

J

KMU.WRT,

Ileal

SINGER, General Manager—TOM CARMODY, Booking Manager

MAJESTIC

Australia

VAUDEVILLE ACTS

H.

can secure long engagements by booking direct with us

Theatre Building,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

FRED MARDO OF NEW ENGLAND
Now

Booking His Circuit of Theatres Direct from

TIIEATRE MANAGERS

New York

desiring a New York Booking- RepreeentattTe communicate.
CONSECUTIVE WORK FOR STANDARD ACTS
Address Suite 306, Putnam Building, New York City

*

—

HBIlpi

r
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COLUMBIA

VICTOR

and

INTRODUCING

EDDIE

FLORENCE

and
Vaudeville's Oddity

THIS

WEEK

KEITH'S

(Nov. 26)

BUSHWICK

The phonograph act presented by Barto and Clark Is a novelty. It Is
"Columbia and Victor with Eddie Barto and Florence Clark."
stage Is set to represent the Interior of a talking machine emporium.
Placed about are several huge Victor cabinets. From two Is heard a
conversation, which consists of smart crossfire between, the machines
billed as

J0L0

What

the

at

about

said

Colonial

Better

Than Nona

SATO

O. K.

PREMEDITATED COMEDY-JUGGLING
In Toronto

went blggtr than

I

bid

I

And when the mananer In Albany waa paying sss
my aalary he aaid. "Your art certainly went rot"Why. 1 thoujtht It wont pretty
aald
I
ten."
good."
He aald. "Yea. but not for the money
"My goodness. Mleter.
I aaJd.
you are getting."
what do you expect for twelve bundled and fifty
dollara t"
P. R.—Cherka and
114 Linden Ave..
and cancellation! to

to

Theatre.

New

money ordera should be sent
Irrlnvtnn.

Contract!
SMITH. Palee*

N.

HUGHES 4

MR.

AND MRS.

.

WILLIAM O'CLARE

fUUaaia

.nd

WATCH
Bid*..

Uela* tkoir orbjlaeJ

HARVEY
BERT

the

DIRECTION.

V. M. A.

and

Maid from America
Dlldl6y
HollTl6S

&

Trio
DeVORA
JOHN DOUGH
MILLIE

Piper.

—

ORPHEUM

(Jay Haas, mgr.).— 18, OLough& Williams, athletes, head new bill opening Sunday.
Mapes & Louise have pep. Anderson Duo, good.
Dale & Carrey, dancing
comics.
Kla-Wah-Ya. Indian entertainer, who
pleased.
Mabel
Marrymore A Co. have
educated horse, is well trained.
Good business.

PALACE HIP

DARKTOWN CABARET"

Fenrth Successful Tear Loew Circuit

Co.,

Seeteb

business.

H^l

Film Oaeear.

Taaeber. Play Parte.
822 2d Ave.. New York. N. Y.

Vlelleltt.

SHEER

(Ms-

alelaa)

and

DARLING

—

R.

Wendlpechafer,

'•!•">

mgr.).
Lovenberg,
(Charles
KEITH'S
Frledlamder's "The Naughty Princess" headOthers on bill are Claire Vincent and
lining.

Burns and Fabrlto. Grace Carlisle and
Jules Romrr, Alexander, Onell and Sexton.
Dave Roth and Watson's Comedy Canines.
MAJESTIC (Martin Toohey. mgr.). Conroy
and Diving ModelR headline. Dale and Burch,
Co..

—

won

Others, first half:
applause.
Miller and Co.. MarcellaB Johnson,
Dal*. Keith Thazer Bros., pictures.

EMERY

(Martin

"The
comedy.
Abroed." Show

New

W. Olath

Dow and

mgr.).— Musical
Wizard of Wlseland

Is only fair.
mgr.). Four
(ErlwHrd
Fay,
M.
Rone ninls hend the vnudevllle bill.

Merry

—

Others are Henderson Boy. Mnrtlnettl Sisters.
Tommy Ray, Marie Rexford, Levlno Duo and
picture*.

COLONIAL

(Sylvester P. Callnan, mgr.).
"Star and Garter" show, burlesque.
Th#»

pppbo

Srenlc, the only nickel moving picture
tn 'he city, which hn* ..een closed for

A whist and th*» 31st presentation of the art
magic was held at Rlocum Post Hall last
nleht under the auspices of the Rhode

Mondny

Those particiSociety of Maelclans.
In Ihe presentation of the art of magic
were Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Wnrby. C. Foster Fenner, aaalated by C. Gardlne and B. J.

Island
pating

I

(Carl Relter, mgr.).— 18. Musical
tabloid with 28 people topped Orpheum bill.
Most pretentious ever seen here In vaudeville.
Oolet, Harris A Morey liked.
Bert Hughes
Troupe, novel cycle. Allen ft Francis, please.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Melburne, good comedy.
"On tht Oolf Links," pleased. Hughes Musical
Trio, good.
Splendid patronage.

;

;

:

;

;

WILKES

(Dean B. Worley, mgr.).— "It Pays
to Advertise" by Wilkes Players.
Good patronage.
Better production than road show at the

SEATTLE.
BY WALTER E. BURTON.

Metropolitan last season.
GAIETY (Ed. Armstrong, mgr.). 18. Initial
of the new Pacific Coast Burlesque
Wheel. Will H. Armstrong, Joe Carter and 35

—

METROPOLITAN

(Geor*e T. Hood, mgr.)
-25th week, "The Flame."

offering

DOT MARSELL

Mile.
skit.

Sisters,

Theresa,
Capacity

Time."

Is managing a stock at the
Auditorium, Pocatello (Idaho), In Its 22d consecutive week.

The Great Wortham Shows are In winter
quarters at Kent. The management will open
at El Paso early In March.
The Kregers havo returned to their home
across the bay after a 7.000-mlle tour of the
South In a Ford. The act was out five months,
and had a very successful season.

8am Cohn, former manager of the
theater, Spokane, has been appointed
of the Liberty, that city.

Spokane

manager

in

HARRY

COOPER'S new act, are
toon SLIDES made by

the Car-

The

154

laughs

biggest

Greater

Marvel of Syncopated Melodies

W.

New York

45th

St.,

Slide Co.

New York

City

in

several nunthR, reopened Ibis week.

of

MOORE

N. C. A. Folzter, assisted by Al.
Chapln Harold H. Ellis, peerless police perplexor and others.
A roll of honor has been
prepared by the organization and the names
John Openshaw,
on the roll are as follows
Battery C, in France
Geo. Bellan, U. 8.
musician Henry Varone, U. S. Medical Corps,
and Robert B. Sanders, Trocp D, 15th U. 8.
Cavalry.
Farlon

Toohey.

FAY'S

Transfield

Wm. Maylon

mgr.). Legitimate dropped for a week and
"Cleopatra" with Theda
picture" pubPtltuted.
Bare being tried out at top price of 25 cents
and JW) cents afternoons.
to $1 evenings and

I

attraction.

Inez Ragan, former leading lady here with
the Wilkes Players, has gone to New York to
Join new Oliver D. Bailey comedy, "A Stitch
in

PROVIDENCE
By KARL K. KLARK.
(Felix

(Joseph A. Muller, mgr.).—

Eddie Howard, good.
West & Hale, comedy

liked.

fi\{\

OPERA HOUSE

featured

dainty.

Piper.

^.JT*

Stap

people In "The Midnight Follies." Playing to
good business for the week. Burlesque shows
will prove successful on the Pacific Coast If
the first offering Is a fair sample of those to
follow.
Sunday's business surpassed "Old
Kentucky" show by four hundred dollara for
dayLYRIC. Musical comedy and vaudeville, fair
business.

Six Moorish Whirlwinds head.
Sensational
tumbling act. Van & Yorke, best comedy act
here for some time.
Best, Morton ft Kerr,
good.
Grace Lindon, pleasing.
Wagner A
Whiting, dancing of merit.
Flying La Mars,
good. Capacity business.
PANTAGES (Edgar O. Milne, mgr.).— 18,
"The Honey Bees," top. Maurice Samuels ft

PrefssaleasJ

Seats*
Oaeear.

Prep.

18,

Francis X. Hennessy
Irlah
Irish
Irlih

GO JO LIN.

lln

PRESENT

"A

F.

Special Rates for the Profession

VINCENT and CARTER
The Chap from England and

Scranton, Penn.
HEBRMAN

U8!

New York

ADA

SID

BOOKED SOUD W.

Lackawanna
Valley House

GODFREY

80 DIFFERENT FROM THE REST I
Direction. JACK FLTNN. Palace Theatre

"A Breeie from the Lakeo of KUlornoy"
Booked Solid W. V. M. A. end U. B. O.

BEEHLER & JACOBS AGENCY

LOUIS

Blackface Comedlane. In their novelty act. "WITHOUT GAB."
Winter scene In a limousine touring cor to explain the story.

J.

York.

PAT CASEY OFFICE

HUNTER

my life. In Buffalo e\en biggrr than Toronto.
In Ilocbeatrr bigIn Svraruae hliirar than Buffalo.
mr thin Huff to In Tn>y biner then Rochester.
In Albany bluer than Troy.

i

bewailing their respective lots, reciting their experiences In the houses
After awhile the fronts of the cabinets open
to which they are sent
and Mr. Barto and Miss Clark emerge, do some clever singing, dancing
and more talk, and at the finish return to the cabinets. Cleverly conceived, smartly written and artistically produced.

EDWARD

In

rt

us

week

last

direction,
Two Hands Are

The

Exclusive

Songs
Beautiful Gowns
TEN MINUTES OF JOY
a*

Sketches,

Cartoons and

Slides for

all

purposes

VARIETY
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WATSON'S
"BEEF TRUST
NEXT WEEK
Week

(Dec. 3),

COLUMBIA, BROADWAY,

NEW YORK CITY

Dec. 10, Casino, Brooklyn

Week

New

Merry Xmas and Happy

Dec. 31, Miner's (Bronx),

Week Dec.
New York City

Week

Dec. 17, Empire,

24, Casino, Philadelphia

WATSON

BILLY

Year to All

Newark

•tii

PRINPF

JACK
TERRY
will

Friars' Club
always reach

JuMJMlGfcAPH

|

NUMBP SO

H.

EL BRERDEL

KAR-MI

ADELSs

J A /OH

HEADLINING All Bills
n,.^«v SIMON AGENCY

and

me

fw Tort)

Howatson A Swaybelle are publishing a theen route, which they have cap"Howatson ft Swaybelle Gazette." It

ED.

REYNARD

F.

MLLE. BIANCA

Presents

John Kaufmann. formerly connected with the
Liberty, Hoqulam (Wash.), la spending a vacation In the Queen City.

Two former stock favorites In Coast cities
were with the "In Old Kentucky" show at the
Johnny Prlngle and Fred
Gaiety last week.
Monley.

PRPPLB * SRRRKWALD'S
"ALL GIRL UVlir
L. GRsTBNWALD

Featured la

P*rmtmm\ Dir»ctW«, M.

will be distributed monthly.

Mile.
The

Gamble" and the 17th episode of "The Great
Secret" aerial.

Presents

BIANCA

Classic Dancsr with a Production

The new Pentagon at 0th and C streets, on
the site of the Jones office building, la about
ready for occupancy. The building has been
In construction for about 18 months, delays
being occasioned by labor troubles and Inability to secure material.
The house Is almost an exact replica of the Seattle PsnUgee
theatre, and cost about $230,000 to build. It Is
understood musical comedy productions will
hold the hoards at the old Pan house on Pad do
avenue aa soon aa the new show shop la ready.
Monte Carter has been mentioned aa the at-

ED. F.REYNARD
The Ventriloquist with a Production

The Greater Theatres Co., owners of picture
theatres In the Northwest, has secured Ralph
former manager of the Liberty,
Ruffer,
Spokane, as manager of their Columbia, Portland.

playing Swedish characters

at the Lyric, Portland.

The Washington Film Corporation, Spokane,
which recently acquired the Minnehaha Park
property there, has remodeled the buildings for
studio purposes, and work has progressed to
the point where several thousand feet of film
Is being shot dally.

Frank Hood, treasurer of the Metropolitan,
has moved In from his suburban place at Lake
Burlen for the winter.

traction there.

EDDIE BORDEN
With "SIR" JA8.

the state supreme court on appeal, and that
If the Orpheum
a decision Is expected soon.
Theatre ft Realty Corporation win out the

Onbcum

theatre, Third anil Madison, will have
renamed. If tbe New York Life Insurance Company, owners of the Orpheum building, get the decision the house can retatr the
present name, while the Moore shows will not
be effected as to the use of the phrases, "Orto be

vaudeville" or

"Orpheum

circuit."

Charles Eugene Banks, dramatic editor of
Seattle "Dally Post-Intelligencer," has
an agreement with tbe Chief Seattle
Film Co. to produce his Indian legend, "A
Child of the Sun," in this city. The story has
had a wide distribution In book form. Carrie
Wyatt Banks, wife of the author, and a well
known actress, will play the witch. The story

the

signed

make

a five-reel production. The release
date will be about Feb. 1. Lionel Dobell will

will

Farls, manager of the Vita graph
office here for the past 14 months, has been
appointed manager of the Southern California

George

exchange, Los Angeles.
Seattle

and

resident,

other

who

Chaplin

will write a number of one-reel
comedies for the Chief Seattle Film Co.

comedies,

All pictures released through the First National Exhibitors' Circuit In Washington, Oregon Idaho, Montana, and Alaska will be distributed by the Exhibitors' Film exchange, of
this city, controlled by the Greater Theatres
Co. (owning and operating picture houses In
Butte, Portland, and three theatres In Seattle).

The Dobell Film Co., with
American Bank Building, this

offices at
city, was

corporated last week, with a capital of $50,000.
The officials are Abe Kubey, local cigar
C.
manufacturer, president and treasurer
Hamilton Kendall, newspaper man, secretary;
C. B. Collins, manager of the International
Lionel Dobell,
Finance Co., vlce-presldem
general manager and film director. The studio
of the Chief Seattle Film Co. will be utilized
"Lost in FairyIn the Dobell nroductlons.
land," a two-reel story, has been completed,
and goes on the market Sunday. "The Golden
Egg" will be filmed next In a series of Better
Films for Children. Twenty-five per cent, of
the proceeds derived from the sale of the pictures goes to the children taking part In the
productions; twenty-five per cent, additional
goes to local charities designated by the
parents of the children In the cast.
;

;

Charles B. Dreyer, cameraman at the Chief
Seattle Film Co. for some time, baa gone to
the Washington Film Corporation, Spokane,
lames Cuwthorne, a California "shooter," takes
his place.

The use

of electricity In theatrical signs and
ornamentation has not been curtailed here as
yet.
The only curtailment of electrical displays In the city Is In the case of a big furniture store which has Its own power plant and
uses varied colored lights to completely cover

the building on the Pine and Second
aides of the eight-story structure.

avenue

Manager Moore, of the Colonial, announces
be will soon begin the construction of a theatre

sledding on the Pacific Coast, and a great number of the ahows booked for the Metropolitan
this season have been cancelled.
The Northwestern cities have given better business than
the California dates. It is claimed.
Heretofore this was reversed.

TAC0MA, WASH.

DY W.

BURTON.

E.

TACOMA (C. H. Herald, mgr).—28 and
week, Julian Eltlnge In "Countess Charming"
(film).

HIPPODROME.—Carl and Inez in "Merry
Nonsense," big hit. McCormlck and Shannon,
good
Five Young Americana, look well
Hannah and Hardner, difficult physical feats
George ("Porkchops") Evers, pleasing; Aerial
Bartletts, skilled acrobats.
Good patronage.
PANTAOES.— Rlgoletto Brothers headline
Ash and Shaw, good; Riggs and Ryan, please;
Larson and Wilson, acrobatic. Capacity busi;

ness.

APOLLO.— Douglas
Troubles"

Is

drawing

Fairbanks

"Double

In

well.

COLONIAL.— "The Law
Mme. Petrova

of the Land." with

starred.

VAUDETTE.— Alice Joyce and Harry Morey
"Tbe Courage of Silence."
MELBOURNE.— "Deadshot Baker," with

co-starred In

William Duncan

LIBERTY.

—

In

the

title role.

"Madam

Bo- Peep

In

the

Trenches"; "His Widow's Mite," and "American War News" Weekly.
SUNSET UMh episode o' "The Great
Socrct"
Francis X. Bushman in "G'rarty
Hand."
ROSE.— "The Neglected Wife" serial and a
"Ham and Budd" comedy.
PARK.— "Great Secret" Perlal "Gold That

—

;

Pauline Becker, late with the Metro studios,
has Joined the Dobell Film, and appears In
"Lost In Fairyland."

Road

attractions

seem

to

have

hit

hard

;

Ollttereth"; 'Grant. Police Reporter."

LINCOLN.— Harold

Is making things prosperous for the
theatres, hotels, etc., here, and the traveling
attractions that used to avoid "Tacome dates"
whenever practical to do so are now glad to
bring their shows here, for huslnesa Is top
notch on account of the thousands of soldiers
here every day. Already thla season two or

Joseph Muller, northwestern manager for
Ackerraan ft Harris, waa hero first of the week.

New York

Address VARIETY,

The proximity of the American Lake can-

tonment

three road shows have played longer stands
than they did In the neighboring city of Seattle.
Heretofore thla was a one-nlghter. while the
same show played Seattle a full week.

HERMINE 8HONB*8 present successful fantastic comedy, new act for COLE,
RUSSELL and DAVIS, and songs for WILLIAM ROCK and FRANCES WHITE. CECIL
CUNNINGHAM. MINNIE ALLEN, CHARLOTTE PARRT and many other standard acts.

403
lu-

Beeiea (Dec $)

HAROLD A. CLARKE

Coney Holmes, the Eastern booking agent,
was here this week on business.

direct.

Maverick Terrell, a
wrote
"Shanghaied"

DWTEB—Direction, HERMAN WEBER—Keith's,

Anther of

Manager Carl Relter, of the Moore, aays the
"Orpbeura vs. Orpheum" case Is now before

pheum

FLO BEIT

"Waiting"** Her"

W. V. M. A.

u. B. O. an.

tioned

Is

and

Presents

PLATTNQ FOB

atrical booklet

Dick Lonsdale

BART McHUGH

Lock wood

In

located in the business center of the city that
will cost $100,000.
It will be built for picture purposes, but will have atage facilities.

VANCOUVER.
-

Royal,

mgrs.).— 22d week of the Empress Stock Co.
AVENUE (W. Scott, mgr.).— 20-1, Albert
Brown In "The Love of a King."

ORPHEUM (Jas. Pilling, mar).— 10, Harriet
Remple, Willie Weston, and Williams * Wnif«i B
are the three acts headlining this week's bill
all were well received.
Winona Winter, featured.
Hazel Moran, good.
Rath Bros.,
pleased.
Tennessee Ten, good. SpendM business.

PANTAGES (Geo. Psntages. mgr.).— 10,
Hongkong Mysteries, good hesdllner. Revue
de Vogue, featured.
Frank Bush, well liked.
Martin A Florence, pleased. Nan Gray. good.
McDermott ft Wallace, pleased. Excellent business.

COLUMBIA (J. H.
Vaudeville and pictures,

REX

Mayrand,

mgr.).—

split.

(W. P. DeWecs. mgr.).— Julian Eltlnge
In "The Countess Charming" (film).
COLONIAL (H. Quagllottl, mgr.).— "Mother
o Mine (film).
GLOBE (W. P. Nichols, mgr.).— "Double
Crossed" (film).

DOMINION

(J.

Mulr. mgr.).— "Nearly Mar-

ried" (film).
Palace, Kltsllano. Falrvlew. Maple Leaf,
Majestic. Princess, Klngsway, Progress, Broadway, Royal.— Films.

Manager Mulr,

New

York,
months.

of th« Dominion, has left for
he will remain several

where

Local picture managers are still attaoklng
amusement tax. They claim that It has

the

"The

B. C.

Y ?• P WFWBRRRY.
»„»«-.Jl
EMPRESS (Geo.
B. Howard ft Chas.

taken

all their profits.

-
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NEWS OF THE FILM WORLD
'

The Motion Picture Exhibitors have oom-

"Blue Jeans" baa been oompleted by Metro.

—

—

V

William Ruaaell baa been playing tbe Ooaat
In a feature entitled "In Bad" (American).

pleted arrangements to bold a ball at Terrace
Garden Dec. 7, under tbo auspices of the Manhattan Exhibitors' League.

Oeorge D. Proctor baa been added to tbe
Patbe Scenario Staff.

Woody, late of tbo Triangle forces in
New York, has been appointed sales manager

"Lee Mlcerables" (film-Fox) succeeds "Cleopatra" at tbe Lyric. New York, Monday.

day.

J.

8.

for tbe Seattle office of Select

Dana

Viola

to be In "Tbe
a Lillian Parker story.

Dreams,"

Is

Weaver

of

Molly Malone Is playing leads wltb one of
tbe Universal companies on tbe Coast.

William L. Sberrlll waa confined to bla borne
early tbls week wltb a severe cold.

Harwood Springer
Monday aa representative
J.

started wltb Metro
for New Jersey.

Is now attacked to tbe
Patbe. BUI Raynor is as
In Chicago as in New York.

William B. Raynor

New York

offices of

known

well

Constance Talmadge baa severed ber connecFa-

:

Ho

loft

Tues-

The Famous Players has rented tbo Norma
Talmadge studio, and will make "Tbo Cliff
Girl" there. Constance Talmadge la featured
In

Mary Anderson, who haa

Just concluded ber
contract wltb tbe Vltagraph, haa Just returned
to New York and will remain In the city until
e
after Christmas.

Tbe next

release of the Empire All Stars
(American Film Studio, California) will be
Mrs. Humphrey Ward's novel, "Lady Rose's

Daughter."

Wheeler Oakman has been engaged to play
opposite Edith 8torey In tbe Metro photodrama "Revenge." from a scenario by H. P.

tions with 8elsnlck and gone over to tbe
Players' studios.

Keeler.

William Alexander, reoently resigned from
tbe Fox company, baa gone on tbe road for
"Tbe Zeppelin's Last Raid."

Clara Kimball Young has secured tbo rights
for tbe screen to "La Fille Sauvago" by Francols Curol. The English version la called "Tbe

Rotbapfel waa a guest at a dinner
aiven by Turner a Dabnken at tbe Press Club,
San Francisco, during bio vtalt last week.

Barbarian Woman."

L.

Walter Wright, who came Bast to direct for
Goldwyn, left Monday to rejoin tbe Mack
Bennett forces on tbe Coast.

Harry Carey's latest feature Is "Back to tbe
Rlgb Trail," which Jack Ford Is directing on
the Coast.
"Mother" Maurice. Vita's beloved star with
hair, celebrated ber 78d birthday last

silver

week.

has been engaged
Kimball Young for her company.
first appearance In pictures.
Giles

Corliss

by Clara
It

Is

his

Constance Talmadge will eoon leave for Calisome of ber future productions

fornia, where
will be filmed.

Alice Brady is now working at tbe Select
street studio, having been transferred
from the Paragon at Fort Lee.

J. Ernest Williamson received a verdict of
$8,175 In the Federal Court, Nov. 23, in bis
suit agalast tbe Universal for bla work on

underwater motion pictures.

Patbe has acquired the rights to "Runaway
Romany," the feature starring Marlon Davlea,
and will release It aa a Gold Rooster play.

Doc

28.

"Tbe Tenderfoot," tbe second picture made
from the "Wolfvllle" tales of Alfred Henry
Lewis Is announced as the Blue Ribbon feature for the week of Dec 3.
M. H. Horkhelmer, president of the Balboa
Picture Corporation, gave a ball In honor of
"Fatty" Arbuckle, at tbe opening of the new
Indoor studio at Long Beach, Cal., Nov. 28.
Barle Williams was on Broadway last week
and saw an Earl Williams picture ("The
Creel Mystery"). He Is working a new film,
"The fttars in Their Courea." Tom Mills is
directing.

John Emerson and Anita Looe have returned
and will Immediately commence
work on their next Douglas Fairbanks picture.

the Interest of his company, visiting the cities
In which the Select exchalnges are estab-

Arthur
lect,

left

8.

this

Kane, general manager of Seweek on an extended trip In

lished.

David

Graham

Phillip's

"Tbe

Grain

of

Dust," will be the second of the Lillian Walker
series of plcturee produced by the Croat

Hedda Nova, the Russian actress has been
engaged by Vltagraph and will be starred In
super features.
has transferred her art, skates
8he is in a six-reel
into pictures.

Charlotte

and

all,

film shortly to be produced.

Sidney Olcott has sold the negative of his
picture, "The Belgian," to the UY S. Booking
Corporation, which wHl make It their third
release.
Olcott will commence work at once
on another production.

Sir Ollbert Parker has given J. Stuart
Blackton the picture rights to all of bla novels,

and they will be released at tbe rate of about
four a year. The first story, "The Judgment

he lntende to start suit against the Mutual
for breach of contract.
He claims be waa
under a year'a contract, and was "let out"
last

House," has been released. It features Conway
Tesrle, who will appear thla winter upon tbe
stage with Ethel Barrymore and Violet Hemming. Other 81r Ollbert stories to be released

Saturday.

through Paramount are "Wild Youth" and
"The World for Sale."

Owen Moore is organising his own producing company.
It Is understood William R.
Hearst will be interested In the venture. In
which event the output will be released vis

COAST PICTURE NEWS.

the rehabilitated International Film Service.

BY GUY PRICE.

Judge Phillips of Cleveland dismissed a
motion Nov. 24 against 13 picture exhibitors in
that city who sought to restrain 11 producers
of films in New York from sddlng alleged
exorbltante amounts (15c per reel) to tbo
rental price of films to cover the war taxes.

Sylvia

Los Angelee, Nov. 28.
Bremmer's contract with Ince ex-

piree in December.

The Franklyns,' Fox
Bert Bracken

Work has 'been commenced on Arteraft'o
next spectacle, "Tbe Blue Bird," adapted from
Maeterlinck's masterpiece. It la being staged
at tbe Famous Players-Lasky studio In Fort
Lee under the direction of Maurice Tourneur.
Charles Malgne wrote tbe scenario.

Is

now

Eugene

Lewie haa resigned from the

B.

Paralta scenario department.

Work on Ince'a new studio at Culver has
been started, Tbe plans call for an elaborate
place.
And General Manager Ailen haa promised to personally see to It that the publicity
bounds get a St-to-llve-ln billet.
Jack Halloway

Is

doing publicity for Paths

Olendale.

in

of William 8. Hart'e new InceArtcraft picture has been ebsnged to "Dead or
Alive." It has been advertised as "The Bloodhound." The film should be finished within
a week, and released by Artcraft about Jan.
title

Tbe Actors* Equity Association held a meeting in Walker Auditorium.
Maroell

Marrell, until recently .with Uninow art director at the Dlando

15.

versal, is
studios.

Twenty-five members of the Metro-Yorke,
headed by Harold Lock wood and Francis Ford,
the director, left New York, Nov. 24, headed
for a lumber camp In New Hampshire, where
they will be for tbe next two weeks taking

Each time
Glendale.
salary check Jumps.

Lew Cody

move-ing In the vicinity of
he changes Jobs his

is

Norman Manning haa

exteriors.

installed several new
new plant. He is

Pathe'a

improvements at
studio manager.

A new system of titling has been adopted
by the Paralta for the Bessie Barriscale pic-

.lober* Prunton, in charge of Paralta here,

"Madame Who." to be released next
month. The titles are animated scenes built
in such a manner the working appears to
stand out In midair.
ture.

a bard man to "get to" these days. Many
rumors are flying the rounds in regard to
changes In the scenario department, having
is

to do wltb the acquisition of three of the best
known writers and editors in the business,

M. P. Industries
was called in 8an Francisco following a report that a "gentleman's agreement" against
of the

directing Gladys Brock-

well at Fox'a.

Joseph Kaufmann, whose last Artcraft picture was George M. Cohan In "Broadway
Jonea," la directing Elsie Ferguson In ber
newest picture, "Song of Songc" Tbe film la
being produced at the Famous Players-Lasky
Fort Lee studio.

A meeting

directors, are vacation-

ing.

Allied

but Bruonton continues to emulate the w.

Greater Vltagraph announces three new
branch manager appointments, each in tbe
nature of a promotion. A. G. Edwards is now
In charge of the Denver office, J. M. Tally In
Seattle and G. A. Earle in Los Angeles.

Bryant Washburn bought a house a few
days after hie arrival. The other day a new
motor was driven up to his door.

The third of the World's Bradymade historical-dramatic features is about ready for the
"Alexander Hamilton,"

They are charging admittance fees to some
The admission is one or more
of the studios.
cigarettes, which go to the soldiers in France.

with Carlyle Blackwell in the stellar role. It
The first of
will be released about Jan. 23.
the American historical subjects was "Nathan
Hale." and the second "Betsy Rose"

Son la Markova was before she got hifalutin
ideas Just plain everyday Gretchen Hartmen,
according to friends here.

screen.

It

Is

entitled

official war films of the Italian governknown as "The Italian Battlefront,"
exhibited in Boston last August in the
Tremont theatre for two weeks, played a return
engagement to capacity last week at almost
every performance. Tbe pictures opened last
Saturday night at the Civic Auditorium, San
Francisco, to an audience estimated at 10,000

Metro baa engaged Wheeler Oakman to play

The

opposite Edith Storey.

ment,

people.

The World

for a while.

George Scarborough, author of "Tbe Lure"
and "At Bay." has written a big war play
which William Fox Is to produce in film.

any

is

battle scenes.

When J. F. Skerrett died a vacancy was
created on the board of the Supply and Equipment Division of the National Association of
the M. P. Industry.
At a meeting last week
Will C. Smith was nominated to fill the place.
The decision was reached that regular monthly
meetings would be held on the second Tuesday
of each month and the first meeting will be
held at noon, Dec. 12.

"Mother" Mary Maurice. Vltagraph s silverhaired star, celebrated her 73d birthday this
week. She has been on the stage 51 years.
Five-hundred persons walked out of a picture theatre in Eighth avenue. Nov. 25, which
was on fire. Not a single person was hurt.
$500.

Walsh, who left the Fox forces to
direct for Ooldwyn, Is said to have a contract
with the latter concern for one year at SI,250 a week.

Tod Browning threatens to resign from the
But on thinking It over he

Donation Club.

may

stick until he gets a little back.

Glaum is now to be starred by
She says her contract with Triangle
She will begin work upon ber first
is off.
picture for that firm within a few days.
Louise

Paralta.

maintaining noticeable secrecy
about a forthcoming film feature, both as to
title and principals, with little known of the
theme.
It will deal with the present world's
war.
When Leander Richardson, bead of the
World publicity department, was asked about
the picture he said all he could say was that
it was going to be a big war story without

The Pickwick, San Diego. Cal., is again
playing pictures, after trying musical comedy

William Parker has gone to the desert to
write a story for Viola Dane. Being patriotic
he took along some red, white and blue
chips.

Harry Edwards has completed

his first pic-

ture for Triangle-Keystone.

Roy Del Ruth and Ray Griffith, picture regulars, were drafted and later rejected.
They
are both back In town.
Harry Gribbon has taken permanent quarThe cow-andters at a downtown hotel.
chlcken stuff didn't agree with him. Anyway,
he wanted to be close to the Picon Highball
Corner.

R. A.

A

picture theatre to be

RICHARD
STANTON

owned and managed

by the soldiers at Camp Upton was assured
on Nov. 25, aa the result of a benefit at the
44th 8treet theatre, which netted $13,000.

The First National Exhibitors' Circuit Is re 1
an offer to Dustln
to have made
Farnum, now with Fox, to be starred at $3,ported

000 a week.

The

first

in

New York showing which

will also

ing:

be the Initial release of the Petrova feature.
"Daughter of Destiny," will bo made at the
Rlalto Dec. 2il.

LEAH BAIRD

to pictures and
shortly start on a film version of
"Eve's Daughter." Grace George's late vehicle

he

Who has the lending feminine role in the
Ivan production, "Sins of Ambition." She
has been engaged by the same concern for
their

at the Playhouse.

Against Honor."

Blllle
will

Burke has returned

k.

sphinx.

raising the prices of admission to the picture
houses has been violated by two theatres in
that city.

first

The screen rights of Edward Bbeldon'e
dramatization of "The Song of Songs" have
been obtained for Elsie Ferguson.

Damage,

the project waa genuine Having received this
assurance the film men have promised to aid
the project In every way possible.

Jack O'Brien, director, has Informed friends

The

54th

to California

A picture bouse Is proposed for Camp Kearney, CaL, by G. A. Buab of the Broadway and
8uperba, San Diego, who reoently reopened
the Illusion theatre there after It bad been
dark for several months.

It.

mous

8.

Harmony exists between the promotere of
the Italian war plcturea. which will be presented at the Auditorium, San Francisco, for
the benefit of Italian war sufferers, and the
picture men who have opposed tbe project.
Tbe protest had been made to make sure that

Theodore C. Deltiich, formerly nonnested
with the International Film Service, announces
the formation of Do Luxe Pictures, Inc. s
$200,000 concern, which will produce features
with Doris Kenyon as the star.

,••

new

picture,

now

in

New York

direct-

feature films for

William Fox.

"THE, SPY"

Current Release:

making, "Life

.

.

.

p_

MOVING PICTURES
THE HUNGRY HEART.
Just

what

there

Is

about

THE SCARLET CAR.

"The Hungry

Heart" other than the name of the etar to
that feature stand up for a week's run
at one of New York'* leading picture theatres on Broadway Is hard to say. The picture la a Famous Players-Paramount releaae
with Pauline Frederick starred. Miss Fred-

make

erick plays her usual type of herolo role In
the piece, which has as Its plot one of the
likewise usual triangle stores that In this
case is just as Impossible hodge podge, much
tainted with the atmosphere of Improbability.
The playing other than by the star Is quite
on a par with the story Itself. The leading
man and the heavy are well nigh Impossible
and the direction reeks with inaccuracies.

Mlsa Frederick as the heroine marries a
chemist, too rapt in bis work to give her the
love and attention she craves, and when ehe
asks that be permit her to share his work he
A year or more passes and a child
refuses.
born, then four additional years elapse
Is
and the. child is grown and the wife again
approaches the husband with a request he
permit her to assist in his research work,
Then she
but again Is met with refusal.
visits her mother, telling that she haa deMother sends
cided to leave her husband.
her right back to her home and family. On
her return she discovers that her husband
has taken in a partner who has furnished
some needed cash (although the chemist's
home looked like a mansion about a city block
in length), and the husband insiste the wife
Just for that
be nice to the bankroll guy.
she falls In love with him. While assisting
the husband in some work the financial backer
Is injured in an explosion which destroys part
of the fittings In the laboratory, and the husband has to go all the way to New York to
While he is gone wire and
replace them.
mouey man declare their love for each other
and clinch. When the husband returns and
discovers It he consents to a divorce, with
the wife keeping the custody of the child, and
leaves. Alter the divorce la granted he comes
back and asks his wife to help him in the
The two are getting along nicely
laboratory.
when the lover again turns up. Right there
the husband pulls the prize bone of the game,
He scares the lover and the latter takes it on
a run, while hubby tells wifey he is willing
to start all over again and give her another
chance. At that the picture might have been
called "For His Che'lld's Sake'' as well as
"The Hungry Heart," and there would have
been more sense to It. As a program picture
it will pass on the strength of the star's name
Fred.
only.

Richard Harding Davie la credited with the
authorship of the story of "The Scarlet Oar,"
a Bluebird which stare Franaiyn Farnum In
type much larger than the piece.
It waa
directed by Joeeph DeOraaee.
Aa a scenario
la an awful conglomeration of claptrap
It
melodrama. Hero la first revealed aa a wild
young man who spenda hit time playing pool.
"The girl" la the daughter of the oaahler of
the bank, whoae name la Paul Revere Forbes,
a lineal fleecea'tnt of the historical Pan!
Revere of Revolutionary fame.
The bank
prealdent and hie son have speculated with
the bank's funda.
Caahier finds It out,
threatens to tell the dlrectore, le etruck on the
head, suppoeed~to-be dead and placed In an
automobile by the two men with the aid of
the broker handling the stolen funda Broker
Is told to take the body down the road and
leave It there.
The embesslement Is laid at
the caehler'e door.
Broker'e ear la wrecked

and he le killed. Forbes Is nowhere to be
fund.
Olrl le given a borne with the bank
president's family and her engagement la announced to the eon.
Meantime the hero,
whoee father rune a email newspaper In the
town, learning his father's affairs are In a
critical
condition,
buckles do»n to work.
When the bank prealdent calls at the newspaper office and requeeta a notice of the engagement party the hero, for no sensible
reason, teara the list of those present Into
shreds and throws It Into the president's
featuree. Pure horseplay that doesn't belong.
The wrecked auto Is sold at auction and hero e
father buys it.
Chauffeur engaged by father
The corfinds in the car the broker's wallet.
orner or police never thought to look In the
oar for any clues as to the Identity of the
victim. In the care Is also found the missing
cashier's hat wltb hla name on the sweatband.
Hero has the "clue," goea to presidents home
night of the engagement party and telle girl
he believes prealdent and eon are the em*
beaslera.
She agrees to elope with him. 8on

-rm
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overbears and gate into oar Instead, driving
to a roadhouae In storm, gets minister
Hero
tries to make her marry him.
rescues her, beats up son. In adjoining oabla
girl sees "ghost" of her father, with long
whiskers. This Is played by a very poor charThere are no programs at the
acter actor.
Broadway by which he can be Identified, whloh
Sure enough it le her
Is a merciful provision.
father, who has lost his mind and bel levee
himself the original Paul Revere, the midnight rider. Father had torn out of the bank's
ledger the page on which waa recorded the
deficit of $85,000 used for the epeoulatlon.
He had hidden It, but doesn't remember where
he bid It
A Paul Revere "midnight" ride
Is staged for him
he is aeked for "the papere"
and rushes Into the bouse to bring ft from
Its hiding place and the villains are thereby
"confronted."
Doea the hero get the girl?
Oueas.
A tiresome feature, made especially
eo through the ravinga of the demented oaahgirl

and

;

JOtO.

ler.

MOLLY ENTANGLED.
Vivian Martin
Harrison Ford
Noah Berry
O. S. Spauldlng
Helen Dunbar
C. H. flow Ian
Jane Keckley

Molly Shawn

Barney Malone

Shawn
Jim Barry
Mrs. Barry

O'Mara
Mrs. O'Mara

W. A. Carroll
In her latest Paramount offering pretty Vivian Martin has little to do besides looking
She
captivating and dancing an Irish Jig.
doea both to your heart's content. The story
Molly Shawn was married
Is a simple one.
at midnight to Jim Barry to save tho Barry
fortune for the family that had helped the
Shawns in the long ago. Everybody thought
Jim (who had fallen down the cellar steps)
was on his death bed when Molly married him
but Jim upa and recovers and Molly's heart
is breaking for the love of Barney Malone.
In the end the discovery is made the priest
Leary

who married them was an

impostor and Molly
and Barney are free to wed. The main Inter-

est is in the artistic way the story Is told
in Irish fashion— and In the extraordinarily
Just a
faithful and attractive Irish scenes.
sweet -little tale for the folks who want clean,
entertaining pictures, free 'from guile and the
murky turmoil of sex strife. Miss Martin Is

as sweet and winsome as a summer breeze
and everybody In her support gave capable and

New York

SEE 'OVER HERE.'
minutest details
go 'over there.'

'Over Here' shows

how our

soldiers are

made

in
fit

the
to

ANY ONE WHO IS INTERWINNING THE WAR WILL BE

ESTED IN
INTERESTED IN THIS PICTURE."

" 'Over Here' will be a worthy addition to any
all exhibitors' programs.
It is timely, instructive and presents a pictorial review of activities in

and

which we are all interested. A worth-while picture
which the exhibitor of every neighborhood can book
and be assured that he will have presented a picture
that every patron has enjoyed."

Jolo.

Intelligent assistance.

Moving
"

Piedmont Pictures Corporation
OF NEW YORK
729 Seventh

Motion Picture News:

Tribune:

MOTHER WHO HAS GIVEN
HER BOY TO HER COUNTRY SHOULD
"EVERY

Avenue

Confidential Buying and Selling Agent
for United States and Foreign Countries.

Picture World:

strongly imbued with the spirit
of patriotism, not alone through the nature of the
picture itself, but by means of subtitles which are
stirring and which make the picture an inspiration
"
to work and fight for the 'freedom oi democracy.'

'Over Here'

is

Sunday Telegraph:
" 'Over

—
—

most appropriate
a very graphic motion picture.
It is needless to say that it will be given an enthusiastic reception wherever shown.
It is an entertaining and informative picture^ which everyone will
be eager to see."

and

Here'

effective title

incidentally a
is

VARIETY i
"

'Over Here'

World, showing

William Duncan
DIRECTOR and STAR
GREATER VITAGRAPH SERIAL
•177

"The Fighting

Trail

Forthcomiaa Releases—"Dead Shot Baker.**

"The Tenderfoot" and «ther "Walfvllle
Tales** by Alfred Henry Lewis

is

a two-reel picture distributed by

most interesting and often a
most inspiring way how the big cantonments are
created for the reception of our troops.

"The main interest in such a production, aside
from the patriotic feature, which is exceedingly compelling, is the speed and efficiency of the entire proceeding.
'Over Here' winds up in a blaze of
fervor."

Dramatic Mirror:

in a

"The

picture has great informative value in that

shows the people of this country what can and
has been done with their dollars in government preparations.
'Over Here' is calculated to interest all
it

classes of theatre-goers."

WORLD - PICTURES
Exclusive Sales

Agent

MOVING PICTURES
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seem dowdy compared to ours. The story
an adopted daughter, and Mary,
the natural daughter of a wealthy widow. At
a social function the girls meet Prince Baakofl
and a banker named Bartlnsky.
Nlta, the
pretty, attracts the Prince, and he dares her
to come to his home ostensibly to see his art
collection.
The pair become Intimate. Mary
in the meantime has become smitten with the
Prince. The latter Is in great need of money,
and goes for advice to Bartlnsky, who tells
him that a match with Mary would be the
thing, as the girl would receive a large dowry.
Thus it happens that the spendthrifty nobleman throws over Nlta for Mary, and in
desparation Nlta marries the banker. But the
Prince soon continues his affair with Nlta,

ever,

HER SISTER'S RIVAL.

tells of Nlta,

V. A. Polonsky
Prince Duskoff
Nlta, the adopted daughter
V. V. Colodna
L. M. Coronova
Mary, the daughter
Although Pathc is releasing this feature It
was produced by the Russian Art Film Corp.,
and may be Instantly recognized as a foreign
An Is the rule in foreign fllm
picture.
dram a a the m-ts In "Her Sister's Rival"
uro very pretentious,
They seem to pay
more attention to the sets abroad than to the
dressing of the principals.
Naturally the
Myles In clothes seem u bit strange to America.
nil save In the conventional evening dress of
the men.
Tho women's evening gowns, how-

the while spending his wife's wealth at an
alarming rate. The mother attempts to stop
the squandering, but the Prlnee even goes so
far as to forge Bartinsky's name to notes. He
is finally trapped in a compromising position
with Nlta. The mother then proposes he do
the right thing for once In his life and shoot
himself.
This comes when the house Is surrounded by the police on the forgery charge.
The finish Is the old lady killing the profligate,

then placing the revolver In the dead man's
hand. An abrupt ending. There Is nothing exceptional In this fllm story, with Its tragic end-,
ing.
But foreign pictures of this calibre are
welcome for a change now and then. The role
of Nlta Is well done by V. V. Colodna, a girl o?
unusual brunet beauty.
Ibee.

THE WOLF AND HIS MATE.
"The Wolf and Hit Mate"
production, dlreotad 'by
starring Louisa Lovely.

B.

The

It

J.

a Universal
LoBalnt and

picture takes its

from the hero who Is known aa "The
Wolf," because he Is so ferocious In bis dealings.
Feature opens in a backwoods courthouse.
Two men claim title to a piece of
Property on which Is a log hut One Is "The
Wolf" and the other, named Nolan, unscrupulous, and who generally oomes out on top

title

"The Wolf" bests him hi a very rough-andtumble fight and says he is going away, but
that on his return he will take possession
of the property.
While he Is away Nolan
dies and leaves his property to a niece
who
is supporting herself by conducting
a
ll
restaurant for the woodsmen. Residing nearB
wld0 r
her
late
»">ther,
with
*Lil child,
J&?a and7 who
°J
their
Is now married to a
crook commiU * robbery
-i^.k Wh.e.n

wa

PK

wu£. tne ald of the child the girl takes the
child away from them and intends to
rear It
Honestly.
She gives up her restaurant and
goes to the Inherited hut to live.
It Is not
explained how she earned money for food,
of which she seemed plentifully
supplied, not
to mention clothes, etc.
The rest is quits
l0
he
olf " returM »nd confronS
?hl s
^t*.1
"i
8ne
r
«fuses
to leave.
He goes to
!w
!f. '
the
village store where he is taunted
about
the situation.
He grabs the biggest chap
there, wallops him over the head, drags
him
on<
cks
up * minister and marries the
pi
-.
fc
foree*
Now **• cabins mine by taw.
Vli
,i'
e r t?
kIn ,Uy lf
want
tor."
She
replies:
.?i * ,
.
.
it is also
mine
and I'm going to stay." He
sleeps outdoors and sends her birds
shot.
She invites him for dinner. He kissesheher
by
force.
'What I want I take." SheTtaps hta
face.
Crook comes and steals the child. She
ane» t? "The Wolf" and begs him to
" tt,e B,rL He *oes. W»e kisses rescue
him:
h
want lT uke " Cllncn - Good pop!
„
r
ular-prlced
program picture.
/oto.

^

yw

The

First Paralta Play

™

%W MiL.

J.

WARREN KERRIGAN

THE JUDGMENT HOUSE.
Stuart Blackton has given fllm patrons
a
real picture in his production
for Paramount
of "The Judgment House," Sir
Gilbert Parkers
story of London and South Africa
in the days
J.

IN

"A MAN'S

Directed by

OSCAR APFEL

There

is

no expense

There

is

no time

Our only

limit

the end of

limit

limit

MAN
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Written by

PETER

B.

KYNE

role of Jasmine, the

woman who

her own mind. Wilfred Lucas as Byng, know
Conway Tearle as Stafford, Crasy
Krool and Florence Deshon as Thunder as
Almah
excellent.
A part well handled Is that are
bf
Fellowes, by Paul Doucet. Lucille
has
a small role well done. There are Harnill
some
realC b t ,e
ene" 'to** in the wihta of
st« .n ? 1f ^^
*?* but none the le »» effective there?«?
"iA*
*°
r
The Interiors sre mostly L Cvmmodore
n
ln Brooklyn, while lome of
\ bome
the charming
garden scenes were taken at his
11
* ,^ Und home in °Jr8 tcr Bay. The story
f*
is well
adapted to the screen, and the adaptation Is by the producer himself.
was here at the time and helpedSirin Gilbert
many
ways by suggestions. The plot deals with
a
woman's effect upon the lives of at least three
men. One she loves and does not marry—
another she marries and does not love—
until ln
the crucible of war she learns she
really
cares for him after all.
Intrigue, treachery
on the part of a servant who expiates
wrong bravely in a last touching scene hla
of
seir-sacriflce on the ensanguined field—
these
are Che component parts of a story built
about
the theme of love and war in a period
filled
with exciting incidents, a seeming
prelude
to the terrific days of the present.
It Is a
good picture for all classes and is satisfying

on our productions.

on our productions.

-

doesn't

.

l

?^H°

is

human

this decision justifiable.
There is a fine pro11" 8 116
Photography and lighting,
fit
fine fmT*""
titling and. excellent settings,
both exterr »n
!°,
£ interior. The acting is above par.
violet Homing makes a success
of the difficult

genius and ingenuity.

The Second Paralta Play

to the last of its six reels.
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Mrs. Blanche Craig

Emll LeCrolx
given for the inspiration of Eve
scenario of "Her Silent Sacrifice"
is

many

times, with modifications, it seems impossible to think, of a new twist to it.
A

young Normandy

Inc.

A,Ice Brady
Henry Clive
Pay ton Glbbs
Edmund Pardo

R.

Henry J. W. Dams play, "The Red Mouse."
The story is so old and has been used so

to

Directed by

k>.

HER SILENT SACRIFICE.
!" 6.. •«
Richard
Vale

Fnnce Boissard
Sarthe
Countess Coralie

in

j

girl lives with her grandlather who conducts an inn.
A poor artist
paints her picture and they fall in love. Artist is starving and girl is told by wealthy
Parisian art connoisseur and libertine that if
she will consent to go with him to Paris as
his mistress he will make the artist famous.
She agrees but makes it a condition her lover
shall first be made.
Libertine "makes" the
artist through his wealth and Influence and
comes to claim his reward. She is to complete the bargain that night but at the crucial moment the rich prince's Bast Indian servant kills him and commits sulolde, all to save
the girl.
In the first reel the prince strikes
his (servant with his riding crop but the
beating is Interrupted by the girl. That was
enough for the Indian to kill the prince and
save the girl.
Beautifully produced and
finely acted and photographed, with a sumptuous banquet scene and with plenty of class,
but the story is too trite.
Alice Brady does
excellently as the self-sacrificing peasant girl.
Henry Cllvc makes a good type of artist and
Robert Payton Glbbs, as the libertine, gave a
brilliant performance.
The feature was directed by Edouard Jose for Select, with BenJ.
Struckman the cameraman.
Jolo.
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PLEASE HELP EMILY.
Emily Pelmar
Professor Delmar
Hon. 8amuel Lethbridge

NEARLY MARRIED.

Ann MnnJock
Herbert Drue*

Hal Brown
Amy Venose
Oraoe Carlisle
lire. If oxon
Katberlne Stewart
Richard Trotter
Rex McDougall
Herbert Threadgold
Ferdinand Oottaohalk
g*** 01 * ;
John Harwood
Rene Duf our
Jules Rauoourt
Ann M unlock In this Mutual released-flmplre
feature Is heading a very good company In thr
little comedy, "Please Help Emily," In film
form. It Is hardly possible Miss Murdoch will
Mrs. Lethbridge
Julia Ifarchmont

reach the great heights of popularity among
screen favorites.
Her personality does not
get over In film and profile shots make her
look unpretty. In the plcturlsatlon of "Please
Help Emily" there are not many laughs but
the picture proves pleasant entertainment of
the lighter sort
The supporting company
stands out, especially Rex McDougall, theleadlng man, and Ferdinand Oottschalk. From
a pictorial and production standpoint the feature Is all that could be asked for.
Fred.

Betty

O iffon

Madge Kennedy
Prank Thomaa
Mark Smith
Alma Tell

,

Harry Llndsey
Tom Robinson
Gertrude Robinson.
Dick Griffon
Richard Barthelmess
Hattle King
Hedda Hopper
Undoubtedly the most difficult kind of plot
to sustain for a full-length feature Is a farce.
Edgar Selwyn's comedy play, "Nearly Married," has been transferred to the screen by
Goldwyn In a manner to Indicate once and
for all time that such a thing Is possible.
And this one Is In six reels—six reels of
farce, without one attempt at a serious mo-

45

and humor-

ment

The complications are so fast and
ous titles that you are never once tired. It
has been said that if a farce could be played
without an Intermission, thereby giving the
audience time to collect Itself, the plot might
be continued without Interruption and con-

furious, unfolded with situations

tinue to amuse for an entire ev^ulug. That's
exactly what happens with the film version

woman. It is hardly necessary to say more.
Figure out the numerous farolcal situations
Miss
that arise and not one suggestive.
Kennedy can cry about as cutely as It Is possible to Imagine a Juvenile woman doing so
snd thereby creating eomody. Chester Wlthey,
the director, has given careful heed to all
possible detail, and as the picture Is about

"Nearly Married."
You Just am tie and
laugh alternately for a little more than an
hour and when It Is all over you feel that
you could stand a little more Just as good.
The plot Is that of a newly married couple
who have split because husband objects to
his wife's brother accompanying them on their
honeymoon trip. The brother, a young lawyer, suggests to his sister she get a divorce.
A conference of male friends results In the
husband hiring a professional co-respondent to
of

him.
The day the divorce Is
granted, unknown to husband and wife, who
really love each other, they meet and decide
Brother appears, learns what has
to elope.
happened and says his sister will be a ruined

compromise

—

people of means It necessarily possesses class
for the average picture patron.
To the more
dlscrlmlnstlng It will appeal strongly as a
clever entertainment, admirably acted, produced, directed and photographed.
Jolo.

THE MAN FROM MONTANA.
{>«*• **rifJ
Dad Petsel

Neal Hart
George Berrell

Warren Bummers

B. J.

Mrs. Summers
Allen Spencer

Plel

Betty Lamb
Wlllard Wayne
Vivian Rich

Meta Cooper

This Butterfly (Universal) flve-reeler la
highly melodramatic and extremely Mann Act
whlte-slavlah In its plot It is a cheap attempt
by the Universal to trade on the popularity
of William S. Hart by exploiting Neal Hart in
stories of a Western atmosphere.
The story

and

its film

enactment form but ordinary pro-

gram

feature entertainment The story opens
in the far West with Neal Hart aa the part
owner of a mine. His partner is an old man
who Is swindled out of the property while
Hart la away on business. On his return the
two tackle an old mining property which
turns out a winner.
Hart In the meantime
has gone East to track down the grafters,
but they, knowing in advance the mine has
panned pay ore, are prepared for him and
frame him for the Mann Act The girl is
the unknowing cat's-paw of her brother-inlaw and her half-sister. But the husky Westerner foils them by marrying the girt Then
they kidnap her and arrange for his being

shanghaied, but pick the same boat which is
carrying the "boys from the mine" who have
been in town to celebrate their good fortune
and were also shanghaied while under the
influence.
They clean up the captain and
other officers of the little tramp schooner and
force It to turn back to port making the
landing just in time to discover the plotters
and the wife, unwillingly accompanying them*
boarding a steamer for South America. Just
to make good, another fight is staged and
there is the final clinch of the heroine and
hero at the finish.
Cheaply produced and
ordinary In the extreme.
Fred.

THE SILENT MAN.
"Silent

Bud" Marr

William

Betty Bryce

"Handsome

Jack''

Pressley

David Bryoe
"Grubstake" Higgins
"Preaching Bill" Hardy
Mrs. Hardy

S.

Hart

Viola Vale
Robert McKim

Harold Goodwin
J. p. Lockney

Geo. P. Nichols
Gertrude Claire
Milton Ross
Dorcas Mstthews
Thomas H. Ince's production of "The Silent
Man," with William S. Hart, is at the Rlalto
this week.
It is an Artcraft release, written
by Charles Kenyon, and Is a typical Hart role.
Unlike other Hart pictures, many of the titles
are humorous, which relieves the seriousness
of the story In spots.
It Is not so much the

Ames

Mitchell

Topas

manner of Its narration via the
screen medium that makes it a splendid entertainment.
With conventionally-written titles
and a cheaply conceived production it would
be different. Hart is a lone miner who strikes
gold, comes Into town to register his claim, is*
robbed of It and determines to get even. How
he does it and wins the girl Is replete with
thrilling incidents, which takes the form of
unique gun-plays, feats of riding, etc.
It Is
unadulterated Western melodrama.
Jolo.
plot but the

THE GOOD~FOR NOTHING.
Jack Burkshaw
Marlon Alston
Mrs. Burkshaw
Mr. Eugene Alston
Jerry Alston

Blackwell
Evelyn Greeley
Kate Lester
Charles Duncan

Carlyle

Story byAntaLoQS and

John Vomer son.
Directed by John Emerson

Take care of §H your people
of your people away embittered
because "This isn't the first time I've missed a Fairbanks
picture there—he doesn't run his pictures long enough"do you arrange for a long enough "run" to take care of all your
people?

Do you send some

A
H

S

A MEANS
at

E

"Ntw

whole regiments of assassins and fights his way through them, lu;£nf behind
to brave the[doughty
him a field covered with assassins who didn't have any more sense than—New
York "Ban
Alexis Caesar Napoleon.
IS

CORNERED by

T REALLY

I

negotiation
for the exposition of the physical prowess of the star It lacks nothing. The
flight of fifteen steps is also one of the star's new accomplishments.
m
aibbss
xora

a single leap of a

doesnt matter so much what Fairbanks does as what anyone else does, for with the
happened^ to
It would be good entertainment whatever K

smiling comedian in a picture

£J

adventures of Alexis while trying to save his head and lose his crown are full of fun and are
done In the very best Fairbanks athletic-comic style.
"World**

THE

Fairbanks-Artcraft pictures form a sound basis on which to test
the possibilities of the "long run policy."

William Sherwood

Barbara Manning
Muriel Ostriche
Barbara's mother
Eugenie Woodward
Laurel Baxter
Katharine Johnston
If ever a feature film had its full measure
of drama of every conceivable kind. It is "The
Good for Nothing," a World film release;
story by Alexander Thomas, directed by Carlyle Blackwell, photographed by Luclen Tainguy. There are bucolic scenes for rural comedy drama at first and then It shifts to the
effete East, with drawing-room scenes, the
rich man's son betraying his stenographer
und'T promise of marriage, stealing Jewelry
to give it to "an actress" and many other
familiar happenings, all straightened out by
the "good for nothing."
Events are shown
with bewildering speed.
World Film has
given it an effective production, much more
generally
bestowed
elaborate than Is
upon program pictures, and has not stinted In the
matter of a competent cast
Jolo.
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THE SHIP OF DOOM.

... -Hone Blue
e,
McI
Clm

Martin Shaw
Clara Gove
Jeff

:

ftw
J?^,
MilletJ
Arthur

Whittlesey

Aaron Edwards
Prank Brownlee

Mate
"Bundown"' Shattuck

A Triangle feature of melodramatic nature.
Interesting as to story and as the players are
an efficient group and there Is a bit of strlKclamed
lni photography, the picture Is to be
The action begins In
as above the average.
belle
a fishing village, of which Clara Is the
and Martin her affianced. Jeff has insulted
Clara and In the resultant fight with Martin
His body Is
falls from a cliff to the ocean.
washed ashore and as the men of the village
plan Justice in spite of Jeff's bad character

Her hand

the girl and Martin escape In a launob. They
are picked ur by a trading vetieel of the twomast type, bound for the South Pacific. This
ship Is mastered by "Sundown" Shattuck a
powerful brute who rules his crew of roughs
with bis fist. Only that a woman was aboard
the launch would he have allowed the rescue.
By reason of bis powers on the high aeas the
captain marries the couple.
However, marriage to him Is no bar for possession, and at
night he tries to take the woman. Martin
fighting him but hardly a match for the burly
"Sundown." As this fight progresses the crew
mutinies and the battle becomes general all
over the decks. In the meantime a fire breaks
out and all hands take to the boats.
Martin
loses In a drawing as to who must go overboard to lighten the weight of the rowboat.

but he manages to gain an island.
There,
lands the captain with Clara, aure in the
belief that he will gratify his desire.
But he
dies, trapped by qulckaand.
Clara finds Martin, who Is half mad, brooding over the killing of Jeff, and when a rescue boat lands to
take them off to another ship he refuses,
believing It Is the vengeance from above that
bids him remain in expiation of his deed.
Thus are the two left on the uninhabited Isle.
Perhaps not a human ending. The acting of
Frank Brownlee aa "Sundown" Is particularly
good.
Excellent types have been chosen for
the crew. The picture was directed by Wyndhara Qlttens and the photography was accomplished by Allan Davis, who got vivid results
in the faces of the lovers lit up by a lamp
Ibee.
while aboard the launch.

sought the

jeweled dagger in her

bosom
her

was

that

last defense.

to her,

to

there

by a

This Bernstein feature (Oro) waa designed
it does not even measure up to program standard. The story lacks
consistency, the types are not well chosen
and there are other things lacklngexpertneaa.
Nell Woodward, a laas from the West, comes
to New York armed with a letter from a
Western manager who thinks she can make
good In a Broadway show. She has no difficulty In getting to Randall, who, it develops,
Is czar of all theatredom, and she Is given
the star singing role In a musical show, aa
She
the result of a laat minute walkout.
scores a aensatlonal hit That night the girl
dlnea with Hugh Gordon, a* dope fiend and the
He baa
profligate son of a wealthy widow.
At
been angeling some of Randall's shown.
the same cafe Hugh's mother Is dining with
Hugh proposes Ina party and snubs Nell.
stant marriage and, apparently from pique.
Nell agrees.
This alliance so angers Randall
that he dismisses Nell the next morning, giving her two weeks' salary. Perhaps he coveted
Nell, but whatever the mysterious reason Randall discards all chances of success with the
new star and goes further, for he is credited
with keeping her from any other theatrical
engagement. This he does by putting her on
the "blacklist" (something never openly aasoNell Is far
clated with the legitimate stage).
from being a vamp. In fact, so big a man
as Randall Is represented to be could have
picked on any number of better- lookers. Anyhow, Nell is reduced to singing in the cabRandall sees her in one and offers to
arets.
take her back if she ties the can to Hugh.
for state- righting but

Nell refuses. Same cabaret, same night. Nell
gets an offer of $5,000 from Hugh's mother
"Sn.ov.blrJ" Hugh, gone daft
leave town.
for want of coke, attacks Nell, who pulls off
her wedding ring and pawns It for the wherewithal.
Off goes Nell, gets the five thou,
sends Hugh out to get a lot of clothes and
tickets for the West where he can make a
new man of himself. Anyhow, she Is loyal
During the first half of the
to her husband.
picture the titles take up too much footage.
Some call the theatre czar Randall and others
Betty Brlce Is featured.
say it is Randell.
While she does well enough, Mlsa Brlce Is not
Ibee.
the best type for Nell.

be

As she

hesitating,

stood,

came

to

LOYALTY.

too,

trick

of memory, scenes of her
happiness.

early

THE SUDDEN GENTLEMAN.
Garry Garrlty
Louise Evans
Count Louis Camlnettl
Mrs. David Hawtry
Geo. DouglaB
Edward Douglas

With

what high hopes she had
seen Vale set forth on the

The
in

—the

himself for the station of heir to the wealth
of a rich uncle who has died In America leavA comparatively small
ing him the estate.
portion of the deceased person's possessions
is left to his stepdaughter Louise, who la bitterly disappointed, believing she was the sole
When Garry arrives in the garb that
heir.
might be called "Sunday best" back where
Garry was the pride of the little village In

sacrifice 1

Ireland, Louise Is not only peeved but very
much upstage. Louise has a suitor, a foreign
Count, who starts to "frame" a compromising
situation between Garry and a grass widow.
The latter being beloved of the Count consents, and the supposition Is that a marriage
will be forced and the fortune hunter be declared "in," he being after the money and

Her hands tightened on
the

dagger

— well,

would be no lamb

Triangle refers to the speed

which Garry Garrlty, an uncultured cheery
lad direct from the Old Bod. bents

Irish

road to fame and fortune!

And now

title or this

Wm. Desmond
Mary Mclvor
Jack Rlchardaon
Margaret Shllllngford
Holllngsworth
A.
Donald Fullen

she

Meantime, Garry
has developed Into a gentleman and won the
of Louise.
The frame-up clouds their
romance for ji few hours, until Garry can
give the Count a trimming and Louise finds
not any girl in particular.

led to

love

the slaughter!

Isn't

The scenes In the Irish vilout the truth.
lage are well presented and, altogether. It Is
a pleasant, harmless story. Wm. Desmond, as
Garry, gives a clever characterization of the
Irish lad, the feature being up to program
standnrd. The direction was by Thoa. H. Heffron and the good photoplay by R. E. Irish.
Ibee.

she stunning!r
OVER HERE.

Of course,

¥

it's

ALICE BRADY

—

in

"HER SILENT SACRIFICE"
Directed by

EDWARD JOSE

and horses, hundreds upon hundreds of tracand motor trucks and the tremendous
things going forward with Immense energy
under direction so perfect the result seemed
quite easy and simple.
Finally the first
troupe enrre swinging in at the appointed hour
and "Over Here" winds up in a blase of fervor.
The 3,000 seres of wild Isnd upon which Csmp
Pike now rests wns bought by the business
organization of Little Rock and presented to
the War Department under whose supervision
the cantonment was built and the picture
made.
Jolo.
tors

Distributed by

SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
729 Seventh Avenue

"Over Here" Is a two-reel picture distributed by World, showing in a most interesting
and Inspiring way how the big cantonments
are created for the reception of our troops.
It
This cantonment Is Camp Pike, Arkansas.
was completely constructed In 52 days from
a woodfd wilderness to a fully equipped city
of $-10,000.
This did not Involve the mere
throwing together of a large number of flimsy
shacks with camp surrounding but the making
of Rtreets, sewers, water supply, a railroad
spur four miles In length to the nearest trunk
line
In fact, a thoroughly modern, up-to-date
living place with every comfort for our soldier boys.
The main Interest In such a production, aside from the patriotic feature, which
it
exceedingly compelling, is the speed and
efficiency of the entire proceeding.
Thus w«
see ditch digging by machinery, water pumping by the million gallons, railroad construction In amazingly little time, street building
at rriv^.louH momentum, a whole building to
house ;«:i entire company put up ready for
occupancy In an hour and three quarters,
thousand of men at work, thousands of mules

New York

City

—
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HEARSTS PICTURE PAPER.
appears quite probable from current reports that W. R. Hearst intends
issuing a weekly paper devoted exclu-

STAR WITHDRAWS FROM CHARITY

It

sively to the picture trade.

The story

says that while Mr. Hearst

may

con-

sider the purchase of an established theatrical or picture trade journal, it is
more likely he wMl issue instructions
to found a new film publication.
The report of the Hearst picture

Los Angeles, Nov.

28.

Louise Glaum, the former Triangle
vampire, at present under contract to
the Paralta, has wired all of the New
York papers she has withdrawn the
use of her name in connection with

under

arrest.

He

is

and cigarettes for soldiers and sailors
on overseas duty. The picture star, believing that it was a purely patriotic enterprise, gave her consent, but left the

C.

war charity that was promoted by
Donald Fox.
Fox was one of those associated in
the Army and Navy Bazaar, which the
New York District Attorney is investi-

active management to Fox.
number
of advertisements were run in various
picture magazines soliciting contributions to the fund, but she is unaware
what disposition was made of funds

rection of C. F. Zittel, who, as "Zit."

gating.

collected.

has been in charge of the dramatic
department of Hearst's New York "Evening Journal" for some years. It seems
probably Mr. Zittel will also direct the
new Hearst film publication, wlien issued. The entire affair of the Hearst
connection with pictures may have
something to do with a very strong
rumor of late that the Hearst people
will attempt to project a massive corporation enveloping the entire film in-

C. Donald Fox was the promoter of
the Army and Navy Bazaar exposed
in the daily

papers

last

A

Sam

Harris' Horn* Sold.

Harris (Cohan & Harris) has
sold his home in Great Neck, Long
Island, to Olga Petrova for $105,000

Sam

The new arrangement

cash.

tions.

^mmmmmmmtt^tttttlKMtmimmmmmtmmtmfmimtmm

FLYNN'S SPY FILM CAST.

Stories

ten
days the
busily engaged
in filming the opening episodes of
their new serial, "The" Eagle's Eye,"
written by William J. Flynn, Chief
of the United States Secret Service,
starring King Baggot and Marguerite
Snow, which will be distributed
through the Hoffman Foursquare Exchanges.
The cast, in addition to Baggot and
Miss Snow, includes John P. Wade,
William N. Bailey, Paul Everton,
Bertram Marburgh. George A. Lessey is handling most of the preliminary work under the personal supervision of Theodore W. Wharton.
past

understood

is

to cover a period of two years and involves a minimum of 24 special produc-

Rex Beach Pictures

Late last week the Hearst publications were notified that thereafter no
special publicity was to be given to any
picture enterprise, other than that entitled to it for advertising placed in
It had not been
the Hearst papers.
uncommon previously for the Hearst
publications to extend a large quantity
of gratis space to picture advertisers,
in the form of cartoons, special reviews
and write-ups, etc. One reason given
for the new order was that Hearst realized the importance and value of publicity in his reading columns and had
determined to reserve that for his own
or affiliated picture interests.

the

New York

week and as a result of the investigation on the part of District Attorney
Swann, Fox was indicted and placed

dustry.

During

in

Frank Hall, president of the U. S.
Exhibitors' Booking Corp., has put
through a new deal for the distribution of the foreign rights to his pictures.
He has entered into an arrangement with the Robertson-Cole Co.,
an important international general export house, to handle the foreign distribution of his pictures.
Each of the foreign offices of the
export concern will receive a print of
the releases and will have its own trade
showings for that community. Orders
will be taken for the features the same
as if it was for a consignment of tractors, mining instruments, agricultural
implements or other industrial commodities.

After the Army and Navy Bazaar Fox
obtained the right to use Miss Glaum's
name for use in connection with a
War Lucery Fund, to secure tobacco

paper fits in with the story of the reinvigoration of the International, controlled by the Hearst interests, and
which is now under the executive di-

a

EXPORT CONCERN AN AGENCY.

at present in the

Tombs.
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Whartons have been

Courtney Ryley Cooper

is

3 Love. Stories
3 Melodramas
I

Drama, ofNight Cife

l_Sensational Prologue

8

REX BEACH'S

THE

making

version of Chief Flynn's
expose of the Imperial Government's
propaganda and espionage in the

the

screen

AUCTION BLOCK

United States.

COMMISSIONER LEAVES.
Pat A. Powers, treasurer of the Uniwho was approved by the American Cinema Commission as its volunteer commissioner to France to handle
the distribution of films sanctioned by

Tells the love story of Lorelei, the pretty country girl

versal,

New York

offered as a sacrifice in the Big City; the love story

of the sarcastic

offices of the

The melodrama

Lorelei's

wayward brother and

these criminals and the thrilling story of a

woman's

vengeance.

An

intimate, vivid picturization of the night

York and a daring prologue that
and woman think.

will

make

life

of

every

New
man

Released everywhere December 2.

FAITH IN SERIALS.

©GOIDWYN
I-

Samuel Goldfish

PICTURES CORPORATION

16 East 42d

15 weeks' exhibition.
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Edgar Selwyn

Margaret Mayo
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tdHmimi Pinctar
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arranged for after the present serial,
"The Hidden Hand." has exhausted its

Pathe is reported as inclined to go
next year for the serial subjects
stronger than ever.

of

Melcher, the blackmailer; the counterplot that rounds up

There will he no further announcements from the Paths offices regard-

in

and "the wickedest woman in the
girl and the Pittsburg

steel millionaire.

expenditure of money necessary to
carry on the work of the commission.
Just who will go to Russia will be
The present crisis
determined later.
in that country may upset the early
Commission
regarding it.
plans of the

ing the serial subjects expected to be

critic

world;" the story of a beautiful mill

commission, has assured the commission he
will go to France when desired.
Frank J. Marion had a final conference in Washington last Friday before
proceeding to Havana en route for
Spain.
George Creel, chairman of the
Committee on Public Information, lent
every assistance to Mr. Marion, and
in addition to giving him a special diplomatic passport, also appointed him
fiscal agent for the Government in the
the

Greatest Story

Street

New York

City

sdli
JEBSE
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FAKE RED CROSS BILLING.
New York has a report a number

KEENEY JUST LISTENING.
Since word was flashed that Frank A.
Kcency is putting the Keeney millions
back of a new film venture which had
Catherine Calvert as its first feminine
star, there have been numerous endeavors by some of Broadway's biggest film
makers to have Mr. Keeney come withfield.
So far
Keeney has declined all offers, but
is no telling what exchange arrangement he may consummate after

in

their

manufacturing

there
the

first

of the year.

Keeney has been beseiged daily by
exchange men, directors and players,
including "supes," who say they are
Broadway's best little workers, who are
anxious to get lined up with the Keeney forces.
Just what will be Miss Calvert's first
screen subject has not been settled.
Mr. Keeney has several pieces under
consideration.

Of late Keeney has had conferences
with several of the big film men in
New York, but he has refrained from
making any

definite decision,

it

is

re-

ported.

SCREEN WRITER OF PROMISE.
Los Angeles, Nov. 28.
A writer of screen dramas who has
come to the front and whose achievements promise to place him among
the
world's
leading cinema playwrights is Monte M. Katterjohn, now
with Paralta.
Mr. Katterjohn was one of Thos.
H. Ince's script mainstays for a long
period. "The Flame of the Yukon** is
his most notable work to date, but
as he keeps pounding incessantly at
his Remington, having turned out a
large

number of

scenarios, it is almost assured the near future will see
several
really
big camera themes
credited to this ingenious and alert
author.

itinerant film men are making
territory with film exhibitions

of
certain

"under

the auspices of the Red Cross," and
that by using this line have played a
chord responsive at the box offices. According to men attached to the Red
Cross work in New York, not a single
one of these outfits is entitled to use
the billing and none have been "officially" commissioned to work any sym-

pathy in its behalf.
The present investigation in New
York of "war benefits" has also aroused
the heads of the Red Cross, who will
issue a public note warning the countryside to beware of fake Red Cross
fund performers.

Fall River, Mass.,

Nov.

charged from the U. S. Navy.
There is a Federal act against fraudulently representing to be an agent of
the Red Cross for the purpose of receiving money.
Artjsts who were to
assist Deslys at the recital refused to
appear after they had learned of the
matter.

Two

Directors Leaving Goldwyn.
Frank Crane and Arthur Ashley are
leaving the Goldwyn directing staff.
Madge Kennedy has a new director,
e.,
Edward Dillon, formerly with
Famous Players.
i.

been consumBrooklyn for a picture house

real estate deal has

mated

in

along the lines of the Strand, New
York, to be ready for occupancy by late"
spring.
It has been rumored tor a
year or so.
The Brooklyn Strand will be built

by the same interests that made possible the Broadway Strand, it is said.

Max

Spiegel, of the Strand

the erection of a huge picture palace
adjacent to the Majestic, Brooklyn,
with the plans providing for the main
entrance on Fulton street Work on
demolishing the buildings on the present site is expected to start next month.

NORMA TALMADGE'S NEXT.
"By Right of Purchase" is the next
feature Norma Talmadge will start in
a few days.
She finished "Ghosts of
Yesterday" late last week, and is taking a vacation in the interim.
Charles Miller will also direct the
newest Talmadge picture.

EMPIRE

L

I.

STATION DARK.

playing

outfits

expected to return within the next fort-

In Texas particularly since Nov. 1
the traveling film managers have done
everything possible to draw in profit
and have done some tall wildcatting in
an endeavor to unearth virgin territory that would show some box office
activity.

Reports from the road say that some
of the "Birth of a Nation" outfits have
not done one-third the business of former trips. The wiseacres declare that
when the "Nation" fails to draw there
is not much hope for any of the others.

RAPF FILM FINISHED.
After three months of preparation
Harry Rapf announces the completion
of his seven-reeler, 'The Struggle
Everlasting," said to represent an outlay of large proportions. It is a modern
morality play written by Edwin Milton
Royle.
Florence Reed is the star and the
cast includes Milton Sills, Irving Cummings, Wellington Plater, E. J. Radcliffe.
James Kirkwood was the
director.

and

no longer Edna
Zimmer, her
manager, and Davidson are said to
have had a rough and tumble fight all

man

plays, has

the Glendale,
it

Co.,

ceased operations at

Long

Island, studio,

is

STUDIO ROUGH-HOUSE.

will

the Empire All-Star brand for Mutual
have been abruptly terminated.
A telegraph inquiry to the Mutual
offices in Chicago from Varibtt, asking confirmation of the report, failed
to bring a reply.

with

X

legiti-

night.

Bill

Davidson

is

Goodrich's leading man.

over the studio.

No

injuries.

Walter Hier, "the fat boy," and
Davidson have freen engaged for
Madge Kennedy's next Goldwyn picture, to be filmed around Palm Beach
and Miami.

"THE SHIP OF DOOM"

The humorous adventures of this big-muscled Irish smithy who becomes guardian of a spit-fire heiress will make your ticket machine
hum. An Irish play never fails.
RELEASED DECEMBER 2

the

reported but two more pictures
be made under that brand on the
Coast. Thus far ten features have
been made.
The report is current that the filming of Edna Goodrich pictures under

formed
for the filming of the Charles Froh-

WILLIAM DESMOND

X"

Picture

mate time through the south are having a hard time and the majority are

According to present plans Rapf intends to release the feature on the
state right plan, but he may sell it
outright

The Empire All-Star

"THE SUDDEN GENTLEMAN"
with

Amusement

New

York, would not comment
on that report
Arrangements have been made for
Co.,

28.

Leonard A. Deslys, who advertised
to give a recital at Music Hall in this
city last Wednesday evening for the
benefit of the American Red Cross, did
not show up when the police took an
interest in the recital.
The police
found the Red Cross had not given him
authority to conduct a recital for its
benefit.
They learned that the young
man, who studied music in Germany
three years, had been dishonorably dis-

FILM ROAD SHOWS CONING IN?

BROOKLYN'S NEW STRAND.

A

The
will

sea

Z

TRIANGLE PLAYERS

rough sea-faring men over a wisp of a girl
a money-producer for you.
The most remarkable

terrific struggle of

make
drama

this

of the season.

T

RELEASED DECEMBER

2

MOVING PICTURES
THE 15c MATTER.

CAMERA GRINDER INTERNED.

The 15c. tax was still agitating the
industry last week, but the situation
presented a more harmonious front
then since the application of the tax
by the manufacturer upon the exhibitor. This had in a great measure
been brought about by the clean cut
victory won by the distributors in the

According to a report in New York,
Carl von Hoffman, formerly a photographer for the Universal's weekly
service, has been interned at Fort Leavenworth, Kan., as an alien enemy.
The report says von Hoffman enlisted in the photographic division of
the United States Army, but overlooked
the formality of stating he had been a
German flier. When this was discovered he was taken into charge.

first legal fight

ou

this issue.

The Judge decided the whole matter
was a plain business quarrel, and that
the manufacturers had the right to
charge whatever they pleased for their

goods, and that the exhibitors could
purchase from whom they chose.
The distributing organizations won
a victory in Cleveland Nov. 23 when
the Common Pleas Court at a hearing
wherein the exhibitors endeavored to
have a temporary injunction granted
denied the injunction. This all referred
to the case caused through the refusal
of exhibitors there to pay the 15c. tax
per reel daily which the exchanges are
collecting on films.
The exhibitors sought a restraining
order to keep 11 distributing exchanges
from canceling contracts because of
exhibitors declining to pay the "15c.
tax/' and also restraining the companies from collecting the amount on
contracts where exhibitors had agreed
to pay it.

The

companies % are Goldwyn,
Pathe, Artcraft, Paramount, Vitagraph,
World, Fox, Universal, International,
Metro and Select.

PATHE PROMOTIONS.
service.

connections

When
as

in
C. S. Seeyle severed

general

Pathe's

ex-

change manager, Pathe, in abolishing
the office title upon Seeyle's departure,
made two promotions. F. C. Quimby,
formerly in the West, was made sales
manager and will be located in New
York. A. S. Abeles, attached to the
New York exchange of Pathe, was appointed special representative and will
be on the road most of the time.
Mr. Quimby has gone to the Coast
to bring his family back to New York
for

NOW

$100.

cuit.

The heads of the important circuits,
including Keith. Proctor, Loew, Fox,
Moss., etc., a fortnight ago, got together and refused to pay more than
they had been paying, i. e., $50 a day. It
was understood by them that this was
agreed to by the First National's New
York sales manager, Mr. Tobias.
Late last week the circuit heads were
notified that their proposition would
not be accepted and that the First
National would insist on $100-a-day
rental. As a result of this deadlock
Tobias resigned last Saturday night.

11

Pathe has rewarded two men long
its

CHAPLIN PRICE

No deal has yet been consummated
for the reelasing of the new Chaplin
pictures in New York, now being made
by the First National Exhibitors' Cir-

permanent residence.

PHOTOGRAPHS SEIZED.
New

Bedford, Mass., Nov. 28. Walter Birdsall, a local picture
photographer, has been obliged by the
to give up some photographs
Birdsall was found
recently taken.
taking photographs at the pumping
which is guarded
area
station, in the
by the police. He declared that Chief
Taft had given him permission to take
pictures around the city and meant no
police

wrong.
camera.

He was

using

an

ordinary

ADVERTISERS SERENE.
The lusty row in the Motion Pic-*
ture Advertisers' Association started
over the resolution against taking
space in pro-German publications has
subsided.
None of the resignations
beenme effective and everybody "got
together" again at a beefsteak dinner
last

SERIAL REISSUED AS FEATURE.

NOTES.

"The Million Dollar Mystery," the
big successful serial, is to be reissued shortly as a six-reel feature.
Lloyd Lonergan, who created the picture, is now engaged in cutting it down
from its original 46 reels.
There are said to be any number of
exciting "stunts" in it.
first

THE

CARDINAL" IN 8 REELS.

Cardinal Mercier, one of the commanding figures of the war, has been
made the central personage of a
feature provisionally called "The Cardinal," directed by George Archainbaud under the supervision of William
A. Brady.
The feature, not precisely a war
picture ^since it contains no battle
scenes),

is

in eight reels.

The domi-

nating role is embodied by Montagu
Love. His principal support is Jeanne
Eagels.

a general joke
there being a decoration picturing two
individuals shaking hands, one having
a tomahawk behind his back and the
other hiding a knife.

Artist

on Ohio's Censoring Board.

REINE DAVIES' COMPLAINT.
Reine

Davies

has started action
against the Backer Film Corp., asking
an injunction against the showing of
"The Sin Woman," in which she appeared as a feature with Irene Fenwick.

Miss Davies alleges that her con-

Cincinnati, Nov. 28.
Industrial Commission has
appointed Maurice S. Hague, a Columbus artist, as a member of the State
Board of Motion Picture Censor's, succeeding W. R. Wilson- Hague will
serve three years. He is the first artist
to get on the board.
Most of the other members have

been newspaper men and women.
Mrs. Maude Murray Miller and
Charles G. Williams are the other
present members.

"BELOVED TRAITOR" NEXT.
Frank Packard has been added

to

the list of writers who have furnished
the literary material for Goldwyn pic-

His novel, "The Beloved Traitor,"
goes into immediate production with

Mae Marsh

A

as the star.

in the titles

solving

vaudeville
Cantwell.

their

McKay and

SANGER A JORDAN'S BUY.

studio has been taken into the
It's located
Sanger & Jordan firm.
around New York somewhere and will
be added to their picture department
that Gerald Bacon has the sole direction rights to.

&

Jordan have been producHereafter they intend
doing everything connected with the
making of them.

Sanger

1

ing pictures.

Rufua Le Maire has started suit
Henry Lewis asking judgment for $100 as "salary" due. Le
Maire alleges he was to receive $20
weekly from Lewis for services ren-

against

dered

obtaining a contract with the
for him.

in

Winter Garden show

William Elliott may make a trip
abroad in a few weeks to secure Jose
Collins for the production in this country of "The Maid of the Mountains."
The piece has been running in London for some time and Elliott has the

American

The

rights.

first

program booking

On the Western and Middle East
the "Matinee for women only"
appears to be working overtime. The
latest is "The Marriage Question,"
with "no men admitted" at certain
performances.
trails

Max

Halperin

is

and which was Keith's Bronx.
Ned Alvord remains as manager.

John W. Considine has been in New
York about a month. He will leave
in a week or so, returning west. Theatricals are not connected with
Considine's visit to Broadway.

The

Lyric, Atlanta, closed

Mr.

up the

E.

Offices, $874./0 as its contribution.

The Greenroom Club

have

will

a

"Baseball Night" Dec. 9. Many notable
baseballers will be there and John C.
Peebles will take care they are properly Greenroomly looked after.

"A Regular Business Man,"
ally

origin-

played by Douglas Fairbanks

in

open on the Loew
Waters heading the
was placed by Mark Levy.

It

Hugh Ward

has purchased the rights

"What Next?" from

Oliver Morosco.
Mr. Ward saw the
piece on the Coast before coming East.

has

The Savoy, Fall River, Mass., has
passed to the possession of the Mohician Theatre Co., lately organized by
William Durfee of Providence.

The

Grand

and

Orpheum,

Fort

Backer Co. Completing Studio.
George Backer and Ivan Abramson
have not joined forces.
The George Backer Producing Corp.

Madison, la., have been placed on the
"unfair list" of the American Federation of Musicians.

start making more pictures as
as their studio on West 38th

The Al H. Woods offices have arranged for a road tour of "On With
the Dance." following its withdrawal
from the Republic this week.

soon

street

is

completed.

Mabel Normand in. Legitimate Comedy
Georpe Loanc Tucker is directing
Mabel Normand in a legitimate comedy, with

The golden wedding anniversary of
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Orange was
observed in the pink room of the
Kurland Casino Wednesday evening.

Tom Moore

as leading man
and T. Herbert Frank as heavy.
Others in the cast are Armand
Cortcz and Jos. Smiley.

MRS. SIDNEY

DREW

THE FAMOUS IMPERSONATOR
To

the screen

what he waa

Fred Mardo has established offices
where he
New England

Starring In Metro pictures.

JULIAN ELTINGE
forces.

the

of

over

cast.

acquired the picture
rights to Edward Sheldon's play, "The
Song of Songs," which was produced
some three years ago by A. H. Woods
at the Eltinge theatre with an all-star
cast. Elsie Ferguson will have the
star part in the screen version.

OLGA GREY

treasurer

Follies, Bronx (formerly Bronx theatre), which Ben Kahn recently took

for Australia for

With the Triangle playing

the

for

New York, by I. R. Sambe the week of Dec. 10. The
Alhambra gives Mr. Samuels two of
the Keith uptown houses. His other
booking there is the Royal, Bronx.
Alhambra,

and on

"Song of Songs" Arranged For.

will

Bi

vaudeville, is to
Circuit with Tom

the advertising.

Artcraft

partnership,

F. Albee Transport Girls' Smoke Fund
donation last week by forwarding to
Harry Daniels in the United Booking

tract called for "co-starring," but that
when the film was exhibited Miss Fen-

wick was featured

Cantwell

were on the
Columbia's, New York, program last
Sunday. It is the first time they have
played on the same bill since distheir respective turns

The State

tures.

Bennett in Howard's Comedy.
Richard Bennett is negotiating to
star in George
Bronson Howard's
satirical comedy, "The Red Light of
Mafs."
No definite date has as yet been
decided upon for the production.

McKay and Johnny

.George
in

uels, will

week.

The menus proved

49

to the stage

in
the Putnam Building,
will hereafter hook his

houses.

I

Jack Merritt, with the
P.oy"

is

York,

«>f

now

with

that

title.

the

l'.u>,ton

Casino,

The Catholic Actors' Guild

of

ica will hold its yearly benefit

"Oh
\e\v

Amer-

Dec.

2.
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POSSIBLE SAVING $500,000
Mastbaum

by Wire

How

of Philadelphia Informs Film

Manuf actur-

May Be

Accomplished. "Amalgamation" Started by Interview of Samuel Goldfish.
It

It begins to look as if the motionpicture manufacturers and exhibitors
are coming to a realization of the
conditions that confront them, and
that there is likely to be some sort
of an amalgamation of interests that
will prove beneficial to both.
Heretofore the position has been
taken by the manufacturer that he
could operate independently of the
others in the same field, but with the
financial situation in such a state that
he is unable to secure loans from
banks a hue and cry has gone up that
indicates the majority will now listen
to business reasoning.

In a lengthy interview in last Sunday's New York Times Samuel Goldfish, president of Goldwyn, seems to
have started the ball rolling with some
degree of authority, and a canvass of
others in the same line reveals a willingness on their part to "talk turkey."
Among other things, Mr. Goldfish said:
"The motion-picture industry is
Disin a dangerou s condition.
The
aster is very close indeed.
war has not hit attendance at motion-picture houses as hard as it
has at the Broadway theatres, but
that is only because the scale of
prices is so much lower, and the
great democratic audiences of the
screen are drawn largely from
those who are getting more employment and more profitable employment through the war. The
success and the health of the motion picture is based on the modest
price of admission at which good
films can be seen. The dangerous,
even disastrous, conditions in the
industry of which I have spoken
are due to the fact that all manner
competitive extravagance
is
of
threatening to destroy that one
safeguard, and with it the indus-

try itself.

am

not a calamity howler by
temperament, and I'm not disgruntled, for Goldwyn i-s getting
"I

share, and more than its share,
through the most careful attention
But in the plain
to organization.
face of t^e criminal waste of the
producer's money, the exhibitor's
money, and. in the last analysis,
money,
public's
somebody
the
should speak out plainly.
"The big factor in keeping down
moving-picture prices, I feel, is the
its

producer.

He must

organize.

The

great steel industry was in just
such a chaotic condition before
the coming of the United States
Steel Corporation. If the producing factors in moving pictures do
not shortly come to»their senses
I
predict
failure
spectacular
failure for a great many of the
leading plungers of filmdom today."
Monday night Stanley Mastbaum,
head of the Stanley Booking Co., of
Philadelphia, sent the following telegram to practically all the film manufacturers
"Five hundred thousand dollars

—

—

:

is

wasted weekly by overproduc-

too many exchanges, which necessarily means
that the exhibitor must pay. How
long can he continue to pay? What
will happen when he cannot contion, overadvertising,

tinue to pay?
Do you know that
the producers are conducting their

business in open warfare on each
other? The exhibitor must pay for
all the tremendous
salaries paid
by the manufacturers in every
branch of the business. What is
the solution?
Who will solve it?
"The crisis will soon be at hand.
There is but little time to save
the picture industry from several
severe setbacks. Should these be
temporarily avoided others will
come and will continue until the
motion-picture industry is standardized on a sound basis. In the
meantime the exhibitor must pay.
"The manufacturers cannot help
the exhibitor because the manufacturers have made no effort to
help themselves. The trouble is at
the manufacturers' end, not the
exhibitors'.

"There

TO

are three factors that
make for success in any line:
observation, deduction and concentration.
Why not apply them
to this business?
"Features released per month by
various organizations, based on
any eight-week period for two
months. October, 1917, and Novem1917!'(T,
Artrraft
two; Bluehird. four; Butterfly, four; Fox.
mx; Goldwyn, two; Metro, four;
Mutual, eight; Paramount, eight;
Pathe.
four;
Perfection.
four;
Select, four; Triangle, eight; Vitagraph, four; Wc.rld, four; Miscellaneous, State Rights, etc.. four-
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KELLERMANN'S NEW TITLE.

Total, 80.

"This makes a total of 80 pictures

WEEKLY BY PICTURE MERGER
Stanley

42

purchased during each four-week
period at a negative cost running
all the way from $12,000 to $160,000 per feature.
It is true that
there are very few made as cheaply
as $12,000, and very few made as
high in cost as $160,000.
fair

A

average negative cost, however,
would be about $40,000. So that
taking this four-week period and
dividing

into 80

it

we

find

we

are

manufacturing in America at the
present time 20 feature negatives
at an average cost of $40,000 each
amounting to $800,000 per week in
negative cost.
"In addition to this negative cost
there is a positive cost of prints
to be added.
Anywhere from 20
to 45 prints are used on each production. A fair average would be
30 positive prints. Positive prints
on a five-reel subject cost at the
present time $225 each; therefore
the positive prints that are being
used would cost $6,750, and
20
times $6,750 would amount to $135,000 for positive prints of features
of these features is immense. In
only.

"The overhead for the handling
each territory there are at least
\2 offices,

meaning

salaries for 12

managers, 24 solicitors, 12 office
rents and 12 separate and distinct
inspecting

forces, shipper, nightmen, etc., and all this is in at least
25 points in the United States and

Canada.

"The American market cannot
absorb these expenses.
is placed on the American public and the exhibitors. Not
possibly

The burden

over nine features could be legitimately absorbed, and if the negative cost were reduced and carried
by nine features, there would be
remarkable saving for the exhibitor and the manufacturer. If distribution, now handled by not less
than 12 distributors, were concentrated in not more than two or,
better yet, in one center an immense overhead could be saved for
the exchanges, and thus for the
distributors.

would be a pracour business by co-

It

tical saving in
operation and concentrated efforts
of not less than $500,000 each
week, as follows
"Saving of 10 negative costs at

$40,000 each, which would amount
to $400,000 each week.
Saving of
10 times 35 positive prints, which

The

big special feature film Annette
Kellermann has been working on is
completed and will be called "The

Queen
The

of the Sea."
picture will

probably run in
It may be presented by
William Fox around New Year's, perhaps following "Les Miserables" at the
Lyric, New York, for the first showing.
Miss Kellermann finished the film last
week at Ft. Lee, thereby saving a trip
eight reels.

to the

West

Indies.

A

large tank espe-

under the direction of James
R. Sullivan, Miss Kellermann's personal
representative, proved adequate for the
famous diving girl to give swimming
exhibitions for the camera. These will
be one of the many novelties of the
cially built

film.
It is

reported a tank built by the Fox
people at a cost of $30,000 for Kellermann's work was found to be worthless when put to practical use.
$750,000 Picture Houss
Chicago, Nov. 28.
Balaban, Morris & Katz have filed
plans for the construction of a thea
tre and hotel to be located at Sheridan
road and Lawrence avenue, and which

Chicago's

will cost $750,000.
The house will play a

straight picture policy. The location is one block
from the new Jones, Linick & Schaeffer house and two from the Wilson
avenue theatre.

MAJESTIC, PITTSFIELD, BURNS.
Pittsfield. Mass.,

Nov.

28.
fire
al-

The Majestic was damaged by
Sunday to $20,000 The blaze was
most entirely confined

to back stage,
although the auditorium suffered from

smoke and water.
The house was built
played vaudeville and
D. Sullivan of North

in
is

1908.

It

has

owned by W.

Adams, Mass.

Waterbury's New Rialto Opened.
Waterbury, Conn., Nov. 28.

The Rialto, largest of the four theatres in this city, opened Sunday. It
seats 1.400, all on one floor, and cost
$100,000.
J.

Harry Nichols

theatre

is

in

John Moriarty
Musical

is

manager.

The

the heart of the town.
is the owner.

Tabs Replace Films.
Macon. Ga.. Nov. 28.

The Macon theatre substituted a
musical tab policy for films Monday.
The opening attraction is an 11-people
company billed as "Uncle Sam and
His Nephews and Nieces." They will

changes by concentration, which,
at a very modest estimate, would
be $32,500 per week.

play a

"In total this is an estimated
saving of $500,000 per week.
"Why should we, as exhibitors,
carry an unnecessarv burden of
$500 000 pei week?
No other line
of business would.
These conditions can be cured by amalgama-

Returning to the Screen.
After a retirement from the stage
and screen of practically a year, Florence Atkins will make her first reappearance as the principal feminine

tion."

full week.
Twenty-four thousand soldiers encamped near here.

support— the heavy— with Clara Kimball Young in "The Marionettes," under the direction of Emile Chautard.

VARIETY
No master

woman

hour a

ENOUGH REASONS

what
goes

to her dressmaker's,

WORKING- U.B.0.-MAKIN4 GOOD

it Is

POft

always a

fitting

time.
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Maryland. Baltimore, Md.

3)

Pa.

Going right along, eh?

Fctiton

OSWALD

NORMAN JEFFERIES

Direction.

Next Week (Dec

town

that

Trenton •

HARKINS

Marion

Jim and

Western Hip..
>IM«»N AG KM V

am

again,

hanging

Miiiktrel*

Raster n

me

hear then
about Philadelphia.

I

Air Grant Is back from Australia and has the
Philadelphia Hicks laughing all orer the town as
he relates his experiences In Australia Some class
to Alf.. better known as the "Bine King."

it

uv-

i.

Hers we are In the old home town (Philadelphia)
Retting lota of laughs, plenty of applause, flowers orer
the footlights (oompUmenta of Bobby Heath), home
cooking (pro rata) end the kids. Barbara and
Dorothy.
She
I Just wish you could see this n*«v one
certainly la a whale— a big. fat. laughing baby
alttlng on my lap trying to grab the pencil as I
write these few lines, a smile from ear to ear and
I'll hare to out this short
as Irish aa Paddy'a.
as something just happeneed.
(Here. Marian, take

MARK

LEVY.

A

CURTIS

Next Week (Dec. 3)—Keith's, Portias*, Me.
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THEATRICAL DICTIONARY
JOSEPH LAMB

FRED
DIPREZ

says:

'The road to success leads through the valla? of
and the path Is up the ladder of patience
and across the wide, barren plains of pei serv er anoe"
humility,

been through the valley of humility—Jules
Delmar made me open a 6- act show last weak;
I've been up the ladder of patience— the Palaoa
elevators on Tuesdays; and I think I'm In the wide,
barren plains of perseverance I am writing this an
miles
route from Lynchburg. Va., to Macon. Ga., 6
as the Southern Railway "flys"(r).
Suooeaa will yet be mine, by ye gods
I've

—

A woman who
a no- account,

—

trade him
a plugged dime.
gladly

Chalkoloaiat,

diately
110.000.

up

goes

AMBAERWITZ.'

lobster

found

off

the onset of

England. The two-legged species round
Cloak models often dependent on both

"evYert

In accordance with Mr. Hoover's
request as to Food Conservation,
we are now eating our potatoes
with the skins on.

SAYS

'

Christmas

PULLMAN PORTER—

GREY
and
BYRON

two nurses

ROSE & CURTIS
Theatre Bide
New York

Bert

City

POLDI LONG

PROPERTY MAN—
One who goes out and borrows

An

for

Institution

Prodi

the sp r ead of dyspepsia

Greeks.

FENTOR «» GREEN
You

can't fool u

BLACKFACE

and

heraefly.

EDDIE ROSS
Featured

Neil O'Brien Minstrels

Morris Golden

2-White
Steppers-2

says

Study

Comes Under the Heading of Amusements

Chorus girls, big Jumps, acrobats, sister acts,
oommlsslon. marriage, song pluggers. Southern circuits.

Eugene Brlak. agents,
ventriloquists.

criticisms,

Hebe comlrs. Al
etc. ad lib.

Fields,

divorce,

authors,

Ptr«ctl»n.

"Leave Me Alone

legits, animal acts.
Princeton Hotel, lockers,

Irish

W.

DARN YOU"
V. M. A.

fj.

BKBHLER

IN

By
Direction.

BLANCHE
ALFRED
SYMPHONY GIRLS
CARSTENS

"NINE MINUTES OF ZYLOTONI8M"
Direction. CHAS. WILSHIN

assisted

by

"GERANT,"
The

W

Celestial

Wonder Workers

Booked Solid
V. M. A.

Direction.

SIMON AGENCY

Conductor
Featuring the RAINBOW
In Novelty Daneea
Direction. C.

W. NELSON

B. O.

JACOBS

At

WILLIAM E. MICK
PRESENTS
JACK COWELL g CO.
"THE HORACE
SLACKER"
WVMA
LINNEY

HHDBfe

and her

White

in

CHAE, FITZPATBICK

RAYS EMMA DEAN

bad

JUmsric Bits Or
VtSSA+IUVY

and

wonder what 111

I

things.

RESTAURANT—

PRESENTS

BROWN

4m

Is

Is lore and easgff.
One thought's always la ay

It All

Dolly

Uses

Everywhere

legalized train robber.

BUT WE ARE OFF PINEAPPLES.

KID"
hla

SAXON

New

to

14031

"WATCH THE BABY GROW"

Palace

But

edible

8a h.

HENSHAW
UKE
under the watchful eye of

for

an automobile hits
him. his ptioo imme-

I

BOBBY
"THE

has

and

If

Edward Marshall
A

laay

drunken husband would

V

Ihe

A

SAYS

PAULINE

LOBSTER—

GIRL

W.

Y. M. A.

J.

TJBO

HARRY 8PINGOLD

SAM

J.

ADAMS and
'A

F.

GRIFFITH

MUSIC LESSON"
Director.

FRANK EVANS

iii

"

""

"
re.

VARIETY

tk
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The Ballad Beau HRjl by L.Wolfe Gilbert: €^ Anatol Friedlarvd
HERE'S WHAT THEb ,5Ai»
OVER THEIR OWN SIGNATURES
,

[WARD V. DARLING

a

Iks

ELSIE JANIS

"Just beautiful

REEDALBEE

"Sure

BELLE BAKER

"I

sin$

it

Mother

!

ONE

is

f

fcach.

loves

it,

too"

sonff

beautiful

at home, not only in the theatre .

I

love it"

jdd^,

!"

CHARLIE KING

"Will

MAY NAUDAIN
*

e

i

I. R.

I

sir*

Most charming sonj
"

SAMUELS

A "ROM"

EDGAR ALLAH WOOLF

'I wish

BERNARD GRANVILLE

"Are !ku From

C. P.

You bet

?

it

HOAGLAND

"I

think

heard

in

years"

Joitf

had written

I

faai-Wb hud
I

Congratulations

HARRY WEBER

I've

It

I

ib a

if
it

cant miss

,

I

tajtt wis
I

bein<f

a hit"

corker?
!

"

HARRY HER5HFIELD

Abe

Kabibbie

M me

will

mj

it

Tanks

V

EDW. S.KELLER

"Great!

GEORGE WHITE

"Get me the dance arrangement, quick

an interest

in it

\
!

HARRY HONDORF
JIMHIE BARRY

It

sureh

is

wonderful

"If they'd stand for

LEON KIMBERLEY
CDS EDWARDS

"

my

"Ask Miss Amok) what

"One of the best popular

ballads
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/NOT
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-

"-

•"
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said

wnta

,

WllOtt

WE KNOW TO E>e ZNTHOSIASTIC
IN TIME FOR THI5 I55UE

FRIEDLAND

Gw

23Z West
-

Id sinj

REACH, PERSONALIS,

GILBERT
L WOlfC GIlttRT

,

of the better class

AND NUMEROUS OTHER ARTISTS AND JUDGES
BUT

sinjmo;

"

'"

46rh.
~""Kimj
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5k
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New
—
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i

m

York.
i

wwarr-
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